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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
DEPARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

,

Washington, D. 0., October 1, 1898.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith tbe annual report of this
office for the year ending June 30, 1898.
Total enrollment in schools and colleges.-There were enrolled in the
schools and co11eges, both public and private, during the year 1897-98
16,687,643 pupils, the same being an increase·of 432,550 pupils over the
previous year. This includes the enrollment in private and incorporated
institutions of all grades (1,554,725) and 15,132,918 in public institutions. The increase in the public institutions was 390,841 (nearly 2.7
per cent), while the increase in private institutions was 41,700, or nearly
2.8 per cent over the previous year. I bad occasion to note last year that
the private school enroliment had slightly decreased in tLe year 1896-97
from the e11rollmei1t in 18!l5-96, and attributed it to the long-continued
business depression which lrnd caused parents, who feared reduced
incomes, to remove their children from the private to the public schoo.ls.
These returns for 1897-98 show the effect of the beginning of business
prosperity. The tide had turned in the previous year and its effects
had begun to be felt.
The private school enrollment is a little more than 9 per cent of the
whole at the present time. It should increase in the coming years of
larger business incomes to its 11ormal standard, which is about 15 per
cent of the whole. During "hard times" there is a contraction in the
business of manufacturing and this reacts disastrous]y on agriculture
and commerce, for it returns to the farm large numbers of persons not'
needed there, and at the saine time decreases the demand for farm
products by taking away the farmer's best market, 11amely, the home
market at the neighboring villages and cities. Then, again, it decreases
the amount of commerce and causes depleted incomes to the population engaged in transportation and trade.
'l,he lesson of school statistics for 1897-98 is therefore a cheerful
one inasmuch as it manifests tlie return of prosperity and the removal
of farm population to the villages and cities to engage again in manufacturing occupations.
Besides tbe sixteen and a half millions at school in public and private institutions of all grades there are pupils enrolled in various
XI
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he , b ve enrollment.

These items

E 11roll mc11t ·n oth r schools, 1897-98.
. .....••.•..... . ...........•.••. , ....•.••.•.•••••..... 185,000
·llool ........................................ . ............•.. .. 70,950
. . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . .• • • • • ... . .•.• 23,000
iv ·l a , e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .·. . . . . . . . . . . 23, 854
· · · · - . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . 23,501
1ti on , hi eOy or ph. n a y lums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 14,000
. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .... ....
1, 250
·t D • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 93, 737

,. ni n ~ ('h

.

. ............. _... _. __ ... ___ .. _.... . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . .

50, 000

Total ... _. . .. _....................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 485, 292

The mi •e1laneous in the above table includes such institutions as
schoo1s of mu:::;ic, oratory, elocution, cookery, and of various special

~nts.
'f his gi m s 17,172,935 ,ts the grand total.
THE COMMON SCHOOLS,

The expr ession "common schools" is used in this office to include
public sch ools of elementary grade-the first eight years of the course
of study-aud secondary gracle-ninth to twelfth yeara of courRe of
st11dy-but no institutions for higher grade, although the State univer•
sities and State normal schools and professional schools might be
included as institutions that draw support from public funds.
The statistics in the following table give a condensed summary of
the common school statistics derived from data furnished this office by
State superintendents iu reply to circulars of inquiry. For convenience of comparison the items for the previous three decades are given.
For a, more detailed statement showing these returns by States, see
tables 1 to 19 immediately following t,his introduction.
'lhe average length of the school term bas reached 143.1 days. Last
yenr it reached 140.4 days, and for the years previous it bad never
reaelled 140 days. I I.lave pointed out the fact that this increase in the
length of school term keeps pace with the growth of large villages and
"cities. Urban popuJat.ions have a school session of nine or ten months,
wl1ile rural districts have three or four months, or at the highest six
months.
This incr ea se in the length of school term appears in the slight
increase of school expenditure per inhabitant-namely, an increase
from $ 2.G2 in 1896-97 to $ 2.G7 in 1897-98, There is an improvement
from year to year in the qualifications of teachers, and this is indicated
by in crease in salaries. The cost per pupil for teachers' salaries was
$ 11.83 for the year 1896-07 and $ 12.04 for the year 1897-98. The total
exp enditures for common• cbool purposes amounted to almost two
hundred millions of dollars ($1D4,020,470).

THE COMMON . SCHOOLS.
TABLE
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I.-Common-school statistics of the United States.
1897-98. a

1870-71.

1879-80.

1889-90.

39,500,500
12,305,600

50,155,783
15,005,767

62,622,250
18,543,201

72,737,
21,458,294

7,561,582
19.14

9,867,505
rn. 67

12,722,581
20. 32

]5, 038, 636
20. 68

65. 50
68. 61
6,144,143
8,153,635
62. 3
64.1
130. 3
134. 7
800, 719, 970 1, 098, 232, 725

70. 08
10,286,092
68. 4
143.1
1,471,435,367

!.-General statistics.
Tofal population . ........................... .
Number of persons 5 to 18 years of age ..... .
Number of different pupils enrolled on the
school registers . . ......................... .
Per cent of total population enrolled ....... .
Per cent of persons 5 to 18 years of age
enrolled . .. ................................ .
Average daiiy attendance .................. .
Ratio of same to enrollment ................. .
Average length of school term (da,vs) ...... . .
Aggregate num her of days attended ........ .
Average 1mmber for each person 5 to 18
years of age ..............................•.
Average number for each pupil .enrolled .....

61. 45
4,545, 317
60.1
132.1
600, 432, 802

mo

59. 2
86. 3

68. 6
97. 8

125,525
238, 397

131, 750
277,443

Whole number of teachers.............
220,225
286,593
363,922
Per cent of male teachers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41. O
42. 8
34. 5
Average monthly wages of teachers ;
Males ........................ •··········· · · ··· ···· ···· · · ········· · ··· · ·· · ··········
Females ................................ . .......................................... .
Number of schoolhouses.....................
132, 119
178,222
224,526
Value of school property .................... $143,818, 703 $20!1, 571,718 $342,531,791

409,193
32. 2

48. 7
79.4

53.1
81.1

l======l-~--====,1-

Ma}e teachers ............................... .
Female teachers ............................ .

90, 293
129,932

122,795
163,798

b$45.16
b $38. 74
242, 390
$492, 703, 781

IL-Financial statist'ics.
Receipts;
Income from permanent funcls ............ . .....•.•..................
From. State taxes ..•.................................................
:From local taxeR .................................. . ................. .
From all other sources .............. .. .. . .............. . ......... . ... .

$7, 744, 765
26,345,823
07, 222,426
11,882,292

$9,213,323
35,600,643
134, 104, 053
20,399,578

Total r f ceipts ..... . ..................... : ........................ .

143, 194, 806

1!)9, 317,597

Per cent of total derived fromPermanent funds ....................... . ....... . •..................
State taxes ........................... - ............................. .
Local taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
.All other sources ..•.................................. _. . ............ .

5. 4
18. 4
67. 0
8. 3

4. 6
17. 0
07. 3
10. 2

- - 1- - -- - -·1 -

E xpenditures:
For sites, b11ilclings, furniture, libraries,
and apparatus ................................................ _... .
For salaries of teachers and superin•
tcndents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $J2, 580, 853
$'.;5, 9J2, 972
For all other purposes ... . .................................. . ....... .

$26, 207, 041

$32,814,532

91,836,484
22,463, ]90

123, 809, 412
37,396,526

Tot.al expenditures ............ ... .... .
Expenditure per capita of population .. . .... .

140, 506, 715
2. 24

194, 020, 470
2. 67

$3. 21
11. 26
2. 76

$3.19
12. 04
3. 63

Total expenditure per pupil ...........
12. 71
17. 23
I== ===:===== :/=====
Per cent of total expenditure devoted toSites, l>uildi:pgs, etc ............ .. ·................................... .
18. 6
Salaries..... .................. . ..........
fil. 6
71. 6
65.4
All other purposes . ..................... .. ... : ...................... .
16. 0
Average expenditure per day for each pupil
(in cents);
.F or tuition . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. 1
7. O
8.4
For all purposes . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 5
9. 7
12. 8

18. 86

69,107,012
1. 75

78, 094, 587
1. 50

Expenditure per pupil (of average attendance) ;
For sites, buildings, etc ............................................. .
For salaries ..............................
$9. 37
$9.10
]'or all otller purposes .............................................. .

--is:Z0-1

a The figures for 1897-98 are sulij ect to correction.

b In 44 States.

IG. 0
63. 8
19. 3

lt;,-:. -~~i

r

8.4
13. 2

TABLE

II.-Total nu,rnber of pupUs and students of all gra_des in both public; and private schools and colleges, 1897-98.

......

NoTE.-The classification of States made use of in the following table is the same as tllat adopted by the United States census, and is a8 follows : North .Atlantic Division:
Mniue, New Hampshire, Vermont. Ma,;sachusetts, Rhode I~land, Connectic!-lt, New ~ork, New ~ersey. and Pennsylva_ni,a.. So1dh Atlantic Division: Ddaware, Maryland,
Di,itrkt of Colmul.Jia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carol ma, s.o~t? Carol~na, G-e~rgia, an~ F.lorid~. ~outh O~ntral _Dim,s~on: Ken1uck,Y, Tennessee, Alabama, )-fis:1is:1ip1,i,
Lonisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. North Central Divisi?n: Olno, Indiana, Illm.01s, M~cb1gan, W1sc~msm, :Mmoesota, Iowa, MiBsouri, )forth Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. Western Di·vision: Montana, Wyommg, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, ,vashington, Oregon, aucl California.
Pupils receiving elementary instruction
(primary and
grammar grades) .
Division.
Public.

1

2

Pupils receiving
secondary instruction
(high-school grade).a

Private (in
preparatory
Private
sehools,
Public.b academi es,
(largely
estimated ).
seminaries,
etc.).
3

4

ii

Students receiving hi~her instruction.
In universities and
colleges.c

In t1choo1s of medicine,
law, and theology.e

I

Total. Pul.Jlic./

J,.>rivate.

,,

---fj

Total. Public. Private.

Total.

q

0
~

1-3
......

---

10
9
s
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

1,249,665

459,813

166,302

29,728

71,330 101,058

8,096

3,472,716
2,llO, 342
2,842,478
5,443,904
719,506

510,286
88,7H
14:l, 872
467, 933
38,833

143,977
25,729
34,658
228,358
27,091

50,635
22,371
32,473
51,562
9,261

5,072
3,688
2,815
14, 184
3,969

26,667
10,158
10, 795
20,771
2,939

254
762
l, 099
5,292
689

North Atlnntic Division ... _. - ..... . ..
South Atlantic Division ....... _......
Son th Central Division ..... .. ·-· .... ·North Ceutral Division .. ...... ·· · ·- . .
\Vcs tern Di\'isiou. ·-·---. - ________ ....

f::tj

tj

I

Public.d Private.

The United States . ............. 14,589,036

----

In normal schools .g

31, 739
13,846
13,610
34,955
6,908

11
--

12

13

14

0

~

46,135

54,231

46,245

21,293 .h67, 538

!;d

17,366
6,113
4,668
16,603
1,295

17, G20
6,875
5,767
21,985
1,984

19,4-70
4,445
2,999
15, 542
3, 7~9

1,724
1,449
4. 265
13,145
710

"t1
0

----- - - - - - - - - - - - - 21,194
5, e94
7,264
28,687
4,499

trj

~

~i-3

....

(X)

a Including pupils in preparatory or academic departments of higher institutions, public and private, and excluding elementary pupils, who are classed in columns
2 and 3. A classification of pnblic a,ll([ of private second,try stndents, according to the character of the institutions in which they are found, is give11 in Cllap. XL VI, vol. 2.
bTl.Jis is made up from the returns of individual high schools to the Bureau, and is somewhat too small, as there are nmny secondary pupils outside the completely
organ;zed high schools whom there are no means of enumerating.
cindutling colleges for women, agricnltural and mechanical (land-grant) colleges, and scientific schools. Students in law, theological, and medical departments are
c-xcluded, being tabulated in columns 0-11. Stndents in ac2.demic and preparatoi·y departments are also excluded, being tabulated in columns 4 and 5.
d .Mainly State universities and agricultural and mecllanical colleges.
e lncluding schools of dentistry, pharmacy, and veterinar_y medicme.
f Mainly in schools or departments of medicine and law attached to State universities.
g Nonprofes,;ional pupils in normal schools are iucluded in columns 4 and 5.
h There are, in addition to this number, 21,687 students taking normal courses in universities, colleges, and public and private high schools. (See Chap. XL V, vol. 2.)
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TABLE

IL-To tal nurnbe1· of pupils and students of all grades in both public and 1Jriva-te schools, 1897-98-Continued.

Division.

Summacy of
higher (indncling
normal) mstruct.ion.

I

Poblio. Privste.
-- - - - -

1
The United States
North Atlantic Division ........................................................... .
South Atlantic Divi;,ion .............................................. . ............ .
South Central Division ............................................................ .
North Central Division .••••••......................................................
Western Division ...•..•......•..•.•.•.••.•••.•..••..•••..•.••••••..•..••.•••.......

:u

rn

I .

$ummar of pupils bv grade.
Y

I

E~en,en.
ary.

• ·

I

Summary according to
control.

I Seooutl-1
H;ghe<. I
ary.

Public.

u

~

rn

20

84,069

138,758

16,838,701

626,115

222,827

15,132.918

24,796
8. 805
6,013
35,018
8,447

45,757
17,720
19,728
50,-609
4,944

3,983,002
2,199,083
2,986,350
5,911,927
758,339

194,612
48,100
67,131
279,920
3ti, 352

70,553
26,615
26,641
85,627
13,391

3,641,489
2,144,966
2,884,049
5,707,370
755,044

---

I Private.

---21

1

I

Grand
total.

22

1,554, 725 1 16,687,643
606. 678
128; ss2
196,073
570, 104
53,038

4, 248, 167
2,273,798
3,080,122
6,277,474
808,082

1-3

p:1
tr.:l
Q

0
~

~0

z

UJ

0

I!:

~

\

0

0

t'

11"1

~

~
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~
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A VER.A.GE AMOUNT OF SCHOOLING PER INHAilITAN'l'.

How much schooling is each inhabitant receiving on an average on
the basis of returns for 1897-98 ~ Tables III and IV answer this question, the former table showing this item for all schools, public and
private, of whatever grade, and the latter (Table IV) the amount of
schooling furnished by the public schools alone in the various subdivisions of the United States.
The amount on an average bas reached just :five years for the entire
nation.
III.-A verage nur.ibm· of years of schooling (of 200 days each) that 1t·oiild be given
to each indii,idual of the popnlation ·tinder the conditions actually existing at the di.D'erent
elates specified in f.!te ta~le, and taking into account all public and private schooling o.f
whatever grade.

TABLE

1870.

1880.

1890. 1891.

-- -The United Stat.es ........ 3. 36

1892.

1893 .

-- -- -

-

189-l. 1895. 1896. Ial897. Ial898.
- - - - - - - - --

3. 96

4. 46

4. 51

4. 49

4. 52

4. 72

4. 75

4. 83

4. 91

5. 00

2. 22
1. 86
4. 65
4. 17

2.
2.
5.
4.

2. 78
2. 62
5. 85
4. 71

2. 74
2. 69
5. 21
5. 07

2. 79
2. 64
o. 38
4. 93

2.
2.
5.
5.

2.
2.
5.
5.

2.
2.
5.
5.

3. 05
2. 75
5. 87
5. 55

3. l4
2. 05
5. 87
5. 77

-5. 06- -5. 69- -6 .-05· -6. 15- -6.18- -6.10- -6. 35- -6. 47- -6. 52- -6. 64- -6.75

North Atlantic Tiivision .......
South A.thrntic Division ........
South Central Division .. . ......
North Central Division .. . .....
Western Division ............. · /

TABLF.:

1. 23
l. 12
4. 01
3. 56

73
42
36
57

95
89
57
01

95
65
69
43

93
70
84
46

IV.-1'he scrnie, taking into account only the schooling ftirnished by public
elementary and secondary schools.
)880.

1870 .

1890.

1801. 1802.

1893. 11894.

1895.

1896. al897 .la 1808.

4. 23

4. 28

--

- -1 - 'l'he United States ........ 2. 91
North Atlantic Division ....... 4. 43
South Atlantic Division ........ . 80
South Coutrnl Divisiou ......... . 80
North Centra l Divis ion ........ 8. 7l
Western Division .••........... 2. 77

3. 45

I

4. 84
1. 90
1. 57
4. 10
3: 57

3. 85

-4. 992. 42
2. 20
4. 67
3. 08

3. 93
5. 06
2. 46
2. 31
4. 74
4.16

3. 97
5.10
2. 46
2. 41
4. 75
4.47

3. 99

I 4. 11

---5. 10
2. 51
2. 38
4. 84
4. 39

5. 28
2. 70
2 . 59
5. 00
4. 45

5. 47
2. 68
2. 39
5.1 5
4 . 87

4. 37

4. 4. 6

5. 61
2. 78
2. 49
5. 28
5. 02

5. 71
2. 87
2. 68
5. 25
5. 2·;)

--- - - - 5. 52
2. 66
2. 44
5. 21
4. 95

a Subject to correction.
NoTE.-The two preceding t a1les havo hecn recomputed with revised data, and will be found to
differ slightly from the :figures previously publi shed.
·

Sta,te school systenis.-In a.n appendix hereto Mr. F. E. Upton, specialist in State school systems, has presented in tabular statemeuts the several items of statistics relating to schools tllat are collected by the
State superintendents of public iustruction, showing items of attendance of pupils, number of teaching corps, schoolhouses, receipts and
expenditures, etc. In Table 1 the population and estimated number of
children between the ages of 5 and 18 years are given. These and other
items are shown in per cents in Table 2 for better comparison. In
Table 3 are brought togetber for the several States the items of legal
school age, compulsory attendance, and the latest actual enumeratiou
of children.
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More than thirty States. (32) have adopted compulsory laws, the
majority making these laws apply during the period between 8 and 14
years, although the legal school age is from 6 to 2.1. in twenty-two States,
5 to 21 in eleven States. In Table 4 a historical survey is made of the
total enrollment of pupils since 1870, and the percentage of the population of school age (5 to 18) given in eacli case. Table 5 gives items
of sex of pupils, with percentages. TaLle 6 shows the percentage of
enrollrneut as . compared with total population of school age annually
since 1870. Table 7 shows the average number of pupils atteudiug
school each day at three decennial periods, for comparison with the same
items iu 1807-98.
It must be understood that this item is reported from daily registers,
in wliich are recorded the number of pupils actually in school for
the day, excluding all pupils absent for sickness or other uecessity,
although they are considered as belonging to tlle school. The number
enrolled includes all that have attended the school for any period during
the year. It is obviously not fair to report the item of average attendance to show the. extent of influence of the American school system.
It is better to give the number enrolled and specify the average length
of the school attendance. This is given in Table 8, the last column.
Instead of saying that the schools of the United States ha.cl in 1806-97
an average attendance of 10,089,620 for the average school term of 140
days, it conveys a more adequate idea to say the entire number enrolled
in 1896-97, namely, 14,652,492, attended an average of 96.7 days in the
year. This gives the actual number of children that attended school
in the course of the year and shows their actual amount of schooling,
whereas the other gives about two-thirds of the number who received
schooling and credits them with a greater amount of schooling than
they actually received, thus producing two erroneous impressions.
The length of school year in actual days taught is given in Table 8, and
Table D adds an historical survey of this item, showing a pretty steady
increase in the number of days taught. The growth of cities and villages is sufficient to account for the increase, but the growing sentiment :
iu favor of public s~hools in the South and Southwest is a considerable factor in the result.
Tables 10 and 11 show the proportion of males and females in thecorps of teachers in each State and an historical survey from 1870 to the.
present time. The change from 41 per cent of male teachers to 32 per
cent in twenty-eight years, considering the fact that in cities and villages the proportion of children 12 years of age and under amounts toabout 83 per cent of the entire number at school, is not so wonderful,.
for it will be admitted that women are better fitted as a general thing ·
than men for the instruction of children of that age. That the proportion of male teachers is likely to decrease still further with the growth of an urban population is clear from a comparison of the records of the .
ED
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several divisions of the country. The South Central, for instance, had
iu 1870 a. much larger proportion of men than of women teachers-in the
ratio of G7.5 to 32.5. This has c1mnged until in 1897-98 the proportion
is 53 men to 48 women. But taking the division with most cities (the
North Atlantic) for the same perio~l, iu 1870 the men were in ratio of
26.2 to 73.8 women, and in 1897-98 as rn men to 81 women. This may
go even a little further and reach the same ratio-17 to 83-that the
pupils of 12 years and under bear to the pupils 13 years and over, but
it is not probable that it will happen soon. The remarkable increase
in secondary and higher education that accompanies prosperous business periods will quite likely delay the result by slightly increasing
the average age of school pu1)ils.
Table 12 gives interesting items regarding the average wages of
teachers in the se-reral States and divisions, together with other items
as to the amount and value of school property, the last item in the
aggregate being nearly half a billion of dollars. It is to be remembered
in _this connection that the prop~rty of higher institutions-colleges,
universities, and professional schools-is not counted in this table.
Table 13 shows the actual returns for private schools from which the
annual estimate is made. When States or parts of States do not report
the -statistics of private schools it becomes uecessary to estimate for
them on the basis of the returns of the adjoining States or parts of
States, or sometimes on the basis of former returns from the States
now failing to report. In this way a very dose approximation can be
obtained.
In Tables 14: aU1l 15 the items of school revenue are given for the several States and analyzed so as to show clearJy the source of the same,
whether from general or local taxes or from permanent funds or rents.
With the growth of cities local taxation becomes the main source of
school revenues, as will be seen by a comparison of the North Atlantic
Division with the South Central in this item.
Tables 16, 17, and 18 deal with school expe11ditures by States and
divisions, aud give a full a,ualysis of the same, together with a liistorical
retrosriect by States and divisions.
A number of graphic exhibits have been prepared by Mr. Upton to
show the trend of the several items of statistics from year to year. 1
Historical sketch of German schools.-This interesting account of the
rise and deyelopment of the school system of Germany by Dr. Noble
is translated from Rein's Eucyclopredisches Handbuch by Dr. Klemm.
It is noteworthy among histories of education for the fact that it does
not lay the chief stress upon the criticisms n,n<l t:heories advanced by
reformers, but sketches the actual conditions that existe<1 from time to
time, and touches upon the reformatory schemes only when tbey have
bacl a perceptible influence in modifying the system.
·
Summer schools in Ew·ope.-Cbapter II gives an account of SumI

See pp.
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mer schools in certain European countries, by Prof. Herbert B. Adams.
The work of these schools is akiu to the university extension work
and to that which cltaracterizcs the Chautauqua movement in this
coun try.
Th e National Horne Reading Union in England under the auspices
of Oxford and Cambridge men has its summer assembly with excursions to historic points. At both Oxford and Cambridge are courses
of lectures and study, of which :-:1, marked feature is the participation of
workingmen.
A " Town and Gown Association" in Edinburgh endeavors to promote cooperation between citizens and students, aud extended courses
of lectures form a part of the summeT work.
One of the chief objects of university extension as it appears at
Oxford and Cambridge is to direct the reading of people who are educating themselves. The elementary schools of England are practically
making readers of the entire population. But what it is wise to read
is not obvious without some help from those who have made the voyage
of discovery through big-lier education. At a summer school in Oxford
or Cambridge new worlds are revealed to the farmer boy or mechanic
who has learned how to read, but has not yet learned what to read.
The late Thomas Hill Green, of Oxford, devoted much of his strength
to this work of making his university a power for the elevation and
enlightenment of the town people. He was a pioneer in one of the
best movements of the age.
In France the A.lliance Frangaise has labored to extend the knowledge of the French language and literature in French colonies and
other countries. Under its auspices are summer courses, and diplomas
are given for specified results.
Cer tain of the summer schools of Switzerland are conducted through
t he cooperation of English-speaking visitors, who endeavor in a syst ematic way to make the most of their opportunities while in the
country. There are also summer schools for instruction in modern
languages at Swiss universities.
It is noteworthy that the history of education in this epoch has for
its chief feature the extension of all forms of education to the people.
U niversity extension has for its chief meaning the incitement of the
people engaged in hard work and the direction of _machinery to begin
studies in science, history, and literature. The laborer shall have access
to books and continue the meager school education into his after life,
so that be may reenforce his mental strength by the instruction of his
race, constant learning having become the habit of bis life.
E diwation in Great Brita-in and Irelanrl.-Ohapter III is intro<luc~d
by a conspectus of the English system of elementary education, from
which it appears that the public treasury bears an ever-increasing
proportion of tlie cost of the elementary schools. In 1872, the year
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aft r

nt into operation, 37 per cent of this
Govemment grant; in 1897, 64 per

f 1 91 • nthorizin()' a pecial grant in lieu of fees remitted
ba gone far toward rnakiug elementary education free. Eighty-four
11 r ent of the hool are free and 86 11er cent of the pupils pay no
fe s; tbo from wh m :C e are ti11 collected are, with few exceptions,
in tl.ie ad vane d 0 Tades. Pri va.te schools, chiefly parochial, enroll 55
per cent of elementary 1mpils and draw 41 per cent of their support
from other than public fu nds, i. e., from end owments and subscriptions.
The llOard schools-that is, schools managed b y elected boards-enroll
45 p er cent of the pupil s. They draw support from local t axes amounting in 189G to u p ward of $10,600,000, or 40 per cent of the entire cost·
of main tenance for that year.
The early age at which cbildren may be exempt from school attendance is accounted a serious obstacle to the efficiency of school training.
In 1893 the law fi xed 11 years as t he upper limi t of the age for exempting a child from the provisions of the compulsor y law. The law just
passed (August 1, 1899) , as this matter goes to press, raises that limit
to 12 years.
The statistics show clearly the effect of the regulations of 18!)0
enlarging the scope of the night schools. Since that date the attendance upon the night schools of England has increased by 127 per cent;
in Scotland, where similar regulations were secured as early as 1883,
the increase in ·the attendance upon night schools exceeds 300 per
cent.
The public agitation over educational problems is scarcely less now
than that just previons to the passage of the elementary school law of
1870, which bas determined the character of the system for over twentyfive years. The main fact in the history of the system during thatperiod is the irresistible expansion of the course of study beyond the
meager elements originally prescribed by law, and the incidental organization of higher grades of work rivaling in many respects the endowed
secondary schools of England. This growth of the elementary schools,
combined with special efforts on the part of Government to provide
ampler facilities for prolonging the education of the industrial classes,
bas revealed the disorganized condition of secondary education in
Eng]and and the waste of time and resources actually existing. The
need of a general administrative measure, thus made apparent, led to
tbe education bill of 1806. The unexpected defeat of that measure
prevented for the time renewed efforts in this direction. Meanwhile
the demands of the parochial schools for further aid from public funds
to o:ffi et the advantages accruing to the board schools from local taxes
became imperative. The demand is, indeed, part of the deep-reaching
stru ggle now going on in En.gland with respect to the future destiny
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of the established church. It was the ~ense of danger to the whole
ecclesiastical system that caused the conservative leaders during the
campaign of 1895 to make unqualified promise of support to the parochial school authorities. A.n attempt was made to satisfy these pledges
by the law p~Jssed early in the session of 1897 providing a special grant
for the "voluntary" schools; that is, eleinentary schools, chiefly parochial, under private management. This law is the first departure from
the impartial policy of Government action with respect to the two
classes of schools recognized by the law of 1870.
The provisions of the new law, with some consideratfon of its immediate effects, are given in Chapter III. The importance of the law lies
in its political and social bearing rather than in the amount of relief
afforded to the schools participating in the grant. The chapter also
reviews the successive measures by which greater freedom and scope
have been given to the elementary schools. These relate to the programmes and the teaching force. The decrease in the proportion of
pupil teachers is very marked. In i876 they formed 57 per cent of the
entire number of teachers in England; in 1896 but 29 per cent. In
Scotland a similar change has been effected, the proportion of pupil
teachers falling between 1880 and 1896 from 40 to 21 per cent of the
total force employed. The educational department has recently begun
active efforts for the improvement of the pupil teachers as regards
both their qualification and the conditions under which their apprenticeship is accomplished.
Tlle report of a special committee appointed to investigate the pupilteacher system is summarized in the chapter considered.
The discussions of school problems before the "church congress" of
1897, cited also in the chapter, show a high conception of the teacher's
calling and of the standard which parochial schools must maintain
un(ler the pressure of modern conditions.
The failure of the education bill of 1896 caused. a postponement of
legislation with respect to secondary education. This continues to be
the subject of public agitation, and a, measure providing for some form
of public supervision and assistance is confidently expected in the
present session .1
Particulars are given in Uhapter III respecting the existing provision
for secondary education in England and the opinion of E11glish authorities as to the course public action should take in respect to this
interest.
The multiplication of university colleges, especially in the industrial
centers of England, and their provision for scientific and technical
1 As this matter goes to press an announcement is published of the passage of the·
board of education bill. This measure unites in one central authority functions at
present exercised by several administrative bodies and provides for the inspection
of such secondary schools as may apply for this service.
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training is a feature emphasized in the brief survey of u11iversity
work.
'Ihere has been organized recently a division of special inquiries
and reports in the English education _department. Its function is in
some respects .s imilar to that of our National Bureau of Education, and
it has begun the issue of a series of annual reports of great value.
Education in Ganada.-In Chapter IV is to be found an account of
the .educational systems of Canada which, as our nearest neighbor, and
a people of similar origin and language to our own, is always of great
interest to us. Its experiments at the solution of modern problems in
education are all the more instructive to us from the fact that there is
very much more attention paid to the central organizatioµ there, than is
the case with us. It affords us a ready object lesson upon centralization,
its many and great adv:wtages, and its obvious defects, as compared
with our own system. "V\T e are tending towarcl a stronger centralization, but so slowly as not to endanger the good of our local selfgovernment in theory or practice. · Our tradition leaves to individuals
and small communities the initiative and n~arly all the practical details.
The consequence of endowing individuals and local communities with
such abundant powers is a constant education in political power and
general self-direction, but it is the most expensive of all education so far
as waste of time and misapplication of energy is concerucd. Perceiving
this, it is quite natural at first to suppose that it is all a mistake and
that centralization pure and simple is the best and most rational, since
it secures reasonable things at a minimum of expenditure of means.
This is the view of statesmen in monarchies and likewise of such theorists as Thomas Oarlyle, ancl men of great ability belonging to his
school-Fronde, Ruskin, and others. The trend · of modern history is
against them, and it seems to them to be a false tendency necessary to
be retraced after manifold evils have developed. But the continued
progress of natural science and the consequent application of its discoveries to mechanic inventions which save labor -in the direction of mere
drudgery, and turn it toward directive power and the acquirement of
knowledge, is an underlying motive power which works irresistibly ·
toward democracy. When the total product of industry in a community (as in Asia) is only 3 cents a day for each inhabitant, there is no
reasonable demand for democracy; it is a political disease and must be
suppressed. Nor has its time fully come even when the annual production of a people has reached only 10 or even 20 cents a day per inhabitant. Without steam and labor-saving machinery it can go no higher
than 10 cents. But with a production of 20 to 50 cents a day on an average, there is an impulse manifested on the part of the masses to create
for themselves by individual effort the means of self.culture and to enter
the higher classes of occupations which have for their object: First, the
means of luxury and creature comforts; secondly, the means of protection of life, property, and public institutions; thirdly, the collection
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and diffusion of the instrumentalities of culturc. 1

The printed page of
book and periodical is diffused widely arnl more widely, and the consequence is a people at school through life. If tlrn elementary sc11ool but
teaches how to read, the what to read should be taught by the pnrve:rors of higher edncation. To learn the technique of science and to
follow its d iscovcries, to learn the higher vocabularies used by poets
and the literary cla.ss, and to learn human nature as revealed iu their
productions is a sufficient employment for the span of life stretching
on from the age of 21. There is constant progress in producing
power among civilized nations and constant stimulation toward the
culture tliat comes of the mastery of books. Hence, too, there is progress in self-directive power and a consequent impatience of direction in
minute <letails from a master wb.o requires blind obedience. Enliglit1 LIST

OF OCCUPATIONS.

· I. THE LOWER ORDER-PRODUCTION OF NECESSITIES.
1. Procur-ing of raw materials.
(a) Agriculture and grazing.
(b) Hunting, fishing.
( c) Mining (including petroleum wells, etc.).
2. Transportation.
(a) Tearuing.
(b) Railroad.
(c) Water transportation.
3. Transformation of products.
(a) Textile fabrics, cloth, and clothing.
(b) Wood anu metal -n·ork.
(c) Leather.
( d) Miscellaneous.
II. THE HIGHER ORDER-PRODUCTION OF MEANS OF LUXURY, OF
PROTECTION, AND OF CULTURE.
The v~cations that proYide:
1. Means of luxury anu creature comfort, including manufactures that r equire
a higher order of educated technical skill.
2. Means of protection, including(a) Those who provide amusement and recreation.
(b) Medical profession.
(c) The legal profession.
(d) Officials managing public works or public cllarities, also Government
officials.
(e) Insurance companies and the directive agents of companies formetl for
guarding the interests, general or special, of society as a whole, or of any
particular part of it, charitable associations, trade unions, etc.
3. Instrumentalities of cultnre.
(a). Moral and religious-churches, etc.
(b) Intellectual and moral education-schools and libraries.
(c) Esthetic, including all trades that produce ornaments on useful goods or
that produce works of art in sculpture, painting, music, poetry and
literary art, landscape gardening, etc.; also all influences tliat cultivate
taste-the formation and care of art mnseums, etc .
(d) 'fbe collection and diffusion of information, editin g ancl printing of uooks
newspapers, telegraph operators, etc.
(e) Pursuit of science and the invention of devices useful in the arts.
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enment spreads and is destined to spread with the growing opportunities created by the conquest over nature by science and invention.
Self.determination will increase and local self-government will become
universal and remain so.
Meanwhile,in its crude elementary stages this form of government has
evils which must be eliminated. These evils furnish the problems of
our scl10ol management, and since our neighbors, the Canadians, are
approaching them from a different point of view, the history of their
school administration is of the.. greatest service to us.
Not only must there be local authority, but there must be central
authority. The two should harmonize and be so adjusted that each
one increases the other. A central power that continually enlightens
the local pow,~rs and supplements them is the desideratum.
In this chapter (IV) are given the statistics of the elementary schools
of each Province for 1896, with a l>rief historical survey of the several
school systems.
The system of Quebec offers a decided contrast to those of the other
Provinces, and bears much less resemblance to the systems of our own
_S tates. Separate schools are there maintained for Catholics and for
Protestants, under distinct control and management..
This division, which is extremely interesting in the historic view,
has been the cause of much friction, and attempts were made in the
present year to secure legislation looking to the unification of the system. Though not successful, these efforts have, perhaps, reacted in
such a way as to produce a more vigorous administration of the schools
as now constituted.
Private seminaries and academies, and especially those maintained
by the Catholic Church, have large enrollments, which explain the
compara,tively small attendance on the elementary schools of Quebec.
It is worthy of uote that Ontario, under the enlightened administration of Minister Ross,1 has made the kindergarten a feature of its
public-school system; in Nova Scotia, also, public kindergartens are
reported.
From a table showing the proportional parts of the school income
derived from the Government grant or from local sources, it appears
that the latter yield much the larger revenue (from three-fifths to nineteuths) in all the Provinces excepting Prince Ed ward Island.
A tabular view is given of the higher educational institutions of
Canada.
1
:Minister Ross bas also greatly stimulated the comparative ancl historical study of
education by the publication of tlle results of special researches in these directions.
To this policy the student of education is indebted for access to a "Documentary
history of education in Upper Canada," drawn from original sources by Dr. J. George
Hougins, Deputy Minister of Education. The official service of Dr. Hodgins covers
n. period of more than :fifty years. He was chief of staff from 1844 to 1890, the intimate friend and colaborer of Dr. Ryerson, and to his able direction was due in no
small degr e the success of the Ontario system of education from its inception.
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Education in Australasia.-Chapter V presents a summarized account
of education in Australia, New Zealand, and Tasmania, including the
elementary-school systems and the agencies for secondary and for higher
· education.
The enrollment in elementary schools, ranging from 17 to 18 per cent
of the population in the several colonies, is remarkably large, considering the social and industrial conditions. This result is due in great
measure to special efforts for extending instruction to the children of
isolated districts. Among the devices employed are house-to-house
instruction and conveyance of children to central schools.
The compulsory laws, which have been enacted in all the colonies, are
not easily enforced, by reason of natural obstacles; but the average
attendance exceeds in every colony 64 p_e r cent of the enrollment. Iri
New Zealand it is higher, rising to 83 per cent. The percentage of
attendance on total number enrolled in the United States as a whole is
only 68 per cent. In cities and large villages it exceeds this.
The policy of centralized control adopted in the five divisions of .Australia has been necessitated by the conditions of newly settled countries,
enterprising, ambitious, and impatient of the slow development of local
forces.
New Zealand has adhered more closely to the l'jnglish precedents.
Here the local authority prc<lominates in school affairs, with results ~
which commend the system. The working out of these opposite policies is shown by interesting detail in a report of personal observations
on the school systems of Victoria, New South Wales, and South Australia by the rector of a New Zealand normal school. The report is
reproduced in this chapter.
In addition to the public elementary schools, all the colonies maintain
schools for afflicted children, the blind and deaf-mute, and for orphans.
Special provision is also made for the training of incorrigible and vicious
youths.
Secondary education in these colonies is provided by private agencies,
but public scl10larships are maintained, which enable promising children
from the elementary schools to prolong their studies.
It will be seen from statistics given in this chapter that private schools
form an important part of the school supply in New South Wales and •
Victoria, their enrollment being above one-fourth that of the public
schools. The efforts made, especially in New Zealaud and New South
Wales, to promote technical training, like similar efforts in the mother
country, increase the demand for public secondary schools. Alrea<ly
the elementary-school programmes of New South Wales have been
extended to include high-school branches, as Latin, algebra, geometry,
and French.
Higher education has been fostered in the colonies by Government
grants for the support of universities and technical colleges .. Sydney
University, in New South Wales, receives annually from this source
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$80,000, and Melbourne U11hersity, Victoria, $55,000. The University
of New Zealaud. i~ an examining body, whose diplomas are recognized
as of equal value with those granted by any university of the United
Kingdom. This university has exercised. a mark ed influence on the
standards required for the elementary teachers of New Zealand. The
classified list of teachers s1Jows that 250, or one-tenth the regular corps
(i.e., the pupil teachers being excluded), were university graduates.
Among the papers appended to Chapter V is n, report on the school~
attendance law of 1894 by Mr. J. Stormont Small, truant inspect-0r,
who has conducted the service with great efficiency, and also a paper
by Mr. Mark Cohen, editor of the Dunedin Evening Star, on the industrial schools of the colony, which have been an indispensabl~ auxiliary
in the ·work of enforciug the compulsory law.
Education in Central Europe.-ln Chapter VI Dr. Klemm discui-ses
various points of interest concerning education in Central Europe.
First, the object of polytechnic ed.ucation is treated by Prof. A. Riedler,
of the polytechnic institute of Berlin. This paper advocates a change
in the course of study, and points to the results of polytechnic instruction in the U11fted States. A statistical table, giving important items
of information concerning technological, agricultural, forestry, mining,
and veterinary schools in Europe, supplements the first paper. A
statement of what is being done in Europe in fostering school garde11s
for the purpose of aiding nature study in school, and incideutally also
agriculture, will be found helpful at present, inasmuch as this question
has begun to be discussed in the press. The rates of salaries paid to
teachers of elementary schools in Switzerland are shown in tabular
form, similar to the statistics offered for Germany and Austria in the
annual -report preceding this. A governmental expression on the
question of the higher education of women .in Prussia, given by the
minister of 11ublic education in tb.e Prussian legislature, states the
reasons why the G-overnurnnt of that State has hitherto hesitated. to
open the higher seats of learning to women. The customary table
showing the percentage of illiteracy in Europe l1as been revised, a11d
offers opportunity for instructive comparisons. Two articles follow,
one on" Examinations" and the other on'' Philosophy as a school study,"
by rrof. Friedrich Pauls€n, of Berlin. Iu the former the learned autllor
balances impartially the good and evil influences of school examinations, and shows their origiu and present status in Germ.a ny. In the
other paper he traces the gradual decline of philosophic study in the
secondary schools of bis country, and points out the danger for unfrersity students arising from it, claiming that the absence of this elemeut
from the curriculum of the preparatory schools prevents the student
from acquiring a world view, wherein bis particular science may be
een in its harmonious relations with other sciences and with the
entire y of human knowledge.
The disseniination of hygienic knowledge.-Obapter VII js entitled
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"Means for s1)reading hygienic knowledge among the people." It
is the substance of an address delivered by Prof. Leo Burgerstein,
of Vienna, at the Internationa.l Medical Congress, held at Moscow,
Russia. The address abounds with practical suggestions, some of
which have· since been adopted by European governments.
Technical ed-ucation in Eiirope.-The first systematic effort to foster
industry of a high order in the United States, such as the successive
governments of France-whether monarchical, imperial, or republicanhave fostered for more than two centuries by means of the porcelain
establishment
Sevres and of the tapestry establishment at Gobelins,
has been comprehensively treated in special reports of this Bureau
based upon the anticipations and results attending the introduction of
industrial drawing, and the establishment of an art norm.al school by
the State of Massachusetts, in 1870. 1 Since that important event in
the history of education in this country the movement for industrial
education of the people bas in addition taken other forms, of which the
latest, but · by no means the least important, is the establishment of
textile schools. In Chapter VIII an account of the European schools
for weaving and dyeing is given by l\ir. C. P. Brooks, director of the
textile school at Lowell, Mass. (who represented this Bureau -at the
late International Congress on Technical Educ~tion, of which he speaks
in Chapter IX).
Nowhere else as in Germany is there so widespread and accurate a
compFehension and application of the aphorism that knowledge is power.
It is a characteristic of the educated and directive classes of that
country to systematize knowledge and to reduce it to a curriculum; to
formulate it in _a programme. The university seminar for training college teachers (Gymnasien, etc.), the normal (as we say) school for training elementary school teachers, tbe polytechnicum for training engineers, and the so-called institutes attached to the university faculties
for training expert chemists and pbysicans all originated in Germany,
and thence, too, comes the present form of the textile school. Mr.
Brooks notes this tendency. That the manufactures of the leading
European nations, and notably the German manufacturing communities,
have for several years seen in the trade school a very valuable auxiliary, if not a supreme necessity, to their business is noticed in his
· report. The number of textile schools in Europe, it seems, does not
exceed 30, and 14 of them are in Germany. Mr. Brooks reviews the
character of the :financial organizations of these schools, bringing into
relief the State character of the German textile school and the municipal character of the English school, and notes the prominent features
of the textile schools of the several European countries, arranging the

at
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1 Notably on "Industrial and high art eclucation in the United States: Part
Drawing in the public schools, preceded by essays elucidative of the report proper,
by Isaac Edwards C1arke, A. M., special agent, 1885." This was preceded several
years by a preliminary special r eport.
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descriptions of the schools by their nationality, his report being a
summary of his observations intended to be suggestive rather than
exhaustive.
The history of educatfonin lndia.-In Chapter X Dr.W. E.DeRiemer
gives a, briefcommentary on some pa,rts of education in India. While
for this interesting subject there are no statistics or reports available
prior to the period of British occupation, it is well known that India is
a land where education of a high degree has prevailed for many centuries, and a history of indigenous education in India is identical with a
history of its literature. The real intellectual life of the com1try radiates from the three great religious forces which have been from time to
time uppermost there, for the Vedic, the Buddbistic, and the Mohammedan upheavals brought with them great educational awakenings.
The charaeter, extent., and influence of the native schools are traced
with some detail, and the growth of female education in modern times
is considered.
It is of note that the Mahabharata, the greater of the two epic poems mentioned (containing 200,000 lines and equal in length to 12 Homer's
Iliads), is now tran_slated iuto English prose and published complete
in one hnndred parts by Protab Ohunder Roy (and his widow) in Calcutta, 1883-1897.
The epoch of reconstriwtion of the cornmon schools in New England,
1830-186'5.-In Olrnpter XI Dr. A. D. Mayo gives the important particulars of the formation of the present systems of common schools in
New England and the l\iiddle States. It is a very instructive chapter
to the student seeking a clear outline of this epoch of new organization
and recasting of educational theories.
Physical trnining.-Dr. E. M. Hartwell presents in Chapter XII a
summary of the results of bis study and experience in the :field of
physical training. It is claimed that the teachings of modern science
and the lessons of experience demand that physical traiuing should
be provided for in the elementary and secondary education of both
sexes, and the paper accordingly enters into an examination of the
scientific basis of the demand as well as into the history and status of
the general subject. The human body is a Ii ving machine, capable of
transforming and utilizing energy. Regarded as a structure it is an
aggregation of cells, so grouped and joined as to form the various
organs and tissues.
The essential factor in physical training is neuromuscular exercise.
This results :first in the increased health of the neuro-muscular machine,
involviug the attainment of a normal degree of size, strength, and
working power in the structural parts; and, second, the acquisition of
au van tagcous habits by the neural parts in regard to the transmission
and regulation of stimuli. The development of the nervous mechani ms which control the bodily movements is the most important effect
of neuro-muscular exercise. The main field of physical education is the
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nervous system, and genuine success depends ori the skill of the
instructor in selecting such forms of neuro-muscular action as are
adapted to the sex, age, and capacity of the pupil.
In the evolution of the individual the more general functions, such as
the circulatory and alimentary organs, develop earlier than the special
functions, as exemplified in the vocal organs aud the hands and feet.
Similarly the more massive parts of the nervous ·system develop before
the minuter parts. Education, to be safe and natural, therefore, should
defer the training of the accessory parts of the nervous system t-intil the
development of its fundamental portions has been secured.
During the :first eight years of life strenuous drill is not advisable;
simple games and elementary gymnastics yield valuable results. During the next eight years both 6 ymnastic training and athletic pastimes
should be given a prominent place in the curriculum, but violent exertion should not be permitted. 'rhe period between the seventeenth and
twenty-fifth years is the period of established adolescence and development, and attempts at record breaking and trophy winning may be
encouraged within reasonable limits.
The typical forms of physical training are :five in number, and may
be styled (1) the Grecian, (2) the medireval or knightly, (3) the British,
(4) the German, and (5) the Ling or Swedish. In -tracing these typical
systems to tlJCir original forms, it appears that they had tlieir beginnings in childish plays or in games akin to such plays.
British sports are the most highly developed modern expressiou of
the play instinct, and they reflect more fully than any other modern
system of pliysical training the national spirit of their devotees. They
are the inhel'ited pastimes of a manly, self-1mfficient folk and ha,ve never
fully outgrown their primitive characteristics. They have been followed largely for their own sake and have been but slightly modified
through the efforts of innovating- educators and thinkers. In this they
present a marked contrast to German turning and Swedish gymnastics,
which have been developed chiefly for set purposes by their promoters.
In the breadth of its aims, in the magnitude of its proportions and
completeness of development as a national institution, and in its abiding influence, the physical training of the Greeks has no parallel.
Games formed a chief feature of the religious festivals of the Greeks,
and this circumstance reacted both on sculpture and architecture, in
supplying the former with models of ideal beauty and in setting the
task to the latter of providing suitable places for the games to be
celebrated.
The dominant note of the Middle .Ages is one of warfare, and education was conceived and carried out almost wholly with a view to preparation for the life of a soldier. Though knighthood and its martial
exercises have disappeared, the influence of chivalry remains in the
favor still accorded to such bodily accomplishments as riding, hunting,
fencing, and dancing.
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German gymnastics embrace three well-marked departments, viz,
''Volksturnen," or popular gymnastics; "Schulturnen," or school gymnastics; and "Militarturnen," or military gymnastics. The organization of the last two departments is maintained and controlled by the
Government for strictly .educational purposes; whereas the "Turnvereine," as the societies of the turners are called, are voluntary associations of a social and popular nature. The fondness of the German
people for gymnastic exercises is as marked a national trait as the liking of the British for athletic sports. The three most eminent names
in the list of men identified with the revival and up building of German
gymnastics are those of Guts Muths, Jahn, and Spiess. Each was a
teacher and writer, but Jahn was an agitator and popular leader in
audition. Guts Muths lived from 1759 to 1839, Jahn from 1778 to 1853,
and Spiess from 1810 to 1858. Guts Muths by his work and writings
prepared the way for J alin, the "father of turning," and for Spiess, the
"founder of German school gymnastics, and the creator of gymnastics
for girls."
It appears that Ling, the founder of the Swedish system, derived his
first ideas of gymnastics from German sources, but as the director of
the Central Gymnastic Institute, founded iu 1814, he evolved a system
of gymnastics unlike any other. Ling divided gymnastics into (1)
pedagog'ical gymnastics, (2) military gymnastics, (3) medical gymnastics, and (4) msthetic gymuastics. He laid especial stress on exercises
without apparatus. In Swedish school gymnastics great attention is
given to precision and correctness in the execution of movements;
and the system is further characterized by the effort employed in coordinating the exercises belonging to a single "day's order," not only to
each other, but also with regard to the "day's orders" ,vbich have preceded and those that are to follow. The semimilitary character and
labored rationalism of the Swedish gymnastics make them ill adapted
to serve the purposes of popu1ar gymnastics.
In . the United States, interest in problems pertaining to physical
training has ne.v er been so general, active, and intelligent as within
the past ten years. Large sums of money have been spent for gymnasia and play grounds for colleges and secondary schools, and cities
aggregating a school population of over a million have provided
instruction of some sort in gymnastics for their elementary schools.
One of the most striking signs of the times is the growing conviction
that teachers of physical training must be thoroughly prepared for
their work; the success attained by the few normal schools of gymnastics is a further hopeful indication. The best interests of rational
physical training have suffered much from the disproportionate infl.uence exercised by athletic ideal~ upon scholastic youth. Athletics constitute the most popular and most obtrusive branch of physical training.
The mutip1icat.ion and growth of athletic clubs has been a notable
feature in the history of physical training for the past fifteen years.
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They constitute the consummate and peculiar product of the athletic
movem_ent. There is nothing just· like them outside of America.
Appendix I to this chapter is a tentative effort, on the part of Dr.
Hartwell to arrange the leading topics relating to physical training in
an orderly way, and to indicate certain of their relations. Appendix
II is a translation by Dr. Charles E. Lowrey of Lucian's dialogue,
entitled "Anacharsis aucl Solon," one of the best presentations extant
of the views of the Greeks concerning gymnastics.
Foreign inflitence on cduca,tion in the United States.-Prof. B. A. Hinsdale, of the University of Michigan, has incorporated tlie results of
his studies on foreign influence upon education in the United States in
Ch apter XIII (pp. fi91-629), from which it appe:1rs that the English
colonists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries brought to New
England educational ideals which they naturally strove to embody in
universities and grammar schools similar to those of the mother country. These colouists were largely from the class of imall landed proprietors, the yeomanry of England; many of them had been students
of higher institutions, where Latin, Greek, Hebrew, mathematics, and
(in a minor degree) the sciences were taught. The pursuit of commerce had brought them in touch with the French people; their desire
for literary training had impressed the culture of Italy upon the English mind; Protestantism had familjarized them with the conception of
elementary education, so that the English characteristics were quite
fully impressed upon the New England colonies. Between 1630 and
1690 there were in those colonies "as many graduates of Cambridge
and Qxford as could be found in any population of similar size in tlrn ·
mother country," and education was there developed along the lines of
English tradition. New York and Pennsylvania felt the influence of
Dutch and German immigration. The Huguenots, driven out of France,
carried their ideas to South Carolina and other Southern States. The
Catholic plauters of Maryland sent their sons to France, and, with
their return, there came in a French-Catholic ilrfluence which dominated
many families of that section. With the breaking out of the Revolution many prominent Frenchmen reached these shores, either to aid
the colonists or to report to their Government upon the conditions
prevailing in the English colonies.
The early representatives of this country abroad-Franklin, Adams,
aud Jefferson-served as transmitters of continental ideas to their home
people, and French influences made a perceptible impression in the
United States. An attempt was made to .found jn Richmond an
academy. of arts and sciences upon the French model, which, ff it had
been placed upon a firm founu.ation, might have become a center of
higher education for the South.
The attention of Thomas Jefferson, who had previou ·ly taken great
interest iu educational matters, <luring his stay abroad was given in liberal measure to the stu<ly of educational systems, organizations, insti-
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tutions, aud courses of study, with the object of giving the benefit of
such investigations to home institutions. One of his ideas was that of
an institution composed of "distinct schools of art and science," which
has been carried out in the University of Virginia.
The :first attempts to organize education in Michigan were made upon
French 1 odels as adopted l>y Thomas Jefferson and still further modified by one of his disciples, Judge Woodward. By the time that State
came into the Union (1837), German ideas were notably felt in that
section, and they were permeating American schools and institutions
generally. In the first half of this century tlle mind and culture of
Germany became important factol's in our iutellectual and educational
history. Its first impress upon Englaud was for commercial purposes,
then the literature came to be studied by the poets-Coleridge, Wordsworth, Southey, and Scott; Carlyle was especially instrumental in
directing the attention of the .English-speaking people to the treasures
of German learning.
Benjamin Franklin in 1766 visited the Unfrersity of Gottingen, and
wa~ present at a meeting of the Gottingen Academy of Sciences held
in that year, at which time he was workiug on the plan for the establishment of an American university in Philadelphia; still it is questioned whether any German influence can be traced to that period in
the history of that university. In 1814 J\Ir. George Ticknor became the
pi011eer in study at German universities, and his example has been followed by many well-known Americans (see list, pp. 610-613). It seemed
even then to be felt that to be a scholar in the true sense of the word
one must "resort to the larger libraries, to the abler teachers2, and to
the better universities of the old world." Rev. Fred. H. Hedge was
thoroughly imbued with the German spirit, and his influence Ou the
body of transcendentalists was noteworthy.
The difficulties atten<lant upon the teaching of German in the early
years of this century at Harvard College are clearly portrayed by Dr.
A. P. Peabody, who states that there were no German books in the
bookstores; a German reader had to be compiled and furnished to the
students sheet by sheet; it was printed in Roman type, as it was impossible to find German type. Between 1825 and 1831 the Cambridge
University Library was augmented by a number of valuable works,
and German books were published by the University Press.
Private libraries in the vicinity also obtained German books, which
caused many people to enter into the sense and spirit of German thought.
The influence of George Bancroft's studies at Gottingen was felt in
the Round Hill School, which he and Dr. Cogswe11 founded, but the
effort of Mr. ·T icknor to introduce portions of the German system of
education by a direct division of preliminary and higher scientific
studies in bis alma mater, Harvard University, did not meet with a
ready response. The Fellenberg system of education at· Hofwyl, at
first an agricultural school, then one for general training, interested
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Dr. Cogswell greatly; its democratic ideals of society-high a,nd low
meeting together on equal ground-appealed to him. With Pestalozzi
aud his theories-"his hatred and envy of Fellenberg, bad order, no
obedience in scholars"-he was not as favorably impressed. Prof. John
Griscom's visit to literary and public institutions abroad is fully
described by Dr. Hinscla,le. Dr. Henry Barnard, speaking of Griscom's
book, A Y e~r in Europe, says that "No~one volume in the first half of
the nineteenth century lrnd so wide an influence on the development
of our educational, reformatory, and preventive measnres, directly and
indirectly, as this." In that work an account of a visit to Pestalozzi's
school was given, which has been reproduced by Mr. Hinsdale on pages
619, 620. Prof. Alexander Dallas Bache was sent abroad to investigate
and prepare a system of instruction for the Girard College for Orphans,
to which he bad been called as president; the trustees requested that his
investigations be thorough and practical. Ilis report deals, first, with
the education of orphans; secondly, with systems of general instruction.
He treats especially of the education of persons for particular vocations and of teclrnical schools. His investigations abroad are said "to
haYe done much to improve American methods of public instruction."
Victor Cousin's reports on education in Prussia and Holland were
regarded by Sir William Hamilton as marking au epoch in the progress
of national education, and as directly conducing to results important,
not to Ii'rance only, but to Europe.
At the Unfversity of Yermont Presi<lent Marsh's interest in German
literature was first <leveloped through a study of Coleridge, and afterwards by a study of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason.
The influence of German studies upon .American theology has been
very marked. Among those who have exerted such influence ar·e Professors Stuart and Smith. To tho former belong::; the credit of opening
the rich storehouse of German biblical literature to Americans. To
Professor Smith, as a master of the translator's art, America is indebted
for the introduction of many gems of German religions thought.. ·1'Ie
also prepared elaborate articles on Hegel, Kant, nnd Schelling for the
New American Cyclopedia.
Status of woman front an educationcil cind industricll stand_point.-The
educational status of woman in different countries was treated in the
Report for 1894-95, the main effort in that presentation being to give
comparatiYe views of the laws and regulations governing the education of girls in all grades of instruction.
In Great Britain, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and
the Scandinavian countries women, if suitably prepared, are allowed
the privilege of university study and ma,y take certain degrees-these
vary in the different countries.
In Germany and Austria-Hungary the higller authorities are still discussiug university study for women. Women who are desirous of
attending university lectures must have the permission of the minister;
ED
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a ministerial decree of November 21, 1896, permitted women to study in
the bigber agricultural schools of Prussia; the minister of public instruction in Baden subordinate::; his decision to the views of the rectors of
the universities. No general action has been taken in Germany as to
the regular admission. of women students in the universities of t he
Empire,-yet greater privileges are bei11g allowed from year to year.
Higller courses, preparatory to university stu<ly, are being established
and applications for permission to enter a university are increasing
each year. Berlin University has for some years tolerated the presence
of women " hearers."
Special stress is laid in this chapter upon woman's position in the
industries; the woman bread-wiuner of the past is contrasted with the
trained worker of to-day. Thirty years ago about one hundred occupations were open to women; to-day there are over four hundred.
An important consideration under this general subject is that of
technical or industrial training schools for girls. Many such schools
are found in central Europe, and their graduates are prepared tu command a fair salary.
Professor Joynes, of South Carolina, gives an account of tbe industrial schools for girls in Germany and France. He describes the four
departments in tho German industrial schools: I, the review course ;
II, the commercial department; II r, the professional d~partmeu t,
inclu<ling fine arts; IV, the domestic department.
"The importance of the commercial course," he says, "is justified by
the presence of women in every branch of mercantile trade in Germany
und France," and he notes furtller that the "industrial education of
woman bas taken strong hold of the pn blic mind."
The public school and the public library.-Chapter XV is a symposium
on'tl1e relations between the public school and the public library, in
wl1ich educators aud librarians give their views on the way these institutions may be made to supplement each other. The movement to
secure this closer union began twenty years ago. The work done in
·worcester and Springfield, Mass., St. Louis, Cleveland, Milw::mkee,
Detroit, Denver, and other cities, the methods of reaching school children with good books and the results are shown.
· Education fri France.-;'fhe system of State education in Fntnce,
unlike tlle systems of English-speaking countries, comprises all grades
of instruction, the dependence of the secon<lary and superior institutions upon Government aid and control being greater even than in the
case of the eleme11tary schools. The authority of the minbter of education is so great and the bureaucratic organization so imposing that
it is difficult to estimate fairly the degree of local independeuce in the
matter.
n Chapter XVI, on French eclucatiou, this feature is specially emphasized and ihe events narrated which have tended to the increase of
local directive power.
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The most important of these events is the law of July 10, 1896, which
completes the series of measures for transforming the former centralized
system of higher education directed from Paris (the so-called faculties)
in to self- governing universities.
· Fifteen universities ha--re been created under the law, which will no
longer look to the State for buildings, equipments, special courses, etc.;
these must be provided from their own resources; local and individual
efforts in behalf of higher education are being greatly stimulated by
the change. A significant sign of the effect of the new law is tile
increased attendance upon the provincial uni--rersities. In 1885 Paris
had more than half the total nnmberof unirnrsity students; in 18!)3
the majority were found in the provincial universities. This change was
attributed by the minister of education to hopes inspired by the legislation then pending. Tbe total number of uniycrsity students in 1897
was 26,912 as against 15,976 in 1885. J\Iedici11e and law have by far
the greater enrollment, comprising above G3 per cent of all the university students, but the increase of attendance is greateRt in the faculties
of science, 85 per cent from 1891 to 1896. The increase of students has
been accompanied by decrease in expenditure per capita. This was
$115 in 1877, it rose to $142 in 1887, and had fallen to $106 in 1805.
The State secondary schools (lycees) experience little change iu programme or system of management, notwithstanding that 011e reform
measure after another engages the attention of the educational and the
legislative authorities. Tl.Ie~e iustitutions are hard pressed by tlie rival
church schools and the statistics seem to show a constant though slight
relative (lecrease in attendance, which cxcitecl alarm as early as 1893.
In that year the public secondaries (lycees and communal colleges)
enrolled 48} per cent of secondary pupils, in 1897 the ratio had fallen to
46½ per cent.
The tendency here indicated is viewed. with some concern by the Government and inquiries have been instituted with a view to ascertain its
causes. 1
The movement toward decentralization, whose effects in the departments of higher education ham already been considered, is noticeable
also in tl.tat of primary education. It is here particularly manifest in
the development of high schools under local auspices. These schools
give prominence to science and the modern languages, and omit entirely
Latin and Greek.
Besides the high school for general literary and scientific instruction,
the law recognizes a class of technical high schools. These have been
the subject of much legislation and of various experiments, administra.tive and educational, which are of general interest. The history of
their origin and progress is given with great fnllness in a report tot.he
1 Tbe statistics presented on p. 703 are t:tken from the 1·cports submitted to the
chamber of deputies by nI. Bougc, C"hairman of the Financial Commission (Commis•
sion ·au Bnclget Gencrn.l, etc.): 1807, pp. 124,125; 18!)8, pp. 32, 33.
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English science and art department by }\fr. Charles Copland Perry,
of New College, Oxford. The report is republished in the chapter here
considered.
The statistics of the primary schools of France tabulated. in this
c1rnpter show a marked increase in attendance (17 per cent) from 187677 to 1886-87, and a slight decrease (1 per cent) in thefiveyearsfollowing.
The decline is really less than that in the child population (nearly 2 per
cent for the half decade), and would excite little attention were it not
limited to tlrn public primary schools. In fact, during the five years
specified tl.ie enrollment in private primary schools increased by nearly
17 per cent. It is further noticeable-that this increase has taken place
wholly in church schools. Other private schools seem to be rapidly
giving place to public schools.
The latest report ·giving a detailed analysis of the attendance was
for 1S91-92, at which time the public primary scllooJs enrolled 76.8 per
cent of elementary pupils. - Ten years before, 1881-82, their proportion
was 81.G per cent.
The church schools, which derive no support from Government, are
now educating nearly 25 per cent of the chil<lren of school age.
The movement for the education of the adult masses, which has been
fully noticed in previous reports, shows no abatement.
In 18D6-97 there were reported 1,200 societies engaged in this work
and 417,421 persons in .attendance upon the evening or continuation
classes, which employed above 33,000 teachers, most of tllem belonging
to the State service.
France leads the world in the application of art or resthetic taste to
industry. French taste for what is graceful, realized in manufactures,
commands tlle highest price in the world market. It is not a matter of
caprice, but grounded in reason. The Greek set the standard of the
beautiful for all time by making it the object of art to exhibit matter
under perfect control of .indwelling intelligence. Gracefulness is its
principle and it expresses inward freedom. Much of oriental art., in
fact its pervading spirit, is the portrayal of slavery or thraldom to
matter. Egyptian art is ponderous and expresses limitation to freedom,
although with a promise of emancipation. Individual immortality is to
it a solution to the riddle of the Sphinx. There is a distinction to be
drawn between the Greek ideal and tllat of. tlie I?rench. The former
makes matter completely controlled by tue ind welling will and hence
shows freedom of action, while Fre11ch art seems to strive to show all
material attributes or qualities subdued rn the presence of man, its
ma ter. No harsh contrasts in color or sound are allowed. The French
artist looks after the frame of his picture-it must echo the general
expression of the painting within it and not shock the senses by
rou gh contrast or by drawing atte11tion to itself and away from the
picture. Ile goes further and looks after tbe objects in the room,
the sugge tions of each and all the surroundings. Each object in
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a picture must heighten or reenforce the effect of all others. The
subordinate must r•e flect the chief piece and not detract from it by setting up a different interest and creating a struggle for the attention of
the spectator. In a world's fair the French exhibits show this msthetic
taste, while the exhibits of other nations show a conflict of interests,
harsh contrasts, and even a contest between a picture. and its frame or
even its surroundings. In Greek art the material is vanquished and
indifferent-it has no story of its own to tel1 in contrast to the revelation
of the purpose of the -living soul incarnated in it. In French art matter
has its story, but it is one in harmony with the purpose of'. the soul; it
reveals an effort on its part to repeat that purpose. The arrangeme1it
of colors, sounds, and forms distinctly suggests considerateness for the·
comfort and sensuous pleasure of man. Nothing shall he "loud" so as
to shock the senses. The savage delights in gaudy colors, deep contrasts, harsh discords; they express his own in ward and outward
antagonisms. But to the Parisian, who has long since subdued nature
and made it obedient to bis will, who has accumulated wealth, there is
necessary an art that shall reflect tl.lis conquest of nature by means of
arts and industries at the disposal of capital. Parisian art meets the
want and is certainly a worthy product, although it may be confidently
claimed that Greek art is still on a higher plane. For the art of the
best period does not betray its purpose of pleasing the senses, but
appeals to the inward pride of the soul and its aspiration for freedom,
even from sensuous pleasure. Hence the best Greek art is always.
serene and earnest and keeps far away from :flattering sensuaUndulgences. Be this as it may, French instruction, both in art and in
industry, deserves of all nations a far more thorough study than it has·
yet received.
The paper on M . Duruy, taken from an address by the Due de Broglie, and au address by M. Ferdinand Buisson (well known and highly.
esteemed in .America), reviewiug the work of M. Henri Marion, are
worthy of careful reading. :M. Duruy was minister of education.from
1863 to 1869, and the address of the Due de Broglie is an admirable
summary, not alone of the career of foe eminent historian, but of the
movement of education during that eventful period. M. Marion was
the first incumbent of the chair of pedagogy at the Sorbonne, created
in 1887, and from that position his influence extended to the entire.
teaching body of Prance.
Most interesting to many Americans who have desired to gain admission as students to the universities of France is the information on
pages 749-759. The movement set on foot as early as 1893, and described
in my reports for 1895-UG and 1896-97, has :finally achieved its purpose by securing a decree opening French "faculties" ./to foreigners
on liberal terms and an order on the part of the University of Paris
which institutes a degree of doctor in the schools of letters, of sciences,
and of medicine, open in 189:J to foreign students coming with the
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degree of .A. D. from their home institutions. This order is given in
full (pp. 753-754) an<l. further particulars as to fees for examinatious
(p. 7513 ). Useful explanations will be found in the quotation from an
address by Professor Bonet-Manry. It would seem that the number
of foreign students (all told) at the University of Paris in 18!H- 93
was somewhat upward of a thousand and continued at th at standard
up t o 1895- 96, this being the attendance under the old arraugemeut.
.American students numbered 34 in 1892 and 64 in 1896. It is reported
that under the new decree a large increase of foreign students bas been
noted.
Text-books in arithm,etfo.-lu Chapter XVII Prof. J. M. Greenwood
aml Dr. Artemas Martin trace the development of arithmetical t extbooks int.he United States. The chapter contains many v al uable bibliographical and biographical d~tails .
.The tecwhing of astron01ny.-.A brief statement of the general principles wh ich should govern the teaching of astronomy in t he primary
and secondary schools and in the university, by Dr. Edward S. Holden,
formerly director of the Lick Observatory, is given in Chapter X VIII
(pp. 869-892).
.
In the elementary grades the object of. astronomical teach ing, as
viewed by Dr. Holden, is not so much to impart a knowledge of the
elements of the science as to train the eyes and minds of the childr en to observation of natural phenomena, to accustom them to observe,
note, and reflect. T he outline which is given of the order in which it
will be found useful to take up the different topics, of the ap par at us
and devices which may advantageously be employed, and of t he methods to b e pursued, w ill furn ish many practical suggestions of valne t o
·the teachers of element ary classes.
In addition to its mor e purely educative functions, astronomy in the
secondary schools is to be regarded and taught as an information study
as well. For those high-school students who design to pursue astronomy
in college a Latin scientific course, such as is g iven in the Report of the
Committee of Ten on Secondary Studies, is strongly recommended,
the student electing, preferably, sciences other than astronomy. On the
other hand, ·those students whose fnturo course is uncertain should by
all means choose astronomy as one of t he groups of secondary scientific
studies. The grounds upon which Dr. Holden bases these conclusions
are set forth on page 876, and are commended to the thoughtful consideration of both teachers and students.
Especial emphasis is laid upon tlle desirability of having better
trained teachers, elementary aud secondary. The teacher should
thoroughly understand the subject. A broadening of sympathies autl
inter0sts on the part of the teacher is needed quite
mucll as
improvements in apparatus and appliances .
For the purpose of exhjbiting the pre ent state of higher astronomical iustruction in the United States, the courses in this branch in a
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number of representative colleges and universities are given in detail;
also a discussion of the general considerations which should guide in
formiug such courses . . Some of these considerations are ana1ogous to
those which the writer holds should govern the selection of studies in
the secondary course. wr110 very best undergraduate preparation for
graduate work in astronomy is not so much astro11ori1y itself as a sound
and sufficient training in the higher mathematics and thorough and
long-continued work in the physical laboratory" (p. 890) •
. Systems of text-book supply.-An analysis of the principal features of
tbe different State text-book laws is given in Chapter XIX. From this
it will be seen that near a score of States prescribe State uniformity of
text-books for terms of years varying from three to six. Local nniformit.y is secured in a considerable number of other States for similar
periods. One State, California, publishes books for use in the common
schools. Provision for use of books free of cost to pupils is made iu
more than a score of States, either by a general requirement or upon
popular vote of a district or a town.
The advantages of State uniformity are: (1) Economy in purchasing,
(2) avoidance of friction iu local boards over text-books, and (3) the better facilities of State boards for examination of competing works. The
gratuitous sup1)1y to pupils is advocated as cutting off the annoyance
of delay in procuring books tllrough parents and as costing less to the
community as a whole, and also the increase in attendance on the part
of the very poor, who shrink from incurring the expense of school
books and likewise from the confession of poverty by accepting books
' 4 p rovided for indigent children."
On the other hand, not all admit
the economy of purchase of books exclusively adopted for a State, and
some object to a prohibition of change within a fixed term as discouraging progress; while as to free text-books, it is urged that the families
lose the l;>cuefit of ownership and that the transmission of books
through a promiscuous succession of pupils is unsanitary. Iu tlle
course of the discussion practice tends more toward broad uniformity;
in the thinly populated States and to providing free books for pupils.
Experimental study of children.-In Chapters XXI and XXV Mr.
MacDonald has brought together the results of the movement known
as child study and kindred branches of investigation. This movement
is largely due to the labors of Dr. G. Stanley Ilall, so far as this
country is concerned, and it may Le said that it is mainly confined to
this country. If the result of so muc~ labor seems small, it must b_e
said in its behalf that in a new field of experimental research the :fin,t
efforts are expended in tlle trial of new methods. These efforts are
accordingly for the most part gropings until fruitful methods are
happily discovered. And, in the case of the normal standards of
growth in children, as l\fr. MacDonald himself says, such normal
standards are not yet :fi.xecl and must be generalized from a vast
number of measurements under all conditions auu with all manner of
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children, rich and poor, urban and rural, white children, and other
children of different nationalities and heredities. In the case of an
application of the scientific method to the study of children neither
purely physical methods nor purely psychological ones will sufflce;
for tbe child is a self-activity tl1at organizes matter as its instrument
of-theory and practice. Iu these chapters we see the efforts, more or
less unconscious, to combine the two methods, the physical met!!ods,
that deal with matter and explain its motions by external causes, and
tlle spiritual ones, tbat deal with self-activity and explain its changes
by ptuposes or intelligent motives and will.
Guba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines.- Witll regard to the Spanish
colonies and protectorates, a policy of liberal provision for education
commends itself as the natural course. It is assumed that wllen the
Government of the United States acquires additional territories, that
it desires to assimilate their populations and make them capable of selfgovernment with as much expedition as feasible. It bas been said that
the child of an American citizen, in a favorable locality, between the
years of 1 and 20 passes through all the stag-es of culture between the
savage and the highest civilization. However this may be, the school
in the course of eight years of elementary studies and fonr ·years of secondary or higher study fits the youth for understanding and using tlle
instruments of civilization and briBgs lJim into a proper sense of the
ideals reverenced by his fellow-men.
A people is civilized when it has formed institutions for itself which
enable each individual to profit by the industry of all his fcllowcitizens.; when it enables each · individual to profit by the. experience
and wisdom, the observations, and the thoughts of his fellow-citizens;
finally, when it encourages each individual to enter upon a ;rational selfactivity by which he contributes, either through his industry or through
his observation and bis thoughts, to the benefit of the people with
whom he lives.
This, too, will apply not Ollly to the highest forms, but it wi11 indicate the degree of advancement all along the line; from the lowest
grade to the higuest. If on·e nation a11o,Ys one-half of its citizens to
grow up illiterate and in consequence not able to profit, through means
of books, by the experience of the race; nor enter into the thoughts of
their fellow-citizens, that nation is surely inferior to another that gives
these privileges to three-fourths of its people. So, too, a nation that
can earn only 20 cents per day for each inhabitant is inferior by so
much in its civilization to the nation that can earn 30, or 40, or 50 cents
a day for each.
lu the case of a population like that of Spanish America it is evident tbat special attention should be given in the public schools to the
elements of industries. Not agriculture so much as the mechanic arts
and tlie arts of transportation should be taught.
Civilization enables man to conquer nature and make it his servant;
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to command the services of heat, light, electricity, and of all inorganic
elements; to command the plant world of -vegetation for -his uses; to
command also the animal kingdom for the same service; in short, to
command the services of nature for food, clothing, and shelter. Besides this control over nature, civilization should give man access to
the history of his ·race, access to its literature, access to its scientificdiscoveries, access to its various inventions, and, above all, access to
its moral and relig'ious ideals. Civilization, in short, -should give man
command of the earth and likewise command of the experience of the
entire race. This shows the goal ahead of us and not merely our partia 1 realizations.
A tribal civilization is low as compared with the civilization of Great
Britain or France or Germany. There is no tribal civilization which·
could compare with these nations in its knowledge of the uses of minerals, chemical substances, and the natural forces, such as heat, light,
electricity, gravitation. No tribe can possibly command the completeresources of tlie world as regards its vegetable and its animal life, the
products of agriculture and the mines. The reason for this is tbat
tlle tribe is too smal1, and the tribe, from the very nature of its constitu~
tion, can not cooperate with other t ribes or receive their help. It stops
at a view of nature wllich is a mere superstition. 'fhe tribe can climb
only a little way -up the ladder which leads to the control and command
of all substances and forces of nature. Consequently the tribe can not
participate, to any great degree, either in the productive industry of
tlie whole world or in its iuteJlectual investigations and discoveries.
Otlrnr forms of civilization above the tribe take rank as higher or
lower according to the degree in whicli they reaJizo this ideal of conquest over nature and complete intercommunication with the rest of
the world. No uation that lacks a great commerce can be so lJjgh in
civilization as Great Britain or Frauce. No nation that lacks railroad
communication can be so high in civilization as the Uuited States. No
nation that lacks steam engines to perform its drudgery can be so high
as the nation which has these things.
There is another criterion by which to try a civilization, and it is a
very important one. A nation may be very far advanced in its ability
to control nature and to command access to the wisdom of the race.
But it may do this only for some classes of its citizens, and not for al1.
Such a nation is not so highly advanced in its civilization as one that
allows each of its citizens to p articipate in the product of the whole.
The n ation that gives schoois to the humblest cla sses of its people as
well as to its highest classes, and the nation that al1ows the humblest
p eople to govern themselves under just laws, is a higher nation than
one which separates the ruling class into a government apart from and
above the mass of the p eople.
The highest ideal of a civilization is that of a civilization which is
engaged const~ntly in elevating lower classes of people into participa-
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tiou in all that is good and reasonable, and perpetually increasing at
the sa111e time their self-activity.
If we can not come into contact with lower civilizations without
bringin°· extermination to their people, we are still far from the goal.
It mu t be our gr3at object to improve our institution s until we can
bring blessings to lower peoples and set them on a road to rapid
progress. We must take in haud their education. We must emancipate tlrnm from tribal forms and. usages and train them into productive
industry and individual ownership of land. "\Ve must take them out
of the form of civilization that rests on tradltiou and mere external
authority and substitute for it a civilization of the printed page, which
governs by public opinion and by iusigbt rather than by mere authority.
Such a civilization we have a right to enforce on this earth. We have
a right to work for the enlightenment of all peoples and to give our aid
to lift them in to local self-government. But local self-government can
not exist where there is no basis· of productive industry and booklearning.
The States in the Union which have made themselves wealthy have
given most attention to the schools of the people and have always
devoted a large proportion of their revenues to their support. Quite
as large a proportion of the revenue of the Spanish islands must be set
apart for education. Attempts have often been made in the history of
the Spanish colonie!:l. to se·t up educational systems that rivaled those
of the U nited States and Germany, but they have always failed after a
few months or years through financial mismanagement. With revenues
in the hands of fiscal agents appointed by the United States it will be ·
easy to collect and apply a eufficiency of school funds to make it possible to provide good buildings, efficient supervision, and an excellent
corps of teachers. It is assumed that the management of these islands
must be left for a, number of years in the hands of military governors,
assisted by a corps of local officere. AU proper steps will be taken to
interest substautial citizens-those who possess educated intelligence
or who have been successful in the management of property-to come
forward and assist in restoring social order and in reestablishing business i u its proper cb.anuels. -Such persons as these wm be invited to
assist in reestablishing schools, for the attempt must not be made to make
new schools take the place of 1.he old ones. The old ones must be revived
aud the persons who have been employed iu them must lJe invited to
take up their work again. Spanish teachers may be assisted by superintendents who are thor0ughly acquainted with the most improved methods in operation in the United States. If Congress find it desirable
to ai 1 education in the, e colonies by appropriations from the Federal Treasury, it should furni 1J. supervi. ors in suitici Ht numbers to
make pos ible weekly visits to eacll of the schools in operation. Further
than this, it m: y provide a corp of pani h-English t ach r., teachers
who ·e 11a.tiye tongue i Eng1i h bnt who
familiar with the Sp:rni~b .
Tbe e teacher· may be itinerant, visiting each school once per week.
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They must be numerous enough to form from 5 to 10 per cent of the
en tire corps of teachers.
It is all important that in the reorganization of the schools in Spanish
countries we do not attempt too much in the way of introducing the
English language. All of the daily lessons except one should be in
Spa,nisb. The one exception should be a lesson in reading elementary
English. The lesson which is given once a week _by the Spanish-English teacher should be left to the regular teacher of the school for repetition during the rest of the week. If it is required that other lessons,
such l}S arithmetic, geography, or history, be taught in English, there
will be just ground for suspicion on the part of the Spanish population
that it is the purpose of the United States to enforce the use of the
English language in these territories. 'rhere are a few examples in
the history of nations of compulsory introlluction of a new language in
newly acquired territories, but these have been signally unsuccessful
in effecting their purpose. Of course the policy will not be consi<lered
for a moment by the United States. It is reasonable, however, that
the new colonists should be taught English as the most useful of foreign
languages. Their children should of course know Spanish and have
pride in all the good things that belong to the history of Spain. They
will be all the stronger.American citizens for it. But a, suspicion among
the Spanish citizens that an attempt will be made to dispossess them of
their Spauish tongue will make all attempts at improving their schools
worse than useless.
The revival of business in its old channels and the swift taking pos.
session of new avenues of business wbieh will open to these people
through their connection with the -United States; the education of
their children in mechanic industries, and in a knowledge of science
which makes the invention of labor-saving machines possible; tlie edu- ·
cation of these children fa Spanish and American literature, in geography, mathematics, and history, and above all the development of a
habit of reading periodicals and especially the daily newspaper, will do
what is desired in the way of assimilating these people to the national
standard. The newspaper, more than any other instrumentality, aids
in the formation of one public opinion north and south, east and west.
In the daily newspaper each inhabitant sees what the rest of bis nation,
in fact, what the world, is thinking about, and he contributes his own
quota of thought to the settlement of the great questions Qf the day,
and forms his opinion also in the light of the aggregate verdict of h is
fellow-citizens. This government by public opinion is tlle perfectiou of
free government.
Mr. Packard, in Chapter XX, treats of the history of education in
Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines. 1
1 The following is a taule of contents to Mr. Packard's cllapter, which will be
useful in referring to the several topics which are treated in it.
Educational system of Cuba and Porto Rico. Three periods. Earliest period:
tenth century to 1790, beginning of administration of Gen . Luis de las Casas. Sec-
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Ouba.-According t.o the official report of the University of Cuba for
1888-89, there were 1,046 students enrolled. Later reports show substantially the same enrollmen,t for following years.
1888-89. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 046 1 1890-91 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 059
1889-90 ... . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 009 1891-92 .•.•••.............••... _. .. 1, 083

The secondary instruction (such as is conducted in high schools and
academies as preparatory schools for colleges in tlrn Northern States of
our Union) js organized since 1880 as an institute in each capital in the
six provinces and has enrolled students and awarded degrees of bachelor of arts, as appears in the following table:
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Counting together the maxim um attendance on these institutes we
find 3,337 as the largest number of students, and 453 as the largest
number of degrees for one year. The population at this epoch ranged
from a million to a million and a half (1,675,771 in 1894). The number
ond period: 1790-1863, when a general r eform was effected by the division of education into primary, secondary, and superior grades, and tho assimilation of these to the
corr esponding grades of the mother country. Tllird period: 1863, superior institutions, Royal University, statistics of attend ance and expenditure for 1888-89.
Humanities tau ght by monks, page 923; foundation and · early history of university (1088 to eighteenth century) ; also efforts to establish additional higher institutions, pages 938-939; efforts in l ast part of eighteenth and in the nineteenth century to
modernize the university studies, pages 939-945. Diplomas made valid in Spain and
organ ization, programmes, etc., coordinated with those of Spain by decree of 1880,
pages 948, 9-19; programmes reformed 1886, 1887, pages 9-19, 950; inaugural addresses,
index of subjects: pages 952,953; testimony of various authors (pages 953-957).
Special schools : Technical and art, page 910; theological, pa.ge 940; b otanic garde11s, page 942; scientific schools and societies, page 948; programmes, pa,ge 952.
Secondary schools: Institutes established, statistics, pages 910-912; Jes nit college,
P.o rto Rico, page 919; low standard of se·condary s1u<.1ies, page 987; clerical schools
founded at Havana, page 938; stud ies regulated an<l modernized, page 942.
Activity of priYate colleges, page 947; decrees respecting public secondary schools,
pages 919-952; testimony of varions a uthors, references as above, pages 955-957.
Primary education: Early efforts made by Socieda<l Econ6mica, which receiYecl
Government appropriation in 1833, page 912; a.ctiou of Spanish Government with
respect to primary education in pain antl the A11tilles, page 953; recent stdi stics,
pages 913-918; primary schools in Porto Rico; statistics, pages 919-922.
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of pupils in the elementary schools may be seen, approximately, in the
following table. (The term' ' elementary" with us in the States includes
eight school years, from the age of 6 to 13, inclusive).
Elementary pupils, 1893-94.
Population,

Place.

Private schools.
Public sc hools.
1893-94. , _ _
_ _ __ _ __,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ , Total.
Boys. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total.
- - - -- - - - - - -1 - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Havana ..•.....................
457, J 24
5, 339
4, 116
9,455
5, 766
7, 191 12, 957 Cb 26, 732
Matanzas ..................... .
265, 025
3,442
2,210
5,052
2, 236
2, 180
4,416
10, 068
Santa Clara ................... .
383, 790
4, G94
3, 395
8, 089
2, 279
2 3~9
4, 008
12, 697
Puerto Principe . ............. .
69, 061
986
801
1, 787
281
' 507
788
2, 575
Pinnr dcl Rio b ...•....•..•.••..
27J,010 ········· · ··· · · · 3,565 ........ . .......
732
4,297
Santiago b .••••••••••••.••.••. .
229, 761 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,031 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,837
?, 868
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

---- ------------~~1,675, 771 . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . 34, 5i9 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 25,338

6!, 237

a HaYana includes 4,320 domestic pupils in its total.
b Piuar del Rio n.n<l. Santiago for the yen.r 1888-89.

So far as reporteu., the girls at school in the several provinces number
21,729, while the boys number 25,023.
The province of Havana reports its colored pupils separately, giving
for the public schoolsBoys.

Girls.

Total. ,

- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -Colored .....".................................... .. .......... . ................
,Yhite.. .... .... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J, 003
4,336

1,080
3,036

2,083 ·
7,372

and for the private schoolsTotal
public
and
private
schools.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -1-- - - - - - -2, fi53
Colored . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 152
1, 401
10,404
"\Yhite....... ... . . . .... •• . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . '1, 61'1
5,790
Boys.

Girls.

The following table shows in four provinces the relative proportions
of colored and white in the population at latest dates reported:
Province.

White.

Havana. .... ... ............ .. .... . .......................................... .... ..
Mat anzas..... ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Santa Clara...... . .. .... .... . ..... . . ........ ... . . .. .................. ..... . .. ... ..
ruei-to Principe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

340,852
147,910
244,344
5t, 231

IOG, 653
111,589
109, 778
13,558

7'137, 346

341,578

To :al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Colored.

-------

Porto .Rico.-The latest statistics of tlle elementary schools for Porto
Rico give for 1898, 27,936 as the number enrolled for the year. In the
northern district there were 9,942 boys and 6,457 girls. In the southern district there were 0,132 boys and· 4,207 girls. The same statistics
report 125,695 children of school age (G to 18 years, presumably).
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The following historical table shows the increase of schools from
18G4: to 1881:
,
D:.ite.

Attendance.

Boys.

1864 .......••....••...•..•... , . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 2, 396
18ti7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,543
13Qf) .......... ······ ············· ··························-·················· 6,192
1878 ..................•..............•..... ~..... . ........................... . 7,523
1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 10, 736
J11no, l 88l . .. .......... ............ . ... .. ...•............•....... .. ......... .. 18,025
July, 188L .•.....................•....•......••••.............•.....•.......... 18,025

Girls.

'fotal.

1,092
1,929

1,937
3, 474
4, 482
6, 095
6,095

3,488
9,472

8,129
11, 097

15, 218
24, 120
24, 120

The population is reported in round numbers at 500,000 white, and
390,000 colored, making a, total of SD0,000 people. The illiteracy is
reported as 87A per cent of the white populationt and 86.8 per ceut
of the colored.
In January, Gen. John Eaton, formerly United States Commissioner
of Education, received an appointment under the school authorities in
the .ishncl of Porto Rico and undertook the work of reorganization.
The problems incident on the adaptation of a former system of schools
to the new conditions which arise upon a change of sovereignt,y are in
a fair way to be settled by the experiment under his charge.
The Philippine Islands.-It seems that there are something like tuirty
languages and dialects spoken on the different islands composing the
;E>hilippine group. The Visaya dialect leads, with 2,024,409 natives
who speak it. The Tagalo dialect is spoken by a little more than one·
half as many natives, namely, 1,216,508. There are five other dialects
which are spoken each by over 100,000 natives. These are the Cebu·
ano, llocauo, Vical (Bicol), Paugasinan, and Pampango.
Number
Dialect.

wllo

speak it.

Pan gasinan ........ . ............................ . .. .... ...... .... ........................ .
Pampango ....·...................•.........•..............................................

2, 024,409
1 216 508
'385: 866
354, 378
312, 55!
263, 000
1!13, 421

Tot al................... . ........ . .... .............. ........... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,750,139

Visaya . .. . ... .. .... ......... ........ . ...... .........• ........... .. .. .. . ....... .... .. ......
Tagalo ............................................................... _................... .
Cel.> uano .. . .. : . ........................................•............. _................... .
Ilocano ................ ...... __ , .... _......... _................ _.. ....................... .
Vi cal ( Bicol) ............. ......•. ..... . ........................ , .............. . .......... .

In 1869 these seven peoples inclndee.l nineteen.twentieths of the
entire native population. The Tagales and Visayas are of the Malay
race and were Christianized by Catholic missionaries iu the sixteenth
an<l seventeenth centuries. The number of Christians in these two
people~, tog ther with tbe other Indiarn~, amoLmt to over 6,000,000.
The t otal panish population aside from tl.te army, including those
born in Spain, and al o those born of panish parents on the L land,,
a1,.10n11t to let' than 10,000 peri:;on . The Catholic missionaries have
or ,.auized • scuool 'Y tem. The niv~r ity of the Philippine reported
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about a tl.10usand students in 1858. Tlle total number of graduates from
it is reported as about 11,000.
Tlw Argentine Republic, Urugiiay , and Brazil.-Prof. F. F. Hilder
contributes to this report, Ohapter XXII, a survey of the educational
institutions of the Argentille Republic, Uruguay, and Brazil. After a,
brief historical review of these countries, in which he names tlie chief
promoters of education, he proceeds to describe the various classes and
types of institutions, going into the details of statistics and curricula ·
where special excellences justify H. The scope of elementary, secondary, and higher educational in stitution s is not as clearly defined as in
Europe, nor, indeed, is it in this country. Greater political liberty
seems to tend toward decentralization in school affairs; this is illustrated by the countries about which Mr. Bilder writes, as well as by
Switzerland. It is very gratifying to notice the steady and healthy
development of educational institutions in the countries of South
America.
Dental education an.d the practice of dentistry.-Cbapter XXIII gives
an account of the early development anu specialization of den,tistry in
the United States, together with regulations couceruing the admission
and graduation of students in dentistry. A synopsis of the dental laws
of the various States is given, with the view especially of showing the
requirements for a license to practice dentistry. It will be ol>served
that a11 the States and Territories, with two or three exceptions, require
the applicant for a licen e to undergo an examination before a board of
dental examiners or to be a graduate of a dental sehool recognized by
the board as a reputable institution. In several States it is required
tiiat an applicant shall both be a gradi:ate of a reputable dent~l school
and pass an examiuatiou before a State board of dental examiners.
Report of the Committee of Twelve of the Jlfodern Lwiguage .Association of America.-In Chapter XXVI is printed the report on modern
languages as taught iu secondary schools. It jg a part of a larger
report on college-entrnnce req uirernents to be presented to the
National Educational Association at its meeting in Los Angeles in the
summer of 1899. It is the fourth report provided for and issued by that
assodation. The previous reports are as fo1lows:
I. Report of Committee of Ten, on the Course of Study of Secondary
.
Schools.
II. R eport of the Committee of Fifteen on Elementary Scbools.
Ill. Report of the Committee of Twelve ou Rural Schools.
University types and ideals.-It is very profitable to see how our iustitutions look to distinguished thinkers abroad. Chapter XX VII gives
four unnsnally valuable, although short, 1,apers, all relating to univen,ities: An address by Dr. E . Levasseur, so well kuown in this
country and throughout the world for his labors in tile field of statistics
of sociology and education; an address by Dr. Ilenri Moissan; an
addre:::;s by Dr. l\fichael Foster; an article by 1\1. Hagueniu.
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State S'llpervision of degree -conferring institutions.-An examination
of the State laws in regard to the chartering of degree-conferring institutions is given in Chapter XXVIII, with other iuforrnation bearing
upon this 8ubject. It is shown that tlrn States of New York and Pennsylvania are the only ones to provide by law for any supervision of such
institutions by the State. The inadequacy of' tbe general laws under
wbi.ch educational institutions are chartered is being generally recog·nized, and steps are being taken by various educational associations to
secnre the vassage of laws that will prevent tlie granting of degreeconferring charters to other than bona fl.de institutions having a certain
amount of endowment fonds as well as material equipment, etc. Dr.
Henry Wade Rogers, president of Northwestern University, Evanston,
Ill., is one of the leaders iu this movement.
· On December 28, 1898, he delivered an address on "fraudulent
diplomas and State supervision" before the Illinois State Teacllers'
Association, which body unauimonsly iudorsed the recommendations
of the North Oen tral .Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools,
which are printed in this chapter, and appointed a committee of eleven
college men, illcluding ten college presidents, who were directed to
bring the matter to the attention of the Illinois legislature to the eud
that the recommendations referred to might be embodied in the statute
law of the State. This commendable moYement should be followed by
similar action in other States.
School statistics.-Ohapter XXIX contains a reprint of a report on
statistics originally made to the department of superintendence of the
National Educational Association. It was an attempt to single out
significant items ~f statistics in regard to schools and classify them
into t.hr;e classes: First, those that are essential and fundamentally
necessary to give a correct idea of tbe efficiency of a school system.
There are seventeen of those items. Secondly, there are less essential
but desirable items to give one an insight into the social conditions of
the school. Of these there are eight principal topics, with forty-eight
items in all. The third class includes items that are needed occasion·
ally, and should be collected once in five years. The items have been
investigated with much labor and painstaking by Mr. Upton (specialist
of State systems) and tabulated so as to show for each State in the
Union which of the items are reported. The same is sbown with reference to foreign countries, and the technical terms used to indicate these
items in Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, and Spain are given.
The medical inspect-ion of schools.-ln Chapter XXX is described the
work of meclical in pectors of scbools, and particularly the progress
and results of medical inspection in the city of Boston, one of the
pioneer cities in the introduction of this system. Tlle views of a number of authoritie are given as to the value of medical iuspection,
e I ecially in warding off diphtheria, scarlet fever and other contagious
di ease .
'
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Bible study in colleges-Bible reading in the public schools.-Ohapters
XXXI and XXXII are kindred in their general purpose, both treating
of the use of the Bible in educational institutions. Chapter XXXI is
a . report furnished through the president of Chicago University of
investigations as to Bible study in American colleges. Chapter XXXII
consists of a report concerning Bible reading in the public schools of
the United States, prepared by the president of the Ohicago Woman's
Educational Union; an extract from an address of Dr. A. P. Peabody
upon the Bible in the public schools, and an article upon the English
Bible and State uuiversities by the field secretary of the Christian
Woman's Board of Missions. The methods of procedure in preparation of the reports are explained and a large amount of detailed information is given.
Methods of instruction in agr-iculture.-Ohapter XXXIII contains
several leaflets issued by the States of New York and Indiana through
the agricultural department of Cornell University aud the Purdue
University, of Indiana. I have caused these to be reproduced as
being typical of the methods pnrsned and of the character of the
matter of instruction offered by these institutions. Appended to these
publications is a compilation showing the nature of the ~fforts to introduce agrtculture as a subject of study into the public elementary
schools of France.
Consular reports.-Uhapter XXXI V contains consular reports relating to educational subjects, the same being obtained through the
courtesy of tlie State Departmeat. The following topics are discussed:
(1) Schools for instruction in gardening in Russia; (2) Gardens attached
to schools in Russia; (3) Korean scl10ols; (4:) Commercial University
at Leipzig; (5) Commercial education in Germany; (G) Weaving scl.wols
in Germany; (7) Schools iu Russia; (8) School for the merchant marine
in Russia ; (9) E<lucation subsequent to the school in Saxony; (10) The
study of malarious diseases in Germany; (11) Practice of professions
in Japan.
Teachers; examinations and certifica,tes-Iu the earlier history of our
public schools the teacher was called upon simply to satisfy local
authorities of bis ability, and whatever license he thus secured had, in
general, but a local and temporary value. With the extension of popular education and the establishment of schools expressly devoted to the
professional training of teachers , t he issue of a professioual teacher's
license correspondin g in its scope and in its validity to that of a lawyer
or a physician came to be regarded as tlesirable. A survey of the
movements which have bad their issue in the present systems of examining and licensing teachers is given in Chapter XXXV.
New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois were among those States early
granting some form of permanent license valid throughout the State.
Pennsvlvania bas maintained tb e greatest stability in its regulations
for su~h professional recognition. At present many States issue State
ED
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lie 'll cs to tho e found worth)r by attainments a nd experience, a11d
c rtain State recognize such licenses issued iu other States.
The provi ~iorn:; for e .. ·amillatiou and the gra<lations of local ancl State
li ·ense will be seen to vary even more than the conditions in the
schools themselves in the rc~pective States.
Ourrent questions.-lu. Chapter XXXVI a survey is made of certain
school questious that are ever recurring. This chapter is revised from
year to year, and any noteworthy movement in any one of the subjects
recor<led. The principal topics are (1) Coeducation of the sexes, (2)
Compulsory attendance laws, (3) Conveyance of cliildren to school, (4)
Corporal punishment, (5) Temperance instruction, (6) Sunday-school
statistics, and a number of other special items which are not coutinued
from year to year.
.
The Omaha exposition.-In Chapter XXXVIII Mr. Boykin, who had
charg·e of the exhibits of this Bureau, first at Atlanta in 1896, second
at Nashville iu 189i:, and latest at Omaha in 1898, repor ts interestiug
features of the last-named exposition.
.
Ediwa,tion in Alaska.-The exteusive territory of Alaska consists of
two regions, the southeast one accessible at all times of the year by
weekly mails and ordinary modes of travel, and the other and vaster
portion, including northwest Alaska, practically inaccessible for more
than one mail a year, and one visit by sail or steam vessels. T~e
United States Treasury sends a stout steamship bou11d for the Arctic
in the late spring or early summer. It arrives at Unalaska at the east
end of t he Aleutian chain of islands and passes through the gateway
into the Bering Sea, cautiously watching- the ice floes which for mauy
weeks prevent the near approach to any of the ports.
There are missionary stations and small settlements on both sides of
the mouth of the Yukon, north and so uth, and many more in the interior
on the banks of the Yukon , but they can not be reached until the ice
moves out of that river late in June or early in July.
The Upper Yukon rising near southeast Alaska opens, perhaps, two
or even three mouths earlier. Its waters swell with melted snows, lift
the ice and break it up, piling· it in great masses over the still solid
ice down the river farther to the north. By the last of l\Iay the ice
runs out of the upper river as far north as the great bend at Fort
Yukon, ou the Arctic Circle, where the river turns to the west. The ice
at the mouth is the last to g ive way, an<l hence the river is not available
for bringing freight from the States to the mining regions of tbe Upper
Yukon until July. If th ere were a waterway through the Stikine Ri \-er
in southea t Alaska, or still better, through the Taku River to the upper
waters of the Yukon (Lew branch and the Tesliu River and lake) t here
could be water commnuication through to the Klondike region for 'ix:
or , ven mollth,• of tlrn year, and to the Fort Yukon for five montlJ . .
J{ul; of cour. e nearly all this 11art of the river i in Uanada. The fact
i that
ch na ionalit i at pre ·eut iu tu way of tLe oth ~rs be ·t
appra·ht it·po.-e··iou .
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Inasmuch as the time of open-sea navigation iu the Bering Sea bas
beeu (until 1897) too short to admit of two trips a year from Seattle,
all business there is carried on from information received through
agents wbo returned the previous fall, and brought out with them
an account of the i:;ituation. In October it is known what needs
existed at the ports north and south of Bering Strait and on the
Lower Yukon, but nothing can be done until the next.summer. Mean, while the situation may have entirely changed. What is sent to the
northwest may be useless when it arrives.
It is obvious that the first necessity is communication at all times of
the year. For this purpose railroads and even telegraphs are impossible
on account of the enormous distanc~s to be overcome. From Sitka, by
sea, it is 1,~00 miles westward to Unalaska, the gateway to Bering
Sea; thence north ward to Bering Strait is 800 miles, in all 2,000 miles.
Any practicable route through central Alaska, by the Yukon or otherwise, would measure more than 2,000 miles from southeastern Alaska
to St. Michael, the port at the mouth of the Yukon. Even short
stretches of railroad are aimost impossible in Alaska on account of the
enormous expense of building where the ground is frozen the year
round, except a shallow layer at the sarface in the summer, and where
for three-fourt~s of the year the work must be conducted in the Arctic
night. In some places in the Rocky Mountain region the railroads cost
$200,000 a mile t.o build. In Alaska the expense would amount to a
miJUon of dollars a mile through the deep cuts. of the river and over
the watersheds at the head waters. Telegraphic communication will
doubtless come to exist when there are permanent gold mines discovered and the requisite works erected; but for mere placer mining this
w1ll not be uudertaken at once. It would seem at first, however, that
a trunk line might be warranted along the Upper Yukon, connecting at
Skagway, and extende.d after a year or twotothe mouth of the Tanana or
the .M:i<ldle Yukon, and finally to St. Michael. But the protection aud
repair of a telegraph through many hundreds of miles of roadless
country makes it so expensive that all the business done in thos~
regions wonJd not pay for the outlay. Only when there are permanent settlements, one in a hundred miles on au average, all the way
from southeast Alaska, through central Alaska, to St. Michael at
the mouth of the Yukon, may we expect even a telegraph connectiug
the extreme northwest with the southeast and the States. For a route
from any of the ports on the coast from the Copper River, Prince Williams Sound, or Cooks Inlet, would have from 500 tol,000 miles to reach
the Middle Yukon at the mouth of the Tanana, and the mountainous
character of the country would make a telegraph too expensive for the
comparatively small volume of business of the northwest to support. Oxen and horses, even mules, can not make_freight lines possible
through these distances. Dog teams, much used already, have to
freight their sledges with food for long journeys. Carrying 125 pounds
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fr irrht, nd 11 lin
f dried fish for a day's ration, a dog
uld at up all hi fr i ·ht in traveling three weeks.
of north In Si"ueria, as well as northern Sweden and
Tll Hetti
Rn ..ia, have herds of rein 1 er, which furnish them food and clothing,
an l ra.u p rt tio11. Ox n and llorses need grass, but grass is not
found in la ha e. c pt for a. few weeks in favored places. Reindeer
mo gro ~son aU places where trees do not gro w, and in enormous
quantiti s, o that there is a food supply for ten millions of reindeer in
Alaska as a whole. The reindeer is the natural mediator between tlle
arctic soil and tlle support of mau. 1 With herds of reindeer a constant supply of food and clothiug of the best sort and rapid transportation of pas engers aud freight will be in the possession of the dwellers in northern aud western Alaska.
In my last report I discussed the mail routes tbat coulcl _be used:
1. The Yukon Valley, from its head waters near Dyen. to St. Michael,
near its mouth-all its settlements could be brought into postal communication throughout its entire length by reindeer express. The mail
would be brought to Skagway to the steamers thafi run to Seattle.
2. .A. side route up the Tanana and down the Copper River to tlie
ocean, or by the S ushitna to Cooks Inlet, would furnish a mail route
entirely witbin the United States.
.
3. A coast line from Cape·Prince of Wa1es to St. Michael, connectrng
the settlements at Cape Nome and along Norton Sound , with perhaps a
northern route from Cape Prince of Wales to the settlements around
Kotzebue Sound on the Arctic Ocean as far north as P oint Barrow,
1

1 The snpply of reincleer moss for foo.-l.-Concei ve all Alaska as one vast rock . The
forces of n ature- the sun, the rains, the fro sts, the vital power of the seeds of th·e
moss and of hardy trees-all t hese elements work on the rock to subdue it for vegetation. On the coast near the ocean, where the winds are laden with moisture, as
well as in the ri ver valleys, the first beginnings of vegetation appeared. The roc.k
was eaten in to by the moss plant. After the moss had flourished fo r untolcl ages it
hatl cr eated a humus or soi l, in which the seeds of oth er pla nts could t ake root .
Tho moss epoch, then, was followed by the tree epoch. ·when the trees grow in the
river valleys and on the coast regions the moss could n ot any longer flouri sh. Bnt
by this time the moss had conquered the ro ck r egions far up the mountain sides and
over all the hills in Alaska, even up to the Ar ctic Ocean. This gives at on e glance
the actual view of the s it uation in Alaska. Around t he southern coasts and 111 the
river valleys trees flou rish and moss is not found. Back on the hills an d for a uule
up the high mountains reindeer moss is to be founcl in immense quantities. A. careful estimate fincls sufficient footl for ten millions of reindeer, basing the es ti mate on
the present capacity of Finla.n<.l and Lapland for the s upport of the re indeer.
But tht:> routes for r ·intleer travel must not be laid out in river Yalleys nor ,1long
the coast of the ocean. The reindeer would starve on account of lack of moss.
This was the actual experience in the journey matle uy Mr . Kjellmann in the winter
of 1897 from Port Cbreuce south to Bristol Bay. Ho accomplisbed the other parts
of hi journey, even the scaling of high mounta.iu passes, withont difficu lty, but rn
attempting to conduct a portion of his r turn journey through the forest between
tho Kuskokwim and Yukon rivers he could not find mo s eno ugh to subsist his reinde r .· pt by cutting down trees a.nd using an inferior quality of moss . As 1t was,
a half doz n of hi. d · r perished. Tb se r inde r journeys ·an be accomph bed
only on trails leading over tho hills above tho river va.lleys .
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would make possible communication with whaling fleets that winter in
those regions as well as with the schools and missions.
4. At Nulato the Yukon bends south and runs some 350 miles to its
month. An express line connecting the settlements on this part of the
Yukon as well as those on Kuskokwim and Bristol Bay at the south
woul<l. complete the mail routes neces'sary to connect all of inhabited
Alaska with civilization in the States.
There would be substantial cabins with caches of food every 20 miles
on a reindeer route, the food being for the men and not for the animals.
The reindeer with his tough lips and shovel-shaped hoofs can find
moss under the snow at any point in Alaska except the forest regions
which line the rivers aud southern coast.
I give in a note the location and otller particula,rs of t he missionary
stations and schools in the regions mentioned above. 1
1

1. On the Arctic arc located the following:
Locat,ion .

Denomination.

Teachers.

1. Point Barrow. _. ..... ....... ..... Presbyterian (Government school)

Ono missionary and one Government teacher.
2. Point Rope ...................... Epi~copal. . .... --·. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Do.
3. Kotzebue Sound.. .......... .. .. . Quaker... .......... ...... ........ Three missionaries.

With herds of from 1,000 to 5,000 at each of these stations, there need never be
any fear regarding the whalers wlio are caught in the ice before r eaching Bering
Strait on their way south. If they can not bring their vessels to the protected harbors near by the missionary stations they can at least escape over the i co and obtain
sure subsistence until springtime. They can load theil" vessels, in fact, with supplies from one of these stations and. on the breaking-up of the ice in the spring
continue their whaling voyage.
2. Tho following missionary stations are l ocated along the coast from Bering Strait
to Unalaska, in the Bering Sea:
Location.

Denomination .

Teaclrnrs.

Two missiouaries.
Oue missionary.
One teacher.
'J'l1ree missionaries.
Two missiouaries.
Four missionaries .
Seven missionaries.
'£ wo missionaries .
Five missionaries .
12. Carmel ..•.........................•.. do ...•........................ Four missionaries .
4. Cape Prince of Wales.... ...... .
5. St. Lawrence Islancl ............
{St,. La_w renco I sland . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 · Golovm Bay.. .................. .

Congregational ......... _..... ... .
Presbyterian .............. . ..... .
Gove~·ument scb~ol ............ _..
Swe?1sh Evangeli~al. ............ .

~: ~~~r:1~W:~~~-::::::::::::::::::: :::: :d~ :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::

~t t~~y~;~~l~~~:::::::::::::::: .: :~1~~~~\~~\i;: :::: ::::::::::::::

3. The missionary stations on the Yukon are the following:
Location.

Denomination.

Teacl1ers.

13. Ugavig . .. .• ••.....•............ !.foravian ............ . ........ •... Two 1nissionaries.
14. Ihkamnte... . .. ................. Roman Catholic . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . One miesionary.

!!: l!ii~~:!:; ; ;;;;:;; ; :••·ii;:!f~~~ii ;,~•:: : : i:•: •:: ••·: }:~:;,;::::::::: '.·

19. Circle City...................... Episcopal........................ . Two m1ss10nanes .

While the stations on the Arctic Sea are of vital importance for the safety of the
whaling fleet, those on the Yukon are of vital importance for transportation iu th~j
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th Rnglish language is taught and
taught English manners antl customs,
all the points the best qaalified natives
mi io1rn.rv stn tions there will doubtless spring up
rnnny ·amp of min w from tb mitlcllo Y~kon on to its highest sou:rces and also along
all of the trilmi.ari s on which IYOld may be found. It is too much to expect that
rui11ers will rn.is herds of r in deer, or indeed that reincle~r ca,n vossibly be r.aisecl in
tho j,umeuiate vicinity of a mining en.mp, but the missionary .stations removed at a
safo distn.nco from thes villages can prouuce hundreds and thousands of reindeer,
together with skilled natives ,vho h ave learned to speak the English language and
h:wc acqnired the manners and customs of our people. These will become herdsmen
::rnd teamsters for the mines.
4. 'rhe Aleutian Islands. One of these, .(20) Unalaska, has a missionary estaulisbmeut, Metbouist, with 3 missionaries and 1 Government teacher.
The Aleutian I slands are all said to be moss bearing, and they should a11 have
herds of reintl eer. If not tame, n,t least a few should be placed on each islancl to
rnn wihl :1n<1 stock the p astures .
5. The missionary stations and Gove:r nment schools along the northern Pacific
coast b etween Sitka and Unalaska are:
Location .

Teachers.

Denomination.

Four missionaries.
'l'liree missionaries.
Oue
Government teacher.
l!S. K::u1iak (Government school) .. ...................... .............. • •
Do.
2!. Afognak (Government school) .. ................. ................ • • •
Do.
2_5. Unga (Government school) .......................•....•........ - - . • •

-~t ~'1~!t!t~~c~:::~::~: ::: :::::::~·: ~~~~~fJ1;E;,;·;g~1i·c";1 :::::: :~ :: :::

The voyage from Sitka to Unalaska, almost directly west, is 1,200 miles. A.long
th.is coast the a.Love m:issionary stations and schools are established. Commnni cation with the interior of Ala.sl~a from tLese stations will be made possible by the
possession of reindeer herds.
6. The missionary stations and Government schools in the Sitka archipeln.go at
the southeast are:
Location.

26

-rn~t~:~ :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::: ::

27.{ii~~~~fi::~:~::::::::::::::::~·.·.·.
.
28. Juneau • ... .. ....•. .. ...........
:ti~!!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~~~~~:i:i s~h~i ::::~ ::: :: : : : ::

Presbyterian ...............•••••
Government school .. .......... . .
Presbyterian .. . .... ....... . .. ... .
Episcopal ........................ .
Roman Uatholic ................. .
Juneau .. . ................ ·. ..... Two Government schools . •..•....
1.
Douglas
.........................
Quaker .......................... .
3
{
Two Go,ernmonli Rehools .... .... .
32. Sitka ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~1~~~~~:::::::::: :: :::::~:: ::: ::

3!:.{.Fort
~~t:::::
:: ::::::::: ::: ::::::: :::
\~raai..ell . .... ............ .
35

Teachers.

Deno::nination.

~~~y~:J:n~c~t ~~b·~~i~:::::::

~R~~~~: :: ::: :: :: ::::::: :: :::: ::

Presbyterian _.. __ ... _..... _..... .
F-0rt \\ raa ,p]l . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • . Government scb•)(Jl .............. .
'axnrnu .... ....... .............. Presbyterian ... ................. .
{

: ·. mr~~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::: l{~s~]~Gr:::.::~:::::::::::::::
38. Metla~abtw ...... ............ ·1lndependont. ....•............... .

Fo11r 1u.issionari es.
Oue te:u.: bcr .
Four mif;sionaries.
Ono teachel'.
Three mi::lsionnri• s .
011e missionary.
Tl1 ree ruissio11aries.
Tbreo teachers.
Tbreo missionaries.
'l'hree teachers.
Tw~lv.e ruission::1ries.
Eight teacht"rB.
One misilionary.
T wo missionaries.
Do.
One teacher.
'l'wo missionaries.
On<> teaclll'l'.
On rnisKionnry.
On teacher.
One• mis iouary and assistn11 t11.

3!J. Ketc·b1kan ...... ........•....... Epiiwopal. ....................... . One nnssionn.ry .

-----------''-------------
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can be found for apprenticeship as herdsmen antl teamsters for the
reindeer service.
The reindeer team in Lapland and Finland, over a smooth, hard snow
surface, often makes 100 miles a day. Mr. Kjellmann, the superintendent of our reindeer herd at Eaton Station, north of St. Michael and
east of Unalaklik, made 85 miles in twelve hours on one occasion with
a reindeer team. At the easy rate of 5 miles an hour, with a relay
every 20 miles and with a change of teamsters every eight hour s, a
mail route of 500 miles could be traveled in :fl ve days, for where darkness holds for twenty-four hours the night hours are as good as day
hours for travel. With the shelter cabins well built 20 miles apart on
the route, and with relay stations every 50 miles, the journey from
Dawson City to Bennet at the railroad terminus 40 miles from Skagway in the Klondike could be performed by a United States and
Canada express company in six or seven days; from Dawson City
to Circle City in three days; another three days to the mouth of the
Tanana; three days more to Nulato, on the lower great bend of the
Yukon, aud two days more to St. Michael, or two weeks and a· half
from St. Michael to Skagway. Across the ice in winter Cape Prince
of Wales is three days' distance from St. Michael (traveling by relays
night and day) and Point Hope seven days, and Point Barrow twelve
days via Cape Prince of Wales. Cape Prince of Wales, at Bering
Strait, could be reached in three weeks from Bennet by reindeer express.
But the first journeys, performed witlwut relays and with imperfect
knowledge of the best trails, will require daily intervals of rest, and
it will take a week to do what will by and by be done in three days.
The reindeer imported from Siberia numbered 554 up to 1895. In
the years 1896 and 1897 none were added from S1.beria, but the 554 herd
increased to 1,466 by June 30, 1897. In 1898 161 were obtained from
Siberia, and although 180 had been used for food and G6 more bad been
lost in the expedition to Point Barrow for the relief of the sailors
imprisoned in th·e ice, the total herd surviving October 1, 1898, numbered 1,918. This number is swelled to 2,062 by the addition of 144
deer turned over from the War Department as the survivors of the
herd purchased in Lapland for the relief of the miners reported to be
starving in the Klondike mines .
.An account of this experiment of the War Department is given on
pages 1787-1796. Pages 1779-1786 contain the record of the relief
expedition to Point Barrow.
The conditions of northern, central, and western Alaska have been
fully described above. The problem of southeast Alaska is a quite
simple one in comparison. It is in constant communication with the
Department of the Interior at Washington throughout the year. It
lies entirely in the region covered by trees and no reindeer moss grows
there, hence the reindeer question does not concern southeast Alaska;
but there are gold mining, salmon :fishing, n,nd the fitting out of adventurers bound for the mines of ceutral Alaska.
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A white population is rapidly increasing in Skagway and Douglas,
and there have been calls for more schools at these points. The business of southeast Alaska must ultimately tend along the lines of manufacturing as well as mining. The natives must be fitted to help
civilization by laboring at such employments as are needed in tll e community. Those who can :fit themselves at the Sitka Industrial School
will find themselves in demand for carpenter and sawmill work, blacksmithing and tin work, these being- necessary adjuncts to the industries
of all border land settlements.
During the year there have been maintained in Alaska 19 public
schools under the immedia,te supervision of this Bureau, with 22 t eachers aud an enrollment of 1,378 pupils. In addition to supportiug the
above public schools, this office pays the salaries of 5 teachers in the
Sitka Industrial School, which has an enrollment of 153.
Although the entire number enrolled equals 1,378, this by no means
indicates the actual average attendance. Even in rural schools in the
several States the actual average number in attendance is generally
not more than one-half the entire number enrolled. If the attendance
equaled the entire number enrolled, the seating capacity of the school
buildings in Alaska would be entirely i11sufficient to accommodate the
pupils. Ou page 1760 there will be found a table showing the names
of schools, the length of school term, and the number of pupils (total
enrollment) for 1897-98 and previous years.
Appropriations for educa.,tion in Alaska.-For the past five years the
annual appropriation for the education of cliildren in Alaska has been
$30,000,- increased yearly since 1895 by the sum of $5,000 from the
Indian appropriation bill. By strict economy it has been possible with
these amounts to support the present school system. Within tbe past
three years thousands of white men have settled in Alaska, many of
them taking their families with them. The population of the older settlements has largely increased and several new towns have sprung up
which are clamoring- for school facilities. If Congress regards it as the
duty of the Secretary of the Interior to continue to provide schools for
the white p opulation of Alaska, I can not state too emphatically tllat
it is absolutely necess~Jry that the appropriation for education in Alaska
be largely increased. In order to provide school facilities which s1ia11
approximate tbe present needs of the increasiug population of Alaska,
an annual appropriation of at least $30,000 is an imperati-ve necessity.
This is the amouut which has been urgently recommended by tlle governor of AJaska. On page 1760 the amounts given in tlrn past years
ar tabulated.
L occil school committees.-Beside the schools for tlJe native (Eskimos
and Indians) of la ka there have been established in southeast Ala ka
fiv
cbo ls fi r white children exclusively. The influx of miner into
th li ·tri ·t has rendered it de. irable to cstab1i b white schools at other
plac · and to nlarge, in th mauner hereinafter d scrib d, two of tlie
ch 1 alr a ly e tablished.
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In order to· place the several school districts established for white
children on the basis of local self-government as far as possible, and to
interest the citizens there in the work of administration, I organized
local committees as long ago as 1891 in Sitka, J nneau, Douglas, .Fort
Wrangell, Kadiak, and Unga and Unalaska. At Metlakahtla a most
intelligent supervision of school matters has always been exercised by_
Mr. William D uucan, founder of the colony of Indians that occupies
that island.
Of. these committees some of the members have continued since their.
first appointment, in 1891 , but a larger number have r esigned or moved
to other places and new members have been appointed in their stead.
The following table shows the present membership and dates of appointment, brought down to October 1, 1899, the elate that this goes to press:
Local school committees in Alaska.
Location.

Name.

Date of
appointment.

Sit1rn ........ · ·
Do ........ .
J'uneau ....... .
Doug1as (1) ... .
Do .... . ... .
Do ........ .
Douglas (2) ... .
Do ........ .
Fort WraJJgell.
Do ........ .

J obn G. Brady . ..
Edward de Grofl.
John G. H eid ... .
P.H.:Eox. ....... .
Albert Anderson .
C. A.Hopp ...... .
R. J. Willis ...... .
William Mackie ..
'l.'bomas Willson ..
] 'inis Cagle .... . .

Jan. 15, 1891
Do.
Do .
Do•
Sept. 28, 1803
Sept. 26, 18!J9
July· 25, 18!J!l
Do.
Mar. 29, 1802
July 22, 1893

Location.
Skagway ..... .
Do ........ .
Do ........ .
Do .. ..... . .
Do ........ .
Kadiak ....... .
Do .•...... :

Name.

Walter Church ...
Frank A.. ,Vise ..
I. N. ,Vilcoxen .. .
D.E.L.Niskern . .
F. R. Burnbiim ...
F. Sargent ....... .
N . Kashcvaroff .. .
C. M. Dederick .. .
Michael Dowd . . .
Do ...... .. . George Lovitt ... .

Ungn~:: ::::: ::

Date of
appointm ent.
.Au~

~,

1809

0

Do.
Do.
Sept. 26, 1899
July 22, 1893
Jan. 15, 1891
Sept. 22, 1894
July 22, 1803
Do.

The fo11owing list contains former members of focal sc110ol committees in Alaska:
Sitka: James Sheakley, N. K. Peckinpaugh, Dr. C. D. Rodgers.
Juneau: Karl Koehler, Rev. Eugene S. Willar<l.
Douglas: G. E. Shotter, S. R. Moon.
Wrangell: W . G. Thomas, William Millmore, Allen Mackay, Rufus Sylvester.
Jackson: James vV. Young, W. D. McLeod, G. Loomis Gould .
Metlakahtla: William Duncan, Dr. W. Bluett, D. J. Leask.
Unga : N. Guttridge, John Caton, Edward Cashel.
Unalaska: N. S. Reesoff, N. B. Anthony, L. R. Wood ward.

T1Je members of these committees have been of good service to my
office both by correspondence and by acting as auditors, countersigning the bills sent in for various local expenses of these schools, insp~ct-_
ing repairs, and givi11g advice as to measures for the great er efficiency
of the schools.
During the past year 67 letters have been received from 9 members_
of these committees and 78 vouchers countersigned by members _(16
different names appearing).
For the southeastern section of Alaska the office of local superintemlent was created as early as 1890, and has been filled ever since.
The present lom~J .superintendeutis W . .A. Kelly, of the Sitk~ Indu~t~ial
School. Bis duties are to visit the schools, report on their c011dit10n,
and to examine candidates for the position of teacher.
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New schools needcd.-With the influx of miners into southern and
western Alaska, and the formatio1i of settlements by miners with their
families, there arises a need for the openiug of new schools.
Skagway.-Skagway is the terminal point of the 11ewly constructed
railroad which leads over White Pass to the head waters of the Yukon.
A railroad brings with it permanent villa ges, and it is now clear tuat
Skagway will become a populous village and will need a permanent
school. A temporary one was taken charge of by the Government last
November, but its number of pupils has increased so rapidly that a
second teacher has been appointed and a third one is now needed. In
new villages it happens that it is impossible to rent suitable buildings
for schools. A three-room building is needed at a cost of $3,500.
Fort Wrangell.-The school at Fort ·wrangell bas been held for a
number of years in an upper room or' the Government building used
for custom-house and post-office. The present room is occupied Ly
natives (Indians) aud whites together. The white people are desirous
of having a separate school for their children in accordance with the
custom that prevails generally iu Alaska. One thousand two hundred
dollars will build a schoolhouse with one room, but $2,000 wiU build
one with two rooms and the entire school will be accommodated under
one roof with two separate rooms and two. separate school yards.
Dyea.--Dyea was for a long time the chief town at the bead of the
Lynn Canal, at the head of the road which enters Ohilkoot Pass and
arrives at Lake .Bennett, leading into the Upper Yukon River. There
is immediate need for the opening of a school in this town. A new
building for a one-room school will cost $1,200.
Circle Oity.-At Circle City a rough log cabin was constructed for a
school in 18UG. With the rush of the mining population to tlte Klondike the village was nearly emptied arnl the school broken up, but a
reaction has come since then and Circle City now needs another school
building with one room, costing $1,000.
Unalaklik.-At Unalaklik, north of St. Michael, the G~vernrnent
formerly contributed a sum for the support of the school teacher, but
the stipend was discontinued in 1894. There should be a Government
schoolhouse of one room built, costing $1,500.
Yakutcit.-At Yakutat, on the coast south of St. Elias, a small
annual stipend was paid to assist in the support of the Rcbool-teacher
at the Swedish mission, but as in the case above mentioned it was discontinued in 1894. There should be a new building of one room built
at this point, costing $1,200.
St. Michael.- ..A t St. Michael, which is the point of entry for the
Yukon district and the chief port on the Bering Sea 1 a school building
of two room bouM be constructed at a cost of $2,500.
Bethel.-A.t Bethel, on the Ku kokwim River, a building is needecl for
a chool of one room . At the Ioravian mi ·sion, situated at thi place,
the overnment formerly a sisted in paying the school-teacher but
di c ntinu <l it in 1 04.
'
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· Cannel.-Carmel, on Bristol Bay, is an important point and up to
18D4 a portion of the salary of the school-teacher at the mission at that
point was paicl. There should be a one-room schoolhouse built.
Gofo,vin Bay.-Golovin Bay is ituated to the north of Norton Sound.
Up to 1894 a portion of the 8al:1ry of the school-teacher at tbe Sv.-edish
miss ion here wa · paid by the Government. There should be a one-ro-0m
school1 ou e built at thi8 point.
K ot zebue Sound.-f otzcbue ound, beyond Bering Strait, on the
north ide of I rince of Wales Peniusula, js a new mining district.
There shou1<1 be a school building of one room established near the
mission supported by the Friends, to cost $1,500.
Weare.-At vVeare, on the Middle Yukon, the North American Tradh1g and Transportation Company lrns large storehouses, and will
probably furni8h a building in case the Government will pay for .the
teacher.
Rampart.-Rampart, at the mouth of the Tanana River, an important
distributing station, needs a school building, but 110 estimate is here
submitted.
Pecivey.- Peavey, a mining town on the Koyukuk River, the great
northern branch of the Yukon, nee<ls a school building, but no estimate
is here submitted.
Kosore_ffsky.-At Kosoreffsky a Government teacher shoukl be
supported.
Higher education.-The usual statistics concerning higher education
are given in Ohapter XLII. These show that 101,058 students w_e re
enrolled in the undergraduate and graduate departments of universities and co1leg€s 1 a decided increase over the number for the preceding
year. The graduate students Lave increased from 4,!J19 in lSDG-97 to
5,514 in 1891-98, an increase of nearly GOO students in one year. In
this chapter is included a tabular statement giving the rntio of the
various classes of students in higher education to the total population
for each year from 1872 to 1897-98. This table shows that the nurn ber
of students to each million persons increased as follows: Undergraduate, collegiate and technical students, from 573 to 1,193; gmduate
stu<lents, from 5 to 74; law student,s, from 49 to 163; medical students,
fr.om 142 to 328; theological students, from 83 to 117, and the total
number from 852 to 1,875. The total amouut of money invested in
universities, colleges, and schools of technology is $311,842,428. Of
this amount $133,576,967 consists of enuowment funds invest€d at an
average rate of 4.8 per cent per annum, the rate being the same as the
preceding year. The benefactions to these institutious <luring the year
amounted to $8,204,281.
Professional schools.-Th-e statistics of professional schools, Chapter
XLIII, show the whole number of theological students to be 8,371 in
155 institutions or departments of in stitutions. The number of law
students continues to increase very rapidly, being now 11,(315. Med- ,
ical students number 23,433, excluding those in postgradnat~ schools.
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Land-grant colleges.-In Chapter XLIV are the usual statistics furnished by the presidents of the several colleges and universities
endowed by t.he acts of Congress of 1862 and 1890.
Normal scliools.-The number of students pursuing courses designed
for the profess~onal trainin g of teachers enrolled in 1,439 institutions
was 89,225, as shown in Chapter XL V. Nearly 52 per cent of the
whole number, or 4G,245, wero in the 167 public normal schools, 21,293
in the 178 private normal schools, 8,320 were in normal coun;:.es jn 192
universities and colleges, 13,367 were in teachers' training departments
of public and private high schools. Divided according to coutrol,
55,878 students, or nearly 63 per cent, were in public institutions. The
average number of students to each public normal school was 277, to
each private normal school 120, to each of the 192 colleges 38, and to
each secondary school having normal students 15. W ith two or tllree
exceptions all the States make provision for the education of teachers
in public normal schools. State appropriations for the support of these
schools have increased steadi1y since 1892, witli the exception of a single ;year, when there was a small decrease. For the year 1897-98 these
public appropriations aggregated $2,56u,132, an increase of $139,947
over the preceding year. The number of graduat,es from the normal
courses of public normal schools iu 1898 was 8,188. Of these graquates
6,6413 were women a,ud 1,543 were men. There were 3,067 graduates
from the teachers' courses h private normal schools. The number of
normal graduates from the public and private normal schools was about
one-sixth of the number of normal students iu these schools. If onesixth of the norinal students in other institutions complet ed their
courses the total number of teachers graduated in 1898 must have
approximated 14,871.
Secondary schools.-Tho increase in the enrnllment of se_condary
students continues from year to year. During the year ending June,
1808, there were enrolled in the various classes of instit utions reporting
t o this office 626,115 secondary students. This was a gain of 41,'.Ul
over the preceding year, or more th an 7 per cent. As shown in Ohaptev
XLVI, these student s were distributed as follows : 4J9,GOO in public
high schools, 105,225 in private high schools and academies, 10,907 in
secondary courses in normal schools, 53,474 in preparatory departments
of colleges, G,!)09 in manual-training schools. In the elemen tary sel10ols
of nearly all the States there are many students pursuing secondary
stu<lies where high schools are not accessible. These students and
others not Nport.ecl probably exceed in number 25,000, so that t!JC
aggregate numbrr of secondary students in the United States may be
estimated at not less than 650,000.
For the year 1897-98 there were 5,315 :public high schools and 1,990 priyate 1.tigh schools reporting to this Bureau. Chapter XLVI is devoted
a1mo t ex ·lusively
the tati tics of these 7,305 secondary schools.
There wa an increa e of 206 in the number of public high schools and
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an increase of 40,1G7 in the number of public secondary students, or
nearly 10 per cent. The increase in the number of public high schools
reporting to this office in the last seven years has been phenomenal.
In 1889-90 there were 2,526 public high schools reporting 202,963
secondary students, while in 1897-DS the number had r eached 5,315
schools with 449,600 students.
The 7,305 public and private secondary schools had 27,298 teachers
aucl 554,825 secondary students-241,359 males and 313,46G females.
A bout 14 per cent, or 77,559, of these secondary students were reported
as preparing for college. The graduates of 1898 numbered (35,170, or
nearly 12 per cent of the entire number enrolled. The number of
graduates who lrncl prepared for college was rn,940, or nearly 31 per
cent of tlle whole number of graduates.
There has been a marked increase in the percentage of student.s
pursuing certain studies iu the last eight years. In 1889-UO the per
cent of students in public and private high schools studyjng Latin was
33.62 of the total 1rnmber of secondary students. In 1807-08 the 11ercentage reached 49.44. There ltas been but little variation in the proportion of students in Greek, but a small increase in the percenta.ge of
students in French, while the percentage of those studying German
increased from 11.48 in 1889-90 to 14:.24 in 1897:--98. In 1889-90 the
per cent of students iu algebra was 42.77, and in 1897-98 it had
increas ed to 55.29.
Comm,ercial education in the United States is the title of Chapter
XLJX. A p aper coutaining substantially the same information here
published was prepared by this office in response to a rcq:n est from the
Eritish a mbassador at Washington and has been published by the
British foreign office as Document No. 504, miscellaneous series, 1899.
All of whieh is respectfully submitted.
w. T. HARRIS, Gcnn1nissioner.
lIQn. E. A. HITCHCOCK,
Secretary of the Interior.
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I.-STATISTICS OF STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

TAilLE

].-The total po1rnlation: the school popiilatio11, and the aclnlt male population.
Th e school p op ulation .
E stimateu - -total po11Est.imated number of children
ulation in
5 to 18 years of age in 1898.

State or Territory.

189b.

Boys.

Girls .

Total.
~

Estimatecl
number of
male perPercent- sons 21
sears ~-nd
age of
over m
boys.
1898.

6

,,

3

4

United States ........... 72,737,100

10,831,573

10, 626, 121

I 21, 458, 294

50. 48

North Atlantic Division ...... 20, 247, 100
South Atlantic Didsion ...... 9,868,500
South Central Division ....... 12, 868, 000
North Central Division ....... 25, 7:l7, 600
Western Division ..•.......... 4,015,300

2, 576,803
1. 691,360
2,261,730
3,809,580
402,040

2,557,331
], 663,390
2,202.250
3,725,650
478,100

5,134,194
3,354,750
4,463,980
7,535, 230
970,140

50. 19
50. 42
50. 66
50, 56
50. 71

81,470
44,480
42,470
307, 000
50,600
102, 200
840,950
a 236,293
871,400

'i'9, 730
44,380
30,000
309, 100
51,050
JOl, 100
843, 050
a 230,421
858, 600

161,200
88,860
82,370
616, 100
101, 650
203, 300
1, 68-1, 000
a 466, 714
1,730,000

50. 53
50. 06
51. 55
49. 83
49. 77
50. 2-!
49. 95
50. 62
50. 38

199,500
125, 100
102,200
800,300
120,700
250,400
2,021,000
525,800
1,723,000

24, 750
176,300
35,160
293,400
147,200
313,300
238,900
3i6, 500
85,850

24, 080
175, 100
37,260
288, 700
144,000
306, 700
234, :-ioo
368,000
85,250

18. 830
351: 400
72 . 420
582, l 00
291, 200
ll20, 000
473, 200
744. 500
171, 100

50. 69
50. 18
48. 55
50. 41
50. 56
50. 54
50. 48
50. 57
50. 17

48,900
311,700
79,880
380,800
205,000
371,400
260,800
45-!, 400
126,600

333,700
326,900
315. 000
269, 800
230,300
501, 000
23,i , 500
50, 530

326,800
315,400
300,600
261,500
228,300
4B8, 000
227,600
4.7, 150

660,500
642,300
021, 600
531,300
458,600
989,900
462, 100
97,680

50. 53
50. 80
50. 68
50. 78
50. 22
50. 61
50. 75
51. 73

489,000
427,400
373, 700
304,400
301,700
676, 200
290,000
100, 300

562, 000
336,700
713. 800
315, 600
317,100
· 257,000
321, 900
480,500
49,700
60,880
179, 500
214,000

549, ooi5
330,700
704,200
310, 300
312,400
252, 900
311,000
472,000
40,480
58, 120
171,900
205,750

1,111,000
667,400
1, 4'18, 000
C25, 900
629, 500
510,800
033. 800
952, 500
!16, 180
110. 000
351,400
410,750

50. 57
50. 45
50. 3-!
50. 42
50. 37
50. 48
50. 70
50. 45
51. 67
51.16
51. 08
50. 98

1,084,000
61 3, 200
1,400,000
66-1, 700
576,600
510,000
571,700
•806, 500
107,900
11 9,600
332, 200
35G, 800

22,440
12,400
65,080
26,020
11. 170
43,490
4,560
21. 8 0
5-l, 1150
50,850
li0,300

21, 1)8,0
11,550
63, li20
24,930
10, 9.30
42,480
4,4-20
,
20,670
52,250
4!l, 850
175,400

44,420
23,950
128, 700
50,950
22. ]20
85,970
8,980
42,650
107, J OO
]00, 700
354,700

50. 52
51. 78
50. 56
51. 07
50. 52
50. 50
50. 73
51. 43
51. 20
50. 52
50. 54

121 , 700
50,020
234,000
53, 130
34,590
69,410
18,810
58,670
108,500
]33, 000
572,100

2

J

--·

North .Atlantic Division:
Maine ....................
655, 400
New Hampshire (1897) ....
398, 700
Vermont ..................
334, 100
Massachusetts .. .....•.. .. 2, 69-1, 000
l{hode Island .............
417,000
Connecticut ..............
863,900
New York (1807) ... ....... 6,851 , OlJO
New .Jersey .. ... . ......... 1, 837, 000
Pennsylvania ..... .... .... 6,196,000
South Atlantic Division:
173,200
Delaware (1892/ ...........
Mary land .... ............. 1,200, 000
285, 300
District of Columbia ......
Virginia (1807) . . .. ........ 1, 704, 000
866,000
West Virginia ........... .
North Carolina ........... 1,754,000
South Carolina (1897) •.... 1, 274, OuO
Georgia ................... 2, 097. 000
Florida ..................,.
515,000
South Central Division:
Kentucky (1897) .•.....•.. 2,016,000
T ennessee (1806) .... : ..... ] , 877,000
.Alabam,t (1897) ........... 1,741,000
Mississippi (1897) ........ 1,448,000
Louisi ana (18\l7) ........ •. ], 347,000
Texas (1897) .............. 2, 821. 000
Arkansas ................ . 1,295,000
Oklahoma ................
32::l, 600
North Central Division:
Ohio ...................... 3,917,000
Indiana .... ............... 2, 259, oco
Illinois .............. ... . . 5,017,000
Michigan ............. . ... 2,254,000
Wiscon,-,in ................ 2, 107, 000
Minnesota ................ 1,760,000
Iowa .. ........... .. ....... 2,101,000
Missonri ........... _...... 3, Ofi2, 000
North Dakota ............
352,300
South .Dakota (1896) ......
406,300
Nebraska ................. 1, 107, 000
Kansas ................... 1,329,000
Western Division:
Montana .............•....
215,900

~rit~~~~::
::: :::: :::::: ::
NewMcxivo ..............
Arizona ............ . .....
Utah ....... .. ............
Neva.<la ................. ..
Idaho ........ .............

~~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::: :: :::
California ................

112,300
584,900
181, 500
87,020
264-, 900
41,080
157,200
472, 100
373,400
1, 49:i, 000

a State school census.

19,788,210

---5,877, 000
2,249,380
2,968,700
7,149,200
1, 5'13, 930

==
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2.-Data from Cnited Sta.tes · Census reports, of use in studying e(lucational
concl'itions.

State or Territory.

Number of children 5
to 18 years of ag~ to
c,ery 100 persons of
the total population.

Number
of adult
males to
every 100
children
5 to 18
years of
age in
1890.

1870.

1
United States . . . .

31. 27

North Atlai::.tfo Division.
South Atlantic Divisio1i.
Sou th Central Di vision. .
North Cent_ra_l _Di vision..
Wes tern D1v1s10n........

28. 30
33. 02
33. 92
32. 40
25. 57

North Atlantic Division:
Maine .............. .
New Hampshire .... .
Vermont ............ .
Massachusetts .....-..
Rhode Island ....... .
Connecticut ......... .
New York .......... .
New Jersey ......... .
Pennsylvania ....... .
South Atlantic Division :
Delaware ........... .
Maryland ........... .
District of Columbia.
Virginia ..• . .........
West Virginia •......
North Carolina ...... .
South Carolina ...... .

i1:ri~~~::: :: ::: :: ::::

I
I

1880.

1890.

1890.

3

4

6

30. 04

29. 61

98--V

91. 4

.Popula•
tion to
the
square
mile in
1890.

33. 5

14'. 77

I

Pe:rcent•
age of
the pop•
ulation
in cities
of 8,000
inhabit•
ants and
over in
1890.

s

26~ 25. 39
114. 4
45. 8
32. 24
34. 04
00. 8
6. O
33. 13
34. 76
65. 9
8. 6
30. 63
29. 33
9!. 6
41. 5
25. 13 ~~ ~~- _ _
4:2,_

9
21

29. 20

22. 34
107
51. 81
2. 35
33
16. 03
2. 93
19
10. 45
18. 16
30
25. 91
25. 46 - - ~ · -- 29. 99

28. 01
24. 75
27.18
25. 51
25. 66
25. 86
28. 00
29. 01
30. 55

25. 71
22. 80
25. 96
23. 98
24. 64
24. 97
26. S2
27. 98
29.43

24. 60
22. 29
24. 65
22. 87
24. 38
23. 54
24. 5'i
26. 04
27. 92

123, 7
140.8
l'.!4.1
129. 9
118.7
127. 6
120.1
109. 9
99. 6

25. 0
88. 4
33. 4
60. 5
62.4
54. 6
5!. 8
48, 3
32. 3

11. 94
19. 21
13. 26
29. 35
30. 77
24. '60
26.19
22. 77
16. 08

22
42
36
278
318
154
126
194
117

l!l. 72
27. 37
7. 93
69. 90
78. 89
51. 63
60. 02
54 . 04
40. 93

31. 84
31. 30
27. 01
32. 39
34.13
33. 60
33.15
34.42
34. 03

29.11
29. 89
26. 87
32. 43
33. 37
32. 30
33. 21
33.17
32. 82

28.19
29. 28
25. 38
34. 16
33. 62
35. 35
37.14
35. 50
33. 23

100. l
88. 7
110.3
67, 0
70. 7
59. 9
55.1
61. 0
74. 0

17. 3
24. 4
26. 3
2. 8
5. 9
•7
2. 3
2.1
11. 5

7. 81
9. 05
8.'15
1. 11
2. 48

86
106
3,840
41
31
33
38
31
7

36.46
44. 65
100. 00
13. 40
6. 95
3. 87
6. 86
10. 84
12. 02

Sou th Central Di vision :
32. 76
Kentucky .•... ~ ..... 34.41
33.14
34. 22
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 13
33. 44
35. 70
Alabama............. 34. 40
33. 37
36. 60
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . 33. 70 • 34. 12
34. 04
Louisiana............ 31.11
31. 93
35.10
Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 80
32. 60
35. 68
Arkansas............ 34. 16
33. 15
Oklahoma ........ . .................. . 30.18
North Central Division:
28. 37
29. 75
Ohio ... :.~ ........... 31. 74
29. 54
31. 37
Indiana.............. 33. 75
28. 2fi
30. 66
Iliinois . . .. . . . .. . . .. . 32. 24
27. 77
28. 37
Michigan . . . .. . . .. . . . 30. 28
29. 88
30. 85
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . 33. 57
28. 93
30. 43
Minnesota . . . .. . . . . . . 32. 45
30.17
31. 40
Iowa......... . ....... 33.06
31. 11
82. 35
Missouri............. 33. 57
27. 30
North Dakota ........ } 23 • 74
24. 34 { 29. 29
South Dakota ....... .
HU.12
Nebraska· . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 07
29. 88
31. 59
Kansas............... 29. 83
31. 73
Western Di-dsion:
18. 06
17.10
Montana .... .. ...... . 10. 20
21. 33
18. 06
9. 39
Wyoming .... , ...... .
22. 00
18. 72
Colorado ............ . 22.47
28.
07
29.
85
:New Mexico ........ . 31. 90
25.42
19. 59
Arizona ............. . 16. 78
32.
45
33.
39
Utal.t ................ . 35. 05
21. 87
18. 22
Nevada .....•........ 12. 56
27, 07
22. 98
Idabo ............... . 11. 30
22. 69
27.19
Washington ........ . 26. !)6
26. 90
28. 63
Oregon ............•.. 32. 34
23. 72
25. 03
California ........... . 24.48

ED

Percentage of
white
children Percent.
age of
5to 18
years of foreign
the
age that of
total
were of popula•
foreign
tion in
birth or
1890.
parent•
age in

. 23

. 54
. 66
5. 86

14. 87
11. 45
5. 89
2. 64
23. 65
10. 08
9
4. 89
21
2 ......... .
46
42
29
28
25

9. 6

3. 19
1.13
.98
. 62
4. 45
6. 84
1. 26
4. 43

97. 6
91. !)
99. 2
106. 2
91. 6
90. 8
90. 2
84. 7
112. 2
100. 5
94. 5
85. 0

30. 4
17. 8
47. 0
56.1
72. 4
76. 4
42. 6
22. 5
80. 3
61. 2
42. 1
26. 4

12. 51
6. 67
22. 01
25. 97
30. 78
35. 90
16. 95
8. 77
4!. 58
27. 69
19. 13
10. 36

90
6L
68
36
31
16
34
39

31. 57
18. 27
38. 83
26. 08
25.17
28. 37
14. 08
26. 27

3

......... .

H
17

11. 62

274. 0
208. 8
181. 8
104. 3
156. 4
80. 7
209. 3
137. 9
185. 3
132.1
161. 3

49. 4
47. 2
36. 3
13. 2
57.1
66. 6
60. 8
41.1
39. 3
27. 9
51. 8

32. 61
24. 57
20. 38
7. 33
31. 5~
25. 52
32.14
20. 69
25. 76
18. 27
30. 32

1
1

18. 58
19. 26
37. 07

74. 0
66. 5
60.1
57. 8
65. 8
68. 3
64. 0
102. 7

8. 7

2. 9
3. 2
3.1
17. 8
16. 0
3. 5

4

4

3. 10

24.46

1 ......... .
1
3

Ok
1

5
3

8
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3.-School ages in the sereral States-State -sclwol •censuses.

School census.
Age for Age for 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - free at. compul•
Number of children enu.
t enda:nce sory at. Date of
Age of
merated.
State or Territory.
latest
at t,he
children
f
- - - - -- - - - - tend•
school enumer•
:rmbUc
ance.
,census
Total.
schools.
Girls.
a.ted.
Boys.
reported.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . ; _ _ I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - s
6
5
4
1
3
- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Nort11 .Atlantic Division:
4-21
Maine ................... .
8-15
1898
5-21
5-16
1897
New Hampshire ......... .
8-14
Over 6
5- '.n
Vermont ................ .
8-15
1898
5-21
5-15
8-14
1897
:Massachusetts .......... . No limit.
a5-15
1898
7-15
Over 5
Rhode Island •.• ·-·- ....•.
18[)7
4-16
Connecticut ............. .
b 8-16
4- 16
5-18
·8-16
New York .....•..........
1898
5-21
5-18
·5- 2()
7-15
1898
New Jersey_ ............. .
6-16
6-16
"Pennsylvama ......•...•..
6-21
South A tla1rtic Division:
6-21
(c)
Delaware (1893) .......... .
1893
6-21
(d)
:Maryland ... .... ........ .
(c)
5-20
· · · · ·ti~is ·
·6 -18
1897
District-Of Columbia .... .
6-15
5-21
1895
Virghiia ................. .
5-21
·(c)
6-21
1898
6-21
West Vh:ginia ...... ..... .
8-14
6-21
18\!8
(c)
6-21
Nortlt •Carolina .......... .
(d)
(c)
South Carolina .......... .
u-21
(c)
1898
Georgia ................. .
'6 -18
:1896
Florida .................. .
(c)
6-21
Soutl1 CenitT.a1 Division:
Kentucky................
6-20
7-14
1'896
0-20
'i'ennessee .................. . .. .... . . .... ........ ... . . ............
Alabama (1897). .. . . . . . . . .
· 7-21
(-c)
'1897
7-21
l'i'1ississip-r 1i.... . . . . . . . . . .
5-21
'(-c-)
l8fJ6
5-21
Louisiana (1897) . . . . . . . . . .
6-18
(c)
1897
6-18
Texas....................
8-17
(c)
1897
8-17
Arkansas . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .
-6-21
(•c)
1898
6-21
Oklahorn:1................
6-21
(·c)
1898
6 .21
North CeBtral Divisi:oi:1:
6-21
1898
8-14
·Ohio .. ~ ••.................
6-21
6-21
6_:_21
Indiana ............ , .... .
1898
8-14
6-21
1898
Illinois ...•...............
6-21
7-14

~\:~~~::n·:::::::::::::::
Minnesota .............. .
Iowa .................... .
Missouri .......... ~ ..... .
North Dakota ........... .
South Daikot-a (1806) ...... .
Nebraska ............... .
Kansas .. ................ .
Westnn Division:
Montana ..............•..

~Iir~~g.::::::::::
::::::
New Mexico ........... . .

Arizona .............. .. . .
Utah ....•................
Nevada ................. .
ldaho ................... .
Washington ......... ... .

2~!ft~~~i~:::: :::: :: ::::::

5-20
4-20
5-21
"5-21
6-20
6-20
·6-20
5-21
5-'.U

f8-16
7-13
8-16

6-21
6-21
0-21
5-20
6-18
6-11:l
0-18
5-21
6-21
4-20
6-21

8-14
7-16
8-1-i
8-16

(c)
(c)

8-14
8-14
8-14
8-14

(c)

8-14
8-14
8-14
8-15
8-14
8-14

J.898
1898
(d)

1898
1898
1897
il.890
1898

18U8

1898
(d)

1898
.1898

18fl8
1893
'1898

1898
1898
1898
1898

···sa."is4· ···sf955.
· 46., 286

44, 102

·- ·2g;iio2· · · ·s9:691 ·

209,713
66,139
96,388
441,352
10,299

.. . ..... .. .. ...... ..
184, 336
76:l, 238
'755, 570 · 1, 518, 808
236 293
230, 421
466, 7l4
..... '. . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 1, 126, 16ll
15,827

!7, 758 .

33,585

· · · · ·- · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·iio: soti
··iJirg:475 ... 326,"058. 665,5R3
157,::345
e 306,471

145,009
eBO'i, 33i

302,354
·e613, 802

375,259
360, '846
73'6, 105
•·········· · ··· ·· ··· · ··· · ······
...... . ....... .. ... •
270, 789
281, 67,8
216., 670
'217, 510
S97, 157 - 3J9, no
237,658
22!7, 907
52, 7-36
48, 738

(H3, 996
552, 467
434,180
776,867
465,565
101, 474

·615, 291
'583,413 1, 1'98, 704
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
754,905
'772, 629
752, 813 1,525,442
355,419
.
348.
311
703,730
5-20
359, 198
349, 331'
708, 585
4-20

·····5~2i· ··sii9;4ia· ··sss;oiis· ·--i21:456
G-20
6-20
·6-20
5-21
5-21

501:1-58
ao' 111
55' 194
180' 916
251; .562

48Q, 264
37 540
51, 303
179, 153
244, 387

·98,l , 422
76, 651
i'06, 497
'3"66, 069
495,949

6-21

25,100

24,308

49,498

···· ·6~2i· ·· ·6s:260· ···66;1.i1· ... iils,"001
8- l 6
6-18
6-18
6-18
5-21
5-21
4-20
5-17

26, 899

23, 'l'-68

···.ii,"6s1· ···4i;;o9·
4, 535
23, 703
60 .an
65'. 216
175,670

a Inclusive.
b Children over 14, lawfully employed to labor, are exempt.
c No compu.lsor.v attendance law.
dNo school cem=ms.
e Report incomplete.
/7-16 in city,

4, 461
2i, 257
58, H8
65,534
171,954

50, fi67
18,802
ss,196
8, 9!JO
47,960
118. 491
]30, 750
347,624

STATE COMMON SCHOOL 'SYSTEMS.
TABLE
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4.-Nwrnber of pupils enrolled i.n the comnwn schools at vari.ous periods, and the
rel.a tion of the enrollment to the school population.

State or Territory.

Number of different pupils enrolled during the school year (excluding duplicate enrollments).
18i0-71.

1879-80.

1889-90.

189i-98.

Per cent of school population
(i.e., of children 5 to 18 years
of age) enrolled.
1870-71. 1879-80.1J889-90.\i897-98.

1
3
s
6
9
- - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - J - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - - United States ...... 7,561,582 9, 867, 505 12, 722, 581 15,038, 636
61. 45
65. 50
68. 61
70.08
1- - ----l- - - - - - - - - - -t- - - - -t- - - - - - - - - - - - - N 0rtb Atlantic Division. 2,743,344 2,930,345 3, 112, 622 3, ()14, 463
77. 95
75. 17
70. 45
70. 38
South A.tla-ntic Division. 603, 6HJ 1,242,811 1,785,486 2,134, 725
30. 51
50. 74
59. 22
63. 63
Sonlh Central Di-vision.. 767,839 1,371,975 2,293,579 2,875.366
34. 17
46. 43
60.14
64. 41
North Central Division .. 3, 300, 660 4, 033, 828 5
5
Westem Division . . ... . . 146, 120
288,546
•
• ~:~:
~~
~~

m: m m ~t ~+· ~t +ti~ +t

North Atlantic Di-vision:
149,827
Maine ............... a 152,600
139, 676·
134,405 a 87. 35
89. 80
85. 88 ·1
64,341
New Hampshire . . . . .
71, 957
59, 813
b 64, 207
91. 31
81. 32
71. 28
75,238
C 65,608
65,532 . . . . . . . . 87. 21 ........ 1
Vermont········---· c65;384
306,777
Massachnsetts ...... 273,661
il71, 492
456, 141
n. 34 71. 76 72. 56
40,604
52, 774
65, 384 a 59. 24
59. 59
62. 65
Rhode Isla-nd . . . . . . . . a 34, 000
119,694
Connecticut ...... n . 113, 588
126, 505
147, 833
80. 83
76. 97
72. 02
82.98
77.10
70. 71
New York ..••••• •... 1,028,110 1,031, 593 1,042,160 bl,203,199
New Jersey...... . . . . 169, 430
204,961
234, 072
304, 680
63. 20
64. 77
62. 21
76. 35
74. 37
69. 53
937,310 1,020, 522 1,173,082
Pennsylvania._... ... 834,614.
South Atlantic Division:
31,434
66.19
dB3,174
27,823
Delaware ........... .
20,058
65. 20
.50. 04
60. 37
184, 251
162,431
236,003
Maryland ........... . 115, ti83
58.13
46. 70
36,906
63.10
26,439
44,698
District of Columbia.
15,157
55. 40
41. 60
Virginia ....... ___ .. . 13i, 088
342,269 b367,817
60. 51
220,736
45. 00
32. 34
193,064
75. 27
142,850
236,188
69. 21
West Virginia ...... .
76,999
49. 47
322,533
~52, 612
399, 375 a31. 23
56. 39
North i ru:·olina ..... . a 115,000
55. 87
201, 2!i0 b 258, 183
47. 08
134,072
40. 56
South Carolina ..... .
27. 28
66,056
381,297
58. 45
450,832
236,533
46. 24
Georgia ............ .
11.89
49,578
92,472
7l.10
108,455
39,315
44.16
21.21
14,000
Florida ............ ..
South Central Division:
65. 64
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . e 178, 457 e 276, 000
399, 660 b 501,893
Tennessee ..• ·.•...•.. a 140. 000
300, 217
447, 950 /481, 585 ~· 32.' 00. . .58.' 2i . 74. 05
55. 83
40. 36
42. 60
Alabama....... ...... 141,312
179,490
301,615 b348, 899
70. 62
-Mississippi.... .... . . 117,000
236,654
334,158 b 367, 579
40. 60
61. 29
182,341
31. 58
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . .
57, 639
77, 642
120, 253
24. 78
25. 87
59. 50 .
T-exa-R ........ ·-. . . . .
63, 504 a 220, 000
466, 872 b 612,140
21. oo a 42. 40
40. 29
30. ·31
55. 41
303,808
Arkansas............
69,927
81,972
223,071
77,121
Oklahoma .......................••.............•...
North Central Division:
76. 54
797,439
810,285
729,499
76. 69
OJ1io . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 719, 372
84. 04
79. 21
512,955
566, 157
82. 39
Indiana.............. 450, 057
511,283
78. 64
71. 97
778,319
939,163
704, 041
74. 61
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 672, 787
81. 01

~\~~~~~i1;:::::::::::

m: ~:

~rir~l!~.: ::::::::::

a450
4,357
al, 320

Minnesota........... 113,983
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 341, 938
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . • 330, 070
North Dakota ....... } al, 660
Sontb Dakota ....... .
N ebraska............
23,265
Kansas . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
89, 777
Western Di-vision:
Montana .. _......... .
1,657
New Mexico ..•......
Arizona ........... ..
Utah .............. ..
Nevada ....... ·-·····
Itlaho .. ............. .
Washington ........ .
~rep:!>n : ........... ..
Cal!forma .......... .

a .A.pprox.imately.
b In 1896-97.

0

16,992
3,106
906
a5, 000
21,000
91,332

8:3. 35
-b 72. 25
79. 53
74. 03
64. 33
72. 72
b71.48
65. 29
67. 83
d67. 93

. 67.16
61. 71
b 63.19
81.10
6-1.41
b 54. 55
60. 54
63. 37

b 76. 00
/74. 97
b 56. 13
b69.17
39. 76
b61. 84
65. 75
78. 96

362, 556
299,457
180, 248
426,057
482,986
13,718 {
92,549
231, 434

427,032
351,723
280,960
493,267
620,314
35,543
78,043
240,300
399, 3:!2

496,025
79. 66
435,914
71!.92
384,063
75. 92
548,852
84. 44
688, 5H3
56. 03
67,375
/89, 001 }a39. 26
273,914
58. 79
74. 22
370,240

73.45
78.08
G9. 77
73. 78
74,,59
75. 87
85. 51
83. 52
74. 43
68. 85
71. 26
41. 68 { 81. 04
75. 35
68. 48
88. 56
73. 23

72. 92
84. 82
66. 25
79. 25
69. 25
75.18
86. 62
72. 30
7-0. 05
f 74. 78
77, 97
88. 20

4,270
2, 9U7
22, 119
4,755
4,212
24,326
9,045
5,834
14,780
37,533
158,765

16,980
7,052
65,490
18,215
7,989
37,279
7,387
14,311
55, 964
63, 254
221, 756

35,070
70. 24
13,042 a45. 34
42. 28
104,733
26. 484 a4.42
14;613
53. 36
70,878
53. 97
7,348
46. 06
29,737
97,916 a69. 00
85,230
67. 73
63.63
259,459

63. 77
77.44 '
60. 82
13. 32
53.16
50. 61
79. 73
77. 85
72. 36
75. 02
73. 37

71.14
54.46
72. 20
42. 25
52. 72
55. 26
73. 80
62. 66
70. 58
74. 78
77. 38

7S. 94
54. 4!6
81. 38
51. 99
66. 09
82. 45
81. 78
69. 88
91. 42
84. 64
73.17

c Pupils of legal school age only.
dln 1891-92.

eHighest number enrolled.

/In 1895-96.

EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.
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5.-Tlte school enrollment of 1897-98 classified by sex; pei· cent of the male a11d of
the female school po1nilation enrolled; 11er cent of the total population enrolled.

TABLE

Number of differ ent pupils of all
ages enrolled.
State or Territory.

1

Male.

Female.

Total.

~ ·

3

4

United States ............ a7, 643,496 a7, 395, HO
North Atlantic Division .......
South Atlantic Division .......
South Central Division ...•......
North Central Division .....••.
Western Division .••...........

--al, 824,420 a 1, 790. 043

al, 078, 825 a 1, 055, 900
al, 410, 699
a2, 896,530 a2, 773,042
a 365,456
a 379,054

a], 464,667

Per cent of tlie school
Per
population (5 to 18 cont of
ye~s of age) enrolled. the to•
ta! pop•
Male ulation
en•
Male. Female. and
female. rolled.
- - - - - - · - -- - - §
7
6
5
------ ---

J5, o:i8, 636

70. 57

69. 58

70. 08

3,614,463
2,134,725
2,875,366
5,669,572
744, 510

70. 82
63. 79
64. 76
76. 03
77.03

70. 02
63. 49
64. 06
74. 43
76. 43

70. 38
6'1.63
64. 41
75. 25
76. 73

I

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ......................
New Hampshire (1896-97) ..
Vermont .......••..........
Massachusetts ..•..........
Rhode Island .................
Conner.tfout ................
New York (1896-97) •••.....
N ew Jersey ................
Pennsylvl!,nia .....•••....•.
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1891-92) ..•...••.
Maryland ..................
District of Columbia .......
Virginia (1896-97) •...••.••.
West Virginia ..............
North Carolina .............
South Carolina (1896-97) ••..

iii~~::.: :::::::::::::::::::

a Approximately.

·- - - - - - 83. 35
72. 25
79. 53
74. 03
64. 33
72. 72
71. 48
65. 29
67. 83

20. 50
16. ]0
19. 61
16. 93
15. 68
17.12
17. 56
16. 58
18. 93

-------........... ........

67. 93
67. 16
61. 71
63.19
81.10
64.41
54. 55
60. 54
63. 37

19. 16
19. 67
15. 67
21.58
27. 27
22. 78
20. 26
21. 50
21. 06

76. 00
74. 97
56.13
69.17
39. 76
61. 84
65. 75
78. 96

24. 89
25. 66
20. 05
25. 38
13. 54
21. 71
23. 46
23. 83

72. 92
71. 80
74. 05
810,285
566,157 --······ ......... . .84. 82
66. 25
65. 67
66. 77
939, 163
79. 25
79. 14
79. 34
496,025
69. 25
68. 53
69. 97
435,914
384,063 ......... . ......... 75.18
548,852 . ......... .... ... ..... 86. 62
72. 30
71. 70
72. 88
688,583
70. 05
69. 07
70. 97
67,375
74. 78
72. 72
76. 75
89, 001
77. 97
78. 40
77. 53
273,914
88. 20
85. 48
370, 2JO
90. 80

20. 69
25. 06
18. 73
22. 00
20. 69
21. 75
26.13
22. 49
19. 13
21. 90
23. 48
27. 87

78. 94
54. 46
81.88
51. 99
66. 09
82. 45
81. 78
69. 88
91. 42
84. 64
73.17

14. 26
11. 62
17. !10
14. 59
16. 80
26. 75
17. 89
18. 92
20. 74
22. 82
17. 36

................ ..............

............ --··--• •"'•-23, 558
21, 140
185, 847
124, 354
203, 246
128,517
224,948
54,748

181, 970
111,834
196, 129
129,666
225,884
53,707

250,414

245,611

6,643
52, 603
15,068
7,594
36, 139
3,886
14,213
49, 008
43, 135
132,008

6,399
52,130
11,416
7,019
34,739
3,462
15,524
48,008
42,095
127,451

~fsl~~~in.:::::::::::::::::
22], 838
214,076
Minnesota .•............... ................. ..............
Iowa ....................... ·······----- ...............
Missouri .......•...........
350, 176
338,407
North Dakota . ... ..........
35, 271
32,104
South Dakota Q.895- 96) ...•.
46,737
42,264
N ebraska •.................
1:39, ]62
]34, 752
Kansas .........•...........
19J, 352
175,888
Western Division:
::Monta11a ................... . ---. -- - - . - . ·-----·-----

2;m!tr~~::::~:::::::::::

17. 85
21. 63
22. 35
22. 04
18. 55

134,405 ......... .........
71. 47
73.05
64,207
83. !)6
75. 42
65,532
...........
456, 141 ·-----··
63. 30
65. 36
65,384
147,833 ......... ..........
.................. .... .........
................. .......... . . ... 1,203,199 .......... -------·
65. G9
64. 88
]51, 370
304,680
153, 310
67. 50
68.11
579,588 b 1,173,082
593,494

. ............. ·--------·-·
31,719
32,488
33,504
32,028
.............. ..................
32,319
3?, 065

South Central Division:
Kentucky (1896-97) ..••••..
245,373
256,520
Tennessee (1895-96) ..•••.••
247,635
233,950
Alabama (1896'-'!17) •.••.. ·..•. --·------·-- .................
Mis~i~;;ippi (1896-97) . ..•...
a 184,250
al83, 329
Lou1s1ani:t ..................
91,739
90, 602
Texas (1896-97) ...............
311,327
300,813
Arkansas •.................
148,070
155,738
Oklahoma ..................
37, 380
39,741
Nort,h Central Division:
Ohio .......................
416, 136
394,149
Indiana .................... .................. -·----•----Illinois .....................
476,635
462,528

ir:rrr:.A~~ : : : ·. :: ~ ~:: : : : : : : : :
New Mexico ...............
Arizona ....................
Utah . ......................
Nevada .. .. ............ : .. .
I<laho ... ...... .... .........

20. 68

--

33, 174
236,003
44,698
367,817
236, 188
399,375
258, 183
450, 8:l2
108,455
501 ,893
481,585
348,899
367,579
182,341
612,140
303,808
77,121

R5, 070
13,042
104,733
26,484
14,613
70,878
7,348
29,737
97,916
85,230
259,459

........

60.11
63. 33
84. 47
64.87
53. 80
59. 74
63. 77

63. 24
63. 04
77. 64
63. 96
55. 34
01. 39
63. 03

76. 86
75. 75

75.10
74.17

39. 84
62.16
66. 42
78. 65

70.13
89. 68
61. 53
65. 07
79. 30

--···--·
68. 30

·--··--·
53. 56
80. 82
57. 90
67. 95
83.10
85. 26
64. 96
91. 00
84. 82
73. 63

.........
55. 40
81. 94
45. 79
04. 09
81. 77
78. 32
75.10
91. 88
84.45
72. 68

b The enrollment of Pliiladelphia is estimated.

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
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6.-Per cent of the school popufotion (i.e., children 5 to 18 years of age) enrolled
in the public schools, f01· a period of years.
Year.

--- ---- - -

- - - -- -- - - - - - -- - -\- -- - - --

1870- 7 L .........•..........•............
1871-72 .....................•..........•.
1872-73 ........•••....... ·············••·
1873-74 ................................. .
1874- 75 ................................. .
1875- 76 ........................... . ..... .
1876- 77 .................•................
18i7-78 ..........................•..•..•.
1878- 70 . ................. . .............. .
1879-80 .............. -· ...•.......•......
1880-81 ................................. .
1881-82 ................................. .
1882-83 ................................. .
1883-84 ...... ··-· ......................•.
1834-85 ................................. ,
1885-80 ..............................•••.
1886-87 .................•...... - .. - ...•..
·1837-88 .................... - ....... - - . - ..
1888-89 ..................... ..... ....... .
188()-90 ................ - ................ .
1890-91 ................................. .
1891-92 .•.. -- ............. -· - -· ......... .
1892- 9:3 ................................•.
1893-94 . ...............................•.
1894-95 ............................... - ..
1895-!l6 ..••........ _....... _............ .
18!ln-97 a ........ . ...................... .
1897- 98 a, ..........................•...•.

61. 45
62. 20
li2. 36
G4. 40
(j;i_ 54
64. 70
63. 92
65. 75
64. 64
65. 50
65. 03
G5. 03
(i(), 39
06. 96
67. 96
68.14
67. 98
68. 33
68. 20
68. 61
69. 03
69. 06
68. 72
69. 50
69. 68
69.48
69. 50
70. 08

30. 51
32. 27
35. 86
42. 10
44. 61
46. 72
47. 02
48. 85
46. 72
50. 74
51. 49
51. 90
54. 30
56. 25
57.17
57. 68
58. 98
68. 68
58. 40
59. 22
59. 80
58. 88
60. 93
61. 73
61. 07
60. 84
62. 56
63. 63

77. 95
77. 33
76. 79
77. 77
78. 59
78. 55
76. 83
77. 09
76. 18
75. 17
74. 28
74. 56
74.15
72. 83
73. 23
72. 63
72. 23
71. 60
70. 60
70. 45
69. 85
69. 98
68. 64
69. 70
71. 02
69. 95
69. 98
70. 38

34.17
37. 94
:is. 67
40. 82
42. 47
37. 36
38. 51
43. 50
44. 71
46. 43
47. 03
47.02
50. 68
53. 59
56. 57
56. 82
56. 21
58. 67
58. 28
60.14
62. 51
63. 14
62. 39
63. 55
61. 97
62. 92
61.14
64.. 41

- 76. 87
77. 04
75. 97
76. 98
77. 54
77. 05
75. 60
77. 38
75. 28
75. 84
74. 59
74.15
75.13
75. 06
75. 46
76. 08
75. 77
75. 96
76. 63
76. 46
76. 00
75. 85
75. 52
75. 93
76. 52
76. 15
76. 48
75. 25

- -- 54. 77
54. 43
57. 52
61. 04
64. 39
61.l.37
66.12
66. 26
65. 63
64. 96
64. 82
65. 93
67. 05
68. 01
68. 53
68. 03
67. 97
68.53
69 . 39
70. 01
73. 28
75 . 32
73. 51
73. 36
76. 70
77. 00
76. 56
76. 73

a.Subject to correction.
TABLE

7.-The average daily attendance at va1·ions periods, and its relation in 1897-98 to
the enrollment .
.Average number of fnpils actually present
at schoo each day.
State or Territory.
1870-71.

1

z

I

1879-80.

1889-90.

1897-98.

3

4

5

Number
in daily
attend·
ance for
each 100
enrolled
in1897-98.

6

Unite•l States ...•...................

4,545,317,

6,144, 143

8,153,635

1-0, 286,092

68. 39

North .Atlantic Division .............•••..
South .Atlantic DiYisiou ....•..............
South Cent,ral Di vision ..•• • .........•.... .
North Central Division ...................
Western Division ...•.••.•...•••...•..•...

1~6'.!7, 208
368,111
535, G32
1,911,720
102,646

1,824,487
77G, 798
902,767
2,451,167
188,924

2,036,459
1,126,683
1,467,649
3,188,732
334, 112

2,587,468
1,314, 622
1,870,510
3,996,895
516,597

71. /JO
61. 59
65. 06
70.50
69. 38

i::n:;r:::i~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::

100,392
48, 150
b 44, 100
201,750
22,485
62. 683
493,048
86,812
567,188

103,115
48,966
48,606
233,127
27,217
73,546
573,089
115,194
601, 627

98,364
41,526
45,887
273,910
33, 905
83,656
642,984
133,286
682,941

97,616
a,47, 717
48, 0(i0
349, 147
47,370
105,002
827,652
200,278
864,626

72. 63
a 74. 33
73. 33
76. 54
72. 45
71. 02
68. 77
65. 7'3
73. 70

17, 439
85,778
20,637
128, 404
91 , 604
170, 100
b 90,600
145,190
27,046

19,649,
102,351
28, 184
198,290
121,700
203,100
U7, 790
240,791
64,819

C 22,693

i~ri!~. ::::: ::: :: : :: : :: ::: : : :: : : : : : : : :

b 12,700
56,435
JO, 261
77,402
51,336
b 73,000
b 4.t, 700
31,377
b 10,900

c68. 40
57. 00
76. 93
58. 03
67. 66
53. 72
a,70. 71
61. 83
68. 21

North .Atlantic Division:
Maine . .........•...............••.....
NAw Hampshire . ............... ·-·. : ..
Vermont ......................•.......
Massachusetts .. . ......•..............
Rhode Island ...................•.•....
Connecticut ...........••..•. .... ......
NewYork ..•..........................
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ......•.......•....•.. _••.....
Maryland . ...........•.•.•............
District of Columbia ...............••.
Virginia .................••••••.••.....
West Virginia ................ - ..•.••.•
North Carolina ....•••......•••••.•••..
South Carolina ..........•......••..•..

134,539
34, 383
213,421
159,768
214,540
a 182, 559
278,715
74,004

-
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7.-The a1)m·age daily attendance -of various pertiods, and its r.e'lation in 1.897-JJ8 to
the .enrollment-Continued.
Average number of pupils actually present
at school each day .

Number
in daily

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ~ 1 attend·
State or Territory.
18170-71.

l.

189'.7-98.

1879-80.

South Centr.al Di"dsion:

?t::~~~!i::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::
i:gJ~~
· 117,
~~~:ggi
Alabama .. •.... ..... . .. ....• . •• ·- . • . . . .
1.o1; ff66
978

};~~i!~=~t~:::::::::
::::::::~.:::~::::: big:
~gg . bl~U~~
Texas--··..............................
b 41, 000
132,000

~~u:~

182, 467
2

i~: ~~~

291. 941
Arkansas .•...••.•..••.•.•.•..•.•••• •• ~
b 46, 600
b 54, 70-0
b 148, 714
Oklahoma .. ...................... .. .. . . . ...... ..... . ............... ......... .
JSf-Or-t,h Cent1>al Division:
549,269
Ohio ..•...........•..•..•.••. . • •• •. .. ..
476,279
432,452
342,275
321,659
lndiana . • ..• : . .. ..•.. ... . .•..• ...•.... .
295,071
538,310
Illinois ....•.•.••••... • . . • •.• ....••. ••..
431,638
341,686
b 282, 000
b 240, 0(:)0
b 193,000
200,457
b 156, ooo
b 132,000
127, 025
b 78,400
50,694 '
M inneso'ta . ·- ................ ..... ~ .. .... .
306,309
259, 8::l6
211,562
384,627
b 281, ·uoo
187,024
20, t94
v 1, 04((
8,530 {
48,327
]4fl 139
60,156
b 14,300
Nebraska ...•..........•......••.......
243,300
137,669
Kansas ....... •. •.....•.•.••.•••.•. ... .
52, 891
W -est.e.r n D.ivisio.n:
10,596
b 3,000
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • .
b 1, 100
b 4,700
I, 920
38,715
12,618
3, ]50
b 13,000
New Mexi'co.. .••. •.• •• .... .... . . .... ..
b 880 .
4,702
2,847
Arizona . ... . .......................... •. ......... .
20,967
Utah ....••..................... . . .....
12, Sl9
• 17,178
5,064
Nevada ................••••••.••.......
1, 800
4,501
b 9. 500
Idaho. ...... ... .... . ......... .. ....... ..
b 600
3,803
36,946
10,546
:::::: :::::: :::::: :: : : :: : :
b~~'.
4:l, 333
27,435
146, 589
California . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . .
64, 286
100,966

~\~~~~a:t~:::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::: :: ::::
~;::o;;ri·: ::: ::: :: :: ::::::: ::.:: :::::: ::
lo~~:: E:~i~: ::::::: ::::::::::: ::::: :: }

~r:;~1~g.::::::: ::::::: :: ::::::: ::::::

:. m

~~~~n~·t·~~:

a In 1896-97.
b Approximately.

~gg

c In 1891-92.

6

4

3

a1rcefor
eachlOO
enrolled
inl897-98.

a30'8, .697
d338, 176 .
ab 222, f90

a 223, ·rroo ,
132,046
a 404, 13'72

a61. !ff
d70. 23
ab ti3. 83

a60. 91
72. 42

aoo. 06

191,447
49,182

63.01
'63. 77

618, '667
432,931
729,227 ·
b347, 714
b 287,000
b 24:1, '200
370,845
440,692
41,155
bcl54, 600
173. 9'30
'256, ~f34

76.37 .
76.47
77. 62
b 70. 10
b 65. 84
b63. 33
67. 57
63.99
61. 09
bd61..34
63. 49
69. 39

. b 23,400
b 8, 700

69, 973
16,950
9,011
e49, 6:J8
4,982
21, 528
64, 192
62, 790
185,424

b 66. 73

b 66. 70
66. 80
64.00
61.64
56. 69
67. 80
72. 40
65. 56
73. 70
71.45

e Salt Lake City estimated .

d In 1895-96.

Method of ascertaining a1Jerage attendance.-The average daily att endance during a
year (which is the average number of pupils actually present each day the schools
wer.o in session) rua.y be computed as follows:
First, for a single school-; Add together the tmmber of pupiis present each school
day -during the year, and divide t he sum (which is the "a.ggregate attendance in
days") by the number of such s-0hool days.
·
Second, for a group of schools having the same number of school days in the year
(as the schools of most cities h ave): (a) Divide the combined aggregate attendance
in days of all the schools by the number of school days in the year; or (b) add
together the average daily attendance for the yea,r of the individual schools. 'fbe
result is the s:1me in either case.
Third, for a system of schools h av ing different lengths of school year (as, for
instance, those of a county) : Add together the average attendance of the component
scbools and groups of tbe system , as ascertained by either of the foregoing rules.
For larger systems, as those of a State or of the United States, the summing-up
process is continued in the same way.
In a ystem of s ·hoo]s sncb as is specified under the heading "Third," the a,era.o-e number of days in the school year for the whole system is found by dividing
the ombined agITTegate attendanc in days of all the schools of the ystem by the
average attendance as ascertained by the rule given. See observations on Table 8.
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TABLE 8.-(1) Avei·age length of school te1-m at 1:ariou,s periods.

(2) .A.gg1·egate number
of days' schooling given to all pupils. (3) The sanie cornparecl with the school population arid the e11rollment ( columns 7 and 8).
Average number of clays the
schools were kept during the
year. a

Average
number
of davs'
Aggregate
schoolnumber of ing given
clays' school- for every
cluld 5
1870-,..11879-$. 1889-90. 1897-98. iniu~tis. in
to 18
year". of
a,ge m

State or Territory.

1

~

United States ..... .........
North Atlantic Didsion .........
South At,lantic Division ... ......
South Ceutral Division ...........
North Central Division ..........
Western Di-vision .••••. ....•.....

-----4
--- --3

&~i1}:1:~~: ~:: : ::::::::::::

~

- -- 97. 8

134. 7

143. 1 1, 471, 435, 367

68. 6

166. 6
99. 9
88. 2
148.0
135.0

174. 5
112. 7
98. 6
152. 4
151. 8

451,410,214
Li8, 098, 404
184., 373,722
609, 143, 615
78,409, 4!2

87. 9
44. 2
41. 3
80.8
80. 8

13,373,392
b 6,420,322
7,401,240
64,941,342
9,213,700
19,826,478
154, 286, 608
38, 125, 748
137,821,384

82. 9
b72. 3
89. 8
105. 4
90. 6
97. 5
91. 7
81. 7
79. 7

99.5
b 100. 0
113. 0
142. 4
140.9
134.1
128. 2
125.1
117. 5

cd 3, 640, 881

098
6,360,855
b 25, 658, 204
17,772, 1!)0
14,750,082
b 15, 188, 909
e 32, 581, 783
7,664,402

cd 74.6
C 69. 5
87. 8
b44
61
23. 8
b 32.1
c43. 8
44. 8

cd 109. 8
e 103. 5
142. 3
b69. 7
75. 3
36. 9
b58. 8
e72. 3
10. 7

94
bel15. 4 be 35, 623, 634
e 30, 50:{, 475
86
e90. 2
73. 5 b80. l be 17,837,469
b 22, 748, 240
c86
bl01. 6
100. 6
14,036, 490
106. 3
]00
b 45, 830. 007
b 106
e 13, 350, 000
e75
69
........... 86. 3
4,444,407

be 53. 9
e47. 5
be 28. 7
b42. 8
30. 6
b 46. 3
c28. 9
45. 5

be 71. 0
e63. 3
be51. l
b6t. 9
77.0
b 74. 9
e4:-l. 9
57. 6

166. 5
162
130
144
155. 4
158. 7
156
160. 8
158. 6 /160
128
156
156
162
129. 4
141. 7
122
{ 113
145
cel38. 4
1:n
140
135
124. 3

JOO, 225,074
62, 842,064
115,728,315
C 55,912,411
C 45, 920, 000
37,939, 200
60,076, 8!JO
62,422,055
6, 2!)5, 751
ce 7, 559,529
22,784, 830
31,936,896

90. 2
93. 4
81. 6
c89. 3

e 149. 2

c3, 510,000

C

C 65

102
68
81. 3
74. 5
78. 8
71. 7

............. .........
165
98. 5
146. 7
140
155
e 83
130
90

~1~~~i~n·: ::::::: :: :: :::::::
Minneaota . ..................
Iowa .........................
Missonri .....................
North Dakota ................
South Dakota ......... ... .... } C 75
Nebraska ....................
72
Kangas ........... ... ......... 116
Western Div ision:
Montana ..................... C 89

"'!or~~A~

----

159. 2
92.4,
79. 2
139. 8
129. 2

ri~t!!:tt::: .- .- :::.- .· .- :.- _-: .- .- ::

g_ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
NewMexico ...... . ..... ..... .
.Arizona ........... . ..........
Utah . ......... . ..............
Nevada ......................
Idaho ..... ... ...... ..........

,.,

· 130. 3

110
e77
66. 5
110
c65
T exas ..... . .................. e 140

Arkansas .................. . .
Oklahoma .............. . .....
North Central DiYision:
Ohio .........................
Indiana ......................
Illinois .......................

6

152. 0
97.4
91. 6
133. 9
119. 2

59

ir:~a~~::::::::::::::::::::::

li

1897-98.

132.1

---- - - - - -

---- - - North Atlantic Division:
Maine .........•.... a •••••••••
109
98
New Hampshire ..........•..
70
105. 3
Vermont . .................... 115. 6
125. 5
Maasach usetts .. .... ...... ... 169
177
Rhode Island ................ 170
184
Connecticut .................. 172. 4
170
New York ......... .. ........ 176
178. 5
New Jersey .................. 178
192
Pennsylvania ................ 127. 2
133.4
South Atlantic Division:
)58
132
Debware ...... -·------··------Maryland ................... 183
187
District of Columbia .......•. 200
193
Virginia ....................•
93. 2
112.8
90
West Virginia ............••.
76. 8
North Carolina .... ........... C 50
50
Son th Carolina ............... clOO
70
South Central Division:
Kentucky ................... .
Tennessee ....................
.Alabama .....................

1897-98.

Average
number
of days
attencfod
by each
pupil enrolled in

c200
92
clll
0
152
142
c45
C 80
C 90
123

152
136
]50
150
165
94
148
C 104
e96
82
120

96
119
e 132
111
109
128
143
94
c91
PO
146. 6

--

112
137
117. 7 b 134. 55
136
154
177
186
188
191
182. 5
188. 82
186. 5
176
192
185
147.6
159.4
166
184
178
118. 2
!)7
59. 25
69.6
83. 3
C 120

142. 7
C )20
144. 4
C 67
126
133
140
C 69. 8
97 . 2
118.2
157. 6

cd l60
b 182
185
bl20. 2
111
68. 8
b83. 2
b 116. 9
104

C 110

e 159. 7
96. 6
130
157
154

100
148
123. 9

172. 4

C 24,486.

c957, 000
ell, 174,688
1,637,370
), 171,480
7, 79'.l, 166
767,228
2, 152, 800
9,497,836
7,780,796
31,967,098

c73

74. 3
94. 8
65. 5
65. 5
cc 63. 5
64. 8
76.1
C 79
c40
c86. 8
32.1
53
73. 4
85. 4
50. 6
88. 7
77, 3
90.1

----

12-L 9
69. 4
64.. 1
107.4
105. 3

123. 7
110.1
123. 2
C 112. 7
C 105. 4.
!18. 8
109. 5
90. 7
93.4·
ce84. 9

83. 2
86.3
C 100.

1
c73. 4
7
61. 8
80. 2
89. 0
104.4
72.4
97. 0
91. 3
123. 2

C 106.

a Certain State.s report their school term in months; these months have ueeu reduced to days by
m~li~piii~5J~~em by
c A.1iproximately.

20

·

d In 1890-92.

ein 1895-96.

/ In 1893-94.
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Ol1sel'ratio11s on a certaining the a1:erage school term.-The "aggregate number of
clay ' schooling giv n ' to all pupil (a e column 6), which is the same thing as the
n,g 0 -r gat nnmuer of days attend d by all tho pupils, has been computed for those
tat which clo not ma1 e au xplicit report of this item by multiplying the average
daily attendance of pupils by the avorage length of school term in days.
Conversely, the average length of .-chool term ( column 5) for the United States as
a who lo and. for each of its geographical divisions has been outained by dividing the
6.ggregate number of uays attencle<.1 by tho average daily attendance.
By this method the school term of each State, in computing the average term for
a number of tates, is in fact given a weight proportioned to the school attendance
of the State, as should be clone under a correct interpretation of the expression
"Average length of school term." The result might more properly be called "Average length of attendance," which is essentially what it is desired to kn0w.
A method which has been in use in some States for :finding the average school
term, of a county, for instance, is to weight the different school terms of the towns
or districts tllo county is composed of by the number of schools in each. In other
words, the total number of days ( or months) all the schools of a county were kept is
divided by the total number of schools to get the average time each one was kept.
So, in :finding the average term for the State., the school is taken as the unit instead
of the pupil. ,vhen the schools differ much in size (number of pupils), as they do in
all mixed urban and rural systems, varying from some half a dozen to 500 or more
pupils each, the average term obtained by this method varies considerably from that
obtained by the Bureau's method. The l ong terms of the large city schools not being
given their proper weight, the resulting average is too small. The same ouje_ction
applies still more forcibly to weighting the school terms of the different counties or
towns by the number of school districts in eacll.
:
Another method is to divide the total number of months or days taught by the
number of teachers. This is better . than the preceding method, as it takes some
account of the size of the schools; that is, an eight-grade school with eight teachers
1
has eight times the w;ight, in determining the average term, that a district school
with one teacher h _a s. This is manifestly as it should be. If every teacher taught the
same number of pupils, the result would be the same as by the Bureau's method.
Car'e must be taken in working by this method to use the number of teachers' places
(or number of t eachers necessary to supply the schools) for the divisor; for if a
teacher teaches a school or grade part of the term, and is replaced by another for the
rest of the term, the two should obviously count as one t eacher for the · combined
period of service. The liability to overlook this distinction in practice, as well as
the inequality in the number of pupils to a teacher, makes this method generally
objectionable.
Still another and most faulty method is to add together the school terms of t,h e
different counties or towns and divide by the nnm bcr of such counties or towns; i.e.,
the simpl e :uithmetical mean is taken. .A.n example of t his occurs in a school report,
.w here it is stated that 14,193 pupils in one district attended 185 days, and 856 pupils
in another district attended 160 days, while the average time the whole 15,04.9 pupils
attended is computed at 172½ days, although nearly all (16 out of every 17) attended
185 days. This method, if it can be so called, g ives altogether too short an average
term, and nothing can be said in defense of it. It is as if, wishing to get the population per square mile of Minnesota aud Dakota comb ined, we said, Minnesota, 9.86 ;
Dakota, 0.92; average number of persons per sqnare mile in the combined territory
(0.92+9.86)-:---2=5 .39, in tea.d of dividing the total population of the two States by
the combined area iu squar miles.
The "aggregate number of days' attendance" is a statistical item of the utmost
simplicity and of gr at value, about the meaning of which there can be little or no
difference of opini_on. Every teacher' register that records tbe number of pupils
pr_ ?nt . a.ch day rn scho 1, as they all presumably do, contains the data for ascertamm~ it for that school for the school y ar by the simple process of addition or
ommmg up.

·L xxnr,
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There are a few States that make no pretense of ascertaining how long their schools
were taught, and others that use methods so faulty that they also are totally jn the
dark in the ma tier. Yet this is one of the most necessary an<l fundamental items of
information in determining their educational status. It is on this account that the
subject has been somewhat enlarged on.
TABLE

9.-(1) Length of school te1·m.

(2) The aggregate nu,mber of days' schooling
given compared 1t•ilh the school population.

Average length of school term, in days.
ri,
<D

Year.

1w
'd

<D

:';:;

p=
<D

,.<:l

~

1870-71 .•••••.
1871-72 ...•...
1872-78 .••••••
1873- 74 .•••• •.
1874-75· · · · .• ·
1875-76·······
1876- 77· · · · · · ·
1877-78· • • • • • •
1878- 79· •••••.
1879- 80 · ••••••
1880- 81· ......
1881-82 · •. • •. ·
1882-83 · • • • • • •
1883- 84· ••••..
1884-85 · ......
1885-86 · ......
1886-87 · .. • .. ·
1387-88 · .. • · • ·
1888- 89 · • • • • ..
1889- 90 ··--·1890- 91 · ••••..
1891-92· • .••.•
1892-93 · • · • • • •
1893-94· · · ... ·
1894-95· ••••..
1895- 96· • · • .. ·
1896- 97 a, ••• • .
1S97-98 a, .••..

132. 1
133. 4
129.1
128. 8
130. 4
133. 1
132.1
132. 0
130. 2
mo. 3
130.1
131. 2
129. 8
129.1
130. 7
130. 4
131. 3
132. 3
l :l3. 7
134. 7
135. 7
136. 9
136. 3
139. 5
139. 5
140.5
140. 4
143.1

A

.s-+'>.

A .:I

A
.s

Ai:i

~:~

cil o
..........
~-~

:SH

..d

152. 0
151. 9
154. 6
154. 8
158. 7
158. 0
157. 2
157. 6
160. l
159. 2
]58. 7
160. 6
161. 0
156. 0
163.1
161. 6
165. 9
164. 4
164.1
166. 6
168. 1
]69.1
169. 6
172. 3
172. 8
175. 5
172. 9
174.5

97. 4
103. 4
97. 4
95. 6
95. 2
95. 6
91. 4
89. 7
88. 6
92. 4
92. 4
95. 9
95. 9
95. 6
93. 4
93.4
95. 3
95. 7
95. 0
99. 9
103. 8
105. 3
103. 4
108. 3
106. 5
107. 8
111. 2
112. 7

aio

A

A

'd
.!3 d

"c;l

Q•.-<

0-~

@-ra

!id
~-S

d

.s
"'

!e

Average number of days' schooling given
for ev ery child 5 to 18 years of age.
i,
<D

~

&]
,,:j

~

"8

A

iS

:g . .sAd
cil ~

~-~

-<11-~
I,>

i:S

-+'>

.....ell

cllo
~-en

Q · ....

0

+~
..d

~-~

'°"'

A
~

.!3AOd
<D''"'

o"'
-~

.i

-~-~

A
A

p
" ,s
,sH
,sH
,s
~<D
~<D
H
p
d0
d0
~0
0
0
0
0
..Cl
0
rn
E-i
~
rn
rn
z
rn
~
z
z
z
- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - I
I,>

H

Q)

91 . 6
97. 7
89. 1
81. 1
81. 0
82. 5
80. 3
86. 7
8l. 9
79. 2
82.1
82. 5
82. 5
85. 9
87. 5
86. 9
87. 5
87. 6
88. 9
88. 2
92. 0
94.1
93. 0
97. 5
92. 8
92. 2
92. 8
98. 6

133. 9
1'16.1
129. 6
132. 6
134. 6
139.1
139. 8
140.1
136. 4
139. 8
138. 8
137. 1
137.1
lfl8. Ii
139. l
140.4
139. 5
144. 0
147. 5
148. 0
145. 8
146. 8
146. 6
150. 2
150. 8
15]. 9
151. 2
152. 4

119. 2
121. 8
118.3
119. 0
132. 5
130. 3
130.1
129. 9
132. 0
120. 2
urn. 8
136. 2
132. 6
133. 8
131. 8
130. 8
131. 6
130. 7
135. 7
135. 0
136. 9
139.1
138. 8
137.1
142.4
142. 0
141. 5
151. 8

48. 7
49. 5
47. 8
49. 6
51. 0
51. 4
51.1
53. 2
52. 0
53. 1
52. 0
52. 9
53. 8
55. 5
56. 8
57. 3
57. 7
58. 7
58. 9
59. 2
60. 4
61. l
61. 4
64. 2
65. l
65. 9
67. 2
68. 6

a Subject to correction .

•

70. 2
68. 9
67. 9
70. 4
72. 0
73. 7
73. 6
75. 6
75. 0
74. 5
72. 2
73. 3
74. 4
72. 5
77. 2
76. 7
77. 8
76. 8
76. 7
76. 8
77. 9
78. 5
78. 5
81. 3
84. 2
84. 9
86. 3
87. 9

18.1
20. 3
21. 7
24. 5
26.1
26. 8
26. 3
26, 8
25. 7
29. 3
28. 5
30. 6
32. 0
32. 7
33. 7
33. 7
34. 8
35. 5
35.4
37. 3
37. 9
37. 8
38. 6
41. 5
41. 2
41. 0
42. 8
44. 2

21.. 8
59. 6
25. 8
59. 8
56. 8
2a. 4
21. 9
59. 8
23. 5
60. 2
20.1
62. 2
62. 3
19. 8
24. 3
64. 3
23. 9
62. 3
24. 2
64. 4
25. 0
62. 7
25. 6
63. 2
63. 9
26. 8
67. 7
30. 0
67. 3
31. 4
32. 0
68. 7
32.1
68. 7.
33. 6 · ·71. 3
71. 6
34. 0
33. 9
71. 9
73. 0
35. 5
73. 1
37.1
36.-6
74.4
76. 9
39. 8
79. 3
36. 7
80. 2
37. 5
81.3
38. 3
80. 8
41. 3

45. 9
46. 0
45. 0
46.1
53. 6
54.4
54. 3
54-. 5
50. 7
54. 9
56.9
58. 0
57. 3
61. 6
58. 3
59. 6
59.1
57. 3
61. 7
61. 2
64. 0
68. 7
67. 5
.68. 5
75. 0
76.1
77. 3
80.8
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TABLE 10.-Niimuer an(l sex of teachers-Percentage of -rnale teachers.
Whole number of different
teachers employed.

State or Territory.

Male.
~

1
United States ..........
North Atlantic Division . ....
South Atlantic Division ..•..
South Central Division . ..•...
North Central Division . ......
Western Division ............

Percentage of male teachers.

Total.
Female.
1870-71. 1870-80. 1889-90. 1897-98.
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - - --

,..
s
6
5
--- ---- - --- ----

3

4

131,750

277,413

409, 193

41. 0

42. 8

3:1, 5

10,231
20,199
31,317
54,911
6,092

80,732

26,605
29,167
124,442
16,497

99,963
46,804
60,484
179,353
22, 5&9

26. 2
6:1. 8
67. 5
43. 2
45. 0

28. 8
62. 5
67. 2
41. 7
40. 3

49. 1
57. 5
32. 4
31. 1

43. 2
51. 8
30. 6
27. 0

al, 257
b 202
389
1,174
193
373
b 5,461
834
9,348

a5, 470
b2, 509
2,397
12,029
1,659
3,570
b28, 924
5,442
18, 732

a 24.4 ·
15. 9
16. 5
12. 7
a 20. 4
a22.1
22. 9
32. 5
42. 8

a2i. 2
16. 8
16. 8
13. 2
20. 2
an.8
26. 0
28. 5
45. 5

a16. o
9. 8
12. 0
9. 8
12. 6
a 13. 4
16. 9
18. 4
34. 2

a 18. 7

2,786
13,203
1,852
3,943
b 34, 385
6,276
28,080

C 218
1,144
148
b 3,013
4,096
3,695
b2, 245
4,519
1, 121
b 4,909

c622
3,843
959
b 5,562
2,712
3,522
b2, 728
4,986
1,671
b 5,051

c840
4,987
1,107
b8, 575
6,808
7,217
b4, 973
9,505
2,792
b 9,960

a29. 9
45. 0
8. 2
64. 5
79. 0
an.2
62. 4
71.4
a65. 7

a46. 6

42. 6
7. 8
01. 8
75. 2
a 71. 3
59. 5
a65. 2
61. 6

a,31. 0
27. 8
13. 0
41. 5
63. 4
59. 1
49. 6
53. 3
48. 0

26. 0
22. 9
]3. 4
b35. l
00. 2
51. 2
b45. 1
47. 5
40. 2
b49. 3

d 4,014
ab 2,778

b4, 25!
2,472
b 6, 774
2,558
1,266

d9, 135
b7, 510
b 7,903
3,834
b 12, 95:{
7,073
2,107

a66. O
a75. 0
66. 8
a60. n
50.
a,77. 3
a75. 6

64. 6
74. 4
63. 8
61. 2
46.1
a 75. O
78. 4

49. 8
61. 8
62. 9
41!. (i
44. 7
61.1
68. 5

d56.1
ab 63.1
b46. 2
35. 5
b47. 7
63. 8

14,898
8, 026
18,549
12, 048
9,811
8,939
22,839
9,315
2,522
d3, 187
7,175
7,133

25,256
15, 223
25, 267
.15, 673
12,465
11,243
28,694
15,266
3,637
d4, 508
9,608
12,513

43. 2
60. 5
43. 5
26. 3
a28. 8
33. 7
39. 0
65. 3
a::!4. 7
51. 9
47. 2

47. 8
57. 5
39. 7
29. 2
28. 9
35. 9
33. 6
58. 1
a40. 8
40. 7
45.1

43.1
51. l
32. 5
22. 3
19. 8
23. 9
20. 6
44.4
28. 3
29. 0
27. l
40. 8

41. 0
47. a
26. 6
23. l
21. 3
20. 5
20. 4
39. 0
30. 7
d29. 3
25. 3
43.0

885
434
2,238
270
279
837
274
524
2,288
2,443
6,025

1,086
536
2,982
603
435
1,339
314
848
3,321
3,693
7,432

a60. 3

38. 5
44. 3
36. 4
78. 0
47. 5
54. 5
46. 7
57. 4
37. 4
48.3
33. 6

22. 9
22. 4
26. 2
a62. 2
38. 8
46. 6
16. 3
a33. 4
40. 6
43. 3
21.4

18.5
19. 0
25. 0
55. 2
35. 9
37. 5
l'!. 7
38. 2
31.1
33. 8
18. Q

- - -- - - - - -

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -20.0

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ... . ................
New Hampshire .........
Vermo11t ...........•.•...
Massachusetts . .......•..
Rhode I sland .............
Connecticut ..............
New York . . .............
• New Jersey .........•....
Pennsylvania .. . .........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .. . .............
Maryland ................
Dit,trict of Columbia .....
Virgiuia .................
West Virginia ...........
North Carolina ..... . .....
South Carolina ...........

32. 2

--19. 2

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - =======

iti~t~. :~ ~ ~ :::~ ::::::::::

South Centrr,l Division:
Kentncky ...... . .. . ......
Tennessee ....•...... .. .. . d 5,121
Alabama ......... . ....... ab4,741
Mississippi. ..... . ........ b 3, 649
1,362
Louisiana . ...............
b 6,179
Texas . ....... . .••........
4,515
Arkansas ................
841
Oklahoma ..... ·_. . .... . ...
North Central Division:
10,358
Ohio .....................
7,197
Indirtna ... . ...... . .......
6,718
Illinois . . ..... . .... , ......
3. 625
Michigrtn .................
2,654
Wiscousi.n .......... .....
2,304
Minnesota ..... . ........ .
5,855
Iowa ......... .. ...... . ...
5,951
Missouri. .. . ........ . . . ...
], 115
North Dakota ............
South Dakota ...... . ..... d 1,321
2. 433
Nebraska ... . ............
Kansas . ..... , .. . ........
5; 380
Western Division:
201
Montana .................
102

irir~J~g-:::::::::::::: ~:
New M.,xico .............
Ari1,ona . .................
Utah .....................
Nevada ....... ... ........
Idaho ................... .
Wa!.hing.ton .............

8~rn~~~i-~::::::::::: :: :::

744
333
156
502
40
324
1,033
1,250
1,407

a Approximately.

b In 1806-97.

6,727
b2, 711

·----··--· ............ . .......... ... .

}

a28. 6
48. 8
a91. 7

---------55. 0
32. 4
a6~ 3
a46. 5
a 51. 7
40. 0

c In 1891-92.
d In 1805-96.

{

b7. 4
14. 0
8. 9
10.4
9. 5
bl5. 9
13. 3
33. 3
C

ao. ~

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
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11.-Slwii;ing, f,or

C,t,

1reriod of year-B, what per cent of tlie whvle number of
teachers were rnales.

Year.

-----------------!---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---1870-71. __ • __ •• __ • _ •••••• ·-. ___ • ____ •. __ .
1871-72 ................................. .
1872-73 .•.•••••. - • ..••..••..••.•..•...••.
lBTil-74 .• ...............•...•...•••.......
1874-75 .•••.•.•• ... _.................... .
1875-76 ................................. .
1876-77 .•••••.•.. _....................... .
1877-78 ...•.... .• _.........•.............
1878-79 ......................... _.....•..
J.879-80 ...•.•..•.••••••• · - •... - ... _•.. - ..
1880-81- •.•.. ·- •...... __ .... __ ...• . _-·· .•
1881-fl2., . _. _.••.••••• __ . __ ..•••.... -· •• _
. 1882--83 ........................ - ....•.• -·
1883-8.L .•..•............• .. .. .. .........
1-884-85 . .•..••.. - - ...................... .
1885- 86 ............................. __ . __ _
1886-87. - . - .•.. - . ·-- ...... · ·- . .. - ... ... - . ·
1887- 88 .•...•••.••.. - ...- - .. - . - - - .. -•. , •..
l888-S9. - . - . - . - - . - ••.. - ........... _..... .
1889-90 .•••.•.•.. _•.. __ .. ___ .. __ .. _•.. _•.
1890-91 .... ...... - - . _.... - ........... - .. .
1891-92 .... .. .. - ...•.. - - ... ... ·- - .. - • - .•.•
1892-93 ...•.•.... - ............. - ..•..•..•
1893-94. _••••. _•..••..... __ ... . - .. _•..• •• ,
1894-95 .. __ .•.•.... _.. - - ..•••••. - ..• - .• - .
1895-96 .•.•••.• _... _....... - .. - •.•.. - - • - •
1896-!:l7 a ..... _._ .. . __ ........ . ·---··._-·
1897-98 a .•••••••. . ••••.••.• ··· ·-·· ..•••.

41.
41.
41.
41.

0
3

2

26.2
26.1
26.1

4,2. 2

26. 8
26. 7

42.3

27. 9

42. 8
43.1
43. 3
42. 8

28. 2
28. 5
29.1
28. 8
27. 4

6

41. 7

63.
63.
63.
62.

63. 3

63.1
62. 7

62. o
62. 8
fi2. 5
61. 4

39. 7
38. 2
37. 9
37. 4
37. 4
37. 4
36. 4
34. 9
34. 5

25. 7

59. 4

23. 9
23.4
22. 5

57. 3
56. 5
55. 6

22. 4
22. 6

54. 5

33. 5
32. 5

19. 4

32. 0
32. 2.
32. 6
32. 6
32. 6
32. 2

20. 0
18. 9
19.1
18. 9
18. 8
19. 2
19. 1
19. 2

34. 8

43. 2

35. 2
34. 8
34. 0
32. 3

34. 2

32. 4

31. 1

31. 4

30.4

34. 5
30. 8
31. 2

29. 7
28. 7
29.6
30. 6

30.0
'29. 3

29. 6
29. 6
29. 7
28.9
'27. 0

30.4

52. 5
52. 9
51. 8

43. 9

37.1

85. 9
34. 5
34. 6.

3S':3

55. 7

0

42. 3
40. 3
37. 3

41. 7
39. 9
37. 7
35. 9

53. 7
53.1

44. 7

43.

4.i. 7

63. 5
60.
58. 8
57. 5
56. 4
55. 5

45. 0

45. 0
43. 5
43. 0
44.5
44.1
45. 3
44. 4

42. 8
42. '5
42. 5
42. 4
43 . 0
42. 8

62. 9
62. 2

53. 4
53. 2
51. 7
49. 1
47. 0
46. 3
45. 2
4.5.1

21. 6
20. 2

43. 2
43. 4

67. 5
68. 3
68. 9
69. 4
69.1
68. 0
67. 8
67. 7
67. 8
67. 2
67. 0
65. 8
63. 5
63. 2

8
4
3
9

30. 6
30. 6

a Subject to correction .
'fA.BLE

12.-Tcacllers 1 salaries-Number {lj schoolhouses-Value of school property.

State or Territory.

Average monthly
salaries of
teachers.
Males.

1

2

United States .. _.......... ----··---···-··.......... a$45. 16
North Atlantic Division •..•.... _. .. ..................... .
South Atlantic Division.···- .......... ·-·- ........ ·-·- ..
Son th Central Division .... .... ·-·- __ . __ ....•.•.... _.•...
::forth Central Division ............... _. _...... _........ .
Western Division ...............•..........•.............
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...... _.... _..........•...........••.•........ _.
New Hampshire (1896-97),-·········-·······-·· ... ...
Vermont ._ ... ·----.·-·-·.----···-· ... ·-··-.··- .... --·
Mast'lachusetts .......•• _...•••..•• --.......... .........
Rhode Island ............. -...... - . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . .
Connecticut._ ........... _........... - . - ...... - . ··--..
N·e w York··············-·-··-··-·-··-······--·······

Number
of build·
ings used
as school•
Females.
houses.
3
a$38. 74

a 41. 00
a 31. 45

a55.13
a.31. 21
a40. 21
46. 53
a58. 5!)

a,34. 74
38.14
a 50. 92

40. 61
37.10

26. 32
27. 64

41. 4.0

137. 50
1-0l. 63
88. 49

26. 04

51. 44
51. 00
43. 03

................... .

f!!lvir:::i~:::::::::~:::: :::::::::::: ::: ::: :~:::::: ft~~
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ...•.... _..... ·-. __ . -· ·-- .... ·- . .. .......... c d 36. 60
Maryland ..... _. _....... _....... __ .....•.......... - - . c 5J. 20
District of Columbia ........... _.. ·-.·-····..........
94. 48
Virginia (1896-97) ............. . ___ . _·-- ·- .••••• ·-·· -·
31. 08

t~: I;

c d ·:14. 08
c 43. 10

6l. 31
26. 67

~Jl~s:fiN!:::::::::::::: :·::::::::::::::::::::::::: --.-~rt~... -~E ~~.

jfor1ia~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .---35: 04 .. --.ai 40.
0

a A vern.ge for those States reporting.
b In 1896-97.

c Estimated.

d In 188!3- 90.

4

Estimated
value of
all sd1ool
property,.
5

242, 390 J$492, 703, 781
41, 857
35, 771
48,896
103,231
12,635

:!.98, 191', 537

22,266,065
21,760,411
211, 848, 908

38,630, 860

4,225,401
4, 113
3,284, 121
1,917
1,800,
000
1,891
39,077,405
3,395
4,579,334
525
9,879,922
1,617
71,812,511
11,883
14,601,840
1,850
14,666 b 48, 1H7, 003
e/497
2,465

117
7,087
5,856
6,817

4, 189
6,622

2,121

e Number of schools.
/ In 1891-92.

/904, 426
c4,5U0,-000
3,750,000
3,090, 777
3,471,697
970,675
845, 596
3,977,070
755,824

EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.
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12.-Teachers' salaries-Numbm· of schoolhouses-Value of school propertyContinued.

State or Territory.

A verr..g e monthly
salaries of
ten.chers.

Number
of build•
ings used
as school•
Females. houses.

Males.

1

2

3

South Central Division:
Kentucky ............................ : .............. a$44.03 a$37.18
Tennessee........................................... c d 31. 88 c d 26.18
Alabama ............. . .................................... . ............ .
Mississippi.......... ........... .....................
b 32. 18
b 26. 69
Louisiana.................................. . . . . . . . . . .
34. 26
29. 60
Texas (1896-97) .. : . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • ..
51. 81
44. 87
Arkansas............................................
38. 50
36. 75
Oklahoma . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37. 00
31. 08
North Central Division:
Ohio .... ... . ........................................ . b 41. 75
b 39. 80
40. 25
Indiana ...................... .. ........... ... ....... .
48. 25
51. 84
60. 87
Illinois ........... ............ : ..................... .

w~~~~~~I;::: :.-.-::: ::::.-:::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::

Minne!,ota .......................................... .
Iowa ................................................ .
Missouri. ...... ..... ........................ ,, ....... .
North Dakota ................................ . ..... .
South Dakota ....................................... .
Nebraska .................... : ...................... .
Kansas ............................................. .
Wes tern Di vision :
.
Montana.............................................

43. 02
41. 00
61. 90
37.10
49. 40
39. 92
g 49. 00
42. 61
a43. 82

35. 24
29. 50
36. 72
31. 20
42. 40
35. 51.
g 37. 00
36. 04
a35. 58

69. 28

48. 61

·iJi:r;:i~~:::::
_-::::::: _-:::: _-::: :::::::::::::::::::::: di~: t~ dtii: ~:
New Mexico ...................... ... ............................. ... ... .
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevada........................... .. .................
Idaho................................................

&~rr~tft~:::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a In 1895-96.
b In 1896-97.
c Estimated.
d In 1894-95.

73. 2:l
61. 75
101. 00
56. 11

~u~

63. 17
41. 66
61. 50
47. 47

~Ui

4

Estimated
value of
all school
property.

a

b 7,989 b $5, 4.48, 814
a7, 152 a3, 133,780
be 7,058 b cl, 500, 000
dl, 636,055
b 6,510

3,055
10,234
4,936
el, 962

C 1,066,000

13, 114
9,754
12, 740
7,885
6, 94-0
7,000
13,775
10,116
2. 304
a3, 739
6,676
9,188

41,428,289
21,536,212
43,705,943
18,138,589
C 14, 800, 000
14,559,564
17,450,534
16,718,410
2, 132, 738
a2. 929, 74.4
8,943,924
fl, 504,961

656
338
1,704
e 548
/244
675
22'!
648
1,941
2,013
3,644

1,857,964
441. 4(i0
5,987, 703
C 281, 000
472, 108
2,652,595
205,011
597,718
4,977,679
3,748, 154
17,349, 4G8

6,081, 356
2,294,397
600,000

e Number of schools.

f N um her of districts.
g In 1889-90.

.Arerage salai·ies.-In computing (for Tal>le 12) the average monthly wages of all
the male (or female) teachers in a group of States, the average wages of each of the
States in question is multiplied by the corresponding number of teachers. The sum
of the resulting products is then divided by the sum of the teachers, and the quotient is the average wages of all. Each ra.te of wages thus receives its due weight .
. To illustrate the principle: If 48 teachers rnceive an average of $72.20 per month,
they all receive in a month $3,466; if 473 other teachers receive an average of $48.60
p er month, these together receive in a month $22,988; all the 521 teachers combined
therefore receive per month $26,454, or an average of $50. 77.
Attention is called to this matter for the reason that the practice of taking the
arithmetical meaI;1 of a number of rates of wages (the mean is $60.40 in the al.Joye
case) in order to get the average of all is so common as to vitiate, to a considerable
extent, the published statistics of average wages.

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
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13.-Private schools (elementary ancl secondary).

N01.'E.-The r eports of private schools are more or less incomplete, and the number of pupils as given
may be taken to represent the minimum number of private pupils in the States furnishing this

ft~~':"

State or Territory.

Number of
pupils
enrolled in
private
schools.
2

Per cent
of pupils
in private
schools.
3

4

Uuited States ......................................... .

a 1,354,890

a 16, 393, 526

8. 26

Korth Atlantic Division .................................... .
South Atll!,ntic Division .................................... .
South Central Division ... ............. ..................... .
North Central Division ....................... _............. .
Western Division .................... . ...................... .

a 550, 600

a 4, 165, 063
a 2,240,375
a 3,040, 336
a 6,151}, ]72
a 788,580

13. 22
4. 72
5. 43

a 105, 650
a 164,970
a 489,600
a 44,070

7. !l5

5. 59

North Atlantic Division:
}},laine ....... ... ...........................................•.....................................•
New Hampshire \1893-\l4)........... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
7,425
69,862
l◊. 63
Vermont ......... .... .... .... ............................
8, 3\ll
73,923
11. 35
Massachusetts ............ .. . . ...........................
73,470
529,611
13. 87
Rhode Island . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12,432
77, 8]6
15.. 98
Connecticut..............................................
27,049
174,882
15. 47
New York (1896-97)...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
173, 369
1, 376, 568
12. 50
New Jersey (1896-97) .. . . . . . . . ......... .. .. . . ........ .. . . .
47,535
342,415
13. 88
Pennsylvania ................... ·....••...........................•..............................•
South Atlantic Division:
Dela.ware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ••................•
Maryfond ....... ... . . . .... ..............•........... . ............ ...... . .... ..... . ........... ....
District of Columbia (1895-96)............................
b 5,000
47,464
10. 54
Virginia (1896-97)........................................
b 25, 000
392, 817
6. 36
·west Virginia (18\l3-94)........................... .• . . . . .
1,894
2:W, 709
O. 86
North Car0lina (1891-92).... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
26,108
361,556
7. 25
0
~ ~;~i~miin~4;········ ····· ·· ·· ········· ·············· · ....... j4·j~i· ······450,"s:i.i. ········s:i4
Fi◊ri'Zia ..... ~- .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2; 487
110, 942
2, 24

South Centr al Division:

26,400
494, 371
5. 34
Kentucky (1894-95) ... . . . ... . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
45,428
532,935
8, 53
Tennessee (1891-92) .................................. . ....•..•...............•••............. .• ...
Alabama.................................................
14, 021
381, GOO
3; 67

ri~~!1:1t.
~~~~~~'.>.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::7,497
:::::: ::::::Ull,
::::305
:::: ::::::::2.::41::
Texas....................................................
Arkansas . .. ... . .. .......... . ... ..... .. . ..................... ..... ..................... ... ...... .
Oklahoma .... _.....•................................... _........................................•
North Central Division:
Ohio ...............................................................................•.............
Indiana ..•....•..................................................................................
Illinois...................................................
143,295
1,082,458
13. 24

~\~~ot:;::
::::: :: ::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::: ::: :::: :::
Minnesota (1894-95) ................................... _..

C

!ti~~
20,073

~~ti~~

372, 165

1~:5. 6~39 "

Iowa................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RO, 751
579, 603
5. 31
Missouri (1806-97)........................................
18,804
691,956
2. 72
North Dakota /1893-94) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
!lOO
47,761
0. 84
South Dakota (1893-94) ...... _...... _................ •. . . .
1,888
89, 914
2. 10
Nebraska ........................ ..... .. . ... . ......... _......................................... .
Kansas ......................... _. . .................................. : . .. .... • ...................
Western Division:
Montana ........................ _.... _...................
1, 873
36, 943
5. 07

~i:r~i~~ ~~~~~~~~::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::

i:

1M: ti~

U~

m~!J~8~~~~:!:::::::::::::::::::::. ::::::::::::::::::::::

2, ~~i

.7~: ~~g

:: ~i

~m~:fl~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J:!~~

:iUi!

U!

2,
New Mexico . ..•• .. . . . . . . . . .••. .... ....... .. . . . ... . .. . . . .
3,600
36,084
11. 96
Arizona ........ . .. ................. .... ................. ............. ...................... .... . .

I<1aho ....... .......... ....... ........... ........ ...... .. ............ ... ................... ...... .

a An estimate for all the States of the group, based upon the States reporting.
b .Approximately.
cNumlJer between 7 and 13 who attended twelve weeks or more.
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State or Territory.

Income of
permaneut
school
funds and
rent of
school
lanch1.

1

2

14.-School 1noncys reoeil:ed.
From taxation.

From
State
taxes.

From local
taxes.

Tot,al from
taxation.

From
other
sources,
State and
local.

3

4

a

6

Total
revenue
(exclnding ballances on
band and
proceeds
of bond
sales.)

7

United States ••••.• $9,213,323 $35, 600, 643 $134, 104, 053 $169, 704-, 096 ~20, 399, 578 $199, 317, 597
958,795
North Atlantic Division_-·
8011th Atlantfo Division ...
494, l!J6
South Central Division .•.. 1,920,022
North Cer1tral Division .... 5,088,975
Western Division._._._ ....
751,335

12,599,732
4,445,868
6,530, B17
7,289,537
4,735,189

52,358,675
6,492,677
4,380,672
62,450,015
8,422,014

64,958,407
10, 9:l8, 545
10,910,989
69, 7:39, 552
13, 157, 203

11,418,838
1,020, 565
679,413
5,868,475
1,412,287

North Atlantic Division:
0
1,589,226
30,696
l, 076, 160
513,066
Maine-·--·-··········63,360
916,219
N .Hampshire (1895-96) _
857,388
12,961
58,831
18,821
808,702
74,160
721,506
Vermont.·- ............
87, 196
91,955
13,367,878
13,367,878
Massachusetts . _.....•.
193,816
0
Rhode lsland ______ ..•.
54,152
1,424,654
1,302, 167
6,798
122,487
242, 403
2,446.150
160,419
2,154,301
Connecticut •..........
291, 840
279,939 a3, 850,000 al 7,107,893 a 20,957,893 a7, 300,000
New York ...........•.
97,299
5,460,380
200, 000
New Jersey ............
2, 194,895
3,265,485
3,550,848
17,987,305
l'eIUlsylvauia ... . ......
0
5,481,408
12, 505~ 897
South Atlantic Division:
0
215,000
DelawaJ:e (1889-90) a ...
60,000
b6, 000
209,000
548,800
2,400,719
Marylancl .......••. _.•.
41,752
602, 958
1,797,761
0
1, 25[, 655
District of Columbia_ ..
0
C 1,251,655
0
39,893
1,777,753
Virginia (1896-97) .... _.
46,058
9::J7, fil2
840,241
108,527
1,782,488
West Virginia ..•......
42,753
342,680
1,439,758
H7,683
781,982
North Carolina ........
56,849
760,460
21,522
23,553
751, 952
S. Carolina {1896-91} ...
0
666, 9Hl
85,033
124,743
212, 046
1,408,417
Georgia ...•.•..........
902,810
415,607
27,366
568,629
Florida·--- ......... _..
34,738
136,529
432,100
South Central Division:
197, 140
Kentucky (1896-97) ... .
121,899
2,434,625
1,826, 230
1,108,395
205,134
. Tennessee ( L895-06) ....
136, 4-1.5
1, :la!O, 219
(d)
1, 330, 219
239
.Alabama (]895-90) ..••.
145,000
055,
034
505,034
a 150,000
66. 634
Mis~i~sippi (1896-97) ...
103, F60
630,225
1, 04-i, 136
e413, 911
LouLSiana .............
:n, 826
fil, 204
234,014
004, 016
e670, 002
Texas (1806-97) ........ 1,301, 61.4
129, 801i
2,051, 724
2, !<58, 414
806,690
Arkansas .....•........
33, 912
0
331,487
1,221,534
e890, 047
Oklahoma .............
14,722
0
121,384
341,627
463,011
North Central Di vision:
Ohio .................. _
1, 748, 88S
447,037
2!7, 734
10,316,661
12,065,549
Indiana ...............
615, 786
461, 130
1,558, 276
4,806,354
6,364,630
Illinois-·-··- ..........
812, 303
1,000,000
508, 9!15
15, 14~, 098
16,142,098
Michigan (1896-97) ....
344, 762
530. ;J(l8
67:l, 647
4,003.854
Ii, 577, 501
Wiscorniin .............
116,777
60~, 576
602,728
4,081,350
4, 68:l, 926
Minnesota ... _.........
657. 103
516,107
899, 266
3,012,289
3,528,396
937,291
0
7,571, 634
7,571,634
Iowa··--·············· a2.l8, 000
Missouri ..............
734, 327
680. 050
283,117
4,791, 982
5,472,032
North Dakota .........
184,225
/3-!9, 900
1,110,441 /1. 460,341
51, 802
South Dakota (1895-96).
91, 500
0
1, 181.037
52,928
1,181 , 037
Nebraska ..............
046, 89~
160, 0!)3
2,053,054
2,213,147
969,115
Kansa-1 ..• ......•......
:)99, 565
0
3,479, 261
124, 758
3,479,261
Western Di"dsion:
Montana ... ............
22, ~48
575,332
]59, 094
58. 667
734,426
12, 618
0
203, 370
20:i, 370
1,407
91, 5:-13
0
2,129,421
2,129,421
783. 633
New Mexico ...........
0
22,n4
(d)
92, 224
gll0, 995
0
Arizona.···· ·-··· - -··· ·
(h)
23:!, 548
233,548
1,833
;J;J8, 588
0
rtah ·-····· ······-···754, 183
1,092,771
61,871
NeYa1la .. ..............
111,320
8, 140
87,260
95,415
86
Iclaho ..................
23. 83485, 3, 8
150, 690
2!2, 078
30,934
\Vasbiugton ... . .. ..... i 126,220
k792, 245
1,128, 54~
1,020, 793
47,762
Ore,:ron ................
]33, 562
8,l5, 47R
0
885,478
21(), 128
California. ............. a,230, 000 a2, 843,263
2,684,416
5,527,670
95,971

~r::~~~~

-~::::::::: :::

aA.pproxtmat ly.
b tate appropriation for colorecl scl1ooh1.
clnclu<les mon y appropriated from tbe Federal tr asury.
d ot reported.
'
elncludes poll tax.
JJncludes som miscellaneous receipts.
g lnclud s all r <'eipts in cities.
h Incl11d din olumn 4.
iOoe-balf the iucome of two years .
klncludes some local funds.

77,336, 0-lO
12,453, 306
13,510,424

80,697,002
15,320, 8'.!5
], 619,922
992,540
901,689
13,653,649

1,485, 604
2,848,972
28, 537, 8:;2
5,757,679
21, 5i!8, 153
275,000
2,991,271

1,251,655
1, so:i, 704
1,933,718

986,514
775,505
1,745,206
630,733

2,753,604
1,671,798
800,273
1,214, 630

987,046
4,349,834
1,255.446
477,733

12,760,320
7,441,546

17,463, 396
6,452,571
5,403 ,431

5,084,765
8,746,925
6, 4R!l, 476
1,606,368
1,325,465
3,820,155
4,003,584
815,341
217,395
3, 004,58 7
20:!,21 9
235 , 38 1

1,154, 64 2
206, 82l
296, 84 6
2,09-1, 77 5
] , 23, 168
5,853, 65 0

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYS'TEMS.
TABLE

15.-The school revenue analyzed.

Average amount raised :per tax•
:payer (i.e., :per adult male).
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2
3
4
a
6
7
s
9
10
United States.. $0. 47 $1. 80
North Atlantic Div .. ~ 2.14
Sou._th Atlantic Div . .
. 22
l. 98
South Central D!v...
. 65
2. 20
North Ce11tral Div...
. 71
1. 02
WesternDivision .• . . . 49
3.07
North .Atlantic Div.:
Maine ...... .. ....
.15
2. fi7
N.H.(1895-!lG) . . . . . JO
.47
Ve-rmollt . . . . . . . . . . 73
.85
Massachusetts...
. 24
00
Rhodeislaurl.... .
.06
1.01
Connecticut......
. 62
1.13
NewYork . . . . • . . . 14 al.91
NewJ"ersey . . . . . . . 38
4.17
Pennsyh·ania... .
00
3.18
South Atlantic Div.:
Del. (1889-90) a .. . 1. 2G b .13
Maryland ... . ... .
1. 03
.13
00
Dist. of ColQ.m bia .
00
2.41
Virginia ( 1806-97).
. 12
West VirgiJlia .. .
1. 66
. 21
. ]5
2. 05
North Carolina.. .
2. 56
S. C . (l896-97) ... .
00
2.18
. 47
1. 08
. 27
South Central Div.:
Ky. (l896-97l . . . . .
. 25
2.
Tenn. (1805-96) .. .
. 32
3.11
1. 35
.Alabama (1895-06)
. 39
2. u7
Miss. (1896-97) ... .
. 34
. 78
Louisiana ....... .
.17
3. 03
T exas (1896-97) .. 2. 01
1.12
..Arkansas .. .. ... .
00
Oklahoma ....... .
1. 21
00
Nortl1 Central Div. :
Ohio.............
. 2.'l
1. 61
Indiana . .... .. ... 1.00
2.54
Illinois......
. 58
. 7t
Mich. (1896-07) .. .
. 52
1. 01
Wisconsin . . . . . . .
. 20
1. 05
Minnesota.. . ... . . l. 29
1. Ol
Iowa ...... •. .•.. . a . 42
00
Missouri . . . . . . . . .
. !ll
. 84
North DaJ;nta.... 1. 71 /3. 24
S. Dak. ( 1805-96)..
. 76
00
Nebraska . . . . . . . . 1. 95
. 48
KansaR.... . . . . . . 1. 12
00
Western D:i \'ision:
-:M ontana ...... ...
. 18
4.7J
Wyoming........
. 25
00
Colorndo ...... ...
. 39
00
New Mexico. ... .
00
1.74
.Arizon a ......... .
00
(h)
4. 87
Utah. ............
00
. 43
Nevada. ...... ... 5. 92
1. 46
Idaho .... .. . .....
. 41
k3.
9!)
Wnsliington . . • • . i. 6!
00
Oregoll . • . . . . . . . • . 1. 00
California........ a. 40 a4. 97

ifi~~~ ::::::::::

$G. 78

$1.

02 \$10. 07 $9. 29
13. 16 15. 06
5. 54
3. 71
4. 55 , 3. 03
11. 29 10. 71
9.03 15.79

2. 89
1. 48
8. 74
5.46

~

. 45
. 22
. 82
.91

1. 49
1. 50
1. 05
.63

5. 40
00
6.86
. 50
7.06
. 18
.16. 70
.12
10.70
.45
8. 30
. 93
a 8.4G aS.Gl
6.21
.10
7. 26
2. 06

8. 12
7.93
8.82
17. 06
12.31
10. 98
14.12
10.95
12. 50

10. 05
11.17
10.95
22. 16
14.62
14. Ot
10.95
12.34
12. 45

. 81
. 71
.81
. 77
.84
. 78
.83
.89
1. 00

4. 39
6. 77
c15. 67
2. ]6
G. 90
. 06
. 33
. 91
3.41

00
1. 77
00
. 09
. 53
. 40
. 08
. 28
. 22

5. 78
0. GO
15. t,7
4. 78
9. 39
2. 66
2. 97
3. 84
4. 08

5. 79
8. 51
17. 28
3. 20
6. 64
1. 59
1. 64
2. 34
3. 69

1.00
1. 13
. 91
1. 49
l. 41
1. 67
1. 81
1. 64
1. 35

71 1 2.(d)27
1. 19
e3.0l
3. 41

. 40
.48
00
. 22
. 10
. 20
.11
.14

2.14
3. 99
3. 27
6. 43
4. 24
4. 76

9. 52
7. 84
10. 77
7. 38
7. 08
5. !ll
13. 24
6. 94
10. 20
9. 87
6.18
9. 75

. 41
. 70
. 30
.80
1.04
1. 70
1. 64
. 36
.48
. 45
2. 02
. 35

]. 31
4. 07
U. 08

.49
. 03
3. 37
g2. 08
. 06
.90
.01
.52
. 23
1. 65
.17

a. 40
e 1. :rn
e 2. 22

(d)

6. 75
10. 87
4. 64
2. 07
5. 69
6. 66
4. 69

-------------- ----a Approximately.

b State appropriation for cnlorerl schools.

c Include!! United States appropriation.
d Not reported.
e Includes poll tax.

$1. 08

~~

5. 63
3. Ot

U.77
12.14
12. 42
9. 71
9. 37

9. 97
15. 30
8.05
15. 72
11. 08
ll.53
11. 22
6. 70
4. 35
12. 84
3. 82
6. 81
16. 64
11. 00
5. 061
10. 55
9. 31
10. 23

4. 6
1. 2
4. 0
14. 2
6. 3
4. 9

= 1. 9 =31. 7

21. 8
1. 4
0
2. 5

2. 2
5. 8
0

]2.1
5. 5
4. 4
8. 2
18.1
8. 5
5. 2
31. 3

1. 9
8. 3

9. 54

1.03
1. 09
1. Ol
. 94
1.00
1.00
1.11
1. 18
. 89
1. 00
]. 06
1.18

18. 36
9. 08
23. f:4
3. 99
]0. 65
]3. 43
23. 02
6. 98
19. 55
)2. 30
]6. 51

. 36
. 48
. 55
. 06
. 64
1. 24
.48
. 73
. 54
. 76
.62

2. 29
2.1 5
4. B9

2. 72
4.89
11. 49
11. 15
12. 32
10. Hl
8. 58
9. 95
13. 80
6. 81
17. 64
11.14
10. !JO

I

67. 3
67. 7
52. 1
32. 4
77. 4
55.0

~

~
"'
~

5

- 12
10. 2
14. 8
8. 2
5. 1
7. 3
9.2

66. 4
O
1.3
5.9
86. 4
6.4
8.2
9.7
80.0
2. 1
1. 4
0
97. 9
.7
.5
8.2
87 .7
3.6
5. 6
10. 2
75. 6
8. 6
1.0 arn. 5 a60 .0 a25.5
3.5
38.1
56.7
1.7
O
25. 5
58.1
16. 4

1. 35
1. 50
1. 66
1. 75
1.52
1. 46
1. 56
. 97

4.17
2. 29
60
1.

17. ()
16. 3
35. 7
48. 3
9. O
30. 9

~

11.

Q)

0

0

4. 7
5. 3
2. 2

12. !J

a 2. 7

76. 0
b 2. 2
G0.1
20. 2
0 clOO. 0
45.1
50. 3
74. 5
17. 7
2. 2
77. l
11. 0
86. 0
2:i. 8
56. 0
68. 5
21. 6
40. 3
48. 2
(d)
79. 6
63. l al 8. 7
e34.
l
51. 9
23. 7 e67. 9
18.
5
47. 2
2fi. 4 e70. 9
71. 5
25. 4

0

18. 3
0

2. 1
5. 6
14. 0
3. 0
7. 2
4.4
7.1
12. 2
.1
5. 5
3. 2
3. 0
2. 7

3.1
3. 5

13. 7
20. 9
5. 7
10. 4
11. l
10.1

04 . 6
86. 7

G. 2
2. 9

76. 0
75. 5
59. 2

0

86. 6

8. 3
ll. 2
17. 8
10. 7
4. 4

JO. 5
11. 3
10. !J /20. G

8).9

73. 8
65 . 5
8'.J 1
53. G

6. !)

0

16. !J
10. 0

4. 2
0

8ti 9

2. 7
5. 8
3. 0
0
0

70. 5

19. 5
93. 5
70. 9

0
0

45.4
(h)

29. 3
53. 8
8. 0
i 6. 0 k37. ~
10. 8
a3. 9 a48. G
0

· 2t~ I

3. 0

4. 0
25. 3
3. 1

7. 3
.7
26.1
(rl)
g54. 6
.8
99. 2
5. 4
65. a
.1
42. 2
10. 4
52. 8
2. H
5:l. 9
17. 7
71. 5
1.6
4f.i. 9

/Includ es some miscellaneous receipts.
fl I11clndei; all receipts in cities.
h Included in local taxes.
i Ono-half the income of two years .
k Includes some local fondfl.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.
TABLE

1G.-P1·ogrcss of school expendUure.
Expencleu per capita of
po:pulation.

Total amount expended for schools.
State or T erritory.

1.

1870-71.

1879-80.

1889-90.

1897-98.

2

3

4

5

1870- 1879- 1889- 189790.
98.
71.
80.

6

United States ........ $69, 107, G12 $78, 094, G87 $140, 506, 715 $194,020,470 $1. 75

---- -

North Atlantic Division. 29,796,835
South Atlantic Division. 3,781,581
South Central Division .. 4,854,834
N ort,h Uentral Division .. 28,430,033
Western Division ....... 2,244,329

75,902,063
12, 1-63, 944
13,219,921
78,157,540
14,577,002

2. 38
• 63
• 73
2.14
2.15

1, 614, 330

-,,- - - -s 9
- - - - -$1. 56 $2. 24 $2. 67
- - - - -1. 97 2. 76 3. 75

28,538, 058
5,130,492
4,872,829
35, 285, 635
4,267,673

48,023,492
8,767,165
10,678,680
62,823,563
10,213,815

950,662
418,545
499, 961
5,579,363
461, 160
1,496,981
9,607,904
2,302,341
8,479,918

1, 067, 991
565, 3B9
446,217
4,983,900
526, 112
1,408,375
10, 296, 977
1,873,465
7, 369, 682

1, 327, 553
844,333
711,072
8,286,062
884,966
2,157,014
17,543,880
3,340, ]90
12,928,422

153,509
1, 214, 729
373,535
587,472
577,719
177,498
275,688
292,000
129,431

207,281
1,544,367
438,567
!.146, 109
707,553
376,062
324, 629
471,029
114,895

b 275,000
1,910, 663
905,777
1,604,509
1,198,493
714, 900
450, 936
1,190,354
516,533

bl, 075, 000
b 758,000
Alabama ..... . . . .. ..
b 370,000
950,000
531,834
b 650,000
Arkansas . .' ..........
b 520,000

1,069,030
744, 180
b500, 000
830,705
411,858
b 1,030,000
287,056

2,140, 078
1, 526, 241
b 890,000
1, 109, 575
' 817,110
3, 178, 300
1; 016, 776

b 23,000
365,520
904,323

7, 166, 963
4, 49], 850
7,014,092
2,775, 917
2,177,023
1,328,429
4,484, 04.3
2,675,364
245,000
1,108,617
1,818,337

10,602, 238
5,245,218
11,645, 126
5,349, 366
3,801, 212
4,187,310
6,382,953
5,434,262
626, 949
1, 199,630
3,376,332
4,972,967

12,503, 949
7,846, 139
16,468,055
6, 281, 003
5,132,063
.4, 893,678
8,451,504
6,248, 961
l, 288,031}
d 1, 280, 663
3,712,017
3,991,477

2.52
bl. 70
2. 57
2. 33
1. 70
2. 06
2. 70
. 99
bl 29
'
2. 61
2. 24

3. 21
2. 24 2. 89
3.47
2. 27 2. 39
,l.28
2. 28 3. 04
2. 79
1. 70 2. 55
2. 44
1. 65 2. 25
2. 77
1. 70 3. 22
4.02
2. 76 3. 34
2. 04
1. 23 2. 03
3. 06
i s1 lf-43 d3. 15
·
' 3. 65
3.18
2. 45 3. 19
3. 00
1. 83 3. 48

b.35, 600
b 7,000
67,395
b 4,900
0
l; 117,000
b 85,000
19,003
b 35, l)OO
b 160, 000
1,713,431

78,739
28,504
395, 227
28,973
61,172
132, 194
220,245
38,411
112,615
307,031
2,864,571

364,084
b 225,000
1,681,379
b 85,000
181,914
394,685
101,481
169,020
958,111
805,979
5,187,162

776,150
213,291
2,341,311
154,532
229,323
1,047,174
203,642
274,377
1,705,795
1,274, 9;17
6,266,470

bl. 62
b. 71
1. 44
b. 05

2. 01 2. 70
1.'37 b3. 71
2. 03 4. 08
. 24 b . 55
1. 51 3. 05
.9ll 1. 00
3. 54 3. 53
1.18 2. 00
1. 50 2. 74
1. 76 2. 57
3. 31 4. 29

North .Atlantic nivision :
Maine ...............
New Hampshire .....
Vermont .............
Massach n setts ....
Rhode Is Janel ...... : :
Co:cnecticut ........ .
New York ...........
New .Jersey . . . ...... .
Pennsylvania ........
South Atla11tic Division:
Delaware ............
Maryland ......... . ..
District of Columbia.
Virginia .............
West Virginia .......
North Carolina ......
South Carolina ......
iri~~i:: :: :::::::::::
South Central Division:

~:~:~i:Je :::: :::::::

fi;t~ ?t::::::::::
1

--- -- ---- --- -------- ·- -- ...................

Oklahoma ..... .... . .
North Central Division:
Ohio ....... ·.......... 6,831,035
Indiana ... .... ...... . b 2,897, 537
Illinois . ....... . . . ..
6,656,542
Michigan . ...... . .. . . 2,840, 740
Wisconsin .. . . .. . . .. 1,932,539
Minnesota ...........
960,558

]90
t::~i:i~i:::::::::::
:: 1,3,269,
749, 049
North Da,kuta ....... }

South Dakota . ... ... .
Nebraska . .. .... .....
Kansas ......... .. ...
Western Division:
Montana ...... . . .....

~1i~:I'o~::::::::::::
New Mexico ........ .
Arizona .............
Utah ........... .. ...
Nevada ..............
Idaho ................
Was hington .........
Ore~on ..............
CalU'ornia ...........

a In 1896-97.

b App1·oximately.

{

a 1,040,309

933,424
13,653,649
1,717,492
2,986,163
28,588,871
5,723,424
19,644,401
b c275, 000

2, 70(), 104
1,251,655
· a 1,827, OOfl
2, 04.6, 623
931, 143
a 697,061;
1, 758, 10{)
668,242
a2, 650,190
d l, 690,750

a 800,273

a 1, 1()5, 840

956,888
a4, 320,271

1, 220, 362
415,347

c In 1889-00.

.68
• 55

1. 23
1.03
3. 04
3. 63

2.41

• 99
• 97
2. 81
3. 37

1. 51
1. so
1. 51
3. 73
2. 05
2. 74
2. 17
2. 48
2. 36

1. 65
1. 63
1. 34
2. 80
1. 90
2. 26
2. 03
l. 66
1. 72

2. 46
2. 01
2. 24 a2. 61
2. 14 2. 79
5. 07
3. 70
4.12
2. 56
3. 46
2. 89
4.17
2. 92
3.12
2. 31
3.17
2. 46

1. 21
1. 53
2. 77
. 47
1. 26
. 16
. 38
. 24
. 66

1. 41 bl. 63 bcl. 03
2. 26
1. 65 1. 83
4. 39
2. 47 3. 93
al.
07
. 97
. 63
2. 36
1.14 1. 57
. 53
.44
. 27
·.33
. 39 a. 55
. 84
. 65
. 31
1. 30
, 43 1. 32

z. 03

. 65 1. 15 al. 31
b . 80
. 86 d. 90
.48
b. 59
b. 36 b. 40 b. 59 a. 46
, 86 a,. 81
. 73
1.11
. 73
.44
'71
• 71
b . 74 b. 65 1. 42 al. 53
. 94
, 00
,36
bl. 02
....... ...... . ------ 1. 28

0

bl. 28
bl. 93
1.17
bl. 30
bl. 65
2. 93

d In 1805-96.

3.16
1. 90
4. 00
. 85
2. 64
3. 05
4. 06
1. 75
3. 80
3. 41
4.19
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17.-The school ex1JendUure of 1897-98 classified.

State or Territory.

'Paicl for
sites, build•
ings, furni•
ture, libra•
ries, and
apparatus.

1

z

3

4

U nitecl States ..................·........

$32, 814, 532

$123, 809, 412

$37, 396, 526

North Atlantic Division .................•...
South Atlantic Division ............•.•.•....
South Central Division ......................
If orth Central Division ......................
Wes tern Di vision ......••.................••.

19,009,570
1,262,625
1,030,848
9,876,461
1,635,028

42,159,891
9,086,421
10,960,464
51,709,616
9,893, 02()

14,732,602
1,814,898
1,228,609
16,571,463
3,048,954

260,000
80,583
210,957
3, ~70, 916
451,224
402,383
0, 518,233
1, 2,U, 245
3,484,029

1,104,796
651, 647
620,910
a7, 733,138
989,267
1,901,033
15,269,277
3,556,163
10,382,760

249,534
£08, 079
101,557
2,649,595
277,001
591,847
3,801,361
926,016
5,827,012

1,614,330
1,010,309
933,424
13,653,649
1,717,492
2,986,163
28,588,871
5,723,424
19,044,401

b 23,795
315,851
300,879
17], 089
280,848
54,001
43,814
C 22,508
49,840

a 225,000
2,027,615
769,150
1,459, 959
1,168, 191
761,772
599,180
1,515,698
559,856

a 26,205
365,638
181,626
195, 955
597, 584
115,370
5!, 074
~19, 900
58,546

a 275,000
2, 709,104
1,251,655
1,827,003
2,046,623
931, 143
697,068
1,758,106
668,242

248, 217
182,686

2,145, 178
1,342,870
588, 047
1,057,735
746, 690
3,723, 603
1,065,288
291,053

230,795
165,244
112,226
73,845
177,429
324,164
53,117
65,789

2,650, 190
1,600,750
800,273
1,165,840
956, 88.8
4,320,271
], 220,362
415,347

2,602,518
707, 545
655,041
1,173, 190
442, 718
d 1,025,209
198,236
144,728
552,713
192, 292

8,588,191
4,762,347
10,939,318
4,152,870
3,577,978
3,235,879
5,315,157
4,230,504
693,403
829,083
2,449,834
2,935, 04.3

2, 914, 477
1,963, 702
2,926,219
1,420,579
il98, 144
484,609
2,693,629
e 993,158
396,302
306,852
709,470
86!, 142

12,563,949
7, 84ti, 139
16,468,055
6,281, 003
G, 132,063
4,893,678
8,451,504
0, 248, 9Gl
1,288,031
1,280,663
3,712,017
3,991,477

102, 466
26,340
251,258
15,923
19,457
236, 513
12,934
27,052
158,773
109,743
584,569

483,221
160,222
1,47il, 276
122, 729
175,031
563,119
lti2, 322
205,840
1,081, 008
795,052
4,671,191

100,463
26,729
616, 777
15,880
34,835
247,542
28,380
41,476
556, 014
370,142
1,010,710

776,150
213, 291
2, 34], 311
154, 532
229,323
1,047,174
203,642
274,377
1,795,795
J 274 937
6: 266: 470

North Atlantic Division:
Main e .................................. .
New Hampshire (1896-97) ............... .
Vermont ........................•.....•..
Massa-0husetts ... . ...................... .
Rhode Island ........................... .
Connecticut .... . ....... ..... .... . ... . .. .
NewYork .............................. .
New .Jersey ............................. .
Pennsylvania . .......................... .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1889-90) ...................... .
Maryland ............................... .
District of Columbia ................... .
Virginia (1896-97) .. .. ..............•.....

iio~\t
1!!f~u~i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
South Carolina (1896-97) ................ .
iri~~i:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
South Central Division:

Kentucky (1896-97) .............•........
Tennessee (1895- 96) ... ... ............... .
Alabama (1896-97) .........•.............
Mis~i~sippi (1896-97) .................... .
Lou1s1ana ...... . ...... .................. .
Texas (1896-97) ......................... .
Arkansas . .. . ....... . ................... .
Oklahoma .............................. .
North Central Division:
Ohio .................................... .
Indiana ................................. .
Illinofa ... . ....... ..................... . .

fMinnesota
i~~~~in::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::
.............................. .

Iowa . ................................... .
Missouri. .... ........................... .
North Dakota ............... ... ......... .
South Dakota (1895-96) ................. .
Nebraska ..................... . ....... .. .
Kansas .....•... . ............. . ..........
Wes tern Division:
•Montana ..•..............................

~ri~~~::::::::::::::
·.:::::::::::::::::
New Mexico .... ........................ .
Arizona .... .............. . ............. .
Utah ................................... .
Nevada ........... . ........•.............
Idaho . .................................. .

fil;!t1t~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
a Estimated.

a 100,000
34,260
32,769
272,504
101,957
58,505
1,061,281
al, J.20, 000

Paid for"
Paid for all
Total
teachers'
other pur• expenditure,
and superin. poses, prin•
excluding
tendents'
cipally main• payment of
salaries.
t enance.
bonds.

b For city of Wilmington only.
c Cities included in col. 4.
dlnclucles payments on bonded clebt.
e Includes expenditure for libraries and apparatus.

ED

98--VI

a
$194,020,470

-----

75,902,063
12,163,944
13,219,921
78, 157,540
14,577,002
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18.-(1) Expenditnre per pupil ( based on ave,·age attendance); (2) average daily
expend'itureper pupil; (3) percentage analysis of school expenditure.
Averag:e
A ,;ern"e ex.penditu1e per
Per cent of total
pnpil (for tlie whole daily expendiexpenditure deture per
school year).
voted topupil.
State or Territory.

For
sites,
buildings,
etc.

For
salaries.

For
all
Total
per
other
pnr• pupil.
poses.

For
salaries
only.

$3. 63 $18, 86

8. 4

13. 2

16. 9

63. 8

JO. 3

29. 33
9. 25
7. 07
19. 56
28. 23

9. 3
6. 1
5. 9
8. 5
12. 6

16. 8
8. 2
7. 2
12. 8
18. 6

10. 4
7. 8
12. 6
11. 2

74.
82.
66.
67.

2
9

14. 9
9. 3
21. 2
20. 9

12. 1
16. 2
]2. 6
21. 0
]8. 6
15. 1
18. 5
15. 0
14. 3

68. 4
62. 0
7. 7
06. 5
22. 6
24. 0 a56. 7
57. 6
26. 3
63. 7
16. 5
53. 4
33. 3
62. l
21. 7
52. 6
17. 7

15. 5
20. 7
10. 9
19. 3
16. l
19. 8
13. 3
16. 2
29. 7

as. 4
11. 1
19. 7
7.1
11. 5
6. 3
4. 6
5. 4
8. 7

b S. 7 a81. 8

a,!). 5

Sites,
Total. build
ings.
etc.

All
Sala- other
ri es . pnrposes.

---

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - !O
9
7
s
5
6
2
3
4.
--- --- - -- --- --- - - - - - Cents. Cents .

11

United States . ................. $3.10 $12. O,i
North Atlantic Division ... ..........
South Atlantic Division .............
Sonth Central Division ..............
North Central Division .............
Western Division ...................

- - - - - -- -·- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -25.
19. 4
55. 5
1
7. 85
, 90
. 55
2. 47
3. 17

16. 29
6 . 91
5. 86
12. 94
19. 15

5. 69
1. 38
• (i6
4.15
5. 91

- - - - - - - --

- - - ====== ======== - - - - -- - -

North .Atlantic Division:
8. 3
2. 56 16. 54
:iYlaine ............. ." ... .·••....... 2. 66 11. 32
10. 2
6. 45 21. 80
New Hampshire (18!J6-97) ..• • • •. 1. 69 13. 66
8.
4
19.
43
92
2.12
12.
Vermont ........................ 4. 39
7. 57 39. 10 a 11. 9
Massachusetts .................. 9. 37 a.22. 16
26
10.
7
36.
5. 85
Rhode.Island .................... 9. 53 20. 88
9. 6
5. 64 28. 44
Connecticnt ..................... 4. 69 18. 11
9. 9
4. 60 34. 55
New York ................ . .... ·. 11. 50 18. 45
9. 3
4. 63 28. 58
New J erse,y ..................... 6. 20 17. 75
Sou£he~~1r~ : t i~
,f;i~~ ·: ............ 4. 03 11. 95 6. 74 22. 72 7. 5
Delaware (1 889-90) ....•...•..•.. b 1. 21 all. 45 a 1. 33 a13 . 99 a6. 9
8. 3
2. 72 20. 14
Maryland ....................... 2. :J5 15. 07
12.1
5. 26 36. 40
District of Columbia ............ 8. 75 22. 39
5 7
8. 56
, 92
6. 8!
. 80
Virginia (1896-97) .......•..•....
6. 6
3, 74 12. 81
7. 31
1. 76
5. 2
4. 34
. 5-!
3. 55
~o~tt
. 25
3. 9
3. 82
3. 28
. 30
. 24
South Carolina (18!J6-97) .••••....
4. 7
6. 31
, 79
5. 44
Georgia ......................... C. 08
7. 3
9. 03
7, 57
, 79
. 67
Florida ..................... .....
South Central Division:
6. 0
8. 58
. 80
. 83
Kentucky (181J6-97) .............
6. 95
4. 4
5. 00
3. 97
. 49
Tennessee (1 895-!16) . ..•.. . . .. . . .
. 54
3. 3
2. 6-!
. 50
Alabama (1896-97) .•.•.•..•...•.. a. 45
3. 59
4. 7
. 33
4. 73
5. 21
Mis~i~sippi (1896-9i) •.....•.....
. 15
5. 66
Louisiana .......................
7. 25
5 3
• 25
1. 34
8. 1
9. 21
Texaa ( 1896--97) .........•....•...
. 67
. 80 10. 68
5. 56
6. 38
Arkansas .......................
. 53
8. 0
. 29
5. 92
Oklahoma ....................... 1.19
0. 6
1. 34
8. 45
North Central DiYision:
Ohio ............. ... ... . ......... 1. 71 13. 88
4. 71 20. 30
8. 6
Indiana ...... .. ................. a2. 59 11. 00
4. 54 18. 13
7. 6
!). 5
Illinois . . ... ·..................... 3. 57 15. 00
4. 01 22. 58

~f

b~fi;ml~ ::::::::::::::::::

2. 03

:wi~~~t1::J{i·: :: : :·::::::::::::::::: 2. 29
Minnesota ........... .. .......... d4,. 82
Iowa ............................ 1. HJ
Missouri ........................ 2. 33
North Dakota ................... 4. 82
South Dakota (]895-96) .... ...... 2. 65
Nebraska ........................ 3. 18
Kansas ...... ...... . .............
. 75
Western Di\"ision:
Montana ........................ 8. 23

·g,r~~~:1~g-::
:: :::::: :::::: :::: :::
N ew M ex1co ................... .
Arizoua .................. _..... .
Utah ........................... .
N eYad:i. . ....................... .
l rlah o ...... .... ....... ......... .
"\Vashinl!ton .................... .
Or<'J!On ...... .......... ... . ..... .
California . ..................... .

I

3. 03
3. 5!)
. 91
2.16
5. 89
2. 60
1. 26
2. 47
1. 75
ii. 15

11. 94
12 . 47
13. 30
14 33
9. 60
16. 85
15. 18
14. 09
ll.4i
20. 65
18. 42
21. 06
7. 24
l!J. 43
14. 02
32. 58
9. 56
16. 81
12. 66
25.10

16. l

Cl'~
{,;)

9. 4
7. 4
10. 8
5. 5
a12.
5
4. 5
2. 9
5.1
3. 4
6. 8
6. 3
9. 4
8. 4
9. 1
14.1
9. 3

81. 0
79. 5
73. 5
00. 7
78. 0
86. 2
87. 3
70. 1

14. 0
6. 4
18. 6
7. 5
4. 3
15. 8

68.4
60. 7
66.4
66.1
69. 7
66. 1
62. 9
07. 7
53. 8
64,. 7
66. 0
73. 5

23. 2
25. 0
17. 8
22. 6
17.
eO. 9
31. 9
15. 9
30. 8
24. 0
19. 1
21. 7

62 2
75. 1

13. 0
12. 6
26. 4

7, 27
2. 25
9. 63
5. 62
4. 07
3. 37

18. 07
17. 88
20.12
22. 79
14. 18
31. 30
23. 45
21. 34
15. 54

7. 4
7. 8
8. 5
8. 8
6. 8
11 0
11 0
10. 8
9. 2

4. 29
::i. 01
8. 82
. 94
3. 80
6. 15
G 6!J
1.93
8. 67
5. 80
5. 46

33 . 17
24. 5:l
33. 47
0. 12
25. 45
26. 06
40. 87
12. 75
27 . 98
20. 30
33. 80

]3 8
]6. 7
13. 2
7. ;)14..!)
8. 9
21. 2
9. 6
11. 4
10 . 2
14. 6

22. 1
22. 3
21. 0
9. 4
19 6
16. 6
26. 5
12. 7
18. 9
16. 4
1D. 6

4. JO
3 12

13. 5

74. 8
61. 5
79. 9
57.1
81. 8
86. 0
86. 2
83. 8

11. 7
24. 0
9. 413. 7
5. 8
6. 3

8.4
12. 5
12. 6 al4.. 3
15. 8
14. 2
11. 3
11. 2
12. 8
11. 2
12. 9 d24. 0
5. 2
14. 1
16. 4
10. 0
15. 4
20. 5
11. 3
16. 9
14. !)
16. 3
4. 8
12. 5

e 2. 00

7

9

a Estimated.
b For city of Wilminrrton only .
c Cities indnrlc,l in e~pontlit,iro for" Ali othcll' pnrposes."
d In ·lnrlc,; p.~_yments 011 honcl e<l dobt.
e Include8 oxpe!!<lit,iro for lihrn.riel:! anrl apparatus.

24. 8
12. 3
10. 7
10. 3
8. 5
22. 6
6. 4
9. 9
8 8
8. 6
9. 3

6i. 9
79. 4
76. 3
53. 8
79. 7
75. 0
60. 2
62. 4
74. 5

14. 5
10. 7

29. 2
12. 4
7. 7
12. 5
8. 7
!J. 6
!).

7

-

10. 3
15. 2
23. 6
13. 0
15. 1
31 0
20. 0
16. 2
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19.-(1) School expenditures per capita of popiilation; (2) same pe1· capita oj

average attendance.
Expended per capita of population.

Expended per pupil.

Year.

1870-71. ..•.•. $1. 75 $2. 38 $0. 63 $0. 73 $2.14 $2.15
1871-72 ...... .
2.4.0
I. 83
. 68
2. 31
2. 27
. 81
1872-73 ...... . 1. 84
.68
2. 44
2. 31
. 74
2.42
1873-74 . ..... . 1. 88
.
76
2. 38
2. 51
. 68
2. 40
1874-75 .•..•.. 1. 91
. 80
2. 55
2. 36
. 73
2. 76
1875-76 .....•. 1. 85
. 79
2. 37
2.45
. 55
2. 78
. 72
2. 21
1876-77 ...... .
1. 72
2. 2\J
. 51
2. 61
. 70
1877-78 ..... . .
1. 67
2. 15
. 56
2.H
2. 73
. 63
1878-79 .•.•... 1. 56
2. 03
2. 00
. 55
2. 53
. 68
2. 03
1879-80 ...•... 1. 56
l. 97
. 65
2.41
]. 6J
2. 09
. 72
2. 08
1880-81. ••..•.
. 58
2. 5-1
2.1!)
. 78
1881-82 ...... .
1. 70
2. 11
. 6-1
2. 59
2. 3-l
1. 80
2. 22
. 82
. 68
2. 74
1882-83 ...... .
2. 48
• 84
2. 25
. 74
188a-84 ...... .
1.88
2. 83
2. 38
. 88
. 82
2 53
2. 90
188-1-85 .•.•.•. 1. 96
] . 97
2. 54
• 87
2. 36
. 88
1885-86 ..•.•..
2. 88
2. 35
2. 55
2. 76
. 90
. 87
1886-87 .....•. 1. 97
2. 68
. 95
. 87
2. 48
2. 96
1887-88 ..•••.. 2. 07
2. 76
2. 50
. 98
. 9-t
)888-89 .••..•• 2.17
3. 28
2. 81
. 90
2. 76
. 97
3. 37
1889-90 ..•.... 2. 24
2. 85
2. 70
1.06
1.0-l
1890-91. ..... . 2. 31
3. 78
1.07
2. 94
2. 94
1891-92 ...... . 2. 40
1. 06
4.03
3. 0-1
1.10
1.06
3. 07
3. 97
1892-93 . •..... 2. 48
3. 20
1!.14
l.U
3. 53
1893-94 ....•.. 2. 53
1. 07
3. 12
3. 32
1. 13
1.06
3. 40
1894-05 .... .. . 2. 54
3. 40
]8!}5-96 . . ..•.. 2. 60
1.15
1. 07
3.11
3. 52
3. 62
3. 08
1896- 07 (a) •. .
2. 62
1. 10
J. 02
3. 49
3. 75
1. 23
1. 03
3. 04
3. G3
1897-98 (a) •.. 2. 67

$15. 20
15. 93
16.06
15. 85
15. 91
15. 70
14. 6-l
13.67
12. 07
12. 7l
13. 6l
14. 05
14. 55
14. 63
15. 12
15. 06
15 07
15. 71
16. 55
17. 23
17. 54
18. 20
18. 58
18. 6'.l
18. 41
18. 76
18. 56
18. 86

a Subject to correction.

$18. ::a $10. 27
18. 86 10. 46
19. 89
9. 25
19. 89
9. 01
20.17
98
19.14
s. 65
17. 89
7. 68
16. 55
7. 21
lfl. 05
6. 76
15. 6-l
6. 60
17. 14
7. 22
l7. 35
7. 63
7. 4.6
18. 17
]8. 37
7.44
1!)_]!)
7. 32
19.11
7. 33
J9. 38
7. 33
20. 60
7. 61
21. 61
7. 77
23. 58
7. 78
23. 66
8. 52
24. 80
8. 74
25. 91
8. 65
26. 21
8. 61
26. 8-l
8. 58
28. 45
8. 87
9. 12
28. 56
29. 83
9. 25

a.

$0. 06 $14. 87
9. 08 16. 36
8. 39 16. 53
7. 55 16. 57
7. 51 16. GO
6. 70 16. 91
6. 25 15. 93
5. 98 15. 08
5. 65 14. 22
5.40 14.39
5. 72 15.19
6. 25 15. 79
6.17 16. 69
6. 26 16. 90
6. 74 17. 53
6. 93 17. 45
6. 88 17. 45
6. 60 18. 20
7.12 19. 30
7. 28 19. 70
7. 78 19. 42
7. 82 20.13
7. 72 20. 62

7. 58
7. 60
7. 60
7. 14
7. 07

21. 20
20. 26
20. 09
19. 52
19. 56

$21. 87
23. 57
25. 04
24. 36
2G. 85
213. :J5
24. 69
25. 82
23. 39
22. 59
23. Sl
24. 32
25. 30
24. 69
26. 31
25. 52
2!L 85
27. 38
29. 37
30. 57
33.42
33. 55
3:J. 57
29. 06
27. 32
2i.16
26. 40
28. 23
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IL-TABLES OF SCHOOL EXPENDITURE IN THE SOUTHERN STATES,
CLASSIFIED BY RACE.
Table A gives the schoC'l exp~nditure, classified by race, in each Southern State
that reports the expenditure so classifiecl, as far back as the recortl goes in each. In
Maryland the expenditure for negro schools for the first three or four years is mainly
in the city of Baltimore. The totals, of course, include only the States tabulated.
Table B gives the white and colored school population ( children 5 to 18 years of
age) jn each case where the school expenditure is given in Table A. The relative
white and colore<l. school expen<liture, it is evident, possesses no significance unless
considered in connection with the relatiYe number of children of each race for whose
benefit the expenditure was made.
Table C gives the expenditure for white schools per capita of white school population and the same for the negro schools. The averages are for the States recorded
each year.
In making an estimate of the white and colored school expenditure of the remaining
Southern States, the most obvious assumption to make in tho absence of any positive
information is to consider that their white and colored school per capita expenditures bear the same ratio to each other each year as the average per capita given in
Table C. It is upon this basis that the classifications by race have been made that
are given in 'rable D, except for the years 1870-71 and 1871-72, in which the ratio
of white to colored per capita was taken at about 6.
TABLE

District of Col umuia.

A.-Expendititre Jo1· white and colored schools.
Kentucky.

Maryland.

Year.
White.

Colored.

White.

Colored.

White.

Colored.

North Carolina.a
White.

Colorecl,

Total.
White.

Colored.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 11
10
9
6
7
s
4
5
1
~
3
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1869-70. ......... . .......... ............ ........ $1, 234, 349 b$30, 912 .... ..... . . ........ $1, 234, 349 $30,912
28,571
1, 120, 145
1870-71.
······--· ........... ..•..... cl, 120, 145 b 28, 571
55,390
1, 153, !J35
1871-72.
. ... .... .. ·------··· . • . . . . . . 1, 153, 035 55, 390
. ...................... . . • . . . .. 1, 250, 615 b 70, 572 d$112, 175 d$45, 954 1,362, 790 116,526
1872--73.
. ..................... . . . . • . . . 1, 389, 165 b 94, 759 d182, 647 d77, 615 1,571,812 172,374
1873-74.
1874-75. d$132, 872 d $62,914 .....•.... . . . . . . • . 1,470, 022 bl19, 080 e180, 000 e84, 000 1,782,894 265,994
1875-7G.
303,986 101,843 ........ : . . . • . • • • . 1, 413, 088 119, 856 e178, 000 e90, 000 1,895,074 311,699
1876-77 .
263,722 107,274 .......... .•...... el, 400, 000 e 150, 000 176, 86;:l 98,167 1,840,585 855,441
2(;7, 300 106,306 ......... . . . . . . . . . 1, 385, 334 179, 500 e185, 000 e108, 000 1,837,634 393,806
1877-78.
1878-79.
269,491
98,852 .......... . .-. . . . . . 1, 383, 221 b15.i, 032 193,467 115,859 1,846,179 368,743
1879-80.
334, 233 104, 334'$1, 007, 101 $32, 906 1,368, 740,/J150, 426 210,575 124,010 2,920,649 411,676
1880-81. /273, 130 /108, 184 1,146,848 41,542 l,417-67 1bl51,544 225,643 143,792 3,062,788 445,062
1881-82. /298, 017 /100, 288 1, 188, 682 69,441 el, 375, OO,el5fi, 500 297,150 151, 590 3,158,829 476,769
1882-83. /294, 337 / 125, 258 1, 149, 797 155, 329 1,334, 98'.? bl59, 569 806,805 181,039 3,065, 921 621,195
1883-84. /307, 657 /127, 376 1,184,930 158, 299 1,477, 835 171,048 303,767 184,925 3,274,189 64], 648
1884-85. / 344,399 /125, 152 1,387,605 197,537 1,509,941 172,254 356,647 224,061 3,598,592 719,004
1885-86. d:!86, 698 d 108, 996 1, 429, 631 193,835 1,611,637 176, 989 395,206 219,831 3,723,172 699,651
1886-87. d289, 306 C 131, 633 1, 564, 621 208, 369 1,611, 319 178,450 383,554 209,547 3,848,800 727,999
1887-88. d301, 699 d148, 437 l, 629, 1173 264,894 1,598, 251 184,630 403,547 213,885 3,933,470 806,846
1888- 89. d321, 688 d150, 192 1,834,553 296, 733 1,662,026 190, 741 g318, 712 g160, 382 4,136,970 798,048
1889-90. d368, 964 d 144, 137 l, 930, 794 278,576 1,688,010 222,653 421, 44J 211,489 4,409,209 856,855
1890-91. d397, 588 d151, 925 2,029,542 202, 810 1, 994, 920 226, 360 404,005 193,321 4,826,055 864,416
1891-92. d424, 918 cl161, 468 e2, 240, 000 e283, 000 ], 920,475 229,496 450,622 215,116 5,036,015 S!89, 080
1892--9:J. d448, 945 d170, 660 e2, 450,000 e212, 000 2, 009, 392 237, 719 455,124 217,469 5,363,461 897,848
1893--94. d472, 245 d 178, 830 2, 663, 859 262, 091 2, 056, 696 244, 423 455,950 214,844 5,648,750 900,188
1894--95 . d498, 097 d 188, 778 e2, 770, 000 e320, ooo 2, Oci7, 502 268,059 487,573 231,659 5,803, 17211, 008, 496
1895- 96. /654, 700 /242, 310 2, 878, 296 374, 202 2,246,525 287,825 473, 468 246,946 6, 252, 989 1, 151, 283
823, 678 287, 620 2, 586, 032 322, 322 2, 302, 836 291, 865 482, 139 243,703 6, 194, 685 11, 145, 510
1896--97.
1897-98. /692, 547 /27 J, 382 /,2, 586, 032 h322, 322 2, 388, 721 320, 383 454,976 240,446 6, 122, 276,1, 156, 533

-

a Excludin~ certain small sums not classified by race and n few counties not reported.

b Does not ~nclude permanent improvements in Baltimore City.
c Does not 10clude permanent improvements outside of Baltimore.
dincluclcs saJaries of teachers ancl s uperintendents only (or cost of tuition).
e Approximately.
/Does not include permanent improvements.
g For 8 months.
hin 1896-97.
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WHITE AND , COLORED SCHOOL EXPENDITURES.
TABLE

Year.

District of Columbia.
White.

1

B.-Estirnated nurnber of children 5 to 18 years of age. a

2

Colored.
3

Kentucky.

· Maryland.

North Carolina.

ColColWhite.
ored. White. ored. White. Colored.
------ - ----- - --

. - -4 - - -a - - -6 - - -,, - - -s \

9

Total.
White.
10

---

........ ........ .......... . .........

1870 a, •••••.
1871. •...... .........
1872 ....... . ..........
1873 .•...... ..........
1874 .•...••. ...........
1875 .•....•. 27,140
1876 .••..... 27,800
1877 ..•.•••. 28,480
1878 .. ··•••· 29,170
1879 ..•.•.•. 30,700
1880 a ...... 32,310
1881. ....... 32,850
1882 ..•.•... 33,390
1883 ........ 83,840
1884 ........ 34,300
1885. ·•••••· 34,760
1886 ..•.•... 35,330
1887 ........ 35,920
1888 ..•..... 36,510
1889 ..•..... 37,120
1890 a, ..•••. 37,730
1891. •...••. 39,960
1892 ..•..•.. 42,320
1893 ........ 4'2, 930
1894 ........ 43,630
1895 ..•..... 44,300
1896 .••..... 44,800
] 897 .•••.... 45,440
1898 ........ 46,720

......... . ......... --------------· ····-···- . .......
-------- .......... ---·····
......... . ........ . ..........
12,960
13,300
13,620
13,930
14,600
15,417
15, 910
16,410
16,880
17,350
17,840
18,390
18,960
19,540
20,140
20,754
21,980
23,280
23,620
24,000
24,370
24,640
25,000
25,700

······---------. ......... ............

.............
------···
···•·•··· ...........

. ........... ...........
455,895 90,560
46], 900 90,500
468,000 90,400
474, 200 90,300
480,500 90,100
486,800 90,000
493, 200 89,900
499,700 8lJ, 700
506,400 89,400
513,000 89,300
519, 810 89,036
527,800 90,400
535,900 91,800
544,100 93,200
539,770 92,460
550,900 94,300
557,400 95,400
563,900 96,600
570,000 97,500

188,284
190, 700
193,200
Hl5, 700
1!18, 300
200,800
203,500
206,100
208,800
211,500
214,297
216,500
218,600
220,800
223, 100
225,300
227,600
229,900
232,200
234,600
236,890
239,470
242,120
244,750
247,400
258,700
263,300
268,000
272,700

56,220
57,000
57,900
58,800
59,600
60,500
61,400
62,300
63,200
64,200
65,115
65,400
65,800
66,100
66,300
66,700
67,000
67,300
67, 600
68,000
68,307
69,030
69,880
70,550
71,400
74,600
75,900
77,200
78,700

. ........ . .........
. ......... ..........

188,234
190,700
193,200
431,000
155,000
437,600
160,000
471,340
165, 200
478,800
170,400
486,380
175,900
494,070
181,600
502,600
187,274
967,392
189,900
984,250
192,600 1,001,290
195,400 1,018,640
198,000 1,036,600
200,800 1,054,661)
203,600 1,073,230
206, 200 1,092,320
208,900 1,111,910
211,700 1,131,620
214,411 1,152,023
217,000 1,169,230
218,650 1,184,990
223,700 1,204,880
227, 800 1,210,740
227,800 1,233,840
233, 700 1,255,200
233,050 1, 265, 9!JO
232,400 1,277,020

........... ········
235,300 150,100
239,300
243,400
247, 500
251,800
256,100
260,400
264,890
273,000
281,300
289,800
298,700
307,800
317, 100
326,800
336,800
347, 000
357,593
362,000
364,650
373,100
379, 940
379,910
389,700
388,650
387,600

a '.l.'he figures for 1870, 1880, all(.l 1890 are from the United States census.

Colored.

u
56,220
57,000
57,900
208,900
:!14, 600
233,460
239,900
246,320
253,030
260,400
358,366
361,710
365,210
368,680
371,750
375,340
378,890
382,160
385,440
389,140
392,508
398,410
403,610
411,070
415,660
421,070
429,640
431,850
434,300

LXXXVI
TABLE

EDUCATION REPOln, 1897-98.

C.-Expenditnre pm· oup·da of school population , white and colored (that
capita of children 5 to 18 yem·s of age).
·
District of Columbia .

Kentucky.

Maryland.

Year.
White.

I

North
Caroliua,e:

I

i3 1 per

Averages.

ColColColColColored. Wllite. ored. White. ored. White. ored. : White. ored.
------ --- - - - - - - - - ---- - - $0. 55
55 .. ...... ... ....... ,.. . $6. 56
----·--· .......... .......... $6. 56 b $0.
. 50
5. 87
............. ........... ... .......... C 5. 87
b. !'JO -----·-· ··· ·· ···
• 96

--.-

]869-70 .•••.•..•• . --------1870-71 .....••••.• ------ --1871-72 ..•.•..• ..• --- --- --- ... .......
1872-73 .. ••..••..•
- ---· --···---- ............
1873-74 ........... ·•-•····· ·-- ----- ............ ..........
1874-75 ..••.• • • .• • d$i. 90 d$4 . 85 ------ -- ..... ........ .
)875-76 ..••.••••••
10. 93
7. 66 -------- ............
1876-77 ..•. ...••••
9. 26
7. 88 . ............. .............
1877-78 ...•..••••.
9.16
7. 63 ··----- -------1878-79 ..••..•....
8. 78
6. 77 -------- -------1879-80 ...• .. •.•..
10. 34
6. 77
$2. 21
$0. 36
1880- 81 .. . . ....• . .
/8. 31 /6. 80
2. 48
. 46
1881 ::-82 ...•.•.••• .
/8. 93 /G.11
2. 54
. 77
1882-83 ...•....•..
/8.70 /7. 42
2. 42
l. 72
1883-84 .... .......
/8. 97 .f7. 34
2. 47
1. 76
1884-85 ...........
/9. 91 .f 7. 02
2. 85
2.19
1885-86 .....•••••. d8. ll d5. 93
2. 16
2. 90
1886-87 ........•.. cl 8. 05 d6 . 9-1
3.1'.l
2. 32
1887-88 .•... .. .• .. d 8. 26 d7. 34
3. 22
2. 96
1888-89 ..••..•...• d8. 67 d7. 46
3. 58
3. 32
1889-90 ..• •.. ••.•• cl 9. 78 d6. 95
3. 71
3. 13
1890-91 . ..• . ..•... d9. 95 d6. 91
3. 85
3. 24
1891-92 ........... d 10. 04 d6. 94
e4.18
e 3. 08
1892- 93 .....••.•.. d 10. 46 d7. 23
e4. 50
e2. 92
1893-94 .....•.••.• d 10. 82 d7. 45
4. 94
2. 83
1894--95 ...•.•.••• . clll. 24 d7. 75
e5. 03
e3. 39
1895-96 ...•..•.... /14. 61 /9. 83
3. 92
, 59
16 I
1896--97 . ... . . ... ..
18.13
11. 50
4.
3. 34
h4. 54 h3. 31
1897-98 . .••. "····· J 14. 82 /10. 64

------ ---------

5. 97
6. 39
7. 01
7. 32
6. 94
e 6. 79
6. 63
6. 54
6. 39
6. 55
6. 29
0. 05
6. 62
0. 70
7. 08
7. 01
6. 88
7. 09
7.13
8. 33
e 7. 93
e8. 21
8. 31

'i8. ::59 I
8. 76

. 96 -------- -------b 1. 20 d$0. 48 d $0. 31
d. 50
d. 76
bl. 59
e. 5:!
e. 74
b L 97
e . 54
e . 72
1. ~5
. 58
. 70
e2.U
e. 61
e . 72
2. 8-!
. 64
. 74
b 2. 40
. 66
• 79
2. 31
. 76
. 83
2. 32
. 79
1. 06
2. 36
. 93
1. Oo
2. 41
. 93
1. 02
2. 58
1. 12
1.16
2. 58
1. 08
1. 25
2. 64
1. 02
1.17
2. 65
1. 02
1. 20
2. 73
g. 76
g . 92
2. 81
. 90
1. 18
3. 26
. 89
1. 12
3. 28
. 98
]. 24
e 3. 28
.
97
1.
22
e 3. 37
. 9-1
1. 20
3. 42
1.
02
e 3. 59
1. 06
1. 21
3. 79
1.
05
1.
24
3. 78
1. u3
1. 17
4. 07

128 1

5. 97
3.16
3. 59
3. 78
3. 96
3. 78
3. 72
3. 67
3. 02
3.11
3..15
3. o:l
3.16
3. 41
3. 47
3. 52
3. 54
3. 66
3. 83
4.13
4. 25
4. 45
4. 67

::xi
4. 89
4. 70

a Excluding certain small sums not classified by race, and a few counties not reported.
b Does not include permanent improvements in Baltimore City.
c Does not i nclude permanent improvements outside of Baltimore.
d Includes salaries of teachers and superiJitendents only (or cost of tuition).
e Approximately.
f Does not include permanent impro,ements .
g For 8 months.
h In 1896-97.

• 56
. 80
1.14
1. 30
1. 44
1. 56
1.42
1.15
1. 23
1. 31
J. GS
L 73
1. 92
1. 85
l.90
2. 09
2. 05
2. 18
2.17
2. 20
2.18
2.17
2. 40
2. 68
2. 65
2. 66

WHITE AND COLORED SCHOOL EXPENDITURES.
TABLE
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D .-School expenditu.1·e of the sixteen former sla l'e State8 and th e District of Columbia, app1·oxi1nately classified by race.

Year.

-

Total expencliture for
both races.

:1

2

1869-70 . ......... . --- ------ --- -·
1870- 71 .. ..... .. .. $10, 385, 464
1871-72 . .... .. ....
11,623, 238
1872-73 .... ·.......
11,176,048
1873-74 .... ..•....
11,823, 775
1874-75 ... . ••.....
13,021,514
1875-76 ...........
12,033,865
1876-77 . ..... .. . ..
11, 231.073
12,093, 091
1877-78 ·········· ·
]87f~ 79 .... .. •.•••
12, 174, 141
1879-80 ...•.•.....
12,678.685
13,656,814
1880- 81 ...........
1881-82 ...... . ... .
15, 2'11. 740
16, 363 , 471
1882-83 . .... ......
17, 88•!, 558
1883-84 .... ...... .
19,253, 874
1884-85 .....•...•.
20,208,113
1885-86 ...........
20,821,969
1886-87 .... .. .....
21, 810, 158
1887-SS ..... .. • .. .
23,171,878
1888-89 ······ .....
24,880, 107
1889-90 .... . .•..•.
26. 690,310
1890-91 .... . ......
1891 -92 . _.•.......
27,691, 488
28,535, ns
1892-93 . · ···· .... .
29 ,223, 546
18!J3-94 ..... ......
29, 4.43, 584
l 894-05 .. ~ ........
31,149,724
1895- 96 ...... . ....
31,144,801
189G- !.7 ..•........
31,217,479
18!J7-98 ... ........

Total. ......

546, 630, 246

school£opuEstimated expenditure for Estimated
latwn (i.e., ch 1l ron
each race.
5 to 18 years of age).
White.

Colored.

White.

3

4

5

----$9,605,
--·-----158-· ....................
$780. 306
10,742,316
10,271,448
10, 636, 792
11,297,560
10,308,360
9, 389,620
9,931, 260
10,123,542
10,558, 200
11. 312,573
12. 532, 246
12,730.938
13, 967, 752
14. 969, 261
15,924, 766
16,392,646
16,864, 157
18,158, 290
19,461,742
21,245,685
22,117,570
23,028, 405
23,801, 1:i3
23,589,891
24,706, 56]
24, 665, !>09
24,561,594
442, 895, 065

Colored

I

6

a 3, 164. 729 a 1,528,38 1
1,578, 170
3,236,630
880,922
3,310,920
1,629,880
90-!, 600
3,387,360
I, 68:l, 040
1, 186, 983
3, 466, 120
1,737,980
1,723,954
3,547,430
1, 79-!, 870
1, 853,400
1. 725,505 -3, 631,400
1, SH. 453
3, 717,920
1,914,080
2,161,831
1,976,910
3,807, 290
3,900,250
2,042, 150
2,050,599
2,120,485 a3, 996,806 a2, 109,050
2,344, 2H
4,096, 800
2,145,990
4, ]99, 900
2,183,660
2,709,494
3,632,533
4,306,000
2,221,930
2,261,040
3,916,806
4,414,900
4,284,613
4,527,300
2,301,270
4,283,347
4,641,500
2,341,520'
4,429,323
4,759, 100
2,382,570
4,946, 001
4,880, 100
2,424,330
2,467,040
5,004,900
5,013,588
5,418,365 a 5,132,948 a2, 510,847
5,444,625
5,230, 115
2,551,511
5,322, 805
5,573,918
2,590,751
5, f,07, 243
5,435,840
2,654,040
5,422,413
5,530,620
2,711,410
5,853,693
5,679, 755
2,761,205
5,776, 980
2,799,390
6,443, 163
6,479,292
5,809, 430
2, 816, 34.0
6,655,885
5,828,980
2,844,570

103, 735, 181

Expen diture
per capi ta of
school population.
White. co!oretl.

,.

1

s

--- - --

--- ·---- -------$2. 97
3. 24
3. 03
3. 07
3. 18
2. Si
2. 53
2. 61
2. 60
2. 64
2. 76
2. 98
2. 96
3. 16
3. 31
3. 43
3. 44
3.46
3. 63
3. 79
4.06
4.16
4. 24
4. 30
4. 15
4. 25
4.
4. 21

28 1

$0. 49
. 54
. 54
. 68
. 96
. 93
. 96
1. 09
1. 00
1. 01
1. 09
1. 24
1. 63
1. 73
1.86
1. 83
1. 86
2. 04
2. 03
2. 16
2. 13
2.15
2. 08
2. 00
2.12
2. 30
2. 30
2.34

~------- ----1.- ----- ------/-------·I~~

a United States census.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.

1.-Nuniber of pupils enrolled in the common schools of the United States each
year since 1870-71.

V- V
14

I/

/3

12

II

/0

9

7

6

5

4

3

2

School
Year.
/870-7/
/871-72
1872-73
1873-74
1874-75
1875-76
/876-71
1877-78
/818-79
187.9-80
1880-81
188/-82
/882-83
/883-84
1884-85
/885-86
1886-87
1887-88
/888-89
/889-90
/890-91
/891-92
1892-93
/893-941894-95
/8.95-96
1896-97
/897-98

f'u_ptls.
7,561,582
7,815,306
8,003,614
8,444,ZSI
8,785,618
8,86!3,IIS

8,965,006
9,438,fj83
9,504,458
9,861,505
10,000,896
10,211,578
10,651,828
10,982,364
ll,398,024
II, 664,460
11,884,944
12, /82,600
12,392,260
12,722,581
!3,0S0,/32
13,255,921
13,483,340
13,995,357
14,243,765
14,498,956
14,652,492"
IS, 038,636"

~ubject to correct/on

V

.

I

STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
DIAGRAM

2.-Showing' the per cent of the total population enrolled in the common schools
each year since 1870-71.
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6
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2

0

Per
Ce£Zt•.

1870-7! 19.14
/871-72 19.31
1872-73 /9. 29
1873-74 /9.841874-75 20./0
1875-76 19.16
1876-17 lfJ. 44
1877-78 /9.9/
1878-1.9 /9.SO
/879-80 /9.67
/880-8/ 1.9.5/
1881-82 19.47
1882-83 /9.8.S
1883-84 20.00
1884-85 20.27
/885-86 20.30
1886-87 20.24
/887-88 20.33
1888-89 20.26
1889-90 20,32
1890-9! 20.42
/891-92 20.41
18:32-93 20.34
1893-9.4 20.56
18:34-95 20.6/
1895-96 20.54
1896-97 20.sa*
/897-98 20.68*
*Suqject to correct/on
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.

DIA GRAl\I

3.-Slwwing the average number of clays the schools were kept each year since
1870-71.
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School
Year.
1870-7/
/871-72
/872-73
/813-74
/874-75
187.5-76
/876-77
1871-78
1878-78
1879-80
/880-8/
/881-82
/882-83
/883-84
1884-85
/885-86
1886-87
/887-88
/888-89
/889-90
/890-9/
189/-92
1892-93
/893-94
/894-95

fJays.

132.I
/33.4
129.I
128.8
/30.4
133. I
/32.I
/32.0
130.2
130.3
130.I
/3/.2
129.8
129.I
/30.7
/30.4
13/.3
132.3
133.7
/34.7
135.7
136.9
/36.3
139.S
139.S
/8:)5-96 140. .5
/896-97 140.4•
/{l.97-98 143.I*
*Sub/ect to correct/on.
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STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
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4.-Slwwing the a.mount expended for common schools pm· capita of population
eaoh yea1· since 1870-71.
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School
Per
Year.
Capita,
/870- 71 ~.7$
1871-72 l.83
1872-73 1.84
1813-74 1.88
1874-lS 1.9/
1875-76 I.BS
1876- 77 /.72
1871-78 1.67
1878-79 /.56
1879-80 I.S6
1880-8/ /.63
/881-82 1.70
/882-83 /.80
1883-84 /.88
1884-85 1.96
/885-86 /.97
1886-87 /.97
1887-88 2.07
1888-89 2.17
/889 -90 2.24
1890-91 2.81
1891-92 2.40
/892-93 2.48
1893 -94 2.53
.'894-95 2.54
/895-96 2.60
1896-97 2.62*
/897-98 2.67*
*Sub,iect to correct/on .
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.

5.-Showing the amount expended on the common sclwolsfo1· each $100 cf the
·
tnie i,alua_tion of all real and personal property.
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6.-Showing the number of secondary students in. public and pr-ivate high schools.
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NoTE.-ln connection with this diagram, see the accompanying table and explanation, p. xcrv.
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EDUCATION RE_P ORT, 1897-98.
.1V11mbcr of secondary sfodents in public ancl jJrivate high schools.·
Secondary students.
Year.

In pnblic
hio·h
scb~ls.

Per cent In private Per cent In both • Per crnt
of popuhigh
of popn- claRses of of pnpulatiou.
schools.
lation.
schools.
btiou.

]871 ..............................•.•...•................
1872 .......................•................. _.... ___ . __ .
ln7:l .......••.••...•.....•..••...........•. __ •..... _. __ _
187-L .................................. _.............. _..
1875 .......................•.•. _. _.......... _... _....... .
1876......... .. . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . • . . .
22,982
o. 051

~m:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1879....... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
1S80...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
] 881. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
] 882-83 ..... ...........••....... -' -.
1883-84........ ............. .......
188!-85 .... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1885-86................... .. . . . . . . .
1886-87... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1887-88............................
1888-89. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
1889-90. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1890-91........ ...... .... .... ......
1891 -92............................
18fl2---93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . .
189:l-9-L . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1894-95 ..•.........................
18H5-9o............ ......... .......
189fi-97.... ...... ..................
1897-98............................

~~: m

27, 163
26, 609
36, 594
39, 581
34,672
35,307
70,241
80, OOi
116, 009
125,542
b 202, 963
211,596
239,556
254, 023
289, 27 4
350,099
380, 493
409, 433
44.9, 600

:, ~~t
056

. 053
. 071
. 074
. 063
. 063
.122
. 136
.194
.. 205
b . 324
. 331
. 369 •
. 383
. 425
.50!)
. 539
. 574
. 618

a38, 280
a48, 660
a56, 640
a61, 860
a68, 580
a73, 740
a 73,560
a73, 620
a74, 160
a 75,840
a80, 160
a88, 920
a95, 280
a97, 020
a86, 400
a83, 160
a6H, 600
a7!l, 4-tO
94, 931
98,400
100,739
102,375
118,645
118,347
106,654
107, 633
105,225

0. 097 ------·-····
.120 --- ---- --·-·
.137 ---- -······ ·
.145 .. ........ ......
.157 .... ... .......
96, 722
. 164
98,485
.160
101, 744
. 155
101, 323
.152
102,449
.151
116,754
.156
128,
501
.166
129, 952
.174
132,327
.173
]56, 641
.150
163,164
, 142
185,609
.116
204,982
.130
297, 89i
.152
309,996
.154
340,295
.155
356, 398
.154
407,919
.174
468, 446
.172
487, 147
.15 l
517, OG6
.151
554,825
.145

------· -··
--- ---·· ··
-· ········
--------··
o. 215

. 214
.214
• 208
,204
,227
,240
,237
• 236
. 272
,278
, 310
,335
,476
.485

. 524
. 537
. 599
. 681
. 690
. 725
. 763

a From 1871 to 1887 this Bureau did not ask principals of private ]1igh i:<cbools an,l aca~emies to
r eport the number of students pursuing each secoudar_y study. Prior to 189:J t.he number of students
reported by a large number of these private schools included the total numl.ucr in attendance, the
elementary pupils as well M the secondary students. For tlle past nine· years tl1e two classes of students have b een reported separately. Taking the reports from 1890 to 18!)5 as a ba~is, the number of
secondary students in private high schools from 1871 to 1889 bas lieen carefully estimated for each
year .
. b P_reviow to 1890 ?nly the pupils in public citr high schools are given. From 1890 onward all publw 111gb. schools are mcluded.
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7.-Sh.owing the percentage of the population enrolled as secondary students in
public and private high schools.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.
8.-Shotcing nurnbe1· of college students each year since 1872.
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9.-Slwwing what 1Je1· cent of the total pop-ulation was enrolled as collegestudent8
during each year since 1872.
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UL-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

d .'

,
. st11,tec,;
, th
Anatomy,
[NOTE.-rhe
fl~nres 11fter eaoh snbject rlenote the number of l10urs per week given to that subject nDle1:1s otherwlae
' us Anat, lee 31 rec 2"'•1 b 3 denotes
ar to iiome
extent
3 leo~ures, 2 reoitat1vns, unq ~ exercises in t,hf;l laboratory per week. .A lecture or recitation is si1pp~sed to contint1e on~ hour. The work in liµe
thu: ,J e oh schools as did
and m the fourth year very largely is cliuica l ancl practical, apd cannot be fully shown in a tabular i1tatemept. Except Ill a few instaµ,ces.the coup;ies ?f. su linioal. Diag,
not gtve the number of l1ours llnve been omitted. 'l'he ahbreviat,ions will he readily imderstood. Biol biolo~y; Ohern, chemistry or chell'!1oal; Clrn, clun~ 0 ~ ~ Leo lecture;
diagnosis; Dis pen, dispe11sar:v; Dis;;!'lc, dtssection: Ge» surg, gener11,l surgery. Ue:uito-ur, genit~-t1rin~y; Histol, histology; Rasp, hospital; Lal:), la b9pra orypractic'a1. Rec,
Ma.~ M~d, materja n~edica; ¥ad, medical or Dledioine; .Micros, mioroscoJ>y or ~icrosoo:pjc~. Obstet,, ob~tetrjca; l'athol1 patholog_y; Phys, physical; rao,
·
'
'
reo~ta,tum; S~s, session i Sur~, s11rgiir.r or s1-1rg;ioal.J

0

0

d

pj

Institution.

First year.

Birmi~ham Merlioal college, Birmingham, Ala.
1898-99.

.A.uat, rec 3, disseo 12;
CbeI11, leo 2, rec 1, lab 4;
Physlol, lee 2, reo 2; Ristol, reo 1, 111 b 1; Mat
Med ancl 1rherapen, lec
2, reo 1; General olin,
IQ.ed and surg.

Un iv e r s i t :v of
Southern ·califomia, ColleGe of
Medicine, .Los
Angeles, C al .
1898-99.

Roe, lee ancl lab work as
follows : .A.nat 5; Pbysiol 8; Mat Med 2; Hygierie 1; Chem, rec 2,
lab 2; Histol, reo 1, lab
8; Disseo 8 or 4 parts.

University of California, Medical
Department, San
Franoisoo, Oal.

Compamtive .A.nat; Ruman Aniit, clesoriptive.
Particular
attention
giYen to osteol, disseo;
P hysiol, with lalJ
courses; Ri!itol, wit,h
lab courses; Chem, with
lab conrses; 1\fat M ed,
with lab courses; Pharmacy.

1899-1900.

Soco!ld year.

'(fl

Third year.

Fourth year.

descriptive, surg
and regioual, reo 3 with
demonstra. disseo 12;
Chom, lee 2, rec 1, lab 4
a wk for½ ses; Physiol,
lee 2, rec 2; Mat 1Ic<l
.a nd Tberapeu, lee 2,
rec 1; Praotioe, lee 2,
rec 1; Obstet, lec 2, rec
1; Gen Pathol and Morbid .A.nat, rec 1, lab 2;
Phys Diag, leo l, prao
work at hosp; Baoteriol,
rec 1, lab 2; Gen clin,
med and sur"'.
Rec, lee and l!ili work as
follows: .Anat 4; Physiol 3; Mat Med 2; Chem,
rec 2, lab 2; Pathol, r ec
2,lab 8; Surg2; Obstet2;
Therapeu 1; Surg .A.nat
1; Disseo 2 or 3 parts.

.A.11 at, s urg and re"'ional, lee 1, rec 2, deinonstra;
:eraoti ce, lee 2, r'eo 1; Clin med, lee 2, bedside
rnstru e; Phys Diag, lee 1, prao work at hosp;
Toxicol leo 1 reo 1; Mat Med and '.rherapeu,
lee 2, re~.l; G~n Path and Morbid Anat, r ec 1,
lab 4; Obstet, lee 2, rec l; Gynecol and Abdom Surg, lee 2, olin 1 ; Gen Snrg, lee 2, rec 1;
CUu Surg, 14'o 2. operat,ious 2; Hygi~ne, lee 1,.
reo 1; Med .rurispru, leo 1, rec 1; Diseases of
Children, leo 1, l)rao wor~ at hosp; Ne1;1rol,
leo 2; Eve, Ear, .Nose and Throat, leo 2, elm 1;
Minor Sur"' aud fracture dressing, leo 1,
demonstra;°Genito-ur Surg, l eo l; Olin.

Practice, lee 2, rec 1 ; Clin med, leo 2, bedside
instruc; l:'b_ys Diag, lee 1, prac work at bMrp;
Gen Surg, lee 2, rec 1, review qnizzes; ~lm
Surg, l ee 2., operative surg in sectfons; Mmor
Sul'~ and fr,aoture dressing, lee 1, demonstra;
Gen1to-ur Surg1 lee l• Ob11tet,, leo 2, reo l;
Gyuecol ancl abdom s~ll'"' Jee 2, olin l; Diseases of Cliildreu, leo 1 ;"'Neural, leo 2; Eye,
Ear, Nose alld Throat lee 2, clin 1; Clin
Micros, lab 2; Clill med\md surg,

Desoripti'l'e Anat, dissec;
Physiol; Histol; Chem,
lab courses in Ul'inalysis and toxicol; Electrop h v sics, with lab
courses; Mat Me<l;
Patbol. with lab courses;
Baoteriol, w it h 1 ab
courses.

Surg .!nat; RyJ?iene; Med Jurisprn; Pathol,
with la b ooun,es • Therapou; Prin and l'raotice of Med; Pri1; and Pr~oti~e of Surg; Gyuecol; Obstet: lliseases ot Uh1ldren I Nervous
nncl M ental Diseases; Clin ::\1ec1; Clin Snrg;
Dis pen clin.

A.1v1t,

r,:1
'(fl

0

~

~

§
~

ti
~
t;;j

~

Rec, leo and lab work as follows: Bacteriol 12
for 6 wks; Snrg 2; Med 2; O~stet 2; Therapeu
1; Orthopedfo Surg 1; Physical D1ag l ; Surg
Anat 1 ; Anat or-Nervous System l; Diseases of Children 1; Hosp clin 10; Dispen
clin6.

Rec, lee and lab work as follows: Orthopedics
1; Gyneool l; Gyneool clin 4; Med ,J urispru
1 a wk for 4 mos; :Mecl 2; Med clin 3; Insanity 1 a week for 12 wks; Nervous Diseases 1
a wk for 20 wks; Neurol clin 2; Surg clin 2;
Skin and venereal clin 2; Genito-ur clin l;
Eye clin 2; Ear, Nose and Throat clin 2;
D'ispen clin 6.
Tberapen; Prin and Pn1ctioe of Med; P.rin and
Pmotice of Surg; GyJ1ecol; Qbstet 1 Diseases
of Children; Nervous ancl ·Mental Diseft!il6S;
Opbt,halmo1; Otol i Laryugol; Applied Chem,
pathol 1tnd bacteripl in eliu lab; Clil\ Meu;
Ulin Surg; J)ispen clin,,
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III.-COURSE OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS-Continued.
Institution.

First yonr.

Second year.

Third year.

Univorsit:,ofColorado, Colonulo
School of Medici n c, J~oulder,
Volo. 1898-99.

.A.nat, osteol, leo, rec, alHl
demonstra 3 a wk for 3
mos, muscular system,
lee, reo, and tlemonstra
3 a wk for 6 wks, circulatory system, loo aJJCl
rec 3 a wk for 6 wks,
regional anat, lee and
demonstra 3 a wk for 6
wks, spinal nerves 3 a
wk for 2 mos, dissec lab
3 a wk for 3 mos; Physiol, lee and r ec 90 in yr,
lab 6 a wk; Chem;
Ilistol.
.A.11at, lee 2, dil'lseo
through the yr, rec and
deruonstra, quiz on dissec; Physiol (including
lee, rec, and demonstra)
3; CIJem, lee 3 a wk 1st
semester, lab 3 a wk 2d
semester; Histol, lee,
rec, and lab; Mat Med,
lee l½ hrs a wk 1st
semester, rec; Pharmaool, lee, demons tra,
and lab .

.A.nat, lee, rec, and demonstra 84 in yr, d.isseo, Jab
2 a wk; Pbysiol, lee,
clemonstra, and lab 4 fo r
¼ yr; Chem; Histol;
Mat .Med; Therapeu ;
Pathol; Bacteriol; Hygiene; Phvs Diag; Med
and Surg clin.

Pat.hol, ½ year; Therapeu ; Phys Diag; Praot.ice; Clin Med; Surg; Olin Surg; Operative
Surg on Cadaver; Orthopedic Surg; Minor
Snrg and Bandaging; Genito-ur diseases; Obstet; Gynecol; Diseases of Children; Diseases of Nervous System; Oph~halmol; Otol;
Laryngol and Rhinol; Gen and special clin
in med, surg, alld the specialties,

University of Denver, School of
Medicine, Denver, Colo. 18991900.

Yale University,
Department of
Medicine, New
Haven, Conn.
1899.

.A.nat, rec, lee and demonstra 3 hrs, lab, disseo
15 a wk for 12 wks; Histol, lee and rec 1 a wk
for 23 wks, lab 4 a wk
for 23 wks; Embryo!,
lee and rec 2 awk for12
wks, lab 4 a wk for 12
wks; Pbysiol, rec and
clemonstra2; Gen Chem,
rec and demonstra 4 a
wk for 11 wks,anal chem

Fourth year.
Practice; Olin Med; Surg; Olin Surg; Operative Surg on cadaver; Diseases of mind aml
nervous system; Med ,T urispr11; Diseases of
Children; Obstet; Gynecol; Ophtbalmol and
Otol; Laryugol and Rhino!; Special lee; Gen
and special clin in med, surg, and the specialties.
t_::j

t::,

q

Q
~

1-3

.A.nat, lee on nervous system 2, on regional anat
1 a wk 2d semester, dissec through yr, rec and
demonstra ~, quiz 2;
Physiol (including l ee,
rec, and demonstra) 3;
Bacteriol, lee 1, lab 4
for 6 wks; Embryol, lee
and rec; Mat Med and
Toxicol, lee and rec;
Pharmacol, lee 2; Therapeu, lee 1 and rec; Gen
Pathol, lee and rec and
lab; Bandaging an d
Surg dressings, 1 ab ;
Phys Explor of Normal
Body.
.A.nat,, rec and demonstra
3, lab and dissec 15 hrs
a wk for 12 wks; Physiol, lee, rec and demonstra 4; Mat Med, pharmacy lab, 4hrs a wk for
11 wks, demonstra and
rec 2 a wk for 12 wks;
Pharmacol, lee and rec
2 awk for 11 wks; Patbol. rec ancl demonstra
3, micros lab 4 hrs, bac-

Med, lee 4, rec 2, lee and demonstra, phys diag
and clin micros, 1 a wk 2d semester; Surg,
lee 1, r ec 1 and lab; Therapeu, lee 1; Obstet,
lee and demonstra 2; Phys Diag, lee, rec and
clin; Hygiene, lee and rec; Post Mortem;
Gynecvl, clin; Nervous diseases, clin; Olin
Micros, lab; Urinary analysis, lab,

Med, lee and rec· and clin by appointment, dispen clin 6, hosp clin 2; Surg, lee 3+, rec,
clin 1+; Diseases of Children, lee, rec; Orthopedic Snrg, lee and rec; N eurol, lee, rec
and clin; Obstet, lee, rec and clin; Gynecol,
lee 1, rec 1, clin 1+; Dermatol, lee or rec
l, clin; Ophthalmol, lee 1, clin 1+; Otol,
lee 1 a wklst semester, clin6; Laryngoland
Rhino1, lee l, clin 6; Med J uriRpru, lee and
rec,

~
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Pharmacol, lee ancl rec 2; Pathol, lab 2 hrs;
Med, lee and rec 4 a wk for 23 wks + 2 a ·wk
for 11 wks, clin 2 hrs, phys diag, 2 a wk for 12
wks; Surg, lee 2, bandaging 1 a wk for 12
wks, surg anat, l a wk for 12 -..yks, clin 4 hrs
a wk; Otol, lee l a wk for 12 wks; Obstet,
lee and rec 2, demonstra with manikin l hr
a wk for 11 wks; Gynecol, rec 2 a wk for 12
wks.

Therapeu, lee ancl rec 1, clin l; Obstet, demonst-ra with manikin in sections 11 wks, midwifery clin, demonstra clin; Gynecol, clin,
lee 1, section work, diagnosis a11d treatment,
2:3 wks; Surg, lee 1 a wk for 23 wks, dispen
clin 2 hrs, section work 6 hrs a wk for 12 wks,
hosp clin 3 hrs; OperatiYe Surp:, rec 2 n wk
for 11 wks, section work on cncfaYer 12 wks;
Genito-ur surg, lee and rec la wk for 11 wks;
Orthopedic Surg, l ee 1 a wk for 11 wks, clln
and sec work 1 a wk for 23 wks; Op]1tlrn..lmol,
l ee 1 a wk for 11 wks, clin 1 a wk for 23 wks,

1 hr a wk for 11 wks,
lab 12 J1rs a wk for 11
wks and 6 hrs a wk for
6wks, organic chem, rec
2awkfor23wks; Physiol chem, lee and rec 2 a
wk for 23 wks, lab 6 hrs
a wk for 12 wks a,n d 9
hrs a wk for 11 wks .

Columbian Uni.
-versity, Medical
Department,
·washing ton,
D.C.

teriol 6 hrs a wk for 6
wks; Med, lee 2 a wk
for 11 wks .

.A.nat, lee 2 before, 8 after
Xmas; Physiol, lee 2 before, 3 after Xmas ;
Chem, lee 3 before, 2
aftu Xmas, lab 3; Mat
Med and Therapeu, lee
3 before, 2 after Xmas,
lab 1 ; Prac .A.nat, dissec-room open daily.

.A.nat, lee 2 before, 8 after
Xmas; Physiol, lee 2 before, 3 after Xmas;
Gliem, Jee 3 before, 2
after Xmas, lab 4: Mat
Mecl and Therapeu, lee
3 before, 2 after Xmas ;
Histol, lab; Prac Anat,
dissec•room opeu daily.

Georgetown University, Medical
Department,
"\Vashington,
D. C. 1898-99.

.A.nat 2; Prac .A.nat 3;
Chem, lee 3, lab 3; Histol, lee 2 and lab 2;
Physiol 3; Physics l;
Osteol 2; Em bryol 2.

Pathol, lee 2, lab 1 ; Prac
.Anat, lee 2, lab 1; Chem,
lee 2, lab 3; Hygiene 2;
Therapeu 3; Anat 2;
Pl1ysiol 3.

American Medical
Missionary College, Chicago, Ill.
1899-1900.

Amit, descrip, lee 110 hrs
for whole session, lab
5 hrs daily for 5 wks;
compar anat, lab fl hrs
daily for 3 wks; Physiol, lecllO; Normal liistol, lee 80,lab 3 hrs daily
for 6 wks; Biol, lab 3
hrs daily for · 10 wks;
Chem, gen, lee 80,organ,
lee 60, physiol, lab 3 hrs
daily for 4 wks, qualitative lab 3 hrs daily for
8 wks: Hygieno,lec 70;
Med Physics, lee 30 .

.A.nat, lee 80 hrs for whole
session, lab 5 hrs daily
for 5 wks; Physiol, iec
100, lab 3 hrs c1aj.ly for 5
wks; Bacteriol, lee 60,
Jab 3 hrs daily for !)
wks; Embryol, lee 50,
lab 2 hrs daily for 5
wks; Physiol Chem, lee
60, lab 3 hrs daily for 10
wks; Sanitary 8cience,
lee 40; Hydrotherapy,
lee 50; Mat Med and
'.roxicol, lee 100; Mat
M.ec1, lab 3 hrs daily for
2 wks.

section work thro yr; L~ry11gol and R~in?l_,
lee 2 a wk for 11 wks, elm 1 It~· a wk for 23
wks section work with manikrn 2 hrs a wk
for h wks· Med lab, clin micros 2 hrs a :Vk
for 11 wks'. disp~n clin in sections,. confereJJces 2 hrs a wk for 23 wks, hosp clrn, warcl
classes and lee 2 hrs a wk for .23 wk:;•: Dermatol, lee and rec 1 a wk for 11 wks, clin, lee
and demonstra 1 hr a wk for 11 wks + 2 hrs
a wk f?r 23 wks; Pediat, rec 1 a wk for 11
wks,clm 1 hr with section work for12 wks;
Neurol,clin 1 hr with section work; Men1,a.l
Diseases, rec 1 a wk for 12 wks with clin;
Sanitary science 1 hr a wk for 12 wks; Med
JuriRpru, lee 1 a wk for 11 wks.
Surg, IM 3 before, 2 after Xmas; Practice, lee 2 Surg, lee 3 before, 2 after Xmas; Practice, lee
2 before, 3 after Xmas clin and lal) instruc;
before, 3 after ~mas; Obstet, lee S before, 2
Obst-et, lee 3 before, 2' after Xmas; Gynecol,
after Xmas; Minor Surg, l_ec 1 fro~- Oct 5 to
lee
1 from Jan 4 to Mar s • Mental Diseases,
Dec 14, banda<dng, etc, 1n mamkm-room;
lee 1 from Jan 2 to Mar' 13; Med J urispru,
Dermatol lee {' from Jan 4 to Mar 16; Ophlee
1
from Oct 5 to Dec 14 • N e1-.ous Diseases,
thahuol, 1'ec 1 from Oct 3 to Dec 5; Bacteriol
lee 1 from Jan 6 to Mar 10; Pediat, lee 1 from
::ind Pathol lab 8 hrs per wk; Surg Pathol,
Oct
2
to Dec 4; Otol and Laryngol, lee 1 from
lee 1 from Oct 7 to Dec 9; Clinics.
Oct 30 to Dec 18 and from j an 2 to Mar 19;
Orthopedic Surg, lee 1 from Jan 8 to Mar 10;
Hygiene, lee 1 from Jan 3 to Mar 7; Clinics.
Patbol, lee 2, lab 2; Surg, lee 2, clin 2; Surg Surg, lee 2, clin 2; Obstet, lee 2, demonstra 1,
clfn 1; J~ractice, lee 3; Med clin 2; State med,
Pathol, lee 1 · Minor Surg 1; Med clin 2; Hylee 1; Ophthalmol, lee 2, clin 2; l'hys Diag,
giene,. lee 2; Therapeu, lee 3; Gynecol, lee 2;
lee 2; Dermatol, lee 1; Gynecol, lee 2; Surg
Practrne, lee 3.
Patbol, lee 1; Mental Diseases, lee 1; Ward
Classes 3.
Nervous
aud Mental Diseases, lee 80; Practice,
Hydrotherapy, lee 50; Gen Therapeu, lee 90;
lee 100; Pathol, lee 50; Surg, lee 50; Diseases
Electro-Therapeu, lab 2 hrs daily for 5 wks;
of
Eye
and Ea.r, lee 30; Obstet and Diseases
~ract-ico, lee 100; Surg .A.nat, lee 60; Surg, lee
of '\Vomen, lee 50; Genito-nr and skin dis60, lab 2 hrs daily for 5 w ks; Pathol, lee 80;
lee
30; Diseases of Children, lee 30;
eases,
Diseases of Women, lee 50; Obstet and DisMedical Gymnastics, lee 20; Med Jurispru,
eases ofWomen,lab 2 hrs daily for 5 wks;
lee 20; Clin, 4 hrs daily for 36 wks.
Obstet, lee 50; Diseases of Eye and Ear, lab 2
~rs daily for 5 wks; PhysDiag, lab 2hrs daily
f_or 5 wks; Nervous Diseases, lab 2 hrs daily
for 5 wks; .Applied Pbysiol, lab 2 hrs daily for
5 wks; Morbid Histol. lab 3 hrs daily for 10
wks; .Anat, lab 4 hrs daily for 5 wks; Clinics,
lab 2 hrs daily for 20 wks.
1
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III.-COURSES OF STUDY 1N MEDICAL SCHOOLS-Continued.
Institution.

First year.

n%cl:~t~on~:c1i~

A.110 t, lee and roe 3, dis sec

cine and 1:;urgery, Chicago,
lll.

0

1897-98.

~fi~f:
~~fhlii:
~eons, Cnicago,
.1.11. 1898.

Rnhncmann Medienl College ancl
llo!'!pital, of Chicago, Chicngo,
Ill. 1899-1900.

Jenner
Medical
College aud llospi tal
Cbica 0 ·o

Ill. '1897-!JS. "' '

12 hQurs awk for 8 wks;
Chem, lee and rec 8; Osteol, leo and reo 2; Ri11tol, leo and reo 2; Mat
1iled, leo ancl reo 8;
J>hysiol, leo and reo 8;
Ln.b in Cbem. Physiol,
Pharmacy and Micros .

Biol and Embryo!, lab 4;
.Ami,t, lee n,ncl 1·eo 5, dissoc 120 hours during
term; Ilistol, lab6; Mnt
Med, lee and rec 4;
Chem, lec 2,lab 4; Physiol, 6,

Physics, leo 2: .A.nat, lee
5, dillsec 8; Physiol, lee
2; Chem, lee 2, lab 5;
Risto], leo J, ln,b 2; Mat
Med, lee 1, oli n l; Botauy. loo 1; Ulin Gen
Med 2; Clin Operath'e
Smg 6; Diseases of
Children, olin 1; Plrnrmnool and Prescription
writing, lee 1; Organon
lee l.

Anat, descriptive, l ee,
rec, clh1seo, 6 hrs; Chem
inorgan, lee, rec aud
Jal>, a hrs; Histol, loo,

Second year.

Third year.

~

.....
.....

Fourth year.

.A.nat, lee and rec 8, dissec Surg, lee ancl olin 5; Orthopedic Surg and clin Gen and Operative Surg and clin 5; Orthopedic
18 hrs a wk for 8 wks;
5; Surg Emergencies, lee 1; Practice and clin
Surg and clin 5; Orificial Surg, lee 1; PracChem, toxiool ancl urin5; Diseases Respiratory and Circulatory Systice and din 5 ; Diseases Nervous System and
alysis, lee and lab 2;
tems 8; Diseases of Children 2; Med .Juri11clin 2; Diseases Children and clin 2; DermaPhysiol, lee and rec 2;
prn, lee and quiz 1; Gynecol ancl olin, lee ancl
tology and elin l; Eye and Ear, Nose and
Phys Diag, Jee ancl rec
demonstra 8; Obstet, lee ancl demonstra 2;
Throat and clin 8; Gynecol and clin 3; Hy1; Pathol, lee and rec 2;
Electro-Therapeu and clin, le0 2; Therapeu,
giene 1; Mental Physiol, lee 1; Obstet and
Therapeu, lee and rec 2;
lee 2; Venereal Diseases and olin, lee 2.
clin 2; Dislocations and Fractures 1; Med
Minor Surg and BandagJurisp:ri~, lee and q.uiz l; Dispen clin.
ing, lee and rec 1; Micros ancl Bacteriol, lee
and rec 2; • Physiol
Chem, l ee and rec 8.
Physiol of Nervous Sys- Practice, re0 6; Surg, rec 4; Orthopedic Surg, Practice, lee 4; Snrg, lee 4; Obstet, lee 3; Distem, lee 2; Anat, lee 4,
lee l; Operative Surg, l ee 1; Phys Diag, 2;
eases of Chest, lee 2; Gynecol, lee 2; Ophthaldissec 120 hours during
Surg .A.nat, lee and demonstra 2; Genito-ur
mol, lee 1 ; Children's Diseases, lee 2, clin;
term ; Gen Pathol anci
Surg and Venereal Diseases, lee 1; Otol, lAc 1 ;
Mind and Neryou:,, System, lee 2; Gen Di,ag,
Path .A.nat, lee 2, lab 4;
Gynecol, rec 2; Ob11tet, rec 2; Dermatol, lee
lee 2; Olin 22.
Bacteriol, lee 1, lab 4;
1; Lar.vngol and Rhino!, lee 1; Dispen clin 4,
Jurispru, lee l; Surg
otherolin.
Pathol, lab 2, 1 e c 1;
Therap, lee 2; Organ
Chem and Toxicol, lee 2,
lab 4; Preventive Med,
lee 1; Den Surg, lee 1
for ½tern:1.
Samtary Science, lee 2; Special Pathol, lee 1, clin 1; Gen Pathol, lee 1; Mat Med, lee 8, clin 1: Diseases of Women, lee
Obst.et, lee 2; Minor
Sanitary Science, lee l ; Med Chem, lee 1, lab
1 ; Surg, lee 2; Practice, lee 7; Gy1:1ecol, elin
Surg, lee 1 ; Em bryol,
2'; Mat Med, l ee 81 clin 2; Obstet, lee 1; Dental
2; OIJstet, lee l ; Gen Mecl Olin 2; Skin Dislee 1; Pl1ys Dia.g, lee 1;
Surg, lee 1; Surg, lee 2; Uynecol, clin 2:
eases, olin 1; Eye and Ear, Jee 1, clin 1;
Physiol Ohern, lee 1, Jab
Eleotro-Tberapeu, lee 1; Skin and Venereal
Throat and Nose, lee 1, clin 1; Operative
2; Grnecol, clin 2; Biol
Diseases, lee l; Gen Mecl Clin 2; MedJurisSurg, clin 5; Diseases of Children, elin 1.
aud Embryol,lab2; Bacpru, lee 1; Sk :n Diseases, clin 1; Eye and
teriol, lee 2, cliu 1; Mat
Ear, clin 1; Pediat, lee 1; Regional .Anat,
Med, lee 1, clin 1; Mecl
lee 1; Operative Surg_. clin 6; Diseases of
Bot, lee 2; Anat and
Children, clin 1.
Physiol of Special Se11se
Organs, lee 1; Gen Med
Clin 2; .A.nat, Jee 2;
Operative Surg Clin 6;
Physiol.leo 1; Organon,
lee 1; Diseases of Children,clin 1; Practice,lec 1.
Anat, surg and regional, Dermatol, lee, rec and clin, 1 hr; Surg, lee, rec Clin Med 1 lee, rec and clin, 2 hra; Olin Surg,
lee. rec, dissee, ti hrs ;
ancl clin, 2 hrs; Clin Surg, lee, r ec and olin,
lee, rec and olin, 2 hrs; Derma.to!, lec1 rec and
Pbysiol, lee, rnc and lab,
2 hrs; Dental Surg, lee, rec and oliu, 1 hr;
olin , 1 hr; G,n1eool, lee, r ec and elm, 1 hr;
Gynecol, lee, rec ancl clin, 1 hr; Eye and Ear,
Di!:!ceases of Children, lec 1 reu ancl oliu, 1 hr;
3 hrs, Pathol, lee, rec
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rec and lab l½hrs; Mat
Med, lee, rec and lab l½
hrs.

Northwestern Univf'rsity, Medical
School (Chicago
Medical College) ,
Ohicago 1 Ill.
1899-1900.

anii 1ab, a hr11; B;icteriol, lee, rec antl l ab, 3
hrs I Chem, I~~ rec and
lab 1 l½ hrs; .M.at Med,
lee, rec ami lab, 1½ hrs.

l e?, rec and clin, 1 hr ; Obstet, lee, rec and
cl~n, 1 hr; Phys Diag, lee, re·c and cl~n. 1 hr;
Diseases of Children lee rec and elm, 1 hr;
Genito-ur, l ee, rec a~d clin, 1 hr; Clin Med,
lee, rec anrl clin 2 hrs• Histol and Pathol,
l ee, rec and cliu' 1 hr-' E lectricity, lee, rec
and clin, 1 hr · Morbid' .A.oat, pat'bol specimens, autopsi~s and lectures. .
Pathol, l ee, demonstra, post mortem;_ O~stet,
rec 2; Dermatol lee demonstra 3, elm d1spen
<I ~wk for 5 wks\ L~ryngol apd R~1 i11ol,.lec 1,
elm_ lee 1, dispou olin 6 a wk for 5 wks;
Pecl1flt, clin lee J dispen children's clinic, 6 a
,vk. for 5 wks. s:ircr, lee, rec, demonstra an d
clin, 6 +; M~d le'c 2, r ec 2 a wk for 1 se·
master, olin l ee 2+ Optional cour:,es.

Neurol, lee r ec and clin, l hr; Genito-ur,
l ee , rec and' clin 1 hr• Orthopedic Surg, l ee,
r e~ and clin, 1 h~; Ey~ and Ear, lee, rec aml
elm, 1 hr· Obstet l ee r ec and elm, 1 br;
Med Juridpru lee' rec' and clin, 1 hr; Phys
Diag, lee, rec and 'clin, 1 hr; L a ryngol, l ee ,
rec and clin, 2 hrs.

Ol>stet, lee 1, demonstra on manikin and ca,
Chem, iJ:wrg, l ee and clem- Chem, phy1;Jiolog 1 lee,
dav~r 16 in yr; Eye and Ear, lee 1, clin lee
onstra 3 a wk l½ semesdemonstra 1, lab 2, elec1, dISJ?en clin 6 a wk for 5 wks; Gvnecol, l ee
ters, organic, lee and
tricity, lee and demouil+, d1spen olin o A- wk for 5 wks; Neurol, lee
demonstra 3 a wk sestra 1 + special lee nnd
2 a wk for 1 semester. eUn lee 3, dispen clin
m ester, lab 3 a wk 1
demonstra; .A.nat. lee
5 a wk for 5 wlrn. Mental Dh,e11ses 2 a wk
.Anat, osfool, reo and Jab
rec and dernonstra 3 + ~
for½ seme1,ter ; M'ed Jur ispru 2 a week fo1• !
3 a wk for ¾ semester,
Histol, lab 2 a wk fo~
11emester; Surg, lee 2 elin lee 7 +, ward.
clissec, rec 2, l ab 4; Hiatol
½ semester; Phystol,
visits, 1; }1:ed, lee 2, olin lee 4, +, ward visits
and Em bryol, lee, r eo,
lee, rec, demonstra and
demonstra and lab, 6
1 + ; Optional courses.
·
lab 5 + ; h yg\ene, lee
hrs. +; Physiol, lee, rec,
and ;rec 2 + ; Pharmacol,
demonstra and l ab, 8 +;
lee 2 a wk for ½ semesPharmacol, rec, d emonter, r ec 2 a wk 1 sestra 3 a w k½ semester.
mester, dispen 48 hrs Pathol, lee, rec a nd lab
and bacteriol, 6 + ; P h ys
Diag, lee, rec, lab and
clin 3 +; Surg, lee, rec
lab and clin, ti+; Med'
lee, rec, clin 6 hrs + Op'.
tional courses.
Northwestern Uni- .A.nat, rec, dissec, demon- Anat, r eo, disseo, demon- Pathol, l ab or clin 2; Practice, olin lee 2 +; Pathol. fall term, lab 2 optional; Nervous Diseases, lee 3, rec 1; Diseases of Children, lee
stra 6; Chem, lab 6, lee
st,ra, 6; Chem, includdiseases lee 3; Electro! and Physiol
2, clin; M ed Juri1,pru, 2 terms l bra wk;
~1~~ •~i t )de~c~ and quiz; Physiol, leo ing qunl, anal, toxico', Nervous
of nervous sys ~ inter term 1 hr a wk; 'Dis~nrg, lee 21 r ec l; Orthopedic Surg, clin and
School, Chicago,
2, lab 4, rec and quiz;
sanitary chem, physiol
ea1:1es of Childr~n, lee 2, olin; Surg, lee 2, rec
didac
lee 1; Opthalrnol, elin and didac lee S ;
Ill. I 1899-1900.
Pbarmacv, 2 hrs a wk
chem, with urinary
2 operati ve sura lee and demonstra 2 a wk
Otol, clin and didae lee 1; Laryngol, . clin
2d ½yr; Physics 2 hrs a
analysis, lab 6 hrs; Pbyfor ½ yr, clin 6; "'Obstet, l eo and quiz 2; Gy·
and
didac
lee 1 a wk for fall term; Oral Surg,
wk for ½yr; Histol lab
siol, l ee 1, lab 2, reo and
n_ecol, l ee 2, rec 3; Diag and treatment to secleo 1 a wk for fall term; Dermatol, lee anrl
3 hrs a wk for 2 terms,
quiz; HistolofNervous
t10ns 2 hrs 1 bedside instruc,
quiz
2;
Obstet,
lee and quiz 2, elin on mani2 hrs a w-k for 1 term;
Sys, lee and demonstra
kin 2, bedside instruc; Gynecol, lee 2, opera"
Embryol , lee and lab 4
1 a wk for fall term;
tive
1;
Diagnosis
a.nd treatment to sectlo.o.s 2
a wk f"or2cl ! yr.
Mat Med, lee and rec 3
]lrs, bedside instruc.
a wk for fall and winter terms; Pathol, 3
terms-lee 1, lab 4, elin
2; Hyg-iene, lee 16 during winter and spring;
urinary analysis, fall
and winter 2 lus; Bacterio1, lab 12 lus a wk
for 20 wks, lee 1 a wk
winter term.
1 The table imperfectly expresses the full prh-ileg:es of the col1ege i n special courses and practical opportunity . The arran:;ement of the announcement is not readily
tabulated. Medical jurisprudence receives more attention tllan sl)own under the r espective years.
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III.-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS-Continued.
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First year.

Institution.

Seconcl year.

Third year.

This institution gives This institution gives This institution gives hours per year. Therapeu, lee 60, rec ao, l ab 30; Pathol and morbid
hours per year. .Anat,
hours per year. .A.nat,
anat, lee 30, rec 30, lab 90; Topographica l
lee 60, rec 60, lab 72;
lee 60, r ec 60, lab 110;
.A.nat, lee 30; Med, l ee 30, rec tiO, clin 120;
Physiol, lee 60, rec 30,
Histol a,nd Physiol, lee
Surg. prin of and clin, lee 60, rec 30, lab 40,
lab' 30; Chem, Urinaly60, rec 30, lab 150; Chem,
clin 180; Obstet, l ee 60, rec 30, lab 20, clin 30;
sis, Toxicol, lee 60, r ec
lee 90, rec 30, lab 90;
Diseases
of Chest, Throat and Nose, l ee 30.
30, lab 75; Mat Med, lee
Med Phar, lee 30; Mod
rec 30, lab 20, clin 30; Skin, Genito-ur and
60, rec 30, lab 60; Pathol,
Physics, lee 15, rec 30;
venereal
diseases,
clin 60; Hygiene and Med
Jee 30, rec 30, lab 60;
Baoteriol, reo 30, lab 30.
Jurispru, lee 15; Dental Surg, leC; 15.
Med, clin GO; Surg,
clin 60.
Central College of .Anat 6, quiz 3; Osteol 12; .Anat 6; Osteol l; Dissec Mat Med and Therapeu 2; Pathol and morbid
auat 1; Med 4; Ophthalmol 1; Obstet 3;
before Xmas 6; Physiol
Physicians a, n cl
Dissect 10; Physiol 4 ;
Diseases of Nose and Throat 1; GflnHo-ur and
3; Chem 3; Prin and
Surgeol!S, InMat Mecl 4; Chem 4;
venereal diseases 1; Med J urispru 1 ; Surg 4;
c1ianapolis, Ind.
Ilistol 6; Bacterial 6.
P r a c tic e of S u r g 2 ;
Gynecol and abdominal surg 3; Diseases of
Practice of Med 2; Phys
1890-1900.
Mind and nervous system 3; Hosp Clin 8.
Diag 2; Mat Med and
Therapeu 3; Minor
Gynecol 1; Pathol 3.
Iowa College of Amit, lee and r eo 4, dissec .Anat, lee and rec 4, dissec Practice, l ee and rec 4; Phys Diag; Pathol, lee
and lal> 3; · Surg, practice of or clin, 2, prin
Physicians ancl
12 a wk part term;
12 a wk part term;
Surgeons, Drake
of, 2, minor surg, 2, genito-ur and rectal
Physiol, Jee 4; Chem,
Physiol,lec 4; Hygiene;
Univ, Des
inorgan, lee 2, lab 4;
Chem, organic and toxidiseases 1; Ophthalmol, lee 1, clin ophthall\Ioines, Iowa.
Mat Med, lee and rec 2;
col, lee 2, lab 2 1st part
mol and otol 1; Otol, Laryngol and Rhino! ,
1898-99.
Risto!, lab 4; Latin,
yr, 4 2d part yr; Mat
lee 1; Derma.to], lee 1; Obstet, l ee and rec 2;
rec 2.
Med, lee and rec 2;
Therapeu, l ee and rec 2; Gynecol, lee and
Pathol, lee and rec 3;
rec 2, clin 2; Pediat, lee 1.
Bacteriol, lee and lab, 3.
Rnsh Medical Coll e f! o, atlilinteu
with Unh-ersity
of Chicago, Chingo, Ill. 1809.

I

:Medical Department (re~ular) of
tho Uruversity
of Iowa, Iowa
Uity,lowit. 18991900.

.Anat, lee 4, rec 1, dissec 2
courses; Physiol, lee 3,
rec 1; Gen Chem, Jee 3,
rec 1, lal> 160 hrs in yr;
Mat Med, : ec 2, ree 1;
Ristol, lee 2, rec 1; Biol
and Histol, lab 160 hrs
in the yr; Bandaging 2()
hrs in the yr.

.A.nat, lee 4, rec 1 before Practice, lee 4, rec 1; Surg, lee 3, rec 1 ; Pat,hol,
holidays, 2 after holilee 2, rec 1, lab 52 hrs in term; Therapeu, lee
days, dis sec 2 courses in
2, rec 1; Obstet, lee 2, rec 1; Gynecol, lee 1, rec
term; Physiol, lee 3, r ec
1; Toxicol, lee 1; .A.pplifid .A.nat (Med, Surg,
1 before holidays, 2 after
and Nervous), lee 1; .A pp lied Physiol of the
holidays; Physiol Chem,
nervous sys, lee 12 during term; Gen Metl
l ee 2, lab 60 hrs in term ;
Surg, Gynecol and Ophthal clin 7 hrs; l~acGen Path and Bacteriol,
teriol, lab 26 hrs during term.
l ee 2, r ec 1, lab (path) 50
hrs in term ; Mat Med
organic, lee 2 beforfl holidays, rec 1, inorganic,
lee 1 before holidll,y s;
'lherapeu, lee 1 after
holidays; Obstet, lee 2;
M elldag 1; Hygienel;
Pharmacy, lee 10 during

Fourth year.
This institution gives hours per year. :1ied,
lee 30, rec 60, clin 120; Surg, practice of and
clin, l ee 60, rec 30, lab 30, clin 180: Obstet
and Gynecol, l ee 60, rec 30, clin 30; Diseases
of Chest, Throat and Nose, l ee 30, rec 30, lab
20, clin 30; Diseases of Children, lee 30, rec
30, clin 30; Eye and Ear, l ee 30, r ec 30, lab 16,
clin 30; Skin, Genito-ur and venereal diseases, lee 15, rec 60, lab 15, clin 60; Mental
Diseases, lee 10, clin 4; Pn,veutive Med and
'l'herapeu, lee 15, lab 30.
Mecl 4; Surg, practice of and clin 3; Obste
3; Diseases of Nose and Throat 1; Diseases
of Children 1; Ophthalmol and Otol 1; Skin,
Genito-ur and venereal diseasel; Diseases of
the Mind and nervous sys 3; Special Tber
apeu 2; Diseases of Women and abdomina
surg,2; Hosp Clin 8.
Practice, lee and clin 4; Nervous Diseases, lee
and clin 2; Psychiat, lee 1; Surg, practice of
and clin 2, prin of 2, genito-ur and rectal dis
eases 1; Ophthalmol, lee 1, clin ophthalmo
and otol 1; Otol, Laryngol and Rhino!, lee 1,
Dermatol, lee 1; Orthopedic Surg, lee 1 and
clin; Obstet, lee andrec3; Therapeu, lee and
rec 2; Gynecol, lee 1, clin 2; Pediat, lee 1;
Kidneys and U rinol, lee 1 a wk; Med Juris
pru, lee 1 a wk after Jan 1.
Practice, lee 5, rec 1; Surg, lee 3, rec 1; Gyne
col, lee 1, rec 1; Ophthal, lee 1; Otol, Rhino
and Laryngol, lee 1 ; Dermatol, lee 1 after
holidays; Pedia.trics, lee 1 after holidays
Operative Surg 12 hrs during term; Opera
tive Obstet 12 hrs during term; Medjuris
prn, lee 12 during term; Dentistry, lee 5 dur
ing term; Hrematol, 5 hrs during term; In
sa11ity, lee 12 during term; Gen Med Surg,
Gynecol, Opbtbal, Aural, Rhinol, and Laryngol cliii 9 hrs; Olin and Medico legal Micros 26 hrs in term.
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term , lab 30 hrs during
t erm ; Em l>r_yol l ab optiomtl; Gen University
Clin when not otherwise engaged.
Keokuk Medical .A nat, lee 3, rec 1; Physiol, Arntt, l ee 3, rec 1; Physiol, Practice, foe 3, rec 1; Surg, l ee 2 rec 1 ; Obstet . Pr~ctice. lee 3, rec 1; Phys Diag, lee 1, rec 1;
College, Keokuk,
Snrg. lee 3, roe 1; vbstet, lee 2. rec 1 ; G ynelee 3, rec l; Chem, leo 2,
Jee 3, rec 1; Chem, lee 2,
and Gynrecol, lee- 3, rec 1; Diseases of ChilIowa. 1897-98.
rec 1, lab 160 hrs witbiu
col , lee 1, rec l · Diseases of the Nervous
rec 1; Mat Med, lee 2.
dren, lee 1; Med Juris pru, lee l; Ophthalmol.
System. lee 1, r~c 1; Ophthalmol and Oto!,
the yr; Mat Med, lee 3,
rec 1: Tberapeu, lee 2,
Otol and Rbioo-Lar_vngol, Jee 1 ; D ermatol, lee
0
rec 1; Risto], lee 2, r ec 1,
lee 1. !'ec l; Operative Surg, lee l, rec 1;
roe 1; Embryo[, lee l,
1_; Rectal Diseases, l ee 1; Pathol, lee l; Den0
lab 75 hrs within the yr;
rec 1 ; Diseases of ChilOperative Gynecol, lee 1; Clin.
tistry, lee 1; Bacterial; Lab; Chn.
c
Disseo.
clren. lec J, reel; DermaPd
tol, lee 1, rec 1; Med
[I)
,1urispru,lec 1,rec l;
Fi
Pathol, lab75 hrs within
00
the yr; Dissec; Clin.
Sioux City College Gen Chem, lee 2 a wk for Med Chem. including toxi- Therapeu, lee 2 a wk for 56 wks; Gen Pathol Ob~tet, lee 2 a wk for 56 wks; Gynecol, lee~ a
0
56 wks, lab 3 a wk for 28
of Medicine,
ool and urinalysis, lee la.
wk for 56 wks, clin; Practice, lee 3 a wk for
and .Bacterial lee 1 a wk for 56 wks. lab 2 a
1-zj
wks; Anat, gen, clescripSioux City,Iowa.
56 wks; :-:;urg, lee 6 a wk for 56 wi,s; Orthowk for 28 wks, lab2 a wk
wk for 56 wk;. Obstet, lee 2 awk for 56 wks;
ti
ve
aud
regional,
leo,
3
a
1897-98.
pedic ancl Railway Suro- Jee 1 a wk for 28 wks;
u;.
for 28 wks; Anat, gen,
Gynecol. lee 1 ~ wk for56wks , clio; Practice,
wk for 56 wks; Histol,
descrip and r eQional, lee
Minor Surg and f'ra<Jtur.~ <l.re;;sing, lab 2 a wk • ~
lee 3 a wk for 56 wks; Snrg, lee 6 a wk for 56
loo 1 a wk for 28 wks,
3n.wkfor56w1rs; Physfor 14 wks; OperatiYe Surg ou Cadaver, l ab lZ
C:
wks; O1'.'thopedio n,nd Railway Surg, lee 1 a
lab 4 a wk for 28 wks;
iol, lec3 awk for56 wks;
a wk for 4 wks; Ophtha.Jmol, Laryngol, Oto!,
t;I
wk for28 wk;;· MioorSurgaud fracturedressMat :Med and Ph:1 rmacy,
Thorapeu, lee 2 a wk for
lee 1 a wk for 28 wks; Diseases of Nervous
1-(j
fogs, lab 2 a ,~k for 14 wks; Operative Surg
lee 1 a wk for 28 wks,
Sys,
lee
1
a
wk
for
56
wks;
Med
History
56 wks; Hygiene and
on Cadaver, lab 12 a wk for 4 wks; Opbtballab 2 a wk for 28 wks;
Sanitary Science. lee 1 a
and Etliics, l ee 1 a wk for 7 wks; Genito-ur
m?l, Lar,rngol, and Oto!, l ee 1 a wk for 28 wks;
Physiol, lee 3 a wk for 56
diseases, lee 1 a wk for 14 wks; Diseases of
wk for 28 wks; Gen
Diseases of Nervous Sys, Jee 1 a wk for 56
wks; Clin. l0hrs; dissec,
the Mind, lee 1 a wk for 8 wks in either ad or
Patholand Bacteriol, lee
wks; .Med History and Ethics, lee 1 a wk for
lab 12 a wk for 4 wks.
4th yr; Diseases of Children, lee 1 a_wk for
1 a wk for 56 wks, lab 2
~
7 wks; Gonito-ur disease1:1, lee 1 a wk fur 14
28 wks; Forens ic Med, lee 1 a wk for 14 wks
t_'.r.)
hrs a wk for 56 wks;
wks; Diseases of the .Mind, lee 1 a wk for 8
in
either 3d or 4th yr; Dermatol, lee 1 a wk
Clin, 10 hrs; Dissec,
wks in either 3d or 4th yr; Forensic Med, lee
Cl
H
for 14 wks; Clin 10.
lab12 a wk for 8 wks +.
1 a wk for 14 wks in either 3d or 4th yr;
0
ElectroTherapeu, leclawkfor7wks; Clin 10.
PortlandSchoolfor Risto!, rec 2; Anat, rec 2; Physical examinations at Surg 2; Practice 4; Mat Med 2; Eye and Ear 2
t'-i
Physiol, rec 1; Dissec
hosp 2; Obstet 2; Anat
Medical Instrucfor ½ yr; :Minor Surg 2 for¼ yr (electi.e);
on lower animals latter
4; Mat 1,1ed 2; Mioor
tion, Portland,
Lectures at hosp 2; Med clin at hosp 2; GynU2
part yr.
Surg 2 for½ yr; Physiol
Me. 1899.
ecol 2; Clinics and operations at hosp 2 for 1
0
2; Leo at hosp 2; Surg
term; Lectures and clinics at hosp-, !. hrs 1
l:I:
clb and operations 2 a
term; Bacterial and clin Micros at hosp 1 for
0
wk in 1st term, 1 a wkin
!\- _yr; Patbol and Path Histol at hosp 1;
0
2d term; Lee at hosp 1;
Diseases and Injuries of the Genito-ur Ort'-i
Dissec at close of term.
gan~, lee 5 for½ yr.
?2
BaJtimore Modicnl Biol (including compn.ra- Hnman .Anat, l ee 3, lab 5; Practice, lee or rec 1, clin 1, hosp and dispen Practice, lee 3, clin 1, hosp and dispen practice
tivo auat and embryo!),
:1: Surgery, lee 2, hosp and dispen practice
Physiol, l ee 2, clemonCollege. Bal ti3; Surg, lee 1, hosp and clispen 3; Clili surg
lee 3, lab ?; Hnman
3; Cliu snrg, clin 1, hosp H,nd dispeu practice;
stra 1, lab 2; Pathol,
roore, Md. 1898l; Obstet, lee 1, lab 1, clin; Neurol.iec 1, cliu
Anat, lee J. lab from 3 to
Obstet, l ee 2, clin (10 to 15 cases by each stulee 2, lab 3; Chem, lee
1. hosp and dispen; Therapeu, lee 3; Eye and
99.
5 p. m. in Feb ancl Mar;
dent during session); Gynecol, l ee l, clin 2,
3, lab 2; Mat Med, lee 1,
Ear, lee 1, clin 1, dispen; Gynecol, clin 2, lwsp
r ec 1; Clin.
hosp :111d disp13n practice 6; Nose, throat, an<l
Osteol and Syndesmol,
and disp en 6; :Med diag, lee 1, hosp antl dislee or demonstra. 2; Rischest, lee 1, clin 1, hosp ancl disp en practice
pe~; Hygiene, lee 1 per wk in 1st ii yr; Med
to], lee S, lab 2; Physiol,
S; Therapen. lee 3; Diseases of Chilclre11, l ee
Jun;;prn , l ee 1 per wk in 2d ~ yr; Opcrati,e
lee 2, d emonstr a 1;
2, clin 1. hosp practice; Clin Pathol, lee 1,
O
surg, lee 2, lab 2; Bacteriol, l ee l. lab 2;
Chem, lee 3, lab 2; Cliu.
lab 2; Clin.
~
Dermato1, lee or clin 1; Bandaging; Clin.
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In~titnUon.
olloge of PhyRicin ns 1md Surgeons, Bnl ti more,
.Md. 1898-99.

Jolm11 Hopkins
Uuiver11ity, Medion l Departmen t. 1 Baltimore, .Md. 18991900.

First year.

Seconcl year.

Third year.

Bact.eriol, lee 1, lab 4; Surg, lee 4; Practice, lee 3; Therapeu, l ee 2,
quiz 1 ; Diseases of nervous sys, lee 1; Ob:,tet,
Anat,, lee 3, quiz 2, demlee 2, quiz 1; Surgical 2; Medical 1; Quiz 3;
onstra 1: Hygieue, l ee
Genito-ur Surg, lee 1; Pathol, clin diag in lab
1; Physiol, lee 3, lah 3,
quiz 2; Pharmacol, leo
1; Diseases of Eye, lee 2; Phys Diag, lee 3;
3, quiz ·2; Chem, Org,
Gynecol, lee 1, clin 2; Operative !::,urg 2;
lee .l, pbysiol, lee 1, lab
Mental Diseases, lee 1; Diseases of Ear, lee
3 1 Patho1 and Med Ju1; Diseases of Stomach, lee 1; Pediatrics,
r ispru, lee 2; Pathol,
lee 1; Derma to], lee 1.
quiz 2, lab 2; Dissec 6.
Osteol , lee and lab Oct 1 to Anat, sys anat, Nov 15 to Practice,phys diag, twice a wk for each section,
Nov. 15, afteruoons;
Mar 15 forenoons, regen sympt.orn atol of disease, dispen work
Sys A nat, Nov 15 to
irional anat, Jan 1 to
with clin 3 days a wk, clin in hosp 1 a wk,
Mn.1· 15, afternoons;
Mar 15 forenoons, conrec 1 a wk; Clin Micros, lab 3 to 5 in 3 days
Conferences in Anat,
ferences in auat, Nov 15
of wk; Surg, · dispen work with clin,
Nov 15 to 1ilar 15, 3
to Mar 15, 3 t,imes aw k ;
mornings 3 days a wk, clin at hosp 10 to 1,
t imes a wk; Histol and
N eurol, lee Feb 1 to Mar
once a wk, rec 1 a wk, lab work in surg
Ristogenesis, Oct 15 to
15, 3 times a wk, 9
pathol 3 to 5, twice a wk, prac course in operaNov 15 forenool\s f. Maoo'clock, advanced work
tive surg, surg anat and operations on carosoopio Organo , Nov
and original investigadaver Jan 1 to Mar 15, twice awk; Obstet,
15 to F eb 1, Friday
tion, Oct 1 to June 1
lee, rec and demonstra 3 times a wk, lab and
mornings: Microscopic
daily (limited no. of
manikin exercises, 2 hrs twice a wk; DisOrgan ur, Nov 15 to Feb.
students); Pbysiol, Oct
eases of Nervous System, dis pen 10.30 to 12
1, 3 forenoons a wk;
1 to Xmas, lab work in
daily, 1 a wk for each section, clin 1 a wk, r ec
.Neurol, Feb 1 to Mar 15,
sec, 2 a wk 10 to 1, lee
1 a w k; Pharmacy, lee an,l demonstra, 2 a wk
3 forenoons a wk; Semiand rec 9 to 10, 5 a wk;
for 3 mos; Prac Therapeu and Dietetics, lee,
nary, Nov 1 to Feb 1,
Bacteriol, 0 o t 1 to
demonstra and conferences, 2 a wk; Hygiene,
Frictay, 12 o'clock (limX mas, lab 2 to 5 in 3
lee and demonstra on special topics, 1 a wk
ite<l students) ; Addays of wk, rec 1 a wk,
· for 2 mos; History of Med, lee attended by
vanced work, Mar 15 to
l eo on infection and
all students.
June 1, daily (limited
immunity,once or twice
no. of students) ; Phya wk; Patbol (and postsiol, Jan 1 to June 1,
mortem exam, gen
l ee rec and demons t ra,
pathol, patbol anat and
11 a. Ill. to 1 p. m. twice
liistol anrl pathol demweekly until Mar 15, 5
onstra), Jan l to June 1,
clnys a wk after Mar
lab 2 to 5 in 3 days of
15; Pbysiol Chem, lab,
wk, rec 1 a wk, lee 1 or
Mar 1 to June 1, after2 a wk, post-mortem ex,
noons 5 days a wk, lee
clemonstra of gross mor2 or 3 a wk after Mar
bid specimens 1 a wk ;
1, rec 1 a week after
Pharmacol and Toxi col,
Jan 1 to June 1, lee, lal>,
Mar 1.
Cbom, lee 2, lab 3; His to!,
leo 3, !al> 3; Anat, leo 3,
quiz 2; Hygiene. lee 1 ;
Pby1-1iol, l ee 3, quiz 2;
Disseo 6; Osteol, lee 6;
Mat Med, lee 3, quiz 2;
Embryol, lee 1; Bnoteriol, lee 1.

Fourth year.
.Hosp work 6; Surg 4; Gynecol, lee 1, clin 2;
Pediat, lee 1; Practice, lee 3; Genito-ur Snrg,
lee l; Operative Surg, lee 2; Ward classes,
snrg and gyneool, med, and dispen. 5 hrs;
Dermatol, lee l ; Obst.et, lee 2; Operative Obstet, lee 1, demonstra 1; Diseases of Stomach, lee 1.
t_::::j

Practice, hosp wards (ward work and ward
classes), 8.30 to 10.30 a. m. daily,2 mos for each
section, clin 1 a wk, rec 1 a wk; Surg, hosp
wards and operating room 9 to 12da1ly, 2 mos
for each section, clin 10 to 1, once a wk, rec I
a wk, operative surg, Obstet, hosp wards,
8.30 to 10.30 a. m. daily,2 mos for each section,
out-patient obstet service 2 mos for each section, rec 1 a wk; Gynecol, hosp wards and
operating room 9 to 12 daily 2 mos for each
section, ward classes 2 a wk, touch course 1 a
wk, lee 1 a wk, rec 1 a wk, lab work and clemonstra in Gyneool Pathol 1 a wk; Dermatol,
dispen 2 mos for each section, 2 to 2.30 daily,
lee, rec,ancl clin 1 a wk; Diseases of Children,
clispen 10.30 to 12 da ily, 2 mos for each section,
leo,rec and clin l awk; Genito-urdiseases, dispen 10.30 to 12 daily, 2 mos for each section,
lee, rec, and clin 1 a wk; Laryngol and
Rhinol, dispen 2 to 2.30 daily 2 mos for each
section, lee, rec, and clin 1 a week; Ophthalmol and Otol, clispeu 2 to 3.30 daily 2 mos for
each section, lee, rec, anu clin, 1 a wk; Psychiatry, lee 1 awk, clin at Bay View 1 a wk;
Forensic Med, lee 1 a wk for · 3 mos; Med
Zool, 10 !Pc w~th demonstra. and ]ab work on
Animal Parasites.
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U ll i ye l' Sit, y Qt'
M,"'-rylantl,
SQhooI of Medioine, Baltimor1;1,
;Md,. iaml-09.

P4ysjol. lee aml rec 3,
demonstra 1; ()hem, lee
2, lab G hrs I\ wk ½n;
Anat, lee and roe 8 ; Osteol, tu sections, reo
and dem 1, dissec daily
2½ hrs; Mat Mell. lee,
elem, and rec 2; Normal
Hist-ol 1, lab and demonstra 6 hrs a wk for 2

mo11.

Woman's Medical
College ofBaltimore;Md. 189899.

College of Physicians and Sur-

Chem, lee and rec 2, lab 4;
Pbysiol, lee and rec 2;
Anat, lee anu roe 3;
Embryol, lab 4; Mat
Med, lee and rec 1; Pharmacy, leo l, lab 2; Osteol1 lee and rec 1.
Gen Chern, lee 3 antl lab 7¼
It wk 1st½ yr; Pbysiol
Chem. lee 3 and lab 7! a
wk 2tl i yr; Mat l\1ed,
lee 1 anu reo 1 1st½ yr;
Ph~•siol, lee, rec, lab,
aud demonstrn 4; Biol,
Histol, and Embryo!, leo
nn<l lRb 6 a wk 1st½ yr,
lee and hi.b 3awk 2d½
yr; .An1tt, Oateol, 3 a wk
1st½ yr, dissec 5 a wk
2d ½yr,

d ernonstra, 2 Mternoons
a wk. re.o 1 a wk; A-us0t1ltati1>n and Percussion, pre Umin a r y
~ourse, .Apr 15 to June
1, 10 to 12 twioe a wk.
Physiol, lee and rec 3,
d'.ernonstra 1, surgbandagiµg in sections a hrs;
Tllorapeu . lee and rec 2;
Chem. organic and
physiol. lee 1 and lab 4
a wk for 3 mos; .A.n;it,
lco, reo, demonstra 3,
dissoo iu sectio:is daily
2½ hrs; ll.mbryol and
special Histol, lab and
demonstra 4 hrs; Pathol
and bacterial, leo and
demonstra. 1 and lab 6 a
wk for 3 mos; .Autopsies.
Chem, lee ancl rec 2; Physiol, lee and rec ~; Anat,
lee and rec ::i; Pathol
lee 1; Hygiene, lee and
rec 1; Mat Med, lee an<l
rec 2; Histol, lee 1, lab
1; .Bacterial, lab 4.

Practice, lee aucl rec 3, clin 2; Dlseases of Children , le~ ancl rec 1, clin 1; Diseases Qf W, omeu,
lee 1, elm 1; Med J·urispru and Hyg~eue 1;
Phy& diag in sections 1; Eye a.nd Ear 1lseases,
lee 1, olin 1; Surg, let a:Qd rec 3, elm lee 3,
clemonstra in sections 1; Obstet, l ee 2, demonst,ra 1, clin 1; Therapeu, l ee and rec 2;
Diseases of Nervous System, clin 1; Diseases
of Throat and Nose, clin 1; Diseases of Skin 1.

Practi~e, lee ancl rec 3, oli:p lee,. ward and dieiperi rnstruc; Diseases of Clpldren, l~<l and
reo 1, elm lee aml clispeu in&t,ruc; Diseases
of ·women, lee ancl rec 1, clin lee, ward &nd
{lispeIJs ins true; Eye and Ear .diseas~s,, lee
1, clin le~ 1, demonstra; Clin Surg, elm conferences m surg; Genito-t1r Surg; Obstet,
elm conferepc~s 1, attepdanc!l. upon. labor
cases,. ward. visits; Special ollD,; Olm laQ
class m sections 2 1:µ-s.
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Practice, lee and rec 2, clin 1; Obstet, lee and
re_c 3; Patho 1, lee 1, lab 4; Surg, lee an~ rec 2,
elm 2; Operative Surg, lee and rQc 1; Diseases
of Women, Jee and rec 2, clin 1; Mat Med, lee
and rec 2; Diseases of E.,e and Ear, lee and
rec 1, clin 1; Di senses of Children, lee and
1·eo 2, clin 1 · Phys Diag, l ee and rec 1 ; Med
J urispru, lee and rec 1; Olin on Stomach 1.

Practice, lee and rec 2, clin 1; Surg, lee and
rec 2, Qlin 2; Diseases of W omeu, lee and
rec 2, clin 1; Diseases of Ey~ and Ear, lee
and rec 1, olin 1; Psychiatry, lee and re.o t
olin 1; Obstet, lee an'd reo 2, cllu 1; Diseases
of Cbild.ren, lee and rec 2, clin 1; :Neurol, lee
and roe 1; Clinic on Stomach, 1; Nose and
Throat cliIJics 1; Clin Micros 1, + 2 hrs a
wk after Feb. 1.
Olin 7; Elective 3; Snrg, operative and clin,
lee or rec 2; Gynecol and Abdqm Sitrg, lee
1; .N e urol, lee 1; Practice, lee 2, rec 1; Ophthalmol, lee 1 a wk 1st ½ y-l'; Pedfa,t, lee 1 a
wk 1st½ yr; Otol, lee 1 a wk 2d ½:rr; Genitour Surg, lee 1 a wk 2d ½ yr, Obstet, lee 1 ~
wk 1st½ yr; Med J urispru',lec 1 a wk 2d ½yr.

Mat Med, lee or rec 1 a Pathol, re.c 3 i Olin 6; Phys Diag Olin, rec 1;
wk 1st½ yr; 'l'herapeu,
Laryngol, lee and r ec 1 a wk 1st ½ yr; Derlee or rec 2 a wk 2d ½
mntol and Syphilis, lee 2 a wk 1st½ yr; Qper~~ss.'
yr; Hygiene, lee 2 a. wk
a~ive Surg, lee 1 ii,nd rec 1 a wk 2d ½yr; E lec1st! yr; Phys di.ig, lee
tive (clinics), 1 a wk lst ½yr, 2 a wk 2d ½yr;
or din 1 a wk 2d ½yr;
Surg, lee l; Practice, lee 2; Obstet, l ee 2,
I3acteriul and Pathol,
rec l,
lee 2, lab 5; .Anthropometry, lee 1 a wk 1st
½yr; Electives, lee or
exercises 2 a wk 1st ½
yr, lee or exercise 1 a
wk 2d ½yr; Histol, lee
3; Physiol, lee 3; .Anat,
exercises 3 a wk 1st ½
yr.
1 For work in hospital wards ancl dispensary the fourth-year class is clivir1ed into four sections each serving two months as clinical clerks or surgical dressero in the
:Medical, Surgical, Gynecological and Obstetrical Wards of hospital and also two months in sp~oial departments of dispensary, viz, Dermatological, Genito-urinary,
Laryugological and llhlnological, Ophthalmological and Otologioal, and Pediatric.
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nstitution.
Harvard Universit:,, Modica!
Soliool, Boston,
1\111ss. 1898-99. 1

Tufts College .Medical School, Boston, 1\1.ass. 18991900.

University of
Michigan, DepartmentofMedicine and Surgery (regular),
.A.nn Arbor,
Mich. 1898-99.

First year.

Second year.

Third year.

.A.oat, 4 n, wk till jan, 3 a
wk in Jm1, ProfD1dght
2 a wk after Nov, rec 1;
Prao auat with dissec 8
]1rs dailyOct15til1May
iu sections, demonstra;
Histol, l ee 1 a wk 1st½
yr, la b 2 a. wk 1s t ½ yr;
Bacteriol, l ee 18 in j!(l ~
yr, lab 18 in 2d ½ yr;
Pbysiol, 4 a wk in 1st!
yr, 6 a wk in 2d ½ yr,
lab 3 a wk; Chem, 2 a
wk in 1st½ yr, 1 a wk in
2d ½yr, clin 2, Jab daily.
(See footnote on n ext
page.)

.A.nat, 2 a wk till Jan, 3 a
wk in 2d term; Surg
Bandage, etc, 1st term,
r ec insurgpatbol 2 awk
in 1st term, l ab 2 a wk
2cl term; Theory and
.Practice of Physic 2,
clin 1, auscultation and
percussion 6 a week 1st
½yr, bedside ins true;
TherapeuandMatMed,
2; Pathol 2, special patbol with demonstra
and rec 2, lab 2 a wk till
Mar; Autopsies.
(See footnote on next
page.)

Surg, lee and rec 3; Orthopedic Surg, lee 1 a wk
for 4 mos, clin quizzes 3 a wk for 4 mos, clin
exercises (elective) z a wk for 4 mosor4awk
in sections for 4 mos; Clio Surg, conference
1 a week from Oct till May, clin visits in
hosp 1 and in small sections dail_y; Derrnatol,
l ee l, clin 1 ; Theory and. practice of physic,
lee 2, clin lee 2, clin 4; N eurol, clin 1 a week
1st term, 2 a week 2d term; Psychiatry, lee 1
a week 2d ½yr; Pediatrics, l ee 3 a wk till
Jan, 1 a wk after Jan, clln 2 a wk in Feb,
Mar, and Apr, rec 2 a wk in Jan and 3 a, wk
in May, pbys exam 1 a wk Nov to .A.pr inclusive; Contagious Diseases 3 a wk Oct to
Jan inclusive; Obstet, lee 2, rec 1, prac exercises; Gynecol, l ee or rec 2 a wk 1st ½ yr,
clin 6 a wk till Apr, then 3 a wk.

.A.nat, lee, rec, demonstra,
dissec 5; Physiol, lee,
dissec, lab 3; Risto!,
lee and lab 4; Gen Chem,
l ee and lab 5.

Osteology, Jee and r ec 2 a
wk 1s t½ y r: Gen Anat,
lee and r ec 2, la b 4 hrs a
day for 12 wks; Gen
Cbem, l ee and r ec 5 hrs
a wk 1st½ yr, l a b 4 hr'.!
a day for 12 wks; Orgame Chem, Joe and rec
5 hrs a wk 2d ½ yr;
QunJ1tative A n alysis,
lee and 1·eo 2 a wk 1st i

:Fourth year.
.A.oat (elective), Embryo!, Histol (elective); Bacterial, advanced (elective) 6 a wk till Jan;
Physiol, advanced (elective) 2; Chem (elective) 2 ½days a wk; Clin Surg, l ee 2, visits 2,
operations 2, surg diag 1, surg emergencies;
Exercises illustrated upon cadaver twice a wk
in Nov and Dec; Clin dermatol 2; Syphilis,
lee 1 a wk in 1st½ yr, clin 3 a wk in 1st½ yr;
Clin Med 2, conference 1, dispen 2 a wli 2d ½
:vr; Neural, din 3a week 1st½ yr, 2 a wk 2d½ y r;
Psychiatry, clin 1 a wk 2d ½yr; Gynecol, clin
2, conference 1 aw k 2d ½yr, lecture on ovarian
tumors 1 a wk for 6 wks; Ophthalmol, lee 1 a
wk 1st½ yr, clin 8 a wk 1st ½yr, 4 a wk 2d ·~ sr;
Otol, lee 2 a wk till Jan, clin 3 a wk 1st½ yr, 6
a wk 2d ½yr, rec on anat of ear 2 a wk in Oct;
Throat and Nose, pracexercises 3, lee 1; Orthopedics, lee 1 a wk 1st½ yr, clin 3 a wk l st½ yr,
6 a wk 2d ½ yr (elective); Hygiene, lee and
clemonstra :.I a wk 2d ½ yr, lab 3 (elective);
Genito- ur Diseases 1 ; Legal M ed 3 aw k 1st ½
yr; Municipal Sanitation 2 a wk in Feb and
Mar; Clin Microscopy, lab 3; Etiol of Infec
Diseases 2 a wk 2d ½yr; Cookery 2 a wk for
lmo.
Clin Med 4; Clin Surg, lee, rec, demonstra, clin,
6; Ophthalmol, lee and clin 1; Otol, lee and
clin 2; N enrol, lee 1; Derma to1, clin 2 a wk for
l::l wks; Laryngol and Rhinol, lee and clin 4 a
wkfor3mos; DiseasesoftbeRectum; Genitour Diseases; Orthopedic Surg, l ee and clin 2;
Mental Diseases, lee 1; Electro-t.herapeu; Legal Med, lee 1 a wk during 1st ½yr.

Patbol, lee, demonstra, Practice, lee and rec 3; Surg, lee and rec 6; Obl ab 5; Bacterial, lee
stet, lee, r ec, conferences, clin, bedside mand lab 4; Applied
struc 3; Abdom Surg, lee 1 a wk for 21 wks;
.A.nat, l ee and rec; Mat
Gynecol, lee, rec, clin 3; Pecliat, lee and demMell and Therapen, lee
onstra 2; Hygiene.
and rec 3; Med Chem
and Toxicol, lee and lab,
6 hrs required, 20 hrs
optional.
.A.nat of Nervous System, Practice, lee and rec ,t; Clin Med, lab and Practice, lee and rec 2 : Internal Med, clin 4;
lee autl r ec 3 a wk 1st½
demonstra 24 hrs a wk for 5 wk<,; Gen Surii:,
i::iurg, lee and rec 3, clin 2 afternoons per wli::
yr; Region al .A.nat, rec
lee and r ec 2, cliu 2, lab and d emonstra 24 hi·s
Obstet and Gynecol, lee and rec 3, elm 2
and lee 1 a wk 2d ¼yr;
a wk for 5 wks; Mat M ecl and Therapeu, lee
afternoons per wk; Diseases of the Nervous
Surg .A.nat, l ee and rec
and rec 5; Gen Pathol, lee and rec 2 a wk 1st
System, lee ancl rec 2; Dermatol and Syphilol.
½ yr, l ab and demonstra 24 hrs a wk for 8
1 a wk 2d ½ yr; .Anat,
lee and rec 2, elin 2; Opbtbalmol, Otol, ancl
wks; Obstet, lee and rec 4 a wk 2d ½yr, lab
lab 4 hrs a day for 12
Laryngol, Jee and rec 2, clin 2 afterno_ons per
and clemonstra 12 hrs a wk for 5 wks; Gynewk• M ed Jnrispru, 20 lectures durmg the
wks; Physiol, lee and
yea~; Bedside and dispen ins tru e; Special
col, l ab and demonstra 12 hrs a wk for 5 wks,
rec 5, lab lG brs a wk
l ee.
clin 2· Nervous Diseases, lab and demonstra
for 6 wks; Ilygiene, lee
24 hr~ a wk for 5 wks, clin l; Internal Med,
and rec 3 a wk 1st½ yr,
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yr; Histol, l ee and rec
4awk2d½yr; Physics,
l ee aml rec 4 awk 2d ½
yr; Bacteriol, lee ancl
r ec 4 a wk 1st ½ yr, lab
4 hrs a cfay for 12 wks.

University of
0

~o

~lfff:·M1!t

ica l College, Aim
Arb or, Mich.
1899-1900 .

Detroit College of
Med i cin c, D etro it , Mich .
1899-1900.

Practice, lee and rec 1 a
wk 1st½ yr; Osteol, lee
and rec 2 a wk 1st½ yr;
Gen Anat, l ee and rec 2,
fab 24 hrs a wk for 12
,vks; Gen Chem, l ee
ancl r ec 5 a wk 1st½ yr;
Organic Chem, lee and
rec 5 a wk 2d ½ yr;
Chem, l ab 24 hrs a wk
for 12 wks; Baoteriol,
lee and rec 4 a wk 1st½
yr, l:tb 24 hrs a wk for
12 wks; Mat Med, l ee
and rec 2 a wk 2<1 ¼.YT;
Pharmacy, l ee and rec
1 a wk 2cl ½ yr; Physi cs, l ee an d r ec 4 a wk
2d ½ y r; Ristol, l ee anu
rec 4 a -wk 2d ½yr.
.Anat, lee aucl r ec 3, lab tl
a wk for 12 wks; Physiol, l ee and r ec 3; Med
Clin 3; Gen Chem, l ee
aud rec 3, l ab 6 a wk
for 8 wks; Mat Merl,
l ee arn l r ec 2; Ilistol,
lee all(l r ec 2, la,b 6 a wk
for 8 wks; Cliu 2; Embryo!, leo ancl rec 1 ;
Surg Clin 2; Biol, lee
ancl rec 1.

2awk2cH•yr; Embryol,
4 a wk 1st½ yr ; Physiol
Chem, lee and rec 3 a
wk 2d ½ yr, lab 4 hr'! a
dav for 12 wks; Gen
Path ol, lee aud rec 2 a
wk 2d ¼yr; Histol, l ab
4 hrs a day for 6 wks;
Electro-therapeu, lab 4
hrs a day for 6 wks.
Mat Med, lee and r ec 2;
Minor Gyneco1, loo and
rec 1; Practice, l ee and
rec 1; Theory an d Practice, lee and rec 1; Surg,
lee nud rec 2; Physio1,
lee a ncl rec 5; H ygiene,
l ee and rec 3 a wk 1st
¼ yr, 2 a wk 2d ½ yr;
:Embryol, l ee and rec 4
a wk 1st½ yr ; Ph:ysiol
Chem, lee a,n d rec 3 a
wk 2d ½yr, lab 24 lirs a
wk for 12 wks; .Anat,
lab 24 lirs a wk for 12
wks; Histol, l a b 24 hrs
a wk for 6 wks.

olin 2; Ophtbalmol, Otol, and Laryngol , lnb
and d emonstra 2-1 hrs a wk for 5 wks; Ophthalmol, clin 2; Practical Pbarmacol, 16 hrs a
wk for G wks.

0

Practice, lee and rec 3, clin 3; Surg, lee and
re_o 3, olin 4; Gynecol, major, lee a nd rec 2,
elm 4; G_ynecol , minol', l ee and rec 1; Obstet,
lee anrl r ec 2; Mat Me<l, lee and r ec 3; Ophth_almol, Oto!, and Laryngol, leo and rec 2,
elm 4; Patbol Histol, lee and r ec 2; Prac
.Pathol, lab 24 hrs a wk for 8 wks.

Practice, lee and rec 3; Ophthalmol, lee and
r ec 1; G;ynecol, lee and rec 2 a wk 1st½ yr and
3 a wk 2d ½yr, clin 2; Mat Med, lee and rec
2 a wk Jst ½yr and 3 r, wk 2d ½yr; Snrg, lee
and r ec 3 a wk 1st ½ y r and 4 a wk 2d ½yr,
clin 2; Nervous Diseases and clin, l ee and
rec 1; Med Clin 2; ClinicR, Eye, Ear, Nose,
and Throat, 2; Otol, lee and r ec 1 a wk 1st½
yr; Obstet, 1 a wk 1st½ yr; Laryngol, 1 a wk
2d ½yr; Homeopathy, lee and rec 1 a wk 1st
½yr; Med .Jurispru, 1 a wk 2d ½yr.

D escriptive .Anat, l ee and Minor Snrg, lee and rec 1 a wk for ½yr; Prin of Surg, lee and rec 3; Orthopedic Surg, lee and
rec 2, lab 12 a wk for 12
rec 1 a wk for ¼ y r; Operative Sur_g-, 3 a wk
Sur~, l ee and r ec l ; Operath-e Surg, lee and
wks; Physiol, lee ancl
for 8 wks; Therap eu, lee and rec l; Med Clin
r ec 1; Genito-ur diseases, lee and r ec 1 a wk
r ec 3; M edClinl:I; Hy3; Section Clinics 6; Surg Clin 2; Clinics 3;
for½ yr; Therapeu, l ee and r ec 1; Mecl Olin
clro-Therapeu, l ee and
Practice, l ee ancl rec 3 ; Laryng ol, lee and r ec
3; Practice, lee and rec 3; Special Pathol, Jee
rec 1; Patbol, l ee ancl
J ; Pediat, l ee and r ec 1; Ophthalmol and
and rec 1; Pathol of n er vous sys, lee and
r ec 2; Bacteriol, lee ancl
Otol, lee and r ec l ; Obstet, loo and r ec ? ;
r ec 1; Clinics 2; Pathol la b 12 a wk for 8
i·eo 2, la b 12 hrs a wk
Gynecol, l ee and r ec 1 ; Phys Diag, l ee and
wks; Med .Jurispru, lee and rec 1 ; Obstet,
for 12 wks; Mat M ed
rec 1; Dermato 1, leo ancl r ec 1; N eurol, lee
l ee and rec 2; Pbysiol Chem , lee an<l rec 1;
l ee a.nd rec 2; Clini cs
and r ec 1.
Ph ysiol lab 12 a wk for 8 wks: Ophthalmol
Ori Chem, lee and rec
and Otol, l eo and r ec J ; S urg Olin 2; Experi2, 1ab 12 a wk for 12
mental Pharmaool, l ee a ncl rec 1; Physical
wks; Surg Olin 2; H vDiag, l ee ancl r ec l; Dietetics, l ee and rec 1.
giene, l ee and r ec l;
E leotro-Therapeu, l ee
and rec 1; Surg .A.nat,
l ee and r ec 1.
i Since thi~ synopsis was p1;epared the .Announc~meut for 1900 h~s 1:>een received, which says : "Be,o-inning with this year (1899-1900) a n ew arran~ement of the subJects
ta.ngbt in the first two years "flll be_ followed. Darm~ the firs~ haH of the first _year the students will devote_ their time ent~rely t o Anatomy ancl t~1e correlated su bJect s
Histology and Embry?logy, and durmg t h_e secon?- halt of the first year t~ Physiology and Physiological Chemis try. '.rhey will devote the firs~ l_rnlt of the second yea r to
]'athology ancl Bactenol,ogy, and the remamder of. the second y ear to a_vanety of su_b.i,ects which moro p~rticularly prepare the student for _the cl:~1 cal work of the third and
fonrtb years." In the iourth year the course van~s each month, and 1s therefore d1fiicult to describe bri efly. Th er e are also several elective subJ ects.
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III.-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS.,--Continued.
Institution.

First yenr.

Second year.

Third year.

Hamline 1T11iYCr•
sity, Collego of
Met1icino (Min11eapoli1:1 Collc,ge
of
Ph:,sici.u1s
n, n cl Snqreons),
Minnen.polis,
Minn. 1898-99.

A.oat, lee, rec, antl d emons trn. 3, disseo 6; liistol
nod Embryo!, lee aud
rec 2, lab 6 nml 1·ec;
Physiol, lee, rec, and
clemonstra 4; Cl1em, lee
3, Jab 4 and reo; JI.fat
Med, leo2.

Auat, lee, rec, and deroonstra 2, disseo; Physiol, lee 4, lab irnd rec;
Chem, lee 2, rec, lab 3;
Mat MNl, lee 2; Pathol,
lee 2, rec 2, lab 4; Clin
Snrg, apparatus and
bandaging at hosp, clin
2.

Surg Anat, lee and demonstra, 1 a wk for½ yr;
Patbol, lee 2, olin pathol 1, lab 4, -rec 2; Bacteriol, lee 2, rec 1, lab 2; 'l'herapeu, lee, quiz,
<lemonstra, aud clin 2; Practice, lee 2; Diseases of Chest, lee l; Phys Diag and Olin
Med, lee l, clin 2 in hosp; DP-nnatol, lee and
clin 1 a wk for½ yr; Genito-ur di,:eases, lee
and clin 1 a wk for½ yr, section clin at hosp
and dis pen 1; Surg, practice lee 2, 'principles
lee 1, apparatus and banda~ing; Obstet, lee
3, olin; Gynecol, l ee 2, rec · and demonstra,
gen olin 1; Pediat, lee 1, clin at hosp in sections weekly.

niversity of the
Stato of Mis-

:i~~t ~ tre~t
0

oioe, Columbia,
~fo. 1899-1900.

Knnsns Cit~- Metlical Uollege, KnnR:11:1 C i t y , :llo.
1897-98.

Med ico-Cbirmgicn.l College, Kansas City, Mo.
1899-1900.

Physiol, lee and lab 6;
Pathol Anat, lee and lab
3; Surg Anat, lee and
rec Ha wk 1st½ yr; Re gional Anat, lee ancl rec
3 a wk 2cl ½yr; Toxicol,
lee and rec ancl lab 3 a
wk 1st½ yr; Mat Med,
lee and rec 3 a wk 2d ¼

Physiol, lee 3; Rec 2; Osteol, lee 2; ..<.\.nat, lee 4;
Mat Med anu therapeu,
lee 2, rec 1; Chem, Jee 2,
lab 2; His to I, lab 2;
Bamlngin~ 1; DisprnRary 2; Med aud sm·g
clin 7; Phys Diag 1;
Disseo 12½,

Surg, lP.o 5, olin 4; Prac- Surg, lee 5, clin in sections 5; Practice, lee 3,
tice, lee 3, clin '5; Surg
olin 2; Anat, lee l ; Patbol, lee in sections 2,
Patl1ol 1 lee 2; Physiol,
surg pathol 2; N eurol, l ee 1, clin 1; Diseases
lee 3; Rec 1; N enrol,
of Children, lee 1, clin l; Abdom Surg, lee 1;
lee 1; A n a t , lee 4;
Diseases of Skin, lee 1; Laryngol, lee 1;
Therapeu, lee 2; Chem,
Applied Tberapeu, lee 1; Obste't, lee 2, din 1;
loo 2, lab 2; Obstet, lee
Gy:ueool, clin 5; Opht.b,.Jmol, olin 2; Genito2 ; Difieases of Oh ildren,
ur diseases, lee 1; Med Jurispru 1; Obstet 2;
clin 1; Med and surg
Operative obstet, 1 hr a wk alternate wks,
clin 8; Chem and Risdiag 1.
to!, lab in sections 4;
l3andaging l; Dissec
12~.
Ann,t , leoanddemonstra2; Practice. lee 2, olin 3; Gen Surg, lee 2, olin 2;
Pri11 Suri!; and Surg Pathol, lee 1; N eurol. lee
Surg 1t11at 1; l:'h.y~iol
lee and rec 2; Toxiool l;
1; Orthopedic Surg-, lee 1; Gynecol, l ee 1,
clin 1; 01:>stct, lee 2: 'l'hernpeu, lee 2;
Pa,thol 4, lee and demGenito-ur aml >'enereal diseases, lee 1, eliu 1;
onstrit, autopsies anu

Anat, oompar aml lll'ac,
lee anrl rec 3; Physiol,
ko 8; Ohem, loo and
roe 2, lab 4; Mat Med,
l €'o androc2; I'hurmaoy,

Fourth year.

Practice, leo 2, rec; Diseases of Chest, lee l;
Phys Diag and Ulin Med, lee 1, gen an<l sec
clin 2; N eurol, kc, olin, and demoustra 1;
Psyohol Meu, lee 1 a wk for½ yr; Snrg, practice lee 2, principles lee 1, apparatus and bandaging; Ophthalmol ancl Otol, lee 1, clin .in
sections 2, clin 3; Lar,vngol and Rhinol, lee
and clin lee, olin in seot,ions at hosp and dispen; Operative Surg, 1 a wk for ½ yr; Clin
Surg at hosp 2·; Obstet, lee 11, olin; Gynecol,
lee 2, reo and demonstra, olin in sections 2,
gen clin 1; Mecl J'urispru, lee 1; Dental
Pathol and Tberapeu, lee 1 a wk for 12 wks,
clin demonstra at dispen in sections 1 a wk
for 12 wks.
Practice, lee and rec 3; l3aoteriol, lee, rec, antl Olin Med 3; Cli!! Surg 3; Obstet, lee and rec 3
lab 3; Olin Pathol, lee 2 aud lab 1 a wk l st ½.
a wk lRt ½yr; Gynecol, lee and rec 3 a wk 2d
yr; Hygiene, lee 3 a wlc 2d ½ yr; Surg, lee
½yr; Cbiltlren 's Diseases, lee and rec 3 a wk
and rec 3 a wk 1st ½yr; Obstet, lee aml rec
1st ½ yr; Eleotro-Therapeu, lee and rec 3 a
3 a wk 2d i yr; Therapeu, lee and rec 3 a wk
wk, lab; Dermatol, lee and rec 3 a wk 1st½ yr.
1st½ yr; viseases of the Eye and Ear, lee
and rec 3 a wk 2d ½yr.

Auat, lee and rec and lab
6; Histol, lee and rec 3;
Chem, lee and reo 3, lab
2; Physics, lee and rec
and lab 3; Osteol and
Syndesmol, lee and reo
3 a wk lRt ½ yr; Ernbryol, lee 1 and'. lab 2 a
wk 2u ½YT•
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G.,·necol, lee l , elin 1 ; Genito-ur and venereal
diseases, l ee 1, clin 1; Dermatol, lee l, clin 1 ;
Eye and E,tr, lee 2, elin l; .Nose anrl Throat,

JtJo all(l tl emons tra 1 ;
Embryo], lee anu clemonstra l; Normal
Ilistol, lee nnd rec 2, lab
2; Gen Hygiene, Jee 1.
Unh-ersity Medi•
cal College, Kansas C i t y , Mo.
1898-99.

Woma,n 's Medical
Oolle1,te_\ Kansas
City, mo. 189899.

Marion-Sims College of Medicine,
St. Louis, Mo.
1899-1000:

Anat, lee 3, dissecl0; Mat
Metl, lee 3; .Pbysiol, lee
3; Chem, lee 3, l::tb 2,
rco 3; E:iurg <\res'g li
Pharmac~ ~; ~istol, lee
1, laR 1; f ractice, lee. t,

.Anat, lee 3; Physiol, leo
3; Histol and Micros;
llfat Med; Cbem; Lab;
Pharmacy, Nomencl11tnre; lJisseo, entire
body in 2 yrs.

.Anat, l ee 2, rec 2, demonstrri, Qll oad;iser, lab
work in dissec 15 hrs n,
wk for 8 or 10 wks;
Ph.ysiol, lee 4 a wk for¼
yr, reo 2 a wk for yr,
demonstr11, in con,1unction with lee; II1org
Chem. leo 2 roe 1, demonstr11> in oopjunction
with l ee, lnb work 4;
Oi,teol anrl A.rthrol, Jee
1, rec 1 and demonstra;
Normal Histol, leo 3 a
wk for½ yr, rec 1 a wk
for ½yr, demonstra allfl
lnb 4; Embryo!, lee 1
and demonstra.

t

demonstra a n d lab;
Therapeu, lee alld r ec 2;
Qbsttt, le0 and r ec 2 1
Phys Dfog, lee and demonstr11 1;. Minor. Surg
1, b!lJldagmg; Clin, lee

D erma to!, lee 1 c1in 1; Eve ancl Ear, l ee 2,
clin 3; Nose and Tltroat, iec 1, clin l; Bae•
teriol, 1 a wk for½ yr, lab; Clin Micros,_ l a
·\Yk for 2d ½yr; Med .Jurispru 1; Phys Diag,
leo. 1.

lee 1, clin 1: Diseases of Children, l ee 1, clin
l; Rectal Diseases . lee 1; Dispen Work, 2
each day throughout yr.

lU.

.Allat, lee S, &urg anat 1, .Anat, dissec 10 suro- anat 1; Practice, lee 2,
dissec 10; Mat Med, lee
mec~ cliu 3; S~1rg, I7ic 3, clin 3; Hygiene, lee
3; Physiol. lee 3; Chem,
J; Crynecol, lee 1 · Obstet, ler 2; Me<l. .J ul'lS·
lee 3; l'ractice, lee 3,
J~ru, lep 1; Dise~ses of Children, clin 1 ;
me!i clin 3; Eye nncl
P!Jys Diag 1; ];ye and Ear, lee 1, clin 1;
Ear, leo 1, clin 1; GyneN ~urol, lee 2; Baoteriol 1; 'J'lm~,~t and chest,
col, lee 1: Ollstet, lee 2; • clin l; Genito-ur, olin 1; Dermatol, clin 1.
Snrg, lee 3~ clin 5½; Diseasl')s of Onildren, clin
1; Neurol, lee 2; Phys
Diag 1: Throat a n d
chest, clin l; Pathol,
lep 1 i Genito-nr, clin
1¼; Dllr!llfltQl, clin l½,
Descrip and Surg- .Anat, Practice and Clin Med; Snrg and clln surg,
lee 3; l3actenol and . through course; Obstet a.pd Clin Obstet; Disl'a,thol; Pbysiol, lee 3;
eases of ,vomen; Disease!3 of t4e .Minrl a11d
Mat .Mecl and Tberapeu;
n~rvous sys; Disenses of Nose ancl 'l'hro!lt;
Cµemand Urinary .AnalDiseases of Children; Diseases of Eye and
ysis; Practice; Snrp:;
Ear, lee 1; Diseases of Skin; Med .Jurispru;
Olin Surg· Ner,·ons
Hygiene; Diseases of Genito-ur; Pathol and
Diseases 2; Obstet; DisBacteriol; Gen Clin.
eases of Women ancl
Children; Clin Med and
Gen Clin.
.Anat, lee 2, rec 1, demon- Practice, lee 4 clin lee 3; Surg, lee 4, clin lee 3,
stra on cadaver, lab
lal) work 1 hr a wk in bandagina and prepawork in dissec 15 hrs o,
ration of surg clressmgs; Pat:lO'l Aunt, lee 2,
wk for 8 or 10 wks;
demonstra 4 • Therape11, lee 1; Obstet and
Physiol, lee 2, rec 1, lab
Pelvic .Auat.' leo 1: l>iaen.ses ot' Chei:it. lee 1;
1 and demoustra; Org
Prac Diao, clin instruo at hosp 1; Baoteripl
Chem, lee 1, reo 1, lab 1
alld !I:y~i'erie, leo 2, lab 2 an~demonstm; Di~alld deruonstm; Pathol,
eases or Children, leo 1; C!tn Chem and }41lee 2, roe 1; Pathol.Auat,
?ros, lee 1, la.h 1 and clemonstra; Stng dres,i ·
lab 4; Mat Med, lee 2,
rngs, leo 1 and lab; Ophthalmol, lee 1; Otol,
·rec l, aQd demonstra;
lee 1.
n1Y.S Diag, leo 1; Gen
Moel, clin lee 3; Gen
Surg, clin lee 3; .Anat of
Eye and Ear, lee 1 a wk
fort. yr and clomonstra
in diesoc room.
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Pra,ctice, lee 4, clin leo a, and demonstra; Surg,
lee 4, clin lee 3, pra·c clin instrq.c to sections
aud lab work iq operatjve sui'g ·on cadaver;
Gvnecol and Pelvic Diseases. lee~. clin lee l,
arid qew01ii,trn, to sections; Obstet, leQ 8, rec
1, and clemonst,ra (h.101 copfinements arid clemonstra of sig:ns of pregpancy) ; Di,i13a13es of
the Cb.iist, cli u lee 1: D,isease1:1 of Q!Jildren,
clin lee 1, demm;1stra to sectious; Diseases of
Nose a.n d Thro1,1,t, lee 1. clin leo 1, and demo11stra to se0tiOilS; Ophthalmol a:pd Oto I, clin
lee 1 , and dernoustra 1 bra w~; Gen\to-ur diseases, loc 1, clin leo 1 l1r alt wk; Ment1tl and
n orvuns diseases, lee 2, cli:µ lee 1; Med .Jurisprn, lee 1; DermatQ.l and Syphilis, lee 2, clin
lee l hr alt wk, and dernonstra to sec; Railway Surg, lee 1.
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UL-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS-Continued.
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l11stitntion.

First ye:ir.

Second year.

Third year.

Tho St.Louis 11.[ecl-

Gen Chem, lee and demonstra 3 hrs a wk 1st term,
lab 4 n wk 1st term, lab
in Qualita .Anal 7 hrs a
wk 2d term; Osteol and
Syndesmol. l ee and den,011stra 3; Descrip .Anat,
lee and demonstra 3;
Dissec 8; Ilistol. lab 6;

Descrip .Anat, l ee and
demonstra 3; Regional
.Anat, 2 a wk 1st term;
Dissec, l ab 8; Physiol,
l oo and d emonstra and
confer ences, 4 hrs a wk
1st term, lab '4 hrs a wk
1st term; Pathol, lee
and d emonstra 3; Path
Histol, lab 4; Therapeu ,
lee and demonstra 3 hrs
a wk 1st term, 1 hr a
wk 2d term; Clin Ch em
and Chem Diag, lab 4;
.Auscul and Percus, 2
hrs a week 2d term;
Gen Med Clin 1 hr a wk
2d term; Surg Dressjngs, 1 a wk 2d term;
Gen Surg CHn, 1 hr a
wk 2d term.
Hyg;iene 1; .A.nat 6; Physiol 3; .M at Med a 11 d
'l'herapeu 3; Chem 4 ;
Bacteriol 4; Pathol 4 to
6; Dissec 6; Clin, dispen 18.

l'r inciples of Med, l ee 1; Phys Diag, 3 aw k 1st
"/; yr; Practice, lee and demonstra 3 a wk 1st
! of 1st term and 3 a wk 1st J. of 2d term; Gen
Med Clin 2; Diseases of Children, lee ancl
demonstr a 2, clin 1; Clin Conference 1 hr a
wk 2d ½yr; N eurol , l ee and d emonstra 2 hrs
a wk 2d ½yr, clin 1 hr a wk 2d ½yr; Diseases
of Nose, Throat, and Chest, cli11 l!; Surg, lee
alld demonstra 3, clin 5; Clin for Ortboped
Surg 1; Obstet, l ee and demonstra with ruani kin 3; Gynecol clin, 2 a wk 2d ½yr ; Diseases
of the Skin, clin l ½; Diseases of the Ear, clin
1; Diseases of the Genito-nr organs, 2 a wk
2d ½ yr; Ophthalmol, lee and demonstra 1
a wk 2d ½yr.

~fo\~

~~!sbi~
{j!i'.
versit_y,§t.Louis,
Mo. 1698-99.

!~lr!I~d,~~~
~!-ie1~t
term; Pbysioi, lee and
0

demonstra and conferences 4 hrs a wk 2d
term; Pharmacy, Jab 4
hrs a wk 2d term.

Jobn.A.. Crei~bton
Medical Co1lege,
Omaha, Nebr.
1898-99.

Omaha Medical
College, University of Omaha,
Omaha, No b r.
1898-99.

Dartmouth Medical College, IlanO Yer,
N. Il.
1899.

.Anat 6; Physiol 3; Histol, lab 4; Chem, l ab 4
to 6; Mat Med 3; Dissec.

Fourth year.
Practice, l ee and demonstra 3 lirs a wk 2d ½of
1st anrl 2d t erms each ; Gen Med clin 2 ; Clin
conference 1 hr a wk 2d term; Diseases of
Children, clin 1; N eurol, clin 1; Mental Diseases, clin 2 a wk 1st½ yr; Diseases of Nose,
'l'hroat, and Chest, clin 2 a wk 1st½ yr, 1 hr a
wk 2d ½yr ; Surg, l ee and demonstra anil g-en
cli11 5; Obstet Out-Clin, by appoiutrnent;
Gynecol, l ee and demonstra 1 a wk 1st ½ yr,
din 2 a wk 1st½ yr, l ee and d emonatra 2 aw k
2d ½ yr, clin 1 a wk 2d ½ yr; Genito-ur Surg;,
l ee and demonstra 2 a wk l~t ½y_r, clin 3 a wk
lsti ½yr, clin 1 a wk 2d ½ yr; Syphilis, clin J,
l ee 1 hr a wk 2d ½ yr; Diseases of the Skin,
clin 1½ hrs awk ] st~ yr ; Ophtbalmol, lee and
demonstra l a wk 1st ½ yr, clin 1; Hygiene,
lee and dernonstra 2 a wk 1st ½ yr; Forensic
Med and Toxicol, l ee and_ demonstra and
autopsies, 2 a wk 2d ½yr.

Gen Surg 3; Surg orthopedic 1; Surg military Gen Med 3; Phys Diag 2; D iseases of Chil1; Surg patbol 1; Gen Med 3; Phys Diag 2;
dren 2; Obstet 2; Diseases of the .Mind and
Obstet 2; Gynecol 1; Diseases of Children
nervous system 1; Gen Surg 3; Derrnatol
2; Ophtbalmol 1; Otol, L1-1ryngol, Rhinol 1;
and Genito-ur 1; Gynecol 1; Ophthalmol 1;
Dermatol and G enito-ur l; Med Jurispru;
Otol,-Laryngol, Rhinoll ; Rectal Surg I; Dis. Smg and Regional .Anat 1; .Applied Therapen clin 18; Hosp clin 12.
peu 2; Dispen clin 18; Hosp c lin 12; Oral Surg 1.
.Anat, l ee and rec 4, dis- .A.nat, lee a nd r ec 3, dis- Therapeu 2; Med, lee and rec 3; Surg, l ee and Med, l ee and rec 3; Surg, lee and rec 4; Obstet,
sec 2 hrs daily after Jan
Rec 2 hrs daily after Oct
rec 4; Obstet, l ee and r ec 3; Pathol (special),
lee and rec 3; Diseases of Children, lee l;
1; Chem and Physics,
1; 1-'liysiol, l ee au.cl rec
Jee 1, l ab 2; Med J urispru 1 a wk½ yr; Surg
Neurol, l ee 1; Insanity , lee 1 a wk½ yr; Orlee and rec 3, lab 4; Mat
3; Organic ch em a nd
.Anat, lee 1, clemonstra 1; Phys Diag l; Physthopedic Suro-, lee 1; Derrnatol, lee 1; Genito Med, lee 1, rec 1; PhysToxicol, lee :md r ec ancl
ur and Rectal Surg, l ee 1; Gynecol, lee or rec
iol Chem, l ab 2; Electro-Therapeu 1 a wk
1; Ophthalmol all(l Otol, lee 1; Laryngol and
iol, lee and r ec 3; Biol
lab 2; Mat M ecl a)l(l • first½ yr; B acteriol 6; B andaging and Snrg
Rhinol, l ee or cli11 1; Dental surg, lee 6 durDressing 1 ; Gen Olin, med 3; Gen Clin, surg
and Embryo!, lab 2;
Tberapou, lee and rec 3;
ing yr; Gen med, clin 4; Gen surg, clin 4;
3; Special clin 5.
Histol, lee or rec 2, lab
Gen Pathol, lee or r ec
Special clin 6.
l, l ab 2; Phys Diag, l ee
2.
1; Hygiene, l ee 1; Olin
(med) 2; Clin (surg} 1.
.A.nat hum an , l ee 3, disseo .Anat systematic, l ee 3, .A.nat regional, lee 3. dissec 3; Physiol, l ee 3; Practice, l ee 6; Surg, _lee 3 ; Ther apen. l ee 2;
G ~'necol, lee 1 ; Obstet, l ee 1, clin ti: Neurol,
Pathol, lee 12 with clissee; Obstet, l ee 2;
clissec 11; PlJ~,siol, l ee
3; Biol, lee 8; Chem,
Merl Jurispru, Hygiene, OplJthol, Laryngol,
Gynecol, lee 1; Surg, lee 2; Therapeu, lee 2.
3; Histol, lee 6 a wk f
lee 3; Phy sics, lee 3.
Otol.
yr; dissec, G; Bactcriol. lee 6, <li ssec 6 ¼
yr; Uhem, lee 8.
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.Anat, l ee 3, r ec 1; Or- Ana.t, lee 2, rec 1; Bacteriol, l ab 2, rec l ; Clin Practice, l ee 3, rec 1; N enrol, lee 1, clin 1 ;
~ynecol, lee 1; Obstet, l ee 1, rec 1 ; Surg
•Yau io Chem, l ee 2, rec
~1ieros, lab 2; Therapeu, lee 2, rec 1; Electroi; Pllysiol, l ee 3, r ec 1; :rherapeu, lee 1 a wk 1st ½te rm; Obstet, lee (mcl Orthopedics), lee 3, rec 1; Med Jurispru,
h ygie ne, lee 2; Specialties, r ec 1 ; ConferTherapeu, l ee 1: M ed,
2, rec 1; Pediatrics l ee 1: N eurol, lee 1, clin
ences (med) , sur,cr 1; Insanity, lee 1 a wk ½
l ee 3, rec 1, olin 1; Snrg
1; Surg, lee 3, r ec i. clin ·2; Phys Dia~, sec
term; Special clin med 2 hrs, surg 3 hrs,
(minor), lee 2, rec 1, clin
3 hrs; Special clin L hr; Med clinic, 2 hrs.
section work 4 hrs. Total for wk, lee 11½;
2; Pat,bol, l ee 1, rec 1,
Total for wk, lee 11½; rec5; lab4hrs; sec work
rec 4; conf 2; clin 10; section work 4 hrs .
bb 2; Embryo!, l ab ¼
3 ; clinics 6.
term; Hist of Med, lee
lawk¼term; Clinmed.
Olill 2.
Total 1'or wk, l ee 15½;
rec 6; lab 2¼ hrs; clin 8 .
Anat, rec ancl demonstra 5 An a,t, r ec anu demon stra Practice, lee 2, clin 2, clin pathol ~. ward class 2; Practice, ?lin 5, ward class 3½, clin patho~ 2;
fo sections, disseo 8 ;
Surg, elm 6; Gynecol, clin 3, lee~ and qmz 1
5 in sections, dis sec 8;
Snrg, rec in sections 2, operative snrg 1, surg
1>b_ysiol. lee and demona wk 2d ½yr; Obstet lee 3 and qmz 1 a wk 1st
Comparat.iveAnat,dempathol 1, clin 2. surg cliag 1; 'l'herapeu, conferstra6; Chem, rec 4, lab4
. ½yr, clin conferences 2, operations on manikin;
onstra i n sections 2;
ences 2; Pathol, lee or rec 2, lab 2, clemonstra in
a wk 2c1 ½yr; Embryol,
::;pecial Therapeu in cl Dietetics 1; Olin TberGen l'atll, r ec 3, lab 2; '
sections 1; Obstet, r ec in sections 2; Applied
lee 2 and quiz 1 a wk 2d
apeu 1 ; Comparative Patholl; Genito-urdisPractice, rec in secAnat 3 ; Hvgiene 1 a wk 1st¼ yr; Otol 1 a wk
½yr; Ilistol, reo l, lab4;
eases, clin 1; D ermatol, clin 1 ; Diseases of
tions 2; Tberapeu, rec
2d ½year; Laryngol, lee and aemonstra in secHaoteriol, rec 2, l ab 4;
Children, clin and lee 1 ; Ophtha.lmol, lee 1,
2; Surg, rec in sections 1; Venereal Diseases, 12 leotures during
Med Diag, olin 1.
olin ; Laryngol, clin 1; Med J urispru, lee 1 a
tions 2; Obstet, rec in
lst½yr; Orthopedic Surg, 1 awk2cl½yr; Med
w~ 1st ½ yr; Insanity, lee 1 a wk 1st ½ yr,
sections 2; Matt Med,
Gymnastics, 10 lee during 1st ½yr.
rec 1 a wk 1st ½ yr,
olm 2d ½yr; Nervous Diseases, clin 1,
lab2awklst tyr; M ed
Chem, lee 1 anii lab 4 a
wk 1st ½ yr; Organic
Chem, lee and quiz 1 a
wk 1st½ yr, 2 a ,vk 2d ½
yr; Phys Diag 1.
Physics, lee 3 a ,vk for ½ Anat, l ee 3, demonstra to Mat Med and Therapeu 3 ; Path.Anat,demonstra Practice, lee 3, elin lee 2, clin instruc 1, at N. Y.
sections,! a wk fort yr,
Hosp 1 a wk for 3 mos, prac clin i~struc ~o
yr, lab 3 hrs a wk for ½
to sections 2. Gen Path and Histol lab 6 a wk
sections 6 hrs a wk for 8 wks, optional elm
5 a wk for½ yr, disseo 10
yr; Chem, lee 2, conferfor½ yr; Pr~otice, lee _3, olin l ee 2, + 1 for½
instruc
1; N eurol, lee 1 a wk Dec to May, clin
to
12
hrs
for
from
1
to
3
ences 2 a wk for ¼ yr,
vr, clin ins true to sections 2 a wk for 16 wks;
lee ] , prac clin instruc to sections lO exercises
periods of 4 wks each;
lab 2 hrs twice n, w"k for
Neurol, l ee 1 a wk D ec to May; Surg, lee 2,
durin
g
the
yr; Clin Micros, lab 6 hrs a wk for
Normal
Histol,
lab4hrs
½ yr; An11>t, demonstra
olin l ee 3, clin ins true to sections 2 a wk for 1(l
8 wks; Surg, lee 2, olin lee 2, + olin lee and
a wk for½ y r; Physiol,
to sec 4, disseo 18 to 20
wks, optional clin lee a nd operations; Obstet,
operations
1, surg- de:uonstra 1 aw k for½ the
l ee 3, demonstra to sechrs for from 3 to 5 perl ee 3 a wk Oct to Mar; Gynecol. lec 3 a wk Mar
yr, prac clil' inst ruc in hospital 6 hrs a wk for
tions 1; Physiol Chem,
iods of 4 wks each; Norto May, cliu l ee 1, clin lee and opera tions 6 ex7
wks
and
2
a wk for 6 wks, operat.ive surg on
lee 1 a wk for½ yr, conmal Histol, l ab 6 hrs a
ercises during the yr, prac instrnc to sections,
the cadaver 12 lessons during the yr, optional
ferences, rec 1 a wk for
wk fo1· t yr; Pbysiol,
6exercisesduringtbeyr; Venereal and Genitocliu
lee
and
operations i:a hosp, minor opera •
¼;yr, lab 6hrs awk½yr;
l ee 3, cl emonstra to secur diseases, clin lee 1, clin lee and operations 1
tions 1; Orthoprodic Surg, clin loo 1, prac clin
Path. .Anat, Autopsies,
tions 1.
a wk for½ a yr, prac clin instr to sections l O
ins
true
to
s
ections
JO exercises during the yr;
once a wk for 8 wks ;
exer cises during the yr; Diseases of Ear,
Obstet, 2 wks residence at the Sloane Mater.Bactcrio~ l:tb 6 hrs awk
prac clin fostr to½ section s 6 to 8 exercises
nity Hosp and attendance upon confinements,
for ¼yr : Nat Med and
during yr, aural pathol and therapeu, lee 4.
prac clin instruc to sections daily for 1 wk·
Tlierapen, lee 3; Obstet
and Gynecol, rec in secGynecol, clin lee 1; Diseases of Children, cli~
tions 1.
l ee 1, prac clin instruc to sections 10 lessons
during the vr; Diseases of t h e Skin, clin lee J
p1:acciinlec'toseotionslOlessonsduringtbeyr;
DiseasesoftheThroatamlNose, clinlec l, prac
clin instruc to sections 10 lessons during yr.

.Albany M edical .Anat, lee 3, rec 1, <lissec
Coll ege, A lbany,
10 a wk for 4 to 6 w ks;
N. Y. 18!19-rnoo .
Inorganic Cllem, l ee 3,
l::tb 4, r oe l; Physiol,
l ee 2, rec l; Histol , l ee
t.,:j
1, fob 4, r eel; Mat.Med,
tl
l ee 2, r ec 1; Pharmacy,
lee l ; Gen Snrg, olin 2
ec
hrs . Total for wk, lee
C/J
12; rec 5; l ab 8 hrs;
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III.-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS- Continued.
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Institution.
Eclectio

:Medical
College or the
City of Now
Yoi-k ,N.Y.
1898-90.

nivorsity and
llellovue H o s •
pital Medi o al
q_Qllego, N e wY Ol'K, N. Y.
1898-99.

Syracuse UniverRity, College of
Medicine, -Syracuse, N . Y. 18991900.

First year.

Second year.

Third year.

Fourth year.

Cbem, lee 2, r ec; .A.n:tt, lee 1, rec; Specific MerU- P h ys Diag, lee 1, rec; Practice, lee 3, rec; Bacteriol, lab l ; Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose, and
cation, lee 1, rec; Diseases of Children, lee 1,
Throat, l ee 2, rec; Ulin Diseases of the Chest
rec; Phy" Diag- 1; Practice, lee 3, rec ; Bac-teriol, lab 1; Clin Micros, lee 1; Hygiene, l ee
l ; Clin at hosp 3; Surg, lee 2, rec; Mat Med
and 'l'lwrapeu, lee 3; Gynecol, lee 1, rec;
1, rec; Eye. Ear, Nose, and Throat Disease;,,
Obstet, lee 2, rec.
l ee 21 r ec; Clin Diseases of C h es t 1; Specific
1.
Medication, lee 1, rec; Surg, lee 2, rec, clin 1;
Clin at hosp 3; Physiol, lee 1, rec; Mat Med
and Therapeu, lee 3, rec; Ob stet, l ee 2, r ec;
Gynecol, lee 1, rec; Lab 2.
Anat, loo 2, rec 1 in sec- .A.nat, lee 2, rec 1 in sec- Practice, lee 2, rflc 1 in section s, clin 4; Surg, lee Practice, lee 2, olin lee 4, r ec 1, conferences 1,
tions, demonstra 2 in
tions, demonstra 2 in
2, rec 1, clin 3; Genito-ur surg, lee or clin 1;
elin; Mental diseases aud med jurisprn 1 a
sections, dissec and ossection., dissec 8 hrs;
Obstet, lee with clin dem 3, rec 1 in sections;
wk for 6 mos; N eurol, lee or clin 1, prac clin
teol l O; Histol 2 brn
Physiol, l ee 4, rec 1 ;
Gynecol, lee 2 a wk for ¼ ses, rec 1 a wk for
instruc in sections; Surgery, lee 2, clin 3, contwice a wk for¼ ses, reo
Physiol Chem, lie 1, rec
¼ ses, clin 1; 'l'herapeu, 1ec 1, rec 1; Pathol,
ferences 1, rec l, prao cli n instruc in sections;
2 a wk ½ ses; -Pbysiol,
1, lab 2 hrs twice a wk
lee 1, l ab 2 hrs a wk in elin micros for ½
Genito-ur surg, clin lee 1, prac in struc; Orleo 2, reo 1; Chem ancl
for ½ses; Pathol, l ee 1,
ses; .Applied Bacteriol, lee with demonstra 1
thopedics, clin 1, prac ins true; Obstet, prao
Phys, leo 3, r~o 1, lab 2
lab 2 hrs in path histol
a wk for½ ses; Autopsies 2, demonstra 2 in
ins true on manikin 1, clin lee for½ ses; Gynehrstwke awk for½ ses;
t,wice a wk for½ sos, rec
sections; Neurol, lee with clin 1; Section
col, clin lee 1, prac ins true in sections; PediIlact, lab 2 hrs 3 times a
2 a week for½ ses; Auteaching in hosp.
atr, clin lee 1, prac clin ins true in s ections;
wkfor4wks; Mat Med,
topsies 1; Mat Med, lee
'l'herapeu, lee 1, electro therapeu 1 a wk for 2
lee 1, reo and lab 2; Hy1, rec and lab 2 hrs;
mos; Ophthal, clin lee 1, pra c ins true; Otolgiene, lee 1 a wk for8
Therapeu, lee 1, and 2
ogy, cliu 1 a wk for½ ses; prao clin instruc in
wks; CJ.in, 3 med and 3
for½ ses, r ec 1; :J3andagsections; Laryngol ancl Rhinol, clin lee 1 a
surg.
in{?', 1 a wk for 8 wks;
wk for ½ ses, prao clin inst ruc in sections;
Chn, 3 surg and 3 med.
Dermatol and 8yphilol, clin lee 1, prno clin
instruc in sections; Spec Pathol, l~c 1; Hygiene, lee 1 a wk for ½ ses; Autopsies 1, autopsy conferences 1; Gross Pathol, 1; Section ,teaching in intubations, oper/3,t.ions on
the cadaver, phys and med diag, operative
gynecol, etc.
Anat, leo and rec 4, dem- .A.nat, l ee and rec, demon- P athol, rec and lab 2; Therapeu, rec 2; M ed, Therapeu, rec 2; Med, lee and rec 3, clin 2 ;
ons tra, lab work in disstra 3Jab work in disl ee and rec 3, clin 2; Stn:g, r ec 2, cliu i; Obstet,,
Surg, l ee and rec 3, clin 2 a wk during 1st
sec; Histol, l ee and rec
sec; .1:'hysiol, l ee and
r ec and d emonstra 2; Surg .Anat, lee, r ec and
semes ter, 1 a wk duriuir 2d semeRter; Obstet,
lat, 2; Physiol, lee with
!'ec, tlemonstr a l ab S;
clemonstra l.
rec and demonstra 2; Gynecol, lee and rec,
<leruonstra and reo lab
Chem, r ec and l ab 2;
clin 2; Pediat, lee or rec l, clin l; Mental
5; Chem, loo and reo lab
Mat Med, l ee and r ec 3;
Diseases, 1 a wk for 4 mos; Ophthalrnol, rec
2 a wk durin g 2d semester, clin 1; Laryng_ol,
5; Emuryol, l ee, demonPathol au d Bacteriol,
rec 2 a wk during 1st semester, clin 1; l:iystra,, lab 3 a wk for½ yr.
rec and lab 2; Med, l ee
giene and Public Health, 1 a wk during 2cl
and demonstra in phys
semester; Legal Med, lee during ½ of 2d
cliag 1; Surg, rec 2 a wk
semest,er.
for~ yr.
..Annt, leo 3, rec; Chem, lee
3, rec; Plrn.nuacy, lee 1,
rec; Ph:r:slol, lee 2, rec;
Lab 4; Minor Surg, l eo
1, reo; Clin Micros, lee
l; Dissecll; Clin work,

Anat, lee 4, rec ; Chem, loo
5, x·ec; P Lysiol, lee 2,
rec; Minor Surg, lee 1,
r ec; Lab 4; Clin Micros,
lee 1; Hygiene, lee 1,
r ec; Specific Medication, lee 1 ; Dissec 11;
Clin at hosp 1.
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Cincinnati Co1leg:o
of Medicine nnd
Surg-ery, (..,incin ,
J1ati, Ohio. 189899

Embryo!; Histo1; .A.11at;
Chem; Physiol; Ph)'s1os; Lab. 1

1

Ohio ME>dical UniYersit.y, Colmnuus, Ohio. 180809.

Cleveland College
of Physicians
nnd Surgeons,
Wesleyan University, Clovoland, Ohio. 189798.

Western Reser,e
University,Medical Col1~ge,
OleYeland, Ohio.
1899-l!lOO.

.A.nut, lee :md c'lemonstra
5, clisseo 216 hrs during
tl.ie yr; Bacteriol, rec
and demonstrn 1; Chem,
rec 3, lub SO hrs durin,r
the yr; Ilistol, rec and
demonstra 1, lab with
micros 80 hrs durinothe yr;· Pha\·ruacv lat
1; Physic!, lee ana1 rec
and demonstra 3, lab;
Med Latin.

Biol, Compnr ..A.nat, Embryo!, rec and lab 3 periods (1 cahmdar lir lee
or roo or 2 hrs lab or
clin constitutes n, recitation period); Histol,
rec and lab 8; .A.nat, lee
5 a wk during½ yr, dissec 5 a wk during½ yr;
Physiol, lee 2 a wk ·second½ yr; Mat Med and
Pharmacol, lee 2, lab 1
<luring second¼ yr; Gen
Chem, lee and 1ab 4.
Chem, reo 6 ancl ,ab 8 a wk
1st½ yr, and lee and rec
and lab Sa wk 2d ½ses;
Anat, rec 8, disseo 8 ·
Ristol, lee 1, lab 7 awl~
1st ½ ses; Bacteriol, 9
hrs aft.er Mar 1; Mat
Mecl 1; Pharmnry 1 n.
wk 2d ¼ ses; Physics,
lee 1 a w1, 1st¼ ses; Biol
1 a wk 1st ½ses.

*

Anat, descriptive, pr.ac Surg A.mtt; Ilacteriol; P atbol; Mat 11:Ied; Tberand surg; Chem; Pbysapeu; Practice• Practice of Surgery; Ollsiet;
iol; Bacteriol; Pathol;
Ophthalmol.led 1; Pe(1 iat; Gynecol; DermaMat Med; Therapeu;
tol I Laryngol aud Oto]: Clin.
Lab.
.A.nat, lee and clemonstra Eleotro-Therapeu l · Practice, lee 3; Hygiene
3, clissec 216 hrs d11ring
ancl Sanitarv Sci~nce; Operative Suri!: and
the yr; Bacteriol, lab 80
Surg .A.uat. ieo and r ec 2; Obstet, lee and rec
brs during the yr; Eru1; Surg, lee and r ec 8; Tb era pen, lee and rec
bryol, rec 1, lab 2 a wk
2; Minor Surg, lee and rec 1 ; Chem, lee and
for ½yr; Mnt Med, lee
rec 1; Med Jurispru . leo and rec l; Lall work
and rec 3; Med Chern,
4; Physiol anrl OperatiYe Gyneco]o!l'y, lee
lee and l'eo 2; Minor
and rec 1; Dermatol and Ophthalmol, Yee and
Surg and Bandaa-ing 1;
rec 1; Mat Med, lee and r ec 1 a wk 211 ½ vr;
Pathol, rec and demonOrthopedic Surg, lee and reo 1 a wk 1st,¼ yr;
stra 2, lab 60 hrs during
Therapeu, 1 a wk 2d ½yr; Med Olin 2; Surg
the yr; Phys Diag 1;
and Gynecol clin 4; Clin in sections 2; DisPbysiol, lee, rec and
pensary clin, med and surg, 2.
demonstra 3, lab; Physiol Chem, weekly rec
through the yr.
.Anat, leo and dis11ec 4; Pathol, rec and lab 3; Gen Therapeu, lee 2; ObPbysiol, lee a11d lnb 4;
stet, lee 2; Med, leo 2; Surg, lee 2; Operati \ '0
Pharmacol, Jee aud lab
Surg ¼ (l exercitie a wk 2d ¼yr}; L aryngol,
1 ; Chem, lee and lab 8;
Rhino1, Otol, lee 1; Clin, dispensary and hosp
nacteriol and Pathol,
6; Elective, l½.
rec and lab 4; Med .Anthropom, ½period d urin !;
1st¼ yr; Hygiene,½ pet1od during 2d ½yr; Phys
Diag, i• during 2d i yr;
eleotive, 2.

Gynecol; Ped int; Lnryngol antl Otol; Practice;
Practice of Snrg; Obstet; OplltMltnol, leo
1; Dermatol; Clin,
Dermatol, lee and rec 1 a wk 2d ½yoar: Obstet,
leo and rec 1, 1 a -wk 1st½ yr; Gyneo.ol, Jeo
a.nu rec 1; OperatiYe Gynecol; Gemto-ur,
lee an1l rec 1; Otol, lee and rec 2; Pract.lce,
lee_ ancl rec 2, + 1 a wk 1st½ yr; DiseAses of
C~1ldren, lee and rec l; Mental and Nervous
D1sf)as0R, clin 1, Hyo-ien e lee and rec 1; Phys
Chem, lee and rec '1 ~ Sur'a-, lee and reo 3, + 1
a wk 2d ½yr; Military Surg, lee and rec l;
Rectal Surg, lee and rec 1 a wk 2d ½ yr; Operative Obstet, roe; Laryngol and ~i1.iir10l 1
Opbtbalmol, r ec and clin; Rectal Diseases,
rec and clin; Dispensary olin, med and surg
2; Surg and Gynecol clin ,I,; Clin iu sections 2.
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Med, lee 3; .surg, leo 2; Gynecol; lee 1; Neurol,
lee _½ per10d; Perliat, lee 1; Orthoped, lee. ½
per10cT; Ophthalmol, leo ½period; Med JU!'lS•
pru, leo ½period, clin8; Dermatolancl Gemtour, lee¼ period; Obstet, leo 1; State Med, lee
½period; Elective, 1,
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.A.nat, lee 4, dissec 10;., Applied .A.nat, lee 1; .d,ysiol, leo 4,1.:tb 7; Pathol,
lee 21 quiz 1; ~ath Histol, inb 9, 1mt1l Mar 1 ;
'l'berap, lec2; Hygiene,
lee 1; Minor Si'1rg, lee
or exercise 1; Clin .

Therap, lee 2; Pharmacol, lee and rec 1 a wk 1st
½ses and 2 a wk 2d ½ses, lab 3 a wk 2d ½se&;
Gross Path .Anat, demonstra 2; Obstet, Tee 1;
Phys Ding, lee l; :Practice, lee 4, clin Z; Surg,
leo 2, clin ti; Gynecol, .eo 1, Uhildreu ·s Dis•
eases, cliu 1; Nose, Ear, and Throat, lee 1;
Genito-nr Diseases, lee 1 a wk 1st ½ ses, clin
1 a wk 2d ½ses; Applied .Anat, lee 1; Dispon
and Clin.

Gross Path .A.nat, demonstra 2; Obstet, l M 2,
clin; Practice, lee 4, clin; Surg. Jee 2, clin 6;
Gynecol. clin 4; .Phys Diag 2; :Neurol, clin 1 ,
Dermatol, !(,o 111, w le l,;t ½ ses, clin 1 a wk 2<1
½ses; Ophthalrnol , lee 1 :t wk 1st½ ses, dispe1i
prac 2d ½ses; Jntispru, lee 1 a wk 1st½ seR;
Preventive Med, lee and quiz 1; Dispen and
Hosp Clin.

1
, The number of hours pet· wee\ in different snbjects is ,ri,en in the catnlo:rue without mention of classe~, as follows: Ph_ysiol 3, ;1='rac~ice 2 , Pediat 2, Surg 3 • Gyneool
2, Laryngol l\nd Otol l, Mat Med and rherapeu a, Ophthalmol 1, Surg .Anat 1 , College clin 2, 1>nthol nnd bactenol each 2 llrs p e1 day for 6 wks.
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UL-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS-Cont.inuecl.
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Institution.

First year.

Second year.

Third year.

Fourth year .

.Totrorson Merlioal
ColloA"e, Philarl o l J) hi a, Pa.

.Anat, Jee 4, dissec 10, demonstra in osteol, 8; Rist o!, rec 1, Jab instrnc 8;
Bacteriol, le.o 1 a wk for
½ t erm ; Physiol, lee 3;
Chem, lee 2 with r ec, lab
4 n wk for¼ term; Mat
Med and Pharmacy. lee
1 a wk for½ ses, 1 ~b 2;
Bandaging and Fracture Dressings 1.

Anat, lee 4, dissec 10, rec
over cadaver weekly for
½term; PathQJ, lee 1. rec
1; Hygiene, lee 1; Pa tit
Histol, lab 7 and rec
part of term; Physiol,
lee 3; Chem, lee 1 with
r ec, prao instruo 2 a wk
for ½ term; Therapeu,
lee 2 p er wk until Jan
1, and then lee 3; Obstet,
lee 1, r ec 1; Surg 2;
Symptomatol and Phys
Diag 1.
.Annt, lee 3, demonstra 1,
rec 1, disseo 8; Physiol,
lee 3, r ec 1, d emonf'tra;
Chem, lee 1, rec 1, lab 2;
Pathol, l ee 2, r ec 1, lab
2, autopsy 1; Ilacteriol,
lab 4 per wk for 6 wks;
Morbirl .An at, lee 1; Hygiene, lee 1, rec 1, lab 2
n. wk for¼ ses; Pharmacol and 'l'herapeu, lee 2,
rec 1, clin on applied
therapeu 1; Phys Diag,
l ee 2, ward class 1.

Pathol, lee 2, rec 1; Baoteriol 6, for pn,rt of term;
Morbid An:tt 3, for part of t erm: Med Jurispru, lee 2 a wk for½ term; Obstet, lee 2, dernonstra 2; Therapeu, lee 2 until Jan 1, tllen 3;
Surg, lee 2, class exam 1, olin 4, demonstra in
operatiYe surgery 1; Practice, lee 3, class exam 2, clin 2; Symptomatol. and Phys Diag , lee
1, bedside demonstra 1; Opbthalmol, lee 1 a
wk for ½term, clin 1; Gyneool, lee 1, rec 1.

Patho1, one post-mortem a wk; Therapeu, lee 1
a wk for¼ Res, 11eotion work in electro-therapeu; Gynecol, olin lee 1, rec 1, sect.ion in struc
I; Obstet, elm 2, bedside instruo and att.endance upon cases; Special Surg, leo 1, class exam 1; Clin Surg, oliu Jee 2, bedside ins true 1;
Practice, lee 3, class exam 2; Clin M ed, clin
l ee 1, bedside instruo 1; Ophtha lm ol, lee 1,
olin l, prao instruo 1; Clin Laryngol 1, prac
ins true 8; Clin Otol 1, prao ins true 8; Clin
Orthopedics 1, prao instruo 8; Clin P ediat 1,
prac instruc 8; Clin Dermatol 1, prao inst,run
8; Clin. N eurol 1, prao instr no 8; Genito-ur
Diseases, olin 1, prao instruo 8.
Practice, rec 3; Clin Med, lee 2, and 6 hrs
bedside or dis pen il!struo; Surg, lee 2, r ec 1;
Clin Surg, lee 2, bedside or ward class instrnc 4; Obstet, lee 2, r ec 1: Clin Obstet, l ee
1, and 4 hrs bedi,ide instruo and attendance
upon oases; Ophthalmol, lee 1, r ec 1, b edside or dispen instruo 2; Clin Gyneool, l ee
1, rec 1, bedside ins true 4; N eurol, l ee 1;
.A pp lied Therapeu, olin 1; L aryngol and
Otol, lee 1, ward class or dispen instruo 4;
Orthopedics, l ee 1; Genito-ur Diseases, lee
1, ancl 1 rec each alternate wk; Dermatol,
lee 1, and 1 rec each alternate wk; Operative
Surg, 10 hrs per wk for 5 wks.

1898-90.

Meclico-Chirurgic11l Collego of
l'biladelphia,Pa.
1800-1900.

University of
Penns y 1 van i a,
Department o f
M edicine, Philad e lphia, 'Pa.
1898-99.

Applied :mat, lee 1: Morbid Anat, lee 1, autopsy, 1; Toxicol Chem, lee 1, lab 2; Therapeu,
lee 2, rec 1, applied therapeu 1; Practice. lee 2,
rec 4; Clin Med, l ee 2, bedside instmo 6;
Med Juris pru, lee I, rec 1 a wk for½ the
se,s; Surg, lee 4, rec 1; Clin Surg, lee 2, bedside inst,ruo 4: Obstet, lee 2, rec 1; Clin Obstet, lee I, bedside instruo 8; Gynecol, l ee
1, rec 1 ; Clin Gynecol, lee 1, bedside instruc 4; Ophthalmol, lee 1, r ec 1, ward
class instrnc 2; Neurol, lee 2; L aryngol and
Otol, lee 1, ward class instruc 4; Orthopedics,
lee 1 per wk for½ ses, olin lee 1; Genito-ur
Snrg, lee 2, rec 1 every alternate wk; Operative Surg arnl Bandaging 10 per wk for 5
wkFI.
Anat, lee 4, disseo and os- Ann.t, l ee 2, dissec 10 p er .Applied Anat, lee 2; Gen Patbol and Morbid Practice, lee 3; Clin Conference in Med 1; Clin
teol 8 p er wk durin g 8
Anat, lee 2; Morbid Anat and autopsies,
Med, lee 2, bedside ins true 1; Laryngol and
wk. during 8 wks; M ed
wks; Histol, l ab and
Chem, l ee 1, la.b 3;
demonstra 2; Therapeu, lee 2; Practice, l ee
Rhino!, lee 1 a wk after Feb 1; Clin Surg,
demonstra 2; Mat Med
Physiol, lee 2; Gen Palee~, bedside instr110 1; Operative Surg, lee
3 ; Clin Med, lee 2, bedside instruc 1, and
land prac instruc 3 a wk after Feb 1 ; Opeand Pharmacy, l ee 1 a
thol and Morbid Anat,
Phys Diag; Surg, lee 3; Clin Suro-, lee 1,
rative Obstet, prac instruc l; Nervous Disbedside instruo 1; Minor Surg and l!'racturo
lee 2, lab 10; Phys Diag,
wk b efore Feb lilec 2 a
e~seA and Eleetro-Therapeu, clin l ee 1; HyDressing, lee 1, and practice 1 a wk before
wk after F ob 1, ab 6 a
demonstra 3 a wk durgiene, lee 1; Gynecol, d1d ac lee 1, ohn lee 1,
Feb 1; Obstet, lee 3; Gynecol, lee 1; Skin
wk durin g 4 mos; Gen
ing 8 wks; Therapeu,
prac instruo 1; Pediat, olin Jee 1 a wk beDiseases, d idac l ee 1 and clin lee 1 a wk before
Chem, Jee 2, Jab 3; Physlee 2; :::itug, lee 3; Ol>fore Feb 1; Skin Diseases, didao lee 1, clin
Feb 1; Utol, didao lee 1 aw k before :Feb 1,
stet, lee 2; Baoteriol,
iol, loc 4; Geu Pathol,
lee 1 per wk before Feb 1; Genito-ur rliirclin lee 1; Laryngol, lee 1 a wk after F e b 1;
lee 1; Prao 13aoteriol,
lee l; Il1story of Med,
eases, 1 a wk after Feb 1; Otol, olin lee 1, diclao
Geuito-ur diseases, olin lee 1 a wk after Feb
lab 10 a wk dnriuo- 2
Med T erminol, Ethi cs,
l ee 1 a wk bElfore Feb 1; Opbthalmol, dillae
1; Gen Olin, med a nd surg; Special Clin in
wks; Prac Physiol, 1ab
etc, lee 1 a wk before
lee 1, clin lee 1; Autopsies, prae instrue 1;
n
ervons
diseases,
Pediat,
Gyneeol,
Diseases
2 ; Gen Clin, me<l ancl
Fob 1; Ph.vs Ding, lee
Clin and Operative Obstet, prac iu struc l;
of Skin, Eye, Ear.
surg; Special Clio in
1 ; G on Symptolllato l
.Anat, l ee 3, demonstra 2,
rec 1, dissec 6; Histol,
rec 1, lab 2, occasional
clemonstrn; Physiol,lec
3, rec 1, lab 2; dhem, lee
2, rec 1, lab 4; Pathol,
Jee 2, r ec 1; Ilacteriol,
lee 1, rec 1; Hygiene,
l ee 1, r ec 1; Mat Med,
Jr,o 2, rec 1; Pharmacy,
leo 1, r ec 1, lab 2; Phys
Diag, lee 1, r ec 1.
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Woman's Medical
College of' Penn11ylvania, Philadelphia,Pa. 1899.

Western Pennsylvania Medical
College, Pittsburg,Pa.

Univorsitv of
Nashville, Mediral Department,,
Nashville, Tenn.
18S8-99,

Fort Worth Uniyersit~·. Medical
Dopnrtmeut,
Fort,Vorth, Tex.
1899-l!l00.

an!l Din)!, lee l; Banda)!iug, lee 1. practice 4
hrs v~r wk dul'in~ 4
wks; Prac Physiol, rnb
2; Ger Clin Med and
Surg.

N(.lrvons Diseasei::, Gynecol, Diseases of Skin,
Eye, Ear, alternating
with work in Phys
Diag and Pathol Histol.

Lectures and rec on chem.
anat, pbysiol, and mat
med; lab work in chem,
anat,histol,pbysiol, and
pharmacy; bandaging .

L ectures and rec on toxicol, advanced anat,
pbys1ol, pathol, surg,
and symptomatol; Phvs
Diag; lab work in ciin
chem, embryo], nnat,
pbysiol.pathol, and bacteriol; Clin in Woman's
Hosp.
.A.nat, lee 2, exam 1, lab 3;
:M:at Med, lee 2, exam 1;
Pract,ice, lee 2, exam 1,
clin 3; Surg, lee 2, exam
1, clin 2; Obstet, lee 1;
Chem, lee 2; Physiol, lee
1, exam 2; Pathol, lee 1,
exam 1, lab 3; Orthopedics, clin 1.

.A.nat, lee 2, exam 1, lab 6:
Histol, lee 1, rec l, lab 3;
Pharmacy, lee 2, rec 1,
lab 1; Hygiene, lee 1,
exam l; Chem, lee 2;
Biol, lee 1; Physiol 2.

.A.nat, lee 2, recl,disseo 15;
Mathled a.ud Therapeu,
lee 2, rec l ; Physiol, lee
2, rec 1 ; Chem. lee 2, rec
1, lab 6; Risto 1, lab 6.

.A.nat, lee 3, quiz 1, section
work, dissec, cl em o '.n •
stra: Cbem,lecanddemonstra 2. lab 4, quiz 1;
Normal Histol. lee l, lab
1, quiz 1 ; Bacteriol, 2d'
term, lab 1. quiz 1 ;
Physiol, ]Pc aurl demonstra 3, quiz 1; Mat Med
and Tberapeu,lec 2,quiz
1.

.A.nat, lee 2, reel, dissec 15;
Mat Med and Thera pen,
l ee 2, rec 1; Physiol, l ee
2, r ec 1; Neurol and Gen
Pathol, lee 2, rec 1 ; Obstet, lee 2, rec 1 ; Surg,
lee 2, rec 1 ; Practice, lee
2, rec 1; Diseases of Women and .A.bdom Surg,
l ee 2, reci 1; Pathol and
Ilacteriol, l ee 2, rec 1;
Clin.
.A.11at, lee 3, quiz 1, sention
work and dissec; Chem,
lee and demonstra. 1, lab
2,quizl; Norma!Histol,
l ee 1, lab 1, quiz 1; Ilacteriol, lee 1, lab 1, q niz 1,
2d term; Ph;pdol, lee
and demonstra3, qniz l ;
Mat Med and Th era pen,
lee 2. qnizl; Hygieue, lee
1, 1st term; Surg:, lecnnd
demonstra 3, clin Jee 2;
Practice, lee 2, eli.n lee 2.

Lectnres on applied anat, patbol, therapeu, surg,
practice, obstet and gynecol; Med Jurisrn1,
neurol, laryngol and rhinol, orthopedics, ophtbalmol, nnd dermatol; work on manikin
and cadaver in operative surg and fracture
dressin~, obstet ding and operative gynecol;
Phys Diag; Cli11 ; Rec on general therapeu,
surg, practice, obstet, and gynecol.
Therapeu, lee 1, exam l; Obstet, lee 1; Neurol,
rec 1, clin 1; Orthopedics, rec l .. clin 1; .A.nat,
lee 1, exam 1; Gynecol, rec 1, elm 2; Diseases
of Nose and Throat, rec 1; Practice, lee 3, clin
3; Diseases of Children, rec 1, clin 1 ; Genitour Diseases. rec 1, clin 1; Operative Surg, 1;
N eurol, clin 1; Surg, lee 2, exam 1, clin 2;
Pathol, lee 1; Dermatol, rec 1, clin 1; Disease11
of Eye and Ear. rec 1, clin 1; Splints and .Bandaging 1; Phys Diag 1.
Sur~, lee 2, rec l, clin 1; Practice, lee 2, rec 1,
elm 1 ; Obstet, lee 2, rec 1; N eurol and Gen
Pat.ho I, lee 2, rec 1; Diseases of Women and
.A.bdom Surg, lee 2, rec l, clin 1, lab 6; Dermatol and Genito-ur Surg, lee 2, rec 1, clin 1;
D!seases of Eye, Enr, Nose, and Throat, lee 1,
elm 1; Bacteriol, lab 4; Patbol and Bacteriol,
lee 2, rec 1; Clin; Med J urispru, lee 1.

Orthopedic Snrg, didac lee 1. clin lee 1; Gen
Clin, med and surg:. Clin Electives: Nervous Diseases and Electro-Therapeu, 2 a wk
for ½ yr; Skin Diseases, 2 a wk for ½ yr;
Laryngol and Rhino!, 2 a wk for½ yr; Otol,
1 a wk for~ yr; Ophthalmol, 1 a wk for½ yr;
Ortboped Surg, 1 a wk f_or ½yr; Genito-ur
surg, 1 a wk for½ yr; Pediat, 1 ~ wk for½ ;fr.
L e<?tu res on practice, obstet, hygiene, me~ JU·
nspru, p~diat, neurol, otol. laryngol, !hrnol,
orthopedics, ophthalmol dermatol; Clm and
hosp instruc.
'
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Therapen, lee 1; Practice, lee 4, clin 3; Surg,
lee 2. exam 1, clin 2. N eurol, clin 2; Operative Snrir on Carl ave:, 1; Orth~pedics, clin ~;
Obstet ancl Gvuecol clin 4 • Diseases of Cluldren, cli11 2; Eye a~d Ea/ clin 2; Bacteriol
audlab, 3; Nose and Tl1roat, clin 1; Dermatol, clin 1; Genito-ur Diseases, cliu l; Phys
Diag 1.
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.A.nat, lee 3, quiz 1, section work, dissec, quiz;
Practice, l ee 2, clin lee 2; Surg, lee and .demonstra 2, clin lee 2. special lee 14 during the
Jr; Patbol, lee 1, lab 1; Obstet, lee 2, elin,
quiz 1 ; Gynecol, l ee 1, clin lee 2, snrg elm;
Neurol, lee nucl din 1; Diseases of Children,
lee 1, clin lee l ; Phys Diag:. clin lee l, i:'d
term; Genit.o-nr ancl Rectal Diseasei<, lee 1,
clin lee 1; Dermatol and Syphilol, lee 1, clin
lee 1.

Surg, lee and demonstrata 2, clin lee 2; Practice, lee 2, quiz 1, med clin 3; Pathol, 1ec 1,
lab 1; Obstet, lee 2, clin, quiz 1; Gynecol,
lee 1, clin lee 2, surg clin; N eurol, lee an<l
cliu 1 ; Eye, Ear, Nose, and 'l.'hroat, lee 2, clin
lee 2: Med Jurispru, lee 1 a wk for 10 wlcs;
Gonito-ur and .Rectal Diseases, lee 1, cliu lee
1; Dermatol and Syphilol, lee 1, cliu lee.
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III.-COURSES OF STUDY IN MEDICAL SCHOOL S-Continued.

~

<1

Institution.

First year.

University of Arntt in sections 10; Biol.
Histol, andEmbryol, lee
Texn1c1, Dopiirt2,1ab12in«eetions; Botmt•ntofllechcine,
any, 2 a wk 1st! term;
Gah·eston, Tex.
l'b:,sics, lee 2 a wk for
1808-09.
1st~ term: Chem, lee 2,
lab 4; Physiol, lee 2 a
wk for 2d ¼term, !all 4 ;
Gen Pathol, lee 2; Mat
Med, lee 2; Botany, leo
2 hrs a week for 1st ~
term; Dissec, 8 to 12 hrs
a wk; Normal Histol.
University College .A.nat, leo3,qnizl; Chem,
of'.Medicine,Riohlec2, ~uiz I, lab2; l'bysrnond, Va . 1899iol P 1ysics, lee 1 and
1900.
~liz 1 t'or 1st semester;
lstol, lee 1, quiz 1, lab
4; Lab in sections4; Mat
Med, lee 1, 1uiz l; Med
Pharmacy, ec 1 a wk
for 2d semester; Osteol,
deruonstra in sections 3;
Surgclln2.
University of Virl,!iula, 'Medical
Depl\rtment,
CharlotttJsville,
Va. 1899-1900.
Milwaukee MedicalUollege, Milwankee, \V 1 s .
)898-99,

Second year.

Third year .

A nat, lee 11; Pbysiol, lee
3, lab 4; Chom, org and
med. l ee 2, lab 4; Gen
Patbol, lec2, lttb6: Phys
Dlag, lee 1; Di ssec. 8 to
12 hrs a wk; Therapeu,
lee 2; MinorSurg, lee 1;
Obstet, lee 2.

Operative Surg, clin 3; Bactetiol to sl.lction, 7;
Pediatrics, clin 1 ; Pharmacy, lee 2; S1trg, lee
2; Su rg-A11 at, lec2; Therapeu, lec2; Hygiene,
ler. :! ; Obstet, lee 1; Pathol. lee special 2, lab
3; N etvous Diseases, clin 1; Practice, lee 2;
Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat, olin
1; Ophthalmo , clin 1.

Fourth year.
Operative Surg, lee 2, clin 6: Opbtbi\lmol, lee 1,
eli n i; Diseases of Eye, E1tr, N oee, and Throat,
clin 1; Med, clin 3; Gyneco 1, l ee 3, clin 2;
Pediatrics, lee 1, clin 1; Special Pnthol, lee 2;
Dermatol, lee 1; Outdoor, clin 6; Gross Morlli<l .A.nftt, lee 2, dissec; Med Jurispru, lee 1;
Climatol, lee 1; Dietetics. lee 1, Nervous Diseases, lee 1, clin 1; Obstet, lee 1; Practice, lee

2; Surgery,lec2.
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.A.nat. leo 3, quiz 1; Pbysi- Obstet, lee 2, quiz 1, demonstra 1; Gehito-ur W a.rd classes in sections 6; Olin Dis pen and
ol, lee 2, q.uiz 1 ; Chem,
Phys Diag 2; Med, clin 2; Diseases of Eye,
Diseases, lee 1, quiz 1, clin 1 ; Surf;, lee 2, quiz
1ecl,quizl,lab2; Praclee 1, cliu 1; Diseases of Women, lee 1, clin
1, clin 2; Practice, lee 2, quiz 1, c in 2; Nervtice, lee 1, clin 1; Surg,
ous and Mental Diseases, lee 1, quiz 1, clin l;
1; Pract.ice, lee 2, quiz 1; Practice of Surg,
Urinol. lee l: Toxicol, lee 1 for 2d seuwster;
lee 2, quiz 1, clin :l; Nervous and }.1:ental
l ee 2, 1uiz 1, clin 2; Mat
Med, ec 2, . iuiz (and
Diseases of Women, lee 1, quiz I, clin t; Di~Disease", lee 1, clin 1; Genito-ur Diseases,
therapeu) 1; athol, lee
eases of Childr•en, lee 1, 9uizl, clin 1; Diseases
lee 1, clin 1; Obstet, lee 2; Operative Surg,
1, qmz 1; Hygiene, lee
of' Eye, l ee l, qu iz 1, elm 1; Diseases of Ear,
lee 1; Operative Ohstet, lee 1; Diseases of
1, quiz l; Med JurisThroat, and Nose, lee 1, clin 1; Dispen and
Children, cliu l; Orthoper1ics and Dermatol,
iru and Toxicol, lee 1;
Phys Diag, clin 2; Orthopedics and Derlnatol,
clin 1; Comparative Patbol and Olin Diag,
act eriol, lee 1; Obstet
oliu 1.
l ee 1; Therapeu, electro and special, lee 1.
Deroonstra, lee 1; Lab,
exercises in sections 3.
Biol, lee 3, lab 12; Chem. Eaetel'iol (1st\ yr), Jee 3; Embryo! (1 mo), lee 6; Obstet (lstJ yri, lee 6; Practice (2d ½ yr), lee 3; Therapeu, lee 3;
lee 3; Descriptive Anat,
Gen Patht>l, ec 8; Sur~
Practice (2d J, yr), lee 3; Special athol (1st,½
Opbt,halmol ::5urg, lee 3; Dertnatol, lee 3;
l ee 3 ; Disseo 12; PhysDiseases, l ee 3; Physio
yr), lee 3, lab 3; Clin Diag (1st ½ yr), lee 3;
Gynecol (1st ½ yr), l ee 3, clin 1; Med J nrisc
ies, lab 4.
(lst½yr), lec6; llygiene
Operative Surg (2d ½yr), lee 3; Mat Med (2d
(2d ½yr), lee 3; Med, clin 1; Surg, clin 1;
(2d ½yr), l ee 3; Regional
½yr), lee 6.
hys Diag, olin 1; Eye and Ear, clin 1;
.A.nat, lee 2; Band and Pit•
Genito-ur, clin l.
thol, lab 4; Chem, Jab 4.
Osteol, r ec 3 a wk lilt½ yr; Arntt, r ec 3; Physiol, rec Therapeu, lee 2; Physiol, lee 1 a wk 1st ½yr; Practice, Jee 2, clin lee 2, rec 1 a wk 1st ½ y1
Physiol, rec 2; Inorg
2; M.ed Chem, rec 2 a
Phys Diag, clin l ee 1, rec 1 ; Practice, lee 2;
and 2 a wk 2d ½ y r; Phys Diag . .cltn lee 1;
Derma to 1, clin l ee 1; N eurol, l ee 2, chn l ee 1;
wk 1st ½y r, lab 4 a ,vk
Chem,lec2a wk lst tyr,
Cliu ler. 2, rec 2; Principles of Surg:. lec 1, rec 1;
Laryngol and Rhino!, lee 1, clin lee 1; OphOperative Surg, lee 1 a wk 1st ½ yr, dem1st 1r vr, lab 2 a wk 2d ¼
lab4awk 2d½Jr; P arthalmol and Oto!, l ee 2, e1in lee 2; Practice
yr; Mat Med, rec 2; Pa: ·
onstra 2d -½ y'I:; Practice of Surg, lee 2, clin
roncol, 1·eo 2; istol, 1ee
of Surg, lee 2, clin lee 3, r ec 2; Operative
lee 3, rec 2; Ubstet. rec 2; Gynecol, lee 2, clin
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MEDICAL LAWS.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE IN THE VARIOUS
TERRITORIES OF TUE UNITED STATES .

.

CXIX
STATES AND

Alabama.-Every candidate for a license to practice medicine iu the State of Alabama must pass an examination before the State board of medical exarniuers or
before one of the cmrnty boards. County boards examme only graduates in meclicine .
Alaska.-There are no regulations governing the practice of medicine iu Alaska.
A rizona.-An examination is required before the board of medical examiners and
the canclidate must be a graduate of a lawfully organize<1 medical college.
Arlcar1 sas.-The candidate for a license must be a graduate of a medica,l school, or
m u st p ass an examination before one of the county boards of medical examiners.
Ca lifornia.-The candidate must present a diploma from a medical college recogni ze cl as reputable by the State medical board.
Co lorado .-The candidate must present a diploma from a medical college recognize d as reputable by the Stat e medical board, or must pass an examination b efore
t h o State m ed ieal board, or have practiced medicine continuously for 10 years. 1
Connecticut.-Tbe ca ndidate must pass a State medical exapiination.
Delairnre.-Candidate must pass a State examination in medicine and in addition
m 11 st h old a medical diploma and must have studied medicine four y ears, and have
a ttended a medical college three years, and must have a competent common school
education .
District of Colurnbi.a.-Candidate must pass an examination in medicine ancl in
addition m u st hold a medical <liploma and must have studied medicine four yen.rs.
Ji'lo1'i£7a.-Can didate must pass an examination before on e of tl10 medical ex amini n g b oards and in addition must bold a diploma of a r ecognized m edical school.
Georgia. -Same as in Florida, an<l. candidate must have attended three medical
courses of six months each.
I daho.-Candidate must be a graduate of a medical school.
Il linois. -Candidate must present a diploma of a medical school recognized by the
S t a t e m edical boa rd and must pass an examination, but candidates who are gradu a t es of medica,l schools in Illinois recognized as in good standing by the State
boarrl m ay b e licensed without an examination. 2
I11 diana.-Cand.idate must present a diploma of a medical school. If satisfa ctory to
th e St a te medical board (which requires as a condition of graduation attenda nce upon
fou r courses qf study of not less than six months each), a certificate is granted; if
the school is not recognized, an examination is ref[uired.
I n dian Territory.-Candidates must pass an examination before the board of medica l examin ers in the Cherokee Nation and Choctaw Nation; in the Creek Nation a
g ood moral ch aract er and payment of $25 is required.
Jo1ca.-Every candidate must pass a State examination and in addition must present a diploma of a reeognizec1 medical school and must have attended four coruses
_in medicine of not less than twenty-six weeks each.
K an sas.-A diploma or certificate from some State or county medical society is
s uffic ient. Practically no requirements.
K en tucky.-Candidate muRt present a diploma of a reputable medical college
ch artered by the State of Kentucky, or a diploma of some other medical school
r ecogni zed as reputable by the State medical board (board reqnires 4 years of study).
Louisiana.-Candidate must present a diploma of a recogn-ized medical school and
in addition must pass a State examination in medicine. The board requires attenda n ce upon three courses of lectures.
M aine.-Candidate must pass a State examination in medicine.
Mar.lJZan d.-Candidate must present a medical diploma (or certificate giving right
to practice in some foreiO'n country), and must pass an examination, and must have
a ttended three courses of lectures, and have a competent common school education.
M assachusetta.-Same as in Maine.
Michigan.-Candidate must pass an examination before the State board.
Minnesota.-Candidate must pass a State examination in medicine and must h ave
a t t end ed four courses of 26 weeks each at a recognized medical school.
Mississippi.-Same as in Maine.
Missouri.-Candidate must present a medical diploma (of any medical school) or
pass an ex amination.
M ontar1a.-Candidate must pass a State examination in medicine and i n a.deli tion
must present a medical diploma and have attended four courses of 6 months each.
1 A n ew medical act was passed by t he legislature of Colorado in 1899, b ut is said to h ave b een
vetoerl by tb e governor.
.
.
2 This law went into effect .July l, 1899.
Tbe b oard h as a~no nn c d th at after J"an uai:y 1, 1900, 1t v.ill
r ecognize no college which cloes not r equire attendance upon fo ur courses of at least s ix m onths each
(See Jour. A. M. A sso., .July 15, 1899.)
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Neb1·a.slca.-Candidate must present a diploma of a medical school recoo-nized
by
0
the State board, and must have attended four courses of 6 months each.
Nevada.-Diploma of a medical college is required.
New Hampshire.-The candidate must" pass a State examination in medicine after
graduating from a medical school recognized by the regent and requiring attendance on four courses of at least six months each, and candidate must have a preliminary education equivalent to a full course in a recognized academy or high school.
New Jersey.-Candidate must pass an examination and must present a diploma of
a recognized medical school, and have studied medicine four years and attended
three courses of lectures, and must have a competent preliminary education.
New Mexico.-Candidate must present a, diploma of a medical school recognized by
the Territorial board (the board requires four courses in medicine and a preliminary
education equivalent to that of a high school). Otherwise an examination will be
required.
New Y01·k.-Candidate must pass an examination in medicine and present a diploma
of a recognized medical school ( or license to practice in some foreign country), and
must have attended four courses of at least six: months each and must have the
required preliminary attainments.
North CaroUna.-Candidate must pass a State examination in medicine.
North Dakota.-Candidate must pass a State examination and must harn attended
three medical courses of at least six months each.
Ohio.-Candidate must ·present a diploma of a recognized medical school, and the
State medical board will not recognize any school as in good stan(Ung tmless lo?ated
in a city of not less than 50,000 population ( except in case of State institutions) a~d
unless it requires attendance upon four medical courses of not less than twenty-six
weeks each.
Olclahoma.-Candidate must present a diploma of a medical school or must pass
an examination after having practiced five years.
Oregon.-Candidate must pass a State examination in medicine.
Pennsylvania.-The candidate must have a preliminary education equivalent to
that of a high school course, must have studied medicine four year~ and ~u1;ve
attended not less than three medical courses, and must be a graduate m ~edi~me
(or have a license to practice in some foreign country), and must pass an exammation .
.Rhode Island.-The candidate for a license to practice medicine mu~t present a
diploma of a medical college recognized by the State board (the board will not recognize any school which has a course of less than four years), or if he does not hold
such a diploma he must undergo an examination as to his medical attainments.
d
South Carolina.-The candidate must present a diploma of a medical school an
mnst pass an examination iu medicine before the State medical board.
.
South Dalcota.-.A. diploma obtained after attending three courses of at least ~ix
months each in a "lawful medical college" will entitle the holder to practice
medicine.
Tennessee.-A. State examination in medicine and as•to the candidate's preliminary
education will be required in all cases except where the candidate is a graduate
of a medical school chartered by the State of Tennessee. 1
Texas.-Under the civil code an examination is required; under the criminal code
a medical diploma is sufficient. 2
•
•
Utah.-A. diploma from a medical college in good standing an<l. a State exammat1on
arc required.
Vermont.-A. State examination is required after presentation of a medical diplo~a.
Vfrginia.-A State examination is required and the candidate's general education
will be considered.
Washington.-A. State examination is required.
West Virginia.-Same as in Virginia.
Wisconsin.-A. State examination or a diploma of a medical college requiring attendance for three years of six months each, or after 1904 four years.
Wyorning.-A. diploma ofa medical school recognized as in good standing will be
r equired, or if the school is not so recognized au examination will be reqnired . 3
Haicaii.-Tbe candidat e must present a diploma from a recorrnized
medical school
0
and pass a satisfactory examination.
Po(·to Rico.-A diploma of a medical school recognized as in good standing is
reqm recl.
1

~

'.I'he last clause is from a recent amendment.
i~~/~f11i~taw
in Tex:as has been interpreted in di1fereut ways.
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PART I.

CHAPTER I.
HISTORY OF THE GERMAN SCHOOL SYSTEl\1. 1

By DR. E. NOI-ILE, Berlin.

CONTEXTS.-Introtluction. I. First part of the Midclle Ages (700-1200 A. D. ).-Ecclesiastical influence; convent and cathedral schools. 1. First beginnings. 2.
Charlemagne. 3. Noted schools of tliat period. 4. Method of iustrnction.
5. Aristocracy and.people.
II. Seconcl part of the Midclle Ages (1200-1500).-Universities and "particular"
schools. l. Court eJucation. 2. Universities; their origin. 3. German universities. 4. The "particular" schools. 5. Latin or classical schools in cities.
6. Schools for learning reading and writin~
III. From 1500-1800.-Humanism in the schools of the le~trned . Establishment of
schools for the people. Beginnings of the "Realschille" or modern high schooL
(a) The sixteenth centu.ry.-1. Humanism and its effect. 2. The Reformation. 3.
Protestant universities: 4. The later classical schools. 5. The s chools of the
Jesuits. 6. Protestant public elementary schools. 7. Private schools. 8. Catholic public school:;.
(b) The seventeenth century.-1. National and modern education. Ratichins, Comenins, and the classical schools. 2. Modern French education; academies for the
nobility. 3. Instruction in German ; Duke Ernest (the Pious) of Gotha,. 4. Private schools . 5. Catholic schools.
( c) Th e eighteenth centnry.-Evolution of the nniversity. 2. Gymnasia ( classical
schools) to the miu<lle of the century. 3. The new humanism. 4. Germau
school system; potent influences. 5. Francke and Frederick ·william I of
Prnssia. 6. Frederick the Great and his code of school regulations. 7. Other
Stutes of Germany. 8. Printte schools. 9. Realschulen (modern high schools).
1 This paper is a translation of a concise statement of the history of public and private education
in Germany from the earliest records up to the present day. The work does not, like many other histories, pay chief attention to theories and plans advanced by reformers, but sketclles actual conditions
for whicl1 documentary eviuence is available. It touches upon pedagogical theories and reformatory
plans of organization only when it can be proved tllat they have had perceptible influence npon the
development of the system or auy of its parts. The work is evenly balanced and noticeably just in
its conclusions, hence it was thought proper tu render it in English fur insertion in this volume. '.£he
original appeared in Rein's Eucyclopadiscbes Handbuch der Padagogik, and found general com,
mendation m tlle educational press.
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I V. 1'71e 11 in eteent11 century.-'I'l.ie new humanist ic classical high school. The system
of modern high schools. The present public elementary schools. 1. Universities. 2_. Cla si ca,l schools . 3. Modern high schools a nd technological universities.
4. Colllbinat ion of classi cal and mo<l ern higll schools. 5. Advanced schools and
burgh er schools. 6. Public elemeut ary schools up t o 1860. 7. Later development since then. 8. Prospects.
IN1'RODUCTION.

The object of the following paper is to sketch the growth of the
German chool system from its origin through the different periods of
its development. Only conditions which actually existed and for which
there is documentary evideuce available are considered. Pedagogical
theories and plans of organization will be regarded only where it is
obvious that they ex erted decisive influence upon actual conditions
and d etermined the structure of the school system.
Tl.le history of education in Qermany to the present time has to
record the production of four distinct forms of schools-the university,
the gymnasium, or, properly speaking, the classical high school; the
Real and burgher school, or modern high school; and the elementary
or common school. The latter is the general school, in wltich attendance is obligatory up · to a certain year of age-generally to 14-:for
every child, unless it is attending a school providing for a higher kmd
of instruction. The pupils of these public elementary schools enter
the ordinary-that is, the simpler-occupations, such as trades, for
which more extended instruction, especially knowledge of foreign ln,uguages, is not necessary. The burgher schools and other secondary
schools of low grade keep the pupil until his lGth year of age and give
him an education fitted for a little biglter employment in practical life.
The gymnasium, realgymnasium, universities and polytechnica, represent, together with the professional study in these higher institutions,
the most advanced courses of education . . This higher education is
clearly divided into a general or preparatory and a special or professional course. The former closes with the 19th year of life, the latter,
as a rule, rarely before the 24th year. The classical high schools offer
the preparation for all higher professions, the learned as well as the
practical. They graduate their students at the age of rn or 20, after a
rigorous examination, which entitles the students to. enter the universities and polytechuica, in which the attendance is, on an average, four
years. In the following pages we shall consider how these different
types of schools have developed., oue after another and one out of the
other, and how the course of instmction has chauged in the different
epoclls of their existence to suit the dema,nds of the times.
The sy tern of education of a country stands in tlle most intimate
r elation to the wllole intellectual arid economical life of the people.
Political, religiou ·, and social revolutions are never without a far -reachjn g influence on the methods and on the matter of instruction. The
social order at a gi veu pocll i · reflected iu the formation of the schools.
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Iu the same manner every enlargement of knowledge leads to an iucrease
of the matter of instruction. Every new science of a general character seeks very soon its representation in the instruction of youth.
The organization of the schools in every epoch, therefore, may be
regarded as an attempt to convey tlle knowledge, imma11ent in that
epocll, to the different ranks &,ccording- to social po::.-itiou and general or
professional Heeds of instruction. ""\Ve have tried to state these geueral
relations, and to characterize them in their proper places.
I. FIRS'.l.' PART OF '.l.'HE lVIIDDLE .AGES (700-1200).
ECCLESIASTICAL SCHOOLS; CONVENT AND CATHEDRAL SCHOOLS.

1. The beginn.ings of the German school system are almost contemporary with the introduction of Christianity into the country. Tlie frish
and .A. nglo-Saxou messengers of the faith wLo came to the continent
about the fifth century had brought with the new faith also the taste
for Roman culture, and had implanted both at the same time. Boniface,
~he apostle of the Germans (died 755) worked for a strong fonudation
of schools within the clmrch as well as for the extension of Cllristianity.
He himself was well acquainted with the traditional knowledge of his
time, and clever in the art of teaching. Monlrn and nuns came at l1is
r equest from England to Germany with the iutention of propaga.tiug
elementary and higher knowledge. It was of important consequence
that he prescribed the rules of the religious order of Benediet to the
monasteries founded by him. In the Benedictine monasteries 1itt1e
boys were received into the order for the purpose of educatiug them
for the monastic life, which could best b e done iu earliest youth. For
these boys, ordinarily offered at the altar of God at the age of 5 to 7
years (the so-called pueri oblati) instruction was necessary, aud the
church of that period was liberal enough to add tile "profane sciences"
as far as occasion and pecuniary resources a11owe<l .
It was of no less consequence that at the same time in the western
Frankish Empire, Chrodegang of Metz (bishop from 742 to 76G) ordered
for the whole clergy of his cathedral a common life, similar to that of
the convent, and that this was imitated in rnm1y places. Being admitt ed as boys in these "cathedral communit,ies," and often expected to
enter upon ecclesiastical service, appropriate iu struction was necessary;
hence the spread of cathedral schools.
2. Charlemagne.-These imperfect beginnings were greatly developed
by Charles the Great. In p'nrsuit of his policy, which tur1Jed with
energy toward the extension and strengthening of the occidental
church, llis special attention was devoted to a better education of the
clergy. That he himself esteemed intellectual cdtrnation very highly
added to his zeal. He tried to bring about a culture in his Frankish
Empire similar to that which he had. had occasion to observe in Italy;
hence he sarrounded himself with the foremost scholars of his time,
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among whom Alcuin was his special counselor in matters concerning
instruction. With tllese men and his entire family he cultivated literary an<l. scientific pursuits. His court school for boys ;::;tood under
his personal supervisio~1 and loving care. ..
U pou the sug·gestion of Charles, the synod of Aix la Chapelle issued,
in 789, the regulation that in every monastery and cathedral chapter
there should be schools in which boys should learn the Psalms, the l~tters, vocal music, calculation of church holidays, and grammar, i. e., of
Latin. In consequence of this measure the two kinds of schools were
established. all over his empire, and their number was increased considerably. Charles, furthermore, did not consider the education of the
clergy closed (as his regulations concerning education show) when they
b ad mastered ecclesiastical matters, but he demanded a union of literary knowledge with a complete unclersta,nding of the lloly Scriptures.
To obtain the latter seemed not to be easy in his time, because it was
generally believed that the words of the Bible contained profound
secrets. It seemed to meet the good intentions of the King, when, for
instance, one of his bishops, Leidrad of Lyons, could report to him. that
he had ·in his schools singers, copyists, and readjng men, and among
the latter such as had deeply penetrated into the sense of the Bi!Jle
texts.
Among tlie numerous schools existing in Charlemagne's time, some
distinguished themselves by a profound cultivation of the sciences;
thus, for instance, the school in St. Martin's Monastery at Tours, of
which Alcuin was abbe in his old age. Young clergymen came to these
institutions, often sent by their superiors to complete their studies, and
from here again teachers were sent to other schools.
During the reign of Charlemagne monastery and cathedral schools
began to enlarge their . sphere of action. In the monasteries instruction ,vas made accessible also to princes and noble laymen, who were
destiued for governmental offices; but especially to the future secular
priests. In the same way other future clergymen participa.tecl in the
instruction of the cathedral schools side by side with the canonical
scholars, especially recruits of the poorer country clergy. This tendency
of reaching into every class of society for worthy pupils was strictly
followed after Charlemagne's death, though it was temporarily checked
during the period of reaction under Louis the Pious, who for a time
insisted upon strict asceticism in the church. In connection with this,
it may be mentioned that there were double schools at several abbeys
and monasteries, thus, for instance, at the Cathedral of Rheims and in
the Convent of St. Gall, near the Lake Constance.
Of the latter place we still possess a ground plan showing two separate school rooms; the "interior school" for foture 1~onks is within the
inclosure of the conveut, the "exterior school" outside.
A~ o the .first estab1i hment of schools for the common people is
attributed to tl.Je great 1 l'auki::;h Kiug. With the consistency so char-
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acteristic of him, Charles demanded of every inhabitant of his realm,
as a sign of his belonging to the general church, knowledge of the Latin
confession of faith and prayers. When it became evident that this aim
could not be reached, the rule was modified so as to require of parents
and guardians as a sacred duty to send thei.r children and wards into
the monasteries for the purpose of learning tlle tenets of the Christian
religion. This is the beginning of compulsory school-attendance and
general education in civilized countries; knowledge being at that time,
however, restricted to the most general items of religious ohservances.
But to carry this out was not possible in Uharlemagne's day, and during the next following- centuries the church showed less and less inclination and capacity to carry the King's well -meant order into effect,.
Only isolated cases are known of zealous bishops admonishing the
priests of their diocese to instruct the childreu of the cmumunity iu
religion.
3. Oelebratecl schools during the JJfiddlc A.ges4-The institutions of
Charles remained unchanged in all essential conditions during the next
centuries. Under his immediate successor, Louis the Pious, the higher
clergy asked the King to establish public schools in at least three cities
of the Kingdom. They evidently thought of such schools as the one in
Tours. It is not known whether the King complied with the request,
but even without .state and court influence such schools came into existence. We know that all through the early part of the Middle Ages
ecclesiastical schools distinguished themselves by a profoLmd cultivation of the sciences. Nearly every German country at that time could
boast of one or several schools which attracted pupils from near and
far by the fame of their instruction. In Hessia, soon after Uharlemagne's death, the mouastery school at Fulda, under the direction of
Rabanus Maurus, a pupil of Alcuin, rapidly rose to high fame. During the eleventh century this was superseded by the monastery school
of Hersfel<l. In the country around tbe lake of Constance the school
of Reichenau had long period of fame froru the ninth to the eleventh
centnry, only surpassed by the school of St. Gall; of the former the
name of Walafried Strabo, of the latter the names of Ekkehard and
Notker remind us.. During the eleventh century celebrated schools
grew up along the Rhine, in Cologne, Mayence, vVorms, and Speyer.
In northern Germany, at different times during the Middle Ages, the
schools.at Oorvey, Hildesheim, and Magdeburg became noted (in the
latter city especially the cathedral school), also that of the monastery
of Bergen (on the island of Ri.igen in the Baltic). 111 Bavaria the distinguished school of Freising, under Bishop Otto, rose to the greatest
fame at a time when a new civilization began to wrestle with the old,
while the scl1ool of Tegernsee-abbey, the cathedral school at Regensburg, and the school of St. Emmeram-abbey, in the same city, represented the old culture iu its highest development <luring the eleventh
• and twelfth centuries.
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4. Instr-uction.-Tbe pupils of the monastery and the cathedral schools
attended instruction from the seventh to the eighteenth year, hence in
this point they set tµe example for the pupils of the so-called schools
for the learued during the sixteenth or eighteenth century. The
iustrnction offered in these early schools was very different from the
uniformity in our modern instit utions and exhibited grea.t varieties.
Partly following t.he more or less ascetic direction of the orders that
supported them, and partly following the lead of special teachers, the
ex.tent of their courses of study ranged from the most necessary and
limited knowledge of a clerical pre.paration to an all-embracing course
of education so far as was possible at the time. Tl.le principa,l branches
were theology and profane science, as they had been under Charlemagne's influence. The first of these brauches consisted exclusively of
the study of the Holy Scriptnres. ~~he profane sciences were taught in
tile form of the seven arts, i. e., "artes Uberales," a form in which
antiquity also had comprehended its knowledge encyclopedically. The
"trivium,," grammar, rhetoric, and dialectics, contained theform-stit,dies;
the '' quadrivium" contained arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and
music; they were considered the stu,dies of real knowledge.
Grammar, i.e., Latin language and literature, not only claimed the
most important part in the "trivium," but in the entire course of
stndy. It seemed the end and aim of all instruction. Latin was the
language of the church, of the Bible, and generally that of all education and erudition of tllose times. The object of instruction in Latin,
therefore, was to enable the pupils to use this foreign language orally
and in writing. From a brief preparatory grammatical course the
student went quickly over to a method which enabled him to speak
the language, during lessons as well as in the daily intercourse with
teachers and scltoolmates. The Psalms were learned by heart before
the little boy could uuderstaud them; reading, however, was thus
practiced early and an ample vocabu1ary was rapidly acquired. It was
a Latin method which made the dead language all his own, a method
wllich continues to be used to this day and which rests upon daily oral
application of new words gained.
The means to obt~in this desirable skill were grammatical instruction combined with the reading of the Roman classics, especially of
the poets. Reading was at first not an aim, but a means of learniug
to speak Latin. "The exegesis which was employed in reading tlie
anthors was only grammatical-linguistic. Even in the best schools
there was no question of transmitting a full an<l clear understanding
of the ant hors read, but the only aim kept in view was to learn quickly
from the poets the exterior form autl facility in Latin expression," says
Specht in his" Hi ·tory of Education in Gcrmauy" (p. 103).
llut though in this way the authors were used only for types of
expre ion, and though for educational purposes they remained often
enough mere <lead objects, their contents could. not be entirely iguored .•
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vVitllout such intention they exercised an influe11ce upon tbe young
readers. TLe students not only picked forbidden fruit from· Ovid, but
their minds were often captivated by serious thoughts, not at all in
harmony with church tenets. This is obvious from the persistent
opposition whiclI the profane sciences, and especially the classical
studies, suffered from ascetic church dignitaries. Christianity, trne to
its origin, had not yet lost the tendency of 'd espising the world and its
treasures, and rnonachism itself had taken its origin from the persistent obedience to tliis thought, so that the clmrclI had serious scruples
from time to time as to whether it should be permitted to devote
time and talent to the reading of heathenish authors. But it is a tokeu
of the tolerance aud sense of moderation of tlJat time that such scruples
and tendencies never became paramount. A comparison was repeated
by means of which St. Augusti11e had justified it that the Christian
church imbibe the culture. of antiquity (De doctrina Christiana I, 60) .
.As the Israelites, so he said, took away with them at their departure
from Bgypt golden and silver vessels -and rich garments taken from
the inhabitants of the country "for better use," so the Christian ought
to snatch away gold and silver from the heathcn 1 tl!at is, their kllowledge and science, and make them useful in the service of diviue truth.
Hence, classical studies (of course always to tlrn extent permitted by
available sources and the aims in view) found faithful -and affectionate
cultivation in monasteries. Beside the time of Charlemagne that of the
Ottos distingujshed itself in this respect.
Greek was· almost wholly unknown in Germany and of no importance
for practice in schools. Under the names of the other liberal arts were
often concealed matters that differed greatly from their original meaning. Rhetoric, for instance, was not, as in antiquity, the art of oral
speech, but comprehended instruction in the composition of letters, documents, and other writings, cbiefl,y'legal. This was an art very important for life during that time, and exclusively exercised by the clergy.
But for th.is business a knowledge of the law was ueeded; 1Ience during
the earlier ✓centuries of the Middle .Ages a certain acquaintance with
codes of law ::wd Roman sources of law was maintained in convents.
Dialectics at this period was the art of logical thinking and •clever dispute. It was the weapon of tbe church militant, but only toward the
close of the Middle Ages did it become of special importance.
'rhe quadrivium supplied some knowledge of real things, but an extensive pursuit of tliese branches was not frequent and was considered
difficult. Arithmetic and astronomy gave the dates and furnished the
skill uecessary for the computation or calculation of tue church festivals . . Music, an art which claimed a large space in divine services, was
treated tlleoretically to a degree. There was no geometry as we understand the term; it consisted of geographical, natural, scientific, aud
medical kuowledge, variously mixed with bits of theological knowledge.
We have written evidence of what toward the e11d of that period a
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learned abbot imagined the course of study in ecclesiastical schools
should be in complete execution. "Wilhelm of Hirschau (abbot from
1069 to 1091), a student of the monastery school of St. Emmeram in
Regensburg, was a promoter of strict monastery discipline, devoted,
however, to t,110 cultivation of ecclesiastical and profane sciences. He is
said to have been well instructed in the arts of the quadrivium, aud
was a eelebrated church dignitary. In a work concerning philosophic
and astro nomic instruction, be says: '' Tile course, however, is that
because all teaching is done by word of mouth.. (eloquentia), we are
to be instructed in sr>eaking :first.' This instruction is divided into three
parts, to write and speak correctly, as prescribed by grammar; to prove
what has to be proved, in conformity with dialectics, and to ornate the
same, as taught by rhetoric. Thus :fitted out, and provided with these
arms, we must begin the study of philosophy, in which the order is,
first, the quadrivium, and then the Holy Sc~iptures, arriving, through
knowledge of that which is created, to the knowledge of the creator."
(Specht, loc. cit., p. 385, rem. 3.) This is the system of ecclesiastical
instruction at that time, not as it w;-J,s rea11y everywhere followed, but
as an ideal formulated by a tllinker.
5. Nob-il-ity and people.-T)ie education outlined in the foregoing paragraph~ wns not only the only kind known at that time, but it was confined essentially to that class of the German people for which it was
intended-that is, for the clergy. The nobility1 during that period
only, comprising the higuest dignitaries of the Empire, f9und in the
management of public affairs and in the use of arms a life task which
was considered quite equal in importance to that of the clergy, and for
which tue study-of the liberal arts was not at all necessary. The noble
youth learned to ride, to chase, and the use of arms, but seldom did he
learn to read and write. The noble knight thought it pernicious to
keep his son at his books instead ol' letting him exercise from earliest
youth the arts of his class. · .Only at the court a more active part in
acquiring book learning seemed at times desirable. The chief magistrate of the Empire, the '' Kaiser" or King, needed to read written
Latin and to understand it. Sometimes he and his court attendants
showed a desire for intellectual education for its own sake. Then the
sciences, i. e., the liberal arts, found a zealous cultivation at the court,
and their acquisition extended in ever-widening circles among the
high est nobles of the realm. Thus it happened during l"harlemagne'i:i
reign and again during that of the Ottos.
The women of nobility played a peculiar and to some extent a prominent role in the civilization of that time. Those belonging to religious
orders, the inmates of nunneries and choir houses, r eceived an education similar to that of monks. It is known that the nun Roswitha,
of Gandersheirn, composed Latin comedies after the model of Terentius, antl her example was not an isolated one. If women lived "iu
the world" they often showed more inclination aud fouud more time
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than men to learn at least tlle elements of culture. In cloister schools
more distinctly female instruction was given to the daughters of nobles,
such as all kinds of female handiwork.
The great mass of the people received even less instruction than the
nooles. The elementary knowledge taught in ecclesiastical schools had
meaning and importance only in connection with the course for ecclesiastics. All instruction was fashioned to meet the needs of the clergy.
Reading was practiced only in Latin; the art of writing, either employed
in. copying or iu tbe composition of documents, was distinctly termed
an eeclesiastical art; the art of calculating with nnm bers served
ecclesiastical purposes. The squires and vassals of high nobility, thecitizens of burgs that had only just begun to rise to prominence, and,
above all, the masses of the rural population, lived ·their simple lives
without school education. The man at that time who managed the
plow, wielded the sword or his tools, felt his existence as well filled as
his successors in later years.when the printing press cha11ged the aspect
of 1ife in every grade of society. During the predominance of ecclesi•
asticism the illiterate seemed well satisfied when the church took care
of the welfare of his soul and joiuecl the contents of his barren life to
something Ligher.
IL

SECOND PART OF '.I.'HE MIDDLE AGES

(1200-1500).

UNIVERSI'.l.'IES .A.ND PARTICULAR SCHOOLS-TOWN SCHOOLS.

1. Chivalry and its effect.-Up to the twelfth century there hacl been
ouly one kind of education-the ecclesiastical. When noblemen felt
an inclination to acquire intellectual education they could do so only
by taking part in ecclesiastical instruction. The period of the Crusades
· produced a great change in this, as it did in so many other affairs. It
created chivalry, which had its adherents beyond the narrowly defined
circle of nobility proper, among squires and vassals, and which united
them .~11 to a special class with similar habitudes of life and a strong
sentiment of rank. Chivalry caused a special and distinctly secular
education to grow up in the social community of knights and · their
followers. The finest product of this educatfon was German poetry of
the second half of the twelfth and the first half of the thirteenth cen.
tury. It :flourislled'surprisingly in love songs, popular and art epics.
In the poetic work of this time the highest joy in secular life is
expressed. Wolfram, of Eschenbach, himself would ennoble, but never
abolish, chivalry in favor of an ecclesiastical life.
Under the in-fiuence of this newly developed culture the knight and
noble was obliged to give his children another education than the one
that had P,revailed hitherto. Instruction in poetry and music-for
music was still intimately connected with poetic elocution-took the
most important place. To this came the learning of foreign languages,
especia11y the French, because chivalry found its model iu tlie ]'rench
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nobility. Artistic and literary skill were corn biued with athletic
strength and dexterity, wh ich ha<l always been highly prized among
tbe nob1es. TlJ.e sernn liberal arts of the clergy were supplanted by
tho seven lrnightly virtucs-rid_ing, swimming, shooting with the bow,
fm1cing, hunting, chess playing, and poetry (rhyming). From the ecclesiastical course of instruction only the arts of reading and writing were
adopted, but that tlle education of a knight could afford to do without
even these is shown by the example of Wolfram of Eschenbach. The
form which chivalric instruction adopted was not that of a school.
P rivate tutors instructed the boys in ''knowledge aud polite manners."
Voyages aud journeys into other countries and a sojourn at greater or
smaller courts and castles were added as means of education. A system
of tutorial education was thus formed, to which the nobility of later
times also gave preference.
However- import.mt this new current proved to be for the intellectual
life of Germany, it is of no special significance for the bistory of schools,
because this first light-colored flash of a purely secular education did
not create a school type of its own, uuless it be tllat of private tutorship.
Besides, it was of too short a duration. The blossom of German poetry
and chivalry passed away as quickly as it bad opened. Soon ecclesiastical education again had its sway, and only gradually a secular-civil
education grew up in tlle cities, '' from below," as it were. This was
d estined to be of longer dnratiou, because it was based upon pract1eaJ
necessities-not upon cheerful enjoyment of life, but upon diligeHt a11d
thorough labor. ·
2. Universities; their origin.--At the same time in which in Germany
tlte education of chivalry was at its highest, at auont 1200, there was
founded in Paris a university which became a model for Germany-that
is, the supreme ecdesiastical institution of learning. )fore than one
lmmlred and fifty years passed before the first university of tbat kind
in Germany was founded. TlJ.e Parisian school was, however, the fiual
result of ,a long course of development in which newly arising branches
of science had. sought and found appropriate forms of propagation. It
is necessary to briefly analyze this course of development.
In lower Italy, at the point where Occidental and Arabian culture
came in contact,' medicine had been raised to an independent study.
The medical school at Salerno was already celebrated iu the eleventh
century, and remained also during the following centuries t,lJ.e most
frequented high seat of learning for tu.at science. Praised less, but
p erlrnps for Northern Europe of no inferior importance, was the more
conveniently situated medical school at Montpellier, in Southern France.
'l'llis school is mentioned as early as during the first half of the twelfth
ce11tury. Iu 1137 Adalbert of l\Iayence attended the lectures of the
learned physkians of that school.
The science of Roman law was not extinct in Italy. Old law schools
exi:ted in Rome, Hav nna, and Pavia. They all, however, were over-
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taken in the eleventh century by Bologna, where the famous jurist
Irnerius, who was named the '' enlightener of the science of law,"
taught Roman law from 1088. This study led, first of all, to the fornrntion of a new mode of instruction. During the political confusion iuto
which Bologna as well as other cities in upper Italy was thrown, in
consequence of the strife between the papal an<! the imperial power,
the students (mostly men in early maturity and partly in important
life positions) felt the necessity of securing solitude and safety in their
studies ·w ithin the city. They ~ntered into a close corporation and tried
to make this legally independent of the . town community. In their
endeavors to that end they found protection in tlie German Imperial
Government. Frederick .B arbarossa granted them important privileges
in 1158.
Side by side with the study of Roman law (about 1140) that of church
or canonical law developed and soon overtook the former in importance.
In the later universities of the Middle Ages, except in Italy, ca,n onical
law prevailed over Roman law. Only since the middle of the fifteenth
century Roman or imperial law was elevated to re~rnwed importance in
connection with the rapidly growing humanism.
The same epoch which brought the new sciences of medicin~ and
la w into prominence caused a notable change in the ecclesiastrcal study
of theology as well as in its preparatory course. In northern France .
during the eleventh century scholastieism developed, in some of the
more noted ecclesiastical schools, that science in which the newly awakening thought of European Christianity tried to come to terms with the
doctrines of the church and to justify them before human reason. Dialectics now became the g1orified form of all science. Theology left the ·
simple study of the Bible of former centuries and turned to logical
analysis of church dogmas. The new science immediately drew strangers, especially Englishmen and Germans, in great numbers to Frauce,
and bence it became quickly popular everywhere. Abelard taught in
Paris, at about 1100, before a great concourse of students from all countries. He taught theology and-dialectics according to the new metlwd.
In tlie course of the twelfth century there was made a valuable addition to this study, to wit, acquaintance with the most important philosophical writiligs of Aristotle. · Philosophical study now made rapid
strides forward, and during the thirteenth century, through Albertus
Magnus and Thomas of Aquino, the ~Lbiding form of scbolasticism was
d eveloped in which church creeds and Aristotelian philosophy appeared
as the two halves of human knowledge, supplementing each other.
Aristotle became the philosopher of the church.
By this tnrn not only was theology made an extended object of
instruction with uew ancl rich contents, but profane stud ies also were
changed essenti:..Llly. The place of grammar was assnmed by dialectics
or logic, which became the most importaut of tlle seven liberal arts,
and betwecu trivium aud quadrivium there entered, as a new branch of
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study-, philosophy, the knowledge of the .Aristotelian system. On the
other band, occupation with the Roman authors lost its valne with
regard to both-grammar and their contents. Knowledge of Latin, however, remained indispensable. Latin remained the language of science,
but 011ly as such bad it importance. The more the Roman classics were
pushed into the baclground the more did the purity of the language
suffer. Latiu had to be maLle to fit new conditions; a scholastic Latin
was formed, which enabled the learner to follow all the windings and
intricacies of dialectic demonstration. lVIore generally speaking, in tlle
course of instruction of" tlle learned yon th" a turn from Jiterature to
science took place. The interest of the latter part of the Middle Ages
was all aimed at· the acquisition of kuowledge, not, as in the earlier
period, at culture through literary study. The science of the Middle
Ages, however, was not self dependent, seeiug with its own eyes; by
means of abstract definitions it endeavored to arrive at conclusions
concerning things themselves; it was essentially a constant repetition
ancl transmission of the science of antiquity.
Tbe contemporaries felt distinctly the gradually approaching change,
and those wl10 lu~d grown up iu the accustomed course of instrnction
saw wHh apprehension that tho old ways began to be abandoned .
Already the aforemeutioned William of Hirschau, at the close of tlle
,· eleventh century, comp1aiued of the new yontb, which was wafted by
""" every new theory like biades of straw by a puff of wind; young men
.A who returned from foreign schools filled with empty subtleties and who
-::.:... eugaged in superficial talk, and who set everything in confusion .
(Schmid, Encycl., vol. 4, p. 1069.) A French poet of the thirteenth
ceutury, Henry d' Atulely, poetically utilized the opposition of the new
to the old principle. He made the army of the Orleanists (Orleans distinguished itself even much later by a zealous adherence to the
classics) march against the Parisians (the representatives of the uew
order). The banner of the former is grammar and their combatants
are the ancient authors; while the Parisians fight for logic, their
auxiliaries are theology, physics, and other sciences. The victory falls
to the Parisians, but the poet predicts the future restoration of the
classic authors to their former rank. (Willmann, Didactik, vol. 1,
p. 267.)
The three new sciences, theology, law, and medicine, made necessary
a higher or professional step over the former ecclesiastical instruction ;
this latter itself, .with its already changed contents, became the preparatory step. Thus arose the prevailing form of the university iu the
l\Iidtlle Ages, according to which it consisted of a faculty of arts as
the preparatory, and of three higher faculties, theology, law, and medi cine. It is the merit of Paris to have devolo_ped this form. In the city
on the Seine during th~ whole of the twelfth ceutury the new sciences
flourished in numerous artistic and theological courses. At about 1180
a student of the University of Paris highly commended the instru<.:t10n
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there given "in the ,seven arts, in both the laws (Roman and canonical)
and in the h~ly gospels." In the year 1200, after a bloody conflict
between tlle students and the citizens of Paris, the students were put
under ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the bishop, and thus withdrawn from·
that _o f the city authorities. This, as it had done in Bologna, gave an
impetus for the formation of an independent corporation, the "universitas magistrornm et scholarium." In 1213 it appeared with its four
faculties, that of theology, law, medicine, and arts. The latter had by
far the greatest number of members. Later the university was divided
in to four '' 11ations" or national corporations; in the rnid<lle of the century, the Gallian, Normannian, Picardian, and Euglish "11ations" are
mentioned; to the last-named belonged also the German students. It
is significant that the chief of the four nations was the rector who rose
gradually to be the cliief of the whole university. The students of arts;
however 1 represented the great maJority. Most of the students came
to the university only for college studies, studies of genera.I culture as
they had been pursued in monasteries and cathedral scltools, but which
now invited students by their new contents to other places. The practical needs of the clergy pointed with some necessity to that course.
The newly creatE.d Ligller step in the course of instruction, on tlrn othe~·
hand, was not strnng enough to lead an independent life; therefore the
university course remained. connected with the college course, to use a
modern term-a rela.tion wllich remained unchanged everywhere during
tlle whole of the Middle .Ages.
3. Germcin itniversit·i es.-As has been stated before, the German
clergy (as early as the eleventh century) took a prominent part in the
growing sciences. The journeys undertaken by students to the seats of
the new culture produced, however, a vagabondage which became in
time a public calamity. While during the thirteenth century many
similar high seats of learning had been established in France, England,
Italy, aud Spain, after the model of the first universities, Germany continued to seek perfection of knowledge in foreign countries. Theological
lectures in the churches offered only an inadequate substitute for it.
At last the German Emperor, Ollarles IV, in 1348 established for his
Kingdom of Bohemia the first German university in Prague, "so that,"
as it is sai<l. in the charter, "our faithful subjects who are ever hungry
for the fruit of science will :find in their owu country a table for the
meal, and will think it unnecessary to travel around the world for tbe
purpose of seeking knowledge, to visit strange nations, and go begging
in foreign countries." Now followed the rival institution of the House
of Hapsburg, iu Vienna, in the year 1365, reestablished iu 1384; tl.J.e
university of Heidelberg, founded by the Elector of the Palatinate in
1385; the two municipal universities of Cologne and Erfurt in 13S8 and
1302. During the next century were added Leipsic in 140!) and ilostock
in 1419. A secou<l. series of foundations followed after .the middle of
tlle fifteenth century, nuder the influence of another cl.J.a11ge in the
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hltellectual life of ·western Europe, to wit, under the influence of
humanism. There were then established tlle university of Greifswald
in 1456, Freiburg in 1457, Basel in 14G0, Ingolstadt in 1472, Trier in
1473, Mayence and Tii.bingen in 1477, Wittenl>erg in 1502, Fra11kfurt on
the Oder in 1506. At the close of this period no part of Germany,
excepting the northwest, was without a higher seat of learning.
The exterior form, as well as the course of study, of German universities was different in nothing from that of the foreign institutions
and corresponded to the general historical development of that form of
higher education. The four faculties were present everywhere; thatof
the arts was always subordinate to the other three.
The course in arts, or the philosophical faculty, was again subdivided
into t,vo parts, of which each one concluded with an exa,miuation and
with the obtaining of an academic degree. After a course of about
two years, the student would become a baccalaurcns; after two years
more, master of arts. As a master he had the right, and geuerally
also the duty, to confer with younger students about his science-that
is, act as tutor . . At the same time, he could, if so inclined, continue
bis studies in one of the upper faculties. Ile who finished the whole
course could receive the degree of doctor, and thus obtain the right to
.. teach bis professional science in any university. There were at times
... also intermediate degrees. The studies that led up to th~ baccalaureate
_ comprehended usually the old arts of grammar, rhetoric, aud logic, the
latter study in its new and considerably enlarged extent; philosophy
and the branches of the quadrivium secured the degree of master.
That t he philosophical branches were predominant may be seen from
the fact that in Prague, in 1366, in the faculty of arts of 33 lectures a
week, 21 treated of logic and philosophy, 6 of grammar and rhetoric,
and 6 of the branches of the quadrivium. Besides the lectures regular disputations played an important role in the universities of the
Middle A.ges.
In rare cases the whole course of study in the liberal arts and one
of the upper faculties (theology, law, or medicine) was finished by the
students. Only a small number of st.ud011ts l1ad the intention of entering upon one of the three upper courses. For this reason the greatest
weight of the whole institution, in Germany as everywhere else, was
attaclled to the faculty of arts. But even in this faculty proportionally few students ever completed tbe course, and those who passed at
the close of the first step of instruction in arts-that is, secured tlie
. degree haccalanreate-were 'less than one-half of all matriculated students. About one-fourth or one-third of all registered students
reccive<l tl1e degree bacca1aureate, only one-twentieth to one-sixteenth
that of a master. "The remainder left as simple scholars as they had
come." (Paulsen in Sybel's Hist. Zeitschrift, 1881, p . 293.) The college character of the instruction as thus sketched is vlaiuly noticeable
al o from the fact that the students at tllis stage were much younger
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than our university students of to-day. In Heidelberg, for instance1
in 1453 the fourteenth year of age was fixed as the lowest age limit for
matriculation. Ordinarily students may have entered at 15 or 16
years of age, but Melanchthon, for instance, having been matriculated
at 12 years of age, became, not yet 15 years old, a baccalaureus, and a
master before he was 17 years old. With this fact tlie students' manner of living is indicated. For masters of limited means, immediately
after the foundation of a university, study houses, so-called "colleges,'"
were esta,blished in which they lived together and attended to thei~
studies, while the scholars as a rule were collected. in '' burses" or dormitories for common living and study under the direction of masters.
In those times universities were ecclesiastical institutions throughout; they were the perfection of ecclesiastical education in the Middle
Ages. The church granted prebends and scholarships for university
instructors, and teachers as well as scholars belonged to the cJergy.
Among the sciences of the university the theological studies and, for
a long period of time, also the studies in the arts were of importance
for ecclesiastical functions only; in the faculty of law, church or canonical law was preponderating. The poorly attended studies of Roman
law and of medieiue, however, soon abandoned the ecclesiastical character; but it seemed a matter of evidence that the church should maintain within its pale of influence the whole course of higher education.
On the other side it will be seen, from t,be interest which princes aud
city magistrates took in the establishment of new seats of learning,
that tlle new school was of great importance, also, for secular life. Not
011ly that it seemed to these authorities a great honor and material
benefit to possess a seat of higher education within the limits of their
own States or within the walls of their own cities, but tbe importance
of education for public and private life was more and more recognized.
Toward the end of this period the civil professions, which side by side
with the ecclesiastical sou'ght preparation at universities, gained immense importance. Well-educated judges, legal assistants of princes,
rulers and city magistrates, city physicians, and physicians in ordinary
to priuces became more frequent. .From among the members of the
uuiversities themselves, gradually, a- profession of its own arose, the
leal'llecl profession, which made attempts at emancipating 1tself from
the church. During· the conflicts between the ecumenic councils aud
the popes the uuiversity professors, tllrough their authoritative opiniops, formed a power of their own whose aid was enlisted py both contending parties. To the secular people of lear11ing might be counted,
also, tbe increasing number of masters and bachelors of the "particular" schools (see 4, below). Thus it came to pass that, at a time when
the church was still keeping in its bands the whole course of higher
education, science began to Jibe.rate itself, or, at least, to looseu tlrn
fetters of a purely ecclesiastical domination.
A university in the ::.\fiddle Ages was termed "studium generale,"
ED 98--2
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wllich means an institution for general educatioJJ. 'l'he name "universitas," as shown in the example of Paris, was not used in the modern sense for the whole range of sciences united in it, but for a union
of teachers and students. In contradistinction to the "studium generale'J the" schola particuhuis " was established to benefit a certain town
or a limited terntory.
4. Part-icular schools.-To the particular schools belonged, first of all,
the old monastery and the cathedral schools. During the last centuries of this period the so-called foundation schools (Stiftsschulen)
claimed similar rank; likewise institutions established by college
churclles, in which, as a rule, a college of clergymen acted as teachers.
In this respect all the "particular" schools (secondary schools, as we
term them in the United States) followed the example (1f the schools
under direction of bishops and archbishops (cathedral schools).
The education of the secular clergy (not members of religious orders)
in cathedral schools was regulated by new legal church statutes.
According to the rules ado11ted by the fourth Lateran council, of 1215,
which enforced those issued earlier (1179), there were required for cathedral schools a "grammf!ticus" and a "thcologus," for simple church
schools aud others at least a '' grammaticus.'' Tliis led to the appointment of a teacher of Latin for simple church schools, while for cathedral schools (archbishops' schools), in addition to a grammar or Latin
teacher, one for theology was required. In 1438 the council of Basel
decreed the establishment of a chair of theology also in bishops' scbools.
The religious order of St. Benedict gradually ceased to foster higher
education. A.t the l>eginuiug of the thirteenth century its place was
taken by the newly established orders, the Dominicans and Franciscans. They founded new monastery scl10qls in the cities. In these
schools opportunities were offered to the members of the orders as well
as to laymen to attend the lower and middle stages of au ecclesiastical
course. But the orders did not confine themselves to that. These
new ecclesiastical societies quickly took possession of the new trend of
higher education and tried to get in contact with the universities.
The Dominicaus in Paris, as early as 1219, had a strong lloltl on education. A.t tlrn middle of the century their theological professors bad
succeeded in entering tlrn theological faculty of the university, and at
the same time they prescribed a rigid course for the education of the
members of tbeir order. It began with t:IJe study of the arts and logic,
then took up that of "1rntural things" (studia naturalium), and ended
with tbe so-called general study; hence 11as framed to conform with
the hitherto customary cour e, as it was divided into Trivium, Qnadrivium, and theology. For higher education the school of the Dominican· in Paris became the foremost m titution of the world. Later the
various orders establi hcd pecial study hou es (college.) in universities
and provided them with their own professors; or, if that could not be
done, they maintained their member· studying in a, university at the
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expense of the order. Pope Urban VI, in 13G6, advised, soon after the
foundation of the University of Prague, the Bohemian monasteries of
the Benedictines, Augustinians, and Prmmonstratensians to seud members of their orders to Prague; and he further decreed that the priors
·of the Dom1.11ica,ns, Franciscans, Augustinians, and Oarmelites in Bohemia should engage a sufficient number of qualified teachers of theology
for their . order houses in Prague.
To the monastery, cathedral, and fonndatiou schools came, during
this period, a fourth kind of secondary institutions, the Latin city
schools, to which we sllall refer later.
·
The courses of all these '' particular" or secondary schools differed
greatly in the various institutions. As has been mentioned before, some
of these schools reached with their theological instruction into the course
of the university. Generally they undertook a larger or smaller part
of the course in liberal a.rts. Some of them may have restricted themselves to the elements of Latin. Well orgauized schools of the 1ater
period, like those of the city of Nuremberg, and tlle St. Sebaldus school
of Vienna, show a limitation in their · courses of stndy which, in the
liglJt of our modern experience, seems Yery wise. Their pupils first
received a careful instruction iu La.tin, and; in the upper grades, a kind
·of foretaste (Vorgeschmack) of higher education through the study of
an elementary course in logic and rhetoric. Such schools, leading over
into a, course of liberal arts in tlie university, approached the limit of
the baccalaureate degree, and thus were true preparatory schoo1s.
However, tlie relation of the particular schools to the university was,
generally speaking, not that of a prescribed preparatory institution.
They o:f:lered instruction a,s far as tlle conditions of eacb. scllool would
permit, and left it to the student to utilize as rnucll of it as he would,
-or to apply it in whatever way be could. From the biograpl1y of
Tllomas Platter and others (in Ranmer's Geschiclite der Padagogik, I.
Supplement) it will be seen how many traveling scholars raml>led
from one school to another. These young men, when occasion offel'ed,
entered the priesthood, or if not, grew old or perished in their unfinished state (Scholareuthnm) . It was possible in that period for an ambitions student to obtain also outside of a university the knowle<lge
offered there. Besides theological lecture courses arranged by the Church
itself, voluntary foundations of that kind were not rare. In Hamburg,
which, geographically, lay somewhat aside from tlle territory of the
German universities, the cathedral school taught not ouly grammar,
logic, and rhetoric, but also philosophy. Furthermore, an ecclesiastic
·of that city, l\fagister Johannes Vrietze_, established in 1408 a fnud for
tlle purpose of maintaining a theological lecture course, and secured
for the professor the right to give academic disputations, engaging and
paying to that end fonr preachers to take active part in these exercises.
Thus it was made possible to the e,lergy of the diocese to pass through
a complete theological course without le:wing the city. This, however,
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happened at a time when other Hamburg students lived at the Universityof Prague "for the purpose of studying." (Meyer, H amburgisches
Schul- nnd Unterrichtswesen.) In a similar manner, in 1415, some
Augustini'an monasteries, situated in the north and northeast of Germany, resorted to a makeshift by establishing an ambulatory university, which remained a year in every monastery of that section, and to
which each sent a brot,her. The subjects of instruction were grammar,
logic, philosophy, and theology. (Paulsen, Gelehrter Unterricht, I,
page 28.)
On the other hand it became customary to regard the attendance at
a "particular'' or secondary school as the natural preparation for study
in the university. This was the case with most of the scholars whose
lives Muther describes (A.us dem Universitats- und Gelehrtenleben im
Zeitalter der Reformation). Their course may be considered typical
for the Middle A.ges. Among them was Hieronymus Schiirpf, who
attended the monastery school of his native city, St. Gall, and tlrnre
followed the "grammatical course;" then he went to Basel to the university. It is well known that Martin Luther as a boy visited the
school at Mansfeld, in which the elements of Latin were taught, and
after his fourteenth year of age the schools of Magdeburg and Eiseuach;
iu letters from Eisenach he praises the grammatical instruetion of his
teacher. Eighteen years old, in 1501, he went to the University of
Erfurt. Hi1-:, further course of study may finish the picture of a i\li<ldle
Age course of instruction. At the university he studied, besides the
Lati11 authors, dialectics, physics, and ethics; i.e., the philosophy of
the course in liberal arts. After two years he became baccalaureus,
and master after two more years. In later years he acquired, as is well
kuown, the degree of Doctor of Divinity.
5. .Latin city sohools.-'J1Jrn exclusively eeclesiastical education offered
in 1tuiversities and church schools was supplemented by a secular form
of educa,tion in the cities after the first attempt at such an education
during the chivalric era.. Here the German culture found new centers
when, during- the first part of the thirteenth century, court life began
to decline. Poetry itself came from the castles of the noblemen to the
circumscribed territory of the civil commuuities; the minstrel song
became the master song (Meistergesang). 'l'he Germau cities, having
had their rise in the t,h irteenth century, saw in the fourteenth aud
fifteenth centuries a period of splendid development of power n,nd
importance in all activities of life. An increased desire for education
followed as a matter of course. It was met occasionally in the patrician
houseH of people of wealth in the same manner which had beell customary among the nobles-that is, by private tutm.s. Por the majority
of people iu search for education, however, a desire for the establishment of schools became quite urgent. To this we may attribute the
existence of Latin city schools, which have heen mentioned before.
'Ihey were called town or parochial schools. Built in proximity to the
1
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parish churches of the cities, they were intended to offer to the citizens
at least the elements of intellectual culture.
Also practical needs urged the establishment of schools. The relations of the cities, towns, or burgs with tbe outside world made
necessary written communications of various kinds. For the interior
administration likewise, documents, minutes of proceedings, records,
and accounts had to be made and kept. In private life of these growing communities also the art of writing became a necessity, as records
of contracts and donations, etc., had to be kept. Those who conducted this business during the first part of the l\fiddle Ages were
ecclesiastics. It was very natural that the administrative authorities
of cities looked toward making themselves self-dependent. Therefore,
not only secretaries became necessary who knew how to read and write
and who understood Latin, but the members of the various boards and
councils who l1ad a part in the administration of pubJic affairs found it
most advisable to possess knowledge and skill in these arts. Lastly,
in commerce and_trade the possession of these arts beeame more a11d
more urgent. The ecclesiastical schools in churches and monasteries,
it is true, offered such instruction, but the rapid development of the
towns and cities which took place during the thirteenth century ~oon
proved them to be insufficient for existing needs.
'l1lie clergy bad not the slightest inclination to comply with the new
desire. Hence city authorities themselves were obligetl to take tbe
establishment of new schools into their own hauds. Iu Cologne, city
schools are mentioned in documeuts dating back to 1234, but the time
of general establishment of such schools seems to Legin at the middl e
of the century. Hi.beck had been founded only a hundred years uefore
that time (1143). .But the territory of the burghers' dwellings bad
extended rapidly between the bishop's palace and the citadel, so that
up to 1250 four parochial churches had to be erected aside from the
cathedral. It was only a consequence.of this development that, in 1252,
the city authorities desired to increase the school facilities, and they
determined upon the opening of a new institution uear the market
church in the middle of the city proper. They claimed that for little
boys the way to the cathedral sclwol was too far and too dangerous,
situated as it was at the end of · the city. The establishment was
approved by the clerical authority, as well a8 ten years later the est,tblishment of a second school in connection with another church of the
city, that of St. ,Jacob's, which was still more distant from the cathedral. Two more schools, at St. Peters and St. 1Egidians, were opened
a little later.
In Hamburg the opening of a city school was contemporary with the
expansiou of the city territory. In the new part of the city, at the
harbor,- the congregation of St. Nicolai was formed. This, too, wished
to have a school besides the old cathedral school. The vermi sion was
granted by the Pope in 1281, to whom the· city authorities had addresRcd
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the request, but the definite establishment was made possible only after
settling a dispute, which lasted through eight years, with the headmaster of the cathedral school. The city council of Breslau was granted
permission to establish a school at St. lVIagdalena in the year 1267.
The city children llad until then to take their way across tlle Oder
River, because the cathedral school was situated on the opposite side
of the river. The distance, as the authorities complained, was far, the
state of the bridges bad, and tlle passage dangerous, especially for the
little ones, on account of the J)eople, vehicles, and horses crowding one
another in passing over. The new school was located within the city
limits, as well as another one established in 1293 at St. Elizabeth's
Church. Similar establishmeuts in otller cities were nnmerons in the
century referred to; also in the two foHowing centuries. The existence
of Latin city schools may easily be proved by documentary evidence
through the whole German Empire. At the close of tlrn Middle Ages
no German town worth mentioning was without a school supported by
civil authorities.
The necessity leading· to tlle establisllment of parochial or city scllools
was deeply felt by the city antl10rities, as has been stated. The city
council (Stadt-Rath) everywliere acted as the body represc11ting tlie
comnrnnity, aud expressed the need of such schools in its own and the
citizens' interest. Tlrn council shunned 110 trouble or expense to get
the approval of the church authorities, and persisted in the struggle
with tlle clergy when approval was withheld. For, as has been mentioned, there were abundant causes for conflicts with the clergy, especially with the local clergy. In the chapters of the cathedrals and
prebendary churches the "scholasticus " (a clergyman to whom the
priucipalship of the school was intrustecl) lrnd gaiuell a dominant
position since the twelfth century, and upon this influential priest
devolved not only the supervision over all the schools of tlte diocese,
but also the right to determine the distribntiou of their income. The
new schools which the city councils intended to establish seemed to
iujnre the prerogatives of the prkst. Tllerefore the secular authorities were obliged to wrest the right of establishing such school, first,
from the "scholasticus," sometimes from another person who made
similar claims, such as an abbot of a monastery. The coutest in many
cities was carried on with great vigor. It sometimes happened that
tlle "refractory city authority," or the entire city, was excomnrnnicated,
which action was answered by the city council by expelliug the" obstinate clergy" from the city. Usually a compromise was effected, some
years after the struggle, by higher ecclesiastical authorities, tllat is,
bisliops and the Pope, and the dispute terminated in granting the permis ion to establish city schools, iu lien of which the council again confirmed the privileges of the clergy of tlle town, perhaps al o expressly
promised to prevent a dimiuntion of the reveuues of the" scliolaslicus''
or general educational director.
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Ent m spite of these contentions the instruction in the city schools
wn,s no other than that offered in the ecclesiastical schools. With
the establishment of city schools no reform in matter or method of
teacbing was intended. lt did not occur to the council or anyone
else at that time that matter or method of instruction in schools
•neeuecl to be different from those in church schools. "The city schools
were., simply parallel institutions to the church schools." (Specht, page
249.) In the beginning, the establishment of advanced, grammar, and
secoudary schools was strictly reserved to the clergy of the town, who
were a1so intrusted w.ith the teaching of singing, owing to its importance for divine service in the principal churches. Hence these city
schools may be said to have been elementary Latin schools. Later this
limitation, as well as the ecclesia.stical superYision, fell into disuRe, as
the example of the schools of Nuremberg of the fifteenth century
shows.
6. Schools for reading and ioriting.-In the same cities in which tlms,
since the middle of the thirteenth century, the ci_tizens tried to acquire
at least the elements of a Latin education, purely German schools
sprang into existence about a hundred years later (1350). These "·ere
the schools known in the history of popular education under the name
"Reading and writing schools" of the Middle Ages. They were also
called German schools, in contrast to the Latin schools of those times.
During the first 11art of the Middle Ages Latin was the only language
of pnblic judicial action in Germany, but in the second part of that
periocl the vulgar tongue began to claim a, place beside it. In the
thirteenth century the first great law collections or codes were made
in tlrn German language; the "Saxon;, and the "Suabian :Mirror" date
from that time, as do also municipal laws, guild statutes, and other
codes all composed in German. In other documents the people began
to employ the native language. As ear]y as 12S1 Rudolph of Haps burg ordered a "public peace" (Landfrie<len) in German. Furthermore, an increased need of education became urgent among the masses
of the people. The desire to learn reading and writing became quite
common, and the possession of these elementary facilities can be proven
to bave been very exten sive from about the second lia1f of the fourteenth ceutury. In 1382 a citizen of Lubeck sent libelous letters to a
councilor in Stettin, which he had nailed on the church door of the
city, evidently for the general cognizance of the inhabitants. In HOO
it was the custom of the German merchants of Novgorod, in Russia, to
affix at their front steps the names of Hussian debtors wl10 had proved
themselves defrauders. In 1442 during the convention of the Ha,nsa,
heltl in Stralsund, it was resolved that certain regulations in the v:irious cities belonging to the League should be brought to tbe knowledge
of the public by placarding them at the city halls, "so that everybody
might know how to avoid damage." At the same time ( 1443), jn Brunswick, the members of the trade guil<ls could read, which is seen from
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the fact that they teased one another by affixing satirical stanzas to
their_ caps and bats. This was the time in which the burning desire for
education caused the invention of the art of printing, which in turn
still further increased the desire to learn. In a pamphlet printed at
Mayence in 1498 it is said: "Everyone now wants to read and write."
(Kopmann, Mittheilungen des Vereins fiir Hamburgische Geschichte,
I, page 113.)
The Latin schools were not insensible to this general movement, and
attempted to n1eet the awakened desire for instruction in reading and
writing by devoting special attention to these subjects and by accepting, aside from their Latin pupils, also such as wanted to obtain only
the ·elementary arts. In a document published in Hamburg (1456)
recommending the concession to open simple German schools, it is left
free to everyone to let bis children learn to read and write in the Latin
schools, where they may sit on separate benches. The Latin schools,
especially the city schools, developed in this way the character of institutions that satisfied the general desire for education among the city
population.
It seemed to become a duty of good and respectable parents to let
their children acquire some school education and to make them share
in the discipline of the school. This is explained in a very interesting
way in the words in whfoh the city council of Nuremberg in 1485 sustained the :publication of a new programme for the four schools of the
city. The preamble of this quaint document in quaint German says:
"Since in these schools, there are many native and uonresideut boys 1
who have not come for a definite purpose, or are sent merely to prevent
them from running wild in the streets, and to give them some wholesome discipline by means of the good examples of other boys, so that
they may get some useful knowledge and skill, and that, perhaps some
may learu to read and write, or become learned and later enter l.10ly
orders; therefore it bas become necessary to enforce strict orders, rules,
and regulations in these schools, so that each one may know what is
due him and others," etc.
Tbis public education led to the establishment of private schools and
"home schools" (Schulzirkel). These came into existence as private
enterprises at the request of persons who clubbed together to support
the ~chool. '' Keeping" such a school was considered a business w11ich
assumed all the characteristics of a commercial venture. City clerks,
vagrant ecclesiastics and scholars, pious sisters aud nuns, or secular
wo1uen for the purpose of earning their livelihood, or a little e.,trn
income, offered to instruct little children in 1mmbers, reading, and
· writiug, as they had learned these arts themselves. Iu a book of
models printed at Augsburg aud dated 1484, such a schoolmaster petitions the authorities that he may be allowed, like other tradesmeH, to
1
To one in those chtys thought of a<lmitting girls to schools. }fortin Luther was
the first to urge upon the councils of cities to establish girls' i,chools,
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practice his trade. Such teachers for children are mentioned in Frankfort on the Main -a s early as 1364; women teachers are spoken of in
Speier in ]362; in Mayence already before 1300. (F. l\HiJler, Quellenschriften-, page 311.)
The clergy were not favorably inclined to these new effort,s of the
people, efforts that had their origin below the usual level of educated
. society, and they opposed these enterprises even more strenuously tban
those of the city authorities that had resulted in the opening of Latin
schools. When in Liibeck, at about 1400, numerous private schools
were opened, a protracted dispute arose with the clergy of the city,
which was finally concluded in 1418 by a formal treaty between the
city authorities and the general superintende11t or 1' scholasticus." In
this document it is said that many of such writing schools had been
maiutai11ed by citizens without the permission of the scholasticus, and
the schoolmasters had taken tuition fees and put them into their own
pockets. The agreement provided that only four of such schools for
writing should be retained, and these should be exclusively German
schools, from which we may infer that the German sclioolmasters often
trenched upon the Latin instruction of older institutions. The city
council appointed the masters and the" scholasticus" installed tuern.
One-third of the tuition fees bad to be handed over to the latter; twothirds were the master's share. "The masters shall see to it that tltey
instruct the pupils intrusted to them in reading and writiug, and teach
them good manners in a way that wiJI assure them God's reward and
contribute to the houor and dignity of the city of Liibeck . 1' 'rl1fo a,ldition again shows that these institutions were intended to give to 1be
children of the citizens an education which not only served practic'.al
purposes 1 but-which trained them to be well-mannered, and rescue tl1em
from total ignorance.
In tlie city of Brtmtiwick, at about 1400, _also, writiing schools are
mentioned. In a quarrel that arose in that city between the administratiou and clergy on account of the intended establishment of two
Latin city schools, the oppositiou of the clergy turned at the same time
to tl1e German schools. The differences were settled in fa.vor of the
city, in 1420, by a formal treaty in which also the keeping of simple
writiug schools was conceded by the clergy. In that document it is
made a condition that in these schools no master should teach more
tba11 '' how to read and write the alphabet aud German books and
leHers." In 1479 this clause had to be enforced again by a decree
which said: "The conductors of these schools sLall keep no master
who teaches from Latin books and Latin authors." The new movemellt
represented by these German schools turned in many places not ouly
against the ecclesiastical schools, but likewise agaiust the city La,tin
schools. There are evidences in documents of the ciLy of Amsterdam
to show that the Latin city schools had to fight at timm, against the
writing aud reading masters. (F. Muller, Vor- und Friihreformatorische
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-Sclmlordnungeu, II, p. 323.) The closing Middle Ages exhibited a
fierce competition on the field of public education. The "scholasticus"
fougllt for his prerogatives, and still more for his revenues, against all
new schools not established by the church, and the Latin scllools, both
church and secular, against the German schools; and again the German scl.10ols with their professional masters aud privileged by the city
council against others not belonging to the schoolmasters' guild.
In Hamburg German schools existed from the beginning of the
fifteenth century; i,t is known that the authorities employed suitable
persons to keep German schools of reading and writing. Later, differ'Cuces arose between the council ai;icl tlrn clergy of the city over this
point. These difficulties were settled temporarily with a signal victory
·of the clergy. The city autboritiQs were not allowed to establish more
than one German school, the location of which, moreover, was to be
designated by the clergy. The number of pupils was not to exceed
forty; the city council appointed tile schoolmaster, but the "scholasticus" paid his salary and supervised bis work. One of t4e causes of
the dispute, and perhaps the most important, arose from the provision
that the "scholasticus" should receive annually as much of the tuition
fees as he would receive from a similar number of pupils in the older
Latin schools, that is, tlie cathedral and tlle city school.
But the flood, here as well as in the ot1ier cities, could not be checked.
At the close of tlrn Middle Ages, in 1522, the Hamburg '' scbolasticus"
of that time complained that "almost daily new schools were opened
by old women and other persons."
The number of distinct forms of schools which the l\fiddle Ages developed is h~rewith concluded. Regular instruction <lid not penetrate
into the villages at the close of this period, and a people's or common
school education is nowhere to be found in the Middle Ages. As bas been
shown by examples, the idea was not uncommon that it would be laudable and becoming to every person to obtain useful knowledge at school;
bnt the further idea to institute a general compulsion for that purpose
was very remote. Only in modem history does this idea appear, first
in the church, then in the state. If this be regarded a fault of the
Middle Ages, it is mitigated by the fact that in earlier pel'io<ls absolutely nothing lw.d been done for public school education, and notliiug
ever develops in this direction unless it results from needs urgently
and acutely felt.
III.

FROM

1500

HU::.\I.A.NISi\I IN SECOND.A.RY S CHOOLS.

TO

1800.

EST.A.BLISH:i\1ENT OF .A. PUBLIC

SCHOOL SYS'l'El\I-THE BEGINNING OF '.I'IIE RE.A.LSOIIULE (SECOND.A.RY SCHOOLS OF '.l'HE RE.A.LI'.I'JES OR l\10DEH,N HIGII SCHOOLS).

(a) TIIE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. (1) Humanism, and its ejfect.-Toward the encl of the l\fiddle Ages there cawe a period for the classical
scllools in which men bogan to tire of the once highly prized scholastics,
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and not to regard disputations in the universities as the liighest proofs
of human intelligence, but as idle jiugling of words. Intellige11t men
looked for a new education. It was found in tlie occupation with classic antiquity, which just then a'\loke to new life. The scholastic metl10cl
had founded its instruction on ancient authors, especially on Aristotle.
But the new education gave the preference to otlier authors. It tnrued
from Aristotle t~ the classic poets, who bad been abandoned by the
scu.o1astics; also to anc'ient orators and historians. Though Latin had
been the language of' scl10lastic science, the language whicli was n ow
· to be learned was the pure Latin, written by the Romans of antiquity.
Its study was commenced on account of itself, on a~count of its beauty
-and characteristic expressions. Soon Greek and Hebrew, as new subjects of study, were added. Humanism it was that took possession of
emotions. It represented the idea of a more human and more natural
-education than that of former times. It was a member of the ,Y11ole
mental renovation of antiquity known b~ the name of "Renaissance."
The change that occurred in the twelfth century from mere literary
education of the earlier Middle Ages to the philosophic-scieutific or
scholastic education was now reversed. Scholars again began to
esteem literature in its narro'\lest sense; i.e., those authors who treated
upon subjects of humw life or history in a riqh variety and in beautiful
forms. They fouud more pleasure in tllem than in scientific formulation and presentatiou. One might be induced to suppose tli'at this
shifting from science to literature, and vice versa, woul<l. repeat itself
of uecessity in the llistory of' education after certain intervals. What
men are looking for in all education is a definite view of tbe world and
life (Welt- uud Lebeusanschanung) which comprehends the known pllenomena in nature and hi.story, as well as in the life of the individual.
It seems that men :find this view of the totality, at times, in·tlrn literature of a foreign nation, or in. their own, where it is offered dogmatically, derived from the subjective assurance of the author. At other
times they reject this source as deceptive, and find objective truth in
science and its attempts at explanation. Then, for a period of time,
salvation is sougbt in science alone.
Humanism had its rise in Italy. .From the fourteenth century efforts
were made here to renew the ancient Roman culture at the place of its
past life. The new inhabitants of tlle country began to feel themselves
the successors of the ancient people. Boccaccio (1313-1375) worked
for tue study of the classics, collected manuscripts, made copies, and
learned Greek himself. Petrarca (1304-1374) studied Cicero and Virgil
at the university against the will of his father, instead of law; he celebrated the older Scipio Africauus in a. Latin epic, and joined the
party of Cola Rienzi, who intended to reestablish the Roman Republic. He hated the scholastics and mocked them mercilessly. Humanism, after having spread over Italy by these and other noted men, was
brought to Germany in the fifteenth century. From 1450 the younger
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_generation among German scholars tried to obtain the "new education"
in Italy, and to bring it to their own fatherland.
What France had been in the eleventh and twelfth centuries that
Italy became in the fifteenth and at the beginning of the sixteenth
century. Italy was then the aim of all who would take part in the
newly awakened mental culture. The chief interest in Italy and Germany centered in the Latin language and literature. Besides Greek,
which during the Middle Ages had been as good as forgotten in the
countries north of the Alps, assumed rising importance. Knowledge
of Greek, already resuscitated in Italy, was further extended by the
disper1,iou of Greek scholars after the conquest of Constantinople in
1453. Hebrew as a study was added later. Iu 1506 Reuchlin in Germany published the first grammar of this language. The purpose of
the study of Hebl'ew was, above all, the ability to read the Old Testament in the original. _The study of Greek had, as a matter of self-evidence, theological purposes .• Quite iu accordanee witb this, Erasmus
of Rotterdam printed the New Testament for the first time iu the
Greek language.
Burna1iism, during the first two decadt·s of the sixteenth centul'y,
caused a transformation of the German universities according to the
new i(leal of edueation. In Leipsic the university was reformed in
1519, during the reign of Duke George. In the preliminary discus~ions
and transactions the masters of the faculty of arts complained that the
· humanists entered their tourse by giving lectures on classical poets aud
orators. Science bad to treat, so they declared, with thing:s, not with
words. Be who knew words was a "grammaticus," but that did not
'make him learned or a philosopher, and the university had expressly
bern fon11de<l to train philosophers. To know words belonged to boys
(Paulseu, Gel. Unt. I, page 104). The contrast between the new and
the old system could not be better deflned from the stan<l.voiut of the
former. The result of the trausforrnation was that, instead of the old,
barbarous translations of Aristotle, others, more elegant ones, were used.
]Trom tlrn scholastic commentaries only a few were selected, edited
by ohler scholarR. Lectures on Cicero, Quintilian, and Virgil were
adrnitted, and Greek was introduced as a study of the course. 'fhe
ui1i versity of Wittenberg had been established in 1502 under humani~tic influence. From 1507 these teachers of the faculty of arts are mentioned as reading on La,tin authors, like Virgil, Sallust, Suetonius,
and others. Shor tly after, Martin Luther began his work there as lecturer of philosophy and soon also of theology. He agreed witli the
humanists in the controversy against Aristotle and the old-establislied
faculty of art~, and took an active part in the attempt at univer~ity
reforms. But his position was not quite the same as that of the humaui''ts. According to his opinion the Christian system of the Midtlle
Age had been corrupted by the study of Aristotle; and the scholastic
philosophers and theologiaus with their commentaries, obscuring · the
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Bible itself, had taken their wisdom exclusively from bim.· Aristotle's
influence had to be broken, so that the doctrine of original Christianity
might reappear in its purity, and hence for this purpose the Bible,
after the new linguistic interpretation, and the church father Augustine were the correct sources. His opposition, therefore, aimed higheri. e. against the theological faculties of the universitfos. In 1518 lecturers were appoiuted in Wittenberg for Hebrew and Greek. For the
latter study Philip }lelanchthou was called from Ttibingen. At the
same time a humanistic reform was brought about in Erfurt, and
the other universities followed the precedent set by the three middleGerman universities.
In like manner the uew system gradually entered the so-called particular (secondary or preparatory) schools. As an example, the aforementioned sclwols of the imperial city of Nuremberg may be referred
to. In 1485 the old mauagemeut was modernized a little, according to
the spirit of the time, by introducing some lessons on Latin classics.
In 1496 a '' poet" was employed by the city to satisfy the urgent desire
for humanistic education. The same end was the aim in 1509 in another
way, by granting an increase of salary for the two city schoolmasters,
for which these men had to give a special literary instruction to a l::ielect
class of students. In 1521, at last, a learned humanist, capable of
teaching the three ancient languages, was appointed for the scliool of
St. Sebaldus.
(2) '11/te Reforniaf'lon.-At the close of the second decade the humanistic revolution was replaced by another movement, going deeper and
reaching further. It seized uot only the scl10lars and the learned
men of the time, but the whole people, and especially the middle and
lower classes. This new movement was the church reformation. rrhe
clergy during the last centuries of the Middle Ages had developed by
degrees a, very exclusive aristocracy, which in all religious <JIH::'::--tions
claime<l exclusive mediation, and which even prevented the.laity from
obtaining admission to God on high without eccle~iastical aid. '£he
clergys' secular dominion with all its pretensio11s appeared ever more
oppressive, and its weight was felt the more the more directly it came
from a foreign power, the Pope in Rome. Luther gave the signal for
the liberation from this oppression, awl the cousequence was, m; is
knowu, that the one-half of the nation ma,de itself iudependent in
church matters forever.
These events, naturally, had great influence upon the then exi:-;ting
school system, which was closely attached to the church. In the bvginning of the movement the whole school system was threatened with
rlissolution, at least for the moment. To extremists and enthusiasts it
seemed as though for right faith, science and higher educatiou were
altogether superfluous. Tllis menacing danger Luther vigorou::-,ly
attempted to meet by issuing an open letter in pamphlet form (in J 524)
entitled "To tlrn members of councils in all the citie:::; of Gerwauy,
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enjommg them to establish and maintaiu Christian sehools." In this
document he developed the outlines of a Protesta11t secondary scllool
system to be established. This he could not conceive possible without
the study of languages. For, as the reformatory movement, at least
among the leaders, had started from a scientific dispute over the
foundations of church doctrines, so the foture existence of the new
church was dependent upon the possession of scientific ·weapons in the
battle for the right creed, and for this purpose knowledge of the three
ancient languages was absolutely necessary. He said: '' May this be
saicl, that we can not preserve the gospel without the ancient languages.
They are the sheath wherein is contained the knife of the spirit; they
are the shrine that holds the jewel." Hence humanism united with
the church reformation for a reestablishment of the school systern,just
as their representatives, Luther and Melauchthon, worked shoulder to
shoulder. But while Lrither saw in the knowledge of ancient languages
scarcely more than a weapon for theological purposes, l\felanollthon's
influence produced the idea, peculiar to hnmauisrn, that occupation
with tlle ancient languages and literature offered immediate educational
benefit to the student.
Luther also formu1ated the plan for the Protestant school system,
wllieh was fQllo,Yed for more thau three centuries. It should prepare
for both ecclesiastical and secular government. .The necessity of a
suitable preparation for secular professions having grown by degrees
during the Middle Ages side by side with the ecclesiastical purpose of
the schools, the education of officials in city and state government,
of councilors and princely rulers and officers, was now made equa1ly
important with that of tlle clergy. The secondary and higher system
of education developed (at least in the larger States) in such a, ,way that
it supplemented and assisted the form of government which became
the dominating one in Germany at the beginning of the new epoch, i.e.,
the monarchy of the sixteenth, seventeentll, a11d eighteen th centuries, in
which churchmen, lawyers, and the nobles were the three governing
classes.
(3) Protestant Uni1.:ersities.-After tlle .first great storms of the ecclesiastical commotion had abated, the establishment of a Protestant
system of education was commenced in schools and universities. In
1553 the theological faculty of the university of Wittenb~rg obtained
new statutes. The old scholastic theology was entirely abolished. The
newly appointed four profes ors lectured on the Old and New Testaments, ometimes also on Augustine. Three years later a reformation
of the whole university took place. The ten professors of the philosophical faculty were obliged to teach the three ancient language·,
mathematics, dialectics, rhetoric, physic , and ethics. The old Ari. tote1ian sciences taught by the faculty of arts ,vero not aboli, lled, but
were Lenceforth treated with the use of a corrected eclHion of Aristotle,
in tcad of the scholastic edition that had been ob::,;cured hy many
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commentaries. The text books for these sciences, prepared by l\Ielancllthon himself, were introduced everywhere into the Protestant
scllools, and retained their hold for more tban a century. 1 The Latin
which had to be taught was, of course, classical Latin. For elementary
language instruction of scholars ·who came to the university without
adequate linguistic preparation a "pmclagogium" was established in
the university, as it had already been clone in other places at the close
·o f the Middle .Ages to meet pressing needs. In tbis measure lay the
germ of separation between lower and higher instruction in liber~},l arts.
In the general course of study tbe philosophic course did not differ
materially from the old. It was divided iuto the customary gr~<l.es of
which the first ended with the baccalanreate examinati011, the second
with the examination for the degree of master of arts. Other universities which joined the Reformation made similar changes. The estab- ·
lishmen t of a "p&dagogium" is seen in rnaay of them. In Tii.bingen,
from 1557, this institution had four gra<l.es and led to the baccalaureate
degree. A. "stipendiate" course of study in force at Marlmrg (llated
1560) prescribed that scholars of average intellect, after having passed
through the philosophical course, in which also some Hleological lectures
were given, migbt enter church and school service, and 011ly the more
intellectually gifted were allowed to enter oue of the upper faculties.
This shows that no uniform course of stu(1y for all professions ,Yas prescribed, no more than was done in the Middle .A.g-es.
(4) The neic ulassical high schools.-The "particular" schools, described
.in a, foregoing paragraph, IJrospered during this period. The humanists of the first part of the century were oblige<l. as a makeslJift to teach
in these preparatory schools. Of conrse they infused these scJrnols
with their own spirit. But soon men were found who made it their
life task to conduct such institutions, both in a humanistic a11d a Protestant sense, and who were sincere and zealous in fulfilling this duty.
Some of these men ba,ve become famous in the history of education,
(see Raumer's Geschichte der Paedagogik, I, page 213); for iustance,
Trotzendorf of Goldberg in Silesia, Neander of Ilfeld on the Hartz
mountains, Sturm of StrnsRburg, and "Wolf of Augsburg. The cities
and princes gained over to Protestantism showed a lively interest in
preparing a firm foothold for the new scientific and religious system in
tlleir schools. From all this resulted a raising of the course of study
of the old particular schools; they were also brought into closer co11nectiou with the universities. The rectors, or principals, set themselves
the task to prepare their pupils for the university, releasing them in
the age of between 16 and 18, aiming at their fiuishing, if not the whole,
· possibly a large part of the philosophical course. Thus tlle plan of our
modem school organization was laid in which the" gymnasium," or classical high school, prepares its graduates for higher professional study.
Tho classical school thus assisted the university in its endeavor,• to
1
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aballdon its preparatory departments, which, however, did not exclude
vigorous remoustra.nce and claims upon ancieut privileges whf'n the
new schools extended their instruction far into the course of the faculty
of arts. Thus the university of Basel comp!ained about Thomas Platter,
wbo had reorganized the cat.hedral school, that he taught the best
clas8ical authors and also dialectics in his course, studies which by
rights were recognized to be university studies.
As has been mentioned, it was Luther who addressed himself to the
cities soon after the beginning of the Reformation (1524). Following
this vigorous incitation, new establishmeuts took place in Magdeburg
in 1524, Eisleben in 1525, Nuremberg in 1526 and other cities. Iu the
North the reforiner Bugenhagen worked to induce the cities to reform
their secondary school system, and to give these schools statutes and
regulations. This was done in Brunswick, Hamburg, and Liibeck.
Other cities, like Mindeu, Gottingen, Soest, Bremen, and Osnabrii.ck,
accepted the draft of his regulations. Entire states, such as Denmark, Sleswick-Holstein, and the Duchy of Wolffenbiittel, reformed
their school systew with his aid. For the cities of the .Electorate of
Saxony a new order was prepared by lVIelanchthon, in 1528, in his
report as inspector-general of schools. Of the later establishment the
school at Strassb1,.ug became specially known and influential tlirongh
tlw work of its rector, Johannes Sturm (after 1538). This institution
w(1s regarded as a model, and had many foreigners among its pupils.
'rhe course of study and the school books of Sturm remained the
general standarrl for a long time.
vVith the beginning of the fourth decade commences the period of
11rincely (or State) regulation of classical schools, and important features were dernloped. Necessity proved that the State lrnd to take
care of this education (the State having assumed the Pope's autl1ority
in Protestant countries) to secure preparation for Mclesiastical aud
secular government service in the different principalities of the Empire.
Tlie schools of the cities supplied only the limited city territory in
which they had lJeen established. ~I.1hey were classical and burgher
schools at the same time, and could not always exteud their courses
far euough to suit. the State. Duke Moritz of Saxony thereforn, in
1543, introduced a decisive innovation by establishing public or princely
schools in three cities of his dominion-State sel.10ols in fact-11awely,
at Pforta, lVIeissen, and Grimma. Following this model, in the second
part of the sixteenth century similar institutions were established
evel'ywhere in Protestant States. The uew schools were reserved for
the children of native citi½ens, and had the object to prepare them for the
university of their own State, at pub1ic expense, in boarding estaulisbmeuts. Their graduates were also supported by public· means in the
university, and were obliged to serve their State later on in high official
capacity. The money for these purposes was obtained from church
proverty sequestered in consequence of the church reformation. These
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schools did not give elementary instruction, but required for admission
some knowledge of Latin; they were therefore purely classical institutions· for secondary and higher education. In the upper grades of their
course the three ancient languages, Latin, Greek, and. Hebrew, were
taught; but some of these schools restricted their course to Latin and
Greek. To such a, school the name" gymnasium" was given. In contradistinction to these were" city,"'' council/' or simple" Latin schools,"
witb a briefer course. The princes' (Fiirstenschulen) or State schools
(as we understand the term) having been established mostly at the
expense of the property of ancient monasteries, were often colloquially
called monastery (Kloster) schools-thus, for instance, in Wiirtemberg,
where they were founded through the "church and school order of
1559," issued by the State.
The type of the Protestant classical school, created by the Reformation, remained authoritative for the next three centuries up to the
eighteenth century. Classical education, being the center of gravity
of the eutire course, had a double purpose-to give the scholar ability
to express himself readily in verse and prose, and to give him a certain
amount of useful knowledge. This Melanchthon stat~d with precision
to his students: '' I always endeavor to introduce yon to such authors
as will increase your comprehension of tllings while they contribute
toward enlarging your language. These two parts belong together,
and have sworn friendship, as Horace says, so that one stands and is
supported by the other, because no one can speak well if he does not
understand what he wishes to say, and again, knowledge is lame without the light of speeclt." (Corpus Reformatorum, XI, page 112.) This
epoch derived from the ancient authors increased knowledge of the
life of men of their times, yea, even its general science. Homer was
celebrated as a good. preparatory school for the futurn official of a
commuuity, showing in the Iliad the arts of warfare, and in the
Odyssey those of peace. Thucydides seemed to represent German
home affairs; from the ,~Metamorphoses" of Ovid, besides moral
truths, variom, bits of knowledge of geography, astronomy, natural
history, etc., were takeu.
Humanism, leaning toward literature, in contradiction to scholasticism which was based on scientific knowledge, was introduced into the
German schools for this reason, and remained there durh1g the following centuries. One may be disposed to include the present century, to
regard the entire history of the secondary school system iu Germany
from the sixteenth century to the present time, as one period, and
term it the period of "modern humanism," thus distinguishing it from
the two earlier periods, that of "humanism of the middle ages," and
that of "scholasticism." All the influences that were exerted upon
the schools during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were foreign influences, but they were incapable of changing their character.
Whether humanism, after experiencing a splendid renewal at the
ED
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beginniug of the nineteenth century, and maintaining itself up to the
l)resent day, is weakening and losing its hold upon the present generation, or whether it will in the near future arise from the present
depression aud take a new lease of life, is a question concerning wllich
opinions differ widely.
In this period the form of speech was fully as important as tlrn contents. But also in this point it was thought best to borrow forms from
fme1gn nations. This is the period of Latin poems and orations for all
events iu public life, of Latin inscriptions on the houses of the living
as well as on the tombstones of the dead, and of Latin phrases and
words in the German language.
(5) The schools of the Jesuits.-In those territories of the Empire
which remained Catllo1icJ the entire secondary and higher school system
.passed into the hands of the Order of the Jesuits during the middle
of the sixteenth century. Established for the purpose of preventing
a further falling off of members of the old church, or, if possible, of
regaining parts of what was lost, the new order sought to counteract
Protestant erlucation by equally good Catholic education. It not only
provided for a better education of the clergy, but also offered instruct.ion in its s-chool gratuitously to every one who would make use of it.
Children of cjtizens, as well as of nobles and princes, were admitted.
The order embraced in a, large circle, from the Rhine through south
Germany to Poland and Eastern Prussia, the territory of Protestantism, entering everywhere the old gymnasia and universities, or establishing new gymnasia and "colleges." The latter in many cases included
gymnasia} and university studies. The theological and philosophical
faculties of the order soon obtained from tlle Pope the privilege of
granting academic degrees as tlle o1d universities did. The course of
study was essentially the same as that in Protestant schools, i. e., a
humanistic course was fo1lolfed by a three years' study of philosoplly
acconliug to the Aristotelian compendium; then followed the four
years' theological course. The study of medicine and law was not
entertained by the order. Secondary and higher education in Germany
therefore, in spite of the schism, could be considered to a certain
degree as a unit. In the Protestant North as well as in the Catholic
South, humanism had become the most important part of education.
The Oathblic church of the sixteenth century had adopted tlle new
education of the e_poch as completely as its predecessor had adopted
scholasticism in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The ecclesiasticpolitical purpose, however, of the Jesuits was, that science and education remain under strict church control iu the schools. For this reason
tlrn order of studies of the Society of ,Jesus (Ratio studiorum, reg.
comm. omn. prof. sup. fac. 6) was ordered which said: "Also in things
which co11tain no danger for creec.l and faith nobody shall introduee
new questions on any important topic, nor an opinion, without sufficient authority or without permission of the superiors; 11or shall any
one teach anything against the doctrines of the church fathers aud the
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· commonly accepted system of school doctrines; but everybody shall
follow the approved teachers and the doctrines accepted aud taught
• in Catholic academies."
. In this way the inner development of this school system 11as in
effect made impossible. While the Protestant schools were open to
the influences of the varying spirit of the times during tlie following
centuries, the higher Catholic institutious rema,ined unchanged upon
the old basis. Not uutil tlie second half of the eighteenth century dicl
new currents of thought in these schools begin to exert themselves,
which in turn aided in abolishing the order of the Jesuits (1773).
(G) Protestant pitblic elenientary schools.-The Reformation created
sometlling new in the public-school system as it existed at the close of
the middle ages. At the beginning of the struggle, it is true, the attention of the reformers was directed above all toward higller sehools.
They clepende<l upon them especially to prepare tlle weapons for the
impending struggle. Therefore Luther, in a pamphlet <lated 152·1,
blamed those who thought unnecessary the knowledge of languages,
deeming it sufficient to teach the Bible and the word of God in German. This pamphlet, as bas been mentioned before, is a sincere appeal
to take care of the farther development of secondnry or preparatory
schools, both princely or state, and municipal or city schools.
A simpler school ed Llcation for '' the common people," lie tlrnuglit,
. might be sufficiently supplied if the boys attended school one or two
hours a day; the girls, 011e hour. From these elementary pupils the
best qualified should be selected for teaching, preachiug: and other
ecc1esfastical functions and to that end receive further instruction.
In a similar way Bugenhagen planned the different stages of school
education. According to the '' sclwol order"· of Bruns wick, dated 1528,
those entirely without talent should atteu·<l tl.te Latin school only tiU
their twelfth year of age, ot.hers should attend till they were 1G years
old., to prepare for "practical professions;" lastly, selected scho1ars
should enter upon higher studies (gelehrte Studicn). He allowed purely
German schools to exist side by side with Latin schools. The Snixon
"school order," framed by Melanchthon in 1528, expressed the same
plan. It divided the pupils into three '' groups" (Haufcn). Only the
most talented and skillful should be admitted to the highest (third)
step. It provided for these schools that German need not be taught
separately, wllich eyidently meant tl1e abolishment of the specia.1 German classes arrangecl as parallel classes in the Latin schools. Hence,
it is plainly seen that elementary instruction at that time appears in
close connection with secondary and higher stllClies.
But soon the establishment of an independent lovver public school
system became necessary in consequence of the Reformation. La.ymen
in tbc new church were to be conducted to the very source of faitll-the
Holy Scriptures. In the German Bible Luther bad given to the common people the fundamental book of their religion in tlte uaLive
language. It was a self-evident presupposition that the people should
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be able to read it themselves. The new church, however, more than
the olJ church, depended upon intelligent comprehension of the creed;
therefore special instruction in religion was 1rncessary, and for this
purpose Luther offered in his catechism an appropriate text-book. In
many places, in consequence of the Reformation, instruction in the
catechism was arranged whieh was conducted in most cases by the
sacristans. Similar conditions are disclosed by Bugenhagen, who
ordered that presents should be given every year from the general
church treasury to the two German schoolmasters, employed by tlle
city council, who. taught their pupils something of the word of God,
the decalogue, the creed, and qther things.
This kind of instruction assumed a more settled form through the
school orders issued by the princes after the middle of the sixteenth
century, and in this Wi.irtemberg set the model for other German states.
Iu the same principality in which Duke Ulrich (1546) had ordered the
abolishment of German schools that existed side by side with Latin
schools in small couutry towns, because they drew scholars from. the
Latin schools, and . also because Latin pupils would write Latin with
German script and read with German accent, his successor, Duke Christopher, in his school regulations of 1559, gave to the German schools a
1>osition of self-dependent members of the State school system, independent of secondary or higher institutions. These German schools were to
be consolidated in the larger settlements of his principality and placed
in care of sacristans, and the children of the working people were to
be instructed in German reading and writiug, in religion and clrnrch
hymns. The consistory was told to employ intelligent persons for these
schools and sacristies, persons who had proved their fitness by passing
an examiuation. A_rithmetic is not mentioued as a branch of study,
but the candidates for a teacher's position were exammed in it. Al~o
the method of teaching is prescribed; the course of study is divided
into three grades, and the "community of pupils iuto three groups."
Attention was to be paid to exact pronunciation of' words,'etc. The
schools were inspected by church officials, first by the local paHtor,
then by special superintendents, aud lastly by members of the state
consistory. For lessons in the catechism the duty of attending was
made obligatory; the parents were punished for apsence of their childreu from "catechism school." This State school order (which bad the
foree of law) was imitated in Brunswick iu 15u9, and in the electorate
of Saxony in 1580.
As their name indicates, these schools were on a level with the purely
German schools already existing during the l\foldle Ages, especially in
the cities. They assumed, however, a special character since religion
iustruction in them appeared the principal object. It must ah;o be
borue in miml tha,t they had been e tal)lished by authority of the sta.te,
while the former Gerurnn school. ba<l been the result of municipal or
private initiative to meet economic lleed~. Thus, in tl1e domain of the
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common school, we see a separation take place between the state or
church school aud the free burgher school of the Middle Ages. The
actual conditions, of course, did not always correspond with the wellintended attempts of the authorities. Especially in the villages schools
did not often exist, and their maiutenauce was precarious. In Wiirtemberg, for instance, the schoolmasters had to be admonished (in 1588) to
establish, if possible, summer schools, and for a long time the classification of teachers into "full term" and "winter" scl10olmasters was
kept up. In other church and school regulations of that period, as in
the _pommeranian school order of 1563 and in the Brandenburg consist01fal order of 1573, village schools are not mentioued at all.
7. Private schools.-In contradistinction to these new "people's
schools," the German schools that had existed in earlier times :flourished
to the same, or perllaps to a larger extent, aud this must be re~embered
in trying to obtain a complete view of the school system of that time.
The desire for the elementary arts of reading and writing had become
more general. Tlle laboring class and the trades bad not yet declined;
city hfe was still rich aud manifold. The church reformation had very
greatly increased the participation of the people in general affairs, and
tbe political and religious battles fought during the greater pa,rt of the
century kept the people's energy in public affairs alive. In the" Mittheiluugeu der Gesellschaft fii.r deutsche Erziebungs und Scbulgeschichte"
(1891, No. 1) an interesting document will be found giving information
of this private city school system of the sixteenth century. Aceording
to tu.is source tlrnre existed in Munich, in 1560, nineteen schools kept by
German schoolmasters, besides three Latin schools. These men taught
a shorter or longer period of years, but one, wbo was at tbe same time
tea,cli.er of Latin and of German, had held his position forty-six years.
Must of these men stayed at the same city and school, some with brief
interruptious caused by a sojourn in other places. Some of them bad
been at the university; one had even obtained the baccalaureate degree,
bnt most of them had never studied Latin. It is stated that one Lad
"learned his trade" from a clerk in Landsberg, another from his father,
who had also been a schoolmaster in Munich for twenty years; a tbird
''had learned from Ha11s Reitter, at this place, to read, to write, and to
reckon." Such a master had between 20 and 80, sometimes as many
as 120 pupils, boys and girls. One of the masters seemed to lrnve
been more aristocratic· than the others, for he had many children of
tbe nobility, and took for his mstruction double the customary fees.
Most of these private masters asked 10 to 15 krenzer (40 to 60 cents)
tuition from each pupil for a term of three months. For teacbiug to
write the foe was 15 pence, otherwise, i. e., if writing was omitted, 12
pern:~e. Those who learned to ''reckon with figures" generally paid ;,0
pence. These private teachers also included religious instruction 111
their course. The document from which these items are gleaned j:::; a
report of a visit of inspection through the private schools of the city,
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undertaken to sound the masters' true Catholic faith. Tl.te masters
matle their pupils pray aud sing, aud prepared them, if the parents
desired it, for confession and communion. Several of tltem had been
asked by their patrons, that is, by "common artisaus and tradespeo•
ple," to teach their childreu to sing psalms and Lymns, according to the
Protestant custom.
It is uot astonishing that under such flourishing conditions iu some
cities the German schoolmasters, following the tendencies of tl1e time,
should form a special " guild" with '' guild box," officers, and solemn
ritual. The name "hedge ·schools" (Winkelsclmlen), scl10ols witltout
license, wbicll had formerly been applied to all private schools as
agaiust institutions establislled by the state or the clrnrcll, was uow
given only to schools the masters of which failed to Join the guil<l, aml
these were designated as trade bunglers, called "Bouhase11,'' "KaJ.
mauser;" etc., and persecuted in 11etty ways. Such guilds are mcutioned
in tlrn sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for instance, in LiJbeck,
Frankfort 011 the 1\Iain, and Nuremberg. In the latter city the guild
of the masters of writing and rnckoning still existed in 1808; the elate
of tlle incorporation of this free city into the Kingdom of Bavaria.
In Ham burg the reformer Bugenllagen ltad settled, iu tlle church order
of 15~0, that no "hedge scl10ols" should be allowed, as they Yrnuld !Je
a disadvantage to the newly established high school at St. Johannis.
They could not be so easily abolislled, howe,·er. About 1550, again,
complaints were raised about them, and the city authorities tried to
rcme(ly the evil by taking the establisllrnent of smaller or lower schools
iu their own hands; for the express purpose of abolislling the '' disorderly German hedge schools" public sacristan schools for children
were to be established in every parisll of the city. Some years later
all the principals of schools were placed under the inspection of certain
official persons. Tllis is an example of llow a city administration tried
to prune that flourishing brnnch of the school system, and to regulate
its growth. Generally speaking, the church and state school system
was still too weak and inadequate to check successfully the growth of
private schools. For that very reason the existence of tlrn latter was
justified; they did not merit the abuse with which State scllool officials
tried to injure tliem.
(8) Ccitlwl·ic public schools.-In Catholic countries, the Jesuits who,
as i'"as stated before, were engaged iu rnaiutuiniug secondary schools,
generally objected to people's or elementary scllools. The tendency of
the order was directed toward the scientific battle with tlle educated
meu of the Protestant world, therefore they could not devote them•
se.lyes with the same zeal to lower schools. The constitution, issued by
Loyola, excused this with the plea of waut of a sufficient numbr;r of
teachers for reading aud writing schools. (Note C to IV, page 1:?.)
Nevertheless, in the Catholic churches catecllism school were establi lied, al::;o. The ecumenical council of Trent recommended them,
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and the Jesuit Canisius published a catechism which was much used.
In Bavaria Duke Albrecht V framed school regulations w!Jich placed
schoolmasters under supervision, and prescribing instruction in the
· Catholic creed and in reading and writing. At another occasion he
admonished the cle_rgy of his duchy to establish German schools.
Hence to a certain degree, the Protestant movement in behalf of lower
scuoo1s was imitated by a similar move on Catholic territory.
( b) THE SEVENTEEN'I'H CENTURY. (1) National and neu, ediwation:
Rat·ichiits and Oomenius cind the clctssical schools.-The movements which
the Reformation bad produced continued in Germany until the end of
the sixtee11th century. It was not until the beginning of the seventeenth century that German civilization entered u11on new ways.
National aspirations came to the surface at that time. The educated
commenced to perceive something alien in the humanism in schools aud
universities, and attempts were made to establish a purely German
education. As an indication of this desire the formation of tlie "Fruitbearing Society" in Weimar (in 1G17) may be mentioned. Its object
was the cultivation of the German language. Nobles and citizens
worked together to thif end; the nobles, after having been almost
strangers to national life for a long time, came again in contact with
public life during the sixteenth century, by joining their forces with
the in<?reasing ·power of the princely sovereigns, while the society of
denizens of tltc cities still enjoyed the fruit of its great political power
gained during the previous centuries.
Another change was caused by modern science which in that period
experienced a great impetus in all the -nations of the South. and Westin Italy, France, Holland, and England. In these countries, humanism,
although itself of mere literary tendency, led to a new rise of science.
Bcr-ause abandoning the culture of the Middle Ages, humanism liberated at the same time scientific thought which had lain in the bondage
of Aristotle and religious belief. The battle against scholasticism
· fought by the humanists in the interest of classical languages and
literature, at the same time delivered science from the oppressive
autltority with which Aristotle bad burdened it. A number of men,
for the most part living in the time before and after moo, introduced a
new science. Copernicus and Kepler created a new astronomy, Galileo
a new physics; in Descartes was found the :first philosopher of the new
science, in Bacon its great methodician.
Germany did not keep pace with this progress, although it gave the
:first two namm; to this list of learned men. The Gerrnau nation remained behind others in science, and soon also in regard to national
wealth. A.t the German universities, after the Reformation, Aristotle
continued to reign supreme. The reformers, it is true, bad banished
Lis scholastic commentaries from their instruction, but tbe contents
of the philosopher's own books remained the only and una,ssailable
. basis of all instruction iu science. When in 15GO, Peter Ramus,
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who saw his life's task in combating the doctrines of Aristotle, came
to Heidelberg, and the ducal government wanted to employ him as
lecturer on ethics, tbe faculty refused to accept him, ,: because hh;manner of teaching would not agree with that of Aristotle, whose philosophy was acknowledged to be the best in Germany and in all of Europe.
That Greek pbilosoplier remained the undisputed authority iu university instruction until the end of the seventeenth century. Modern
science passed over Germany, and the Germau people have only recovered from this neglect during the current ceutury. Nevertheless, in:fiuences arising from this evolution could not be entirely ignored. It is a
noticeable fact, that of the two greatest pedagogical reformers of the
seventeenth century, Ratichius and ComeHius, the latter received his
strongest impetus from Roger Bacon. In connection with the tendency
toward nationalizing culture (Germanizing it, as it were), the doctrine
ofindependent science caused some noteworthy changes in the advanced
education of Germany which, however, did not outlast the frightful
ravages of the thirty years' war. The period from 1600 to 1648 deserves
to be characterized briefly.
The new ideas found expression in the reform . plans of Ratichius
(1571-1635), and in the works of Uomeuius (1592-1671), and were advocated by a few of their disciples. In the field of higlier education
tlrny intended to lead youth quickly to science and a knowledge of
things themselves. Humanism, it seemed to them, gave only a kuowledge of words, books, and opinions, and when it did lead to knowledge
of realities it dragged the student on such a roundabout road that he
hardly reached the encl. Therefore they offered new methods and new
books for the study of languages by means of which the learning of
classical languages (as yet the vehicles of all knowledge) could at least
be shortened. "'l'he schools," says Oomeuius, "do not show the thiugs
themselves as they really are, but teach what one or another, or a tliird
party or a tenth, thinks and writes, so that at last the perfection of kuowledge consists in knowing different opinions of many men about many
things." (Didact. magna, XVIII, page 23.) He himself tried to compile in several of his Latin books words and expressions and group
them so completely and conveniently that they might furnish "in a
sh9rt time with little trouble an easy, agreeable, and safe transition to
the authors who treat about things themselves." (Janna reserata,
praef. sec.11.) The humanists saw clearly what turn things were taking. They complained that the reformers would take out of the hands
of youth those authors who had been teachers of culture and oratory,
and intended them to dispute philosophical aud theological questions,
jm;t as in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The representatives of
the old school had complained a,bout the young scholastics who, full of
dialectic fancie:, had thrown aside the classic·.
However, at the time, a complete defeat of humanism was not accompli:hed. The ideas of the reformers found occa,sional admi~siorn, in
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new school regulatio11s, and the books of Oomeuius were used in several places. But the classics remained the principal part of secondary
and higher educatiou; only Greek was gradually pressed iuto the background, and Latin became the dominant study. Soon Greek was studied only as far as theologians needed it, and the lectures 011 Greek
were confined to the New Testament. The Greek-Latin school of the
Reformation became the Latin school of the seventeenth and eighteenth
ceuturies.
(2) Modern French ediication-academies for the ,n obles.-After the
thirty years' war the general situation for the system of advanced education had radically changed. 'fhe denizens of cities were depressed
and had to work hard to maintain their bare existence. The formerly
influential citizens were obliged to leave to the nobles the dominating
position in the nation. For the nobility there arose a new model of a
splendid civilization which they tried to imitate, as in the sixteeuth
ceutury antiquity b'ad been the model. In France, under Louis XIV,
the State, represented by royalty, assumed such power and perfection,
developed such dazzling forms of life in the higher classes of society,
aud such a~rich and flourishing literature gl'ew up, that the German
nobles sougllt compensation in them for what the life of4 their own
nation could not offer them after the devastations of the terrible war.
Now began the period of Freuch influence whose superiority was uot
to be broken for a huudre<l. years. With French civilization there
entered Germany those new sciences which had been developed by
western nations-philosophy, mathematics, physics, and the new scieuce
of law. Of course they must not be considered in that theoretical
abstraction in which they are elements of education to us, but in th.eir
relation to practice and iu c01rnection with the supplementary sciences
depending upon them. Mathematics and physics aroused interest in
their application to technology and _science of war; an<l, besides, the
proper science of government, history and geography, statistics, genealogy, and heraldics were cultivated.
The ideal of education of German nobles was accor<l.iugly composed
of the knowledge of French and other modern languages, aud of various
accomplishments, seemingly indispensable for a nobleman educated
aceordiug to French ideals, such as the arts of courtly conduct arnl of
physical accomplishments as dancing, fencing, riding, etc. Such au
education, however, could not be given by the old humanistic gyurnasia
and universities. Therefore special schools for young nobles were
established., the so-called "knights' academies" (Ritteraka<l.ernien ), of
which some have been pre::;erved up to date without being distiugnisbed
at present in their course of study or methods from other secondary
schools. They originally corresponded in their organization to a complete gynrnat:iium with some higher or academic studies added. Greek
a11d Hebrew were omitted in these schools; in their place, beside the
indispensable Latin, modern Ian guages, French. Italian, also cpan ish
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and English, arnl the new sciences were taught and careful instrnct:on
in all" knightly" arts was given. The 1iecessity for a special education of the nobility liaviug existed in earlier times, similar scl10ols
could be found occasionally also before that time, but foe :flourishing
period of academies for the nobility was the time a.fter the great war.
Thus, for instauce, in 1653 in Colberg, 1655 in Liineburg, 1682 in Vie1ma,
1687 in Wolffenbii.ttel, institutions of that kind were establislrnu; otbers
came into existence later.
For tliis reasou the education of the nobility was segregated from the
intellectual life of other classes. The latter, as before, fouml its cnlmination in tlie classical schools and universities, but had a pitiful
existence; its representatives were scoffed and given the term
"pedants," while on tlie other hand the sciences and their representatives were called "gallants." Only toward the end of the ceutury the
new education approached and entered the old universities and preparatory schools.
(3 ) Instruction in German-Duke Ernest (the pio1ls) of Gotha,.-lt was
important for so called German instruction of the seventeenth century
that Hatichius and Comenins and tlleir partisans demanded a better
cn1ti vation of the vernacular; first, in the classical school, the pupils
sl10nld not cuter upon Latin '' before they could read German :fluently,
write and speak it." This demand was not superfluous, because the old
metliocl was still in vogue, according to which the pupils were, soon
after the simplest primary work in German was completed, introduced
to a foreign language; sometimes they were taught reading in Latin
first. fostead of tlJis, it was urged, good instruction in German should
b~ given in tho lower grades, and it was repeatedly demanded that the
pupils of Latin schools should learn grammar not in Latin, but in
German first. ]Tor this reason, for instance, the native language was
taught in the three lower grades of the school which Ratichius establisheu in Krethen, that is, reading an<l writing of German in the first
two, and German grammar iu the third grade, for those wbo intended
to stucly Latin. This reenforced and inclevendent German instruction
offered the benefit of a purely German education to the people, since
the classical schools in the cities were the common or burgher schools
in their lower grades. The purely German schools, uot connected with
classical schools, did even more in that direction, for they offered a
complete and methodical instruction in tile native language exclusively.
The rnlncatioual reformers intended to give German education dignity
and ·elf-dependence. This education, they claimed, should no louger
remain in uncertain dependence upon classical schools, but be repreented partly to a larger extent in exclusively German schools, partly
serve as a ba is fo!.' classical education. For this reason in the school
organi m, which Comeuiu · planned in his "Didactica magna,' borne
education by the mother was followed by a chool of the motlier tongue
(''scho1a vcrnacula;'), which he wished e tablished in cv r communi Y,
and which should be attended from the ixth to the twelftll year by all
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· children of the community, also by those who were intended for lii 6·her
stndi,es. Upon this common school should follow the classical stn<lies
in gymnasium and university.
In this plan, it will be noticed, Oomenius advocated a ge11cl'al compulsory education. He demanded that all men, poor as well ns ric.:h,
should partake of this instruction. Of course he saw that the times
were not ripe for the realization ~f his idea. Ia many places, so he
himself affirmed, no schools at all were established; in other places
provision was made only for the children of tllc better-situated classes.
But this advice resulted in the fact that in some small States ·we11(Usposed princes decreed compulsory education for all children. For
existing schools Oomenius, following the tendency of the time, dem::uH1ecl
. the iutroduction of modern sciences; the child sl10uld become "acquainted mentally with the realities surrounding it." In the "sclwla
vernacula" the course should therefore contain, beside religion :rncl
singing, reading, writing, and arithmetic; a1so a general view of l1istory, a little cosmography, and a description of trades aud arts.
In the Dnehy of Weimar the principles of the reformers fonnd their
application as early as 1619, where, through the agency of Snperintendent Kromayer, a disciple of Ratichius, a new school system wn.::,
· organized. All children , boys as well as girls, shonhl, ,: as rnnch as
possible," a ttend school. More important, however, is that which a
few decades later was done in the Duchy of Gotlrn, l>y Duke Ernest,
the pious. The aclvaocement and organization of public instruction in
his State is l>y far the most important action taken dnri11g the se\·cntcentll century. The Juke, immediately after his accession to the
throne (1640), ordered Andreas Reyher, also a partisan of the educational reformers, to prepare a plan for a new scLool system, tlic so'.
called "Schnlmetbodus," which appeared in 1642. In this document
was ordered what should be done in tbe whole Stato with boys aud
girls in villages, and with the" lowest groups " of the school cllildrc11 in
the cities in regard to German education. In three grades, folloTI"ing
one upon the other, religion; hymns, reading, writing, arithmetic, and
natural sciences were to be taught. Religious instruction is spcci,1 lly
empbasize<l, but also reading and writing in German, which is to proceed to exercises ill composition. In the sciences the cbil<lren are to
learn to measure time by the hourglass or sundial, the rising :1l)(l
setting of sun and moon , the cardinal points, plants, and animal s;
furthermore, ecclesiastical and secular things, as, for instance, the
Thuringian country and what is found in it, "as trenches, ron<lR,
offices, hospitals; something about authorities, judges, merchants'
business," etc.; and lastly, a little instruction in geometry aucl pliysics.
General compulsory education was decreed. The parents should sell(l
their children to school from the fifth to the thirteenth year of ag ; in
cases of withholding children from school the parents were to be punished with fines, which fines should b,e employed to support poor
pupils. The schools were to be kept open in winter and summer. The
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teachers were directed to keep a roster of the pupils and note their
attendance. Clergymeu were the supervisors and inspectors of the
schools. But the duke did not rest satisfied with ordering and decreeing. He took care that better teachers were available; he had
schoolhouses built, aud organized a regular system of school inspection,
while Rey her prepared the necessary schoolbooks '' according t& the
new methods." The duke furthermore gave from his own exchequer .
large sums for iucreasing the teachers' salaries, and induced large
landowners to do the same; he began also to take care of teachers'
widows and orphans. He regarded it as a Christiau regent's duty to
interest himself in the education of his subjects. The idea of a Statechurch school system. as advanced by Protestantism found much support in this manner. Unfortunately, among his successors, to whom
the imitation of the court of Versailles seemed a higher object, all
that was done in behalf of education was lost.
In other States of Germany similar attempts were made, but they
were not carried on with the same consisteucy. The lower-school system had naturally suffered most by the devastations of the thirty
years' war. In some districts it had entirely perished. But iu Wii.rtemberg· regulations were issued during the last years of the war w llich
were intende<l to reestablish the German schools. In 1672 (twenty-four
years after the war bad closed) things had advanced no farther than
that iu some places elementary schools were opeued in summer· once or
twice a week. In the archbishopric of l\fagdeburg, after the close of
the war, Administrator August endeavored to establish a system of
German schools, but he met with insurmountable difficulties in rural
districts. Iu Brandenburg the Great Elector Friedrich Wilhelm, iii his
church order of 1662, invited churches and communities to see to it tbat
in villages as well as in towns well-appointed people's schools be established. He thereby laid the foundatiou of the Prussiau public-school
system, which, though ordered by the state, remained an institution
of the church, aud more particularly of the local commuuities in regard
to mauagement and material support.
(4) Private schools.-Tbe great elector, in bis church order, had
strictly prohibited the hedge schools (Winkelschulen). Indeed, the
public school system in this century also was obliged to fight for its
existence, because the system of private schools lost nothiug of its
popularity. In the cities the complaints of tlle licensed Latin and German schoolmasters continued against their less privileged competitors.
Artisans and women too lazy for other work, it was said, opened
schools. Their pupils were those who had run away from the city
schools without paying their fees, aud who, moreover, scoffed at their
old teacher;. The hedge-school teachers were taking the bread out of
the months of poor school assistants, who might be employed by the
rich as private tutors after school hours. The Hes ian "school order"
of lfl56 undertook to regulate these private schools. It contained the
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following provisions: No private schools (N ebenschulen) should be kept
without the permission of the authorities; teachers, as well as pupils,
should. be under the supervision of the rector (principal) of the city
schools; private schoolmasters should urge their pupils to frequent
church attendance and introduce no other books in their religious lessons than those used in the public schools; nor should they charge
disprop01·tionately high tuition fees. This order and similar ones in
other States show plainly that the German private schools were still
an important factor of the entire system of education.
(5) Catholic elementa,ry schools.-For the Catholic countries it remains
to be said that in the seventeenth century the order of the '' Patres
piarum scbolarum," commonly called the "Piarists," took public elementary education in baud. Their system was established in 1600 and
authorized in 1622 by the Pope. The branches of stuuy taught by the
order are essentially the same found in other schools-reading, writing,
ciphering, and religion.
(c) THE EIGH'l'EENTH CEN1.'URY. (1) Evolution of the modern university.-Moderu civilization, which developed after the great war,
began to enter the German universities during the last decade of the
seventeenth centluy. Christian Thomasius~ when professor in Leipsic,
vigorously attacked the teaching of jurisprudence and philosophy in
vogue in tl1e universities. It was an unheard of innovation when he
announced in 1687 that he would lecture in the German lauguage upon
a modern philosophical book, for up to that time Aristotle all(l the
Latin language had held undisputed sway i:n the universities of Germauy. Tlwmasius soon made himself impossible in LeipRic by his
opposition to old-established customs, but he fouud a warm welcome
in the neighboring state of Brandenburg·, where the Elector Friedrich III, later the first Kiug of l'russia, was inclined to favor the
new tendency. Chiefly influenced by Thomasius, this monarch u11dertook to establish a new university at Halle in 16:J4. This new institution was intended . to be the first representative of modern education.
Tliomasius himself was intrusted with tile retorm of legal and philo- .
sophieal education. For theology, among others, August Hermann
Francke was called, who had also been expelled from the university
of Leipsic on account of his modern view8. Francke was one of the
promoters of pietism, of that religious doctrine which in the first part
of the eighteenth century tried to establish a life of faith in the individual. Pietism and modern science joined hands as formerly in Wittenberg reformation and humanism had done. From Halle the reform
soon spread to other universities. The innovations which took place
coucerned all the faculties of the old universities. Theology, wllich
already in the sixteenth century, soon after the death of the church
reformerR bad returned from the mere study of the Old and ew Testameuts ~ud A.ugm;tine to a perfect dogmatism, wai:, soon filled with
that deeper theory of faith advocated by Francke. J urisprndeuce
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changed according to the newly developed science of state and law
that lm<l. only recently been represented in Germany by Pufendorf,
who died in Berlin in 1694. The medical science of the Middle Ages,
which ha<l. chiefly consisted of reading texts of Hippocrates, Galen,
and others, now commenced to turn to individual observation and
deduction. Taken as a whole, the university, it may be said, only just
then began to become a modern institution. That which constitutes
the characteristic of the modern German university, free scientific research and investigation, was now turned to account, and that change
dates from the close of the seventeenth century. The place of scientific knowledge fixed in the writings of ancient authors and handed
.down from generation to generation was taken by tLe new science
which must prove the truth of its axioms before every new generation,
and which may be changed and extended by anyone tlirough his own
investigations. The philosopllical faculty was severely shaken by the
new method. Nt>t ouly that the ancient philosopl1y of Aristotle had to
give ,rny to modem philosophy, hut also that the humanistic studies
bad to recede during that time of transition. 'fhe classical authors gradually disappeared from the university course aud were relegated wholly
to tlie gymnasia or preparatory schools. On the other ll.and, the pliilosophical sciences, in consequence of tucir modernization, approached
nearer to the stamlard of tlie three professional sciences, theology,
law, and medicine, and resulted in a development of the former preparatory course of arts which made it equal in rank with the three
professional faculties. Hence the modern divisiou of the university
into four faculties is traced l>aek in its beginnings to the educational
revolution at the close of the seventee11th century.
(2) Gymnasia (classical schools) to the rnidrlle of the eighteenth century.Modern education entered the gymnasia also at about 1700. The
'' gallaut" sciences were taught at first in private or supplementary
courses outside of th e regular instruction, as in former times humanistic studies had been joined to the ·scholastic system. By drgrees,
however, tlrny were introduced into the usual courses of study, first in
small towns, later also in the sebools of large cities. Knowledge of the
French laugtrnge became more and more desirable in urban society,
also some knowledge of history, geography, and mathematics. The
famous "Pffirlagoginm," which Francke founded in Halle (1700), framed
its course of ~tudy to suit these requirements; it became a model preparatory or :finishing school for a large population. Besides Latin tliere
were taught at this institution Greek aud Hebrew, but only as optional
studies. Reading in Greek was restricted to the New Testament. On
tht other hand French, geography and history, mathematics, and German composition were regular studies. Tlle tendencies of the time,
which inclined to a knowledge of civil life and occupations, as well as
to training in polite manners, were met by visiting artisans in their
workshops, artists in their studios, by giving instruction concerning
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- thB cultivation of the field, garden, and vineyard, and exercises iu carving meat, fol<ling napkins, 11eeling apples, -etc. Despite this variety in
- the course of this school, as in others, Latin -was still the ehi.ef branch
of study, and re:quired the largest amount -0f tirne. r.rhe snbOTdinate
nature of the nonlinguistic scientific branches was characterized in
Fr-ancke's predagogi.um by clBvoting to th:em only one daily afternoon
lesson. In Latin the aim was still, as it had been in the sixteenth
century, "to mastpr this ancient language orally and in writing," and
the purpose for which this was done was still the same, "to obtain
from the classics a treasure of general human knowledge which could
be put to use as -0c-casion required. in Latin letters, orations, poems,"
-e tc. The schools were still following the old routine which the wellknown author, Nicolai., ridiculed when saying, "they (leclined, conjagated, expounded, analyzed, scanned, phrased, and what not." As in
centuries p-ast, the advice to avoid pride and presnm11tion was still
derived from Hesiod. Cicero~s work on "Duties" was still read owing
to its '-' fine moral contents." Humanism still held its position in classical educ,ation in spit.e of the hostile influences that played upon it.
Outside of scbool, however, there bad grown up another ,rnrld from
which pe-ople looked with contempt upon the narrow circles within
which school eclucation moved and had its being. In the words of
young Lessing: "As a 1mpil I believed that there were many things
learned in school which would be of no use iu the world, and as a
student I recognized this fact still more clearly." This characterizes
the situation of the actual life and work of the school at tlrnt time.
(3) The 11-ew hiwuinism., .-Under these drcnmstances it might have
been expected that with further progress of the realistic-scientific
elements of eclucation they would soon llave been placed in the center
of the classical school Dourse, and that the old classical humanities would
have disap11ea,red. Philanthropinism, the well-known pe<lagogical phenomenon of the second half of the eightieentb century, went fnrtller
in this direction: It would give to the realistic sci~uces in the gymnasia
at least.the same position which the huma11isti-c studies occupied. But
tbat which might have been expected from the previous development
did not occur. Realism, or mo{lern education, so called, having influenced classical education since 1600 in various ways, came to a standstill about 1740. In its place humanism rose to a new period of vigor.
In a soil that had been tilled so long, and from which people already
began to turn away with contempt and weariness, suddenly new treasures were discovered. The ancients became agaiu the teachers of the
present-only in a different manner.
This unexpected revolation was closely connected with tlie clrnuge
tbat took place in the entire intellectual life of Germany at that time.
Tile nation began to make itself indepeuclent of Frend1 influence. In
-literature Klopstock and Lessing broke the fetters of French classicism. An ardent desire for a deeper culture pe~uliar to the German
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people asserted itself. But the soil of national life was too poor in
germs for a purely German culture, hence scholars looked for new
models and found them in classic antiquity. The ancient authors
became again the masters of culture and taste; with this difference,
though, that it was not desired to learn how to express their thoughts
as well as the learner's thoughts in Latin, but to become familiar with
their manner of thinking and feeling, for the purpose of enlarg·ing and
enuobling German thought and speech. From this standpoint Greek,
on account of its more valuable literature, assumed a higher importance, and, by degrees, a superiority over Latin. The intellectual life of
the nation was more and more subjected to the directing influence of
Greek during the second part of the eighteenth century. Winckelmann
awakened that view of Greek art which has since become the standard,
not only for the comprehension of sculpture, but also for poetical works.
Homer and the Greek tragedians were the incomparable models of
Goethe and Schiller in epic and dramatic poetry, and in a well.known
letter Schiller praised his friend Goethe as a Greek genius whom fate
had thrown into a northern climate, and who now produced Greek art
and literature out of his own consciousness. The period of classic
German literature shows a fusion of Greek and German thought. To
prove this we merely recall "Hermann und Dorothea,'' '' Iphigema,"
and "Die Brant von Messina."
The university which was the most prominent nursery of modern
humanism was that of Gottingen, established in 1734. Here it was
where Job. Math. Gesner, and after him Ohr. Gottlob Heyne, labored for
the revival of classic learning, both being convinced of the highly
instructive value of tbe ancient authors. "He who reads t.be works of
the a.ucients," said Gesner,~, will enjoy the acquaintance of the greatest
men and of the noblest souls who ever lived, and will get in this way,
as it happens in all refined conversation, beautiful thoughts and
expressive words." In the same sense, and at the same time, Job . .Aug.
Ernesti labored in Leipsic as rector of the Thomas School, and as professor in the university. He, too, pointed to the benefit derivP,d from
the study of the classics: "T!Jat thus we receive in early childhood,
doctrines of philosophy and wisdom of life from the wisest and best
educated men of all ages; furthermore, that we thus learn to recognize and understand clearness, dignity, charm, ingenuity, delicacy, and
elegance in language and actiou, and gradually accustom ourselves to
them." Friedrich .August Wolf, who taugllt in Halle subsequently to
1783, enlarged and partly timshed this work. Re raised philology to
a "science of antiquity," and won for it an indepeudent place among
the branches taught in the universities, as well as among sciences in
general.
Tllis newly arisen culture was not confined to universities; it entered
the gymnasia at the same time, finding there a, particularly favorable
fostering place. Gottingen, Leipsic, and Halle fnrni hed the teachers
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for this new view. For the two States Brunswick and Liineburg
Gesner prepared a new school law in 1737 (Schulordunug), and Ernesti
prepared one for the electorate of Saxony in 1773. In Prussia the new
humanism was introduced into the schools by the minister of Frederick
the Great, Baron von Zedlitz, in 1771. But immediately another ne.ed
became apparent. The profession of teaching in secondaiy schools
until then had been a stepping stone to the church pastorate, or a
harbor ·of rest for wrecked students, and the net:essary preparatory
study for the high school teacher had been an appendix of the stmly
of theology, or was per se considered a part of theology. This idea,
had to be given up. In the second part of the eighteenth century the
want of a special education for teachers of secondary schools was felt
very acutely. Already . A. ug. Herrn. :Francke bad in his time tried to
provide for this emergency by establishing a seminary with free board
for indigent students, and inducing them to become teachers, first of
all, for his own schools; but this example bad remained without imitation. It was not accidental that Gesner in Gottingen opened a philological seminary for theological l::ltudeuts, but with the well-understood
intention of giving special education for the art of teaching. Fr. A;
Wolf founded a similar one in Halle. He labored with energy toward
self-dependence of the science of philology, by preparing professional
philologiGal teachers for high schoo~s. As a student of Heyne in
Gottingen he had in sisted upon being matriculated as '' studiosus
pbilologire," contrary to all existing customs; later he empbasize<l, as
university professor, the necessity of independeHt philological study
with professional examiuation. This resulted in the recognition of
teaching as a separate profession. This tendency to separate the
classical school system from the church naturally resulted in establish-ing, in 1787, in Prussia a supreme school board (Oberschulkollegium).
The newly developing humanism also began to separate internally from
the church. Regarding the ancients as representatives of a view of
life and world worthy of imitation, it absorbed ideas pregnant with
paganism. This contrast, however, was not perceived at first, lmt
became glaring duriug the next century.
The new system could not remain without influence upon the form of
the universities. The philosophic faculty, formerly only a preparatory
department, had now fully attained the rank of the other three faculties. This part of the universities :riot only received a scientific enlargement of its sphere of instruction with the addition of philology, but
also a practical purpose iu the task of preparing teachers. Since then
this work of preparing teachers for advanced schools has become the
most prominept object of the.former faculty of liberal arts, in the same
manner and with the same validity that the professional education of
physicians, clergymen, and lawyers is the object of the other three
faculties. It is reasonable to assume that this i;ituation is an ad vantage to all concerned; it saves the faculty, whose function is the more
ED
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general cultivation of the sciences, from having its work dissipated in
tempting diversions of scientific interest, and gives it a backing of
uniform practical requirements.
·
(4) The Germ,an school systeni-Potent influences.-The system of
purely German schools (elementary schools in which the mother tongue
was tlle n1edium of instruction) experienced a considerable advancement
during the eighteenth century. Three tendencies of the intellectual
life during that period were of importance for elementary instruction:
Pietism, enlightenment, and the absolutism of the State. Pietism (see
previous pages) not only tried to awaken the individual to a higher
religious consciousness, but produced in its adherents ~tn ardent desire
to promote the welfare of their brethren by O1.tristian charity. During
the time of enlightenment (Periocle der Aufkliirung), which inflt1.enced
everybody, especially in the second half of the century, French realistic
doctrines remained dominant. Modern science led the Western people
to a criticism of everything existing iu state, church, and society. It
became a principle of thinking· to take nothing for granted that could
not be justified before human reason. ,Vith this was combined a general tendency towa~·d utilitariauism, because only the useful seemed
reasonably to be .a justifyiug aim of acting. A lively desire to advance
the happiness of the individual and the state, the people, and, in fact,
all of nrnnUnd, manifested itself; and that period must be credited with
having worked with energy aud enthusiasm in realizing that desire.
The time of enlightenment :finally found its personification in the absolute state. The sovereign principality of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries developed, theoretically and practically, the idea that guiding
its "subjects" toward a reasonable and happy life was a task wbicL , as
a matter of self-evidence, devolved upon the sovereign, and upon him
exclusively; no objection was raised to investing him with the necessary
absolute power.
(5) Francke ancl Friedrich Wilhelni I of Prussia.-Pietism, then, it
was which, at the beginning of the century, gave a considerable impulse
to the system of German schools. The before-mentioned Francke bad
begun, as clergyman and professor in Halle, in 1694, to provide the
most necessary instruction for poor children of his community. From
this private enterprise a school for the poor developed, with the branches
of study then customary iu German elementary pay schools. Wlten
numerous children of citizens of Halle who were willing to pay asked
admission to this school the city authorities were induced to establish
several German burgher schools under the direction of Francke. Soon
an asylum for the education and support of poor orphan children was
adued. These attended the German schools, or if they showed unuusal
talent, the Latin school of Francke's institution, for this remarkably
active man had also a Latin or clasaical school connected with his in titution. In 1705, of the 100 boys in the asylum ,55 were intended for
higher studies, 45 for trades. Francke became iu thi way the intel-
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-lectual founder of all the orphan asylums and scho0ls for the poor, which
inm·eas.e<l in numbe1.1 rapidly all over Germany, for his example was
readily imitated. It may be said that this contributed to the advancement of elementary education, especially in cities. Education became
thus accessible to the poorest, through Christian charity. Francke
also set an example for other cities in his German burgher pay schools,
and by preparing students in his seminary for the work as teachers i11
purely German scfaools. To advance the principle of professional
preparation of teachers for classical as well as for elementary schools
is- to be regarded as great progress in the field of education, considering the time. _B ut Fraricke's seminary was merely a s-eedcorn, for tlrn
country schools remained almost impervious to reform. The ultimate
purpose otal1 the schools of Francke's great institution, however, was,
according to tb.e founder's own words, "that . the children may be led,
first of all, to a vivid knowledge of Goel and Christ, and to an hone ,t,
active Christianity."'
The ideas of this man \\"'ere realized to a larger exteut in the Prussian
State by Friedrich Wifoelrn I , who held the scholar of Halle in high
esteem. Fraucke's ideas guided the indefatigable activity of the king,
who llevotecl his entire reign to the promotion of public education.
_,, If I build up and improve the country," he said in regard to East
Prussia, "and make no Christians, my work will be of no account."
He represented the absolute sovereignty of his period, although in
more original forms. But to show what he did for elementary cduca- ·
tion, and to place tbe various meas ures in its belrn,lf in their proper light,
it will be necess ary to state that the term" people's school" (Volkssclmle,
or common school) did not come into use until the close of the eighteenth century, and that its definition as the fundamental form of pnl>lic
education in city and country was not understood then .
In the cities, elementary education had been providecl. for in various
ways, partly in the lowest grades of the Latin schools, partly in purely
German burgher schools, to which just theu were added the new
orphan asylums and schools for the poor. But in rural districts public
education was much neglected. To understand this, it must be remembered that during the preceding century civilization in the villages
had been entirely destroyed by the thirty years' war, and that the rural
population had not yet found the means to rise to a higher level of
existence. It had fallen into the most depressing dependence upon
tlie landowners~ and lived an apathetic existence. From the denizens
of cities the peasant felt separated as though by a deep abyss; to educated men he often appeared as though belonging to another and
loW'er race of human beings. It is to this class of people that the
eighteenth century, in its memorable endeavors to benefit mankind,
gave its deep-felt sympathy, and the great efforts made in advancing
the so-called people's school system of that time, concerned, above all,
the rural or country schools (Dorfsclmleu).
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Friedrich Wilhelm I, soon after the beginning of his reign, introduced compulsory education, however with extensive limitations, necessary on account of the prevailing economic conditions. By an order of
1717 for places where schools existed, the parents were urged to send
their children to school for the purpose of learning to read, write, and
calculate and "all that could serve to promote their happiness and
welfare." Delinquents were threatened with "vigorous punishment."
Tuition fees were not uniform; for poor children they should be paid
out of the poorbox of the community. More important than these
orders was the fact that the King himself was very active in establishing uew rural schools, especially for the entirely neglected province of
East Prussia. He there provided the large villages with schoolmasters, to whom tracts of la11d were given rent free, and in 1737 be gave
to this province not only the sum of 50,000 thalers for building schoolhom,es (''to build up the empire of God"), but also in the "Principia
regulativa," a fundamental school law. In a few years over a thousand
country schools were established through. the King's incessant urging.
In a similar manner he took care of the schools of the province of
Pomerania, of which one part had only recently been wrested from
Sweden and added to Prussia. The necessity of a better preparation
for teachers was recognized well enough by Friedrich Wilhelm, but for
state institutions for this purpose there was no money available. The
old conditions, in which artisans were taken for the positions of sacristan and schoolmaster in villages, men who continued to ply their
trade because the positions did not yield a livelihood, remained
unchanged during the reign of the Kjng. His orders are humorously
quoted, which were to the effect that -'for sacristans and schoolmasters
in the couHtry no artisans should be accepted except tailors, weavers,
blacksmiths, wheelwrights, and carpenters" (1722), and "that in the
opeu country besides the sacristan and schoolmaster no other tailors
should be allowed to ply their trade" (1738). · Still, toward the close of
l1is l'eign be had the satisfaction of referring to some private enterprises in behalf of normal schools for teachers, such as the one founded
by tbe abbot Steinmetz in the monastery of Bergen, near l\fagdeburg
(173G ).
(G) Frierlrich II ancl his general code of school regulations.-Fried-

rich II (the Great) followed in the steps of his father. He combined in
bi111 self the idea of the absolute sovereign, who at the same time is
''the first servant of the State," with the then prevailing ideas of
enlightenment. It was au evidence of practical sense, however, that
be restrained him -elf from introducing this enlightenment, wllich was
iucline<l. to let g·eueral ethics take the place of positive religion, into the
lower school'. "'fbe teacher ought to see to it"-tbese are bis own
words-"tuat the people retain 'attachment' to religion." .And iu
framing the most important chool regulation issue<l during his reign,
a clergyruan, Joh. Julius Becker, took a considerable part. The King
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was so fortunate in his efforts in behalf of the schools as to be assisted
by men of his own mind. Besides the afore-mentioned Hecker it was
particularly his minister of state, von Zedlitz (1771), and von Rochow,
a nobleman and landowner, who worked hard for a reform of the rural
schools in his own l)Ossessions.
Hecker, siuce 1739 preacher at Trinity Church in Berlin, had as a
student listened to Francke in Halle, and had later acted as teacher in
his famous institution. Quite in harmony with Francke, he devoted
himself with great zeal to the school system in all its parts. His
"Realschule" (realistic high school) will be mentioned later. For the
German city schools his_work was of importance, inasmuch as he tried
to reform tbose of his own community, and induced bis · assistants to
elaborate elementary school methods. The most important step he
made, however, was that he established a seminary for sacristans and
schoolmasters which, in 1753, was changed to a royal institution and
granted a subsidy from Friedrich II. The King, on every fitting occasion, called the attention of school patrons to this institution when they
were about to nominate teachers. For positions in cities and villages
where he himself held the deciRion, especially in his '' Kurmark," only
teachers who had been prepared in this normal school could be
appointe<l. Reeker's wiRe example was imitated in other German
States. Similar institutions were opeued in Hanover in 1751, in
Wolffen bi.i.ttel in 1753, in the county of Glatz in 1764, in Breslau in
1765 and 1767, in Oarlsruhe in 1768.
Like his father, Friedrich II directed bis care for the public sehools
to particular provinces-. The efforts were to him, as they had been to
bis father, an iiitegral part of the activity in establisl.J.ing colonies,
which the !:>.1'.'ussian kings directed to the new]y acquired or specia1ly
needy parts of tlrnir Kingdom. In Silesia, conquered from Austria iu
three wars, the Catholic school system was much neglected, but tile
King could make use of certain beginnings of reform, as they coulu be
found at that time everywhere in Catholic . countries. The abbot Felbiger, induced by Reeker's efforts, had estabUshed an improved school
in Sagan, which also prepared teachers. The King· took this iustitution
as a starting point by ordering, in 1764, that normal schools be established aud that clergymen shoul<l. be obliged to make themselves familiar
with improved school metl10ds in such schools. Iu 1765 tbe "Catholic
school order for Silesia" was issued; in the same year a Catholic 11orm~1l school was opened, and two years fater a Protestant school of that
kind. Friedrich was uo less acti-ve for the promotion of public e<lucation in tLe proviuce West Prussia, which came UIH.ler hh, rnle in 1772
by the first division of Poland. Gustav Freitag has given in bis "Bil<lern aus der deutscben Vergangenheit (IV, 268) a vivid description of
the state of these countries and of the King's attempts for their
improvement. His own electorate of Brandenburg and the province of'
Pomerauia were very dear to him. In both he distribute<l. subsidies
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for the reform of their school systems. The electorate soon b:ecame a
model for the schools of other provinces. Its schools were specially
recommended to tlie care of the superior consistory.
In 1763, Friedrich the Great publisliecl thB General Code of Regulations for Rural Schools. It was the iirst scl.1001 cod,~ for the whole
Kingdom, and was intended, as its title indicates, to regulate the Prussian country or village scliool system. The Christian <l.emaud foT better
elemeutary education, and the interests of the state in a high moral and
intellectual quality of its subjects, j,oined Lands to- give a purpose to
this part of the school system, to wit: "The law was issued in order
to obviate the extremely dang~rous and, to Ohristia,ns, unbecoming
iguorance, and to prepare b.y instruction and training· in school more
skillful and better subjects for the fnture." The p-rovisions of this law
going illto minute details are of a masterly clearness, ancl exhibit a
resolute will. Compulsory education was again decreed. Fees were to
be paid for poor children from public poor fonds; punishmeut, aud if
necessary, attachment of property for unpaid tuHion fees, or for unexcused absence from school were pre.s cribed. All new teachers were
required to pass an examination before being app0inted. The course
of study included religiou, reading, writing, a.ml fo1' tlie older children
a little arithmetic; religious instruction occupied · a large amount of
time. The elemeutary schools were all placed un.d·er the supervision
of tllc church and made pa:i:ish schools. The preac.:hers were ordered
to visit the schools of their community twice a week, and to 1101d
montlily conferences with the schoolmasters; failing in this duty they
were to be suspended or deposed from their positions. The superintendents had to visit all the schools of their districts once a year.
Incapable schoolmasters were reported by the clergymen and preachers
to the superior consistory.
This general code has become the foundation of the Prussian elementary school legislation (Volkschul-Verfa.ssung). It has been correctly
stated that it dicl not bring already existing institutions into a legal
system, but rather set up standards and duties for an elementary school
system wliich was to be built up ill fature. In this fact, of course, lies
tlle cause why the execution of the law remained at the time very much
behind well-rneantintentions. The law met with resistance everywhereamong the noblemen and city patrons, iu the country and in small
towns, among the clergy, and, not the least, among the pal'ents of the
school children. Besides, the money for its execution was uot everywhere available.
The cabinet minister , in publishing the code, were obliged to omit
the financial part and to insist upon its execution only where the nece sary money could be raised. It bas been regarded as a specially sad
symptom of the condition of tlie time that the King in 1770 was
again obliged to employ army invalids or veterans as teachers. Though
he may have been moved to thi step by the pitiful condition of the
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war veterans who bad fought bis battles and won his victories, the
measure does not appear quite so monstrous if we compare it with the
conditions then existing. If the veterans answered the requirements,
"to he able to read, write, and calculate, and otherwise suit as schoolmasters in rural districts, and were well-behaved," they could not be
worse than the artisans, shepherds, etc., who continued to be employed.
But there was still a great gulf between the aim set up by the code and
the actual condiUons. Even at the close of the century, after the
death of Friedrich, tlle state of the Prussian rural-school system was
yet far from being satisfactory. The number of schoolmaster·s prepared for their profession did not at a,11 meet the needs; others were
entirely without professional preparation unless the clergymen instructed them scantily. "When these ·a lso bad to pass an examination before the clergyman of the place by order of the iuspector, the
local a11thorities, owing to the lamentable life of a schoolmaster, were
glad to find persons at all who were willing to accept au engagement·
for such a position. In consequence an otherwise intolerable ind.ulgence in examining and employing teachers took place, especia1ly iu
districts where la1'ge landowners had patriarchal sway.i, (Sclunicl,
Encyclopadie, YI, page 287.) The eighteenth century left to the
preseut century the task of endowing the public-sc110ol system according to its i<l.eas and intentions, of instituting a general au<l. adequate
professional teachers' preparation, and of providing the system with
the necessary :financial support.
At the same time an important change bad come abont in the
elermmtary education of the people in quite another direction. .A. year
after the death of Friedrich II, the aforementioned superior school
board (Oberschulcollegium) had been established. Secondary education had been severed from the organization of the church, as has been
stated before; and now the system of elementary education was emancipated from the church, and obtained a self-dependeut position under
an authority of its own. Friedrich, as late as 1703, as stated before,
ha<l. left the public schools nnder. the direction and inspection of the
church; but it was a consequence of the era of enlightenment, with
tbe ideas of which he himself was imbued, that the state now assumed
the place of the church and took this part of public life under its own
administration. Friedrich's minister, You Zedlitz, became the fir8t
president of the new central school authority. ~ith this act Prussia
effected a transition from the church school of the Reformation (which
in its turn had placed itself beside the city school of the Middle Age::;)
to the public (or people's) school of the nineteenth century. The same
turn in sentiments will be recognized in the institutions of the general
civil code which, although published after Friedrich's death (1W4),
emanated from the spirit of his reign. In the part referring to the
school system this sentence was placed at the head: "Schools and
universities are state institutions." 'rhere had been a difference of
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opinion in framing this code concerning the directive powers of the·
elementary schools, as is stated by Gneist (Die staatsrechtlichen
Fragen des preussischen Volksschulgesetzes, 1892, pp. 22), as tow betber
these powers should l>e given to the clergy or to state authorities. The
opinion prevailed that the latter would be the more competent. For
thi~ reason it was determined that the secular authority and the clergy
should share in the control of the schools, but both according to the
rules laid down by the state; aJso, that in doubtful cases, or in disputes
between authorities, the decision should lie with the higher secular
authority which stood at the head of educational affairs in the province
in which said dispute arose. In this connection the interconfessional
character of the Prussian elementary school of the eighteenth century
may be mentioned. As Friedrich had taken care of the Catholic school
system in Silesia, so Friedrich Wilhelm. I, following the example of
the Great Elector, had published a code for the evangelical-reformed
school system (in 1713), and Friedrich supplemented it in 1782.
(7) Other States in Germany.-Also in other States of Germany the
elementary school system received the strongest impet_us during the
eighteenth century. In Wiirtemberg an "improved code" for the lower
schools was issued in 1729, which remained essentially intact during
the century. It exhibits pietism in spirit and language, of course not
that of Aug. Herm. Francke, but . that later pietism in which the
individual began to retire wholly into his world of feelings. Hence arose
the aversion against any pract,ical aims of the schools. "Schools,"
so it is said iu that code, "a.re not to be regarded as preparatory institutions for common life only, but also as workshops of the Holy Ghost,
because the Lord will not only ·have skillful, but also pious people."
However, various reforms of the school system. were made here during
the ceutury-school attendance was regulated, the payment of tuition
fees facilitated for poor parents, and the clergyman's attention called
to the neces::,ity of preparing the teachers. Nevertheless, the actual
conditions were very imperfect. In many places there were no schoolrooms in 1778, and about a hundred schoolhouses were in such bad
repair that they were nearly useless. In Saxony the law of 1773, concerning classical schools, had an appendix that treated of elementary
and rural schools. The conditious of the teachers' professional education were comparatively favorable in Saxony. Friedrich of Prussia,
therefore, took occasion to call teachers from there or to recommend
them for employrnen t in his Kingdom.
In Cn.tholic States, with 1760, a new life began in public education
under tlle influ ·nee of the era of enlightenment. The efforts of Abbot
Felbiger in Sile ia have already been mentioned. * ~ * With its
secondary schools the order of the J e 'nits remained upon the standpoint of the sixteeuth century; it entirely hut out the ideas of the
11 w e<lucation, ancl left tlie care of the lower cbools to other ' , notably
to th, Piari ·t , iu who ~e han<l they made no p rceptiule progres .
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The Catholic reforms of the second half of the eighteenth century
appear to us as though being made on soil which had remained fallow
for a long time, and upon which nearly all the work must be done
anew, while State efforts in Protestant countries had often to be made
in opposition to existing customs. The abolition of the order of the
Jesuits in 1773 at last opened the door for reforms.
In Austria, Maria Theresa, after the losses caused by the seven
years' war, devoted herself to the intellectual and economic renovation
of tbe Empire. In 1770, i1? Lower .Austria, a school commission was
appointed for the reform of public schools. In 1771 the first normal
school was est,ablisbed in Vienna, and the school reform spread rapidly
into the other crown lands of Austria. The general current of thoughts
during this time will be recognized by tbe propositions of Count Yon
Pergen, according to which the State should undertake the organization and supervision of all the- educatio11al institutions; it should
exclude the members of religious orders from all professorships, and
employ secular priests only during the period of transition. In 1774
Felbiger was called to Vienna. He there iuduced the Government to
frame a" General school code," which was issued during the same year.
It provided that in places where parish . churches or chapels existed
so.called" trivial" (or primary) sehools should be established by the
communjties with the aid of fiscal subsidieR, in which sch.ools religion,
reading, writing, and arithmetic be taught, and lessons in "morals and
economy" be given. Superior to these, a principal or ceutral school
should be maintained, at least one in each district (county). In these
schools should be taught the elements of Latin, geography, history,
written compositiou, and the principles of horticulture and agriculture.
Superior to these central schools there should be normal or other model
schools, to be established at the seat of the provincial school board.
These schools should offer secondary instruction, but tl1e preparation of
teachers should be the main object. Of teachers a certificate of qualification was demanded. The beginning and close of sehool attendance
was fixed, and neglectful parents and guardians were prosecuted.
Maria Theresa herself showed deep sympathy in the promotion of this
work. The necessary means were raised by taxation, levies UJ)011 tlie
clergy aud corporations, and appropriations from the ex-Jesuit fuuds.
At the death of the Empress, in 1780, more than half of the schools of
Austria were thus reformed according to the provisions of the law.
During the reign of Joseph II (1780-1790) a good deal of regulating by
decree took place in elementary schools. Among other measures a
definite compulsory school attendance was decreed. By means of flues,
for which compulsory labor could be substituted in case of poverty,
negligent parents were forced to fulfill their duty. In connection herewith a regular enrollment of all cbildren oLschool age was ordered.
The enlightened te11deucy of these reforms may perhaps be best recognized in tlrnir contrast to that which followed. Under Francis I (1792)
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a reaction set in, which had the avowed intention to curtail the rural
sclwol system to "absolutely necessary limits." This reaction found
authoritative expression in the "political constitution of elementary
pul>Iic schools" of 1805. According to this decree "common people
shall get in elementary schools only such ideas as will not trouble them
in tlrnir work, and which will not make them discontented with their
condition; their intelligence shall be directed toward the fulfillment
of their moral duties and prudent and diligent fulfillment of their
domestic and communal obligations."
In Bavaria the reform of the system of German schools (so called in
contradistinction to Latin or classical schools) was carried on, during
the same period, by Dr. Heinrich Braun, a Benedictine from the monastery Tegerusee, who was called to the newly established academy of
scienc.:cs by the grand elector, Maximilian Joseph. New school laws
were issued in 1770 ("for the German or trivial schools"), and ill 1778
("for the civil education in city and country schools"). That the higher
Catholic clergy also were imbued with the ideas of the time, and
acfrrely encouraged public education, is seen from the example of the
Bavarian bishop, Clemens Wenzeslaus. (See Mittheilungen der Gesellschaft fiir deutscbe Erzieh. und Schulgescbichte, I, 1, page 31.) In 1783,
in a pastoral letter, he admonished the clergy of bis diocese to interest
themselves in the public scllools. Quite in the language of the era of
enlightenment, he calls the public schools ''colonies where virtue and
science, the trees of life for all happiness, are 1mrsed." The clergymen,
he ad vised, should urge the establishment of schools, see to the employment of suitable teachers, and frequently visit the existing institutions.
Clemens vVenzeslaus, at the same time, with tlle aid of Prof. Joseph
Anton Schneller, adopted the new Austrian plan in his own diocese,
.Augsburg. (See previous paragraph.) For this purpose new schoolhouses were built, better teachers employed, and new schoolbooks
published.
(8) Private schools.-Side by side with the public elementary schools,
private, or so -called "hedge schools," continued to exist to the same
extent as before, at least during the first part of the century. In Prussia Friedrich \Vilhelm I, who did so much for the estalJlishment of a
Sta.te scl.1001 system, took occasion to regulate the private schools in his
capital, Berlin, by a decree of 1738. This decree bears witness to the
fact that the State, during that period, was far from the idea of establishing in cities and in the country a uniform public education, but took
the initiatirn only where economic instinct acting independently were
missing; exi ting fostitutions were readily recognized. In this decree,
it is true, the State's authority is maintained, in a certain manner, al o,
in regard to private schools. It seemed a matter of course that
nobody was allowed to keep a chool without a certitica.te of the
mini try of ecclesiastical affairs. School-keeper in po session of certificate of capacity were, however, not allowed to or en schools
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·wherever they pleased, but where they were needed; this was to
make possible an eve.n distribution 0f scho0l facmties. A certain tuition fee, the amount of which was determined by ancient custom, was
1,rescribe.d for all Religion, also, in private schools s-hould be the
chief sn,bJe.ct of study; but the masters were not allowed to release
their pupils before they could read fluently, knew the catechism, and
had learned to write "a little." The con<lition of these schools
changed when,. during tlle sixth arid seventh decade, throughout Ger1mamy State r egulation of elementary education was adopted. No law or
decree is-sued. in that perio<l with reference to school affairs was withont
au energetic prohibition of '' lleclge schools." Staite institutions, however, had often to compete with private institutions to gain a foothold.
The Pr11ssian general school law of 1763 strictly prohibited the keeping
of'' hedge schools" in rural districts and srn8111 cities. The general civil
code of 1 W4,. however, relaxed this severity ai little. It a11owed private
sc110ols in villages and small cities, though n0t without special permission. where public schools existed. School laws of other States prohibited the "hedge s-cl10ols" throughout the States, iu cities as well as
in, il1ages. The execution of this prohibitory n:rnasure was not always
adequate.; but the authorities took every occasion to udyjse energetic
procedure against private schools in favor of the State school system.
Tlrn Bavarian school law of 1770 tried to sever the public schoolmasters from community with artisans. "They shall not be pushed
arnoug the g1.1ilds aud kept on a level with artisans against the custom
of all well-instituted States"-a custom, of course, which was ouly just
beginning to assert itself. In tbe cities private schools had still a large
scope, even after the law came in force. It has already been mentioned
that in Nuremberg the guild of tbc masters of writing and arithmetic
• existed throughout the eighteenth centnry, ancl even at the beginuiug
of the nineteentu. In Cassel ancl Fraukfort-ou-tlie-Main the private
schools :flourished. In Leipsic there was 110 pubJic school until 1792, in
which year the city free school was established. He who clid not like
to send his children· to one of the two Latin schools of the city, or
would not haye them educated at home-a case which was rare in that
time(comparethedescription in Goethe's "·Wahrheit uudDichtung,"Part
I, Book I)-was obliged to send them to one of the numerous ''hedge
schools. " The least that could be done by the city authorities was to
subject these schools to inspection, which was ordered as far back as
1711 by the city council. During the nineteenth century, at last, the
private schools we-re generally superseded by public elementary and
burgller schools.
(!)) Realschulen (schools of realities), niodern high schools.-Dnring the
period in which Latin and the purely German schools opposed each
otber, on principles and with vjgor, there opened a middle gap between
them. The Grrruan, or vernacular school, offered too little secondary
• work; the Latin school, on tbe other 1iancl, aimed too high for many
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people; now came into existence the realschule, whfoh claimed an
equally independent position. It was owing to a new social factor in
the nation. A large middle class began to form which represented
higher economic professions and occupations, and which claimed a
· place between the nobles aud scholars on the one band and the mass
of the working people on the other. The "citizen class" had begun to
recuperate from the dil'e misfortunes of the last century. German
commerce again obtained importance in international iutercourse. The
social position of the merchant was elevated, and the amount of knowledge necessary for his business had increased. The technical or mechanical professions developed and assumed importance; knowledge
of the latest scientific discoveries and inventions became indispensable
for them. Also military men, courtiers, even farmers and artisans,
may be mentioned as among those to whom mere elementary school
education was not sufficient. But they found no satisfaction in the
only other existing form of education, the classical. For military men,
though, some provj.sion had been made in the institutions for the nobility (Ritter-Akademien). Now people began quite generally to demand
appropriate education for the group of professions mentioned; au education which should be distinguished from that given in · the purely
German schools, as well as from that of the classical high schools.
According to the nature of the case, it could be only a "realistic education "-that is to say, an education which preferably offered knowledge
of real things. This new necessity had been felt as far back as the
beginning of the eighteenth century. A. Ii:. Francke was familiar with
the idea, but in his own schools he established only the cu·s tomary
departments of German and Latin ed11cation; the boys of hh, orphan
asylums were assigned to the one or the other, according as they were
destined for a trade or for a learned profession. In the same city of Halle,
Rev. Mr. Semler, in 1706, established a "mathematical and mechanical
realschule," which, however, was abandoned after two and a half years.
In 1738 it was reopened by the fouuder. Semler's intention was to
show visibly, in pictures or models, objects from real life, the knowledge of which would be necessary for everybody. This tendency was,
so to speak, a reaction against the book learning of the c;assical schools,
and au attempt to make new mathematical and mechauieal knowledge
useful for general education. It is interesting to note, that according
to Hamner (Geschichte der Pmdagogik, II, page 163) the Association
of Sciences in Berlin inquired into the working of the new rnstitut10n,
and arrived at the following conclusion: It entirely agreed with its
p]an, aucl saw in it the germ of a kind of school that would take a position between the elementary and the classical school . As there were
scl10ols for the preparation of future servants of the tate and the
church, it would .·eem advisable to prepare in technical , ecomlary
chool boys who had 011ly an elementary vernacular edueation, so that
they might obtain knowledge of material , machiue ·, etc., and that.
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later they might make use of this knowledge for the purpose of inventiug "new, useful contrivances.'' This idea remained paramount. The
education tlius defined and ardently desired, was obliged, in the nature
of the case, to gain space in the curriculum by occupying that hitherto
- reser-ved for Latin; he11ce it was frequently proposed to establish special
classes for future merchants, artisans, etc., in the secondary burgher
schools. Johann Julius Hecker undertook to carry out this idea practically. In his "realschule," established in 1747, he included the three
kinds of instruction for boys, i. e., a German, a Latin, and a realistic
course or school. With this act a division of the secondary school system was made, each branch of which has been developed during the
present century-at least a good beginning in that direction has been
made. The social classes whose educational need.s the three school
forms serve, are, accord.fog to Reeker's opinion: (1) Farmers or peasa11ts and day laborers; (:3) Citizens (by ~hich term be meant well-to-do
denizens of cities), artists, soldiers, and large ]and owners; and (3) The
class of men pursuing learned professions. Tb~ re~listic school tried
to give knowledge of all things pertaining to practical life by means of
object lessons, especially by the showing of models. In the hall of
models of the institution there wel'e objects to be seen for all branches
of humau activity, besides straightedges, drawing and measuring instruments, also machines and contrivauces of various kinds, buildings,
ships, plows, mills in miniature, complete merchants' shops, collections
for the manufacture of leather, the textile industry, aud the culture of
the silkworm, etc.; furthermore, a botanical garden and a mulbeny
plantation were joined to the institution. The'' realschulen" were not
at first all uniform in organization and curriculum, but represented sectious. Thus one was a manufactory, another an architectural, a mining, an engineering section, etc. The realistic-technical education of
our latter days exhibits the same characteristics. It begins with special
education, which meets certain local or national needs. These separate sections of education are in no organic corrnection, but gradually
they develop into complete schools, a11d either offer or require, as a condition of admission, a general education.
Iustitutious similar to that of Hecker were established in Wittenberg, Stargard, Zi.i.llichau, Breslau, and Erlangen, but they were all
either abandoned or changed in their character. The Berlin institution, however, remains unchanged, and became under A. G. Spilleke
(from 1820) again an important model for the development of the ~ystem
of realistic schools. The problem never ceased to be discussed during
the eighteenth century. A pamphlet relatiug to this problem by tlle
abbot Resewitz, on "Die Erziebung des Burgers zum Gebrauch des
gesunden Verstandes und zur gemeinni.i.tzigen Geschiiftigkeit," 1773,
was dedicated to King Friedrich II. But only the revolutions at the
dose of the century and the great commotion during the early part of
the present century produced new conditions which furthered tl1e object
of realistic secondary schools.
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IV.
THE

THE NINETEENTH UEN1'URY.

UNIVERSI'l'IES-THE

NEW HUMANISTIC CLASSICAL SCHOOLS-

THE SYSTEM OF REALISTIC HIGH SCIIOOLS-THE PRESEN'l' PUBLIC
ELEl\IENTARY SCHOOL.

(1) The ttniversit-ies.-Upon the territory of ·classical education the
nineteenth century accepted tbe in beritance of its predecessor. Through
the classic period of German literature (Goethe, Schiller, Wie1and,
Herder, Lessing, and others) the influence of .Greek philosophy upon
German culture was decided. At the same time scientific knowledge
of antiquity was considerably advanced by Fr . .A.. Wolf and bis successors; pbilology was the dominant science in tbe universities at the
beginning of the century. The rapid extension of tbis science was
noticeable in the growing number of pbilological seminaries in the
universities, for this was the form in which the new century attempted
to satisfy the necessity for a better preparation of secondary teachers.
It did not correspond of course entirely to that which bad been intended,
for while the seminaries of the eighteenth century tried to give 11edagogical educatiou, those of the nineteenth century offered philological
exercises. · It was thought sufficient for educational practice if the
students were qualified in their science and knew what to teach.
The reform in the organization of the university prepared during tlle
eighteenth century was completed during the early part of the nineteenth.
An equalization of the four faculties was perfected, The further history of the German universities to the present time would be a history
_o f tlie growth of mo<l.ern science. It would show how, according to the
enormous incl'ease of knowledge, the various faculties !Jave enlarged
their equipment with means of instruction, etc., but the organization
remained essentially the same: The preparatory or college course was
definitely excluded from the university; the philosophical faculty is
now a school for adults, as well as its three sisters. In some universities the increase in knowledge, or rather the multiplicity of sciences, has
led to experiments with a new organization. Thus, for instance, a
di dsiou of the philosophical faculty into a linguistic-historical and a
nrntllematical-scientific section, or the constitution of a special faculty
of political economy or science of state, has been attempted. These
experiments, however, do not seem to have obtained large jmportance;
they are still without influence upon the uniform character of the in ·titutions. Tliis uniform organization is kept iutact l'esolutely, and to
foreigners it appears as a decided advantage of the German university
sy tem. Our university whose character has been formed in historical
evolution i , on the one hand 1 an institution for profe sional preparatiOll, on the otl10r hand a school for general culture. Witb regard to
the latter, it may bo said that it continues the general training of the
<>·ymna ium or college. Furthermore, it is not only the bio·hest kind of
s ·11001 aud the la t tage of higller education, but al o the cientiii.c
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workshop of the nation. Only ·with reference to the former condition
does it belong to the state school organization; but the scientific character of its instruction is regarded as indispensable. By mea11s of the
university science is spread to the remotest domain of practical life; the
representatives of the higher professions are not to accept dogmatically
the theoretical principles of their procedures, but they must be enabled
to understand them fundamentally, to prove them to themselves aud
to others, to examine, and, when occasion offers, also to transform and
enlarge them. In this bright picture which our universities offer to German as well as to foreign observers, there are shadows, of course. 'l'heir
purely scientific purpose threatens to confine and obscure their practical purpose. Of late, voices are heard from the legal and pedagogical
professions which complain that the universities do not sufficiently pay
attention to the demands of professional practice. (Paulsen, Wesen
nnd geschichtliche Entwicklung der deutscheu Universitaten, 1893.)
(2) Classical high schools.-Witlt the new century humanism entered
upon its undisputed domination in the classical schools. The uew
humanistic gymnasium was founded; it remained during the whole
century the prevailing form of secondary education, and with its spirit
German education has ever since been filled. The gymnasium is the
embodiment of the idea that an intense occupation with Grrnco-Roman
literature aud familiarity with the philosophy of classic antiquity will
give the best general prevaratiou for every higher profession. The
clearness and noble simplicity of the Greek, the earnestness and dignity of Boman thought and feeliug are to be comprebeuded by the
German youth in the gymnasia; they are to fill his sonJ, so tuat tlley
will induce similar tbonght, feeling, and action. It was but natural
that this aim, even during the best period of the existence of this
school form-i. e., during the first part of the century-was not always
reached by the students, but the enthusiasm of the teachers for this
ideal often enough carried away the students. This modern humanism
did not always keep itself free from that superfluity of Latin writing
and rhetorical exercirns which characterized the humanism of preceding centuries. It seemed to be necessary for the purpose of becoming
famiJiar with antiquity that the beloved langl~age of tile Latin authors,
especially that of Cicero, could be used orally, and often the whole
system of instruction was disarranged iu the endeavor to impart tbat
facility.
Humanism in Prussia was made the governing center of tlle classical
schools (gymnasia), when, after the breakdown of the State in 1806
(battle of Jena), the necessity was felt of filling the life of the nation
with more ideal contents for its rejuvenation. Wilhelm von Humboldt,
the friend and companfon of the Weimarian poets, as well as Fr. A.
Wolf, was placed in 1808 at tbe head of the newly established section
of education in the department of the illterior; he took the most prominent part in this work. Uno.er the ministry of Altenstein ( 1817-1840)
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the privy councilor, Johannes Schulze, added to the course of classical
education in the gymnasia the modern brauches of scientific study.
He established the Prussian gymnasium, which tried to realize the
ideals of humanism and to satisfy as much as possible t,he modern
wa11ts of education. Complaints of overburdening were consequently
soon heard, and they have continued to the present time. As early as
1837 they were vig·orously expressed in a sensational publication by
the physician Lorinser.
The new classical school education took another course in middle
aud south Germany. Here, through the influence of the scientific
activity of Gottfried Hermann, the Leipsic philologist, and also in
consequence of the organization of the Bavarian classical schools by
Friedrich Thiersch (1829), humanism was made the center of gymnasia! education, while mathematics, physics, history, geography, and
other branches were considered of inferior importance. The students
lived an illtellectnal life wholly within the world of ·antiquity-a lifo
which surpassed, perhaps, in intensity and warro.th, but also in narrowness, that which· filled the Prussian schools. Latin · compositions
and orations, Latin carmina and disputations, and interpretations of
the authors were made in fluent Latin and regarded as a most praiseworthy application ~f life in a foreign range of ideas. Taken as a
whole, humanism agreed with that period in which the political conditions of the country induced the individual who would waste hi1r
strength in political dreams and doctrines to seek a satisfying philosophy and a world's view far from the present time in the solitude of
pa8t historical events.
Hand in hand with the renewed humanization of the classical schools
went tlie mote minute defiuiug of their aims in relatio'n to the higher
and lower steps in the system of state education. As the universities
excluded the preparatory course during that time, the latter was more
ckarly defined thereby. li'rom among the many Latin schools (di:fferhig greatly in their courses) from which graduation to the university
had been rather arbitrary those institutions were selected which, on
accouut of their sufficiently extended course of study, were granted
in future the exclusive right of prepariug for the university. The
remaining schools became simple Latin schools, progymnasia (incomplete gymnasia), or were changed to burgher schools. Examinations
for graduation were provided by the state authorities iu the selected
institutions, which from that time alo11e bore the name "gymnasia."
Examinations for the teaching profession iu secondary schools were
also ordered, and for this ptupo.·e regulatious were i sued concerning
tl1e au10nut of knowledge nece ?ary. Finally the cl10ols received special plans of in truction in detail. In counection with thi::; systematizatiou may be mentio11ed the progres ·ing 1:iecmlarization of the entire
second, 1·y sy tem of educe tion. The teacher' office was more and
moie detached from the pastoraite. The administr'atio11 wa' taken out
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of the hands of ecclesiastical consistories and given over to secular
school boards (curatoriumR). Lastly, departinents of education were
established in 11early all States of Germany. 'rhis process of establishi11 g a strictly gymnasial course and of making classical education .
irnlependent could be observed in all larger German States during the
first uecadt->s of the century. In Pnrnsia, the example of which was
followed by the other States, the graduation examination was decreed
as early as 1788-at first only for the purpose of proving qualifications
for the use of stipends aud scholarships, later for tlrn purpose of proving· qualification for atteudance in the uuiversity. In 183! entrance
examinations in the u11iversity itself were abolished. They had been
obligatory for ca11didates who bad not entirely finished a gymnasia!
cour1'e. Upon the establishment of a superior school commission (in
1787), and upon that of an educational section in the department of
the interior (in 1808), followed, i11 18l7, the establishment of a special
ministry or department of public worship and education. Eules for
the- exarniuation of teachers were i~sned in 1810, a11d again in 1831,
and model-scLool programmes in 1816, a11d again in 1837.
rrl1e rigid org-a11ization thus produced bas brought with it undeniable
adva11tages to the system of seeoudary schools. It guarantees tbe
success of the work in each institution and secures to the whole system
a u11iform support or income independeut of advantages or disn<lvantages of the times. But, on the other ha11d, time bas ah,o thrown into
bold relief tl1e faults of the syRtem. Liberty of iuterest iu iutelJectual
work bas been suppressed in the student, and the necessary severe ful fillment of the duties officiaUy required has led to extreme and exhaustfog exertion. Fo_r this reason, in tbe present, a desire is expresi:;e<l in
mally places to restore to the gymnasium a greater liberty of action.
Even tlie venerable leader of the Prussian secoudary sclloo1 system,
Ludwig Wiese, when resigning from bis ·office in the department of
public instructio!)., pronounced it to be his opinion that the state, after
having secured to the gymnasium its definite positiou, s11ould relax in
the severity of its supervision and the minuteness of its regulations, in
order not to prejudice the i11tellectnal life of the students. "The
stre11gtb and fertHity of the policy of the Prussian State," he said, in
bb Paedagogische ldeale uud Proteste (page 103), '' bas beeu proved
in the schools during a Jong period, but there is danger lest, upon the
field of iutelleet, tllis power become a tyranny." Outside of Prnssia
the schools kept free from this evil for some time, but the greater uniformity of the political institutious has aided the same policy since 1870
in the otlier States also.
The cla8sic time of modern humanism is, as has been stated, the first
part of tile lffeseut ceutury. .After 1840 other interests began to gain
advantage over it. New scie11ces, such as general and comparative
pllilology, German and Romance philology, etc., grew up; otbers, t-,Uch
as history, commenced to develop, and the uatural sciences occupied the
ED 98--5
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att. 11tion of tllo learned, by their theories as well a by teclrnol :,..;i ·
inventions which resL1lted from them. Besides, church and politi c
royolution e~·cite<l ever larger circle . People began to critici t
humanism of the classical schools. It was said tllat it had a1rca
d eviated considerably from its origiua,l idea; Greek llad reced
behind Latin, and the interminable Latin writing and grammar lesson
prevented the reading of ancient authors. Tbe demands of moderi
1
educational elements also became very prominent. The men of 184
expressed, as tlley did in other matters, the demands of the time with
reference to secouda.ry sel.Jools, and it was done with no uncertain.
sound. "It is," said Kocbly, one of tbe leaders of the revolution, '' an
old and grievous error to confound the old classical education with speaking an<l ·writing Latin." However, with other wishes of the time, the
reform of gymnasia was brushed aside. In Prussia, during the ministry of von Raumer (1851-1858) gymuasial instruction was modified
somewhat, but not in the sense a1luded to. Ludwig· "\Viese, who from
1852 stood at the head of the section of secondary schools in the.
department of public instruction, agreed with the minister that a
greater concentration in the course of study of the gymnasia was
necessary. He said of the minister in bis "Lebenserinnerungen und
Amtserfahrungen" (p. 184): "He inclined toward the old simplicity
in the course of study, and would have liked to confine it to instruction in religion, ancient languages, and mathematics." But Wiese was
impartial enough to acknowledge the impossibility of this simplicity in
the face of the demands of modern education, which he thought justified
to a large extent. These modern tendencies found expression in tlle
revised course of study of 1856, although the cllanges made in it were
not great. The means of concentration were found, by a large number
of the philologists of tllat time, in a stronger empha,sis of the study of
the Latin language; formal grammar was made intent,iona1ly the mf!in
brauch of study.
In Austria, on the contrary, a gymnasia! reform took place wllich
met modern demands to a very large extent. It was undertaken by
Ministerial Councilor Exner and tl10 philologist Herman Bonitz, wl10
had been called from Prussia. Also iu Bavaria, a new school order
was issued in 1854: which, however, turned into the old ways and <lid
not much deviate from the former limitation to humanistic subjects.
V\ i.i.rtem.berg followed the other States iu so far as it separated philo•
logical from the theological studies and made tberu self.dependent.
The management of classical schools in this Kingdom haped itself
grac.1ua1ly in accordance with a programme publisbed in 1852. In Baden
the authorities imitated north German institutions; axony, al. o, since
the middle of the century turned away from tbe outh German toward
the north German gymna ial pedagogic .

------~--------

1 They •ar in which the political upheaval took place that chautr •d tbl' old ah ~o
lntc monarcb1cs into con ·titutional govcrnm nts.
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The great elevation which national life experienced in Germany after
tile war of 1870 and 1871 was, of course, not without influence upon the
secondary schools. Que8tions relating to it were ventilated with great
candor. It was asked whether the schools which prepared students
for the university were really giving a national education to German
youth destined for higher professions. The Germans found tbems~lves
suddenly face to face with a number of practical problems, educational
as well as political and economic, which could be solved only by a
thorough comprehension of the time. One thing was plain, the people
fo1t obliged to meet tlle growing· need of providing youth with modern
means of education in a more extensive manner tbau formerly. It was
observed that physical power and energy of will did not suffice for
. tlle iucreased demands of practical life. The discussion of educational
conditions existing in the Empire soon spread from tlle limited sphere
of teachers' clubs to a wider sphere embracing all men of education.
Questions of school management and organization, education, and
traiuiug have become, especially since the close of the seventh decade,
eyer fresh subjects of pnbiic discussion in daily papers and reviews,
and they continue to agitate the nation as never before. .A. number
of popular societies have been established which in various ways
attempt a solution of the school (1uestion; among their members laymen are often in the majority. The unification of the German ·States
into an Empire has resulted in attempts at greater uniformity of the
various school systems. For the purpose of arranging this uniformity
an imperial sclwol commission was appointed in 1875. This commission succeeded in prevailing upon the four kingdoms-Prussia, Bava.ria, Wiirtem berg, and Saxony-to reform their classical schools in
1891- 1893 by adopting new programmes and tirue-fa1bles in their gymnasia, which on the one hand meet the qemands of modern life by
limiting the time devoted to humanistic studies, and on the other
hand establish a most desirable uniformity co11cerning preparatory
studies for the university.
Prussia, :first of all, began with new courses of study in 1882, of
which the preliminary ,rnrk is traced back to the ministry of Falk.
These uew courses signify a return from the preponderating grammatical practice of L~tin to the older bumauism which laid stress upon
tile contents of the classics. These courses prescribed a reduction in
the linguistic instruction: Latin lost nine hours a week, Greek two,
and at the same time the beginning of the latter study was postponed
two years. Reading the classics was }Jlaced in the foreground, but a
certain ability in the written use of Latin was demanded, and Latin
composition retained its former importance. But a new phase for the
developmeut of the classical schools came with the beginning of the
reign of Wi1llelm II (1888). Filled with the idea that the school·
should meet the danger which threatened the State through social
democracy, he ordered an investigation by the Prns ian educational
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authorities into the means by which this could be done. A consequei1ce of this was the convocation of a conference of schooJmen and
educated laymen, which took place in December, 1890, in Berlin. It
was natural that their deliberations should embrare a11 the questions
which at present interest secondary education. The assemuly, owing
to the character of the men selected for it, inclined toward leaving the
humanistic stn<lies of the gymHasiurn iutact a11d preserving the position of these schools as tlie most importaut and exclusive preparatory
schools of t.l1e university. An indirect influence of the resolutions
passed by the conference became obvious, however, in the new programmes published in 1802. In the latter the object of doing away
with overburdening the students by me~tal work is clearly demonstrated, and more physical exercises are prescribed. For this purpose
not only the time for gymnastic exercises is increased, but also the
whole number of intellectual lessons per week is dimi11isbed. Thi::: is
do11e at the expense of the humanistic studies; Latin lost fifteen and
Greek four hours a week. Latin compo~itions, which had been discredited before, were now abandoned, and Cicero was rejected as a
model for style. The object of teaching Latin is now ret--tricted to
."linguistic-logical training and familiarity with Roman literature;"
that ·of Greek, the knowledge of literature aloue; as purpose of t6e
entire -humanistic education is assigned, "Historical compi·ebe11sion of
antiquity." The good intention to give more time µ,11d spa(:e to modern
educational elements also prompted tllese changes. Englisll, as an
optional stu<ly, was introduced everywhere, and drawing was re-enforced. The gymnasium, it was thought, was uow aole to give preparatory education to all higher professions, the technological included,
and do it either alone or together with other kiuds of secondary
institutions. To another point of view attention was ca1Ied in the
new programmes, namely, the training of character. Religion, German, and history a.re especially to serve this purpose. Lately (since
1895) it is offieially permitted to increase tbe number of Latin lessons
in the upper gradeR one lesson a week.
Also, in mo~t other German States changes were made in the timetables of g·yumasia during the seveuties and eighties; for example, in
the Grand Duchy of Ressia in 1877 and 1884, in Saxony in 18~2, in
Baden in 1883. Bavaria in 1874 extended the course of its gymuasia
from eight to nine years, for the purpose of establishing more complete
uniformity with the north German schools, the realistic branches oeing
ti11 a little neglected. The new programmes, given since 1891 in
Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, and Saxony disclose the same tendencies that
prompted the Prussian authorities in 1892. Everywhere the education
of the mincl and the training of the character are strongly empha ·ized,
and modern culture, especially natural science, i treated with more
con ideration than before. The number of les 'ODS in cJassfral languages,
a. in Pru sia, is decrea ed everywhere; for the metllod of iustruetion it
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has become an axiom that reading the classics should be the main
point, while Ciceronian writing exercises are abolished. Thus, for
instance, it is said in the Wtirtemberg programme: "Training the
stu<lents as though they were aU to become philological teachers should
be avoided. In gym11asia the object should be to impart the elements
of clas~ical culture . an<l to open up ancient intellectual life." Latin
compositiun was abandoned ulso in Saxony. Likewise the partition of
the matter of iustructiou upon the various grades has become more
uniform. French generally (except, in Bavaria) begins in the second
grade (from below), Greek in the fourth.
Thus lrninauism in the classical schools experieuced a setback at the
clo~e of the century at the beginning of which it had m1di:-;puted
domi11io11. It might be saiu, of course, that it only now begins in earneHt to free itself of the barnacles that have impedeu its progress-that
is, the dry, tedious Lati11 exercises of the earlier times. It is certaiuly
a laudable te11dency of the various courses lately adopted to bring the
real co11teut of humanism, whfoh is to be acquired only by readiug the
authorR, to its fnlle~t effect upon the mind and character of the stu<}ents.
However, 1t is not generally believed that the new courses of studies
,(or programmes) have finally and in the bes1, way solved the gymnasial
questio11s of the present. It may not be right that the old philological
teachers pretend uot to be able to accomplish what is prescribed, owing
to tLe <liminisbed 1rnmuer of hours allotted to them. More important
is tlie otlier co11si<lerntiou, whether the classical school can carry the
a<l<litiona1 load of a,ncieut aud modern culture. But most important,
perhaps, h, tlie fact that humanism has lost in the life of adults the
place it used to take. It will be a question for the nation in future to
<lechle, if, and to what extent, it can furt,her preserve that medium of
education in the center of classical education without prejudice to other
interests. ·
(3) Recilsclmlen (modern high schools)- .Technological itniversit-ies.Si<le by side wi tll classical schools the system· of modern high schools
(of which the beginnings during- the eighteenth century have Leen
mentioned above) obtained, during the nineteenth century, such an
extension in breadth and height that it could assume equal importallce with the classical and the elementary instruction. This development· is bc1sed upon the rise of the natural sciences during the
same period; upon the applications which their results found in technology immediately; and upon the elevation of the middle citizen elass,
aud other circumstances. By way of exact re eareh the natural
sciences soon experienced a rapid development in tl1e first decades of
the ce11tury. They kept on progressing, aud soon occupied a cousiderable nart in the enormous enlargement of the philosophical faculty of
the u·uiversity. As a natural consequence tbey soon commenced to
claim their· place in the education of the nation and in the in ·truction
of youth, side by side with the philosophical ciences. At the ame
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time, in the economical life of the people, especially since the third
decade, the most notable changes have taken lJlace, in consequence
of new discoveries and inventions. As early as 1818, steam vessels
plied on German rivers; twenty years later the trans-Atlantic steamer
routes were opened, which became of vast importance to Germany.
In 1833 the first telegraphic wire was strung, and in the same decade
the first railroads ,,ere built in Germany. Through all these things
commerce and industry received a powerful impetus. The development of the tariff system in Germany acted in the same direction.
In Prussia, at the beginning of the century, e-ven tho separate provinces were locked against each other. 'fl.le tariff orders of the second
decade of the century created. a freer motion, and later (in 1834) this
freedom was extended by the establishment of a tariff union (Zollverein ) beyond the frontiers of Prussia to a large number of German
States. The ultimate consequence of all these economic changes w~s
tlie elevation of the citizen class, especially of the wage-earning classes .
in industrial and mercantile pursuits. How much, indeed, needed to
be done for them can be seen from the biography of the Prussian state
councilor, Fr. von Knuth, by P. Goldmidt (Berlin, 1888). Knuth, who
had been tutor of the two Humboldts, and who afterwards entered tbe
Prussian Administration, attempted earnestly, shortly after the war of
libern,tion, to inaugurate a better education of the wage-earning classes.
The actual state of their know ledge was very low. Many of them
coulrl. not write; foreign inventions and scientific discoveries were not
utilized; enterprising spirit they had none; they had to be pushed and
persuaded by governmental officials to everything that was in tlrnir
own interest. To see the difference between then and now one need
only compare the present extent and importance of every kind of
in<lustry in Germany.
Finally, a profession of its own, of technical men, grew up in con s~quence of these economic, industrial, and scientific revolutions, represented by men upon whose professional and general education life
made ever-growiug demands. This development is reflected in tlrn
growth and development of technological universities, which bad their
beginnings in secondary t echnical schools, and are now institutions
which are justly ranked with the old universities; at any rate, they lay
claim to equality with them. In 1794, first of all in Paris, an " .Ecole
Polytechnique" was established; followin g this model, in 1806 in
Prague, and in 1815 in Vienna, polyteclmical institutions -n·ere
e tablishcd.
In Prussia as early as 1799 the Royal Architectural Academy was
founded. In 1821, on the advfoe of Beuth, the "Technical In titute"
was added to it. This was an industrial school of two grades, after the
model of which school of only one grade were establi hed in the province . Similar schools came into existence in the first part of the century in different place of Germany.
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They ordinarily required as a preliminary education not more than
the commou or elementary branches, but they represented, on the other
hand, the highest stage of technical instruction. Since about the middle of this century some of them have widened their scope and become
polytechi1ical institutions, and assumed the character of universities.
Thus the school in Hanover in 1845, that in Dresden in 1851, that in
Karlsruhe in 1863, etc. lror this kind of school, especially, the Polytechnicum of Zurich (established in 1854) lJecame the model, pa,rtly
tbrough the prominence of its disthiguished teachers and partly through
its organization; because here a philosophical department with political economy was opened, which seemed to offer full compensation for
the work of the philosophical faculty at a university. In 18t38, in
Municll, a .s imilar institution for technological im,truction was open~d.
In Prussia· tbe "Industrial Iustitute," which h,1d resulted from the old
"Technical Institute," became in 1866 an "industrial academy," and
was, in 18W, combined with the old-established "Architectural Academy" and called "Technical University."
The polyteclmica of HanoYer and Aix-la-Olrnpelle were changed to
conform -with that of Berlin.
The new universities thus developed have the purpose "of affording
higher instruction for the technical professions in state and community
service, as well as in industrial life, and of cultivating sciences and arts
wllich are intimately connected with the :fie]d of technology." (Berlin,
provisory statute, 1879.) They prove themselves equal to universities
in the following }Joints : They claim fo; their matriculated students the
same preparatory education required by the old universities, namely,
one of nine years at a c1assical lligh scllool; they grant a nd insist upon
perfect freedom in teaclling and learning, and are under the direction
of rectors elected for oue year, instead of having principals chosen for
life, as in secondary scl10ols.
(4) Combination of classical and modern high schools.-The modern
high schools, or realschulen, in their various forms, since the first decades
of the century tried to answer the demand for preparatory education
made by these newly established polytechnica, as well as those which
higll- standiog industrial private enterprises made upon their leaders
and technical men. Furthermore, they tried to meet the demands of
the middle class of citizens for a suitable general education npon a modern basis--that is, a general education without a study of the classics.
During the second and third decades such schools, most]y called realschuleu or burgher schools, were established in nearly all German
States. The endeavors of Spilleke (see above), Scheibert, l\fager, and
others for the theoretical and practical organization of such schools
fall in this p eriod. They still combined the higher and lower stages
of rea,Iistic instruction. But soon a more advanced preliminary edt1cation was claimed, especially for the technological profession , which
could not be given by these simple realschulen or lmrgller cbools.
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Neither could that preparation be had in tbe classical schools as they
were then organized. Higher mathematics and natural sciences were
ne<'essary for this kind of education; also modern languages, as an
important auxiliary means of modern commerce.
For this reason another kind of preparatory school came into existence, a combination o~· classical and modern high school, the so-ca1led
realgymnasium, which. owing to the higher studies for which it prepared, introduced the study of Latin in its programme. Thus a
combi11ation high school was opened in Berlin in 1828, in Gotlrn in
1836. In the Duchy of Nassau the diet, in 1839, urged the establishment of such an institution in Wiesbaden, and the Government evinced
much interest in the plan; in 1845 the school was opened. Concerning tlrn object of such schools, the law ordering the establispment says
as follows : '' The realgymuasium of Wiesbaden has the purpose of a
general scientific preparatory education for those who intend to devote
themselves to a technical-practical profesRion, and who, immedia,tely
after graduation, enter upon it, or who intend to continue their studies
in a professional school or polytechnical university." The institution,
from its beginning, had Latin in its course of study; jn this it went as
far as readilig Horace, following tbe programme afterwards adopted
elsewhere, and required a L~tin composition at the maturity examil1ati011. It only consisted of three upper grades of its own, the lower
ones agreeing with those of the classical school.
AR a matter of course, in their further progreRs of development
these schools turned their eyes also toward the universities, for it was
obvious that they were able to give at least as good a preparation for
mathematical, scientific, and modern-language studies as the humanistic gymua:-;ia. The year 1848 emphasized the consequences of tbe
case in question. .At the Prussian state school conference of 1849
tlle Government proposed to raise above a common foundation both a
gymnasium and a realgymnasium, to which proposition the conference
added the other demand-that graduation from the latter Rhould entitle
to admission to the philosophical facnlty of the university. The epoch
following was not favorable to this modern high school of a higher kind.
However, the same length of course which the classical high school
maintains, i. e., nine years, indicates that to a certain degree an equalization could not be denied them. This was acknowledged in Prussia
by. au order conc~rning instruction and examination in realschulen
au<l burgher schools in 1859, which took the place of the "prelimi11ary
im,tructions" of 183~ for modern high schools without any distinction.
Ac ·ording to thi new order, modern high schools of first and second
rauk were distinguished. For tlie firt, a course of nine year., like that
of a gymna ium, was laid down, and Latin was made a compulsory tudy.
fo 1 '70 the e schools were granted the right to prepare for mathematical, cientific, and modern linguistic studies in the uuiver ity, which
impli d ( <.lrni sion of their graduates to tlle nu1ver ·1ty without elltnrnce
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examination. Already in 1864 Bavaria bad secondary schools of this
kilid, with the same q_ualification, a11d bearing the 11ame "Realgyrnnasia." They had the same length of course a:-- the Bavarian gymnasia,
a11d were enlarged in 187--l to institutions of nine grades.1 The three
lower grades agree with those of the gymnasia. In vVi.irtem berg. in
18G7, a "realgynrnasium" was branche<l off from the Stuttgart gymnasium; later a similar school was opened in Ubn. These combination
high schools of vViirtemberg· ela,im to have more of a huma11istic chara.eter than those of mo<leru Germany, on account or' their extended
Latin practice. Their grad nates are admitted to the po1ytechnicum
ancl to the agricultural academy, also to studies in the philosophical,
tbe scientific, and the law faculty of the university . Prnssia followed
these States in lri8:3 by also giving the name of "realgymnasia" to the
"realschulen" of the fir~t rank; the enlargemmi t of their gymnasia!
character was to be seen in a greater number of lessons devoted t o
Latin. In Saxouy such combination high schools of a nine-years
course have existed siuce 188 -L
Gradually the '' realschule" (the realistic high school in contradisti11ctiou to classical school) has changed also. A.s the technical professions rose to an equality with the old so-called leamed professions,
modern secondary education assumed more i111portance, especially siJH'.e
the reestablishment of' the Em:pire aftn 1870, so t.liat the former uwrely
technical preparatory iustitutions gradually chaHged to secondary
schools for general culture. It has eveu l>een as~el'ted that ~ince. these
schools had to a great extent been diveste(l of tltis purely technical or
industrial character, they should uow give that mo<leru educatio n which
the times demauded for the sons of leading men iu all occnpations.
The most radical advocates saw, and still see, in the realistic school
(without classical languages) the gymnasium of the future; those who
like to preserve existiHg iustitutions endeavor to secure full equalization of both modern and classical bigh schools. This is especially
obvious in reference to the qualificatious for a<lmission to the u11iversity, and the next step to this aim is the admission to the Rtudy of
mediei1Je. But others deny the justice of such a step, and wish to i:;ee
the realistic high schools pw~hed back into their old place of teclrnical
preparatory institutions. A.t the preseut time these questions are Yigorously discussed in tbe educational press. The Prnssian Governu1ent
i11 its last reform measure, in 1892, has taken a position with regard to
these questions which wa:::; not expected after the issue of the courses
of study in 1:-582. The December conference of 18H0 collcluded that
the combination high schools (rra1gymuasia) should be suppreFisecl, a,11d
tit at iu future, besides the cla~sical high schools (gymnasia), only iusti1 It must be borne in miud that this does not include t.he four elementary grades.
High ·s chools in Germauy, as a rule, l>egin with pupils of grammar-1,whoo1 age. The
two or three upper grades of all secondary schools are of two years eacll; hence a
student in a German secon<la.ry school rarely grallnates uefon, he is 20 years old.
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tutions withom Latin, the so-called upper realschnlen, should exist.
But the new courses of study prepared by a,n executive committee of
tliat conference do not follow that plan, except in reclucing the time
allotted to Latin iu the combination scliools. In these uew courses the
upper rea,Isclmlen are made nearly equal with them iu their privileges
of preparing for higher studies, and tlle question ns to whether the
combination school is still entitled to exist side by side witli the classicnl a,ntl the realistic schools is left open. The steps taken lead to 110
solution.
·
Recently general attention has been bestowed. upon the cx.perimeuts
made in postpouing the beginning of Latin at the gymnasia, as well as
the combination schools to a higher grade, and thus to establish a
common foundation for all schools of nille grades (Altona alld Frankfort
courses of study).
The just-mentioued upper realistic high schools (without La.tin) came
into existence in Prussia during the seventh decade. They grew out of
the former industrial schools (Gewerbeschulen ), and were soon classed
among tlle secondary institutions of niue grades--that is, scl10ols which
at.tempt to give general modern education based. upon modern languages,
mathematics, and natural sciences, without Latin. After having lost,
in 1886, the privilege of sending their graduates to the Academy of
Architecture, they regained tllis privilege in 1892, as has been mentioned.
·Furthermore, they gained for their graduates admission to the pliilosophical faculty at the university, at least for the study of mathematics
aud uatural sciences. In Wi.i.rtemberg tlle corresponding school form,
a modern high school without Latin, obtained, in 1876, the qualification
of sending its graduates to the polytechnicum aud to the natural science faculty of the university. Schools of this kind exist also in tue
States of Oldenburg and Brunswick.
(5) Lower realschitlen and burgher suhool:s.-While thus, during the
nineteenth century, frequent remodeling of the former realistic or industrial high school has resulted in a system of schools for general culture
which are at the same time preparatory institutions for higher educatioll, the orig-innl form of it, the so-called "burglier school" was neglected and lagged behind in development. It tried to give a suitable
secondary education for practical pursuits. The problem which the
eighteenth century proposed, i. e., to meet the needs of tlle rising
"lmrgher class," has not yet been solved satisfactol'ily in the present
century. Only in a few German States and cities the burgher schools
conlcl freely develop in the economical iliterests of the wa.ge-earniug
classes. Thus, for instance, in the three rcpnblican States of Germany,
the free cities, Hamburg, Bremen, and Li.ibcck. ln other States the
original object of such ·chools wa.' turned a ide by alien consideration ,
and often "the Latin of the cla ical schools was superimpo ed upon
them.' This was done in Pru sia by means of the "preliminary in tructio11 of 1832.' The "examination order of 1859" cla sifi.ecl these
middle cbools as burgher schools or reaJ.,clrnlen of the second rank.
The tucly of Latiu eeins to have been thought iucli pen able for the
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privilege of" one year's service in the army." Only when after the sudden territorial expansion of the State 1 in 1866 the Prussian school autboritics came i.n contact with other than Prussian institutions which had
slrnken off Latin, the need of" burgher schools without Latin" was felt
more acutely. In 1873, first of all, in Breslau such a school (conducted
by Rector Dr. Bach) was granted the privilege of giving the certificate
of 0110 year's service in !be army. (Boys who ~ave only an elementary
education must sei've three years in the army.) In the courses of study
issued qy the minister of education in 1882 these secondary schools of
an inferior grade were officially prevented from amalgamation with
realsclmlen of the first rank. The introduction to the official prograinmcs contaius these words: '' An obvious need has shown tllat
secondary schools must be established for an advanced education which
in six years,2 by excluding Latin, may lead to a certain degree of comJ)letion; schools which <lo not aim at prep~,ring for higher education,
but which will enable qualified pupils to acquire the military certificate of one year's service." Nevertheless, the number of these sehools
increased but little in the following years. Their development was
hindered by tbe fact that the other high schools usurped their functions
to a large extent; that i.s, they kept a great number of 8tudents only
until they obtained the certificate referred to, a circnmstance which is
considered favorable neither for the education of students preparing
for higher studies nor for the burgher school pupils. The December
conference of 18lJO (sec above) recognized this evil and proposed a
number of remedies wl.tich the executive committee, kept in session to
complete the work of the conference, adopted in 1892. Among other
remedies a closing examination was require<l of the students who left
tlJe gymnasium in the sixth year of the course. This was done to make
them equal in this respect to the students of the burgher schools n,nd
to take away from them -an apparently undeserved privilege. Tho difference between institutions of seven and tllose of six year courses was
abolished and the name" Realschule" was given to schools of six grades
only. Also in other German States attempts were made during the
sern11th and eighth decades to foster schools without Latin for the
1.ni<ldle eJass of society. In Bavaria such schools were established iu
1877, in Saxony and Hessia in 1884, in Baden in 1885; in Wi.irtcmberg
they had existed already for some time. Latin is excluded from them
as n, regular branch of study, but some have Latin as an optional
study, because they have to perform the task of a pro-gymna.'iulll or
incomplete gymnasium in small towns.
Generally, it may be said, the opinion is prevaleut that the exteusion
of this kind of schools has proved a social benefit for the nation, especially for industrial communities. A special advocate of these high
~ Pruss ia, acquired the Duchy of Sleswick in 1864, the Duclly of Holstein in 1866,
the Kino-clom of Hanover the Graudduchy of Hesse-Cassel, the Duchy of assau,
and the Free City of Fra~ld"ort in 1866.
. .
2 Conuting from the tenth year of age, at which all secondary schools bcgm m
Germany.
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scliools of six years without Latin, School Councilor Dr. Rertram, m
Berlin, bas expressed this opinion in these words: "More aud more has
the idea ripened among industrial people that their welfare aml happiness is based upon two facts. The one is that they cau readily earn a
livelihood and find suitable spheres of activity; the other and more
potent fact is that by means of these high schools, specially desigue<l
for their needs, ·t hey J)articipate in the g-eueral education of the nat1011.
They feel tha.t they receive a satisfactory preparatory education, aud
hence assume an adequate position in the ecouomy of tht: nation."
(Proceedings of the Dec. Uonf., p. 3J4.)
(G) Public elementciry schools up to :1860.-'fbe public eleme11tary
schools, or Volksscbulen, only called so generally during- the 1tinetee11tli
celltury, increased at first only in number :iud improved in external
conditions. 'fhe governmental authorities endeavored to approach the
aim set for the State by drawing iuto the influence of compulsory elementary instruction all children who could not aspire to secondary and
higher education, owing to the want of means. This aim has nearly
been reache,d at the close of this century. In Prussia, for instance, the
perce11tage of children illegally withheld from school was found to be
0.0:3 per cent for 18Ul; the percentage of those who were released temporarily or for good before the age of 14, having comp~eted tlrn conrse
or otherwise been taught, was 1.55 per cent. '.rhe other 98.43 per eeut
were educated in public or private schools or in asylums, owing to
physical or mental defects. The result is that the conscription of military and naval recruits shows the small percentage of illiteracy of 0.16
per cent in 1897, and even that small fraction of 1 per cent does not
represent ab~olnte, but only relative illiteracy. But these numbers
can 11ot disguise the fact that there still remains much to be done by
the State toward a complete performance of its civilizillg task. In
many places the number of pupils to each teaclrnr still surpasses the
number prescribed by law. The distance many children have to walk
to reach school is often too far, and a large number of children are not
seated according to educational and hygienic principles. 'l'he fonds
and the annual appropriations by commuuities and the State are considerably larger than in former years, although in tl.Jis respect, cou::;iclering the magnitude of the task, not all justifiable claims are met. The
teachers' salaries have been increased of late, the pension and annuity
funds angmented, and for the construction of schoolhouses ancl their
equipme11 t large urns have been appropriated aud expended.
Greater, even, than the extel'ior ·lta11ges which the public elementary
school' have experienced have been the interior change~ siuce the ch\.·e
of the last century. 'fhese ehauge ·, which may be termed reform are
intimately c01rneeted with the name of one man, that of the Swi s citizen Heinrich Pe talozzi (1746-1827). The effect· which bi· influence
ha. had upon the orga11ization and ma.nagement of pnb]ic in truction
are threefold: (1) He awakened a deep rooted inter st ou the part of
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the State in elementary education; (2) he has deepened elementary
iustruetion and worked great improvements in its methods; (3) we owe
to him the forrnatiou of an elementary teacher's profession, the members of whieh do their work with devotion, being active not only in the
welfare of their own profession, but also in the progress of their professional science. Pestalozzi, wllo was stiil uuder the potent influence
of the ent of eulighteumeut, directed all his thoughts a11d emotions
towanl educating and elevating the people mentally and ethically to a
higher level of civilization aud culture. '· I saw your teal's," he wrote
to a friend who was the witness of his first trials in ·teaclling, "and in
my bosom there surged up a rage against the man who said tuat the
~tlllobling of tlle people is only a dream. No; it is not a dream. I will
give the art of ennobling into the hands of the mothers, into the ha11ds
of tlle children, into the hall(ls of innocence, and the evil ones will
cease saying it is a dream." But the public education he meant was
not inte11ded to be the customary educa,tiou w~ich consisted in reading,
writing, arithmetic, arnl perhap:-; a little knowledge of uature, and which
had l)een off~re<l because it was necessary in common life, but it ,vas to
have the high aim to develop the mental and moral faculties of the
pupils and to awaken even in the poorest child a noble sense of humanity. A mi11ute methodical treatment of elementary lJraucbes through
PP-stalozzi and bis successors resulted from this principle. A11d lastly,
it may be said the activity of a profesHiou of elementary school-teachers is recognizable everywhere in the entire history of tbe public school
of tlte nineteenth century.
That State w!tich at the beginning of the century ma<le the nearest
approach to the pedagogy of Pe~talozzi was Prm;sia, which, after the
disaster of 1806 (Napoleon's victory at Jena): saw in Pestailozzi's ideal
one of the means to ree::;tablish the State. Men like Fichte and Stein
caUecl attention to the new method of education, and expected from it
a renovation of the entire public life. Young teachers were sent to
Pesta1ozzi to learn his ma1111er of teaching by per::;onal observation,
a1Hl they became eager to transplant it iuto Prussia.. Soou astonishing
activity was displayed on the part of the _Gover11me11t, as well as by
professional meu of all kinds, in behalf of the schools. With the
reactiou, however, which set in iu all political affairs after the war of
liberation, the Government withdrew from this activity before the
sponta,neouR impetus of public spirit; bnt it continued to care for the
i11erease and better material foundations of the sclrnol system. While
tllns the Goverume11t withdrew from iutluencing the- im1er working of
the sehools after having e11grafted upon it the spirit and methods of
Father Pestalozzi. the teachers personally devoted theim::elves zealously
to the further developme11t and improvement of his methods iu tlleory
and practice. A vivid description of this epoch, i11 which the schools
were free on the one hand from politics, aml on the other hand from
minute official regulations, is given by Kellner in the first part of his
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'' LebensbHitter" (Freiburg, 1892). The most prominent representative
of the elementary school system during this epoch was Adolf Diesterweg, from 1832 to 1847 director (principal) of the newly established
normal school for city teachers in Berlin. But after 1840 the State
authorities began to take energetic measures for the purpose of counteracting enlightening tendencies in normal and elementary schools.
A suitable pretext to this was given by an undue exaggeration of the
objects of public instruction in normal and lower schools which had
taken place in some institutions. These attempts on the part of the
.Government were soon considerably increased wlrnn it was found. that
some teachers had taken part iu the oppositional movements of the year
1848. 1 The reaction following that eventful year turned also against
the public school. Instruction in normal and lower schools was to be
reduced "to that simplicity which is required by actual conditions."
This intention was plainly expressed in the well-known regulations of
Stiehl of 1854. In these governmental regulations the education
offered in the ungradecl school of rnral districts was made the standard
for the whole system of elementary schools. Religious instruction was
made tlte center of the daily programme and the core of the entire
course; so-called realistic or secular know ledge was greatly restricted
to the bare elements, .and even for religious instruction the memoriter
practice was prescribed as the mode of procedure to be followed.
Similar counter movements and reactions took place at various times
in other German States. In BavaTia a reorganization of the public
schools began with the year 1802. The compulsory feature of elementary education was made more severe, school discipline was regulate(l
by law, and a course of study was elaborated which showed the deep
influence of Pestalozzi's pedagogy, but wllich for this very reason was
not free from extravagant demands. A restricting revision of tbe
course was deemed necessary as early as 1811. Toward the end of the
third decade a complete reaction set in under the ministry of Abel. A
strictly religious character was made the end and aim of the public
school, aud this tendency prevailed till the end of the fifth decade. In
Wiirtemberg, which had been a purely Protestant State up to the beginning of the nineteenth century, the necessity of reorganizing the publicschool system came with the immigration of new citizens belonging to
other confessions. A decree for Catholic schools was issued in 1808, a
new decree for Protestant schools in 1810, and in the following year the
fir~t public normal school for the preparation of elementary teachers
was opened. Both school laws rested upon Pcsta,lozzi's principles
an<l practice. Of course this potent influence was banishe9-- from the
school" by tbe Government after a few years, probably because it acteu.
in the beginning more destructively than con trnctively. However,
to , ome extent Pestalozzi's influence remained active among the tcach~·s for many year . ~n 1836 a school law for elementary scl10ols was
1
The so-callccl revolution of 1818, which resulted in changing the form of government from an absolute to a constitutional monarchy.
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issued, which has remaiued to this day the basis of the Wii.rtem berg
public-school system. The laws of other States are date<l. as follows:
Nassau, 1817; Weimar, 1821, 1822; Baden, 1834; Saxony, 1835.
(7) Lo,ter developments of the public schools.-Since the sixth decade
a counter movement of great strength has followed upon the preceding
reaction, at first during the ministry of von Bethmann-Hollweg (185S1862). In the course of study of the elementary schools the realistic
branches 1 were strengthened by allowing them more time; the memoriter work in religion was diminished; the professioual preparation of
t11e tea,chers assumed a more liberal character-for instance, by admitting German literature in the normal schoob, a branch which had been
excluded by the regulations of the form er period. With this step there
began a gradual revisiou of the former rules by practice-that is to say,
the teachers themselves went beyond the restrictive regulations. rritis
had been going ou for some years when a reorganization was undertaken with great vigor by the miuister of education, l\lr. F1,lk (18721870). In 1872 a law defining school supervision was prepared and
passed by the diet (legislature) . Upon the authority gr~~ntecl him by
the law, he issued his '' general regulations," which gave to the elementary schools, both lower and advauced, a modernized course of
study; the professional education of teachers in prepara.tory and normal schools was greatly improved by tbe uew Jecree, also tl1e examination system belonging to it. The motive which dictated the Jaw of
school supervision was, as is ,Tell understood, to strengthen the hands
of the Government in its struggle with the Catl10Hc bierarchy, which
was then prominent before the public. The law affirmed again the
sovereign right of the State over the whole school system, including
the elementary or people's schools. The general civil Jaw of 1794 had
already declared the principle of tho State's sovereignty over the
schools, but the supervision of elementary schools until 1872 had been
left to the cburcb. Now, it was by law claimed by the functionaries of
the State, and only in exceptional cases were ecclesiastical inspectors
retained, but with the understanding that they were acting under orders
of the State. In practice clergymen have been actin g as school
inspectors even since the passage of the new law, but since then the
State has gradually increased the number of local secular sel.1001
inspectors, especially in the eastern and western frontier provinces ;
these men act as professional supervisors and superintendents, and
report to superior State authorities. The renewed claims npon supervision by the State became especially important in regard to religious
instruction, for the Falk law denied the interpretation of the former
custom, according to which the teacher of religion received hi s authority
from the church and was ultimately responsible to it. With reference
to the denominational character of the schools which bad hitherto been
1 'fhe German term is "Realien," in contradistinction to formal stmlics, such as
reading, writing, spelling, grammar. The Ren,1ien are geography, history, nn.turo
study (both natural history and natural science).
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retained, a change was made, to wi"li, the so-called sinmltancous sc·11ools·
were admitted wherever it was commendable to have eombirn~d i11stead
of separate schools. The pnrpose was to facilitate the organization
a1Hl mmrngemeut of schools. The new counse of stmly ATeatly restrided
mernoriter work iu religious instructio11 and suggested in its place emotional assimilation of religious matter. Nature study was greatly
emphasized in the new course a,11d provided with a larger number of
hours per week. Furthermore, in this period (the Falk l•:ra) the ma,te
rial ha~is of the schools wa,s improved. by larger annual appropriation~,
by raising the teachers~ ·salaries, illereasiug tlie number of schools a11d
class rooms, by g-ran ting more liberal eq nipment with means of instruction, and other measures.
'rlle mi11istry of Gossler (1881-1891) generally adhered to the principles of the administration of Falk, but in the proposed scllool law
wliieh Minister von Zedlitz prepared aud preseuted to the house of
deputies a decisive retrograde step was noticeable. The religious
denominational character of the lower schools was agai11 recognized in
tll is bill; instruction in religion was placed in tlle center of the teacl1er's
wol'k. 'l'he motive of this bill was tl1e eudeavor to equip the schools
wit.Ii means for tlle struggle of the State with social democracy. The
exciteme11t wbich Zed1itz's pJ'(~ject produced in Prussia as well as in
other German States is uot yet forgotten. In parliameHta,ry as well as
i11 other public diseussious decided disi11cli11ation of edut:ated people
against the pri11ciples underlyiug the bill was manifested. It was
urged that the public school bad purposes outside of religious nu<.l
moral edueatiou, namely, the imparting of a considerable amount of
realistic lrnowlP;dge for tbeorrtical and practical pul'poses, a11d furthermore, that as contrasted with ullnecessary separation aloug tlie line
of religions confession the homogeneity of all citizens iu a national
aud civil respect should be emphasized. 'l'he purely ecclesiastical
all(l the conservative parties in the house of deputies saw in tlle
bill the best expression of their wishes and opinions. The Governmeut withdrew the bill, although_ it is al1eged that its passage
seemed secured by a sufficient number of votes. Up to the present
ti111~ uo law for elenwntary schools has been passed ill Prussia, and
under prevailing circumstances will not be passed in the near future,
much Jess a general school law, though the Governme11t has tried to
frallle i;mch a law ever siuce the begiuuiug of the century a11d the constitution adopted in 1850 specifica11y prescribed it. It, eems the prevailing view that neither the one nor the otlier Jaw will be pas 'ed if
submitted to the legi:--latnre. Hence it has been thought best, for tue
purpo.·e of avoiding vio]e11t clashing of oppqsing- views, to re. trict the
aetion of the Government to pl'oviding better financial ·upport of the
·choo1: aud thus improving them.
"imilar truggle. agitated other German State at an earlier date.
1
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In Baden, for instance, in 1860, a law was passed concerning the rel~t1on of the church to tbe state, which law affirmed the geDBra] principle
with regard to the schools, namely that the management of the schools
was a function of the state. Religious education migbt be conducted
and inspected by the church authorities, but" without prejudice of the
uniform state authority over institutions for instruction and education." A secular central authority was established in 1861 in the
supreme school council. The real struggle began when in 1864, by a
special decree, state inspectors were appointed for public elementary
schools. The presidents of local school boards, who were the superintendents or inspectors by ancient custom, were to be appointed by the
Government; clergymen onlinarily, as heretofore, might be choseu for
that office, but tbe law acknowledged no obligation for such a choice.
District (county) school commissioners, as State officials, Catholic and
Protestant, were also appointed. The Catholic hierarchy opposed these
appointments vigorously by refusing all assistance in sclwol matters,
and by breaking off all communication with the Government. The
Protestant clergy likewise showed discontent with the provisions of the
new law. The struggle was interrupted by the events of the war of
1866, and afterwa.rds was conclu<led by a, compromise in form of a new
law (1868) which in some points yielded to the demauds of the clergy.
In Bavaria, from the beginning of the sixth decade, the desire for a
school law was stro11gly feJt, aud attempts were made to meet the wishes
of the people. As a first step to this eud may l>e eousidered the passage of a teachers' salary law, dated 1861. A bill for a school Jaw da tecl
1867 produced much agitation a,11 over the State. The cause was l1ere
as elsewhere the proposed separatiou of the school from the church. A
compromise between the two chambers of the diet was not accomplished. In place of a law, the minister of educatio11, von Lutz, duriug
the seventh decade, introduced by decree some of the modern features
of organization and management into the public-school sy~tem . Thus,
for iustance, secular was acknowledged side by side with ecclesiastical
inspection, ·and the mixed school (containing both Catholic and Protestant cllildren) was declared permissible. Other States also regulated their school system during the seco11d part of the century npon
a modern basis. Thus Wi.i.rtemberg did so by the mauy additi011:-; to
tbe law of 1836 (mentioned before), which ad<litions were all decreed
since 1858. A mode] course of stndy for ungraded schools was is:ued
ju 1870. In Saxony, in 1873, the public-school law of 1835 was replaced
by _a new one; the normal-school system WM! regulated and givell an
official course of study. In the duchy of Gotha a school law was paRsed
in 1863 and revised in 1872.
Also in Austria considerable changes occurred during this ceulury
in the field of public education. After the p,1,ssage of the "Political
constitution of the German public schonls" of l 805, which waH an
expression of retrogressive co11servatisu1, the sehools remained for over
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forty years upon a low plane of development, partly in consequence of
this law, partly because of the general stagnation un<ler the domination of Metternich. Only since tlle revolution of 1848, which put an
end to the regime of Metternich, the State again turned its attention
to public education. A new and powerful impetus was given the
improYement of the schools by the disasters of the year 1866,1 which
led ~o the passage of a liberal imperial public-school law in 186D applicable to all the crown lands of Oisleithania.
(8) Futiire prospects.-The history of the German school system can
look back upon a long development. It shows that the school has
ever been closely connected with the most important interests of the
German people and always nearly related to everythjng that bas
deeply agitated the people. It is obvious that the present time is anything but a time of satisfied reposing in position reached after long
struggles; in many respects it is a time of inve8tigation and transition.
In the foregoing pages it has been the object to iudicate this.
In the secondary schools (formerly represented exclusively by the
gymnasium or classical school, now by a variety of school forms)
modern education will not cease to cla.im equality with the classical;
the future perhaps will have to decide whether it deser~es equality
with classical education. Of course, with reference to the separation
of higher professions into learned and technical, it will have to be
determined how far preparatory education and school organization
must provide for them. At present this is an open question in Germany. The lower high schools, so-called burgher schools, justly
demand more attention and better development of their own character.
The elementary school will need an undisturbed growth and continuous development in future, and will need to keep in coutact with the
entire intellectual life of the nation, especially in regard to the matter
of instrnction. Even tlle universities can not decline to listen to the
demands for improvement in their methods of teaching. Otller questions will arise in fnture. A new social order and new transformations
of science will uot fail to demand the establishment of new forms of
institutions and give tlle system new matter of instruction.
Those now living may desire that iu the new much of the old may be
preserved which has proved of benefit. In tlle university the liberty
of teaching and learning, and the strictly scientific character of all that
is taught; in the various kinds of secondary schools au education
toward severe and, at the same time, free intellectual labor; in the
burgher schools the endeavor to offer a rounded and well-gron11ded
practical education, and in the elementary schools the a piratiou to
perform the noble civilizing task claimed for it, as far as the enPrgy
of ociety and the state "-ill admit.
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CHAPTER II.
SUMMER SCHOOLS IN ENGL.AND, SCOTLAND, FRA.NOJ1J,
A.ND SWITZERLAND.
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I. The .National Ilome Reading Union-S-umme1· meeting at Cheste1·.Chautanqua in Eu gland; the sum11;er assembly; summer excursions; summer
lectures.
II . .A summer meeting in Canibridge.-I-Iistoric assocjations; colleges fonndetl by
women; summer student life; conferences on University Extension; excursion
to Ely; ga.rden 1mrties; lectures; expenses.
III. Th e Edinburgh Stmime1' School.-Town ancl gown; Scotch history read backward;
life in a Scotch college; club life in colleges; Robert Louis Steplienson; tlie
summer school; municipal hygiene; new geography; geograpliical excursions;
musical recitals: Edinburgh summer meeting, 1897.
IV . .An Oxforcl Summer Meeting.-Historic association::;; the town; the university;
summer lectures; conferences; \Vorcester college; case of Joseph Owen; the
conversazionet3; recreation; gardens and boats; a critical review.
V. Vacation courses 'in Paris.
VI. Summer schools in Swit.zerland.-University of Geneva.
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THE NATIONAL HO:'i1E READING UNION AND A SUMMER MEETIXG AT CHESTER.

In :May, 1887, appeared in the Contemporary Review an interesting arti cle entitled ''Chautauqua-A popular university." It was written by Dr. John H. Vincent (now Bishop Vincent), one of the two founders of that great educational
organization which takes its Iu<lian uame from a loYely lake in southwestern New
York, wliere summer meetings a,re still held. The nrticle was due to a suggestion
of the Rev. Dr. J. B. Paton, of Nottingham, a fri end of Dr. Vincent and a strong
believer in popular education. :For the :first time many Englishmen learned of the
existence of the so -called" Chautauqua Literary and Scientifi c Circle," wliich offers
a systematic course of reading in history, literature, science, art, and religion. It
was stated that the membership included more thau one hundred thousand persons
and extended not only through the United States and Canada, but reached oven
Europe, India, China, South Africa, and the isles of the sea. Dr. Vincent described
the beneficial influences of a well-planned course of good reading, occupying a period
of four years and supplemented by special reading courses of various kinds. He
pictured the gathering of the people, "probably seventy-ft ve thousand different
persons during the summer," to hear lectures on science, history, ancl philosophy,
to enjoy concerts aml other pleasant recrea,tious in that wonderful academic grove
on the shore of Lake Chantauqua. 1
Dr. Vincent concluded his tlescriptive and inspiring article with these prophetic
1 For a full account of "Chautauqua," see monograph by R. B. Adams in Report. of Commissioner
of Education for 189-!-95, vol. 1, p. 977.
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wor<ls: "Whether or not a sinular movement may be b egun in England I do not
know. All that is best in its educational features is already carried on under the
'Uni varsity Bxtension Movement' and other noble enterprises of this great Euglish
people. The snmmer gathering like that at Chautauqua may be impracticable in
the moist and uucert,ain climate of the British Isles; but in imagination I have
already seen old Haddon Hall L aglow with torches and hearth fires, its empty cham1
be:r:s for a time again occupied, its great dining hall echoing with song and speech
aucl prayer, its green lawns filled with people who have come from the busy scenes
to rest and recreate, and the mean while to enjoy instruction and to receive inspiration from those who are able to give it, and whom but for some such unique and
special occasion they might never have seen. In my dreams I have seen what good
work for the homes and the schools and the homeless and the out-of-school multitudes
of England might be accomplished by noble lords and men of princely fortune,
whose ample palaces and gardens seem to have been waiting these many years for a
use and service which would make them pleasant aml goodly places in the eyes of
the Lord who loveth the children of men, and who loveth them also and especially
who love and help their kind. But then, these are only the dreams of 'A st,ranger
and a foreigner."' 2
•
Chantauqua in England.-Dr. Vincent's article and Dr. Paton's enthusiastic initia_tive led, in July, 1887, to the foundation in London of the National Home Reading
Union, which in its aims, management, methods, and summer meetings has consciously or unconsciously reprodtlced many of the best features of the original
Chautauqua. Both of these educational societies attempt to guide readers of all
ages in the choice of books. Both seek to enroll members in a great reading association or guild. Both group their members, wherever it is possible, into local reading
circles for mutual help under class leadership. Both enjoy the advice an<l cooperation of educational experts, college and univers1ty men, bishops and other clergy, in
the selection of ;:1;ood literature and in the shaping of courses. Both puulisb an
educational magazine for the practical direction of the work. Both have to some
extent their own special editions of text-books and reading matter. Both issue
syllabi and bibliographies on a great variety of special subjects, and both have
succeeded in placing their best students under the personal direction of goo<l teachers.
For many years in America, college professors and college presidents have miuistered to the needs of Chautauqua. From the beginning Oxford and Cambridge men
have guided the National Home Reading Union. The energetic organizer of the
great and growing University of Chicago has served also as the µriucipal of the
Chautauqua system of popular education. Dr. Percival, formerly hen.clmastcr of
Rugby and now the lord bishop of Hereford, is to-day the chairman of the council,
and Dr. Hill, master of Downing College, Cambridge, is chairman of the executive
committee of the English Chautauqua. On a recent "Hecognitiou day," or Cllautauqna commencement, August 19, 1896, President Eliot, of Harvard University, gave
1 Haddon Rall is an old English baronial mansion, th '.l seat of successive English families, the
Aveuells, the Vernons, and the Rutlands. The house overlooks the Wye in Derbyshire. ,arious
styles of architecture from the Norman to the Mid Renaissance are embodied in Haddon Hall. Sir
Walter Scott refers to it in his "Peveril of the Peak."
2 Bishop 'Vincent's dream regarding the popular use of some of the old "halls" of England is not
altogethel' visionary. The city of Birmingham long ago, aided by workingmen aud other benefactors, purchased ''Aston Hall," a fine old mansion of the J'acobeau period, and converte1l it into n. free
public museum and art gallery. This stately hall, built by Sir Thomas Holte, contaius more than a
huuclred apartineuts. Among the finest rooms are the splendid entrance ball, the chapel, the great
drawing room, aucl the magnificent "Gallery of presence," said to be the finest in England with the
exc ptiou of Hardwic·ke and Hatfield. Aston Hall is open to the pul.ilic every week day froru 10
a. m. till dark, and on Sundays from 2 to 5 p. m . Street cars run frequently to Aston Hall. The park
of fifty-five acres attracts crowds of Birmingham p ople every afternoon. There are beautiful flower
gardens and a bowling green. In front of the hall is tu old plais:mce ancl toward the sunset are
sloph1g t<'rra<"cs s till attractive to the eye. For the children aucl workiDg people of Birmiughalll
the vark is truly a para<l1t1e.
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the addrt:,ss 1 to the grauuating class amid assembled thousands of enthusiastic
Chautauquans. A corresponding English event occurred at Chester, June 29, 1896,
on the occasion of the eighth annual assembly of the National Home Reading
Union, when the bishop of Peterborough, Dr. Creighton, formerly professor of ecclesiastical history in the University of Cambridge, discoursed on "The moral aspect
of history," and agree<.l with Napoleon's definition of ciYilization, that it consists
partly in material, partly in intellectual, but chiefly in moral progress. Thus, from
various examples in two English-speaking countries, we notice that representative
men in church and university are lending their aid to these grea.t modern movements
for the •higher education of the people.
There are certain features in the English system of home rnacling which deserve
mention: (1) The preference shown by the management for standard and longapproved literature; (2) extensive use of popular ancl cheap editions of good
books; (3) excellent bibliographies, or book lists, on a great variety of historical
and literary subjects; (4) circulation of portfolios of prints, :photographs, and
other illustrative ma,terial for quickening the interest of local reading circles;
(5) employment of printed syllabi or suggestive outlines prepared by nniversity
men for the helpful guidauce of class leaders and local reading circles; (6) examination papers for testing home reading; (7) encouragement of loeal lectures, or
university extension courses, in connection with local reading circles ; (8) summer
meetings in academic centers like Oxford or places of historical interest like the
cathedral towns of Salisbury and Chester; (9) summer holidays by the sea8idc or
in the lake district or in Scotland, for groups of fifty or sixty persons, a week at a
time, from the last of May to the 1st of October, under the leadership of university
men or well-known r e11resentatives of the Home-Reading Union; (10) utilization of
the best directiv e, social, educational, religious, aud scientific forces in the reaim,
and of the most interesting historical and natural environments.
Old Chester.-At the snmmer meetin,,. in Cb.ester it was mo. t instructive to observe
how local, archreological, architectural, and regional interests were all com1Jinc1l to
make a natioual assembly of English people a pronounced success. The city itself
is most interesting aml pictur esque. Chester is the municipal development of a.u
old Roman camp or castra, where altars and inscriptions belonging to the Twentieth
Legion may still be seen irrthe Grosvenor Museum. The very streets and walls of 1 he
city are of Roman origin. Underneath the quaint, medireval rows of shops and arca1les
one may find the remains of Roman baths and ancient pottery. From the walls of
Chester one may look clown upon Roman pillars and sculptured stones. The wall:;;
afford a noble view of the grand old cathredal and its burying ground, as old at least
as the Abbey of St. Werburgh, founded in 660 A. D. She was the daughter of a kiug
of Mercia. Not far away are the ruins of a still older cathedral, St. John's, one of
the earliest stone churches in England. There in the distance :flows the winding
Dee, between which and the river Wye is still traced Offa's Dyle, which no Welsliman was supposed to cross. The Dee Bridge was built two centµri.es before Columbus and the Clibots sailed. Yonder, beyond Hawarden Castle, is the blne range of
Welsh hills, from which the ancient Briton8 r epeatedly malle tribal forays against
Roman, Saxon, and Norman invaders. The De" Bridge is contemporary with the final
conquest of Wales and the first prince of that name. Viewiug the borderland from
the walls of Chester, one realizes the strategic importance of t h at old Roman camp
and Norman citadel.
Chester is a city of historic contrast8. Ships laden with supplies from Rome once
1 This Chautauqua address on "Five .American contributions to civilization, " by President Charles
W. Eliot, was published in the .Atlantic Monthly, October, 1896. The five contributions are: (1) The
substitution of discussion and arbitration for war. (2) .Acceptance in theory a11d practice of the wi<1 •fit
religious toleration. (3) The safe development of manhoocl imffrage. (4) The welcoming of newcomer!!
to political freedrm. (5) The diffusion of well-being among the peopl~. This address lrnfl. Bim:c llC'on
JJUblisliecl ill a volume of educational papers by President Eliot, entitlecl .American Uoutnbuhou:i to

Civilization.
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sailed. np the river Dee to the very walls of Chester. Now the old Roman harbor is
a beautiful green meadow, called the "Rood Eye/1 or Island of the Cross. From a
grand stand upon the Roman wall tho Chester populace can look down upon a modern English race course, the Campus Martins of the Cheshire militia.
But tho contrast which pleased. mo most was the conspicuous notice of the summer
meeting of tho National Home Re::u ling Union posted by ecclesiastical authority
upon tho cloister walls of the cathedral. Within those sacr~d precincts, which
once sheltered. a band of Benedictine monks and still earlier a convent of nuns,
upon the wall opposite the garth whero Dean Howison an<l. his daughter lie buried,
was a printed announcement of the varions lectures and excursions from June 27 to
Jnly 6, 1896. From that Norman wall, built long before America was discovered, I
copied with great delight into my notebook the chief features of that popular educational programme.
It interested me afterwards to find that most of the lectnres were given in an old
ecclesiastical building once known as St. Nicholas's Chapel, now the Music Hall,
close by the cathedral, ,vbere the curfew still rings e,·ery night at!) o'clock, an historic reminder of old N onnan dominion over vVelsh and Sii.xon. Some of the peripatetic talks on architecture were given in the cathedral itself to classes of convcnic11t size by archmological experts, Mr. D. H. S. Cranage, of Cambridge, and Mr.
W. H. St. John Hope, of the Royal Archreological Institute. The chapter house,
the old refectory, the catheu.ral aisles, and the Lady Chapel were all opened to educational visita.tions. It was pleasant there to have pointetl to you in the doisters
not only monastic stalls for study and writing, but upon the stone seats the holes
for "nine men morris ' 1 and '' fox and geese," which sinless games the choir boys or
less pious monks sometimes playetl when not under observation.
The cathedral itself is a wonderful object lesson in the yarying styles of archit ecture, from the Norman and Early En;;lish to the Early Decorated aml Perpen<l.icufar. Within that noble et1ifi.cc were given instructive talks and frequent organ
recitals. One eyening Dr. J.C. Bridge, the organist of the cathedral, gave in Music
Hall a lecture on "Samuel Pepys and his music" allll, aided by choir boys and
musicians, illustrated this subject by vocal an<l. instrumental me:1ns. The bishop of
Chester and the dean and canons of the cathedral were present at various lectures
and did all in their power to mnke the summer meeting ih an historic diocese enjoy·
able as well as educationa,l. The clergy themselves doubtless prolited by bearing a.
most instructive lecture by Mr. St. John Hope on "Tho plans nrnl arrangements of
med.iroval monasteries." The subject was well illustrated. by original diagrams and
solved in a simple way many historical and architectural problems. He derived
the medireval monastery from tho Roman house, and attributed the origin of the
college dormitory to th.c monastic "iutirmary," originally a large and comfortable
common hall finally cut up for greater peace and comfort into separate rooms or
stu<l.ics.
The summer asset-u,bly.-The town hall of Chester afforded headquarters and reception rooms for the summer assembly. The mayor of the city was the chairman of
tbc local committee, which inclu<l.cd nearly 100 of tho leading citizens. Mr. R. A.
Yerbnrgb, member of Parliament for Chester, and Mrs. Yerburgh graciously received
tho 400 or more guests in the mayor's parlor. Tho company gradually divide1l
throngh the various rooms of the town ball, which had beeu tastefully decorated.
Simultaneous entertainments, musical and scientific, were in progress in various
parts of tho lrnilcling. It was all done by tho authority ancl at tho expense of the
corporation . Americans shoultl take pains to visit somo of the better town halls of
Great Britain, for example, Glasgow, Manchester, and Birmingham, and see whn.t
people' palaces those self-governing, self-re. pecting cities rear for their own use
and benefit, and how well tho mayor's parlor and tho town council room lend
tbemi,el\' s to, ocial functions when public interest requires it.
Mr. Ycrbnrcrh is an Oxford o-raduate a.ml tho viee-chairman of the council of the
.,.ational Ilomo-Ucading uiou. He presided at the public conference on "The
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· benefits of r eading ana ho w to diffuse them.'1 He sai<l the object of the union was
to develop a true taste for reading and to check the growing fondness for the
"Shilling shocker' 1 aml the "Penny dreadful/ 1 He quoted Milton as saying, 11 A
goo<.l book is the precious life blood of a master spirit embalmed and treasured up
on purpose to a life b eyond life." Mr. Yerburgh gave some interesting facts showing the increasing popularity of the movement for encournging home reading . He
said that during the fast season no fewer than 8,210 readers had been enrolled 1 and
that since 1889 as many as 27,46-! persons had been in the uni.on. It had members
not only in Great Britain and Ireland, but in Egypt, Turkey, Japan, Switzerland,
Germany, the Channel Islands, France, Belgium, Madeira, South Africa, and Palestine. In the light of events in the Transvaal, Mr . Yerburgh thought the English
public might like to know that the Home-Reading Union had a local center at
Johannesburg.
Dr. J . B. Paton, the honorary secretary of the union, saiu there was a sister society
in Australia numbering 3,000 members . He deplored the fact tbat the pupils of the
board schools of England, after being taught to read, were thrust ont at an early
age and left to devour literary garbage. He advocate<.l closer connection between
the Home-Reading Un ion and the national system of schools. Ho said Sir J obn
Gorst, of the education department, and Iler Majesty's inspectors had been urge<l to
open all the common schoola in En~lancl for evenjng r ecreative classes in gooll
reaL1ing for the benefit of ex-pupils.
:Miss Montgomery, honorary secretary of the Technical and University Extension
College in Exeter, gave an admirable extempore talk upon the benefits of good reading (1) as a mental discipline, (2) as a means of :positive knowledge, and (3) as a
delightful recreation. She made an earnest :plea for n, little serious reading eYery
day. She thought this would train the jtu1gment, quicken imagination and sympat.J.1y,
and expand the meutal horizon.
An American visitor, present by i11 vitation, was called upon for his Yiews, an<I said
Miss Montgomery lrntl alluded to the lack of fotelligent sympathy between England
and America in the time of George III. He admitted that there bad been a little
misuuderstanding Letweon the nations about that time. In fact, there bad been
one or two misunderstandings between governments since that d ate; but1 whatever
the varying views of English and American cabinets about the territorial interests
of others, there is to-day no lack of sympathy and appreciation between the people
of the two countries. They are always borrowing thin gs from one another. Dr.
Paton and the Ches ter Summer Assembly ba<l borrowed Chautauqua ideas, but
America is now introducing the methods of English university extension aml even
borrowing English lecturers. The Home-Reading Union had improYeu in some
respects upon the American system; the chosen literature is better and cheaper;
more use is made of cheap reprints of standard authors. The English work is more
trn]y 11ational. The idea of encouraging goou reading in connection with evening
continuation schools is very noble. It is impossible in America to hold a smmner
meeting iu snch an interesting historical environment as Chester or Oxford; hut
there is fine scenery at Chautn.uqna, Plattsburg, arnl Niagara Falls. The English
plan of cooperative summe1· holidays at the seaside or in lake and mountain districts might easily be introduced. The Young Men's Chri ·tian associations in
Americn, are already doing something in this direction. Tlrn educational work of
these American Christian associations is, on the whole, better than corresponding
work in England, although there is otill much to be desired in the way of systematic
teaching and co ntinuity of classes.
Surnnier excursions.-One of the most enjoyable excursions from 'hester was on
Saturday, the 4th of July, to Llangollen and the abbey of Va1fo-Crncis, the finest
architectural ruin in North Wa.les. There, within i vy-covered chapel walls, under
the open sky, on grassy ground, assembled a, pleasant company of yo~rn g peo~l from
-v-anous parts of England to listen to an instructive talk on Cisterciau :1rchtt_ectn~e
by the clever and lucid St. John Hope. He stood upon a block of masonry, with his
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Derby hat on, and talked simp]y and naturally, without a trace of pedantry, concerning the characteristic features of the building and of Cistercian life and religious
worship. Afterwards he led his faithful followers through the ruined monastery,
from chapel and chapter house to refectory and dormitory. Then the little company
returned through green :fields where sheep were grazing and soldiers were camping
out. Through turnstiles and country lanes, along hedgerows and the lJanks of a
quiet stream the young folk of England wandered. They visited a hillside park
belonging to a country gentleman. Picturesque beyond description was the Teturn
to the village of Llangollen in a fleet of boats moving slowly along an old canal on
the hillside above the river valley. Through the trees were ever-changing outlooks
over :field and meadow. At one point four historic ways of travel came close
together-the river, the canal, the highway, and the railway.
At Llangollen before taking the train we all took tea. We had already lunched
there in the morning n.fter seeing "Castell Dinas Bran" and the curious ·welsh
museum which now fills the quaint, old-fashioned country house called "Plasnewydd," once occupied by Lady Eleanor Entler and Miss Sarah Ponsonby, two
gentle maids who ran away from matrimony and the world and settled in Llangollen. They are buried now in the parish churchyard, and the last thing that some
of our company did in that little Welsh village was to buy the picture of those
charming old ladies who had the educated sense to put this among other mottoes
upon their walls: "There is no darkness but ignorance." So delightful was that
summer day in North "\Vales that an American citizen forgot it was Independence
Day until be was reminded of the fact by a Chester geologist, who preE-entecl him
with a fossil dug np from carboniferous limestone at Llangollen and la,ueled
".July 4."
Excursions were also made to that old border fortress, Hawarden Castle, where an
American Yisitor saw the "Grand Old Man" driving in the park with his wife. Mrs.
Gladstone's orphan boys were playing cricket on the lawn, while a group of aged
women, also dependent upon Mrs. Gladstone's b9unty, sat under the shacle of
ancient trees. The bovs live in an old rr.anor hons e and the women in an old urcwery close by. Mr. Glaclstone did not live in the rninecl castle, but in a11 eighteenth
century country house. - The old castle was built by the Norma1rn soon aftel' the
conquest of Chester 011 the site of an· earlier British hill fort. · Au interesting <lescriptiou of the ruin was given ns by Mr. Henry Taylor, F. S. A. The parh,h church
(built about 1275) and churchyard and the "\1 illage library at Hawarden are well
worth visiting. Li Hung Chang's call u.p on Gladstone at Hawarden affor(1ed the
unique opportunity to a Chester artist of photographing the two grand old st,atetimen side by side.
Mr. Gladstone's son, the Rt. Hon. H. J. Gladstone, is now a member of Parliament
and one of the vice-presidents of the Eighth Summer Assembly of the National HomeReading Union. Mr. Gladstone's younger son, the Rev. S. E. Gladstone, besides the
parish chnrch has five other churches and school chapels in his charge and is aided
by Rix cm·ates. The popular village and church festivals held in the great park at
Hawarden irnpress tbc beholder with the social utility of these great landed estates.
In his retirement from public life Mr. Gladstone was still doing great things for
popular t>clucatiou. ·witness his local addresses aud his writings for newspapE:1rs
and magazines, in the summer of 1896.
At Eaton Hall, the country seat of tbe Duke of Westminster, the visitor wa courteously . hown out of marble ball through the front door aft.er seeing the family chapel
all(l th<' magnificent suite of frescoed rooms. It wa:; p:e:1sant to sit down under a
great tree iu that noble park.
The Duke of"'\Vestminster is t,be patron of all honest efforts for the public good.
Ile gi v s all the shilling fees pai<l by visitors to Eaton Hall to tbe Chester In6rmaQ' and raioes the annual subscription to the fixed snm of$2,500. He wa. pre:iclent
of tlte eighth 1,nmmPr as eml>h and allowed all tlw 110111c rea1len1 to yisit his ball
au<l "ardeu: free of expen ·e. 'fhe cowpany iifterwar<ls walked tlirough tue lJeauti-
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ful park to the river Dee 11ncl the iron bridge, and there took tea in a restauTant on
the bank. Down the river, nearer Chester, is another charming restaurant, at
Eccleston Ferry, once popularly known as "Jimmy the Boats." Here tea and nice
suppers are served for parties, small or great. The duke allows no intoxic~ting
liquors to be sold upon his estates; consequently, these river restaurants are highly
respectable. It is pleasant to see the great number of people from Chester and
from the whole conntry round coming in rowboa,ts or steam l aunches to these picturesque resorts on the river Dee. They visit Eaton Hall and gardens, stroll through
the park, take supper at the bridge or at Eccleston Ferry. Children and young
folk dance on the smooth grassy banks of the river and then row back to Chester,
singing well-known songs. Next to a walk around the walls of Chester there is
nothing so fine as a walk or a boating party up the winding Dee. On one side are
groves of lime trees and overhanging woods; on the other, green meadows and
distant parish churches. No wonder that Charles Kingsley and Thomas Hughes
were so fond of Chesfor. The Romans must have built villas on that lovely stream,
as the English are doing to-day. What strange events the shores of this little
river Dee have witnesHetl ! Thiuk of the massacre of the monks of Bangor, 1,200 of
them, at the old Roman ford, by Ethelfrid, the Saxon, b ecause they had come out
from North Wales to pray for the success of British arms. Picture Edgar in his
royal barge with six subject British kings rowing him 11p and down the river in
front of St. John's Church and the "Groves" for a public spectacle. Edgar must
have felt, on this occasion, something of that suprem e satisfaction which Adonibezek once enjoyed when three score and ten kings, haviug their thumbs and t heir
great toes cut off, gathered their meat under his royal t,Lble (,Judges i, 7).
Snrnmer lectiwes.-The summer meeting at Chester was not altogethe1· "euncation
by picnic." Almost every day for a week there were morning and eYeniug lectnr es
in Music Hall . Some of the lectures were designed to form a continuation of the
studies which had Leen already pursued at home by the members of the reading
uuion. Euglish history was illustrated Ly suggestive talks on Sir Robert \Val pole,
the younger Pitt, and George Washington. Professor Lawrence, former ly of the
Chicago l niversity, now rector of the parish of Girton, treated the Father of onr
Country as a typical Englishman of the eighteenth century.
English literature was represented by lectures on Milton, George Eliot, and
Matthew Arnold. A most interesting and novel lecture was that on "Cottoa a,ud
tlie cotton indnRtry," by H. Ynle Oldham, M. A., lecturer on geography in the
University of CamLridge, wbo showed the world-historic i;ignificance of this snl,ject
aml illustrated it by maps an<l lllntc rn views .. Mr. Oldham has a similar lectnre on
"Coal." Iu no way can the new geography be better presented than in conuee tion
with economic history.
Natural science, particularly of the Chester district, was happily taught to young
people by Professor Marr, of the Univer sity of Cambridge, who lectured on" Geology"
and conductecl geological expeditions; also by G. 1',. Scott Elliot, who descri lietl the
botany of the district, and by Dr. C. W. Kimmins, who talked most delightfully to
children on "Flowers aind their insect visitors. '; An enjoyable l<>cture on " .Japan
aud the Japanese,n by the Rev. Walter Weston, was illustrated by lautern 81 ides
made by Japanese artists. On the whole, t he best educational features of the
Chester meeting were the lectures on "Architecture" and the visit to (;hpster
Cathedral and Valle-Cro.cis Abbey.
Tb ere was sufficient variety ancl recreation in the proceedings to make the a . .-embly
at Chester well suited to different tastes and really refreshing to both teachers ancl
students. It is a serions mistake in summer weather for people to take too 111nch
intellectual food. Many will pl'Ofit more by outdoor excnr ions, by walks ~'.nd ~al~s
in regions of scientific or historical interest. For this reason mo t stn·ss 1s 1m<1 ~u
this review of the Chester summer meeting upon the obj ect le,• sons of that wou<le_rinl
environment. It woulrl. be a,n e<lncational clelight f,,r any ovm·worke<l Am'.•nc~n
professor or teacher to spend bis snmmer Yacation iu Ohl \Vorhl ceuters of btbtonc
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interest and natural beauty. A fortnight at Chester is not too long for a person who
likes to combine in a leisurely wn,y summer reading with pleasant excursions to
places worth the seeing. Most Americans try to take in Chester, with its two
thousand years of history, in a single day or a few hours.
In Watergate street, Chester, there is a quaint old-fashioned timbered house bearing this pious inscription: "God's providence is mine inheritance." Something of
the spirit of this house motto comes over the American traveler as he viewA and
reviews t,he ancient monuments, the medimval walls, churches, abbeys, and cathedrn.ls of England. He rejoices over their preservation through all the storms of
war arnl the devastations of time. Spared to the modern b el10lder by the divine
providence of history, they seem to belong to the living age, and to be as truly
the inheritance of appreciative Americans as they are of conservative Englishmen.
It was a ·s ource of great gratification to an American sojourning in Chester to hear
on every hand moRt grateful expressions by our English kinsmen for what Americans
had done to aid the late Dean Howison in his extensive restoration of that ancient
cathedral, now the sacred and common inheritance of the English-speaking world.
A

SUM:\1ER MEETING I~ CAMBRIDGE .

It is now an esfablished custom for one of the two great English universities to
become a summer rendezvous for extension students. Oxford has been the center
for seven seasons; Caml>ri<lge for five. In order to concentrate interest and economize effort the two nniversities have arranged to hold alternately the summer meeting. It was Cambridge's turn in 1895 to keep open house for visitors, but in midsummer of that year the city streets were torn up for the purpose of introducing a
new system of sewers, and so Oxford obligingly took the responsibility of entertaining the summer school. In 1896 Cambridge was in good order and hospitably
disposed.
The summer session of 1896 opened Thursday evening, July 30, and lasted until
Satnrcfay, August 22. In the absence of the vice-chancellor, the master of Trinity
College, Dr. Butler, gave the address of ·welcome and the opening lecture. He said
tho university would feel a great pleasure and pride in placing at the service of the
visitors any and all of those Cambridge institutions, the oldest and youngest, tlrnt
conduced to stm1y, and also, if the visitors wonld condescend to accept them, those
that conduced to sometlling less austere than study. He cautioned the stud ents
·against flitting-about from lecture to lecture, from literature to science, and to all
parts of the intellectual garden, lest they get somewhat confused, not to say ine1.>riated, by the variety of honey they would. gather. He recommended a wise
limitation to a small number of serious subjects .
Dr. Butler's own lecture was npon the subject of " "William Pitt the younger."
The master of Trinity said his object was to create an interest in a great man.
There were some great men whose acqn~,intances in history we could not make
unless we were first introduced to their fathers. William Pitt the younger witllont 'William Pitt the elder-in a word, Pitt without Chatham-was an iucalcuJable <]Uantity, like America without a previous Englanc1, or university extension
without a previons university. Pitt the elder, the great commoner, was the first
Eng1is11ma.n of his time, an<l he made England the :first country in the world. He
selecterl those gTeat commanuers-Generals Amherst and Wolfe-who won Am erica
from France. On the 2 th of May, 1759-tlle year when Wolfe captured Quehecthc younger Pitt was l1orn. Many of his fathcr'R finest qualities came to the second
Pilt by inheritance. The boy was delicate ancl was never sent away to a public
school , but he came to Pembroke College, Cambridge, at the age of 14.
After the le<"tnre the ma ·ter of Trinity gave a reception at Trinity Lodge and
show cl Iii o-uest the original letter written by Chatham to )Ir. Turner, a tutor of
Pembroke when the boy entered tlla.t college. The younger Pitt studied at Cambri<lge not le s than seven y ars. Ho entereu the Honse of Commons before he wa.s
22 years of age, and two years later~February 23, 17 3-ruac.le t.lla.t speech which
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Lord Strn.nhope said was the greatest piece of oratory delivered, either -in ancient or
modern times, by any man under 25. At that age the younger Pitt became prime
minister. Almost alone he lecl his country through the crisis which followed the
war with America, In later life he was the great antagonist of Napoleon. When
called'' the saviour of Europe," he said England had saved h erself hy her e:s:ertions
and would save Europe by her example. Pitt died January 23, 1806. For over
twenty years he was the chosen member of Parliament from the University of Cambridge. To an American visitor this introductory lectnre by the master of Trinity
was a noble historic illustration of a Cambridge scholar in politics. Th is example
will, perhaps, suffice to show what English university training has done in the past.
Historic associations.-It was a pleasant experience for American students to walk
daily for three weeks past Pembroke College anclits beautiful gardens, where William
Pitt studied for seven years before entering public life: Not far away, upon SiJney
street, on the site of an old Franciscan monastery, st-ands Sidney Sussex College,
where Oliver Cromwell entered as fellow commoner, April 23, 1616, the very day of
Shakespeare's death. It brings the b"holder very near to the great protector of
England to see the room which lle is said to have occupied, arnl to look upon his
portrait in the dining hall of the college. Oliver was not quite 17 years old when
he entered Sidney Sussex, and on account of his father's tleath he l eft without taking
his degree; but he al ways cherished a deep affection for his alma mater. He became
a freeman of the town of Cambridge and represented it iu Parliament. He was
electeclhigh steward of Cambridge in 1652, and held that honorable office, along with
the Protectorate of England, until his death in 1658.
Of great historic interest to a New England man in Cambridge is Emmanuel College, that nursery of English puritanism . The college stands on tbe very site of a
meilheval monastery of the "Black Friars," who were the great 1neaclters of the
Midtlle Ages. From Emmanuel College were gradnate<l the leading clergymen of
Massachusetts. Most of them had held comfortable Ji vings iu English })arish c lrnrches
before going out to America. "It is estimated," sa,rs Dr. John Brown in a recent
book on tlle Pilgrim :E atllers of New England and their Pnritan successors (page 307 ),
''that between 1630 and 1639 the number of unive1sity men who went to Massachusetts from the mother country had increased to between sixty aufl seventy, t hreefourths of tllese remaining within that colony, an<l that by 1647 their number had
mounted up to at least ninety. These men conserved the interests of education and
learning till the colleges of 1-farvarcl and Yale comruenced tllefr great career, antl
thus in New England's lifo 'the guiuing and directing force were supplied by au
element which was itself molded on the banks of t,he Cam and the Isis, nuder tlle
influence and refinements of the best culture which the Engbnc.l of that day could
give.'" (Compare "'fhe Influence of the English Universities iu the Development
of Ne,;y England," by Franklin B. Dexter.)
It inspires an American student with a deep feeling of historic rwrnrence for
Emmanuel College and its anc ient qna.drangles when he reflects that here is the
institution which euuca,ted .John Harvard for four years, from 1627 to 1631. He
became not 011ly a Puritan minister, but as Edward Everett called liim, the" evermemorable benefactor of learning a.nd religion in America." It wai:, a noble example
of University Extension when t-he Puritan preacher laid the historic foundations of
Harvard College by giving tha,t colonial institution one-half of the estate which he
had inherited from his mother. 1 He also gave his library of 320 volumes, of which
only 1 is now preserved. W ith John Harvanl's legacy was begnn the first college
I.John Harvard's mother came from Stratford-on-Axon. She kept a tavern called the Queen's H •ad
Inn at Southwark. Iler second busuand was one Elletson, wbo prol.>aulyremoved from :Southwark to
the Middlesex side of tho Thames, for .John Harvard was enrolled at Emmanuel College as '.' from
Middlesex." Mr . Thayer, the author of the above-mentioned article in tlie Harvar'.l Gra~nates '.Magazine says : "There seems no reason to doubt that the money which Harvard lum seli be<ineath.e(l
to the college came from tbe sale of tho inn." The sal., of be r, however, was probably au arlicr
and constant source of family revenue.
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building in New Town, afterward called Cambridge, in honor of the great English
university from which John I-farvard came. He died in 1638, and that year his name
)Vas conferred upon the college. It was worth a voyage across the sea to visit the
quadrangles of those ancient colleges of Cambridge and Oxford, the mothers of
theology and learning in the New World of America. In the Harvard Graduates'
Magazine for September, 1896, there is an illustrated article on "Buildings associated with John Harvard," with a picture of Emmanuel College.
The arrangements for the convenience of summer visitors to Cambridge were carefully made. Thero was a general reading and reception room at Fitzwilliam Hall,
on Trumpington street, opposite the Fitzwilliam Museum. Here all students registered, paid their fees, and received the necessary information regarding the various
ela,sses and lectur~ courses . Here syllabuses of instruction could he purchased, as
also the published reports of proceedings. Ligh t refreshments were served upon
the premises, and a ladies' restaurant was conducted on a liberal plan. A ladies'
committee, wearing a light-blue bow, made t,hemselves h elpful to young women
desiring counsel. A list of good lodgings was published in the official programme,
with exact information regarding accommodations and terms.
The lectures were given at various places in Cambridge: (1) The New Theater on
St. Andrew's street, near Emmanuel Col lege; (2) in the large Chemical Lecture
Theater on Pembroke street,; (3) in the Archreological Lecture Theater in Little
St. Mary's lane; ( 4) in the Divinity Lecture Rooms at the Divinity Schools, opposite
St.John's College; (5) the large Anatomical Lecture Room on Pembroke street; and
(6) in the Perse Grammar School on Hills road . Of course, different lectures were
in progress at the same hour, but, in accordance with the ndvice of the master of
Trinity, the students generally elected those subjects which were most cougenial:
Some paid special attention to history, others to literature, still oth~rs to natnral
science, philosophy, art, or education.
Of a,11 the educational inflneuces of a Cambridge summer meeting most important,
at least to n,n American, were tbe historical associations of the place. An interesting
lectme upon" Caml>ridge" was given by Mr. J. W. Clark, ~LUthor of an authoritative
volume upon this subject. He called attention to the original historic landmarks
of the town, e.g., Castle Mound, fortified successively by the British, Romans, Saxons,
and Normans, and now, like so many ancient strongholds, the site of a county jail.
In Saxon time Cambridge was known as Grante Brytlege. Tllis was Latinized into
Cantabrigia. A uotewortby mention of the present name of tbe town in motlern
literature was by the poet Spenser, who spoke of "My mother Cambridge.·'
At first the town was called from the river Granta, but afterwards the river was
renamed from the town. Bridge street was once a Roman road. This old Roman
camp became in the Middle Ages the seat of various monastic houses of tlle Ben etlictincs, Augustinians, Franciscans, and Dominicans, all of whom laid institutional
foundations npon which colleges were afterwards bnilt.
The origin of the University of Cambridge antedates all existing colleges, and
was prohably tlue to the presence of mona.stic schools and establishments tir t
fonntle1l l>y great religioui-, bodies in the vicinity. The Benedictine or<l.er :flourished
at Ely, and was especially <levotecl to the promotion of art, education, and sotmd
learning. The custom of holding annnal 1 ' fairti" in Cambridge ha<l. much to do with
the ernnomic development of monasteries and of the town itself. The material
a<lvantages of the place had their influence upon later secessions of students from
Oxford, which university originated in a sece sion of English students from Paris.
The first colleges, how 'Ver, were not intended tio much for undergraduat~· a for
Troups of cholar.·, ma t1•r,, and teachc•r . The site of the earliest collegiate in titution iu Camlmdg was determiue<l uy the proxiwity of pari ·b churches in which
the ma.·ter aud fellows could wor hip. The first college building at Cam brid•re wa.
Peterhon e, fonntled in 12 1 by Hugh de .Bal haiu, Bishop of Ely.
There are now eventeen eiulow d colleges in 'arnuridg . All of them are l>uilt
mora or 1 s completely around iuuor court yards or qu.ulrangle . Some college -
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for example, Trinity-are so extensive that they embrace several quadrangles which
open into one another through archways. Some of the" quads" are beautiful grass
plots, and some are paved courts. The architecture of different college buildings
was a, delightful object of study for all th~ summer visito1·s. Among the most interesting colleges are St. John's, Trinity, King's, Queen's, Corpus Christi, Jesus, and
Pembroke.
The essentials of an English college, architecturally speaking, are an entrance
gateway and porter's lodge, for gating or shutting in students at ni ght, a cha,pel
(usually on the right hand as you enter), a dining hall and kitchen ( opposite tlle coll ege entrance), a library, a combination room for the fellows and masters of arts, a
lodge for the master, and dormitories or chambers for the students. The fellows
occupy the best rooms in college and are made very comfortable, although agricultural depression in England has greatly reduced the revenue of many fellowships.
Every college bas honors and emolnmentl'S to bestow upon its best men, who give
character and uistinction to their alma mater by literary or scientific pursuits, by
publications and lectures.
The whole teaching force of the English colleges was once confined to doctors and
masters of arts, who alone had the right to lecture. The titles of doctor and master
were originally much the same. They signified authority to teach. Both were
equivalent to that much enduring modern t erm "professor,'' but gradually masters
came to be restricted to the philosophical faculty or the liberal arts, whereas doctors
were regarded as experts in law, medicine, 01· theology. The English are j nst
beginning to introduce the German degree of c1.octor of philosoplly. Until lately
the degree of master of arts, obtained in course and not by work, bas sufficed for all
academic n eeds.
Colleges .foiinclecl by wornen.-Th e first regular professorship in Cambridge, a cl.lair
of divinity, was found ed in 1502 by a woman, Lady Margaret, Countess of Richmoud, mother of Henry VII and of the Tudor line. She founded St. John's College and also Christ College. Yon may still see her portrait in the coml>ination
rooms of St. John 's, and over the archway of that college are Lady Marga,ret's
emblems-the Tudor Rose and the Daisy or Marguerite . Her good example was not
lost. In 1540 came the endowment of the :five royal professorships, diviliity: law,
physic, Hebrew, and Greek, by Henry VIII, grandson of Lady Margaret.
In this connection it is interesting to notice how many different colleges at Cambridge were founded by women. Besides St. John's anu. Christ, already meut ioned,
there was Queen's UolJege, founded in 1448 by Margaret of Anjou, the Qn<·eu of
Henry VI, who himself founded King's College in 1441. Elizabeth "\Voo(hille,
Queen of Edward IV and a friend of Margaret, completell her work. Pemhroke
College was endowed in the fourt eenth century by Mary de St. Paul, widow of the
Earl of Pembroke. · Tradition says she was "maid, wife, anu. widow all in a day,"
her husband being killed in a tourney after the wedding; but history says this is
not so. She did not become a widow until three years after her marriage. Clare
College was endowed and named by the Countess of Clare in 1338, anll her portrait
is still to be seen iu tile combination room. Sidney-Sussex was founded in 1595 by
Frances Sidney, widow of the third Earl of Sussex, on the ancient site of Grey Friars,
a Franciscan monastery. But most interesting of all foundations laid by women at
Cambridge is Jesus College, established in 1495 by the Bishop of Ely in the Yery
buildings and with the original revenues of the Benedictine n nnnery of St. )fary
and St. Rhadegund, a cloister dating from early in th e twelfth cent ury. The college
chapel of Jesus was once the nnn 's chapel and still shows trllces of Norm:111 a1·chitecture. Not many years ago the removal of plaster in the cloisters disdo:e<l to
view some beautiful thirteenth century arches, once perhaps the entrance to the
nuns' chapter house, a mediaeval anticipation of a women's college or a wuU1eu's
club.
.,.
In modern Cambridge there are, then, at lea.st seven historic collegeB fon11cle 1l hy
women: (1) St. Jolln's (the college of Ben Jonson, Bentley, ·wor<lsworth, 'i r ,John
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Herschel, and Professor Adams, both astronomers); (2) Christ (the college of Sir
Philip Sydney, Latimer, Milton, aud Darwin); (3) Queen's (the home of Erasmus
and his pupil Tyndale, and of Greek studies in Cambridgf;); (4) Pembroke (the college of Spenser-"prince of poets"-of Gray and of William Pitt); (5) Clare (the
nursery of English bishops); (6) Sidney-Sussex (tho college 0f Cromwell); arnl (7)
Jesus (the college of Cranmer and Coleridge). SeYen distinct colleges established
by women for the education of men and one of the seven a transformed nunnery!
There are two colleges established in or near .Cambridge by women for their own
sex. These institutions are Girton and Newnham. The first was started in 1869 in
a hired house at Hitchin an<l. was transferred in 1873 to statelier mansions in Girton
Parish, two miles from Cambridge. I lunche<l. with the rector of Girton, and visited
with him the college, which occupies three sides of a quadrangle, opening, like the
University of Virginia, to the south. Girton has attractiYe lecture rooms an<l. reading rooms, a growing Ii brary, a pleasant dining hall and, chapel, an isolated hospital,
rooms for nearly two hundred girls, aud a shed for countless bicycles.
The higher education of the English people and the higher education of women
received a great impulse in the system of local examinations instituted under the
auspices of Oxford and Cambridge universities. The system was formally .e xtended
by Cambridge from boys' schools to girls' schools in 1865. In 1868 came a memorial
to the university asking for advanced examinations for women above 18 years
of age. Such examinations were instituted in 1869. In order to prepare for these
examinations lecture courses for women wern started at Cambridge as early as 1870.
1
In the following year a house was opened in Cambri<l.ge by Miss A. J. Clough for
the benefit of lady stuuents coming from a distance. This was Newuham Hall, the
germ of Newnham College.
In 1873 an association was formed for promotin o- the higher education of women in
Cambridge by lectures. Tliis association was
of the :first fruits of University
Extension, begun about this time by Prof. James Stuart, of Cambridge, for the
benefit of lady teachers in Sheffield, Lel'ds, and the North of England. Newnham
College was the institutional result of a union of the above association ,vith "Newnham Hall." Miss Clo'.1.gh became the :first principal, and" Clough Hall" was named
in her lionor. She is now dead, but her cause lives. A fine portrait of Miss Clough
may be seen in the large and handsome <lining room of Newnham.
The buildings are of red brick, and of the Queen Anne style of architecture.
There are pleasant lecture rooms and parlors, tea rooms, a library, laboratories, gymnasium, tennis courts, extensive lawns, and gardens. Mrs. Si<lgwick is the present
principal. Miss Helen Gladstone, one of the vice principals (now resigned) took the
very uest care of the students as regards their diet and general health.
A college course for women at Newnham or Girton now requires three or four
years. The college charges amount to about .$400 a year for everything. Certificates
are awarded only to those women who pass a Tripos examination an<l thus win
honors. The equivalent of an ordinary "poll degree," or bachelor of arts, is not as
yet granted to women at either Oxford or Cambridge. Tho objection seems to be
that if women win the first degree there is nothing to prevent theiT obtaining the
second or master's degree in the usual course of time. Tbus they will require the
right to vote in uuiversity convocation with other masters of art, and accordingly
share ia the government aud legislation of the university. Thus, gradually, r:rny tbe
croakers, women will undermine the existing system, including the fellowships and
faculties.
All Cambridge was echoiug in the:, summer of 189.1 with recent di ·cussions of tlli
question of admitting women to university honors and privileges. Tllo progre iYe
academic party was led by such men a Professor 'idgwick and Dr. Cunuingllam,
rector of Great St. fary's. A. loading spirit among the women is .Mis E. . McArthur, an historical lecturer and an assi taut of Dr. Cnnniu<Yham iu his great work
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.A. r ecent biography of Mias Clough tells the story of the l>cginnin~s of Newllham College.
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-0n English economic and social history. She wa,s for some yearn vice-principal of
Girton College, an<l. has rented a private house 1 in the heart of Cambri<lge for graduates of women's colleges. This is a forward step taken by the woman's party in
En gland. It means a graduate school for women in a university town by the old
and familiar process by which churches, colleges, an<.l universities have historically
developed. J?irst, an upper room, or a hired house; then the c·o nv~nticle, hall, or
hostel; and finally a corporate and endowed institution. There is no lrnrry about
the processes of history or of nature. They that believe clo not make haste. 2 Tho
reactionary gracluates of Cambridge voted in 1897, by a large majority, not to allow
the giving of degrees to women, but majorities in England have been known to melt
away through a dawning sense of justice and the sunshine of educated public
opinion.
Surnme1· student life. - For the encouragement of the Cambri<l.ge summer meeting
Newnham College provided accommollations for forty women, at a charge of 25s. a
week for boar<l, lodgings, and attendance. The Cambridge Teachers' College offered
rooms for fifty-four women at about the same rate. 'fwo women sharing the same
room were charged only 21s. a \Yeek.
At Selwyn College, in the immediate ,icinity of Newnham, fifty or more young
men, some Cambridge graduates, some extension students, a1Hl many foreigners,
fouml comfortable lodgings, with board and attendance, at the rate of 25s. per week.
Selwyn is a comparatively n ew institution, foun<led in 1882 and built by public subscription in memory of George Angustus Selwyn, late Bishop of Litchfield, formerly
Bishop of New Zealand. The master in 1896 was the Right Rev. J obn Richardson
Selwyn, D. D ., son of the :first Bishop Selwyn, and himself at one time a missionary
bishop. Selwyn College is for Cambridge what Keble College is for Oxford, that is
to say, a high church institution, fonncled for stULlents desirnns of an academic education and willing to live economically. The college was d esigned to encourage
sober living ancl Christian culture, and to foster especially the principles of the
established church.
No religious r equirements, however, were made of the extension stndonts, who
were admitted to residen ce during the se.ssion of the Cambridge summer school.
Many of the undergraduates were absent, so that there was snfficient accommodation for the visitors. They occupied each a student's room in the dormitory and took
all their meals in the common dining hall. It is not usual for Cambridge men to
breakfast in common. In the ol<ler and richer colleges, students breakfast and often
lunch in their own rooms, although at Kings I found gr aduates, including tho autbor
of "Do<l.o," lunching in hall. They order from the college kitchen i,uch things as they
like or can afford. Selwyn College is really a "hostel," or common hall, like the
earliest collegiate institution. From motives of economy Selwyn students are accustomed to take all their meals together at a :fixed price per week . The system is like
the old-fashioned "commons" of Harvard College, or like the new-fashioned "commons" in Memorial Hall.
The tutors and lecturers of Selwyn, as at other English colleges, breakfast and
lunch in th eir own rooms, but dine together at high table in hall. The scone at
Selwyn, and indeed in any English college dining room, is very like that of the
well-known "commencement dinner" of an American college, where the dignitaries
sit at a high table and the graduates at long tables on the floor space below. At an
English college, however, the so called "dons'' are the resident professors, tutors,
lecturers, fello"fs, in short, ordinary masters of art, who have the right to teach.
Both the dons and the students wear gowns in hall. The students always stan<l. up
when the dons come in, and remain standing until Latin grace has been said or r ad
!Miss Mc.Arthur openecl m October, 1897, a new hall at Cambridge for women with college degre s
or the equivalent. Tbe expense per annum, exclusive of fees for instruction, is from $250 to $300.
This covers the cost of board and residence.
2Theprogress that has been made i n university education for women is shown in ::')Iiss Madison's
Hanclbook of Courses open to Women m .British, Fore1gu, auu Canadian Umversities, 1896 -97.
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by the master or bis representative, when all take their seats and the dinner is
brought in by serving men, who in Cambridge are called" gyps," in Oxford" scouts,"
in Dublin "skips."
In English <:ollege , as you find them to-day, there are certain common rooms
where professors and students meet together: (1) The chapel, (2) the dining hall,
(3) the library, (4) the common or combination room for seniors, (5) the common or
combination room for juniors. Of these various features the American college
or nniversity has preserved the following: (1) The chapel, (2) the library, and
(3) the academic hall. In their secret societies our collegians still have the commou
or comb ination room and sometimes a club mess, or common refectory. Among all
the 0ollege libraries that I saw in England there was not one which excelled in
beauty, attractiveness, good light, and general convenience the library of the ,Johns
Hopkins University, on the top floor of McCoy ball. Nor did I anywhere see such
seminary libraries as are found in Baltimore. Professor Thompson, of Cambridge,
during a r ecent visit at the Johns Hopkins, said the historical seminary was unique.
Perhaps the most attractive reading room which I saw in England, was that in
Owen's College, Manchester. Generally speaking, English college libraries are
mediaeval iu their aspect. They remind you of dimly lighted chapels, with side
alcoves and historic shrines. They are interesting as literary museums, but they
are not good place's for studious work.
In English colleges and universities an American is most impressed with the common life. It is an historical inheritance from the Middle Ages and the monastic
system. The monks used to meet together in a common chapter house, e:1t together
iu a common refectory, and sleep in a common dormitory. These were the original
and prevailing customs in all early English colleges. The practice of occupying
separate rooms is of late origin. In every monastery there was one large airy
upper room in which each monk occupied a separate bed or cot. Besides this great
dorlllitory there was the so-called infirmary, where sick monks nsed to go for grenter
comfort and better fare. It became apparent, in the course of experience, th~Lt separate rooms were better adapted to peace and quiet than was tlle dormitory or
infirmary with its many occnpants. Thns originated separate ehambers in monaste;ry and college. rhe old cnstom is, however, still kept up in the wards of modern
hospitals and in the publfo schools of England. In a modern an<l. model school at
Clifton, near Bristol, I found the boys occupying large common rooms for i,;ieepiug
at night and little studies for quiet work in the daytime.
The custom of dining in common is universal in English colleges. After dinner
the dons usually retire to the combination room, or coilege parlor. 'l'his is the ta.lking place-the social center of tlie institution. Here coffee is served. Here the
wine still goes round when guests are present, although not perhaps as freely as in
olden times. Here there are interesting portraits of college worthies. Here, too,
are new books, also the newspapers of the clay and the best penodicals. The combination room serves many good social an'l academic purposes. It is the daily
meeting place of the senior members of the co1lege. It is a reception room for their
friends and guests. It is a place where the gowns and bnrdens of ncadernic life are
thrown off and where men indulge in familiar con versa ti on on coug,'n ial themes.
All that is going on in town and college, an<l in the world at large, is likely to find
entertaining expression sooner or later, in this wiihd1·awing room of the college.
After au hour of pleasant conversation, with perhaps a little music, the college
:party breaks up ancl the dons go to their own rooms or elsewhere.
l'udergradnate are encouraged to have tbcir junior combination rooms for social
purpos;es, and v ry delightful scenes have there been witne. sed by American vi itor .
One aturday evening at , 'elw~·n the resident nn<lergradnn.t s ntertaine<l muu.r of
th xten ion tud nts at ''a smoker" in the junior comhination room. Lon<r pipes,
so-call d "church wardens,· of which Tboma Carlyle· wa p rlJap too fond, were
u. eel by those who likPcl thC'm. , Oll""~ wel'C· 1111cr in ,·ario11. la.n<>11:wes by tudent
repre · •ntati ve · of foreign nation . 'flie .Eng Ii. h n tud •u t. were p:rt~cula1:ly strong
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in their choruses, e.g., "A soldier of the Queen," led by Mr. Edwards, one of their
most popular college tutors, who on this occasion wore a "blazer," or light coat of
many colors; but at Aldershot, where he camps out in summer, he wears an officer's
uniform. Speeches were made, stories were told, solos were sung, and the loving
cup was handed around and drunk in ancient fashion, men standing and bowing very
ceremoniously. Then "Auld Lang Syne" was sung, the whole company standing up,
joining hands and beating time in the most approved manner. Of course the evening
ended, as do all things in England, with "God save the Queen," in which musical
prayer all student nations joined.
On another Saturday night the master himself, Bishop Selwyn, gave a r eception in
the hall for the extension students who were occupying rooms in college. The dining ·
t.aules and long wooden benches were cleared away. A large number of comfortable
armchairs were brought in by the "gyps." Little tables were placed at convenient
points for holding touacco and glasses. Claret cup, Devonshire cider, and other
mil<l refreshments ,...ere served throughout the evening to "extensioners," resident
undergradnates, and the Dons, who were present in great force.
It was all very friendly and pleasant, without any intemperance or disposition to
abuse the master's hospitality. The guests contributed to the general entertainment.
The Swedes and Danes sang their national songs with fine effect, and the Germans
also sang theirs . Americans were encouraged to sing old plantation <litties, an,1 the
whole company joined in the chorns. One tntor played the piano accompaniments,
and all the visitors did their share toward making the evening a social success .
At the close one of the Americans thanked the Bishop, on behalf of the extensioners,
for his generous hospitality, and remincled the assembled company, Scandinavians,
Germans, Am,triaus, and Franks, of their ancient Germanic kinship. He quoted the
]ate Professor Freeman as lecturing in America on the English people in their three
homes, Schleswig, Middle England, and New England, or, in a. larger sense, the United
States. He also called attention to the remarkable international character of the
summer meeting at Cambridge, and to the fact that it was an unconscious reviYal of
the original t y pe of a university and of the true cosmopolitan spirit of the wandering
students (errantes scholares) of the Middle Ages. University men in Europe and
America still sing the old student song"All around the world rm straying,
Every sea and mountain o'er;
Free as air, I'm never staying
On the north or southern shore;
Merry here and merry there,
Ubi bene, ibi patria."
The bishop caught the spirit and humor of the occasion and responded handsomely.
He said he had been told that more German than English was spoken at Selwyn
College in this long vacation, and that some of the great Germanic race had expressed
the d esire to get lodgings in town, where the English language might still be occasionally heard. All he could say was that if any German was spoken to him he
should reply in a South Sea nialect. The good bishop then proceeded to develop the
frien dly Anglo-American and Germanic sentiment into the larger doctrine of peace
on earth and international good will, the coming brotherhood of ~en and nations.
Then: of course, we all sang "God save the Queen."
Conferences on Unii•ersity Extension.-A general conference upon nniversity extension was held one evening in the Guildhall. Mr. James Stuart, M. P., the ori ginal
pioneer of the extension movement, presided. He gave the principal address of the
evening, and said that, while local colleges were now doing a great deal to educ:ite
the English people, the old methods of university extension from great academic
centers must be continued. He maintained that tbe industrial classes onght to
receive the same kind of educ.ation that everyl)ody else received. 1Iigbe1· ediH'ation
was not to be reserved altoget,her for any part i cular <"lass. Mr. 'tuart deprec·ated
ED
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the idea of offering technical education as a snbstitnte for higher education. To
mako a mnn good at his trac1e was not necessarily to educate him. Mental discipline
was the one thiug noedfnl, anc.l that was secured only by the higher eclucation. The
breatl-mul-butter side was not tho most important, even from the technical point of
view. Ecluc:1tiou has far wider objects and loftier aims than simply enabliug a man
or a woman to grt 011 in the world. 11 What does it profit a man if he gain the whole
·world. and lose his own soul f" The full possession of one's soul is secured only by
liberal training. A man's happiness consists not in the abundance of worldly goods
which ho possesses, but in ·w hat lies ·w ithout him and within him. What are riches
and honor and power compared with a cnltivatell mind f The universities are full
of shortcomings, 1ut they haYe spun a golden thread which runs through many
ceuturies. They hand down to us a noble tradition. The uni,ersity-extension
moYernent has for its object the opening of this tradition to all classes.
Mr. M. E. Sadler, formerly secretary of the Oxford Syndicate for University Extension, was present. He now represents the Adncation office at London, and is in
charge of special inquiries and reports. He said that the universities in England
accomplished two things: First, they partly train specialists. This work is really a
form of technical education. Second, the universities train a11-ronnd men of action
and affairs. Mr. Sadler thinks specialists or experts are a by-product. The staple
prodnct is known in t,he market as a well-turned-out Englishman. Experts are prepareu to take positions in the technical business of commerce; for example, in manufact.orics and breweries. People who seek a university education in the hope of
getting niore wages will quickly find. out their mistake. ·workingmen need intellectual stimulus and the criticism of competent companionship. Economic forces are
stea,dily producing greater opportunities for study and mind leisure among the industrial classes. There is a splendidly growing number of workingmen who are now
forming an excellent body of students in mauy nniversity-exteusion centers. Mr.
Sad]er instanced the enthusiasm of the workmen at Oldham, where exteusion lectures
were so popular that the managers had to turn out the gns iu order to get rid of the
atulieuce. England's ill(_
l ustrial development has been enormous, but a social org:1nization :ulapted to it has not yet been 1uilt up. Mr. Sadler thinks that men need
reciprocal respect for one anotller's honesty of purpose and stability of character.
The universities of England should lead the English people in this matter.
Another and more important conference at the Cambridge summer meeting was
devoted to the future of the extension movement. The disc ussion vrns held in tlle
Senate House one Saturday afternoon in tlie presence of a large and sympathetic
audience. Sir John Gorst, M. P., from Cambridge, occnpietl the chair. He represented the education office, aud his views were indicative of the present attitude of
the English Government toward liigher popular education. He called attention to
the fact that there are now several organized bodies aiming at the same or similar
educational ol>jects. Besides tlie uniYersity-extension movement there are the
science aud art classes, managed by local committeee under tlrn general control of
the science and art department of the English GoYcrnment, and receiving grants from
public funds. There arc also technical schools and colleges in Yarious parts of England sustained by local committc,es of the county councils. The e committees originated about 1890 in conseqnence of GoYernment grants of the so callecl "whi ky
mon ·y," an excise tax: at first intended to compensate liquor dealers for the reduction of the licen ·ed houses. E,Tery county in England, in consequence of this Government grant, ha become a center of technical instruction . In the thil'd place,
there are the numerous school hoard which are now endeavoring to provide for the
higb r training of pupil teacher .
Iu consequence of tlrns three actiYe agencies for pro1noting higher popular education th re is consiuernble waste of effort. There is gr at need of ome coordinating
power to pr"vent the overlapping of educational work. Sir John Gorst urged that
th univer . itie. should attempt to harmonize and syst matize efforts for higher popular ·<ln ·ation. He thought that univer:ity o_·ten ion mi.,bt be of greats rvice to
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the county authorities in providing liberal courses of instruction. The counties
were required by law chiefly to promote technical training. It is quite feasible for
local and academic effort to be combined. The county authorities possess what the
universities enjoy-money. The universities possess what the counties requirenamely, antiquity, lHestige, and the right of giving certificates of pi·oficiency.
There is too much local rivalry and jealousy for the school boards and county
authorities to come to an agreement at present, but both might be willing to act in
harmony with university authority. Sir Jobn Gorst said there was no reason to
snpr>ose that the Government would give any more money at r>resent for the promotion of higher education. The fate of the education bill bad not encouraged further
educational legislation.
Mr. Marriott, secretary of the Oxford syndicate for Un iv ersity Extension, also took
part in this conference, and laid decided emphasis Ul)On the past success and present
tendencies of the movement. He said that Eng1ancl wus honeycombe<.1 with local
lecture courses. The universities arc cooperating with local centers for the establishment of continuous and permanent educational agencies. Rea<.ling an(l Exeter
showed the possibility of such cooperation. He thought there should be a multiplication of so-calletl extension colleges, for these are the most elaborate and highly
oTganized r>rod.ucts of the whole movement. The great difficulty lies in the lack of
funds for the maintenance of literary teaching and of nnar>plied science. There
ought to be an alteration of the present :financial basiR of granting money to county
councils. The Government should foster liberal educn.tion as well as technical
education. There must also be leaders aml teachers of n.cademic distinction, who
shall carry into the work something of the high hopes aml generous enthusiasm of
the original founders .
A gentleman from the north of Engln.n<l., Mr. Barrow, of Packworth, spoke of the
progress of Uni.-e.:.·sit.y Extern~ion in the mining uistrict of Northumberland and of
the limitations of city work caused by tho arduous li;,bors of the miners themselves.
However, the partial sncccss of the movement j nsti.fi.ed its existence. While teclrnical education is necessary, something more than this is required to complete a man's
education . U11iversity Extension supplies the liberal element which tends to make
men better citizens. Mr. Barrow thought tho movement deservecl national recognition. There is a touch of nature in this popular educational work which makes the
whole intellectual world akin. He thought that a portion of the muney now given
by the Government to tho county councils in promoting technical euucation should
be devoted to tlie purpose of teaching national anu. industrial history.
Dr. Lawrence, formerly of the University of Chicago, now rector of Girton, also
fayored Government grants for promoting University Extension. He recognized that
it was the first duty of universities to do their own educational work and use funds
for tho benefit of university stn<lents. If callecl upon to do another kind of work,
they should be given at least a portion of the necessary funds by the nation which
is benefited. Dr. Lawrence said it would be an ill day for the universities of
England when they found themselves outside of the great current of national life.
He thought the universities ought to aid in University Extension.
Sir Joshua Fitch, an eminent educationist, one of Her Majesty's examiners of
schools, said a good "·onl in favor of University Extension as a missionary work
among teachers. He thought teachers' lives needed to be varied and improve<.1 by
other influences than those of the schoolroom. It was not for the sake of securing
marks and higher appointments that teachen1 should follow extension courses, but
for the sake of culture, which enriches teachers' lives a.ncl enlarges their ran go of
illustration in the lessons which th ey teach. "The best thing that a, teach r learns,"
said Dr. Fitch, "are not always those which he can bring directly to bear upon Lis
profession."
Excwrsion to Ely.-One Saturday afternoon over 150 Extens~on students w~nt l>y
train or bicycle to Ely. The company, including many ladies, assembled in the
cathedral itself, and there, in one of the transepts, were edified by the Rev. Prof.
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Sta,nton, who talked pleasantly on the history and a,r chitecture of Ely. Afterwards
tb.e visitors divided into three parties, each under the guidance of one of the cathedral authorities, nnd wandered around th~ aisles and cloisters of that famous old
Benedictine abbey. The Lady Chapel was built in the fourteenth century, by Alan
de ·walsingl.tam, and was badly defaced by the Puritans. Probably more characteristic featnres of medireval monastic building have been preserved at Ely than in
most of the cathedral towns of England. The dean and his canons explained to the
extension students the historic pfan of the cathedral and of the various outlying
buildings, ,vhi ch still serve useful ecclesiastical purposes. Some of the houses nre
now occupied by resident clergy, but the visitors were allowed to go through the
various rooms which contain traces of monastic ~rchitecture. At tlle usual afternoon. hour a choral service was celebratetl in the 9athedral, and the whole company
of visitors found r6st and peace h1 attending tlrnt noble ritual which the Church of
England has worthily perpetuated. Tea was afterwards _s erved in the canon ·s garden,
and then the company, after revisiting t.he cathedral, made their way back to the
station and returned to Cambridge.
It is not often that visitors to an English ecclesiastical town enjoy such distinguished instruction and guidance as did that little, company of extension students.
In no way could the ecclesiastical authorities have more effectively illustrated the
eternal charm of those rneclireval bnilcTings than by explai11ing their original object
to the sons and daughters of the English people. On the Sunday following this
visit to Ely the deain of the cathedral addressed the Christian Social Union in
Cambridge. The next day he lectured to extension students on Alan de Walsingham, subprior and architect of the monks of Ely, and the creatur of that famous
octagon tower arnl vault-" the only truly gothic dome in existence."
Garden pa1·ties.-One of the most delightful experiences of the Cambridge summer
meeting was the open-air entertainment of the whole company in co11ege garclens. One Saturday afternoon, after the University Extension conference in the
senate house, t4e visitors proceeded by invitation to the follows' garden of Clare
College. There for an hour or two the asseo'ibled company found pleasure in the
sight of the beautiful flowers and of the fine green turf, product of centuries of cultivation. The Cl::i,re gardens are among the most lovely of those famous Cambridge
''backs" or pleasure grounds west of t,he river Cam. The land slopes gently eastward toward the river, and is charmingly diversified by trees andshrnbbery, throngh
which are winding walks. In this paradise of beauty extension students found good
opportunities for social converse an<l making acquaintances. Sir John Gorst,
Dr. Fitch, and other distinguished visitors were among the guests, and many of the
professors, fellows, and lecturers of Cam bridge were also to be seen. Tea was afterwards served in the combination room of Clare College.
Another interesting feature of the Cambridge summer meeting was the presentation of pastoral plays in the beautiful gardens of Downing College. One a1ternoon
Shakespeare's As You Like It was given in open air amid the most picturesque
surroundings. The stage was bordered by a fringe of trees, and a troop of ""\VooLlland players" rendered the comedy in the most pleasing fashion.
On another occasion, in the garden of Merton Hall, Shakespeare's :Much Ado About
Nothing was cleverly presented. Instead of a gorgeously decorated playhouse, real
trees and the walls of an ancient college building afforded the scenic background of
the play. A chorus of voices singing in open air under green-wood trees ha<l more
than the charm of novelty.
Lect1o·es.-Among all the lecture courses givPn at the Cambridge summer meeting
I was most interested in that of Mr. J. R. Tanucr, fellow a11cl lecturer of t ..John's
College, who de cribed the dissolution of the moua, tnies. 'l'he subject was of
special significance to students desiring to nndnstand the Jlistori c origin of Oxford
and Cambridge colleges, for many of the institutionH rP t economically n well as
architecturally upon monastic foundatious. )fr. Tanner sai'1 that th" total spoil of
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the monasteries by Henry VIII an<l his willing tool Thomas Cromwell amounted to
£4,108,000 or $20,500,000. In ord'3r to get the molle:rn eqnivalent of this sum it should
be multiplied at least by ten, so that we have a grand total of a.t least $205,000,000.
Of this vast sum more than one-half went to the King's favorite conrtiers by gift or
nominal sale . Confiscated monasteries were the economic origin of many noble
houses in England.
The displacement of mitered abbots from the House of Lords changed the balance
of power from spiritual to temporal. Henry VIII packed the upper house with laymen, and thus secured his own way with the church. Of the remaining monastic
spoil a considerable sum was spent for public purposes, and almost as much went
into the King's private purse, to pay his debts and living expenses. A paltry sum
was restored to the church at large and was used for the establishment of six new
bishoprics, an greatly needed, and the rest went direct to Oxford and Cambridge for
the encouragement of collegiate learning. )Ir. Tanner saill that 8,000 ejected
monks and nuns went down into silence and oblivion.
The lecturer thought that the immoral condition of monastic life in the later
Micldle Ages had been greatly exaggerated for purposes of spoliation. The records
of the vis itations by the bishop of Norwich from 1499 to 1532, published by Dr.
Jessop, show conclusively that the crimes of the monks were eclipsed by those of
two greater criminals, Thomas Cromwell and his master, Henry VIII. The so-called
evidence was largely a tissue of Hes fabricated by interested parties. The horrors
of the Black Book existed only in the evil imaginations of Cromwell's commissioners. Monastic moTals depended largely upon the peTsonal character of the ab l>ot.
In the prearuble of the statute for the dissolution of monasteries the larger hont,es
were described as those in which religion was right well kept, and yet the charges
incriminated the greater monasteries as well as tlle poorer and the meaner. There
w e re f!Ollle instances, no doubt, of relaxed discipline, drunkenness, and disorder, but
the published records of episcopal visitations in East Anglia dudng the period
above mentioned show that the more serious charges can not be sustained.
Among other historical lectures were those of Profo1:1sor Waldstein on the "Intlueuce of Greece aud Rome on mode, n life." Dr. Waldstein asserted that the artistic
spirit is the highest express ion of civilization; indeed, the expression of all culture.
He defined the character of a gentleman as a perfect human b Ping in his relations to
other human beings. He said the Greeks first establishe<l the claim of reason and
reasona.blene s as the supreme 0 ·uide in all that is right. Mr. A . .J. Graut1 of King's
College, lectured on the " Influence of Greeks on modern life." The only lady
lecturer was :M.iss Jane Harrison, who discussed the "lntlueuce of Greek mythology ." Professor Ryle gave a series of loctnres on "The progress of Old Testa.ment
revelation." Profesl:!or Haddon, of Dublin, in bis course on ''Anthropology,'' made
a µ; ood point in favor of college education for ordinary stU(lents, called "poll meu,"
at Carn bridge. Poll men are those who aim at simply a bachelo1·'s degree rather than
honors. Honor men at the age of 19 have larger brains than ordinary students, bat
between that age and 25 poll men improve twice as much in the size of their brains
as do men of genius. This fact would tend to show that the average boy really
iwproves more at the university than <l.oes the brilliant stndent.
Profeissor Macalister gave an illustrated conrse of lectures on the "Peopling of
Europe." More attention is paid in English universities tllan in American to tlle
subject of historical and commercial geography. Mr. H. Yule Oldham, an Oxford
graduate, now a Cambridge lecturer on geography, gave an interesting lecture on
"The evolution of the map of Africa from the time of Homer, Herodotus, ancl Phmnician ::;&.i lors down to the modern scra.m ble of Enropean powers for African territorv .'' He said that France now <'on trolled 3,500,000 square miles in Africa, En•rland
2,000,000, Germany 900,000, Spain nearly as much, Portugal 11,bont 800,000, and Italy
500,000.
.
'fhe tendency of the Cambridge summer meeting is toward greater populanty. In
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this respect Camuritlg is consciously leaning toward the policy of Oxford, which,
from the beginning of English smnmcr meetings, in 1888, welcomed all comers, 1 men
and women, extension students of all grades. At first Cambridge was more exclusive. Her declared policy was to enconrage only tea.chem and more n.llvanced
students, especially those who were competent to pnrsne laboratory work. Conseq ueutly the Cambrillge conrses at the 'beginning were more strictly scientific,
whereas the O:x:fonl courses w ere more d eciueclly literary and historical.
It hi interesting to note that even in their snrnmer meetings, as ·well as in their
extension work, Camuritlge and o _·ford have both 1.,een true to their own academic
ideal s. In the modern history of English hig her education 1 broa<lly considered,
Cambritlge has stood for science an<l. Oxford for letters. Each university has supplemented the other and each has tended to improYe allll enlarge tho other. Tl.ms
the Cambri<lge higher educational ideal oJ continuous and protracted exten_sion
lecture courses has undoubtedly com;traine<l Oxford to deYclop higher stan<larcls of
university recognition for extension work. On the other harnl, the more popular,
more demo cratic, more practicable ideal of O:s:for<l. with respect to summer meetings
has influenced Cambridge to open her gn.tes more widely to summer visitors.
Experience has couclnsively shown that better results accrueJrom tllis liberal,
humane, democratic policy than from the setting up of more exacting or ~o-called
"scientific" stan<l.ards of admission. After all, it is not "science" and "laboratories" that extension students and their friend s e&pecially want at the English uniYersities in the long vacation. Some few ambitions teachers or isolated specialists
may perhaps crave 1 and should certainly be al1owet1, larger scientific opportnnities,
but in general good bboratory aclYantages are now affordetl in all the local colleges and technical institutes throughout Great Britain. What the larger body of
extension students and summer visitors really craYe at Cambridge, as well as at
Oxford, is a larger insight into the historic significance and intellectual associations
of an English unhrersity. Lectures are needed on English history and litera.ture,
European education, ancient and modern art, college architecture, the biography of
great leaders in Oxford arnl Cambridge movements, the men who have gone forth
from academic cloisters to shape the destinies of England an<l. the world. Tbese
are some of tho subjects that most interest Englishmen and Americnns who are drawn
in tho summer season to academic cen:ters. It is, however, :first of all, tue place
itself an<l the university environment that the people want to see and know about.
Hen ce the wonderful success of all those truly local lectures at Oxfor<l and Cambridge, those pleasant instructive itineraries through the varions colleges, gardens,
quadrangles, libraries, chapels1 and art museums, with the accompanying peripatetic talks by kindly well-informed university men on English local history and
college architecture.
There is no danger of dam~ge to college buildings or college property from these
inroads of so-called "barbarians," '' extensioners," "trippers," or snmrucr visitors.
They are probably much more appreciative of academic shrines and their historic
associations than are most persons who ar e more familiar with the place-for
example, irreverent undergraduates (usually sons of the peo1)le), aud those hardened
old dons, fellows, or ·pensioners who keep up in· perfunctory ways the ancient forms
and ceremonies in such a praiseworthy manner. They arn all harmless folk.
It is in any case wise public policy which everywhere nowatlays opens to occasional public view ancient chapels, churches, cathedrals, pala.ces, picture-galleries,
museums, and college buildings. Oxford and Cambridge are no exception to the
pre,·ailing tendency. They are both centers of architectural int<>rest, hi'Jtori ' and
literary museums, educational object le:-;sons, and religious brin es. As such they
deserve annual pilgrimages from all English-speaking lands, like tho
mediwv-al
social pilgrimage to the tomb of Thomas a Becket, a narrated in Chaucer's
Cant rbury Tal s.
1
There is a. certain propriety in universities reopening their doors to the pnhlic, for the origin of
Oxford aud Cambridge was a" Studium gcneralo," or SC'hool,i opou to all co111ors.
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There are many historic shrines in Cambriuge, and some of them I visited.
Among tho best were the libraries of Corpus Christi, St. John's, and Trinity colleges, and the student rooms of Sir Isaac Newton. But the place that interested me
most keenly was the college lodgings of Erasmus, the great humanist, to whom in
no sniall degree Cambridge owecl the renaissance of Greek studies. From Erasmns,
Luther and Melaucl1thou derived their New Testament learning. Back to Erasmus
the moc1ern worlc1 traces its classical scholarship, its Biblical culture, and critical
insight.
One afternoon I was strolling alone through the quadrangle of Queens' College,
without the aill of a cicerone, or eYen of a gniuebook. Thinking I bad seen all
there was worth seeing on the premises, I was about to leave, when I met a brightlooking working lad ,vho had come to the Cambridge summer meeting from Bolton
on a prize scholarship. HaYing already seen him elsewhere, I asked him in a somewhat patroniziug tone what he had found of interest in Queens' College. He replied
by asking me if I had seen the lodgings of Erasmus. "No," I said. "Where are
they f" The intelligent youth from the mills of Bolton then guided an American
college graduate, a, whilom lecturer on the Italian Renaissance, to a shrine more
genuine than Sir Isaac New ton's Lriclge or Milton's mulberry tree or Shakespeare's
doubtful birthplace. I found the lad from Bolton knew more about Qu~ens' College
and its associations than I dicl. He had attended peripatetic lectures arnl read his
guidebook like a faithful student.
It was on tbe bridge over the Cam, back of King's College, that I encountered
another and older representative of the English ,,oi-king classes, Mr. R. Halstead,
of Hebden BriL1ge, which is now a famous center of pro<luctivo cooperation and
unjyersity-extension lectur es. I ha<l. first met Mr. Halsteall at a tNL given by Miss
Mo11tgomery, the honor:1ry secretary of the University Exten:--ion College at Exeter.
I afterwards heard him speak at a university-extensio n conference in Guildhall.
Somo good-natured complaint had been made by Dr. Hill, the generous master of
Downiug College, because tho workingmen of England did not better improve tbeir
opportnnities for higher education and come to Cambridge in larger numbers. Mr.
Halstead replied in a strong and effective speech, showing tho hard cornlitions
which the workingman must face in his attempt to study or read. He h ad to rise
early in the morning-too early for ruuch study a.fter a scanty bren,kfast-aml hurry
into the mills for long hours of fatiguing l abor, which in the end destroys a man's
inclination toward intelleehrnl effort, even if he is disposed. to devote his dinner
hour to combined study and indigestion. At nightfall he returns for more poor food
to a noisy boardiug house or into a distracting family euviroument. Is it any wonder that multituues of tired artisans prefer the bright saloon or cheerful public
house, ,Yith its club privileges and cheap billiards, to "°earisome study at home
under the discouraging limitations of close rooms, bad air, poor light, and uncomfortable surroundings f Mr. Halstead wond.ered how many university men wou1tl
remain loyal to their hi gh intellectual ideals amid such an environment as now
belongs to manual l abor. How many Euglish or American stuclents would go to
college without stipends and scholarships, or even to a summer meeting, if it should
cost them not only the incidental fees, but their very means of subsistence, It is
not always r~membered that a workingman, even if he gets a ftfty-dollar scl10larship, covering a month's expenses at l\n Oxford or Cambridge surumer meeting, forfeits by such a ya,cation his daily wages for a month's time. By some such line of
concrete argument Mr. Halstea,cl made it plain to academic minds why so few workingmen co_u ld afford to Yisit Cambridge.
.
There, upon the Cambridge River, in sight of the noblest colleges in England, it
was interestin O' for an American to meot a.nd h ear this Mr. Halstead again aucl. to
inquire about the progress of education and cooperation among tho workiugmen
of England . He himself embodied in his own experience replies to most of my
questions. He referred me, further, to his published views in the rcp?rt of a_ royal
educational commission. He had been summoned, among otber:1, to give testuuony
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before members of Parliament upon the educational movement among the working
classes of England. In spite of all obstacles and limitations there js such a movement, and to discover it any doubter has only to use his own eyes and ears in English
industrial neighborhoods, like Hebden Bridge, where the Rev. Hudson Shaw and Mr.
Sn.cller have lectured successfully to large audiences of workingmen and have tested
their remarkable zeal and knowledge. To au American observer the present enthusiasm among English artisans for sound learning in econumics, politics, history, and
tho world's literature is really phenomena,l . All the men need is more Jeisure-i. e.,
a shorter day's labor and improved environment. One has only to talk, as I have
repeatedly done, with intelligent and representative men, like Mr. Hah;tead and Mr.
Vivian (who lectured at Cambridge on cooperation ), to realize the intellectual progress already made by English la101· and the hopefulness of the combined educational and cooperatiYe movements of our time.
.,
It was worth a visit to Cambridge to hear E nglish workingmen speak in public
and to see how churchmen, university men, and workingmen have at last met
together, and how the Lord is really the maker of them all. In the High Church
dining hall a,t Selwyn College, where I sometimes dined with the bishop and other
clergy, I breakfasted aml lun ch ell almost daily with representatives of colleges and
factories. Ou my right h and a t Commons was a graduate of Trinity College, now
hea,dmaster of a boys' classical school, a man of true. cnlture and good will, the son
of an English clergyman. On my left was a son of labor from He lid en Bridge, wh_o
had raised himself by sheer Hative ability, honest work, and hard study to tbe position of a capitali st and employer of labor. He, too, was a man of good sense and
good will. For years ho had followed University Extension courses, and he knew
more than most colleo·e o-raduates about economics and some other things that are
o o
. · 1
worth knowing. For example, he knew something of the educational and polttica
history of England and the great cooperative movements of our ,era. He put me
upon the track of many leading men and publications that proYed varluable in my
various inquiries. Since my return to America he has frequently sent me papers of
educational ancl social interest. In the summer of 1897 Dr. Frederick Robertson
Jones, my department deputy a.t the Oxford Summer Meeting, met this same Mr.
Ashworth, from "Todmorden H all," Hebden Bridge, an<l con tinn ed the friendly relationship- already established between ,Jobns Hopkins University students and tbe
intelligent workingmen of England.
One of the pleasantest features of the Cambridge Summer Meeting was the institution, for the benefit of some English workingmen, of an international scholarship
of $50 by the small individual contributions of American and foreign students ·who
were in attendance. Preliminary meetiugs for organization were held in the Junior
Combination room at Selwyn College. An American, who had studied in Heidelberg, was mad-e chairman. Committees and col1ectors were appointed t o represent
the various "nations," and thus the money was quickly and easily raised. Lady
students from America and other lands, lodging at Newnham, added th eir quota to
the common fund, wllich was formally presented in the office of the Cambridge syndicate by an international committee to Dr. R . D. Roberts, the director of the summer meeting. The object of the proposed scholarship, as agreed upon by the contrilmtors, was to enable, not a foreigner, but a native English workingman to attend
a summer meeting at Cambridge or Oxford, under such conditions as Dr. Roberts
might p.re cribe. This international expression of good will toward Engli h fal,or
is but a sign of the times. It re.·nlted frorn that conference 011 Gniver ity Extension
in olcl Guildhall, where again an<l ao-ain the voice of modern labor ha be n beard.
Tokens of interna,tional appreciation of the advantacre of attending a nm111 r
meeting at Oxford or Cambridge or Edinburgh are not at all nnnsual. In 1 92 the
American who had attended the Oxford , ummer ~foeting coll ct d, with the aicl of
friends at home, the sum of$150, to enabl some one of their conntr~·men to atteud th
next nmmer session. This, cholarsbip wa awardecl to a la<ly nnder conditions fixed
by.dr . .. I.E., 'adl ran<lprint din"l niver ityExt n ion"(Philacl lpbia.)SepteJ11b r,
0
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1893. The subject of the prize essay which won the scholarship was "The inflnence
of puritanism on national character."
Expenses.-The cost of attending a summer meeting at Cambridge or Oxford for
three weeks' ti.me varies, of course, with the student's mode of living. As we have
already seen, the necessary expense for board and lodging is ::tbout $6 a week.
Something ought to be :11lowed for fees and extras. A season ticket admitting to
all the privileges of the summer meeting costs $7.50. There is a small fee of 2s. 6cl.,
for the use of the univernity library, which is open daily from 10 to 4. The charge
for the use of boats on the river is only a sixpence per person for morning or afternoon. Cab fare is very reasonable, only a shilling for any distance not exceeding a
mile. A fair criterion of the necessary expenscofresidence in Cambridge or Oxford
for three weeks is the ordiuary scholarship of £5, or $25, allowed to an extension
stll(le ut. A more liberal allowance of $50 wonld coYer all extras and traveling
expenses for au average English student.
For an American, of course, the cost of getting to England and back again is the
chief item. Most people are so eager for a, quick voyage, with all the luxury of the
best modern steamship, that they pay as much to cross the ocean as it would cost to
li ,·e quietly in England or at home all summer. It was possible in 1896 for a man
to get a rourn1-trip ti cket from Philadelphia to Lherpool an(l back for $75. A shiploa<l of Presbyterian ministers bound for the Glasgow assembly voyaged in this way,
and so do professors from the University of Pennsylvania. From New York, on some
lines, one can cross the oce:1n ferry and return for a mere bagatelle. The charges
are also very low from Montreal to Liverpool by the various Canadian Unes. The
more money the voyager saves from a steamboat company the more he has to spend
in summer "tr,wel aud summer meetings in England, Scotland, Prance, or Switzerland. These particulars are suggested in order to enconrage Americans to cross the
Atlantic Ocean and enjoy a pleasant and profitable summer instead of wasting time
an<l money in tiresome hotels and boarding houses on this side of the water, where
in some sections the heat is more or less intolerable from June to October.
THE EDINBURGH SUM.MER SCHOOL.

I.
Town and Gown.-In the university city of Edinburgh a Town and Gown Association wa.s formed in the year 1896, for cooperative undertakings in the joint interest
of citizens and students. It was for the common good of city and university. The
association is a stock company representing academic interests for the purpose of
providing residential halls or house accommodation for students and other persons
connected either with the university or with the liberal professions. .Although
Edmburgh University has l>een in existence more than two centuries, it has never
enjoyed the benefit of college Lalla or hostels. like those which have given such
architectural character and social charm to Oxford and Cambridge. Students and
l)rofessors have lived in Edinburgh wherever they could find lodgings. There has
been no real unity to academic life, no college center or Latin quarter, where
students dwell and educate one another in their own society-perhaps the most
effective of all academic means of culture. The English colleges have always been
strong in social education, but herl:in the Scotch and German universities are weak.
To remedy a long-standing and manifest defect in Edinburgh student life the
Town and Gown Association was organized by the energy and enterprise of Prof.
Patrick Geddes, who lives uear the Ontlook Tower, on Castle Hill, and surveys from
his charming apartments, at the top of an airy citadel, the historic city of Edinbnrgh
and the picturesque country round about. While Professor Ged<les has bad in
mirnl the need of the better associated collegiate life in Edinburgh, be ha also
sought the material and architectural improvement of the c~ty .. .It is w~ll known
by all visitors to this ancient capital of Scotland that the b1stor1C and p1ctnresq ne
old town extendino- from Castle Hill eastward to Holyrood, wa~ until la,t ly the
most dil~pidated a;d unsanitary part of the city. Municipal and architectural
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irupro~·~·-iJ~.- ~, which Professor Gcdues ha,s gre::ttly promoted, have now transformed
some of tho worst of tho e ancient rookeries, narrow passageways, and uoisome
conrts into spacions college halls and moLlern apartment houses.
The beginnings of this renrn,rkal>le mo,·ement, which is at once "civic and academic, architectnral an<l ed.uc::ttional," cla.te from the year 1887. Then a new social
life was instituted for students in Edinburgh by the renting and furnishing of three
small flats on the so-called "Mound," which connects Old and New town. At first
only seven students entered upon this common or associated life, but the number
increaseu, and soon an entire house was neede,l to snpply the demand . By a perfectly natural law of growth, an1.l upon a sound business basis, the first residential
hall in Edinburgh was established. It is now a stud ent hom e for members of New
College. In 1890 another house was purchased in Riddle's court and reconstructed
for student residents. Jn the same year was a cq uired an historic locality once
occupied by the Scotch poet, Allan Ramsay, a uthor of The Gentle Shepherd.
Gradnalls a range of new houses was built on two sides of Ramsay Gar<len, so that
now there js a large numl>er of comfortal>le flats, or sets of chambers, occupied by
l)rofessors and their famil ies, and a large lrnihli ng called '' Ramsay Lodge, " with
numerous rooms, occupied by students in residence.
The -visitor in Edinburgh, as he strolls along Princes street (said to be, for noble
views, the finest street in Europe), will fin d himself looking upward to that na t ural
acropolis where "Edwin's Bnrgh" gave name and fame to the old town on th e bill.
Extending ea,stwarcl from the castle antl the walls of the Esplanade is an attractive
range of buildings. These are the most conspicuous b eginnings of college balls in
Edinburgh.
From my hotel on Princes street I mo veu b ag au d baggage in a cab one afternoon
in An gust to "Ramsay Lodge" on the h eigllts, -w here students attending the Edinburgh Snmmer School were quartered. I had previously made arrangements with
Mr. Ma,rr, the secretary, and the matron of the College Hall at Ramsay Garden
promptly assigned me to a la rge, ai ry room looki ng north ward across Princes street,
beyond the New Town and toward the Firth of Forth and eash,vard toward Calton
Hill, with its crown of historic monuments in memory of Robert Burns, Dugald
Stewart, and other celebrities.
Scotch h·isto1·y 1'eall baclcwarcl.-It was worth a long journey to Edinburgh to behold
that magnificent prospect which I enjoyed morn in g, noon, an d eve. There before
my very eyes I could read Scotch history backward from tlle Ii ving present to tlle
time of K ing Edwin, on whose very hill I was lodging. Ramsay Garden lies close
to the ancient burgh or castle, which still shelters .the chapel of Queen Margaret,
the oldest church in Scotland. From my northern windows I could look away
towanl the Queen's Ferry, oyer wh ich Margaret and her cbil<lren, res cued from siege
and carried down the crags one night, were safely transported iiito tlle adjoining
kingdom of Fife. Thero below me at the foot of Castle Hill l ay outspr ead tlle
beautiful gar<lens which occupy the basin of the ol<l Torth Loch. It was a r are
pleasure, on a sunshiny Sunday afternoon, to ·watch from those aucien t lteigli ts tlie
happy moderu groups of people-men, women, and children-on the green hillside
aucl in the gardens below. The great parks of Chica.go, _Tew York, P hil adelphia, and
Baltimore lrn,ve shown me greater crowt1s of happy people in summer, but nothing
so picturesque as those gra sy slopes of Ed,vin's Burgh all ali\·e w ith children anll
tlJeir admiring parents. I spent one entire Sunday afternoon among people on tbe
hill ·iue and in the gardens l>elow . I 1earne,1 more of tllc c-haracteristics of E<linbnrcrlt'::i mixed population than I ha<l read in books or hea,rd iu 1,cture .
Life in a, cotcb college.-In the CoHege Ifoll at Ramsay Garden th re was in Angust
and ·•cptcmber a considerable nnmber of medical stntlents iu resitl nee. These men
w ·re an utertaining source of sociological and acadt·mi • information . \Ve ru t at
lea t tliree time. daily, for we all boarded iu commo ns. Tbe dining hall was iu tlie
ba ment, where n. sub.·tantial dinner was , rve<l ot the close of cla.y. Br akfa t
and luncheon were simpler and more frugal than iu Aweri ·a. The' balesome par-
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ritch, chief of Scotia's food," we enjo?ed every morning., with gooll coffee, which
every stu<lent poured out for himself. There was al ways some hot <lish or cold meat
at both breakfast ancl luncheon, with, of course, bread anll butter, and marmalade
from Dundee. Students are allowe<l in Scotland, as in Eng1and, to have wine and
beer at their own expense, but very little drinking is done. After luncheon and
after dinner the company adjourned to the common room, just above the dining
hall, and helped th emselYcs to coffee, read the papers, played on the piano, s:1ng
songs, and amused themselves in coaversation for a little while before dispersing
to their rooms and their ,vork.
Life in a Scotch college is well and economically ordered upon the basis of student
self-goyernment. There is no needless interference on the part of the anthorities.
There is no wtitching or sttper v ising, no "gating," or shutting in of stmlents at an
early evening honr, as in an English college. In Edinburgh a student lo<lger, as in
America, h as his own pass-key and comes or goes when ho likes. A college h all in
Scotlarnl is managed ,;ery much like an Ame-rican city club or college f:raternit,y
house. The hall chooses its own officers. A house committee has gencrnl charge of
all matters of interior concern. Only those students are r eceive<l as members who
are approvecl or elected. Any obnoxious member may be disciplined or expelled.
The charges made for rooms, which are furnished w:.th all things needful, are according to location. The cost of board is assessed pro rata upon the members of the
common mess, exactly as in oltl-fashioned student commons, or dining clubs, at
Harvarcl and Yale.
In the Scotch, as well as in the English colleges, a visitor is impressecl with the
goo<l atlministrntion and efficiell t household service. There is a well-tlevel oped
spirit of social unity and good fellowship. In these points our American dormitory
system at boys' s choo1s and men's colleges is, in most c:.ises, weak. Our service and
management are usnally bad. Our American colleges for women are far superior to
the old-fash10ned dormitories for men. At Smith and Bryn ·l\fawr, as iu Englif.1h aml
Scotch colleges, yon will find common dining rooms and common parlors in the
buildings where stndents lodge. This, of course, promotes sociability, and the common life, which, in men's colleges, is too often r elegated to the fraternity house, the
gymnasium, the "cage," or the ball field . To this genernl rule there are wholesome
exceptions at Lawrenceville, ,vorcester Free Academy, Rutger's College, Trinity
College, North Carolina, and other well-known places north and south.
Club life in colleJes.-The experience of Oxford, Cambridge, and Edinburgh universities has show n the possibility of good social organization in dormitories and of
a real common life in la rge academic towns, where the individual, unless living in
some co11ege, is in danger of isolation and a more or less hermit moue of existence.
Especially in Edinburgh has the institution of university halls, on Castle Hill,
socialized and unified tlie hitherto separate and scattered ·elements of the great
student body. It is both feasiule an(l desirable in Am erican college towns to bring
together, in the form of students' unious, little bands of congenial spirits who can
form social clubs or open fratermties, to which desirable members may be gra<lually
elected, upon a broad and liberal plan. The upper rooms of the clnbhouso, as in
our present fratermty houses, should be rented to members. There should b e a
common room, or parlor, and a dining room on the first :floor, a club cuisine in the
basement, and bathrooms in all the upper stories. A clnb mess can easily be snstain eu by r esidents and boarders under the direction of a stu<lent manager or steward, who should cater for the club mess and r egulate expens~s according to the
wishes of its patrons. The business affairs of the club, the election of now members, the collection of rents, dues, etc., should be in charge of a house committee.
'Ibis kind of administration is well understood in some of our Ameri an• college
fraternities, but it needs social extension arnl academic popularization.
In the Scotch College Hall at Ramsay Garden I was greatly impresse<l with the
interior art decorations. As you ascend th winding stairw:~ys, yon .fin(l the walls
beautifully adorned with hundreds of photograpl1s of old E<linburgh buildings.
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Mo( '. ern illlpron~ments in the "Old Town:: on the hill have< aused the remov al of
many ancient landmarks and historic monuments, architectural fac;ades, and picture1:Hpw courts, or a11cic11t "wyndes," which were once the artist's and t ourist's
delight. You will now find them all preservecl in artistic ways, by drawiugs and
photographs, on the staircases of the College Hall at Ramsay Garden. In the common room of this hall the walls aro artistically frescoed to represent certain scenes
in Celtic mythology. There is an earnest attempt evtry year at the Edinburgh
Summer School to revive old Celtic <l.ecorati ve art, of which a pleasing exhibition is
made on academic premises and in prints n,Il(l publication s.
Edinburgh is a wonderfnlly beautifnl town, a queenly city, a modern Ath ens, set
upon hills, with broad thoronghfares, noble monuments, and puulic bnildings,
lovely- gardens, extensive parks and drives, magnificent outlooks to,vard the mountains and across the Firtll of Forth . But some idea of what the condition of the
town once was can be obtained by glancing at t h e squalid" survivals " of filth :rnd
misery in "Cowgate" and other old-time streets a nd alleys, iu which now dwell
'· the submerged tenth /' apparently sunken below the present level of the city,
whose traffic and modern promenades are more conspicuonsly seen along tl.tose
gigtmtic causeways which cross the old historic ravines or gullies of Edinburgh.
In the newest art gallery of the city you will find in au upper room a large collect ion of sketches and water colors, showiug Old E dinburgh in all its picturesque
squalor. Almost every bit of quaint architecture, every nook and corner of t he
ancient town, is thus immortalized by the faithfnl hand of art; but we must remember that those old rookeries on High street and Canongate, while interesting to look
at, were not sanitary places of a bode. As Robert Lou is Stevenson says: "It is easy
to oe a conservator of the discomforts of others . * " * Assuredly, in drivi 11 g
streets through the black ·la,byrinth, a few c urious old corners have been swept
away, ::md some associations turned out of house and home. But what slices of
sunlight, what breaths ·of clean air, have been let in! And wh at a picturesque
world remains untou ched !"
Rober·t Lo uis Sterenson.-Whoever visits Edinb urgh will be grateful to the memory of Robert Louis Ste-..enson, and will read and reread his Picturesque Notes on
this fascinating old c ity. No w r iter has better caught the spirit, of the place or
sketche<l its salient features with a truer hand. The visitor will surel y encounter
this ge11 ill8 loci, Robert Louis Stevenson, in the National Portrait Galler y of Edinburgh, where a marble bnst of the charming anthor of St. Ives greets yon with
an aJmost life-like welcome. T h e man truly liYes in literature and in art". 'fhe following brief extracts from his Picturesque Notes describe E dinburgh:
11
Few places, if an y," he says, "offer a more barbaric 11isplay of contrasts to tbe
eye. In the Yery midst stands one of the most satisfactory crags in uature-a bas"
rock upon dry land, rooted in a garden, shaken by passing trains, carrying a crown
of battlements an<l turrets, and describing its warlike shadow over the liveliest al}(l
brightest thoroughfare of the new town . From th.eir smoky beehives, ten stories
high, the unwashe1l look clown upon th e open sq uares and gardens of the wealtlly,
and gay people sunning themselves along Princes street, with its mile of commercial
:palaces all beflagged upon some great oc<>asion, see, across a gardened valley set
with statues, where the wa hiugs of the ol<l town flutter in the b1·eeze at its hig-h
windows. And then, npon all side , what a clashing of architecture! In this one
valley, where the life of the town goes most bnsily forward, tlwre may l 1e seen.
shown one above an11 behind another by the accidents of th• ground, building in
almost every style upon the globe. Egyptian an<l. Greek temples, enetian palacP ,
anrl Gothic spires, are lrnddled one over another in a, most admired disorder while,
above aJJ, the brute mass of the castle and the summit of Arthur's Seat look down
upon th ·e imitations with a becoming dignity, as the works of nature may look
down upon tile monumeuts of art.
"'lb · ancient ancl famons metropolis of th • uorth its o,·erlooking [L windy tuary
from the lope and snmruit of turee hills. • o situation could he more ·ommanding
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for the head city of a kingdom; none better chosen for noble prospects. From lier
tall precipice and terraced gardens she looks far and wide on the sea and broad
champaigns. To the east you may catch at sunset the spark of the May lighthouse,
where the Firth expands into the German Ocean, and away to the west, over all the
carse of Stirling, you can see the first snows upon Ben Ledi.
"But Edinburgh pays cruelly for her high sea t in ouc of the vilest climates under
heaven. She is liable to lJe beaten npo11 by al I the winds that blow, to be drencl.ted
with rain, to be buried in cold sea fogs out of the east, and powdered with the snow
as it comes flying southward from the Highland hills. The weather is raw and
boisterons in winter, shifty and ungenial in snmrner, and a downright meteorological
purgatory in the spring. The delicate die early, ancl I, as a survivor, among bler,k
winds ancl plumping rain, have been sometimes tempted to envy them their fate.
For all who love shelter and the blessings of the snn, who hate dark weather and
perpetual tilting against squalls, there could scarcely be found a more unhomely
and harassing place of residence. Many such aspire angrily after the somewhereelse of the imaginatiou, wltere all troubles are supposcu. to encl. They lean over the
great bridge which joins the new town with the old-that windiest spot or high
altar in this northern t emple of the winds-and watch the trains smoking out from
under them and vanishing into the tunnel on a voyage to brighter skies. Happy
the passengers who shake off the dust of Edinburgh and have heard for the last time
the cry of the east wind among her chimney tops. And yet the place establishes an
interest in people's hearts. Go where they will, they find no city of the same clistinction. Go where they will, they take a pri(le in their old home. * * "
"The Old Town occupies a sloping ridge or tail of dilu vial matter, protected, in
some subsidence of the waters, by the castle cliffs which fortify it to the west: On
the one side of it and t.he other the new towns of the south and of the north occ-upy
their lower, broader, and more gentle hilltops. Thus, the quarter of the cnstle
overto_rs the whole city antl keeps an open view to sea and land. It dominates for
miles on every side, and people on the decks of ships, or plowing in quiet country
places over in Eife, can see the banner on the castle battlements an d the smoke of
the Old Town blowing abroad over the subjacent country. A city that is set upon a
hill. It was, I suppose, from this distant aspect that she got her nickname of Anld
Reekie. Perhaps it was given her by people who had never crossed her doors. Day
after day, from their various rustic Pisgabs, they bad seen the pile of building on
the hilltop and thf1 long plume of Rmoke over the plain; so it appeared to them; so
it had appeared to their fathers tilling the same field; and as that was all they knew
of the place, it could be all expressed in these two words. * " "
"It was Queen Mary who threw open the gardens of the Grey Friars, a uew
awl sernirural cemetery in those days, although it has grown an antiquity in its
turn and been superseded by h alf a dozen others. The friars must have bad a pleasant time on summer evenings, for their gardens w ere situated to a wish, with the
tall castle and the ta.l_lest of the castle crags in front. Even now it is one of our
faruous Edinburgh points of view, and strangers are l ed thither to see, by yet
another mstance, how strangely the city lies upon her hills. The inclosnre is of an
irregular shape; the double church of Old and New Grey Friars stands on the level at
tbe top; a few thorns are dotted here and t here, and the ground falls by terrace [LDd
steep slope to,"'arcl the north. The open shows many slabs and table tombstones,
and all around the margin the place is girt by an array of aristocratic mausoleums
appallingly adorned. " * *
'' It was here, on the flat tombstones, that the covenant was signed by an entlrnsiast1c people. In the long arm of the churehyard tha.t extends to Lauriston the
prisoners from Bothwell Bridge-fed on bread and water and gual'ded, life for life,
l>y vigilant marksmen-lay five months looking for the scaffold or the plantations .
.An<l while the good work was going forward in the Grass Market, idlers in_ Grey
Friars might have h eard the throb of the military drums that drowned the vo1crs of
the martyrs. Nor is this all, for down in the corner farthest from 8t. eorg' there
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stands a monument (lodicated, iu uncoutll covenanting verse, to all who lost their
Ii ves in that contention. Thero is no moors man shot m a snow shower beside Irongray or Co'monell; there is not ono of the two hundred who were drowned off the
Orkneys; nor so much as a poor, overdn ven covenanting slave in the American
plantations, but can fay claim to a share in that memorial, and, if such things
int.-erest jnst men among tho shades, can boast he has a monument on earth as well
as Julius Cresar or the Pharaohs.:'
11.
l'he summer sohoul.-Thc character of the Edinburgh Snmmer School, to which I
early made my way on the hilltop of Old Town, is best illustrated by its historic
deve]opment. The work began in the month of August, 1837, with courses in seaside zoology in the medical school at Edinburgh, and Mr. G. 1". Scott-Elliott, tho
African traveler and a demonstrator of botany in the university. The first zoologica,l course was given at the Granton Marine Station, a,ud doubtless resembled those
summer courses conducted by Professor Agassiz at Penekese Island in 1873-74, and
later by other teachers at \Voods Holl, where some of the uest American naturalists
have been trainetl to habits of originn,l observation and the drawing of marine life.
'I'he first botanical course was held at the Hoyal Botanic Garden in the outskirts of
Edinburgh, where the wea.lth of ilora in th e various conservatories and plantations
is only surpassed by the natnral beauty of the park and the woodland walks, which
every tourist should see.
In the summer of 1888 botanical and zoological courses were united at Granton, a
charming seaside resort near Edinbnrgh. Mr. Scott,Elliott had now gone abroad, ·
and his place was faken by Prof. Patrick Geddes, a trained biologist and botanist,
who now lectures at the University of Dundee, but resides in Edinlmrgb. Mr. J.
Arthur Thomson continued to lecture in the summer school, and Mr . .Andrew Herbertson, one of Professor Geclllcs's favorite students, ear1y ]ent assistance as a Llemonstrator in botany arnl as an aLljunct ancl promoter of the Rchool. Gradually the
courses in botany ancl zoology were doubled and the plan of instruction was adrLptod
to the needs of more advanced as well as of elementary students. Mr. R. Turnbull,
lecturer on botany in the s chool of medicine for women, joined the summer staff, as
did Mr. E. Fothergill and others, including a lad.y demonstrator.
In the summer of 1888 special attention was paid to the theory of evolution, and
since that time evolutionary doctrines have been conspicuous in various courses ot
summer lectures. Professor Geddes, the practical founder aucl chief promoter of the
Edinburgh school, is himself a pronounced evolutionist, and is joint author with bis
colleague, Mr. J. Arthur Thomson, of ~L remarkable book on the Evolution of Sex,
published by Scribner & Welford, 1890, in the Contemporary Science Series.
The Edmlrnrgh summer school advanced gradually from a study of natnre to the
study of roan and society. Professor GeLldes is one of the fe,y professional biologists
who haYe souglit to associate uiology and sociology, natural history and social
rnience. Augusto Comte and Herbert Spencer early attempteLl to treat the development of society and human. institutions as parts of a great organic process and to
show that nature and history are really one. Profossor Gedde. has succeeded in
introducing this idea into practical pedagogics in a niriety of interesting and auggesti ve ways. He has encouraged iu tlJC stu<1y of civil history and soe1al science
the same observational and experimental methods which l.Jave long c,haracterizecl the
study ofnatural history, geology, and hota,.y. He has taught hi students rn tbe
summer school at Edin burgh to go with l1im in to the open fields aucl ton ·c their own
eyes; to discover historic au<l sc:ientifiG trnth in tho om ironment of a great city or
a fishrng village. ·nder his iostructiv gniclanco the familiar ·ights ,md scenes of
, cotlaud become in tinct with meaning. Hi interpretation giYes n w vitality lo
th' commonplace facts of eYeryday lif•. To him a game of golf n the links of ' t.
Andrews affor<ls materials for 'cotch history.
According to Profes or Geddes'H sy ·tom oft a hinrr ev ry man become hi own
historian and sociologi t. lfo learn~ to observe fact;'and domhtions a they ha,·e
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been and actually are. He interprets both the ])ast aml the present, which flow into
each other ancl are really one. The sociological explanation of history is, after all ,
the truest philosophy of history. Every keen ,observer of social conditions can
become a philosopher and a sociologist.
In a pamphlet published in 1890 on Experimental Studies in Higher E<lucatiou,
containing an a ccount of the "Summer school of science "and 1 ' Vacation sc;.ence
courses at Edinburgh," Professor Geddes said: "The courses correspon(l br0adly to
those of the 'Teachers' retreat,' held annually in connection with the University
Summer Gathering at Chautauqua, United States of America, and with the classes
for special study which have similarly followed the summer gathering at Oxfor<l for
the past two years. They were, in fact, la1gely undertaken in the view of preparation for, an<l ultimate association with, similar university gatherings at Edinburgh.
* .,. " The classes are attended by persons of both sexes, of all ages, and various
occupations, including not only teachers, and students of the universities and of
University Extension courses, but by many ~thers whose interest in science has been
otherwise aroused."
The Edinburgh Summer School was clearly the historic outgrowtl1of the University
Extension movement and of the summer school examples first set by Chautauqua
and by Professor Agassiz. But there was a bold attempt made at Edinburgh to
utilize the regional environment for historical and social as well as for scientific
purposes. Professor Geddes retnrnecl, as it were, to nature for the illustratioh of
all the sciences. His work began at a time when representatives of the English
academic world were beginning to revolt from what J evons called 1 ' the degrading
rite of examinations ."
Pro:essor Gedclcs says of the Etlinburgh experiment : "The teachingi!, based upon
personal observation aud iuterpretation of actual facts, which the lectures systematize aml extend; and, as far as possible, the lectnres accompany or folluw the
practical work and excursions, rnstead of preceding them. Bookwork and tho
taking of detailed lecture notes may be dispensed with, bnt the student is assisted
to keep a record of laboratory work and of other personal observations; and he is
invited to tak e part in the preparation of the summaries and diagra,ms, which are
distributed, as nearly as possible, daily. It is found that these conditions, together
with the inquiry and discussion to which they give rise, furnish not only an incentive to work, but, if need be, a sufficient test of rntlivi<lnnl progress. As regards the
matter of study, the first object of tbese courses has been to furnish an adequate
introduction to tlrn st11dy of the natural sciences, and this in a way more consistently phys1ologtcal and evol11ttonary than that of examination programmes, which
are inevitably precludecl from entering those fields of actual discussion and contemporary research upon wlJich the living interest in a scicuce so much depends. Iu
brief, to awaken or increase an intelligent interest in a science, and to help to viYify
study and teachrng allke in school or college-these have hitherto beeu tlie primary
objects."
Municipal ftygiene.-Among lectures illustrating the municipa,l environment of
Edinburgb, past and present, I heanl a Beries on civics and bygieue uy city engineers
and medical experts. Some curious facts were stated r egardiug tho gradual evolution of a proper care for the public health of Edinburgh, the Athens of the North.
It gh·es the student of historical sociology a startlin g idea of medireval city life to
le.arn that there was no street cleaning m Edinburgh before the time of the Reformation . A kitchen midden or refuse heap stood before every front door, just aE I llaYe
seen in my Heidelberg student rambles in some of the little villages of the Odenwald
and Black Forest in South Germany.
Scotch farmers were among the first city scavengers. They bought ancl carr~ed
off city compost heaps for fertilizers. Street cleaning was first undcrtak~n b~ citizens for self-preservation and then by contractors, but finally by the cit~ itself.
Before the town began to take care of its streets and its p~blic _h a.1th E~lmburgh
was visited with a succession of plagues in consequence of its dirty condition :wu.
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bad sanitation. The last visitation of the p estilence was in 1645. In Leith, the port
of Edinburgh, one-half of the population died of the plague. In all cases of in fectious diseases isolation of the patient was the rule. An apartment where a person
had died of the plague was abandoned. Leper hospitals once existed in Edin burgh.
Poor lepers were allowed to beg at the doorway, but not to walk abroad. A gibbet
stood before the door of lazar houses to remind inmates of the penalty for ieaving
the premises.
The water supply of Edinburgh, down to the seventeenth century, was from wells
and springs, often the source of fever and other 1liseases. It took the conservative
townsmen sixty years to introduce water from th e country in pipes. For many
generations of city life fre:sh water was carried upstafrs in all the high houses of
Edinburgh, and the foul water was throw n on t of t he upp er windows into the streets
below . For centuries the streets of Edinburgh were open sewers_. but luckily the
land slopes downward on three :sides of the city.
Scarcity of water in Edinb urgh honses led, of co urse, to great neglect of personal
cleanliness. The only opportunities for a good bath "'ere at the seaside or in the
Firth of Forth in warm weather. ::\To wonder that Sam Johnson used to call Edinburgh a very dirty place. There was, moreover, dense overcrowding, particularly
of Old Town, High street, and Canongate down to our own times. From 1830 to 1860
Edinburgh suffered various epidemics of cholera, smallpox, typlloid fever, etc. It
was not until 1864 that; the cleadng away of the slums began. Then it was that many
dark and dismal courts were first opened to sunlight and to the circulation of fresh
air. More open spaces were secured by the r emoval of old tenements. Better care
began to be t aken of the public health. The death rate dropped from over 26 in a
thousand residents to less than 16.
Sew geography.-One of the most distinctive features of the Edin burgh summer
meetings is the attention given to the new geography. This is to be distinguished
from the old geography, which most adult Americans were taught in their youth, as
life is distinguished from de ath . The old system was as arid as the desert of Sahara.
The new geography is as fresh and vitalizing as a Scotch landscape. It makes all
the difference in the world whether or not the earth is studied in relation to man au d
nature. Geography is not a matter of names and places. It is the scene of human
history. It is more than a mere shell of the earth 's surface. It is a part of cosmos
still in process of evolution.
Some idea of the scope and beauty, the local a nd universal interest, of the new
geograpl.Jy may be derived from the following syllabi, representing two courses, of
ten lectures each, given by my friend Mr. Andrew J . Herb ertson, Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society, who secured for me the first good relief map I ever saw of
Scotl and :
GEOG RAPHY.-!. The area of the Firth of Forth-Typical studies in local geography.
Ten l ectures by Andrew J . Herbertson, F.R.G.S., research scholar1 University
of Edinburgh. First fortnight (August 6 to 17)-10 to 11 daily.
I. The r egion around Edinburgh-Descriptive and physical geog-raphy.-(1 ) The
view from Edinburgh Castle considered geographica,Jly; observations; records;
interpretations. (2) The ground mass of the Lothians awl southern Fife;
configuration ; constitution; interpretation. (3) The waters in the Firth of
Forth l)asin; conrse; composition; properties. ( 4) The atmospliere of ea!<t central Scotland; the processes of m eteorology . (5) The plants and an imals in and
around the Firth of Forth; the relations of organi. ms to their environment.
II. '£he forces at work in the Edinburgh di trict-Physiological and economical
geography.-(6) The climate of east central , cotland; its influence on the
country physically and economically. (7) The wat rs and their work; physical a(•tion; fi heries; influence in indnstr;v and commerce · wat r upply;
pollution. ( ) The riches of the rocks; the product of the oil. (9) The
pe ple of the di trict· organization; rnternal ar.tiYitie . (10) The reh tions
of the Forth area to th world outside· economic; int J.lectual; · 'sthetic.
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II. The earth, past and present-An outline of geograpl.iic methods and principles.-Ten lectures by A. J. Herbertson. Second fortnight (August 20 to 31)10 to 11 daily.
III. The evolution of our world.-(11) The origin and development of the solar
system; theories old and new. ( 12) Birth and growth of our globe in t.he
solar system; relation:'! to sun, moon, and planets. (13) The solidifying earth.
(14) Phases of geological history. (15) Old World climates; geological
chronology. (15) The corning and going of plants and animals.
IV. The world to-day-A study of modern maps.-(16) Development of geography; the story of map making and its relation to discovery; varieties of modern
maps. (17) Orographical and hydrographical maps; a study of the distribution of land and water. (18) Meteorological and climatological maplil; studies
in atmospheric distribution. (19) Botanical and zuological m aps; the distribution uf plants and animals. (20) Etbnographical and demographical mar,s;
the distribution of man an 1l his industries.
The writer attended in Edinburgh a delightful course on the "History of rivers
and river civilizations," by that great master of geographical science, Elisee Reclus,
author of the Geographie Universelle. The course was given in the French language to a sympathetic an<lience of students and teachers, men and women, who
frequently testified by their applause to the marvelous insight of a man of genius
into the creative processes of nature and the formation of rivers, which first made
possible the civilization of the world. It is impossible in this connection to repr oduce the living words of the master, but tbe following syllabus, printed in French,
exactly as it appeared in the Edinburgh programme, will serve at least to give a
synopsis of that wonderfully instructive course:
GE0GHAPHY AND GE0L0GY.-I. L'histoire des fleuves et des civilisations fluviales.
Fonr lectures, August 24, 25, 27, 28, 11-12 a. m., by M. Elisee Reclus, author of
"Geograpbie Universelle."
I. Genese des :fleuves: Neiges, glaces, pluics. Sources, Ouadi-Fleuves, etres geographiques variaut avec les pluies de l'atmosphere, la forme du relief et les con_tours du bassin-Regularisation du lit. Escaliers de lacs-Balancement des
:fleuves. Reciprocite des anses-Embouchures :fluviales, les fleuves et la mer.
II. Les fleuves aux temps prchistoriques: Barriere, la separation entre les
penplades--" Chem ins qui marcbent" incitant aux migrations-Voies historiques naturelles-Commencements de la navigation-Commencements de
l' agriculture.
III. Les fleuves pendant l'h istoire: Les :fleuves et !'agriculture-Les fleuves et les
villes-Les flenves et Jes empires.
IV. Les fleuves dans la periode actuelle: La canalisation-Les irrigations-Les
rectifications des lits-Les endiguements, les levees et les crevasses-Le~ ports
de rivi eres-Les embouchures-La beaute de la nature-Les ingeni eurs et les
artistes.
One evening at Edinbnrgh the writer attended a geographical conference conducted
by Mr. Herbertson. The pr in ciples of the new geography were clearly and succinctly presented, and then followed a critique of certain maps and atlases and a
comparison with those of more s0ientific value. The lecturer recommended the consultation of published charts of the Ellinburgh Geographical Institute and the frequent use of a convenient hand atlas like the so-called Shilling Atlas.
There was some discussion of the subject of relief maps and of 1<,rench and
American plaus of constrncting, on a large scale ontdoors, physical representations
of a whole country like France or the United States. The writer described the
excellent relief map of Ireland now to be seen in the musenro at Dublin, and also
the stone and turf map of Palestine built on the shore of Lake Chautanq ua, accordiug to the En{?lish ordinance su rveys of the Holy Land. M. Reclns was interested
in I,oth of these reported examples of relief-map making, and laid great stress
upon illustrating the cul'\ nture of the earth in large physical charts and outdoor
ED
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represcnta,tio11s of tho c::trth's surface. One of the chief lessons of all history and
geography is that 1he world is round auu mankind is one.
Oeogra1Jhical excursion.s.-Th geographical excursions, under the guidance of
Scotch experts like Professor Geddes, Mr. Herbertson, and Mr. Marr, are amoug the
most instrnctirn an<l. delightful experiences enjoyed by the Edinburgh Summer
Scllool. The ouject of the excursion was uto faruilia,rize students with the relation
between the physical features of a district and its history, economic and political."
Ju Angust, 1896, afternoon excursions were made to the following interesting historic
places, all combining human events with Scotch geography in the most approved w::ty:
(1) Roslin ca-;t]e and chapel and a walk of 2 miles through 1oYely Hawtborndeu.
(2) The old kingdom of Fife. The students went by teain to Anstruther; thence
on foot along tbe coast to Pittenweem, where historic caves were visited; thence to
St. Monaus to see au ancient church. Proceeding from Elie by train to Largo, tlie
party sought out the birthplace of "Robinson Crusoe" (Alexauuer Selkirk).
(3) Linlitbgow. A visit to the old l)alace where Mary, Queen of Scots, was born.
( 4) The country of King Arthur. This is re3,ched by train via Glasgow to the
castle rock of Dumbarton, where Arthur fouo·ht the Saxons. From Dnmbarton, tlie
capital of the Britisll kingdom of Strathcl;de, students could reach tho bead of
Loch Lomond by train, take a. steamer down the loch, and see much of the Rob Roy
country.
(5) Dunfermline Abbey, the tomb of Scottish kings. Here is the shrine of early
Scotland. Here am the ruins of a famous monastery and a royal palace, the tower
of Malcolm Canmore, and the cave of Queen Margaret.
(6) Melrose and the Tweed Valley. Imagine an historical pilgrimage to Melrose
Au bey by daylight, a walk along the Tweed to Dryburgh Abbey, and then a return
by Tweedsi<le past Melrose again to AbbotsforJ, the home of Sir Walter Scott. On
snch ground history is transformed into poetry and romauce. Geography becomes
a thing of scenic beauty.
(7) Stirling and the Forth Valley. In one day a visit to Stirling Castle, the fle!d
of Bannockburn; a drive over the Ochil Hills to Slleriffmuir (scene of the battle m
1715, at tlle time of the Jacobite rising), and a view of the old Roman camp at
Ardoch. A wide range of Scottish history was thus reviewed in one day'!:! geographical outing.
(8) A two weeks' tour through Scotland was suggested by the managers of tbe
Edinburgh Summer School after the close of the lectures. This itinerary was followed ont in more or less detail by indidduals from vario11s countries: From Edinburgh to Glasgow; then through some of the finest scenery in Scotland, along the
liue of the West Highland Railway to Fort WiJliam, where Nevis can be ascended
and various lochs explored; thence by the Caleclonian Canal to Inverness, in the
northeast of Scotland; thence Ly rail to Nairn (ono of the most charming summer
resorts); on to Elgin and the old university towns of Aberdeen and Duntlee, to St.
Andrews (with its cathedral and other historic landmarks, to say nothing of its
golf links by the sea), and thus back to Edinburgh across the Firth of Forth.
l\IUSICAL RECITALS.

l\Insic has not been neglected at the Edinburgh summer meetings. Almost every
year a series of evening recitals has been given in Odd Fellows' Hall, Forrest Road,
for tlie Lenefit of visitors and townspeople. A series of four weekly concerts costs
only five shillings to outsiders, and is entirely free to students holuiog tickets for
the tiurumer course of lectures. Efforts have been made in successive seasons to offer
J)rogramme illustrating cliffereut national schools of music, such as the French,
German, Hungarian, Slavonic, , cancliuavian, and British. Tbe concerts were accompanied with brit,f historical 1 cture or explanatory remarks, so that the evening
·ntertainment might have a real educational value. The printed progrrunmes tbemelns coutain instructive notc,s and comment, thus formin"' a kind of musical yllabus. As everywhere in Englaud so in 'cotland, pro Yramme are not "'iven away,
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· but sold for a penny . 'rhe concert goer appreciates what he has paid for, anu presenes his programme for referen ce or exhibition at home. Popular music in England
and Scotland is not as highly developed as in Germany, but it is steadily acqui ring
more educational value. The musical recitals of Edinburgh a,re mnch above the
level of some of the con.certs which the writer attended in Eng1anu; but there is a
va,st field for musical development in all English-speaking countries b efore they can
rival the popular concerts of Germany.
Edinburgh s1irn1ner meeting, 1897. 1-The followiug notes on the Edinburgh S!_lmmer
meeting in August, 1897, appeared in the Daily Chronicle, London, September 25
of that year, under the title of "A sociologist's holi<.lay:"
Summer meetings in connection with the University Ex.tension movement are now
so generally known that almost everyone has heard of, if not actually attencletl, the
· gatherings at Oxford or Cambridge. The Edinburgh summer meeting, which is just
over, though an ol!ler institn t iou, is not nearly so well known or so la.rgely attentled as
the others, not beiug connected with any organization of University Extension work
during the winter months, an<l h aving no means of gaining recruits such as are
afforded by the autumn and spring courses of lectures at Oxforcl or Cambridge
centers. Its beginning was very simple. Eleven years ago a few stu<lents met during August for courses of seaside zoology and garden botany. The next year a
conrse of l ectures on evolution was added; then other courses on the social sciences.
· This origin has given it a character different from that of the other summer meetings .
In Oxford, for example, the interest is mainly historical, although the educational
side is becoming more prominent; in Edinburgh the study of social and economic
questions strikes one as predominating, and all the other lines-histori cal, scientific,
edu cational, and artistic-lead up to or spring out of this. In Oxford one is taken
to see the 01<1 colleges aod chnrches which illustrate the historical lectnres on th e
p eriod. being studied; in Edin burgh the lectures all have reference to the people,
places, au <l conditions among which one is actually living. In fact, the meeting has
been from the first an euucational experiment with a definite airn-the connection of
the natural and social sciences .
The illnstratiou of this aim that most naturally rises in the mind is the Outlook
Tower-the headquarters and central point of the meeting. The grouud floor, whern
one enters, is hung with maps showing in brief the history of the discovery of the
world and the chief geographical facts of production. As one mounts from story to
story maps and diagrn,ms and photographs bring one, through narrowing stages, to
the Scotland and Edinburgh of the past and present. At the top of all is a camera
obscura, in which one sees the moving life of to-day. Descending again from floor to
floor, one begins t o realize that the tower is an embodiment of the aim of the whole
meeting, with its lectures and excursions-to start from t,he life of the present city
and its surroundings, and so pass out in widening circles to the study of tbe world;
and again to bring the accumulate<l. knowledge of the past to bear upon the actions
and a ims of to-day. The Outlook Tower Atands miu way between the castle aml the
Lawnmarket, and from the roof one sees old aucl new Edinburgh at one's feet-the
soldiers at drill on the castle esplanade just below, and all the busy city life around.
lJ am indebted to the Citizen , June, 1697, for the following programme of the elernnth sammor
meeting, held at University Hall, Edinburgh, from August 2 to 28, in 1897: "Contemporary social
e,·olution in the East, the evolution of war and peace," Professor Geddes; "The historical evolution
of the Turkish people," ten lectures, Mr. Victor B. :Bran fol'd, M. A . ; "The structure of society,"
Prof. Charles Zueblin, Chicago; "The stud y of comparatfre literature," :five lectures , Dr. John G.
Robertson; "The philosophy of Frobel in its educational bearing," five lectures, Miss Glidden, l'ratt
Institute, Brooklyn; "The e,olution of Scottish scenery," ten lectures, Mr. J. G . Goodchilcl; "Places
and people in Scotland," ten l ectures, Mr. T. R. Marr; "Map making and map reading, " five lc!!sons,
Mr. A. J. Herbertson; "Rehefmodeling for teachers, " :fiye lessons, Mr. George Guyou; "The geology
of the basin of the Forth," ten lesson s in the field, Mr ..J. G. Goodchild. Classca in the 1otany and
zoology of the Forth cllf1trict were arranged. The studio of tlie old Eclinburgb School of A~t was ~pen
to students of fine art during tho meeting, nncler tho direction of Miss Ilelen Ilay. Musical recitals
and popular evemng lectures were arranged during the course of the meeting.
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'fhe social and economic lectures, and above aU Professor Geddes's course of lectures
on "The evolution of war and peace," sent one to look a t this scene, as it were, w ith
fresh eyes. We are taught to see the economic basis of war and peace ·and their
works, wh~thcr iu the East or West, in Armeni a as in Scotland. Around the city
lie the bills, Arthur's Seat, the Pentlands, and the m ountains of Fife rising a cross
the Forth. Theso form the text of the course of geolog ical lectures on "The river s,
mountains, and seacoast of Scotland" and t h e scenes of t he aft ernoon geological
excursions. Besides these, two general exc;ursions wer e pl ann ed in each week t o
localities abounding in historical, geographical, an tiq u arian, ancl economic interest,
for which our preparation was the course of lectures on '' P laces and people in Scot land ' 1 and the shorter descriptions given on the s pot; and for illustrations nearer still,
walks through old Edinburgh were arranged, w hi ch were full of historical interest,
and also brought homo vividly some aspect s of t h e social and industrial problems of
the present and the thought aud effort now b eing given toward their solution. In
addition to these there were also biological and b ot anical walks, specially intended
for those engaged in teaching. In all these exp editi on s lies a large part of the social
charm of the summer meeting. One finds frien ds so easily and naturally; and in the
contact with the cultivated foreigners who form a l ar ge element of the gathering
many prejudices, whether insular or ·continenta l, h ave a, good chance of get.ting
rubbed off.
One striking feature of the meeting is the w arm-heart ed kindness and hospitality
shown to all the students by the lecturers. The smaller number of the st udent s
itself makes more intercourse possible, and it must snrely be the common feelin g t hat
was expressed lly one who said, '' One comes a st ran ger, and finds friends e verywhere."
A word in conclusion as to the arrangements made for students, and as t o cost.
Some of the houses of University Ha11 are given up for t heir r esiden ce, boa rd and
lodging being 25s . a week . The fees for the lectures are £3 3s. for the month;
£1 lls. 6d. for either fortnight, or 7s. 6d. for each cour se of lectures; and so far tile
meeting has been hel d each year during August , as in Oxfor d and Cambridge. Anyone, therefore, whether a teacher or not, who wish es for a p l easant and by n o means
costly holiday in Scot land can combine a good deal of " sight-seeing " w i th mental
stimulus by attending the Edinburgh summer meeting.
AN OXFORD SUMMER MEETING.

By Frederick Robertson Jones, Ph. D . (,J. H . U. ).

To the observant v isitor at Oxford during the summer meeting of University
Extension students in 1897 one question persistently presen t ed itself: What bas
"brought this great colllpany of men and women together in t he" city of th e dreaming spires ~n I may be considered by some rather a sour crit ic and by ot hers one of
those "sneering proplrnts, endeavoring to crush the spirit out of a new mo vement that
ten<ls to give the great mass of the people the benefits given of ol d, almost wholly to
the sneerer's own cost." Yet I l'lhall take th is risk, and I shall state t h e answer to
the above question as it was pressed upon me after a month's residence there among
those self-sd.rne stu<len ts.
It is my earnest conviction that of the 900 or more men and women (largely tbe
latter) who were enrolled at Oxford as students of the summer meeting very few
wonld have been there had the place been other than i t was. Even time-honored
Cam bridge, with her fairy-land "Backs " and incomparable King's College Chapel,
the one riv~tl of Oxford, has never been able to attract near so large a number. The
number tlus year at Oxford was considerably in excess of the number last yea~,
when the meeting was held at Cambridge. Some may urge that this difference 1 •
due to a mor~ conservative policy on the part of Cambridge in the ar rangement of
courses an<l m the method of stndy followin"'. There is a certain amount of truth
in this explan?-tiou. Cambridge is more conse~vati vein her University Extension and
summer meetrng ~ethods. A sev rer, more university-like cour e of stndy ha t~e.
tendency of k epmg away a. certain class of pleasur seekers who would attend if
the course wen' of a lighter character. Bnt I do not think this expl anation reYeals
~h' whole trntL and even ifit dicl, it would still str ngthen my point ofviE>w . . For
if ruen and women are kept away ou ac •ount of a stiff cour e, it is becau e either
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they do · not consider themselves equal to the task or becanse they prefer the pleasures and associations of the place to the close following of a series of rather dry,
though well· thought out, lectures, Whichever reason they have, it prnctically
amounts to the same thing-the choice of the pleasures and pleasant associations
afforded by the place in preference to the unalloyed intellectual work of the summer
meeting. And 1 must confess I admire visitors for their choice. To my mind it is a
wise one. Of course there are people who would prefer the lectures to everythrng
els·e; who wonrn shut their eyes to all the pleasures and beautiful things around
them. But such people are very few and found among the middle classes (who largely
make up the lists of summer meetings) in a less proportion than among other classes.
These lecture fien<ls may be considered abnormal. The more reasonable explanation
of the difference in the number of students attending the summer meetings at
Oxford and at Cambridge is that the former is the more attractive place. 'fo the
unprejudiced foreign visitor to these university towns Cambridge is almost a disappointment after Oxford, with her domes -and towers, has been visited. Even great
Lornlon, with its enormous population and various attractions, will probably not be
able, in 1898, when the summer meeting is held there, to attract the numbers who
eagerly flocked to Oxford.
Historic associations.-'fo the careful observer, nothing could be more evident than
that it is not the lectures, excellent though they may be, that draw the majority of
the people to Oxford at the time of the summer meetinµ;s, but it is Oxford, .b.istoric
old Oxford herself. The majority of these students frankly acknowledge it; those
who do not confess, betray themselves in their attitude toward the lectures after
the novelty has worn off, and in their happy, laughing faces, flushed by a row upon
the Cherwell, or brightened by memory pictures of dreamy, fairy-like gardens and
beautiful, elm-canopied walks. There is no town in all England within which is
found a richer store of tradit10n, sentiment, and historic asRociation. The quiet,
romantic, spirit-moving mflnence of the natural beauty of Oxford intoxicates
everyone who visits her. You are drawn toward her, ancl must be moved. You
can 11ot remain passive; you must love her, as you yield yourself to her subtle
charms.
Some of Oxford's sons have professed to despise ber. But with the summermeeting students there is only the passion of love. "Time-honored, peaceful, picturesque Oxford, which to know is to love, and to leave is to regret." If you doubt
the influence of the town upon the average University Extension student, learn
tbe impression made by the holder of a local summer-meeting scholarship: "What
a revelation. is the University Extension student's first visit to an Oxford summer
meeting! The glorious old city herself, with her marvelous wealth of spires and
towers, her stately buildings an<l venerable colleges, her quiet quadrangles and
spacious gardens, so rich .in memories of the past, would transport one in spirit to
the Middle Ages were it not for the ubiquitous bicycle, the rumbling trains, and the
fiendish steam roller, which forcibly remind one that civilization has not yet
attained its ideal, at least, not in concrete and outward form." I select another
quotation, this time from the holder of the Cambridge scholarship: "For many
this was a first visit to Oxford, and to them the glorious weather with which the
meeting opened showed in her fnllest beanty this 'sweet "ity with her dreaming
spires.' The quiet quadrangles with their beautiful and quaint buildings whispering to our enchanted ears tell tales of the Middle Ages, th<' lovely gardens bathed
in golden sunshine, the shady avenues and river walls, with glimpses at every turn
of towers and pinnacles ant.I domes, outlined agairn:it cloudless blue skies, are
pictures that will long rema.in with us."
Surely there 1s no city in the worlcl, at least for an Englishman, with snch sacred
memories and such stirring associations as Oxford. It does not require any unusual
amount of insight to discover what impresses the summer student most: If t~e
holders of tbe summer meetincr scholarships, who ought to be most enthusiastic for
the lectures, betray so ingenuiusly what is upper~ost in their ~inds, what are we
to expect from tlie a\·erage studenH I am not urgmg a case agamst summer meetin crs hut rather for them. The fact that the students take away m,ore of Oxford
th~n' they do of lectures does no discradit to tlie lecturers or the lectures. The lectnres are on the whole, fairly good. The intellectual feast is set; let those who so
desire p~rtake to the extent of their several appetites. If some choose to have
little or nothing of formal lectures it is because we prefer the lessons nature and
lt istory are teaching u~ upon every hand. All Oxford_ \s a c~ur~e of lectures. Ther~
are historical lectnres m the very stones of the beautiful bmldmgs an<l mon_u ments,
ethical lectures in those quiet gardens and shaded walks; art lectui:es m those
quiet gardens and shaded walks; art lectures jn those towers and spues. Those
students who prefer Oxford, her pleasures and associations, to discourses npon
"Hl'gel" "Paust" or "'fhe Poor Law of 1834" are not wholly to be condemn~d, ror
even th~ most ca~eless can hardly escape the subtle inflnence ~fan ac:temi /}1tf
like Oxford. Whenever you see her she is interesting, instructive, an
eau 1 u •
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·walk down tho "Hio-h, 'that nnrivu.letl . treet which a certain great art critic pronouuc (1 the rno. t b •autifnl in all Bnrope, 'with ·•t. Mary's steeple loo . .ing down
u1)on yon, pa t the pinuarles of All ouls, and tlJ.e barbaric splendor of Queen's, and
tl1e solid rnade ty of niver ity, an<l at tho end of the pleasant Cherwell and Magd:Llen's matcblcs!l towers;" thenee along the sba,dv walks of Addison and Broad, to
Cbr i ·t Church College Chapel, the Cathedral, a.nd° yo11 have seen o_ne of tho most
beautiful sights it will be your pleasure to see in a lifetime. Continue yonr w~lk_s
throngh Ca_rf'ax and down the" Corn" to Broad, pnst tho spot wher~ Cr~nmer, Latimer, a11d Ridley were burned, or to tho old Ashmolean, the Sheldoman Theater, and
the Clarendon-wherever you go or turn yon are struck with the solemn grandeur of
these mouuruents of stone. Yon can not see Oxford in a day, a week, or even a
month; but, at least, at the end of a summer meeting you will probably ha Ye better
impressions of the twenty-one colleges and two halls than did Mr. Verdant Green,
better even than the muddled memories of an ordinary summer tourist.
.
'l'lie town.-Let us inquire into the history of this old nniYersity town, whwh has
such a subtle effect upon all who pass a nio-ht witllin her limits. In fact, the secret
of this snbtle infinence is the traditions a;d the historical associations that cluster
around her ancient walls. Antiquity imprints itself upon the mind of the visitor
~o Oxford. It is not a crum_bling, dead antiquity, but a live, vigorous_ oltl age; havmg the beauty and strengtJJ. of youth but preservino- the conservatism and ~x:perienct1-brecl wisdom of maturity. Yet, one's eyes de~eive him, for, comparatively
speaking, Oxford is not old, not one of the most ancient of Eng1ish towns. Yet she
"shows more legibly than the rest the handwriting, as it were, of man_y genera
tions." As the limbs of a tree tell us something of its history, so the bml<lrngs of
Oxfor<l are representative of the historic periods through which she has pass~d.
"Most old towns," says Andrew Lang in his admirable book 011 Oxford, "are h~e
palimpsests, parchments which have heen scrawled over, again and again, by the~
successive owners. And how truly this can be said of Oxford! The life of Englan
for some eight centuries may be traced in her buildintrs."
. .
There seems to be no reason to doubt that the town of Oxford can claim an antiqmty
of at least a thousand years. The story of St. Frideswyde, thongh itself a legend,
fonncl in documents of a comparatively late date, seems, according- to Wells, to emf
body an historic fact. Round the shrine of Frideswyde grew up Oxford-~ t?wn
importance long before it was the home of a university. Its po:,;ition gave 1_t impord
tance, "lying, as its name implies, where cattle drovers conld cross the river a~
mount the low slope of a gravel spit" between the Thames and the Cherwell. n
912 is the first notice of the name Oxford. At that time King Edward the Elder
mcorporated with his kingdom of Mercia lands on either side of Watling street an
took, according to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, "Lnnclenbyry and Oxnalford, a!-1d a_1
the lands that were obedient thereto." A careful and detailed account of Ox:fo~d 18
given in Domesday Book, compiled in 1186 A. D., but mention is not made of the
existence of the university.
The university. -To the question, When did the history of the University of Oxfor~
begin f no definite answer can be given. Its ueginnings are buried in a P!ofonn
obscurity, antl must be relegated to tbe region of things unknown. Yet tl11s n~uch
seems to have an element of truth in it-that around the foundation of St. Fndeswyde, the germ of the cathedral antl of Christ Church College, there gathered a
settlement of wooden houses, from which arose in aftertimes the town. Out of the
schools which were attached to the same foundation there developed by slow
degrees the historic university. It owed its existence to the church. What
brought students to Oxford no one is able to say; but one fact seems reasonably
certain, that there were •'schools" in Oxford as early as the first part of the twelfth
century .. Furthermore, students were probably attracted there by the palace of the
scholar-kmg, Ilenry I (Beauclerc) . There are frequent references to Oxford st0 ·
dents _during the reign of Henry II. Daring that monarch's quarrel with Be?ket
the~e 1s no doubt but that there was a decided migration of students fro1_n Pa~1s. to
O:xJord. In tlie year 1187, at the very end of the reign of Henry Il, there 1s detinite
ev1clence that the university was in existence. Giraldus Cambrensis records bo~v be
l~ctnr<'d i_!? Ox.ford in that year. He bad lately written his "Topographia Hil>er~:n:.u" (11 o), anil "being d~sirons not to hide his light under a bushel, but to plac~
1t on a cancllest1ck so that 1t mic,ht give lio-ht "he resolv d to read his learn <'d work
a,t Oxfor~l, "where the clergy gf England chiefly flonri h an<l excel in clerkship.'
1 lie reading lasted three days, and was for tlie benefit first of the poor of the town,
thou of the doctors of the different faculties, and, lastly, th~ rest of the scholars. It
appears that b fore_ the end of the reign of Henry II Oxford wa!l a great student
cent r, wher faculties were arrano-ed and degrees mentioned.
.
. xford_ has always been conservative. In disputes between the people and tlieir
krn_g , w1~h a few notabl exceptions, she has been found upon the r:;ide of the so~re1g11. 1'. et throucrbout h r whole history she pres nt many anomahe . Intimat •ly ·onnected with the church and owing h •r existenco to it, he wa by no
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means incluc1ecl in tbe church organizatio:1, and, in fact, even without it, and in
some cases ill direct rebelliou to its demands. "It has been the mainstay of orthodoxy, and yet also the chosen hannts of heresy. A firm supporter of the Roman
Chnrch and in turn the English Church, yet slle gave birth to Wycliffe and Lollardism, anc1 Wesley anc1 Metl1o<lism ." :Firmly rooted in her -f aith, yet she produced
Gil> bon an t1 Shelley. '' Free tho:1gh L on most sacred s n bjects-proscri bed elsewhereflouris bed h ere." Her h1fluence was greatest when her destinies were manageJ by
the heretic v\Tycliffe and bis persecuted followers. Says Henson, '' If Oxfor<l must
yield in point of antiquity to Bologna and in that of cosmopolitan influence to
Paris, yet it may claim to be more truly national than either. Of English institutions there are few tbat have entered so deeply into the national life as the University of Oxforfl. For centuries past it has mirrored tbat lif'e, alike in greatness and
sba,me, in faith and sin, with unvarying fidelity. To :Englishmen, then, the history
of the university must always be interesting," and I may add with equal truth, to
Americans.
In 'the contest against Henry III the students of Oxford were on the side of liberty, and on one occasion that king found them so troublesome tllat he threatened
to hang them all, and was with great difficulty penmadetl from doing so. The new
l earning was at first warmly received in Oxford, but conservatism got the upper
hand and the movement passed from Oxford to Cambridge under Cranmer. During
t he civil strife of the seventeenth century Oxford was Jacobean.
Swmrner lectnres.-\Vith such bistorical associations is there any wonder that
English people a nd Americans go to Oxford during the summer meeting, when the
university authorities throw wide open the doors of the jnstitntion f I met some
oltl-fasbioned university students wllo believed in the "srtcred solitttde of Oxford
during the 'Long"' who sneered 11t the presumptuous ontsiders who tried to create
a little term of their own during tbe absence of the regular university inhabitants.
But trnly a sneer is not the p r oper comment even on those who go there for a boli<lay,
and surely not on those who go there to get kuowledge and -to work faithfully durjng that st~y. Even in the case of the mere visitor enjoyment is t,inotured by some
inte1lectua1ity. There is a certain amount of intellectual ozone in the atmosphere
that even tl1e most frivolous nnconsciously bre:1.the; and who will deny that even
the most careless is stron gly iuflucnced by the historic associations of the placef
Mnch of the adverse sentiment aud hostile criticism to these summer meetings
arise from the mistaken notion of what they attempt to do. These mistaken views,
I am 1N1 to believe, are helfl chiefly by overzealous supporters, and are circulated
by too enthusi astic, s~nsatio nal, or badly informed newspapers. Our own newspapers are often accused by our English critics of bein g sensational and "jingoistic,"
and I sincerely believe the charge i s deserved. Yet w e are not the only sinners in
this respect; even some of the best English m etropolitan dailies err grossly. Read
what one of th em says about the Oxford summer meeting: ''Ther e is something
pecu]iarly gratif~' ing about tbis year's snmmer'meetin,g in Oxfor<l of the universityexteusion students. One is thoroughly convinced that this is a r eal university
course in miniature. Here for a few ponnds one may spend a fortnight under the
tuit ion of our most esteemed teachers at the very season when the fairest of our
cities is seen in her glory. 'l'he work of a term may be compressed into the space
of a week, and what the student loses by lack of leisure for meditation he gains in
an immediate survey of th e whole scheme of Stl(jh subjects as he is studying, and
the details of which he may spend the winter months in mastering." "A real university course in miniature! n "The work of a term maybe compresse<l into the
space of a week!" It is expressions like these, uttered by friencls or foes, that do
tbe movement harm. The aims of the summer meeting are mo<lest, and tlle hopes of
its most active supporters are not excited. The meeting was, ho wever, a success,
even from the point of view of mere lec tures.
.
The meeti □ g, as i:I;i previous years, was di vided into two parts-the first l astn~g
from Ju] y 31 to Angnst 11; the second f\om Angust 11 to Augu. t ~5. The mam
seqncnee of lectnres w as "'I'he history, ltterature, art,_ and ~c0110m1cs of t~e revolution ary epoch, 1789-1848." Tbis course was a contrnuat1on of those given at
the s nmrner meetin(Ts
of 1891 1892, 1894, and 1895, and was so arranged as to be
0
availaule for those who h ad' not been present in previous years. Various ?ther
co11 rses of lectnres were arranged: (1) "Natural science," including cbei:rnstry,
botany, elementary physics; anthropology, zoology, astronomy, and :irn,ctenology i
(2) "History and theory of edncation," with special referen_ce to child study ancl
the kindergarten method, and with a lecture on the teachrng of geo gr a phy ~1_nd
classes in the histor, ~md theory of education; (3) a special class in the~• English
language " was iutendecl primaril y for foreigners; (4) "'~he s~udy of arc111tectur~,"
with special 1·eferencc to tbe buildingt:1 of Oxford aud its neighborhood, an d ~ 1t?,
special architectural excursions illnstrative of the lectnrcs; (5) "Greek and Latm
(6) "French language and literature," a course coud~c~od in Fren~h. on the ro:s~;dc
s chool, Victor Hugo, Balzac, George Sand, an<l on or1gLnal authorities for th
Y
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of the French Revolution; (7) '· Theology, " aod a conrse of six lectures ou "Ethics,"
given by the Lon<lon Et,hical Society.
For the most part this comprehensive and rather ambitious programme was carried_
ont, although several of the courses were conditional upon a sufficient number of
students subscribing to them. The inaugural lecture was delivered by the Bishop
of Rip?n on. "The romantic revival in English literature/' The vice-chancell~r of
the i;m1vers1ty, the Rev. J. R. Magrath, D. D., provost of Queen's College, presided
and welcomed the students. He said that he desired, on behalf of the delegacy and
tbe university, to welcome students to 1ihis summer meeting, and especially those
who had come from other lands. Durio~ the happy and eventfnl year, when Englishmen had been celebrating the termmation of the 1:1ixtietb year of the Queen's
reign, they had had the pleasure of welcoming many distinguished foreigners, who
had helped them in doing honor to the occasion. Oxford had been able to welcome
some of these visitors and had derived very great pleasure and satisfaction from so
doing. It had now great satisfaction in welcoming those who had come, not, as he
untlerstood, to celebrate any particular occasiou, but to give a fortnight or a mo~th, as
the case might be, to studies in Oxford . 'fo those who were most interested rn the
studf of history he would say that this year the programme was ~ompleted. In
previous summer meetings students had been taken through the earlier stages, and
those who had been here before had derived hene:fit from them. But he would not
like to discourage those who were present for the first time, because a very eminent
historian and historical teacher, Professor Seeley, was of the opinion that we should
begin the study of history with the history of our own time. He trusted that every
arrangement had been made under the diligent and energetic action of the secretary,
Mr. Marriott, for the convenience of those who were going to study at Oxfor_d. If
there was any branch of university life which was not open to them aA they wished,
they should make an application to Mr. Marriott. The usnal facilities :Vould be
offered for visiting the various colleges and using the laboratories for scient1~c work.
Of all the men connected with the summer meeting the vice_-chancellor 1s on~ of
the two who impressed me most. The reserved, scholarly, patriarchal-look_rng
Dr. Magrath, provost of Queen's Coilege and vice-chancellor, and Professor C::Lird,
master of Balliol, were the most prominent men at Oxford. Their faces, stamped
with great intellectual strength, yet with modesty and simplicity, impressed ever!
beholder. Among the lecturers, the followin~ deserve special. mention: Mr. M · E.
Sadler, on the "Educational struggle;" Rev. vanon Gore, on "Crabbe;" ~rof. A. V.
Dicey! on the "English constitution under George III;" Mr. W. A. S. Hewrns, on the
''Economic policy of Pitt;" Prof. R. G. Moulton, on "Fanst;"· Mr. Graham Wallas,
on "Reform in England;" and Mr. W. H. Radom, on "Schubert and Chopin."
Considering the lectures apart from the question of whether or not they were
particularly adapted to the wants and intellectual capacity of the average summer
stndent, there is little room for criticism; but as to the adaptability of most of
them to the needs and understanding of the hearers I have grave doubts. In fact,
some of the best lecturers, acuording to the usual standards of measurement, were
least adapted to the abilities of the attending students. For instance, I heard the
two admirable lectures of the master of Balliol on "Heo-el." The large hall at
Balliol College was crowded to overflowing with schoof teachers, ranging from
tender to doubtful years. There were probably not over a half dozen men ~n the
audience. These school teachers sat upon tables, chairs, and window sills wbtle the
famous master of Balliol lectured for an hour on the abstruse, metaphysical teachings of Hegel and his relation to other philosophers. It was one of the ablest lectures given <luring the conrse; but whether those pupil teachers understood a,nytbing tbe master was saying is very doubtful. Many of the younger students looked
tired before the hour was half over, and the moral effect was shown next day when
the attendance fell off one-half.
I use this illustration, not as an isolated case, but as repr~senting la.rgely the
character of many of the Oxford lectures. I do not believe they were adapted to
the needs and capacities of the average summer-meeting stnclent. Yet, on the other
bancl, the criticism of the London Times seems to be rather severo, althongh contai11iog an element of truth: "In the account of such a gathering as this, the first
t~ing- that strikes ns is the extraordinary Yariety of the intellectual pabnluI? provHlecl for th se stn1lents, who we presnme are young men and girls (possibly a
majority of the latter) from provincial towns or country districts, snch as u.soally
attend UniY:?rsity Extension lecrnre , with perhaps a sprinkling of elementary se~o?l
teachers. 1' or such as th se the programme seems unusually ambitious, and 1£ it
r •ally repr seut the practical work of university extension in the provincial eontP.rs there would be some reason for the charge that this movement is not a v ry
s rion ech1<·a.tional forre, and that the best it can do is to overlay provincial ianoranco with a thin veneer of cultur that will oon rub off. '\Ve do not as ert that
th c-hargH is trne, hnt n ither clo we think that th proceedings of a summer meetiurr go far to di. prov it."
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Mr. Marriott, the secretary of the Oxford University Extension, does not seem to
answer a po,rt of this critieism when he states that it is true there was a sprinkling
of elementary school teaclters, and these were meu aml "·omen of all ages, but of the
teachers who were present the vast majority came from secondary schools, with a
considerable sprinkling of teachers from foreign universities. The question still
remains whether or not it is the province of the summer meeting to provide nn
intellectual bill of fare suitable to tbe tastes of teachers from foreign universities
and their like. Nevertheless it must be -said to the credit of some of the lecturers
that they showed good judgment in their choice of subjects and mode of treatment.
Con.fm·ences.-A most interesting feature of the summer meeting was the conference.
J<'ive were scheduled: "The relation between University Extension and the cooperative movement," "The training of pupil teachers," "Relation between University
Extension lectures and the National Home Reading Union," "Local finauce, " and
"Relations of poor Jaw antl charity." I attended the first three and found t:..iem
exceedingly mteresting. It seems to be the object of the University Extension
delegacy to conduct conferences on all movements in any way associated with University Extension. This policy seems to me to be perfectly legitimate, for it is pursued with the evident intention of creating and of increasin~ interest in the extension
movement on the part of the laboring classes, and of making more effective the
work that is already being done. Yet it is upon this very policy that the severest
criticism falls. Critics hold that it is the tendency to identify University Extension
with objects which, however good in themselves, have very little to do with a mission -to extend university teaching, properly so called. 'l'hey hold that the cooperative movement is no doubt an excellent thing, aud brings benefit where it takes
root to the wage-earning classes; but what in the world, they say, has cooperation
to do with the higher education, which.is the special province of the universities!
If, as others appear to think, the ideal of University Extension lectures is that they
should embrace a sort of propaganda of cooperation, the movement is not likely to
be very popular among a class which eminently needs the enlightening influences of
higher education-the trades people in country towns and their families. Cooperation is a good thing, but is it the business of the universities to preach itl
The next point of criticism seems to me, how ever, to be better taken, namely, concerning the rath er pretentious claim of the summer meeting to bo au international
conference on educational matters in general and the dragging in under that claim
of the confe1·euc6 upon the training of pupil teachers. 'l'be training of pupil teachers is undoubtedly a most important question in elementary edncation, but what
bas it to do with the extension of university t eacbing f The Times remarks that the
claim of this harmless and agrneable summer meeting of extensionists, that it should
take rank as an international conference upon educational matters in general,
reminds one of th e frog in the fable, who swelled himself out ·to look as big as the
ox and burst i u the effort.
I fail to see, however, wherein any of these conferences will be of harm to the
University Extension movement, and I can see wherein they will do good, althongh
there may not be any organic relation between the subjects discussed. These co nfereuces are, to say the least, interesting and probably instructive to those who
attend. Much goocl may come from them, and I should dislike to see them excluded
from the programme. -The conference on the relations between the Uni\•ersity
Extension and the cooperative movement was the most interesting. The very
democratic Marquis of R ipon presided and called vigorously "Hear! hear!" tluriug
the speeches of several of the workingmen delegates . It was voted :finally that the
delegates were in favor of some organized attempt being made to secnro a larger
attendance ~t th e University Extension summer meetings of students drawn from
the wage-earning classes, and more especially from the ranks of cooperators. The
conference upon the training of pupil teachers was an effort, first, to encourage
pupil teachers to attend, where possible, University Extension lectures, and, sec~nd,
to give the lecturers expert advice ns to how they should be.of the greates~ I_)OS8I?le
help to these pupil teachers. I_n the conference ~m the !ela~10ns between University
Extension lectures and the Nat10nal Home Readmg Umon 1t was suggested that the
latter might do a very valnable work in continuation of a ncl preparation for organized courses of University Extension lectures; that it should prepare students f~r
the extension courses and sho nld gui<le them after the lecturers had left;. that 1t
could dt"lal with individual students scattered throughout the country and st~mnl~te
reading; that ·t could reach boys and _girls just leaving school, wbt:reas _mve_rs1ty
Extension students mnst be over 1.6; m short, that the Home Readmg Umon could
admirably supplement tbe work of the extension lecturers.
.
WorceBter College .-A limited number of men students were received at Worcester
College. Women students were car ed for at So_merville College and Lady ~ar~are~
Hall. The gates of Worcester were thrown wide open to tho~e W?O ~ec 11r d quar
ters. Those of us who were fortunate enough to m ake tha~ rnstitution 11 ! h~me
were ma posit10n to enjoy some of the pleasures of student life. Worcester is sita-
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n,te,l a,p:.Ht from the otber Oxford colleges. As yon enter the gate at the porter's
lodge yon are struck l1y the contrast the buildiugs present. Upon the right are the
"spacious and dignitie<l but somewb:it monotonons e1~ctio11s of the eighteenth
cen_tury; on the left arc the 111a11siones, amollg the most picturesque things ~n Oxford,
which bolongocl to Gloucester College." Autouy \Voorl admirably descnbes these
old. monastic buildings. They are '' 11ivided by particular roofs, partitio~s, and
var1011s forms of strncture, :md kuown from each other like so many colomes and
tribes, 1,y urns an1l rebuses that are depicted a,n<.l cut in stoue over each door."
Most of these emblems a.re now defaced, the one over my staircase being entirely
obliterated. Bnt over the door at the southwest corner of tlte building is a shield,
on which tho "W" sollle say refern to Windicoml,e Abbey. These interesting old
mansioncs carry us uack to 1283, when John Giffctrde, baron of Brimsfield, donated
the site on which ·w as fonucled a house of study for thirteen monks. vVitltin ten
years all Beneclict_ine houses were allowed to send students, whose expenses they
defrayt:>d. In one of these old thirteenth-century 111a11siones, staircase 9, second :fl.001·,
I was domiciled. Two rooms make up tbe section, a small bedroom or'' cawara"
and a large sitting room, both of which look out upon tl10 wonderful lJeaut~ of
Worcester College ga.rclens. My stndy comman<led a full view of the beautiful
green "Quad" and the stately though plain 1,uildings of the eigltteeuth cen_tnry.
Adjoining the sitting room, iu staircase 10, are tbe rooms wbieh De Qurncey
occnpied.
Here in these college dormitories dwelt 50 summer visitors-25 Englishmen, 7 Germans, 4 Swedes, 4 Americans, 3 Frenchmen, 2 Danes, 2 Austrians, 2 Dntcbmen, ~nd
a Scotchman. All were members of the Cosmopolitan Club, a temporary orga1;11zation of the resident students, designed to cultivate good fello~ship and espec~ally
to make foreigners feel at home. Especial efforts were necessary in tbis d1~ection, as a number of the foreigners did not have a very good .c ommand of English.
The sessions of the clul> were held every other evening immediately after the lec~nre.
A permanent secretary an<l. treasurer were elected, but a different chairman presided
at each meeting. Each nationalit.v contributed to the programme something characteristic of its own university life. Some of us, on being calJed upon suddenly to
give something characteristic of American-college life and not being at all acco_mplh;hed iu musical or dramatic arts, were compelled to resort to tbe Johns Hopkrns
University yell, which we gave with a hearty good will. Imagine our snrp~·1se at
the great sound of applanse with wltich it was received! Many declaretl it was
the most characteristic college custom yet gi,·eIJ.
.
As tbe foreigners v.-ere mostly university men this club soon became a km(! of
international clearing house of ideas. Very pleas~.nt were the discussions that 01ten
occurred betweer. students of different nationalities. Usually it was .a, German
versus an Englishman, or a German versus a Freuchman, or a Frenchman versus an
Englishman. We Americans were not, ns a rnle, considered foreigners. Meals we!e
served in commou in the college "hall." This was different from the custom Ill
term time when dinner only is scrvecl in common, breakfast and lunch being served
in the students' rooms. The daily routine was sometimes varied, but was usually
as follows: Aplnnge in the public baths or the river in tlteearlymoroing; a lecture
or two; then au after~oon of boat~ng, bic.ycling, sight-seeing, with tea drinking.
Oue eyent from which three of us derived more tllan ordinary pleasure wat1 an
afternoon tea given in my rooms to our youno· lacly friends from Baltimore who were
resident at Oxford at tho time. After tea hc1,d been served, we visited the co_ll~ge
chapel and gro~nds. It so happened _that a certain military organization ,~as g1vmg
a band concert In the garden at the time, which lent interest to the occasion. The
freedom with which the townspeople are p ermitted to enjoy tho e bea.utiful gardens
was an agreeal,le snrprise. At ·worcester Colleo-e I met ::\-1:r. Ashworth, of 'l'odmorclen Hall, Lancashire, wl10 has atton<led every ~ummer meetiug except one . The
fact that he had met Prof. H. H. Adams, of the Johns Hopkins University, at the
snrumer meeting held at Cambridge the year before (1896) and bad there exchanged
i<leas with bim, was a sufficient introduction for us. Mr. Ashworth gave me m_ore
new i<leas of English people, customs, and in titutions than I succeeded in getttnO'
from any other man. I look back upon tbe four weeks spent a.t \Vorce ter College
as tbe brightest of my experience in England.
.
Case of Joseph Owen.-Perbap one of the most interesting facts in coIJnection with
the tmmmer meeting of Exten ion students was the attitnue of the nniYersity ~ud
so?1c of tlte colleges toward the edncntion of the working cla . In connect! 0 ?
with a couference held durinrr the summer meetinrr what i de cribed as I A uiver.·ity Extension romance" ~va current. Two y~ars ago Balliol oll ge broke
tbrongh m. uy of it · regnla.tion and made' pecial provisiouf.l to gi ,·ea. tudent workman an OJ?portunity of st111lying at Oxford. At pre ent one of the ll~acken~}Ury
achola,!·s o1 the ('Ollege is Joseph Owen, of Olflha,m, the son of a Lancashire arti an,
who hun olf at one time worked iu an ldllam mill. At 1. young Owen left chool,
after which hi chief means of educa.tiou wer • fr •e li brarie ancl niversit Exten-
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sion lectnres. For a nnmber of years he sbowe ~l special persistence and aptitude in
foll<nving the work outlined 1y Extension lectures. In 1895 be was adviseil. to go
up to Oxforii.. There were many difficulties. He was 23 years of age, married, and
had no knowledge of Latin or Greek. Nevertheless., the college admitted him on the
strength of his UniYersity Extonsion work, and by the generous help of fri ends and
by a special exbibition from the col1ege of £50 a year he and his wife were able to
take up their residence in Oxford. His career has been remarkable. Six weeks
after his entrance he won in open competition a scholarship of the value of £80,
tenable for four years. Within eighteen months from learning the Greek alphabet
h e had passed all necessary examinations, and is now em barked on an honor course
in hi story, with every prospect of a brilliant degree. He has been well received by
the men, and fakes his part in the life of the college. What is said to be the most
r efreshing feature of his wonderful success in his college is that he does not regard
education at all as a sure means of rising in the world. He has no desire, it is said,
to leave the working class from which he sprung, and intends at the end of his four
years' resi<lence to return to his former pursuit at Oldham, t,o be of service to his
fellows in the "discussion aud solution of those grave pro1lems of industrial life
with which the twentieth century, even more than the nineteenth, will in all probability be occupied."
The Conversaziones.-'l'he termination of the first part and the inanguration and.
close of the second part of the snmmer meeting were observed by two large conversa:dones in the evening at the schools. These fnnctions ·were attended by a
nnmerons conrpany of students, while promin en t supporters of the movement,
among 0tbers Prof. and Mrs. Max Mii1ler, attended in considerable numbers, many
coming from a distance to participate in the proceedings aud to h ear an account
of the progress of the cause . At the first conversazione, while the guests were
arri'dng, an exhibition of the cinematograph was given, after which the compally adjourned to another hall for refre ·hments and to hear short addresses on
"University Extension, past, -prebellt, and future," by Mr. M. E . S::tdler, Miss Montgomery, and the Rev. Vv. Hudson Shaw, respectively. These gatherings, although
l arge, were very interesting. * * *
Becreatioa.-Certain days were set -apart for excursions to different places of
• interest in the viciuity at Oxforu. Ono S:itnrday afternoon was <levoted to Blenheim, in r esponse to an invitation by the Duke of Marluorough. Some 360 students
left O:xfonl by special train at half p ,s t two, and, arriving at Blenheim half an hour
l ater, didded fo to several parties, some proceedin g direct to the palace while others,
like myself, ma<le a tour of fosp ectiou of the gardens. In the course of the afternoon all the students 'IT"ere shown over the various rooms and were entertained in
the long library with an organ recital. Tea was served in a large tent near the
lod g e. It was a bea utiful day and all were pl eased with the tri_p. Other excursions
were made to Nunelrnm Park, Compton 'v\Tinyates, Stanton Harcourt, and Dorchester. With the exception of the Blenheim excursion I did not go with the students, as I found the crowd too large for pleasure aud preferred to go more l eisurely,
in a small company.
Visits were also made to the principal colleges and pla,ccs of interest in Oxford.
Usually a university official in cap and gown accompanied the students to point out
the things of particular interest. Some of us w ere fortunate in having the master
of Balliol point ont the objects of iotere8t in the Ilalliol library and ha11. Every
student was doubtless remembered iu inYitations to t eas and .garden parties. One
of the most memorable of these was given by Prof. and Mrs. Max Miiller. rrhe
invitations were extended almost exclusively to foreign ers, thus making the gathering very cosmopolitan . Mrs. Max Mi.iller is an icleal hostess in that she can converse with h er guests in English, French, or German with equal facility. We Americans had an interesting chat with her and were introllucell to the Professor. One
of the Baltimore young ladies asked Mrs. Max Miil1er why the Professor ha~ not
visited America, aud was somewhat surprised to receive the answe1;, '~The Pr<?fesso_r
is afraid of American hospitality." At this garden p arty twelve d1stmct nat1o.n~hties were counted, besides representathes from tlnee of Eoglanc~'s lar_gest colome?.
· AmonO' the foreio-ners were several teacher who belcl scholar ships grven by their
respective goye1tments. Anotber memora1le garden party was g iven by our Baltimore young ladies to a num1er of their friend~. Garden parties and afternoon teas
were a delightful part of the summer's recreat10n. .
.
.,
During the first week of the me~ting a congregation was hehl m ~he,,Sl:el<1orua~
Theater for the purpose of couferrmg degre 's upon the "h~nor m ?·
Il~ r .-:as_ ,L
lar o-e audience present and the ceremony was particularly rnteroH~lilg t c~ 1or 1.r.>uet1.8·
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Special religious services were held in the university church (St. Mary's), while
SP,rvices were also conducted at Christ Church, the Cathedral, and Manchester and
Mausfield colleges.
Ga1'dens mid boats.-Too much can not be said in praise of the beauty of English
college gardens. With their soft, velvety grass carpets, with their flowers, shrn bber,v, and venerable trees, with their ancient walls almost hidden by the ivy, and
with the qniet that envelops ,tll save when broken by the singing of the birds, they
charm every summer visitor. ·w hen I expressed wonder at the softness of the
swanl of Wadham College gardens, the old keeper to whom I was speaking
r emarked: "When you understand that this grass has been watered, trimmed, and
careful!y attended these two centuries, J' OU will cease to wonder." The "backs~' '?f
Cambridge may be finer than any one of Oxford's college gardens-although it 1s
doubtful-yet each Oxford garden is almost unique in itself. Those of Magdalen
are probably th_e most ben.utiful of all, although rivaled by those of Wadh:tm _and
vVor cester. It is easy to understand that many find it a weary task to read m sight
of the beanty of the groves of Magdalen and of St. John. "When Kubla Khan a
stately pleasure dome decreed, he did not mean to settle students there and to ask
them for metaphysical essays and for Greek and Latin prose compositions." Kubla.
Khan woulil have founcl a palaee to his desire in the gardens of Laud, or where Cherw~ll, meandering with a mazy motion, stirs the green weeds, and flashes _fr:om ~he
mill wheel, and flows to the Isis_through meadows white and purple with fr1t11lar1es.
And here a,re gardens bright with sinuous rills,
Where blossoms many an incense- bearing tree.
You sit in those gardens and you are enchanted-you are intoxicated. Outdoors
there is rarely a place for deep study; nature is distracting. I do not wonder that
Oxford prodnced Shelley, Southey, Swinburne, and Ruskin. They are the natural
growth of such an environment. Blackstone, Hobbes, and Bishop Stubbs are surely
of exotic growth.
The rivers have always been Oxford's greatest natural attraction. "What can be
more charming than to float lazily down the Cherwell, shaded from the snn by the
overspreading trees, or listlessly to saunter beneath elms and beeches in the fine old
gardens." Row indelibly printed upon my mind ·are boating parties up the Thames
to Godstow Nunnery where fair Rosamond was educated, and up the Cherwell
toward Magdalen Bridge, with the best of company and good cheer! ~ * *
A critical 1·eview.-Oxford in summer-what an ideal place in which t.> spend a
month! You may not derive much that is lasting from the lectures you at~end, but
you get that which is far better-the spirit of the place. Some few enthusiasts m!1Y
cherish the idea that the summer meeting, in affording a month's residence, sup~hes
the only element that is necessary to make a university-extension course the eqmvalent of at least a l)art of a university training. But, to my mind, just to the extent
this claim is made for the summer meeting and is supported by those who are closely
associated with the management, just to that extent does it fail of its purpose, a1:id.tl~e
whole movement is prejudiced in the minds of the educated classes. The claim, if it 1s
honestly made, is not at all corn;i!'ltcnt with the avowed policy of the management to
offer inducements to eclucate<l foreigners to attend-of whom there were 150 present
at this last summer meeting. To give young people who attend the idea that they
are receiving the equivalellt of even a part of a university training would be to_ do
them great injustice and cruelly to deceive ~hem. It wonld, indeed, be overlayrng
provincial ignorance with a thin veneer of intellectual varnish that will soon rub
off. To cause summer visitors to take themselves too seriouslv would be to make
them the laughing stock of thoroughly educated people. Those enthusiasts who are
doing the movement a great injnry by making such high-sounding claims could
learn a wholesome lesson by studying onr own American (;bautanqua summer meeting, from whirh th~ i1lea of an Oxford summer school was borrowed in tbe first
in. tance.
e_,·ertheless, ill; it~ prope~ sphere the Oxfonl Rummer meeting is doing, and can
contrnne to do, ".9"Ith rncreasrng good results, a most a<lrnira.ble work. That I:'ber~,
as I understand it, though ~t modest one in comparison to that of the university, is
nevertheless important. It is to broaden the mind and arouse the dormant iutellectna.l fa,<•ulties. , ome ab. orption of the Oxford spirit will clo this. The lectures w!ll
do no harm. _As omcone bluntly though trnly remarks of the visitors, "They will
rarry away with them memories hetter worth the keepinO' than those which cln ter
ronncl a fortnight spent in the noisy, if healthy vulgarity of the seaside, with it
ternal promenade on tho pi r, its brazen hands, and blatant Ethiopians from the
Ea: t End."
. The E.·ten_ ion ~tnd nts chos" well, and they will not regre their quiet holiday
rn tllc olcl nmvers1ty city . L •t me venture the a ertion that tho e who attended
th· Oxfor<1 ·nminPr 111<·etio:.{ in 1X97 will not carr away with th m Pro£. 1:1or o-and,.·o · lectures, however excellent, but memorie. of th lieantiful garden of 1agclalen,
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the graceful spire of St. Mary, the "sinuous windings" of the High, the cool shades
of Addison's Walk, the old Sheldouiau, Radcliffe, the excursions to Blenheim, Nnneham, and Iffley Mill, the numerons "quads," halls, an<l chapels, aud, last of all, the
student good-fellowship. "One will have learned much at Oxford which is more
valuable than mere book-learning. No one can live free from the influences that
surround him; and the influences of Oxford are unrivaled. The glory and romance.
of her past, her great work in the present, her fine old buildings, where each gray
stone has its history, appeal with irresistible force to the dullest soul."
Let me close with a quotation from one of Oxford's most honored sons-Matthew
Arnold: "Beant.iful city! So venerable, so lovely, so nnravaged by the fierce in tellectual life of our century, so serene! And yet, steeped in sentiment as she lies,
spreading her gardens to the moonlight and whispering from her towers the last
enchantments of the Middle Ages, wlrn will deny that Oxford, by her ineffable
charm, keeps ever calling one nearer to the ideal-to perfection,,,
VACATION COURSES IN PARIS.

[By H.B. A.]

In July, 1883, was founded the Alliance Frani;aise, a national° association for
extending the French language in the colonies of France ancl in foreign lands.
This patriotic alliance now numbers over thirty thousand. Among the declared
objects of the association are the establishment of better social and commercial
relations with their colonies and dependencies, and of developing in peaceful ways,
beyond the seas, the French race, which, on the continent of Europe, is increasing
too slowly. The alliance proposes also to cultivate and unite the French elements
which are now sca,ttered in many lands, to encourage everywhere a knowledge of
the French language and literature, to draw closer the ties of intellectual and mor~l
sympathy which already exist between France ancl other countries, and to aid
French missionaries and teachers in the Orient and elsewhere to found and maiutain
s chools.
Among the ways and means for promoting these objects the alliance bas established, wherever practicable, conrses of instruction for adults. It bas given subsidies to existing schools favoring tlrn work of the alliance. It has instituted prizes
and stipends. It has sent out French books to local libraries and committees
engaged in this work of French propaganda. It h as trained professors of French
for foreign lands. It publishes bulletins of information. There are now over one
hundred local committees in France engaged in this work of French propaganda,
and in foreign lancls over seventy committees in active cooperation with the alliance. It expends annually in this missionary work of extending French culture not
far from $50,000. The .F'rench Alliance was approved by the minister of the interior
in 1884., and was. recognized as an establishment of public utility by decree of the
President of the Prench Republic October 23, 1886. The general secretary of the
alliance is Mons ie11r Pierre F oncin, 45 rue de Grenelle, Paris. Annual membership
costs $2; li fe membership, $36. A founder pays at least $100, a benefactor $200.
Women are allowed to join.
In October, 1893, the question was first r aisecl by a lady teacher, Mlle. Porte,
whether it would not be fitting for the French Alliance to institute an examination
board for the purpose of awarding a special diploma to foreigners certifying to their
acquaintance with the French language and literature. After due consideratioµ of
the project by the admi ni strative council and a special commission it was finally
determined, January, 1894) that the French Alliance should organize, during the
summervacat1on, courses of instruction specially designed for foreigners and teachers
who desired to p erfect themselves in a knowledge of the language, literature, and
institutwns of France. At the end of these summer courses a committee on e.-ami_nat.ions should award diplomas according to merit.. Monsieur Po11ein, the general
secretary of the alliance and inspector-general of public instruction, was authorized
to select professors for the work proposed, to prepare programmes, and arrange
details.
On the 9th of July, 1894, the so-calleJ. Cours de Vacance of the French A~liance
were opened in Paris. From the outt1et this educational enterprise, resembling an
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Amel'ican summer school, was placed under the patronage of such eminent men as
Ernest Lavisse, the historian, member of tbe French Academy; Gaston Paris, member of the Institute an<l professor iu the College of France; Armaml Colin, the wellknown publisher; Gabriel Monod, editor of the Revue Historique, anu certain ladies,
Mrues. Victor Dnruy and De Lacro ix, and Mlle. Salomon, a director of the College
Scvignc. The first senson only about fifty men and women were enrolled for the
vacation courses, but the zeal rnanifestecl was so great that the French Alliance
'\\as enconrnged to coutinno the experiment. 1''ive superior diplomas indicating
proficiency were awardecl to candidatet:1 from various countries, for example, Finland, Holland, Hungary, ancl Roumania. Seven elementary diplomas or certificates
of faithful work were a,lso conferred. The first season closed August 6, 1894.
The second season 01)ened July 2, 1895, with a,tten<l.a,nce more than doubled, viz,
117, arnl continued until July 31. The courses Lael been early arranged in ac :::ordanco with the expressed desires of the students iu a,ttcndance the previous sumwer.
The director of the work ·was M. Brnnot, master of conferences a,t the Sorbonne and
at the Superior Normal School of Paris. Thirteen superior diplomas were awarded
the second season. Dutch, German, and Swedish candidates were most numerous.
The growing international success of this interesting eclucationa.l experiment
moved the council of the French AlJiance, in 1896, to arrange for two series of
vacation courses iu Paris, the first for the month of July and the second for AuguS t ·
Each of the t\'rn series included 26 superior-class exercises and 26 elementary-class
e:s:ercises on the French la.nguage and literature ( classic and contemporary), French
style and pronuuci::ttion; 12 lectures on the institutions of contemporary France;
12 visits, under guidance, to see the museums, monuments, and works of art in
Paris and vicinity, incluuing an excursion to Rouen, an<l. 12 evening conversational
conferences for groups of 12 persons.
A more detaile:l statement of the first or July course of superior instruction sho"ITS
that Professor Brunot gave 10 lessons or class e:s:ercises to a comparative study of
the forms an<l. syntax of French Yerbs and tenses in the seventeenth and in the
-nineteenth centuries. M. Thamin, a professor from the Lycce Condorcet, devoted
5 lessons to the French moralists of the second half of the seventeenth century.
He considered especially La Rochefoucauld and the religious moralists, Protestant
an<l. Catholic. Professor Doumic, of the College Stanislas, gave 7 lectures on ~he
life and work of Chateaubriand. Professor Berr, societaire <l.e la Comedie-Franc;aise,
gave 6 lessons in French diction and dramatic reading.
In the elementary course for July, 10 class exercises were devoted to French syntax; 5 to French classic literature, Moliere and Racine; 5 to contemporary French
lit13rature, Dumas fils, Angier, Sardou; 8 to elocution and pronunciation. Students
in both the elementary and superior courses were allowed to follow certain other
courses in common, for example, an instructive series of 12 lectures on the institutions of contemporary France, with special reference to its political organization
since 1875, its social life, and the system of national education. This course was
ghen by the publicist, M. Chailley-Bcrt, se_c retary-gene1·al of the Colonial Union of
France.
All stu<l.ents, whether in the advanced or in tho elementary· course, are allowed to
join in the systematic visitation of t!.ie various museums, monuments, and works of
art in. ancl near Paris. Un<l.cr special guidance, in 12 successive par bi es, the vi ·itors saw the art treasures at the Trocadero, the Louvre, the Palace of Versaille
and Luxembourg; all:lo Saint Germain des Prcl:l, Sainte-Chn.pello, Ilotel Cluny, :E:gl' 6
Saint-Severin, Hotel do Sens, Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois, aint-Eustache, Foutain
de Innocents, :E5glise Saint-Paul, IIutel1:, Sully and Scvigne, and other good exemplifications of French civil and religious archite ture of various epochs. There were
special advantages for foreifl'ners in the e well-directed e.·cursious in ao<l. aboutPari •
Tbo a.rt hi tory of France wa illustrated in proper seqnence by the noble t objec
le ~on .
Th charges for all the:r pri v ilog s were v •ry rea ona.ble. A g ·nera.l ticket good
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for all courses, conferenres, an(1 art visitations, for both the July and. August series,
altogether about 200 exercises, conl<l be purchased for 160 francs, about $32. A
pa,ckage of 25 coupons, goo<.l for any 25 exercises, could be obtained for 25 francs, or
$5. A package of 52 coupons for 50 francs, or $10; or 78 coupons for $15.
At the close of each monthly series of class courses oral and written examinations
were instituted an<.1 diplomas or certificates duly awarded. For teachers desiring
gom1 testimonials of ability to teach the French language in foreign countries, these
official recognitions by French scholars in Paris must have some practical value.
The tests made of candidates for tl.te higl.ter certificates were (1) a French essay upon
one of two proposed subjects, for example: "\Vhat was the influence of the Pensees
de Pascal upon French literature in the seventeenth century'" (2) An oral examination npon the history and theory of French grammar. The tests made of candidates
·for the lower certificates in the elementary course were (1) a French composition, for
example: A sketch of the life of Moliere; or an easy familiar nnrr"tive or children's
story; (2) an oral examination on mo<1ern French grammar an(l on the elements of
French literature. To the certificates is appended a note regarding the candidates'
pronuncia,tion of French. It is noteworthy tllat out of 31 successful candidates for
the higher certificates in the summer of 1896, 5 were awarded to Americans. 'fllirteen superior candidates were men, 18 were women. Only 17 elementary certificates
were awarded, 10 to men and 7 to women. Certificates of attendance were given to
a.11 stndents who were regular and faithful in their class work.
Of the 3~6 attendants upon the 1:mmmer conrses of 1896 on1y one person was French,
a striking evidence of tbe missionary and international character of the enterprise.
There were 137 Germans, 52 Americans, 41 English, 13 Austrians, 1 Cuban, 18 Danes,
2 Spaniards, 2 Finlanders, 1 from Haiti, 14 Dutchmen, 5 Italians, 1 Japanese, 7 Norwegians, 21 Russians, 12 Swedes, and 8 Swiss. Tbe great majority were teachers.
Of the total number, 1G6 were men; 160 were women . It is of no small importance
to the good cause of extending French culture to oth er countries that in oue season
48 persons, with d iplomas or certificates from French mas ters, returned from Paris to
their own homes, th.ere to teach the French language an d literature accor<ling to the
most appro,-ed methods. American summer schools of French are losing their prestige and best patronage. Superior students and teachers are now going abroad to
attend vacation courses in Paris.
Academic appreciation of the French Alliance and of Hs vacation courses at Paris
is shown in th e following r emarks, July 2, 1896, in the grand amphitheater of the
Geographical Society, by Gaston Paris_, member of the Institute and professor in the
College of France:
"The French Alliance in instituting the conrs de vacances, which from their
beginning have succeeded so well, desires to complete the work which it has pursued for tbe past thirteen years, a work to which we all, foreigners and French,
bring our contribution. This work, as you know, is in no way political. It is
wholly in the interest of civilization, and I may say of international fraternity. The
iclea is to extellll as far as possible tbe knowledge of our bnguage, considered, as it
always has been and what we hope it always will be, the clearest, most practicable,
and most familiar medium of conveying those ideas which hind together cultivateu.
meu in all lands. It is marvelous to see with what rapidity thi idea haR been
grasped and with what warmth it has been welcomed. In countries the most distant from France, the Alliance counts to-day home centers of which tbe number and
activity, when we happen upon them in the course of travel, surprise and move us
profounuJy. In the face of responses made so spontaneously and so cordially from
a11 parts of the world. to our appeal, we may be wholly unconcernecl with tbe false
interpretations that might be put upon our work, and continue it with_ that confi.dence which is inspired in us by so much cordial sympathy. The vac~tion courses,
which now for the third time have just open ed in Paris, will give to this work more
soll<lity and establish its true character. Strangers who r al1y desire to kno,: not
only the .French langu age. bnt tbe environment in which it was formed, tbe htera-
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turcs to which it bas fnrnished expressions, the people whose genius is incarnated
in it, could not bo satisfied with mere lectures and lessons. They feel the need of
coming to France, of living awhile among us, of breathing the air of Paris, which,
like tbe air of Athens or of Floreuce, gives to the lips over which it passes an accent
not elsewhere heard, that which the Romans called urbanity and which , ever renewed
without ceasing to be the same, receives and translates the first, the lightest ebra,nlement of every evolution in our language, om· thought and taste. But how many
incp1iring minds :1re kept far froqi ns during the greater part of the year and are
unable to visit Paris except at the t,ime of their vacation, when all t h e courses are
closed and when most of the Parisians themselves have left town f T h e Alliance
receives every year from abroad expressions of regret and disappointment. Some of
our best professors, the most enthusiastic friends of our cause, conceived the idea of
devoting themselves :tnd organizing· for visitors a large intellectual hospitality during the summer vacation, up to that time so unfavorable to strangers. Thanks to
these efforts, visitors who now come to us in the mont.hs of July and August will
find not merely courses of instruction, but courses prepared expressly for them, in
which the main task will be to explain and put in bold relief, in the s tudy of our
language, our literature, and our art, whatever is most attractive an d interesting.
So well thought out is this project that, at the close of the summer courses, a
diploma, given under the best guamnties, will certainly be for those who carry it
away a most valuable testimonial. Not to speak of the material service, however
worth:r of appreciation, which the Alliance renders to our guests in securing them
board and lodgings, what shall I say of the art excursions, of those viRits to the
monuments under competent and friendly direction f Such visits will surely be
envied by Parisians, to whom the ir own grand city is less kn own than it soon will
be to onr visitors who tarry but a few weeks.n
M. Bruuot, ·director of the vacation courses and master of conferences at the
Sorbonne, in his opening address, ,July 2, 1896, said among other n oteworthy things
cha,racteristic of the good work of the French Alliance: "We desire to make .
known, and I say it frankly, to make loved the language of France, its literature,
its art, its genius. To that end one of t.Jle best means, although t here are others
which we ourselves employ, is that you should come and see France at home. You
will thus make acquaintance, not with that pseudo-France, often the only one that
strangers know, which seems to be bounded by a boulevard and a racecourse, built
on a cftfo concert and a few pleasure resorts, which amuses with its folly les riches
desreuvros de partout, but rather with the true France, which works, which thinks,
which creates without ceasing, which also laughs, but with as much decency ~s
esprit-a l"rance wbich some pretend to think dead, but which nevertheless is
neither less active nor less earnest nor less devoted than of yore."
On another publiii occasion, August 3, -1896, at a public banquet over which
M . Lavisse, the historian, member of the French Alliance, presided, M. Brunot
said the French Alliance ha(l founded a very original university, one tha,t worked
while others reposed, a vacation university, a French university for foreigners, a
priva,te university, a free university. He said the Prench Alliance bad given one of
the first an,l one of tho best examples of what the united good will of a few men
could accomplish when there is some one able to follow out a pioneer thought and
to hold good wills together in a group as his friend Pierre Foncin had done. Brunot
said in praise of Fonciu that he was one of the most useful men of his time. The
Fr"nch Alliance affords the best proof of it increasing vitn.lity by always creating
som now organ. Certainly one of the most powerful is this entirely new educational organ, this popular university which has just been founded, which may be
call •<l '' Fra.nco-universelle."
I u the 11111nwr of 1897 the vacation cour es of the Pren ch Alliance were much the
1:1a111 ati tl10 c rr1vtm the previous year and already described.
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;VI.

Swnvrne1· schools in Switzerland.-The Rev. Dr. H. S. Lunn, editor of The Review of
the Churches, deserves the credit of carrying out a very interesting experiment,
begun in 1892 and continued for several years. It combined continental holidays
and Swiss mountaineering with certain Chautauquan devices for social, religious,
and educational purposes. Gdndelwald was the hotel rendezvous of successive parties of English tomists. The first season nearly one thousand of them, representing
various denominations, rallied there. :F'or a modest fee of 10 guineas they enjoyed
in successive seasons a twelve-days Swiss outing from England at any time from
• June 5 to ~eptember 14.
The experiment was avowedly for the promotion of Christian unity. Clergymen
of different denominations were encouraged to visit Griudelwald aml to take part in
evening discussions of general religious and social interest. Such speakers as Dr.
Newman Hall, Rev. H. Price· Hughes, Rev. F. Herbert Stead, Mr. Edmund Gosse,
Mr. W. T. Stead, Mr. Percy Bunting (editor of The Nineteenth Century), the Dean
of Bristol, the Archbishop of Dublin, the Dean of Armagh, and the Rev. Canon
Hammond were engaged. Particular attention was devoted to social and church
problems and to the history and politics of Switzerland, which was viewed as an
object lesson in democracy for Europe. Pilgrimages were made to the most interesting places in Swiss history, to the scene of William Tell's reputed exploits, the
meadow of Riitli, where the three Swies prtriots are believed to have taken their
famous oath to free their land from Austrian tyrants.
Mr. W. T. Stead, who was particula1-ly helpfnl in developing the educational ideal
at Grindelwald, first suggested" that as at Ober-Ammergau the peasants gave their
wonderful representation of the greatest event in Cbrititian history, so patriotic Swiss
peasants might reproduce in some village ha.11 a few of the many thrilling incidents of
their national life." Dr. Lunn found that the peasants of Hoc~dorf, a village near
Lucerne, were already in the habit of thus cultivating their patriotism by such
scenic exhibitions during the winter months. He accordingly arranged with them
to present to an audience of English pilgrims an unpublished patriotic play written
by a Swiss pastor, also some extracts from Schiller's ""\Vilhelm Tell," and some
tableaux representing the Three Men of Riitli, Arnold von Winkelried, and other
Swiss heroes.
Among the lectures given in the season of 1894: on Switzerland were those on its
Educational System, by the British consul at Zurich; the Communal System, by Dr.
W. Vischer, of Basle, and Professol Wuarin, of Geneva University, and on Swiss
Neutrality and Switzerland's Place Among the Nations, by Prof. Robert Harvey, of
the same historic institution of learning. The educational use of historic environments is something that is now cultivated more and more by our English kinsmen,
as well as by the Swiss, the French, and the Germans.
The opportunities for short tours and excursions in Switzerland from Grindelwald
are both numerous and varied. For 10 guineas a choice was offered of any one of
the following four itineraries, each comprising a week's hotel accommodation at
Grindelwald, with :five extra days for travel, expenses all paid:
Tour 1. Berne, Grindelwald, Lake Brienz, the Brnnig, and Lucerne.
Tour 2. Berne, Grindelwald, Meiringen, the Brunig Pass, and the Stanserhorn.
Tour 3. Berne, Grindelwald, Meiringen, the Brnnig Pass, Goeschenen, and the Lake
of Lucerne.
Tour 4:. Berne, Grindelwald, the Scheiclegg Pass, Meiringen, the Grimsel Pass, the
Rhone Glacier, Goeschenen, and the St. Gothard.
.
A series of extension tours was also offered for those desiring to prolong their outing more than twelve days:
.
(1) An extension to the Italian lakes, Venice, and the chief towns of north
Italy.
ED
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,ot,lrnn1, antl th n e to Zerruatt for tlrn Matterhorn,

nml 'ham nnL· f r Iont lan , l'cturning home by the Lake of Geneva.
(:) Au - t n..,i n t Zurich, "on tance ancl the Falls of the Rhine.
(!) .An .-t u ion to th • n°·. uin , in •lntling a, pol'tiou of the Italian lakes.
Th'
. r all Y r • attrn tiv exten ion ourses by means of travel. They are
qnit
11.'cri.timate for liben1l euucationnl 1rnrposes as courses of lectures an d
•our ' t' of r auing;. M. n do, not live by books ancl la.uoratories, l ectures and sermon alou , but l> ev l\ wonl that proceedeth out of the h eart of nature. Wordsworth di clo etl to th Euo·li h min l this fresh source of cliYine revelation and
in piru, ion. He found-

,.

books in the running hrooks,
ermons in Atones, arnl good in everything.
Books! ' t is a dull and endless stdfo:
Come, h ear the wooclhrnd linnet.
How sweet his mus i c! ou my life,
There's more of wisdom in it.
A.nd hark ! how blithe the throstle sings!
He, too, i s no mean preacher:
Come forth into the light of things,
Let Nu.ture be your teacher.
Enou gh of Science and of Art;
Close up these barren leaves:
Come forth, and bring w_ith you a heart
That watches and receives.
The modern Englishman, be l1e scholar or artist, ne eds no encouragement to take
vacation holi<.lays iu Switzerland, Normandy, B rittany, Scotland, Wales, or the lake
district. E\'"en the great industrial schools and polytechnics are now orga~i7,ing
their class exc ursions to France, Itu,ly, Germany , ancl Norway. Higher educatwu by
trnvel and. gr:mcl tonrs is now th e attainable ideal of intelligent and thrifty artisans,
as it long used to be and still i,,; for uniYeniity men, the clergy, and the gentry.
.
Bnt there is one thing which our English kinsmen hav e learned from the Amencan Chautanq_ua, namely, the practical advantages of summer meetings abro::ul as
well as at home . Instead of galhling continuously abont Europe, every ruan for
himself, every family inucpenclent of all others, Engli shmen have now not only
organized travel and excursions in a woll(1erful manner, but have also b egun to colonize arnl to camp out, so to speak, in their summer wautlerings. Tho primitive
instincts of the Aryan race are r easserting themselves in the Ohl vVorld as well as
in th e New. Local assemblies or social folkmotes of Euglish men and women are
'becoming more and more attractive. 'the Grindel wa,lc.1 Conference is a good illustration of an English summer meeting on the Continent. Tho English recogni7.e the
advantages of a local center or social ren(1ezvous, whero travelers can rest and re cuJ?erate, and be intelligently if not profitably entertained.
The Oxforcl. Gazette for May, 189-1, speaking of the Grin clelwahl Confrrence, said:
"Tbe fact that within t"o year over three thousand persons have availed tbcmsel Yes of Dr. Lunn's arrangements fur coml>iniuo- the ac.lvantaO'es of a continental
holiuay witb the other attractions of these gath;·iugs l)rovcs h~w wisely the recrcative and intellectual el ements in the conf rence are ac1jnsted to cn,ch other. The
days n,re devoted to mountaineering an<l other excursions, :rn<l tbe evenings, which
are ordinarily felt to be so teclious by the , 'w iss trawler, are rendered the most interesting part of the day by addresses, lecture$, and discus ions, some of which bave
already bad an hi toric importance."
AH r gards the e<lucational inflnf'nce of Chantauqna upon tbi R J~nglish summer
meeting in .· witzerland Ur. Luun ·a i<1, in an intnvicw qnotcil hy tbe Oxforcl Gazette,
la), 189-l: " ly intention this year is to oruewhat widen the ·scope of the confer-
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ence. I am anxious that the strong religious character of these gatherings should
be maintained, and that their influence for Christian unity should, if possible, be
intensified. At the same time, I have endeavored this year to give a distiuctly educational character to the latter part of the conference, approximating it as far as
is possible under European conditions to the excellent organization developed Ly
my friend Bishop Vincent at Chautauqua." In the educational, scientific, anu
literary section Dr. Lunn describes the Grindelwalcl Couference as "the European
Chautauqua."
"Cniversity of Genei:a. -In 1892 a summer school devoted to the stucly of modern
French wa,s opened iu Switzerland, ou Lake Geneva. This school has been snccessfu1ly continued, in a delightful environment, down to the present time. In 1897
there were two courses of instruction, accompanied b;y l ectures. One was a summer
course, from July 17 to August 30; the other was an autumn course, October 1 to 20.
Both programmes comprise courses on what is especially needed by Americanscontemporary French literature, with French lectures and familiar discussions.
The director of this is Prof. Bernard Bouvier, of the University of Geneva, au
institution of particular historic interest to Americans because Thomas Jefferson
once planned to r emove its entire republican faculty to Virginia. Geueva is still
attractive to American students and teachers in the summer season. It is conducive
to liberal education to spend a few weeks on the shores of Lake Leman; to visit
Ferney, the old home of Madame de Stael; to tauy at Lausanne, where Gibbon
com11leted his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire; to wander through the olcl
castle of Chillon, so charming for situation, so famous in Swiss history, so familiar
to all readers of Byron (the vade mecnm of a summer pilgrimage 1n Switzerland),
and to watch the effect of sunsets on the Dent <1u Micli arn1 the monntaios of Savo,,.
The writer once spent a summer at Lausanne in the study of French and of Swi~s
scenery, in excursions around Lake Geneva, in walks and talks a1ong those upland
hills, and feels prepared to recommend a Swiss environment to his fellow-cotrntrymen
who wish to learn the French language in most delightful ways.
Prof. John M. Vincent, who spent some timo in Geneva iu the summer of 1897,
says: "The lectures and classes of the summer school a re h eld in the university
buildings and the privileges of th e uuiver:iit_y library are extended to members.
The persons who aYail themsel veE of these opportunities are chiefly foreigners, and
among these the Germans have predominated, as they find it a most convenient way
to comM ne vacation with improvement in .French. A certain amount of previous
e<lncation is required for entrance. Applicants must be matriculated university
students or bo able to show a teacher's certificate. The audiences are, in fact,
mostly teachers, and include both men and women. The fees for l ectures are very
small, amounting to $6 for the summer course and $3 for the a utumn course. Tho
average attendancE since the beginning has been about 200 persons. •
"The social part of the programme is very successfully carried out. Every Satnrclay th ere were excursions to points of interest, and members of my family frequently
reported the enj oyable days they bad passed with some insignificant outlay of
money. The success of the whole thing is clue to the energy and thoughtfulness of
Professor Bouvier. He is very popular among th e students, and deservedly so, for
it requires a great deal of labor and thonght to provide courses aud entertaiument
for two sumwer schools in one s~ason. I watclled the Teturn of one of t he steamboat excursions on Lake Gen eva, and could see not only that the party hac1 had a
deHghtful time, but also that Professor Bouvier was the central figure."
.
One other university in Switzerland provides for the stuuy of langna~e durmg the
summer. At Neuchatel vacation courses are offered in French and Itahun.

CHAPTER III.
EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 1

Great Brita.in and Ireland, constitutional monarchy; area, England and Wales,
58,186 square miles; population ( estimated 1896), 30,800,527; Scotland, 29,820 square
miles; population (estimated 1896), 4,189,270; Ireland, 32,583 square miles; population ( census 1891), 4,704,750.
For p~evi.ous articles on education in Great Britain see the following:
Title of article.
Detailed view of the educational system of England ......................••...•....
Re!igiol!s an~ moral trai~ing in pnblic el~mentary schoo~s,_England and Wales .... .
13nef view of the educational system, with cunent stat1st1cs ...................... .
Educational system of Scotland .................................................... .
Elementary education in London and Paris ............................ . .... ....... .
Brief view of systoms of Englancl and Scotland, with current statistics and comparison with 1876 (England); 1880 (Scotland) ...................... . .............. .
Provision for secondary and for technical instruction in Groat Britain .... ......... .
Educational system of Ireland ..................................................... .
Elementary education in Great Britain and Ireland, 1892 .•..•.......•.•.•...•.......
T echni cal instruction in Great Britain ........... ........... ............... ........ .
Elementary ed ucation in Great Britain ...................................•.........
Religions instruction under the London school board .............................. .
Great Britain and Ireland, educational statistics and movements, 1893 ..•..••....••.
Educational systems of En gland and Scotland, with statistics and movements, 1893-94.
The English education bilf of 1896 ..................•.•...........................•.•
Education in Great Britain and Ireland, 1895-96, with detailed statement of the
development of the En~lish system .............•............................•.....
Education in Great Britam and Ireland:
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Report Pages.
of1888-89
1888-89
1889-90
1889-90
1889-90

78-111
438-457
237-248
187-236
263-280

1890-91
1890-91
1890-91
1801-92
1891-92
]892-93
1892-93
1893-94
1894-95
1895-96

125-134
135-150
151-164
97-104
105-137
203-208
208-218
165-185
257-273
79-121

1895-96

123-135

1896-97
1896-97

3-14
15-27

OUTLINE.-Brief conspectus of the English system of elementary education-Educational statistics-Important facts in the current history of the system: The flefeated education bill of 1896 replaced by bill granting special aid
to "voluntary" schools; effects of th e new law-improved condition of elementii,ry schools indicated by the advancing ideal as shown in public utterances; in
enlarged curriculum and better methods of instruction; in financial progress;
in improvement in the teaching corps, as regards salary, age, qnality of training, and public conception of the office-Efforts for unifying elementary and
secondary schools-Secondary education: Scope of proposed legislation; central authority; local authorities; public funds available for secondary classes of
schools to be recognized; specialized curricula-Statistics of secondary schoolsMr. James Bryce on educational progress-University notes: Statistics for specified years; uni vcrsity colleges and their relation to the education department;
brief conspectus of Oxford aud Cambridge, showing governing bodies and r quirements for the bachelor crf arts degree-Appended papers: (1) Report of the
departmental committee on the pupil-teacher system; (2) teaching of cookery
in English schools by Mrs. Davies, ex-inspectress of cookery•
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l'rief co11s1Jectus of the English system. -Elem ntary eclncation alone hus been organiz ll into a y tom whi his maintained by the combined effort of State and local
aui.horiti .
Th action of th State is limited to securing through local agencies adequate
provision for th instruction of all chilu.ren. An annual grant is made by Parliameut-$.,7,5"9:505 iu 1 97-which is distributed to the managers of schools, public
a1Hl private, that fulfill peci:fiecl conditions. These pertain to the equipment and
taffiug of the school, the duration of the annual session, the course of study, all(l
the results of instruction. A grant in lieu of fees is also rnalle for schools remitting
tho s:u:ne. This grant amounted in 1897 to $11,351,725. Although fees may still be
charged, they hn.vo generally been remittted since the law of 1890 prov idin g the fee
grant. Of the iuspectell schools 84 per c ent have become free schools and 86 per
cent of the enrolled 1rnpils pay no fees. The annual grant and the fee grant,
amotmting as is shown above to $38,891,230 in 1897: provides 6 L per cent of the entire
school expenditure.
A committee of counc il (edncation department) is charged with the distribution
of the grant and maintains a force of inspectors, who must make an in spection of
every school twice a yen.r anclreport as to its efficiency, eqnipmeut, etc. The report
of the inspector cletermines tho amount of the grant to wllich the school is entitled.
The inspectorial fo-rce comprises 12 chief inspectors, 107 inspectors, 4.5 snbinspectors, and 152 inspectors' assistants. There is also a special inspector of music, a
directress of needlework, and au inspcctress of cookery and laundry work. The
experiment of appo inting women to serve as subinspectors, :first trie<.l in 1896, has
proved eminont1y successful. The local school authorities are elective school
boards, representing 68 l)er cent of the popubtion in 1897, and private ma,nagers.
The schools are characterized as board or voluntary, accon1ing to the management.
Board schools, which enroll about 45 per cent of the elementary pupils, are maiutainec1 in -part by local tax.es, yielding $10,62i, 422 in 1896. Voluntary schools, chiefly
parocbi.aJ, have no claim upon these, but draw a portion of their snpport-41 per cent
iu 1896-from en<lowments and subscriptions. Board schools must b e nonsectarian,
and 1:>rivate schools, even if parochial, are restrained by a "conscien ce clause" in
the eclucation law of 1870 from forcing religions instruction upon pnpi]s.
In districts having no school board, comprising about 32 per cent of the 11opula•
tion, school attend::mce committees are appointecl to e: force school attendance .
Sc\i.ool districts must enact compulsory by-laws applicable to all children between
the ages of 5 anll 14, unless they have obta,i ned the educational certificate which
alone entitles them to exemption. The age for exemption can not b e less than
eleven years, and under the by-laws of many districts exceeds that limit. The
teaching foroo comprises certificated teachers, 44 per cent of the total; n.s;;istants,
30 per cent, and pupil t eachers 26 per cent. The last namell are regarded as teachers in training, aml an additional grallt is malle to tbe school on their acconnt.
Teachers' training colleges ec bablished by private managers a,lso receive appropriations from the State. They number 44 residential colleges with 3,492 students
and 14 clay colleges with 81'1 students, and in 1897 received $795,489 .
The system of education in Scotland, based upon the law of 1872, presents subsla1:tially tbe same features as that of England, i. e., it is a State-aided system in
wb1ch local authorities have hrgc liberty of action.
Th~ Irish system, although differing materially from those of Englan<.l an<l. Scotland rn respect to the nature ancl the relations of the central and local authorities,
is maintaiuec1 also by the combined action of the two.
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The following tables present the statistical summary of education in Great Britain
an<l Ireland for the current year, and corresponding particulars for previous years:
Eclucational statistics.
Date Registeretl Profess•
of
students
ors or
r eport. or pupils. teachers.

Institutions.

Expendi•
hues.

GREAT BRITAIN.

England and Wales.
Universities:
.
Oxford (23 colleges) ....................•..••...•..••... 1897
Cam bridge (19 colleges) .........•...................... 1897
Durham (1 college) .... ............. . .................. . 1897
Detached colleges (15) ................................ . 18!)7
University colleges for women (4) .................... . 1897
Bedford College for women ........................... . 1897
Elementary clay schools ...............................•... 1896
Night schools ............................................ .. 18!)6
Training colleges for elementary teachers ...••.•.......... 1896

3,408
2,929
171
a 13,411
393

1)6
125
Vl
851

5,422,981)
298 724
4: 380

115, 634

rn2

$4.9, 694., 940
1, 123, 934

Scotland.
Universities:
.A.l>erdeen (1 college) ................................. ..
Edinburgh (1 college) ............................... ..
Glasgow (1 college) ................................... .
St. Andrews (2 colleges) .............................. .
Glasgow C~llege_{technica1) .......................... .
Dunclee Umvcrs1ty College .......................... ..

~;~~~~~flo1~~:.~~~l~~.l~ ~ ·. ~:::::: ~: ·. ~ ·.·.::::: :: ::: ::::::~:::

Training colleges for dementary teachers ............... ..

1897
1897
1397
1897
1897
1897
1806
1896
1896

755
2,813
] , 789
236
b 286
175
709,478
50,822
!)03

1897
1897
1897
1897
181)6

1,100
343
·200
105
815, 248

54 ...............
JOO ---·------101 -------- .. ·-·
32 .............
C 62 • • • • • • • • • • • a
24 ·------ -- --·
15,708
7, 136, 48:3

----------

·········--·

61
2-1
23
16
dl3, 195

········-··-

2ll, 607

Ireland.
Dublin UniYersity ('rrinity College) ...................... .

~i:tsaui~~~: ~or,~;:~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Galway, Queen's College ................................ ..
Elementary day schools .................................. .

-----------··------------------ .....

------------

Department of science and art.
Science schools anr1 classes ................................ }
.A.rt schools and classes . ...... ... ........... _........ _.... ·/ 1896

{

196, 185 .......... } 3 748 !)2?
146,193 / ..... ... .. 1
'
'
~

a Inclutling 3,612 evening stn<lents, but excluding 2,463 evening student., and 2+7 correspondence
students at King 's College, London.
b Not including 3,122 evening students.
c Including 18 trade instructors.
cl Also $5,853 l)aid monitors.

Comparative view of statistics of ele1nenta1·y ecfocation at specified dates.
Scotland.

England and Wales.
1870 .

1874.

I

---1880.

1896.

1876.

] 890.

3,705,314 4,181), 27
I. Estimatei;. population .... 22,090,163 23,648,609 2-t, 244,010 30,800,522
II. Numuer of schools, day
aud nigl1t (institu•
3, 53
3,005
23. 590
14,368
13,163
tiou s), iu»p ect.ed . ......
8,281
Pupils-accommodation:
Day schools3,638, 1)63
2,870, ]68
2,626, 318
Voluutary ... .... 1,878,584
602,054
824, 44
2,433,411
536, 150
245,508
Board ............ .............
Kigl,t schools (not
connected with day
schools)lJ, 421
10,507
Volnntary .... . .. ................
2, 8'.l
1,361
380
Board ............ ----------·- .. ..............
Enrollment-day schools,
700, 47
534,428
5,422,989
2,943,774
2,497,602
boartl and voluntary ... 1,693, 059
.Average attendance,
day scholarsI
2,465,919 }
1,656, 502
1,540,466
Voluntary ....... 1,152,389
592, 03
40-1., 018
1,956,922
328,071
138, 293
Board .... . ....... ·-----·---·50, 82
H,307
147,025
49,858
48,690
Night schools ........ .............
III. Number of teachers:
1
Day schools9, 50.j
5,330
56,712
23, 053
18,714
12,467
Certificated ......
1, 91 :{
Hi
25,393
3,173
2,480
1,262
.Assistant.,. .......
4, ·i:lO
4,582
3:3, 520
21, 031
32. 2:n
Pupil ............ ,
14, 304
$ 1,122,870 ,.7,136,482
IV. Cnrrent expenditures ........... ..... ..... . ...... $16, 584, 356 $40, 694, 000
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ING -TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE
Y TEM.

English sy tem of elementary education
will rve to mak int lligib1 an account of present movements affecthig it. The y tern wa maintained on the lines laid down by the law
of 1870, with but s1igbt modifications and little opposition, for nearly
fifteen year ; but upon the retnru of the conservative pnrty to power
in 1885, the chur ·h chool authorities became outspoken in their
demand for a share in the local taxes, or increased aid from other pnhlic
funds, and this, with certain inherent weaknesses in tllc system, "·lifrh
were recognized by aU pa1·ties, 1ed the Government to active efforts for
its revision. The history of these efforts, from the appointment of a
royal commission in 1886 to investig~te the workings of the system
down to the legislative measure of 1896~ has been given in the previous
reports of the commissioner: ,{ \part tro111 . its historical interrst, the
record emphasizes certain prine1pl_e~ '"·of ui1iversal application. The
English elementary system is peculiar in its separation from the agencies of higher education, but it has expanded in spite of official bounds
and has thus brought about, by a practical experiment, the notion of
educational unity ·which all sound theory admit,s. The record shows
further the impossibility of raising to the same level two classes of
schools, one under public, the other under denominational control.
The opportuni.t.y of correcting the defects of the system by legislation
was lost for the time through tbe defeat of the bill of 1896. The event
gave a new direction to legislative action.
The bill introduced into the House and passed in the winter of 1897
provides a special grant for voluntary schools (that is, private schools,
chiefly parochial), said grant not to exceed in the aggregate 5 shillings
per scholar of the whole number of scholars in these schoo1s. This is
the first departure from the policy of impartial Govemment, action in
respect to the two classes of schools. Moreover, instead of simplifying
school administration, which is desirable, the new law introduces an
additional factor into the complicated system of local control. It provides for the federation of schools entitled to the special grant under
governing bodies of their own choice. This policy does indeed increase
the areas for the administration of this particular grant, and simplifies
the work of its distribution so far as regards the educational department, but it tends to promote ecclesiastical authority, and thus emphasizes the di tinction between the two cla es of elementary schools.
The unit of federa ion i na urally the dioce e, and the "governing
bocli s have the right to apportion heir share of the grant according
to heir judgment of he need. of the different chools of tlie diocese.
The fear tha teachers ould bav
mall place in the" governing
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bodies" has not proved groundless, as indicated by the following summary showing the situation at the close of 1897 :

Federations of-

Govern ing
bodies.

1
i~fN:i~~d~~t~
: ;~h~~i~ i:::::::::::::: :: ::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Rornan Catholic schools .................•..............................
Church of England·schools. ...... .... .. ... . . . . ..... ... . .. ... . .. . . . .. . . .
1

•

245
205
48
\J80

45

18

26
5
26

12
10

2

British and Foreign School Society.

The difficulties in the way of an equitable division of tbe grant are
endless. Complaint is also made that schools declining to join federations are coerced in various ways, although under the law their action
should be voluntary. The oppo&i ion which this measure encounters
from nonconformists can hardly ~ -1 uir'em~tood without considering
how the pupils are at present, dhi freedom, ffioard schools starting in
1870 with no special advautages hav <h t
within their influence twofifths of the school-going children. 0 urch of England schools enroll
nearly the same pro-portion, leaving one-fifth tQ be divided between
Catholic, Wesleyan, and other schools.
The Established Church finds great difficulty in meeting the competition of board schools in the cities, but has a monopoly of education in
many rural districts. Wherever this is the case, t.he trend of the school
is sectarian iu spite of the law forbidding compulsory attendance upon
the religious exercises of the school. From a statement prepared. by
the National Education League of the Free Ohurches, it appears that
nearly one-third ·of the population (9,242,000) have only sectariau schools
within their reach. A special grievance of nonconformists is their exclusion from the teaching service in the church schools.
Their statement sets forth that(a) While the majority of the teachers in board schools belong to the Established
Qhurch nearly all the teachers of 13,000 Anglican and Roman Catholic schools are
required to belong to those churches. This has been powerfully shown by the present Bishop of Hereford in a letter to the Times. If the proposals of the arch bishops
and cardinal are agreed to, the boycotting of nonconformists from the teaching profession will be seriously increased, for those proposals aim at the introduction of
sectarian teaching into board schools and at the opening of new denominational
schools without restriction in school board districts. The present systelli is so nujust
in this repect that nonconformists will oppose with their utmost strength such
attempts to make it worse. The injustice is all the more Herions l,ecause the training of teachers in this country is so largely subject to sectarian tests.
(b) The children of nonconformists in thousands of villag s aud towns are by law
compelled to attend schools where they can not become teachers, wber · 1-1a. enlotal
and Romanizing doctrines are taught, and where nonconformi.i:it rni~isteri; n.n<l
· st anv inc·ri·a «' of
churches are not seldom held up to contempt. W e pr t es a.garn
. · ,
. :
.
1
t
1·
t
Already
th
y
rec
iv. . uu ,11h.
,ou!-1
the amount paid to these schoo s ou o axes.
.
1
sterling per annum, and spend it subject to no lo al repres ntat1 ve ·ontro · 1 ere
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are, or s < ud in ome ca
hnudre<ls of Yilla.ge~ unc.l towns in every English county
wbcr all hi1dren of school ao- are l1riY 11 into Anglican schools, and where there
i no oth r school avaifabl .

list i given of G 3 villages in 52 counties in which there is no
sch ol xcept tluit of the Ohnrch of England or of the Church of Rome.
'rlie statement shows further that there are 39 towns with population ran ·iug from 2 GOO to 120,000, iu which '' educational liberty
i almo t unkno"u·' Out of a total of 503 schools in these towns
all but 93 belong either to the Clrnrch of England or to. the Cl.lurch of
Rom.
"The e figures prove," say~ the statemeut, ''that a large part of the
country is nuder a law of compulsory sectaria11ism in education."
It is obvious from the conditions here considered tlrnt the English
system of elementary ellucation, which is often cited as afforcling
impartial provisiou for people of di
·eligious faith, has developed
unju t teudencies from wh· •, ~~
. ul~l\ ~;r~tem is happily free.
Signs of i:>rogress.-II e of 1896,
:i;bfog ~~mepts there are
evidences of progress iu -· -- ......t.._ • w.
Q~L tie schools. These evidences ma.y b~ classe<l u
~
"'h ·eads-the developing ideal,
increasing resources, improvement of the teaching body.
The ideal.-ln the.. larger cities, London, Binuingham, Mancliester,
and others, the scbool boards have created vigorous systems and have
won local support for a much higber grade of education than that
originally recognized. by the Government. There are now some sixty
bigber grade boa.rel schools, thoroughly organized and well equipped,
especia1ly for practical instruction in science. They have raised the
standanl of po11ular education for the whole Kingdom. No stronger
proof of this influence is needed than the discussions in the Church
Congress of 1897. Considering. the ideal of popular education long
maintained by the church, such views as those expressed by ArchDeacon Wilson in the recent congress are little short of revolutionary.
As to the improvement of the system in general he said:

mr

\Ve shall not improve our eleruentary el1nca.tion. much until, by taking it further,
ancl by watching its result., we get a clearer estbuate of what onght to he the aims
an(1 tests of elementary el1ucation, and of the degree in which it has faile,l. For
note wen that, given their preseut iueal, our elementary schools hasc not failed. Tho
best voluntary schools ha,·e attained it almost completely; and the hei:;t boanl
schools h::we even more generally attained all tllat lies witbiu their moro limit<'u
scope. But the iuen.ls of elementary schools are sure to undergo a transformation
when the country begins to carry on the cducati(1n of its children to sixteen iu any
·erions degree. To continue the elementary e,luC'ation is the chief means for impro,·iug what we have got. * * ;. The tests of tl1e way in which ,tlncation bas fitted
people for life are their intelligent interest iu the· ·work of their life, th ir n o of
lei nr '. and the total effect of all educational influences on the dignity and worthine ·s of char.acter. Keeping thcs points in view, lenwntary eclu('ation shon1<1 aim
fh ·tat maknw the life of im1u try, which i · the Jot of the majority, more enjoyahle
a~<l ~ion, ~roducti ve by a tborongh development of the physique, arnl by stironlatiug mt •l11rrcnce in all that bear on in,1nstry, It shonl<1 aim at gidng good tat
for the use of l ei ·uro for r creatiou, l>o<li1y au<l 111e11tal. It• supremo aim and te::;t is
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the resulting dignity and worthiness of character, as shown in manners, in domestic
life, iu civic life. 'l'he last aim, character, is not to be attained by any cod,e. It is
the result of personal influence, of the ideal of all who have to do with the children:
parents, teachers, the street, the press, the total environment. Ancl I hope no one
will deny-certainly no one who knows the life of our towns will deny-that the
bona fide and active membership of some religious body is the most practically effective help and security for such elements of character. There is nothing that replaces
it in a,ny degree; dissenters and churchmen will a,gree in this; to grow up without
such membership is to be deprived of one of the strongest ancl best influences of
life-of a natural right of every child in England.

The speech reveals much more than personal opinions; it reflects the
two great influences that are forcing the schools forward-the industrial and political.
Effect of recent regulations.-Although the impulse to highet standards comes from the cities, the education department alone h·a s the
power of imparting an upward tendency to the whole system. This it
may do in two ways: (1) By the regulations for distributing the public
grant; (2) by the examinatio~ 'requirements. Recent changes in the
first particu,lar have promoted freedom in teaching. Since 1890, the
greater part of the· grant has been alUYwed on the basis of avera,ge
attendance and the report ·of inspectors as to the general state of
the schools, whereas, formerly, the grant was allowed upon the results
of individual examinations in the obligatory subjects. 1
It should, however, be stated that in order to share in the grant a
school must show that it has adequate provision for teaching tlie required branches, its head teacher must have a Government certificate,
and if the average attendance exceed 60 there must be a due proportion
of assistant teachers.
The change from an annual -prescribed examination to visits of inspection, without notice, at the discretion of the inspector, tends also to free
the schools from mechanical routine.
Reg1tlat-ions respecting particular branches of instruction.-The departmeo t concerns itself also with the details of school work in regulating
the programme for each year of the seven that make up the elementary
course.
From time to time special efforts are made to improve the teaching
of particular branches. Reading and drawing have been the subjects of
most recent effort. A circular dealing with the former was issued by the
department in December last. It discusses the method of teaching
2
the subject and the better preparation of teache_rs in thi re pect. •
The methods and purposes advocated show some r gard to child
nature and to mental development in themselves con idered; th Y h'- ve
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it w r , in p y b 1 gy and philosophy which elevates
mer att mpt c t m a ural>le results.
d imp· rtan ·e attached to drawing was shown in 1891 by
i!l om tiln

cnllt•d hortly · intellig nc ,' nn abbr viation which has been at once the canso and the
il''t·t of a v;oocl tl al of confnse<l and futile t aching.
"lt is g •nernlly n<lrnitted th Rt th r ading in schools and the teaching of reacling are unsatisfactory;
nor ar th 1 n one far to se k. They are, probably,
'' l. The larg1:11 .~s of clas es and the presence of many classes in one room.-Itis obviously impossible
lo giv ulndeut indiYiclual practice in cla ·ses consisting of forty, :fifty, or of even a greater nnmber
of chil<lr n; or any practice worthy of the name in the miclst of confusion and clatter. The least cf
the e,·ils for which this vicious oro-anization affords an excuse are the generally "harmful, becanso
slo, uly, pra tice of simultaneous reading, and the neglect of individuals; the commonest aml th e
worst r snlt is the culthation of a shp hod i11diE:tinctness of utterance, ancl the procluction of a monotonous or sing-song intonation which is clearly recognizable as the effect of unison practice in a
primary school.
"A.ncl even in learning to r cognize the printecl symbol the children of primary schools are slowe'l'
than they would be if teachers tlicl not frequently fall back on the device of the collective or i,imultaneous exercise, which encourn,ges unthinking uniformity and represses individual effort.
"2. A premature and ill-juclged regarcl for •expression'; and the consequent neglect of those
mechanical parts of the reading exercise which are well within the range of the young pupils' J)ower
of achievement. Teachers are un.turally anxious to impart a fluent mo,lnlation which shn,11 indicate
the comprehension of shades of thought and phrasing, and in pursuit of this complex and all but ~rnattainable encl they leave the attainable and simpler physical excellences unsecured. With ordinary
care, children can be made to read with all due attention to the precise rendering of :final consonantsof the highest importance in a lan•Yuage which throws its accents back and persistently slurs its :final
vowell!-ancl c,in be made to produce tl1eir vowels ore rotunuo. But to cultiYate modulation a nd
intonation by setting a short pattern to be imitated is to encourage a kind of hypocrisy that exposes
itself in au unprepared passage at once and unmistakably.
.
"Under most circumstances short ' pattern reading' is of doubtful value, though special justification
is claimed for it in those parts of the country where the popular speech is a droning monotone. If
given by a teacher to children before they have themselves tried a. passage, it discourages the effort
to get nat.urally at the right rendering through a ':first-hand' comprehension of the meaning. Whe_n
'pattern reading' is considered necessary, it is best to choose a passage which the class is not, on tlus
occasion, about to read; and the passage worked out by the children under the direction of th e
teacher may be read aloud by the teacher, or by a bright pupil, at or toward the end of the l esson,
serving a purpose like that of a ' fair copy' of a written exercise or of a properly correctecl au d
worked sum.
"3. Neglect to insist on careful articulation at all times.-Many teachers reserve such attention ~8
they bestow on articulation for the reading lesson, whereas it should be obvious that success m
securing Jlrccision depends on the cultivation of a good habit of' speech at all times. Truncated a nd
'woolly' enunciation should be permitted in no circumstances. No answer to a question should be
accepted from a child (unless he is conspicuously lacking in self-confidence) which is not clearly
heard by every member of the class, and children should be encouraged to acquire the power of contimwus auclible speech by the exaction of reasonably long descriptions, resumes of lessons heard, a nd
careful recitation. Nor is it necessary that in a reading lesson a book should lie open before every
member of the class. Variation in procedure is valuable in every part of the school curriculum, b~t
in the reading exercises perhaps more than any other. A. practice full of profit to every member of a
class (including the teacher) is to make each in turn read exclusively to the ears of his comrades,
and not, as is usually the case, to their eyes alone.
"4. Oonju,ion of an expository or information lesion with practice in reading aloud.-A.ny lesson in
which books are used may serve the pur-pose of • cultivating intelligence,• aml it is not the reading
lesson alone that givea fit opportunities for varied illustrations. But teachers too commonly overload
themselves in a reading lesson with materials and information in order to make it interesting, a nd
then try to communicate or evoke all sorta of knowledge, stopping occasionally by the way to hear the
children read and to correct mistakes in the rendering. This is satisfactory neither to the teacher,
whose resources it wastes, nor to the class, whose attention it weakens and dissipates. Teachers do
best to divide reading lessous int-0 two se1>arate parts and to determine in what order these shall
receive chief (not nece sarily all) attention, according to the attainments of the class and th character
of the passage t-0 b read. Attention should be continuously given at the one time chiefly to the
matt r read, ancl at the other chiefly to the manner of reading.
"Chil<lrton should not us~ally be asked tv read a passage alou<l until they have had suffici nt tiro
to .ma. t<:r its general m anrng by silen study. Until they ha'" b f'D allowed to do this, it is neith r
farr nor profitabl , nor even rea. onable. to expt,ct th •m to rf•all with • intelligence.' It is a p culiar
and mark d defe<·t of our corumon primary cboi,l practir·e to J,:ive the <'hilclr n 80 little at any time
and in any ubjoct t-0 'g t up ' for th rn 1·lv ; they sutler from lack of what has b n called • a little
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making the subject obligatory for boys. The grants for this branch
have been hitherto allowed by the science and art department, but
after Augut:it 31, 1898, they will be given by the education department.
This change brings <l.rawing into closer relation with the whole scheme
of elementary study. Greater stress is also placed upon manual training, which is advocated for educative rather than utilitarian reaRons.
The following statement aud statistics from the official report for 1897
indicate the progress in branches included under this head:
Manual training in schools j carpentry, needlework, cookery, and laundry wo·rk, p1·act-ioal
housew·i fery, cottage gardening.
The movement for the intToduction of manual training into all cfasses of schools
as .a corrective to an excess of bookwork seems to bo gaining strength in this as in
other countries. It is felt tha.t the exercise of hand and eye, as well as of the memory aud tlle powers of verbal expression, is necesRary to trnc education. It appears
to be true tlrnt the process of growth in a child's mind is furthered by manual training, and that the latter promotes the attainment of power and accuracy in other
studies. These considerations point to a closer corelation between manual training
and the other sul>jects of school curriculum, the former being rightly regarded as an
integral part of school training and not as an optional or disconnected appendix to
it. ln this wider sense the training of band and eye finds a place in the kindergarten, as well as in schools for older scholars, but in tho latter case it naturally
takes other forms. Varied occupations in the former class of schools, and in the
latter brushwork, clay motleling (with special reference to lessons in history and
natural science), and cardboard work have all been found useful in stimulating the
activity and deYeloping the inventive powers of the children. But in the case of
the schools for older scholars there is some danger lest manual training should be
advo cated and introduced less for the pnrpose of cultivating the general powers of
the child than from a mistaken desire to impart premature dexterity in some particular craft or home employment. It is happily the case that manual training, when
wisely planned, does carry with it the incidental advantage of enabling the scholar
to acq nire useful skill which will increase the comfort and economy of home life.
Yet it is not on this side of the matter, important as it is, but on the educational
value of the training that stress must be laid, if we are to escape the disappointment
which followed on the excessive attention paid tQ narrow forms of manual instruction in the older schools of industry.
We are glad, therefore, to observe that increasing attention is being given in our
public elementary schools to such subjects as cookery,t housewifery, woodwork, and
gardening. When properly arranged, these lessons have great influence on the efficieney of the school. Many children who are backward in literary expression show
•a com pensating aptitude for expression with their hands, and others are saved from
the dangerous discouragement which sometimes forces them without desert into the
dunce's place. Carpentry is a delight to most boys when they are old enough to use
nece~sary tools; and we have sanctionetl during the past year an addition to our
building rules with the object of securing that rooms for woodwork should be ~l~nned
with the simplicity and economy suitable for workshops. The manual trammg ~f
girls naturally takes the form of needlework, cookery, and laundry work, and 18
therefore specially liable to the errors of treatment which conv-ert what should be an
educational discipline into a premature form of technical instruction. At th e sam~
• · ·t ' 11 th t th are xJ)ect d to know• Tlwro
wholesome neglect;' the teacher too oft~n. tells or. ehci s. a
.a
ey
ori ina.Uty in soroi• of h
is, therefore, too little intellectual activity, readiness, dlsc:arsiv~nes:d~~ al!ud of 'tb indivi•lu l!ty
best of our schools, and in consequence there are too few signs in T
g
of expression which we call 'intelligence.'"
.
. 1
th sul>j t 1,y {n.
1
I The actual status of cookery instruction is shown 1D ~ :tic o ~n n among app ncl
l' I
late Government inspectress of cookery, extracts from w c a.ro grv
'
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'atisfaction that more thonght is heing given to the ways of
snbje tl"-, a1Hl w are far from cl 'siring to snbstitute unreal or fanciful
form fin truction f r t,h~ mor homely, but withal scientific, lessons which l>est
nron · the iuter t of tho cbilclren, l>ecan. e they are n earer to their personal e::s:perin of dail ' need nncl to the actual circumstances of their home life.
It is a O'rn,yo blunder in a ookcry lesson to ignore the humbler aU<l more ordinary
form of food, or to provide stov s or appliances of a kincl necessarily unknown in
cottng li.f . Eqna11y eriou , on the other hn.ncl, is the mistake of giving merely
rote in truction in . ubjects which admirably lend themselves to th e teaching of the
principles uud 1·1ying wise action ancl to the trnining of those powers of observation ancl .iudgmcut which are essential to the wise hnsbancling an<l economical
employment of narrow means. \Ve observe, ho,YeYer, from the general reports of
the directrrss of uce<ll work ancl of the inspectress of cookery, that much still needs
to 1.)o clone in onler to raise the educational value of the instruction in cookery and
needlework in many schools. In others, on the other hand, tho teaching of cool~ry
· bas been so efficient that the lessons have been fonn<l. to produce a perceptible and
sati.·factory improv~ment in the homes of the working classes.
,vo are glacl a,1so to Tecognize cottage gardening as capahle of being made n. -.;-aluab1e instrument in education. Enco1.uagi.ng Teports reach us of the interest which
is b eing talrnu in school horticulture an<l. of the pride of the children in their trim,
well-kept garuens. Gardening is so widespread an interest in English life, and is
in so man)- ways a useful recreation for men and women of all classes, that we have
drawn the special attention of Your Majesty's inspectors to the conditions on which
wo llcsire its encouragement in connection with the schools. "\Ve have pointed out
that the main object of a school g::m1en is not the putting boys as apprentices to
the gardener's craft We fully recognize the improvement "·hich a thorough kno,~1euge of cottage gardcu-ing may effect - in the condition of the working classes Ill
-agricultural districts, but as a school subject its teaching also sen'es a general
educational purpose. In order to effect this purpose we have recommcnclecl that tho
1essons in elementary scienco which are given in the schoolroom shonld be ill_nstrate(l by practical work in tho garden, in order that the science may escape bemg
mere boo1-: learning an(l the garuening may become something more tllan mere
technical training.

England am,d Wales.-Table showing for specified years ~he number
of schools 'in which certain branches have been taught and tlle number
of 1mpils securing grants for the same:
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In 1895 cottage gardening for boys was introduced in the elementary
schools. That year one school made provision for the subject. In 1896
the number had increased to 42 schools, of which 27 received grants for
475 boys who succrnsfully passed tlle Government examination.
Financial progress.-The possibility of realizing the advancing ideals
depends largely upon the financial resources. The increase in school
expenditure which has already been noted is due in part to the extension of the programmes and the employment of better teachers. From
1872 to 1896 the current expenditure 11er capita of average attendance
rose in voluntary schools from £1 7s. 5<l. to £119s. 6¾<l,, an increase of
45 per cent, and in board. schools from £1 8s. 4-¼d. to £2 lls. ll¾d,, an
increase of 83 per cent.
More significant than either the fact or rate of increased expenditure
is the larger share borne by public funds. That implies not only
greater public interest in the work, but also the substitution of permanent ancl stable resources for those that are fitful and capricious. ·
Public a1y1ffopriations consisted from the beginning of the annual
grant applied lo both classes of schools and local taxes for board
schools only. To these was added in 18!)1 a grant iu lieu of fees.
Excluding the la.st named, the grant per capita of average attendance
rose in voluntary schools from lls. lO¼<l, in 1872 to 18s. 7id, in J 896, an
increase of 57.5 per cent, and in board schools from 8s. lO¼<l, to 19s. 7fd.,
an increase of 121.41 per cent. The local taxes applied to board schools
rose jn the same time from an average per ca1)ita of 10s. 5Jd. to £1 Is.
2d., an increase of 110.35 per cent. The appropriations above considered take no account of the mo11eys expended for buildings, structural
improvements, etc.
Improvement of the teaching force.-The largest proportion of the current expenditure for schools goes always to teachers' salaries. This
fact alone gives an economic reason for making the choice of teachers
the most important of the responsibilities that fall upon those who
administer the school system. Reasons far deeper than the economic
increase this responsibility; hence it may be said that the most effective
of all measures for advancing the schools are those that tend to improve
the quality or the condition of the teaching force. In the English system advance iu this respect is marked, tliough gradual. It is shown
by tbe higher rate of salaries, by the relative increa e in the nu_m~er of
adult teachers, and by larger and better provi: ion for the tram_rng of
teachers. The aYerage annual salary for certi:ficatell ma. t r 1 uow
$610, or 30 per cent above the average in 1870. Th a.vera_<re ,al< !Y
for certificated mistresses is 403, an increase of 40 I er nt m e . ,o.
Thi~ statement takes no account of free r side 1c , wbi ·11 i _>r H~ ~
for about one-fourth of the ma ter and one- veutll . f th ~ i: ~ ': 1 . ·.:
.
.
l lt
r l 1 h 1 (\p1l t , i( i.
Tbe increasmg proportion of ac u a comp
_. , l
'l
.
f
2
tw 1l 1 J < ll 1 .
must also be regarded as a sign o progre. · ·
1'
this proportion ro e from Gl per c n t , , . 1 r · n
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.
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giv n to 11 trnrnrn ,
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establi hment in 1890 of day training colleges, most of them in connection with colleges of arts and science. The recent experiment of
sending select d tudents from the training colleges for a third year
of professional tudy in France and Germany has proved highly successful. Students who have the benefit of this foreign experience, the
report says, show signs of enlarged culture and of greatly facreased
power.
From a desire to encourage persons who have received a university
education to enter the pro_fession of teaching in elementary schools,
the department allows graduates, or persons who are qualified by
examination to become graduates, in arts or scieu_ce of any university
in the United Kingdom to be recognized as certificated teachers, provided that they hold a certificate of proficiency in the theory and
practice of teaching issued by a university or collegiat e body and
approved by ourselves. The certificates recognized by the depa_rtment at the present time are the schoolmaster's diploma granted to
graduates by the University of Edinburgh; the certificate of the University of Cambridge in the theory, history, and practice of teaching
(if accompanied by the certificate of practical efficiency in teaching);
the teacher's diploma of the University of London; the teacher's
diploma of the Victoria U uiversity; the diploma of associate, licentiate, or fellow of the College of Preceptors (if accompanied by the
special certificate of ability to teach), and the Durham University certificate of the theory and practice of teaching.
The number of students in training in 1896 was 4,461. Taking this
number as a basis, it implies with a three years' course the possible
graduation of 1,400 students yearly-a numuer quite inadequate to
supply the yearly waste, estimated at 6,000 in the adult teaching force
(82,105). Vacancies are filled in part by assistant and pupil teachers
who, without going through training colleges, prepare to pass tbe Government examination. It is estimated that about 6,500 pupil teachers
annually become eligible for the post of assistant teachers.
The education department recognizes the importance of the due
supply of efficient teachers, and in December, 1896, appointed a ·committee to inquire into the working of the pupil-teacher system. The
committee were directed to consider the existing arrangements with
respect to their effects upon the pupil teacbers themselves and upon
the general supply of teachers, and to suggest what, if any, changes
are desirable.
A summary of the introduction and the recommendations of their
report is included in the appended papers.
•
The change that is taking place in the general conception of the
elementary teacher tends also to elevate the calling. This change was
happily characterized by the Right Rev. J. Percival, Lord Bishop of
Hereford, in an addre b fore the church congress already referred to.
The addre s al o di cu e the class di tiuctious that teud to depress
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the calling in England, aud thus forms an interestin_g commentary on
a condition that must in time pass away or be radically modified.
As regards the estimation in which the ,vork of the teacher is helcl by the general
public [said Dr. Percival], it is true that we have ma(le considerable advances of
late years. As I look back, my thoughts travel to the Scotch dominie and the
English usher, and I am bound to acknowledge the great change that has taken
place during the last half century. When Dr. Tait succeeded Dr. Arnold about
fifty-five years ago in the head mastership of Rugby, an aged Scotch relative is said
to have thrown up her hands in astonishment and to have sorrowfully exclaimed:
"To thiuk of our Archie being a dominie ! " Such was the esteem in which the
head mastership of Rngby was then held by an aged Scotch lady. Since that time
the hands of the clock have certainly moved forward. Still, if the dignity of the
teacher's office is to be duly recognized, and if the teacher is to attain his true position
or status in the hierarchy of occupations, we have to think of his calling more distinctly than hitherto as one of the liberal or learned professions. And this must
imply the official registration of all teachers, which presnmes clearly defined terms
of admission, the door of ent:-ance officially guanled by strict requirements. And
this again presupposes a "system of prepamtory training. If we recognize the fact
that the education of the young is one of the highest and most difficult and most
responsible of all callings and of special moment to national prosperity and life and
character, we shall not hesitate to say that it is the duty of the State to require
the registration of all classes of public teachers; and that the conditions of such
registration must include not only trustworthy testimony to fitness, as regards ·
character antl temperament, but also adequate preparation, training, and probation.
Further, if our educational system is to be made as good as possible, through and
through, we must aim at placing all teachers nnder one administrative system, so
that there may no longer be what is practically an impassable barrier of separation
between primary and seconda,;ry teachers. We may observe several good results
which would flow from such a unifying arrangement. Teachers would thus be
brought to look upon themselves as all belonging to one and the same body, and the
ablest and most successful men and women in primary schools would have opportunities of passing from elementary to secondary schools, so that the career of such
teachers would be enlarged and their office made all the more attractive. And if
every soldier in Napoleon's army was stimulated by the thought that he might
some day grasp the marshal's baton, the same principle of a career open to merit
without let or hindrance would doubtless have a similar effect in the great army of
our elementary teachers. On the other band, men and women educated in secondary schools and of various classes in society would thus be led to look to the profession of teachers in elementary schools, and we might thus hope gradually to
sweep away the feeling of class distinction which now separates the primary
schools from the rest of our educational system, and so put an end to one of the
chief defects in the education of the poor, that of leaving it almost entirely in the
bands of teachers belonging to their own class. This leads me to dwell for a moment
on the shortsightedness of many middle-class parents, especially the poorer clergy
and others similarly situated, in not educating their daughters and, I might add in
many cases, their sons also, for the very useful, influential, and happy position of
elementary school teachers. In our elementary schoolsystemitis a cardinal defect that
the teacher is confined throughout the whole period of bis education within the circle
of his own class and never mixes freely with students of any other class. He begins as
a pupil in the elementary school; he passes on to be a pupil teacher and next proceeds
to the isolated training college, and from this he returns to the elementary school. To
remedy the defects of this isolation, I hold that it ought to be made co~paratively easy
for those who are to be teachers in elementary schools to complete their course of education and training at Oxford or Cambridge, so that a considerable port~on_of th em may
be thus brought out of their own narrow circle and may carry into their life and work
ED
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rsity a oci:1tions and. influences. Moi-eover, I should be glad
lem ntary teachers' training college establishecl in each of our
gr < t univ rsiti , o that all the member migh1, have the au.vantage of university
a . ocin.tion, . I hav , in(1eed, often wondered that some of the wealthy churchmen
who are s arne ·t about main faining the influence of the church in the field of education <lo not p 'nu a little of thefr ·wealth in fourn1ing Church of England training
collco-es for tea b rs at Oxford and Cambridge, as I c an hardly imagine any other
polic y whi h woulu b
o efficient for the purpose they have in view. Give me the
training of the t achers and I count all other matters as of secondar) importance.
:My l:u,t sugge tiou on this point is that steps shoulu be taken to invite and attract
tut1ents from se ondary schools to enter the elementary school training colleges
with the view of becoming elementary school teachers.
7

On the influence of the teacher, Dr. Percival said further:
The influence of the school-teacher on the character of the young is probably
greater than that of any other person outside the family circle. Every day in manifolcl relation hips, a,ll through the growing and impressible life of early years, the
teacher's personality is acting on the mill(l of the pupil, and it is proverbial that all
the strongest and best influences on life and character, as a]so those that are most
mischievous, act upon us throu gh the direct influence of some personality. The
powor of the S:1viour himself in human life has been described with much truth and
suggestiveness as His revelation multiplied by the power of His personality. What
a vast field of opportunities this implies, and what a weight of responsibity it lays
on those who tako up this office, both as regards their character and conduct and
their :personal training for it. Thus the teacher's success or failure depends very
largely on the effect of his own personality, and showing itself in his manners, temper, character, anc1 tastes, and on the ideal of work and duty which be impresses
on his puJ:lils by the spirit of his life ancl 'Ly his own example. It will, for instance,
make a vast difference to your work and its fruits whether the aim which chiefly
occupies your thoughts is simply to satisfy the examiner or to earn a grant; in other
words, the narrow utilitarian aim which is certain to infect your pupils with the
same utilitarian spirit, or whether in all your teaching you are possessed with t~e
feeling that you are placed in your office to cultivate their tastes, to builu up their
character, to train their faculties, and to refine their tempers and their manners; in
fact, to make them as far as your opportunities enable you to do it men aud women
of the true Christian type. This being so, we can not too emphatically impress on
everyone who proposes to undertake the teacher's office the weighty words of
Matthew Arnold: "The best tbing for a t eacher to do," he said, "is to put before
himself in the utmost simplicity the problem he has to solve. He has first of all to
instruct tho children committetl to his charo-e in certain elements of lea,rning. He
has also to bear in mind that they have for ;he most part a singularly narrow range
of words and thoughts. He has consequently to give them some knowledge of the
world in which they find themselves and of what happens and of what bas bappenod
in it, and he has to do all that within him lies toward opening their mind and opening their soul an<l their imagination; and," he a<lded iu words which deserve to be
_graven in the memory of every teacher, "the teacher will open the children's soul
and imagination the better the more he has opened his own, aml he will also clear
their understanding the better the more he has cleared his own."

Need of closer relations between elementary and secondary teachers.Dr. Percival not on]y recognized the need of enlarging the sphere of
tbe elementary teacher, but he urged 1.bat teachers of secondary
cbools shall have special training for their vocation. With respect to
th se he ·aid:
~.. ~ have to lam nt tbe lonrr d,lay in e:tablisbing any system of prof ssional
tramrng for the oftico of teacher. The univeroitics of Oxford and Cambridge are
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prepared to do their part, and haYe alrea<l.y done something, and women have very
wisely taken achantage of the facilities provided at Cambridge, but among men
the opportunities offe red have been . veTy generally ignored. And I feel that these
efforts of the universities will meet with little success until the state requires that
every teacher in a Jrnblic (i.e ., secondary) school must undergo a period of professional training aml probation. I desiTe to see such a requirement, both because it
will raise the status of teachers, and so make them better teachers, and because it
will increase their efficiency in all that large portion of their work which is affected
by accumulated aml transmittetl experience an<l. the training that is based upon
such ex:perience; but I desire it even more because it will be the means of bringing
young men un<ler the influence of the great prophets of education-those men of
genius aud inspiration of whose miml anu work many of our young masters are totally
ignorant-thus stimulating the'ir intellectual and moral faculties and changing ancl
uplifting their ideals of duty.

This conception of the teaching profession accords with the views
advanced by the royal commission on secondary education. They
advocated the unification of all grades and a system of official registration, open alike to all teachers without respect to the class of
schools iu which they seek employment.
The na:trow course of elenientary schools an obstacle to union of
grades.-The narrow course of the average elementary school is a
greater obstacle to such union even tha,n the social and scholastic distinctions between the teachers. Pupils who have been taught the
_merest elements, whose minds have never been opened to any real subj,ects of thought, are in no state to enter upon secondary courses. This
consideration was urged upon the attention of Parliament, during the
debate on the annual appropriations, by Sir John Lubbock, who
moved '' that it is desirable to assimilate the provisions of the English
education code, as regards class and special subjects, to those in the
Scotch code of 18!)7 ."
The report of the debate given below affords an interesting view of
the manner in which the elementary-school programme has been gradually developed . .After offering the resolution, Mr. Lubbock continued:
Greater encouragement should be given to the teaching of geography, elementary
science, English, and history. These were class subjects, and only two of them
could. be taken in English elementary schools, whereas the numbe1· across the border
was three. "With regard to specific subjects, which included p11ysics, chemistry,
mechanics, shorthand, foreign languages, and so on, a child, whether in England or
Scotland, could receive instruction in only two, but the Scotch scholar might earn
4s. for each: while the English child was not permitted to earn more than 28. for
each. One resul t was that of five million and a half school children in the southern
half of the islan<l, only 140,000 were presented for examination in specific subjects.
Mr. Jebb seconded the motion. Though a firm believer in t he importance of
learning a few things well rather than many things superficially, he believed. that
advantage would be found in the way pointed out by Sir J. Lubbock, because it
would lead to attractiveness in education .
Sir J. Gorat sympathized with the desire to make education as good in England as
in Scotlantl, but he pointed. out that it coulcl not be done by merely equalizing their
rules for class and specific subjects. In Scotland, as compare<l. with this country,
a greater percentage of the chiltlren went to school. They remained thero to a m?re
advanced age, and the proportion of teachers was l arger. The English dncation
department had come to the conclusion that two class subjects, with the compul~ory
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a mu has the children could profitably study, considering the tender
t of the s ·holars in this country. Even Scotland had not found the
subj •ct an entire success, and discretion with regard to it was no longer
with the chool mana,gers; the inspector, at the beginning of every year, determining
wheth •r on , two, or thr e such subjects should be taken. The officers of t,he education del)artment were quite alive to the desirability of teaching as much as possible,
bnt he hop d the motion would not be pressed to a division.
Sir W. Harcourt saitl he ha.cl listened to a, most instructive debate. What was the
answer-he wa afraill the conclusive answer-to the proposal of bis right honorable
friend, the member of the university (Sir J. Lubbock'), It was_that we had neither·
tho material nor the machinery in this country for giving to English children a
decent education; that it was impossible to teach in the schools of this country the
elementary science and other subjects that were taught in the schools of other
countries. The vice-president of the council had told them that English education
was inferior to Scotch education; that in England the children remained at school a
shorter time i. that they had worse instructors; fewer certificated masters in proportion to the number of children, and that altogether there was a low-grade education
iu England as compared with Scotland. But the outcry of the last few years has
been that the board schools had given too high a class of eclucation. Yet the Scotch
education, which was so superior to the English, was not up to the mark of that of
the countries which were our competitors. Every man interested in the education
of this country ought to read what the Germans had been doing. What a confession
it was that we were unable to give to English children such- an education as was
given in every country in Europe. And we were without any secondary education
which was one of the first requirements of this conntry. vVe had continuation
schools, but no compulsion. All the regular education of this country was a miserable _modicum given to children of 11 and 12. Many of the subjects of party
discussion were not half so important as this question. Why was it that we had
fallen back in the national competition, He believed that the artisans of this
country were equal to any in the world, and that no better work than theirs could
be turned. out. But what the Germans had been devoting their attention to in the
schools was the teaching the people the arts of &olicitation in commercial life, and of
the uistribution of their goods to every country in the world. ·what was neecled for
that purpose was a general education, and elementary education ought to lead up
to that, it ought to lay the foundation of a general sound education. But we did
not keep the children at school hours enough, nor years enough, nor did we have
competent teachers to teach them what they ought to know. The first thing to do
was to awaken the minds of the people of England to the greatest of all their
deficiencies. ·Why was Scotch education superior to English education f Because
the people of Scotland cared more about education than the people of England, and
understood better the practical value of it. The debate had served a useful purpose
by enabling those who were best acquainted with our educational machinery to
make plain a state of things that ought to be made plainer every clay.
Sir W. Hart-Dyke wished to put a little pressure on his right honorable friend
(Sir J. Gorst) and the education department. What was wanted was that a child
should have a useful and practical education, and that the code should be so drawn
as to be elastic in all details of a practical kind, and with regard to any extra class
subject. He would ask his right honorable friend who had spoken of the experiment
being tried in 'cotlaud whether he could not give some indication (next year, for
instance) that this same experiment woulu be applied to England.
Mr. . Smith remark d that educ'l.tion was a matter of time and that in Genuany
and Switzerland a large proportion of the children remained ~t school until the age
of 17.
ur present method was not so much education as a system which addled the
brains of the children and le<l to mental confusion. Many of those who went to
continuation school at the a ,e of 16 had forgotten nearly everything they had
learned and could hardly read and write.
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Sir J. Lubbock hoped the vice-president would listen to the suggestion of Sir W.
Hart-Dyke, a,nd that if he found the Scottish system worked well he would, at the
end of the year, give them the advantage of it in the English elementary schools.
He beggecl to withdraw the motion.
The inoti.on was by leave withdrawn.

In the debate on the proposal for a special grant Mr. Lubbock urged
again the importance of more extended and more systematic teaching
of English history. In respect to this branch, both the history of the
native country and universal history, England is not only inferior to
Scotland, but is behinrl other civilized countries.
At this moment, then, it may be said, so far as regards elementary
educat.ion, that the efforts for the advancement of the system and for
itR closer relation to other parts of educational work have been shifted
from the administrative to the scholastic side. MeanwhHe, legislative
action is invoked in the interests of secondary education.
Secondary education.-lt was expected and still is expected that a
bill dealing with the problems of secondary education would be introduced at the present session of Parliament. The measure is delayed,
but from the public discussions of the subject, and the various proposals that have vigorous support, the main points which must be settled
by law may readily be inferred. These are the constitution of a central authority, of local authorities whose duty it shall be to create and
foster secondary schools in their respective areas, and definition of the
nature and scope of secondary education.
The central aitthority.-.A.s regards the :first point, it need hardly be
said that in England there wiJl be no thought of conferring arbitrary
powers on a central authority. The ideal toward which, apparently,
the English mind is working is thus characterized by.Mr. James Bryce:
A central educational authority ought to be able to advise local authorities, to aid
them by its knowledge, to stimulate them when inert, to adjust the differences
likely to arise between the higher authorities (town and county boards) and the
governing bodies of schools, to serve as a sort of court of appeal when a body of
trustees seeks to resist the proposed diversion of an endowment either to an educational purpose or to some other locality. Such an authority ought, however, to have
a wider scope than the field of secondary education only. It ought to receive the
powers and functions which now belong to the education department, and therewith
ought also to receive c~rtain functions in reference to the higher education of the
country, the so-called university colleges and t.he universities themselves, functions
which are now eiiJ:ier feebly discharged by the privy council, or are not discharged
at all. In other words, what is needed is a ministry of education, whether under
that name or any other, a department of State which shall be able to draw to a center the still unconnected threads of om· educational system, and facilitate that
organization of it upon intelligible pervading principles which it now lacks,L

This ideal is not likely to be attained at present; it is thought probable that the education department will be merely charged with the
distribution of Government aid to secondary schools and with advisory
functions in regard to the same.
1

Studies in Secondary Education, Introduction, pp. xxiii, xxiv •
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1tthority.-Tlle mo:st pressing need in respect to secondary
lla f fan 1 for its adequate provision; the duty of raisino- h fnn 1 , o h r h, n tho appropriated by Government or supplied
by e i tin°· n lo m nt , will fall chiefly upon the loc::tl authority.
Fr m th n c
of the lementary school boards and the effects of the
W lsh intermediat eclucation act (1889) it is eviu.ent that a tax levied
by a, local authority i the mo t efficient means of "raising the level of
duca,tion and of a ociating 1mblic interest with it." Hence, it is generally on eded that tbe local authority must have the right of taxation
aml al o some control over existing en·dowments. The trend of opinion
seems to favor the county councils for this duty, as these already have
the right (law of 1890) to levy a tax for technical education and also the
disbur ement of the surplus from the liquor duties, of which the larger
part is app1ied to the same interest. Opposition to the choice of the
county council is urged on the ground that it is preferable to coufide
so important an interest to a body created for this purpose alone, and
further, because the school boards in the larger boroughs have already
developed,~ higher-grade schools,'' which are in fact secondary schools.
Having arisen spontaneously, as it were, out of local conditions, the~e
higher schools are deeply rooted in the sympathies and iuterests of then'
respective communities. rrhe school boards have proved their ability to
deal with an important phase of secondary education by their management of these hi.gher-grade schools, and it will not be easy to wrest the
work fron.1. them. On the other band, it is not deemed practicable_to
extend the l)rovi.nce of the boards, hence, either a new local authori~y
must be created acting independently of the school boards, or oue m
which the boards aml other agencies may be represented. The question
of loeal control appears then as the most complicated and the most vital
in the whole problem.
P ,ublic funds available for secondary educatfon.-The public funds
already available for secondary education amount to very nearly
$11,000,000 annually. They comprise the annual grant disbursed
through the sciei1ee and art department, about $4,0.00,000, of which the
larger :part is used to foster science an<l. art classes in secondary schools,
and the surplus from the liquor duties, about $3,000,000, wllich may be
so applieu. The existing endowments which the· local authority may
control, yielding about four millions more, may propei;,ly be classed as
public funds, as they have been brought under the control of Government and are now administered under the endowed schools law of 1869,
amended iu 1873 and 187 4.
Ulctssification of secondary schools.-lt is impossible eitlier to constitute a local authority or to systematize the application of these
various funds without determining what shall be regarded as a secondary school. Tile question is not new. It was considered at length
by the Bri i h school inquiry commission of 1864 and their classification. of ,;econdary chools was adopted ubstantially by the royal
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commission of 1894. The words of the later commission on this point
are as follows:
There are two sides from which the question of providing schools of various types
may be approached. We may, on the one hand, inq_uire what sorts of schools are
needecl in order to secure for every class in the community the kind of education it
d esires aucl will profit by. We may, on the other hand, survey the schools which
actually exist, and determine how and with what changes they can best be .fitted into
a comprehensive system and made to provide the several kinds of instruction, more
or less aclvanced arnl more or less general or special, which experience shows to be
rec1nirec1.
The various types of schools neecled, and in particular the types of instruction
they ought to give, are broadly conditioned and determinecl by the length of time
durin g which vario us sets of scholars may lie expected to remain. at school. The
schools inquiry commissioners of 1864-67 distinguished three such sets of scholars:
First, the scholars who were to remain at school till the age of 18 or thereabouts, and
.a respectable proportion of whom were to enter the universities ; secondly, the
scholars who left school about 16, and were intended for some of the professions or
for the higher ,val ks of commercial life; thirdly, the scholars who left school about
14, belonging as a rule to a humbler soci::tl stratum and designed to begin forthwith
to earn their living in shops, or warehouses, or in some industrial occupation. Correspondh1g to these three sets of scholars the commissioners recommended tbree sets
of schools to be distinguished, not by their social rank, but merely by the length of
time during whicb they were to retain their pupils, and for these they proposed
the names of :first-grade, second-grade, and tbiru-grnde schools, respe ctively. This
classification has been followed by subsequent writers, anu indeeu has largely passed
into common speech, a lthough circumstances have so far changed since 1867 that the
boundaries, of tlte three so-called "grades" are much less easily definable now than
they were then, while elementary schools have la.rgely encroached on the province
which the commissioners allotted to their tliircl-grade schools. vVe resort to these
terms with some reluctance. But no b etter nomenclature has been yet suggested;
and we ha,e h ad, and shaH have, frequent occasion to use it as a convenient if
somewhat rough, loose, and conventional way of classifying schools. 1

The conception here presented, whether it be regarded as based on
social distinctions or on the duration of the school period, is opposed to
the American idea, in which, as stated by Mr. J. J. Findlay,2 in his
report to the commission, '' the principle of the unity of all forms of
education is clearly iHustrated."
In discussing "the proper curriculum of instruction for schools of
the three types specified" the Royal Commission, though much less
explicit than that of 1864, still incline to distinctions following the different ends proposed by the three classes of schools. In this respect
they differ from the opinion reached by the "Committee of Ten" in our
own country. The American committee unanimously agreed that-e,ery subject which is taught at all in a secondary school should be taught iu the
same way and to the same extent to every pupil so long as he pursues it, no matter
what the probal)le destination of the pupil may be, or at what point his education
is to cease. * * * It has been [they say further] a very general custom in
American high schools a n<l academies to make up separate courses of stu(:Y f?r
pupils of supposed different destinations, the proportions of the several studies m
1 R eport of the Royal Commission on Sccouclary E<lucation. Volume l, page 282.
2Mr. J. J. Findlay v:aR appointed assistant commissioner to report on secondary <lucation in lbe
United States and in Canada.
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tho diff rent cou.rs being ariou. . 'l'he J:lrincipl laid down by the conferences will,
iflogically ca.rri t1 out, m·1ke a, gr n.t implificationin s condary school programmes.
It xill l ttd t
n,ch subject b ing treated by the school in the same way by the
·year for 11 pupil , and thi , whether the individual pupil be required to choose
bet,v n our s whi ·h run through several years or be allowed some choice a.mong
subjects year by year. 1

The Engli h idea lays stress on the practical uses of training above
the elementary grade, whereas the American plan emphasizes the
importance of culture for all. "The American plan," says Mr. Findlay,
''is democratic, for it delays as long as possible the division between the
child intended for the university and the child intended for the workshop; the German plan tends to narrow and specialize its education at
too early an age."
The royal commission define secondary education as "the education of a boy or girl not simply as a human being who needs to be
instructed in the mere rudiments of knowledge, but it is a process of ·
intellectual training and personal discipline conducted with special
regard to the profession or trade to be followed." 2 As the old endowed
schools, Eton, Harrow, etc., have had in mind the forming of a governing class or a professional class, so now, under the pressure of modern
industry, and especially the fierce· competition of European rivals in
the industrial and commercial worlds, scientific and technical training
is demanded for the artisan classes. A peculiar feature of the discussion as it bas developed in England is the coupling of the term secondary with technical. The relation has been promoted by the action
of Government, whose appropriations through the science and art
department have been chiefly applied to foster art and science instruction in secondary schools. The technical instruction law of 1889
defines the expression "technical instruction" 3 as "instruction in the
principles of science and art applicable to industries, and in the application of special branches of science and art to specific industries or
employments. It shall not include teaching the practice of any trade
or industry or employment, but, save as aforesaid, shall include instruction. in the branches of science and art with respect to which grants
are for the time being made by the department of science and art, and
any other form of instruction (including modern languages and commercial and agricultural subjects) which may for the time being be
sanctioned by that department by a minute laid before Parliament and
i Report of the Commit.tee on Secondary School Studies, p. 17.
2
Report of Royal Commission on Secondary Education. Vol. I (1895), pp. 135, 136.
3 The scope of the word" technical," as determined by the English law, is 1:1omewhat more limited
than that implied by its use in the United States. In the article on technical schools in Johnson's
Encyclopedia, Dr. Mendenhall includes the following under the head of technical schools:
!"~lyteclmic institutes, ins_titutes '?f tec~ology, schools of technology, schools of applied scieJ?,ce 1
m1mng schoolsi all school. , J.D fact, m which the sciences are taught with a view to their practical
application to tne promotion of the material interests of man.
Among the individual schools treated in the article are the ~cole Polytechnique in France, the
School of Mines at Freibe-rg, R nsst>laer Polytechnfo In titute, Sheftield Scientific , cbool, tc. The
term is used in the article interchangeably with schools of toohnology. Trade schools arc treated as
a aeparate class.
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made on the representation of a local authority that such a form of
instruction is required by the circumstances of its district.
"The expression 'manual instruction' shall mean instruction in the
use of tools, processes of agriculture, and modeling in clay, wood, or
other material."
The tendency to regard technical instruction as a part of secondary
has been increased by the title of a powerful organization, "The
National Association for tihe Promotion of Technical . and Seconda,ry
Education," which is indefatigable in its efforts to promote the interests
covered by its double name. The relation which has been brought
about as a matter of expediency rather than of sound doctrine is op})Osed by many leaders. At this moment there is a decided reaction
against it.
.Existing provision for secondary education.-The existing provision
for secondary ed ncation consists of endowed schools, proprietary schools,
and private schools. To these classes should be added t,he higher grade
board, although the::;e are not officiaJly recognized as secondary.
The want of complete statistics as to the number of secondary schools
and pupils is a serious obstacle to the perfection of plans for supplying
the deficiency in this provision. With a view to securing this necessary information, the education department issued an inquiry in 1897
to an types of schools distinctly recognized as secondary. The inquiry
did not extend to ·wales and Monmouth county, which have the benefits
of the Welsh intermediate act. It excluded all pupils on whose account
grants are obtained from the education department, which, of course,
threw out the higher grade board schools. Furthermore, it did not
apply to university colleges and technical institutes, which have acertain proportion of secondary students. Responses to the inquiry were
received from 6,209 schools within the limitations indicated. Of these,
1,958 are for boys only, 3,173 for girls, and 1,078 mixed. They enroll
291,554 pupils, of whom 158,502 are boys, 133,042-, girls. The pupils
range in age from 8 to 19 years and over; 40.6 per cent of the boys and
45.7 per cent of the girls are under 12, which shows that a large part of
the work of the schools is below secondary grade.
According to Mr. H. Macan, a leading authority on questions of secondary education, the return shows that the existing schools provide
for only 3.8 boys and 2. 7 girls between the ages of 10 and 17 years iu
every 1,000 of the population. Taking 20 in every 1,000 as the actual
proportion of youths for w horn secondary schools should be provided,
it appears that there are 6 boys and 3. 7 girls per 1,000 of the population still lacking secondary school provision. . Estimated roughly, this
amounts to 180,000 boys and 110,000 girls. The main lessons which
Mr. Macan draws from the return are as follows:
(1) That most of the modern education outside the public elementary
sphere is stm ''elementary."
(2) That the existing schools, "secondary" and "others," ar not
necessarily inefficient if we know what they really are intended for.
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The statistics are incomplete 1 as regards tbe number of pupils purecondary com e-=, but they give a fair idea of the conditions

suh1g

1 An estimate made in 1803 giv •s GOJ,000 as the total number of pupils under instruction in th e
private schools. Mr. J. J. :Finclley giv, s 800,000 M th numher of 1mpils in s condary schools or pur·
suing econd ary studies, including 25,000 instructed at home or on the continent, ,vnd excluding the_
90,000 pupils of highn boar<1 schools. It should bo obscrvo(l that tho elementary departments of
secondary schools are included in these totals.
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under which such courses are now maintained. The details as classified indicate very clearly the particulars in which the ave:cage secondary
school is inferior to the high schools that have been created by the
school boards.
The official report of 1897 gives the number of pupils examined in
specific subjects (really high school branches) as 138,814. About onehalf of this number are in schools organize(l as higher grade schools.
To be so recognized tlley must fulfill certain requirements in respect
to buildings, equipment, and teaching staff. Pupils are not admitted
until they have passed a satisfactory examination in the studies of
the sixth standard (graue or year) of the elementary course. The
higher course must iuclude science, mathematics, drawing, manual
instruction, English subjects, and at least one modern language.
Science must be taught by means of laboratory and other practical
exercises, and all subjects included in the programme must be submitted to inspection . The course prescribed extends over four years,
and during tlrn :first two years grants are not paid on individual successes in examinations, but are paid as capitation grants, the amouut
of which depends on the efficiency of the teaching, the school equipment, and the average attendance. The department of science and
art, which gives tbe grants for science and art branches, fnrtlier insists
that classes shall not be allowed to contain mauy more tban thirty
students, and for practical work they :fix the absolute maximum at
twenty-five. These rules have made it possible to give in the higher
grade schools a thoroughly satisfactory general education, a fa,ct so
palpable that in some places the board Ligh school has half emptied
the local secondary school. The significance of the board schools in
the present crisis is that of quality rather than of numbers.
The attempt bas here been made simply to set forth the present
aspects of a problem which has been the subject of di:Scussion, experiment, and legislation in England for nearly :fifty years. The settlement
of the problem, at least in respect to the three points that have been
here considered, namely, the central authority and the local authorities
for the control of secondary schools and the scope of the schools to be
recognized as such, can not long be delayed. Ou the authority of an
Englishman thoroughly competent to judge of the policies of his own
country, it may b~ asserted tllat the secondary department has been
left behind in the educational progress which is so marked a feature of
the Victorian period. The record can not, indeed, be more fitti11gly
summed up than in the words of so dispassionate ajutlge as l\fr. Jame
Bryce:
Un<ler the act of A. D. 1870, England and "\Vales have lJeen so covere<l with
schools that com para ti vely few places l'emain in which the accomll.lo<ln,tion is unoc1ual
to the needs of the population, swiftly as that population grows. The qnnJity of th
schooh:! no doubt lags behind their ()_nantity, yet it shows evident mn.rks ofimvroY~ment. Elementary teachers, taking them as a wh.ole, are more co.npet~ut, th·ir
methods more intel1igent, the organization of teaching freer and more fl xible than
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in tb.o t1n,y that immediately followed the Revised Code. So, at the other end of
the field w are urv ying, hio·he1· educa,tion has al o been Temarkably developed.
Within th last quarter of a c ntury the number of students at the two ancient universities ha. tloubl d. Seven or eio-ht new colleges giving university teaching have been
either er u.tetl or immen ely xpanded, and three of the foremost among these have
been inchuled in a new university of high promise. Hundreds of courses oflectures
d aling with advance(l subjects, from what may be called a university point of view,
are being delivered in great cities and other populous districts-lectures which,
though they may not al ways meet the needs of a serious student desiring to go
thoroughly and accurately into a subject, have nevertheless done much to stimulate
and even to instruct those whom other agencies might have failed to reach. As in
the case of elementary schools, so in that of universities and colleges, the advancement in the character and methods of teaching has been less palpable, largely owing
to the unhappy predominance in Oxford and Cam bride of the examination system,
with its cramping influences and its tendency to induce a narrow and sordid view of
learning and culture. Still, taking the higher education as a whole, the record
of progress during the l ast twenty-five yea,rs is an encouraging one, not unworthy of
the efforts of the many able and public-spirited men who, especially in the north
and center of England, have labored in this cause. If, however, we proceed to
inquire what has been done in the field of intermediate or secondary education during
the same quarter of a century, we are met by very different results. The progress
made-for progress no doul)t there has been-is far less general and far less evident.
than as regards the two other departments.
UNIVERSITIES AND UNIVERSITY COLLEGES.

Statistics.
1895.

1896.

1897.

I

StuProfessStuProfessStuProfessdents.
ors.
dents.
ors.
dents .
ors.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- England and Wales:
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6,508
220
Universities 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••
6,266
213
6,431
851
13,411
760
11,778
13,221
· University colleges .................
757
585
Colleges for women ..... .....• ......
569
573
Scotland:
287
5,593
278
Universities .......................•
5,602
5,573
274
86
461
89
University colleges .................
107
19
434
Ireland:
61
1,100
64
Universities ........................
64
1,123
1,123
63
654
64
University colleges .........•.......
69
703
685

1

1

Oxford, Cambridge, and Durham.

The 'University colleges.-The recent establishment of university colleges in the great centers of industry and population is intimately
connected with the movement for promoting secondary and technical
instruction. These colleges, which are intended to make local provision for higher education, are either of private origin, as Owens College, Manchester 1 or the outcome of municipal action, as University
College, Liverpool. They present great divergence in respect to government; endowment and facilities, but they are alike in making special
provision for science instruction, and in maintaining also the courses
required for degree examinations. Women share freely in this provision. The two London colleges, King's and University, enter many
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candidates for degrees at the University of London. Owens College,
Manchester; University College, Liverpool, and Yorkshire College,
Leeds, are associated together as the Victoria University, and the
Welsh colleges at A.berystwith, Bangor, and Cardiff. as the University
of Wales.
In 1889 Parliament allowed a grant of £15,,900 ($75,000) to the English colleges, a policy which has been renewed each succeeding year.
In consideration of this allowance the colleges participating in the
£15,000, and also the three colleges in Wales, which receive from the
treasury an annual grant of £4,000 each, were invited in 1893 to furnish a report to the education department. The reports comprise in
each case a historical outline, a statement of the constitution and purposes of the college, and its present status.
The department is also brought indirectly into relations with the
university colleges through the medium of the day training colleges.
.All the university colleges in England which share in the grant, except
Bedford College, London, and University College, Londou, have day
training colleges, under the education department, attached to them;
and day training colleges are also attached to the three university
colleges of Wales.
Universities.-The University of London is only an examining body,
with power to grant degrees to all candidates who pass its examinations. In 1897 it had 79 examiners, and in 1896, 6,117 candidates
underwent its various examinations.
The following brief statement as to the organization of the two chief
universities, Oxford and Cambridge, and the requirements for degree
examinations is compiled from Whitaker's Almanac and the calendars
of the universities:
.J

Oxforcl.-'l'he University of Oxford at present numbers upward of 12,000 members.

Of these about 3,000 are iu residence in Oxford; the remainder, with a few excep-.
tions, have finished their academical course, taken a degree, and are scattered over
the country following various professions. The r esident members of the university
consist of undergraduates g oiug through a course of instruction and study and of
graduates giving instruction or engaged in research. The r esident graduates are
400 or 500 in number, and the undergraduates in residence are about 3,000.
The government of the university is in the hands of three bodies: 1. Convocation,
which consists of all masters of arts and doctors of civil law, medicine, or divinity
who remain members of the university, whether resident or nonresident; 2. Congregation of the university, which consists of resident members of convocation; 3. The
hebdomadal council, which consfots of certain officers and 18 members elected by
congregation. The hebdomadal council alone has the power of initiation; congregation can amend, confirm, or reject its proposals; convocation can only confirm or
reject them; it may, however, amend certain proposals relating to money. The election of the university r epresentatives in Parliament is vested in the members of
convocation. The ancient house of congregation, which must not be confounded
with the congregation of the university, has now nothing to do with legislation in
any form, but confines itself to granting uegrees and electing examiners. In ord_er
to "matriculate" or become a member of the university, it is ue · ssaryto be admitted into one of the colleges or halls, or into the body called noncollegiate students.
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f r admi . i n nm t pa ·s an examination held by the col-

he d l a-, t of non ol1egiate students, or pass some
l in Ji n f thi .·a.mination.
'I' ·rm, mH7 :ramination .-Th re are four terms in each year. The
u n< l our e for tud nt e -t nd over four years, though it may be
1 in br
y ar . Tbe av rage age at which students proceed to
I it i ~ nin teen year , as mo t of tbe open scholarships at
-~riou o1le 0 ·e ar for persons who have not exceeded their uinenth y ar, and the Engli h public schools retain pupils till the close
of th ir nineteenth year.
There are three e aminations to be passed before the bacllelor of arts
de 0 T e is conferred: (1) Responsions or matriculation; (2) moderations
(the fir t public examination) or its substitute; (3) final scllools (the
second public examination).
All xamhrntions are of two kinds-pass or bonor. The matriculation is only a pass examination; that is, it represents a fixed standard
to which all stn<lents must attain before they can be admitted to other
examinations, as members of the university; those wbo fall short of
this standar<l. fail; among those who exceed the standard there is no
distinction of merit. Moderations and finals are either pass or honor,
according to the choice or ability of the candidates; no candidate is
debarred from taking a pass examiuation by previous failures or lapse
of time; but it is worthy of special attention that in the honor examinations no cam1ic1ate can try for honors more than once, or after a fixed
number of terms from the date of his matriculation.
For the master of arts degree the only requirement is that the candida,te should have taken the bachelor of arts degree and had. bis name
on the books for twenty-six terms since his matriculation. The bulk
of the instruction at Oxford is given by the college tutors and lecturers
under a system which allows members of one college to attend lectures
given in any other. Tbe remainder of the instruction is given by the
university 11Tofessors and readers.
Carnoridye.-The University of Cambridge is an incorporation of students in all
and every of the liberal arts and sciences. It consists of seventeen colleges, one
public and one priYate hostel, foundec.l "for the study of learning ancl knowledge,
anu for the better service of churchanc.l state." These are maintained by the endowments of their severa,l founders and benefactors; each of them is a corporate body,
and is bound by its own statutes, but is likewise controlled by the paramount laws
of the university. A. new code of statutes for the uni vcrsity was approved by the
Queen in. Council in 1882. Iu each of the colleges there are eight separate orders.
These are: (1) head; (2) fellows; (3) noblemen grauuates, doctors in tbe several
faculties, bachelors of divinity, masters of arts and masters of law, who are not upon
the foun(lation; ('1) bachelors of arts, physic, and law; (5) fellow-commoners; (6)
scholars; (7) pensioners, forming the great bulk of the stuclen ts, and (8) sizars, students of narrow means and in receipt of various emolument:;. The head of each
college h as supreme disciplinary antbority iu dncational matters and be to.-rether
0
~ith the foun~ati~n fellow s, or a council elected 1Jy them, form th~ go-,·er;iug 1,ody.
fhe great legislative a semhly of the university is called the senate; it is composeu
of all those who have obta in c·d the degree of doctor or master and who e nam es are
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still on the register. There is a council of the senate ( consisting of the vice-chancellor and sixteen members of the senate, of whom eight vacate their office every
second year, the office being held for two years), by whom every university" grace"
or decrne must be approved before it is offered to the senate.

There are three terms in each year.
In order to obtain the B. A. degree a student must complete nine
terms in residence and pass examinations as follows:
A. previous examination (popularly known as the "Little Go"), held
.i n the East.er and Michaelmas terms of each year.
A. general examination, held toward the end of Easter and Michaelmas terms in each year .
.A special examination in one of the following subjects: Theology,
logic, political economy, law, history, chemistry, physics, geology,
botany, zoology, physiology, mechanism and applied science, music,
modern languages, mathematics, classics.
Honors may be obtained iu any of the following: l\fatl1ematics, classics, moral sciences, natural sciences, mechanical sciences, law, history,
theology, Semitic, Indian, and modern languages.
Special regulations are issued for the honors examination (Tripos) in
each subject.
For the degree of master of arts no examination is required. Candi_dates must have obtained the bachelor's degree and must present a
thesis.
THE NEW OFFICE IN THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,

As the conception of public education expands and the interdependence of all its agencies is more and more clearly disclosed, the province
of the Education Department is naturally extended. The functions of
the General Government in respect to higher institutions will necessa_rily be, as in our own country, simply suggestive and. advisory. In
view of these growing responsibilities, the Education Departm'e nt bas
recently organized a division of special inquiries and reports, modeled
in a measure upon our National Bureau of Education. Its rmrpose is
that of disseminating information. By this means t,be education of a
country proceeds in full view of the accumulated wisdom and experience of tbe worhl. The action of the English Government in this
respect is an interesting confirmation of the judgment affirmed by our
earlier effort in the same direction. The first report issued by the new
office bears date 1896-97. It contains 26 articles treating of different
phases or problems of education in many different countries, all of
them exceedingly valuable ancl timely.
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EP I TME TAL COMM[T'.l'EE ON THE PUPILTEA HER S YS'l'EM.

Th

'O

t ach r sy

· ·

th t made imperative the inquiry into the pupilare thu ummed up in The Schoolmaster of March 12.

1 9 :
While the urriculum of t he schools on the one h and and the wor k of the t raining
colle 1re at th other ex tr me have, i n recent y ears, undergone con sider able modifications, the work of the pupil teacher-intermediate in position between the certiHca,ted t each er and the elementary scholar-has undergone fewer changes, so that
both in position and studies he has been in dan{Y'er of falling out of line with the
syHtcm of which he forms an integral part. At the same time the rise and rapid
development of the center s y steml and the increased interest now shown in the problem of juvenile labor bas e combined to direct attention t~ the system-its merits,
its defects, its possibiliti , and its limitations.
.

The committee comprised the following members, all persons engaged
in educational work:
'l'he Rev. T. W. Sharpe, C. B., R. M., senior chief inspector of schools (chairman);
Mr. H. E. Oakeley, and Mr. W. Scott Coward, H. M., chief inspectors of training colleges; Mr. P. A. Barnett, H. M., assistant inspector of training colleges; the Rev. G.
W. Gent, late of St. Mark's Training College, Chelsea; Miss Manley, of the Stockwell Training College; Mr. G. N. Richardson, of the Oxforcl Day Training College;
Miss Hughes, of the Cambridge Secondary Trail;ling College; Mrs. Bannister, of the
pupil-teacher center, Trafalgar square, Stepney; Mr. G. Collar, of the pupil-teacher
center, Hackford road, Stockwell.
·
Subsequently Mr. T. Clancy, of St. John's Cathedral School, Portsmouth, and Mr.
Woodward, of the Liverpool Day College, were added to the committee. Mr. Barnett was designateu. as secretary; but during his enforced absence in the early ses-.
sions his place was taken by Mr. Mayor. While the inquiry was in progress, Mr.
Richaruson officially entered the service of the education department as examiner.

The report is introduced by a history of the system, which is summarized by The Schoolmaster (March 12, 1898) as follows:
The history of the pupil-teacher system begins with the lallors and influence of
that devoted and enlightened educationist, Dr. Kay (afterwards Sir James KayShuttleworth), who, in the course of his labors as poor-law commissioner in the
eastern counties, being convinced that education was the best cure for pauperism,
aml dissatisfied with the inefficiency of the monitorial system established by Bell and
Lancaster, devised the system of educational apprenticeship known as the pupilteacher system. The report thus details what one might term its almost accidental
origin:
Observ_ations ma~e in one of these schools (influenced laro-e1y, we believe, by the
extraordmary r,;erv1ce rendered by a lad named William Rush) suO'gested to Dr. Kay
a. pla~ for th~ preliminary training of monitors by head teachers: a regular app~ent1cesh1p, leadmg on to a course at a training college conducted on some such lm~s
as that of Mr. David Stow in Glasgow. This development of the monitorial plan 18
what is known now as the pupil-teacher system.
In the following year Dr. Kay and Mr. Tufnell went to study education abroad,
and the former to his surprise ancl delight found in Holland the whole pupil-teacher
system in full working order, and its development in England so much anticipated
that in Haarlem and other towns the head teachers had organized centers for the
instruction of their apprentices. Returning with his aheaves of experience we learn
1 "Cent~r system," the syswrn of training pupil teachers in a c ntral school, to which they are
brought from the various 11chools where they are employed.
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that "balked in his first attempt to establish a State normal school, he was more
successful in his advocacy of reform of the monitorial system." Ultimatelythe way was now open to a complete scheme, and the minutes issued by the committee of council in 1846 (regulations of determinative importance to the future of
English education), esta.bli::,hed an elaborate scale of bounties in aid of tho salaries
of pupil teachers, Queen's scholarships toward their subsequent maintenance at
training colleges, and. certificate examinations for adult teachers who had gone
through one form or other of professional preparation. The pupil-teacher system
was thus definitely established as a link in the general scheme for improving the
staff of the elementary schools. But Dr. Kay al ways looked forward to a time
when a larger proportion of adult teachers shonlu gradually take the place of a considerable number of the pupil teachers, just as the latter were now to fulfill the
same functions as the monitors who preceded them.
The Duke of Newcastle's commission in 1861 on the whole blessec1 the new system,
but-

the commissioners noticed, however, three main defects in· the existing arrangements, (1) the overwork of some of the pupil teachers, (2) the inadequacy of their
salaries, and (3) the imperfections of their education.
To meet these three evils the commissioners proposed the following remedies: (1)
The course of instruction was to be somewhat altered, (2) the length of school hours
was to be diminished, and (3) all assistance to the school from State grants w:1s to
be paid, in consideration of its efficiency, in a single sum, "to be disposed of by the
managers according to their own views. The managers would thus make their own
bargains with the pupil teachers, according to local circumsta,nces."
vVe may just recall to the minds of our readers that one great change effected by
the revised code of 1861 was to abolish direct payments to adult teachers.. Simultaneously the direct payments to pupil teachers also ceased, but the great majority
of managers contmued to pay at the old rate, viz, £10, £12 10s., £15, £17 10s., and
£20 for the :five successive years of apprenticeship. This code adversely affected
the pupil-teacher system as it did every other portion of the education system, so
that in 1867 Mr. Corry, the then vice-president, tried to improve matters by offering
a special grant to schools staffed. beyond the minimum requirements, and a bounty
to the school when any apprentice had become a fully certificated teacher.
In 1875 were introduced the grants of £3 and £2 for passing" well" and "fairly"
respectively, though from that day to this the department has never sncceeded in
effecting the approach to a uniform standard, which ought to be the accompaniment
of these grants. Succeeding codes brought minor alterations, limiting the numbers
and raising the age of the pupil teachers.
The royal commission on the working of the elementary education acts in 1888,
reported inter alia on the pupil teacher system:
"(cl) That pupil teachers should be allowed, especially in their first year of service, more time for their own studies during school hours tha,n is now common, and
that without in any way superseding the responsibilities of the head teachers, their
private instruction should, whenever possible, be supplemented by central class
teaching in respect of some compulsory, as well as additional, subjects.
" ( e) That to encourage managers of voluntary schools as well as school boards to
extend the advantage of central class teaching to their pupil teachers, extra grants
should be offered to those managers or boards who succp,sr;fnlly adopt that course.
"(f) That in districts where central class instruction is obviously impossible, extra
grants should be made to managers who successfnlly employ other special means to
secure the thorough instruction of their pupil teachers.
.
"(g) That more ~imc and attention should be given by mspectors to the anuual
examination of pupil teachers."
Some of the members in a minority report emphasized the admitted defectM of the
system as also the call for improved instruction and less responsibility. In fact they
supported the change which has gradually been going on since 1870 to make the
pupil teacher more of a pupil and l ess of a teacher.

With respect .to the system as a whole the committee say:
We are agreed in thmking that, for the present, the sy stem i s e ta:?lishe<l so
firmly in the economy of national education, that it would be impo 8 s 1 ble, even
ED
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if it wern au.mitt cl to be desirable, to sweep it away or mako any violent and revo-.
lutionary chano-es. But w are satisfietl also that although it is the main, yet it
is not the only nor even ultimately the cheapest source of supply, and our recornm ndation a.re mal with a double purpose in view, that is, on the one hand
throngh this an<l other channels to increase the number of properly qualified canui<lates for emplo m ut in the primary schools, and on the other hand to improve
the cclncation, training, and conditions of service of those who enter into the onUnary cour e of apprentice hip. But we wish to record as emphatically as possible,
at tho out et of this report, our conviction that the too-frequent practice of committing the whole of the tra ining ancl teaching of classes to immature an<l. une<l.ucatetl young persons is economically wasteful and educationally unsatisfactory, aml
even dangerous to the teachers and taught in equal measure: We do not, howeYer,
wish to see at present the entire abolition of a system which insures an early
acquaintance with the process of teaching, and w e have felt ourselves bound to
recogni ze the established place which an existing institution has made for itself.

After an exhaustive summary of the evidence collected and submitted, with extended comments on the same, the committee proceed
to their recommendations. Those relating immediately to the pupil
teachers are as follows:
ACTIO:N" TO BE TAKEN BY EDUCATION' DEPARTME:NT.

The majority of the practical changes which we have proposed for the improvement of the pupil-teacher system could, we believe, be effected without additional
legislation b y the administrative action of the education department. We desire to
see these changes introduced in such a manner as to safeguard the interests of all
existing teachers, and to avoic1 unnecessary inconvenience to managers and otlrnrs
engaged in tbe work of elementary education. ,ve recognize, therefore, that it will
not be fonnd desirable to carry into immediate effect all the changes which we have
r ecommended; and we ha-·e in certain cases specifiell the dates to which we think
that action might be postponed.
With these qualifications we recommencl that the education department should
proceed to take action to the following effect, either by alterations of tbe code or
by such other means as may in each particular case be found requisite.
1. Employment of children as teachers.
It should be made a condition of the payment of annual grant to a school that no
children shall be employed to teach in any capacity who are less than 13 years of
age, or who, if more than 13 years of age; are not qua1ifi.ecl for employment under
the first scheuule of the elementary education act of 1876.
2. Probationers.
(a) The department should cease to recognize probationers in urban schools.
(o) Candidates for the office of pupil teacher should lle recognized as probationers
in rural schools only under the following conditions:
(i) They must l>e over 13 and under 15 years of age.
(ii) The same certificates as to heali.h and as to character of homes should be
required as in the case of pupil teachers.
(iii) They must be presented to the inspector for approval, and pass to his satisfaction an examiuation in Standard Vl1 in the three elementary subjects, and in two
class subjects, of which needlework must not be one.
(iv) If it is d esired that their recognition should be continued for a second year,
they must pass a similar cxamiuati.on in Standard Vll. 2
(v) Their employment iu school must be conducted in accordance with t,h e conditions propose<l below for the employment of first and second :;:ear pupil teachers.
3. Admission of pupil teachers.
1That is, in the studi
2

of tbe Rix th year of tbo elementary f!chool course.
1n the studies of the seventh year of the elemt>ntary srhool course.
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(i) Pu1)i1 teacheTs should not be admitted in urban schools until the age of 15, but
might in rural schools, with the specin1 consent of tl~e inspector, lJe a<lmitted from
the age of 14.
After 1900 the age of au.mission shoulLl be l'aiset1 to 16 for uruan s chools and 15
for rural schools.
(ii) C:mclidates for the office of pupil teacher shonl<l be r equired to produce a
satisfactory certificate, given by some medical officer approvetl by the department.
The certificate should lie in a form fixed by the department, ant1 should contain
special reference to the condition of the eyesight, h earing, and teeth.
· (iii) Managers should lie required to certify, as at present, that the cantlidates are
of good mora1 character aml come from satisfactory homes; and, further, thnt their
homes a.re such as to offer proper opportunities for private study.
(iv) Can~idates sbould be' required to pass either an examination conducted by
the education department in accordance with a prescribet1 syllabus or the Oxford or
Cambridge local examination for junior or senior students.
(v) Candidates who h:1,ve passecl an examination in tlie sul>jects prescribecl for
candidates, or for the first, second, or third year, should be a<l.mitted for an engagement of four years, three years, two years, or one year respectively; candid::i.tes who
have passed the junior Oxford. or Cambridge local examination should be admitted
for an engagement of three years or two 3·ears; candid.ates wbo have passe<l the
senior Oxford or Cambridge local examination should be admitted for an engagement
of two years or one year; provided, that in each case the termination of the engagement falls beyond the end of the can<lidate's eighteenth year.
4. Condition of employment in school.
The following conditions for the employment of pupil teachers should be prescribed
by the department. Managers should be required to certify, and inspectors shonl<l.
be instructed to report, whether these conditions are ol>served. The department
should refuse to recognize pupil teachers in a school in which they are satisfied that
any of these conditions are l>eing disregarded.
(i) No pupil teachers should be emp loyed in a school in which there are not at
least two adult teachers employed.
(ii) The number of pupil teachers employed in a school shoul<.l not exceed two for
the principal certificated teacher and one for each additional certificated teacher.
(iii) After the year 1900 pupil teachers should l>e employed in those schools 01Jly
in which the head. teacher is recommended by the inspector as qualified to superintend pupil teachers. Teachers who become qualified to superinteu<l. pupil teachers
before that date should continue to be regarded as qualified to do so.
(iv) The time for which pupil teachers are employed in schools 1:Jho 1ld not exceed
four meetings a week in tho case of :first and second year pupil ten.chers, or si x:
meetings a week in the case of third and fourth year pupil teacheTs.
A longer time of employment might, with the sanction of the inspector, l>e permitted in the case of pupil teachers who are admitted for one year, or who ha.Ye been
wholly under instruction in secondary scliools for a p art of their engagemeut.
(v) Pupil teachers should not be required to spend any time outside the ordinary
school hours in preparing n eedlework or other material for school work .
(vi) First and second year pupil teachers shoulc1 not be counted on t1ie staff
required uy the education department, and should not be r sponsilJle for a class, but
might be allowed t o undertake the following among other duties:
(a) To corr, ct exercises, copies, and sums;
(b) To assist 'in superinten<ling the children in the playgroun<ls, and tlieir egresR
and ingress from and into school;
(c) 'fo read dictation;
(d) To r ecapitulate l essons observed, with blackboard drawing, but n t to give
any original lessons;
(e) To assist an adult teacher in the management of a class.
. .
,
(vii) Third and fourth year pupil teachers shoulu be alloweu, in ad(11t10n to nnu ·r-
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t:tkiu th a.b ve-mentioned duties, to take charge, under the supervision of the
h :tll t a.ch r, f n. cla s not e ~ceeding 2- in average attendance, and to mark the
regi t rs.
(viii) A a rul , the pupil teacher should once a day either give a lesson before
some c rtifi at •d t acher or hear a lesson given by somo certificated teacher. Once
a w k the pupil t acher shoul<.1.. give a lesson before the heacl teacher of the school,
of which a record should be kept to be seen by the inspector.
5. Instruction of pupil teachers.
The manager should be required to see that the pupil teachers under their charge
are properly in tructed, for at least five hours a week, in accordance with the prescribe<l syllabus, or in acconla,nce with such alternative course of instruction as may
lJe approv d by the department.
Such instruction should, where possible, be given in a, center conducted in accordance with the conditions specified in section 9 below, or in a secondary school under
arrangements approved by the department.
'l'he arrangement approved by the department for instruction of the pupil teachers in a secondary school might include an arrangement whereby the pupil teacher
shoulcl attend wholly at the secondary school for a certain portion of his engagemen~,
and in such cases the conditions above specified as to the employment of the pupil
teacher in school might, with the consent of the department, be relaxed during the
remainder of his engagement.
The manager of the school in which the pupil teacher is engaged should in all
cases be required to provide for the supervision of the studies of the pupil teacher,
for the examination of any reports that may be sent from the center or secondary
school in which the pupil teacher is instructe<l., and for special instruction of ~he
pupil teacher in all the obligatory subjects of the pupil teacher·s course in which
instruction is not otherwise -provided; and the department should refuse to recognize pupil teachers in any school where they are satisfied that these duties are not
properly -performed.
6. Collective examination of -pupil teachers.
(i) Pupil teachers should be examined annually in accordance with the syllabus
lai1.l down, exce-pt when such examination is excused under the circumstances
specified below.
(ii) The collective examination should last two full davs.
(iii) A list of the marks obtained by pupil teachers for.each subject in the collect·
ive examination should be sent to the managers as soon as possible after the date of
the examination; and the inspectors should be instructed to show as soon as possible
to pupil teachers and their instructors the papers worked in the examination.
(iv) Pupil teachers obtaining less than 30 per cent of the total number of marks
obtainable for obligatory subjects shonld be considered to have failed in the examination, and should cease to be recognized by the department from the date at which
such failure is announced to the managers.
(v) The marks allowed in the collective examination for garments worked by
pupil teachers should be assigned by the directress or needlework, and not by th e
inspector.
(vi) The collective examination should be excused in the case of pupil teachers
who are instructed under the superintendence of a university brother body recognized l)y the department, upon condition (a) that a scheme of instruction is submitted to and approved by the clepartment, and (b) that the inspector visits the
center or secondary school where the pupil teacher is receiving :instruction and
reports that the in traction is carried out in accordance with the scheme approved.
(vii) The examination prescribeu for the first and third years should be excused
in the case of pupil teachers who are receiving instruc·tion in centers approved for
this purpose by the department or in approvecl secondary schools.
(v iii) The Oxford or Cambridge junior lo<'.al examination, or any eqnivalent ex:amination approved by the department, shoul<l be accepted in place of the xamin,1,tion
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prescribed for the second year, in the case of pupil teachers who are rece1vmg
instruction in centers approved for this purpose by the department or in approved
secondary schools.
9. Centers.
(a) Classes for the instruction of pupil teachers which satisfy the following condi t,ions should be recognized by the department as certified centers :
(i) The center must be under the direct control of a body of managers recognized
by the department and responsible for the payment of teachers and all other expenses
of the center. The managers should be required to appoint a correspondent with
the c1epartment1 who must not be any paid teacher in the center.
(ii) The center must be open at all times to the inspection of any of Her Majesty's
inspectors.
(iii) The premises must be properly constructed and arranged for teaching, lighted,
warmed, cleaned, drained, and ventilated; must be suppliec1 with suitable cloak
rooms, lavatories, and offices, and must contain sufficient accommodation for the
scholars attending the center.
(iv) Proper furniture and apparatus must be provided, including suitable desks.
(v) The center must be in chargo of a principal approved by the department, who
must not undertake duties not connected with the center which might occupy any
part whatever of the time appointed for instruction .
(vi) A staff consisting of more than two persons must, as a rule, include one or
more persons who have had some training or experience of teaching in secondary
schools, or who have hacl their education in secondary schools.
(vii) The center must meet at least six times a week during at least thirty-six
weeks in the year.
(viii) Classes must not be held or continue after 5 p . m.
(ix) Reports as to the progress of pupil teachers attending the center must be sent
periodically to the maniligers of the schools in which the pupil teachers are 6mployed.
(x) In all centers attended by girls at least one-half of the permanent staff, other
than the principal teacher, must be women, and men teachers nuder the age of 25
must not be employed except with the special consent of the department.
(xi) In mixed centers the entrances, cloak rooms, lavatories, offices and approaches
to the offices must be separate for the two sexes.
(xii ) '.rhe instruction given must be satisfactory.
(b) Classes for the instruction of pupil teachers in rural districts should be recog'
nized as certified centers, providing that(i) They satisfy the conditions above laid down, with the exception of (vi) and (vii) .
(ii) The center meets at least four hours weekly during at 1east thirty-six weeks
in tha year.
(c) Centers or other classes which do not fulfill th e required condition should Hot,
except under special circumstances, be recognized as providing proper instruction
for pupil teachers.
TEACHL.~G OF COOKERY IN ENGLISH SCHOOLS.

By Mrs. MARY DAVIES (late Government inspectress of cookery, England).
It is now upward of twenty years since cookery was first taught in elementary
schoolA, but as yet little impression has been made by the teaching. Under tlie
education department cookery is allowed as a specific subject, and, "after needlework,'' is held to be of importance to the girls; yet it is not (leemed to b e of sufficient
importance to be placed under examination or even r egular inspection (there being
but one inspectress for the whole of England). When we come to the time allotted
we find that, although the examination in needlework (which is comparatively a
simple subject) requires a girl to spend about four hours a week duri 11 g lier Ac!iool
life (that ii:!, about one hundred and sixty-eight hours a year ), for ·ook. r.,· forty
hours' instruction in the school year, twenty of which only need be spen t 111 a ·tual
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1w:1cti ·t' i u em u nfilcien . On reforenco to the code it will b e seen that the grant
i!:l l)ttitl on th n.tteudanc , the only oth r condition being that tb.e teacher must hold
:1 certificate from n, recoguizcll school of cookery. As ruany as 18 chil<lren--until
recentl '21-nmy be tauo-ht practically at oue time by one teacher. Unless, there for , tho school boards thernseh-es place the subject under supervision-ns in :1 few
in t::tu ·e they <lo-it i left to the avernge teacher to gi \-e any instruction she.pleases.
It is trne that the ilnc:1tion dep:1rtment has provided'' hints" anu ''suggestions" for
the tca,ching of the subjc t hut they are more generally ignored thau acted upon.
*
*
*
*
*
lf a foreigner, after r,aying surprise visits to the cookery classes all over England, were to be aske(l wh:1t he consi<lered from his ol)servations to be the staple
di h of the Engli h workingman, he -would undoubte dly answer, "rock cakes;"
au<l if aske<.l what he snppo ed the 1:iext in im1·1 0rtancc, "sausage rolls;" for, unfol'tunately, it i1:1 on rubbi h of this kincl that much of tl10 limited time allotted
to cookery is spent. "The children will buy these," explains the teacher, '' and the
boartl object to ha.Ying any loss on the food cooked." If a stew is taught, the
great a<.lYantages of stewing are cl welt on, bnt rarely seen. "There is not time to
get the me:it tender in the l esson," is the reason given. That the "best part of
the potato Hes nc:s.t th e skin," is invariably taught, but I have never once seen
potatoes cookeu. in their skins, which is the surest way of preserving this best part.
The teaching generally is extremely fragmentary, consisting of a few miscellaneous
dishes arrnngecl without m e thod or adequate repetition. It can not, therefore, be
consi<l.erecl that the teaching in elernentn,ry schools has reached the state of efficiency
that coul<l. b e desired. It is true that iu some places the results are as satisfactory
as possible umler existing circumstances-that a class iu this district, or those under
that board, mn.y l>e pointcc.1 out as doing useful work; lmt, speaking generally, the
results are not good, and are not calcula,ted to ha\'e any l>cne:6.cial effect on tho
community. But how can thi.s state of things be reme(lied f The first step would
be the examination and inspection of all elementary classes Teceiving a grant for
cookery. This, as in othBr subjects, woulu give an incentive to work, which is now
lacking. It wonl<.l weed out the bad teachers and encourage the good. The grant
being -pai.d on results, as well as attendance, the school boards wonhl not retain
teachers inca;pable of producing results. This woulu lead to more favorable arrangements with regarcl to the time a1lottecl to the subject; and this, again, would have
its effect on the training of teachers, for uudoubtedly one great cause of the failure
in the teaching of cookery is tlle incompetence of the average teacher.
Most unfortunately for the general improvement of our English cooke1·y, the training of teachers has been hitherto more a matter of -philanthropic enterprise than of
business. It is impossible to speak too highly of the energy and devotion many
ladies and gentlemen have given to the subject; but their zeal ju the majority of
cases has been in excess of their knowledge, with the result that the system of training generally adopted is not calculated to produce experts, nor even fair amateurshunureds of young ,vomen (many mere girls) being turned out as certified teachers,
not only of all branches of cook'3ry, but of the chemistry of food and physiology, in
less ti111e than it would take to train an efficient kitchen maid in a gentleman's
kitchen. As a consequence we find that the average cookery teacher has no knowledge of cookery in any true sense of the woru.-no grip of her s11lJj ect.
f'.
*
*
*
*
At the present time there are some twenty-four traiuing schools of cookery, many
of which have sprung up with fungus-like rapiuity during the last few years under
the auspices of county councils, ancl which, in the majority of cases, have obtai.ne<l.
recognition of their diplomas through affiliation with other schools. None of these
are Government school , all ueing under the management of committees of ladies
and g ntleroen; although during the la~t three years a step bas becu made in the
rigb~ dir ·ction 1,y pu ting th m under insp ction. , o long as they clo not grant
ert1ficates to the regularly tr ined tea ·hers on l · s than a. period of six ruontll '
Joi,
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instruction-four 1rnndre<l. and eighty hours of twenty hours a week, one month of
this time being spent in practical class teaching-they are freo, with very trifling
restrictions, to arrange their own systems n.n<l. to train and examine in any manner
they please. In some instances the practical examinations are conducted by the
members of the committees themselves, who not infrequently know less than those
they examine. In many of the schools a great portion of the instruction is given l>y
the pupils themselves, who are generally but a fow weeks in advance of those they
teach. I need scarcely point out the e:s:treme mischievousness of such a practice.
UU(1oubte(Uy a secoll(l step toward the improvement of cool,ery teaching would
be in the education department taking entire control of the subject, so far as its own
teaching is concerned, conuucting its own examinations, and granting its own cliplomas. At first the subject of cookery teaching was more or less experimental, but
now, when the subject has been taught for upward of twenty years, whatever need
might have existe(l in times past for the department to recognize diplomas granted.
on varying standards, the time has surely come for it to fix its own standard and.
to expect the schools to conform to it.
Unquestionably the examinations woultl have to be of a yery thorough character,
otherwise the position of affairs would be made worse than at present. It is not
advisable in the interests of any subject that Government recognition !:b.ouhl be
giYen to other than the best; certainly not with reganl to cookery. It would, I
think, be scarcely too much to require that the applicant for a certificate shoultl be
able to cook well any joint usually seen on English tables, any vegetables in ordinary
use, any fish easily outained; that she should be able to make plaiu soups anu. stews,
porri<lge, cookery for the sick room, bread, 01·<l.inary puddings, pastry, etc., and. that,
as the preparation of meals is the chief object of cookery, she shonld be able to prepare a simple dinner and dish it in a given time. 1'he preparation of a meal bears
the same relation to cookery as the making of a garmeat does to needle-work-it is
a test of how far knowledge can be put to a practical purpose. (Contemporary,
January, 1898, p. 109.)

CHAPTER IV.
EDUCATION IN CANADA. 1
For previous articles on Education in Canada see the following:
Education in Ontario, Report 1892-93, Vol. 1, Chapter VI. Notes on Education at
the Columbian Exposition, ibid, Chapter X, pages 1213-1215. Manitoba school
question, Report 1894-95, Vol. 1, Chapter VII.
TOPICAL 0UTLINE.-Current statistics and general survey of education in the Canadian provinces. Brief outline of the systems of indivitlual provinces, showing for each the character of the central and the local control, requirements for
teachers, and sources of school income, and additional historical or statistical
particulars in respect to the systems of Ontario, Quebec, and Mauitoba. Tabula,r
presentation of institutions for higher education in Canada.

By the British North .American act of 1867, the righ.t to legislate on
matters respecting education was left to the governments of the four
provinces, which were then united under the general name of Dominion
of Canada. The same priYilege extends also to the provinces that have
since entered the confederation.
The principal statistics of the public or elementary schools in the
several provinces, as presented in the latest reports, are as follows:
- - -- --

- - - - - :- - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - ; , - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - -

Provinoe.

:British Colum'lia ......••...
Manitoba ................. .
New Brunswick ........... .
Nova Scotia ............ .. . .
Ontario ....•.. ---- ....... - ..
Prince Edward Island ..... .
Northwest Territories . ... . .
Quebec ..............••.... :

Date.

Enrollment.

--·

- -- -

l'er cent
of popu- °';;t~~a5.e ' ;;!3!n~~1{: Teachers. Expenditure.
lation.
a.nee. I ment.

- 1-4-, 4-60_ , ___
14-.-72-; - -9-, -25-4 ,--6-41896
350
1896
1,093
37, 987
24. 96
23,247 '1
61.11
1896 C 61, 918
1,829
19. 3
37,176
60. 04
1896 d 101, 132
22
54, 015 ,
53. 4 . ..... .. . .
1896
441, 102
20. 86
246, 724 1
55. 93
8, 254
1896 f 22, 138
20. 29
13, 412
60. 5
569
12,796
1896
433
j5,628
1895-96 h197,993 ·---ja.'30· 'iis9;876· ··-·10:6·-

a$204, 930
b 714,049
461, 733
813,335
e3, 8-l6, 060
g 153,316
274,648
1,523,807

1

a.Also $29,405 for construction, r epair, and fnrnishing schoolhouses.
b Also $96,863 for school
buildings and furniture .
c Bo.vs, 32,315; girls, 29,603.
dBoys, 52,316 ; girls, 48,716.
e A.lso
$386,143 for sites and school build infers .
f Boys, 12,145; girls, 9,993.
g A.1110 $5,577 for school
buildings.
hAlso 91,997 in mode schools and academies.
i Also 76,235 in model schools and
a cademies.
j Lay teachers. There are also in Catholic schools many teachers belonging to religious orders.

The public institutions for the deaf and dumb and the blind were
reported in 1895 as follows:
Province.

N::-C~~i{/f I~nrollment.

8filg°''.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

i

aNew Brunswick supportoc. 16 pupils in the school for t.he blind at Halifax, Nova ' otia, at an
expense of $948.

Except British Columbia all the provinces of the Dominion have
one or more universities, and several colleges which prepare for university degrees.
1 Prepared

by Miss Anna Tolman Smith.
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Th enrollment in pub1fo high schools included ju the former table
and in normal schools uot therein included ,Yas as follows:
Enrollment.
Year.

ProYinro.

-------------------------

High
Normal
schools. schools.
--- ---- ----

British Columbia ...... . ...................•..............................
M.m1itoba .............•..........•...............•.•.......•...•......•..
N(:n v Brunswick .................................................•........
Nova Scotia. ............................................................. .
Ontario .. .. ............. ... .... •... .................................... . .
Quober ..........•........................................••.............

1895

460 ....... . . ·

mi

····1:iiiii.

1896
1896
1896

1. 371
24, 567
b 91, 997

I

m

I

4
14

a 445

377

a .Al. o 1,637 teacher s in training in county mo<lel schools.
b 111 model schools aud academies.

Teachers' institutes are maintained in the several provinces, the
expense being borne iu part by public appropriations. In Ontario, 75
institutes were held in 1895, comprising 7,383 members, on a total
teaching force of 8,913. The receipts amounted to $13,623, of whicll
the government contributed $2,125, and municipalities $ 2,302.
In Ontario, kindergartens have been made an integral part of the
pub1ic-school system. They numbered 95 in 1895, with 201 teachers,
an enrollment of 9,501 children, _a nd an average attendance of 3,646.
In Nova Scotia, 587 pupils are also reported in public kindergartens.
In all the provinces there is r-1, steady increase of school provision and
continual improvement in the schools and in the means for securing
school attendance. The particulars presented in the following tables
servo as an index of the general tendencies :
Enrollment.
Province.
1891.

Average attendance.
1896.

1891.

1896.

- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -! - - - - - - -- - - - - 246,724
a,139, 876
54,015
37, 176
23, 2-17
9, 254
13,412

257,642
441,102
a,197, 99'3 a,UH, 675
50,820
101, 132
34,394
61, !)18
12,433
37,987
4,980
14,460
12, 898
22, 138
12, 796

a Elementary schools only.

The pro-portional parts of the school income from the government
grant and local sources at different dates was as follows:
B3 Government.

Province.

I

1888.

~1tI1;;£~~~~~~i!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:.:

l' ·
Ed
·
nnce
ward Island..................
Manitoba·············· ............... - .

1893.

I

By peoplo.

1896.

1888.

1

1893.

I

1896.

Per cent. \ Per cent. \ Per cent. Pet cent. --;:::::;·-;::::;:;

st~ I ~Ht ~Ht091 !H! Jt li lth
1

33. 56
n. 82
21. 58

40. 48

77 . 34

I

a 1892.

17. 18

39. 42
78.
17. q3

1

66. 44

26.18
78. 42

59. 52
22. 66
82. 82

60. 58
21. 91
82. 37
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The avera.ge expenditure for schools per capita of the population at
the same dates is here presented:
Province.
Ontario ...................................................................... .

i~~~esc";ti;:: ::: :::: :::: ::: :::::: :: :::::::~::::::: ::: ::::: ::::::: :: :::::::: ::

Ne,v Brunswick .. .. ..... . .. ................................................. .
Prince Eel ward L,laml. ...................................................... .
Manitoba .................................................................... .
:Brith1b Columbia ............................................................ .
Domii1ion a.. .... .. .....................................................

1888.

1893.

$1. 87
. 81
1. 51
1. 26
1. 36
2. 74
1. 40

$1. 87
. 87

1. 56 I

1.45
1. 31
1. 40
4. 84
1. 87
1. 90 ,

1896.
$1. 90
1. 06
l. 78
1.43"
1. 46
4. 15
1. G6

]. 68

a Northwest Territories incluued.

It will be noticed that in Manitoba and British Columbia, the per
capita expenditure was less in 1896 than in 18U3. This is due to the
fact that the school provision in these newer Provinces has been
brought up to the demallcl and only the normal increase in population
bas now to be provided for. This view jS confirmed also by tlie fact
that of the remaiuing Provinces the smallest per capita increase is in
Ontario, where the school provision bas been practically equal to the
demand for the entire period considered.
':l'he systems of public educatio11 in the several Provinces perpetuate,
in a measure, the national, religious, and political tcndeucies characteristic of eacl1. Ontario and the maritime Provinces, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick 7 and Prince Edward Island, says Goklwin Smith, "are
in the main identical in all social and political respects." The difference in crude resources aud in commercial politics accounts for the
different industrial conditions. Iu Ontario, farming is the great industry; this is the case also in Prince Edward Island. In Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick mining, sllippiog, and lumbering are of equal importance. The manuer of life induced by the prevailing industry, tlle abilities which it fosters, a.n<.1 the skill it requires, all in time affect the
character and progress of schools, but not necessarily the principles
and general cbaracter of the system of education.
In tlieir main features the systems established in these four Provinces
differ as little as those of different States in our own country. Elementary schools are free a11d secular, except in Ontario, where provisioH is
made for separate Protestant schools and Homan Catholic schools. E·dncation is compulsory in this Province, although, for reasons similar to
those that prevail in the United Sta,tes, it is difficult to enforce the law
in this respect. Quebec reflects clearly in its school system the widely
different social, religwus, and political iuflueuces under which it has
developed. The schools are sectarian, supported in part by fee·, au<l
there is no compulsory measure. British Uolnmuia and 1anitoba
exhibit the well-known characteristics of pioneer commnniti , ah. euce
of ti;aditional opinions and customs, and the spirit of nt rpl'is and
high aspirations. They hn,ve mn.<lc euucation compnbol'y ancl lu ve
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established secular free schools, and support the same with energy and
liberality. Even in the unorganized Northwest Territories legal proi ion is made for the maintenance of schools. The religious problem
has been met ·h ere, as in Ontario and Quebec, by the provision of
separate schools.
The interest that these Provinces excite by their proximity to the
United States may justify a further presentation of their theory of
popular education as illustrated in their school systems. Brief conspectuses of the several systems are here given, showing the general
character of the central and local control of schools, the requirements
for teachers, and the sources of school income.
SYSTEM OF EDUCA'rION IN ON'l'ARIO-HISTORICAL SURVEY.

The history of the organized system of public education in Ontario
may be said to date from the passage of the school law of 1843. The
practical establishment of the system was the work of Dr. Egerton
Ryerson, who was appointed superintendent of education soon after
the passage of the law. The services that he rendered, his catholic
spirit, his administrative force, his untiring devotion to the cause have
long siuce commanded universal acknowledgment.
The Province has been equally fortunate in the historian of the system, Dr. John George Hodgins, who wo-s associated with Mr. Ryerson
in the education office from 1844, and has maintained official relations
with it to the -present moment.
Dr. Hodgins at fi.rst held the position of clerk to the education office.
His present official designatiou is librarian and historiographer. He
has enjoyed ample facilities for the work with which he now crowns the
service of more than half a century, name]y, the Documentary History
of Education in Upper Canada, from the passing of the constitutional
act of 1791 to a very recent date. This work, of which five volumes are
completed, bringing the history to 1846, is invaluable to all students of
Canadian history for the light it throws on the various phases of its
social and political development, and equally valuable to all students
of educational history.
Here are brought to view the private efforts in which the system
originated, the discussions, collisions, and legislative action by means
of which it was gradually organized and perfected.
It is particularly interesting to American readers to trace in this
record the influence of settlers from our own colonies and States upon
the educational policies of the Province.
In the preface to the fir t volume Dr. Hodgins says:
The question naturally arises, \Vhat first awakened the desire to establish schools
and promote education in thii:; Province
In his address at the opening of Kin<Y'S
C~llege_ (now ~he -niver ity of Toronto) in 1843, the Right Rev. Dr. Strachan,
himself a :promm nt ancl 11oted educ:ati.oni.st in Upper Canada, answers the question.
He says:
"\Vhen the indep ,udence of the 'uited States of America was recognized by
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Great Britain in the peace of 1783 this Province became the asylum of those faithful
subjects of the Crown who had, during the Revolutionary war, adhered to their
King and the 'unity of the Empire.' And it is pleasing to remark that in 1789, a
little more than five years after their first settlement, they presented a memorial to
His Excellency Lord Dorchester (Sir Guy Carleton), then a goYernor-general of
British North America, on the subject of education, in which, after lamenting the
state of their children growing up without any instruction, religious or secular, they
requesi:ell his lordship to establish a respectable seminary at Kingston, which was
at that early period the principal town iu this division of the colony . T o this
representation Lord Dorchester paid immediate attention, and gave directions to
the surveyor -general to set apart eligible portions of land for the future support of
schools in all the new settlements."
Animated by the same spirit as possessed these early colonists, the United Empire
loyalists established schools of a superior class early in the century in the chief
centers of their settlements, such as Kingston, Cornwall, Bath, York, St. Catherines,
and afterwards Newburg. Soon a grammar school was established in every district,
and ultimately the common school, fashioned by the loyalists on the New England
pattern, was put into operation in every settled township of the PrO'Vince.
It is gratifying to know that th e United Empire colonists from New England to
Canada in 1783-1788 were true to their early British colonial convictions and instincts
as to the n ecessity of schools for their children. They carried with them that
English love for learning for its own sake which characterized the fournlers of
Massachusetts.

The efforts of the New England Uompany for the education of the
Indians who were transferred from New York to Canada upon the
close of the Revolutionary war are also noted. Through their agency
and that of settlers from our Eastern States, the spirit and purposes
that worked so powerfully within our own borders were reproduced in
the British Province.
·
When, in 1830, the subject of a university college was before the house
of assembly the example of King's College, New York, was especially
urged in support of the measure. The select committee in their report
say:
The University of King's College, in New York, now Columbia College, was established in 1754, when th e people of the then colony of New York <lid not much exceed
70,000, or one-fifth of that of Upper Canada; and yet, says Mr. Butler, the present
Attorney-General of the United States, the influence of the institut ion on the
l iterary char ac ter of th e colony was truly wonderful, for, though the whole number
of students educated in the college previous to 1755 was but 100, many of tllem
attained to great distinctions in their respective professions, and in public life
dis tingu ished alike by their genius and erudition, and illustr ious in the annals of
their country for their talents as writers and their services as statesmen.

The school law of 1843 embodied features drawn from the school systems of New England and New York, and it was especially the example
of the United States that stimulated efforts in respect to technical
education in the early seventies.
But if Ontario owes much to the example of the United Stat e , it
offers also to us most .instructive lessons with respect to many <1 uestio.ns of educational policy and organization.
.
In particular may be cited the lesson of the separate chool policy,
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: hi or i mbotli d in the e olumes and forms also the subject
1) •i· l
r1r by foe "ame author.
te1teral fea.tnre anrl central a.nthority.-The Ontario system of public
e lu (tti. n, which wa d cribed in detail in the Commissioner's Report
for 1 9..:.i-9 (Vol. 1, Chapter VI), is justly celebrated for its thorough
o ' 0 ·anization, the admirable balance of central and 1ocal control, the
orrela.tion of all grade from the kindergarten to the university, and
the 1)rovision for insuring even in the rural districts the services of
trained teacher ' . Elementary education is compulsory and free in the
public chools. Subject to the approval of t.lle provincial government,
an regulations for public schools are made by the minister of education.
Local contr'ol.-The municipal system of Ontario affords a full measure of local self-government. The Province is divided into counties,
which are subclivi<led into minor municipalities, consisting of townships, incorporated villages, towns, and cities. These corptffations are
given certain powers and have certain responsibilities with respect to
education. Through their municipal councils counties are under obligations to make grants of money to high schools, and both counties
and townships must contribute certain sums in aid of public schools.
Each township is divided into school sections, and each of these sections is provided with a public school. There is a board of trustees for
each school section, village, town, and city. The ratepayers (men and
women) elect the trustees. These, within the provisions of the provincial statutes or regulations of the education department, appoint the
teacheTs, who must have a Government diploma, and determine the
amounts to be expendecl for buildings, equipments, and salaries.
Sources of income.-The provincial grant for education comprises
(1) grants to elementary schools; (2) grants to seconu.ary schools; (3)
grants for the training of teachers; (4) grants for technical education.
By statute the amount appropri~ted for public and separate schools is
divided on the basis of average attendance in each, respectively.
In 1896 the grant for elementary schools was $310,851. The greater
l)art of the school income is provided by the school section, village,
town, or city. From these local sources the total received in 18U6 was
$4,575,261.
High schools.-Liberal support is given to high schools, and strenuous efforts are made to prevent pupils from dropping out of the schovls
until the advanced course is completed.
It is clearly ,ecognized that the best means of stimulating the lower
grades is to encourage pu_pils to qualify themselves for entrance upon
the higher. The success of these efforts is shown in a comparison of
the current statistics with those of earlier date.
The number of high chool in 1882 wa 10-1. In 1896 they had
increa ·e(l to 130. The attendances at the , a.me dates were, respectively, 22,348 and 24/67; the number of teachers, 332 and 574. The
amount paid for t ach r
al rie , which iu 1 82 was 253,864:, had
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more than doubled in 1896, reaching a total of $532,765. The cost per
:pupil rose from $27 .56 in 1882 to $30.53 in 1896. The total expenditure
for high schools at the latter date was $749,970. It should be observed
that the high schools of Ontario are 110t free, as in the U nitecl States.
While the public schools were made free in 1872, the privilege was still ,
continued to the trustees of high schools to impose fees. In the
majority of cases boards of trustees have availed themselves of this
privilege, so that out of the 130 high schools in the -P rovince there are
only 4.4. in which no fees are charged. The total amount of fees collected from high-scllool pupils in 1882 was $2!:.,270 and iu J 896 ,
$115,783. The fees from pupils and the legislative grant amounted 1o
nearly one-third of the whole cost of maintaining the high schools, the
remaining two-thirds being distributed between the ratepayers of the
high-school district and. county municipalities.
From the study of the classification of high schools and collegiate
institutes two or three striking changes in the tendency of higher education are disclosed. In 1867 only 1,283 pupils, or 23 per ceut of the
whole number, studied commercial subjects, such as bookkeeping. In
1896 this subject was taken by 13,068 pupils, or 53 per cent of the whole
attendanoe. In 1867, 5,171 pupils, or 90 per cent of the whole atteudance studied Latin. In 1896 the number of pupils in Latin was 15,526,
about 63 per cent of the number in attendance. In ·l8G7, 15 per cent
studied Greek; iu 1896 only 6 per cent. In 1867, 38 per cent of the
:pupils studied French and none studied German. In J 896 these mnnbers had increased to 55 per cent and 18 per cent, respectively. Tllere
also has been a large increase in the number st..udying drawing, the
total in 1867 being 676, and in 1896, 13,468.
The greatest progress, however, bas been made in the study of
English literature, composition, and history. These subjects, including
poetical literature, iutroduced in 1887, are now taken substantially by
all the pupils.
The influence of tne high schools is greatly extended through the
elementary teachers that receive in them their nonprofessional training.
They constituted in 18!)6 nearly 24 per cent of the entire teaching force
of the province.
The widespread influence of the high schools is indicated also by the
varied classes from which their pupils are drawn. 'rhe occupation of
parents of high-school pupils as reported in 1896 were as follow :

t~:::i:;~ ::~: :~ ::~ ~ :~ -. ~ ::::~ ~ ::~: :::::::::::::::·. ::::::::::::::::::::::::!: ~!;
6
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SYSTEM OF QUEBEC.

H-istor-ical survey.-The school sy tern of Quebec is much more compltcated than that of the other provinces, and bear much le
blance to those of our own States. The salient fea,ture of tbe
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the provision for the separate control of Catholic and Protestant schools.
This dual character illustrates both the religious and national influences
un<ler which the system has gradually developed. During the French
regime 1 (1615-1760) education was left to the religious orders that had
come out to New France for t,he purpose of carrying on missionary work
among the Indians. Of the five principal orders that established themselves in the pl'Ovince three were devoted to the education of boys; the
other two were concerned solely with the education of girls. The separation of the sexes in elementary grades, which is still characteristic of
the Roman Catholic schools, is thus seen to be a natural result of their
origin. The religious orders were supported in their work by grants
of land from the French kings, by private benefactions, and by the
contributions of the church .
.After the capture of Quebec (1629) the religious orders experienced
some difficulty in continuing their work. Two of the orders, the Recollects and the Jesuits, were indeed temporarily obliged to withdraw·.
The Recollects did not return until 1670, but the Jesuits returned in
1632, immediately after the restoration of the country to the French.
They resumed their educational work with great vigor, and established
schools which rapidly developed, and which have had powerful influence in shaping the history of the province.
Among existing institutions which are traceable to the efforts of these
religious orders are Laval University, the outgrowth of the "Petit
Seminaire de Quebec," founded by Bishop Laval in 1668, and the
Ursuline Convent, founded in 1639, the first girls' school in Canada,.
The conq_uest by the English in 1760 prepared the way for many new
agencies, and between that date and the date of the union of Up per
and Lower Canada (1841) the number of schools was greatly multiplied.
The Christian Brothers began their efforts in 1837 as teachers of
elernentary schools. Here, as elsewhere, their work took deep hold of
the community, and it forms to-day one of the most important features
of Roman. Catholic elementary education in the Province. The Protestant churches and Protestant societies were also very active in establishing schools; and the germs of a public-school system were implanted
by settlers from the New England States, who established themselves
in townships. "During the first year of 'their life in Canada the children of near neighbors were gathered in one of the dwelling houses, and
taught by one of the older and better instructed of their sons and
daughters. Very soon log schoolhouses were erected in many of the
townships by the voluntary efforts of the settlers and in these the
children were regularly taught. The cost of ere~ting schoolhouses
1
The resume of the early history of education in Quebec is compiled from the introduction to the
Manual of 'chool Law and Regulations, prepared by Rev. Elson I. Rexford, B . .A. ., formerly secretary of
the department of public instruction . An important source of infonnatiou is the History of l'ublic
Instruction in Canada, by M. Chauveau, formerly minister of public instruction for the ProYince of
Quebec. ~he followin~ soUices are cited in Canada and the Canadian Question, by Gold win Smith:
The 1;telat~ons dE>S J esuites, and Le Clerccfs l'Etablish ment de la Foi, Mr. Parkman's NarratiYes, and
the h1btones of Garneau, Christie, ilea, liac:llullen, and Kingsford.
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and maintaining schools had to be defrayed by the settlers themselves.
Not satisfied with providing elementary schools for their childreu, the
residents of the more thickly settled centers of the township en<leavored,
at an early date, to provide more advanced instruction by establishilig 'academies,' or superior schools. The persons interested contrjbuted to the erection of a suitable building and elected a boar<l of
trustees, to which was intrusted the management of the school. In
the e 1r1ier yearR the teacher had to depend mainly upon the tuition
fees for his salary. This was sometimes supplemented by subscriptions
and other special provisions, and when grants were given by the legislature and by tbe Royal Institution, these institutions were recognized."
These differen~ agencies, with their diverse and often opposite aims
and methods, have been continued to the present time, with such modifications as were inevitable from the effort to include them in a Stateaided system.
The first public elementary school · act for the Province was passed
in 1829. The subsequent law of 1846, amended in 1849, is substantially
the same as the laws passed in 1869, 1876, and 1888.
Central control.-Tlle law of 1841 provided for a superintendent of
public instruction. The council of public instruction was instituted in
1856, and in 1869 the council was organized in two committees, one for
the charge of Roman Catholic, the other of Protestant schools. The
religious distinction was thus incorporated into the legal system and
pervades its entire organization. For example, the school inspectors
appointed by the lieutenant-governor are chosen from persons recommended by the committees. Among the requirements for the inspectorship is experience as a teacher, the possession of a diploma, and success
in an examinatiou before one or the other of the council committees.
Each committee makes regulations for: the inspectors of the schools
under its own charge, and has absolute control over the inspectorate,
since it is also within the province of the committees to recommend the
dismissal of teachers for causes specified.
Certain public officials are also recognized as "school visitors, who
may visit the public schools as often as they think desirable, but
visitors are entitled to visit only the schools of their own faith." It is
further provided that the following are visitors only for the municipality in which they reside:
1. Roman Catholic and Protestant clergymen.
2. Members of the council of arts and manufactures.
3. The ma.for and the justice of the peace.
4. The colonels, lieutenant-colonels, majors, and senior captajns of
the militia.
Requirements for teachers.-The religious distinction is maintained
also in the appointment of teachers. Candidates are examined by
boards appointed by the lieutenant-governor upon the recommendation
of one or other of the committees. All persons desiriBg to ae a
ED
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tea h r mu t undergo examination unless provided with a diploma
from one of tlle normal schools. Nevertheless, "every priest, minister,
and eccl sia ti , and every person forming part of a religious order
in tituted for ducational purposes, or being a member of a, religious
community of women, is exempt from undergoing an examination before
any of the said boards."
Local control of schools.-Tbe local unit of school administration is a
"school munidpality"-i. e., any territory erected into a municipality
for tbe support of schools under the control of school commissioners or
of trustees elected by the ratepayers.
The commissioners are empowered to divide a municipality into
school districts and to maintain one or two schools in each district.
"If in any municipality the regulations and arrangements made by
the school commissioners for the management of any school are not
agreeable to any number whatever of the proprietors, occupants,
tenauts, or ratepayers professing a religious faith different from that of
the majority of the inhabitants of such municipality, such proprietocs,
occupants, tenants, and ratepayers may signify such dissent fa writing
to the chairman of the commissioners.
"The notice llaving b-een duly served, the dissentients may procee<l,
after tl.te lapse of two months, to elect three school trustees, who will
have the same power with respect to dissentient or separate schools as
the commissioners have with respect to the schools of the majority.
The trustees alone have the right of imposing and collecting the taxes
upou the dissenti-ent inhabitants." So complete is the provision for
minorities that trustees hav-e the same powers and duties as school
commissioners for the management of the schools under their control.
The division of school authority out of regard to sectarian predilections and the consequent preservation of original forms has resulted iu
a diversity of schools, whose scope it is not always easy to express in
terms applicable to other systems.
A certain degree of uniformity is imposed upon the schools by the
conditions for obtaining a share in the -public funds.
Sources of school in,come.-Schools are sup.p orted by local taxes, fees,
aud provincial appropriations. The rate of fees is fixed by school
commissioners and trustees, but may not be more than 40 cents uor
less than 5 cents a month.
P.A..YMENT .A.ND DISTRIIlUTION OF THE COMMON-SCHOOL FUND.

Tbe sums constituting the common-school fund of the province are
paid to the superint~ndent in semiaunual payments, and the superiuteuclent pays their re pective shares to the several boards of school
c-0mmissioners and trustees in two semiannual payments.
To entitle any school to its share of the general or local school fund
it i. requi ite and , ufficient1. That it has been under tbe managem nt of school commis ioners or trustees in
the manner dir ci <l by thi law.
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2. Tbat it has been in a.ctnal operation during at least eight months.
3. That it has been attencled by ~t least 15 children (periods of epidemic or contagious diseases excepted).
4: That reports have been made to the school commissioners or trustees by the
teacher and by •t least two of the commissioners or trustees.
5. That a public examination of the school has taken place.
6. That a repo1·t, signed by the majorit~, of the school commissioners or trustees
an<.1 by the secretary-treasurer, hn.s been transmitted to the superintendent every
six months, the first before the 15th day of January and the second before the 15th
clay of July in each year.
7. That a sum equal to the grant made by the legislature for the municipality h as
been raised, as herein provided.
8. That teachers with diplomas have been employed therein.
9. That the teachers have been paid every six months.
10. That only those books authorized by the committees of the council of public
instruction have been used.
11. That the regulations of the committees and tlie instructions of the superintendent have been observed .
.All sums arising from school grants, school taxes, and from any source other tban
monthly fees form the school fond in each municipality, and are distributed and
employed by them:
1. Either in proportion to the number of children from 7 to 14 years of age in each
school district residing therein and capable of attending school; or,
2. By making a common fond, out of which the school commissioners or trustees
pay the expenses occasioned by the payment of teachers' sala1·ies, the maintenance
of schoolhouses, the purchase of books, school furniture, and other contingent
expenses.
Tho school commissioners or trustees after having adopted one of the two methods
mentioned in the precedjng article can not change it within two years, unless by
the authority of the superintendent.
In all cases the school commissioners or trustees are required to deduct from their
share of the school fund the sum of $80 for the support of a model school, if there is
oue in the municipality, in addition to the share which such model school is entitled
to receive from such fund. ·
The sum annually voted uy the legislature in aid of poor municipalities is distributed by the snperintendent according to the division made by him, and which has
been approved 1,y the committees of the council of public instrnction.

Public appropriations are also made for superior institutions-i. e.,for
universities, classical colleges, academies, etc.-and the money so granted
is divided between the total of the Roman Catholic and Protestant
institutions, respectively, in the relative proportion of the respective
Roman Catholic and Protestant populations of the Province according
to the then last census.
Such grants are for the year only, and are not permanent.
Teachers have the benefit of a pension fund maintained by withholding 2 per cent of the annual salaries. The fund is available for teachers
who ltave served ten years and have reached the age of 56 years.
EFFORTS FOR THE REORGANIZATION OF 'l'HE SCHOOL SY S TE L

The dual system here outlined Las not worked without fri ·tion and it
is in many respects unequal to the demands of the present time.
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.1_ new
ducation bill was submitted to the assembly in the session
of 1 97, but after pas.-ing that bouy by a largt• majority was rejected
by the council.
The agitation of the subject has, however, awakened pJ1blic interest
in the school , and the press devotes much space to their discussion.
Among evidences of improvement noted by the superintendent in his
report for 1896-97 are the abolition of local examining boards.
The new Protestant teachers must have a normal school diploma,
a11d the Roman Cath olic teachers will have to get theirs from a central
board of examiners.
There are teaching in the Roman Catholic elementary schools 3,860
female teachers with diplomas, a,nd their average yearly salary is
$98.
The Roman Catholic committee, with the approval of the executive,
has now fixed the minimum salary to be paid schoolmasters and schoolmistresses at $100, a.nu every mm1icipality that does not comply with
regulation will forfeit its school grant.
·
In 1896 the s-µ_m of $50,000 was added to the usual grant, and, as a
consequence, the grant to J)OOr municipalities bas been raised from
$10,000 to $20,000. .
From present indications it is probable that a renewed effort will be
made in the next session of the legislature to secure the passage of a
new school law.

SYS'.rEM OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

I~ New Brunswick, the governor, the members of the executive
council, the chancellor of the university, and the chief superintendent
of education constitute a board of education for the general control of
public schools. The school district is the local unit of school administration, and the elementary schools are managed directly by trustees
elected as in the other provinces. Applicauts for teachers' places
must show professional classification at the normal school, a license
from the board. of education, or hold a degree in arts from a chartered
college or university, and comply with other requirements according
to the position sought. Even graduates of arts without training at
normal schools or two years' experience in teaching must give practical illustrations of methods of teaching before the principal of the
normal school and a professor of the university.
rrhere are three sources from which moneys are drawn for the payment of teachers' salaries: The provincial treasury, the county school
fund, and di trict a . ses ment. From the first-named source an allowance i annually made in re pect of every legally qualified teacher in
the service. Male teachers receive 135, . 108, or $81, according to
grade; female teacher , 100, 81, 63, according to grade.
A istant teach rs rec ive not more than oue-half the above amounts.
The county a · . m •nt in aid of chool. mu t yi l<l ,, an amount equal
to thirty cents for every inhabitant of the •ounty according to the la t
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preceding census, together with an amount not exceeding 10 per cent
for probable loss and expenses of disbursing." This gross sum is
apportioned among the several parishes, cities, and towns in the same
proportion as other county taxes.
The district assessment consists of a poll tax levied at the per capita
rate of $1 on every male person (except clergymen) between the ages of
21 and 60 years.
The balance of the sum to be raised by the district is assessed on real
and personal property.
The law provides for the establishment of superior or high schools
and for county grammar schools. These receive aid from the provincial
treasury if they reach a certain standard of efficiency. The geant in
each case is proportio11ed to the amount of local support which the
school receives.
·
SYSTEM OF NOV A SCOTIA.

Nova Scotia maintains a system of free n011sectarian public schools,
under t.lie general charge of the executive council, which forms for this
special interest a council of public instruction. The chief officer of the
system is a superintendent, who is appointed by the governor in council.
The council has power (1) to direct (in all cases not specifically provided for by statute) the expenditure of such sums of money as are
appropriated by the legislature for educational purposes, such expenditure to be made on the requisition or certificate of the superintendent
of education.
(2) To appoint a principal of the normal and m,odel schools, and also
such assistant teacl1ers as may be found necessary, and to fix the salaries of the same.
(3) To make regulations for the conduct of the normal school and to
prescribe the conditions of admission and graduation of students.
( 4) To divide the province into inspectorates and to appoint an
inspector for each upon the recommendation of the superintendent of
education, and to regulate all the conditions as to teachers' licenses,
length of school session, form of school registers, text-books, and courses
of study as may be necessary to securing uniform standards of efficiency
in the schools of the province.
The council also has power "to make regulations for constructing,
locating, and controlling county academies, and to authorize the payment of provincial grants to the same." It may aid in the establishment and support of school libraries and provide for the training of
teachers in agricultural sciences and foster the teaching of these subjects in the elementary schools.
Local control.-The province is divided into school commi ·sioners'
districts, in charge each of a board of commissioners appointed by the
council, subject to the provisions of the town's incorporation act of
1895. Each school section shall have a board of three trustee elected
by the majority of the qualified voters of the section.
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The J) w r · nd duties imposed upon the trustees are discharged by
tbe r1ppoint <l commi si.oner in incorporated towns.
The city of Halifax forms one school section iu charge of twelve com-.
mis ioner , of ·whom six are appointed by the governor. These trustees
or commi sioner have immediate charge of the schools in their respective e tion . Tbey emr loy teachers, ,-.,,ho must, however, be licensed,
except that where necessary an unlicensed candidate may be appointed
as a~ ~;i tant teacher.
illode of support.-The fixed sum of $18~,500 for each scl.1001 year is
paiu semiammally, or as the council of pub1ic instruction may prescribe, to legally qualified teachers employed in the common schools in
accordance ,dth law, to be divided between such teachers in conjoined
propOTtion to the number of days the respective schools are taught and
the scale of the respectiYe grades.
Tl1is distribution is matle semiannually through the inspectors, or
otherwise as the council may direct. In every county (except that in
which the city of Halifax is situate) the clerk of the municipality is_
re(J_uired to adcl to tb.e sum annually voted for general municipal purposes at the regnlar meeting of the council a sum sufficient, after
deducting costs of colJection and probable loss, to yield an amount
e11ual to 30 cents for every inhabitaut of the muuicipa1ity, and the
sum so ad<led shall form, or be a portion of, the municipal rates. Any
sum further neeued is de.tm·mined by those who pay a property tax
(ratepayers). Ordainec1 ministers, widows, and unmarried women are
exempt from sectional assessment on property to the amount of $500.
THR SCROOL SYSTR.~1 OF MANITOBA.

Historical sitrvey.-Prior to the passage of the law of 18!)0 :M anitoba
maintained separate schools for Roman Catholic and for Protestant
chil<l.ren.
The law of 18;)0 established. a uniform system of nonsectarian schools
anu prob.ibitell the use of public funds for denominational schools.
The bitter contest to which this ln,w gave rise, the appeal to the
Dominion government, and subsequently to the English privy counci1,
the remf',llial order issuetl by the Dominion government and tlle refusal
of t.1.ie Manitoba people to submit to this dictation are set forth in tile
Commissioner's Report for 18n4-95 (Vol. 1, Chap. VII).
The answer of the provincial legislature to the Dominion government
refusing to enact a remedial law was approved December 2G, 1895, and
the legislature at once dis-solved, that an appeal might be made directly
to the people. The election helcl on January 15 resulted in an overwhelming triumph for the premier, 1Ir. Greenway, and his policy of
nonsectarian schools.
The Dominion parliament a embled J auuary 2, on which <lay Lord
Aberdeen a governor-gen ral., Ir ented hi, ad<lres to the lawmaker
and ,• trongly nro- d the llece i y ot compelling .danitoba to ubmit.
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It turned out that tne Dominion cabinet was seriously divided on the
subject, and on January 4 half of the minister8 resigned their portfolios. Subsequently the retiring ministers were induced to withdraw
their resignations. It was now clear that the only hope of the separateschool party lay in the prom.i.sed interference of the Federal Parliament. No d efinite action was taken in the matter until March 2, 1896,
when a remedial bill was introduced. The consei·vative government
then in power had less than two months left to them before tlle necessniry dissolution of parliament, an<l. it was evident tliat the bill had no
chauce of b eing carried, or even ftlUy considered, in the time remaining. Such discussion as took place was bitter, an<l. the dissolution of
parliament, on the 24th of April, carried the whole question back to
the people of the Dominion. The question involved and the results of
tlie election are thus set forth by an English autbo.rity;
It may be briefly stated that in the election struggle the Catholic school syst,em
was tlie main question, and that the Catholic bishops antl clergy threw themselves
vigoronsly int o th e c'.>ntest and exerted their utm ost strength to secmre the return of
m embers pledged eith er to establish separate schools, or else, in vaguer terms, to see
justice 1lone to tbo Catholic minority in Manitoba. But though the numerical key
to the v ictory iu tlie Dominion parliament was actually in the b ands of the most
Catholi0 province, Qnebec, the L ib eral opposition leader was Teturnetl to power by
a consi<lerable majority; allll the Liberal party tbns took the lead in C:111adian :politics for the :first time in eigh teen years. It is true that several consi<l.erations,
rather political and economic, and even perhaps ethnological, helped to Lring about
Mr. Lanrier's triumph; b11t the latter's solemn undertaking to settle within six
months the Manitoba school difficulty, which h a d r acked Canadi:1U politics for oycr
six years, was undoubted ly a stroug el ement in the situation, since it was felt tuat
if on the one hand a definitely coercive measure could uever be put into operative
effect in Manitoba, nor the Cathol ics, on the other hand, induced to accept the Manitolia pnbJic schools, the only hope of a settlement acceptable to both sides lay in
some proposal emanating from a leader who would be at once a noncoercionist by
political :trn1 a Catholic by r eligious conviction.
The next s tage in the struggle is therefore the compromise at once put forwar(1 by
Mr. Lau.rier, on the part of the Dominion, and subse(1uently accepted oy M:r. Green way, the premier of Manitoba.. It was very much on the lines rsu.gges ted uy S ir
Donn]d Smith's earlier commission, but w·as on the whole less favorable to the Cn,tholics. 'I'be main points were these: On a-petition signec1 by the parents or gna.r<1i:rn9
of 10 children attending n, scbool in a rural district, or of 25 children in :1 town or
villag-e, any cler gymau or authorized religious teacher is to be permitted access to
the school to give religious instruction at stated times. And in any town ·cl1oul
where the average attendance of Roman Catholic children is 40 or npward (in rnr:11
districts 25 or u:pward) they may be entitle<l. to the services of one Catholic teacher,
who must, howe,er, be fully qualified according to provin ial or uational school
standards. In di tricts wbere the children speak French w]1011y tbey are to haYe a
teacher speaking both French and English, so that the te&cbing may be on the bilingual i:;ystem. But all sc hools are to he national, under provincial control, tLm1 subject to the same regulations and inspections. The same text-books are to be n ea,
and all teachers must be properly qu alified by passing the pro vincial examinations
and takiug the prese.rilled normal school course.

· The settlement was not satisfactot'Y to the Catholic antboriti , a.1Hl.
the I>apal intervention was eventually ought. The en y ·1i ·al of lli
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11< lin s wa concilia.t ry in tone, but condemned tbe settlement as
un,a,ti 'factory from the I oman Catholic tandpoint.
I'roti ion of th law of 1890.-By the law of 1890 the general control
of chool" wa. ve ted in a department of education, which is to consist
of th e./ ecuti e ~ouncil, or a committee thereof, appointed by the lieutenant-governor in council, and also an advisory board composed of
seven members, four of whom are to be appointed by the department of
education, two by the teachers of the province, and one by the university council. Among the duties of the advisory l>oard is the power ''to
examine and authorize text-books and books of reference for the use of
the pupils and school libraries; to determine the qualifications of
teachers and inspectors for high and pul>lic schools; to appoint examiners for tlrn purpose c.f preparing examination papers; to prescribe
the form of religious exercises to be used in schools."
The law provides "for the formation, alteration, and union of school
districts in rural municipalities, and in cities, towns, and villages;" for
the election of trustees in each district; fqr the maintenance and control
of the schools.
All public schools shall be free schools, and every person in rural municipalities
between the age of 5 and 16 years, and in cities, towns, and villages between the age
of 6 and 16, shall have the right to attend some school.
SEC. 6. Religious exercises m public schools shall be conducted according to the
regulations of the adYisory board. The time for snch religious exercises shall be
just before the closing hour in the afternoon. In case the parent or guardian of any
pupil notifies the teacher that he cloes not wish such pupil to attend such religious
exercises, then such pupil shall 1,>e dismissed before such religious exercises take
place.
SEC. 7. Religious exercises shali be held. in a public school entirely at the option
of the school trustees for the district, ancl upon receiving written authority from th e
trustees it shall be the duty of the teacher to hold such religious exercises.
SEC. 8 .. The public schools shall be entirely nonsectarian, and no religious exercises shall be aHowed therein except as above J:lrovided.

The schools are to be supported by public grant and district assessments, but schoolsnot conducted according to all the provisions of this or any act in force for the
time being, or the regulations of the department of education, or th e advisory
board, shall not be deemed a public school within the meaning of the law, and shall
not participate in the legislative grant.
THE SYSTEM OF BRITISH COL UMBlA.

In accordance with the school law of 1891, British Columbia maintains a system of free secular t:lchools which are under the charge of a
superintendent appointed by the lieutenant-governor in council. The
superintendent is a i ted by the council of public instruction. The
local unit of school admini tration is tbe d1 trict. School tru~tee ,
elected by vote of per ons who pay a property tax, are empowered to
provide , ufficient accommodation for all children of the di trict betweeu
6 and 16 year of ag mcln 'ive. The tru. t •e,· mu t vi it tbe schools
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and see that they are conducted in accordance with the regulations 1 and
report annually to the snpel'intendent. School attendance is compulsory for all children between the ages of 6 and 12 years for six mouths
in each year, unless they are under private instruction. Teachers must
be provided with a Government certificate, of which there are six
grades. The lowest is valid for one year, the next higher for two, and
so on to the fifth; this and the sixth grade certificates are valid for
life or during good behavior.
· Graduates of arts of recognized British or Canadian universities are
exempt from examinations on the art of teaching, school discipline ~1nd
management, and the school law.
The strictly nonsectarian character of the schools is indicated by the
following provisions of the law:
No religious creed. is allowed. to be taught; the Lord's Prayer may be used at the
opening and closiug of the schools. No clergyman is eligible as snperintendent,
inspector, or master.

The schools are supported entirely by appropria~ions from the public
treasury.
THE NORTHWEST TER,Rl1.'0RIES.

The report of the superintendent of education in the northwest territories of Canada ·presents an interesting view of the efforts for popular enlightenment in the northern part of our continent.
The territory under supervision covers an area of 302,000 square miles,
with a population in 1891 of 66,799.
vVhile the people are chiefly of British origin, other nationalities are
repre8ented in sufficient numbers to increase the school difficulties.
The occupations are farmiug, ranching, lumbering, and mining, and
the population widely scattered as a consequence. Nevertheless the
report gives evidence of advanced ideas with reference to the conditions for effective schools. Tlie system of public schools is under the
control of a council of public instruction, comprising four members of
the executive committee and four appointed members, of whom two
must be Protestants and two Roman Catholics. The appointed members have no vote, their duties being purely advisory. A sch<Jol district must not exceed in area 25 square miles, and must contain not less
than four resident taxpayers (property tax) and at least twelve children of 1-,chool age. Each district elects school trustees. who manage
the local school affairs.
Provision i wade for separate schools for religious minorities (Protestant or Roman Catholic), the ratepayers establishing these separa,te
schools being relieved of taxes for the public schools. The decade
1886 to 1896 witnessed a remarkal>le growth in the schools. The 11umber rose from 76 to 366, an increase of 881 per cent, and the enrollment
from 2,553 to 12,796, an increase of 400 per ceut .
.A.t tue latter date 433 teachers were elllployed. Effort w r(• •a~1y
made to secure profe.::; ·ional traiuing for teacher , <- ud by a r gula 1<11
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dat 'tl April 1, 1 9J it i ~ declared that, to make it possible for remote
ui tri ts t keep their chools open, 1 ' provisional certificates are issued
to ]> r ons , ho pr cut ueh evidence of seholarship that there is a
rca onable probabilit of their being able to pass the next teachers'
e:xa,miua.tion." 'fhe" e certificates are 11ot issued till the trustees declare that th y ha, e advertised for a qualified teacher and have used,
an rea ouable effort to secure ouc, but without suc9ess. Then, upon
the application of the trustees-uot of the would-be teacher-a provisio11al certificate i issued, valid for that school only, and terminating
at the opening of the next examination for teachers.
Schools a1 e maintained by legislative grants and by local taxation.
From the former ource was derived in 1896 the sum of $126,218, or 46
per emit of the total expenditure $274,648.
The elementary course of study iucludes the three R's, history,
geogn,phy, grammar, nature study, and agriculture. Temperance is a
compulsory subject for all grades.
.
rrhere are no separate secondary schools, but the sixth, seventh, and
eighth standards, the eurollmeut for which in 18!)6 was 126, 30, and 5,
respectively, are termed "high-scl10ol standards," and lrn.Ye an entirely
separate programme, ba.secl upon the matriculatio11 examina.tions of the
universities of Toronto and Manitoba.
.
Preparation for the "academic certificate" for teachers is given in_
these 4 • high-school standards." The examination comprises the following subjects: Spelling and writing, the English language, rhetoric and
composition, -poetical literature, history, geography, arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, chemistry, botany, and physics.
Pre-para.tion for the first and second-class professional certificates is
given in the normal school at Regina during the last four months of
every year. Sessions for third-class candidates are conducted at conv~nient local centers by the inspectors under the supervision of the
superintendent, who delivers a course of lectures at each. Of the 433
teachers iu the schools 96 (62 men) held first-class certificates, 207
(98 men) second-class, ancl 130 (51 men) third class.
Among the text-books recommended for the uormal course are to be
fouml White's School Management, Quick's Educational Reformen,,
Rosenkranz's Philosophy of Education, De Garmo's Essentials of
Methods.
The higher eclucational institntions of Ganada-189-5.
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Date of \
Value of
founda.- Euuowt - \ property
tion.
men ·
owned.

Name.
\

1----

u .-IVERSI_T _IB_ ._ _ _ _ _ _

"C"u~ver \tyof~ing'RCollege,Wiudsor, ·ornScotia
Unn- •r~1t~ of ew llrun wi<"k, Fredericton, ..._•ew
Brnn,nn~k __ ··-- __ . . ________ . __ .. --··. __
frGill _'ni.nr,;ity, 11on rPal, qn bPc _____ ::::::::
1Ja~lt0';1>11 College and University, Halifa.·, ?o\·a

S<:ot1a. _--·· __ ··--. ____ .. ______ -·. _.. __ ... _... _. .

178!)

$155,000

Income.

----$250,000

a 8, 844 __ . _.. _____ .

26

12, 000
145, 000

60
1,250

] '400, 000

1821

I.___ ·-----,-__ .. __ .. __ . _____ .. _..

I

rlent ~

(a.bo :1t).

$!>, 000

1800
1813

] 000, 000

Nulllber
of stu-

169
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11ie higher educational institntions of Oanada-1895-Coi-;.tinue<l..
Value of
property
owned.

Income.

$1, 042, 000 $1, 800, 000

Date of Endowf~Y~fament.

Name.

Number
of stu.
dents
(about).

UNIVERSITIES.

University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario ......... .
UniYersity of Acadia College, "\Volfville, Nova
Scotia._ ........................................ .
UniYersity of Queen's College, Kingston, Ontario.
UniYersity of Bishop's College, Lennoxville, (~ne.
bee .....••..................................... . .
Unh-ersity of Otta·wa, Ottawa, Outario ..... ...... .
Unh·ersity of Trb1ity College, Toronto .......... .
Laval University, Queliec ........................ .
University of Mount Alison College, New Bruns•
wick ........................................... .
University of Manitoba, "\Vinnipeg .............. .
Victoria University, Toronto, Ontario ........... .
University of St. Francis Xavier Collt,ge, Anti•
gonisbe, Nova Scotia ........................... .
McMaster University, Toronto, Ontario .......... .

$85, 000

1,269

1838
1841

l 827

100,000
400,000

100,000
125,000

12,000
40, 000

130
525

1813
1848
1852
1852

l 12, 165

102,600

750,000 .......... .
1,000,000

21,130
46,000
30,000

181
463
35l
235

1862
1877
1836

120, 000
150,000
325,000

110,000 ......... .

275
3~U

280,000

2i, 000

1854
1887

234
134
13-.L

COLLEGES.

St. Michael's College, Toronto, Ontario........... 1852 . . . • . . . . . . . •• • . . . . . . ..
120
Knox College, Toronto, Ontario................... 18-14
240,000
470,000
18, 00U
119
.Assumption College, Sandwrnh, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . 1854
11:l, OUO
25,000
175
Presbyterian College, Montreal, Quebec.......... 1867
225,000
160, 000
150,000
84
Presbyterian College, "\Vinnipeg, Manitoba....... 18i0
15,000
50, 000
15,000 .
87
Presbyterian College, Halifax, Nova Scotia....... . . . . . . . .
120, 000 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . .
30
Wesleyan College, Montreal....................... 1873
50, 0C0
60, 000
6, 000
71
Methodist College, ·winnipeg, Manitoba.......... 1888 ......................................... .
St. Joh1;1's College, Winn!pe~, Manito~a.. .. . ...... . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . ..
60,000 .• •. .•.•.•.•••••.••.
St. Bomface College, , -v mrnpeg, Mamtoba.. . .. . .. 1820 . . . • . . . . . • .
50, 000
12,000
105
Woodstock College, Woodstock, Ontario.......... 1860
160,000
200, 000
25, uOO
120
Wyckliffe College, Toronto, Ontario... .. .......... . . . . . . .
63,290
65, 000
10,000
40
.Albert College, Belleville, Ontario................ 1857 . . . . . ..•.. .
75,000
250
Stan stead \\Tesleyan College, Stanstead, Quebec... 1872
75,000
20,000
10,000
149
St. Francis College, Richrnon<l, Quebec.. ........ . 185i
15,000
2, 900
3,000
110
CLASSICAL COLLEGES, QL'EBEC.

a

Chicontimi ....................................... .
J olit'tt e .......................................... .
L' Assomption .................................... .
Levis ............................................ .
Nicolet . .... . ... ............................... ... .

ii!~t;~;{f~~~~·~~~~).:: :: :: :::::::: ::: ::::::::: :: :::

Sherbrooke ... . ................. ...... ............ .
Ste. Anne (Kamouraska) ................ . ........ .
St. Hyacinthe .................................... .
St. Laurent (Jacqnes Cartier) .................... .
Ste. Marie de M.onnoir (Rouville) ..... ........... .
Ste. Marie (Montreal) ... . ...... ........ .. ...... .. .
Ste. Therese (Terebonne) ........................ .
Three Rivers ..................................... .

~i~W!r~f0YQ~~1:I i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1873
1846
1832
1853
1803
1850
1854
1875
11-27
18lti
1847
1853
1848
1827
i860
1767
166:3

................

...............

..............
..............
...............

..............

--------- --

.......... .. .. .

.............

----------·

·· ·· ···---······----·
..............
······-----

·-····-----

5, 135
126
11, 205
303
12, 360
315
11, 358
331
267
10, 72415,000
272
5,435
128
4, ~87
237
10,837
228
21,500
335
24,800
466
7,794
190
35. 000
501
iao, ooo
15,961
257
2:15
10,300
97, 500
.............. ............. . ................
85, 000
75,494
90,000
179,817
255,000
70,000
52,600
100,000
175,000
200,000
129,000
62, uoo
303, 000

----------................ ................... ----···· ··

··········

LADIES' COLLEGES.

Wesleyan Ladies' College, Hamilton, Ontario .... .
Hellmuth Ladies' College, London, Ontario ..... . .
Bran tfonl Ladies' College, Bran tfor<l, Ontario .... .
Ontario Ladies' College, "\Vhitley, Ontario ........ .
Dem ill Laclies' Collegn, Oshawa, Ontario .... ..... .
Alma Ladies' College, St. Thomas, Ontario .....•. .

1860
1869
1874
18741876
1881

.... ........ .

..................

80, 000
80,000
60,000
100, 000
55,000
90,000

17,000
30,000
20,000
22. 000
14-, 000
25, 000

144
]00
70-140
150
138
170

. . ••. • . . . •.

340,900

c 18, 56!

135

...................

.................
...................

....................

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES, ETC.

Ontario Agricultnral College, Guelph, Onta,rio.... 1874
Provincial S ·hool of Agriculture, Truro, Nova
Scotia ........................................... 1885
School of Practical Science, Toronto, Ontario. ... . 1877
School of Agriculture, L'Assomption, (iuebec ......... - . . .
School of Ste. Anno de la Pocaticre, Quebec...... 1859

........... ...........
cl,~67
c 8, SOU .•••••..•• • ••••. • • • • -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

. • . .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

4, 5?,0
4 0v 0
1

25
71
Zcl
21

a The cla!!sical colleges in Quebec are a combination of school and college. ntt nclec~ h;y )10 tl 1 lioys
and young men. They confer certain degrees aud are mostly alliliate<l. wi1,h Laval UJVer,uty.
b No returns.
c Government expenditure.

CHAPTER V.
SYSTEMS OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA, NEW
ZE..A.LAND, AND TASMANIA. 1

For previous articles on education in Australasia, see:
Secondary Education in New Zealand, by Sir Robert Stout, K. C. M. G. Report
for 1890-91, Vol. 1, pages 45-94.-Education ju New Zealand. Report for 1892-93,
Vol. l, pages 258-261.
'l'OPICAL OU'l'LINE.-Current statistics of public schools in the Australasian colonies-Brief account of tl.ie systems of public education, includiJJg administrative and controlling authorities, sources of income, and special schools for
rural districts-Care ~f pauper chil<lren-State aid fo1· higher, special, and
t 1·chnical schools-Tabular view of private schools and universities-Appended
papers: Report of personal observations of the school systems of Victoria, New
South Wales, and South Australia, by Mr. D. White, M. A., rector of the
normal school, Dunedin, New Zealand; Extracts from an address on educational reforms, by Hon. C. C. Bowen, of New Zealand; Report on working of
"The school attendance act, 1894," by J. Stormo11t Small, esq., truant inspector,
New Zealand, and on Industrial schools in New Zealand, by Mr. Mark Cohen.

In the five divisions of Australia and the adjoining colonies, New
Zealand and Tasmania, liberal provision has been made for education
by both public and private agencies. The latest official reports present the following particulars respecting the public schools of these
colonies:

-

Colonies.

EnrollPer
mentin cent of
pulJlic populaschools. tion.

Date
of report.

~r:::£~
anr.e.

Teachers.
ExpendiPer
ture for
cent of
primary
enroll- Male. FeTotal.
educament.
male.
tion.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -New South Wales .....
Queensland .. __ ... _...
South Australia .......
Victoria. - .. -- .. -......
""\Vest Australia -......
New Zealand ..........
Tasmania_ -...........

16. 89
221,603
81,754
17. 75
59, 94417. 23
208,542
17. 71
9,008 ·····--·
13] I 037
18. 62
14, 835
10.11

1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896

142,192
54,316
40,143
138, ]26
6,470
108,976
11,508

64.16
66. 44

66. 96
66. 23
73
83.16
72. 96

2,307
798
396
1,760
103
1,424

2,084
917
768
2,737
178
2, O!Jl

--···· · .........

4,391 $2,889,537
1,715
933,484
1,164
632, 742
4,497 2, 887, 664
281
159,169
3,515 2,053,316
105,689

---♦----

Unlike the English system of public education, the systems established in .Australia show a decided tendency to centralized control, a
natural consequence, it would seem, of the social and political conditions of the couutry.
1

Prepared by Miss Anna Tolman Smith.
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LO 'AL .A.UTIIORI'l'IES.

Th
tat , r public chool , in the several colonies are controlled by
mini. ter f public in truction, or secretary, as in Queensland. This
chief ofli r ha "' charge of the school properties, the establishment and
c1a ifi ation of chools, the regulation, tlie course of studies, etc. A
, y t m of public in I e ·tion is maintained in all the colonies. Inspectors
and t acber , x •epting in New Zealand, are appointed by the minister,
or a in Queen land, by the governor, and belong to the civil service.
Local advisory boar<l.s, appointed also by the minister or governor,
e:xerci e a measure of supervision over the schools and advise the central authority as to the location of schools and the general condition of
the school district. In New Zealand local control is more highly developed than in the other colouies. This colony is divided into thirteen
educational districts, with at least one school in each. There are district committees, selected by the householders and parents, which committees in turn elect school boards. The minh,ter controls and directs
tlrn school affairs, but the administration of the school law in the district falls upon the district boards. They erect the school buildings,
appoint inspectors aml teachers, etc. The local or district committees
exercise aclvi ·ory and supervising powers.

n,

SOURCES OF SCHOOL INCOME.

Tl\e public school:s are maintained in all the colonies by appropriations from tl1e general treasury, supplemented by fees in New South
Wales ancl Tasmania.
As a ru1e1 the llistrict eontributes the site for the school building and
bears a certain. proportion of the cost of buildiug and furnishing. Local
effort is further stimulated by the very general policy of distributing
the public appropriation on tbe basis of school attendance.
COMPULSORY LAWS.

A compulsory clause is embodied in the school laws of all the colonies, and in all the colonies, except Queensland, efforts are made to
enforce the same, but this is extremely difficult owing to the sparse and
.
' In New Zealand the
isolated
population of the agricultural districts.
compulsory
law is applicable even to the aborirrines
and their interest
.
b
1
m the schools is said to be constantly increasing. In 18!)6 there were
enrolled in the native village schools of this colony 2 203 Maori childre11, or 5½ per cent of the Iaori population. There ,~ere also 73 governmei~t p~pils in boarding chool , natives maintained by private or
de~10mmat1011al effor t , but receiving from the public funds appropriat10n for the expen ·· e. of governm nt 1rnpil .
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PROVISIONS .AS TO RELIGIOUS INSTRUC'.l'ION.

In -Victoria, Queensland, ancl New Zealand. the public schools are
strictly secular; in South Australia, unsectarian religious instmctiou is
allowed; in New South Wales and West Australia, provision is made
for religious instruction in the sehools at an hour when children may
be withdrawn if their p~rents object to their presence.
SPECIAL SCHOOLS FOR RURAL DJSTRICTS.

Tlle efforts to adapt the public-school provision to the conditions of
newly settled and isolated districts foTm an interBsting featnre of the
history. The ideal school of each system is a gTaded school, with a
prescribed course and definite standards for each year, under the charge
of trained and duly certificated te:wllers, ancl housed in suitable public
buildings, but the modii:ications of this ideal are the most convincing
evidenoes of the earnest purpose to bring the means of instruction
witbin the reach of the entire child population.
In New South Wales, besides the typica.l public schools, comprising
five grades or classes, with the teaching staff and equi1,ment required
by the department, provisional schools are recognized; these schools
a.re organized. under con<litious which preclude an immediate compliance with the standard regulations, but in time they may develop into
complete public schools. House-to-house schools are alRo maintained.
A school of this class ''js composed of tlie children of families residing
in localities several miles apart. Each locality forms a teaching station.
and the teacher journeys from station to statiou, and collects as many
children as possible at a central point. The number of stations un<ler
one teacher varies from three to five. The instruction is confined to
reading, writing, dictation, aud arithmetic. Every itinerant teacher is
required to prepare a programme of his work, and to submit it for the
approval of the government inspector. One of the essentials of such
progTa~me is that adequate provision sball be made for a systematic
course of home lessons." Fifty-seven schools of this clasR were reported
in 18D5. Similar departures from the prescribed standard are tolerated
also in the selection of teachers for what are knowu as the small bush
school.
The majority of the teachers-about six-sevenths of those employed
in tlie larger schools-are drawn from the two public training scllools,
while the remaining seventh employed. in such schools ]Jaye received
their training in other countries. The teachers of small bu h schools,
on the contrary, are selected from loeal applicants who l1ave boon educated in one or other of the public chools of the colony. They mu t
be at least 18 years of age, of good moral character, bave received
the necessary preliminary training in a public school, a d have b en
furni lied. with a certificate to the effect that they a.re competent to
manage a small school. The inspectors take tlie entire re pon ibility
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maller schools. Their training· costs
biu ·; h y ar
accu tomed to the bush," and they are
u:-m< 11 t l f nnd at hort di tances from the vacant schools. Prob
fair aptitud for the work and otherwise give satisfactj n-mH.l h
r at bulk f tll m, it is said, do this-they become
eli 0 fol at th u of two year" for admission to the training schools.
Ia1,y f th b t au i mo, t successful teach~rs in New South Wales
bav ent r <l the r i ·e iu this way.
.
In .... ew Z aland the law provides that in outlying districts or parts
of the onntry where from the scattered state of the population it is
not practi able t e tablish a public school, the district board may appoint itinerant teachers under special regulations. In remote districts,
which 1t would be premature or inconvenient to constitute school district , the district board, on the recommendation of the governme~t
inspector, may assist schools started by private enterprise. The a1d
may be in the form of text-books, school apparatus, or money, as the
board shall think expedient, provided always that the school so aided
shall comply with the l'equirernents as to length of session and course
of study for public schools. Similar provision of special schools, assistance to private schools, and house-to-house schools are made in the
other colonies.
CA.RE OF FRIENDLESS A.ND PAUPER CHILDREN.

In respect also to friendless and pauper children these colonies have
adopted a lmmane and intelligent policy. In New South Wales t~e
boarding-out or family system is universal, the object of the le~islature being "to bring to bear upon all destitute ohildreu tbe elevatmg
influences of family life. The children of the State, as they are called,
are placed in the care of people of good character as members of t~e
family, and are regularly visited by ladies who give their unpaid
services, as well as by officials, to see that they are properly treated.
Thew hole system is known as the' State Children's Relief Department."'
The department proceeds upon the principle that children, whether
destitute or criminal, "are not likely in the one case to grow up virtuous, or in the other to be reclaimed from vice, if they are subjected
to the companionship of paupers and criminals. Only such training as
they are likely to receive in a well-conducted family can be relied upon
to secure either result." In order to lessen the chances tbat mere
greed should induce people to seek the charge of these wards of the
State, the money allowance is small, simply enough to cover tbe actual
co t of feeding and clothing the children. In the case of tho e under a
certain age, tbe provision" that they mu. t regularly attend school goes
far to ecure that they hall not be taken for the benefit of their labor
in _the hou. e or the field. In the public elementary schools the State
ch1ldr n are in no way di tin rui ·hed from the other scholar and a a
. would appear that heir p culiar po ition i knowt1 only
'
' the
rnl , it
to
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teacher, who has to report upon them from time to time to the government"
Queensland. maintains six or eight orphanages for the reception and
care of neglected children. "'rlie ranks of the orphan children are
recruited chiefly from neglected children found wandering in the streets
by the police, and whose fathers are probably in jail; from the children of newly arrived immigrants who have lost one or both parents,
and from orphan children who have no one to look after them. After
the children rnaclt the age of 12, they may be hired out for service."
Children also are boarded out at the rate of 10 pence a day to provide for all their wants, and this system continues to grow in favor.
The law requires that these children shall be sent regularly to school,
and even in case the-child is adopted by the foster parents the State
maintains a watchful care over it.
In New Zealand the boarding-out system js employed, and the governrueut also maintains three "industrial" or reform schools to which
vicious children may be sent. It sometimes happens that unfortunate
but innocent children are nomina.lly sent to an iudustrial school by
magistrates' warrant, bnt iu reality they are sent temporarily to a
boarding house until a suitable foster home is found for them and their
outfit prepared; girls committe<l because they have begun to lead a
:flagrantly immoral life, or are in great danger of doing so, are at once
sent to a suitable institution. The government also makes a money
allowance to private industrial schools for the maintenance of uncontrollable children.
SECONDARY A.ND TECHNICAL.

In all the· colonies public provision is made by means of scholarship
funds for continuiug the education of poor but promising youths beyond
the elementary grade.
Technical education has been the subject of much discussion and of
many practical efforts in the several colonies. The term is used in a
broad sense, including "instruction in those branches_ which have an
important bearing 011 the arts of production and manufacture, viz,
mathematics, drawing (in which is included practical geometry), physical science, and manual training," and also instruction in the'' scientific principles and manual processes required in any particular branch
of industry." In the present tentative stage experiments and institutions of widely different character are classed under the head of technical. Without attempting here to discrimina.te between these or to
define the scope of any one, a general summary of the provision reported
under this head is given. 1
New South Wales maintains a technical college, comprising scicn~ s matter was passing through the press- the office receiYed the Report of the proc edings of
the fourth meeting of the International Congress on Technical Education , held in London, J' un e, ~ s97 ·
Several papers presented beforo the congress are reproduced in this Report in the chapter entitled
"Textile an<1 otlier technical schools. "
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1mi ~,11, an l art courses. In 1896 there were enrolled iu the
c 'nlral ~ rn1 branch o1l g·es 7,119 students.
In Qu n ' land t clrnfoal in truction is given in institutions connectecl
ith •hools of art, where training in special subjects can be obtained
at 'mall co t. To accommodate those who are at work the instruction
i g 11erally given outsitle of workiug hours.
In Victoria th re are 24 technical schools uuder the control of the
dncation department, viz., 3 workingmen's colleges, 11 schools of ~rts,
and 10 schools of mines. These institutions bad a combined enrollment
of 3,003 students in 1895. There are also 2 agricultural colleges in the
colony. Tasmania has 2 technical schools, one at Hobart, the other at
La,nn e to11.
In the New Zealand legislature a bill is now pending which provides
that any board of education may introduce mauual training and technical branches under couditions spceifted. In the larger cities provision has ah'eady been maLle for these branches. The work was initiated at Wellington, from which it has spread to other places. With
respect to the technical school esta.b lished by the Wellington board of
education, Mr. A. D. Riley, the director, writes the following particulars
to tbis office:
The T ech nical School of Vol elliugton was established in 1886 and was affiliated to
the science and art department of South Kensington in the same year, and to tho
city and gnilds of London Institute in 1892, thus being the first school in this colony
to affiliate in each case. Since that time several bro11ze meta,ls, national book
prizes, third-grade prizes, and the highest certificates in art work have been obtained,
while the highest ~iwards in l)lumbing, tb.e silver and bronze medals of the city and
guilds of London, h:we also been awarded to students of this school. It was only
last year (1895) that Dunedin and Aucklan<l followee,l in our footsteps, in each caee
after sending committees to inquire into the working of the \Vellington school.

Mr. Riley's report for 1805-96 gives the following details:
PRL\IARY DH.A WIXG.

The work in ·connection with the 1nimary schools h as been of a satisfactory character throughout the year. I am glad to report tbat clay modeling, pattern (lra,wing,
flat tinting, and car1ll>oard work have made a steady advance in a fair number of
schools.
Ma1wal inslruction.-'l'he minister for education havino- practically gnara.nteed
l)OmHl for pound for the cost of establishing a central c1as~ for manual instruction,
the workshop at present in use l>y the school was provided with appliances to
accornmotlate twenty lioys. Mr. Barrett was appointed instructor, with Mr. Anderson as a ·sistant. The number of1JOys present the fir t quarter was 68. This number
fe11 in tbe second quarter to 38 and in the thinl to 32, although some of the boys
attende<l theev ning clas <luring the lat two quarters in prefrrence to .the day. As
the classes were but a tria.1, tbe methods ancl arrangements were not perfect.
To:warcl_the end of the year arra11g,·ments were made for special clrawing exercises
liemg given to the boys iu <·onrn·ction with their wooclwork. A series of diagrams
h~we no:" hee~ 1,repared and will l)e u ·ed thronghout tlrn classes. Many boys were
dis~1>pom~ ·d, m:,smuch a · thuy were xpecting at once to make some object; others,
agam retm·d after he 11ew11 • s bad wom off. Until the nature of the instruction
i u1ul r. tool t<·arlinr• can not l, r•xpect d. -"Inch opposition bas been en •ountei- •cl fro111 pn 011. wl10 hav no 11ncler tandinrr of what the aims are, but this will
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steadily be overcornc by the snccess of those boys who continue at work. There is
no itlea of teaching a trntlc in this work. Tlie whole purpose is to cultivate handiness, and at the same time practical intelligence .•
It wonld be absurd to try to teach young children a trade before they have acquired
the rudiments of knowledge, but His equally absurd to con □ ue their early education to book learning, which gives no trainiug to the eyes or hand. We wish to
train the chih1ren to be handy and usefo1.
The object of the classes is to teach boys of the upper standards some simple hancl
work, such as how to use simple tools in working with wood, the work being done
from patterns and examples drawn by the boys themselves.
First-grac7e clrawing exaini11ation.-Iu this examination the following were the
results: The total number of papers issued was 7,010, and the nnmber worked, 6,384.
SUBJJIVlSlON Olf PAPERS.

Study.
Free-hand ............................................................. .
Geometl'y ............................................................. .
Scale .·················-· .............................................. .
Mo<lel ............................. . ... ... ................•...•........

Number
worked.

Passed.

Failed.

- - - - --

1,970
2,074
1,473
867

1,020
1,442
839
449

950
0:32
634
418

6,384

3,750

2,634

Of the above papers, 1,142 were taken by schools not under the vVel1iugton board,
and 634 passes were recorded.

Number of papers "excellent''···--··-·······-·····--···-···
303
Number of papers ''gootl " ........ ···-·· ···--· ···-·· .... ....
706
Individ1tal canJidates ... --· ......... __ .... ___ .... _.......... 4,042
Individual passes .. __ ........... _... ____ .......... __ ... ___ . . 2, 86-1
Schools presenting candidates ... _.......... • ..... _..... __ .. .
101
Increase upon 189'1: Papers worked, 907; individual candidates, 455; individual
passes, 425.
Undoubtedly this examination bas done more toward developing a so nnd basis for
technical education than any other primary work. The results speak for themselves
in the following return, showing the number of passes r,3corded since the examination was established:
Passes.

In 1884 . _. . . .... _... _••.... - .....•........... - - .... - - ... - - - . .
80
In 1888 .. _..........•..... - ..... - ...• - ••...... - - - .... - - - . - . - 600
In 1890 ......• __ ..... _.. _ . __ .. __ - ........ - - •.. - .... - ... - . . . . . 1, 966
In 1892 ... __ .......••.•.................. - ...... _.... - - - ... - . 2, 413
In 1895 ....... - ....... - ..... - ... - - - - .. - - - ....... - ..... - •..... 3, 750
The total numher of certificates i ssned from 188-1 to 1895 is 19,282. The number of
full first-grade certificates (embracing passes in four subjects) issued up to date is 941.
The technical school includes day and evening classes, with cour es as indicated
below:
TECHXICAL SCHOOLS.

Numlier of students:
Fourth
Day classesquarter.
Drawing and painting ( whole day students) ....•..... _.....•....••... - - . . 15
Drawing andpafoting (half day students) .----·· · ·-·····----··---· .. •-·--· 34
Geometry and perspective·-·--··-·-··.·----····-·····--···--·· ...... ·----· 11
Secondary school scholars ........... _. _.... _. _......... ___ .. - - - ..... - - • • • • 5 l
Primary school scholars .. _... ___ .. _. __ .... _... _.. _.... __ ... - - .... • • • • - · · · · 46
Teachers and pupil teachers .................... ···--···-·-·---·•···-·--··· 100
\Yood carving··---· .......... -··· ........ ···-···-·-·· .. ---·•·--·······-·- 14:
2
Mannal instruction··---···-·-····--····-·· .... ,--·-·--····•--···-········ 3
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Nnmber of tull nts - 1 ntiunetl.
Fourth
EY niug la~ c ·quarter.
Ar liitect.urnl ancl bnihlincr c·o11 lrn c tiou .... _.. __________________________ .. 19
M hnnioul dr:twiuo· .... ·-··· · ____ ., ...... ····-· .......... ______ ····-· .... 31.
Drn.wing ...... ···-·· .......................... __________________ ........ .. 88
Life la ........ _................. ___ ..... __ .... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Practicn.l plnmbiug . ............... ______ ...... __________ ...... ---··· .... . 27
Theory of plumbing .... ______ ··-··· ____________ ...................... -··· 21.
17
Wood can·ing, carpeut1·y, auu modeling ..................... . ....... - - - Applietl mechanics. __ •..... __ ........... _.. _. _ . ___ ............. - .. - - - - - - - - 14
Tota,l .. _..... _........ _... _. _.... __ .... ___ .. _... ___ ... _....... ___ .. . . . . . 525
LIBRARY,

The library now consists of 380 volumes upon technical, science, and art subjects .
Over 200 volumes h::w e been circulated amongst the students in connection with
their special requiremeot::i and trades.
During the y ear the school has been visited by several persons from other centers
specially appointed to obt:tiu iuformation as to the system adopted, and a consideralile correspondence has also been conducted with various committees and associations requiring information.
There can be rio tloubt that the success of the work is mainly owing to the thorough grounu.ing given in the primary and elementary work, the value of which is
now being felt throughout the entire district. The whole work, from primary to
secondary and theuce to the higher and individual trnde branches, l;eing controlled
by one center, gives undoubted advantages which other centers lack.
With reference to tho technical classes, it is disappointing to find the employers,
with the exception of the iron founders and the builders' association, who contribute
to the prize fund on behalf of their respective trades, do not sufficiently interest
themselves iu the matter of this education, for undoubtedly they reap the great~r
advantage. The success of the movement would, I believe, be almost doubled if
the employers would show that they valued it, aud would take a practical interest
in the work of the school in connection with their employees. I hope sincerely
that ere long they (the employers) will awake to the enormous importance to themselves, their workm<m, and the colony, of the advantages of technical work, for it is
undoubtedly a strong step toward commercial prosperity.
Finance.-The cost of the school to the \>oard has, by the most rigid economy,
been considerably reduced, and is now practically a profit to the board to the e:x.te11t
of £165 ($825). The total expenditure for the year is £1,76116s. ($8,809). Receipts
£1,163 15s. ($5,818).

Special schools.-In addition to the general provision of public elementary schools special sehoois are maintained in the Heveral colonies
for the traini11g of the deaf.mute and the blind. These schools are of
private origin, but receive subsidies from the colonial goverume11ts.
Private institutions.-Pri vate schools are liberally supported and
largely patronized, as will be seen by the statistics tabulated below.
The universitie which are included also in the table are either examining and teaching bodie , as in ew South Wales or merely examining
bodie , as in . . ew Zealand. In the latter case c~ndidates for a degree
pur ·ue their studies in affiliated colleges. The u11ivert:iities have been
sub:1dized by grants of lancl aud by auuual appropriations.
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Tabular view of private schools, unfoersities, and colleges.
\ Private schools.

Teachers.

Universities .

Affi.liatedschools or
colleges.

Province.
___________

_N_
u _m_b__
er.

Enrollment.

I

I
Number. Number. Students. Number. Students .

1

New South Wales . ... ________
893 - 53,967 ~ - -a- 1- \- - - - - : - ~ ~
Queensland-······--··- --- --·
175
10,570
553 ·········· ;· ··- -·-·· · - ---- - --·· -------·· South Australia.--·--··---- --232
11,458 -·····-··1 -·---- - ··· -·· · ·-· ··- . .... ... . .
Victoria_ ....... -.. _. ........
1,157
63,270
3,084
1
b 129
3
New Zealand_ .. ·····--··-······· ·- ·-··- -·· ·· · -·· -_____ _____
c1
3
d 419
Tasmania -.... - ..... . ........ - _- ....... _.... . .. __ . . . . . . . . . .
c1
e 13
1, 452
a Also three theological colleges and one 11ollege for women.
b Also 668 students att,ending lectures .
c Examining body.
·
d Matriculated, also 323 not matriculated.

e Superior schools and colleges.

This brief general survey of educatioual work in the Australasian
colonies will serve to preserve the relation and due proportion of more
detailed accounts here reproduced from various sources.
The first paper appended is by Mr. D. White, M. A., rector of the
Ota go Normal School, New Zealand. It is a report made from personal
observation of the school systems of Victoria, New South Wales, and
South Australia, and gives an intimate view of the public schools of
the colonies named, and incidental comparisons of their systems with
each other and with that of New Zealand. This paper is followed by
extracts from an article by Hon. C. C. Bowen, founder of the educa•
tional system in New Zealand.
The two papers following relate to the working of the compulsory
school law and the care of neglected and criminal children in New
Zealand.

PRIMARY EDUCATION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, VICTORIA, NEW SOUTH WALES, AND NEW
ZEALAND-REP6n:r OF PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS.

By D.

WHITE,

M . A.

When a teacher from New Zealand is introduced to the educational institutions of
the other .colonies he is at first very favorably impressed with the results of their
system of bureaucratic administration. I had a feeling that their large and numer•
ous scholastic in stitutions must be ht many respects superior to those with which I
have been associated for a very long time; and this in face of the fact that I thought
the New Zealand system of education was far ahead of anything I should see on the
other side. I found, too, that the Victorian teacher thinks his system the best, the
New South Wales thinks his the best, and so on. The teachers I met in Australia
listened patiently enough to what I had to say about education in New Zealand.,
but you read in their faces that it is only little New Zealand you are talking about;
and after all it does not matter very much what is going on in the Land of the Moa.
It was only after putting a few facts about education in New Zealand before them,
with regard to the number of our teachers and our school population, that they
were able to see that in these respects, at least, New Zealand takes a very good posi•
tion, indeed, when compared with our more populous and wealthy neighlJors ou the
other side of the water. I posted myself up in the contents of the report 0 ~ tbe
minister of education in each of the colonies I visited, and was thus furnU1heu.
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t of etlncalion in the Yarious coloun i
:uiu

to yon I shall, by way of introduc-

1 aLten<.ln nee and the cost of primary

nnt1 nmu1 r

is as follows:

· · · · ...... - .....•.•.. _........... _... . . . . . . 40, 000
............ _............... _.... __ •.... _.. . 106, 100
· · · · · · · · - .. - - . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134, 000
w ,'on h :\Tnl• ............ ....................•........ 139,000
'Ih1 p n1, tion. f Ti toria i. half more thn.n that of New Zealand. It will thus
b 1 •n that n 11r portionat ly l,n·o-er number of children attend the national schools
of 0111·
un ry hau i t h fonU<.1 in either V ictoria or New South ·wales, and th at
nbsolnt ·l · in 1, int of 1rnml> 'l .,.cw Zealand holds a, very respectable third place.
In . ilanatiou of tb comparativ ly lower numbers attending the schools of Victoria n1111 _.,. w outh"\"Valo th::mi.n .,.ewZealan<1 Imaystu.tethatthereareinbothcolouic :t larn·e num.ber f private schools, acade~ics, colleges, the rolls of which show
au ntt rn1an<'o of 46,000 in Vi ·toria and 53,000 in :Kew South \Vales. New Zealan~
ha. l l O , UI1ll in onth A.nstra1ia. the number is only nominal. If yon compaie
th c uumher with the total popn.la,tiou or with the school population, in each case
yon will fintl that our edu •,1.tion. system is, in this sense, more n ational and repr~sentativo than in the other colonies, except, perhaps, iu South Australia, ~here, as rn
our own lanr1, all classes of the community sem1 their chihlren to the State scho~ls.
Ilcro von havo one of the most imnortant points of difference bet,veen the education
s;yste~1s of E:outh Australia and N~w Zea1ancl on the one hand and Victoria and New
, ·ou1h "\ ~ales on the ot.hcr. It is sometimes said that tho people in the colonies do not
re-ally vah e education, bnt I do not believe this, and the large umonnt of. mon~y
anunnl1y voteu. by I>Q.Pu]ar Parliumpnts for the purposes of eclucati.011 eas 1lY. disprnves tho statement. For instance, oxclnsive of the sum spent in school buildrng.s,
,vo fi111l the colonies, inn, time of deep commercial depression, expending per head rn
: .w crage attendance snms as follows : South Australia, £3 4.s. 10c1.; Victoria, £.3
Us. 8cl.; Now South "\Vales, £3 14s. lOd., and New Zeabuc1, £3 llis. 6d. Besides th1 s
tho GoYernment of New Zealand wisely I think spends some £10,000 a year on th e
we lool: at our edncation system in the light
prirn::H;{ education of the n:1tive race.
of these facts, we bolcl the premier place in the Australasian colonies, and in making
this statement I have not omitted to take into consideration the fact that in New
Sonth "\Yales over £60,000 annually i~ contributed hy the parents in' the shape of
school fees . The generous support given to education is also shown in the money
annna1ly ,otcc1 for school buildings and apparatns.
I sn.w great variety iu school bnilcli.ngs, most of them large, substantial structures,
bnt in many cases the interua1 ana.ngements an(l the dimension of class rooms were
not dcsigue(l with a view to ellncational advantages n.nd good organization. In
Melbourne the prevailhlg type consisted of long, rectangular rooms, in which two
or three classes were tanght a.tone and th o sa,me time. It is now generally admitted
tha,t class rooms of this kintl are a mi take aucl in the more recently built schools a
c1iffereut construction and design ha,e bc;n generally adopted. The architectnral
fratures of a class room hasc a very great in1luence on organization, managem nt,
a nd me th oll:, and this is a sn1,jPct in which I think educational institutes should
t~~e ~ore interest than they h. v shorn iu the pa.-t. I bad an opportunity in
\ ictona 0 .f sec:ing t1ie effect of shape and ize of the class rooms on the gen ral tone
an~_workmg of the cho<,l. In one sr-bool I Yi ·i tecl the long rooms were partitioned
0 ~ mto two rooms.
The hc·ad ma ter wa so con Yi need of the utility and feasibility
of. th plan that he ha.l the 1i: rtition 1_,ut up at hi1:1 own e~-peuse. In the a.roe district there was a chool of tlw same sizn au,l st:iff hnt ·with tho usual loner rectan~nlar rooms. The in pro ·cl or1for ancl atti•ntion' of th one school OY ,r ti10 other
\'ere
conclu ·i ·c 1,roof of t e 11 11 ion
· · : of· the . mallor ·las -room system. The
•
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plan of the schoolroom materially assists or materially interferes with the real
work of the school, and to a greater ex.tent than we Lave any idea of nntil we see
both plans working al ongside of each other. Irr the past the architect and the
coloni::il treasurer have between themselves determined what kind of school buildings are most suitable. I ho11e that in. the future educational requirements the
comfort of the teacher and. the pupil and the general 01·ganization of the school will
receive more consideration and attention in the plans of public school buildings. I
visited some of the more recently built schools in Adelaide, and found them constructe(l on more modern priuciples. I place before you a sketch of the ground
:plan of one of these schools, from which you will see that the smaller class-room
system is provided for, with its great educational advantages anu facilities. Tlle
best kincl of infant school class rooms are to be found in the Adelaide schools.
Having nearly the whole of the infant room taken up with Jong, steep galleries is a
very great mistake. The infant-class rooms of the school I refer to were seated
with dual level desks, wide, ruled in squares, and amply spaced out, so that the
teacher could pass behind the seats and see the pupils' work from the pupils' point
of view. Tllo lowest classes of the infant department were provided with desks
and suitable seats. As soon as tbe little one is introdncecl into the school he has
his own seat and his owu comfortable desk for his slate and other school appliances.
The old-fashioned infant galleries and class rooms to be found in most large
schools where tho little ones have to sit without proper seats ::tucl desks for tbeir
slates, etc., arc a reflection on onr common sense, and ought to be replaced by more
rational seating and desk accommodation. Observe those little_ones at a writing or
a drawing Jesson in these ga,lleries; notice the inevitable position of the body and
of the slate. They naturally stoop forward, and they must seek to support their
slate on the knees. The slate is helu in a more or less upright antl oblique position,
and they are supposed und01· these conditions to write aud draw correctly. But
tliis is not the worst of it. Such attitudes as they must assnme iu these galleries
are injurious to their healthy physical development, lead to incorrect positions
of body, head, ha.n d, eye, and to ineradicably bad methods of sitting and working,
and that at a time, too, when above all things it is most necessary that the pupil
should be taught the best method and under the most favorable surroundings. It is
a very bad beginning to school work. If it were only for a month or two it might be
tolerat<'d, but consider that this state of things goes on for two years or more, anu
you will agree with me in saying that we need some reform in our infant-class rooms.
On visiting the infant-class room I spoke of in Adelaide, I said to myself this is the
kind of thing we require in Otago. The mainrnom was all seatell as I ha.Ye described,
with a s111all ga11ery, for oral lessons only, placed at right angles to tlie main room,
and in a recess where the pupils were ont of sight of those engagell at their desk
lessons. I hope the education board will see that in fntnre the infant rooms are
seated and deskcd more in accortlance with modern ideas, to snit rno<lern infantschool work, which now includes manual occupations tbat can not be carrieLl on
with the present infant-school furniture and apparatus. In a consi(lerahle number
of the liigher classes tho dual system of desks was adopted, but with such a modification of the principle of the system tbat the whole or nearly tlie wl101e of the
advantages were completely lost. The desks "-ere arranged on the tlual system,
genera11y on a rising ga1lery, but wi.th no passage behind them.
Tow, to my mind,
the economy of the teacher's time, which is one of tho chief advantag s of the
system, is wholly nullified by such an arrangement. The t eachers who were working under this system very generally di approved of it, an(l said it was inconvenient, inasmuch as they bad to stretch over another pupil to point out mistak<'s, and
unsatisfactory, as the teacher lost rather than gai11e(l time nuder this arrang ment
of seats and desks.
A. word or two with regard to the size of and the staffing of the s ·hools. Thee~ciency of the instruction given under any public system dep nd "omewbat on th· stze
of the schools, and very largely Ulde d on. the staffing of th• Bchool
l was much
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nrpri
t1in°· in th o her colonies uch cliverse systems of staffing and organization. In Ad lah1 , s hool of 930 aYerage attendance would have a school staff of 10
Prtifi. 't\.t d t a 11 r and
r 9 pupil t achers, while in Yictoria a school of the
oulu. h, ve 7 rti:6. atecl teachers and 16 or 17 pupil teachers and monitors.
In th latter olony I visited a school in which the head master told me that his
st· ff was 6 a si taut , 22 pupil teachers, and 4 monitor::;. The number of pupil
t a •hers and m nitors is oft n three or four times larger than the certificated
t a,ch r . Th staffing of th outh Australian school is one of the best features of
Th re are al ways more certificated teachers than pupil teach6rs and
monitors.
yon wish to in titute any comparison between the quality of the
instruction given, respectively, under the Sou th Australian and Victorian systems you
must b tr in mind thi important difference in the method of staffing their schools .
Th
onth Australian system is at present very similar to that adopted by us.
Indeed, in our large schools, where an assistant takes the place of 2 pupil teachers,
we have now in Otago a better equipment, so far as the staffing is concerned, than
anything to be found in any of the Australian colonies. I was surprised at the
number of very large schools iu Australia. I do not think this is a desirable state
of things. In Sydney I asked a h ead teacher the average attendance. He turned
up his book rind saicl there were 1 1 800 present that afternoon. It is, I believe, the
largest school in Australasia. All the schools in all the colonies arl'I classified on an
average-attendance basis. In Victoria there are 5 or 6 classes, in New South
Wales 10, and in South Australia 12, where a first-class school is defined as one
having an twerage attendance of 600 and over. Of most importance in estimating
the comparative mirits of various systems of education is the qualification of the
teachers.
A word or two with regard to thls. My inquiries in this direction were not very
hopeful. I was amazecl for instance, t.o find that out of a total number of 2,415
Victorian teachers nearly 1,000 have ~nly licenses to teach or are unclassified. I
have already referred to the inordinate number of pupil teachers in Victoria. Now,
if we add to these the extraordinary large number having only licenses to teac~,
we shall not be far wrong in saying that three-fourths of the pupils in the pnbhc
schools are in the hands of pupil teachers and other similarly qualified men and
women. \Vhat effect must this have on sound methods of education, Education
has been cut down to the lowest point in Victoria. For years the total cost of
instruction was £662,000; last year it stood at £478,000, or an all-round reduction
of nearly 30 per cent. But a people of such enterprise and intelligence will soon
recover themselves in educational matters, as they are uoing in commercial affairs.
One can not but regret to fiud that Victoria has so many poorly classified teachers.
They have only 31 teachers in their highest rank. In South Australia the teachers
g_et a thoroughly good practical training, but there js a ,vant of breadth about the
literary side of their qualification . They should adopt the course of study at the
Adelaide University as the basis of their classification. of teachers. In the matter
of the literary qualification of its teachers the New Zealand system stands at the
head of the list. It has been said that the literary qualifications demanded from
teachers in the higher mnks of the New Zealand system are really the highest
expected from primary-school teachers in any part of the world. The New Zealand
cla sification list of teachers contains over 250 university graduates. You will
r~member I said at the ontset that one's first impressions of the systems of education on the other ide were di. tinctly in their favor .
. _,.ow, so far a I have gone yon will s e that ew Zealand comes out very well
m th_e compari. on, after all. :Vith regard to the appointment of teachers. The
a;ppomtment of t ·acher i in th hand. of the minister of education who mak s
the_ ap~ointm nt on th rec:oxnnieudation of a board of classifier or ~ommittee of
en~or 10 pecto1 . \Vhen I rn •ntioned th' in ,."'ew Zealand the appointment rested
ruar~ly 1th local 1, di , th
·a •h rs of the O hn colonies spok very tronaly
ag, m t our popnl r and l cal form of admiui. tration. One teach •r expressed his
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opm1on in this way: "We want neither their assistance nor their interference;"
and another, who seemed to be speaking from some personal knowledge of local
bodies, said: "I have no desire that the grocer and the draper should visit my school
and afterwards report to his learned confreres that the order and attention were
good, and that everything was going on to their satisfaction." Teachers on the
other side look with disfavor on our school committees, and argue generally that it
is clifficult to keep them in their proper places, and that the inevitable tendency of
all such local educational bodies is to interfere in matters over which they have no
j nrisdiction whatever.
I lea,e now the administrative and official side of the qnestion and come to the
more technical and professional aspect of education, as seen in the course of instruction. I have been asked what I thought of the course of education in Australia,
and how it compares with New Zealand. It is very difficult to give an answer in
correct terms to a question of this kind . I had no time for a thorough examination
of the systems. I had to gather up what I heard; some of my information is secondhand. Uncler these circumstances my conclusions may be made in error, though
so far as they go they are clear enough. Any specific tabulation of the comparative
merits of the different standards and state of education will, of course, be subject
to the resenation I have just made. The course of instruction in Victoria is of the
ordinary sclwol type. One sees nothing new in it-that i.s, nothing which will not
be found in every primary school course. I expected to find kindergarten work a
distinguishing feature of tho infant schools, l.mt I saw very little of it, an(l was
toLl that systematic kindergarten work had disappeared altogether from the public
schools of Victoria. ·with regard to other subjects, I may say I heard a great
many pupils r ea t1, saw hundreds of copy books and drawing; 1looks. Most of this
was average work, not higher, and the rest fell below that level. The standards
are, in my opinion, somewhat lower than ours, and the programme age a little
higher. One might expect to find the control a little weak in such large schools,
but it was not so. There was, generally speaking, a gu.i et tone pervading all
the school work and school movements. In New South Wales you have a very
different course of instruction-a much wider and more liberal course, embracing
subjects not usually considered to fall within the range of primary-school work.
New South Wales has a very ambHious course of instruction. They have five
standards. In the fourth standard [grade], besides all the usual s ubjects, p::.ovision
is made for teaching twelve propositions of Euclid (Book I.), and in the fifth standar<l-thoir highest-all the usual subjects and Scripture lessone, and, besides this,
Euclid (Books I and II), with easy exercises, Latin (boys) to page 53 'Via Latina,'
French (girls), m ensuration, and algebra to chapter xiii Hamblin-Smith. These are
compu]sory subjects of instruction. Nor is this higher work confined to a few
pupils in the highest dass, as from the inspectors' reports I learn that 2,608 were
examined in Latin, 3,107 iu algebra, 2,203 in French, 6,365 in mensuration, and 8,908 ·
in Euclid. It b as bc•en said that New South Wales attempts too much, and that the
work is imperfectly done, bnt I do not care to put aside the inspectors' reports as
valueless, and they state that the percentage of passes in these subjects ranges from
71 to 76. Tho teachers appeal to the junior exa mination held by the University of
Sydney as a good test of their work. The quality of the work is gauged by the
success which the pupils of the :fifth class obtain at this examination. I looked into
the subject of this examination, the conditions of passing, etc., and it seemed to me
to provide a very indefinite test and standard of good work, but I may be mistak n.
Unquestionably a large amount of extra, or what we w ould call extra, work is
done in the primary schools in New South Wales. How do they mana,ge to do it'?
In making comparisons between the other colonies and ourselves we must always
look at the averaO'e age at which the various steps in tb.e course of instruction are
past1ed. I do not find anything in the ministers' reports showing the age of each
class, but before lea.Ying Sydney I as('ertained the actnal ao-es in one school-av •ry
large one. I was told it would be found to b e ftpprox imately corr ct for the colony;
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aiHl the e furui h nu c:x:p1anation of the difficulty. The first standard is passed at
9 y •ar
month , the secoml at 10.8, the thinl at 13, the fonrth at 14, and the fifth
at 15 years 3 month, . If this be so, .i:Tew South ,Vales has the longest school termp rioll of chool life-in the colonies, being one year ancl three months above the
::w rag age (H:) of the New Zealaml sixth staudar<l. Iu the New South Wales
conr' there is variety of work. I ha<l the pleasure of seeing some purely kindero-arten le sons gi,rcn 1.,y :t teachor trained in Germany 1.iy a pupil of Froebel. I
inqnired what conr:;;e of le sons she would recommend, and she said that the best
books on the sn bj ct were '' The Kindergarten Guide," by Maria Kraus Boelte and
John I rans, Steiger, N. Y., and "The Kindergartner," by Golt.lammer. Some training in the nse of tools i~ given in all the large schools. The stU<lents at the Training
College ar required to pass a course of lessons in this subject. The work ~s taught
both in the college and in the schools, not by the teachers, but by capable artisans.
I place before yon a photograph showing the requirements of the three years' course
of work drawn np by the tea,cher in charge of the subject at the Training College,
Sydne.'·· It is the best I have seen.
I was more interested in the course of instruction adopted in South Australia
than anywhere eh1e. I have a1ready spoken of the organization aud arrangement
of their infant rooms. Their course of infant school work is also worth studying.
Those old time-honored lessons called "object lessons" have been abolished altogeth(>r from the school course, and in their place they have put a series of lessons
known under various names, such as manual work, illustrated lessons, conversati on
lessons, constructi...-e lessons, tactual training, kindergarten work. I don't like the
word kindergarten. E,eryboc1y uses it nowadays, anfl nobody knows exactly what
it means. Theso lessons, by whatever name you choose to call them, are very
popular in South Australia.
Doing away with ol1ject lessons meets with the a,pproval of the teachers. They
would not return to the old system. Here is a course _of instruction in actual use,
showing the manual and. illustrative methods of teaching adoptecl in place of object
lessons: Junior classes: (a) Building up words on their desks with small, loose letters, each pupil being provided with a box of letters; two-stick exercises-each
pupil has two small sticks, places them in any position, and then draws the position
in which they have been placecl on the slate, place them in another and draw again,
anu. so with their sticks making letters and clesigns, and then dral'ving them on the
slate. (b) Drawing in great variety from copies and from memory. (c) Paper
folding. (d) Sewing on cardboard patterns. Class I, paper plaiting and mat
weaving; Class II, paper cutting and designs; Class III and IV, wood carving and
wootl chipping; and Class V, modeling in clay. In Class III (girls), netting and
macrame; aucl iu IV antl V, fancy needlework or cooking. In the South Australian
schools a little science goes a long way. It may, indeed, be excluded altogether if
the teacher chooses to adopt manual occupation in place of it. While the abolition
of object lessons up to Cla s HI met with general approval, the teuclency to displace
science in the upper classes was not so favorably spoken of. One teacher remarked
to me that he had made a special study of a particu1n.r branch of science, bad col~ectell a nnmb r of Yaluahle specimens, 1ikecl teaclii,1g it, and the class was always
m.terestecl in tbe subject. lie was no expert in manual occupations, and lessons of
tbis kind would alwa. s be, comparatively speaking, a failure in his hands. It
won1d be a mi take to exclude science in a. ca e like this, but much of tbis so-called
science tanght in our public schools might just as well go with the object lesson for
all tl1e good it <1oe .
_Dra_wii_1g holds a. prominent place in all their classes, as the departmental regulations 1:1 1. ton ihrce_lc ?ns weekly in this snbject. The drawing, both in amount,
in van •ty, and quality, L th' be:·t I bav ever sern. They seem to see in drawing
not nH:rely a technical ac<1nirement, but a great ellucation force, having a beneficial
fl ct on all the ·hool !mhj<•rt!, ancl tending to an all-roun<l quickening of the
mental f cultie. . •~ Y •nil hings contribute to secure a very high degree of excel-
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lence in drawing. I place on the fable a set of the drawing books and drawing
copies in use, and yon will notice that they contain some features quite new to us.
They a,re all mnch smaller than ours, and the work, particularly in the infant
classes, seems to me very appropriate and useful, while the tinted design work of
tho highest class, partly geometrical and partly free hand, is unquestionably an
interesting and e(lucatiYe exercise. The drawing books are issuecl by the depaTtment, and were J)repared by the art master. I saw him giYing a lesson to the
stmlents in the Training College, and from what I saw I c::m quite believe that they
send out capable teachers of the snbject. It is taught in the schools, not by visiting
masters, as in Victoria, but by the regular members of the staff. In every class two
~f these books must be finished in the year, and in the highest class three must be
presented. The timo-tab1es show that from two and a half to three hours a week
are given to drawing. Is it wise to give drawing this place and this importancef
I tbink it is. But you say some subject must suffer if all this time is given to
drawing. Let me briefly sketch the attainments of the Adelaide fifth-class boythe fifth is their highest class-and I'll ask you to compare them with a Dunedin
sixth-standard pupil. They have the same number of subjects of somewhat the
same range and difficulty as here, so far as one may judge from the prescribed
conrse of instruction. The highest class read such books as Kingsley's novels,
Southey's "Life of Nelson," Lubbock's "Pleasures of Life,n etc. These are the
kind of books prescribed for their fifth class. They are obtained at a very cheqp
rate-6d. each, I think. Our sixth pupils are certainly not ahead of this standard
of work.
In this connection I shoulcl mention that South Australia was the first colony to
introduce a school newspaper into the schools. This publication is called the
Children's Hour, and is issued monthly. It furnishes the class reading for the
month, :1ncl the wholo year's nnmbers are stitched together for revision and read at
the iuspectors' examination. Some of the teachers say that it is more eagerly read
thau the onlinary reading books, and encourages a taste for rea,ding. The advantages and disadvantages of this school paper as a substitute for a text-book require
consideration. I should like to hear the subject discussed at some of our meetings.
I may say, howe~·er, that Victoria bas introduced two such papers into their school
course, so convinced are they of its value as au auxiliary in getting the pupils into
the habit of reading for themselves. I have on the table also the poetry text-books
used in South Austr:1lia. I think ib is a good plan 'to have the poetry in bandy
boolrlet form, such as t~is. In the fourth and fifth classes not fewer than 100 lines
per qnarter mnst be prepared. In language lessons (composition and grammar) they
have laid down very souud general principles, as yon may see from the following
extract from their syllabus of instruction:

It is aclmit.ted to be an essential part of the duty of the elementary school to train
its pupils to use their own language correctly, both in speaking and writing. Experience shows that this is not to be accomplisherl by teaching formal grammar, with
its long array of technical terms, but by steady practice in oral and _written composition, beginning when the child enters t,he school and continuerl till ho leaves.
Conversation is intended to play a leading pnrt in the instruction, and conversation
in which the children should be active participators. The subjects will be found in
daily life, in picture!:!, in the reading and poetry lessons.
I put before yon copies of arithmetic papers set, and I think you will admit that
they <1uite reach our standard. Geography and history are not so rigiclly defined,
but they may coYer as mnch ground as onrs. In all schools, too, certain moral lessons must be given at least once a week to eYery class. "These lessons will enforce
the necessity of punctuality, inuustry, obedience, trnthfulncss, honesty, respect,
and consideration for others. In order to be effective they must be the outcome of
the teacher's own thonghts and the circumstances of the school.
o text-book is
specified. They can not be made to order, but the teacher must keep careful notes
of tho lessons."
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To onable ~·on to see the apportionment of time to each subject, I have analyzed
a t,iru -ta.bl I hav bronght with me from clelaicle, and place this statement side by
sill
ith one of my own time-ta.oles, a,ml the comparison stands thus:

Comparison of tinw-tables.
I

Adelaide. Dunedin.

- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - -', - - - 5
5. 5
1
2. 55
1. 50
2

.45

······i.·ao
.45
. 30
1

On a review of the conrse of education in the fifth class of South Australia, I think
you will grant that it is q_uite equal to the requirements of our sixth standard. The
on1y other factor I can add to aid in the comparison with which I started is to give the
average age, and the inspectors told me that the average ,age at which the highest
class was passed was 12.11, or one year younger than our pupils get through the
sixth standard. I am at a loss to understand this. If I had been told that 14 years
was the average I should have no difficulty, but how they manage to get nearly a
year's work in advance of us remains to be explained. The conclusion I arrive at is
this, that the South A.ustraliau lad of 13 seems to be considerably ahead of the
New Zealand lad of the same age, though they begin school life at the same age.
The primary •scbool life terminates at 13 in South A.ustralia, if the inspectors' figures
may be taken as an average age for the colony, while it stands at 14 years in New
Zealand.
To put the matter as favorably as possible for the New Zealander of 14, he is very
little ahead of the South A.ustralian at 13 years of age. That, at least, seems to be
clear, judging by the prescribed course of instruction; but the interpretation of the
course-the actual work exacted from the pupils in the various classes-has also to
be considered, and this leads me to say a word or two on the methods of examination
and inspection.
In an efficient system of public-school education good methods of examination are
almost as important as good methods of teaching. The system of examination is
most complete, and I am tolcl that every child, even in the infant department, is
examined in all subjects of instruction and the results duly tabulated. The distinction between class subjects and pass is observed, geography and history being
placed in the former. The pupils are passed by the , inspector, if fit for promotion,
but no certificate is issued for any class except the standard defined for legal exemption from school attendance. Throughout the whole system of examination you
notice the hand of the practical teacher. I think New Zealand teachers would probably consider it too precise and too exacting. Perhaps it is, but it seems to be
thorough; and thoroughness and definiteness in methods of examination are most
essential to sound education. Slipshod methods of examination will produce slipsbod teaching. I suppose by this time you think I am idealizing the South Australian
sy,,tem . If this is so, it is l,ecause I find there so many of the elements that go to
make edu_cation good anywher
I find most of the conuitions present, whether perfectly or 11nper£ ·ctly.
AN IDEAL u·sPECTOR,

The late Ir• Hartley eems to have 1,een an ideal inspector of schools, and the
effects of hi wisdom, skill, and enthusiasm are seen everywhere. He was welcome
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in every school. The teachers respected his judgment and his opm10ns. He was
always on the lookout for improved methods of teaching, and practiced what he
preached. I am to1cl that he gathered the pupil teachers and student teachers at the
training college on Saturdays, an<l, with a standard class before him, showed the
teachers his ructboc1s of teaching arithmetic, etc ., under the ordin:1ry conditions of
an everyday lesson. When the inspector ceases talking about tea<:hing and takes a
lesson from beginning to enl )under time-table condition s, you may easily conceive
what an influence such a1'. ex..·,mple would have on inspectors, teachers, and educational methods . Much of the success of the South .Australian system is owing to the
labors of their late inspector-general, Mr. Hartley. We must bear in mind, however,
that the South Australian department is not a large one, and that an able man s uch
as Mr. Hartley could make his influence greatly felt throughout the w hole distri ct.
I believe that large education districts are not condncive to educational progress
and efficiency. Sonth Australia has always given her teachers a good practical
training. Her schools are well staffed; the infant work has five hours a day given to
it; th e s tandard work seems wen graduated ; her inspectors and teachers are earnest
and enthusiastic, and where these conditions exist the educational system must be
good. There are also a number_ of collateral agencies in operation that t end to keep
up a good spirit of work and good ideals, as, for instance, an annual exhibition of
school work, a :flor.il and school decoration society, some nine or ten teachers' associations (with iu spectors as presidents), that meet regularly, not for theoretical discussion, but for practical work. All these things bring about a sort of comradeship
and community of interest among inspectors, teachers, and schools that is worthy of
imitation, and th at can not fail to have a good influence on any system of education.
On Yisiting the Adelaide schools I felt an increased enthusiasm in all educational
work, and if my brief recital of what I saw and beard has given you any pleasure or
profit I am fully re warded for transcribing my rough notes on primary education in
Australia.

EXTRACTS FROM PAPER O:N EDUCATIONAL REFORM.

By Hon. 0. 0. Bowen.
Nearly twenty years have elapsed since New Zealand adopted the present system
of national education. Questions h ave naturally arisen and difficulties have been
encountered. from time to time which must be faced with a clear understanding of
the chief objects aimed at by the State in dealing with a matter so vitally affecting
the interests of the rising gen eration. It is unfortunate that the w ord "education"
has been officially applied in English-speaking countries to primary instruction in
elementary knowledge. This misnomer has led to a confusion of ideas in considering the necessities and possibilities of such primary teaching as should be the birthright of every child in a free State. We have recognized in New Zealand the duty
of the State to the children who will some day be the rulers of the country. Our
system of primary teaching provides-in theory, at any rate-that no child should
grow up ignorant of the elementary knowledge which is the key to every branch of
learning. And wo are gradually making provision for helping such children as
show special aptitude to proceed to secondary and university teaching in proportiou to their diligence and ability. It was provided at the outset that the State
should not interfere unduly with the home eclucation of children or with their religious training, nor run the risk of stamping out originality and diversity of charact?r
by a centraliziug and stereotyped system of school discipline. These are the main
principles which influenced the legislature in the long discussions which preceded
the passing of the education act of 1877. And that act provided, so far-~ could
then be foreseen for State responsibility, for local initiative and supervision, for
freedom of parental and religions education, and for making the annual ·0st a statu-
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tor: ohli«· ti n.

In ·iew or re ,nt criti •i ms it is advisable to consider how far
tbe winripl on ,Yhi ·h th aet wa.
a ·e<.l llu.vo tood the test of experience and in
wha t ir •ti u w t' n b nefit by that xperience .
TH I': WORK 01'' THE PRIMARIES.

If

e UT , nxions tha,t no ht,ut talent should be wasted for lack of opportunity,
if w th- ire to proviclo for the progress of children, qua.lifiet1 by character and abi~it,y from hl 1 we t clas in the elementary s choolg to the highest honors of the nmv >r:ity w mnst trennously in ·ist on the management of and provision for State
schools uein.,. l- •pt :mart ant1 distinct from the control and maintenance of higher
education. Th pri~:1ry school must be the first charge on the State, and the acti~e
interc t of l)arents throughout the country must be elicited on tlieir belialf. As it
is, the strain on th, 'tat fund is very great, and there are not now schools enough
for the increasing popuhtion . Theso must be provided, and tlie claims of secondary
schools ou th public pnrse must be considered after the necessities of primary
teacliing are sati fied. The movement to tack secondary education to the prima.ry
schoolf\ by ray of seventh sta,uuan1s or otherwise is not wise. Anyone who knows
tho fmancia,1 t1iffi.culty of providing even reasonably for the State schools, and the
strain upon the revenue of the conntry to provide the present inadequate accomn:- 0 dation, must look with apprehension at any tendency to confuse elementn.ry w_1th
secoutlary teaching. The more elementary teaching is relieved from the cra.mmmg
of ill-understoot.1 "ologies" anc1 smatterings of science, falsely so-callecl, the better
it will be for the children, whether they proceed or not to higher schools. If a~l
their time is given to soun<l instruction in elementary sul>jects the better will thelf
minds be prepared for further learning and for practical life. Children who have
been taught a, little thoroughly, and whose minds have been stimulated by sympathetic teaching, will be better trained to acquire in after life any necessary branch
of knowleuge than if they had been puzzled at school by scraps of text-book
teaching.
T"lE CRAZE FOH "COLONIAL" READERS.

Ail(1 here I must protest against the craze for inventing reading books dealing
chiefly with New Zea1aml subjects. In a small country our object shouhl be to
widen the prospect before the mind's eye rather tban to contract it by concentrating
the attention of cbildren on their immediate surroundings. Of these they are only
too reauy to think ex.elusively. The children of a British co1ouy have a heritage
wider than the little country in which they are boru. The interests of a world-wide
empire, in which they haye a share and in any 11art of which they may be called to
take their part, should inspire a larger patriotism than that which cramps the
aRpirn.tions of children in a petty State. Is it not lamentable to see geography
(so-callell) limited for the most part to a study of the coasts and mountains and
rivel'S of these islands, and to hea,r teachers, goaded by the gadfly of examination,
depreciating the teaching of history &ltogetherf Surely it would be easy for an
intelligent teacher to make outlines of history seasoned with anecdote, very interesting to chilu.ren. If they can once grasp so~o idea, however vague, of the relative posit.ion of New Zealand with reference to the British '&_mpire and the world at
large they will take a more inte1ligent interest in the history and geography even
of this colony than if their attention was confined to our own shores.
Too many of our young people are neglected, chiefly those whose parents do not
ta'ke the trouble to seek su ·h 1J1eans of instniction as are available. In too many
homes there is no discipline, and pa.rents appear to lose all control 0 ,or their children. But it i. a very gratuitous assumption that moral anc1 religions teaching is
generally neglected in this country, allll that the o.ffensiv, conduct of some of our
c~lonial. yo?t~ is att1ilrnta.hleto tbe secular baai of onr national system of instruct10n. Stat~ hes leau to , vcr • <liffere11t conclu. ion; an1l in the Australian colonies
we do uot find such a. sugge. li n horne out.
Ir. Hill, the inspeC'tor of Hawkes Bay
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schools, in an interesting pamphlet on the school systems of Australia, makes the
following remark on the subject, after his inquiries in that country : "In Victoria,
South Australia, Queensland, and New Zealand the State system of ellucation is
both secular and free, but the statistics of crime in New South }Vales do not compare favorably with those of the colonies na.med. I do not suppose that a b::i.cl register of police convictions in New South Wales is the outcome of too much religious
instruction, but the fact remains, nevertheless, that in spite of such instruction in
the public ancl denominational schools of the colony the statistics of crime are
higher than in either of the other named colonies."
LOCAL IX'.l'ERES'l' MUST DE FOSTERED.

The best way to insure the success of the schools thronghout the country is to
enlist in every possible way the interest of the parents. Local administration through
the education boards and committees should be jealously preserved. There is sometimes friction between the boards ancl the committees, and sometimes the committees,
£or want of experience, make mistakes and are inclined to be unreasonal>le. But,
on the whole, they have done good work, which could not have been so well done
by any outside authority, and they have kept alive among the parents of children a
constant interest in the local schools . I venture to quote here what I said two years
ago in addressing the North Canterbury Education Institute:
No present inconvenience or annoyance that may occasionnlly arise from local blunders should ever induce the country to give up th e local boards and committees,
:which were intended to protect the schools from the deadening influencP-s of centralization. Remember that the blunders of n, central office are more deadly and farreacLing than the most stupid. lllunder of the most inefficient committee. Committees will become more and. more educated to the level of their duties; but the more
intelligent a central office is the greater is its tendency to u surpation. And the
central office, with an allsolnte power of the purse, would very Aoon reunce tlie committees to mere nonentitieB ·without the intervention of the education boards, whic-h
represent and are influenced by public opinion in a larger sense than the committees, and whose discussion of important questions, from different points of view,
tends to keep alive public interest and to preserye our system from a dead level of
uniformity.
Kot in educational matters only is it necessary to set up bulwarks against the
craving for uniformity and symmetry, which is the besetting sin of well-regulated.
official minds.
EXTENSION OF SCHOLA RSR lPS.

These are some of the reasons for putting our system of elementary education on
a broacl popn]ar basis, and. for invitiug the active cooperation of parents. But, to
prevent misconception, I must add that, in the best interests of our rising democracy, higher educn.tion shou]d not be controlled or limited by the low e ·t or even tho
average learning ancl intelligence of the country . A high standard of l earuing bas
been main fained in Europe through all vicissitudes by means of tLe self-government
eujoyeu by the great universities. The less the State interf res with them tb better, so long as they a.re energetically and faitlifully doing their work. But, as it is
in the interest of the State to encourage exceptional ability, it woulcl be well if,
before all waste la,ncls are alienated, sufficient endowments were set aside to provide
scholarships for deserdng pupils from tlie elementary schools to enable them to pnrsne their education further. Such scholarships are already provid d to a certain
extent, both by private and public foundations. The more val'ied secondary schools
are in origin and method the better it will be for the intellect of tbe country. The
most dismal prospect conceivable for a nation would be that of an educated class
tUl'ned out in one patte ·n from a State machine.
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WORKING OF "Tirn SCHOOL-ATTENDANCE ACT OF 1894."
TORiIONT ':-.1ALL, Esq., Truant Inspector.

AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, March 19, 1897.
Tlte Secl'etary, Education Boarc1.
IR: Aft r two years' experience in working the school-attendance act of 1894,
together with eight y ears' previous knowledge obtained in administering the f?rmer
compulsory clauses, I feel better qua,1 ified to report now than at an earlier period.
The preliminary enforcement of the new act was begun at the end of October,
1891. By the end of that year 213 notices had been served and 59 parents interviewed. This was really a time of transition from the old to the new order of compulsory attemlance. Parents had to be warned; teachers acquainted with the provisions of the net; n e cessary forms framed and printed. Dnring this stage no prosecutions were instituted, but the requirements of the act were as widely spread as
possible.
The year 1895 may be regarded as the commencement of the systematic enforcement of the school-attem1ance act. During this year the head teachers of 15 school
districts conta.ining 22 schools forwarded the names of 6,232 children. After deducting the sick and those who were, as a rule, regnlar attendants, it w as considered necess::i;ry to serve notices on 938 parents. The resnlt was highly satisfactory,
both as regards the improved attendance of those concerned and the indirect in~nenco on many others. Pour hundred and fifty-nine children were questioned during
school hours in various public places; 287 parents were interviewed personally or by
letter, and 24 were prosecuted, the fin.es amounting to £4 12s., without including
court costs.
During last year, 1896, 2,204 ~ames were received. The reduction from the former
year is accounted for by fewer names of sick children being sent, and also through
improved attendance. Five hundred and fourteen childTen were questioned in the
streets, anc1 621 parents interviewed; 848 notices served, and 28 prosecuted and fined
to the extent of £10, excluding court costs.
For the two years, 1895 anc11896, 973 children were questionetl; 1,786 notices sent
_to parents; 908 interviewed; 52 were prosecuted and fined to the amount of £14 12s.
The number prosecuted under the old compulsory clauses was 202, which, added
to the la.st two years under the ii.ew act, gives a total of 254 for ten years.
Let it be understood that a very small minority of those who are liable are prosecutecl, but on~y such as they on whom repeated warnings have had no effect. T_his
course of action entails a large amount of additional labor, inclusive of warnmg
notices, and subsequent investigation of the circumstances surrounding each case.
Numerous visits of parents have been received at my residence from 7 a. m. to lOp. m.visit~ which have been productive of much good, as in the majority of cases the
req_uuemeuts of the act have thus been obtained and further action rendered unnecessary· As a result of the notices many letters have been received from parents,
including promises of amendment, satisfactory reasons for absence, doctors' certificates, thanks for information, and a few letters of defiance; but even the writers of
these letters, as a rule, have since sent their children more regularly to school.
It may lJe seen that a large amount of patience, firmness, and courtesy is required
to work the school-attendance act successfully and yet without unnecessary hardships being inflicted on any class of parents. '
. The en~orcement of the previous order of compulsory attendance was begun early
m 1887. with an ~mpty school in Albert street opened for the purpose of providing
education for_ children wandering about auc1 attending no school. My duty was to
fine~ ~he ch1ldr n :mcl 1n o<·ur th1>ir a ten,la.u<' .. How far this has b een su cessful
a vunt to tho 'hapel , treet .~chool of to-day will prove. By the end of 1887 the
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other four Auckland City schools and two other school districts were also placed
under my jurisdiction, and in 1894 the number of districts had increase tl to thirteen 1
and under the new act in 1895 and 1896 to eighteen distrfots.
I have found the olu compulsory clauses to work very well indeed, a_nd the present school-attendance act much better, although the alteration of a few details
wonhl improve the working of the latter.
Through constant watching and prompt measures, there are few, if any, children
in the districts under my supervision, of the required age anfl standard, who do not
belong to some school.
From time to time r eports of supposed cases have been receiYed, which, upon
investigation, have mostly proYed to be irregular attendants at some school. 'l'he
law may be complied with and still a number of children be seen playing during
school hours about the streets. The act only really requires three days' attendance
out of the five when in good health, and so uoes not by any means press unduly on
parents. Yet it may be seen that bare compliance with the act does not enable
teachers to give that degree of education to children which they shoulcl receive.
In fact, where one year would qualify to pass a regular attendant to a higher standard, it would take at least two years to do the same for those who barely keep
within the requirements of the act. But by judicious management, with comparatiYely few exceptions, many of the most regular class are now among the most
regular attendants.
As a rule, teachers consider the neglected class untlesirable pupils for several reasons, including the liability of the· well conducted to acquire evil practices through
association with those who have been <lepri ved of moral home training.
In most cases, where there is a more or less sprinkling of the neglected, ill-clad
class, the effect is to decrease the avera.ge attendance, first, through the irregular
attendance of the latter; second, through good children being led astray; and third,
that through the lowered tone of the school, parents send their children to other
schools.
Perhaps, under the circumstances, masters are not much to blame if they weed out
undesirable children, but still such a cour!?_e is scarcely fair to others who in obedience to the law receive and retain them.
My duty is to see that all classes of children, without distinction, attend some
school as r equired by law. To <lo this effectively it is necessary that every school
seud to the board regnlarly the attendance, and admitted and withdrawn returns.
Parents are at liberty to send their children to any school they choose when there
is room in the public school which they select.
In nearly every instance the parents who have to be warned would not send their
children to school at all unless compelled, and therefore seize every opportunity of
evading the act. Teachers neglecting to forwar<l regularly the necessary returns
and information gives this opportunity, which these parents are not slow to avail
themselves of, until rediscovered by the truant officer.
The irregular atten<lants are not by any means confined to the neglected chil<lren
alluded to, for at least two-thirds of the reported irregular attendants belong to the
most respectable parents, and a good deal of discrimination is needed to elitninate
those who do not require to be warned from those who are frequently absent without just cause.
When this is done there still remains a majority over ·the neglected class. The
mother·s have kept them from school on a legion of pretexts, a notice in these c-a cs
bas the desired effect until another fall away, when the same is repeated as oceasion
reqnirns. When this ceases to be effectual then a summons follows.
This class of parenfa3 often try to evade regular attendance by flitting auout from
s chool to school in the vain hope, in mm~t cases, of finding teachers not so p:irticnlar.
Private schools are also trie<l with the same object.
The difference between these parents and the parents of neglected children is that
ED
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ho 1 r"gularly if they can lrnlp it, while the latter will
ul.
nt offic r's duties are not confined to the street Arab
er
proportion of others; that all are equally expected
pe t to regular attendance, or in default the parents are

law demands attendance at school, I respectfully submit that
ample room boultl b proviued.
lan;y of t,b
·hool have now become full, and several overcrowded. I would
r , :pc<"tfull urge that Yer school shouhl have accommodation for more pupils than
tho number in attendance, o a to leave space for increase. Every child has an
e<1ual ri ght to the pace necessary for education under healthy conditions, and no
teacher should be in the position to tm:n children away because there is no room.
It may also be seen that when. schools are overfnll it enables teachers, if they
choose to avail them elves of the opportunity, to weed out undesirable pupils
instead of keeping their share. Of course this is scai·cely fair to the schools where
there is still room.
It may be sn.id, \Vhy not send these umlesirable children to Chapel Street School f
First, because J>:lrents can select what school they please; second., the distance may
be too for; and, third, Chapel Street School is already overcrowded, and will soon
again be so, when the enlargement is completed.
F,yery year at examination time I fincl children about the streets who inform me
that the teacher told them not to attend school till after the examination is over.
Of course I have only the children's word and it is unsupported by the teachers, but
I note the circumstance as it annuaJlv o~curs. These absentees do not noticeably
affect the average- attendance at this time, through a general increase always to be
found before examina.tion.
Among other things which diminish regular attendance is wet weather, sickne?s,
irregnlarity of those over aucl under compulsory age anu passed Standard. IV. fo
give some idea of how much the average attendance is affected. by these causes, I
submit the following table, compiled from the returns of inegulars received from
\Yelles1ey Street School during 1896:

Month.

Sick.

Over anu
under
age.

Other
lawful
causes.

Total.

- -- - - - - - -- - - -- - · - - - - - - - - ! - - - - - - - - - - --

. Tames forwardeu. from this school during same p<'riod, and reported to be absent
w1thont lawful excuse, 76.
1'"i·om tbi.· table it will be noticed that when the al)senccs which are not preventable are deducted, a very high average attendance remains.
I would strong1y urge the uoard to 1·ecommend tbe minister of education to amend
the school attenuance act, to the effect that all childr n, irrespective of age or stanclanl pa. secl, while on chool rolls shall be (the same as those betwec•n 7 anu. 13 years
of a«!:') equally rec1uired to attend school, a provided in Rection 7, and snuj ct to
t~ie same p~nalty. I re pectfolly ·ubrnit that it te1uls to upset di . cipline if oue section <'an with rep c·t to t tt•nclauce do as it likes, wbil• the other i compelled to
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attend regularly. Of course parents can keep over or under age _c hil<lren away altogether, but while attending school there should be no distinction.
For the information of the board I have prepared the attache tl tables:
AUCKLAND.

Under "the school C',ttendanoe act, 1894," first two years.-Notioes served on parents.
Number
of
schools.

School clistrict.

A.uck1and City .......................................... ....... .
Ponsonby .. ................................................... .
Newton ....................................................... .
Grafton .. • ....... . ........... . ................................ .
:Mount Eden ..... ............................................. .
New Market ................................................. ..
Mount Albert ... .... . ........................................ .
Remuera .. ·- ............................... ·- ··-- ............. .
Epson1 .... . ... ........... .... ....... ............... .... ........ •
Ellers lie ...................................................... .
Onehunga ................................................... ..
Lake ........................................................ .
Otahubu ............................... . .. .. .................. .
Devon port ............... . .......................... ... ....... .
Parnell ........ ... ... .. ... ............ .. ...................... .
Mount Roskill ........ .. ........... ... ........... . ............ .
North cote .................................................... .
Tamaki West ................................................ .
Total .................................................. .

Notices
served,

Notices
setveLI,

1895.

1896.

5
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

297
111 ·
96
40
53
15
31

275
117

125
18
87
25
48
14
26

40
11
17
11

6

40
25
12
76
40
1
3

10

42
63

Total.

572
228
221
58
140
40
79
14
66
17
57
116
22
118
103

10
1

1
13
1

1896.

Total.

21:i

1835.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- ----------------1-- - - ---- - - Children questioned during school hour!! ............................... .. .. .
Parents intnrviewed by letter and p e rsonally ...... ...... .......... .. ....... .
:Na mes on lists from schools (irregular) ..................................... .
Parents prosecuted .................................... . .................... .

459
287
6,232
24

514
621
2,204
28

973
908
8,436
52

Biennial totals for ten years.

Years.

Under the old act:

Children Pare~ts inter•
Numbor of
q_uesti•m_ed excl~:i!~'of s:~~~ein
Parents
school
rn pubhc
notices
parents. prosucuted. districts.
places.
served.

3,268
2,269
1,761
l, 533

54.8
551
255
328

575
960
771
1,215

76
41

1895-96 .•••••••.•.•.•........••••••

973

908

1, 786

52

18

Total ....... ........ .... ........ .

9,804

2,590

5,307

254

·-----··-··-

1887-88
1889- 90
1891-92
189:J-94

........................... .
..•. ••.......• ..••...... ..•.
.......•....................
.........•.•...... ···•· .....

Under the new act:

2!
tll

79
12

)3

During 1887 to 1892 all notices were served personally and the parents warnetl verbally at time of service.
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ew Zeala,nd it was recognized that much of the fntnre
olouy l p nd d on th proper care aml moral training of children
' h :; 1mr nt w re of d bau hed or vi ious habits; and in 1867 an act was passed
untl r hi •h "horn s for neo-lected and criminal children" were established, and to
snd1 h m children were committ d under certain provisions.
E_·p ri •nc proveu that the name "neglected and criminal" child was a serious
bar to inmat being fouml uitable places when they arrived at an age to go to work,
aud when the pr ent act was pa sed, in 1882, the name was altere<l to '' Industrial
chool,' and under this name the present institutions are worked.
Th principal provisions of the act of 1882 are: That the minister for education,
who controls the ll pa1·tment, is able to establish new schools, or to su lJsidize privat_e
schools (provided no child is sent to such school unless it l.Jelongs to the same religious denomination), appoint officers," etc. Children are commit.ted to an industrial
sebool on conviction by a stipen<J.iary magistrate, if he is satisfied that such chi_ld (l)
has uo means of subsistence (in this case the maintenance is paid by the chanta.ble
aicl board of the district in which the child lives, and the rate is 6s. 6d. a week);
(2) is fonnd begging or receiving alms, or being in any public place or street for ~he
pnrpose of begging or receiving alms; (3) is found wandering about or frequentrng
any street, thoroughfare, or hotel or public place of resort, or sleeping in the open
air, or not having any visible means of subsistence, or not having any home or any
settled place of abode; (4) is residing in a brothel or associating with or dwelli_ng
with any person known or reputed to be a prostitute or habitual drunkard, or wi~h
any person convicted of vagrancy under any act or ordinance now or hereafter in
force. (5) A parent may have his child committed if he proves to the _satisfac~ion
of the stipencliary magistrate that he is not able to control the chil<l, and gives
security for the maintenance of such child. A judge or magistrate nrny onler a
child who has been convicted of any offense to be sent to an industrial school, either
at the expiration of a sentence of imprisonment or in lieu thereof; or, if not convicted, a child may be admitted to au industrial scho·ol by agreement between th e
manager of the school and the parent as to cost of maintenance and education.
The governor may, if he thinks fit, order any person under the age of 18_ wh_o bas
been sentenced to imprisonment to be sent to au industrial school, either lll lleu of
or after serving his term of imprisonment.
When the child is committed the manager of the school becomes the guardian and
the parent ceases to have any legal control. This guardianship lasts until the inmate
is 21 years of age, unless he is previously discharged by the governor. The go~'ernor has power to transfer the guardianship to some other person. This is done lll
cases where the person to whom the inmate has been boarded, or by ·whom he has
been employed, takes so much interest in the inmate as to wish to act in loco
parentis. The age at which inmates are discharged varies, according to the character
of the inmate. The earliest age is 17 for boys, 18 for girls. If the moral fiber is weak
the inmate may not be released from control until the age limit-21 y(3ars-is reached.
?-'he whole cost of the schools is provided by the Government, but whenever a parent
1s able to pay for the support of his child he is made to do so and as already stated,
the "charitable aid boards" pay the cost of maintaining an' children committed as
"indigent" out of the rates, a.t a cost of 6s. 6d. a week.
Ample provision is made for the inspection of' the schools and all memlJers of the
legislature, judges, an<1 justices of the peace can at any tit~e visit the S('hools.
The reli~i~us instruction of inmates in the Government schools is provided for,
an,d th· m1msters of th~ variou chnrcl1es h· ve ac<:css for that purpose.
fhe ystem of boal'<1mg out children ha. been found to giv snch satisfactory
1

Th~ ot\ic is ind Med for the followiu ~ M r .Mar~ Uohen, editor of the Evenin~ -:;;-,
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results that an amendment in the act has been passed this year enabling the minister
to board out children until they have attained the age of 14: years, or until they
have passed the fourth standard of education in a State school. Previous to this
the limit of the age to which foster parents could be paid for boarding children was
12. When children are committed to an industrial school, if they are under 12 years
of age, they a-re boarded out with persons who are known to be respectable and fit
to undertake the duties of foster parents. For this a sum of 6 shillings a week is
paid, except in the case of infants, when the payment is 7 shillings a week for the
first year.
Should children who are committed be p.eemeu too unruly to be placed in foster
homes, they are kept in resid~nce and attend the day school attached to the industrial school, which is conducted on the same lines as the public s~hools, until they
have passed the fourth standard or have attained the age of 14 years. Passing the
fourth standard, or on attaining the age of 14, they are then "licensed out" to service with such persons as are desirous of employing them. The children receive a
wage varying from £5 a year to 2s. 6d. a week for a start. If they get on well they
receive an ann ual increase of 6d. a week. Wages are paid by the employers to the
manager of the school the child belongs to. The money is then banked and a separate account kept for each inmate; interest is added yearly. These earnings of
inmates are the property of the Crown, but are always paid over to past inmates if
of good character and required for such a purpose as commends itself to the minis-·
ter. Some inmates earn £40 and £50, and in many cases lads have bought sections
of land on which they have settled; others buy horses and drays or express carts;
others again start in some business. Girls generally receive their earnings when
about to get married or wishing to start in business of some kind. Shoulu an
employer wish to return an inmate, the manager arranges for his or her return to the
school, where employment is found until there is another place obtained. It has been
found very satisfactory to allow inmates, on attaining the age of 16 01· 17 and being
of good character, to receive their own wages. This privilege is much valued by
the inmates, as it enables them to feel a little less dependent on their employer for
pocket money and such little trifles as they may require. It has also been useful to
managers, as they could hold it out as an inducement to good behavior; and managt'rs coulu. also form an opinion as to the .manner in which inmates would spend their
money if discharged.
A pleasing feature in the boarding out is the strong attachment that is often to be
seen between foster parent and child. This not seldom result'! in the legal adoption
of the inmate, while in many other cases the foster home becomes in reality a home
where the inmate, when grown up, is looked on as one of the family.
In favor of the residential system it may be said that the discipline, method, and
training are of the utmost advantage in regulating unbalanced minds, correcting
wayward dispositions, and, particularly, in turning out well-trained lads for farm
work and girls for domestic duties.
A proper combination of these two systems has led to most satisfactory results,
and throughout New Zealand are hundreds of most respectable citizens, well repaying the State the cost of their maintenance, thankful for the foresight of the representatives of the country which enabled them to be taken from homes of poverty,
degradation, or vice to be educated and brought up in a manner to befit them to take
their place with any of their fellows.
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hildren in the indu trial schools in the

1 '9,'j and 189G .

ln r

Totals.

t s rdce, etc.

itknc .

Cost of Gorerrirnent schools, 1806.

I

G r~~t~~r ot

School.

- - - - -- - - - -~ - - --

Auckland............................
1
:Bun1ham ........••••................ \
Caversham .......... ...............
r

1

£
1,144
6,864
6,327

uoa~i~:itout
(included in
preceding

column).

-~

s. cl.
4 7\
12 6 1
5 5

t
Net COS ·

ReCOYCries.

£
s d
512
s· o
2,535 1910 1
3,155 16 9

--- --- ---

s. d.
263 17 6
2,316 15 5
4,534 2 3

1,7

,,114 15 2

' 5~i

£
R. d.
7
880
47 1 }
4,5 93 ~ 2

£

1 - - - - - - ·------- --,..,----- --,..,----74

Sala :rotr······-·-·r··.--.-:··--····· I 14,336

2 ti

6,204

4

7

(.)o~il~~~ci~r~~~~~.~ -~-.~~~l-~!.~~~~~•::::::: ::::: ::::::: :: :::::: :::::::: ::: ::::::: ::: ·.:
Total.. ........................................ ___ ...... ................ _._ .. --~

a Equals $38,126, reckoning $5 1.o the pouml sterling.
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CHAPTER VI.
EDUCATION IN CENTRAL EUROPE.

Articles on edncation in central Eiirope publishP.ii, in preriou,s Reports of the Commissioner
of Ed11cat-ion.
Title of article.

----------------------------------1--- -Comparis~n of th~ scl10ols _of Germany, )!ranee, and the United States, with diagrams.
Conrses ot study m graphic r e p res en tat1on ............ . ....................... _... _.. .
School population of the civilized world. Charts .........................•....... _.. _.
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THE OBJECTS OF P0LYTECHNICA..

Prof. A. Riedler, of the Polytechnic School at Berlin-Charlottenburg,
whose article on American technological schools ,appeared in translation in the Annual .Report of 1892-93, pages 657-686, recently published
an extensive article ou the" Objects and aims of technological schools"
in the Organ of the Society of German Engineers. This article caused
a stir in Germany, and since the author's statements reveal actual conditions of the German. polytechnical schools, it may be of interest, to
see in what respect they differ from the schools of this country. Professor R.iedler is considered an authority in the engineering scienees.
He visited America several times, and thoroughly studied some of our
polytechnica. Heuce it is reasonable to suppose that the condition of
oul' technical schools has contributed somewhat to his convictions, which
he utters without fear or favor. The following is an extract of his
statement :
'fhe present time is not only an age of commerce, but, generally speaking, an era of
technical industry, which has changed all the conditions of life and g iven rise to
great and new educatioual problems.
Education in the productive a.rts, and for a fruitful industrial activity, has become
a great national task, the solution of which depends in a high degree upou the conditions ofliving of the individual :1Ucl the masses. Though polytechnic school , the
fostering institutions of a higher industrial education, have developed at an exceedingly rapid rate in the last three decades, more rapid still has been the techn ical
progress, and hence more emphatic have grown the •laims for technical education .
To meet these claims a reform of technical instruction is necessary. To know the
direction thi reform is to take we must first examine the peculiar features of technical education in general.
The foundation of productive work is recognition of the reality. The technologist mu t have the talent to ·omprehend everytliing as it really is, to perc iv correctly in a given c e the manifold simultaneous and often contradictory an e and
effects; to consid r the limit of knowledg , the rrors of observation, a11d probabilitirs · that i , all th factors which at fir t can not h rightly :tpprehcnded, nor at
the right time, but which play an important r6lo in te hnical activity.
•
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Reality can, however, be comprehended only by the cognition of nature. Nature
is the teacher; cognition of nature, that is, insight into the physical world, is the
fonndation of technology, the real life element of the engineer; it is not mathematics, as is often erroneously pretended. The latter is only one of the necessary
and fundamental agencies.
Cognition of nature must rise to a full contemplation of th.e collective phenomena
of nature. The most thorough scientific knowledge about details is not sufficient
for the working technologist. All the causes and effects must be seen, and, as it
were, be felt as a totality; they must be united to a representation in the mind to
a complete picture; otherwise there will be a great risk, and the danger may arise
that only particulars be observed and important points be neglected.
But such a comprehensive apprehension through observation is only possible
with a highly developed faculty of perception an<l apperception. All instruetion,
even in the highest grades, must be intuitive (anscbaulich), and must be coupled
with scientific severity. That, however, is wanting in the schools of to-day. How
much the student is made to learn through words and definitions! how much is described to him with mere words! bow much is he himself ma<le to describe! and, on the
other hand, bow iusigni:ficant is that which is actually shown him, which he can examine, and which he must himself state or represent in design and outline sketches I
This want of appeal to the senses deceives us about the difficulties of reality, and
the consequence is fear and avoidance of reality. foforrnation on the basis of
reality is attended by great difficulties. To master them requires hard work, the
hardest for the teacher himself; they demand thorough and profound stud,v and
intuitive and complete comprehension of all conditions.
The preparatory school must develop the faculty of seeing rightly; pra.ctice in
this ancl a developed power of observation and mental representation are wllat the
student must already have when he enters upon a higher stage of stndy, as well as
a command of language and of mathematics, and skill in drawing.
For technical work knowledge alone is not sufficient without the abHit,y to employ
it in any given case. To teach only scientific principles and not their application
meu.us to evade the difficulties instead of conquering them.
Practice alone leads to a complete conception of truth; it is the higher step of
knowledge, of which genei-al scientific knowledge is the first step. Knowledge alone
might be classed equal with practice, if it were thorough ana exhaustive; but it
becomes so only by employing it. Knowledge itself is the result of application,
not vice versa.
Knowledge without application is the canse of the growing fear yo uth bas in the
face of troublesome detail work. They rest content with understanding ideas, and
hence the increasing nuserviceability of scientifically, i. e., theoretically instructed
men, and the preference given to plain practical men, who know bow to employ a
few ideas in the right way. A further consequence is the decrease of self-education
by independent work. To this the school must give the direction; it must exercise
the physical, mental, and moral powers of the st11deuts with tasks which can be
completely understood by them, and let them perform these tasks without aid.
Instead of this we have a full measure of school and examination requirements
wbich effectually prevent young men from becoming self-educating.
The consequences are well known: Aimiug at privileges, a strong pressure, especially of the most capable men, for sinecUl'al "higher" positions, for places that
secure a safe income and a social position; a dread of every struggle, of an;) thing
like creative· activity, of .responsibility, and, above all, of an uncertain futnre. If
they fail to enter the peaceful harbor of a governmental position, uncertainty and
discontent will follow.
All disposition to independent activity is wanting in diligent but weak natures.
In the course of gaining knowledge without applying it they have lost their objective, and steer toward professional, i.e., bread and butter studies, towar<l the wllerewithal of a sure living. A productive activity would be wrecked on the shoals of
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their want of self-dependence. Only few people learn to know, after a long and
expensiYe battle in tlie school of life, what ougbt to be the foundation of _a,11 learning,
to wit, reality.
Less serious natures; however, <l.eve1op pTi<l.e, find their stu<l.ied knowledge sufficient for every activity, confonnd suppositions with reality, and thus flourish supeTficiality, -contempt of experienc-e, and overestimation of unprod11ctive learning.
,vha t there is in ' these men of merit.al energy turns to fruitless criticism which
knows everything better, and to pride which despises everyone who did not reach
the same goal in the manner they did.
The whole educational system shoulcl be permeated with practical sense. The
Germans are inclined to become doctrinaires and dreamers, while the Anglo-Saxons
grasp everything practically and technically foom the very beginnjng. Unpractical
sense is a German fault, inborn and inbred; therefore we must avoiu excess in theoretical education, and keep in mind, above all, a technical education which teaches
how to think and to apply prac-tlca.lly, an education which will give us a :practical,
not a merely learned, posterity.
·
Tho standpoint of economy also must be more seriously considered in technical
education than hitherto. Knowledge of the social life of one's own nation, as ·well
as that of foreign nations, becomes more and more ne0essary. · We live in a time
in which economical errors have most serious effects; a time in which through such
errors nations l>leecl to <l.eath more easily than on battlefielcls; a time in wl.tfoh our
existence depends upon knowledge of economic ancl social relations. In our ·country
the State a,nd its officers are instituting a mischievous reaction upo11 practical and
economic conditions, because all higher studies are cut to fit the futnrn State officers' education. The State, it is said, is an administratfve, not a productive organization ( especially in the imagination of social democracy); it needs not free actidty
on the part of its employees. That is true, but the officer's education mnst not be
the pattern after which national education is formed.
The scientifically educated engineer, with a good judgment in economi-0s and with
commer cial insight, not unexperienced in questions of law, is tho leader in demand
in all work of national economy; but the studies themselves, especially their duration, must be considered from the standpoint of economics. The ideal German
tendency that pursues st.udies only from thirst of knowledge an<l. desire for creative
activity ought not to disappear. But the disposition for conditions of actual existence must not be lost either; social existence and freedom, depending upon it, must
not be un<l.ermined.
The immutable brevity of hnman life, the justifiable endeavor to make it humanely
and socially effective, are opposecl to a protracted student period aud inimical to
all unpractical edncat10n, to all education anta.gonistic to tbe economic tendency of
the mind. A great economic obstacle is the age which students reach before they
arrive at a practical aetiYity. Tbe maturity examination in secondary schools, for
in tance, very often takes place at the twentieth year of life, the maturity examination of au architect iu the twenty-fifth; meanwhile our competitors in foreign
conntries have been aetively engaged from :the to Reven years. On account of tlJ6
close of the school year at Ea ter in secondary schools, and tlle opening of the course
in the polyteulmicum in the fall, a half year is lost, and the preparation for the
academic or tate's examination claims a year and a, half or two yea.rs mor .
ometbiug shoul<l be done to clo a.way ,vith this far-reaching injury. On year of military service h iog inevitable, a shorter ancl better preparatiou and only a. three
yearo' practical and productive oursc in tbe polytechmcum sbonlcl be the aim.
Both thl' pr ·parntorv department and the profe iona.l cours s must be reform d.
At prP. ent t chnology has macl nch progre that seiC'n ce, practice, and c nomic
can not an · lonher go their own wa ·R, the,- are ohli1red to work to"' ther. To the
ac1cutitfr demand are joined tho:e of pra. tico and I uulic oaomy, a divi i n of
wol'1· into th~ ry aud practice ha b ·como irnpo ible; h nc a fan<lamental r form
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is necessary, which must correspond to organic, historically nec"ssa.ry, and uninterrupted 11ational 1)rogress.
AM in former years it was wrong to consider tt-chnological 1,cience unnecessary,
so is it now still more wrong to consider the practical application of sdentific principles, practical education, in fact, as subordinate.
:From what has b een sai<l arises the nec~ssit.y of a series of reforms in technological edncation, which may be designed. in bold outliues as follows: Tho reform in the
pre11aratory schools, so excee<lingly important, must be loft ont of the question,
because it bas no chan"e at present. It may be merely stn.te<l that the secondary
school, as it is organized now, has llO interest in a special technical direction of the
education it offers. The preparatory school does not prepare lawyers, pliysicians, .
philosopher·, but men ~-ith certain capacities; to these capacities certainly belongs
tech.uical talent. To foster this talent we must develop the power of sense-perception
and tlJC faculty of rcpres utation-skill in drawing and sketching-but, above all,
the faculty to see tho r eality correctly. The lowest me::isure of fnn<lamental knowledge necessary for giving eff ct to these faculties must be nmatore1l; manual trn,ining and tb use of tools and implomonts must be acc1nired in the preparatory
school. These conditions are not complied with by the secondary sd.10ols of to-day.
The scientific preparn.tion in the polytochuicum must not cousist of tho teaching
of abstract principles divorced from professional instruction, but must make plain
from the beginning the difficulties of actual service aud th.e practical application,
which met.hod alone leads to complete masternhip of fuuda,mental principles.
Between the pr paratory and the profos:,;ional study there 1:1houhl be no gap; not
any more thn.u between profossionul stndy and practice. This requires teachers
who know bow to apply their science practically ancl with responsibility; only
such can teach application and thus lead their students to tho mastery of scientific
principles. Tbt, student is able to apply only that which be bas mastered-that
which be has fuJJy digested. This requires the strictest limitation of tho matter to
be tanght and timo for its <ligebtiou.
All in traction in science must therefore be reduced to the necessary lowest .
mcasur.o for ti.J o average stndeut; but this lo,veot measure must be thoroughly mastere<l and applied. After that scientific instruction may be deepened antl continued
to the close of the course, but onlr with selected studeuts of great talent.
Professional study has not the object of preparing finished professional men; that
is impossible. But it should deYelop the faculties in such a way that pmctical life
will continue a natural outgrowth of school life, so that the student will not forget
his knowledge gained in school. He mnst not be obliged to face right about before
be can cuter upon business. The school must furnish practically responsible colaborers who nnllerstand the manifold conditions of reality, and can apply general
principles in special cases. The school must teach ap]Jlication and execution and
buHd a bridge between knowledge and the application of knowledge.
The professional sciences, also, should be taught to suit tho average student;
only tli e necessary lowest measure should bo offcre<l, but for that absolute mastery
should be demanded. Spec ial professional t eaching b egins in practice. In this
department, of course, bohls good what waH said before: Deepen the knowledge by
applying it; hence teachers mnst be had who can apply kuowleu.ge aD(l who act
in the sense of true practice and according to c<ionomic principles.
Professional teachers must have become acquainted with reality by their own
actual work and must baye a mastery of and be aule to pr::i.ctico tho art they undertake to teach. It is significant that it should llo nece ·sary at all to mention this.
Common for all studies must be continuous practice and strict adherence to the minimum measure. The watchwonl should b e : A minimum of teaching matter and a
maximum of profundity.
On the other hancl, there must be given an opportuuity for the highest profrs.
sional scientific training, \Yhich is absolutely necessary for t!Je solution of numerous
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special tasks, but which should- be offered only to selected students, for it is one of
the means of obtaining a leading position in practice. The highest aim should not
be held out to all students; the ordinary student does not reach it and gets too old
for mere colaborer's work. Learning and knowing too many things excludes profoundness of study and application and renders the student useless for practical
work.
Examinations, of course, are necessary, equal to those prescribed for the State's
civil-engineering service, but they should require technical activity and allow the
development of individuality. The hitherto artificially fostered thronging to the
State's service and a privileged education are the causes of the fact that a large
number of students are improperly prepared.
In the technological institutes an intellectual competition among the teachers
should be instituted. If in the military $ervice insignificant causes lead to dismi1,sal, in order to keep the army at a desirable degree of efficiency; if in the lifo of
institutions and nations self-preservation demands such measures, then, for the polytechnica, a t least a moderate degree of intellectual competition amon-g the professors must be made possible. New teachers should be drawn from practice.
These are conditions upon which the future of technological institutes and that of
national productive activity depends. The injury done to a whole generation and
the nation by a single professor ·who is not equal to his task, or is surrounded by a
halo of former usefulness, is much greater than the injury which dozens of pensioned
staff ofticers could cause. The general departments of the technological institutes
must accomplish much more than heretofore, in general as well as in technical education. General culture, which need uot necessarily be equal to the well-known
literary knowledge of classical universities, is 'of the greatest importance for technical activity. The engineer has to supervise the work of others, for practical reasons, m a scientific and economic manner, and this requires a high moral influence,
ideals, and knowledge of men. Not only intellectual and professional education is
necessary, but, more than that, a firm character, moral worth, and a high degree of
general rnformaiion and human culture are also requisites of successfnl engineering
work.

In connection with the foregoing views a German correspondent of
the New York Sun, in its issue of February 13, 1898, may be quoted,
who shows that the tendency indicated by Professor Riedlcr is not
exaggerated.
The position which the German workshop has attained among its rivals and the
wonderful strides Germany bas made in recent years to gain such a position have
naturally aroused curiosity as to the canse that has produced so striking an effect. In
these days every industrial enterprise must be worked on thoroughly scientific lines
in order to insure even a chance of succes , and naturally the first quarter to which
oue turns for an explanation is the educational system which supplies the n ecessary
scientific knowledge. Gerruany being a countr y of universities and university
students, there has naturally been au impres ion that tbe credit is due to them. It
has been snpposcd that their cnrricnla have been overhauled and l.>ronght up to date,
so a to give the German students a practical knowledge of applied •ience in all its
branches.
This, howeYer, is not tbe case. Prof. Friedrich Paulsen, of Berlin uiYersity,
declares that the curri ·ulum of every university remains practically un ban" d.
Governm<'nt officials, judge, snrgeons, cl rgymen, etc., are the g •neral output of the
univer ·iti s, and the avant i still th ir highe t form of product. It is to the polytechnical in, tit11te that we must look to find the ource of the G rman' knowl dge
of appli cl ·cience in all it. various branches.
Altogether there are nine polyt chnical s ·hool in Cerruauy, the lar"e ·t b ing at
Charlottenhnrg. on th out ·kirt of B rlin. Th other are ituated a Munich
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Stuttgart, Hanover, Dresden, Brunswick, Ah-la-Chapelle, Darmstadt, and Carlsrube. The Emperor desires to establish a new school at Danzig. As a rule the
schools are divided into six departments. At Berlin (Charlottenlmrg) these departments are: 1, architecture; !:!, general constructing engineering; 3, machine construction; 4, naval engineering; 5, chemistry and mining engineering, and, 6,
applied science in general. In the other polytechnical schools the departments are
generally the same, but in certain schools special attention is devoted to some one
subject taught in a certain department. Thus the Munich polytechnicum has an
agricultural branch, and Aix-la-Cbapelle gives prominence to mining engineering.
Electro-technics are taught in all the schools in the machine-construction depart- ment, it being considered that every constructing engineer to-day shonld be
thoroughly familiar with electrical machines.
Prof. Adolf Slaby, of the technical institute at Charlottenburg, is one of Germany's most eminent authorities on electro-technics. He agrees with Professor
Paulsen that the universities have no direct share in the application of science to
industry. Professor Slaby thus exprnsses bis views:
'' Practical teaching is abhorred by the professors at most of our nniversities. I
recollect attending a lecture by Helmholtz where I expected him to give some
explanation of the dynamo. After making some theoretical observations, be merely
said: 'Acting on these principles people have constructed some very ingenious
machines called u.ynamos for engineering pnrposes.' That was all Helmholtz would
deign to say about the dynamo. The professors of to-u.ay are just the same in this
respect. Their teaching is purely scientific, philoeophical, philological, and historical, and has not varied for three centuries. Of course the greatest discoveries in
physics have been made in the university laboratories, but the application of these
discoveries has been neglected by the universities. Pure science is their aim, and
we who, without concerning ourselves with studying the phenomena of nature, devote
our whole efforts to giving our pupils the means of turning science to practical
account are despised by the university scieutists. There are, of course, a few exceptions. Thus, for instance, Prnfessor Klein, of Gottingen Unfrersity, is ngitating for
a wore practical trend in university teaching. The only practical teaching given
in the unfrersities is in chemistry, which began with Liebig. To-day the stn<lents
of chemistry are divided between the universities and the polytechnical schools .
The former merely instructs in analysis, whereas we form chemists who have a practical knowledge of macbillery. The demands of the epoch require that chemists
attached to industrial concerns shall be familiar with machinery. When we have
· the right to confer degrees, for which we are now striving, we shall attract many
students who are now allured to the universities by the prospect of a <l.iploma.
"The Charlottenburg Polytechnicum, which will celebrate its centenary in 1899,
furnishes a goou example of the progress made in recent years. Ten years ago we
had only 800 pupils. This session more than 3,000 young men are studying here,
more than a third of whom are in the machine constructiou and electro-technic
d epartment. This increase js due not only to the progress of German industry, but
also to the uevelopment of our towns as centers of activity. All our municipalities
employ :first-class engineers for the technical branch es of the municipal service. In
Berlin alone several hunured highly qaalified engineers are employed by the city.
Many of our engineers go abroad, chiefly to England and America. Many foreigners
come to study in German technical schools. In this school we have between 300 and
400. 'rhey come chiefly from America, England, France, Russia, and Scandinavia.
Every pupil costs the Government a clear sum of 600 marks annually. This fact bas
been the subject of an interpellation in Parliament, the result of which will prol,ably be that we shall have to make foreign students pay higher fees than the 111·,•,.,<'n t
nominal ones.
"There i-s no d anger of our t eaching not keeping abreast with the time . Our
professors are stimulated by the advice aud opinions of former pupils who now
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occupy important inuustrial positions. J!'or instance 1 men who visited the Chica.go
Wor1d's Fair and were impresserl by the splendicl acbieveme-:nts of American methods urge us to accentuate even farther the practical side of our teaching. Professor
Riedler, one of our most eminent engineers, is at the hea,l of this movement, ancl
has puLlished . several pamph1ets on the subject. Another pofot which indicates
our movement forwarcl is the difference-not to say quarrel-going on between the
professors of engineering and the professors oi ma.thematics in OU!r polyt~hnieal
schools. Our present professm's •o f lllatbematie:s are m1iversity men, J>ermeated with
the nniversity spirit. They consider mathematics as a science per se. We look on
mathematics merely as an instrument, and want to have mathematical pro.fessors
who understanll the practical application of mathenrnties to engineering, and for
that purpose have studied machinery and acquireLl practical engineering knowledge.
I mention these matters to show tha.t wei are not likely to rest on our laurnls, but
are moving aheatl all the time.
"Germany has every reason to be p:rouc1 o.f h er po1ytec:huical schools, whiich h.ave
given her a front place in the indnst.rial worhl. Ours is not a rich country, b,ut we
have rnalized that sacrifices for etlnca.tionail pnr_F>oses are good investmem.ts. No
country of equal resources spends as much as we do on edncati:ou and the army.
Both are necessary and they go hand in hand, for onr military training is a par-t of
otu general eon.cation."

TECHNOLOGIC..U.., AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, MINING, AND YEl'ERJNARY SCHOOLS IN .EUROPE.

(Acconling to Minerva, Jah:rbnch der Gelel.Jrten 1Ve-lt.)
1. TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS IN EUROPE .
. Date_ of
fo ,mdrng.

Countries and lo<lation.

Germany:_
Aachen, Pn1ssia . .... •.. ............•.... .•.......... ..
B erlin, Prussia ........•................•••........ .. ..
HanoYer, Prussia ..................... . .. .. ........... .
Munich, Bavar:ia ....... ............ ... ............... .

1870
1799
1879
1827
1828
1829
1825
l fl68
1745

~i\~:~~:.~!i{~~~~~-~:: :::~: :: :::::::~::::::::: :: :: ~:

Darmstadt, Hessia ...........•............... . .........
Brunswfok, Brunswick .•...•.............. ...... ......
Austria:
Briinn, 1':rioravia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grntr., Styria............................... .. .... . . . . .
L emherg , Galieia.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Pra.gne, Bohemia (2) ................ . ..................
ViPD11a, Austria ...... ... . .............................
Hungary:
Buaa.pesth ....... .. . ...... ..... .... .. ... .... .... . . . ...
Switzerland:
Zn rich (fe leral i ustitlttion)............................
Italv:
ilau ............... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
;~~}/:::::: ::::::: :: : : ::: : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : :: :: : :

Franc :
l'ari:i tcol Polyteclrnir1uP.. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. ......
Paris f.:role de~ Pont. ct 'han uC:i ..••..••..• •.. _....
Pad!! 'P:!'ol d'tlectr. .. .. . . . . .. .••... ... . .. . . . ... ......
nussin:

1:.~i~'.·~~~~~~ ~~:~':

~

1
:~'.'~ :·~:: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: :: : : :

:1'.~l~~~~~1:i.•.I~. ~~~~t·~·~
• · h llh:ld . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Englnml :

Lon~:i,L

~-o_J~~~..

.~':~~~.'~~?.

;!:de~~:?!.
Ex pen di•
tures.
.

Dato.

1896

1897-98
1897-98
1897-98
1$9-7-98
1897-98
18!>7-'lS
1807-98
1897-98
1897-98

$62. 54&
307,706
108,378
122,050
115, '.J:30
87,869
107, 100
109,956
52,090

368
2,693
l, 101
1,757
905
910
996
1,178
30'J
I

{J

1850
1811
1844
8~ ~ncl }
6
1815

i~~

l, 251
1,333

1 63
( ?J
1794
J i94
(1)

126,394
158,550

], 154

1856

I

II

1,235

1851
1863

50,828 I
58,265
56,800

2R7 '

I

s, 500

ij~ I
220 }
117

300, 98

17 1

<?>

m:

], 081
2,071
621

196, 20
315, 21
95, 6!15

1884
1 5

210

120,000

1 32

wO

(1)

1897
18::17
1807

148,217
1

36, 4~0
30, 3!18
29,478

380

I

1895
1897
1896

I

}807
1 5
I ·9'
1895
1

5

I
I 94
1 95
I

er,
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1.'echrwlogical, agricultural, forestry, ·mining, etc.-Continued.
1. TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS IN EUROPE-Continued.

Date of Number ?f Expendi•
founding. st ut:~ls m
tu r es.

Countries and location.
Denmark:
Copenhagen (connected with university) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Netherlands:
Delft...................................................

.

~~~=

Stocklwhn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Portugal:
~~~~~~:::::: ::: :: : ::: : :: :: ::: : ::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::}

Date.

1829

431

$31, 979

1864

428

96,929

1897

1798

315

47,497

1896

(a)

(a)

(a)

1896-97

(a)

a Two schools, no statistical data availablo.
2. AGRICULTURA.L .A.C.A.DEMIES IN EUROPE.

Germany:
.
Berlin, Prussia .... ... ...... .......... . ............... .

18()6
1818
1846

:i:;;1!d~~r. rr~:t:/:~~~~.: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::
.A.ustr.ia:
_

Vienna..................................................
Hungary:
.A.ltenourg ............................................ .
Debreczin ............................................ .
Keszthely ............................................. .
Kolozsmonostor .... .. .................... .. .... .. .. ... .

702
113
895

$170,466
49,500
140,000

1897
1898
1898

1872

291

68, 200

1895

1iH9
1868
1865
1869

lO;J
98
110
100

41,900
12,500
26,000
30, 000

1896
1895
1896
1895

~~{;z.~~l~~~:: :: :: : : ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :: ::::::::: :::: ::: } (b)
France:
Paris ..•.........................................................
Grignon . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1828
Belgium:
Gembloux . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18GO
Ru&sia:

~~~~s~t!~l~~~:: ::: :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :::::: ::: : : : ~~~~
Nowa,ja•.Alexanclria, Polandc . ..............•.......... 1 1892
Denmark:
/
Copenhagen d......................... . ................
1858
Sweden:
•
Stockbolmc.... .. ....... ........ ..... .. ............ ....
1811
Spain: '
Madricle .. ...... ...... ............. . ..................... . ...... .

:i...

(b)

(b)

(1)
(7)

(1)

(1)

189G

(1)

16
lOD
254

...

I

63,200

370

5,000
(1)
66, 200

210, ~46 / ......

(~5;°00

I.... ~~~~

$ 10, 000
51, 000
25,000
26, 000

]897
1897
1898
1898

(1)

(1)

1896
1897

b Institutions connectocl with othel' high seats of learning.
c .A.re also forestry acacl emifls .

d.Also .-etei-inary school.
e Schools of engineering, agriculture, and Yeterinary science.

3. FORESTRY .A.ND MINING ACADEMIES IN EUROPE.

Germany:
.A.scha-ffenbul'g, Bavaria a ....•.....•..•.•...•.•••.... ..
Berlin, Prussia b .....• ...•• ..•••.• • • •••••.•••..•••.•••.
Clausthal, Prussiab .....................•..............
Eberswalde, Prussia a . ... .......... ......... ......... .
Eisenach , Saxe \Veimara ............................. .
0

r:;t~1erif.,-ffra:s s~I!:: :: : : : : ::: : : : ::: : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Tharandt, 8axony a ................... ........ ........ .
Austria:

fr~?~::~.~~~~~i~·z; :: :: :: ::::::: ::: ::::::::::: ::: :::: ::

Hungary: .
Schemn1tzc ...........................•................
France:
Nancya ... .............. .........•....•.... ... .........
Parisb ................................................ .
St. Etienne b ......................................••...
Russia:
St. Petersburgc ............. .................... ...... .
Sweden:
Stockholm a .. ........................................ .
England:
Coopers Hill a _. ... . ........•.•.•.. ... .................

a Forestry academy.
b Mining academy.

1844
1860
1775
1820
]859
1765
1868
1811

103
(1)

172
62
:JO
231
46
91

( '/ )

28,000
17,500
22,000

1897
1895
] 897
1R!17
1807

1894
1849

208
101

28,500
20,400

(1)

200

(?)

27
203
20 .

26,000
60,000
4,640

1896
1805
]896

1773

752

83,390

1896

1823

d252

11,500

1897

1824
1778
1816

1885

0)

c Both forestry and mining acad~mi~s.

(1)

d Only 36 of which are residents m Stockholm.
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Technological, agricultural, forestry, mining, etc.-Continned.
4. VETERINARY SCHOOLS IN EUROPE.

Countries and location.

Number of
d'
D ate.° f. ! students
in Expen 1 ·
foundmg.
tures.
_
1896

I

m~

Date.

Germany:
1097
~erlil, P1sssia ... ·. · ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · .. · · ·
t~~
1897
H~:si;~:, lr~1:fa::: ::: : : :: :: : :::::: :: : : : ::: : ::: : : : : :::
( ?)
230
25'. 500
1897
Munich, Bavaria.................. ................. . ..
1790
249
34,500
Stnttgart, ·wurttcmburg........ ......... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
1821
90
26,000
Arn,tria: a ......................................•.•.•............................ •···················
Hnngnr_y:
1896
23,000
349
Itnl~·;:uda•pesth .... ·.; .................... ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1786
1897
19,400
120
Milan................................... ... ...... ......
1791
1895
18, 700
177
Na pl es . ... ...... ...... .. .... .. .... .... .. ....... .......
(?)
1896
12,000
91
';'nri11. ... .. . ... .... .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .... . .. .... ....... ...
( ?)
N ct-lierlands:
1895
32,000
56
L'trccht ........................... -..... - . -• • • -. • • • • • • /?)
Denmark:
(c)
(c)
370
Copenhagen (b)........................................
1850
Russia:
1896
d 1,824
259
Dorpat.... .. . . .. .. . . . . . . ............ . ............ ... . .
(?)
1896
59, 090
356
Kasau ...... ... ... ...... ....... .. . ... .......... .. ..... .
(1)
Frauce:
1896
80,000
281
.A.lfort ....................................... _..........
1766
Sweden:
(1)
{1)
Stockholm..... .. ... . . ..................... .. ..... .... .
1821
Spain:
(1 )
(1)
Cordoba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1302
{?)
99
Leon .............•............ ~....... ...... ........ ..
(?)

$~g, g~g

f~~Z,

a In8titution connected with agricultural schools.
c See agricultural school.
b Connected with agricultural school,
d ]from State only.
N0TE.-Several noted technoloo'ical schools in European countries are conn ected with universifties,
hence can not be separately enu:erated. Military a.nd naval engineering schools are excluded rom
this list.

SCHOOL

G.A.RD ENS IN EUROPE.

The Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Education have from time
to time called attention to the school gardens in Europe. (See Report
of 1889-90, Part I, page 308.) The literature concerning this subject is
limited, and even European official reports say little about these gardens. 'rhey continue to increase, however, and a survey made by Dr.
Karl Ruland resulted in an article in the Cologne Gazette which sets
forth in what countries such gardens can be found and to what extent
they are introduced as an aid to rural school work. The question of
improving rural chools is a live one at present, and hence it is thought
that a tatement based on Dr. RulandJs article may be welcome.
As early as the beginning of the fourteenth century in some cities of Italy, for
instance, in , alerno and Venice, institutions were found in which plants from all
the parts of the world aucl every climate were cultivated for the pnrpose of instruction and the promotion of science. The e institations, called botanical garden •
b came, howev r, more nnh·er al with the rovival of science. The ri ·h itie of
Italy, above all Ferrara, rivalecl one another at that time in e tablishfog such gard ns. The universitie of France and pain followed their exampl . The e tablisbm nt of a hotani<·al •arden iu Pari toward the ud of the ixt enth entnry
pro ·ecded it is true, from a ratb r trivi l can e-"h an e the embroiderer of the
court dres ·' uee<l d new fl ral design. . rTot until 1 26 wa tbi garden, which
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later obtained the name "Jardin des Plantes," devoted to the great scientific purp ose of cultivating all the plants of the world. In Germany also a great zeal for
botanical gardens has been noticeable since the close of the sixteenth century. Their
establishment was usually simultaneous with the foundation of universities. At
present no German higher seat of learning is without such a garden, which furnishes
the material for instruction in botany and serves in many ways for experiments with
agricultural plants.
_
In the face of these facts it seems strange that cluring all this time nobody thought
of establishing gardens also for lower schools. Comenius, it is true, expressed the
desire that every school have a garden in which the pnpils could delight their eyes
in seeing trees, flow ers, and herbs. He saw in the school garden a means of awakening and nourishing the desire to ]earn. Also Pestalozzi, so enthusiastic for youth
and popular education, demanded that children should be engaged in work in gard en and field; but this d emand was dictated by purely pedagogical considerations.
Frobel likewise laid great stress upon agreeable occupation of little children in the
garden. But to establish in tlle school garden a means of instruction for the public
elementary school, and to employ it for the purpose of instruction in horticulture ·
. and science of nature, has been thought of only recently, aud only spotadically at
that.
Above all countries it is in Sweden where the school garden has found the widest
extension and greatest development. The authorities there have recognized that
the people's schools can contribute toward the increase of the national wealth,
in so far as it depends upon agriculture and practical direction in certain of its
branches. In Sweden, which had, in 1876, 1,602 and in 1881 as many us 2,000 school
gardens, scarcely any public school building is found without such a gardeu.
In Belgium, too, where a large part of the population depencls upon truck gardening, the greatest interest is manifested in the establishment of school gardens, not
only by agricultural and industrial communities, but also on the part of the central
Government. This has been done for many years, and considerable sums are contributed annually to the efforts in that direction. The prosperity of the rural population in Belgium, which is derived chiefly from the extended cultivation of truck
gardens, must be attributed primarily to the school gardens and the extensive
knowledge of horticulture among the people.
The school gardens gained ground also in Frauce after the introduction of agriculture into the public schools by a law passed in 1885. (See Annual Report of
Commissioner of Education, 1895-86, Part II, p. 1139.) In Switzerland the Swiss
Agricultural Union has taken in hand the establishment of school gardens with
great zeal and considerable success. This union obtained from the Federal Government a subsidy of 3,500 francs for the year 1885, which sum was suitably employed as a
first aid in establishing g ardens for schools in rural communities. Since then annual
appropriations have been devoted to the conservation of these gardens and to a
gradual extension of the system. Owing to this governmental encouragement,
there were in 1888 sixteen communities in Switzerland which had well-arranged
school gardens. Since then their number has increased.
While the Swedes with their school gardens aim especially at the promotion of
agriculture, the Belgians and French seek to promote the culture of fruit, vegetables,
and flowers. In Switzerland, aside from practical considerations, chiefly pedagogical
views were authoritative for the establishment of such gardens. The school gardens in rural schools of Switzerland, as it is officially stated, are to serve youth
to acquire in a pleasant manner theoretical instruction of the growth of the most
important and most useful plants, part]y as a field of practice for rational nursing
and treatment. These gardens are intended to promote love for horticulturQ, order,
and rural embellishment.
Austria treats the school-garden question frqm a broader and higher standpoint.
After the imperial law of 1869 prescribed instruction in agriculture in all normal
,
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schools, and ord~red the establishment of school gardens in villages for the purpo e
of aiding agriculture, a ministerial order of August 20, 1870, advised that instrn_ction in natural history be connected with work in the school garden, arranged 10
accordance with the needs of the locality.
Mindful of the pedagogical and economical importance of school gardens, the school
authorities in Austria aided the establishment anu maintenance of these gardens, and
paid much attention to proper plans, so that Austria has been al>le to overtake
other civilized countries in that particular feature of edncation. The flourishi ng
fruit culture of Bohemia can chiefly be attrfouted to the instruction whi ch the inhauitants have received in the school gardens attached to local public elementary
schools.
In the German Empire the States of Bavaria a,nd Oldenl>urg have the greatest
number of school gardens. Prussia has in this regard done comparatively little.
School gardens, in the proper sense of the word, are not in existence in that State.
In some public schools in the country, however, there are (especially in Hohenzollern) schools for arl>oriculture, although this is only one part of the work in a school
garden, which teachers arranged of their own free will, being specially interested jn
,t he cultivation of fruit trees. In some schools there are institutions which pursue
the ol>jects of a school garden; that is to say, which give opportunity to the pupil
to learn the most important families of plants and many of their species, and to
observe their development. The city authorities of Berlin, for instance, have established in the "Humboldt-Hain" a kind of botanical garden from which all the city
schools are provided with a sufficient number of plants anu specimens serving to
illustrate botanical and biological instruction. On specified days 50, 000 to 100,000
specimens are delivered to the schools and classes studying botany. Both elementary
and secondary schools are thus provided.
Efforts in other countries in promoting school gardens in furtherance of public
welfare have fouml imitation in Germany. Lately, at a public meeting in a lower
·R henish industrial cit.y in which home industry was languishing, the weavers were
, ,advised to devote themselves to other industries, especially to the raising of vegetables. Several years ago, in Breyell, in the district of Kempen, a school for the cultivation of vegetables was establislied for you:og people who are past school age,
with the purpose of preparing expert horticulturists. This ad vice was certainly
well meant, and the success of this school, according to reports, is worthy of praise.
But the beginnings of agricultural knowledge must b e made in the public elementary school, especially since the love and understanding of nature must l>egin in
early youth.
Dr. Ruland says: Not only n atural history and science, indispensable to the
kitchen gardener ancl the basis of a practical profession, but the ability to enjoy
beauty, to loYe nature, and to see in the gardener's occupation a task for life, a.re
things that must be l earned. The shortest and sure. t way to reach that end is
through the school garden, because nobody is more sensitive to instruction, more
accessible to persuasion and direction than ·hilc1ren are. In e tablishing school gardens in rural schools, industrial co::nmunities especially should p roceed without
delay. They will thereby create a capital of which they will ba\·e almo.,t irnmecliate benefit, for it will result in higher rents and add to their wealth. In nearly all
schools there may be found an appropriat place for a school gar,len. Often 110n,
or waste patches aro found in the neighborhood of the ·chool wliicb are not an orna·
ment to the community, but may be made so.
That in tb
tablishmcnt of s hool gardens different opinion acrordinO" to local
need w1H come to the snrface, goes without saying. But tb first prin iple bould
be that the cho 1 gard n b con. icl red hy no m nn an appeuda"'e of tl.t
ho 1.
but that it onght to b~ con iclered ra.tb ·r an important memher of i organi IJl.
Ben<·e i is n ce ary that in the daily time- ,tbl for th upp r grades f pnbli
·bools m le . on. b et aside for horticnltnr . 'fh s hool rarclen of ·oar·
mu t orrc pond to the needs of the locality in rt>garcl to the matt r of instruction.
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It shoul(l neither be made a botan ical garden nor an orchard.

The object of the
school garden is to become a model of a well-tended rural borne and kitchen garden,
which may aid school work by offering information in connection with the studies
pursued in class room, l.iut especially aid the agricultural instruction of children past
school age .
To describe such a school garden useful to a rural community is easy. It is necessary, first of all, that floriculturo be taught, for it will Le the means of enhancing
th e msthetic side of education, a result deYoutly to be wished. Special attention
must be paid to the culture of fruit. While t all fruit trees, owing to the limited
space in the school garden, should be reserved for play and gymnastic grounds, clwarf
fruit trees would better ans wer the purposes of the school garden, because all the
work of pruning and grafting trees could then be clone by the pupils themselves.
Fruit trees trained on trellises and dwarf trees reward any ;ttten tion bestowed upon
them with excellent yields, because their fruit ripens eaTly in the season.
In regard to the high importance which the berry frnit has assumed iu late years
it should not Le slighted in the school garden. How far t he fruit-tree cultivation
shall extend will depend upon the special talent of the teacher and his 1:1kill in
nursing trees. Thero is scarcely a branch of horticulture in which old customs are
preserved with greater tenacity than in the raising of vegetables; h ence by introducing new and better kinds of vegetables through the school garden a tliankful
:fielu of activity i s opened. Also some commercially and agriculturally important
plants may be admitted. Besides the cultivation of plants the animal kingdom
ought not to be forgotten. In a school garden the Leehive and provision for the
protection of birds might find attention.
The size of the garden depends upon tho locality an<l the wealth of the conmrnnity. In aJl cases prudence should. llictato the measures taken, and especially in the
beginning the establishment shoulu not assume too l arge a scale.
It is reasonable to oxpect from teachers that they will fulfill their duties willingly
if gardens are added to their schools, for then they will aid in promoting the pecuniary welfare of thoir communities. So long as there is no school garden iu normal
schools with a complete outfit, and (it may sound strangely) so long as there arc no
theoretically educated gardeners, teachers will gladly avai l themselves of any opportunities to obtain the capacity for directing work in school gardens. This may be
done in especially arranged teachers' courses for arboriculture and horticulture.
Here a great .field for fruitful activity is opened to the profession of teaching. If
the school garden, which seems especially fitted to acquaint youth, Ly teaching aud
example, with practical life, were introduced in all country schools there wonld
unquestionably lJe less poverty and want.

The foregoing transcript of Dr. Rulaml's article on school gardens in
Europe gives a survey of what is being done iu the old countries to promote Hature studies in elementary and secondary scliools, but bis report
does not say much of the methods employed in school gardens. 'rhis
want may be supplied by quoting from an article by Henry Lincoln
Clapp iu Appleton's Popular Science Monthly (February, 1898). The
author says, in the course of bis illustrated article :
In March, 1890, a paper entitled '' Horticultural education for children" was read
in Boston before the Massachusetts Historical Society by one of its members. The
interest aroused by the read in rr of this paper resulted in the establishment of a
school garden in connectfon with one of the Boston grammar schools in the spring
of 1891. A committee of the society promised such pecnninry support as seemed to
be needed from time to time. M1·s. Henrietta L. T. ·wolcott, then at the hea,d of the
committee, in presenting the claims of school-garden work to the society, said: "vVe
desire to emphasize the true idea of ~L school garden. Growing plants, from the first
sign of germination to the full perfection of blossom and fruit, and edible roots in
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all stages, give constant opportunity for study. We believe that by means of the
school gar<len children can be so trained to appreciate plants growing naturally tha-t
the present custom of laying out public gardens with :flowering and foliage plants
arrauged in the form of grotesque designs, portraits of distinguished men, symbols
of trades, spiritual suggestions or emblems , and rolls of carpeting framed and left
out in rain and sunshine, will in time disappear. Setting rows of plants in military
precision and replacing them by others like magic can have but little educational
value."
Since the committee intended to offer premiums for the best school gardens they
thonght that pcrsous might be induced to buy the ordinary cultivated plants of a
:florist, and with them make what they might choose to call school gardens. This,
however, would not imply any proper knowledge of such plants, or more useful
ones, nor ability to mltke use of them as objects for study. It wa0 thought that
troubles might arise from allo1Ying a florist's garden to be taken as the standard for
t,he ganlens which they wished to see established. The one who spent the most
money, or had the most persuasiveness amo11g :florists, might establish fine gardens,
lay claim to premiums in good faith, aud win them; and yet such gardens might
not serve the purpose which the committee considered best. Accordingly, they
decided that in the beginning only those plants which were the most suitable for
educational purposes should form the main stock of the school gardens. The decision waR expressed thus: "Ornamental plants, or those commonly cultivated in
flower gardens, will not stock the school gardens contemplated by the committee.
Native wild plants, such as ferns, grasses, asters, golden-rods, violets, native shrubs,
and economic plants, such as grains, vegetable roots, and leguminous and cucurbitaceous plants must be the stock of the gardens."
·
Later, when children's natural love for color and the influence of beautiful :flowers
in the schoolroom in cultivating resthetic tastes came to be considered, cultivated
plants were allowed introduction, but in a secondary place. It was claimed with
truth that teachers who have beautiful flowers on their dtsks and :fine bits of color on
the walls of their rooms were likely to have other matters in harmony, order, neatness, quietness, and an atmosphere conducive to study. The flowers seem to set the
key, and other matters are tuned up to that pitch. Pupils appreciate the conditions
and the teacher. Unscholarly conduct is felt to be a discordant note, and the sentiment of the class is against it. However, the committee had other and perhaps
higher aims to accomplish. They wished pupils to take a positive, conscious part
in the developmtint of plant life.
In accordance with the conditions mentioned, the committee decided to start a
garden where the circumstances seemed most favorable, and appropriated $10 for
the purpose. A piece of groun<l 48 by 72 feet in the back of the boys' yard of the
George Putnam Grammar School was found the most available, and a few teachers
in the school offered all the assistance in their power to carry out the purposes of
the committee.
The soil was such as one might expect to find where no thought of plants or plant
materials for a moment entered the minds of those who were instrumental in the
establishment of the school and the preparation of the course of study. The pupils
brought in many wil<l plants and the fleshy roots of biennials-tnrnips in variety,
carrot, parsnip, radish, beet, onion (bulb), cabbage, etc. In planting, they took
tnrns in digging the holes and placing the plants in position. Observations were
made during the flowering season. The structure of the ilowers of the cruciferou
all(l umbelliferous plants was studied, and the nature of biennials was rev aled.
Other economic plants, snch as the potato, the tomato, and the gourd wer rai d
to how the incli ·i dnality of plants.
A 11uare yard of ground was a signed to each of the ordinary cer als-wb at, ry
oat., barley, an<l buckwheat. Th first four being most important meml>ers of tlle
gra. s family, were especially intcre ting in their cl velopm nt. Aft r that, grain
meant more to the pupils.
incte n species of wild asters were planted in one row.
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Ten of the finest :flowering kinds formed another row. Later, it was discovered that
those plants blossomed tbe most profusely which sprang from seeds scattered at
random around trees and beside rocks and fences. In the fall seed vessels were
collected for study in winter, and bulbs, corms, and tubers were stored away for
spring planting.
Each member of the highest class had a particular plant to take care of and study.
He dug arouncl and watered it, took off all dead leaves and unseemly branches, and
tied it up. Then he sketched its characteristic parts-flowers, leaf stem, habit of
growth, etc.-and took such written notes as would enable him to write an account
of his plant, and illustrate it with appropriate drawings. On one occasion each of
the thirty-two members of the class studied his own clump of asters, there being·
just clumps enough to go around. The importance of seeing and studying plants
growing in large masses is not likely to be overestimated if interest and thoroughness in learning about them arc desired. Comparatively, a single cut specimen in
hand means but little.
By the aid of the boys a fernery was made in an a,ngle of the school building on
the north side, in a shady, sheltered position. They took h andcarts into the woods
half a mile distant aml collected leaf mold which the,y mixed up thoroughly with
loam and sand, and then assisted in taking the ferns from scattered places in the
garden and located them by genera in tho fer.o.ery. The name of each species was
written on a flat stick, which was stuck into the ground near the specimen to which
the name belonged.
Seeing what one teacher had done, another, by means of a hand camera, malle a
series of lantern slides which prove<l. to be of the greatest service for class instruction during the following winter. .A. solar camera and 12-foot screen cornplete<l. the
equipment for the most interesting and profitable kind of instruction on the subject
of ferns.
The pupils of one class studied. fifteen species somewhat minutely by means of the
slides and pressed specimens. Spores, sporangia, indusia, sori, piunules, pinnre,
rachis, stipe, general shapes, textures, and relative position of parts were carefully
observed, drawn, descrilJed, and colored. Notebooks contained characteristic parts
of all the different species, which were broken up and distrilmte<l. for the purpose.
This study prepared the pnpils to appreciate the development of fern crosiers in the
fernery in the following spring, Twenty-two pupils out of the class of thirty-eight
introduced ferns into their own gardens at home. Other classes studied composite
:flowers, distribution of seeds, roots, corms, tubers, bulbs, and other material supplied
by the school garden.
In the spring of 1895 the development of fern crosiers was studied with great
interest. The collection of lantern slides soon included representations of the
crosiers of the principal species in various stages of growth. In sorpe respects the
pictures served a more useful purpose than the crosiers themselves, because their
representations on the screen were very large and could be seen easily by the whole
class at once.
At present there are more than one hundred and fifty different species of native
wild plants in the garden. ro attempt has been made to arrange them in ornamental beds, since they can not be studied so well in that arrangement. When over
fifty pupils are to study growing plants, such plants must be easily accessible, and
therefore scattered as much as is consistent with other conditions, especially that of
caring for the plants and mowing the grass about them. Three or four times as
many children can examine twenty plants set in rows as can examine them arranged
in a bed; and the work of weeding the plants and cutting the grass in the former
arrangement is not half as much as in the latter. The useful arrangement always
takes precedence of the ornamental. ,. * *
How the garden is supported, and how the necessary work is done are intorestiug
questions to those who think of starting a garden. 'inco 1891 the Mas achusetts
Horticultural Society has offered every year a premium of $15 for the best school
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garden in connection with the best use of it. This garden has competed with others,
ancl won the premium every year. Five dollars pay for the annual enrichment of
the soil, and $10 for the labor of the janitor, who, during the long summer vacation.,
weeds, hoes, and waters the plants, and cuts the grass periodically. In spring he
wheels in and spreads fertilizing material, prepares new beds or rows, and resets old
ones with plants changed from other localities. * ,x- *
Reasons that are good for introducing the elements of science into elementary
schools are equally good for supplying adequate and seasonable elementary science
material to work upon.

SAL.A.RIES OF TEACHERS IN ELEMENT.A.RY SCHOOLS OF SwrT-ZERLAND.

The Annual Report of 1895-96 contains, ~n Volume 1,pages 147-158, a
minute statement of the salaries, together with annual increases, paid
to teachers in Prussia and other States of Germany, as well as in German Austria. In the following table a similar tabulated statement
from Switzerland is offered. It gives the number of teachers in groups
ranged according to Cantons (or States) and according to the salaries
they receive. It reveals the fact that few Swiss elementary teacllers
(to wit, 11 per cent) receive a higher salary tlian $400. In most cases,
however, they live in dwellings connected with the schoolhouses. Many
have· fuel free and land for gardening. Still, nearly all of the men
teachers who have families are obliged to earn money after school hours.
They serve as organists in church, act as sext011s, conductors of singing societies, secretaries of literary and social clubs, and as teachers of
evening schools. This supplementary income is of course not counted iu
the table, not because it is beyond calculatiou, but because it can not
rightly be estimated as belonging to the teacher's salary. It is not
necessary to call attention to the fact that 1,151 teachers out of a total of
12,735 (or 9 per cent) have Jess than $100 :fixed salary, nor to the almost
inexplicable fact that three men and twenty-nine women are engaged
as teachers without any pay. The table simply states tlrn facts in the
case as presented by the "Official Statistics of the Swiss School System, No. 34," from which the "Schweizerische Lehrerzeitung" quotes
them.
Table showing the salaries paid to elerne11tary tecich crs in Switzerland.
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Table showing the salaries 11aid to elementary teachers in Swit.z erlancl-Continued.
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Table showing the sala1·ieB paid to elementary teachers in Switzerland-Continued.
Cantons.
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Table showing the salaries paid to elementary teachers in Switzerland-Continued.
Cantons.
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Female ... .......... ....... ............................. ..... ........... . .................. .
Appenzell, I. R.:
Male .. ........... . ...........................•.................
25
12
Female . .................................................. .. .. .
8
5
St. Gallen:

111

i :::: .. ~. :::: :::: :::: ..:.1:::: :::: ::::

276
31

263

Male ............................................... ! . ••••••• •···

365
31

100
17

64
8

546
119

21
1

17
2

13

42
10

236
3

24

212

258
171

226
162

170
124

7
5

250
173

702

286

455
190

479
139

254
109

254
115

241
109

11

401
265

9
6

2

3
3

202
143

58
13

Gra;::aj:~::::::::::::: .~~.

.A.ariKt::::::~:::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::r:: :::: ::::
Female .................................... . .... . .............. .

'.fhu~:i~=.......................................................... .
Female ........................................................ .
Tessin:
Male ... ........................................ .... ........... .
Female .................................... . ............. . ..... .
Waadt:
Male . ............. ... .. ..... ............................... ... .
Female ..... ......... . .. .. ..................................... .
Wallis:
Male ..........•............................................ •···
Female ....................................................... .
Neuenburg:
Male .......................................................... .
Female ........................................................ .
Geneva:
Male............... 4
3 .... .... 1 ....................... .
Female ........................................................ .

15

3

1

41
4

- - - - - · - -·- - - - - - - - - -- - - -

Total:
Male ......... 66 411 ....
10 10 88
7 105 .~~. -~~Female...........
.... . ... ....
2

?~·\·~:.

4, 348 4, 553 2, 928
1, 516 l, 471 1, 145

2, 207
379
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HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN IN THE PRUSSIAN DIET.

[Condensed from correspondence in Ne,Y York Evening Post.]

By the declaration of the Prussian Government, given through the
minister of public instruction, Dr. Bosse, in the Diet on April 30, 1898,
the further extension of woman's education in Germany received a setback so decisive as to amount virtually to a severe defeat. The facts
that had led to it were, briefly told, the following: The municipal
council of Breslau had asked the Government's permission to start a
municipal college for girls, or "gymnasium," stating that uo State help
of any kind was looked for, the institution to be, on tlle contrary, selfsustaining. The Goverumeut, as is required by law, was requested to
grant to this new institution the same privileges as the gymnasia for
boys possess, viz, that graduates from. jt be given a testimonial of
"maturity," enabling them to become students at regular uuiversities.
The petition itself was addressed to tlie Government last year. No
reply was given to it until late in April, and then all the reply made
was a refusal, without citing any reasons. To a letter from the Bresla,u
municipal council asking to know what reasons had been involved in
the refusal, no answer of any kind was vouchsafed.
In ·the Diet, after Delegate Gothein had summed up the above facts,
Dr.-Rosse replied at great length. He said that theGovernmentwas not,
in principle, agah1st higher education for women, as ·evidenced by the
fact that permission to study and to attend lectures at the regular universities had been granted German and foreign women on its beiug shown
that they possessed tlle maturity of body and mind required, and that
several had been afterwards permitted to undergo examination for their
"doctorate," aud that in such cases there was no liinurance, so far as
their sex was concerned, for their enter ing the serYice of the State or
Government. These cases, he pointed out, had been, however, exceptions, and he had no scruple in Raying tbat the Government meant them
to remain exceptions. And then Dr. Bosse launched out into a series
of arguments against the ge11eralization of higher education among
women. Tl.lat part of his oration was evidently inteu<leu as an expression of the Government's policy, and the majority of tile house sided
with him .. Dr. Bosse said, among other things, that the great majority
of the girls and women of Germany still looked to marriage for their
salvation; tbat the Government was bound to be guided in its deci ~ion
by the need", wi hes, and circumstanc s of thi.' va t majority; that Luc
few ,Yomeu an<l. girl who had of late years signified a de.-ire to receiYe
the bighe t grade of education could not be taken into account· tliat
logical thinking wa not a trou o· £ ature of women, otherwise th ·
mu.-t draw the logical con. equence of their demand to wit: To b
admitted to full, equal right, with men in the matter of eclu ation and
of ·boo ing profes iou , they mn,'t a nme the amc burden an l dnti ':among h
the lnty of bea1fo,,· arm , ancl of · r iug iu tb r e1 ,- ~
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and 1u the landwehr; but, inasmueh as tliey are unwilliug and unable
to do that, conditions were not equal, and men wonld be at a serious
disadvantage. In his reply, he said, lie bad the concurrence of the
whole cabinet. To pack tlle brain of growing girls full of Latin and
other difficult subjects meant ruining their health. If similar petitions, like the one from Breslau, slwuld be a<ldressed to him agaiu, the
minister said, he should decline to grant· them in the same way.
The debate which followed could not change the <lecision rendered,
but it was, nevertheless, of interest, as defining the present attitude of
the majority parties in the Prussian Diet. Several conservative
speakers, such as Count Limburg-Stirum, expressed a hope that tlle
Government would entirely retrace iis steps in tliis matter, as even the
concessions liither-to granted went too far. The members of the center,
though, sucli as Dittricli, Glattfelter, and Pless, declared the whole
movemei1t for higher female education au unmitigated evil. The
delegates belongiJJg to the liberal parties, such men a Wetekamp,
Von Schenckeudorfl', and Gotliei11, warned the m8(jority and the
Government that they were trifling with a movement wliose serious,
just kernel was admitted to-clay by nearly every civilized country,
and by all men who had bad occasion to study it, and that it wou1d be
fouucl impossible to roll time backward. Dr. Bos 'e matle reply that
above all it was neces. ary for women to fit themselve, for wommt's
duties. It was impossible, he sai<l, to fit, women for the career of a
physician with less of general knowledge than the men are required to
possess; hence it would Le necessary to teach them tlic clas ics to
enable them to be admitted to the stu<ly and practice of mcdieiue.
Nothing, be said, l1ad bnrt the woman-movement iu Germany as rnucll
as bad the woman congress ju Berlin, where tlle most extreme views
were publicly ventilated without being checked by the other women
present. Somewhat in contradiction of what he had said before,
Dr. Bosse admitted that the so-called reform gymnasium in Frankforton-M.ain, where girls are permitted to attend, and the large private
gymnasium in Berlin (whose degrees, however, have no public weight)
were reasonably successful.
Thus ended the discussion of this topie in the Prnssian Diet, and
for some time to come, at least,, it must be taken for gra11ted that the
views which there triumphed will guide the Prussian Government in
all matters pertaining to the education of women. As a curious illnstration, however, of the fact that the women of Germany themselves
are not williug to accept this as a final dictum, it may"ue mentioned
that almost 011 the Rame day that their hopes seemed to be shatt red
the first large and influential woman's club was organized in Berliu.
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TABLE SHOWING PERCF~NT.A.GE OF ILLITERACY IN EUROPE.

Group.

Countries (or States).

Per•
.
cent• Date. Categor.y of
age.
popu1at10n.

Teutonic nations.

German E~pire .....•

Pe1·ct.
0.11 1896

Prussia ...... ...•.
Bavaria .......... .
Saxony .......... .
Wiirtem berg .... .
Baden ........... .
Hesse ............ .
Mecklenburg•
Schwerin.
Saxe• W eim,ar .....
Mecklenburg•
Strelitz.

~;!~~~;rci
~: ~ ~:: _·
Saxe-Meiidngen ..
Saxe.Altenburg ..
Saxe•C ob urg·
Gotha.
Anhalt .......... .
Schwarzburg•Sonder1<bausen.
Schwarzburg•RU·
dolstadt.
Waldeck ......... .
Reuss, senior line.
Reuss, junior line.
SchaumburgLippe.
Lippe ............ .
Lubeck .......... .
:Bremen ........ .. .
Hamburg ........ .
Alsace.Lon-aine . .
Sweden and Norway ..
Denmark ............ .
Finland .............. .

Mixed Teu•
tonic.

Ro manic,

Ten tonic,
Magyaric
mixture.

Sources of information.

Male .•.... Army recruits .. Imperial bureau of
statistics, Berlin.
Do.
..... do ... . .... :do ......... .
Do.
..... do ......... do ......... .
Do.
..... do ......... do ......... .
Do.
..... do ... ...... do ......... .
Do .
..... do ......... do ......... .
Do.
..... do ......... do ......... .
Do.
..... do ......... do ......... .

1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896

. 00
. 29

1896 ... .. do ......... do ......... .
1896 ..... do ......... do ......... .

Do .
Do.

. 10
. 11
. 09
. 00
. 00

1896
1896
1896
1896
1896

......... .
......... .
......... .
......... .
......... .

Do.
Do .
Do.
Do .
Do .

. 00
. 00

1896 ..... do ......... do ......... .
1896 ..... do ......... do ......... .

Do .
Do.

. 00

1896 1·····do ......... do ......... .

Do.

. 00
. 00
. 00
. 00

1896
1896
1896
1896

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

..... do
. .... do
... .. do
..... do
..... do

..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do

......... do
......... do
......... do
......... do
......... do

......... do
......... do
......... do
......... do

......... .
......... .
......... .
......... .

Do.
......... do ......... .
Do.
......... do ......... .
Do.
........ . do ......... .
Do.
.•....... do, ........ .
Do.
.•....... do ......... .
....... . . do ......... . Hiibner's Annual
'I.ables.
Do.
..... do ......... do ......... .
Do.
Male and Census ........ .
female
over 10
years.
Male ...... Army recruits .. Schweizerische
Lehrerzeitung.
Male and Signing mar• Statesman's Year•
book.
riage certifi•
female.
cates.
Male ...... Army recruits .. Hiibner·s .Annual
Tables.
Male and Si~ning mar• Statesman's Year•
book.
r i age certifi•
female.
cates.
Male ...... Army recruits .. Levassenr's Statistique.
..... do .... ..... do .......... Hiibner's Annual
Tables.
.... . do .... ..... do ... .... ... Army Returns.
Male and Si&"ning mar• Statesman's Year•
book.
nage certifi.
female.
cates .
Army
Returns.
Male ...... Army recruits ..
Male and Census ......... Hiibner's Annual
TalJles.
f male .
Do.
Male ...... Army recruits ..
Do.
Male and Census .........
female.
1
Do.
Male ...... .... . do ••••••....
Do.
.... . do .... Army recruits ..

. 00 ·1896 ..... do
. 00 1896 .. . .. do
. 00 1896 ..... do
. 00 1896 .. .. . do
.10 1896 ..... do
.11 1893 ..... do
1. 60

. 54

1891
1892

Switzerland ..........

.50

1895

3. 57

1893

Netherlands ...•••....

5.40

1894

England ..............

5. 80

1893

France ................

5. 50

1895

Belgium .............. 13. 50

1896

Austria . .............. 13. 80 1894
Ireland ............... 17. 00 I 1893
28. JO
45. 00

I 1894.

1892

38. 90 1894
it;;f~g~::·:::::::::::: 79. 00 1 1890
Slavic na•
tione.

How found.

.16
. 02
. 02
. 03
. 02
.10
. 05

Scotland ............•.

~~:~:~:.:::::::::::::

1

Spain ................. 68.10
Russia ................ 70. 80
Servia .......•........ 86. 00
Roumania. ....•....... 89.00

1889
1887

1890 1..... do .... j..... do ..........

I 1892 j·····do ··· -i- ····do .....•....

Do.
Do.
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EX.A.MIN .A.TIO NS.

[Translated from the German of Dr. Friedrich Paulsen, professor of philosophy in
the University of Berlin.]

The following article appeared in "N eue J ahrbii.cher fii.r Klassisches
A.lterthum und Padagogik,'' edited by Dr. J. Ihering, Leipzig. The
author, whose lucid statement of the historical development of the
German universities was published in English in the Annual Report of
1891-92, chiefly refers iu this paper on examinations to secondary
schools and higher seats of learning in Germany, but what he says is
generally applicable:
1. Definition of examinat-ion.-Examinatiou may be defined as the
systematic inquiry into the state of knowledge and skill of the caudidate, conducted by au expert. It occurs wherever sciences aucl
accomplishments are cultivated through systematic instruction. Its
place is chiefly in the school system from the elementary school to the
university. The word priifen (examine) is, according to Wiegand,
derived from the Latin probare; it was taken iu the twelfth century from the old Frencl.1 prover, new French, prouver, to prove, test,
estimate.
2. Olassification.-There are two kinds of examinations-school and
State. School exam_inations are those which bave grown out of the
needs of the school itself, and are confined to teacher and pupil. State
examinations I call those which are undertaken with an object <liftering
from that of the school and conducted by State officials, or under tlleir
supervision.
School examination has always existed wherever there was system•
atic instruction. It grows, necessarily, out of the object of instruction.
Every question, every task set by the teacher, is, at the same time, an
examination in the broadest sense; is a determining of the pupil's
state of knowledge. Examination in a technical sense is nothing more
than the systematic conduct of this investigation at the close of a
longer period of instruction.
The necessity for this arrangement lies upon the surface. Through
e.xamination the teacher (1) controls the result of bis teaching and
becomes familiar with the status of the individual pupils; (2) gives the
pupil an iucentive to rehearse and to impress upon the mind what he
has learned and the opportunity to actively reproduce it. .
Hence it follows that examinations occur, in the first place, at pro•
motions, in order to determine the result of t,be course just completed
and the possibility of progress in the new one.
State examinations (under which beading may be included church
examinations also) do not grow out of the purpose of instruction, but
rather out of an external need. Their object is, above all, the determination of tbe fitness of the applicant for an office or other benefit:,:; and
advantages~for instance, scholarships, or the right of only one_-year
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military ·service. It goes without saying that these State or church
examinations are not conducted by teachers ad such. In so far as
teachers are called upon to conduct them they are there only as commissioned by a given order (Priifungsreglement) .
.Academic examinations occupy a i.niddle position betweeu State and
school examinations. They resemble State examinations in so far as
they confer public rights and dignities and are conducted by State
authority; on the other hand, they are, as a rule, conducted by the
teachers at the close of the academic term. In like manner the :final
examination on leaving secondary schools to gain admission to the
university, and the new examination at the close of the sixth year for
abbreviated·military service, resemble school examinations in that they
are conducted by the teachers at the close of the course; -on the other
hand, they approach State examination in so far as they are in charge
of the State, and under State supervision, and conducted in accordance
with an official regulation, and as certain public privileges are conferred
by the certificate.
3. ]form of e.utminat·i on.-Next appears the difference between written
and oral examination, · and written examination may again consist of
extempore work in seclusion (Klausur-.Arbeit) or of borne work with
every means for reference at hand. Each form has its au vantages
and disadvantages. The advantage in written examiuation lies in the
fact that it a.ffords the examiner and examined the best opportunity for
deliberate reflection. Here questions and ans-wers may assume the
most precise form, whereas in oral examination accident plays a more
important part. An awkward question or an ill-considered answer
may, in the very beginning, exert- au unfavorable influence upou the
whole result of the examination. .An essay done at home with abundant time, and in complete self-possession (especially on a topic of his
own choice, as was the case in the dissertations or in the valedictories
of former times) affords the candidate the best opportunity to show
what be can do. Here lle can show not only what he knows, but how
he works, how he takes np and solves problems, how he utilizes means
of reference. This form comes nearest to scientific work; that is, the
form in wl1ich intellectual ability is tested ultimately aud in the highest
degree. Of course a danger is here incmred-the disbonest use of
aids and references. In this respect an examination under close watch
is better, although by no means wholly safe. 'rl1e thousand of , tratagems by means of which tlie candidates manage to muggle in helps
other than those afforded by memory and understanding are ·uflicieutly
well known, and compel those painful mea ures of vigilance wuich
nrround such examination .
On tbe other hand, the examination under clo · watch i a. good
xpe<lieut for te ting the breadth and amount of 1 arniug- and tll
power of prompt and accurate thought. La, tly, it i prob, ul e, ie--r
iu thi method to compare the work of man y 1> r ·ons with tol r, bl
1
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accuracy, provided the tasks given them are exactly alike. Moreover,
this does away with the impression of the personal presence wllich is
apt to prejudice the fairness of judgment, and which, in oral examination, may weigh so heavily in the balance for or against the candidate.
All these advantages seem to render this system remarkably useful.
For this very reason it prevails almost exclusively in England. True,
on the other hand, it is not without very serious disadvantages.
Rigid written questions can not explain themselves. .A. nervous disposition stumbles over a question and is unable to regain its equanimity; arrested association occurs, as is the case in all extemporizing.
Furtl1ermore, the reaction upon the preparation is unfavorable. The
system operates most forcibly in the direction of tlle memorizing of
ready-made answers to possible questions-it leads to cramming more
than any other method of examination.
fo contrast to the method of written examination, oral examination
has two great advantages: (a) It completely excludes deception and
fraud, and, what is worth more, even the attempt, or the thought of it;
(b) it brings the participants into such close intercourse that an expert
examiner can obtain the clearest image of the entire make-up :ind
intellectual status of the candidate. Above all, it renders it po sible
for the examiner to follow up freely the answers of the candidate 1 to
recognize as such merely apparent knowledge, and, on the other hand,
to follow him into realms where lie can show his power. This will
.most surely be the case where the work is done between two persons,
witbout witnesses.
The simultaneous examination of several candidates, or examination
in the presence of several persons, or even before a commission, limits
freedom of movement. The reverse of the case is that personal ,rnaknesses on both sides have special opportunity to make themselves felt.
An awkward or a severe examiner confuses or intimidates; a slow or
an excitable can<l.idate will make a poorer showing than be would in a
written examination. :Moreover, fnl1est play is afforded in this to partiality in method and judgment or to the suspicion of partiality.
The practical conclusion is the uuion of written a]l(.1 oral examiuation
as the most expedient mode of procedure. The mistakes of both methods
to a certain e x tent will compensate for each other and unite their advantages. .Accordingly, in Germany we fi.n<l. the two methods regularly
combi11ed. In closing exam inations and examinations for graduation,
we :fi.n<l. in the schools written and oral examination. The e ~says afford
the candidate opportunity to sbow his scientific culture; written examinations reveal, especially in the Jauguages, the degree of acquired precision and facility in the use of the language. Oral examination facilitates the control of the judgment which the examiner may have formed
on the basis of the written work handed in.
Historical.-Only during the nineteenth century have State examinatiom; attained the broad development which at present they as mne
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in onr public life. The Middle .Ages really knew only school and
academic examinations, although there was a church examination for
the priesthood, conducted by the bishop. In modern times the system
of examinations for promotion has developed, together with the more
definite organization of courses of study. To these have been added
the entrance examinations of the State schools established by the
Reformation in the sixteenth century.
Especially well known is the Wtirtemberg examination, through
which admissions to the monastery schools, which offered subsistence
and instruction, were deeided. Inasmuch as the applicants came to
Stuttgart from all the Latin schools in the country, this examination
acquired considerable influence upon school work. .Among official
examinations the scientific examination of theological candidates by
the consistories (pro licencia contionandi) was the first to become more
firmly established. The same boards also examined the candidates for
positions in Latin schools. These examiners, however, till recent years
were regular theologians. .As for the rest, the academic examinations
retained their significance in qualifying for the learned professions,
especially in the medical and law faculties.
Previous to the nineteenth century the appointment to a public office
was not made dependent upon a State examination .
.Academic examinations have thereby been reduced to an affair of
a n;iore ornamental character. .As an essential requirement they are
retained only for an academic career, i. e., for teaching in a university.
On the other hand, for callings which demand preparation in jurisprudence and political science, special boards of examination now exist
everywhere in Germany, before which the applicant is required to
show, in the first place, a general professional preparation before he is
even admitted to the profession. .After practical preparation admission to the profession follows as the result of a regular official examination. Similarly the authority for medical practice is given only after
a medical examination, and qualification for the profession of teaching
is determined no less by officially constituted boards af examiners.
The incentive to this development of systems of public official
examination lies in the very nature of the modern State, which constantly strives to render itself more and more independent of society;
this is the purpose of the systems of public official examinations, to
separate the office from social po ition and to place it in the hands of
applicants whose sole recommendation is their efficiency. The sy tern
of examination as a method of sifting candidates for office ha ' taken
the place of the former y tern of patronage, which was in vo ne during the previous century to the greatest extent in filling all po ition •
Examination may al o be ·aid to con titute the democratic y t~m
the principles of which are: I ersonal, ins lead of ocial
lection ·
deci ion on the ba i of individual eflicieucy, ratli r than on tllat f
birth an<l f: mily relation . The ab olute monarchy had tarted the
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establishment of this system, modern democracy, which began with the
French Revolution, completed it. It coincides with the fnudamental
principle--la carriere ouverte au talent. .A. double interest impels in
this direction. In the first place, the desire of the State to secure for
its offices uniformly and thoroughly prepa,r~d servauts, tl1e gradation
of certificates affording at the same tforn a further iudex for the proper
placing of the applicants. Secondly, the intel'est of the individual; it
is important that the applicants shonld be certain that they can count
upon appointment fo the measure of their efficie11cy, more e8pecially
that no one who is not adequately prepare.d should be preferred because
of some social ad vantagP.
.
In the niueteenth century the State eutered also the schools with its
system of examinations. The final examination, which was first i11troduced in Prussia, in 1788-an examination of ,·tudeuts alwut to le.we
the gymnasium, held under the direction of a pul>lic ofiicial [in Prussia~
. the provincial school councillor]-bas since tllen l>eeu adopted throughout Germany and in a few of the adjace11t countries; it has completely
supplanted tihe former exarniuation for rnatriculation at, or admis~ion
to, tlie universities. In a certaiu sense it a.lso is a democratic measure~
it an:-;wers the purpose of a prelimilla1'y S(•lection from the 11ossib1e candidates for the learned professi011s, iuasmnch as it already rendl'rs
admission to tbe university dependent upon a certaiu amount of mental
capacity and personal energy. Without doubt this force mauy who
otherwise might attain to office and dig1iities through ~ocial relations
to renounce such inteution from tl1e very start. To the infl.uenco of
this examination may be chiefly ascribed the fact that now even families
of high soeial standi11g arc obliged to send tlleir sons to the pul>lic.
classical high sellool, while during the seventeenth a11d eighteenth ceuturies the nobility had entirely disappeared from the Latin school, substituting private tutors for the school. True, it should 11ot be forgotten that the final examination, on the other hand, by extendiug the
course of the school, excludes persollS without meaus from the university and the learned profe~sions more frequently at preseut than iu the
past century. In addition to the final examination, Prussia has siuce
1892 introduced in her schools a second examination, the so-called
closing examinatiou (Abschluss-Prii.fung) at the close of the sixth yearof the course of the high schools, by pa~si11g which tlle candidate
acquires the right of only one-year milit::-iiry service and admissiu11 to
the upper gra<les of the school. The remainill'g Gel'll1a11 States ltave
opposed the adoption of this measure for good rea ons. Its pedagogical
disadvantages are so overwhelming, that it is to l>e hoped that in Prnssia, too, the school will soon be· freed from it. This leads me to the
last point:
5. Concomitant effects of examinations upon Rohool and instruction.Such effects are not apt to occur in Rcbool examinatio11, which grow
exclusively out of the needs of instruction aud adapt themselves wholly
ED 98- -16
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to the educational aim. On the other hand, a,11 sorts of undesigned and
undesirabl(j ~ide ~ffects vre~ent themselves in all official or public
examinations which are introduced for a purpose foreign to the needs
of instruction: I mention the following: (a) The examination alters
the inner relation of the learner to the subject. The prospect of an
examination necessarily directs the attention away from tlie subject
and to the examination. Kuowledge thereby receives an external signifieance-a significance not lying in itself. Moreover, the idea is
indeed to stimulate diligence and zeal through exarnipation; but one is
apt to forget that different interests do not necessarily stimulate each
other; they may neutralize each other; the practical interest in the
result of the examination may lessen the theoretical interest in the
subject-matter. Expediency for the examination can impair tlle value
of knowledge for the satisfaction of intellectual need. It is an old
experience tllat learning for an examination easily becomes learning in
fiitura1n oblivionem. The pressure J3xerted by the examination leads
not uufrequently to a dislike for the subject, and tlrnt which is taken
up with dislike will be rejected as soon as the external pressure is
relaxed. riato already recognized this. "Learning by compulsion
does 110t last," he mys in his Republic. I think that since the days
of Plato experience in this direction has been much accumulated. In
our time many subjects are rendered positively distasteful to students
by the examination pressure. Consider in this connection the compulsory memorizing, for the sake of the examination, of text-books for tbe
acquisition of" general culture" in religion a11d philosophy 1 perhaps even
a supplementary examination among candidates for a liigller position.
This concomitant effect is not a necessary attendant of the examinatio11, bnt the tendency thereto will prevail the more strongly the closer
the candidate has come to independence and years of discretion; and
the more delicate and spiritual the sn bject, the more unexaminable it
is, I should like to say.
(b) Examination turns the study in the direction of tlrn external a11d
examinable. In examination only that counts on which questions c?~n
be asked and which can be illustrated. The things suitable for tllis
1mrpose are formulas, definitions, rules, facts, dates, in short, an thing
external tllat can he memorized aud recited; not so suitable for this
purpose are, what one think , infers, feels. It can not be otherwi e.
Examination que tion appeal of nece ·ity more to the memory than to
the judgment. ·w e can get, by que ·tioning, the contc t of the Iliad
the grammatical form ot I omerie In,nguagu or the codice~ and editions
of Horace and Luer ius, tlrn bi tory of the ol'igin of Fan t and V,. lle11 teiu. "\ e can al.·o get th di tincti,Tc dogma of the differ nt c nfe
of faith, and ev n the la t word at, the Oros·; but bow th
f Homer or the content of the :rew T tament have nt r
inn r lifi of h :tud o and be 111 a::imilat •d, W<' an not t'- in
n ·tioniuJ; . imply fi r th r a 011 Ila th ·~n<liu,1.t c Lild, on n
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occasion, be less in condition and less inclined to reveal his own
thinking and iuner life than during an examination. The consequence is that such external things are given an importance which
they do not, in themselves, possess, and the preparation for examination aims at memorizing them. For it can not be doubted that a
person who, by diligent cramming, lrns mecltauically acquired a large
amonnt of external knowledge without much concern for the subject
itse1f, will enter upon au examinatiou with better prospects tliau one
who has read and studied writings with. inner interest in the thought,
perbaps with much profit to his inner self, but who has neglected
those things which yield to catechii;ing. Iudee<l, we uear academic
teachers complain of the low inclination of their students, wllich they
indicate by immediately in quiring after the ex~,mination regnlations
and making these tlle staudanl of their studies. They possibly even
seek to gain additional security against the mischances of an examination by questioning their schoolmates who have goue over tho road
before them and by practicing on the questiolls t.bus obtaine<l. Surely
it is not desirable that scieutific study should become degrade<l to
such mechanical drill, yet I should not ha.Ye tlte heart to advif,;e a
student to permit himself to be guided exclusively by his desire for
knowledge and by his interest in tue subject with0ut any reganl to
the ruJe::; and. the character of the exarniuatiou. Snell idca.lisrn, which
is by no means so very rare among students, easily leads to a H0H1ewbat rude awake11iug on coming jn contact with actual life a11c.l its
requirements. Aud, similarly, our pupils (not wholly witbont reason)
must receive with some distrust the constantly repeated assura,11ces
that the final examination aud tlrn examination at the close of the
~ixth year do not in reality require speuial preparation at all; and a1so
that their purpose i.s not to determiue the stan<.liug of the pupil, but
only to secure the approval by the advisory board of the judgmen t
which the teachers had alren.dy formed.
Examination llas its own pecnliar character, wbiel1 :isscrts itself e ,en
against the will of the participants. It fettern tho j ud ,,·men t, especially
if it is conducted by a higher authority, which becomes a ·<1uainted with
the pupils only tltrougll this ad, and then jndges tlie teacl1crs also by
this result.
(c) Examinations tend toward. uuifcmnity and me<1locrity. ·whrn
the :final examination spread from Prnssia over the adjacent territories
tbe measure met with str011g oppo ition from many old school HH'n,
such as Ilgen of Pforta, Jacob of Lubeck. They felt it to be a liinitation of freedom for teacher antl pupil-a weight which wonld biu<ler
tbe development of an independent, indivitlnally ~haracteristic life in
school. An examination upon which· depends the j udgmcnt of tlie
inspectiug authority, not only regar<liug tlle indivi<lnal pupils, bnt also
regarding the teachers and the. chool itRelf, must, of uec •.· ·ity, operate
toward uniforwity.
1
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The teachers will 11ot be able to avoid directing the instruction
toward those things on which the official wbo conducts the examination lays stress. They will do this for the sake of the pupils, who will
be the first to feel and to suffer from an unfavorable judgment, from a
failure to come up to his expectations. A particularly zealous tea.cher
will also be apt to familiarize himself with the predilectious and weaknesses of the man, and to avail himself of them. We know how a
change of inspectors acts in the army. In this case, the thing may be
said to be necessary; in the army, uniformity and the subordination
of one's own judgment to that of a superior is absolutely necessary.
It is all important in this case that there should be unity in the carrying out of orders, whether the order itself he the best possible or not.
In mental life, on the other hand, unity and uniformity are by no
means essential considerations; on the contrary, power and wealth
here rest upon diversity and individuality. Similarly, examiuation
makes for the average and for mediocrity; it has a tendency toward
uniform, satisfactory marks for everyone in every branch. In a11 mass
examinations superior merit has but a modest opportuuity to make
itself felt. The tasks must be set for the average; that which is below
attraets more attention t!Jan that which is above. This is true of the
individual candidate; it is true of the individual branches also.
A deddcd deficiency in one branch is more noticeable than excellence in another. Aud, iu it:-;el f, such lack of uuiforrnity in culture,
even if the examination ·regulations tolerate it by the admission of colllpensatory work, is looked npon as a tendency to irregularity autl eccentrieity. In all examinations, therefore, those will have tl1e uest clia11ces
who, witlwnt strongly marked special inclinatiolls and talent,s, tread
the beaten tr,rnk of uuifonn taskwork; whereas persons with a decided,
pronounce<l individuality and special bent iu talent snffer thereby.
Without 1lonbt tbe former repre:3ent a very respectable type of pupil
and official, but thel'n can be no doubt that in all departments of intellectnal life progress pro ceeds not from corn~entional mediocrity but
from strong, even one-:;ided aud irregular natures. Conve11tiouality is
. good for uiany tilings, but not for hewing out new paths for thought
and action.
It appears, tlie11, after all has been said, that official examination
have a tendency to ~mppress inclivi,lu3ility, to foster lack of independence, to mngnify tbe importance of external knowledge, and to blunt
the power of iudepe11<lent jutlgmeut. The whole unfortunate bn ines ,
whicb at pr ent goe · by the 11ame of "culture," the" having tu.di d,
and "being abl to alk about" thing , is evidently al o connected with
the developmeut of he sy t rn of public examination.
Examination ·ompel the taking up of tudi ~ without r gard to th
iun ·r 11 d and natural fa ·ulty; they fo t rah< l>it of havi11g udi
thing · < ud of bei11 o- abl t . p ak about th 111 : tile prev nt th
for lla ·.· ,· 1it d to iJl(lividual talent. 1'inally, IJ the c rtifi ·at
1
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tempt the student to a false self-confidence and self-esteem, for, naturally, if the official seal certifies to the "maturity" or to the "facultas,"
it follows that it must exist. .Am I mist,aken if I say that in the eighteenth century the spontaneity of the desire for culture aud the feeling
of personal responsibility were greater in the world of learned professions than they are to-day!
6. Practical conclusions-The exposition of the injurious accessory
effects of examinations does not justify the demand for their abolition.
Examinations are necessary evils. We can not wish to return to the
system of individual pleasure and patronage; but it is well to realize
that such concomitant effects exist and are unavoidable. For our first
rule of conduct we shall therefore have to adopt the maxim, '' Examinations must not be multiplied beyond neeessity."
Examinations that can be dispensed with should be discontinued
(for instance, the examination at the close of the sixth year). Bureaucracy favors them; they suit its predilection for regularity and
mediocrity. Hence, Prussia is most richly blessed with them. .As has
been said by H. v. Treitschke, a man who in other respects accords
abundant appreciation to the Prussian -system, "Our pernicious ex amination nuisance-in fact, really a curse of Germany-is unfortunately
of Prussian origin." (In the recently published Lectures on Politics,
I, 43.)
But for the examiners it might be well to observe the following
rules:
( a) Look for the positive acquisitions of the stu<lent. Exami11ation
as such has the opposite tendency-it gives prominence to the deficiencies.
(b) Begin with easy, simple, definite questions. The missing of a
question and auswer in the begiuning frequently confuses and upsets
the whole affair.
(c) Treat errors aud blunders in accordauce with Galatians vi, 1:
"Brethren, if a mau be overtaken in a fa.ult, y~ which are spiritual
restore such an one in the spirit of meekuess, considering thyself lest
thou also be tempted."
(d) Do not forget that for most men an examination does not afford
a good opportunity to appear in a favorable light; for this reason
subjoin, as occasion may require, addit,is addencUs.
(e) On the other band, while attending to the siiai1iter in moclo do uot
forget the fortiter in re. To recommend the lazy a,n<l. iguorant is
equivalent to robbing the diligent and capable.
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PIIILOSOPIIY AS A SCHOOL S'."UDY.

[Translated from the German of Dr. Friedrich Paulsen, professor of philosoph,
Berlin.]
'
[l. Past.

2. Future.

3. Content and form of philosophica,l instruction.]

1. I'ast.-Philosophy is origiually the essence of all truly scientific
or theoretic knowledge, as distinguished from casual empirical jnform ation and from practical technical science. A.s such was it first conceived in the Greek mind, and under this conception Aristotle ha
presented all sciences as parts of philosophy. Hence, philosophy from
the beginning constitutes the sabstance of all truly theoretical instruction; it has its place in schools of philosophy. This is trne both of
ancieut times aud of the Middle .Ages.
During the latter half of the Middle .Ages, in which lie the roots of
the present school and university systems, instruction had assumed
the following form: Linguistic, philosophical, and p"rofessional instruction succeeded each other in. three courses. The first of these was
placed in the clmrch and city Latin schools; it was followed in the
university by the philosophical, the so called arts course, and by the
professional course in the three higher facu1ties. The medireval scholar
carried away from the lower school the knowledge of the lem;ned bngunge-at least this is supposed to have been the case. .At the university he studied tLe sciences (cirtes); first the general or philosophical
scieuces; then, if he desired to go farther and could do so, the professional sciences of t,heology, jurisprudence, or medicine. Philosophical
instruct10n constituted the central part of the course; it was at the
same time the chief constituent of the mediawal universities.
The great maJority of students belouged to the faci:ltas artiitrnj the
number of those who finished the professional course in the higher
faculties was comparatively small.
The essential part of the.instruction in the faculty of arts was tlle
Aristotelian philosophy. In the lectures the writings of Aristotle in
Latin translations were used as text-books and explaiued. Their contents were impressed npon the students through disputations and
tested in examinations. Tbe first half of the course, whieh led to tlie
examination for the first academic degree (baccala1'ius), dealt chiefly
with writings on logic a11d physfos. In the scconcl part of the cour c
which closed with the degree of rna~tcr of arts, writiugs ou mcta,pliy ic
an<l etllic were acldecl, togetlier with mathernatic, and co,·molog-y.
ln the ixteenth century, nuder the influence of humaui m a11d tlie
I:cformation, tlie followin °· changes occurrecl: On tlle oue lrn.nd. th
, chool cour e was extenclecl, more particularly jn tLc newly c tabli hed
tat , choo1s of Prote:tant countri ~ • a,11d al -o in th J , uit c lleg : o ·
th· atlioJi · domain the ·u.-tomary Latin in tru •ti n was bro ·Hl ,1 l
into in trnet1 11 h1 cla .. ical lan<Yuagc. an<l lit ratnr . · c1t ti! ... am
tim thcr w, · added pr •parat ry i11 tru •ti 11 in pl.iilo. phy aucl th
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sciences. The elements of dinJectics, mathematics, cosmology, and
physics were taken up. On the other hand, the philosophical faculty
added a humanistic philological course, based upon an imitation of the
classical authors, to the former philo:opliical instruction, whicl1, after a
short interruption, bad been restored by Me1anchtlwn on the old foundation of tLe Aristotelian philosophy.
Tl1is pllilological-philosopbical course remained even in to the
eighteenth century the authoritative method of uuiversal scientific
instruction in schools and universities. Gradually, Lowever, a double
remodeling took place. In the first place, philosophic-scieutific instruction gained more a11d more at the expense of the linguistic aud
philological, first at tllc universities, afterwards, also, in the preparntory
schools. Iu the second place, it became the cu. tom to fi.uish a professional course in one of tlrn Ligher faculties, and at the same time it
became customnry to begin professional trnining with tlic philosophical
course.
In the eigl1teenth century, therefore, the enteriug stndeut, who, as a
rule, brought with him from the school some ru<liments of scientific
knowledge, took up in the university stud.ies in philo'ophy, matbematics, and natural science, philology a,l ld history, for the sa,ke of his
general cnlture; and nt the same time studie in theology, jurispm<lcnce, mecliei11e, in preparation for lds future profession. Iror the
general stm1ie , tlle Initia Doctr-ince Solicli01·is, by J . .A.. Bmesti, a
manual ,vliich had been printed in uumerous editions, was much used
in schools and nniven;ities. It treated of matlJematics, metaphysics
(togetlier with psycliology, outology, aud natural theology), logic,
eti1ics, and na'tural law, political science, physics, and rlietoric.
In the nineteeuth century this development re u1ted in tl1e tr::11Jsfer
of the general scientific preparation in its essentials from the pl1ilosophical faculty to the gymnasium or preparatory school; however,
with this peculiarity, which is worthy of note-that hi t!Jis tram;fer
philosophy, in its narrower euse, was almost wl10lly lost. Under tlle
influence of the final exa,mi11ation ( Abiturieutcnpriifung) and of tlie
official school regulations the course of ·t~tly for the gymnasium or
preparatory school has been steadily l>roadened and extenclc<l. It is
now completed, on an average, at 20 years of age, and it comprise. a
ge11eral . cientific preparatory course iu all branches, in ancient ancl
modern languages and literatures, in mathematics aud the natural
sciences, iu history and theology, 0111y not in pbilosopl1y. When the
student enters the university be is ~mpposed to have given proof of
his general culture in the closing examination of the gymnasium, and
usually applies himself at once to his profe;-·sional studie -anatomy,
law ( Pandekten), and only at best docs he, now a11d then, attencl a
philosophical or historical lecture. Thus it has come about that the
old pliilosopbical i11strnctio11, w:th tlrn exception of phy,· ic , bas be n
elimiuated. Indeed, logic and psychology, metaphysic· a11d ethics
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do 11ot oecm in the eourse of study of a very large number of our
studeuts.
A succes:-;io11 of causeR has led to this exclusion of pllilosophy. vVe
have, i11 the nineteenth century, uo such school philosophy as the
sixteenth and seveuteeuth possessed in tlie Aristotelian, and the
eighteenth iu the Vv olfian, philosophy. Since the great Kantian revolution there is no universally recognized system of philosophy for
schools. Through tllis philosophy has lost its adaptability to school
purposes. It is true, the Hegeliau philosophy served this purpose in
so far that in Prussia it gained to a certaiu extent the position of an
acknowledged S\5hool philosophy. But after the thirties there came
the great defection, and with it the alienation of the public mind from
philosophy in general and its inclination to special research. About
the middle of the century i.t was the positive opinion in extensive circles that philologico-historical investigations aud mathematical and
scientific research lead to real knowledge, but that. pliilosophy is
twaddle and pseudo-knowledge. At the same time Neo-bumanism bad
preseute<i itsP-lf, and had l>een received at the clat1sical high schools as
a substitute for philosophy. The ancient languages and literatures, so
it was maintained, afforded all that the pupil really had any use for.
Logic and psychology, ethics and politics in concreto, abstract compendious instruction, in conuectwn with this, was held to be uunecessary and in itself unfruitful. Moreover, to this dislike of philosophy
on the part of the philologians was joined that of the theologians.
The belief iu the literal truth of Scripture (BuchstabeugHiubigkeit),
wllich had come back with the Reformation, could see, iu the study of
Wolff, Kant, aud Hegel, only danger-even ruin for the youthful soul.
That philosophical instruction should, under tllese circumstances,
suffer, and finally yield entirely, is easily accounted for. I give a few
data from the history of '' philosophy as a school study" (Philosophical
Propredeutics), under which name this instruction had a precarious
existence in the comse of study in the gymnasia duriug the niueteent b
century.
The first official course of study of the Prus ian gymnasium (Humbol<lt, Wolff, Si.ivern), newly constituted ju the second decade, llad 110
room for philosophy. .i:Tot before the decree of May 26, 1825, turough
the influence of fleg I, was (propredeutic) instruction in philo ·ophy
indicated for the gymua ia, and even then uot positively obligatory
though really iudi pen. able. The d cree stated that the gymna .. ium
should prepare the pupils of the two npper clas es by mean of el ·
mentary in truction in logic aud psy<'hology, in 011e or two· 1 : on
, e kly, for the : , tematic. tudy of pbilo. oph with wbicb the uni erity ill truction We ' to b' ,fo. In the I antian at ·orie ~ and c utinlle chool · might at lea t op n up ' a uegative aud f rmal
up n r a: n and idea , a.nd h higl1 r ati, fa tion to be
•
i iu <l Ii r ·l.>Y/ 1 i. . in tht>, H •gelian y ·tern.
( .,.id.: Th d ·r
f
1
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N eigebaur, Prussian Gymnasia, § 121, etc.; Hegel's Report, Vol. XVII
of his complete works.)
Herbart, too, is convinced of the necessity of philosophical instruction and of the danger of its complete a baud on men t. "Philology and
mathematics," he says, in his report of 1821 (on Instruction in PLiloso .
phy in Gymnasia, Pedagogical works, edited by 0. W11lmaun, Vol. II,
pp. 121, etc.), "are industriously taught in our gymna1'ia, bn t they ean
not satisfy t.be soul. They leave a sensation of emptiness-a, year11iug
for something eh;e, which overcomes the enthusiast who pretends to
himself and to others something greater and higher." Herbart would
exclude from the schools all systems after Kant, including his own. He
would have logic taught in the eighth high-schoo\ year, one quarter,
four lessons a week; psychology in the ninth and teuth years, two
quarters, four lessons a week, and a synopsis of the history of vedagogy (in lG-20 lessons), with Plato and Locke .as the prill<.:ipal authors.
Herbart gained permanent iufitlence, especially in .A.ustl'ia. ~rhe Austrian plan of instruction of 18:1:9 (Exner and Bonitz), with which the
history of the modern gymnasium in Austria lJcgfos, provided two
h ours a week in the la t two years for philosophical instructio11; and
this bas beell retai ued in the new regulations of 1 84 for 111structio11 at
the g·ymna ium in .Austria.
In Prussia, on the other hand, philosophical iustruction d will(1 ]ed
more aud more after the Hegelian philosophy l1ad lost it· influence, and
the tendency for concentration had gained the ascendency. Trell(]e]cnburg, who exertecl great influence by bis counsel and writillgs, was
inclined to exclude psychology as too difficult aud to limit tl10 pl.Jilosophical course to logic, for which the material was afforded in his
.Elernenta Logices Aristotelere (printed in frequent editions since 1836,
togetller with tbe comments of 1842, etc.). The plan of instruction of
1856 (Wiese) gives the advice not to treat philosophical propmdeutics
as a separate study, but to combine logic with hlstruction in German.
However, a decree of 1862 warns against excessive neglect, and orders
the addition of a mark on acquisition in the elemeut~ of logic and psychology in the final certificate (Abitnrienteuzeugniss.) Tl1e plan of
instruction of 1882 (Bonitz) emphasizes, it is true, the importance of
this instruction, but at the same time also its difficulty aud the
rarity of success therein-the latter 8 0 mueh that it seems to have
been abandoned. Lastly, the plan of instruction of 18Ul ha· ab,111doned it wholly. The acquisition of eoncepts and ideas is relegate<l to
the rea<liug of prose, which may take the place of "philosopl.Jical
proprndeutics often carried on quite without results and out of date as
a separate branch of instruction."
2. The futitre.-The decline bas reached itR limit-will there be a
revival f I believe there will. The followiug facts point to that res ult:
In the world at large philoRophy is on the npward tn•1H1. The time
of depressiou that followed in the seeoud third of this ceutury upon
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the speculation craze of the first third is gone. The sciences, w hie
had retaliated for the nubearable arrogance of the disciples of Fichte,
Schelling, and Hegel with contempt for philosophy altogether, bav
long since begun to be reconciled with ber. Philosophic thin king
everywhere grows out of the sciences themselves, out of physics and
mathematics, out of physiology and biology, out of history and philology, out of law and political science. Fechner, Lotze, "\Vundt, to mention a few leading names, started with the natural sciences. General
culture, also, which for a time seemed anxious to content itself -with
a purely physical view of things, begins now to feel that philosophy is
indispensable. Increased production implies increased demand. But
the school follows the movement of the outer world; that which has
beeu establislletl will eventually enter the school; school history can
afford no surer generalization. In addition to this, humanistic philology, which in tlle beginning of the century assisted iu crowding out
philosophical instruction as superfluous, has suffered a decided deterioration in public esteem. vYhen "classical culture" ceases to furnish
an adequate vie,v of the world, then the need of a substitute must
make ifa,elf felt, and this need can be supplied 011ly by philosophical
instruction.
There is surely no doubt that the need of such instruction is practically, even now, felt in large circles. Its absence is followed by a lack of
general culture which not unfreqnent]y makes itselfpainfn11y felt in JatE:r
life. For there arequestionswhose answers are uotfonnd in mathematics
aud natnral science, nor in plii1ology and history; aud indeed questions
of such importance and universality that no one is in a position to turn
away from them. Every scientifip aucl every practical discussion ultimately runs agaiust the questio11s which we call pllilosophie-the relation of mind to matter, of tllought to reality, of action to motives, of
freedom to necessity, of the. individual to humanity as a whole, ~f the
finite to the infinite, of knowledge to belief, of morality to religion, etc.
T1Je person who has never thought out these questions in their mutual
relation-that is, who has uever paid earnest attention to philosophywil1, when confronted by them, be thrown iuto helples confn ion and
become the Yictim of any idea that may occnr to him. So it happen "
that debates in political bodie., which lea<l to mifrer al problem: f
this kin<l, usually leave the impression that the participants ha,v b n
eiwaged with them for the fir, t time in their liYe , and that tlrny ba\no idea that others hav (•onsiderecl them b fore them and tl1at m n of
th' greate. t importan<'e haye pnblicly pr . cutcd th r ~s ult.~ of thi~
r fl cti n.
ot uufr (Ju ntJy do the writing. of lawyer phy i •i, n ,
ci 11ti. t, and 11istorh 11 make the , ame impr sion wh •nth· tr ad
upon the grouud of I hilo, ophical qnc "t inm,.
•re tli ya t lik on
wh ha l inady rt nt]y .-t·•pp cl upon i e. .1 h11nc1r l ear
l> 1i' · . au hor of hi hrnl mov d with gr at r . , ·nrit : , nd tli Y
w rl thi. t tli , :tnd · of philo:oph, r wliith. at that im . lJ ~ h I
arnl nnh· r. iti : tau 0 h

x •u ·iv •ly.
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.At the same time, during the last decades, something like a generally
accepted philosophical world-view bas been forming which is not ill
adapted to schools .
.All of these-things have a tendency to secure once more for philosopby
the consideration due her in scientific preparation. In the university
philosophical instruction is in the ascendency. It will likewise return
to sc~ools of learning. The new realistic bigh schools can less afford
to do without it than could the old classical schools who stiH had, here
aJ'd there, a substitnte in the lectures of the aucients.
3. Content antl forrn,_rrhere are two branches which, after this
revival, will siaml first in the line for consideration as being suitaule
for philosophical instruction in school~, viz, logic and psychology .
.And rightly so. 'I'lley are the most necessary and, for school purposes,
the most accessible among tlrn philosophical sciences.
Logic does not teach one to think any more than grammar tea(ihes
one to speak. But, as the latter clears up, corrects, aucl disciplines
speech, so does logic with natural thought. It is the remedy for loose
and careless thinking, for insincerity and sophistry. It shows how to
<lefiine, classify, analyze, infer, j11dge 1 accordiug to rule-that is, acconling to the nature of things-how to conduct iuvestigations and arguments, inductive and deductive, and how fallacies and false inferences
arise, and how e-rror may he brought into evidence-. All of tlicse things
are the daily tool~ of all scie11ces. The tbeologian 1 tbe jurist, tbe pl1ysician, the scientist, the historian, 1.he philologist are daily engagrd in the
investigation of facts, tbe exarui11ation of propositions and clemon trations, in the coining and development of ideas, in the presentation of
relationships in the actual. If this activity, by reflection upon its own
form, gains in directness and reliability, then instruction in logic, which
demands reflection upon the normal and fo11acious in moutal operati011s,
must be regarded, in a universally scientific cour~e of preparation for
the learned professions, as no less essential than grammar.
Aud, similarly, like grammar it must be begnn in a form snitell to
school purposes. Logic can not any more be taugbt thl'ough lecturing
than can grammar. We should look upon it as a piece of foolishness
for anyone to undertake- to teacll Gre.e k. grammar througb the mere recitation of the defiuitions of the tenses ancl moolb of the pn,rndigms and
rules of syntax. It is much tbe same with tlle explanations of <lefinitiou ancl classification, of conclusions and f~11acie8. Through manifold
practice witlt examples al011e, can the pupil in both instances be rendered perfectly familiar witll the subject and hi· knowledge become a
livi11g possession. Then, later on, he may be led to really Rcientific
ob8ervation in another form, in which, of course, the oltl apparatus of
the logical figure", barbara, celarent, etc., will not play an importa, t
part iu either case.
Similar considerations obtain for psychology. It constitutes a uecessary part of the univer::-ally scientific course of preparation. All ciences
have constantly to do with psychological concepts. Neither the theo-
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logiau and jurist nor the philologist and historian can for a mo 1 1
get along without them, and even the physician is by no meaus able
steer clear of them. The practice of most of the learned profession ....,of teacher and minister, of physician and judge- involves intellige
acceptation aud in:f:lneuce upon human soul-life. If, then, there can be
a science of this soul-life, and if be who has practiced this science i:s
other things being equal, superior to him who ha,s heedlessly pas ed
it by, then psychology must belong to the fundamental preparatory
branches of every scientific study.
But, they say, it is .too difficult for the pupi1. In it, says Trendelenburg, all the ultimate and highest problems <tf metaphysics meet. Be it
so. But the question would still remain, whether it would :pot be possible to avoid these difficulties beforehand. Physics quietly avoids
metaphysical questions which arise for it also- questions of the nature
of matter, motion, space, and time. etc., and confines itself to their
phenomena.
Similarly, also, in psychology: description, classification, presentation
of associations in the processes of the inner life, examiuation of the
contents of their relative ideas as expressed in terms of speech-certainly all this is possible, without first solving the problem of the 11ature
of the soul. And, on the other haud, these very things, while most
unavoidable, are, in a certain sense, also the most accessible. They
are the most unavoidable, for school instruction can oy no means escape
the use of psychological ideas. Every lessou in literature or history
necessitates speaking of feeliug and willing, of uuderstandiug and mis°'nderstanding, of doubting and erring, of lloping and feariug, of loving
and hating. And the pupil must use, in every exercise and every
essay, ideas such as talent and character, condition, environment and
development, inclination and duty, modesty and desire, pride and
vanity, culture and rudeness. Would it not be consistent to consider
these things in their relation to one another, and to grasp these ideas
more closely and sharply than can be done through an occasional
occurrence in the text t It may have escaped notice .that the incommensurability of the words with which different languages indicate
spiritual phenomena would frequently offer a satisfactory starting
point for the fixing of ideas concerning these phenomena. And with
this, the other point is conceded: there are no facts in tlie world which
more readily invite observation and iuvestig·atio11 and which are more
.
accessible
to them, than the facts of the inuer' life. The fact f
phy ics and natural science must freque11tly be procured by mean f
apparatus and collectio11s bard to obtain; the facts of llistory require a
study of onrce to which the school can have only very limited a e ·
On th other hand the fact of oul-lifo are the mo t familiar and
alway pre nt. Simpl experiment too are not hard to make
.
. .
ernmg
a. o 1at10n
1 per· ptiou illu' ion' etc. Her too b w v r
th :£ rm of jJ1 tru ·tion . lioulcl f c·om e, 11 b that of th lectur bu
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of mutual reflection and study. In the hands of oue who understands
the Socratic art of questioning, this instruction must uecome attractive
to teacher and pupil.
As to metaphysics and ontology, there seems to be but one opinionthat they can find IlO place in school instruction. In fa.ct, as a, separate subject of instruction in systematic treatment, they can scarcely be
accessible to the school-they presuppose too many things. However
they may occur in some other form, indeed can scarcely be kept away.
I do not see what should prevent the teacher, who might be so inclined,
from touching, as occasion oft'ered, upon metaphysical and ontological
questions. In psychology and physiology the problem of the relation
between spirit and matter presses so irrei,;istibly that the pupil will
come to it of his own accord . .Everyone must form some idea concerning it-seniors 11ot excepted.
I think certainly a better way than to leave him at the mercy of
haphazard ideas, would be to consider tl1e subject with him connectedly, to think out the possible presentations together, aud to look into
the respective arguments for each. In the same way one could lead
through physics aud cosmology into questious concerning tlle nature of
space and time, the finite and infinite, if for uo othel' rea,son tlurn to
give the pnpil the feeling that the defi.nitene . which cba,racterizes
ordinary ideas in the sensuous and finite, doe~ not outai11 in the world
of thoL1gh t. On the otller hand~ religious instruction touc l1e8 necessarily
upon metaphysics. Some may think that it is destined to step in and
take the place of metaphysics. I do not think it is suitable for this;
belief is not metaphysics. To be sure, much metapbyRics J1as entered
into the dogmas, but it is a metaphysics that J1as uot grown out of such
premises as are to-day offered, even urge<l, by science, and whicll for
this reason has lost its conviucing power. The tratlitional doctrines
of belief, and t1ie · scientific conceptions to which tl~e school leads the
pupil, are to-day too far apart-indeed, in many ways opposed. The
consequence is, one side is cast aside as incompatible with the truth.
No one wbo keeps 11is eyes open to facts ca,11 question which side has
. most frequently met with this fate. Hence }1 lso arises the necessity of
considering with the pupil, on the one band, the significance and truth
of natural science, aud, on the other, the significance and trntb of
religions belief. In this, as a matter of course, only tlie mo t uuprejudiced instruction, procee<lillg from the personal ·onvictiou of the
teacher, can have good results. Notbi11g at all could. be accomplislled
through the customary wretched uppressiou of particulars arnl fortive
sidelong glance at authoritie · and inspired truths.
The premise ought to be: All truth is good; we wi11 receive and concede without reserve everything to which we are led by houest research,
correct investigation, earnest and sincere meditatiou, in the conviction
that the belief in tbe absolute significance of the good in the human
microcosm aud macrocosm can uot suffer thereby. Grauting that a
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broader and deeper cognition of the actual may injure transient c
ceptions, the actual itself, autl truth, the cause of humanity and i
belief in its own destiny and in the destiuy of the actual can never lo
thereby. I am not without some hope that an introduction to philo 0 phy may afford useful hints to the teacher who desires to deal wit
these things. Ethics, too, is at present not ii1 our plan of ins.tr:uetion.
For it, too, religions iustruction is regarded as a substHute~ Now, how-ever highly I esteem ethical instruction which may be found in th
B oly Scriptures, nevertheles-s, I do not believe that we do weU to dispense entirely with the philosophic treatmeut of ethics. In the hands
of an effective teacher in the higheT grades- it coulcl do very valuable
service, and this not in theoretical instruction alone. It could show
plainly to the pupil that not the Bible and the chuTch alone are concerued with good and evil. It is by no rneaus of rare occurrence tha-t
thiugs appear to a young man as follows: Good and evil are religious
conceptions; they have their origin in an external autlwrity ;- their
sacredness and their binding power rest upon this authority.. Now, if
this authority is lost to bim; if the belief in l},foses and Mount Sinai,
in God and future punfahment are Jost to him, the moral faw goes the
same way. Doubt in the authority of the Bible draws the moral world
into the same doubt, and "free thought" leads to license. I am not of
the opinion that philosophical instruction in etilics can in every instance
prevent this, yet it might now and then enable s0meone to find. bis
bearings in this region by showing him t.bat tbe difference between
good and evil, between right and wrong, is uot, as: new and oJd sophistry teaches, established by caprice ancl accident, but by the nature of
things (not thesei but physei); it rests not upon the commands and prohibitions of an external authority, but it is Jaid and founded in one'sowu being; that which h; wicked and low is against your own inner
will; it lowers your worth; it destroys your inner self; it destroys at
last your life. However, here, too, systematic instruction in etliics as
a spetfal suhject would not be needed in the beginning; tbe occasional
co11sidcration of ethical principles might here, too, be more feasible
and effective, especially if doubt and reflection among the pupils tbemSP-lves lead to it; here, too, the opportunity to take it up is constantly
afi'or<led in the curriculum-in religious instruction, in classical and
modern literature, in Plato, in the dramatists, in ScJJiller. A11d J1ere
too, tlle contrast in tlle apprehension of morality between humani:st: ·
and uperuatur listic, betw en autonomous and authoritativ ethic
lie · o clo e tbat th pupil can not po ibly overlook it. wm it alway
be acl,·i.-able to pas it by and to 1 ave the pupil to ]Jim Jf, ·h r I> rl1ap he i mo.tin need of guidance; or <10 s religiou: in , tI uc·tion a.ff r(l
lie: the nee · ary bea1-in °·
I d ubt that it would ften be th
In the Fr 11 •
chooj th T r ad with th
npil. of th
nth
. •I· ·ti n. from the ni om::1 ·hian thic.- of
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subject would find excellent starting points here. Moreover, it is also
the grP-at historical point of ueparlure. I welcome, therefore, with
pleasure a, literary enterprise which purposes to furnish among us, for
use in the highest grade, selections from the Greek philosophers with
comments, iu the editions of classical authors of Greek philosophy
(Halle, Orphanage publication): I. Socrates, by IL LiIJcke; II. Plato's
Pluedon, by J. Stender; III. Selections from Plato\; Po1iteia, by C.
N ohle, to which a similar edition of the ethics of Aristotle will be
added.
.
In conclusion, a word concerning tlle llistory of r,liilosopl1y. A. systemic and exhaustive presentation of this i ', of eour 'e, 11ot in pla<.:e
in tbe school. On the other band, the neglect of philosophical literature, as compared with poetical literature, as is tl.Jc case in our clnssical lligh schools, must surely be regarded as strange an<l unnatural.
Men · like Spinoza, Leibnitz, Kant, H eg-el, Sch open ]1auer, are surely of
such importance in the history of our mental life that no one who would
have something to say, and who would count as a, factor in the world
of tLought, can pass them by. It is true, the scl1ool cnn 11,)t preRent
exhaustively what they were and what they signify; nor can it do this
with Goethe an<l. Les iug. Yet as, with the latter, it deems it a <.luty
to place the great 1eading minds within the youthful horizon, and to
aid as far as possible in their appreciation, it shoul<l. <lo the same with
the forrner. True, Kaut, and Leibnitz, and Spinoza, arc not snitable for
school literature-at most, ouly occasional fragments froru tLeir worl-shencc the acquaiutance with them which tbe scl.1001 can bring- about
wm, of necessity, remain more or less distant an<l. abstrnd. If, l1oweYer, it should on1y result in tLe retaining of the names an<l. of a f0w
points of their systems it would still amount to something; aud, connected with this, would be a fe4j1ing that beyond the ordinary range of
ideas there are yet other thoughts in which remarkable meu first fouud
tlie solution of tlie great problems of the world and of life. Perhaps
one might hope that this memory would at some later period be to some
of them an impulse to seek closer aequaintanceship with the 'C men.
Others might fi11d in it at least an admonition to modesty, so that
when ultimate tl.Jings ar~ under consideration they would cultivnte
a praise.worthy reserve.
Litcrnture.-For more advanced schools, I would refer to my Geschichte des gel. Unterr., second edition, 18!>5-9G. Au article Ly II.
Kern, in ScLmid's Bncyclopedia, exhaustively tn~at ' of the literature
of philosophical propmdeutics in the uiueteenth ccutury. E. Lam;
treats of pliilo ophical literature in the Gynmasium. ju co1111ectio11
with German instruction (Deutscher Unterr., seco11d edition, 1880),
an<l especially· R. Lehmann (Deutscher Un terr., 1800, 1>· 3:30, etc.). Fr.
Kern shows conclusively how philosophical instruction grows out of tlie
treatment of German literature (Lehrstoff fU.r den Deutscl1er ntcrr.
in Prima, second eclition, 1897). A Ilofl.er (Zur Propfitle.utik-Frage,
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Vienna, 188-!) and A. Meiuoug (Uber philosophische Wissenchaft
ihre Propadeutik, Vienna., 1885) treat of the subject with special r
ere nee to conditions j n Austria. Among the numerous annual scho
reports on tlle subject I would mention Kraukel (Lahr, 1891) and Po
(Dresden, Vitzthumscbes Gymnasium, 1894). A treatise of my 0
in the Zeitschrift fiir die Interessen des Realschu1wesens, 1882. -L\...l
manuals by Mathiae, Beck, Rumpel, Hollenberg, Jonas, and others.

CHAPTER VII.
MEANS FOR SPREADING HYGIENIC KNOWLEDGE AMONG
THE PEOPLE. 1

By

L11:o BuRGERSTEIN,

of Vienna.

Conten ts.-!. Means of hygienic instruction concerning children and instrnction of
child.ren themselves: (1) By dist1·i bution of printe<l matter; (2) courses in
normal schools and common sehools; (3) sccou(la,ry· schools .
II. Means for the general spread of hygiene: (1) University extension; (2)
associations, popular loctures, reading roomH1 hooks; (3) the influence of the
clergy; (4) itinerant teachers; (5) portable exhibits .
III. Means for spreading hygienic know Jed. ·e amoug the professions: (1) Special schools; (2) lectures to nurses; (3) technical ~whooJs; (4) administrative
officers, physicians. Theses.

The following paper, though written with reference to European conditfons and. mad in a European scientific convention, is here offered in
translation on account of its numerous practical suggestions, many of
which deserve attention in this cou11try also. Prof. Leo Burgerstein
bas been a frequent contributor to the literature of the science of
hygiene 2 and his suggestions toward popularizing it have everywhere
been receive<l with favor. He says:
My efforts with regard to the subject before us will be directed toward outlining
the means practicable for the dissemination of hygienic know ledge among tho masses
of th e people, as well as those applicable only to a restrictc<l numl,er. I shall amplify
th e t ext with appropriate examples from different states n,ncl nations.
A broad dissemination of knowledge is most quickly and easily effecte<l among a,
population most of whom know bow to rea<l; where commou Hchoo]s are iu the first
stages of development it is difficult; the absence of these benol1cial agencies makes
it altogether impossible. The only immediately effectnal means possible in the last
case are the instructing and sending out of itinerant teachers with portaulc exhibits
and the thorough education of those who enter thP, priesthood.
I.A. paper read before the members of the International Medical Congress, held in Moscow, Russia,
.August 19- 20, 1897.
.
.
2see .Annual Report of 1895-96, Part II, page 1175: 11 Mental Fatigue in School," where his pubhration on 11.Arbeitscurve" is mentioned.
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MEANS 01" SPREADING l-IYGrnNIC KNOWLEDGE COXCERNING CHILDREN AXD

T

lNSTIWCTlON OF CHILDREN THE.'.\ISELVES.

1. DISTRlilUTION OF BRIEF THACTS AMONG PARE:'\TS.

\Viih the supporting influence of State officials, the mutual cooperation of sp 0ci.:_
adapted societies and authorities can effect at a comparatively small expense t~
issue of brief tracts fitted to the comprehension of the masses. These may be di~tributed by authorized persons on suitable occasions, such as follows:
(a) At marriages, by the officiating parties, who should a~ the same time can.ti on
against their falling into the hands of children or minors.
(b) During the technical instruction of mid wives, by those duly authorized aDtl
within specifieLl periods of time limited by scientific progress.
( c) At the registration of births, instruction may be given in prin tcd form by the
acting clergyman or civil officer. Contents: Repetition in part of the hygiene of
children during the first tlays of life, tlle dangers of eye aml mouth diseases, their
preYention, and the necessity of immediate medical treatment; significance and
importance of vaccination; requirement of heat, temp erature of baths, indispen sability of cleanliness, care of the skin, and tho org:ms of sense; nourishment by
mea,11s of mother's milk or tbe milk of animals, time for the introduction of other
food and its kind, caution agains·t stimulants and narcotics; the treatmeut of weak
children; exercise in the open air; dangerolls playthings; protection of chil<lren
against early study; the symptoms of the most frequent contagious diseases; the
necessity of medical assistance. At tho presentation of illegitimato children for
registration, the printed matter mentioned urn1er (-a) should also be handed over.
(d) At the entrance of children at scllool.~Contents: Hygiene of children <luring
the first years at school in respect to daily onler, necessity of sleep, exercise, fresh
air; hygiene of food; care of the skin, clothing; hygiene of study, position while
rea,ding and \Yriting, carrying books, dangers of menta,l o\·erexertion by other than
school re(]_uirements; p:uticipation in pleasures deleterious to the child's organism ;
danger of employing children to earn money, both with regard to their age and the
nature of the work re']_nired; increased danger of fofection by atteu<l.ance at school;
duties pertaining to the prevention of the spread of infectious diseases; stoppage
of the nasal canal; running of the ear, recomrueodatio11s to caution chi]uren
against such iudnlgences as ten<l to provoke though ts, wor<l.s, ::md actions which
they ·w onld hesitate to make known to their parents. Dr. H. Cohn, among other
subjects, specially agitates this one in J)rinted instrr~ctions to parents.
As far as I know, Franco alone has taken measures toward dist,rihnting tracts
among parents. Iu pursuance of a report of the advisory committee on public
hygiene (the author of tlie report is Mr. II. Napias), the department of puulic
instruction has ordered tbat in cases where chil<l.rcu ha.Ye contracted a contagion
disease teachers mnst forward to the pareiits :i pamphlet of iustruution on tbe pre1-·entiou of t'ie spread of the disease.
As rn most European countries statistics furnish the dates of marriages and
births, as well as the number of children attending school, it is easy to determine
the nnml>er of copies necos ary for experimental procec<liugs in a inglc prod.nee .
Expenses coulcl he kept clown hy being partly defrayed by the indid<lnals pecial1y
interestc<l in the i-pread of hygic·uit knowledge. Everyone should be olJligcd to
obtain the pamphlets, fr e of clJ:irgo iu most case . If copies in more e]elTan
fini h ancl hinclino- were offered for sale :it a profit of 20 per cent, a con idera u1
proportion wonl<l surely he Rol<l. l)n uch occasions a mnrringe · and lJii 1
parent.·, if they ould at :ill nfforcl it, won]d willingly pa~· th price a. ked fort'
booklet .
It i · UIHJu

tionahly tru that c·hilclren c·an l> tlrn.- c·ar cl for in, great m a ·u
from tho clay of th ir hirth until ther tlwms •Ive. are in. trnct cl iu per. onal hy,.i o •
uc,·
-will not a t •ncl v<:ry effort, of 1·011r.· , unt <·011 i1leral,J, h •nefit may
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expected, since the instructive instinct of a mother for her child is thereby
appealed to.
If similar pamphlets or booklets were sold by book dealers, the method 1woposed
would lose much of its influence. It is, however, applicable in communities other
than where t.he knowledge of reading is prevalent, as the acting official can inquire
into cases where the ignorant may have the articles read to them by those informed.
Beneficial societies, of which I shall speak later on, are capable of much good work
in those lines.
2.

DISSE~HNATIO:X OF HYGIEXIC KNOWLEDGE RY lVIEANS OF SCHOOLS .

(a) Ele-mentar!J, 01· corn-m.on, and normal schools.-The subject of hygienic instruction
in elementary schools should form a definite, systematically arrangetl series of
important topics, discussed in such a way that children may be intorestcu, and not
taxed beyond their intellectual capacity. As instruction in elementary schools is
conuuctecl by one teacher, such an arrangement is easily mado.
In the lower grades hygiene need not be introduced as a separate stuuy; nor do
tlle younger pupils require a special text-book. Talks on the subject may be best
combine<.l with reading exercises, proverbs and riddles, anu with occurrences and
observations, such as the cleaning of shoes before entering a room, ventilation, etc.
Exercises of this kind have been introduced into Austrian readers; collections of
lessons have been published also. The study of hygiene at this stage includes cleanliness of bo<.ly an(l clothing, habitation, air, light, artificial light, arnl heat, togeth<:,r
with attendant danger of fooll ancl eating (moderation), drink (water, its impurities,
filtration, alcoholic mixtures), position, care of the organs of sense, auu contagions
and infectious cliseases (preveutives). A comprehensive but concise programme is
desirable for the teacher.
In advanced grades the above-meutioned subjects mt1y b e treated more fully and
supplemented by ntlw topics, as: First help in cases of accident (lessons given in
Austrian schools), hygiene as regards labor and workshops; instruction on the choice
of a cnlliug with reference to health and physical adaptation; even the first steps
towa rd tl1e un<lerstaudiug of social hygiene may be made. Pupils of the highest
grades inay be taught that tbe beneficial results of some public meas urns are fol t by
those not immediately affectecl by the regulations. Children from 12 to 14. years of
age arc able to understand that they incnr personal risks by living near those who
expose themselves to the danger of infectious diseases by <.lwelling under conditions
unfavorable to h ealth. They can also begiu to appreciate the advantages of clean
streets, pure water, and the like.
Teachers should not confine thernselYes to the lessons provid ed in the readers, but
should make nse of brief written exercises by the pupils on topi cs already discussed,
compositions on their daily outdoor work and home surroundings, supplemented by
discussions and final readiugs from their own compositions. A catechism of hygiene,
with blank pages for remarks, may be giyen out. Charts of hygienic text (not anatomical l)ictures) may be hung up in schoolrooms, as has been clone iu Rome and
Vienna. Finally, tho. course of study in outlines may be given to pupils, with bl'ief
explanations to be analyzed by topics. Honseholcl hygiene, an<l that of nursing
chiluren ancl the sick, are :particularly significant subjects fo r girls iu the higl1er
grades of common schools.
Elementary schools aro macle use of, to greater or less degree, for the dissemination
of hygienic knowledge in most civilized countries, as the Argentine Republic, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, England, France, Germany, Japan, Korway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Sta,tes of America, and others. As a matter of conrse, the re ults
of efforts in large cities arc more cons1)icuous than those in th e States taken as a
whole (notice Munich and t he State of Bavaria). The thorou g hness an<l the mocle
of instruction can not b e conclusively juclge<l from the reports, which claim to offer
only the generally accepted regulations.
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I shall say little of what has been done in the separate states, as ron Fodor,
Kuboni, Layet, and Gauster have discussed hygienic instruction before an international congress, and explained the conditions and progress in their native StatesHungary, Belgium, France, and Austria.
Much has been done in the United States for the study of hygiene, and especially
for the prevention of the spread of alcoholism, by the Federal statute of May 20,
1886. 1 Mrs. Ma1·y H. Hnnt, wl10 has published and edited works on this subject, was
very prominent in the agitation against alcoholism, and gave a very strong impetus
to it by incessant and indefatigable efforts. Vermont was the first State to require
instruction in '' physiologicail temperance" (1882); now all States and Territories of
the Union, excepting Arkansas, Georgia, Utah, and Virginia, 2 have a temperance
education law, which requires instruction in the danger of alcohol. In many States,
among which Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and others
are specially conspi~uons, this instruction is neither confined to elementary schools,
nor limited to narcotics and stimulants.
Greater efforts in behalf of disseminating hygienic knowledge in elementary
schools have lately been made in England, where, since 1896, a series of hygienic
subjects has been inserted by law into the curriculum of the national or board
schools. In a few selected schools for girls in London domestic economy, with
accompanying hygiene, has la.tely received special attention.
France has recently begun to make use of schools as a factor in the suppression
of alcoholism. In pursuance of the report of the commission specially appointed
for this work, the minister of public iustrnction has published a dttailed plan of
study. for elementary and higher elementary as well as for normal schools.
The decrease in the quantity of alcohol consumed per head an<l. per year in Korway and Sweden shows encouraging results. The effect of temperance unions will
· be discussed later on.
A chief condition for the dissemination of hygienic knowledge in elementary
schools is the corresponding preparation of young teachers, which s}lould extend to
the fundamental foatnres of general and personal hygiene, school hygiene, and t~e
first aid in cases of accident. With women teachers special attention should be paid
to household hygiene, the hygiene of nursing children, the sick, etc. The teachers, in
turn, should deliver similar tracts to mothers when their daughters leave school, or
even earlier, if girls show unusual physical development. Finally, it is desirable
that those in charge of kindergartens be likewise instructed.
Only teachers who have been thoroughly prepared-that is to say, who have themselves been properly taught at a normal school-are able to teach children hygiene.
It is a well-known fact that, with a few notable exceptions, teachers who barn not
received this technical or professional instruction are ignorant of the siwplest laws
of either practical or theoretic school hygiene. Every country that exacts compulsory education is naturally bound. to maintain tbe laws of school hygiene.
The opportunity of taking a special course-during vacation, for instance-sl10uld
be offered to all teachers in office who have not studied hygiene. Great success,
however, must not Le anticipated, though anyone aspiring to the position of school
principal ought, at least, to pass an examination in school hygi'l:me. , elf-instruction
is commendable, even though it cn,n not replace oral instruction accompanied by
<lemonstrations. For this purpose a short, general treatise is to be recommended,
not to mention the numerous compendiums publishe<l. Teachers shoulu combin
their forces again t alcoholism, which ha its own literature. Teachers, moreover:
can exert a benefi ·ial influence upon communities, since in countries of higber culture their profession is considered honorable, and they are oftentimes membt'r, of
local boards of health.
~ ·otwith tanding the long-recognized. neces ity, hygienic instruction of carnliilat
for tP.ach rs' po ·ition Iea.ves much to be <1 aired. It i eldom well regulated.
1
2

- -- ~------

-

'fh l'et1ernl I. w nriplic only to th District of Columbia and tho Tenitori s.-Tr:in. lator.
'.lho le •isluturo of Yirginia is now (February, 180 ) ditu.rnssinrr a bill to that elfe •t.-T1. n I tor.
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Some of t he Un ited States were p robably the first to provide for this instruction.
Pennsylvania, New York, and Massachusetts introduced it into the course of study
of normal schools as early as 1844 or 1845-46 .
Of the Swiss Cantons, Berne seems to have the best-developed course of study in
b ygiene. Professor R oth formerly deli vererl the normal course of lectures for
t eachers in Zurich. Professor Silberschmidt h as taken his place.
In Belgium and Hungary physicians teach hygiene to candidates for teachers'
places. In pursuance of tho regulation of June 8, 1894, hygiene is included in the
examination of elementary school teachers in Denmark. It does not seem, however,
that physicians give thE1 lectnres.
Physicians do not teach h ygiene in the normal schools of the Ger man States.
Local courses of lectures are, however, provided for, as those in Berlin for teachers
of elementary and secondary schools . Prof. B . Fischer has delivere<l. l ectures on
school hygiene in Kiel for elementary school t eachers. Prof. A. Gaertner gained his
reputation by regular vacation courses in hygiene in the University of Jena, combined with ex ercises in th e first aid in cases of accident. Principals of secondary
schools and teachers of gymnastics also attend these lectures.
The London school boarJ r equ ires male teachers to study physiology and hygiene
and to receive the II advanced certificate" of the Governrnent department of science
and art. (J . R . D iggle.) A comprehensive programme is made out for this purpose.
The lecturers need not be physicians. Domes tic economy is r cqnired of female
t eachers.
In France, Germany, and Austria teachers have acted as the medium for enforcing
the obligation of vaccination aud revaccination.
In Austria hygieuic instruction bas been organized in normal schools for men and
for women in an effectual and promising manner. For a,·number of years hygiene
bas been a special sturly, in which candidates have been also required to pass an
examination. The school law of January 12, 1891, placed it on a new basis. During
the second half of the first year of the uormal school course two honrs a week are
devoted to anatomy, physiology, general and school hygiene, as well as first aid in
cases of accident. During the first half of the fomth ye[tr one hom r1 week is given
to a review of these subjects, supplemented uy ~pecial consideration of the rules in
force in the different crown lands concerning general aud school hygiene. A special
official decree refers to this subject and defines its scope; at present it is taught by
medical lectures in 68 normal schools, including those for men and wo111en.
Regular courses have been instituted in Vienna for teachers in office, of wh ich
hygieue is one of the subjects for a number of consecutive years.
(b) Dissemination of hy(lienic knowledge in secondary schools. Teachers of such
schools.-The dissemination of hygienic knowledge by means of second ary educational institutions, such as '' gymnasia," "lyceums," "Realschulen ," and other high
schools, is a knotty question.
In numerous states the programme of studies is already so crowded tbat, out of
consideration for the health of pupils, 'a new subject, as necessary even as hygiene,
to which special hours ire to b e devoted, is not introduced until another can be
curtailed to gain time.
The omis~ion of hygiene in these schools is the more deplorable since the pupils
of the lo wer grades lack that instruction which pupils of the higher grades of eleruentarv schools occa ·ionally enjoy . t Moreover, pupils of the upper grades of high
schools· are sufficiently developed and w ell enongh informed to be prepared by
means of hygienic knowledge for the understan<l.ing of social questions that will
intensi vely engage the attention of the coming century. It should uot be forgotten
that the younger generation now in secondary schools may in future he potent
factors in society, and hen c13 be able to effect much for the cause of hygiene.
1 It should be rem embererl that Germau, Austrian, French , aud other high schools (clas11ical or modern) do not begin their course where tbe elementary school ends, but re ·eive their students when
they complete their tenth or eleventh year of age.
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In socornlary schools it would be necessary to arrange a series of hygienic subjects
which probably would bo best taught by one teacher who hacl been prepared for the
purpose. That is to say, departmental teaching being the custom jn the high
school, hygieno should be treated as a branch of study like mathematics, or language and history, which subjects are ju the h:1Ucls of one teacller for several
snccessi ve grade!'! of tlle school.
So far fo\v difficulties have been overcome. Hygiene in these schools figures
mostly in connection with natural history (as in Norway, according to a law d.ateu
July 27, 1896). The effort to introduce hygiene as a separate stu<ly into see-0ndar!
scl.lools bas been nrn<le in only a few isolated cases. In Hungary, since 1885, physicians, after having 1mssecl a special examination, teach hygiene in the two higheSt
grades of classical and modern high schools. .A.ttencfance a.t these lessons is, bowever, optional; no action has ever been taken toward making the study obligatory
in high schools .
.A.s far as I know, hygiene is a compulsory study for secondary schools only in
French lycees and colleges. Of late years the dangers of alcohol are treated under
this hea<l. also. Even if the introduction of hygiene as a separate, compulsory stndy
in the institutions mentioned is not to be expected, the possible substitutes need not
therefore be neglected, nor should they be .
It would be a good thing if a governmental commission, a State legislature or a,
society were to offer a prize for the most influential book (not a mere extract from
a handbook on hygiene) to be used by students between 15 and 18 years of age. If
school and public libraries were furnished with several copies of s 11ch a volume
pupils woul<l. probably often call for it and might be induced to read portions aloud
in school and at borne.
This suggestion is practicable and seems useful. .A. society would not be risking
its money in the investment. If the prize manuscript came into its possession th e
subsequent sale of books woul<l. defray expenses, as the work would be recommended
for schools and form a part of private libraries. And tbe autllor would lose nothing, since in. the present condition of the literary market he conld scarcely calculate
upon a, greater return than the sum offered as a prize. I dwell upon this point more,
particularly as I do not know of any such attempt, in any language.
.
School principals could impart information on differeut subjects of personal ltygiene to families l,y mea.ns of official commnnicatiom:. In the improvement of the
pupHs' mode of life, parents, teacl.lers, ::i.ncl pupils should join bands. One of the
means to tl.lis end is the distribution of printe<l. J..,lanks for insertion of such it~lllS as
time spent iu doing home work for school, amotrnt of sleep, exercise, etc.
The introduction of this methocl into the Copenha.gen high school by Professor
Hertel led to the extensive later work of the Swedish commission (Axel Key), also
to tho 1mpr0Yement of Swedish secondary girls' schooh, (GolLlkuhl), and the ya}uable investigations on the part of the Danish and Korwegia.u commissions.
.
Rela.tc<l. to the same progressive measures are the improYomeuts of the Russian
institutions founded by Empress Maria, the local investigations of Kotelmann in
Hamburg, Stroehmberg in Dorpa.t, Amalie Hansen jn Bergen, Combe in Lau anne,
and those in Tiilis, the regular in<]_niries in the Theresia11u1n at 'ienna, the stati:tic
of Januschke in 'l'e:chen, the labors of chrnid-Monnard iu Hall<•, an<l other "'ratifying
effort..
In econdary institutions snital,lc tables may be di played as · rnean of instro tion. In all the cla s room of the "Johanneum" (a cJa.. i,·aJ hi1rh school) in HamlJUr<r tho directiou of Kotclmann for the are of the eye ha,· : l, en u, ed. a· they
have al
been iu erted in Austrian chool readers with appropri. tc modification~.
In trnction on i;exual b~·gi ·o anil it att udaut dauo-,,r., optional nnd witll tu
on ·nt of par nt , would al. o tr •ct much ,,o cl and m1 ylJt Le o-i rnn at th cl
f
th~ la t v ar'. a.ttenclanc •.
h • mo t important point for con illerntion in r ~a.nl o ~ccolHlary .T,1001s, h
h · }>rl'paratiou of kacbor . All ca11!li1late. for }H> itil,n in lii.;h chool
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be required to attend a course of lectures on Rchool hygiene for one semester and
pass an examination at the close of the course. Those who intend to ten.ch 1rntnral
history, chemistry, or physics should be obliged to attend a one year's course of
lectures on general, personal, and social hygiene, aud likewise pass an examination
on the subject. The latter course may be optional for other candidates. The leehues should be repeated once ovcry three years in tl10 high sclrnol by a teache1· of
hygiene.
In this way, school hygiene, on the one hand, would in the ronrsc of time be managetl altogether differently from whut it is now. On the other band, teachers of
different scienees wonltl be enabled to discuss hygienic questions correlatively, aud
the more readily if t ext-books fnrnished tho basis of the discussion. Hygienic subjects can be easily introduced into school books on science, as the authors are nearly
al ways teachers of the different sciences. Any success worth mentioning, however,
will be attained only by obligatory lectures or lessons, combined with compulsory
e:s:aminations.
In point of fact, some steps ha,·o already been faken in this direction. Since 1878
lectures on hygiene h:tve been deliveretl at the tcole normalo supcrieure des humanites iu Liege, Belgium (Professor K1lborri.). Iu Japan, siuce April, 1895, ge11eral
hygiene ~ind school hygiene lrn;ve been taught two hours a week <luring tho fourth
school year (highest grade) of the snperior normal schools, from tho graduates of
which alone teachers for high s chools au<l lower Jlormal schools are chosen (Professor Mishirna). In Germany a similar conrse of lectures for candidat s for high
schools has been helll at the universities of Giessen, Leipzig, and Greifswald. In
.Jena, s:nce 1889, l'rofes,;,or Gaertner bas cornluctecl a conr:;e of lectures for teachers
and candidates as well as for theologians; however, as it is not a compulsory course,
tho lectnres :ue poorly attended. The University of Berne stands alone in having a
special professor of school hygiene (Prof. Ch. Girard).
It is of paramount importance that teachers of secondary boarclinO' schools for
girls should know, besides school hygiene, something of general hygiene al:l applied
to the Lriuging up of little children .

II.

MEAl\'8 FOR TIIE SPREAD OF HYGIENIC KNOWLEDGE AMONG ADULTS.

1. UNIVERSITY J~XTENSION.

Information spread l>y means of so-called "people's universities" (university extension as it is c:1,lled in America) is of incalculable importance to great cities as well
as to the promotion of hygieuic knowledge among the m::sses.
The efforts made by Austria are a good ernmple of the development of university
extension on the European continent. The "Popula1· Education Society" of Viennn.
instituted a course of lectures for 1800-91 to include 35 lectures on hygiene by A.
Heider, and thus aroused interest iu the subject. The nrst uuiYersity cour. e for the
public was delivered in 1895. Up to 1897 there had been 118 lectures given, of
which 30 were on medical and hygienic subjects.
The cities n.nd more thickly popnlatecl rural districts of Sweden are cover ed with
a network of scientific lectures, tho most popular of wliich are those on llygienc Ly
professors and physicians.
Among the subordinate agencies, though not of lesser merit, belong the voluntary
lectures for university students of all the four faculties, delfrere<l Ly university
teachers for th e spread of hygienic knowledge in general ancl the s uppression of
alcoholism and the elevation of morals in particular.
Such, for instance, are the lectures of Prof. D. Woljfhiigel, of Gottingen, n.nd Prof.
B. Fischer, of Kiel, on selected topics of hygiene for students of all branches, a.nd
those of Prof. Th. Ziehen in J ena, Profs. 0. Bollinger, H. Bucllne1·, M. Haushofer, and
F. ]J'loritz, of Munich, on temperance.
In countries which have compulsory military 1:1ervice, and where the majority know
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how to read, small tracts could be given to everyone on entering the army. This
system would reach most young men and increase military strengtli, but it, is open
to criticism. As is the case with lectures of this kind, success depends very much
upon the tone and style of t,lie composition. Where the population is illiterate
army physicians may lecture upon appropriate topics. Oral instruction well :1dapted
is doubtless more convincing than printed information. In this caAe, however, the
non enlisted are deprived of the instruction which as a rule is most essential to
them.

2.

ASSOCIATIONS, POPULAR LECTURES, READING ROOMS, AND BOOKS.

Educational associations, with a general or a special object, as hygienic societies
and temperance unions, play a great part in the spread of hygienic principles. Such
associations are found in almost every civilized country;
Perhaps ~he oldest and greatest example of a union for special hygienic purposes
is the" Lad-ies' Sanitary Association" in London, founded in 1857. Independent of
other publications, it distributed up to 1897 in the neighborhood of two million copies
of about one hundred different booklets and pamphlets which contain much knowledge relative to children, infancy, and childhood. The ".Austrian .Associat-ion fo1' the
Promotion of Health" is another splendid example of a society constituted for special
hygienic purposes. Besides exerting an influence in other ways, it published appropriate works for general circulation. Another model association of this kind on the
Continent is the General Pu,blic Education Society of Lower Austria, numbering fiftyone branch associations ( one of these, the Public Education Society of Vienna, has
become independent), which has founded over one hundred public libraries (some in
hospitals and barracks) and issued nearly three million publications, besides publishing books, supporting schools for cooking and housekeeping, etc. Many of the
nearly two thousand lectures on hygiene delivered in Vienna under its auspices_ have
been published; to two hundred and fifty of these lectures the public were adm1t~ed.
The popular presentations intended for sale would be more widely circulated if a
large number were distributed by charity, free of cost, or if an interesting lecture
could be bought at once after delivery, or if the work were placed on tlrn mark~t
during a time of intense interest in its subject, as, for instance, pamphlets on Samantan help after a great accident or on infectious and contagious diseases at a time of
their pr_e valence.
3. INFLUENCE OF THE CLERGY.
The instruction in hygiene of those who are pr~paring to become priests, through
the insertion of that subjcet into the curriculum of theological seminaries, is of great
importance for the dissemination of hygienic knowledge. The clergy, as confidential advisers on important questions, come in closest contact with the people; if well
informed, they can exert a powerful influence on atlults as well as on children.
Priests can also bring their influence to bear on c~mmuuities as well as ou private
individuals, since hygienic ameliorations of any kind tencl to benefit all. In an
ignorant or illiterate community the importance of priestly in truction i still
greater, ancl the ritualistic re<rulations of ancient nfLtious plainly show how much
their influence was appreciated in olden times. Hygiene has been introduced a a
study into several theological seminaries in Austria, i. e., in Buclweis, Czernorntz,
Klagenfurth, and Zara.
4.

LT THV 'TI N IlY ITINERA.NT TEACHERS.

Popular lectur
n hygienic topic ar not of rare occurrence in large citi
anrl
are nndoubt ~~y productive of good result , but, like h,rgi •nic oxpo ition , tb y on l •
·t laq,{~, ~1t1es, wh r t1ll' .·positions ·uff r from th di a,h-antage of the i!!noa
r. 11c·o of v1. 1tor who clo n
vcn kuow wha t 1 n ,fit th y may cl riY<· from e iu ~
tho bjc,;t li ·ph y cl.
If young, w 11-inform cl ph ' i ian., c1ui1>p • l with ma.torial for cl •won tration
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were annually to visit rural districts at a time when the inhabitants have little or
no field work to do, for the purpose of lecturing on topics concerning th e health (to
children in the village school, too), they would undoubtedly find grateful audiences
and effect much good. 'l'hey could at on ce adapt their text to existin g conditions in
.different communities, and discuss the good and th e ev il local hygienic comlitions
in their lectures.
Among ignorant people, a combination of the systems of itinerant teachers and
portable exhibits, about, to be discussed, would be effective. In states where military
service is not compulsory, lectures on sexual hygiene should b e held for meu.
We shall mention, for illustration, what has been don e for h ygien ic instruction in
English schools by itinerant teachers. All the teachers sent out by the Bau£l of Hope
Union are permitted to speak in every grade of schools on hygiene, rrnd especially on
the clangers of alcohol. In the year 1896-97, 4,391 l ectures were attended by 14,889
teachers and 439,464 children, of whom 208,066 wrote a revi ew of what they had
heard. The Church of England 1'empel'ance Society does similar work, while the National
Temperance League applies its efforts to teachers solely .
5.

INSTRUCTIO:N BY MEANS OF J>ORTABLE EXHIBITS,

Portable exbi bits, together wi-bh printed explaua tory charts, as a mean11 for spreading hygienic knowledge, may include the following items: Models of a healthy and
an unhealthy dwelling with respect to local customs, building materials, and character of soil, location of walls to avoid dampness, flues, i:;ituation of outhouses, protection against fire, and tbe outlet drains into wells; m odels of a well, a, dung-pit, and
the drainage of marshes; demonstration of di ease micro bes; models of a well-constructed schoolhouse, and of a charitable institution.
The state may hav e tho models mannfactured, the provincial authorities buy the
requisite number, as well as the necessary printed matter, and rcguh-e communities iu
regular order to prepare a place of exhibit, to repack the objc ·ts in suitable cases
and transport them to the place where the next cxbi l>itiou is to be held. The mayor
and other town officers, presupposedJy men of intelligence, receive copies of the
e~planations gratis; copies are on sale <luring tlie exhiui tion In illiternte districts
this system may be combined with that of itiueraut teachers.
Occasionally a representative of rural districts might be delegated to visit hygienic exhibitions in large cities, in order to promote the distribution of explanatory
illustrations. The delegate, a school-teacher, for irn,tance, would incur the responsibility of reporting to his townspeople what he ha<l seen. The most important objects
of such exhibits should be explained in printed articles, t o be sold at the very lowest
figure.

III.

MEANS FOR SPREADING HYGIENIU KNOWLEDGE A1'10~G PROFESSIOXS-SPEGIAL
SCHOOLS.

1. INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS AND TECHNICAL PUR UITS.

Hygienic instruction in industrial schools, mining academies, business colleges,
etc., should be adapted to the character of the institntion, ancJ embrace hygiene as
applied to factory life. It should inclnde position at work, first aid in accidents,
examination of articles of food, and particularly their deleterious adulterations.
It is advisable that the lectures in industrial schools on factory hygiene and first
aid for laborers and foremen, and especially those in c~mnectioo with pursuits exposed
to loss of health and danger of accidents, should be free, and therefore held at; convenient hours. Optional examinatiorni, rewarded by prizes and certificates, would
effect much good. It would be in tlrn interest of employers to engage their emergency physicians t o deliver lectures for their employees .
In regard to technical pursuits, placards of the laws mauc for the protection of
wo1·kmen, as well as special individual instrnctioni:;, should ue posted at intervals
throughout the factory. Finally, brief, popular artwles on tll 'se p1usuits shoulcl be
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pnl>lisbe,l. Mr. von Waltenl1ofcn bas written such an article for those engaged in
eleetric works.
The following nrr:rngements on tho points in question are in existence in Austri •
Lectnres on first :-iid in acci<lents :-ire tlelivered in Pilsen by Prof. H. Hahn at the
mcclrnuical engineering <.lep,irtment of the polytechnic school, anJ dnriug a four
yonrs' comse of the State iu<.lnstrial sc hool. In the mining academy at Loeben such
lectures are given Ly Prof. V . ron 01'/ner, :incl at a similar academy in Pribram by
Prof. .T. Roscoe. Prof. S. Trotitzky lectn rcs on h ygiene at the German agricultural
aca,demy in BU<l wcis.
For years Profs. A. Vogl antl J. Nevinny have ]ectnreu on the investiga6on of
articfoR of foofl for the benefit of c::rndidatcs for the position of market master. Prof.
J. Csokor bas given l essons in microscopic examination of meat. To be qualified
architects, buil,lers, inspectors of lmiltlings antl wells, ib is necessary to pass an
oral examination iu hygiene as :1pplied to Luildings. Since 1851 tbe emergency
physicians of railroads have given regnlar theoretical and practical instruction to
conductors on first aid in cnses of accidents. Examination and au annual redew ::tre
required. In Austria a law is in operation requiring parish physicians to gi ~·e
instruction in first aitl in cases of sudden illness antl accidents. Throughout Austria
we fiml volunteer fire companies, tho rnemLers of which have been thus instructed.
2.

LECTUl!ES FOR l\IALE AND F'E.\1ALE NURSES.

These lectures should Le attended by those educated at professional schools for
nnrsing, since they can do much for the spread of hygienic knowledge on accouut
of the students' contact with th e sick.
Several States have made provision for this. In Austria occasional lectures ou the
care of the sick have been delivered in hospitals in all parts of the country. In
some places regular courses of lectures have Leen established. These might be c~nnucted with introductory or suggestive les~ons or summaries touching np ou essential
information for women or girls of all classes who do not intend to follow the profession of nursing, Lut who desire instruction for home nurs ill g, As tlle experience
of phJ·sicialls attests tlle prevalence of great ignon:uce in tl.iis regard., mucll useful
knowledge might be given out.
3.

TECJIN"OLOGIC \L UXIVERSITIES.

Hygiene is au impmtant stndy in polytecll.nical schools, as the understaucling
of pertinent qnestions Ly architects and engineers places them in 1.he positiou of
imparting useful knowledge while following thefr practical pursuits. It is nnnec~ sary to enter into <1et:ti l respecting the broad fields of work that ]ie open to tue
practical technoJogist iu that tlirection.
Hygieuic studies are making eoeouraging progres8 iu these institutions. In num erous polyteclrnica of An.-tria ancl Germany lectures on a long .series of 1.opi,·s r elatt-~l
to hygiene nro delhered hy professors of tho o schools, as E. Leu·y in Yi<'11na, Ji.
Li1111 er in Graz, .d.. fTavrct in Pl'agne, O. Hurnmei· in BrUun, A . Lieven and I[. Storp iu
An<'lien, IJ:. Hartniann, I'ost, and Th. Weyl in Berlin, H. Beek11rts a.nd R. Blasiwt in
Brunswick, Kraus in Darmsta<lt, F. Renk in Dres,1e11, Ch. Xu-~sua11m in HanoYer.
Baumeislel', I[lein, Jlig11la, an•l l,'iffel in Karlsruhe, H. JJ11ch11el' in :.Mnni<-h, Il. J,iger
and Zeman in Stnttgart.
4.

In

AD;\IINISTRATlVE OITICEl! S, l'HYSIC ' IA . ·-..

, w 0 1 the many and vario<l part;; whi<·h :t<1mini. tratiYc omccrs play in Euro1>ea11 . tate , th ·ir knowl1:d~u of general h.\'"iPuic fac:t (if ac1p1ircd I,• :11·01lewic 1 ·
Yi

°

tnr '8 1 1In ·trat<'C1 h,v xample ) ·an hnng, l,011t ~rcat 1 ·nit not 0111 • for tic an
h ·gi ·u · n a• <·i ·nc hut for the pradical IH'l'S<'rvation of the l e:ilth o th puh i •
'1 i poin ha impor au
co11ollli<•,d h •,11·iug , for Jiuuil:al'i.~in'.! th• p •opl "ith
hy~H·nie;,•ip w:i. auimpott·11ta., utofw ioual,·· Ith; uationalh·:llb.i u Li II l
· altl1.
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For the-applica.tion of the afore-mentioned means a greater number of physicians
versed in social and personal hygiene is required.
As far as my knowledge goes, lectures attended by admiuistrativ-0 officers 11ot ·
instrnctecl in medicine, as State counselors, district attorneys, mayors, aud inspectors of factories, are hel<l only in Berlin. At some universities, on the other band,
illustrated lectnres are held for medical officers and are attended chiefly by them.
Such are those de1iYered by Prof. M. Rubner in Berlin, C. Fraenkel in Halle, B.
Fischer in Kiel, Erwin von Es'l'ltarch in Konigsberg, and E. TVerniclce in Marburg.
But the announcement of such l ectnres has not brought together an audience at all the
universities. In Austda, special ·conrses l1ave been occasionally helu for official physicians (exp erts of health offices), as during the cholera epidemic. The attendance
was large; the s ubj ec ts were confined to the reduction of preparations and evidences
of disease germs from ejections of cholera patients. Thus, for instance, in Graz, by
Prof. R . Kle1nensie1ricz.
The necessity of spreading hygienic knowledge amoug the people has long ceased
to be a subject of discussion. To gain the end a considerable number of physicians
is necessary. It is evident that they can not apply themselves to this branch of
their profession unless they see their way clear for obtaining a livelihood.
M uch has b een done 1,rivatcly for the spread of hygienic knowledge among civilized nations; tb.e results in some cases make a respectable showing. The influence
of the Government, however, can in no case be disp ensed with or replaced. If
hygienic instruction is to prolluce fntit among the p eopl e the Government mnst
deciJo upon a regular course of action ancl. gradually carry well-cfofined plan s into
effect. To do this money is rcq nireu; hence the insertion of Thesis Vat the close of
this article. \Vhoover ha.s iuteresi.e<l himself the least in t h o snbject will grant that
tho allowan ces appropriated to hygieni c instrnction of the people are well exp ended .
Ten years ago I spoke of our times as the age of traffic; perhaps, for all modern
couutries, the coming century will b o oue of general learning, and snch learning as
is uccessary for the people.
In oruer to give the discnssion a better start, I have taken th e liberty of proposing
Thesis VI. J\fay the present opportunity be used to stimulate the progress of
bygienic knowledge in many localities, as well as to pave the way for a permanent
exc}rnnge of experiences and improvements in this direction . The l atter is easily
brought about and may prove a gratify ing undertaking. To pave the way for the
execution of these designs through consultation aud choice of mcmber8 from the
various States represented in this international medical congress is a function of the
provisor y committee. Each committee member sbonlcl tl.Jen stri ve to organize in h is
own con ntr~ a special commiLtee, composed of interestetl, influential, well-informed
men. Ex1)erie nco has taught us that it is worth the while to establish such interna.tional commissions for the promotion of cul t ure at home.
THESES.

Snbmitt e<l to the international medical congress at Moscow.
The following measures may b e mentioned as means for sprea<l.iog hygienic knowledge among the people:
I. Instru cti on of paren ts on the hygiene of children, from earliest infancy. This is
best effected by tho systema,tic distribution of brief, easily understood trncts by
competent district officials on s uita.ble occasions.
II. Inst.,.uction of children in school, elem entary, secondary, and. normal, but preeminently in el ementary schools, the teachers of which ba;rn been prepared in 11ormal schools, and the instruction in secondary scbools, high school s, academies, and
lyceums by t eachers prc.perly prepared at universities.
III. Instructi on of aclults by means of university extension, the clergy, itiuerau t
teachers and portable exhi bits; encouragement of societies, popular lectures, reading rooms, allll books on hygiene of an euncational 1endency; also instruction in
te c;hnical schools, inclustria,l and agricultural ·ch ools, bu8iness colleges, etc.
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IV. 1'he establishment of chairs of hygiene and hygienic institutes for all departments
of medicine in behalf of the preparation of physicians, who must take a more active
part, tha,n heretofore in the dissemination of hygienic knowledge among the people.
V. An annual appropriation by the legislature of every State for so important and
productive a measure as the hygienic information of the people is sure to prove.
VI. Election of a provis01·y internat-ional committee by the twelfth international medical congress in Moscow. This committee should meet during the session of the
congress, elect a presiding officer, and make the initial preparation for fnture action.
This committee would, by constant exchange of experiences, promote the science of
hygiene, and aid materially in spreading valuable information among the people.

OHAPT'ER VIII.
REPORT ON THE EUROPEAN TEXTILE SCHOOLS.
BY C. P. Bnoo1cs,
Director of the Textile School, Lowell, Mass.

The mannfacturers of the leading Europea.n nations, and notably the German
manufacturing communities, have for several years seen in the trade school a very
valuable auxiliary if not a supreme necessity to their business . The textile manufacturers especially have seen that the system of trnining their workmen in the
mill was ineffi cient and unsatisfactory, that the textile mill was an institution
for the purpose of producing goods and not for training captains of indnstry, and
consequently they have been the means of establishing textile schools in many
European centers.
The young man who is 't rained in the mill assimilate., the rule of thumb principles of his predecessors; eveu if he can overcome the prejmlice of superintendents
and overseers again t training some one to succeed to their positions, he has not an
opportunity of obtr.ining in ·traction in tho latest applications of scionce to manufacturing, and thus systewatic t extile instruction is now considered necessary ·to
l)rovicle brainy men to take charge of textile ruills, to develop textile manufacturing to its highest degree of perfection, to improye tlie manufacture and encourage
the production of those goods on which there is tlie greatest margin of profit in
consequence of the great skill necessary for their manufacture, aucl t o apply systematic methods, skill, and precision, to the t extile indnstrial arts.
The most perfect system of training textile manufacturers, agents, superintendents,
overseers of rooms, and so on, is undonbteclly a judicions combination of practical
work in the mills and theoretical textile education by some convenient method
available to all rnill workers, so arranged that theory and practice can go hand in
hand.
There are now textile educational institutions in England, France, Germany, Belginm, Italy, Switzerland, and Russia. Outside of the United States and Europe
there are very few schools, one being located at Tokio, Japan, and another at Bombay in India. In this report, the expressson "Textile School" is used to denote an
e<lucational institntion ·w here instruction is given either in the day or evening in
the spinning, wraving, d yeing, bleachiug, and printing of textiles or textile fibres.
Many large schools in Europe are almost wholly devoted to textile interests, and
every year sees new school~ opened or old ones enlarged .
The number of European schools iu the :first rank-that is, those giving courses of
day instruction, ancl in such a manner as to qualify young men to become man ufact11rers-probably does not exceed 30. Those schools in which irn,truction is gh en in
th e evening classes for the b enefit of artisans, or in wh1ch Sunday courses or intermittent lecture courses are given, probably number 100.
The mere teachin g of spinning and weaving in some form or other must have lJeen
in existen ce for tilonsands of years, as is proved by Hindoo anrl. Egyptian r eco rds.
History gives mauy instances about the sixteenth au<l sevcntc nth centuries of
spinners and weavers having been brought from one country to another to teach
their arts.
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Tllc t xtiJl'

llool mo,· ment first took definite slrnpe jn Germany, and t hirrhest ·tate of perfection, especblly in PruTl10 Pru ian t xtilo school ar under the dir ct control of the government an<
all manrwed on similar lines. In tlle conrso of this roport several valual>le ta
of, tatistics of Prus ian schools are given.
Tho school of Miilhcim-on-the-Rhine is tho ol(lest of existing schools, all<l
work was commenced iu 1819. This school is doino- o-ood work now, although d
o o
1· ·b
ing the last twenty ye:irs mauy better equipped schools Jrnve been estau J:,,
Bo excellent a, reputation did this school enjoy up to t,¥enty years ago that a
1
tation of York hire (England) manufacturers, who visited the continent in 1
1
report on tllo stnto of textile edncation in Europe, styled it one of tho most coroplc
on the coutiilcnt.
There have been erected during tho last twenty years several better eqnippe
schools wl1ich have now bken precedence of it. England has perhaps wost exam
1
pl.es of very moden1 schools, as the movement in that country has only been P 0 P~
larized dnring the last few years-that is, since about 1885-and there are_uow- u
Englnud one hundred institutions of greater or less importance where textiles nn
systemntically tanght.
Textile schools are of various origin . On the continent of Europe many have
originated through the gnilds and we::LVers' societies, to which we liave no pa:allel
in this country. They were associatious of weavers. for mntua} benefit estab1J shed
for tlle education of the younger mem uers of the guilds a.nd for their mutual prodnction and adYancement.
A large weaving school in Berlin originated in the first instance "ith the United
Guiltl of ·weavers of Berlin, and a notable example of a, guild governing an<l managing a textile school is to be found in the textile department of the Yorkshire C?llege, in Leeds, England, which has been equipped and supported throughout its
bistory by the Cloth Workers' Company of London.
Sometimes a school springs from an a,ssoci:itfon of workmen beut on tlleir own
higher education, a,s is to be found in Oldham, England, in what is known ns th e
Oldham Mutual Teclmical School7 which has developed in this manner.
.
The desire of the manufacturers of a town or city to impro,·e the status of the1 r
0st
assi:,tants, to educate overseers and managers, has been anothe.r cause of tbe
ablisbrnent of textile schools. An example of this is found in Miilhausen, in Alsace,
where a school was established by local managers who contro1led it, agreeing to
make good any loss caused through its opera.tion.
The schools of Crefeld and Roubaix originated in this manner. :Many of the old.er
English schools can show instances of large donations an d snbscriptio11s from manufacturers and priYate individuals, which have been almost sufficient to establish a nd

s ·hoo1 are th<'re found in th

c~ep

equip tho school. These sub criptions have rangeu from $500,00 to $20,000 each.
Occasionally7 it bas heen found that the owner or owuers of yery large works
h:wo built a school especialJJ, for the benefit of their empJoyee~. Tbero arc severa.:
examplPa of this, a notable one being that of fo. srs. Howard & Bn11oncrh, ot
Accrington, England.
Mally modern textile schools have ueen establi::ihed jointly ·by the local ::inthorities and by the Governm •nt at ti.Jo instigation of local m:muf'actnring intercsto.
The mo ·t rec ntly erected EngJi ·h te,·til scJwoJ 8 lrnv, Leen estauli lied iu this
manner. In the latter case,; the ,·chool are goYeruecl 1,y a local authority ·uch a
the city, town, or vill:we conncil, and are administcrell hy funds deri,e<l from tl e
'o,· ·rnment, augmented hy local ta.·es.
When the Technical , · ·ho l in hemnitz was e tahli:h •cl in 1 37, it wa a joiu
uncl rtaldng hy the , axon go,·c·rnrn nt ancl tl10 'hemni tz onncil. On the oth r
lrnnd,_ tl_1 H •utling n , <'11001 wa comm need in 1 ·:,.; ,,ntireJy at the in:-ticration of
th m1111. tl"!r of trn,l ancl c·o111mcrc<' of ,viirtenibnrn-.
Th r • ha. hco11 a. tcu,1<:nc·y h,\· mauy of the co11ti111•ntal g-0Yc•n1mcnts, llurin!! r
." a , to tak <·ontrol of the t1•r·l111ic.al cltools aucl :ome of th mo,·t rec u on
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have been built and equippecl at the expense of the governments. Iu many cases
local fonds have been diverted to te chnical-school purposes. For instance, the proceeds of the hall marking of golcl and siher are applied to watch-making schools,
the pro<leeds from the a(lministration of a conditioning house are applied to textile
schools, an<l. the proceeds from expositions are upplied also to textile schools.
Iu schools establishecl in such a variety of ways there are naturally many tlifferent
systems of control and management, schedules of instru.ctio n, award of diplomas,
an<1 of equipment found in the same country, Lut there is being evolved a system in
almost all conntries to inve8t control in a central authority, usually the Government,
an<l. to arra11ge for all management of sc11ools to be by local authorities, subject to
the approval of the Government and other inspectors.
Even since my fin:,t visit to European schools in 1891, and on the occasion of snhseq11e11t visits, I b avo seen cousidcraule change t ending in this direction, especially
in Ger many .
A ll Prussian spinuing, weaving, dyeing, aml finishing schoo1s are placetl under the
tlirect charge of the minister of commerce in Berlin, antl arc not placetl nuder the
minister of education, showing the recognition by tho German Government that
these schools are a necessity to· the commercial well-being of the country, and not
merely au educational agency .
The officials of the Prnssian schools are Government officials. The school is placed
unuer the cllarge of a director, who is in cooperation ,vith a committee of local manufacturers, bankers, and s uperior e<lucational officers. The directors of the schools
slrnre in the privileges of all Government service, and after a certain number of
years of servic:e, arc pensione<l off at two-thirds their sa1arics.
The following tables g iYe the attendance at the Prussian textile scboc:ili,,, tbe
annnal fees "both in the day, evening, and unclay schools, an(l the cx11ense of maintaining the Prussian textile schools for one school year:

Attendance of P,·ussian textile schools, winter term, 1894-95.
0

·t~if.

Day stu. :na.
dents.
day stn•
dents.

Namo.

.A.ac11en ..................... .
Berlin ....................... .
Cotti.ms ... ... ····-· ......... .
Crefel,l ...................... .
Millheim ..•....... ····-· ....•
Sorau ...... ................. .
Einbeck ..................... .
l!'alkenburg ...... ·- ......... .

51
35
7

137
62

17
7

12

87

219
50
152

i~

Evening
Day RtU• and Sundents.
day stu.
dents.

Name.

Finsterwalde................ . . . . . .•...
Forst . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
NoYawetz ... .. . ... . .. . .. ... .
2
RnmmelBbnrg...............
1
Sommerfeld............ . ....
4
Spremberg .... . . ...... ... . . .
5

15

Total.. ...• ·-··········

4

40
70
11
17
31

·- 'a«"j- 750

Annual fees at the Prussian textil11 scliools, 1895-96.
Day stndents.
Name.

E·rnning

1 - - - -- - - - - , - - - - - - 1 and ·un•

Natives . G~r~~!~s. Foreigners.
Aachen ...................... _:················-·········
Iler Jin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • • .. . . . . . • • . . .
Uottuns ..•..•...•.........•.... ··-. ··-.. . ...... .. . . . . . ..
Crefeld:
First year . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Second year···· ·······-·········-·--······ · ·········
Special course ....... ... .... _. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Einbeck... ............................. .. ...............
Falkenburg .. ·-··· · ··-··· ··· ·········-··········· · ·······

$52.50
53. 75
25. 00

$i5,00
75. 00
25. 00

$200.00
150. 00
25. 00

45. 00
07.50
75. 00
25. 00

67. 50
100.00
112. 50
25. 00

150. 00
225.00
300. 00
25. 00

Rummelsburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. 00

~1~r~~~~

~:: : ~:: : ~:

~g:gg

~g:gg

10. 00

$7. 50
7. 50

~

12. 00

~g:gg

2. 50
7. 50
7. 50

10.

. 50
3. 75

:= :: ::::~::::::::::: :::: ::::::: :: .... :~~ ~~. -- ....:~·.~~- ···- .~~~~ :.

I

dd[nS:S~·

li~!~Zt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iHg iHg iU~

3. 75
7. 50

5. 00
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A11nual expense of maintenance, Pl'ttssian ancl othm· textile schools, 1895-96.
Name.

ITot,! cost.

Appor•
tioned to
State.

$8,325
10, 720
1,675
12,740
2,080
2,055
1,624
3,354
437
], 625
2,375
1,200
1,880
1,621
i, 150
2, 475

$5, 200
5,360
1,367
9,555
1,040
1,500
1,082
2,480
292
] , 167
2,375
800
1,336
1,300
3,650
1,650

Aachen ........................................ .. ....... ... ..... .
Berlin .......................................................... . .
Cottbus ..................................... .. ..... ... ....... ... .
Crefeld ........................................ . . .... ..... ....... .
Miilheim ... . ....................................... . ...... . ..... .
Sorau .......... . ...................................·.. ........... .
Einbeck ....................................... .................. .

~i~!:~~:ii~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::

Forst .................. . ................................ .. ....... .
Novawetz ................... ·................... .. .......... .. ... .

:oU:~~~}~tt~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t~I~:e~bffch ::::::·::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: :::::

Mulhausen ........... .................................... .... ... .

-

City and.
local conf;ribution
.
$3, l.25
5,360
3

3,185

1,g455
542
874

145
458

·---- · .. "400
544

321
500
825

The textile schools of Belgium are under somewhat similar supervision, ao<l in
that country they am placed under the ministry of a,griculture and public works.
Schools are managed by local committees of administration and are inspected from
Brussels.
In Englan", as has been previously stated, the _schools are almost entirely ~ontrolled by local authorities who administer the funds appropriated for technical
instruction by the British Government. This fund is intrusted to the county counth
cils (which mean in many cases the city councils), but whNe the operations of
e
nd
county councils include the local goven1ment of small towns and villages the fu
is intrusted to each local authority.
TMhnical schools are almost entirely run in comrnction with the department of
nd
science and art; the schools are also inspected by the South Kensington science. ~
art inspectors and receive grants from the science and art department in addition
to the appropriation by the county council for technical instruction .
In order to thoroughly understand the position of technical instruction in E.ngland, we must glance somewhat over the past history of science, art, and techni cal
instruction in that countrv.
There is probably no c~untry in the world which offers so many facilities for
popular instruction in the sciences, pure and applied, as physics, chemistry, m2,t b ematics, astronomy, and also instruction in art in all its branches, by means of conveniently situated and almost free evening schools.
These schools are established by the local authorities and a.re supported and controlled by the Government, through the council on education, almost entirely ~y
means of pu.yments on the results of the annual examination. The examinations m
art in connection with th~ science and art department originated in 1853, we~e
amended and developed in 1857, while the science examinations were a.nnonnced m
1859, and the first general examinations held in 1861. In the yoar 1857, 12,502 tu.dents were instructed in the local schools of art, entirely independent from th e
children who received instruction in drawmo· in ordinary elementary school · In
the year 1895 the· nnmher receiving mstruction in the cho~ls of art and cienco"
136,768, exclusive of over 2,200,000 children receiving the same in trnction iu th0
ordinary elementary schools, ma,krng a total of 2 443,153 per ·on 1·e eiviug art
in true ti on in 1 93, a against 909,206 in the y ar 1 '2 and 5 , 117 in the year 1 -;.
In science, in the year 1861, there were 3 cla e •, with 1,330 pupiL. In the Y
18 2th r · w re 1,403 s ·ience chool , with 4, 1 •la·
and ,;- 1 student . In h
Y ar 1 5th r w re 2 67:3 chooL with 9 115 c-la.·.
and 190 R
tuden .
. The 1• fignre. :bow that for thC1 la t thirty :ilmo t f rt •, y ~r th r ba be n build111 •.- up ra<Lnally, hut t a<lily, 11 • tel11 of cfon
: nd art in trn ·tiou iu En 1 n
which C,UI be aucl ha< h n tak u acl va11ta•r1 of h the ,·orki11 rw •n nd workio_
orucu, autl wbioh ha ,rown t I,
r I
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337,000 individuals attended the classes of their own free will, mostly in the evening
and at nominal cost to themselves, as their instructors are paid by the Government
grants on the results of the examinations, iu addi•tion to 2,300,000 children from
elemeutary schools.
The system is not a perfect one, though admira.ble in many respects. The system
of payment on results tends too much to cramming for examinations and to inducements being offered for a number of subjects to be studied superficially, instead of
one or two thoronghly.
The whole of the technical instruction in England has been practically tagged on
to this system of science and art schools .
To the institution known as the City and Guilds of London Institute, and especially
to Sir (then Mr.) Philip Magnus, its secretary, now the superintendent of technological examinations, must bo given a very large share of the credit for the introduction of a system of technical instruction in Engfanc1. About 1879 the Society of
Arts, which had done something for two years previous toward establishing a voluntary technological examination without making auy payment on results, turned
over the conduct of these examinations to the above-named institute, which was
established by the wealthy London guilds or city livery companies for the purpose
of providing and encouraging education adapted to the requirements of all classes of
persons engaged, or preparing to engage, in mannfacturing and other industries.
This association volunt.arily made contributions in sums of various amonnts
toward the building of suitable local schools and grants in aid of the establishment
of technical schools, but their principal work was in organiidng a system of examinations conducted in local centers, l>ut in accordance with :fixe(1 standards and by
r e c'ognized authorities ; in making payments on the resnlts of these examinatious to
the teachers of the classes, and in preparing syllabuses for the gui<lance of teachers
arnl of organizers of technical institutions. 'l'his system was not only applied to
Great Britain, but examinations wer~ and are concurrently held in India, Australia,
an<l. other British colonies.
For over t en · y ears, from 1879 to 1890, this iustitution built up the technical
instruction system of E ngland, and deserves all the credit that it is possible to give
for the excellent work done voluntarily by the London guilds.
During the intervals above named, owing to very strong pressure brought to bear
on the Government by advanced teachers, who had become aware of the immense
strid es made on the Continent of Europe, and especially in Germany, in the advancement of technical edncation, and by wide-awake merchants who could foresee the
disastrous results that were likely to accrue to British trade if something was not
done to foster technical instruction in England, a royal commission was appointed
in the year 1881 and published various reports during the succee<l.ing years. The
effect of these reports was to open the eyes of the British manufacturers to some
extent to the great progress that was being made by their continental competitors
in the better trade education of the workman, the overseer, the superintendent, aud
the employer himself, and the Queen's jubilee, in 1887, was celebrated in England in
many cases l>y the adclition of technical schools to the existing science ancl art
schools; A few years later, the technical instruction act was passed, which was the
.first instance of the Government officially recognizing technical education. A
year later a windfall occurred which placed technical education in England on a
permanent basis.
In the session of 1890, Parliament levied additional duty on the manufacture of
beer, to the extent of 6 pence per barrel, which was estimated to yield an income of
$3,750,000 per annum, and they found t _h e money was not applicable for the purpose
for which it was originally intended and a fresh use bad to be found for it. Frien<1s
of technical education were ·wide-awake to the opportunity; they took the matter
up and in a very few days the whole sum was appropriated for the advancement of
technical education.
ED
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nut or county borough in the 001rntry,
nbappropriati 11 to iudividnal towns, villages, antl institutes,
tlr tl\
r , · r o th ... ni te<.1 Kin o·clom support the technical schools,
vhkh isa v ry jmli ·io11s rrnng m nt.
'Ill imnwdi:n 're ult f th , <li tril>nti.on oft.his snm of llloi:ie)-, anu the kuowle<lge
that n.. ilnil, r um · oul1l b, di ·trilrnted ::rnnually, resulted in the estn,blishment of
t hni al s ·ho l or
huical lu.
wherever n eeded. Scarcely n, town of any
importan e bnt ha nn rgauiz (1 cln s or technical sehool for systematic education
in tho loral indn ry, nml cv u hug ~ villages have schools. vVhi1e the results of th e
bill appr priatino- thi aunnal sum huv on the ,vhole been satisfactol'y, still th e
fore 1l d 'Y loprneut of th e teclrnical chools is far from having been the heulthicS t
growth.
·
Th f r t1 e ·talili lnnent of some kind of technical instruction has resulted in much
ill-:uhi · <1 xp nditnre, in eu ucational development in wrong directions, owing to
tl.J.o la <'k of kuo\Y leuo- as to wlrn.t technical educ:1tion reallv meant, and iu, perhaps,
the gr 'at t vil of n11, the establishment of classes witho~t :u1 adequate supply of
trained t aeher . On the other hand the money came very opportunely to th e
assistauce of many eu.ucational instit~tions, especially in the larger cities, wher~
persist nt attempts hau. pre,1ionsly been made to estaulish t echn ical schoo~s u nder
tlie auspices of the ity and Guillls of London Institute, supported or ass 1sted by
local contributions .
The result of this legislation has been on the whole, beneficial. There are great posnd
sibilities iu store for the E nglish tech~ica l school. The errors in organization a
in nonceutralization will b e correcte<l. in the natural course of events, the supp~y of
nd
teachers will b e created by the demand for them, and the certainty of a fi:s:eu. a
permanent income will materially help the movem ent.
.
These te chnical schools ha,e been in most cases, added on to the e.s.istiug science
aml art schools, in m any cases under the same roof, or a new building has been
erncteu for the accommodation of all three branches . Every facility is now offered
nd
at a nominal cost for 00 ·ivino- at least a superficial knowledrre of sc ience and art a
"'
~
'
t
d
technical education, and in many places v ery thorough instruction in sci~nce, ai:, an
technology in all its branches, so far as it affects tho local industry or mdu st ne~.
In the technology branch the subjects tauo-ht are very yaried, including brewrng,
slate quarrying, leather tanning, hat manui~cture, photograph?, dressmaking, lace
manufacture, railroad-car building, gas manufacture, bookbinding, eyery branch of
textile manufactures-in fact, in all about 66 distin ct trades . In many cases th ree
or four of these subjects are taught in the same school, aucl owin g to science a n <l. ~rt
classes being helu. in the same building students have an op1)ortunity of stnd Y10 g
tho.:1e sciences and branches of art that apply to their own trade.
lustruction is almost entirely in the evenings, only a small percentage of th e
schools having day d epartments. The fees for evening classes are in most cases nom~nal, ancl for the day classes, although lligher, still ins ufficient to cover the coS t of
instruction. Siuce the appropriation was rnado for technical education by t~e
Gov~rument th e grauts from the City and Gnilcls of London Institute han~ b een disc~ntmuecl, lmt this Institute is still recognized as the controlling power over t~chmcal ~ucation in Great Britain. Its JlOSition is entirely unofficial, lJUt it i:; taci~ly
:ecogmze<.l b y all of the technical institutions of tho country ai:; tho lead mg e:s:amin·
mg body. Its appointment of an examiner is acceptetl by all the institutions, aotl
stucl_ents from all the schools accept the d ecision of th e Ins ti tutc, in the matter of
certificates or diplomas, as final and decisive.
R egardi~g Swit_zcrland, pr. ctically the only textile school is tho v<>ry e:s:celleut
one at Zuneh for mstruction in silk weaving. In ibis case the school is governed
b y ~he loc~l m anufacturer s, at whose :instigation it was st arted. The town of
~uru·h -provicles the building, light, and power, an<l remits taxes. There is also a,
Gov,·rument appropriation made for tlte school. In other places the chools are also
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equipped and. managed by the local manufacturers, with the assistance of small
appropriations made by the communes.
In European schoo1s the students catere<l for in day courses are usually sons of
manufacturers, who are sent to the textile schools by their parents, as they get better instruction in the schools than in a mill. In the mill all people engaged have
duties to l_)erform which keep them busy without making the mill into an educational institntion, and there is often considerable objection on the part of the o,erseers and mannfactnrers to giying instruction except when compelled. Another
ad vantage in sentliug a ~·onng man to a textile school is that in the larger ones there
is usually a very much more varied collection of machinery than is to lrn found iu
any one mill. In the European evening schools the, attendance is mostly from artisans who are engngecl in the mill or machine shops during the day, and nrrangemen ts are mn,de by which they can obtain a thorough technical ellucution at a low
cost. In continental Europe there is a class of schools which is not found in Engla.ncl or America1 and that is the Sunday textile school. On Sunday morning it is
customary t o ha.Ye courses of lectures, an:l even practical work, for the benefit of
artisans who aro otherwise engaged on a week day. Some of these schools are
attended by very large crowds of students and are very popular.
The fees for European schools are given under th e description of the schools on
succeeding pages; they Yary in the day courses from the highest, namely, $300 per
annum at the Crefehl Dyeing and FinislJing Schoo], and $360 per annum for the
spinning and w eaving course at the MUlhauscn school, down to nothing; as, for
example, at tho Roubaix school, where the tnition is free. Tllere are special reasons
at the two · schools Just named why these high fees can be charged, and these are
refened to jn the description of the schools on later pages. In almost every case it
may be assumed that the cost of tuition is higher than the avernge fee diarged at
each school.
To afford compari~on, the fo1lowing table is giYen of some of the leading technical schools of the world, where 1.be gross cost of tho student to the institntiou is
given, and also tlie net cost, the difference being a1)pro:s.ima,toly the averngo amount
received from fees:
Namr.

Net cost
Number
Gross
per
of
I cost per
students. student. student.

Fees.

---- ---

Central Teclmical College .................................... .
England:
Cooper's Hill ............................................. .
Royal College of Science .................................. .
America:
Massachusetts Institute .................................. .

.¥i1~~:rk~;t:~sWni~T~~~-ity·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
McGill University (applied science only) ................. .
Germany: (Report of R?yal C~mmission, 188!) .•......... .. ...
Switzerland: l'olytechmc, Zuncl.t ............................ .

210

$270

$155

$115

100
300

600
335

2&5

000
50

I

300
1,200
1, 503
315
305
600
300
175 .
2,000 I . • • • • • • • • •
295
720

The fees at some of the European textile schools are as follow H.
addition to those given on page 271.
Name.

100
215
125
110
500
250

200
100
180
160
45

Th ese are in

I

Local
Other :Foreignresidents. natives.
ors.
200
300

Fre.
60
80
200
200
78
140

200
300

Free.
240
~20
400
400
78
140

6()0
800

Fro.

:!OJ

4 0
600

·oo-

156

HO
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In v nin 1r
it is the custom to make the fees as low as possible, being a
mall p re ntau- of th· o t of instruction in such schools, as at Roubaix, Verviers,
ancl oth r ct•nt r wh re th r a re no fees for the evening classes; but this is not a
roo l practic ', as th iustrn •ti n to adults is not appreciated by them when free, as
it is wh n n, sum, ho·we, •r mall, is paid.
It is g n rally ac epted by mo t of the European governments that the lower the
fo " cu.u be mad , all(l therefore the less self-supporting the school, the greater adYantag the institution is to tho community and the better it is for the industrial
inter t of the di t,ri t.
It is customary in German and Belgian schools, and the practice is now bein_g
atlopted in Englanu, to harge a higher fee for a foreigner than for a native. This
is done for two reasons-one is that the foreigner should not obtain the benefit of
instruction at much 1 ss than cost, which is really intended only for the native, a_nd
another is to place an obstruction in the way of foreigners becoming acquainted with
the local industries. A notable example to the contrary, which deserves widespread
recognition, is that of the Polytechnic in Zurich, where the fees paid only amount
to 15 per cent of the cost of instruction, and yet this benefit is offered to students
from all part of the world. The consequence is that three-sevenths of the stude~ts
of the Federal Polytechnic chool in Zurich are foreigners, the little State of Switzerland being burdened with five-sixths of the cost of their education. Many of the .
European textile schools remit the fees to needy native students, and in some centers, such as Chemnit7,, the school committee assists in paying some of the students'
board.
There is a widespread practice in England by which scholarships are offered for
the benefit of poor but deserving students. This serves two objects-first, to help
the needy students, and, secondly, it is a means by which wealthy societies a nd
state and county authorities are enabled to support institutions to which they have
not the power to make direct approi •riations, or where from any reason it is u nd esirable to grant direct aid.
In some districts itis customary for manufacturers to send workmen to the schools,
paying their fees nnd a small wage while u.t school, the idea being to qualify ~hem
to take positions as overseers and managers. This is especially the case in Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and Italy. In Italy I have seen girls in one-of the schools
who had been sent by their employers from the neighboring mills to learn the weaving of new or intricate patterns.
The education given by textile schools is so valued by many of the continental
manufacturers that, after sending their sons through a fnll course in a school in their
own country, they are frequently i:,ent to another country to take another course.
This is especially true in England, where a large number of French, German, and
Austrian students are received, and it is found that many of them have previously
b een through a full course of instruction.
Male students usually are only found in the European textile schools, but female
stuclents are encouraged to attend, and in a few of the schools there are excellent
ladies' classes in llesign. There are also female classes for burling and mending in
some of the Belgian and Germau schools.
The textile school has certainly come to stay in Europe. There is no manufacturin~ c1istrict and there arc few manufacturing cities of importance that are now
wtthout a textile school, either in the city or at ome convenient town, from which
the school can be utiliz d by the young men of the district.
The. taffs of the schools are hehl in high esteem and their advice is sought by
manniacturers in ca:; •s of clifticulty while the government draws on the officials of
~he_ chools for expert work, es1wcially in judging exhibits at large expo ·ition ·
lht ·oar th· head of tho te tile clepartmc·nt at the 11anchcster, chool is one of the
· juclg<:s of fabrics. at th· Bro · 1 E.·hibition. At thf' ('olnmbian Exposition at Chica'" vcral for ign •ovenunent d 1 •at cl the dir •ctorii of tc.·tile s •bools to take
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charge of ancl report on exhibits. The same thing was done at the Paris Exposition
in 1889.
A feature which is being now introduced in many of the best textile schools is a
textile museum. There is no doubt that the museum at Crefeld is stimulating other
schools to follow its example.
The museum at Crefeld, in Germany, is one of the best in Europe; in fact, I have
only seen one other which is approximately eq_ual to it, and that is the Museo
Archeologico, at Florence, in Italy.
In the Crefeld school are 8,000 pieces of fabrics. The collection is of extreme historic value, incluc1ing fabrics thousands of years old, from the tombs of the Egyptians
down to the fashionable designs of the present year. The collections of the :fifteenth,
sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries are especially complete, and there is also an oriental section with many fine examples. The curator of this museum has a fund at
his disposal, and is allowed to purchase fabrics wherever he goes. Some of the
specimens h ave cost as much as $50 each for a sq_uare foot of cloth.
The Cloth \Yorkers' Company, of London, have jul:lt p1acecl :Lt the disposal of the
Yorkshire College textile school the sum of$5,000 with which to commence a textile
museum. The Bradford, England, technical school is also commencing tho arrangements for a textile museum, and other of tho l arger foreign schools are also engaged
on the same work.
I shall now deal with somo representative schools of England, and with one each
of other countries.
ENGLISII TEXTILE SCHOOLS .

The textile ~chools in England are almost always :tssociated with science and art
schools, and also a:rn frequently in a school where other t echnical departments are
conducted. It has frequently occurred that a mechanics' institution has developed
into a science, art, and technical school, the technical department in an eases being
an addition of a r ecent date.
The technical departments deal with instruction in the t echnology of the staple
trades of each district, and thus the textile school may be, in ruany cases1 of equal
importance with a mechanical engineering department, nn electrical engineering
department, a wootlworkiug department, plumbing department, and so on.
The Manchester Technical School forms a good example of this development. It is
sitnated in what was formerly, and is still to a large extent, a great manufacturing
city, although it is every year tending to become more of a distributing point for the
manufacturers of Lancashire, rttther than a ma11ufacturing center. The production
of at least half a million looms is handled in this city, so that it is an excellent center
for a textile school.
The textile department of the Manchester school gives special prominence to the
instruction in cotton spinning and weaving, the county of Lancashire being engaged
largely in the manufacture of this fi"Ler.
pecial efforts have also been made in the
direction of teaching silk manufacture with a view to reviving what was formerly a
large industry in the Manchester district.
The Manchester Municipal Technical School is a very large institution, or rath<·r
association of institutions, including the old Mechanics' Institute on Princess street,
the Spinning and Weaving School on Peters street, the Electrical Engineering, ' ehool
on Whitworth street, the Painters' and Decorators' School on ichola streot, with
branch establishments at Newton Heath and Openshaw.
These schools were attended in 1895-96 by 3,434 individual students, whil :3:-;4
students attended the Manchester School of Art, which is also in couuection with tho
technical school.
The list of lecturers and other members of the staff is abont lGO in nmn1,er_, :i~ul
the director of the school is one of tho 1Jest known educatio11ist8_ in Gr<·:•t Bn :un,
Mr. J. H. Reynolds; ~he head master of th textile department 1H Mr. l.
· Fo i
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of the chemical technology department, Dr. E. Knecht, and of the art department,
Mr. R. Glazier. All the previously named departments, with tbe exception of the
school of art, will be assembled in a new building, which is now under course of
erection, and which is shown on page 278, and a plan of the ground floor given on
page 280. Tho estimated cost of the building alone is $650,000, and it is :1nticipated,
with the cost oflanu aml equipment, over $1,000,000 will be ultimately expenlled.
The building, which is from the design of Messrs. Spalding & Cross, architects, of
London, is in the style of the French Renaissance of Francis I, freely treated, and
will be a notable addition to Manchester architecture. It is being erected in . ·
Accrington brick allll in terra cotta of an unusually pleasing tint and bolcl design.
'l'he main entrance, which is treated in gray Dalbeattie granite and term cotta,
:flanked by designs characteristic of the union of science, art, ancl industry, by Mr.
"\Val tor Crane, is on Sackville street, and will be a specially fine feature of tho main
fai;ade.
From the grouud-:lloor plan, given ou page 280, tho general arrangement of the
builcling on each floor can readily be seen. ·with tho object of securing the e:ffectiYe
lighting of all tho rooms, it will be noted that the rooms are all placecl in the four
blocks which form the frontages of the builcling, and the corriclors, which give
ready and convenient access to each of them, are lighte<l from the large internal
area which is divided by the large halls devoted to the musenm, the great examination and assembly room, and the chemical laboratory.
Th e basement floor is devoted to workshops and laboratories for spinning, weaving, mechanical and electrical engineering, joinery, and plumbing. On the grounu
:floor nre placed tho museum, tho aclministrativo offices, laboratories for physics,
lecture rooms for spinning and weaYing, joinery, and other textile workshops.
Ou the first floor will be found the scientific and technical library, the reading
room, the lecture room for mathematics, physics, and engineering, workshops for
letterpress and lithographic printing, book and stationery room, drawing room for
building constrnction, and the large examination hall.
'l,he second floor is devoted to rooms for machine construction and drawing and
plumbing, to subjects pertaining to women's industries, to domestic economy, to
advanced commercial teaching, and other subjects.
The third floor is entirely set apart for chemistry, in its application to the various
chemical industries, while the fourt.h :floor is given up to industrial art aml to the
gymnasium.
Provision is made for an astronomical and meteorological observatory at the
extreme northeast corner of the building.
The lighting of the lrnilding will be by electricity, supplied from the city mains,
from which source will also be derive<.l the motive power for driving the various
machines and appliances.
Special consideration has been given to th e subject of ventilation an(1 heating,
which will be the Plenum system, and to the sanitary arrang men t s of the buil<ling.
The fitting and equipment will be macle in all respects complete and efflci ' nt for the
purposes of technical training in the various industri es of this gr at manufacturing
district.
A textile dep artment is at present conducteu in th e lrnil<ling on Peters str et,
Manchester, formerly used a s a meeting house.
One room is devoted to cotton-spinning machinery, of ·whi ch tb er · is a large
equipment of moL1ern make, but not n ew. It comprisrs ~ cotton g in,_1>i ·ker, ~wo
cards, ribbon lap machine, comher, drawing frame, slnblnng fram fl , _mterm diat .
frame, fine frame, mule, spinning frame, two twisters, aud ot her ma hm ry , mostl
by Dobson & Barlow, of Bolton, England.
In the weayino- department there i s an ·xce1len coll ci.ion of 22 P"W: r 1 0111 ,
o
.
1m t 11 1~ 1·18·h looru 1n1i1'1 ts vith o1u c,1·
incln<lin(J'
.,ng
•
'
f
.
0 representative looms fr,om a o a
r cln m •~ c·o ton a 1,n1· ,
two of the American pattern. 'lhere ar_e 16 pow r 1oomK_p
i. o f h 1110111& :i r
4 producing silk fabric , and 2 producmg worst l fab nc. · ' ·
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hnY <1obbi , and 9 have drop or revolving boxes. There
f . p oliu 0 · , warping, card 1mnching aml cutting, and silktplipm 'H
olin°· ma hin r~·.
In :\ hli ion to th
vow •r looms there are 28 hand looms constructe<l of iron. In
:uhlition. o th ,·pinuio,,. room an<.l weave room there is a l ecture room, an excellent
'
hhr
r~ las ro m , power house, an d so on. '
Th oll c ion of modern harts, din.grams, and fabrics, is very considerable, ao d
will form tb un 1 u of an x llent t extile museum, the exa,mples of tbe Bock colleetion, now in th pos ,ssion of n, Iancbester city corporation, adding considerably to
t he valn o f he coll •ction in the museum.
Tlrn cho 1 snff r consiu rably from lack of space, as the present builJ.ings are
too !imall for the operation of the school, but a magnificent building is being erectecl
into wh ic-h the textile tle1·wrtmcnt will b e r e moved ahont the year 1900.
Th cour e of instruction extemls over t"o years, and includes tlle study, theoret•
ical nntl practical, of spinning nncl weaving machinery, th e study of fabric s_truc•
ture, doth dissection, design, ornament, ancl colorin g for fabrics, textile chem 1st ry,
.
e11giucering, an<.l free-hancl 1lrawing for textile design.
The dyeing clepartm.ent is in the ma.in building on Princess street, but 1s not at all
"ell e(1uipp ed for the purpose of n, d:,·eing school, but will undoubte11ly be put on a,
proI_) er l>asis in the new technical school.
There is a separate course for dyeincr
bleachino-,
and finii;;hiug, and these subjects
t,)
0
•
1
~no taken up in connection with a three-years' co urse of chemistry ancl t echmca
t echnology, almost the whole of tlie three years b eing devoted to the technology of
11
fabrics , coloring matters, :md dy eing. In order to complete th e courses of inS t l' C·
tion in both s1:>innino· weavino· clveino- finisbino- and subJ'ects appertaining thereto,
.
t
o,
"''
,,
""'
o,
.
t er
1t woultl therefore be necessary for a student to spenu five years m the _:MancheS
11
school. As the different branches of the te:s:tile-manufactnring industry in Engb cl,
such as spinninrr weavin.,. d,·eino- 1·leachin o· and fini shin o- are £?:enerally con(1u cted
"''
"''
J
.
" ' ' IJ
"''
"''
~
•
in sel_)arate cstal>lishrnents, instead of by one corporation , as frequently lrn,ppens Ill
this country, :it is not considerec1 necessary for the student to take the dyeing course
in aduition to the t extile-manufacturing course .
.
The tuition is $78 p er year. Until this year foreign stndents have been r eceiYed at
the same fee as British students, and a large number of students in the textile dep~rtment and c1yeing clep a rtment have been of foreign extraction, many of them b.avmg
completed a course in a textile school in their own countries, anJ. attend tho Mitn·
chester scl1ool to get further experience. It.bas been decit1et1 l>y the t extile instruction
committee of the city of Manchester that after the session of 1896-97 all nonnaturalized foreign students seeking iu1mission to the different departments of the school
sha11 b e charged twice the foe s of British s nbjects. This is tlle first instance that bas
- come unu.er my notice of a British textile school making such a regnlation, although
it is an established custom with many of the German and French schools .
. The land, buill1ing, and equipment of the spinning nnd weav in g school is capitalized to the value of $82,435 . This lloes not inclu<1o the dyeing department, nor tbe
art clqi::utment,.
The municipal School of Art i s in Cavendish street, )lanchester, and is one of tho
most suc cessful schoo1s of a1:t in the country. It was attended in 1885-86 by 5f-i
stut1~uts.. Y cry great attention is given to t1csigning iu its technical applications
to historic ornam ut, an(l the 3pp1ication of art to textiles, special cl:lssc·s being
conducteu by the bead ma ter for the benefit of the student in the tcx.til c d partmcn\ Tb· numller of student in tbe d.a.y school of the textile (kpartmcnt is about
4.0. fbere are also we11-att •11<1 d eYening cla -8 . •
The c?ndit\ouing bou.-e of th ~lancbester Chnmbn of 'omm r c·e is oporatell iu
connection with the cx til ·choul.
Tho foxt_ile d _partmeut of the York. hir Collerre, of Leedr-;, Enrrlarn1, b ears the
same r lahou lnp to tl1 wo,,len mauufactur as th• school in :Manchester doe to
cotton, or that in Ura <lf rd to or •d .
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iuhal>itant , ancl is tho center of the manufacture of

:u.
i ne of ihe coll ges of the Victoria University1 am.cl Prin·ip! l B llin t n i ,·ic - hu,uc llor of the university. The co11ege originated in 1869,
itution of its kind in the count,y of Yorkshire; in it are
tl ·1i:irtment. for c1 n · technology, n,nd arts, and branches of mathematics, physics,
h mi ti·:, g lo n- y, l>iology, coal mining, civil and mechanical engineering, ancient
and mod rn lauo-\rno- , te_· til industries, dyeing, carding, leather industries,
a<r-i:i •nltnr · an(l th r are taken.
'l'h ' t ta,l nnmb r of day tndents in these llepartments in 1rn5-96 was 448, while
th ro is also a larg ly equipp d department of medicine, attended the same year by
207 tlHlent . Th re are 415 eYening and occasional stndents 1 making a total _of
1,110 tnd nt . About $900,000 has been expended on buildings 1 land1 and eqmpment, ant1 th coll g has about $2501000 invested and producing income. A very
largo proportion of the money expended on the college is the result of private d_onations. Twenty-fl.ye individuals or 1.>usiness firms have contributed sums from $t>,OOO
to $-10,000, a,ncl about 135 have contributed sums ~rom $1,250 to $5,000. The annual
income exceeds $100,000.
·
The textile, <lyeing, nnd art departments were established by the Cloth Workers'
Company of the city of London, and this company makes up all deficits in tlrn wor~ing of these departments, subscribing from $10,000 to $15,000 per annum for t bis
96
1rnrpose. They had expended up to 1895 $162,500 on these departments. In 1895the company made a further grant of $17,500 for the improvement of the art department, and have this year appropriated $50,000 for expenses in the textile department,
and $25,000 for additional land for future extensions:·
The textile depa'.rtment of the Yorkshire College is the pioneer textile school of
Great Britain. Its work commenced with the appointment of the l ate Prof. John
Beaumont in ·1875. Prof. John Beaumont was the father of the pretient professor,
and is saicl to have started with one loom in a small shed. Extensions were made
in 1878, 1880, ancl in 1884, aucl very considerable extensions are now in contemplation
for tbe purpose of establishing a carding and spinning establishment, and als~ a
practical c1yeing department as distinguished from the present experimental dyemg
clepartment.
·
•
The undertaking of the Cloth ·workers' Company is managed by a local committee
of manufacturers and others working in conjunction with nine of the cloth workers.
The textile department is under P:cof. Roberts Beaumont; the dyeing department
is nuder Prof. J • J. Hummel; and the head master of the art department is Mr. Frank
Suddards.
The textile department occupies two large sheds; one of these is used entire}! as
as_ a power-loom weaving shed, and the other for warp preparation and weavmg,
wit~ a small annex for cloth finishing. There is a boiler house, power plant, a nd
textile lecture theater, of which a view is given on page 283, two band loom rooms
arranged as far ·a s possible so that each individual student may have a loom; a
common room fo1· the use of the students is a chief feature and there is a suite of
offices for the use of the professor and his assistant. There i~ no carding or spinning
machinery in the school, the instruction in these branches being theoretical. There
a:o 2 _l power looms in the school, comprising representative machines from many
Enghsll makers and from one or two American builders. In addition there are
alJout 7o hand looms. The fabrics in the looms are mostly woolen and worsted, but
~nclml a fow silk fabric. • The 1mm1ier of students in attendance at the da.y school
18 a1>0 nt 50, and there ~s :i similar numl>er in the evening classes.
T~<· cour e of :n. truction in the 1>chool comprises tho stmly of the con truction of
fahn,
, d b aud-loom practtc<•
·
· ·
. ·s ' <le i!ming fal ,n· c , l oom ,m
cloth fimshmg,
the app 1·i·a.tion
of art to tex
· 111 d'mg f re"'-band clrawmg
•
·
.
• il , me
and' decorative d sign
F•rencb ,
( f!rmau mechani · ? l drawing , an<l co
l ti1 f.m1shin,.,,
·
· th ree
These are arranrred ' 1n
Beh em1, of tudy and th cou
·
·
,
of metruction
occupies three years.
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The fees vary according to the Bubjects taken, and for the full course amount to
about $140 per aunum.
The dyeing department of this school is one that has deservedly acquired an excellent reputation for the instruction given. There is on the ground floor a chemical
lecture theater 32 feet 6 inches by 24- feet, with a preparation room adjoining. In
addition to these there is a diagram and pattern room 32 by 22 feet, and on the same
floor a chemical museum. On the first floor is a very fine experimental dyehouse, 54
by 33 feet and 30 feet high. In addition to the storeroom, the professor's private
laboratory and private room, two additional rooms are set apart on the same floor
for color mixing and printing, and have some machinery in, but are not now in use.
Day classes.-A. junior and senior course of lectures are given. In the junior
course the subjects treated are of textile fibers, bleaching and scouring, mordants,
an<l. natural coloring matters. In the senior course the lectures dea.l with the different artificial coloring matters.
Prcictical wo1·lc in the dyehous e.-The dyehouse is open for work daily, and students
work at times convenient to themselves for periods varying from six hours to thirtysix hours per week. Each student works independently, having a working bench,
apparatus, dye vessels, etc., under his own control. During the first year arnl part
of the second year• of stu<l.y a <l.efinite course of work is adhered to. During the
latter p art of the second year, if time permits, a student can devote himself more
particularly to the study of the special branch of dyeing which he intends eventually
to pursue. 'l'he time spent in the first year in the experimental dyehouse is occupied
in making dyeing trials on a small scale. The object is to determine, by means of
accurate and systematic experiments, the dyeing properties of the various dyewoods employed in practice. The effect is studied of time, of temperature, and of
the addition of various proportions of mordants or uyestuffs to the dye bath, etc.,
so as to arrive at the best method of applying each coloring matter to any given
textile fiber. For these dyeing trials small pieces of woolen cashmere or calico are
used; but, according to their proficiency, students are allowed from time to time, at
the discretion of the professor, to dye larger quantities.
In the second year furth er experiments in dyeing are made. The subjects of study
are the mode of applying the artificial coloring matter, the dyeing of compouncl
shades, matching off, etc. Practice fa also given iu determining the commercial
value of dye wares and in the detection of the nature of the coloring matter on dyed
materials. Special instruction is given,. when required, on the printing of woolen
fab rics.
It is intended shortly to erect a new building as a practical dyeing department, in
which work can be executed for local mannfacturers. In the present experimental
dyehouse there are several pieces of apparatus for experimental dyeing, which have
been devised by Professor Hummel. In 1895-96 there were 34 students in the dyeing
department. The fees in this department amount to about $150 per year. ,._ ew
buildings have recently been erected b y the Cloth Workers' Company for the art
department with special reference to the application of art to textiles, although in
the third year's course general art forms a considerable portion of the instruction.
In the art department the course of instruction occupies three years and the fees
.are $16 per year. In 1895-96 there were 55 stU<lents . The authorities have recently
decided to establish a textile museum, no doubt being stimulated to this by the
iiplendid museum at the Crefeld school, in Germany. A.t the Yorkshire College
$5,000 has been appropriatecl for the preliminary expenses of establishing a museum,
and already a considerable number of specimens of textiles and of models of textile
machinery, principally of French hand looms, have been obtained and are b ing
placed in position.
The Yorkshire College textile department has been the favorite textile school for
American students, but it is anticipa,tcd that with the textile schools HOW in opera~
tion in the United States the numl.Jer of American students in European textile
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schools will be reduced. Views are shown of the exterior of the Yorkshire College
and of the textile lecture room.
The Bradford Technical College is an institution which has b een equipped by private enterprise liy tlrn citizens of Bradford. This town has a population of 230,000,
and the lealling industries are wool comliing, worsted spinning and weaving. Ladies' dress goods in both ·worsted and mixed fabrics are ·rnry largely manufactured
here. Bradford is an important :market for Yorkshire manufactured products. The
institution has been established fou.rteen years, and the cost was d efrayed by a contrilmtion of $17,5001Jy the Cloth Workers' Company of London, arnl by contributions
from private individuals and business -firms from $15,000 downward. The sum of
$33,000 was raised by a fair fo!: the lienefit of the institution. The building is a
handsome one, a view of which i s sbown on page 288 . It is situated about half a
mile from the city ball, and is of iuegular shape, averaging 180 by 130 feet in length
anc.l breadth. Tho m_a in front is :a handsome stone elevation, with columns and other
architectural adornments, and is flanked by a conically terminated tower. About
one-third of tho area of the lm.ilding is occupietl by a large one-story buillling, in
which are the weaving sheds and engineering shops. The cost of the structure and
equipment was upward of $175,000.
The Bradford College bas not only an excellent textile branch, in which may be
classed the art dcpaitment and the chemistry and dyeing departmell,ts, but there is
also an excellent mechanical engineering department and a department of plumbing.
The second branch of the school work is an important series of science classes, an<l
th ere is also in clue.led in the operation of the school a male high school. In a11 these
departments, with the exception of the high school, there are both day and evening
classes, and the number of students registere<l for tho year 1896-97 was 1,203.
The in coruo of the school is de rived from fees of the students, appropriations by
the Bradford city council, and by the West Riding county council, augmented by
private subscriptions.
The weaving department consists of several shedR, 1 power ]oom weave shell with
16 or 18 looms, both English and American types. There is·an excellent collection
of specially mounted Jacquard hancllooms and a number of treadle and dobbyband
looms. One section of the band looms is set apart for experimental work of day
stndents. Tlie school has the usual equipment of card-cutting machinery, spooling,
warping, and othor machines. The couTse of instruction occupies tbreo years, and
includes mathematics, chemistry, machine drawing, cloth analysis, lectures on fabrics, figure designing, free-band drawing, with the option of French, German, and
dyeing, for those students requiring the same. Th e bead master of the weaving
department is Mr. A. F. Barker. There is no pr.oYision for the practical teaching of
spinning in this school. The establishment of a carding a,nd spinning df'part ment
is under contemplation. Thero is a very successful evening textile school here.
The full course which iR recommended for the students occupies four years. There
are over 100 students in the evening classes. Facilities are offered for instruction in
special subjects, but in this school, like most of the other higher grade European
schools, no diploma is given unless the stutlent follo·ws out the full course of instruction, passes with credit the examinations, and is a1Jle to sbow from pattern books aud
notebooks that be has carefully followed the lectures and other instruction throughout the three years' cour ·e. The dyeing department is under the charge of 11r. W: I.
Gardner, and consists of a well-equipped eXJ> rimental dyein g laboratory, h mtcal
laboratory, chemical lecture room, and pri\·ate laboratories. There a~e at pr · nt
about 30 day students in the dyeing department and about 60 Yemng · tndent ·
The department is somewhat cramped for xoom as is a,lso the toxtil <1 partm nt, a.nu
a largo extension at an early date is h ing contomplatecl to a ·commotlate holh
d epartments.
d
· l 1
,1 ·nl.Another important technical school is that at Bolt n nglan , w 1u · 1 i:
01 1Y \ "('Tl>
·
nn l a.rt i; b.i ,.
oped from au institution. iu which formerly sc1enc
taught.
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The Jubilee Technical School at Blackburn, England, is tl.ie deYelopmont of the
old science and art sehools in that towu. A class in cotton manufacturing was adde<l.
in 1884, to the existing science and art classes, with a primary attendanceof9students.
This developed into a department for cotton spinning and weaving, having, iu 1888, 237
students, was devoted exclusively to evening stndeuts, and had very little rnachinerr.
_The foundation stone of the present school was laid in 1887, the school bei11g intended
as a memorial of the 1887 jubilee, and it is a handsome structure, having au important weaving department. The spooling, warping, and weaving machinery is contained in a large shed, and comprises specimens of all the va.ritties of English cotton
looms . There is a s1.:1all day class in connection with this department, but the principal work of the school is in the evening classes. The h eadmaster of the textile
department, Mr. Henry Neville, who is at present iu China, is one of the three mem_bers of the British Commercial Mission, appointetl to inquire into and report on the
best means of increasing British textile trade with China, under the auspices of the
English chambers of commerce. The Blackburn school has an extensive art department, a large nnmb er of science classes-principally evening-departments iu cookery, dressmaking, embr oidery, arnl some very large commercial classes, which take
in Englancl to some extent the place of busiuess colleges in the United States.
The T echnical School of Halifax, England, is quite a new institution, having been
opened about two years. The school has the advantage of being transferred from the
old Mechanics' Institute of Halifax t o the new building.
Classes are hehl in the d aytime in art, drtssmaking, millinery and needlework,
cookery, and la.undry work; there is also a textile department. Evening classes are
held in mathematics, physics, mech:1nical and electrical engineering, cl1emistry,
-building tracles, phy iograph~,, botany, rhysiology, and hygiene, in addition to the
evening repetition of the day classes.
In the first year of the school's work there were 1,052 students in the textile
department. Instruction is largely given by means of lecturP-s, as the equipment of
machinery is not large. Iustructiou includes woolen and worsted carding and spinning, cotton carding and spinu ing, weaving, designing, calculations, cloth analysis,
color fo woven design, free-hand ,lrawing, designing, etc.
In by far tbe larger mun bcr of the textile schools in Bu gland where textiles are
taught instru ction is exclusively in the evening classes, being formed for the beuefit
of the artisans at a nominal fee, in which the conrse of instruction extends for two.
three, or fo ur years, and is given almost oxclusively iu the form of lectures on spinning_. weaving, d;yeing, bleaching, etc. In almost all the schools facilities are provided for 010th dissection, for the study of art, of mechanical drawing, chemistry,
applied aud th eoretical mechanics, steam, and other sciences appertaining t o the
textile industry.
There are probably 100 schools of this kind in operation. They are usually managed by the local authority (that is, the town or village council) and aro supported
by appropriations from the fund derived from the beer tax under the technical
instrnction act previousl y named.
In other than textile distri cts small schools exist, having for the subject of instruction in the technical department the staple trade of each district. , o numerous are
these sebools, that in the year 1895 26,600 students attend d r egister cl l asses in
addition to those attending unregi tered clas ·es . Of these, 6,117 attcnclecl ·la. B<>H in
spinning, weaving, bleaching, printing ancl dyeing, in classes rcgi. ·te: ,,,<l uncl r the
City and Guilds of London Institute-regarding whose work fPe pa.go 21~ .
.Am 0 ng some of the more important British textile schoo~s may h m •nhon ·cl th~ e
in Glasgow and in Dundee, Scotland, the Rochdale 'fechmcal • ch_o,ol t1~ _11u~ikr I clrnic,il • 'h~ 0 \
field Technical , 'choo] ' the for1ey Technical chool, , to ·kpor
· 1 y l ·1nn1
·
the Wigan Mining cllool (which has a textile department), th e B urn
·
Institute, and the .Accriugton T •chnical , "chool.
ED
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1iilh i.m-:un.-Rhein, the o1<1est school in Germany, havi ng
n in ,_-i t nc for f r ~-- ight years, appears at the first instance to be much less
a.ti fa t r)· than u h s •hool as those of A:when and Crefeld, but on close inquiry
th :,;~• ·t 01. rtntl meth d of t aching aro to be commen<l.ed, especially in the theo1· lical w rk which h r , n.u<l. elsewhere, appear to 1.Je thou ght much of.
The excel] lll' of th t aching i
farg 1y due to their al.Jle director (Director Ehrhardt), wb o
pro
t1 Il(\Xt year to a town in ~a::s:ony to establish a new school for the Saxon
OYl'l'Ul\\ nt.
Th
hool nutler de criptiou is located at Mii.lheim, a few miles from Cologne, in
the c nt r of, hat wa on e :1 large handloom ·weaving district, and is still co~p.aratively important as a ma,nufactm:ing center. The school is un<l.er the superviSwn
of tho Pru siou Government ant1 its rules of o-overnment follow the general lines of
all the Prussian s ·h ools. The local manao-e1~ent of the school is by a conunitteo
b
'b
appoiute<l. by the town, the mayor presi<l.ing. As indicating the imriortance attn . nt tl to technical instruction, it is a fact wort,hy of note than an appointment on tlns
committee can not 1.Je refused except by those holding a conflicting municipal offic~.
'lhe building for the school is provided by the municipality, a.iHl the school is
SU])l)OTtec1 joint1y by the State and municipality. The school is a large three-St0 rY
bnil<.ling, bavin2:
a laro-c
nower
weave room ) containino·
12 to 14 power looms, engaged
~
O
_
0
t
on cotton, linen, and goous made from a combination of these yarns. Special at ention is given to handloom work, perhaps more than in any other European ~cho~l.
There :,tre some Yery excellent, though ohl, specimens of lrnndlooms, about thi~t~ Ill
numuer. There are the usual arrancrements
for the spooling, warping, and tw 1stmg
0
1·
t0r
of yarns, several class rooms ant1 director's office · a private residence for the c irec
'
'
h
' h
is a.1so in the school. There is a !1yeing department attached to the school, w ~c
now appears Yery small and antiquatetl in comparison with the splendid dyerng
estauli.shruents at some otbe1· schooli;, yet this dyeing department attracte<l. the att~ntion of an English trat1e commission reporting and inquiring into foreign textile
schools in 1876. The school is open in the uaytime only, and is intended largely for
the sons of manufacturers, of whom from fifty to sixty are in atternlance. Th_e re
are occasionally as many as one-third foreigners attending this school, includrng
Italians, French, Austrians, Belgians, and a few English. There are fonr teachers
for )?Tactical weaving, one for chemistry, one for dyeing, two for power-loom con•
struction, which, with the director, makes a total staff of ten. Their hours of
attentlance are from 8 till 12 and from 2 till 6. Not more than six students are
allowed to one teacher in practical work. No student is allowed to enter who has
not n.ttained his 16th year. Lady students are taken in the design conrse.
Jtees for native Prussians are $50 per annum, for other Germans, $75, ancl $200 for
foreign ers . All fees are paya.ble in alhanco au<l 110 return of feeB is macle unless the
student leaves for some cause not under his' o,vu control. The course of instruction
is n, very complete one, antl includes drawing a.ml pattern clesigning, clotll analysis,
~ustr~c~io~ in c1oth construction and in weaving, warp preparation, power weavmg, 1imshmg machinery, short cour es in dyeing, and 1 ctures on kindred su1>jocts.
BELGIA~ SCUOOL'3.

The city of Verviers, in Be1ginm, possesses an institution which promises to be,
when con~pleted, one of the l>e.·t textile s'·hools in Belgium. It is l)eaulifully situated _01~ high :a.ml ov rlooking the town, and consists of a two-story main bnilcliog,
coi~ st ~tmg of .a ·enter block with two wings; the wings are joined by a. on - tory
bm!d 1 n"', tbc mclo ·urc thus forming a. c-ourtyard. Behind the main hnildinrr is a
~n-1 •.·. "f ~n,e story sh c1_s, occup_i d 1,y spinning a1H1 weaving mac·bincr~', dyeing
.tnd ~beuncal laboratori •s, ng1neering room, pow,•r hon e, etc. 'l'b spinninrr,
weannir, and <1y •ing onl: form d 1·p:nt11wnt of what i . ri·ally a, lar"' school of
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technology or engineering school. The departments for instruction in physics, in
mechanics, in mechanical, geometrical, anu architectural drawing are unusually
well equipped.
The chemical department includes a large laboratory for general chemistry, a
smaller one for analytical chemistry, nnd a dyeing laboratory has been added tllis
year. The rooms .for instruction in drawing are three or four in number, each of
which cnn accommodate 100 students. There is an excellent museum of fabrics and
another of mechanics and the usual lecture halls for chemistry, textiles, etc.
The weaving shed contains 25 bandlooms and 5 power looms, three of the latter
being of English make and two of local make. The power looms are all arranged
for the weaving of broad woolen goods. At the time of my visit tll3 spinning department had not been equipped, but I was informed that arrangements have been made
for the carding, combing, and spinning of wool, the principal machinery of which
wi11 be of Belgian make, with probably Swiss combs.
The course of instruction in the day school occupies four years, the first two years
being applied to the study of sciences, especially of applied science, and the last two
years being devoted to spinning, weaving, and dyeing. Languages form a portion
of the instruction in all the four years. Instruction in the firtit year inclndes physics,
elementary mechanics, organic and inorganic chemistry, pure and applied geometry,
and botany . In the second year instruction is given in applied mechanics, industrial
pb~·sics, indnstrial chemistry, mechanical analysis, principles of machinery, natural
and artificial dyestuffs, and the study of textile fabric s, French anu German languages, and la1)0ratory work . In the third year the following subjects are taken
up: The theory of dyeing, electro-technology, weaving, mill architecture, machinery
construction, bookkeeping, French and German languages, drawing, practical work
in the laboratories in dyeing, spinning, weaving, and in drawing. The programme
of the fourth year is practically a rep-0tition of that of the three years, the students,
of course, being more advanced .
There is a Yery snccessful evening school in connection with this institution, the
course of instruction occupying three years, in three different divisions.
The first is called the industrial division, which includes geometry, physics,
mechanics, organic and inorganic chemistry, general and applied mechanics, a,rchitectur~l drawing, hygiene, etc. The second division is that of , hemistry and dyeing, which includes the study of geometry, physics, political science, hygiene,
mechanics, architectural designing, organic and inorganic chemistry, and the theory
of dyeing, laboratory work in chemistry, and expet·imental dyeing. The thiru
division, that of weaving, includes geometry, physics, the principles of designing,
political economy and hygiene, practical weaving, lectures on weaving, and weaving
cal ·nlations.
The evening school is practically froo, a nominal charge of 4.0 cents being made
for tho entry of the stndcnt's name. The fees for the da,y school for native born or
naturalizeu Belgians are $50 per annum, nnd for foreigners, $200.
ITALIAN SCHOOLS.

There is a very admirable little textile school at Como, which is arrang cl on a
good system and does excellent work. It is situated in the silk mannfactnring town
of Como on the ba,nks of the lake of that name anu consists of a two-story straggling
building, of which the priuci1ml rooms are the reception hall, the offices of the
secretary, 2 power loom-weaviug rooms and machine shop, ga.s -engine Louse, 2
chemical laboratories, physical laboratory, and an art studio. There is also a gymnasium anu the usual class rooms. The school is equipped with 9 power looms and
13 band looms, the 1ower looms being all different aud all made by continental loom
builders.
The first year is tlevotet1 to the study of science, including chemistry ~U<l pb ·si?s,
the two succeeding years are devoted to the study of weaving and weavmg maclnn-
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th tudy of designing, making a course of five years
u is nn<1onbt tly very thorough, and the work done, espe~ially
p rtm nt, is e c 11 ut. The design rooms are very well eqmpped
The dir t r of tho E1cbool is Prof. Luigi Pouci, and the professor
tti. There are 18 masters and professors, with a total
f students averages from 150 to 170.
FRENCH SCHOOLS.

Roubaix-Tlt e .,.a tional clwol of Indust1'ial A1·ts.-Tbe French Government has
r
ntly erectetl in thi textile manufacturing town a fine school for desig~ing,
wea,vino-, u,nd dyeiu<Y, on a scale to compare, and perhaps compete, with that o~ Crefelu. It is not et completely fitted. The building is also designed to contam an
industrial mnseum, picture gallery, and libn1ry. A splendid collection is a:ready
made of patterns of dyed) printed, and woven goods of all kinds, the productions of
many years back. The s amples in the cases are freqnent]y changed from the stores,
and the collection is freely accessible for study. The t1yeing and weaving schools
are in the rear of the building. They are fitted np much after the manner of Crefeld.
There are 700 to 800 individual students enrolled, 400 of whom come in the evenings and on Sunday mornings. Excellent courses of lessons in artistic design_ are
given, and on the occasion of my visit tlie works of the students were on view.
Workmen come, especia1ly on Sundays, to consult books of patterns.
The buildings stand on a site of nearly 15,000 square yards, of which they occupy
about one-half a.ncl have cost about $600,000. Most of the machines have been
given. The school is snp11orted by a subvention of $8,000 by tlic town and $l 2,?00
by the State. It is a remarkable and noteworthy fact that the costly instruction
in this school and the use of all materials are absolutely free.
.
One of the most important features of the school, and, indeed, the chief mo~ive
in its establis11ment, is to be found in the encouragement given to the art of design.
nd
Complaint is made that even in France there is- a great want of originality, a
that too little attention is paid to the appropriateness of the design to the ~urpose
intendecl, and the hope is expressed that the creation of the school at Ronbaix: may
be followecl by the erection of similar schools in other manuf:teturing districts.
The school was established in 1883 and a department of spinning, weaving, and
dyeing added in 1890. Tbe school is controlled by the town authorities and has a
staff of 18 professors and 4 assistant instructors together with machinists and 0th er
skilled officers. The course of instruction is carried out in foll and occupies five
years. At the time of my visit very considerable additions were being made in th e
spinning clepartment, including can1s, co1nbs, and spinning frames, both for woolen
and cotton. It was stated that the macliines were all being giveu, and this i~ m?re
remarkable, as the machines were mostly of English and German make. The sprnnrng
plant, when complete, will be an excellent one but at the time of my visit th ere
were quite a number of examples of cards and c~mbs and very few of the machines
used in later processes.
The French schoo1s, like the Belgian schools, do not favorably impress the visitor
by the thoroughness of instruction given. The course of instruction in the caruing
department in Ronbaix includes, firstly, the comliing of wool, the different qualities
of wool, picking, oiling, car1Hng, gill box s, wool washing, the manufacture of soaps
for '; 001 washing a.nd conditioning; secondly, the spinning of com bed wool, th e
makrng of woolen mixture , natural and dyed, drawing boxes, finishers, reducers
a n u rover~, ~pinning frame, twisting, etc.; thirdly, tbe spinning of wool, burr pickers a]l(l_m 1~mg pi ·k rs an<l flni h r <·ards, including condenaers, spinning 111nle, a. nd
al. 0 i.pmmug of yarn from waste an(l r cover cl wool· fonrtbly the spinning of
cotton
'
'
.
, differe
.
n t qua1·1 t·1 s of co t ton, opening pickn, carding,
combing,
slub b rng,
m;erm d1at , rovmg, , p inning frame , mules, ga .-ing and polisbiug yarn , twistiu Y.
fhe method of treatm nt of th· abov subject8 i : Fir tly, to give instruction in
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the calculations of speeds, treatment of power by pulleys and drums, friction, combs,
belts, and ropes; secondly, to give lectures an<l instruction on the general principles
as applied to all textiles, carding and combing, parallelizing the fibers by drawing,
evening by doubling and further drawing, and strengthening by twisting and by
doubling; thirdly, to give instruction of the peculiar conditions as applied to each
industry, for example, cotton, wool, silk, linen, ramie, and jute, and also on the
classification, principal markets producing machinery, sale of yarns, numbering of
yarns, :F rench and English systems, humidity, hygiene, etc.
It will be l'ealized by any reader who has taken an interest, in textile schools that
the above is merely a suggestion of what can be said on the subject of such schools.
In fact, this repol't is merely a summary of the more important points in connection
with European technical education.

CHAPTER IX.
THE INTERN AT ION AL CONG RESS ON TECHNICAL
EDUCATION.

By

C. P.

BROOKS,

Director of Textile School, Lowell, Mass.

The Interuatioual Congress on Technical Education, which met in
London in June last, is an institution of French origin, having been
first called to order at Bordeaux in 1886 as the Congres International
cle l'Enseignernent Technique. Since then tllere has been a meetiug of
the congress at Paris (in 1889) and another in Bor<leaux (1895), but
the attendance was not very large at either of these gatherings. The
success of tllis year's meeting in London is one of the many indications
of the increasing atte11tion now bestowed on this important and too
loug neglecte<l branch of education.
On the 23d of December, 1896, a proposition was submitted to the
Council of the Society of Arts, of London, England, by Sir J olm Donnelly, the secretary of the science and art department, tllat the society
should invite the Congres Intemational de l'Ens~ig-nement Technique to
hold a meeting in London in June, 1897.
It had been proposed to hold the meeting for the present year at
Madrid, but tho arrangemt=mts for so doing had fallen through, and a
desire had been expressed that the congress should meet in London.
Sir John Donnelly further informed the council that he had reason to
believe that the proposition for bolding a meeting in Loudon would be
favorably regarded by the British education department, although it
would be contrary to the usual practice that au officin.l invitation for
such a meeting sboul<l. be issued by Her .Maje ty's GoYernmcnt. Sir
John Donnelly further suggested that some of the city companies
should be invited to cooperate with the society.
The council appointed a committee to consider and report on the
subject.
The ancient guilds or livery companies of the city of Lonclon have for
many years supported a system of technical e<l.ncation in Great Britain
and uow practically control the technical shools of that country
through the association known .as the City and Guilds of Lon<lon
Institute.
It was therefore appropriate that they should be a ked to welcome the
congress wbich, it may be here remarked, they did in a l.learty man'
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l fr~ y d all the expenses of the meeting. The
narned
t mled an invitation to President Saignat,
c n. r s to hold their meeting in Loudon from June 1.5 to
olved that, a.., soon as the iuvitation had been accepted, an
a1)pli ation h u1d be addr secl to the foreign office, asking that foreign .
gov rnm nt might bo invited to nominate delegates to the congr<>ss,
and al o tbat the invitation should be extended to the colonies and
India.
On the invitation of the council, the Duke of Devonshire accepted
the office of president of the congress, and Sir John Gorst that of
vice-president. M. Saignat was also nominated as a vice-president.
Maj. Gen. Sir Owen rrudor Burne, G. C. I. E., chairman of the council,
was appointed chairman of the congress, and the masters of the contributing city companies vice-chairmen. The council also appointed a
general, an executive; ancl a reception committee. Sir Henry Trueman
Wood, secretary of the Society of Arts, wa~ appointed general secretary
of the congress.
The foreign office acceded to the application that foreign governments
might be invited, and an application was sent to foreign governments
requesting them to appoint such delegates. The shortness of the notice
prevented many of the governments from accepting the invitation, but
eventually the following delegates were nominated: M. Eugene Rombaut, Dr. 0. Pyfferoen, and M. Paul Wauters, by Belgium; M. Felix
Martel and M. P. Jacquemart, by France; M. Boris Ovsianikoff and
M . Gregory Wilenskin, by Russia; C. P. Brooks, by the Burean of
Education of the United States of America.
Programmes of the congress (in English, French, and German) were
issued to the principal technical institutions in several countries, to the
county councils and county borough councils, to the science and art
classes, etc.
The congress was opened at 11 o'clock on the 15th of June by an
address from the l)resiclent, the Duke of Devonshire, K. G., aud from
the president of the last congress, M. le Professeur L eo Saignat.. It
was found necessary to divide the Congress into two sections, A and
B. The meetings of A were held in the Society of Arts' room and
those of B in the lecture theater of the London School of Economics,
wbich lrnd kindly placed the theater at the di posal of the congress.
The meetings were held from the 15th to the 18th of June, inclusive,
a morning and afternoon sitting being held on each day. The meetings were pre ided over by the Duke ·of Devonshire the Right Hon.
Sir John Gorst, ~- Leo Saignat, fajor-Geueral ir O;en Tudor Burne,
Major-General ir John Donnelly, tM late Right Hon. A. J. :Mund lla,
Mr. John Walt r u g Ir.
Hliam ou, ft 1d, fr. William v oodall,
lhaven and 't tton ir teuart C lvin Hayl , and 'ir
M. ., Lord
0 en 1: oberts.
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In all, fifty-six communications were laid before the c011gress. The
subjects related to technical education and commercial education generally, technical education in its bearing on special trades, the technical
education of women, technical education in India, and technical education in the colonies. The papers were all printed beforehand and
distributed at the meeting for the purpose of facilitating discussion.
It was determiued that tlle central office of the Congress should be
iu Paris.
The congress undoubtedly served a very useful purpose in the work
of technical education. Perhaps never before has there been so large
a gathering of those interested in that branch of education, some 600
being present at one or more of the meetings. .A mong the names of
those attending were some of the foremost educators in Europe.
The attendance was to some extent augmented by the fact of so
many taking the opportunity of attending the celebration of the sixtieth
anniversary of Ber Majesty Queen Vjctoria's accession to the throne,
which began immediately after the last meeting- of the congress.
The number of communications presented was very large, if anything
too numerous, not admitting of sufficient time for discussion. The
chief value of the congress wm be in the publication of the printed
report, thus giving an opportunity for perusal and a,ssimilation of the
matter in the papers that was not possible at the congress.
The success of the first attempt to conduct this congress on a large
scale will encourage the society to repeat the experiment, and for this
purpose a permanent bureau was elected at the close of the congress
on June 18, 1897, as follows:
Pe1"rnanent bureau of lhe congresR.
The Duke of Devonshire, K. G., honorary president.
United States of America:
C. P. Brooks.
Belgium:
Eugene Rombaut.
Paul Wauters.
France:
Leo Saignat.
Felix Martel .
L . .Jacquemart.
.Jacques Siegfried .
.J. Mesureur.
.Julien Manes.

Russia:
Boris Ovsianikoff.
Gregory Wilenskin.
Great Britain :
Sir Owen Tudor Burne, G. C. I.E.
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Th fo1lowing pa,pers are reprinted here from the report of the
11ro ding,:
Trrn RgLATIO~

Ex:1

TI~G BETWEEN THE

TEACHING

OF

Puim

CHR:'IHSTRY AND

APPLIED CIIEM:IS'l'RY.

By OTTO

T

WITT, Ph. D., Professor of Cllemical Technology at the Royal Polytechnic School of
Berlin.

It is a well-known ancl universally aumitted fact that no branch of industrial
enterprise has met <luring the latter half of our century with such signal and yaried
success as chemical industry. New manufactures, baseu on chemical principles,
have been created an<l deve1oped to colossal importance; branches of chemical
science consitlered too intricate and special even to be mention ed in the ordinary
toxt-books of chemistrr have become the foundations of new manufactures; substances ·w hich 'in former times ha\·e been known as troul>lesomc r11fuse have proved
a more potent source of national welfare than even the richest goltl mines.
It is more than probable that we are as yet only in the beginning of this wonderful
deYelopment, autl that the industrial chemistry of the future will yieltl a harveS t
even more magnificent than it has done in the past. Much tliat has been sown h_as
not yet reached maturity, and new seed is constantly being intrnsted to tlie fertile
soil. The investigation of the natural resources of foreign countries bas shown that
the conuitions of industrial chemical work are by no means everywhere the samo as
in 1he ciYilized countries of Enrope, anLl that in ~ome ca,ses they are more favorable._
The liquid and gaseous fuels of the United States and of Russia are ample proof ~f
this assertion. Great continents overflowing ,Yith wealth are yet awaiting their
deYelopmcnt. AH that we know of them is that they harbor treasures of enormous
magnitn<le, aucl that these treasures can only be raised by methods differeut from
those which we have adoptecl for <leveloping the resources of Europe. Yet the
technical chemistry of Enrope will forever be the starting point for the deYelop1
rneut of the technical chemistry of the world.
With this bright prospect before us it is only natural that we should ue very
anxious about tho proper education to be given to those who aTe destined to develop
an(l enjoy what to us is but a brilliant vision. * * "
It is aripareut that no definite view can be formecl of the exact shape which tlic
chemical industry of the future will take. EYen iu its original home, in central
Europe, the chemical industry of to-day is totally differe11t from what it might have
been o-xpectell to become by the most expm·ienced technologist fifteen or twenty
years ago. 'Ibe great secret of the success of applied chemistry lies in its versatility, which euables it to adopt ever new and varying means for a useful pnrpoRe.
On tho other han<l, this Yery versatility prevents us from forming a doiinite hlea of
the exact nature of the roatl which ,vill lcatl us to snccc,ss.
The natural consequence of this uncertainty is tlrn conc1nsiou t1.u1,t our most important task in the o<lucation of young in11ustrial chemists is to make them men of
11urny resources. A special training, which may 1)e useful enongh in l ess chang<·aule
brau ches of manufacture, is little short of disastrous in all bmnches of cbeuiical
industry.
·
There is no objection to a special education, say, for engineers. For no matter
how brilliant the success of tlio new1y inventecl machines of the fut11rc may prov e
to b<·, :the methods of working the pa.Tts of which they will be composec1 will r emain
essentially the same, an<l will only undergo mo<lifieatious making them more cff cti ,·e
autl ~encral~y a.pvlicahle. The methods again, of estimatin~ ancl caknlating s nch
madrni '. will forever 1JO lm ·c,l on gen •ral <:onsicl<irations of mn.thematics. lf a,
;-,oun g man has thoroughly ma.s t red both the th ory :rntl th1• rational 1•01J :.trnction
of a· t<·am engine, h will not fin<l ~reat ilifticnlty in the c·o11structio11 of a motor for
compn~s ·ed air.
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The same conditions do not obtain for chemical manufacture. In our sphere it is
not tbe methods of execntion which undergo changes so much as the principles on
which the manufacture is based. The consequence is that a young nian specialJy
trained for some branch of ch emical industry would find his knowledge of but little
use a few years after leav ing the school in which he r eceived his training. In order
to remain efficient in his work ho would have to acquire knowledge which has been
considered unnecessary by his teachers, ancl in so doing he would have to un<leTgo
the weary task of becoming a self-made man.
This difference of in(lustrial, mechanical, and chemical work is greater than perhaps it ma.y seem at first . It is more of a qualitative than of a quantitative nature.
The mechanical arts, dea.ling with the physical properties of matter, are compamtively simple in their theoretical foundations, but of almost uulirnite~ variety in
their practical resources. Appliecl chemistl'y, on the contrary, is comparatively
simp1e in its practical aspect, but extremely varied and complicatecl from a theoretica,l point of view. From this it results that the only possible way to success in
applied chemistry is the acquisition of sound theoretical kuowledge. It is a complete scientific education which we must give to our young chemists in order to
enable them to be snccessfnl iu their industrial career.
Chemistry as a science is an organic whole, and its parts are inseparaule. It is
therefore a great mistake to think that tl1e theoretical eclncation of a young chemist
may be limited to that part of chemistry which formi., the basis of some given industry. Even the distinction, so often made, between inorganic and organic chemistry
can not be upheld if we examine the subject logically an<l carofully . Organic
chemistry is but the chemistry of carbon componnlls, and there is no reason whateyer for exclndiug one element from tho theoretical education of a yonng chemist.
The theoretical fonmlations of the chemistry of to-day are in a great measure derived
from research in the domain of organic chemistry, and the information of a chemist
who would sti·ictly limit him self to inorganic c1emistry vi'ould forever remain
incomplete and. nndigeste,l.
No matter, tliereforl,, what the ulti1Date destination of a chemist may be, his education should be strictly scientific and theoretica l, and it should embrace general,
inorganic, and organic chemistry, without any preference for any or either of these
separate subjcctA, but with constant reference tu their various applications.
The success of the German chemical industry, so much com mented upon of late, is
in a great measure clue to the fact that the men who fonuded it were the pupils of
chemists like Liebig, Wohler, Hofman, antl others, who knew 110 hig11er ambition
than the thorongllly universal and scientific instruction of tbose who had the privilege of working in their l aboratories.
From tho foregoing remarks it will be evident that I am no adherent of special
technical education iu app lied chemistry, if by that term we imply a one-sided
preparation of young men for a single branch of chemical industry, no matter what
that branch may be. Dyeing, calico printing, and paper mnking are porlrnps the
only chemical industries which may rightly claim the necessity of some special
instruction in the methods of their manipulation. But there is no reason why this
instruction, which is comparative]y simple, should of necessity be separated from
the theoretical training of a chemist. Of course tbe great centers of these inclnstries
will al ways demanu. and. have their special schools for the education of young chemists for their factories . Bnt if these schools are to be really useful, if they intend
to procluce m en who shall be the originators of progress in their manufacturing districts, they will have to make provisions for as complete and effici nt an instruction
in theoretical chemistry as may he obtainecl nnywhere in a university.
If thus pure chemical science is to be the foundation stone of n.11 chemical iu.-truction, it becomes n cessary to say a few words about the proper way of teaching
chemi~try as a rn:ence. Here I must say that I do not agr e with th method
adopted. uowa.dayl:l in many schools that I am acquainted with. Tl.Jere i:i ti gr at
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t<'U<1 n<·~ o lH' ' 11tn. to tho hypotlletical chapters of the science at the expense of
it 1mt ·ti<·nl :uH1 exr rim ntal id .
A i1:-1 1rntnral, a ci nee of so 1nogr ssiYe a character as chemistry can not clo
wit.h ut. n, o- <l cleal of hypothetical speculation. The theory of aromatic com}_)Ol11Hh, th
on ideralion on the valency of the clements, the periodic law, even
tho atomisti theory it elf are all nothing but hypotheses, though indispensable for
tb prop r uud rstancling of chemical reactions. So great has been their influence
011 the l)fOl"fe s and dev lopment of chemistry, that slowly and gradually many
C'lierni ts have <•·ot into the habit of considering tllem as the real essence and element
of \'hemistry wh reas :in reality they are nothing more nor less than general expressions of countle s experimental observations. They aro tlle great landmarks in that
wonclerful system which alone enables us to gra.-p an<.l oversee the vast domain of
chemical transform::d,ion . Bnt they assume the nature of mere philosophical tricks,
if we try to consider them apart from chemical facts in an abstract manner. That
is what many chemists are now in danger of doing.
Almost all our chemical text-books begin with the explanation of this hypotheticnl part of our science, and many lecturers do the same, whereas the proper way
woultl be to make the beginner acquainted with facts and to derive from them tlle
laws . \Yhich govern them. The consequences of such a mistake are almost incradicn.ble. The young chemist, once accustomed to consider theory as independent ~f
its experimental origin, does not sec the necessity of connecting it with his experimental work in the laboratory. The consequence is, that the majority of the young
chemists of the cla.y, instead of being imbued with one living science, are possessecl
of two things, both of doubtful value: theoretical knowledge, acquired by memory
and soon forgotten in practical life, and practical rule of thumb, incapable of helping them in serious research.
Yet the highest object of all chemical instruction is to show the way to chemical
research. No matter what the ultimate career of the young chemist may be,
whether he devote his energy to pure or to applied science, patient research will
always be his on1yway to success. Whether his object he to create a now induS t ry,
starting from a new raw material, or whether his task be to improve old processes
or to find the causes of troublesome difficulties-the way to success in all these
clifferent tasks is a1 ways the same, it consists in a logical application of the ~ld,
well-known, and time-honored methods of experimental research, either analytica.1
or synthetical.
Our young cheruists of the day are not sufficiently indoctrinated with the view of
an experiment, as a question acldresse<l to Nature. Being accustomecl to consider
theories indepenc1ently of facts, and fact_s independently of theories, they are incapable of clrawing conclusions from one experiment, an<.l making them the basis of
t.ho next following one. Consequently they are incapable of research, for research
is nothing else than a succession of experiments, each forming the direct consequence
of the prece<ling one.
It will no doubt be considered Temarkable, that I, a teacher of chemistry in Germany, the home of research laboratorie~, complain of an insufficient capacity for
research in the majority of our young chemists. Yet that complaint is by no means
unjust, an<l the cause of the c1ifficnlty complained of is 1,erha.ps still mor remark~l>le than the necessity for the complaint. This c:wse is nothing moro or less than
'the fact that mo t young chemists devote themselves to research at too early a,
periotl of their stn,1ies.
To 1le ~u~cess_ful in riginal re. earch a chemist should be folly conver ant with
all th~ chfhculties of chernical manipulation. This is hnt rarely tho case witli young
chemists of the prese nt <lay. 'lh ir manipulative skill is quite uucleYelop<·d. 'l'lH'Y
arc s~dly inex~erien · cl in th art of bu1lc.1i11g up an apparatus for a, compli ·atetl
cbeuuc·al expcnruent; hey have au unjustifiecl dread of svmewhat c·omplux analyRi ;
they are totally inno · nt of th iudi p nea.hle au. iliary arts of gla •s-blowiu~, ~rind-
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ing, filing, etc., a.nd, what is worst of all, they are insufficiently acquainted with
the use of that instrument- which has created mo<lern chemistry_:_the balance.
How are we to change all this f By a proper reorganization of the early stages
of chemicnl irn~truction.
I have. alrea<.ly inclicatecl tllat l ectures on chemistry should not begin with the
explanation of chemical theories, but with the demonstration of facts, which should
be chosen in such a manuer that the theoretical conclusions may be deduced from
them. In the same way instruction in the laboratory should begin with the observation of reactions, chosen in such a manner t hat by degrees some of tho simpler
methods of manipulation are acquired by the pupil. As soon as he is acquainted
with these, be may begin to make preparations, starting with products of a simple
composition, and transforming them into others by processes, the n a ture of which he
is able to understand; but as soon as he begins this work he should also begin to use
the balance . In every experiment he should use weighed quantities of raw material,
a.ntl he should ascertain the weight of the intermediate, final, ancl by-products. The
experiments should be chosen in snch a manner that more and more complicated
apparatus is required for them, and great care should be taken in insisting that
every experimental plant constructed should be faultless in all its details.
Only after having acquired considerable skill in chemical manipulation should
the student begin to do analytical work. After a short practice in qualitative
analyRis he should begin with quantitative work. Being acquainted with the necessity of ascertaining tho weight of all matter taken into work, he would now easily
become familiar with the use of the analytical balance, which would not remain (as
it uufortnna,tely does very often. at present) au object of fearful veueratiou, but
become an indispensable and well understood tool. This quantitative analytical
work should be supplemented by a number of thermo-chemical ancl pbysico-chernical
experiments.
"\Vhilst this experimental work is carried on the student has become acquainted
in his lectures with the subject of organic chemistry . Organic analysis may now
be taken up in the laborato ry. As soon as the young chemist shows some efficiency
as an analyst of organic substances, it is time to begin with organic preparations; but
here again an exact record should be kept of the quantitative conditions of every
experiment. The use of weights and measures should become second naturo to every
chemist, and nothing is more important in the practical instruction of a chemical
beginner than to imbue him with the conviction that merely qualitative work is
imperfect by nature ancl only admissible as a preliminary preparation to tho quantitative experiment, whicb, if properly carried out, is perfect and necessary as a
supplement of the qualitative observation.
Another important point in chemical instruction is the constant reference to the
practical application of facts and theories. If the teacher would take constant
care to expl ain wlrnt are the conditions of an experiment, what alterations in the
plant are necessary for its execution ou a manufacturing scale, and why such alterations are necessary, then be would contribute more toward the formation and
growth of industrial comprehension in his pupils than can be done by any special
technical instruction.
I have no hesitation in saying that a young chemist who has follow d with all
necessary industry anu intelligence a course of instruction such as I hav e sketched
will be properly prepared for original research. This is equivalent to sayin<r that
be will be equally prepared to fill with advantage a position in a chemical factory
in any branch whatever. His education will be complete and what be still lacks
will be the experience and the rapidity of practical work, which can only be
acquired by continued practice.
A few words r emain to be said about the other subjects which, besides chemii,try,
should be taught to every young chemist. OI course ho should receiv a proper
instruction in physics, the elements of mechanical engin eering, technical drawing,
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min r, lo , bot, ny, etc. A certain knowledge of all the exact sciences is indisp n ablo to very chemi t, whether he intends to devote bis work to industrial or
to 1rnr l s i ntific research.
Th ess nee { my investigation is, that I can not admit any fundamen tal differeuce iu the m thod of research of pure and applied chemistry. Consequently I
can not nclmit then ces ity of a differen ce of instruction for tho two. A well organize<l in tru tion iu pure chemical science would, in my opinion, be the best preparu.tiou for any young chemist for his future career. The methocl in use at present
seems to be ca pa.bl of improvement. Though much of what 1 have brought forward
woul<l not seem new to m:1ny of my colleagues, yet it can not be said to be generally
admitted, and it is certainly worthy of the most serious consideration.
\Ve want no school for producing specialists. Specialism comes as a matter of
course in later life. But no m:1tter how deep any chemist may involve himself i_n
the intricacies of any given subject, be can still gather useful information for h~s
own work from the contemplation of work accomplished in other branches of bis
science. If we want our schoo1s to produce men fit to reap the great harvest before
us, then let them produce chemists who enthusiastically em1race their science as a
whole, and who are incapable both of separating practice from theory and theory
from practice.
REMARKS ON THE TEACHING OF CIIE:'11ISTRY.
By GEORGE LUNGE, Ph.D., Professor of Technological Chemistry in the Fed~ral
Polytechnic School, Zurich; Past-President of the German Society of Chemical
Industry.

* * * In order to raise English chemical iJ?-dustry to the foremost rank which
is deputed to it at present in several important branches 1 it is necessary that the
technical management of chemical factories should not be left in the bands of
"rule-of-thumb" men, but should be int,rusted to real chemists. These men should
have a much fuller education. than tho majority of chemists seem to obtain at present in Great Britain, which means that they must spend more timE.\ and mon~y on
their training than they generally do. Before entering on their proper professional
study at college, they sboulcl receive a more suitable general ellucatioD, in wbi~h
the "classics'' need not he entirely left out, 1.mt must take a secondary place in
comparison with modern language, mathematics, drawing, antl the elements of
science. At college the student should receive a thorough training in scientific
chemistry, taking this in its widest meaning, not merely as a "testing" business.
Next to this, but not to the same extent, he should be taught physics, mine_ralogy,
technology, mechanics, and the elements of engineering. Everything else 1s more
ornamental than useful; but I am the very last to say that the student should confine himself only to the l atter.
Nobody in these times of ours is likely to turn out a first-class chemist, worthy of
berng later on rut in charge of a 1arge factory, who has not tried bis band in original research. This has been pointed out with such cogency and emphasis by many
authoritatiYe voices in Englarnl (in Germany it has long been held as an article of
faith) that I may abstain from dilating on that topic.
There is not q_uite so much agreement on the point whether technical chemwts
sbou1d be taught at college technology and the elements of engineering. Most
peorle would take this as a matter of cour e; but there are influential voices to the
contrary. We meet with such in the I eport on the Teaching of Chemistry, made to
tho Technical Education Boa.rd of the London County Council in ovember, 1896.
One gentleman declares the teaching of technological chemi stry of no value whatever for chemical industries or for th pnpil!i. A.11oiher ,1eclarcs that, although he
had no preliminary fo bnical training, an<l ha.cl been throogh tlleoretical cours s
only, be founcl hims 1f ahl to cop ~ith anything that croppc<l up when be ent red
mannfacturin,, practi e. Both ~entlerncn are c10i11ent1y practical men for whom I,
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like all the world, entertain the greatest respect, but m the present case I can not
follow them, and I lJelieve that their experience is too one-sided. I, for my part,
trust that I shall not be judged arrogant for assuming my natural capability to be
up to the-aye1:age, but my experience has been as follows. Having gone through a
complete course of scientific chemistry and allied subjects (I rejoice to have had
Bunsen ancl Kirchhoff as teachers)., aud having afterwards enterec1 upon a technical
career, I did not find myself "able to cope with anything that croppe<l up in prac- .
tice," but I had to spen<l. innncnse trouble and time, and to pay serious "Lebrgeld "
for acquiring those elemen ts of mechanical and technological knowledge which
students now obtain as a matter of course in a good technical college. And this
ex1)erience of my own agrees with so much else which I have observed in later life
that I feel bounc1 to r etain my view of this subject a.1 before stated. Nor do I stand
a1one in that. Not to speak of the r,ructice of all the continental Polytechnics,
which, after all, have some results to point to, great effo1·ts h ave recently been
made to introduce those teclmological subjects even at the German universities, as
it hi felt that in that respect they are suffering under a, drawback in comp:nison
with the 1)0l_ytechnics. .A very forcible speech ,,-as delivered on .April 28 of this
year [1897], in the Prussian House of Commons, by Dr. Bottiugel', tlle bead of one
of the largest chemical mnnnfactories in the world, with a staff of more than a hundred chemists (the Jtarbenfabriken at Elberfeld). Dr. Bottinger strongly demanded
the establishment of more professorships of t echnological chemistry, also at the old
universities, in order to maintain the prominent position of Germany iu the chem ical intlustrr, and the Government matle a very encouraging reply to this.
It is quite intelligible why some large chemical maunfactnrcrs do not care very
much about a preliminary study of technological sulijects on the part of their
chemists. At their colossal works they n e(l specialists for each branch, an<l. they
can not do without a staff of folly trained engineers, so that their chemists are not
calletl npon to do any but strictly chemical ·work. Some owners of works may 11ot
even like their chemists to get too much insight into the practical and mcclianical
part of the ma.nufactnring operations, for r easons which need not be dwelt npon
here. But that can not be our standpoint, as teachers, nor, <l.o I venture to say, is
it in the interest of the nation as a whole that a trade should be monopolize<l. iu a
few hands, as it is the object of "keeping everybody to his last. '' On the contrary,
we aim at educating our pupils in such manner that they can turn tlleir energies
into i>ractical channels at any opportunity which may offer itself; for this purpose
they must be able to cope with mechanical and technical problems at the outset,
an<l they must be taught to think technically, not merely as test-tube mrn. Of this
I may be allowed to give an illustration from a huge iudustry which is after all quite
as much a branch of applied chemistry as, say, alkali making, viz, the manufacture
of iron and steel. Does anybody maintain that the enormous strides made in this
industry in our own generation would have been possible if the ironmasten1 antl
their assistants ha<l been brought up on a diet of 1)Ure chemistry an<l physics, leaving all the practical part and the engineering to be either perforrnoL1 by uoncheruica.l
engiueers, or picked up at hapha,zard latel' on lJy themselves, iusteatl of their goiug
through a thorough training in the technology of metallurgy at mining schools or
the l ike'i This reductio at1 absurclum is perhaps not quite so a1>parent and a1Jso1ule
in other branches of the iudustries built upon a chemical basis, bnt in my hnmblo
opiuion it applies there as well. I can not cousider it as an accitlental coincidence
that Germany, which had been one of the leader in theoretical chemistry for a long
time past, ·without developing a chemical industry commensurate with it, shoul,l
have attainecl to such prominence in the same iutlustrypreciselyin the period wheutlle
establi hment of tecllnical high schools had providocl her with a numb r of chemists,
trained. in something else than pure science. It is really unnecessary for me to poiut
out that such a training in pure science, ancl that of a most thorough kincl, is the
indispensable forerunner of the teaclling of practical subjects, but, although speak-
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in 11• 1n-o (lomo, I an not h lp a~·ing that technological chemistry has also amply
pro ' Nl it riaht f xi~tenc , n,ncl its gr at importance for the progress of chemical
imlnstry.
I hav llithert had only tho in rnirnl who aspire to filling the higher positions
in h('mical wor1 , and ultimately hopo to become themselves managers or owners
of fa,ctoric-s.
f conr e, only n. fow can ever r c::~ch that goal, and the great rnajotity
mn t rontent th m clve with obtaining intermediate positions, but if they have
hone tly worked clnring their college time, they may trust not to be left, always
in th condition of ' t sting-slave ," but to be promoted to mana,ge some part or
other of the real rna,nufa,ctnre. According to the w~~y they perform that work, they
will haYe n. chance of getting on higher aucl higher. Such promotion is, on the
Continent, now confined to trainecl chemists, and I believe it is also more common
than formerly in England to make chemists ma1rngers of chemical works. So long
as this is not a recognized pri11ciple, it is in vain to hope for retaining a foremoS t
rank in chemi ·al industry. It is another question whether it is necessary or useful
for that purpose, as is sometimes claimed, that the foremen, or even the common
workmen, should possess a certain knowledge of chemistry rrnd technology, su~h
as may be imparted at board schools or at night classes for adults. I am afraid
that such knowledge is quite useless to ordinary workmen, who have simply to do
as they are told, ancl who may do more harm than good by trying to apply a su~er:ficial iclea of the nature of the operations which they have to perform, without possibly
having a real insight into them. I clo not even think that, apart from isolated
exceptions, such knowledge is of much good to ·the foremen, whose duty it is to
carry out instructions and to see that the men do their work as prescribe(l by the
staff, bnt who are not to meddle with the chemical process itself. Both classes of
men may have valuable suggestions to make concerning apparatus and other outwardly visible points, but even if they ha Ye learned as much chemistry ai:; they have
had a chance to do in the ordinary way, it is most unlikely that they will be ~ble to
:find out any improvements in the chemistry of the process. At all events, rn Ge~many, even in those factories where the work is carried on with the greatest chemical refinement, the foremen and ordinary workmen are neither required nor even
desirecl to know anything of chemistry. J?ormerlv it happenec.1 sometimes that one
of the men, after getting such a smu.ttering 0 f ch;~istry as he was able to obtain by
evening schools and the like, was driven 011 by an irresi8tible impulse to rise fro_m
the ranks, to supplement his deficiencies by har,1 work, and to become a successful
chemical inventor. But such a contingency hai:; become more and more scarce with
the widening of the area of science and the increasing difficulty of mastering it, a nd
it really seems a grea,t waste of time and means to giYe some superficial chemical
teaching to tens of thousands of workmen on the remote chance that one of them
may gain some real benefit from it, while at the same time many hundreds of educated men are receiving a really efficient training iu the same direction, many of
whom can not finu properly remunerated pla<·es owing to a great extent to the cheap
labor of "bottle-washers." * * *

THEORY A...'D PRACTICE IN TRADE TEACIIING.

l3y Sir PHILIP MAo~us, of the City and Guilds of London Technical In s titute.

Tne experi nee acquirecl (1uring the few years since technical iustrudion was first
genel'ally intro{luced and made supplemental to tra<1o practi •e has enabled us to
formn~ate C'ertain principles applicable to the tea •hing of trado subjects. The
material_ now oxiafa for a. new cltapt r in 11e1lagogy, whie,h if not yet written, ma.y
at :my time b · a<1de<l to tbe !H:icnco of Pdncatio11. The ,liffi •ultv of <lPtermiui11 .... the
true relation of th ory aull 1n·n,· i .,. in t<'achi11g th t c·lmolog~·
auy trade i8 shown
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by the regulations of the science and art department which apply to the teaching
of science in its bearing upon trades and in the technical instruction act, which
expressly forbids the teaching of the practice of a trade in any technical school.
The words of the act are, t echnical instruction "shall not include teaching the
practice of :1ny trade or industry or employment."
It has become a recognized principle of technical i,raining that a trade is best
learned by actual practice in the factory or shop, and so strictly has this principle
been adhered to that the establishment of schools similar to the apprenticeship
schools of ·France and the l!'achschulen of Austria and of other countries has been
disconragecl by the best authorities on the question of technical education, Nevertheless, it has been found necessary to approximate so closely to the teaching of a
trade in some of our technical classes that local authorities have frequently been in
doubt as to whether they have infringed the act, and the Government has been
obliged to give a very broad and liberal interpretation to it to satisfy the just and
proper demands of technical schools.
'I'here is also considerable difficulty in indicating the kind of theory to be taught
in a trade school. The courses of instruction prnscribed by the department in the
directory for science were intended to meet the requirements of students engaged
in different sections of industry. But, although such courses of instruction have
been largely followed by all kinds of artisans, a protest has been continuously heard
that the syllabuses of instruction are ill adapted to the workmen's needs; and we
know that the instruction has failed to reach thousands of workers in some or' our
largest and most important industries. Thi s fact was brought prominently under
my notice when I was asked, some time since, to ascertain what proportion of the
cand idates at the technological examinations succeeded in qua.lifying for the fuU
certificate by having passed certain examinations in allied branches of science nuder
the science and art department. Th~ inquiry t1howecl that, less than 17 per cent of
the successful candidates wore so qualified, and in some industries, notably in the
textile trades, the proportion was much smaller. It appears, therefore, that for the
purposes of technical education, u10re pa.rticnlarly as adapted to workmen, special
methods have to be considered even in the teaching of the theory or principles of
science underlying the practice of any trade.
One of the most interesting papers it has been my privilege to read is an article
contributed to the Edinburgh Review in 1824, which shows how clearly its distinguished author, the late Lord Brougham, foresaw many of the difficulties we now
experience. Lord Brougham, in the article to which I refer, quotes with approval
from the prospectus published in 1821 by the Edinburgh School of Arts the following
passage :
The great object of this institution is to supply, at such an expense as a working
tradesman can afford, instruction in the various branches of science which are of
practical application to mechanics in their several trades, so that they may the better
comprehend the reason for each individual operation that passes through their
hands and have more certain ruJes to follow than the mere imitation of what they
may have seen done by another. It is not intended to teach the trade of the carpenter, •the mason, the dyer, or any other par~icu~ar bu~in~ss; but there is no trade
which does not depend, more or less, upon scientific prmc1ples; and to teach what
these are and to point out their practical application will form the business of this
estabfoillment. He who unites a thorough knowledge of the principles of hi art
with that dexterity which practice, and practice only, can give, will be the most
complete, and probably the most successful, tradesman.
It would appear, however, that, more specialized instruction having been required,
the students at the mecbanical lectures of this school proposed to form themselves
into separate classes, and they !!elected a working joiner, by name James ► ale, an d
David Dewar, a working cabinetmaker, from among their fell ow -students to give
instruction. But even this arrangement was not free from difficulties, and Lord
Brougham g oes on to say : "The experience of the :first year, and particular!! the
fact that the students were of no less than forty-eight different trade , convrnced
ED
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the 1.lir ctors that the best pluu was to limit the l ectures to the geueral principles of
tlios s i nces which are of nniversal application to the arts and not to attempt, as
11::ul nt first ue n intended, teaching the principle of the arts in detail."
Her the matter was left. Tho City and Guilds Institute has been trying during
tho ln. t
Yenteen years, witli, I hope, some success, to solve the problem which was
left unsolvetl by Dr. Birkbeck, Lord Brougham, Mr. Galbra,ith, and other pioneers of
teclrnical education. At the Edinburgh School of Art i.t was finally arranged that
tho lectures shoultl be "strictly confmed to such objects of science II as would be
"u efnl to workmen in the exercise of their trade," and if we adopt this principle
we cau not go far wrong.
I can not hope, in this short paper, to treat with any attempt at completc:mess
what 1.Uay bo called the methouology of tra,le t each ing. I cn,n only throw out a few
suggestions and indicate some of th e difficulties it involves. The subject, howe,;-er,
is well wortliy of the careful consideration of the educationalist as a problem fnll
of int er est and of great importance.
Let ns consider, first of all, the extent to which practical work may l egitimately
enter into trade teaching. Now, there are certain branches of trade and certain circumsta.uces antl conditions in which, notwithstanding all that may have been said to
the contrary, the appronticeship school-that is, a sclrnol in which the practice of a
trnc1o i s completely taught-is a useful arnl almost a necessary institution. In many
art in<lustries this is so. An ap1Hentice will learn wo<•d carving far better in a school
than in n. shop. The art req_ uires no expensive tools, to b e o htained only in the shop,
ancl the supervision anc.1 suggestions of tbe school-teaclier afford help which the
young apprentice can not eq n n.lly well obtain in the commercia.l shop. Of engraving
and inlaying, of m etal chasing and enameling, of china painting, basket makin~,,
embroidery, arnl artificial flower making, ancl of very many other ''arts and crafts,
as they are commonly called, the same may l>e said-that the practice of the trade
may properly be taught in. school. Then, too, an apprenticeship school often affords
a very useful, if not t1rn only, meaus of introducing a new or of r ecovering an old
industry. In a country like Ireland, where tracle has languished, the establishment
of such schools for the tea ching of carefully selectecl trades might, an<l probably
woult1, prove most .serviceable. In many rural districts, too, whero tho vHla gers
earn a very scanty liveliboot1 as agricultural laborers, u ew industries, requiring few
tools and only cheap material, ma,y be taught, thus increasing th e prosperity of the
district and improving the condition of the workers. In Cambri<lgeshire basket
making is being 110w so taught, ancl an improving trade is likely to be localized in
that county. In many parts of southern Germany simi1ar trades a.re extensively
taugbt, and the position of the agriculturist is thereby materially improved. But
the inst.ruction in such cases must go beyond the limitation imposed by the act; for
unless the pupils are r eally taught the practice of the tra<l.cs, so as to be able to riroduce saleable articles, the teaching would fail of its purpose. There aro other cases iu
which, it seems to me, tbe practice of a trade may be legitimately taught iu school. My
attention has recently been <l.rawn. to the fact that the tailoring trade bas for many
years suffered from foreign competition. I mean the competition, not of imported
gooc1s but of imported workmen. This complaint cloes 11ot apply . o much to
"cutters," who occupy a higher position in the tra<l.e, as to the rank a.nu file of the
work pe~ple who are engaged in sewing and putting together foe ga1ments tbat are
cut out for them. There seems to be at present no way of trainio.-r competent work
P opl' for this large industry. The conditions mH1er .;hich the w~rk i · clone clo not
adm it of anythin<r approa<'hing to the apprentic-e hip system, nor do the young
P ·~rplc who want to learn th trade ha.ve any chance of acquiring the neccs ary rrc:fici ncy and dexterity in tho ordinary shop. The result is that foreigners a.re largely
employ d, many of whom hav,· gaine,l the necessarv skill in a, tailor's s<'hool. Tow,
I am tol~l the want of such. chools is much f It iu thi~ c:ountry, ancl it is belioYccl that it
is only m such c:hool· that la<l <:an he tra.mc,1 a. competent all(l cilicicnt workm •n ,
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Yet, in accordance with the strict provisions of the act, a school of this kiud would
be unable to receive any grant in aid from a local authority.
The instances I have q_uoted are, I adroit, of au exceptional character, an<l might
be easily provided for by a clause giving discretionary powers to the central authority in the interpretation of the act-powers which, I am boun(l to say, have been
already wisely stretched in the best interests of technical edncation l>y the science
and art department.
To the great majority of in<lnstries, however, the rule nuqnestionably applies that
the practice of the trade is best acq_uirecl in the factory and shop, an<l. tllut the
instruction of the technical school should be supplementary only to the experience
obtaineu in commercial work. By this principle nearly all our technical classes u.re
rcgulateu. Nevertheless, in many of these classes something that approximates very
closely to the teaching of a traLle is recognize<l as necessary. The difference, more or
less clearly defined, is, however, sufficiently marke(l to distinguish the practice of .
the shop from that of the trade school. Anyone going into a technical class for
plumbers, printers, or bookbinders, or into the fitter's shop of a school for engineers,
or into one of the well-equipped weaving sheds fonncl in so rnttny of our textile
schools in Lancashire or Yorksllire, would be inc;lined t~t once to ::t8sert tllat the
practice of a trade was being taught in such schools. Nevertheless it is not so, or
is not necessarily so. The school is fitted wit.h much of the same machinery and
tools as is fouml in tlle factory or sbop; aud so indispensable is such eqnipment that
a large part of the machinery is frequently supplied by local manufacturers, who are
themselves interested in the t r aining the school provides. In our weaving schools
are found looms of ntrious kinds with all the incicleutal machinery; in our p rinters,
schools we have fonts of type; the be t of onr boot and shoe class are fumisbecl
with the different machines in use b y those eup;agetl in one or more of the ten or
twehe sections into which the manufacture is BJ)lit up; our plumbing classes are
supplied with furnaces, and with the nee;essary tools for the joining of pipes ancl
the bossing of lead, and so on with a large number of other trades and inclnstr.ies.
To what end, then, are all these tools and appliances employed in th e technical
schooJ, if the teaching of the practice of tl..Je traJ e or industry is forbidden by the
act'/ The auswer is that they are used and are required to show th e stt1dent how
certain processes are performed, ancl to enable him to perform those processes himself.
Tlle difference between tbe use of such tools in the shop and in the school is that in
the shop the apprentice or young artisan acquires slowly, uncler considentble clifliculty, and frequently withont any explanation of the why or the wherefore, the
knowle<lge how to u se the particnlar machine or ap:pliance; an<l once having lea.rnecl
it h e is kept working at it, so as to gain skill all(l rapidity of execution in its use.
In the school, on the other hantl, he learns leisurely how tho to ol is used, the principle. of its constrnction, the errors to n,voicl, ancl the means of rectifying them
when they occur, the nature of the material to be wronght, and the meaus of distinguishing different qualities of such material; and having learned all this, :.1U(l having acquired a certain degree of roanipnlative skill, be is not expected lJy coustant
repetition of tho same process to aim at that rapidity of e:x.eeutiou whi.e;h is mdlspensalJle for trade purposes, but is allowed to pass on to tho exp1auation of the use
of some otller machine and to the learning of some other process. It will be seen,
therefore, that although a technical school may be eqnippecl. almost as completely as
a trade shop, the equipment serves a very different purpose. Its obj ect is the production of intelligent working people, and not the proc"iuction of salable commodities.
That good.· may be produced is an incident only in the production of iutelli c,eut
artisans. The practice a student obtains in a technical school is not intended to
give him that complete mastery and rapidity of execution-th r sult o~ con taut
practice-which can be acqnired only in the shop or faetory, ·w lJere "\Vork is clou • on
commercial lines, but rather to cualJlc him to uncl •rstand the applian ces of hi trncl ,
and to use them with ca.re and judgment. Nor, indeed, can the t c- hnical school,
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ly it may be oqnipp d, afford that special training in adapting
n(l , in
uomic working, and in the appreciation of the commercial imI)Ol°tn,nco of tl tn,il, a1Hl of the trne value of time which is acquired in the shop.
W e , ther fore, then e an(l tho limitation of trade practice in technical instrnction aml whnt t110 technical in tru tion act really requires is that while the school
shall affortl, by the completeue s of it e(J_nipmcnt, every facility, within such limita,tion , for tra,d practice, those limitations i:ihall not be transgressed . It is in the
apprentice hips hool only, where efficient workers are produced-workers who on
leaving tho ,chool au at once fin(l employ ment, o wing to the skill an(l dexterity
tllere acquired-that the teaching of practice exceeds the limitations imposed by
th act.
It will be seen that the equipment of a technical school for trade teaching is necessarily expensive, even although the object of the instruction is different from _the
training of workmen in the practice of a trade. A large number of our techmcal
classes are still inadequately provided with the n ecessary apparatus, and the instruction is consequen tly too t heoreti cal and the students lack the opportunity of appl!"
ing in actual practice the princi1)les they l earn . Every year some improvement m
this direction i s noticed, ~nd th e 1·equirements of our technological examinations,
-which are becoming more and n.10re practica l, are helping to make the teaching more
practical also. In the early developments of trade teaching it was thought that th e
practice could b e a cquired in the shop, and that it was sufficient to teach the the~ry
iu the school. But it is now r ecognized that while what w e may call trade practi~e
may be best acquired in the shop, the application of th e theory must be taught m
school, and that a sufficiency of tools and appliances is n eeded for this purpos_e.
The Germans, whose educational perfections ·are so frequently referred to, a~o st tll
in the elementary stage of trade teaching. But they [Lre beginning to r ecogm~e th e
value of practical work and the necessity of furnishing their schools with smtable
appliances, and it is only the want of funds available for such pmposes th at prevents many of the German schools for artisans from being as well equipped as our
own.
When we come to ~onsider what we mean by theory in trade t eaching we are als~
met by difficulties . It might have been thought, and indeed was thought, that 0 _rcl~n:1ry instruction in physics, chemistry, and mechanics would form the best prehmin:ny training for artisans engaged in different trades. But experience has shown
that this is not so. Artisans require to be taught by special methods those priuciples of science which are directly applicable to the industry in which they are
engaged. This requirement makes the teaching of science to artisans a ,ery difficult prol>lem, and necessitates a special training for those who are to g iYe snch
instruction . For many years the city" ancl guilds of London Institute have b een
brought face to face with the difficulty of this problem. 1'hey have tried to solve
it in various ways. Latterly they have endeavored to induce apprentices or young
artisans to take a preliminary course of instruction in which the principles of science
are presented to them in r elation to the practice of th eir trade. This experiment in
trade teaching has proved fairly successful. Preliminary courses have been arranged
in electrical engineering, in which the simpler problems connected with the fit ting
of cl~ctric bells, and with wiring for electric lighting, have b een made to give oxam:p~es_illustrating some of the more important principles of electricity ancl magnetism.
imila-~ c~urses have been anange(l for apprentices engagccl in ,·crtaiu branches of
the bmldm g tracle. In plumbing, for example, in which subj •c-t instruction, to be
of a~y value in supplementing the practi •e, must deal with the principles of science
apph~able t o the trade, young apprenti<·es have been foun<l to he particularly <leficient m the knowl ·dge of s ·i ntific methocl. Th, effort!:! of the iustitnte to im11r Ye
the _in truction given in the numerous ·Ls es supported by lo •n.l authoriti s fllld
affi~i t d t the institute bavo be •n in :rnlarly s11cressfol. Th preliminary <·ourses
of ~n . ruction, jud•tlnrr fr m th attenclant1· of appr uti -,~s, appear to baYc suppli d
a. distinct want, and the t aching has been of u •ha kiud that the experiment illus-
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trating the principles of science with which the young plumber ought to be made
familiar have been taken from the plumber's daily practice. It is only a well-trained
and well-educated teacher who can give such instruction. In my address at the
opening of the Finsbmy Technical College, in 1883, I said:
The teacher who is to inspire confidence in his artisan students must ac.ldress them
in the language they un(lerstand. * * -"· Indeed, the technical teacher ought to
be so constituted as to be able to keep one eye on the general principles of scien ce
and the other on the industry which his pupil intends to follow.
Where the teacher possesses this educational squint, so to speak, the instruction
is found to be appreciated by tbe young apprentice, but teachers trainecl to give
such instruction are not easily found.
The teaching of the theory of an y particular trade will be more satisfactory and
will be attendecl with less cli.fficulty when the young apprentice leaves the elementary school with some knowledge of experi mental method and some skill in applying
it. The way might be much b etter prepared than it is for technical teaching. The
school board for London has been doing excellent work in its science deruonstratious,
which will facilitate technical teaching in the future. Other school boards are, I
believe, doing likewise. But the consideration of this question woulcl take mo too
far from the immediate subject of my paper. I want to show only as regards the
theory that enters into trade teaching that for the pnrposes of technical instrnction
in trade subjects the principles of science must be taught in their special application
to the trade, and must be illustrated by examples with which the young apprentice
is familiar, and by experiments which he would be likely to need in his ordinary
work. Yon will see, therefore, that the teaching of the theory of any trade mnst
bo made to illustrate the practice, ju-st as the teachiug of the practice must be matle
to illustrate the theory. For such teachiug a sufficient supply of apparatus ancl
appliances is a first requisite, but the machinery and tools employed in a technical
. school are used with different objects and with a different intention from those of the
factory or commercial workshop.
The technical education board of the London county council has appointed a committee of experts to inquire into the existing facilities for technical instruction in connection with the different branches of the building trades, and as these trades [H'e
essentially practical, I hope, as one of the results of the inquiry, that some a dditional
light will be thrown on the problem I have been considering.
Many interesting facts and conclusions have been derived from a similar inquiry,
undertaken by the same body, into the best methods of teaching chemistry for trade
purposes. There is, indeed, a wide :field still open for inquiry and investigation by
educational authoritieB; and while it is evident that the preparation of schemes of
instruction must be left to such authorities, or, to quote again Lord Broughalll,
while "it is conceived that persons of education are better able to determine what
course of instruction is best fitted to attain the objects in view," valuable help may
be obtained from those engaged in the trade in solving some of the problems that
are still full of difficulty in trade teaching.

SOME LD:UTATIONS TO TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

By Sir Josuu.A

FITCH,

LL. D.

In an assembly composed mainly of those who are firmly convinced of th importance of technical instruction, and who are m et to concert measnres with a view to
make such instruction more acces ible and more efficient, it may not, it is hopc·d,
seem i rrelevant to invite attention briefly to one or two considerations bearing on
the relation of such special training to tbe larger subject of general e<:ucatiou, of
which, of course, techni cal instruction forms a part. \Ve can never form a trne
estimate of the worth of any kind of instruction-manual or intellectual-unl SR we
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tivo n.nd proportion, ancl know the place it shoulll occupy in a
hich 1· gard man in his totality, antl not merely on his ind us'
.
\
chools haYe been for centuries too mnch al)sorbecl iu
bo k-work, in. v rbal studi whid.1 sought to train memory ancl reasoning only, but
whi h foi1 <.1 altogeth r to give n,dcquato tli ciplino for the eye and the hand, or to
fit tho choln,1· for kill (1 lauor and for pn\,ctical life. Parliament and public opinion hn.rn con urr (1 in desiring to orrect am1 supply this grave defect; and the
t c1mical instruction n,ct an.cl the local taxation ( customs and excise) act are the
un,tioual ex.pres ion of a detonninatio·n to do so. Ancl these measures have already,
as we all know, borne abundant fruit. No one can rcacl, for example, the aumirable
auc1 comprehen ive r port just presented to the London county council by its technical etlncation board without seeing how completely the higher trncles and the
whole work of the skil1ecl artisan in London 'Will bo transformed ere long by the
well-tlovi ·eel efforts of that boanl to give a more scientific character to tho instruction of apprenticein and workmen, and so to improve the qualit-y of the work done
by them. "In the building, engineering, printing, fnrniturn, silver working, a nd
lea.ther tr:ules in particular, the Lonuon artisan has now within easy reach, at nominal fees, opportunities for thoroughly perfecting himself in his trade. * .,, ,.
Dmwing, modeling, auc1 design, which are in many respects the most valuable form
of technical instruction for all crafts, are taught in 4 7 centers, besides many day
schools and evening con tin nation schools." And then in detail the report enumerates
the various classes and the forms of trade work:
(a) Building, with specia,l instruction in bricklaying, brick-cutting, carpe~try
and joinery, masonry and stone carving, plumbing, aml plastering, besides practical
and theoretical teaching in architecture and design for those who are aiming at th e
higher branches of the profession.
. .
(b) The metal trades, including engineering, electrical fitting, lighting, and pl~trng,
the work of goldsmiths, jewelers, ancl workers in silver, iron and steel.
(c) Boole and printi11g trades, incluuing engraving, book-binding, lithography,
classes for artistic design, photography, and the application of the several arts concerned in the production of books and illustrated pa.pers.
(d) The 7eather tl'ades, with the arts of tanning, dyeing, and dressin g leather.
(e) JJ'urniture and carriage b1.iilding.
(f) Clothing a·ud upholstery, . which offer a very wide scope for s1dll, taste, aucl
inventiveness.
'l'he descriptions of the yarious classes engageLl in these occupations, • aml the
cletails of the various processes employ eel are full of suggestion and of interest, an(l
inspire all of us with g r eat hope. But every one of these manual employments llas
at its root some department of science. The nature of tlle material has to be
studied, the laws of the various forces-chemical, mechanical, or biological-need to
be investigated, and it is an essential part of an intelligent system of techni c: al
training that it should oe from the fi.rst scientific in its character, and not empirical.
In all these tracles every ru1e employed which is worth adopting is fonndctl on soUle
principle or natural law which is worth investigatinrr. But I cannot find in snch
experience as I have gained in technical institutions that attention enongh is given
to the scientific truths and principles which underlie the various forms of hantlirafl, :mu the knowledge of which makes all tho <lifforeuce bet-ween tlle mere
mechani<' an<l the intcllirrent artisan. I should not like to advocate tbe too arly
teaching of the science conn cte<.l with a skillecl tra<le. 'till less does it i;eem to roe
to b? well t? encourag th desire on the part of tlie youncr student to a <"nmulate
ceriific~ites ma e:ertain numb r of sciences-chemistry, ele •tricity, HomHl, light and
heat, an~l so forth. r his pra.ctic ha·, unfortnnat 1y, been mu •h en ourngecl in
forml r times by the re!!ulation f h o sc·ic:ncc an<l art d •partment. It has lctl to
the r ult that the young cl10la.r mea ·nrc his suc·c . s by the numb r of sci nc sin
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which he is aule to show a certain elementary knowledge, rather than by his
thorough grasp of any one of those sciences, or even by his possession of the
scie11tific temper and spirit at all. What we neecl is, that when the spechLl metier
of the student -is found, and when he enters an appropriate department of the trade
and te chnical school, be should unite the practice of the manual art and the knowledge of the rules of his craft w-ith a thorough knowledge of tho particular science
which stands in the closest relation to that craft. All through the report of the
London technical committee, and of similar authorities in other parts of the
country, I find constant complaints of the imperfect grounding which the stctdents
have received, ::md of t he need of more general and cultivated intelligence before
t echnical studies can be entere<l up on to any good purpose. Thus the report on
sorue of the Loudon polytechnics calls attention to the import ance of better training
in workshop ari thmetic . "Experience," says the report, "shows t his to be a subject iu which the you ng apprentice or artisan is usually ver:,, lleficient, and this
deficiency bas been the greatest b n,r to the p r ogress of the ap p ren tice on entering
the t echnical class ." Again, in the tailoring and <lressmaking departments, where
cutting out is indispensable, the report points out the value of a previous knowledge
of 11ractic::il geometry, and deplores th e fact t hat even an elementar y acquaintance
with this subject bas to be gained aft.er tLe pupils bave begnu the practical co urse
itself. All this p oints to the conclusion that there shoulll be greater so nndness in
elementary knowledge, and that what is wantecl is more thoroughness iu the ordinary disciplinnl work ancl stUl1ies of a good sc;hool rather tha n any premature
exercises, specia1ly adapted to antici pat e a p art icular form of technical study .
I shou ld like to learn the opinion of experts aml especiall y of the teachers in
technical i nstitutes, as to tlie expedienc~~ of providing by the education department
a "leaving certificate," wh ich at the age of fourteen n,ight sen-e to n.ttest that tho
holder bad pa. scd with credit the seventh standtLrd and two at least of the opt ional
subjects, ::mcl might also serve as a sort of matriculation or entr::mce xnmination
into a tedmical or hi gher school. Tbis plan will be found at work in France antl
Belgium and in Gcrma11y, where tbe certificatd'etudes or the abiturienien-examen appropriate to the conclusion of t he primary school course is regarded as a necessary
condition of adm ission to fnrtb er educational p ri vileges, and is also held in high
estimation by employers of labor, many of whom require a youth to produce it
b efore entering on employment. At present the practice of indidd ual examination
has fallen into disuse in onr elementary schools chiefly b ecauBe experience showed
that it was an unsatisfactory way of assessing the money grant. But in the interests
of the scholar, no less than in that of the thoroughness ancl accuracy of the schoolwork generally, I may suggest that a searching and authoritative indi vidual examin ation should be instituted at the seventh standard; aml that a certificate should be
granted to those wllo bad atteude<l r egu larly, had borne a good character, had made
a good u se of their time, and reached the standanl of proficiency appropriate to the
end of the primary school course. 'fhis plan would, I believe, l)o very welcome to
good teachers, to whom it wonltl afford an opportunity of distinguishing themselves.
It would certainly be ,ery acceptable to parent. . It would greatl~- facilita.te the
entrance of promising l>oys ancl girls into suitable employment and into the public
service. It woulcl have a useful. influence on the whole of tbe school course, an<l.
serve as a chetk upon sloveuly teaching, and even possibly-with reveren ce be it
spoken-upon slo,cnly inspection . It wou l d provide a new motive for r egnlar
attendance, and it would certainly give to the con<l.uctors of teclmieal and evening
schools a Letter guarantee than th ey n ow possess of the fitness of the young scholar
to enter upon advanced techn ical study. I submit i.o this conference that its
influence might be us~fnlly directed to this point, and that the true coordination of
elementary school work with the more developed iu<l.ustrial and scientifi · instruction in which the conference is most interested "ould be secnred ju some degree a.t
least, b y the adoption, as au integral part of our elementary school syst •m, of the
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x miun i n at 14 :.tuu th award, by the ednc{litiou department, through
it in p<1 ·tor , of an appropria,te certificate.
thin stru ·l- m so much in vi iting the apprentice schools, the technical schools,
h l coles <1c al'ts t m etiers of the continent as the constant insistence on the pur, nit of
me of th hnm:mizing or formative studies, concurrently with the special
tmlic b a,ring on tra,<l.e anc.l industry. .At the Ecole Diderot for boys and at the
lcole 1n·ofcssio11elles for girl , as I have elsewhere shown in an official report, one
half f th day is c.levote<1 to the special teaching arnl discipline connected with the
pupil's sel cted trade; but the morning of every day is spent in the study of literatnr , in <hawing, in mathematics, in composition of themes, and in general
scientific training.
o one is admitted to the atelim·, or work-room, in the afternoon
who docs not regularly attend the morning classes, and it is the t;estimony of the
direutors of these institutions that unless the cultivation of the intelligence and
tho general capacity of t,he pupil were atten(led to, pari pass·u, with the hand-work
of the apprentice or the trade school, technical instruction would prove incomplete
and of small value, aucl woul.d fail to fulfill even its own highest purpose.
Many of you ar familiar with the experience of Socrates, as it is recounted in the
.Apologia.. "I betook myself," he says, '' to the workshops of the artisans, for here
methought, I shall certainly find some new and beautiful knowledge, such as the
philosophers do not possess. .Auel this was true, for the workmen could produce
many useful and ingenions things." But he goes on to express his disappointm~nt
at the intellectual con<lition of the artisans; their bounded horizons, their incapacity
for reasoning, their disdain for other knowledge than their own, and the lack among
them of any general mental cultivation or of any strong love of truth for i~s own
sake. He thought that mere skill in handicraft and mere acquaintance with the
materials and with the physical forces employed in a trade could carry a man no
great way in the cultivation of himself and might leave him a very ill-educated
person; that, in fact,, the man was more important even than the mechanic or the
trader, ancl that in order to be qualified for any of the employments of life _a nd to
be prepared for all emergencies, mental training should go on side by side with the
discipline needed for the bread-winning arts.
We have at hancl some more recent experience illustrating the same truth. There
has been for many years in our elementary schools one kind of manual and technical
work specially subsidized by the State, and indeed enforced as an indispensable condition of receiving any aicl or recognition from the education department, at all. I
mean needlework in girls' schools. It fulfills for girls all the conditions which the
advocates of technical instruction have in view for boys. It has unquestionable
utility. It affords training for eye and hand. It demands attention, accuracy, and
dexterity; and it has an economic value, as a means by which the home may be
improved and money may be earned. It enlists a good deal of sympathy among
managers, and the Lady Bountiful or the vicar's wife in a country village is often
well content to see the half of every schoolday spent, not indeed in learning to sew,
but in manufacturing garments for home use or for sale. It is thought by many
good people to be the most appropriate of all school exercises for girls. It seems so
domestic, so feminine, so practical. Perhaps it may seem ungracious to inquire too
curiously into the effect of this l<ind of exercise p.pon the general capacity of the
scholars and upon the formation of their characters. But as a matter of fact, the
exercise is often dull and mechanical, it keeps children dawdling for hours over the
production of results which, with more killful and intelligent teaching, might be
produced in one-fourth of the time. The place in which the work is done be oroes
rather a factory than a school, and measures its usefulu<' rather by the number of
garment . it can finish than by the uumher of bright, hrmtly, and intelligent
scbo:ar 1_t can turn ont. In fact, it i found that proficiency in needlework may
coex1s~ with complete int •llcctual . tairnatiou, :mcl that th gen •ral cultivation of
the cbthlren, their interest in reading and in11uiring hat:1 been too often sacrifice(l to
T
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the desire for visible and material results. Some of the sewing is designated with
curious irony, fancy work. But there is little or no room in it for fancy or inventiveness, or even for the exercise of any originality or taste. So while fully conceding the import~nce of needlework as an integral part of the primary education
of the girls in our schools, I think we are all interested in economizing the time
devoted to this worls::, in seeking to employ better methods of obtaining results, and
above all in remembering that the educational value of mere handiwork is in itself
very limited, and that it ought to be supplementecl by other discipline if we desire
to m ake the oest of our material and to send into the worlc.1 capable and thoughtful
women, ready for the varied duties of domestic and industrial life.
You will anticipate the inference, which from my own point of view, as an olcl
inspector of schools and training colleges, I am inclined to deduce from these considerations. I entirely admit that our school instruction has long been too bookish,
too little practical, nnd that the friends of t echnical instruction are fully justifiefl
in calling attention to the grave deficiencies in our system, especially to the want of
sounder teaching in physical science, and of better training in the application of
those sciences, to the enrichment of the community and to the practical busines8 of
life . And we are all agreed, too, in the belief that apart from the in dustrial and
economic results of better manual instruct ion, there may b e iu such instruction a
hi gh educational purpose, that it may tell on character, awaken dormant faculty,
teach the better use of the senses, and increase the power of the human instrument
over matter and over the difficulties of life. Only do not let us exaggerate the educational value of manual instruction, or suppose that all our difficulties are to be solved
by turning our schools into workshops. Without coordinate intellectual training
and development, manual training will only accomplish a part, and not the highest
part of the work which lies before the teachers of the foture. Lot us rrcognize its
necessary limitations. And we can do this in at least two ways: First, by aimiug at
a higher standard of general intellectual culture iu th e schools from which technical
schools are recruited, and thus securing a more solid groundwork for our special
instruction. And the second expedient is to urge, whenever possil>le, upon each of
the young people in our trade and evening classe1:1, to t ake up one subject at leastit may be history or mathematics, or philosophy, or a foreign l anguage-which hq,s
no direct or visible r elation to his trade or to the means whereby be hop es t o get a
living, but is simply chosen because h e likes it, because bis own character is
enriched and strengthened by it, because it helps to give him a wider outlook upon
the world of nature, of books and of men, and because he may thus prepare himself
better for the duties of a citizen and a parent, as well as for an honored place in the
ranks of industry.
REFORMS IN TUE ORGANIZATION OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

By Prof. SILVANUS P. THOMPSON, F. R. s.

* * * The next point in which reform is needed, and in which it is slowly rut
surely coming about, is the proper adapt ation of the t echnical training to the needs
of the various industries or groups of industries. The sort of training that is right
and appropriate in one trade or group of trades may be gnite wrong- and inappropriate in another. Technical education means a dHferent thing in every trade or group
of tracles. Take the following cases : In certain han<licraft industries, such as tha:;
of the zinc worker, every man must be a skilled workman. He needs, besides ~,
large amount of experience to be gained only in the craft itself, a certain knowledge
of geometry of a particular kind. Ife must know something a1,out the properties o::.:'
metals, a1Jout solclering, about corrosion and its prevention. The acquisition ?f thie
knowledge does not necessitate many years of study nor compel attencl~oce 1? _any
very expensive la1)oratory; but every man must get something of his trami_ng.
Take by way of contrast the technical training required in one of the chemwa.l
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t f tb mauufa •ture of llyestnffs. The work iu this industry
frw highly train tl ch mists, an engineer or two, auu a lnirge.
nmull r of nu 1dl1 u l: or r ·. The inc.lustry (lepends in no wa.y upon the training 0 1
It wouhl n t l>o lien fitod to any 11erceptible d egr ee by opening evenincr ela
in ·hemi try for tb m. On the other h uml, its success is vitally bou nd up
in th lHl session f n, f w 1woperly trained chemists-men who ha.ve deYoted thre'=\
1· f nr )' ar
at loa t f th ir Jiyes to stu~lying chemistry in properly equipped
lal>or:itorics.
outrn t the two •ases-tbe most extreme that occur to me. In one.
in<lu try the ri 0 ·ht and appropriate sort of technical education i s the training of ~he
many by n, p •cics of not Yery adYanced instruction, "IThich can reMlily be earned
ont iu any Yeninocont,inuatiou school where a room can l>e spared for a workshop
0
aud where n. teacb er can be founcl wl10 is himself a skilled metal worker, well trained
in geometrical drawing. In the other industry the right and appropriate sort of
technical cclncn.tion is the high training of tlrn few in an elaborate conrse of stutlJ·,
conducted iu l:1boratories ex.pensively equipped an(l provided with appliances for
rescarcb, an<l. to " ' hich several :years am continuously cle,·oted. Either kind of
etlucation wouhl fail to meet tho needs of the other imlustry. The man ,vho had
spent three yen.rs in the continuous study of the higher geometry wouhl fi nd no
th
plu.ce in the zinc-working iudnstry, while the chemical factory bas no use for
e
smatterer who has only picked up the bare elements of chemistry in evening classes.
nd8
Tho stu.tbtics sometimes paraded to show how mn,ny hundred or perha1)s thousa
of stuuents n,re receiving cYening class instruction in chemistry, ;_;;ratifying as t.~ey
may l>e in showin<r
the proo-ress of modern e<lucation in science, have really n° thmg
0
.:,
•
f the
to do with tech11ical educ:1tion or the development of the chemical industries 0
country. One thoroughly highly trained research chemist is worth them all . Wbat
provision is m:1de on the Continent for this higher training in chemistry may ~e
seen from t!J.e fact thnit the entire establishment of the Regent street Polytechnic,
ehomicn,l labor:1tory, gymnasium, swimming bath, theater, kinematograph, and all,
might lie accommodate(l within the space provi<.led for the chemical labor~tor.): ~l~ne
in the Polytechnic at Munich. The chemical lal>oratory of the Polytechmc at Zurich
exceeds in contents the whole of the teclmical schools at the People's Palace. The
chemical lal>oratory of Berlin is larger than the who1e buikling of the City of L 0nd0 n
College. The physics laboratory at Ziirich is considerably larger than the wliole
building of the Finsbury 'l'echuical Collerrc an<l. the cost nearly twice as much.
They do not play at te~ching chemistry in' Germany n,nd Switzerlan<l 1 aud their
lal)oratories are frequented by earnest students. Studeuts will remain three) four,
or fiye yen.rs in tllesc laboratories to work at research.
Anl1 yet, with simple facts such as these staring them in the face, the bnilders of .
our technical schools aut1 organizers of our schemes of technical instruction seem to
have imagineu that at every center of artisan euucaiion there mu t l;e n. chemical
laboratory, and that t110 chemical industries of England were to bo 1·egcuerntcd l>y
evening chemical classes for artisans. The first sign of reaction agn.inst this extraordinary blnnc1er is to be .·eeu in the recently published report of lhe sp cia.l subcommittee of the technical education board of the Lonclon county council, who,
after faking the eviden ·e of a number of qualified experts, reportet1 with regard to
secondary and continuation ec·hoo1s that the teachinrr of chemistry "should he solely
1
of au educational natnre, and houl<1 ha,·o no refe; nee to practical application ,'
but that "for tbe training of chemists who are to advauce the in<lnstri s of tho
_' 0 nntry a prolon g d conrso of stnc1y in tho lement of pliy ics !lncl chcmi try antl
rn tho methods of r search is needed," while for certain localizccl indu trie ·, imrh
as tanuing, leather <ly •inn·, watnp1oofi11g, etc., in which chemi<·al }HOC --s s aro
employed, they 1ecommcn<l that the t •aching shon1<1 l,o coucentratcd "in a smaU
numher of in ti tut . which sh o111rl be thoronghly cqnipped for tho 1rnrpo, o aud
pla" <l under th dir ·e ion f te<"lmir.al r- •1 t. ." ln otl1cr wonls, th . nlH'ommitl e
tell O that a compl t refom1 i 11ccded o for as the teaching of •bcmi ·try i ·011th,
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cerned in our technical institutes, that in the chemical industries only the most
high1y-tra.ined chemists are wanted, and that in the n.llied industries, like tanning,
special establishments or monotechnic institutes are preferab le.
There are, of course, other industries which occupy places intermeLliate between
these two extremes. In engineering there is wanted the kind of t echnical education
which makes the skilled fitter, the skilletl pattern maker, the skilled turner, and the
skillecl draftsman. But over and above this there is wantcu the highest kind of
. training for t.hoso who are to manage and push forward the industr y; :md this training must necessarily be conducted in properly equipped cstablisliments, requiring
the devotion of two or more years of continuous study, allCl for which evening courses
of instruction arc, saYe iu the case of most exceptional inc1iYi<luals, wholly inadequate. It is obvious that the highly specialized an<l highly equippccl in stitutions
suitable fo~ the secoIHl of thes<! purposes can only exist in a fow phces. Great
municipal technical schools, like those of Manchester aml Birmingh am, and important
local London technical institutes whirh, like that at Battersea, lie in :in engineerin g
center, must contemplate providing for both kinds of engineering cc.lucation . Iu
some other towns there is a university college which supplies the higher engineering
work, and in such cases it· is simply a waste of energy for a second institution to
attempt to specialize in this branch. In tlie te:sdilc iu<l.ustries, again, a high degree
of specialization is necessary; to train every mill hand iu the mcchnnics of textile
machinery or iu the teclmique of textile design is simply useless. Here and there an
individual of unust1al capabilities may lie fouud, and in a wisely organi7,ed system
means will be proviclecl to tru,in and deYelop special talent. The greatest difficulty
in tho way of such development arises out of tho too often imperfect general e<1ucation of the indiviclual who shows special technical abilities.
Another most important reform is that of 1,0 utilizing the facilities for instrnction
as to develop breadth of view and capacity in those wlio arc trained . T!Jis is all tho
more vital to the futu re of this liranch of ellucation becanse of tho extreme ~mll in
many cases disastrous degree to which the subdiYisiou of labor has lieen pusherl
in many of tho handicraft t,rades. Formerly t!Jo apprentice l earned a whole
trade; he journeyed about to pick up the outlying branches and wi,1on his
experience before be couhl become a master. Nowadays the a1)prentice commonly learns under a master who practices but a part of a trade, and be himself
is taught only one portion of that part. Iu the cabinet-urnking industry antl in
many of tho metal industries the resnlt is <.leploraulc. Men grow up capable of
doing lint one thing, and are dependent npon a wholly different set of men or upon
se,eral different sets to finish ,Yhat they ha.Ye uegun or to begin the work tbat they
receive from a, subsequent stage in the process. The nll-ronml competent lrnncl
grows rarer, and tl'atl e suffers and workmen suffer at every change of fashion. If
judiciously directed, technical educati0n may do much to alleviate this r-mcl effect of
the capitalistic tcn<lcncies of the past. It onglit to lrn the incc snnt aim of the
organizers of technical schools ancl cJa ses to broaden tho basis of tl10 instruction aucl
to fight aga-inst tho narro'l>ing tenden cies abroad. But this nrnHt not lie <1ono without discrimination, oth erwise ib ends in absurdities. A little more than a year a.go
I listened to a speech on technical education liy no less a, person tLau the lat chairman of the London county council, in which he advocated the t eaching of clJCmistry
to uricklayers on the ground that it "·ould be an advantage to the bricklayer to
know something about the chemi ·al causes of t!Je differen ces of color in his bricks.
A grosser caricature of the aim and end of teclmical eclucation conlcl ucarcely have
been in vente<l. ,vhat is wanted in the education of a bricklayer is not a pernicious
smattering of cliemistry, wliich is ont of the range of his work, though germane
pos ibly to the trade of a brickmaker, bnt a willoning of the training of be brir·klayer in his own craft. IJow few bricklayers know bow to do tuck pointiug ! How
few understand properly th different kinds of bonding! How few h:wc ov ·r l urn c1.
the simplest elements even of brick cutting! These things they might ·with "reat gain
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1 arn a l> in n· thiner truly p rtiu nt to the t <'chuique of their industry, and as such
ill he lan~h t in Y ry w 11- rgnniz tl building tra<les school. Take, again, the case
l' th
ih· r mith'
raft. How rarely, in the mo<lern nltrn, division of labor, can
th n.ll-1· >tm<l ma.n b i uud. Tho chaser can chase but not engrave, the engraver
cnn ngrave bnt not cha ; n ither chaser nor enrrraver
can do the simplest •l)it of
b
01·k, and neither chaser, ngraver, nor enameler can do metal spinumg or
il, r as tin g . Y ·t hert>, on would have thought, in an essentially artistic trade,
wa the clrnnc for rearing good all-round craftsmen. It is cheering to learn from
th e r •cent rop -rt of the technical educa.tion uoar<l (1896-97, page 8) th at at the Ce~tral
hool of .Art, and Craft , lately established, the subject of gold ancl silver srm th1;'
work has been taken up "e entially as an artist,ic craft." "Every effort," they say,
"is mad to give students a broader view and practice of the craft in which they_ ::ire
ngagccl." The e gold n words mig~ t well be the motto of all technical instruction,
It is to bo hopeL1 that it will soon be made compulsory for every technical student t,o
take at least one acce sory subject besitles the immediate one concerned in his actual
ernploymt>nt. Thu eYery silver chaser might be required to learn also either engraving or euameliu O' ; every bricklayer to learn either brick cutting or that part of
pla tering that is common to the two trades of plasterer and bricklayer; every
plumber shonlcl also lc:uu lead bossing and lead burning. I can not conceive ~f
any more helpful thing to the prosperity of ,vmkmen than such a widening of their
experience.
This, again, suggests another reform urgently neede<l in the organization of ~echnical instruction, particularly in London, namely! the proper selection of subJects
taught in the several technicn,l institutes, so that they shall each be dev~loped to
the ntruoet without interferinrr in one another's work. Admirable as the idea of a,
polytechnic may be, as an ide: there is no question that good and sound techuic~l
instruction :flourishes better in the school of monotechnic than in that of polytechmc
type. ·who attempts one thing well succeeds better than he who attempts everything and dabbles all round. Not one of the London polytechnics is to-day doing ~s
much for any industry as the tanning school is doing for the tanning industry m
Bermondsey, or the leather trades school is doing for the Bethnal-Green iuuuS t ry.
Very wisely, the Borough roacl polytechnic has refused to attempt all sorts of so-called
technical classes ancl has concentrateu itself on certain groups of trades. So also
the Bolt court school is doing an admirable monotecbnic work for the pTintiug a. nd
lithographic industry. The Shoreditch Municipal Technical School has wisely
pushed its cabinet-making classes. The Battersea Institute excels in its engineering
sicle. Without going further, one may hail this tendency as a most hopeful sign. Each
institute must find its own appropriate work aml do it, otherwise it will inevitably
drivel a.way in the sensations of Pepper's ghosts and diving bells, or whatever may '
be their modern equivalent in scientific toys. All this points to proper adaptation
to the local industries as a desirable line of reform . . W c shall need more schools
than at present we have, but they will be schools where the work is uetter, more
serious, more sincere. A technical institute for training reporters and journaliSt S
a~d a school of foreign tongues for teaching the spoken languages of the world
m1ght well be added to the monotechnic institutes of Loudon.
Lastly, we have got to learn how to discriminate between education which is
purely secondary on the one band, ancl that which is purely "universitary" ou th e
other hand, as against that which is trnly technical. It will be an evil day if ver
the technical institutes, wh ther monotechnic or polytechnic in type, neglect their
prop~r -:,,ork an~ t_ake to "preparing" their students for university degrees. If they
are giving a trammg that is really of technical value then their certificate of that
trai.ni~ig ,~ill ~>e more valuahl to their students th'au any univ rsity ckgrce. If
techmca.~ m t itutc·s c·an not make th,.ir training of more use to tbeir stnd nt than
the holdmg of a B. A. de rr e, then that trainhw stands self-condemned. As ' Xplainecl
abov , cbemi try is almost the only subject in which the technical training and the
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universitary training are really comparable, ancl the technical training in general
goes far beyond anything required for a mere degree examination. In no other subject does the proper work of a technical institute run along the lines of a degree preparation. If it were made' a rule in the day departments of our technical institutes to
admit no student who had not already matriculated into the university, the case
might be different. Yet this suggestion is hardly within practical range If such a
rule were possible, how marvelously it would quicken the educational work of tl10se
institutes. In this connection it is well to remember that the abiturient examination
required as a preliminary before entering a German polytechnic is vastly more severe
than an English matriculation. How many students in a London polytechnic have,
before entering, shown that they can pass an examination in differential and integral
calculus f In Germany-and there is no mistake ab out it-the polytechnic schools are
places for serious and responsible educational work. They do not,, it is true, teach
playing; neither do they play at teaching. If we wish our technical institutes to clo
as much for English industries as the Continental polytechnics have done for Continental industries, let us learn one thing from them. Let us make the serious
instruction of the clay classes accessible to all by its cheapness, while excluding the
incompetent by entrance examinations suitable to the standard attained in our
existing secondary schools.
EVENING SCHOOLS .

By

SWIRE SMITH,

Member of lato Royal Commission on Technical Instruction.

At a conference of the mechanics' institutes of Yorkshire in 1886 I read a paper on
the above subject, in which I made the following statement:
The magnitude of this question of evening schools expands illimitably the more
it is considered, and yet if earuestly grappled with it offers the most practical and
economical solution of the problem of the technical education of our artisans. There
is no country in the world in which evening classes are so necessary, and can be so
usefully and cheaply conducted, as in England. There is no country in which they
can be so conveniently attended; in no country have young persons engaged in
manufacturing pursuits so much leisure.
EDUCATIONAL CONDI'l'IONS TEN YEARS AGO.

The ten years since 1886 have been years of grea t educational activity. The ~oyal
Commission on Technical Instruction had presented its report to Parliament two
years previously, and th e recommendations contained in it were beginning to lay
hold upon the public mind. In giving practical shape to the conclusions at which
we had arrived after inspecting the schools of other countries and inquiring into
their influence upon the mannfactming industries which they have been designed
to promote, and after making ourselves thoroughly acquainted with the educational
organizations of this country and their effect upon the occupations of the people,
we made certain modest recommendations which at the time were considered by
many educational enthusiasts to be altogether inadequate to meet the requirements
of t he times. We were of opinion, however, that it was better to ask for a little,
with a chance of getting it, than to ai,k for much and have the favor r fused. At
that time the subject of draw ing, which an education mini ter had graphically
described as "the mainspring of the technical education of the artisan," was not
taught to more than one in four of the scholars in elementary schools, and that often
so badly as llardly to be worthy of the name of instruction. Elementary science
fared even worse than drawing. Modeling was almost unknown; manual instruction
had scarcely been h eard of-the pen was the only industrial weapon that boys intended
for skilled handicraftsmen were taught to use-and domei,tic subjects for girls, excepting needlework, hatl not come within the range of practical education. l'lrn local
authorities, however much they might have desired it, had no power to appropriate
any of the ratepayers' money toward the development of the brain of ~ho ratepayers
in the way of providing technical iustruction or contnbuting to techmcal schools.
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utlati n
f th commissi uers dealt with the abo,e ancl many other
d il ·i •n ·i ' 8, , ml it i Y ry atisfactory that several of them have been adopted.
Dra,wino- is now taught to all boys, anc1 usually with the ahl of suitable casts and
ample ; m deliug ha be n introduced in many localities; school museums have
b' n
tablished, antl lem ntary science is now extensively taught with, in some
in tn.nces, laboratory 1n-actice.
Ianual instruction is being given in the most progr i Ye chool , and in agricultural districts the facts of agricultme are being
taught, to which lrns b en ruhled the use of tools, witlt practical instruction in garden 11lats. Iu addition to drn.wing and needlework, the elements of cookery and
housohohl management are being fanght extensively to girls. The above subje_cts
influence the prospective life work of the scholars and prepare them on becommg
apprentices to take up in the evening classes the special subjects of science and art
which have a bearing on their daily occupation.
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIO~ ACT.

But the most memorable and effectiye impulse to technical education and eYen~ng
schools has been given by the passing of the technical iustructiou act of 1889, whi_ch
enables local authorities, to the extent of one pence in the pound sterling, to build
and ruaiutain technical schools and contribute to technical evening schools out of th e
rates. This was followed by the local taxation act of 1890, which practically handed
over certain of tlie profits of the excirn, amounting to about £750,000 a year, to t~e
county councils arn1 county? boroughs of tbe country, empowering them to devot~, if
they were so disposed, the whole of the fonl1s tow:tnl the promotion of technical
instruction. Tlie e-mbodiment of these simple acts into practical legislation is silently
working a i-evolution which is already most favorably affecting tlie civilization an_d
18
industrial efficiency of all who have been brought under its influence. Engla nd
proverbially slow in the adoption of reforms, but it is satisfactory to state that already
5t
172 municipa1ities and local anthorities, including London and others of-the ~arge
cities, have adopted the tecln.1.icnJ instruction act, while of 126 county councils a nd
county boroughs in England and Wales, 111 have devoteJ. all their foncls derived under
the local taxation act, and 13 the larger part to that purpose, the amount last year
being £724,000. The count.y councils of the agricultural as well as the manufactn:ing districts, where, in many instances, not the slightest iuterest had been taken 111
technical instruction, are devoting themselves to their new duties with conspicuous
energy, antl although, as was inevitable, some mistakes have been made, there ~re
many instances of most gratifying success. The public authorities that are entering
upon this business a.re" learning by doing," and among them tllero is an encour:1ging spirit of cooperation and of friendly rivalry. The county councils in many
instances have followe(l their own methods, without any goneral organiz:1tion, in
allocating tho funds at their disposal. The most advanced have organize(l their
areas somewhat ou the model of the science and art department of South Kensington,
with responsible local committees, giving grants on buildings and apparatus, at-tendance, examinations, lectures, etc., and providing scholarships with maintenance,
e~ab1ing painstaking students of the artisan cla s to pass from elementary day or
mght scbool to the highest technical and university colleges. Others have distribute~ the grants according to 1)01mlatiou-lea.ving the administration of them to the
v~nous local authoritie~ themselves-a more doubtful proceeding. Concurrently
with the b neficia.l as istance of the county authorities, th •re bas been an increa. eel
lleman d upon
education and the sci •nee and art tlepartment , the latter of which
has r ·c~ntly_ issued a n · w c-od of regulations for evening continu:1t ion s chools,
eml,racmg htera1·y ubjec·ts, lan<•uagc· ·, ·cicucC', ancl commercial 1mhjcds, covering
~b ' ·bole fi eld of preparation for tho ·e in Parch of u.-cful or rcfiuin~ knowledge.
fhe a.hove a"
o ·ncies -cooper·a t·mg"·1th t b e sc h ool lJOar!ls, voluntary school ma.nag rs,
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th e Recreative Evening Schools Associa,tion, and the Society of A rts, g uided in m any
instances by the National Association for the Promotion of T echnical a nd Secondary
Educa tion-have put n ew life into the evening cont inua tion schools of th e J!OUntry,
enabling v ast numb ers of y oung people to rescue their sch _o ol kn owl ed ge, which was
i n m an y inst an ces r apidly disappearing, and to m ake it d istinctly av aila ble as a help
-to t h e business a.nd pleasures of life.
TEN YEARS 0 :1!' PROGRESS ,

T he follow in g :figur es from the report of the Recr eative E vening Schools Association indica.te t he p r ogress of evenin g schools during r ecent year s :
Schools
Year.

1880 . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189ti . . . . . . . ... .. ...... ... . . .. .. . ... .. .. ....... ......... . ......... . ........... . .
Drawing was taught in elementary dn.y schools as fo llows:
1886 . ... .. . . ... .. . . . ... .. . ...... ... ... .. .... . . .. . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . ... . ,• . . . .
1895 ... . .. . .. .. .... .. .............. . ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

unde r in -

spect.ion .

Sch olar s
on

r egis ter.

841
4, 347

42, 4'23
298, 7,H

4, 446
20,500

870, 4!)1
2, 229, 718

Under th e science and art dep artmen t t he t ot al numbel' of s tuden t s under iustructiou in scien ce , art , elementary draw in g, a nd manu al instruction wa.s, in1886 .. .. .. ... . . .. .. ..................... . ... .. . . ...... . ....... stud ents . . 1, 046, 793
1895 . .. . .... . . - .. . ...... .. ..... . ............ . ..... .. .............. do . . . . 2, 6-11, 388
T hese figures give evidence of great progress t.luri ng the l ast ten yea,r s, amounting
t o a sevenfold i ncrease in the scholars of ord inary con tinuation evening schools, and
t o more than two and a half t imes the num ber of stuuents in s t ience, draw ing, an d
manual instruction un<ler the science an d art de11artment.
Th ere a.re 70 new technical schools wh ich have recently been op ened, i nvol ving
an outlay of £768,000. There are ju ad<lition 67 schools in course of erection, or
about to be erected, of wLich 55 are estimated t o cost £756,000, t h e to t al being 137
sch ools, and represe n ting an expendit ure of £1,524,000. Another indication of t h e
developm ent an<l increasing p opularity of th is movement is to be foun<l in the fact
tha.t t h e State expen <l.iture ou edu cation, wh ich am ounted in 1872 to £ 1,077,89.J., in
1895 r eached the)um of £7,644,885 .
CITY AND GUILDS 01~ LONDO~ IN STITUTE .

•

A g reat impetus was given to technical instruction, especia1ly in tbe 1Danufacturing towns, beginning in 1876, by the organization of classes, und by practical examinations i n the app l icati on of science to the in<l ustries of tho country by the City
and Gu ilds of Loudon Ins ti tn te, comprising the worshipful companies of mercers,
drapers, :fishmongers, goldsmiths, merchant tailors, vintn ers, cloth workers, leather
sellers', car penten'l, and others, which have taken su ch a generous anll cordial rnterest i n tho promotion of this con gress.
The techn ological classes of the insti tuto are held in G3 snbje ct s representing aa
many trades, in which practical instr uction is l>eiug giYen. In 1 86 there were 329
cla.sscs, with 7,660 students, and in 1896 there were 1,128 classes, with 26,609 students.
The increase in the attertdance is not moro remarkable th an the im11rovecl quality of
the instruction and the higher standard of tho examination s during th period.
By their organization of the above classes and by th eir sp len<lid co11 tribntions to
the People's Palace, and th13 :polytechnic institutions of the metropolis, their erection and maintenance of the Finsbury Technical Co1lege, the 'outh Loudon • chool
of Art, and, above all, of the Central Technical College for the traiu in g of engineers,
inclustrial chemists, and technical teachers, these Lol1(l on livery com:paui s have
rendered invaluable service t o thonsan<ls of students, an<l have there1Jy mo t, fa vorably influenced the indnstrie of the country.
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'() . I PANY A ~ D TEXTILE SCHOOLS,

tu ork hir , abstain from acknowledging the great public
r <l y tb.
loth \V rk<'r ' ' ompany to that county. It is now m~re
than tw n Y: ar . g , at a, time of o-r at depre 'Sion and sufferiug among the textile
intlu trie that th
1 th \York rs' ' ompn,ny, of London, couceived the idea of rend rino- praoth,al as i ta,n e to the wool industries of Yorkshire. Successive maa t ers
• ll(l l ading spirit of th oompauy, with the untiring assistance of their este~°:1ed
au<.1 ]Hlblio- piritecl cl rk, ir Owen Roberts, made freq_uent visits to West Ridrng
town , where thoy wore brought face to face with the difficulties of manufacturers
ancl operativ sin meeting th comp tition of their continental rivals. They recognize<.1 that the wea,kne s of our position was not due to inferiority of machinery, or
of manual skill, bnt rather to the scientific aml artistic knowledge of the competing forein·ner which could only be permanently overcome by "finer knowledge" on
th
the part of the Englishman. They therefore holdly and generously challenged e
public-spirited men of the various manufacturing centers with the offer in each
instance that in proportion as they wonltl help themselves in the erection of suitable
th
buildings for technical instruction they woulcl help them, not only by grants to e
th
e
buil<.Hngs, but by annual subsidies towarcl their maintenance. And what was
resulM The challenge was acceptecl by every manufacturing center in the coun_ty,
and it was to this practical initiative that the woolen and worsted manufacturmg
towns of Yorkshire owe their technical schools. anL1 to the same cause the recent
progress of the wool industry is largely due. B,ut their wise and far-seeing gen~rosity did not stop here. At their own cost they built and equipped a central textile
college as a department of the Yorkshire College at Leeds, with all the practical, as
th
well as t.he theoretical aids to the complete instruction of those intended for e
rd
textile inclnstries. 'l'he new ln,boratory for dyeing research, which, without r_ega
to cost, has been furnished with the most modern appliances for the prosecution of
original research and for the conducting of experiments, uids fair to institute a new
departure in the invention of colors aml in their application to tex.tile fabrics. In
the necessary prov1sion for the higher instruction of those engaged in the manufa~t ure of textiles, in which this count ry has l,een so lamental>ly inferior to its continental neighbors and has temporarily lost some of its best business in consequence,
the Textile College at Leeds stands forth as a nol>le institution offering facilities for
the highest technical training in the departments of weaving, cl.yeing, and :finishing,
which, so far as the wool inuustry is concerned, aTe not surpassed by those of any
similar institution in the world. I am glad tote able to express the testimony 0 : th e
best authorities to the fact that at the present time the wool industry of Yorkshireboth the woolen and worsted branches-is fairly al>le to hold its own against its
competitors; and if it can not be saiLl that this result may be cretlited entirely to th e
technical schools, so generously supporteLl uythe Cloth ·workers' Company, it is cer~ai.nly due. to the improvements in designing, dyeing, and finishing of the goods, which
it 1s the aim of the schools to promote, and to the gre~ter skill, efficienc-y, and energy
of those engaged in the trade.

ervi ·

SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT OF CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES.

_The general pr~vision for technical instruction in this .country, especially in the
higher _branches, is as yet iucompar:ibly inferior to that of the leading continental
cou_ntn~s. \Ve have neither the buildmgs, nor until recently have we possessed the
l~g1 sla.tive means ~f obtaining tbe necessary financial aHi, but perhaps at the present
time our greatest rnferiority is b th lack of J>reparedness on the part of the great
bulk of the scholars when th y lease the day schooL·.
T_he hum~liating confessiou wa r~c •ntly 111:ulo hy tho president of the ational
mon of "Elementa1·y Tea ·her that, with a. r •~i ter of 5,3~6,000 childr u last year,
the average attendance was only 1,316,000, a.uu that prac·tic:ally two-thirds of the
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scholars (many by having passed the exemption standards of the local authorities,
and many more by evasion of the school laws) leave the school at the age of 11, when
their real educ.ation can scarcely have begun, and at a time when technical instruction, if offered, can hardly be understood by them.
All our efforts to bring the masses within reach of higher instruction, either in day
or evening schools, will be seriously retarded while this state of things exists, and
· it should be the first duty of all patriots to combine in so strengthening the school
laws that no scholar will be permitted to leave the day school under 13, unless
there are exceptional and satisfactory reasons for exemption. It would appear that
less than one-sixth of the children remain after 12, including the half-timers, who,
on passing an easy examination at the age of 11, are allowed to work half-day in the
factories till 13 or 14, on condition that they attend school on the other half. * ·x- *
LEISURE OF ENGLISH OPERATIVES,

Although, as I have shown, the overwhelming proportion of children leave school
and join the ranks of the workers at an earlier age in the United Kingdom than in
some continental countries, there is no country where they have so much leisure
after their daily labor. In the textile trades employing young persons and women
the factory acts are rigidly enforced, limiting their hours of labor to fifty-six and
one-half per week, while in the great mechanical industries the hours of the adult
men, and boys above the age of 13, are more generally fifty-four per week. At from 5
to 5 .30, and in fewer instances at 6 p. m., on five days per week, and on Saturdays at
from 12 to 1, the workshops and factories are closed. In England the evening classes
usually begin at from 7 to 7.30, anu on Saturday the half holiday leaves all factory
operatives free. In continental c~rnntrics the operatives in similar industries work
sixty-six or more hours per week, leaving the factories at from 6.30 to 7.:W in the
evening, while there is no Saturday half holiday. I have frequently visited evening
classes which did not open till 8.30 or 9, in order that apprentices might be able to
attend after their work.
My colleagues on the technical commission will bear me out when I say that in
every department of education in the more advanced continental countries that we
visited, we were almost invariably drawn to the conclusion that the buildings,
methods, apparatns, and organization of education were in advance of our own.
When, however, w e inspected workshops and factories, and learned tb.e coll(litions
of employment, and the wages and honrs of work of the artisans, we were equally
drawn to the conclusion that iu these matters the advantages were on our side. Ourindustrial life has b een founded on workshop practice, audit is in practical skill and
efficiency that our workmen have excelled, and have therel y been enabled, in spite
of educational d eficiencies, to relax the harder conditions of long hours under which
their rivals ham labored. Since the time of our inquiry, 1882, I rejoice to be able
to state that there has been considerable prosperity arnoug all the nations, accompanied by a marked improvement iu the Jot of the toilers, but we still retain the l ead
in the splendi,l ad vau tage of leisure posHcssed by our people. But this greater
leisure which is enjoyed by British operatives is purchased at a sacrifice of at, l east a.
full working day per week, and the w ages thereby represented as compared with
other nations, and I regret to say that in many tliousan<ls of instances the time is
absolutely wasted. ·w e can only pay for our immense imports of food and raw
materials by exporting the products of our labor and kill to the world's markets
where we h ave to accept as low a price as our competitors who possess a higher
educational equipment than ourselves, and whose industrial position is every day
growing more formidable. Our extra leisure may confer upon us, as in most ins tan es
I believe it does, much compensation in a renewal of force and ener 'Y on tLe part
of our workers, but unles8 it can be u eel for promoting their higher skill an<l lrnowledge so as to improve the quality or lessen the ·ost of our productions, it may
become a p enalty that we pot upon ourselv s for the benefit of our rivals.
ED
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GREAT IMPORTANCE OF EVENING SCHOOLS.

In giving our attention to the millions whose education on leaving the day scbools
must necessarily be incomplete, the organization of attractive ernning schools in
which their eclucation mn.y be appropriately aml u sefu lly continued should be our
constn.nt en.re. Experience shows that the better the preparation in the day school
the greater will be the demand for, and the more effective the instruction obtained
in, the evening school. It is .when the boy enters upon his career as a wage-earner
that he reali zes the true meaning of education; it is only then that he begins to
know what he wants, and the night school only ca,n effectively supply the deficiency.
What is absolutely necessary is that e"\Tery boy in every elementary day school, in
addition to drawing and elementary science suited to the n eeds of the locality, shall
go through a course of manual instruction, and the girls through a, similar practical
course in cookery and domestic economy. Such training will furnish the basis of
technical instruction for the artisan population. The establishment of public secondary schools, leading from the elementary to the higher science colleges and universities, can not much longer be delayed, and these, in conjunction with the
secondary, technical, and commercial schools already existing, and equipped, where
necessary, with lab~ratories and appliances for practical iustruction, will furnish
such theoretical training as will materially help those of higher ability who are
preparing for the more important positions in the manufacturing, distributing, and
commercial branches of business. In fact, the day schools, both elementary and
s,condary, m ay be compared to nurseries which prepare students, on becoming
apprentices, to take up in the evening classes, and I hope in the same schools, the
special subjects of science and art connected with their daily industries. Experience
has aheady amply demonstrated that these young men, with nothing to unlearn, can
retura from the workshop to their familiar c1ass rooms antl pursue their technical
stuc1ies with a measure of enthusiasm and success altogether unknown to students
who have not bad the same advantages of preliminary training.
It will be understood that, as practical men, we must make the most of the means
at our tlisposal, in many instances limited, and of the material, often crude, that we
have to deal with. Our organization must be as elastic as possible, not rigidly
enforcing in all instances the prescribed courses. A youth often attends an evening
school for specific instruction, and to compel him to go through auy special curriculum would frequently cl.rive him away. He had better learn something that has
no bearing upon his daily employment than not attend the class at all; and, much
as I believe in the instruction that will afford them bread and butter, I am a.t the
same time al ways glad to see our young mechanics give their attention to literature
or poetry or music. Indeed, in many instances, they may d erive more intellectual
benefit and enjoyment from the study of subjects that are remote from practical
application than from those which 1ear more directly on the means of their existence.
Through the powers which are now possessed and are being so rapidl y utilized by
the public authorities, taken in conjunction with the leisure of our people, t,he facilities for instruction in evening classes in the United Kingdom will soon be un urpasse<l by those of any country . The continuation schools to which I have alluded,
the classes in science and art under the science and art department, the technological classes for ev ry trade that are promoted by the City arnl Guilds Institute, tlie
uniYeraity-ext en s ion lectnreR, and courses of instruction irnpplicd by tho county
colleges, snch a those of the Victoria niversity at 11anchester, Leed , and in
many other centers, are ca.pal>le of untold extension and u efulness.
QUALIFICATION,

OF TEACIIEHS.

In some of the best schools on the Continent the technical commissioners found
that tl1e teachers were cxcc1> iona11y conversant with the practical application of
the tbeori a which the taught. The English t acber will have to ..,.ive in . trnction
to apprentic s ugage1l in local iodu . tries of wb ich be ought 1.o know more than
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they, and it is important that be should keep iu touch with <laily usages, adopting
workshop terms and methods where he can thereby the better elucidate his subject.
Beyoml the occasional application of scientific principles to practice there is no
great need for the extensive dt1plicating of the machinery employed uy apprentices
in t:heir daily labor. In the varied applications of theory to practice in the textile
industrie8 a more extensive mechanical equipment may be uecessar.r, but I think
that experience shows that upon the whole the eveniug class should supply the
maximum of theory witl1 the minimum of practice, rather than the reverse.
YAL"CE OF SOU XD PRIXCIPLES.

In art raatters, also, it is more important that the stlllleut sl10nld be instructed iu
principles of art than that bis faculty shoultl be immeclia,tely applied to industrial
purposes. Our practical manufacturers protest that they want designers anu. not
picture painters, forgetting that the power to paint the picture carries with it the
power to design, and that to limit the artist in the cnltiva,tion of his faculties is to
spoil and not to make the designer. I have obsen·ed that many manufacturers
wonld have students taught to design textiles before they have learned to draw, or
to receive instruction in dyeing before they have mastered the elementary principles
of chemistry. There has been this inherent dofcot-thiR lack of artistic or scientific
basis-in most of our technical instruction hitherto, which has left our istnclents still
behincl many of their contineutal rivals. We shall, however, learn by experience
that in the long run it i8 better that a student shonhl b e traineu in art genera.Hy,
and allowed to develop his imagination aml taste by applying his kuowle<lge to his
particular industry, rather than, as is too often the case, he shoulu skip the exercises and become a mere copyist of the designs of others. In visiting the continental
schools that had exercised the most marked inilnence on manufacturing indnstries,
the technical commissioners almost invariably found that the true province of the
school was never subordinated to the mere teaching of a trade. In pottery, metal
work, or textiles, the artistic basis of the instruction was ever kept strictly in view.
The dire ctor of one of the most famous textile schools said to the commissioners,
"Pray do not call this a weaving school; it is a school of art applied to weaving;"
and snrely the definition was a proper one. The practice of ,,e::wing can best be
taugbt in the factory; bnt art or designing, applied to weaving, comes more distinctly within the province of tho suitably equipped school with its examples of
pure art and its canons of good taste; and what applies to textiles applies to all
industries and handicrafts having au artistic uasis. In the same wa.v a <lyeing or
color-making school would be a school of chemistry applie(l to dyeing or chemical
industries, and the students, trained in principles and in original research ra,ther
than in the working out of recipes dictated l.,y a professor, woulu ever l.,e ready for
dealing with new agencies or inventions.
TRADE TEACUI~G XOT MO ST E SENTIAL.

I have given some prominence to these elementary truths l.,ecause so many members of county councils and governing boJies, in their enthusiasm for rapi<l results,
would n.ctually make it their object to teach trades in schools rather than the
underlying principles affecting our industries which H shonld be t11e aim of the
schools to instill into the minds of the stud ents. Besides, it i s important that students shouhl have some choice of sul.,jects, so that they may gi rn attention to those
for which they may h ave the grer~tes t natural faculty. To organize the technical
instruction of a locality so ns to develop its special industries has been found in many
instances to be a good tbing. On the other hand, to organize the instruction so as
to develop the special faculties of the students has proved to l)e a, still b tt r
thing. The former system tends to tho concentration of a trade or a br:u~ch of i
trade in a giYen locality, irnu. where there i. snch on entratioo th re 1 s of~en
exceptional energy thro,•.n into it; but th ere may also b e irregularity and ii nctuation
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in the mploym nt of the pEiople accompanied by alternating periods of inflation
and corresponding depre sion. Tho latter system tends to the diversifying of the
existing manufa tures and to the introduction into a locality of new industries, and
as it seldom happ ns that all are unduly busy or depressed at the same time, employment is oft n more regular and steady. It is idle to suppose that technical schools
in small towns do not affect the industrial position of the nation. The fact is that
the ta.lent of tho nation is so distributed that unless facilities for its development
are provided in the smaller places much of it will be lost forever, but, on the other
hand, when once trained it will be available for the worl'1..
FACILITIES MUST BE OFFERED TO ALL.

It has been said by the critics and those candid friends who are ever ready to
throw cold water on this movement, that the value of technical education :first comes
in with those "who emero·e from the class of manual workers," the directors of
labor, the foremen or tho~e who work more with their · brains than with their
hands; and that while it may be prudent to spend public money on the training of
the talented, it is a waste of money and of effort to attempt any widespread diffusion of technical education among the ordinary workmen. Bnt our critics have
never pointed to any method whereby the few may be selected from the mass. The
sifting process must begin among the youno-, and it is not revealed to us when we see
the children at the school, or even the ap;rentices at the workshop, how to distinguish those who will be the future brain workers or foremen. Professor Huxley said
it was worth spending a million to discover a Faraday, and so to find the specially ~a~able we must give facilities to all who will come. It must also be noted that it is
not usual to find the foreman or even the adult workman in the class room. By the
time that he has risen to a leadingpogition he is no longer a student. In my own experience-going back many years-of the organization of evening classes in my own
town that have been attended by thousands of artisans, I find that in the engineering shops, the building trades, factories, and large industrial establishments, the foremen, draughtsmen, brain-workers, and many employers now in middle life began their
career as apprentices in the lower ranks of]abor. But nearlythewholeoftheseindustrial leaders passed through the evening classes of the Keighley Institute 10, 20,
or even more yearn ago, and if the technical classes iu those days had only been open
to foremen and brain-workers they would have been excluded. The students of
to-day are youths and young men, most of whom a.re probably ordinary apprentices
and workmen, but I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that from their
ranks the future brain-workers, foremen, and employers in their various industries
will rise, and those who may be destined to remain iu the rank allll file of the
industrial army will be all the better as men for the wider cultivation and refinement which they obtained through their studies and reading. * " "
THE TRUE BASIS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

By W. Su:-;oo, Principal Telegraphists' School of Science.

T?e author of this paper first turued his attention to the question of technical educa_tion a.bout twenty-three years ago, and it is hoped, therefore, that thi congress
w 1ll accept ~he few remarks which are now addressed to it as expre sing the opinions
0 £ on~ who 1 largely inter . ted in the que. tion, and also as one who has had ample
exp nence upon which to base such opinion .
The author i anxious that the managers of our technical schools and college
should have som clear and definite cour ·e of action laid down fort.heir guidance.
At_present the state of affairs is, a will he demonstrated in this paper, Jittlo short of
cb,10.

Initially, the real and ultimat aim of trne technic-al <lnca.tion shoul<l bes t forth.
The air jn t now i full of wild id,~a about the general lcvation of mankind, the
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approach of a sort of intellectual millennium, the appropriation of the commerce of
the w.orld, and numberless other topics of a similar character, but all of which are
being paraded by so-called educationalists as coming within the scope of technical
education. · The proper test of technical education should be its commercial value,
but there is considerable danger of that value being greatly overestimated. Attention is naturally directed to Germany, where such education bas attained its, at
present, highest development, and the prominent position which Germans have in
recent years acquired in the commercial world bas caused many to assume that that
position is due entirely to the system of education. The equalizing effects of the
telegraph, of railways, and generally of increased facilities for transport and correspondence are of course ignored. It is, however, more than questionable whether,
if the German system of education hacl been applied in any other continental country,
similar commercial progress would have resulted. The main causes of Germany's
progress are to be fonnd in the general industry of her sons, in the determination
with whi ch they pursue their objects, in the low rate of wages for which her workmen are content to labor, in the low profits which the masters are content to receive,
in the genera,l sense of discipline inspired by her military system, in the greater relative power of capital as compared with labor, in the influence of a fostering goverment, in their general business capabilities, and last, but not least, in the way in
which they utilize their technically trained men.
In this conntry a vast amount of money is spent annually on what is termed technical education, and yet so injudiciously is this money spent that there are not wanting competent judges who insist that we should be better off without the results
obtainecl thereby .
From the author's point of view, the first great aim of technical education should
be to fit the student for a particular industry, and to give him such weapons as will
enable him to prosper in that industry. The result of such education should b e that
he could perform his own particular work in a superior manner, in a shortertfo1e, and
with less expenditure of energy than he could in the absence of such education.
The necessity for the general adoption of Home system of technical education has
become more and more evident as the ancient system of apprenticeship has gradually
died out. This ancient system of apprenticeship was one admirably adapted to the
conditions of life, and to the requirements of the time. The a,pprentice lived with
his master, learned the manual portion of his trade in the shop, and received from
his master such instruction as he coulu or was disposed to give in the arts and mysteries (i. e., science) of the particular industry. The in struction was oral, nothing
was committed to paper, and the secrets of the trade were banded down from generation to generation. This system tenued to limit the number of entrants into any one
trade, and thereby to prevent the overcrowding of any particufar labor market. On
the other hand, development was hampered by the system; the .methods of one establishment did not become known at another; the apprentice bad to assume a very
humble and often menial po ition; his life was frequently very hard, the feeding
often inadequate, and the flogging none too rare. Nevertheless, a highly skilled master had at all times many candidates for apprenticeship from whom he, as a matter
of course, selected the most promising. Taking all the circumstances into consideration, it is scarcely to be wondered at that the sy ·tern produced a greater proportion
of [irst-class workmen than exists at the present time. One weak point consisted in
the comparative narrowness of the education rec ived, con sequent upon the fact that
the apprentice had no source of information other than his master or bis master's
shop .
At the present time it is too often the practice for a lad to enter some firm or stablishment as a sort of odd boy; if be picks up snfficient kuowledge of the business
and does what be can to become proficient in tho work, he in time blossoms out as
an artisan; but if he neglects snch opportunitie as ma.y fall in his way he remains
a laborer to the end of his days. No attempt, is made by the master to educate bis
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boy , and t,he nat1unl r ,ult is a lower ing of the stanclanl of skillecl labor and the
fiootlinµ; of O!lr ma1·kct with shod<ly work. In such circumstances, it i s 110t to l>e
won<.l l'etl at tha the public appreciation of goo<l. work has been degraued, and the
cons que11ce is that the prico which has to be pai<l. for good work is yery often r egardecl
as heer :x:trava 0 ·anco.
It is to the r emedying of thi defect, to the recovery of the lost ground, that the
attention of our educationalists shoulu be directed, but tho trou lJle is that there are
gcnern1ly three parties to be educated, viz, the artisan to turn out good work, the
master to see tlrnt i t it, to his interest anu credit to pay for good work, nud the public
(i.e., th e pnrcba er) to recognize that it is to his advantage to haYe only gootl work,
even though the cost be a little higher, for after all tho difference between the coS t
of good work and shoddy i s, in the great majority of cases, only a small percentage
of tho total outlay involved.
It is the purpose in this -pape1· to deal mainly with tl10 workman; let us call him
the itpvrentice although he be little more than a boy doing odd jol>s, ancl picking up
such information as urn,y fall in his way; or we may suppose him to be a young fellow
who has just b een raised to the dignity of a mechanic or an artisan. Whate,·er for
the ruomeut bis ex.act position may b e, he hi in one respect in very mnch tlle same
position as the apprentice of old. H e has picked out for himself, or circu mstances
have pla.cec.l him in, a, particular trade, ancl he desires to prosper in that trade. H;e
can only pick up the crumbs of knowledge and experience us they fall from the hands
or lips of his oltler comrades, but the great fact remains that he is in a traue, he has
a trade to follow, and he is anxious to learn all he can about that trade. "\Ve are
not concerned with that type of youth whose only desire is to do as little as he
can in return for his wages, and to ignore altogether the interests of his employer.
Such a youth is soon recog11ized. But to return to the caTdinal point. The lad has
adopted a trade-the practical lessons he receives and which correspond to tliat part
of the education of the old-time apprentice which was gained in his master' 0 workshop, are the aforesaid crumbs which he picks up. Where is be to get the counterpart of the explanation of the arts and mysteries as imparted l>y the master of
old time ~ Clearly this is the breach whore our polytechnics and technical schoo:s
should step in, aml they do step in, lmt only with one toe of one foot. The r est is
left outside; the breach is not :filled; the solitary toe soon gets trodden on and is
withurawn, and om: poor apprentice is once more without an instructor. To rnake
this important point clear is to demonstrate the inutility of much tlJat is now ueing
done in the name of technical eclucation. Let us suppose that our apprenti ce has
_the incentive to avail himself of the facilities afforded by our polytechnics and
teclmical schools. When he has selected his "institution" he aLtends for tho :fir st
time with confi.<l.ence, but he speedily finds that the men who should be prepared
an<l. able to teach him how to become more skilful at his work ruight, with advantage, take a few lessons from him. Frequently bis woultl-be teachers are young
men fresh from some other technical institution, and the ,Yorkman discovers that
they are merely 11repared to coach him up for an examination or t".o, thus enabling
him to obtain certificates 1.mt n ot skill. The exam ination p ap ers are in too many
~ases set lJy some professor guileless of any real practi.cal knowledge aml absoln tdy
incapable of coming down to the leYel of the workman. As both the profe sor and
his assistants who prepare the examination papers for him bttse their work 11pou the
same books as tho o from which the teachers tlcrivo their information there can he
11o (loubt that such teach r a re or should be w •11 qualified to cram tho stud ut 0
that ho can obtain his certificates. Indc d, a. genuine a.nu really capal,1 ten-ch r
dare not_wa te much time in im1>arting r ally us fnl information to hi:,, tmlcnt
bccau ·e, ma technical in titutiou, the efli ·i ncy of a tt-achcr is generally judg d by
th n~nnl~er of certifi ·at<•· rain d h · his pupi1H, and kuow]e(lge whi •bis useful to a.
mau m his work is not, as a. rul ·, worth anything in au examination. In the cour ·
of a eek or two, then, our api,reuti · · s es through this and gra ps the fact tl.iat
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he can derive very little benefit from a course of lecto.res arranged to be acceptable
to :mu comprehen<.led by the majority of the students (mostly am ateurs), and he
loses at once any confidence he might have had in the lecturer when the latter
essays to describe the fun<.lamental principles of the underlying science in a language unknown to him, when the lecturer proves liimself utterly ignorant of workshop practice anu. language, and ,vhen, as generally h appen s, he describes as current
practice metholls which haYe long since been ab andoned. The immediate consequence is that our apprentice, for whom, or s11ch as whom, the class ought primarily
to be conducteu, will, if 4e be a simple-minded man, desert the class by the end of
the first month or so and will do his best to dissuade his fellow-woY1nuen from
makiug a similar attempt.
It might be irnag inetl that such abortive efforts on the part of our apprentice
woul<l, if frequently rep eated, have the effect of entirely depriving teelmical institutions of pupils, but, unfortunately, the very imperfections of the system enable it
to survi vc. The exclusion of the artisan who can not write neatly uuu is unable
readily to give evidence of his knowledge in an examination paper is not felt as a
serious loss either Ly the teacher or by the institution . On the other hand, it is a
distinct gain, been.use the fielu is now open to another class of students, many of
whom would hesitate to mix too freely with the average artisan-a class consisting
largely of youths who have recently been turned out as finished by the boarll
schools; of school-teachers auxious to obtain certificates, no matter what the subject may be, proviuiug that those certificates can be obtained with the minimum
amonn t of work; of clerks in offices and factori es, aml of shopkeepers' assistants,
with a sprinkling of nnskillecl laborers arnl a fow craftsmen iu other tra<les anxious
to 1novide a seconu. string to their bow. To such a '.ll ass of amatenrs the teacher,
-no matter how good or how earnest he may be, must now adapt his lectures, anu in
the eyent of a student like our apprentice remaining in the class be must be content
to listen to a vast amount of talk meaningless to hiru and often bri tling with inaccuracies . For the existing system of examination such pupils are exactly tuose
reqniretl by t he t eacher to obtain good results, and be is assisted rather t han otherwise by the distressing fact that few, if any, of his pupils ever have had, ·or ever
will 11::i.ve, either the opportunity or the inclination to test his precepts by practice.
It may, perhaps, be asserteu. that this doleful picture is altoge t h er o,·enlrawn, but
the recital of a few simple facts will suffice as a refutation. One city clerk was in
his year the prize carpenter in the Un i tell Kingdom; another took the prize in electric lighting; another the prize in electrical instrument making ; another in tools,
antl another, who had never l>een out of London for more than a w eek or two aL a
time, obtained a certificate qualifying him as a t eacher of agricnlture. A schoolmaster became a prize eledrical engineer and an ironmonger's clerk a prize el ectrical instrument maker. Another teacher, who had in all probability lleYer seen the
iusille of a telegraph station, hlossomed forth as the first prizeman iu telegraphy,
anLl was inferentially the best trained telegraphist in the Kingdom.
Now, the principle of ex·aminations is not to he blamed for tllese results. The fault
lies entirely with the examiners, who too often base their examination paper f:o lely
on certain text-books, ignoring altogether the thousand and on e points of detail and
application which neyer get into t ext-books a.t all. The author ha in mind one
paper in an electrical subject,, iu which t welve of the fifteen questions were based
entirely on theoretical electricity and could b e aus"·oretl by anyone who hatl gone
through a moclerate course of in. truction in electricity, but ·w ho hn.d never had any
practical connect.ion with ihe subject. * * * There is anotlicr sou~e of trouule
and waste in our present system, which may be called the overlapping or dnpli ·at ing
of classes. Owing to the present want of cohesion b e tween the varions t.cbools,
each school is worked as a separate entity anu. each scliool opens class s iu as many
subj cts as it can find ev n a few pnpils to a.ttcnd, oblivious of th e a tt1:.il r •11n irement of the vicinity and of the work which is l,cing doue by nei ghbori1w iustitu-
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ti n .
is particularly th
ase in London. To take only one subject, tbat of
eloctrical urrin •ering. Th re is a.lready rnoro than sufficient machinery in the many
London hool to provicl for the rec1uiremcnts of the whole industry throughout
the entire l ingdom.
Enough, it is thought, hn,s beeen said to show that, in so far as what is herein consiclered to be the true obj ctive of technical education is concerned, by far the larg~r
pol'tion of the money which i • being spent upon the so-called technical classes 18
abs lutely wasted, and often with pernicious results. But th~ leaks do not end here,
fo r in many ca es, ases which frequently come under our notice, the l ecture rooms
aml laboratories are provided with quantities of costly apparatus which neither the
teacher nor the student knows how to handle, and which is therefore damaged ~n_d
ultimately destroyed by being kicked along the floor or allowed to lie about until it
falls to pieces.
·w hat is the remedy for all this waste and mischief f
In the first place, the examiners should improve their papers and make them such
tha,t only students practically acquainted with the various industries could answer
them. Certificates should be withheld unless such a practical acquaintance can be
proved. The questions should be framed in simple, accurate, and unmistakable
phraseology.
Secondly, schools should be grouped together, each to specialize in one or two
branches of industry, according to the requirements of the locality.
. .
.
Thirdly, the teachers should be men actually engaged in responsible positwns rn
the several industries.
Fourthly, the instruction should be arranged exclusively for men engaged in th e
several industPies. Amateurs or outsiders should only be admitted on payment of a
decidedly remunerative fee. Every bona fide stndent shoulcl be required to take
courses of instruction in the science subjects allied to his particular technical subject. Let the fee for these students be an inclusive one, to cover tbe allied subjects.
Fifthly, there should be an annual inspection and stock taking of apparatus au d
materials, as a check, not against the actual stoc)r, but in rea,l ity against the use
which has been made of it.
It is believed that if a scheme simila.r to that which is now suggested were carried
out the various institutions would in a short time draw the right class of students,
and in sufficient numbers to meet all requirements. The theoretical classes might
l>e thrown open with certain restrictions to all comers. In this way the good that
our technical institutions might accomplish is incalculable. The author would like
. to demonstrate this by showing what is being done jn and by the school which ~e
founded twenty-one years ago. None but telegraphists are admitted; nothing 18
taught but wh:tt is likely to be of senice in the praetice of telegraphy; every
student is encouraged to take, in time, every class in the time-table. In the superior,
or third year, classes no student is allowed to enter unless he has attencled successfnlly all the classes prescribed for first and second year students. "\Ve started with 5
students and now number 350. All the instructors were trained in the school, all
were telegraphists and are still actively employcfl in the service, ancl all aro meclalists. The Postal Telegraph authorities are convinced that a technically trained
telegra-phi t is more valuable than a simple manipnlative telegraphist, because
he is able to detect faults and regulate his apparatus as required by the varyio"'
conditions of the lines and the fluctuation of the traffic. And by a recently issued
ord r_ of the Postmaster-General ~very telegraphi t of 24- years of age and upward
who 1s not alr ady receiving bi maximum scale of pay an<.l who cau produce acertifi.cat from the• cience and rt D partment an<l th/ City antl Guilds Iustitot in
1':1,·ctri~ity ~nd Te~f'graphy r specth·ely, ha £6 add cl to his salary every y , r until
h a tam lu.· max1mnm. Las y ar no le. s than 19 of the stu<lents obtaincc1 nperior appointm,· 11 t on ac:c1,nnt of their tcdrnii-al tru.iniug, an1l such are a f w of tb
~ ·ult of tc· ·bnic·al eclu ·a.ti n c·nrri,·d ont on linf'!i which thi8 h 1 ternational cnn"re
18 a k d to indor
a the coir ct and only trn • ba i. of technical er1ncaticm.
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA.
By BERNARD DE BEAR,

Principal Pitman's Metropolit,an School

In preparing this paper one of the main objects has been to endeavor, as far as
possible, to remov e the extraordinary misconception that exists in the public mind
as to busi.ness training institutions and their methods in this country. Quite
recentl y I was present at a debate on "Commercial educlttion," which took place
under tbe auspices of the London Chambe1' of Commerce. One of the principal
speakel'S at that discussion was a prominent member of the London county councilone, indeed, whose special energies have been directed to the subject of education in
various forms-and I was astoundec1 to hear from his lips the utterance that " commercial business colleges were practically nonexistent in this country, or, in other
words, that no gentleman would care to send his children to such as were
establhihed." It is with the object of combating such injurious and reckless statemen ts as these that I have brought togetber a few facts in order to show what is
being done for commercial education in this country by private enterprise and
energy alone, and that despite the sneers of those who shonld be its wellwishers
if not its supporters.
As to the statement I have quoted, I will content myself by saying that it is absolutely untrue. The institution with which I have the honor to be connected is the
parent institution of the kind in this country and h as been in existence for twentyseven years, in the course of which it has received as pupils members of the highest
families in the land, representatives of all the learned and honorable professions,
and, in short, a patronage of as good status and social position as that b estowed
upon any of the best public schools in the Kingdom.
In the spring of 1895, I paid a visit to the United States, with the object of
inquiring into the methods of business training in America. I vis ited over twenty
of the best lrnsiness training colleges on the other si(le of t he Atlantic, in ::mch
cities as New York, Philadelphia, Washington, St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Albany, and Boston. In the States, at any rate, I found that students at these
colleges were drawn from the very best families in the country, and though it is
inevitable that the class of student at a business college, whether in England or
America, shoHld be a mixed one, yet i t is a fact that tho large majority of the pupils
represent what we call "the middle and upper classes." These institutions play an
extremely important part in the business life of the United States, for not only is a
finishing course in business considered a fitting termination to the young American's
educational career, bnt the majority of the business houses in the different cities of
the States depend upon these colleges for the supply of assistants to be engaged
either as bookkeepers, stenographers, typists, or in any other capacity.
As a rule, th e American business college insists upon its students taking up a
complete course of study as mapped out in its prospectns; unlike the method
adopted in this country, as I shall presently show. The fees for tuition average
about $35 to $40 per term of ten weeks, or $100 per year; say £20 of English money.
The commercial course of study comprises uookkeepi ng-single and dou hlo entrycommercial arithmetic, penmanship, commercial l aw, business correspondence, business forms and methods, bankiug, insuranc<', commiss1011, real estate, transportation,
brokerage, wholesale, r etail, importing, and jobbiug. There is usually a separate
course for 1:1horthancl and typewriting, which includes grnmmar, spe1ling, dictation,
and practice in office routine; and another co1trs ', called the "Euglish cour e,'' for
those students whose elementary knowled<Yc 1s not snffici<·ntly sonnd to warrant their
entry into the higher departments . This course omprises: Aritbm tic, penmanship, English grammar, reading, spelling, 111ted States history, g o •raph,\', ,ind
letter-writing
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I may b t in<l1cate th s op of the ·w ork of tbeso institutions by quoting shortly
from. the pros1 ectus of one of the soumlest of these American colleges, as follo,Ys:
Thi coll o-e is devoted to tho spocia.l training of young people wh~ intend to
d ~vote tho_ms lves tom 'rcantile or allied pursuits. Its course of study 1s arrangecl
with the ::mu_ to develop the busine s capacity of tho pupil, and to impart a kno,yledg that will lay th fonncfation for a successful business car eer . fhe essential
featnro of the ystem is individual teaching .
The great featurn of these colleges is, howeyer, the actual lrnsiness practice.
After havin<r completed a certain amount of theoretical work, the student is advanced to the counting-house department, which is not a mere fignre of speech, but
an allmirnble and altogether realistic representation of a business house. Indeed,
in the larger institutions one woulcl find an entire floor of the college building fitted
up with here a counting-house, there a bank, with its different divisions, and in
other parts of the hall, offices representing firms of yarious descriptions. 'fhe
student then act,ually performs in turn the duties of salesman, shipping clerk,
cashier, receiYing clerk, bill clerk, stenographer, bookkeeper, etc. Io some pl:1c~s
he actua.lly carries on business with other cities by correspondence with students 111
similar colleges in, say, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, nnd Chicago. He orders
or ships goods, draws drafts, makes and receiYes remittances, and, in fact, performs
all the duties of a man of business. At the time of my Yisiting a college in Philad elphia there was a.ctually a "public auction" going ou, the instructor b~ing
mounted on a rostrum and the students in various parts of the room bidding agamS t
each other as to the manner born, paying with dummy checks, keeping practical
accounts of the business and showing results. In another e8tablishment in tbe same
city I noted that from the first day of entry a student was set up in business, a c_ash
capital was given and deposit slip made out. He went to the hank (an actnallty)
from time to time, presented his money and deposit slip and went tllrough the
regular banking routine. At a subsequent period he occupied a position in the
bank, either as receiving cashier or paying ·clerk.
In the Gem City Business College in the town of Quincy (Illinois), I saw a moS t
elaborate and perfect system of practical business training. An immense hall was
fitte<l up with four banks, each bearing its title plainly o,er the front representing
the four sections of the country. There were, in addition, two wholesale houses,
two commission houses, one railroad express a'\Hl freight corupany, one insuranc_e
an<l lan<l office, and so on. Every description of clocument used in a l.ionse of business is brought into use in thil:! department. There were also clearing houses, and,
fina1ly, an actual bank in the office of the college, where the actual deposits of
students were received, and also occasionally of nonmembers of tbe school. I_n
most of the colleges there was exhibited tlle market report for the day, just as it
was receivell from the uoanl of trade department of the State.
There can be no doubt that this elaborate and exhanstiYe system is attended by
very good results, and that the young people of both sexes who have gon e through
such a course intelligently are fairly well qnalifie<l to take a place jn any lionse of
business without re(]_niriug that coaching and snpervision which the raw yon th
fresh from the public i:;chool invariably needs, and which it is generally nobody's
business to snp!)ly. But at tbe same time it is highly probable that the completed
student-or" graduate," as he is termed in Americ:a-hu i11 reality no sonnd knowledge of any particular commercial sul)ject, lJut rather a geueral a~tl often ]rn,7 y idea
of office routine, and in thiA respect it seems to me tbc American method falls far
short of the Engli h. If I° might lie permittecl to crystallize into ouo sentence my
criticism of American lJn. ine. s training methods I should say there was mn h to
grati~y the eye and to make an attra tiYe cli8play: bnt th grPat ontla,y involve<l in
all this ornamentation and lavish c.·pPrnlitnro on mabon-any 11latc n-la s and gild·
ing prev nted the employm nt of a staff of teacher a,leq1::;t to tl10 p;IrJlO.'C and
able to c:: rry out what is o de. irahlc, hut what in , mcrirn, is found to be but a.
mere figur of sp ech, uam ly, strictly individual instruction.
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The chief difference between American aml English methods lies in the importance they attach to what is called "business practice," as ngaiust our system of
specialized teaching in individual commercial subjects, such as sltorthand, bookkeeping, typewriting, French, German, and Spanish. M:y ex1)erience showed me
that while there was sometlting to learn, from an English point of view, in the
American methoc1s of training in office routine, the teaching of shorthand and
other individual subjects was much inferior to that obtaining in England.
In the short time at my disposal it is impossible for me to giye as exhaustive and
clear an account of American methods as I shoulu wish, but I trust I have indicated
with sufficient plainness the lines on which American business training is conducted,
anu. I must now pass on to consider for a few moments the methods of commercial
education in England.
I will fake as my t ype an institution which may well lie saill to represent commercial schools in Great Britain, inasmuch as it is not only the largest of the kind at
the present time in any English-speaking country, but furthermore st:mds as the
parent, the fountain' au d origin of them all.
Studentti entering these schools have as a rule the rigbt to select the subjects,
either singly or in groups, which they are to be taught. Thus, for instance, one
may take sh orthand, another shorthand and typewriting, a third these subjects plus
bookkeeping, a fourth may add one or two modern l anguages to this course of study,
while a fifth may take one or two odd subjects, such, for instance, as arithmetic,
penmanship, and Spani h, and so on. The range cov~red by these institutions js a
very wide one an<l comprises general1y shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, office
routine, arithmetic, penmanship, grammar and composition, French, German, Spanisb, Itali1:1,n, English to foreigners, and civil-, ervi ce prepamtion. From such a
comprehensive bill of fare it au not be a difficult matter for parents, guardians, or
responsible students to choose items suitable to their reqnirements or their tastes.
Each subject is taught in a separate department and has its own special staff of
tutors; iudeed, where the patronage given to a subject is exceptionally large, it
may be split up into many di\'isions, as is usually found to be the case in shorthand
teaching. In the modern lan guage sections "native" masters only are engaged in
each.
Ono of the great advantages offered by these schools is the facility given to men
of business and others to take instruction at almost any reasonable hour of tho day
or evening. For iustance, teaching is going on from 10 a. m. to 9 p. m daily, with
short jntervals at 1 and 4, and. as there are no long vacations, the only ulank
days being those generally regarded as public holidays, such as the bank and other
national holidays, it is conceivable that a studeut may take his lessons at any time
suitable to himself. This is rendered the more easy by reason of the system of
individual tuition which obtains throughout. Each student is taught JlCrsonally in
each department and is thus able to come and go entirely at pleasure, and without
disturbing the studies of others present or tlie continuity of his own. This admirable arrangement is no doubt accountable for the fact that so many lmsincss men
take advantage of the faci,l ities offered in the subjects, for instauce, of shorthand,
bookkeeping, and modern languages.
It is scarcely possible, in the time at my disposal, to give anything like a cl ar
i<lea of the fees charged at the English commer ial schools. There is u ually a
separate fee for each subject, based on the length of time taken by a student of
average capacity to complete tho subject. J?or the feo of £20 (equal to the charge
made by the .Americnn colleges for a year's instruction) the student can take np
shorthanu, bookkeeping, business training, penmanship, arithmeti , and typing,
and be guaranteed completion in them without any time limit whateYer:
Perhaps thB chief point of distinction between the American and Enrrh h ro tbod
is the rebtive differ nee in the importance attached to the stnc1y of shorthand .. lu
the States shorthand i taught in a very perfunctory way, and as a pr f of tb 1s I
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ma mention that whil the principal of colleges there regard women as very much
the inferior of m n :1 tencher , the teaching of shorthand i s, nevertheless, generally
l)lnc cl inf minine han ls. In tbi country, on the other h and, shorthand is co~side1·ed, and ver "' rightly to my mind, as of paramount importance. It is one of the
surest pus ports to mploym nt which a young man or a young woman can possess,
and while it is a -reat fallacy to depend on shorthand alone as a money-ea,rning
qualification, it does undoubtedly obtain recognition at the bands of thinking employers, and frequently gives one candidate a personal interview with the employer,
while an otherwise equally efficient applicant is passed over on account of his want
of acquaintance with this subject.
I pokejnst now of the young woman seeking employment, ·and I am reminded ?f
the immense part that shorthand, in conjunction with typewriting, bas played m
the opening up of a field of remunerative occupation for young women. It is but a,
few years ago, comparatively, that the typewriter made its appearance in this
country. The suitability of typewriting to women as an occupation was very read- ily recognized ancl the influence which the aclvent of the typewriter has had,
together with tho twin art of shorthand, on the business life of this great city 0 _an
not be lightly estimated. So far, women have proved themselves somewhat supenor
to men in the use of this ino-enious machine and in re()'ard
to shorthand it may be
0
saHl ·that although they we;e slow to catch l~p to their brothers in the manual dexterity, they are now surely and unmistakably proving their right to be placed on
an equality with their male competitors even in the matter of speed. Whether the
sexes are equally suited to the work of a house of business is another question, au d
one which I do not propose to go into to-day. I may perhaps be allowed to say
that although at first employers looked somewhat askance at the prospect of young
women in the office, the mun ber of honses of business employing l::tdies as clerks,
bookkeepers, and so on, at the present time, is increasing enormously day by d~Y·
Ladies have shown an adaptability to office routine and an aptitude for commercial
methods which have surprised their most hostile critics, and excepting only the
few yonng girls who enter upon this work with no more serious iclea than to earn a
little pocket money, there is no valid reason why women should not be considered
the equal of men as clerks, bookkeepers, or secretaries.
Great stress has been laid on the importance of a sound commercial knowledge of
the French, German, ancl Spanish languages, all or any of them. I remember h~aring the present attorney-general enforcing this point most eloquently and convincingly, and there can be no doubt that the addition of one or more of these
languages to the business equipment of a youth is an immense help, not only in the
obtaining of suitable employment, but in enabling him or her to rise to higher and better positions. The attorney-general, in the speech referred to, said: ' 1 In order to carry
on the commercial business of the world it is absolutely necessary that the l@owledge of foreign languages shonld extend, and particularly necessary in a conutry of
such predominating commercial importance as England." I think we can all h eartily coincide in that opinion. "\Ve know how much and bow often the young German
is paraded before us as an admirable linguist. It is tru~ enough that those who
come over to this count.ry pick up a working knowledge of our language with a,
fadlity which is little short of marvelous, but in this connection we must not lose
sight of the as istance rendered to the youth of continental countries by the
money which is sp nt by the various governments in snbsidizing their technical
schools and commercial colleg s. In Great Britain it is left entirely to private
cnterpri. , and as I hav pointecl ont, often in th• teeth of opposition from qnarte~ whe~e we shonld ba.ve mo t right to look for encouragement. But mnch is
bem • 11 tly <~one iu Engla.ncl at th· present day to fit th youth of this country to
tak his plac· m the ba tle of lit . on a<lnal t rms with his contiu ntal rival.
• In the in titution to which I am particularly referring the main ol>ject kept in
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sight is "practical training for commercial life," but, nevertheless, the advantages
of a literary and conversational knowledge of Ftench, German, etc., are by no
means lost sight of. Each of the languages has a special department devoted to it
for practice in conversation, and the student is thus enabled to get a stronger and
more thorough grasp of the language than would be possible from book work alone.
One of the difficulties which has to be faced by the managers of these colleges is
the question of the separation of the sexes in the classrooms. In America no attempt
at this is made, the general opinion being that as girls are being taught to qualify
themselves for business houses, where they will be unavoidably thrown into contact
with the opposite sex, it is just as well to let them associate in the business college,
I am quite prepared to hear expressions of dissent from this opinion, and I may add
that in this country some attempt at any rate is made at the separation of the sexes,
especially where the numbers are very great and will warrant a separate staff for
each. Because, of course, these are all proprietary establishments, not run on philanthropic lines, not subsidized by Government or otherwise, and the working of the
business on profitable lines h as to be made a consideration. No doubt as time goes
on, and more and more young women embark upon a business career, the need for
any consideration of this aspect of the question will grow smaller still.
'l'he question of the :fitness of an intending student for a certain course of study
is a most important one, and in the course of my American investigations I directed
special attention to the question of entrance examinations, of which I had heard a
good d eal before my visit. Severnl of the proprietors of the colleges spoke very
loftily of the rigid entrance examination which t,hey imposed upon all prospective
pupils. Some gravely assured me that they rejected on an average 50 to 75 per cent
of the applicants on the ground of general unfitness. I was at first inclined to
accept these statements as so much gospel truth, until I arrived at Brooklyn, where I
had an interview with the prindpal of a very well known and important business
college. '!'his gentleman was spoken of with remarkable unanimity in the hio·hest
terms of praise by the principals of colleges in almost every city I visited. While
they frequently abused one another heartily, they agreed in regarding this gentleman as able, conscientious, of good business abilities, and one whose opinion would
always be entitled to great respect. When I put the question of the entrance examination to this gentleman, he replied with almost the suspicion of a wink, ''You
may take that as pure Yankee bluff. Business colleges here are run for profit, and
their proprietors would no more reject an applicant, no matter what bis mental
attainments might be, than they would turn their backs on a fat political job." So
much for American opinion on this subject. Frankly, I may say that the practice in
this country is to take all comers, and to advise those who are <leficient in subj ects
they have not arranged to take up to remedy the defects without delay. It must not
be forgotten that English commercial colleges have great influence in placing their
efficient students in business, and in this way it is possible to bring pressure to hear
on those who are lacking in business handwriting, for instance, to make good the
deficiency. But in my experience, which extends now over somo sixteen years, I
have found that the student who presents himself or herself at these colleges is
usually one whose early training bas not been neglected, one who is very well qualified, generally speaking, for the career be or she is endeavoring to follow. Besides,
the teaching of a subject like shorthand, for instance, necessarily involves auundant
instruction in grammar, spelling, composition, punctuation, etc ., and inevitably
imparts an all-round knowledge of men and things which in itself is a liberal e(lucation. It widens the horizon of these young people in a very marked degree.
Speaking of employment, I might add that the demand for capable stenographers,
typists, bookkeepers, foi'eign correspondents, etc., is very healthy, and the g u ral
experience for some years past in these colleges bas been that the clifficnlty is found
rather in coping with the demand than in an oversupply of applicants. * * *
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I ubmit that to-day the educational necessity is a systematic course of
commercial in truction. I use the term "systematic 1' as its omission would be met
by the as ertion that the opportunities for commercial jnstruction exist in the form
of evening classes, etc. Theso I reganl as worse than mere stop-gaps, for they have
lulled us into security, as on these worthy, but ineffectual attempts to supply a want
we haYe reliell to the national loss.
It j,• not necessary to recall to your minds the skeleton which appeared at the
commercial feast of la t year in tho shape of a book entitled. "Made in Germany."
The stati tics given in that book, ancl the deductions therefrom, have been the Snbject of much controversy, bnt its author and all his critics agree that the lengt?y
commercial strides which Germany has made are undoubtedly due to her superior
commercial education. A pessimistic attitude and a belief that we are beaten in the
race for commercial supremacy are absurd. On the other hand, it is unwise to adopt
the ostrich proceclure, :::mcl to ulind ourselves to the fact that other nations are pressing hard upon our heels in the commercial race.
The recent official 1·eport made to the Duke of Devonshire contains tbese remarkable words:
Auel while it is possible that the aggregate value of the foreign commerce of Germany
1
in co~npariso~ t? that ~f Great Britain ha~ _bee~ overestimated, there cau b,e. no
l>t
that 1n certam mdustnes ou1· supremacy 1s seriously challenged. German:) is ma rng
enormous strides.
'l'his is the testimony of Mr. Monaghan, the American consul:
That if his country and ours dicl not meet Germany more thoroughly and more
practically in the school, each would in the course of a few years be compelled to
yield to Germany the first place in all the higher aucl more y,rofitable tields ior manufacture and commerce.
Goi.ng from Germany, we find in the journal of the board of trade, issue(l lnS t
month, a foreign report which contains the following:
*

"'

clr

Entire countries, especially in the new world which at one time might have been
consi1lerell the ''preserves" of the En 0o-lish mer~hant, are now overrun by the agents
and travelers of the United States.
.A. perusal of the reports of our own cons uh! has couvincecl mo t1rnt there is c:tuse
for grave alarm. The foreign workman can not y,rodnce a uetter ancl chea,per article
than his English fellow, but the means taken by English houses to place ~hat art~cle
on tho market are of a character greatly inferior to the means emy,loyed by foreign
houses.
Let me qnoto a concrete instance as given by our Egyptian consul. The incident
occur.reel within the last few months. A foreign government askec.l for tenders ~or
four -portable engines, 12 horsepower effective, with a gnara.nteecl coal cousnmption
l)er horsepower. Many English tenders were receivecl for engines, 12 horsepower
nominal, eq_uivalent to 30 hor epower effective; the price of course being higher
than that of those who tendered an effective horsepower. This mistake lost the
English firms the contract, and the -work placetl in an Anstriau house.
And another 1 which is within my personal knowledge. Au English firm tendered
for a large quantity of machinery required for a Turkish manufacturer. Tbe terms
of t~e tender were in the Engli h language an<l currency. Other tender were
rc·cen·ed from German aml Austrian firms the e bl'ing in TnrkiRh ln.ngnarr aml cnrrcn<'y. The natural result followed. Tbe tender of tbe Enrrli b. firm wa J10t v 11
exaruin d, but an investigation aftn the contract wa ma.do showc1l that the Engli h
price_ was tho low st, all(l that tho work ha.cl gone to nn An ·lrian hon." be('a11:o tbe
' ngli h term. wer quotecl iu onr compa,rativcl y nnkuown aucl c·omplicatcd 1·urr<'ncr,
an<l in onr own laugung .
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In both these cases, n, loss accrued to English trade, a loss arising solely out of
want of skill in "getting the article on the market."
WHERE '\'E FAIL.

It is agreed on all hands that in the matter of technical industrial education we
are making up leeway, a.ncl on the other hand there is quite as <lccided a consensus
of opiuion that in technical commercial education we are drifting to 1eewanl as helplessly as e'\'"er. Let me give a few of the many facts upon which I base this statement.
The commercial travelers who visitecl Palestine in 1896 were distrilmtecl among
tb.e nations as follows: English, 4; Germans, 29; Austrians, 18; French, 13; Swiss, 3;
Italians, 2; Belgian, 1. These are exact figures as given by our own representative,
and other foreign reports tell the same tale, but the figures are not given. It is
agreet1 that although a<lvertiscment tends to promote trade, it can ne,er have the
same effect as traveling agents thoroughly acq_uaiuted with the views aml wishes of
their principals antl possessing a knowledge of the language, customs, and currency
of the land in which tra<l.e is sought.
As to a<l.vertising, we are far b ehind our rivals. Our Spanish representatirn says
that tho English catalogues are useless and absurd, showing not only crass ignorance
of the language lmt also of tlle technical details of various trades, and that the larger
numuer of them qnote prices in the English currency. Contrast this with the
"push" of the German . He takes care to catalogue and describe his goods in English
when advertising iu our own or any English speaking country. It is only within
the fast few weeks that ~Ir. F. H. Burford, our Victorian representative, reporte<l. that
our bicycle trade in that colony was suffering severely owing to the inferior style of
the catalogues which are being circulated. A number of these catalogues were submitted to good jm1ges, and their unanimous award ·was : United States, best; Germany, second; British, worst.
In tho foreign reports, complaint is rife .as to the ignorance of the English merchant respecting foreign dues and customs. A glariug instance occurred only
recently. On a certain textile fabric the import duty is 5s. 4<l. per kilo if delivered
untaped-if taped, three times as much. Our consul ju that country reports that
iguorauce or negligence of this fact has done much to lose for Englnrnl the trade in
that article. The foreign houses are most careful to make themselves thoroughly
acquainted. with the various dues and customs, and in many cases they quote prices
which cover these and. represent the cost of the article delivered at the customer's
own <l.oor. One can well understand the great inducement offered to the retailer by
the firm which quotes u tluty free" as compare<.l with the one whose quotation is only
part of tlie price, the other part not beiug ascertained withont a large amount of
tronble.
\Vith more of theso instances one can not dea.1 in detail, but it may be taken as a
commonplace in trade reports-not only by Englishmen but by foreigners-that the
British traders and his representatives are wanting in resource all(l that they are 11ot
well <H1uipped wi.th the arms of their profession. For foreign tra,le especially, the
English manufacturer bas to rely largely on the forei gn traveler, who learns his
employers' trado secrets and his trade weaknesses and uses them as ho pl ases.
0:XE OP THE CA'G ES OF TIIIS FAILGHE.

In all but the clemeutar:r hrancheR of English education we havo workell along
olcl Hues ancl traveled in the oltl ruts. The bells of our uni ,·ersity leauers jingle, all(l
with pa ·k-horse con ·tancy we have hliudly followed, not caring whither. Tho
results are disastrous, and I can not do better than call, a.s witnesses to uphold my
statement,, the London Chamber of Commerce, who say:
Bnsiuess men l1avc been "'alle<l by the C'onstantproofs xllibit d to thorn of youths
seeking emp1oymeut ill-eqt7ipt1ed f<!r their <'~l_lin"', ignorant of tl~ . ('.l~ment ·.
mercial life, and lacking tho essentials of ul1llty. so long as tlH·~ ,ts < m1,loJeis < 1

o: ''?rn:
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fin 1 t1l ir n.tt ntion to tbe urrn,a- ment of yonths trained in British schools . . rfe~~
smn ffil)l y r h. ve b en qua.l y concornecl at learning that it was not possi e u
fintl in th labor market n, Briti h youth-or if possible, then but rarely, ancl as 0
.· ' pti n. 11rovin · th rnle-cap~ble of co{npeting wit,h ?o.ntinental yout~s w b
hav ha,cl tho a(lva,ntag of' practical' educn.t,ion, whose tu1t1on has been guJded r!
th c. r •er they had in prospect, and who to the commercial man of t_o- ay t'sh
1
valua,bl . The employm nt of foreigners has hitherto b een compulsory 1ll Eng
busin s houses.

t

That there is a lack in English schools of 11roper training for commercial Hf~,::~
that as yet no succe sful systematic effort has been made to supply the gap m
th
system, is evidenced by the statistics given by the chamber of commerce of ~
examinations which they have conducted. Although 200 Londo·n firms have uuaertaken to give preference, in selecting assistants, to lads who possess the cha~b er of commerce certificate, yet after the scheme has been in existence for over six
· t·
40sittinoyears, 1ast year only 49 candidates presented themselves for examma ion,
,,,
at London, 6 at Aberdeen, and 3 at Portsmouth. In 1890, 65 London candidates were
examined; in 1891, 86 candidates; in 1892, 79 candidates; in 1893, 76 candidate\
When it is remembered tl.u\it in London a.lone there are 105,000 business men auc
nd
women who style themselves clerks, the signal failure of the chamber to ~
8
schools to train on comm~rcial lines is apparent, especially when we see that m l
the canclidates were ·half the number of those in 1891.
.
nd
That the impply of English commercial assistants is less tllan the dema
is
patent, for the report of the chamber states:

u~:

P:

'fhe most eloquent fact that the chamber can adduce as an encouragement to
ci
ceed with its work is that no holc1er of the junior certificate has yet endeavrr1
unsuccessfully to obtain a situation throuo-h
the cha,rnber formerly, or lat e Y
0
through its employment department.
0

"Commercial education" figures largely in the prospectus of many schools, b~t
only a very few send up their lads for the chamber of commerce examinations, in
spite of tbe manifest advantages accruing to a su cc·essful examinee.
FOREIGN PROGRESS V. ENGLISH CONSERVATISM.

Alertly progressive in commercial education are our foreign competitors, while we
are blindly traditional. Our greatest competitor is Germany, and at the P:'e~en~
moment she has 200 schools and institutions devoted solely to commercial tralll:ng'
these have 24,000 pupils, 19,000 being elementary and 5,000 being intermediate.
France has 9,000 pupils in her commercial schools, and Italy has 8,500.
Russian p1·ogress.-The latest information from Russia is of an iHstrnctiYe character. Her first commercial school was establishetl in Moscow in 1772, and its definite
aim is shown by the words of the statute under which it works:
T? give to its pupils a general education, and to prepare them for commerce, and for
takmg the post of bookkeepers, controllers, and chief clerks to ma.n ufacturers.
In 1885 Russia had 36 of 1:mch schools, but in 1894 it was founcl that the number
hu.d been reduced to 25. The Rus'!ian Government, with a foresight which is Ia.eking here, immediately placed the matter in the hands of its most powerful government department, the ministry of finance. This departm ut is s<'tting up new
school<:, in which the pupils are to receive th nect·ssary training for service in the
capacity of clerks and small traders an<l ill industrial lJauking and insurance
method ·. " ne-clas "schools are being estahli hc<l for those :pupils whose Jack of
mean pr vent them from remaining for a long •our. e, aud "three-cla s" ·chools
for the• children of mor well-to-,lo people• au<l 1inally, emplo er cla. es f r tho e
who <·an attt-nd in the clay as well as in th evenin~ for u, long conr e. 'lh programme of a.ch cbool is , !lapti-,l hy tlie ministry to th local nee<l .
Austrian proyrees. - lr. J. 'ol<ls ·hmi<lt, the· ·nit d , ·tate con ul-gl'neral in
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Vienna., gives <l.etails with reference to the work carried on in that city. A full
description is gi...-en in the Board of Trade Journal for August, 1892. He sn.ys:
In these special commercial schools pupils are actively brought into contact with
practical life; they 1·egularly visit the public collections of commercial and industrial art, industrial establishments ancl make "instruction journeys" to the great centers of commerce uncler the guidance of the professors. Despite a high fee-150
florins annually,_the number of pupils has steadily increased, as it was found that
those who h_all :passed the academy could command their 1)l'ice in the market.

The instruction uoes not eml in and arounll Vienna, for mauy of the students ha Ye
been, and are now, in Englan<1, in order thatas opportunity offers, tltey may return to their natiye State :.ml put their newly
acq_uired knowledge to use in the mn,rts of the world.
At the risk of being te<lious, I quote two other extracts from this valuable monograph:
•
I. Englan<l is thns (by training; tllese young Austrians) raising np for herself iu
the near future a new, most intelligent, capable, and determined competitor.
For some years past the director of this special school bas been applied to by
foreign governments to giYe complete practical explanation of its organization and
system, while banking and commercial houses iu London and elsewhere, requiring
specially trained and capable young men, have been applied to ancl supplied by him
from the students nnde.r his charge.

German progress.-A corrcs1)ondent of the Monde Economique says:
The Germans have shown themselves unring the last few years to bo ou the. way
to become past masters in commercial matters. Their energy, patience, actidty, aud
spirit of enterprise are remarkable, aml at the pace they are going they will soon,
succeec.1 in obtaining the commercial supremacy in the chief markets of the world.
The correspomlent then deals with tho means crnployetl by the Germans ,.-ith a.
yiew to developing and encouraging the native qualities of their race. He attributes.
much of their successes to their commercial education, and he especially calls attention to a society founded in Hamburg in 18i'i8, with the object of procuring situations for young men desirous of entering trade, in. which they may have facilities.
for learning the usages of international commerce. At the timo of writing, the correspondent states that the society consisted of 34,000 members, and that it had 170
branches. Such a society formecl in Englantl would be a valuable adjunct to any
system of commercial education which may be hereafter established. To pile up,
instances would avail little, but it would be easy to produce evidence of a most conclusive character, showing that tbe countries which are increasing their trade arc,
also those which arc giving the most attention to systematic commercial education.
"CO:\Il'ETITIO~ llECO;\IIX<.i l\lORE ACCTE."

Indeed, there are indications tha,t in the immediate fotnre our own conntrsmeu
will have to encounter a competition far more acute than anything they ha.Ye had
yet to grapple with.
So say Sir Philip Magnus :.tncl bis colleagues in ·their report of last year, a report
lJased on persona,! observation of the methods of trade adopted in the countries
which they Yi itcd. This competition ,ve are preparing to meet on tbe technical
industrial siue of our e<.lncn.tion, but on the technical commercial side wo bave tlone
nothing worthy of a name.
There arc encouraging signs, for the technical education boanl for London is ali \'
to tho necessity for immediate action. In their last report lo the county conn ·il,
referring to education, they say:
One of the Sl1bjects constantly kept in view by the board bas 1ieen the imp?rtance of commercial education; there is no direction in which bett r t cchmcal
instruction is likely to he more effective in promoting the indnstr and well-b ing
of Loudon.
ED
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A frw wcok hinco the board appoiutcd a special committee to bring up plans for
cfi'cc:ti YO wor1· in thitl cUreetiou, am1 if London leads well in this matter the provinces
will a snredly follow. At present in the higher brunches of commercial life th o
foreigner holds the fielcl, but there is no reason why he shonlcl continue to tlo so,
provi11ec1 wo supply sy ·tematic training for our natiYe talent.
lit hii; "Expansion of Eno-land" when referrino- to our war with France in tbe
t,,-o fir t decades of the eighteenth century, Seele; says:
Engl~ntl and France stood i11 <lirect competition for a prize of incalculnble ,-alne.
The pnze was tho control of tllo markets of th e world.
The ethics of a war, basetl on such a motive, I am not prcparetl to defend, but the
value of the prize for which both nations spent so much blood and treasure h; beyond
question. The commercial ~Yar is no less keen now, although the fighting men are
clothet1 in fustian and broadcloth and the field of battle is the rnanufactory and the
counting house.
•
Energy, brains, and physique we haYe, but in commercial etlucation our methods
are antiquated, our guides are not sympathetic, and we must decline to follow the
latter a1Hl modernize the former if England is to rnmain in the forefront of the commercial worm.

CHAPTER X.
EDUCATION IN INDIA.
By V,{. E.

1.

DE RIEMER,

A. B., D. B., A. M.

EXTENT OF INDIAN LITERATURE,

"Knowledge is the best among all things1 for it can neither be lost, nor sold, nor
destroyed/1 (Hitopodesa1 Hindoo Shastras. )
"Those who have believed and have recei,ed knowledge, God exalts in rank."
(Koran of Mohammed.)
"Knowledge is a power causing man to be successful in every business." (Sar
Ukt.ivali 1 Sikh Scriptures.)
Contrary to 1.hc common thought vf our day, India is a lancl where education of a
high degree has prevailecl for many centuries. Not that highly finishetl thing of
which wo moderns boast, but a culture so extensive and i:;o variecl_that it is the surprise of the modern i:;cholar. In India there arc va.st treasures of literature which have
survived the destructiYo changes wrought by succcs ive dynasties, and notwithstanding the fact that these writings were matle upon perishable strips of palm
leaves l.,ound together by strings into huge volumes. The Hindoo mjnd is prolific in
authorship. Manr remarkable products of philosopl1ic thought, rntained only iu
memory to be thus transmitted to posterity, bave perished in oblivion. Yet there
remaills a remarkable store of valued materials.
The Vethic 1 literature is the oldest literary product of the Aryan race, if not of
the world. It is also extremely volnminous. The Rig-Yetha alone contains 10,580
slokes or double verses. ~<\.dding the Yajur and Sama Ycthas we find 100,000 slokes.
The famous epic poem "Mahabharata" is a veritable cyclopedia of its' clay. Its
French translator hopes to complete it in sixteen octavo volumes of 600 pages each.
Its related poem, the "Ramayana/' translated, fills five similar octavo volumes.
Some idea of the extent of Indian literature may be gathered from the fact that
in 1878 the registered number of vernacular publications was 3,783. Of these, 709
were religious treatises, 663 on poetry ancl the drama, 330 were linguistic, 195 dealt
with sciences, 181 were fiction 1 HG treated of Ia.w and 95 of metlicine. 2
At no periotl of its history has India been an altogether nnenlighteuNl country.
Inscriptions on stone and copper and palm-leaf books, and the existence of paper of
native manufacture, are all indications both of literary ability and of the wi<l.e pread
art of writing. 'l'he Brnhminic literature of the Yethic period is admitted to he
unrivn.l<-<l. in antiquity antl intellectual subtlety.
In proof of the native love of literature in In<l.ia Dr. G. W. Leitner :; tells u::
As the wanderer through villages or unfrequented 8uburbs of towns .,. * *
passes unperceived along the deserted streets or lane ·, after the oil lamp has been lit

q

ha.-e preferred this spelling bec;use it more nearly represents the sound of the 'J:amil wortl
"Vatba."-D.
2 Encyclop::cdia Britannica. Article " India. "
3Doctor of Oriental Learning of the unh-ersity of the Punjab, Lahore, in hfa work entitled Ilistory
of Incligenous Education in the Punjab. Calcutta, 1882, page 1.
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in th 11.1tivo household, lrn, ill hcttr .·natches of sono-s or frao-ments of ])Oems telling
f lle1l,wtel gramleur, of duty to the Deity, of the f~ar of Ggd which overcomes tho
foar of 1~an. LoY , which ha in pir d poetry in all ages :m~l countries, wi}l be ce~t:brate l m cha te ::mcl t nder strains. ,'f " ·:, Here a minstrel will praise Ra_nJ 1t
~~ingh, or r'co,~nt the glories of the "Dhann R:1,j," when God's h~w alone was Jm!g.
fher a boy w11l chant a chapter from the Korn,n or a "sweet-voiced" reader recite
portion of tho" Ramrtyana." Elsewhere tho sou~ll of some sn,ying of a Sikh sage or
of th' -verses of a favorite Punjabi poet, unknown to print, but Jiving in the mo~1 ths
of tho people, will strike tho attentivo ear. In<.lcccl tho tasto for poetry, chiefly
I uujabi, Pernian, all(l now Unln, is still the natiYo resource for n, prosaic life._ Few
n.ro tho shops, houses, or even huts in which there ::ire not periodical gathenn~s to
hear ~eaclings o~ recitations from 1·eligions books. Many there still are ':ho haYe
committed portio:..is of the "Mahabharata" to memory in -polyglot versions_. In
the humblest; household will often bo heard those cha.rmingly compiled _stones of
1nophets and saints which have been written for the use of girls. 'fhe dnest g-rammatical or philosophical clisquisition will collect and keep an auclience in the :'~llag_e
hall or shop whose owner wishes to become a public benefactor, ancl eYen the fnv 0 !1ties of the Holi [festiva.l] are soberell at numerous places by tho concourse of_Pa~chts
to cliscuss some subi;lc point in the Voclanta all(l of "Mastersingc~s" in PnnJab1.
Besilles this, thousands of pupils throngell the Arabic and Sanscrit colle~es in
which oriental faw, logic, philosophy, ancl medicine were taught in the h1gheS t
standanls. At Nalanc1a, in Behar, during tho reign of tho Buddhistic Emperor
Silaclitya, there was a vast monastery-a seat of universal learning-where 10,000
mon1rs anc1 novices of 18 schools of thought stuJ.iecl theology, philosophy, Jaw, aml
medical science.
II.

ME':'llOD OF IXQCIRY.

A history of indigenous e<lucation in Intlia prior · to British occupancy must be
identical with a history of it,s literature. The development of a people's language
in its 11rimitive life is a true index of that people's mental condition. I can only
hope to touch it lrnre aml there.
It would be folly for us to insist on measuring the learning of primitive India hy
the intellectual standards of our clay. Matthew Arnold clcfines euucation to be that
course of training l)y which we co~o "to know oui·selves and the worl<l.': "The
sciences," says 1'fr. Thomas, "by which we are taught to know ourselves arc th_e
sciences of cn1ture, such as anthropology, philology, history, mental and moral philosoJ:lhY, while the whole range of physical sciences serves to inculcate tho iromntaule la"'s of nature." 1
Now, as n, matter of fact, the Yethic Himloo was utterly ignorant of all the _sciences of Mr. Thomas's enumeration, save only that of philology. Yet ii; would be idle
to assert tlrn.t the Aryans were an ignorant race. No such comparison of standards
with those of Greece and Rome at a, similar 11eriod of their developm ent can diminish
the high regard which mouorns cherish for tho imperishable treasures of literai·y au d

philosophic art; which those nations have bcqueathell to posterity. ·wo may well
compare Vyasa with C.:csar, Valrniki with Virgil, and Mann with Justinian or Draco,
though these Aryan prototypes anticipu.ted tho Latins by many centuries.
Neither is it l)Ossible to give a statistical report on educational matters covering
the long, dim period which precedes British ocenpancy. Indeed no official figures
are available for an India. previous to this event. The Hindoo mind wa not trained
along statistical anll pre ·isely historic lines. _~either has there existecl among them
a philanthropy , uffi.ciently broacl to sugg st any inquiry concernin g edu •ational
matters outsid their own caste or province.
)Iy analy. is of the situation sa..,o-ests three important p riocl , ea. ·h beginning with
on f ihe thr gr at rdigion. "'hi ·h most have flouri heel in India viz, tbo Yethic,
the Bucldhistic, and the )Ioharumcdan. The real int llectual lif of India has radiated from the r ligious fore s.
1
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1. THE YETHIC PERIOD.

The Vethic periotl lies far back of substantial history, in the realms of uncertain
cosmogony, yet not far remote as Job's or Abraham's day. There are relics of the
past which point to a Bronze Age, aml to a Stone Age of history antedating the
Vethic }Jeriod; but the l)eople of those days have left no letters or hierog1yphics to
show that they were possessors of e,en the rudiments of culture. But their conquerors-the fair-facecl Aryans, emanating from the countries lying northwest of
India-were people speaking a noble lauguage, having distinct ideas of worship and
n. fonclness for intellectual pursuits. Their language was the cla.ssic Sanscrit. Their
poets, callecl the Risbis, composed that most ancient treatise known as the Rig-Vetha
probably fourteen hundrecl years B. C. Its main 1rnrpose was to praise their gods,
the presiding spirits of earth and air ancl -light, of tlarlrness, sea,, and skies. Inciclentally it helps us to trace the triumphant achancc of the Aryan veople.
The writing of these Vethas marks tbe starting point of culture for these conq_uerors
of India. From that achievement to the six.th century B. C. defines the portion of ·
time in which India's imperishable literature was born, as well as the dawn of true
culture, and the awakening to self-conscious intelligence. 'I'ho construction of that
literature stamped their civilization and a8sured their mental and religious tendencies during the twenty-four succeeding centuries. .After this it was not long before
the poet became the prie8t, and priest became teacher, and teacher became philo3o})her, and philosopher became lawgi,er and prophet. Ont of this state of thiugs the
Brahminic system was evolved, aud out of the Brahminic system was eventually clevclopetl the village system, one of whose features was to provide for a school in every
·village with a teacher a,s one of the villnge officers; another, :m allotment of land
whose title was irrevocable, known as the "sthoolmastcr's fields." Thus ea,rly in
the centuries "·as deYelop d the germ which ripened after ages into a distinct educational system; a system holding high rank as an essential feature of social life, since
it exalted the the teacher to be an l1ereditary official iu each duster of 1rnople
inhabiting the towns, and made a sort of government grant toward his support.

so

2. Tirn

BCDDIIJSTIC PEJUOD.

From about 600 B. C. to 900 A. D. a new religious force took possession of Intlia. It
was Buddhism. Buddhism, both ci,illy and religionsl;r, was a protest against the
exclusive Bra,hminical supremacy which had <1eYelopcd during the Vethic period.
Priests had dominated the religious ancl social life; priests had monopolized the
functions of teacher, statesman, lawyer, ancl judge.
Buddhism declared for freedom of mind, for exemption from priestly tyranny, a,nd
for freedom of worship. It was the Pnrita,uism of tho fifth century B. C. This new
philosophy 11roducetl a tremendous mental awakening. Men wore tiretl of the complications growing out of polytheism, and were glacl to espouse a simple atheistic
creed. If man by celibacy, asceticism, monasticism, meditation, and charity, could
save himself, what need of being un(ler the spiritual tlomination of a, priest1 It was
a rebound to the freedom of self-direction for which the Aryan tribes had long been
waitinu. Great intellectual activity was tlJO result. Buddha's direction to his
ascetic followers was "mental cnlt11re, not mental death." All wcr to become
teachers, and their rank was to be graded by the <legrce of their self-culture.
Buddha's followers were resolYed upon attempting to give education to the masses,
and under their fostering learning became widespread.
One hundrecl years after Gautama Buddha's dca,th (543 B. C.), a council of his
disciples occurred at which time they attcmptetl to formulate liis doctrine. At the
call of the Emperor Asoka (244 B. C. ), who hacl become an ardent convert to Bud 1hism the thircl great council ·onvened at Patna (or Putaliputra), his imperial city
in B:har. It was au epoch-ma,kin(J' council. Jt, r solved upon a amp, ign of missionary effort to xtend 1 • to the nt°mo.·t limits of the lJarlJari:m ronntri s.' It ,lis-
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n.rckd ~ anscrit, aml chose as its sa •red language the 1\Iagadhi, which is the diale~t
of tbe c ntrn,l kin°·dom of B har. The Emperor caused to be collected into this
tourrue the doctrine of Buddha as an authoritath·e yersion, and that yersion has
tood for two thou ·and years. The eylon Buddhists, six hundred years la.ter,
selctted as their sacretl language the P:.m , into which Asoka's yersion was translated,
and in w·hich all their historical document have been written. Historical students
have f und iu Pali manuscripts the clearest historical statements to be found anywhere concerning India's history :five hundred yearn B. C.
But the first efforts ever made to disseminate education by royal edict seem to have
originatecl with the Emperor Asoka about the middle of the third century B. C. He
"foumled a State department to watch over the purity and direct the spread of th e
faith.' He appointed a minister of justice and religion to direct the effort. ViT~eu
many com·erts hatl been made, Asoka stood by them with material help, cauSi~g
wells to bo dug, and shade trees to be planted by the roadside and medical aid
granted to all subjects of his domiuiou as far south as Ceylon. "Officers w~re
appointed to watch over domestic life and public morality and promote educatwn
among the women as well as the youth.' 1 He set up in India 64,000 memorial tablets
conbining the principles of the faith as taught by the Saint. At least 30 of those
tablets have survived the twenty centuries of corrosion-a monument to the zeal au d
intelligence of the great Emperor.
. .
Notwithstanding Buddha's "renaissancen of learning, and that his religious
triumph over the mixed races of western and southern India. was such as, at one
time, to endanger the existence of Brahminism in its natiYe soil, after a thousa nd
years of prosperity it began to relax its hold on the popular heart. It was finally
absorbed into, or expelled by its adversary, and has now entirely disappeared from
Hindostan.
3.

THE :MOHA::.\D1EDAN PERIOD.

The third wave of intellectual awakeninofor India attached itself to another of
0
the great religions which has founcl a home thcre. It came with Mohammedism in
the tenth century, A. D. Like Buddhism, its successor Mohammedism is a gr~at
leveller. It abhors idolatry and caste and all social distinctions. Its best learning
is freely open to its commou people. Mohammed's stern command to all was fo
"read." Education was, in a sense, compulsory among them. The great Mogul
Dynasty which held sway in western India for about eight hundred years, cruel
though it was in bloody wars, was yet a deli...-erance to caste-enslaved Hiudoos. •
1Jncler Mogul sway great reformers arose among the Hilllloo thinkers, like Nanak,
Kabir, ancl Chaitanya, all of whom preached intellectual and social equality. The
great Emperor Aur:mgze1) established m:1ny schools and colleges a.ml libraries. Both
the Persian arnl Arabic langua,ges were introduced as scholarly languages to offset
the aristocmtic Sanscrit. Yielding to the popular demand, the Puranas, which were
composed about 600 A. D., and the sacred epic poems Ramayana and the. l\Iahabba•
rata of the Vethic period were tra.nslated into the -vernacular· of India, a fact of
incalculable aclv-antage to both learnino- and literature and to Brahminism. These
Pura.nus, translated out of the Sanscrit, haYe practic~lly become the Yedas of the
common -peo-ple, and are the Bible of modern Hindooism. Says a Mohammedan
writer in the Calcutta Review (Yol. XCVII, page 326):
If the Hindoos lost their Kalidasa and Bhababhnti they gained such writers as
, riclhar and :rukar(un iu fah:frashtra, and Munkunda:am Chakara--varti, and Ru1;11·
P,ras_acl • en m Re~gal.
· • As in religion, the doctrines preached by Kabir,
ha.1tanya, and anak y.ere protests ao-ain t Brahmiu exrlu iv ness • as in literature,
-the· _works of such _wnters as Tukar(im, Dae.ht, and Ramprasii<l ~n were prote ts
a~am, t th predo?3111a~ce of_, anscrit, o in politics the 'ikh and Mabra.tta powers
were protests agam t h. hatnyu a ccudancy.
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4-. SIKH CONTRIBUTIO:N TO LEARNING.

'rhe influence of the Sikh religion on learning, while not so marked as to deserrn
an equal place with the three above mentioned, yet deserves notice.
\Yhen Buddhism rejectecl Sanscrit and attemptell to develop a vernacular tougne
as its medium of thought, the Brahmins attempted to withstand their effort by
elaborating a new composite language formecl of all the nrnacular tongues of which
they could learn. That composite was callecl Lande.
·
A few centuries later a new religious sect arose in northwestern India, a sect of
warrior students, who were called Sikhs. As reformers, they also sought to do away
with Brnhmiuistic literary and religious exclusiveness. They likewise attemptetl to
form a new religious tongue called Grantb, using all the vernaculars as a basis, that
there might be a medium of communicating to all India the best learning of all the
sacred or scholarly tongues of India.
The Sikh is the Protestant of Hincloo politics, society, ancl religion, says G. W.
Leitner, LL. D., of the University of the Punjab. He is above all the worshiper of
"the Book," of llis Bible. * ;, * His great aim is to destroy the monopoly of learning, and of the social or religious ascendency of one class, and to make education the
property of the masses of his community. l::>ikhism wishes to create a, race of warriors and students. Hindooism aims at class monopoly. * " * .A.11 Sikhs are
equal; Hindoos are unequal. Sikhs are consen-ative democrats in religion and politics, loyally subordinate to elected rule or office. " '~ * They consider their
chiefs * * .,. merely as" primi inter pares," and as representative servants of the
commonwealth. Above all, are the Sikhs, by name and. history, a community of
"learners" and "disciples." Their organization indicates a republicanism of letters, with liberty in all studiet:1, the equality of all ''Sikhs" or students, and the
fraternity of" Bhai8," as an excellence to which all can aspire. The crucial test of
a good Sikh is good conduct; aucl the ma s-education of that community is aimed
at by its free access to very kind of I aming within its reach, and by making the
power of interpretation and explanation of the mysteries of Sauscrit anc1 other philosophies and sciences the most jmportaut qualification of a "Gyani." 1
Among the most noted Sikhs was Baba Amir Das, who left as his contribution to
literature 200 books, chiefly Punjabi poetry of a rel_igious character. He was also
eminent authority on the Baidak system of medicine.
Still another was Guru Go-vind Singh, the warrior-poet and reformer. His court
was composed of:fifty-two "immortals," Gunnukhi l)oets of' all denominations, who
wrote on theology, moral philosophy, history, and state economy in verse. One of
these manuscripts still exists at Anandpur, containing tl,COO pages.
III.

CHARACTER OF IXDIGEXODS , ' HOOL ..·•

Having shown that India's intellectual development arose out of her religious life,
let me call attention to the character of her schools. ·with so complex a population
as exists in India there never was anything like uniformity of system in education.
Indeed, each great religion, each ruling nabob, rajah, or emperor, each great central
city, anc.1 each reformer and illustrious teacher prided him elf on haviog a system of
education which was personal, local, p eculiar. Thi fact will make it neces:ary to
consider each main s;rstem l>y itself.
1. YETHI C SC H OOLS .

We have seen that the Vethic sy tem proviletl for a chool in e,·cry village. Such
schools were limited, restricted affairs, quite informal; an ag" regation of boys or m ·n
of high caste who, at first, wero selected l>y the Rishi · to be their per ·oual attencla_nt
and to commit to memory and recite the sloke compos d lJy their lit rary st11icnor.
To know how to compo ·e in, an crit, to commit to memory, to r cite a.nd t int rpret an author's utterances was the sum of the pupil's attainment , and wa au honor
to which the best of he youth mo t eagerly a piret1.
•A Hi tory of Imligeu ou Tidnc t ion, Pa rt I , p ages ~ aud 2 ,
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ll a1Hl men's ruiutls e.·pauuetl the 1·ange of subjects trc_a,~ed
o-r ,at r, a1Hl rh t ori ' , logic mathematics, philosophy, law, and meclicrne
n c ssiYel y tr atcd lJy th
cholar-priests. It was the systom of tho ol<l.
Ur ian l)hilo opher , a ·h of whom luHl his })erson al pupils who followed him, or
111::t1.1 his h ouse their hom . In fat r ti.mes tho tea her was not a peripatetic or a
pl1ilo phcr in his own ri ·ht, but simply tho village writer and schoolmaster. His
pupil, wer lrnt children, gatherin g nuder n, !'\ heel or beneath a huge tree, or on th e
ver::mda of a temple. Tho nvcr:1go number of pupil s in the remote village w~~ no~
oYer ten, ancl th in tru tion was personal. Class instruction was unknown. Either
tho tea ' her or the monitor pupil taught each boy by himself. The students ass~mble
a,t6 or 7 o'clock ancl deYoto the mornino· to arithmetic or reading. After a mornrng of
two hours or more (for tho Ilindoo h avi~g n o cl ock or watch cloes not live by minutes)
tho afternoon is employed with penmanship aml composition. In primary schools
each one tu<.lies aloud. As each has ,1 different l esson , mHl as et1rnestness is gauged
by tho noise each one makes an<l. the number of r epetitions of his lesson, the confusion is something imlescribable. The scho.ol closes at 5 o'clock with a concert
repetition of tho multiplication table or a song.
. .
In tho higher grado of Lancl6 schools, mental ari~hmetic is t h o distinguishing
oxecllencc. The mnlti11licatiou tablo is recited from 1 to 10, and fron111 to 30; also
the frn.ctional table from 1 to 50 successiYely by the compomul numbers 1¼, 1-½, 2 1
3}, 4½, 5 ~, etc.; also compounds by compounds, as 1¼ by 1{-, l t b y 2¼, etc. By th18
process surprising 1·esults are attainecl by even young pupils. In the use of _s~ich
rules or "gurs '' business men are trained to most marvelous accuracy and facility.
College-bre(l men arc amazecl a,t the ease with which grain merchants compnteresnlts
on a fluctuating 1wice without the use of pencil and paper.
It is the practice in those schools for the teacher or his substitute to go to the homes
of his pupils c~tch morning and collect them for tho day's duties, or learn tho causes
of their allsence.
Another practice works well. To the patlha or teacher is intrusted the respoi~sibility of administering corporal 1rnnishment for delinquency or misconduct whi~h
occurs either in school or at hoine. Thus the parents cooperato with tho teach~r 1~
securing fa,ithfnl work an(l goocl behavior. The native maxim is this, "The clnld s
bones belong to the parents; the child's skin helono-s to tho teacher." Public opinion justifies the teacher in ::my corporal punishn~ent short of permanent bodily
injury.
Says Dr. Leitner:

ht ·:tm

!

The indigenous education of India ,,·as founded ou the s:mction of tho ShaFJtras,
which [writings) elevated into religious duties and conferred dignity 01_1 t½e commonest ~ransact10ns of everyday life. One may sec tho fruits of t~e m~1ge11ou.s
system 111 the numberless "pathsalas," :, chatsals," a.11t1 "tols," which st1l_l ov~rspreatl the country and which * * * prove by their continued existence, lll spite
of * .,. * aclverse circumstances of :1 thousand years the * * '" titamina they
acquirell at their birth.
'
The highest schools of the Hindoo type al'e the real Sanscrit colleges where Brahmins are tho teachers, Brahmius the pupils, Sanscrit tho language, and Ilincloo la.w,
philosophy, and litemtnre a re the snbjccts co nsic.lered. In snch schools grammar
is studied for about seven years; lexicology, two years; literature, ten years ; law,
ten y ar ; logic, thirteen years, and mythology, four years.
The inferior castes m ay study these subjects with the cx.ception of law, the six
·c~ools _of philoso~hy, and the sacred mytholon-ic 11oems, y et practi ·ally the Bea.hllllDS shll monopolize ne. rly the whole of , an. crit; l ea.rning.
Prof. :f • \V. Thoma , in hi,; Yolum
ntitletl History and Pro, p d of Britisll
E<lu<·ation in India, pag 3-1 ~ives us bi. in rc.·ting ac ·ount of Himloo s<"hools:
, y_in<lo~ Pl ment. ry . ~~ool ·, r. a. t.)1 y ,voultl more pr pcrly be st ·~od, cla se.•,
• 1 t ~ 1)1 mos~ of h ,11lag sol lnu, :1. rou ntl·y of agricultur all(l village. .
t
about I o cloc m the morninir fr m to 12 n arly nak u Hiudoo boys would as eml>lo
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in a sbe(l belonging either to the village or to Sollie indiYidnal; where no l.JoYel was
available the schoolroom "·ould be nothipg lllore than the shade of some wide- .
spreading tree. AU the teaching was oral, not_only printed books but even manuscripts being entirely unknown. The boys commence(l schooling at the age of 5 or
6, and the fi,e years during which they attended were divided into four well-defined
stages. }'or the first eight or ten days they were occupied in tracing tlrn vowels
and consonants, first with their fingers on a sand board, and afterwar<ls with a
:pencil of steatite or white crayon on the floor. During the following year they
were taught "to write on the palm leaf with a reell pen held in the fist, not with the
fingers, and -with ink m:1de of charco:11 which rubs out, joining vowels to the consonants, formh1g compound letters, syllables, and words, learning tables of numeration, money, weight, and measure, an<l the correct mode of writing the distinctive
names of pe1·sons, castes, ::m d !)laces. Six months were next spent in studying the
four rules of arithmetic, the- elements of mensuration of laud, anll of commercial
and agricultural account~, in writing with ink lllaclo of lampblack on tho pn,lm leaf,
and in learning the modes of address Jlr-0per in writing to persons of clitfercut ra,nk.·'
The last pc1·io(l was devote(l to advanced arithmeti0, m emmration, and accounts, and
the composition of letters written on paper. As eYen at tho 1nesent clay educated
Hindoos n,rn selclorn able to write their vernacn1ars correctly, it is no smprise to hear
that in Yery few cases was the orthograpliy of the native languages acquiretl iu
the pathsalas, or elementary schools. Literary, moral, or religious inc;;truction there
was none. 1
:F or the fatter the people were dependent on regular and occasional readings anu
recitations concerning the gods, which formed part of the duty .,, " * of t!Je
Srotriya :Brabmins 1'· i, -lf,
The schools were of fonr kinds, (1) Hmuoo eh' meniary, or pathsaliis, (2) llindoo
schools of learning, or tols, (8) ~lohanune<.lan elementary [mahajani], (4) Mohammedan schools of learning, or muktabs. ·-• "' ,. The tols .,. * i'• were entirely
unconnected with tho patbsalas, or village schools. f-: o complete, indeed, was the
severance tlrnt enn the slight vernacular instruction that necessarily precedcll tho
entrance to tl10 tols ·was generally olJtained, not in the pat;hsalas, but at home.
Inferior in rnuubc1·s to the path ·alas-being in the proportion of about ono to three
in number of schools and ono to ten in number of scholars-the to1s bore a. much
higher 1·eputation and possessed very different traditions. Tho course of study
often lasted ,. ,+ •;of tweuty years, from the tenth to the thirtieth. But this
period was much diminished by freqnent and lengthy Yacations. ··• * ·• _.\ t au
early date special schools for literature, Jaw, logic, Vedanta, mythology, ritual, and
medicine had snpplanted tho primiti-ve schools of wider range. * ·)/ " 'l'be curriculum of the schools of literature may be briefly outlined as grammar, lexicology,
rhetoric, poetry, and the drama; that of law sch6ols, the sacred text-books on law,
with long- disputations, commentaries; of tho schools of logic, * * if metaphysics and religion; of the Vedantic fsclwols], the texts and commentaries of the
Vedanta philosophy; of tho Pauranir, the long mythological poems; of the Tantric.
the works on ritual.
·
2. HGDDHI:;TJ< ' CJIOOL .

As before stated, Buddhism stood for the cdncation of the masses, ·for democracy
as opposed to aristocracy, for atheism as opposed to polytheism. But as Buddhism
was finally Yanquished in Hindostan, for ruocl ls of their schools '-O ne cl to go to
Ceylon, Burmab, ancl China. The form and orcler of these schools di.ff.•r Y ry
slightly from those of Hincloo school . The subjects tauo-ht were al. o :imilar, P:s:cept
in religious lines. With reference to them Dr. L ..J. Trotter in his History of India
says:
Tho yellow-ro1Je<1 monks of Bnrmah still hold ont to e,·ery Burman cliild su h
means of learning to 1·eac.l and write and cipher as the hulk of our :Bngli h chi1'1re11
arc only just beginning to njoy.
The report of the c.lirector of ec.lucation for Burmall, co,ering the five yrars from
1892 to 1897, shows that iu tiome of th principal proYinces the percentage of pupil
receiving instruction is as high as 41. It also giws the total number of primar~
schools in Burmah as 4,6-10 under gov ·mment ins1">cction, ue.-ide 1 ,5 3 privatt>
inc.ligenons institutions, containing 105,827 pupils not suhjert to gov •mment i nsp •c·1 We must di~ r ,\,ith Mr. Tl1omas on the r ligious education b<:ing abscn from tl, !'l •mP.n1:tr)
echools. Personal know led~ of the country l1as con-vinred m<· that p1q1ils w r C"onstnnt!r taup>bt
religious formulas of worship, and the rny.bology whirh underlies tbcir r ·ligions lif ·
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tion.
f th -1,6-10 goyernnw nt-inspectet1 schools 4,t>33 ,,ere original Burmese or
Kar n iuili .... enous chool. . These fi .... ures Rhow that the instinct of Buddhism is
till in the line of popular ducatiou. Says the clirector:
Tllc difficulty of illl1ucing rn.onastic (Buchlhi tic) school managers t~ adopt mo~e
modern auc.1 conventioual methods of instruction will clisappear m tlllle, and t e
})fejnc.lices of the "pOno·yi '' (monks) in favor of their own system mnst be
combatte<.l with tact.
3.

dKU OR GUR:\1UKIIC SCHOOI.S.

Though Sikhism represents but a small sect of northwestern Imlia, an account of
its imligenous schools can not but interest us. \Ye abridge from Dr. Leitner the
following description of them:
The chihl should enter at five years-not after seven. Both boys and gi~ls atte nd
the same primary school. As fin .... ers have been created before pens were myentecl,
tho 1rnpil first writes upon the gr~nnd which is 1wepared by a layer of pandhu.
is taught to memorize alphabetica1ly arrano-ed moml maxims. He is the?- promo nd
e
to the dignity of n, ,Yoodeu slab or "pati "-~ board first blackened ove~ with 800~ a
ground glass, then dried in the sun or near a fire. This can be ~ntten ?11 wift·h a
1)anclhu 1 and the writing can easily be washed off. The pen is easily obtamed roro
eYery hedge of sarkera.
.
The children then learn the forms of numerals and simple enumeration; als_o t~e
si~ns for weights and measures. It is not considered necessary for the ordi~ry
Sikh child to learn the pahara or multiplication table. If he wishes to he can/ edward attend the Padha's school. The children now write down the ~ames? 0 0 0 f
of tho people of the house in which they are assembled, of surrouml~ng obJects,.
eatables, a]l(1 of everything that can be pointed out to them. The child th~n
6
in order the following books, viz: Japji, teaching the eternity of G?c.1; Rai ras,
true road; Arti Soila, an allegory to prevent idolatrous practices; S1?h ~host, 0 no
necessities for miracles; Unkar, skill in creation; Bai bar, 22 stones 11lustra mg
God's work.
.
~· h
Next the chil<.l reads·the whole Adi Granth and :five chapters of Guru Go_vmd "Rmg ~
both models of 11oetry; then follo-ws Hanurnan Natak, a drama by Hmcloo am!
Tulsi's Ramayana in classical Hindi; a chapter of Bhagwat Geeta,_ ancl other bo~ks0 f'
then a prose work, Janam Sakhi, is read at home; next the Gnrb1las, or hist?IY:
t~e ~irst six ~urns. Rhetoric (Sabit.~ab) is much studied, the text-book cons~s{1~g
of ~1ght or mno_volumes. These, with other subjects, includ~ a complete guH e ~
polite co1;1versat1on, m3:nners, ancl etiquette; prosody also, wlnch f~rm~ the maui;;le
of aU Hmdoo people m stranO'e contrast with rude-manneretl Enghsbmcn.
medical student reads Nio-aut (dru .... s) SarinO'<lha.r (prescriptions aucl pathology),
ancl N idan ( causes of disea1e and cli~gn'osis), 1 °

{1;

leair
f-

4.

MOI_IAl'l'.C\lED .LT SCHOOLS,

"C'ncloul>tedly the Mohammedans hn,ve done more to popularize e<l.ncation in India
than any other religionists. They are admirers of knowledge for its own sake, aucl
because its possession m::i,kes them equal autl entitles them to P:1rat1ise.
Their primary teachers were calle(l "mians," the adsanced, ''rawals." The ,ernacular language of the Moha,mme<.lans in northwestern India is l'rdn or Hindoostanee,
1ut their scholarly language is Persian. The latter had ::i, financial value, because
during )1ohammedan asce1ulaucy, and as late as 1835, Persian was the official or co~rt
lnngnage, hence the mahajani, or common schools, were thronged with Hindoo pupils.
The edncation obtained in these Persian schools was calletl the education of a g~ntleman, while that of the Arabic colleges~ was styled the education of the scholar.
~earning is obligatory on every man anll woman, 1,ut not to the same tlegree. Learnmrr centers around the Koran, yet the cope of it is far greater than that of any
reliO"ion preceding it. \Ve mu t not forget th, t the Ar::ib ·, from whom Mohammed
ca~e, ~1doptcd all that was ,aluahle of 'reek philo. ophy, while rejecting Greek worship of art and the drama. In th r •alms of history, phi lo ophy, Jorrie, mathematics,
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lli:itory ofiudigenou Education, l'urt I, page :~1,
Y of illu,trntinrr tho thorougbn :J of th1• cour.
D hanll boo!, as given in Appendix B. p. 3-'.!.
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astronomy, medicine, botany, zoology, and other physical sciences the Arabs were
masters, origina.tors, ancl teachers. Our numerals are Arabic and the word "algebra"
is from the same source.
Great stress is pla.ced upon the formal iutroduction of each young chilcl to the
mysteries of eclncation. Again I quote:
When a child, whether a boy or girl, is four years four months and four days old,
the friends of tho family assemble, and the child is dressed in its best clothes, which,
as well as the boaTd, books, writing material, and the distributed sweetmeat, are
providecl by its maternal g_randmother or ma~ernal grandfather,.or uncle. The chi~d
is then seated on a cushion, and the Aralnc alphabet (sometimes also the Ara1nc
numerals), the present Introduction to the Koran, the whole of the 96th Sura, and
the q_uotecl verses of the 55th Sfua are placetl before it and it is taught t.o repeat them
after some re1ative or the respectecl tutor. Sometimes, also, the 87th Sura is pronounced, -which extols tho teaching of the books of Abraham and Moses. If the child
is self-willed and refuses to repeat, it is made to pronounce the Bismillah, "In the
name of God, the all-com1mssionate, the Specia1ly Mercifnl," which is accepted in
place of the above desiderata, and from tllat clay its education is tleemetl to ha.n
commenced. * * * Sometimes the chi1d sits in stn.te fo1· a day or two before the
ceremony, during which also the tutor coaxes it to repeat the above series by putting sweet "laddus" into its hands. Indee<l, everything is done to make the initiation of the child as impressiYe as possible on its mind, as also to celebrate the
event * * ;, by invitations and presents to friends and relatives.t
JV.

FKMALE EDUCATION.

\Ve have notice(l that among Hindoos of the Vethic and of all subsequent 1)eriods
no 1novision was made for the eclucation of girls. So base was the opinion helu
respecting them, so controlling the desire to retain women as chattels and instruments of lust, that tho women themselves were made to believe they lrncl no capacity
for either mental or spiritual attainments. Among the practical hindrances to the
education of womou among the Vethic Hindoos were, viz, the practice of destroying female children; the custom of early marriage while the girl was but 6 years
old; the burning of actual widows with their husbands' <lead bodies1 and the depraving allll enslaving of betrothed widows. No woman of the Yethic period would
consent to lrn,Yo it known t,hat she could read and write. Such knowledge was
res cn"ed for the Nautch girls who were wedded to idols.
\nth tho advent of each of the other religions a brighter day dawned for the
women. Yet the day for their release from social and physical tlnaldom was yet
far removed. Learning might be secured but it availed nothing. Few ever entered
into the path of authorship; none were allowed to become teachers under any religious supremacy. The number of those whose writings survive is hardly a score.
Says a, writer in the Calcutta Review (Vol. XCVII. Critical notes, page i, xvii):
"There are now about ha,lf a dozen Bengali poetesses whose productions posterity
will not willingly ]et die 1 Girindra. Mohini Dassi, Swarna Kuma:ti Devi, Prasannamoyi Devi, and Miss Kamini Sein1 * * * and we have no hesitation in addinoto these names" that of Srimati Pra.mila Devi, author of the late volume of poem~
Tatiui. 'a,ys another, Persian poetry and music haYe such an intoxicating effect
upon the minds of young girls of India that it is sternly probibite<l. from beinoeitber read or heanl by most re ·pectable women. Nine-tenths of the educated
natives are alleged to be averse to female education. Among Mohammedans nry
many widows consi<l.ere<l. it a sacred duty to teach girls of their own families to read
the Koran. :rearly all girls in such families were taught to read, and no Sikh girl
or woman could ho called a learner who conld not read the sacred Gr:mth. But her
education stoppecl with a knowledge of her sacred duties nud her household duties,
including sewing, cooking, embroidery, and keeping accounts.~ It is refreshing to
lea rn from tho late report on Burmese education (1897) that during tho l)ast four
y ear one young woman each year bas pas8ecl the F. A. ex~minatiou of the univer1
2

See Child 's Self-Dcclication to Allah, A11pendix , p. 3~0.
A History of Iudigenous Education, rart I, 1>. 93.
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~it' and r cciY 'tl her u gr
Light omes at last from Btu1dhistic sources across
tli path of heatl.len ,vomeu. Iu Burmah within :five years just }last indigenous vernacnlar 0 irl · chool incr a eel from 105 to 259, and pupils from 2J,355 to 32,593.
FI:N'A~-CIAL

UPrORT.

That tue cbool of Im1in, hav not been more potcut in elevating her people is due
in }Htrt to tho fa t that they luul 110 aclet1trn.te fiuancin,l SUl)l)Ort. Too much was
iutrn ted tovoluntaryiutere t. 'l'ho ''schoolmaster's fields" 1 furnished too meager
an incom l'or the honorable })nuba. Ho was too often oblio·cd to gratuitously entertain and clothe the pupils who ctLme to seek his instrnction. He was prohibited
in m-ery religion (except the ikh) b? inexorable custom from receiving stipulated
wa.gcs, but must gi ,o his sen·ices "Lillah," for tho love of Gou. Such a course was
sufficient to impoverish any puuclii., ,vere it not for the custom of making presents to
these respected men. Fea. t da~-s and lunar observances formec1 the occasion for such
gifts. Pundits are often snpporte<l. by what is called "Jajmance" or "K~t~a,,''
which i s a suuscriptiou maclo 1.ly a uumber of families to whom they act as rehgwns
teachers.
Occasionally a wealthy man will employ a maulvi to teach his own son and tbe
sons of reln.tives, allowing the maulvi to supplement his pay by private tt~toring:
A few celebratetl ]3anyn. l)adhas a<loptecl tho custom of migrating to ne1ghbo~rng
Yillages, o:fferiug to ten.ch children the multiplication tables, ciphering, bookkeeping,
aml Llrafting bills within a certain time.
Some illustrious padhas receive as high a.s 100 rupees per month, but tbe avernge
teacher's wa.ge is the clespical.lle sum of 10 rupees, or $5, 11er month.
In some localities pupils have a, custom of presenting each week to the teacher
the sum of 2 ])ice (one thirty-seconcl of a rupee) giving the same to bis Hiutloo
padha on Sunday or to his Mohammedan rawal o~ Thursday. Presents of food are
also made-seven loaves l)er month for the l\fohammedan, ancl certain meaSnrcs of
flour; g11ee, da1, salt, ::m d vegetables (sida) for the Brahmin padha.
A cash present is also given at the commencement of each new book, on the occasion of a wedcling, birth of a, son, gracluation, or important 1rnblic festival.
In Land.6 schools tbc Brahmin pa·dba gets flour, ghi, salt, vegetables, an_d yepper
on the 11th of each luuar month ancl a, fargc present on the 4th of the l1gut fortnight (Bhauon). A curious custom preYails on this occasion. Tho teacher, a,ccoinpanietl by his pupils, visits all the parents. Before starting, each pupil plac~s
bef?re the idol Ganesh, who is th·c patron of learning, offerings of flour ~ud gbi,
also two or four sticks suitable for fencing l)ractice. The teacher appropriates th e
eatables and blesses the sticks. 2 The boys then, cttrrying the sticks, march in sqnttds
of four and go through. tb.e feucing drill ttt each house. The patrous feel obliged to
treat the boys with sweetmeats and present the teacher with money, food, or a new
turban.
In Koran schools presents to the teacher arc always in order. The boys are
expected, beside, to assist as pupil teachers and by any personal serdce which th e
teacher may r~q_uhe, such as bringing water for house uses, kindling fires, and collecting refuse wood, going to the lJazaar or market for supplies, and caring for th e
teacher's small children.
"When a boy ilnishes the Koran, wealthy parents arc expected to present a patl~a
a hundred rupees, or a field for rice culture, or tt cart, with bullock to drttw it.
The school observ s a holiday. 'Ihe pupils, with their re pectiYc t acber, meet at
the gra.duate hou. <', the maul vi r ceiyes hi pre cut ::mcl all unite to sing th e
'\.
. ., as a ble smg
'
.. mm'
upon the graduate. The refrain is' •an<Yht up by the a.ucl1. nc
in
abic, Yiz: ,:Prai c be to 'od, who ees u , 'sinc-r the tl1dent, and the ·born
pond," min ila.bi, Amin," Amen,
C:od, am n!
1

.\ H1. tor· o( lndi" non Edtwalion, Part I, p. 10.
, lb. , pa" i, 3 f't 11"'1·
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DISCIPLIXE IX SCHOOLS.

As we have noticed on page 344, the teacher and parents arc expected to cooperate
in the effor t to secure faithful study, proper deportment at school, and becoming
conduct while at home. Much attention was gi,·en to manners, and rudeness, boorishness, incivility of every sort were promptly reprovell. In this respect the better
classes of native people far surpass the best of America's children.
Promptness of attendance npon school duties was secured by praising the first
comer under i.hc title ''miri," or chief, anll branding the tardy pupil "piddi/' or
lagganl. Laziness :1ml insubordination were variously treated, e. g., by standing
the offender with his face io the wall; by causing him repeatedly to crouch down
ancl rise to his feet; by pulling both his own cars with his hands, his arms being
passec1 throngh his knees while crouching; l)y denJ· ing him his noon meal; by commanding a monitor teacher to box l1is ears; and, in desperate cases, by switching
the boy upon his hands or upon the soles of his bare feet. The padha or guru with his
switcJ1 of bamboo is the true representaU-rn of authority in India. When he lifts
his rod a pin can be heard to drop in a school of 100 boys. In the relaxing climate
of the East a rocl seems to bo t~c needed stimulus to exertion, though it is rarely
applied. uThe teacher's rod, whether under tho form of tutorial, parental, Government, or religious ' hukm' [authority] is the moral regenerator of the East." 1

VII.

STATISTICS.

As state<l. al>ove, we haxe no available shtistics of au early uate showing the
number of indigenous schools and of 1rnpils for eYen one provinc<\ of the Inuian
dominion. The science of statistics aucl of generalization therefrom has never
been apprehended by the Hindoo mind. We are entirely dependent upon English
reseaxch for information in this matter. India became a political and geographical unit l>y the c11ict of Queen Elizabeth, signed December, 1600. But England
paid no attention t~ the educational status of her .dependency until in 1781 Warren
Hastings, tho Governor-General, founded the Calcutta )fadrasa for tlie education of Mohammedans, :1nd also gave aid to Hincloos and Europeans. During the
next fifty years successive riceroys vied with each other in promoting educational
works. Tho Sanscrit colleges at Benares and Calcutta, Agra, College, the Hoogli
)Iaurasa, and sundry medical colleges were then established. The present admirable system of GoYcrnment aid to schools arnl colleges was starte(l by Sir C. ·w ood,
afterward Lorcl Halifax, in 1854:.z
From the census of 1813 it was discovered t hat on the aYera.ge in British territory
one person in 39, in cluding women, could read. Iu tho native States of northwestern
India in 1849, before England annexed those provinces, one in 41 males could read.
In the year 1822 Sir T. Munro, then governor of 1fadras Presidency, distressed at
the rapid de cline of literature and the arts, began a series of investigations iu his
province on edncational lines. From his report, made in 1826, we give this summary: The number of schools aud colleges, so called, in the Presidency is 12,4.98 and
the population is 12,850,94.1, which supplies a school for every 1,000 people. But the
governor argues that half the people are women, who arc not regarded by the Hindoos as propel' subjects of education, so that existing s ·bools arn in the ratio of one
to every 500 of tho people. 3
The boa.rel of revenue, commenting on this matter 1 concludecl that only one in 67
of the population is receiving any education whatever. It then proceeds to halve
the population, enumerating only male , then it reckons only those l>oys hetween
the ages of fl.ye antl ten years, or school age, then it adds the number of private
pupils discovered by the census, and thus makes as its final results that on ·iJoy out of
A Hi&tory of Iucligenous E1lucation, Part r, p. 42.
2Encyclop::ellia. Britannica, pages 77+, 775.
anistory and Pro pects of British Education in India. 1,y x'. W. Thomal' , PP· 3. 4. .
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1· 11 scuo 1 age is r cei ·iug iu trnction.1
~atnrally wo demur at such juggling
with Ii nr 'B.
Lat r inYe tigation wero mndo by Lon1 • Bentinck aml Elphinstone in the Calntta :mu romuaJ- l)rc i<lenci
Tho o·eneral 1·esult arrived at by these wor th Y
itw tin-:1tor waH that on the average about one hoy out of every ten of the proper
arr wa , in 1 -0-1 4.0, roreivincr som kind of indigenous education. 1 Such rcs~lts
i-how th im1)otency of all volnntar and local Indiau effort at securing auytlnng
that approaches to universal eclucation.

thr

'HI. -ATnrn OF INDIGEXOUS EDUCATIOX.

Glancing at, the long centuries of India history ,~hich my reYiew has attempted to
covL·r, one must couclu<lo that, thongh the· sages and reformers-the intellectual
o·iants of India-have devoted thernseh'os assiduously to India's enlightenment, th e
standanl of intelle ·tual attainment for the masses has been yery low. Even in th e
lJest Rchools nothing which we call a liberal education has ever been reached by
purely indigenous effort. In tho realms of literature aml of philosophy alone has
Inclb achieved ~my supremacy. The e:s:cessiYe cultiyation of philology has been her
priclc. Grammar and prosody, rhetoric and logic, philosophy and mathematics, l~w
and medicine, poetry ancl the drama, these are the only lines where her best genw_s
has been displayed. Memory, that "Mother of the muses," was almormally cultivated, aml the great stress lai<l. upon the cultiva,tion of manners has uevelopecl a
uation as polite as any of our day. ,Yith reference to the higher education ?f t~e
best ages of Veth:e or Brahminic culture, Dr. :F.
Thomas (British Education Ill
India., p. 10) lias well said:

,v.

The general characteristics of the instruction given were imprn,cticality and t~oroughness. The paudit is ignorant of the proportion among things and care ess
the flight of ti_me. 'l'o him nothing is so distasteful as i1:ico11:1J?lete en~~r~tion of heads or imperfect treatment of the matter thus scientitically dn H_ e ·
Commentaries on commentaries are committed to memory. 'l'he minutest queS t10 ~s
1
eyoke discussion lasting for clays. All the resources of an eminently philosol_}h ~
language are one day exhausted in building up arguments on one side of a que_stion:
tho next day, when the pnpils have been thoronrrhly conduced, the master.will sa~l
"tac.1 asat"-'' all that is fal1acions"-and proceetl to rrivc a complete refutat1on of al
he has befor~ advanced.~ Th~s kim1 of training procl~ced it~ characteristic reSul~sau un-:-vorluli~ess and a d~vot1~n to knowledge [intellectuahtyf]! :i, want of practica
sagacity, an mtellectual 1solat1on auc.1 class feeling more intensified than has been
witnessed by auy other country.

or

1

The facts can be sumruarize<l in a few words. The lower orders were entirely
uninstructed, tl10 castes of middle rnnk, including the landholding ant1 tradi~g
classes_, receiYing a scanty, anc.1, in the case of the Hindoos, a strictly commercial
training. Every Brahmin was ablo to reatl anc.l write, and there. was a considerable
body of men of this class who had partaken of ·w hat may b e styled a liberal education, while not a few had further obtainecl eminence in such special studies as
grammar, logic, rhetoric, mathematics, anc1 metaphysics. It is true that in these
branches real progress had ceaseu for centuries. But what was taught was well
taught., and the attainments of the Hindoos were not inferior to those of any ancient
nation or to those of European scholars prior to the Renaissance.
APPE~DIX A.
TUE :\IOIIA)DIEDAX BOY' ' COXTUACT WITH Jll'-, CREATOR .

0 Go~, reator of the heaYens and of eartb, Thou who knowest all that is secret
or mamf~~• Th~u wh_o art all-compa sionate and specially merciful, I contract myself unto Ihee m this sublunary life; with that I te tif~· that there is no God l>Ut

:~i

to~· and Pr?spects of Briti h Education in Indi:,-hy .F. W. Thomas, pa:re;;, 4.
Ihe Il•~~oo might well at1opt the Latin pray •r of 'Kempis, "Da mihi. Doruiue, sciro quod
enduru st (Grant me, 0 Lord, that Im. y know wllat i worth know in"').

.
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Thou, who art ONE; and there is no partner with Thee. And I testify that Mohammed is Your servant and prophet. Do not give me over to my own sinful self, for if
Thou abandon me to myself I shall be cansed to be near evil ancl he made far from
gooc1; for, indeed, I do not trust in aught but Thy mercy. Then place Thou to me
a contract from before Thee which Thou wilt fulfill unto the day of judgment,
because Thou never jgnorest Thy promise.
Now may God, whose name be exalted, bless the best of His creatures, Moham-_
mea, aud his posterity and companions, and all Mohammedan men a1H1 women, all
of them. This I supplica.te from Thy mercy, Thou who are the most merciful of
those who have mercy. 1
This consecration is the usual ceremony of the occasion when the pupil gradnates
in his Koran study.
1

A. History of Indigenous Education, Part I, }lage 70.
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Scheme of stndy ·in the Arabic department of Dcoba11(l Sclwo7.
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A list of books taught in Arabic i11digenow1 schools.
I. A.It.A.IlIC GR.A.MM.A.Rt
Mizim 11Rsarf.
Munshnib.
8arfMir.
Sarti. Ilah:ii.
Panj Guuj.
Zubda.
Dasturulmnbtadi.

Mete A mil (in ,erse) by Jami.
Hiclayetnnnaho.
Kafya.
Shara11 Mulhi .
.A.lfia ofllrni Hajib.
Razi.
.A.btlulghaft'tr.

Zarradi.
Zariri.

~~'V1i~;1l

nrwah.
Naho. Mir.
Meto .Amil.
Sharah Mcitc Amil.

II. LITER.A.TURE .
.A.lifLaila.
.A.khwauussarn.
Napfatul)·amau.
1\focpimat i Hariri.
l\lutuabl;i,

Tarikh Yamini.
Tarikh 'l'imm:-i by Arabshah.
Tarikh Khulf(t by Satlti.
Qualiflbi.
Saba' mua' llaqa.

Diwan i Hamas:i.
Diwan Hassau .
Diwan i Raz rat Ali.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE ORGkNIZATION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF STATE
SYSTEMS OF COMMON-SCHOOL EDUCATION IN THE
NORTH .A.rrLANTIC STATES FliOM 1830 -TO 1865.

By Rev-. A. D.

MAYO,

A. M:., LL. D.

Tbe first great revival of the American common school during the
present century included the full generation from 1830 to the close of
the great civil war in 1865. In the present essay it has been thought
most instructive to deal with this period under two separate aspects.
First, an account has been given of the life and services of Horace
Mann and Henry Barnard, with brief sketches of others of the group
of celebrated educators who labored in cooperation with these leaders.
While the more complete reference to the large number of these excellent workers in all portions of the Union bas been reserved as a part of
the educational record of their several States, it has been deemed
important to present the biography of these two chief leaders of the
revival at greater length, not only on account of their acknowledged
superiority, but as a valuable object lesson of the characteristic methods
by which a general educational reform in our country encounters and
overcomes the peculiar obstacles attending an enterprise so full of c1ifficulties. Especially as the epoch beginning at the close of the civil
war has been distinguished by n, second revival of l)opular education
no less vital and far more extended than the movement from 1830 to
1865, it will be an interesting study for tlrn educators of those portions
of the country still in the heat of the battle to review the cour e of
their predecessors at an earlier day.
But the history of this important period in the educational progress
of the country would be incomplete were not this account of con picaous personages supplemented by a record of the organization and reconstruction of the State systems of public education that accompanied
and followed this remarkable awakening of the public mind. It wa
only to be expected that the two foremost leaders in thi. revival boulc.l
haYe come up and performell their most influential work in the I tatc
of ::\fassachusetts and Connecticut, which led the colonies in the orgc uization of the common school. Indeed, it could hardly e o herwi. than
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that the New England States, which alone during the entire colonial
life lrnd supported the people's school, should first have yielded to an
awakened and educated public opinion demanding this radical reform.
But hard on the track of these States was the movement in New York
and the Northwest, especially where the New Englaml element of population for half ai century had been a powerful factor, always proposing
increased facilities for the schooling of the children.
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey and the border States, Maryland,
Delaware1 North Carolina, Kentucky, aud Missouri, the results of the
great upheaval had b_een less evident, while in the proper Southern
Commonwealths it was confined to a few cities, and to a decided stirring
up of the more thoughtful class of educators and public men who liad
not forgotten the teachings 'of J-efferson and the fathers on this inspiring theme.
It is the purpose of this essay to trace somewhat in detail the results
of this great revival of the common school, especially through the
States of the N ortb, in the reconstruction in the older and the organ. ization in the later Commonwealths of the common-school system
· under the powerful influence of the first appearance of the new education as a conspicuous feature in the school life of the Republic. This
movement was gradual, extending through the entire generation fr~m
1830, when it appeared in l\Iassachusetts, to 1865, including the disturbed period of the civil war from 1861. After this date, or rather
about the year 1870, the movement was submerged in the rising waves
of a second revival, which has overflowed the entire Union and, after
thirty years of remarkable vrogress, has left the American common
school as an established institution in every State and Territory, and
now offers to every child in the land at. least something that cau be
called an elementary education.
NEW ENGLAND IN TIIE RECONSTRUCTION OF ITS STA'l'E SYSTEMS OF
TIIE COMMON SCHOOL.
i\IASSACHCSETTS .

In Massachusetts the pending reform in the organization of the
common school had not long been anticipated, when Hon. Robert C.
Wintlirop, chairman of the joint legislative committee on education, on
April 14, 1837, reported the memorable statute establishing the Massachusetts State board of education, with the provision for the appointment of a secretary, who should become the proper superintendent of
public instruction. As eal'1y as 1642 the general court of the Colony
of las achusetts Bay had "ordained and decreed" that the chosen
men appointed for managing the prudential affairs of the towns should
ee to it that all parents and masters of children should ee that th ey
houl<.l ue able to read and under tand th principles of religion and
th capital laws of the country, on pain of fine to the di obedient and
even the removal of children from their own fami1ic .
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The statute of 1647 went further and compelled every township of
50 families to establish a public school for all children and every town
of 100 families to set up a grammar school where yon th might be :fitted
for Harvard College. This was the first law ever passed by which a
self-governing community was authorized to offer the elements of knowledge to all children ancl youtb. In 1683 every town of 500 families was
requirecl to sustain two grammar and two 'Yriting (or elementary)
schools. On this broad foundation the original people's common school
of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay stood during tbe one hundred and
thirty-eight years of colonial life, until the organization of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 1780.
The support of the common school through all its grades, including
the university at Cambridge, was incorporated in the constitution of
1780. By a constitutional amendment, in 1855, it was ordered tbat no
public money should be used for the support of the schools of any
religious sect.
By a law of 1789 every town was required to maintain a school for six
months in the year, or two or more schools for an equivalent time, in
which the elements of learning should be taught, with "decent behavior." By the same act the towns were divided into school di~tricts
for the convenience of attendance, although the town remalued the
guardian of education. It was also provided that 200 families should
be the minimum for the support of a grammar schoo1, and that all teachers should bring a certificate of good intellectu~l and moral character.
In 1800 the selectmen of the towns were authorized to call district
meetings in which the voters might raise money for building schoolhouses. In 1817 the school districts into which the towns were divided
were made corporations and empowered to hold 11roperty for the support of the schools. This act completed what Horace Mann declared
"the most disastrous educational law ever passed by the Massachusetts
legislature," for isolating tbe school districts of a New England town
and practically removing the system from general supervision. But so
obstinate was this habit that it held on for nearly one liundred years,
and tbe schools were only restored to the complete supervision of the
towns by the act of 1882. In 1826 every town of 500 families was
r equired to support a free English, and of 4,000 inhabitants to establish
· an English and classical free high school. By the same law the towns
were required to elect a general school committee intrusted with the
complete control of educational affairs. In 1827 the districts were
required to take care of schoolhouses and contract with teachers. The
general school fund of Massachusetts was established in 1834.
It is plain from this brief record that the American common school
was as practical1y organized in all essential respects iu 1837 as to-<l.ay,
when the State assumed additional responsibility by establishin g the
fir ·t board of education, of which Horace Mann became t,h e fir t secretary. This fact di poses of the statement, somewh at indu t riou ly
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pro1)agated, that Horace Mann virtually created the present commonschool system of the country by his administration of twelve years as
secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, from 1837 to 1819.
There was doubtless ample need that Mann and his illustrious group of
coworkers should accomplish the reformation of the public schools
of that day. But the foundation had been laid, and there was no call
for the destruction of anything; only for the return to tbe original
habit of town supervision, additional legal authorization of all that
then existed, and especially the waking of the people to the call of tllc
new time for the more vital and generous support of their own system
of public education, reorganized according to the improved methods of
a progressiye age.
In nothing was tbe educational statesmanship of Horace Maun more
~vident than in his immediate grasp of the situation, bis estimate of
the points of attack, and his commanding influence over the foremost
public men, arnl wise manipulation of the legislature of the Commonwealth during bis entire administration. Already an eminent lawyer
and rising statesman, a man of mark, who bad risen from bumble
estate by his own energy, well informed. concerning the New England
life of the period, he needed little of pedagogic preparation for his new
work. He well understood the art of the popular reformer, at once to
magnify the dangers of the situation and the corresponding importauce
of his own office and measures. His tremendous arraignment of the
condition of popular education in the State was rather the thc.ndering·
of a great educational revolutionist than a strictly accurate account of
what really existed. It underestimated, as he always did underrate,
the force of the private, secondary, and higher education that made
the Massachusetts of sixty years ago in some respects the foremost of
American Commonwealths, and emphasized the support of popular
education as the soul of a people's civilization. But while in discussion
he wielded without apology all the weapons of the educational agitator,
he was in public policy conservative, cautious, careful to preserve what
was already worth the saving, and only to add new features, according
to the ability and disposition of l)eople to accept and the probability of
their permanent support. He understood, as few educational officials
do, the art of dealing with legislative bodies and organizing t11at
"lobby" for wisdom and righteousness in public life that stands behind
the enactment of every valuable statute in an American State.
The fow statutes passed during his administration of twelve years
were chiefly additions and amendments to existing laws and nearly all
"came to stay." Although there was always an opposition that
required vigorou watching, and more than one formidable combination
threatened the d truction of the ei tire fabric of his work, so vowerful
and ta tful w, hi polic ~ tbat no hair of his h ead wa barmed, and he
1 fl bi office iu 1 !D , ith uch a record of complete ucces · as has
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attended the labors of few American 1mblicists of ·positive and large
ability in any department of public activity.
The most important act of tbe legislature was the establishment of
three State normal schools. This was made possible by the generous
gift, by Edmund Dwight, csq., of Boston, of $10,000 011 condition of
the duplication of the sum by the State. These schools were established at first at Lexington, now at Framingham; Barre, now at Westfield; and Bridgewater, as early as 18-~0. Teachers' institutes were
organized in 1846. AU these agencies for the training of teachers were
made possible through the supplementing of public appropriations by
private gifts. Mr. Mann always kept himself on the verge of :financial
bankruptcy by his personal contributions to this end. ·
The State board of eu.ucation, created in 1837, consisted of the governor, lieutenant-governor, and eight persons appointed by the governor, "with the advice and consent of the council," each appointed
member to hold office for eight years. This body was intrusted with
the management of all educational matters that directly emanated from
the State. Its most important function was the annual appointment of
the secretary, as chief executive educational official of the Uommonwealtb. How this office, apparently requiring little beyond the duties
of a faithful clerk, was rnagnifietl by its first great occupant, through
twelve tremendous year , has already been told. 1 In 1850 the board
was required to appoint a group of agents to visit the schools of the
Commonwealth, and, without administrative authority, do all that a
body of eminent educators could accomplish for their improvemeut.
The law of 184G decreed that the teachers' institutes should be controlled by .t he board of education, through its secretaries and agents,
and supported at public expense. County and State teachers' associations were also taken under tlle protection of the law to the exteut of
a moderate subsidy.
These, with several acts for enlarging tlte unties and the compen sation of school committees, were all that then seemed possible and expedient to complete the organization of the system. Indeed, it lfas not
so much a new system of public education that was needed iu Mas achusetts, in 1837, as a great awakening of the 11eople to the possibilities
of tliat already on the ground for the more complete training of all
children ancl youth for good citizeusltip. Rarely have the two essential
qualities of high statesmansllip, the overpowering enthusiasm and
magnetic power of the popular leader, and wisdom and caution in
handling legislator , been sob, ppily blended a. in Horace l\Iann.
On the :fi.ual retirement of Horace Mann from his t•;relvc years'
service as secretary of the State boarcl of education, Rev. Barnas
Sears, president of the Newton Theological lllstitute (Bapti t), wa.
appointed as bis successor. Tlle wi dom di p1ayec.l by t ~c b ard of
1

Rep. 'om. Ed. 1 06-97, Yol. 1, pp. 713-767.
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<luca,t ion in the choice of its first was in full measure sustained by
the appointment of' its second secretary. Indeed, Dr. Sears seems to
have been, of all other , the man to succeed the great leader of the
educational revival.
Barnas Sears was born iu 1802, at Sandisfield, Mass. Like Horace
Mann, he was educatecl at Brown University, Rhode Island. Re
studied theology at the Newton (:l\Iass.) Theological Seminary, became
1mstor of the First Baptist Church of Hartford, Conn., served during
five years at the Hamilton Literary and Theological Institute (now
Colgate University), ew York, as professor of classical learning, ancl
was called first to a professorship and finally to the presidency of the
Newton Theological Institute in 1839. In 1848, at the age of 4G, he
was summoned to tbe vacant chair of the secretaryship of the State
board of ~ducation of 1VIassachusetts. By temperament, culture, a
rare habit of mental fidelity and comprehension, n, persuasive and
recouciling method of dealing with people, and especially the faculty
of looking a situatiou into shape which exalts the scholar and teacller
to the educational statesman, Dr. Sears was the happy complement of
his great predecessor. His admh1istration of six years, till 1855, when
be was called to the presidency of Brown University, was one of the
most fruitful in the annals of New England educational history. It
was made doubly interesting as the training school of foe future
general agent of the Peabody education fund, who was universally
beloved and honored as an educator, a patriot, and the spiritual father
of a, generation of children and youth through twelve States of tbe
South.
Dr. Sears entered on his administration with the advantage of a
double title-secretary of the board of education a1Hl State librarian.
This entitled him to an official home under the Statehouse dome and
to the comfort of a skilled assistant, who helcl the twofold office of
clerk of the secretary and chief of the library at the capitol.
For twelve years Horace Maun had toileu in his own priYate off.ice,
generally with no official aid, indifferent to the outward dignity of llis
honorable position~ intent only on getting bis work done "while it was
called day." His successor was now installed in a convenient and couspicnous place, recognized by all the superior officrnls of the Commonwealth, accessible to all comers, at the ear of the- governor, board of
ellnca.tion, and general court. In the Rev. tsamuel 0. Jackson, D. D.,
of Andover, las ., he found an as istant fully competent to attend to
tl1c d tail of the ·ecretary s office, with the additional qualification of
a. gooll librarian. Here, for the first time, was found the combination
f l m nt that ha made the ~ tate Library of Ia achu ett · one of
th few r 1iabl d I si ori s f ducational literature in the country.
I w.: al:o-an adyanta"' that tlJe. e r tary ould be relieved from the
..h v r · to minor detail for frequent ab. nee. on th m r , important
w rlr of " n r< l to ir of in 'Pe i n, wbi •h c · 1pi d him dnri11 °· th lit' t
· · r f hi: admini ·trati u.
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'1Vith his characteristic habit of looking a situation into shape and ·
the rare combination of an all-round comprehension of its outlines and
a minute study of details, Dr. Sears at once entered on the administration that made his six years of service one of the most truly notablein the eclncational affairs of the Commonwealth. In half a dozen pages
of his first reJ)ort he strikes the keynote of which his subsequent career
was but the c1evelopment. He says:
lmpressell 'by the consideration that my predecessor lHttl nearly comp letetl the
})repn.ratory a.ml fnndamenta,1 work wl)ich he hatl undertaken, yon haYo instru cted
me to direct my efforts chiefly to the practical application of the common-school
system in its detaUs.
A correct theory of popuiar education antl an organization of prn:pel' n.gencies
for applying it arc indeed indispensable. But they are only preliminary. Tho work
itself on \Yhich the whole value of the arrangement depends is yet to 'be pedormecl .
.At tlw outset the clanger most to be feared and a,oillell was that of going to
work without due preparation. Now the clanger lies in the opposite direction of
leaving tho work undone until erery part of the preparation shall be com pleted.
·:+
~~
+:Im1lrovement in the administratio11 of a system is often a surer 1narl< of progress thau improvement of tho system itself. ·,· * -;, It is tho spirit of a whole
pco11lc feeling out its path ancl manifesting itself in <.litforcnt degrees in many minds
aucl fi.ndiug some one n.gency.or man to givo it utternnec; it is this that produces
true progress in society. Onr system of e<lucatiou is essentially the product of the
character, past history, an<l present necessities of the p eople. Tho germ of it was
brought from the mother country by the pilgrim fatllers. It has uecome what it is
by a, natural growtli. It may receive aliment from Yarious sources, but the laws of
its original development must be left to their free action . It ought never to 1Je conform<'d to any foreio·n stan<lar<.1, but to remain wholly American in its character,
the offspring of a pure but free goYernment, as of a pure but free Christianity.
Changes, therefore, should be rulmitted as they spring from the necessities of the
p eople and arc in harmony with the genius of its institutions.

It is evident to every student of this period that the adminL ·trations
of Horace Mann aucl Henry Barnard in the New England and Western
States were largely national rather than local in their character. ·while
grappling with beroic courage and tireless energy with the sel'ions difficulties of the local situation, their great literary and controversial
power had exhausted itself in elaborate discussions on the fundamental principles of the common school. . While the real creators of the
first national educational literature of the country, they hardly realized
how limited at that date was the reading public of documents like
those with which they literally bombarded the people. As Dr. Sears
well said:
,.
The r,eople at large do not read what is publishetl on the subject of education.
Reports, books, and pamphlets will sooner reach certain circles in other , tat s and
even in other countries than th so particular towns, neighborhoods, all(l individuals where their influence is most needed. The press can never take the plac(• of the
living agent in carrying home to m n's doors the particular hint and ·ugg :tions
which the interests of the pnblic schools demand.

,vith these views in mind a. the guide of his admini ration, ecretary Sears laid out a course of overa.tion to bring what had l> cu so nobly
gained and o loquently set forth by his great pre lee or, 1 ho e
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ability, untiring ere rt , fervid eloquence, and long period of
ervi
have 0 ·iven lu tcr t the State," into vital contact with the
b ai't aud mind of the teachers alHl tho\1ghtful people of the Commonwealth. His plan, in which from the first he was religiously supported by the board of education, wl1ich contained several of the foremost men of the State, was first to ascertain, by careful inspection, the
a tual condition of the schools; second, to strengthen and enlarge to
their utmost possible influence the normal schools and institutes for the
training and improvement of the teaching force; third, to add to these
a new force in the appointment of a group of agents of the board who
should traverse the State with the double intent of instructing teachers
aml school committees and inspecting schools, and of waking up ~he
masses of intelligent people by a continuanc·e of the important function
of popular address in which Horace 1\'lann was unparalleled; fourth,
in laboring with the general court, not for radical changes, but for such
legislation as woul<.l confirm the best and remove the unsatisfactory
conditions then on the ground. It was a fortunate circumstance tl~at
Dr. Sears himself represented the best culture and most progressive
sentiment of that important body, the evangelical clergy and college
faculties, with wllich Horace Mann had never been in full sympathy,
aml whose cooperation and confidence were so essential in a, civilization
like that of the New Englauu of half a century ago, to the full appreciation and best use
the people's common school.
The ftrst report of the secretary, the thirteenth of the series, preseutedattbec1ose of his opening year, is full of valuable information and
practical suggestions. Dr. Sears hall selected a group of schools, fully
representing all grades in different portions of the State, and given to
their careful cxamiuation that wonderful faculty of observation which·
was so conspicuous during his administration as agent of the Peabody
education fund iu the South. His mind seemed to work like an animated. phonograph eudowed with a soul, receiving a perfect report
even to its minute details of every school and community visited, while
all came forth not as a dead mechanical reproduction, but instinct with
the lifo of a broad, humaue, generous, practical, and patriotic educational statesman an<l true father of souls.
The pages in his first report describing his method of school inspection
might be copied as a guide to similar "·ork to-day with untol<l. advantage. From the humblest sanitary concern of the schoolllou ·e up to
the highest fonction of orga,nization, discipline, aud instruction, bis
ese • ca1.med all thing with the calm and comprellcusive glance of a
ma t r and the geuerou a1)preciation of a, man conver ant witll all
tu limitation an l ·hara ·teri tic of American life. Ile took in at
one 11 fundamental w akness of the average district school in tbe
irrC'gularity of attc11da11 e~pe ially among the children of the increa ·
inn- throng f immigrant population, now crowding the urnnufacturing
di:tri ·
f the tate.
in -t nth f the tw uty thou and illiterate
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adults of Massachusetts, as early as 1848, were of this class, and the
habit of evading the labor laws passed for the. protection of childhood
and youth was too common. He realized, however, that in a civilization like ours regularity of school attwdauce will depend far more on
the attractive excellence of the teacher and the intelligence and :fidelity
of the parents than on the enforcement of the most stringent legislation.
The emphasis of the report is upon the vicious habit of appointing
teachers by the prudential committees of the rural districts into which
the State was divided by the school law of l'rn7. By this and subsequent legislation the original power of the towns to examine and appoint
teachers, appropriate funds, and practically supervise the schools
through a general committee, elected by the whole -people, had been
largely transferred to one official, chosen by a district. By a steady
lrnbit of encroachment, this functionary had come to be almost the chief
administrator of the entire system of schools, often in excess of the
letter and in flat contradiction of tbe spirit of the Jaw.
Dr. Sears opened fire at once on this pernicious habit, and attributes to it in large measure the inefficiency of the teaching force of the
State. But so commended to the people had this practice become by
its subtle appeal to the obstinate spirit of 1)ersonal and local independence, that it was not till several years 1ater that the movement began
which, after thirty years, resulted in the introduction of the present
form of supervision. The teachers' institutes, organized by Horace
Mann, were a connecting link between the normal schools and tlrn
associations of instructors.
The beginning of Dr. Sears's administration was signaliz:ed by the
:first appearance of Dr. Eben S. Stearns, in the position of principal of
the original normal school of the State, removed to West Newton, as
the successor of Dr. Pierce. This eminent educator was a successful
director of this important school, all(l later was summoned to Nashyille,
Tenn., by Dr. Sears, as chancellor of the University of Nashville and
president of the Peabody Normal College. The donation of Edmund
Dwight, e3q., whose timely conditional gift of $10,000 had rendered the
first group of State normal schools in America a possibility in :Massachusetts, was followed by a gift of $10,000 for general use by Mr. Heury
Todd, one of the munificent merchants of that early day. The legi latnre appropriated $6;500, $1,500 in excess of the G,000 giyen to Am her ·t
College, for the annual sqpport of the three normal school at \V .t
Newton, Westfield, and Bridgewater. In 1849 the appropriation wa. ·
increased to $7,000. The salary of the secretary of the board was
$1,308.33, with $1,000 additional for the assi tant and librarian, Dr.
Jackson. The valuable annex of an ab tract of the report of the l al
scbool committees, introduced by Horace 1ann, accompanie · thi and
al]. the sub equent report of Dr. Sear . The school committ e f
Boston set forth the great need of a general superintendent for th ·i Y.
Boston, in the person of l\Ir. S.S. Greene, the mo t di tiuO't~i ·h 1 riti ·
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of Ilorace :M ann among its thirty-one schoolmasters, furnished the first
·ity uperintendent of schools in ew England, at Providence, R. I.
In 1848-49 the State appropriated $836,060 for the education in common
chools of 215,926 children and youth, an average of $3.87 per capita;
of this sum, $830,000 was raised by direct taxation.
In 184:9-50 the board of education entered on a most important and
practical clevico for tho improvement of the public schools-the appointment of a group of agents to re11resent it in all portions of the Commonwealth. An appropriation of $2,000 was invested in the services of
six gentlemen, all of well-known reputation as educators and public
men, who, for periods more or less extended, were ordered to "spend
their time in kindling or increasing by means of lectures, addresses,
conversations, visits to the schools, and in other ways, the interest of
the inhabitants in what relates to the welfare and improvement of the
common schools."
·
The experiment resulted in the establishment of that most import:.wt
annex to the State board of education, a body of permanent agents,
whose labors cover the entire area of the Commonwealth, though
especially confined to the rural districts and towns below the grade of
city population-12,000 people. Two of the original six who were
employed in 1850-51 were Mr. S. S. Greene, afterwards superintendent
of the schools of Providence, R.. I., and professor of didactics in Brown
University, and Mr. N. P. Banks, then a young public man, thereafter
known as governor of Massachusetts, firs.t Republican Speaker of the
National House of Representatives, and ai distinguished g·eneral of the
Union A.rmy. ·w hile Dr. Greene attended chiefly to the inspection of
schools and improvement of teachers, Mr. Banks appeared before the
people in his strong and practical method of popular address.
The great improvement in the country district school affairs of the
State within the past generation has been largely due to the exertions
of this "flying corps" of educators, the agents of the board of education. They have often been men of national reputation, and have not
let the people sleep over their one essential interest-the better training
of the children for good citizenship.
Twelve teachers' institutes were held during the first year of Dr.
Sears's administration, attended by 1,750 teachers, and large numbers
oflectures were delivered. to the popular audiences which have always
been a prominent feature of these gatherings.
The terms of a<l.missiou to the normal schools were made more stringent ancl im1)ortant change made in their curriculum. A movement
was inaugurated for the permanent increase of a State chool fund.
"ecr tary ear devoted an important portion of his report to au
laborat di u ion of the gradation of. chools in which the weakn
of th l)r Y, iliug habit of ma. sing cl1ildren in the i olated country ~lis~i · · cli 1' with littl r ,rar l t cla. sifi ation wa. expo eel, and practi l ,· n
na
-f r lt prop r "radin of tb pu11il ·, ev n in
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towns of small population. The assault ou the separate district system
was kept up. The growth of public interest in education was noted by
the steady increase of the appropriations for the public schools. Since
1834, the date of the establishment of a State school fuud, the amount
had doubled in 1850, reaching the sum of $1,277,187.35, with an annual
school term of seven months aucl twelve days, and an ayerage daily
attendance of 150,000 on an enrollment of 194,000.
The report for 1850-51 takes on an even more encouraging tone. Dur
ing the fourteen years since the establishment of the board of educatiou,
in 1837, the appropriations for public education had increased threefold. A. thousand had been added to the list of schools; an additional
month had increase(l the term, a gain of 202 years of school attendance
in one single year; the number of teachers had been doubled, 2,671 of
the additions women; the wages of teachers bad risen one-third; the
per capita investment was twice the original amount. An additional
building had been given by Hon. Josiah Quincy, jr., to the normaschool at West Newton and a large public school bad been set apart by
the town of West Newton for the practice of the normal students. ':Cwo
thousand and sixty-eight graduates from the three normal schools had
gone forth, not only to enrich the teaching, but even more to become a
power for the improvement of the profession in the State. A popular
feature of these early normal schools in Massachusetts was the attendance of a large group of remarkable young women who here, for the
:first time, found the opportunity of a superi9r metl1ocl in education.
Many of tbese afterwards became kuown tbrongh the Union by their
admirable service in superior positions. The Hon. Charles Upham
had been employed as a lecturing agent by the board of education.
Professor .Agassiz was appearing before the institutes and teachers'
associations in his interesting discussions on methods of study in natural history: and Professor Guyot revolutionized the popular ideas and
methods in geography. The legislature increased the limit of the State
fnncl to $1,500,000. The bulk of the secretary's report is occupied by
a most interesting dissertation on "Methods of iustrnction." It will
be found that forty years ago Dr. Sears in this essay outlined the
substance of wlrnt has now become the commonplace of superior methods of instruction and discipline in tlle schools of all portions of the
country. That a scholar, clergyman, college professor, author, and
president of a theological seminary should have been found an c:s:per~
in the details of common school organization, in trnction, and management in 1850 was a prophecy of the national fame enjoyed fifteen years
later by Barnas Sears as the great right hand of the Peabody education fund for the South. During this year the board of education furnished Webster's and Worcester's dictionaries to 4,000 public chool. ,
at. an expense of 12,000.
·
In the report for 1851-,32, the secretary returns to the < • anl on the
district sy:tems of schools which he expo , if not ac ordin r t th
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' h r i m thod of Horace Mann," yet with a wealth of information and
ar l n1
common sen e no less effective. So extreme had become
thi hauit of isolation that there were in the State 25 schools with but
51rn1il' each; 205 under 10; 546 with 15; 1,456 not exceeding 25; and
1,009 not over 20; while the corresponding overcrowding gave 334: with
more than 70 and 188 with more than 120 under 1 teacher. Tllirty-six
recitations in a day were not an unusual diet for the distracted school .
master or mistress in many of these "temples of science." George S.
Boutwell, afterwards secretary of the board, on his way to a publi_c
·areer that included almost every eminent position below the Presidency of the United States, now appeared as a lecturing agent.
Master S. S. Greene became the first superintendent of city schools
in New England, at Providence, R. I. A series of important institutes
W~LS held in a dozen leading cities in the State with good results, and
Professors Agassiz and Guyot, with the not less valuable aid of the
secretary, himself one of the most accomplished educational lecturers
in the country, were enlisted for the improvement of the teachers. T~e
president and faculty of Amherst College cooperated by offering then'
college buildings and their own assistants in instruction at the largeSt
teachers' institute yet held in Massachusetts.
The report of Dr. Sears for 1852-53 opens with the announcement that
20,000 adult people in Massachusetts can neither read nor write, 1,SOO
of whom are "native Americans," with a serious homily on the possible
results of a growing illiteracy from the drift of foreign immigration to
New England. The legislature established 48 annual scholarships of
$100 each for male college students, with a view of preparing teachers
for the increasing number of free high schools in the State. A system
of student aid for normal schools was also adopted. Several city normal
schools, including one at Boston, had been added to the State group.
It was proposed to raise the State school fund to $2,000,000. The new
normal school building at Framingham was :finished at a cost of $15,000
to receive the original school in its second remove from Lexington. A
committee of the board of education was appointed to cooperate ~vith
the secretary in presenting proper measures for action to the general
court. Mr. Lowell Mason now appeared as a pioneer leader iu the introduction of music to the schools. Richard Ed wards, first as a teacher
at the Bridgewater Normal , afterwards l)rofessor in the Salem High
School, and later as an agent of the board of education. here began bis
remarkable career, which left him one of the most useful and <.leserredly
celebrated educators of the new ol'thwest.
'rl.1is report of the secretary closes with a "Remal'k on the department
of public i_nstruc_tion in its varion ramifications," a valuable review of
the op rati n of th board of education and it State and local acreucie: f r the in tru tion of the childr •n.
h publi ation of au addre
atthed l_ic,ti uofth •r,min"'·hamuormalschoolh 11:c,by eorgeB.
•mer· 11 1: • v. lnc ble , ddi ion t lie report.
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The report of 1853-54: is crowded with interesting matter. The Bridgewater and Westfield Normal schools had new pl'incipals. Mr. Tillinghast, of Bridgewater, one of the most valuable of the original masters,
bad finally retired, from broken health. A new State Normal School
for Girls was established at Salem, a building erectecl at a, cost of
$18,GOO, and -Prof. Richard Edwards appointed as 1)rincipal. Professor
Agassiz clelivere<.l a course of nine lectures before the institute on
natural history, and Professor Krusi appeared iu a lecture on drawing.
This report of the secretary ends with a resume of the great movement inaugurated by Horace Mann in 1837. It is not inspiring to reacl
that "half the State had remained unaffected by the prodigious labors
of this great apostle of education during the twelve years of his administration." But the general results were.full of encouragement. Sixty
towns had voluntarily abandoned the distr.ict system, and other States
had been movod by the cooperation of New England. The legislature
declared that hereafter public money should be appropriated only to
free schools under public supervision. Before 1848 there had not beeu
a dozen free high schools in Massachusetts, but now the general court
moved to enforce the law of 1827, compelling all towns of a certain
population to establish English and classical schools of tbis order.
Professor Crosby, of Salem, had become a valuable agent of the board.
Fifty thousand dollars additional were appropriated for education in
the State, making a total, for wages of teachers, board, and fue], of
$1,013,472 in 1853-54, a gain of 85 per cent in ten years. Since 1848,
$203,000 had been invested in schoolhouses. The entire cost of education in the State was $2,283,500 .
.A most interesting annex of this report is the publication of several
pages -of extracts from a pamphlet edited by Hon. Edward Twistleton,
late chief commissioner of poor laws in Ireland, published in London,
1854, entitled, Evidence as to the Religious W or1dng of the Common
Schools in the State of Massachusetts. It had been presented in 1852
to the committee of the Honse of Commons on the Manchester and
Salford education bill. The a·ut110r traveled in the United States in
1849-50, and was impressed by the high standard of intelligence and
the general mental superiority of the inhabitants of New England.
He could not then account for this on the theory of race, or the locality
of the 21,000 emigrants from England to the New England colonie:
between 1620 and 1643. Eight counties then made large contributions,
and not a couuty in England failed to send its quota.
eitller tl.te
religious belief nor the political characteristics of the people were an
explanation. He notes that" with the exception of Washington Irving,
every leading American author who e literary w·orks are well known in
England is by birth a ew Englander." He finally decided the t thi"
superiority was due to the system of popular educati n whi h for two
hundred years had flouri lied in thi State. But at home hew• · c 11 •
fronted by the por ular impre ion that the merican c mmon- ·ch ol
system could only be sectarian or irreligious.
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In 1 31 Ir. r.rwistleton returned to New Eugland with the view of
ettling this important point. Under the advice of Secretary Sears be
examined the schools, and for public use drew up a circular concerning
the point of the religious policy and influence of the common-school
system, addressed to a number of the most eminent gentlemen of the
State, including Daniel vYebster, Edward Everett, Right Rev. Bishop
Eastburn, William Appleton, Robert C. Wintllrop, F. C. Gray, George
S. Hillard, ,vmiam H. Prescott, George Bancroft, George Ticknor,
Jared Sparks, president of Harvard University, and Henry W. Longfellow. He also requested Dr. Sears to ascertain, jf possible, the extent
to which the pupils of the common schools of Massachusetts attended
Sunday schools or were instructed in religion by their parents or
churches.· Six cities were selected for this inquiry and a table of
results prepared. All the distiuguished gentlemen addressed by the
circular responded, and their replies were so interesting and cbaract~ristic of the estimate of the American common-school system and its
moral and religious influence on the cbildren of the Republic that this
1xut of the document is quoted in full, with the entire l)reface of Dr.
Sears.
EVIDENCE.

Answers of Mr. 'Webster respecting the common schools of New
England:
1. Have you rea,son to believe that the system of instruction adopted in the common schools of New England interferes with the special religious tenets of any particular denomination of Christi.ans!
I 1Jelieve that t,be t:1ystem of instruction in tho common schools of New Englau<l
does not" interfere with the special tenets of any denomination of Christians," autl
from the state of opinion on which that system 1·ests, no less than from the ~a~s
that regulate it, I am :persua(led that such interference, if attempted by an indn'Iclual teacher, would cause him to be remoyed from his place. In fact, the teachers of
the public schools are paicl by assessments upon the property of all denominations
alike, and care being taken lly law that what is to be taught in the schools shall he
unobjectionable to all denominations, the different denominations are equally careful to see that tho law is entirely respected.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, tho chiltlren
odncated iu them do practically receive instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they respectively belong,
I think that children in New England are, to a remarkable es.tent, practically
instructeu m the tenets of Christianity entertained by their respecti,-e families, lnit
not in the public schools.
3. If they do receive such instruction, what ar the agencies by which it i. <·ommnnicat (1 to them?
·
Direct r •ligious instruction i,; giv n to children in __ .,.ew England by their paren t ,
1) tbe cl l'gym n, and l y , ' nnday school , which collecL together tbe children of all
cla: es and onditious m life, accor ling to th religious tenets of their fa.mili , and
wluch employ a. great man y mor teacher tban are employ d in the wcek-da.y
choo1 • In the e 11nday school an<l also in l)ri Yate families c·atechisms anu oth r
manual arc often u . eel, su ·h a conform to the n·ligious opinions of th parent of
th r.bildren. Ith perhap. important to be n.<lllcd that in ew England very body,
or a.lmo!i t· Ycrybo,ly, i <:a pall of r1!adin rr, anil yonn'"' p er on r atl 1 ooks of reli g ion
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instruction as early as they read other books. I do not know how religious instruction couhl be made more general or more effectual than it is in New England by
these several means.
-1. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
Ne,v Englan(l irn.lirectly favorable to the cultiYation of th e religious sentiments and
to the promotion of morality t
I haYe no doubt that tho system of instruction in the free or common schools of
New England promo';es religions sentiments, encourages a reverence for th e ·scriptures, and tends always indirectly, and sometimes directly, to the formation of a
religions character in the pupils. The morals of the children are always carefully
watchecl by their teachern.
5. Generally, do you approve or do you llisapprove of that s~·stem, and what are
the main grounds on which your approbation or (lisapprobation of it is found ecl ,
I have l.>een familiar v,ith the New England system of free schools for above fifty
years, and I heartily approve of it. I owe to it my own e:wly training. In my own
recollection of these scl.J.ools there exists, to this moment, a fresh feeling of the
sobriety of the teachers, the gooll order of the school, the reverence with which the
Scriptures were read, and the strictness with w11ich all moral duties were cnjoinecl
and enforced . In these schools, or it may bo partl y by my mother's care, I was
taught the clements of letters so early that I never lrnve been able to remember a,
time wl.J.eu I could not r cacl th e New Testament ancl dill not r ead it. Many moral
tales and instructive anll well-contrived fables, always so alluring to childhood,
learned by heart in these schools, are still perfectly preseryecl in my memory. And,
in my own case, I can say that without these early means of instruction ordaine(l by
law, anll brought home to the small villages and hamlets for the use of all thcirchiklren equally, I clo not now see how I shoulcl have been able to l)ecorne so far
instructecl in the elements of lmoweldgc as to be fit for higher schools.
In my opinion, the instruction communicated in the freo schools of New Eugland:
bas a direct effect for good on the morals of youth. It represses vicious inclinations,
it inspires love of characte-r, ancl it awakens honorable aspirations. In short, I have
no concepti on of any manner in which the popular republican institutions underwhich wo livo could possibly be preserved if early education were not freely furnished to all, by public law, in such forms that all shall gladly avail themselves of
it. Although a little beside the immediate object of these inquiries, I may be permitted to add that, in my judgment, as the present tendency of things almost e,·erywhere is to extend popular power, the peace aucl well-being of society re'l_uire, n.t
th<> same time, a corresponding extension of popular knowledge.
DA-:s'IEL ,v1mSTER.

O<:T0BER 11,

1851.

Answers Gf Mr. Everett respeoting the common schools of New
England:
1. Ifave -you reason to believe th.at the system of' instruction adopted. in the common schools of New Englaml interferes with the special religious tenets of any particular denomination of Christians f
Tllere is, and from the natnre of tho cai:,e can be, no such interference. The
schools arc supported by a tax faill upon the whole peoplo of the cities and towns in
which they are situated. They are under the immediate control of school committ~es, chosen by popular election. If any one sect, having a prcponderanco among
tho 11eople, shoulcl attempt to exercise it by giving a sectarian char:1cter to tho school
committee, and through them to the instructors of the schools, the other sects, though
in a, minority, would ta.kc the alarm . In a word, it is a fundamental principle of
the wl.J.olo comnrnuity that the schools shall not be gectarian, ancl what aJl agree iu
is of cc nrse sure to fake place in a, popular government. A portion of Scripture is
daily read in most schools, and some kind of devotional xercisc <>'eneral1y performed
ED
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by th in trnctor.

This is done in snch n, manner as not to offend any serious person,
ancl in this here is no practical difficulty where people act in good faith; an<.1 there
is no temptation to a.ct otherwise iu this respect.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, the children
educated in them do practically receive instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they respectively belong,
In nearly all the religious societies of New England there are (as far as I am aware)
Sunday schools, taught by the young men and women of the society, under the general tlirection of the pastor. These schools are not charity schools for the poor who
get no instruction in the course of t,he week, but religious schools for all classes.
Tho instruction is, of course, in conformity with the tenets of the denomination to
which the school belongs. It is usually kept in the church, or in some yestry or
other apartment connected with it.
3. If they do receive such instruction, what are the agencies by which it is communicatecl to them i
This qnestion is answerecl in the reply to the second question.
4. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New Englaml indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentiments a nd
to the promotion of morality!
I answer this question decidedly in the affirmatiYe. Public opinion require~ of
all persons connected with the schools a constant observance of all the practical
duties of religion :mcl morality. A schoolmaster decideclly failing in either would
instantly lose his place. A considerable portion, often a majority, of the school
committee are clergymen. ·with respect to the actual condition of individual
schoolR, much, of course, must clepernl upoµ the force of character of the teacher a nd
upon the state o.f society from which the child1;en who attend the school are ga th ered; lrnt the religious and moral tendency of the system is uniformly good.
5. Generally, clo you n.1)prove or do you disapprove of that system; and what are
the main grounds on which your approbation or disapprobation of it is founded~.
I think our school system, in theory, perfect; in practice it varies, of course, wit_h
local circumstances. I clo not know much personally of tho schools except in ~h~s
neighborhood, where they are excellent. The great merit of the system is that it 18
·a 1mblic provision for the education of all the children. The schools are so good
that the children of the wealthy are sent to them from choice; hence there is n°_thing eleemosynary in their charn.cter. They are free and gratuitous, without berng
in reality or appearance charitable. As the burden of taxation falls on tho Tich, th e
chilureu of the poor get a good education gratuitously, and all classes mingle t_og~th er
in the schoolroom. This would be good, I think, in any country; in ours it 18 ~ 11
essential part of our general social system. I send my chilcl to the public school m
Cambridge be0ause it is the best within my reach. If there were a private school
where he would be better taught, I might think it my duty to send him to it, but
I should regarcl this as an evil.
EDWARD EVERETT.

CA),lBRIDGE, ,

eptembei· 30, 1851.

A.nswers of Mr. Bancroft respecting the common schoolR of ~Tew
England:
1. Have yon reason to believe tha.t the system of instruction adopteu in th com~on s hool o~ -~ew England interferes with the special religious tenets of any particular d nomtnation of 'hristians!
Every "ew England town has inhabitants attached to different denominations of
hri ti:rns; they all unite cordially in support of the common-school ystem. Everybody take an interest in common schools and Calvinists ancl members of th<' Erote taut Episcopal hur ·hand Unitarians ~nd Baptists and Iethodists and Catholic
( ~·h re there ar Catholics) give them their support, and baYc no reason to a.ppre-
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hend any interference with the' special religious tenets of their respeetiYe denominations.
Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, tl:e children
educated in them do :practically receive instrnction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they res1rnctively belon_gf
Children educated in common schools practically receive instruction in the tenets
of the religious denomination to which they respectively belong, and receive it apart
from the common ·schools.
3. If they do receive such instruction, what are the agencies by which it is communicated to them,
Such instruction is communicated at home, under the direction of, or by, their
parents; at the Sunday schools, by the respective ministers of tbe different denominations, and generally by such agencies, as the parent or the church of which he is
a member mny adopt.
4. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New England indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentiments anu.
to tho promotion of morality f
The common-school system of instruction in New Englanu has been of incalculable
service to the promotion of moraUty, and makes the whole population susceptible of
a higher degree of knowledge on subjects connected with rnligion. I could hardly
use l:mguage strong enough to express my sense of the benefit done by the commonschool system to the character, vigor of enterprise, morality, industry, general selfrespect, love of liberty, respect for law, and attainments in religious knowledge of
the people of :r ew England.

2:

GEORGE BANCROFT.

Answers of Bishop Eastburn respecting the common schools of N cw
England:
1. Have you reason to believe that the system .of instruction atloptcd in the common schools of New Englancl interferes ,-rith the special r eligious tenets of any particular denomination of Christians Y
As far as I know, there is no interference by any of those who have charge of them
with the religious tenets or predilections of the pupils, and I do not believe that
such interference is practiced.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, the children
educated in them do practically receive instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they respectively belong,
_
3. If they do receiYc snch instruction, what are t1rn agencies by which it is communicated to them,
Although in these schools the only religious instruction con\·eyed is that nJfonlecl
through the reading of the Jloly Scriptures at the opening of the school, mul that
which is incorporated necessarily, more or less, with the studies pursued l)y the
pupil , yet this deficiency is elsewhere made up to a Yery great extent, not only by
the teaching of the clergy in their churches, but by the powerful instrumentality of
our Sunday schools. The pupils of these Sunday schools, it is important to 1Jear iu
mind, arc not confined to the poorer classes, but consist of the chihlren of tho parishioners of our various congregations, without distinction as t o their po ition in
life.
4. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in -the commons ·hools of
N"ew England indirectly favora1Jle to the cultivation of the religious sentim •nts and
to tho promotion of morality
I think so. A general respect for relinfon and its institutions would be proroot ·~
by that system. It is a. fa.ct that no one susp cted of ntertainiug irreligiou enhmt!nts would be employed ns a teacher iu the common schools.
5. Generally, do you approve or do you disapprove of that sys n.1 ;. ncl what
the main grounds on which your approbation or di approbation f 1 1 f uu ·cl·

;r ·
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Although I imlivitlun.lly shoulcl prefer arrang •men ts umler which t.he tenets of my
own church were directly taught in the common schools, yet on the whole I app_rove
of tho present system, because it insures the means of l)roviding a more efficient
sy, tom of instruction than coulcl permanently be maintained~ for all the children of
the Commonwealth in any other way.
·
)[ANTON EASTBURN,

B-ishop of Ma.ssachHsetts.

Answers of JUr. Appleton respecting tlle common schools of New
England:
1. Have yon 1·cason to believe that the system of instruction a<l.opte<l. in the common schools of New Englancl interferes with the special religious tenets of any particular denomination of Christians!
I <l.o not believe the system adoptecl in onr common schools interferes ,,ith the
pecial religi0us tenets of any particular sect of Christians. Such is the zeal of our
various religious denominations that if any religious instruction other than the
reading of tho Bible was intro(lucetl by the teachers, complaint wonld be made,
such as would compel the masters or teachers to resign their situation.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common: schools, the children
educated in them do practically receive instruction iu the tenets o·f the religious
denomination to which they respectively belong!
this question I answer in the affirmative.
3. If they do rnceive st-ich instruction, what are the agencies lJy which it is communicated to them f
Fo1:mer1',}7 ' iu :N"ew EnO'land
it was ,:,o·enerally th~ custom for
l)areuts, after •the
0
'
.
church service on Sunday, to instruct their children lJy bearing them repeat .th e
Lor<11s Prayer, tho Tep. Commandments, the Creed, and to reacl to them from the Bible
and other r~ligious wor_ks. This custom is, I am led to believe; to a. gr_en t ex!ent
discontinued; and, as a sulJstitute; it is almost uniformly the ·case tliat tlie vanons
t1enominations have connectecl with their society and place of worship Sunday
schools. But to speak more within my own particula:i; knowledge (I belong to t~e
Episcopal Church, aml
more than thirty years have taken nn ncfrrn interest m_
the Sunday school of our parish and. others), the children of parents the moS t
favorell as to property, those of, mechanics, aml those of the most bumble ~n the
community meet together on Sundays, and are instructecl according to tbeu ago
and unclerstanding. They are taught the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and .instructed
in the church catechism and such books. as are approvecl by our bishops nud other
clergy, by religious young men and women, under the general superintendence of
tbe rector. Children are admitted as soqn as they can read, and continue until they
are at a mature age, when such as are inclinetl are forme(l into Bible classes, ao d

To

for

there remain until they are at a suitable age, in their turn, to become teachers.
4. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New Englall(l indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the i-eligious sentiments and
to the promotion of morality!
No teachers woulcl be approved or coutinned unless of a moral antl religious character. Their example would be followed to some extent by their pupils, and I can
not doubt that the more education is advanced the more morality is increased and
vie 1 s ened.
5. G~nerally, do you approve or do you disapprov of that system, aml what are
the mam grounds on which your approbation or disapprobation of it is founded
?e'? rally, I do approve of the system, believing it to be better than any other
w1thm my kn~wledge; and the main grounds 011 which my approbation is fvundcd
ma.y be found m the foregoing replies.
\V. APPLETON.

Bo

'TO. · ,

.IA ., October 11, 1851.
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Answer~ of Mr. Winthrop respecting the common- schools of New
England:
1. 1-fave you reason to believe that the system of instruction a<lQl)ted in the
common schools of New England interferes with the special religious tenets of any
particular denomination of Christians f
Not the slightest; on the contrary, I believe that the system of common-school
instruction in Massachusetts is in perfect harmony with the express provision of our
State constitution that" all r eligious sec ts ancl denominations dememiingthemselves
peaceably an(l as gootl citizens of the Commonwealth shall be equally under the
p-rot.ection of the law, and no subordination of any one sect or denomination to
another shall eYer be established by law." I may adtl that there is an express prohibition in our statutes of the purchase or use in any of the town schools of "any
schoolbooks which are calculated to favor the tenets of any rarticular sect of Christians," and at least one instance h as occurred of a teacher being dismissed from his
office for persisting in efforts to give sectarian instruction.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, the children
educated in tllem do practically receive instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they respectively bclongf
It is. I speak, of course, ju regard to such cbil<lren as ha,·e fallen under my own
obserYation; but what is true of them is undoubtedly true of almost all. Parents are
not accustomeu to look to the week-day schoofa for the religious instruction of their
children. They look at most for that general religious influence which may result
from the recognition of God and of his Word, in the daily prayer or reading of the
Scriptures with which our schools are commonly opened. To suppose, then, that the
children do not practically receive instruction in the tenets of the religious denomination to which they belong is to suppose that they are either abandoned without any
religious instruction whatever or that their parents and pastors arc indifferent to the
tenets of their own denomination. Neither of these Weas coul<l be entertained for a
moment lJy those who know anything of New England clergymen or of New
England fathers and mothers.
•
3. If they do receive such instruction, what are tl:c agencies by which it is communicated to them f
'l'he pulpit, the Sunday school, and the fireside. There is no lack, certainly, of
(loctrinal discourse and instruction in the pulpitR of the Protestant Epi ·co1-ial
Church, wit-h which I am associated, while the catechisms of the church and the
tenets of the liturgy are diligently taught in the Sunday schoo~ of the parish. It
is not to be doubted that in most families there is a greater or less degree of attention paid to the religious education of the children. The Bible, the prayer book,
the hymn book are the familiar manual: of l)arental teaching, and the inflnences of
homo are thus 1Jl'ought in aid of the instructions of the Sunday school and the pnlpit.
4. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New England indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentiments an(l
to the promotion of morality 1
In the highest degi·ee. The mere influences of the oruer, the discipline, the
obedience, and the" good behavior" which belong to a well-kept school, an<l which
it is made the duty of our teachers to enforce, are, I need not say, of the utmost
importance in establishing moral halJits and inculcating moral princi1Jles. Indeed,
were our schools to do nothing more than to supply a stated and innocent occup, tion
to our children, keeping them from idleness and fr m the temptation to mis ·hief~ of
which it is the parent, for six days out of seven, th ir importan ce to the r,rcv ntion
of immorality and vice conlu hardly be overrated. It is, however, among th
ti'rn duties which our law impos s on all instructor and teachers "to
best endeavors to impress on the minds of hildrcn and .-onth comroitt
care and instruction the principles of piety n.nd justice An l :i sa r
truth;" and the pupils of our normal schools, w ho ar a.f rward t
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t achers of our common schools, are expressly required to be educated "in the prtnciples of piety ancl morality common to all sects of Christians."
5. Gen rally, clo you n.pproYe or do you disapprovo of that system; and what are
the main grounds on which y our approbation or disapprobation of it is foundedf
I should fintl it almost as difficult to sfate the main grounds for my unqualified
approbation of onr common-school system as 1 should to state the reasons for cherishing the common bounties and blessings of Providence-the light, the air, the seasons.
I can not conceiYe of our getting along without them under a political system like
ours. They aie a vital part of our Government; they are our most efficient police;
our institutions woulcl not enable us to proviclo any substitute for them. But apart
from any consideration connected with the character of ·our Government they seem
to me the only effective means for promoting the intelligence, developing the energies, and eleYating the character of n. wholo people. Any voluntary system of education must leave great numbers of chilclren untaught. It may be that among these
neglected children are the persons whose natural capacities would have enabled
them to do most for their fellow-men, who, if their faculties could have been cultivated and developed, might have be~n foremost in art or science, in im·ention or
enterprise, in literary, civil, or military pursuits. It is certain that our American
common schools have given their earliest, and sometimes their only, education, to not
a few of our most distinguishecl men in all conditions of life. Universal education,
freely offered to all, ancl of which all are, in a manner, constrained. to parta~e,
secures to society the benefit of all the powers which God bas bestowed upon n.11 its
members, and thus gives the strongest impulse to the progress of human civilization
and improvement. If New England has mado rnpid striclcs in anything gootl, or
great, or Yaluable since its settlement, I think it has been primarily owing to her
common-school system.
ROBERT C. WIN'fllROP.
BosTo~, October :JO, 1851.

Answers of Mr. Gra.y respecting the common schools of New England:
1. liave you reason to believ! that the system of instruction adopted in the com-

mon schools of New En~lancl interferes with the special religious tenets of any particular denomination of Christians,
Certainly not. The system admits the use of the Bible without note or comment,
and a simple prayer, morning and evening, which ought to contain nothing offensive
to auy denomination of Christians. If anything thus offensive is introduced there
or elsewhere, it is not in conformity with the system, but an abuse of it; and o~e
which, though it may no doubt exist, must be rare, since I know no instance of _1t
being made a matter of public discussion iu the newspapers or elsewhere, though m
this country everything is so discussed on which there can be two opinions. A
single instance of a marked abuse of this kind would certainly attract public attention, and even those parents of the same peculiar tenets as the teacher would join
with all others in censurinO' him for introducinrr those tenets into a common scliool.
2. Is it within your kno;ledge that, apart fr;m the common schools, the children
educated in them tlo practically receive instruction in the tenets of th • religious
denomination to which they respectively l>elongt
Undoubte Uy they do so.
3. If they do r ceive such instruction, what arn the agencies hy which it is communicated t o them?
That of domestic instruction and that of Sunday schools, which last have become
very ' noral of la.te years and seem onstantly b coming more so. In these some
of tbe most r<'spectabl young per ons in the pari.-h of both sexes, v;ho hav fiuislied their own du ation 1rnt aro not yet charged with th tare of families, teach
th cliildreu in mall cla. se in differ nt parts of tho cbur h.
• In Your opinion, is the y m of in truction pur ued iu th c·ommon schools of
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.New ·Eu.gland indirectly favorable to tho cultivation of the .religious sentiments .a nd
to the J?IOmotion of morality~
It. is so, b-y affoTding s-pecial securities that the teachers shall be exemplary as
:moral an,t.lreli.gious men. In consequence of the provision of law that the -masters
.shall ue ap:pointed uud the schools governed by committees chosen by the inha.bitants of the school districts themselves ana. shall be su_p ported by taxes asses:s ed
upon themselves, they of course take a lively intere:St in the government of the
schools :mu in the due application of the funds. Moreover, parents entertaining
d.iffer'ent -religious sentiments are careful to see that the teacher introduces into
the school no tenets au.verse to their own. ·w atchful for these purposes, they are
naturaUy watchful in all respects, and no one can be a teacher hero who does not,
under this close scrutiny, maintain an unimpeachable character for morals and
piety; fo:r D'O parents, wlrntever they may be themselves, would let any other
instruct their childxcn. It is thus fn.vorahle in many other respects, lint in none
that I now think of peculiar to it as a sy.stem.
5. Generally, do you approYe or do yon disapprove of that system; and what are
the main grounds on which yonr a.pprobation or disapprobation of it is founded f
I do· appro,-e of it, and for these reasons, mnong others: Because it is h~ghly
important for the security of society in all free countries, and most so in the freest,
that the children of all sects, classes, ::tn<l conditions, since they must mingle together
subsequently in the conflicts of life, should from their eaTliest years be intimately
associated in similar pursuits (_a they are iu school) on terms of perfect equality;
because I believe that religion, like almost everything else, is best taught in a
school devoted to that single object, and see no more reason why it should be taught
in connection with reading, w1·iting, arithmetic, and the other branches of a common school educa,tion than with any a.ecomplishment, trade, or profession, its
alliance with the former having probably originatell in times when eYen t.he mere
ruclhnents of learning were taught only by ecclesiastics; because if taught it hy those
who are not associated in their ,minds with th e daily drudgery and discipline of the
schoolroom, and whom, th ough young, they look on with respect, and especially if
-thus taught in the church a.nd on Su:i:iday, children will be likely to regard this
study as something apart from their week-day tasks, and moro sacred; because the
Sunday-school teachers are themselves benefited by the lessons they give no less
than their pupils a.re, since th e best mcde of acquiring a thorough knowledge of any
subject and a strong interest in it is to teach it; and reli,gious cducaition, as it should
begin earlier, will thus 1Je continued also later than any other, as 1t shonld
be; bcc.ause while the use of the Bible and daily prayer, in which all may join
without tasking their min<ls or their memories, tend to excite venera.tiou for the
Scriptures and for the Deity thus inYoked, it does not seem to me that to omit ihe
teacbin,g of the tenets of any one Teligious sect, however tr:ue, in th.e common school,
if they are properly fought elsewhere, has any more tendency to create indifference
to them tha.n -the omission to t each them in the same schools with dra;wing, music,
or dancing. It is only on the assumption -that they ought to b e taught in common
schools and that children sbould be made to believe so that their omL<,sion coulu
be deemed by them or by anybody an evidence of neglect, and thus countenance
fodifference, which amounts to no more than this: That, assuming they ought to be
taught, they ought not to be omitted.

F.

BOSTON, October

c.

GRA • •

u, 1851.

Answers of Mr. Hillard re pee ting the common school
England:

of

:r ew

1. Have y on Tea.son to believe that the sy t ,m of iostr_nction_ a~ vte in the commou schools of ew England interferes w ith the special 1·eligiou tene of any
11articnlar denomination of hristians.
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My means of knowledge as to the results of the system of ·jnstruction adopted in
the common schools of New Englallll are derivecl exclusively from observation of
the public schools of Boston. So far as they·are concerned. I can say with confidence that the system does not inte1·fero with the special 1eligious tenets of any
particnlar denomination of Christians. If by chance any such interference does
ha.ppen in a l)articular case, it can be only incidentally or indirectly, and prol,ably
unintentionally; and even to that extent it is a perversion and abuse of the system.
The teachers of tho public schools in Boston aro annually elected; and, having been
for many years a member of the school committee, I can say positively that any
teacher who should manjfest, by acts or words, an intention to interfere with the
1·eligious tenets of any pupil woulcl certainly lose his situation as soon as the fact
becam•~ known to the members of t he school committee. I have no doubt that the
above observations apply with equal force to the other cities and fowns of New
England.
2. Is it within yonr knowledge that, apart from the common schools, the chihlren
educated in them do 1wactically receive instruction in the tenets of tbe religious
denomination to which they respectively belongf
.
It is within my k11owledge that, apart from the c_ommon schools, the children
educatecl in them do pract.ically r eceive instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they r espectively belong. This is the general rule, tbongh_
there may be, and doubtless are, occasional exceptions.
3. If they clo receive such instruction, what are the agencies by which it is communicatecl to them!
The system of Sunday schools, which is unfrersal in New England, is iutende<.1 to
give, and does give, instruction in the tenets of the various religious denominations
to which the children respectively belong. These schools are not confined to the
children of the poor ancl do not gi,e secular instruction. A very'large number of
intelligent men aml women in New England are engaged as vohmtary teachers in
these schools and spend much time, not only in the discharge of their duties on
Sunclays, but also in preparation for them. Besides the~e schools, I b elieYe it is the
cust_om in many religious congregations in New Englan(l for the clerg~"man to de-rnte
a portion of his time to the special religious iustrnction of the elder children, at
least, of his flock. The a.bove is, of course, ex.elusive of the domestic religious
instruction given by heads of families to their children-a duty never neglected by
religious honseholus in New England .
.J.• In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New England indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentiments and
to the promotion of moralityf
The system of instruction pursued in the common schools of New Englaml is, in
my opinion, indirectly favorable to the cultivat10n of the religious sentiments n.ucl
to the 1)romotion of morality. I could not believe otherwise without believing
ignorance to be tbe natural ally of religion and morality-a. proposition which seems
to mo opposed alike to tho wisdom aml goodness of God. Whatever expands and
enriches the mind appears to me favorable ra.ther than unfavorable to the growth
of the 1·eligious sentiments a.nd the promotion of morality. There have been many
instances in the world of the combination of great powers and attainments with
irreligion auu immoi-a,lity, lmt they form the exception rather than the rule.
3. Generally, do you approve or do you disa.pproYe of that system; and what are
tlle main grounds on which y our approb:~tion or disapprobation of it is founclcd.
Onr system of puMic schools is the natural growth of our soil ancl the necessary
complement of our system of self-government. I can not con eive of thr perroan nee of our institution. without a sy.·tem of popular instruction. When, th •r for ,
I am a ked if I approY f the sy tem it is as if I were asked whether I approve of
la ·s an l magi tr tc , of marriag , and of property. The sy •i m itself seem to me
n ar]y 1> .rf. ct, but in it pra tical • pplication much will clep ncl upon tho chara t r of h t cber th
elve , and many degr . · of . ·cel1e11 e will bo tho re ult.
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In a country like ours, with no established rnligion anu. a multitude of sects watching each other with jealous solicitm1e, it is quite impossible that the system itself
shouhl provide for distinct religious training, for religious training must mean training in what the teacher himself calls religion. Aml this watchful supervision of
one sect over another also renders it impossible that a teacher should successfully
attempt to imbue the pupils intrustet1 to him with his own peculiar Yiews.
There is one good and not yery obvious result of our s_ystem of public schools
which has always struck me as of some importance. In democratic communities,
where all men are equal before the law, there is always a sense of heartburning
likely to be engenc1ered from au observation of the inequality of fortune and condition among men. The remedy to this state of feeling :is to be sought in the cultivation of a genuine s~ mpa.thy on the part of the more favorec1 toward the less favored
classes; and nothing will more tend to produce tl1is sympathy than that the children
of each should attend for a time the same schools. A man can not but feel a lifelong
kindliness of heart toward one with whom, when both were boys, he sat upon the
sarno bench and ]earned tho same l essons. That this goo(1 result shouhl be obtaine<.1
it jg requisite that the schools should be of such e:xceJlence that the more favored
classes shoul<l. bo wi1ling to send their children to them, which in many, probably
most, places is the case.
GEO. S. HILLARD.
1

BOSTON, Octoucl' D, 1851.

Answers · of Mr. Prescott respecting the common schools of New
England:
1. Have you reason to belic'rn tlrnt the system of instruction adopted in the common
schools of New England interferes with the special religious tenets of any particnlar
denomination of Christians f
I ha'rn not, nor do I well see how it can wen be so. The members of the school
committees are chosen by the votes of a,11 the inha,bitants of the r es1)ccti rn towns,
comprehending every variety of religious denomination. The committee representing .
them would, of course, allow no system of instruction which favored one denomina- ·
tion at the expense of the others.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, the children
etlucated in them do practically receiv e instruction in tbe tenets of the religious
denominat.ion to which they r espectively belong,
3. If they do receive such instruction, what are the agencies by which it ·is ·communicated to them~
It may 1)e as " -ell to answer the secontl aml third questions together.
There can be no doubt that while the school education gives no direction toward
any particular sect, the child must recehe this direction from its parents at home or
from the teachers in the Sunday schools, which are to he found, I believe, among
every denomination of Christians. There is hardly any child, I should imagine, in
such abject circumstances as not to come under the influence of one or the other, and
usually of both of these causes, by which he is maintained in the r eligious tenets of
his parents.
4. In your opinion, is tbe system of instruction pursued in tho common schools of
'X w England indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentimeuts
and to the promotion of moralityi
I should say <.lirectly favorable to both. The morning exercises are usually pr c·eded by the reading of a portion of the , 'c1·iptures, and thus a reverence is inenlca.te<.1 in the child for the sacre<.1 'rnlume and the teachings it contaios as the guide of
his life.
It is hardly necessary to adll that the regular course of the school lis ·ipliue b
favorable to moral culture.
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5. enerally, c.1o you approve, or do you disapprove, of that system; and wbrt are
the main grounds on which your approbatiou or disapprobation of it is founded'
I believe no other system of instruction wou1<1 be so favornble to the education of
tho 0 -reat body of the peopl ; and such an education is of t,he last importance to ::i.
republican goYernment liko ours. If the system wero made to comprehend reHgious
instruction, this instrnction must necessarily be accommoclatecl more or less to the
doctrines of some particular sect. This would render the school inaccessible to those
chih1ren whose parents were unwilling to expose them to the risk of imbibing such
doctrines. On the present plan all of every clenomination mn.y receive n.n education
fitting them for the clutie of this life; and while no one is taught any s?ecrnl religious tenets, all are taught that reverence for religion which ie a good basis for those
11articular tenets which may be inculcated elsewhere.
w. H. P1mscoTT.
OCTOBER 7, 1851.

Answers of )Ir. Sparks respecting the common schools of New
England:
1. Have you reason to believe that the system of instruction adopted in the common
~chools of New England interferes with the special religious ten ets of any particular
c1enomination of Christians f
From the nature of our political institutions it wonhl .secm impossible that there
should be any such interference. Tho constitutions of the several States, as well
as that of the Unitecl States, allo-w entire freedom of opinion and ·worship to _ever_y
citizen. Schools are req_uire(l by law in eYery township, and local taxat 10 ~ 18
authorized for their support·. The taxes are levied upon a uniform principle, wit~out reference to religious opinions; and there is prnbably not a public s_cho~l lll
New Englaml in which tho parents of the pupils are not of different cleuommations.
It wonlu be obYionsl~, impossible, therefore, under these circumstances, for such a
school to exist, if the teacher were to attempt to inculcate the tenets of any one
particular sect, or to interfere with those of any other.
2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the common schools, tho ch~l~ren
educated in them do practically receive instruction iu the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they respectively belong f
They certainly do; but the amount of instruction must of course depenu on t~e
zeal with which the parents of the children maintain their religious faith, and their
devoteuness to the clenominn.tion to which they belo_n g. Experience has shown that
the existence of a variety of sects constituting one community, enjoying equal
rights aml privileges under tho laws, and acting upon each other by example rather
tends to increase than diminish their zeal, and prompts them to communicate to
their ehiluren religious instruction according to the views they entertain.
3. If they do receive such instruction, what are the agencies by which it is commnni<'ated to them
Sunday . chools may be reg:ndecl_as among tho principn.l agents. These schools are
fountl in almost all the parishes in New England, and are designed expressly for
religious instn1ction. Suitable books are providetl for the purpose. Clergymen
aml other persons properly qualified are tho teachers. , everal of the denominations a1so distribute large numbers of religious tracts, suitcc.l to children ancl yonn rr
"P_'l'Sons. )Ioreover, the parents themsel, s naturally exercise an important agency,
eLther l)y ~irect instru ·tion, or bt putting into the ha.nds of their children uch
1,o k as -will nlighten or e ta.blish their religious sentiments .
. 4. I~ your o~in~on, is the system of instruction pursneu in the common s ·hools of
w 1',uglanil rn hrectly favorahl to the cultivation of the relirriou. sentiment and
t tho promotion of moralit ·
I <·an not hut tbink o. 'Iho 1,ooks u e<l in the s<-l1ools althourrh they do uot inculcate th dogma · of any particular ct, nor au~· ape •ial 'rorm of~vorship, ar . n •yer-
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theless, of amoral and religious tendency. No others woul<l. be tolerated; nor would
teacher of known immorality or of skeptical views in religion be allowed to have
charge of a school.
5. Genera,H y, do you appro,·e or do you disapprove of that system; a11d what are
the main grounds on which your approbation or disapprobation of it is founded~
A system may fairly be judgecl by its results. In this respect, tho system of common schools in New Eugla.ncl claims unqualified approbation. It has existed two
hunclred years, and I am not aware that the people of any country or commnnity
have exhibited the fruits of moral and religious culture in a more eminent degree
than the inhabitants of New England.

a

JARED SPARKS,
HARVARD UNI\'ERSITY, CAMBRIDGI~, Octobe1·

13, 1851.

Answers of Mr. Ticknor respecting the common schools of New
England:
1. Have you reason to belieYe that the system of instruction adoptecl iu the common
schools of New England interferes with the special rnligi:ous tenets of any particular
clenomination of Christians f
I have been familiar for above forty years with the practical working of the New
England common or free schools, in which the children of all conditions in life and
all sects in religion are educated together, from abont the age of four to abont the
age of sixteen, and I am satisfied that these schools in no way interfere with the
special religious tenets of any (lenomination of Christians. The simple fact, which,
I think, will be questioned by nobody among us, that chiklren, until several years
at least after the period when they lettve the common schools, follow, with extraordinary uniformity, the relio-ious tenets of their respective families, seems to mo to
render this point certain . It seems to me, also, to be rendered certain by another
well-known fact, viz : that eacll separate religious sect in the State of Massachusetts, and perhaps in each of the towns and cities into which the State is divided, is
in a minority; and, therefore, if any one sect were, through the teachers of tile free
schools, to influence the religious tenets of the children committed to their care, or
even D,ttcmpt to influence them, the other sects, constituting a great majority of the
people, wourn unite in correcting the evil; or, if that could not be done, would overthrow the whole system, which is completely and always in their power, and which
would certainly not be sustained by them if it interfered with the religious opinions
of their children.
2. Is H within yonr knowledge that, apart from the common schools, the children
educated in thorn do practically receive instruction in the tenets of the religions
denomination to which they respectively belong'?
The instruction of children in the special tenets of religion was, until Sunday
schools became common among us, chiefly given in weekly catechetical exercises
and familiar explanations of 'cripture by the minister of the congregation to which
the children belonged. But for the last thirty years Sunday schools, in which children of all conditions iii life are taught to~ether, have been increasing in numbers,
until now hardly a congregation in New England is without one, in which the
special religions tenets of the families of the children aro inculcated on the children
th€-mselves, under tho immediate direction of their clergyman, by such teachers as
ho selects from among his own people. Jearly all the chil<lren continue in these
Sunday schools as long as they continue in the free common schools, often longer, and
not unfrequently till, in their tnrn, they become teachers of a generation younger than
themselves. I say nothing of domestic inatruction in relio-ion, which has always
been common in Tow Eno-lancl from the first settlement of the country, and is so
still. It may be well, ho;evor, to add that there ar n. few children in our _free
schools who do not attend Sunclay school . These children, with rar ex ptio~l ,
belong to one of the three following clas e. : First, they aro tu
hih1r n of Irish
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.immigrants, who penetrate eYorywhere, ancl are therefore not infrequently fouml
in localities where they have no church, priest, or Sunday school; second, they
are the children of Quakers_ or other persons who disapprove either of all Sunday
schools or of those to which they can have access and teach their children at home;
01·, third, they are too young ancl have not learned to read or become otherwise
fitted for Sunday schools; these last being more numerous than either of the two
other classes, but coming to the Sunday schools when they are old enough. Still, the
entire number of children who are taught in our free or common schools and who
do not go to our Sunday schools is small in New England, and will, I think, always
be inconsiderable wherever the different sects in religion arc made to feel that they
alone are r~sponsible for the religious education of the mass of children growing up
in the families belonging to their respective faith, because this responsibility
awakens their zeal anll makes them provide means to educate religiously not only
the children of their own congregations, but also all other children whom they can
draw within their influence, establishing, as they often do in New England, Sunday
schools merely to gather-in, from all quarters, children who, from the low condition
of their families, or any other cause, are left without proper religious training.
Ou the separation of doctrinal teaching in religion from the teaching of the common
s~hools, I will say a single word on the New England system, regarded as one that
separates all teaching iu the free schools from all teaching of religious doctrines. I
deem it to be a system favorable to the mtuse of religion, and for this, among other
reasons: Our free-school teachers must everywhere be selected mainly from a regard
to their skill in teaching on commou subjects; and though no teacher believed to be
an irreligious person woulcl be appointed in New England any more than in Great
Britain, or couhl keep his place after he was known to be such, still the main qualifications for which he woulcl be chosen would be, in their nature, connected with
elementary knowledge on common subjects and a power of communicati11g it. But
the Sun(lay-scbool teachers, who are at least three times more numerous in New
England tban the teachers of the free schools, are selectecl for their known interests
in religion, and, serving without pay, can be prompted by hanlly any motives but
those arising from zeal for religion, from love of the occupation, and from a sense of
duty. Moreover, nothing is taught in the New England Sunday schools but Christian tnorals, natural theology, the evidences of Christianity, and its practical and
doctrinal claims, the free schools on week days being so abundant, and of such a,
character, as to render all teaching of secular subjects on Sundays unnecessary and
unbecoming. Religious teaching, therefore, is, I think, by this ,ery separation from
other teaching, made more thorough, earnest, and effectual. The children fuel that
their unpaid teachers can have no interest in the matter different from t,heir own,
ancl an attachment, founded on religious sympathy, often grows up hetweeu the
Sunday-school instructors ancl the Sunday-school_ scholars, as well as among the
scholars themselves, which lasts many years, sometimes through life. In this way
Sunday schools au·d the religious training of childreu have become as well settled a
part of the New England system of instruction as the free schools on week days,
and quite as successful, each, as I believe, being made more effectnal by its separatiou from the other. Religion, however, gains, I think, the most by their separation.
3. If they do receiYe such instruction, what are _the agencies by which it is communicated to them~
Special religious i11struction is communicated iu different ways: oftenest and most
systematically by Sunday school , tLe aggregate number of whos~ teachers throughout Tow England is very much greater than the aggregate num.1.Jer of teacher ' in the
common schools; but besides the, 'unday schools wbich O'enerally use mamrnls, the
<·hihlren often receiye oral instruction from their clorgyme~ and from per, ons sele •tecl
for the purpose in Bible classes and in other wn.y:. Regular meetings of the uuclay, choo~ teachers of each s ·hool are al o held l)y their clerr.~yman, in order to n.<lYise
• nd dtr ct the ten.cher · in the management of the children, and in some denominn.-
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tions catechetical exercises with the chil<1ren a1·c still usecl more or less-a mode
preferred, I believe, by the Roman Catholics. But, as a general remark, each denomination of Christians feels it to be its duty to provide in some way or other for the
careful religious training of the children whose families belong to it, and is not only
able ancl desirous to c1o so, but really does it faithfully. Any teacher of a free school
who shoult1 interfere with this recognized system of things would, I think, fincl it
impossible to retain his position as a teacher; but I never heard of . one that
attempted it.
4. In your 011inion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New Eng1am1 indirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentiments and
to the promotion of morality f
I htwe no doubt that the system of instrnction pursuec1 in the free schools of New
England tends greatly to the preservation of social order, to the diffusion of a spirit
of inquiry for the truth, and to th~ cultivation of religious sentiments and of a sense
of duty to man and to God; an1l I think it "1oulll be clifficult to find a sensible man
born in New England, of any religious l)ersuasion, who ,vonlll give a different
opinion.
5. Generally, do you approYe or do you disapproYe of that system; and what are
the main grountls on which your approbation or disap1Hobation of it is foun1led?
I believe the system of •the freo schools of New England to be a wise system of
moral police, to support which the property of a.11 is rightfully taxecl; and I will
a<ld-haYing live(l two or three years in Germany and longer in other parts of
Europe-that I believe this New Englancl system to be more effectual t,h:m any system
of teaching has yet been matle elsewhere to secure the well-being of a State. Auel
further, that such a persuasion of' the inherent benefits of our free schools is the
settled conviction of a vast majority of our people is, I conceive, made certain l>y
the fact that while the laws of Massachusetts require the several towns, in pFoportion to the number of children they may contain, to provide to a certniin extent fop
the education of all the children within tlieir limits, hardly a town in Massachusettsperhaps not one of above 300 into which tho State is divided-fails annually, by a
popular vote, l,ased on unhrersal suffrage, to provide for such edncation to a, greater
extent, and at Di greater cost, generally much greater, tlian is required by bw.
This spontaneous, uniform, and, so. to speak, universal assent of tho Yoters, iu a
population of nearly a million, annually askecl for and annually given afresh in the
shape of a somewhat burdensome tax: laid l>y themselYes 11pon themselYes, seems to
me, considering the general intelligence of these Yoters and the thorough trial of
two centuries to which the free schools among us have been subjectec.1, to be a
proof of the excellence and efficacy of the system as clecisi ve as can be asked.
:My r emarks have generally been limited to Massachusetts, my native State, but
they may lJe applied to all New England with little or no mocli:fication-certainly
- with none as to the instruction of children in the special religious tenets of any
particular denomination of Christians.
GEORGE TICKNO:p..

BOSTO:!'S',

October 10, 1851.

Answers of Mr. Longfellow respecting the common schools of New
England.
1. Have you reason to believe that the system of instruction adopted in the common schools of r ew England interferes with the special religions tenets of any
particular denomination of Christiansi
- I haYe no reason to think this to be the case. It is certainly possible that an oYerzealous instructor may think it his duty to inculcate particular doctrines in bis
prayers, or in the schoolbo.oks usec.1.. This, however: coulc.1. hardl y lJe ca1lec.l a <l feet
of the system, but rather a defect iu its application, and an always lie gn:ud d
against.
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2. Is it within your knowledge that, apart from the,common schools, the children
educatctl in them clo prnictically receive instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomination to which they re pectively belongf
.
To t~e best of my knowledge, the children of the common schools are thus
instructed. I uppose there a,r not mn.uy families in New England the younger
members of which clo not re ceive this kind of instruction. By families in New England, I mea,u New Engbncl families.
3. If they clo receive snch instruction, what are the agencies by which it is commnnica.tet.1 to them~
The chief agencies are the education of the fireside and the Sundniy schools.
4. In your opinion, is the system of instruction pursued in the common schools of
New England imlirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religio1lS sentiments and
to the promotion of morality f
I girn an affirmative answe1' to this question, i.md have no doubt tµat such is the
result. "\Vero it otherwise, the common schools m11st long ago have been abandoned
as worse than useless.
5. Generally, do you a,pprovo or clo you disapprove of that system; and w:h1,t are
the main grounds on which yonr approb:1tion or disapprobation of it is founde1H
I very heartily approve of the sy:stem, on the ground that by it the means of education are given freely to everyone, and, however poor a man may be, he feels that
the ellucation of his chil<l.ren, to a certain point, is seeured to them, and that good
morals will be taught them, and their religions sentiments cherished aud cultivated.
HENRY W. LO~GFELLO\\'.

Evidence of the Rev. Dr. Barnas Sears, secretary of the Massaclmsetts board of education.
Are'you secretary of the Massachusetts board of education f
I am and have been so since November 24, 1848.
Hat.1 you any 1.nevious connection with the public schools 1
·
I was educatec1 in them till I was about 15 years of age, and I afterwards taught
in them si.s:. winters. For the last twenty years I have been engaged chiefly as au
instructor in literary anc1 theological seminaries, and was member of the Board of
Eclucation from 184-2 to the time of my appointment as secretary.
Does your official position necessarily make you acquainted with the working of
the Massachusetts system of common schools in its principles and in its details~
It does, necessarily. I am in direct communication with the common schools of
all tue towns of the State; not only do all school committees make their annual
reports to me, lmt I visit all parts of the State, ai<l.ecl by two assistants, besides th e
clerk, who is always at the office.
·wm you be so good as to explain the precise form and ex.tent of the religious
instruction which is given in the common schools i
One of most striking features in our institutions is the existence of our towns
(which are equivalent to townships in the north of Engl::tnd) as free corporations;
and, as in other matters, so also in the management of schools, tbe greatest degree of
freedom is left to these towns or their committees that is consistent with the genernil
unity of the government; consequently a great diversity exists in regard to the
form in which religious instruction is given the schools. Religion is not taught as
a matter of theology, according to the forms of tho catechism, bnt is generally inculca.ted as a, matter of deYotion and of Christian morals. The Scriptures are a.lmost
univer ally used in some way in the public schools .
. In t~ _Eighth .Annual Report of the Secretary of the Boa.rd of Education, printed
m 18-in, it was stated that out of 308 cities a.nd towns in the Commonwealth, the
Bible wa then use~ in the schools of 258 towns as a regular reading book prescribe l
l,y tho chool committee, and that in the school of 3 towns it wa used cith r as a.
reading hook or in the exercises of deYotion. Hase you reason to believe that the
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proportion of schools in which the Bible is so read is at the present time nearly the
same as in 1845 ~
It is my belief that it is reat1 decidedly more than it was at that time; but less as
a reading book, aU<.1 more in: connection with religious exercises.
Is there any cUfference of opinion prevalent as to the extent to which the Bible
should be used as a tex t-book in the schools,
There is; but this difference does not arise from sectarian or irreligious consitlerntions, bnt is solely connected with tho different views which are entertained upon
the different processes of instruction . Very many persons of deeply r eligions sentiments ::ne of opinion that it is more fayora,l,le to tqe religious character of the young
that the Scriptmes be used for clevotioual purposes rather than as a text-book.
When the Bible is used for devotional purposes, what is the precise manner iu
which it is so used i
Select portions are rea,d, sometimes by the teacher, sometimes by the first class,
sometimes by a pupil selected by the principal for the purpose, and sometimes by all
the members of the school who are able to read fluently.
ls the Bible read at the commencement of the school !
Usually, at the opening of the morning session; in some schools the morning
exercjses begin with the reading of select portions of Scripture, the singing of school
hymns, and a brief prayer, extemporaneous or written, or sometimes a psalm, or the
Lord's Prayer. This, with a few practical remarks, sometimes constitutes the whole
of the religious exercise, but it is left optional with the teacher.
Upon whom does the selection of prayers, psalms, ::md hymns c1epen<l f
Upon the teacher; the use of the Bible as a t ext-l)ook would depencl upon the
committee, but the committee would leave entirely to the teacher the precise manner
in which he would perform the devotional exercises of the day. The committees are
required 1,y law to prescribe text-books, but they do not prescribe the precise mode
of teaching ancl discipline, or of religious ex:ercises, though they often make friendly
suggestions; only when obvious abuses exist do they interfere with their anthority;
they must, at the outset, be satisfied with the moral as well as intellectual nnd literary qualifications of the teacher.
Can you tell me the precise number of schools in which the Bible is now read as a
regular reading book prescribed by school committees f
The State collects statistics, which are presented to the pul>lic by the secretary;
since 184-5 that precise (]_uestion has not been deemed necessary, and therefore has
not been put to the teachers or committees. But, as I said before, I ha...-e reason to
believe that there is an increased use of the Bible. ·wo have frequent discnssions
on these subjects before the associations of teachers, and having attended these, I
am satisfied that the fact is as I have just stated.
Do the Roman Catholics raise any objection to the presence of their childrc·n in the
schools when the Bible iB read~
Very rarely. I have known an instance where Roman Catholic parents preferred
that their children should enter the school at the close of the mornino- clevotions.
In one of our manufacturing towns the school committee allow tho children of the
Roman Catholics to use the Douay version, if they prefer, when their tum comes to
read, in the same school where others read in the common version. In one of the
schools of the city of Lowell I saw a Roman Catholic teacher who had been regularly chosen by the school committee; the children of that school were from Roman
Catholic families.
Do the Roman Catholics ever maintain separate schools for the ducation of their
children f
I have known but a single instance of the kind since enterino- upon the duties of
my office, and that was in Fall River. I was recently informed, howev ·r, l,y the
school committee of that town, tha.t the children we1· leaving tho e school un
returning to public schools.
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What has led to tho changof
The parents see that those. children who ntteml the 1mblic schools make better
progress in their studies, approximate more to the character of the natfres, and have
better prospects for success in life than thoso who attend the separate schools; that
they lose their brogue at tbo public schools; . that their manners are decidedly
improvecl, while at the same time their religions opinions are not in any way
iuterferecl with by .t he teacher.
In the several districts haYe the Roman Catholics raised any objections to the
presence of their children in the schools~
Not to my knowledge. There a:i:e very few Roman Catholics in the rural districts.
Thes are mostly in the cities and manufacturing towns. I mean by the phrase
"manufacturing towns" not only the large towns where cotton and woolen cloths
and the like are manufactured, but the numerous towns where boots, shoes, and
other articles are malle.
IIave yon heard any complaints made to yon by any Roman Catholic that his
religion has been interfered with in the schools ~
Not in a single instance, either from a Roman Catholic or by any other person,
have any such complaints come to my ears, either directly or indirectly.
Auel should you have been likely to ha,ve heard of snch complaints if they bad
been raised t
Certainly, if they have existell to any considerable extent. There might have
·been single instances and I not have heacrd of them.
Have you any reason to doubt that a boy who goes through a regular course of
instruction in the common schools would leave them with the same religions opinions
as when he entered!
Not the least, whether be be a Roman Catholic or a Protestant.
What arc the checks on the appointment of improper persons as teachers 1
In the first place, as you are aware, the law provides that only such persons as,
upon nomination, are found to have suitable qualifications, both literary and moral,
shall be appointed as teachers. In the next place, committees of superintendence
are chosen by the people with reference to their being suitable persons to execute
these laws. In tbe thirtl place, it depends upon the discretion of these committees,
who are themselYes responsible to their constituents. In the very nature of the
case these committees will pay attention to tho mornl demands of the community,
and if they permitted any sectarian influences to creep into the school the constituents would tako care to prevent the continuance of-such abuses by the appointment
of a new committee at the annual election.
'Would a teacher who attempted to propagate his own sectarian opinions be
removed from his situation t
Undoubtedly he would be removed by the school committee, in wbom alone the
authority is vested by law. I wish you to understand that I deem this an essential
part of our system, tllat the control is not exercised by State authorities, but by tho
authority of tho local committee; not even the board of education have the power
of removal or any direct control over the schools.
Should y ou make any representation to the school cemmittec if it came to
your knowledge that there was an improper teacher in the schools under its
snperintenllence ~
I should, as any other indivic.lual in th Commonwealth woulll be likely to do. If,
however, you mean to inquire whether that is one of the duties of my office, I answer
no. \~T may give advice, to be sur<', lrnt we r gaHl those as lo al affairs, and the
committees a.re xpected to attend to their own lJusiucss. ·
ls it within your knowledge that apart from th common schools the childr •u
ducat d in them do l)ractica1ly ro~eiY instruction in the tenets of the religious
denomina ·onto wbi h th<'y r p ciively 1Je1ong?
Th Y do. In the fir. t plac , a.ch family ha , or may l.rn.ve, its own r<•lirriou in true-
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tion; in the next place, most of the chilclren attend some Sabbath school, aucl, il1
the third place, they are generally connected with some religions society or church.
For the most part parents see to it that all these three modes of religious instruction
are faithfully employed; in other instances, benevolent individuals and societies
endeavor to bring all the children of the ignorant and vicious unuer the influence of
Sunday schools and ~fi·eligious worship in some one or other of the religious denominations. In some cases parents prefer either to give or to superintend the religious.
instruction of their children, a.ncl for that reason keep them from the Sunday schools.
1·ather than from any indifference to their religious education. All these parties,
instead of looking with jealousy upon the common schools, rcgnnl them as rendering
most important aid by p~pariug the minds of the yonng to receive intelligent views
::mc.l hold intelligent opinions on the subject of religion.
Do you think that the system of instruction pursned in the common schools of New
England is inclirectly favorable to the cultivation of the religious sentirnent1
I have no doubt of it whatc,er; aml I will alld, further, that I believe that it is.
directly so, and in a ,~cry high degree. It is a general sentiment among committees.
and teachers that moral education fonn<led on the religious sentiment is indispensable
to the highest success of the scl10ols; that all the other ends, both of cliscipline arnl
instruction, are better :mswered where there is a high moral and religious tone of
feeling. At the teachers' conventions, associations, and institutes, both in public
lectures a.ml discussions, the importance of religions instruction is generally macle
ver;r prominent. Everybotly thnt writes on the subject or sperLks on the subject, no
matter to what party or sect he may belong, presents it in the same light.

The result of the examination of six cities and towns of Massachusetts in regard to the religious instructi.on in free Sunday schools of
public-school children made by Dr. Sears, at the request of the Hon.
Mr. Twistleton, is as follows: In the cities of Boston, Fall Rinr, ancl
Lowell and the towns of Andover, Bo~ford, and ,Vaylaud there were
found actual1y present wlien their public schools were visited 13,406
1mpi1s. Of tllese 12,026 "\Tere regularly attending a, free Sunday scliool;
1,008 not attending at present 'but bad been members of a Sunday
school; 4G2 were "unaccounted for." As this investigation included
children from the age of 4 to youth of rn, it is easily understood that
at both extremes there would be ordinarily the number here indicated,
1,470, as not yet connected with or having ceased attendance on Sunday scllools. Probably to-day the proportion of common-school children in Massachusetts attending Sunday schools or in some way
brought under the influence of public religious instruction is larger
than eyer before. · The pamphlet from which these extracts aro made
is one of the most forcible ever addressed to the Briti h public and the
Parliamentary committees on education, and contains much valuable
information concerning the condition of po1mlar education in England
and Wales in 1850-1854. At that period there were in England and
Wales (1851), with 17,922,768 inhabitants, 9G8,557 children between
5 and 12 years of age entirely without schooling. In Massachusetts
the same year, with a population of 004,G55, there wore in school
109,429 scholars, slightly over a :fifth of the entire population. UP to
the year 1853, during fourteen years, the average annual grant of I arliament for subsidizing public education in England and al s wa
ED 98--25
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slightly in exc s of $500,000, and in 1854: had been raised to nearly
$1,000,000, the -ame amount that the people of Massachusetts raised
for their own public-school ystem. At the same time 30 per cent
of the men in England and Wales who married in 1851 signed the
marringe regi ter with marks only. "\Yell might the eloquent Englishman, in view of these appalliug facts, address the educational committee of the House of Uommons iu words like these:
vVo can scarcely, int1eccl, regain the precedenco which Milton once claimed for
England of teaching nations how to live. That wreath of glory, "despised and
flung asido" by ourselves, has been nobly earned l>y the State of Massachusetts, and
now blooms on the brow of this our younger urother.

In 185-! the city of Boston appropriated $330,000, one-fourth the entire
tax of the municipality, for the 23,000 pupils of the common schools$15 for each child. The population of the city was 150,000 and the
property valuation $188,022,500, thus represented by $14 each appropriatell for education, a tax of 2 mills 011 the entire property of the
city. There were 175 girls in the city normal school, the only opportunity giYen for the secondary education of the sex above the grammar schools. The disturbing influence of foreign immigration was
already manifested. The Germans, though not a numerous body, had
already petitioned for separate schools taught in their own language,
and the religious movement since expanded to the establishment of
' had begun to agitate the educat10na
.
l
the Catholic parochial school$,
public.
In 185-1-55 Secretary Sears appears in his final report. Dr. Sears
bad declarecl his intention to accept the presidency of Brown University, Rhode Island. He remained there until "called up higher" to
occupy the influential position of general agent of the Peabody Education Fund for the South, in 1867. Ex-Governor George S. Boutwell
was chosen as secretary of the State board of education 011 September
7, 1855. The board, iu its report, says of the retiring secretary:
By the resignation of Dr. Sears the cause of popular education has Jost a zealous,
faithful, anc1 highly cultirn,tec1 supporter ancl friend. His administration was eminently cn.lculatecl to conciliate 1mblic sentiment iu favor of education , to consolidate
the system, anc1 to bring it into harmony with the wants of the people and the
policy of the legislature. During Dr. Sears's administration great progress has been
made. The appropriations have lJeeu increased, schoolhonses aml apparatus haYe
been improved, and the 1,rofessional character of teachern h as been elenttcd a.nil
their influence e:s.tenc1ec1. "\Ve are sensible that theso cha1wes are in a high degree
owing to the la,bors and wise counsels of the lato secretary~

The appropriations for education tbis year reached $1,137,407, a gain
of 12 per cent-the Lighest in the history of the Commonwealth. There
were now 100 high school in the State. Two classes of 12 young men
each had been :ent to the colleges of the State under the arrangement
for educating high- cbool teachers by State scholar hips. Dr. Eben S.
Stearns had re igned the principalsliip of the Framingham State Normal chool to a ·c pt the important po t of principal of the Albany
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(New York) Female Academy 2 which, under his charge, became one of
the most notable seminaries of the country, largely taught by graduates
from the normal schools of Massachusetts, and Mr. George H. Bigelow
was elected to the chair thus vacated.
The retiring secretary, in his final report, dwells on the limitations
and perils that beset the American system of common schools: (1) Extravagant expectations of their patrons; (2) the limitations of the
teacher's power; (3) the schoolroom covers only a portion of the education of the child; (4) effects of foreign immigration on the classes of
children in cities; (5) adverse social in:fluencc.s; (6) improper reading
and 1mblic amusements; (7) danger from crude legislation on education
in the formative condition of American society; (8 am10) difficulties of
school government ancl slow growth of the superior teacher's l)Ower.
The reader has been called to linger over the six. years of the office
of secretary of the board of education by Dr. Barnas Sears because it
would seem that a gracious Providence had permitted the people of Massachusetts to harvest the crop from the good seed sown by Horace Mann.
After the twelve years of thunderstorm that everywhere accompanied
the public career of the great secretary, it was indeed an indescribable
relief to abide during six years in a calm such as follows the ad vent of
spring at the encl of a season of clouds and storms. During these
eventful yea,rs all the practicable schemes of Horace Mann had been
tested, the great excitement awakened by his eloquence somewhat
abated, the hostile class developed by his positive and controversial
type of manhood conciliated, and the highest influences of the Commonwealth finally enlisted in behalf of the common school.
This period was also very fruitful in bringing to .the front a corps of
educators like Dr. Stearns, Crosby, Green, Hillard, .Agassiz, Guyot,
Edwards, and "noble women not a few," who, at home and iu other
States, afterwards were honorably connected with education in all its
departments.
The Twentieth ;Report of Education contains the first communication
of George S. BoutwelI, who, on the retirement of Dr. Sears, in 1855,
had been elected secretary, which position he administered with distinguished ability until December 1 1860. Mr. Boutwell is perhaps the
only person who after holding the office of governor of a State for three
years was called to serve the Commonwealth five years more as superintendent of public schools, and the only secretary of the Massachusetts board of education who obtained all his own education in the
country district school. Born in 1810 in Brookline, Mass., his youth
until the age of 13 was spent on his father's farm in one of the remote
towns of Worcester County. There he also began his occupation a. a
clerk in a village store. Ha\""ing removed to Groton, Mass., at 17, for
twenty years he worked as clerk and partner in a mercantile house
in that place. His leisure was given to books, aucl at 21 he wa q~ali:fi.ed for the practice of law. At 32 he wa. elected t0 the Stat 1egisla-
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ture, where in three years he became the.leader of the minority party
and its candidate for governor. In 1851, on a third tria1, he was elected
governor, and served for three years with distinguished ability. Harvard University answered the jibe of his political opponents that the
new governor "was only a country trader" by conferring upon him the
honorary degree of LL. D. and appointing him a trustee of that
institution.
With this valuable experience, iu which, as governor and member of
the State board of education, be had become thorougb1y acquainted
with the public school system, be was appointed secretary of the board
in 1855. He returned to political life through his connection with the
Republican party in 1860 as a member of the convention that· nominated Abraham Linco1n for the Presidency; was a member of the
"peace congress" which met in Washington January, 1861, and
received from President Lincoln the office of Commissioner of War
Claims and First Commissioner of the Internal Revenue. In 1862 he
was elected a Representative in Congress, where he served four terms,
and became a notable figure in the important legislation of that critical
period. He was appointed Secretary of the United States Treasury by
President Grant, and in 1870 was electecl to the Senate of the United
States as the successor of Henry Wilson, then Vice-President-a signal ...
coincidence of two wholly self-educated men sent to that body by the
then most cultivated of American States; while Governor N. P. Banks,
another statesman of renrnrlrnble ability, had risen from the same
obscure estate. His last public employment was as the counsel of the
U nitecl States before the ]'rencl.1 ancl American Claims Commission.
Declining a second call to the Secretaryship of the 'rreasury by President Arthur, Mr. Boutwell established himself in 1880 in "\Yasbington
in the practice of the law, where he still lives at the age of 79.
In the administration of the office of secretary of tlle board of education of Massachusetts from 1855 to 1860, Mr. Boutwell displayed the
same distinguished executive ability and rare common sense that made
him perhaps the most conspicuous American statesman of tbe Benjamin
Franklin type in tlle past generation. His first report, issnecl December, 1856, is a powerful and statesmanlike presentation of the condition
of the common school system of the State during the past twenty years.
In that period the popubtion of the State had almost aucl the property
valuation quite doubled, in 1855 amounting to $2u0 for each of tbe
1,132,000 inhabitants of the Commonwealth.
The secretary declare that the high schools of Massachusetts in 1855
gave, without charge, a better education than could have been obtained
at any price from any in:titution of learning in the State thirty years
b for . Labor, "from a menial had become au intellectual occupation;
fr m imitative had become reative.' The increa, e of school appro pria ion . in he. e twenty year liad exceeded the increa. c of property
alurtion h · • per c nt-1 0 per c nt .·in c the advent of Horace
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Mann. The annual expenditure on schoolhouses was greater than the
entire amount of school property in 1837. He speaks of the teachers
of the State as the equals of any professional class in fidelity, a progressive spirit, and public estimation. The proportion of men to women
teachers, 4: to 6 in 1837, had fallen to 4: to 15 in 1855. He also notes the
beginning of tha,t drift of pupils from neighboring States to the sec.
ondary and high schools of Massachusetts which to-day brings to the
State an annual income fourfold the sum expended on its own high and
normal schools.
Still, according to the report, a great work remained to be done.
Only 64: per cent of the children between 5 and 15 were in the public
schools, leaving 3G in every 100 to be accounted for. In 1855 the legislature passed the important statute securing to every child under the
age of 15 at least eleven weeks' instruction in a school approved by the
school committee of tlle place of its residence. Tlie secretary emphasizes the idea of persoual effort among the people for the further waking
up of educational interest.
"Not one-twentieth of the people read the reports of the board of
education or any school literature." The secretary himself had made
more than fifty public addresses during the year, aud urged tbe reappointment of the agency of the board that had fapsed by the neglect of
the legislature to make tlle appropriation. There were 320 students in
the four State normal schools: and the appointment of Mr. John W.
Dickinson as principal of tlle Westfield school, then the largest of tlle
four, inaugurated a new era in that department of public education.
Tbirty-six young men had been appointed to scholarships in the colleges of the State, but tllere was an evident disappointment in this
experiment of training high-school teachers. Eighty of the 90 towns
legally required to establish high schools had complied with the law, a
gain of 70 during the l)ast twenty years. There were then 125 towns
in Massachusetts with a population exceeding 2,500. Boston had establislled the office of su11erintendent of city schools, and Mr. :ratl1au
Bishop was the first appointee.
During the successi vc years of the administration of Secretary Boutwell educational affairs in l\fassachtisetts moved on at a gra'lual pace
of reform, varied by occasioual lapses into the old ways so dear to the
New England temperament. In 1857 the school appropriations e~Tceeded thorn of 1850 uy G per cent, $1,283,000 being raised by public
taxation. Teachers' wages were slowly rising. Sixty new schools had
been established, making 4,360 in the State. Hr. Richard Edwards
hatl left Salem, Mass., to enter on a distiuguisbed educational career
in the West-first as principal of the City .r ormal School of t.
Louis, Mo.-and Dr. Alpheus Crosby was appointed to the v, ·aut
chair in the State ormal. But the original academical tYI e f th
New England normal , chool keeping obstinately 11 lll on a ain. th
protests of the State board of education and its ecretar , ancl pr -
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vailed to the extent that the model ancl practice school departments
were discouuteuanced in all save one, and the feeble substitute of a
pu1)il conducting the regular class recitations was adopted. Mr. Birdseye Grant Northrop first appeared as one of the agents of the board,
the beginning of a long life of amazing industry and great influence in
public education, relieved by his interesting labors in Japan and a
subsequent ministry in the cause of public village improvement and
ornamentation through nearly all the United States. Three huudred
and seventy lectures and. lessons were given to the teachers of the
State-another testimonial to the great importance of this agency in
developing the educational spirit of Massachusetts.
Secretary Boutwell visited several of the Western and Central States
and reported that the agricultural districts of the West appeared to be
educationally behind the rural districts in Massachusetts, while the
school systems in their cities were of remarkable merit. He says '' the
general interest of the West in education is a more promising fact to
the country than even its untold agricultural wealth." In Cincinnati,
Ohio, he found a high school of 75 students in successful operation without a master, the pupils generally reciting to the superintendent and
other teachers.
The school appropriations of Massachusetts for tlie year 1858 exceeded those of the previous year by $G6,000, $5.83 for each pupil, with
an average school term of seven months and fifteen days.
The secretary enlarges on the value of the annual reports of the
school committees, almost every one of the towns now printing this
document, ancl declares this '' one of the most efficient agencies in the
cause of education."
The stubborn independence of the New England character was still
intrenched in the isolated district system, only 18 towns having discarded it since 1850. The secretary declares: "The neglect of elementary training is the cardinal defect of our whole educational
system."
In 1858 the legislature appropriated $4,250 for teachers' institutes,
of which 10 were held, each through five days, under an excellent teaching force, ancl $50 a year was given to each county teachers' association.
The school appropriations still mounted upward-$57,000 increase.
Mr. N. P. Banks was now governor of the State. The report of Secretary Boutwell for 1858 contains a complete history of the State school
funu, and urges its increase by an additional $1,500,000. Ile says:
"The people them elves are more generous in the use of the taxing
-power than their representative ." "Previous to 1834 there hacl been
no tru tworthy information concerning the common schools of the
State:
di ·tino-ui ·hed English educator prai ed the reports of the
Reho 1 01111 ittee which ap1 eared in the ' Abstract,' prepared by Dr.
Ja ·k ' On wi h a pe ·ial admiration of their literary style. Tbe e
r I ort were often writt n by the able t men of the Commonwe, lth,
a tin on the lo 1 b arl .
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The inc·o me of the State school fund was less than $100,000; one-half
appropriated to the towns ancl cities, according to their school population, and the remainder expended by the board at its discretion. Still,
22 towns received only $2.50 from the State arnl 52 towns less thau $3
per capita for their school po1mlation. Dr. John D. Philbrick was this
year elected superintendent of tbe public schools of Boston, a notable
event in the development of the system of city schools in New Englau<l.
and the entire country. He reports that "the 1>rimary schools had been
comparatively little affected by the various improvements, which for the
-past ten or fifteen years had operated powerfu1ly for the advancement
of schools of the higher grades." He reports the primary city schools
of New York greatly superior to those of Boston in general organization, gradation, and forcible administration.
Secretary Boutwell offered his resignation in.1858, but was reelected
and persuaded to serve the State another year, during which he delivered G21ectures to the people. Mr. B. G. N ortbrop made himself almost
omnipresent as agent of the board, having given 481 popular addresses
during the year and travele<l.10,000 miles within the narrow compass of
a State containing but 8,000 square miles. An interesting portion of
the secretary's report is a number of replies to a circular addressed to
leading manufacturers concerning the influence of popular e<l.ucation on
the rapi<lly growing interest in Massachusetts. The legislature, as if
stung to a spasm of reform, abolished the local district school system,
but only to reinstate it at the followi11g sessfon.
In 1850 Mr . ..Albert G. Boyden entered on his long and valuable career
as principal of the Bridgewater (Mass.) Normal School.
Secretary Boutwell was practica1Jy relieved of active public duties,
although he completed his series of excellent reports by the preparation of A Manual of the School Legislation of the State, with copious
notes for the use of teachers and school officials. He prefaces this work
with the statement: "Massachusetts, first of all, cstablishe<l. a system
of public instruction and supported it by the essential aud distinctive
characteristics of a State-the right and duty of taxation." The school
system of Scotlaud, established in 160G, "was not public in its foundations nor public in its influence. It was controlled by the clergy; fees
were charged to those wlio hacl the ability to pay, ancl hence it wa. not
in any true sense a system of free schools." The secretary meetR the
claim which came up from the city of ew York that the Americau system of common sehools was inaugurated on Manhattan I land by the
original Dutch settlers in 1G33, by showing that "the ·chool ystem of
Holland established in 165G was essentially an ecclesia tical in, titution,
the school referred to wa simply a, parochial , hool f tl1
Dutch Reformed Church in ew Am terdam, ub idize b the
merdal corporation, which wa virtually th go r~men
entire history of ew York previou to it. ·
·u , t1
power."
f\ il i i
r
The secretary declare that 'in no ta

and
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for public education been so good during the past generation a8 in Massachusetts." Whatever truth there may have been in this statement, it is
certain that the people of the old Commonwealth had profound cause
of gratitude to God and satisfaction with themselves for the progress
of the common school since the memorable day when Horace Mann was
appointed first secretary of the board of education in 1837. In 1861
Hon. Joseph White was chosen as the successor of Mr. Boutwell, and
. through a long period of 2~bout 14 years served the Commonwealth with
conspicuous ability.
Here the proper limit of the present essay is reached. It has been
the intention of the writer here to record the organization of the State
systems of public education during the period extending from .1830 to
1860, distinguished as the great revival of the American common school.
CONi'\ECTICCT.

In the year 1849 the office of superintendent of the common schools
of Connecticut was combined with the presidency of the State Normal
School and Henry Barnard recalled to the leadership of tbe reformed
system of popular education inaugurated by him in 1838. During a
portion of his administration, Mr.John D. Philbrick, of Connecticut, liad
been the acting head of the normal scbool at New Britain, and on the
resignation of Dr. Barnard was appointed to the State superintendency
of public schools.
In his first report, May 10, 1855, tlle new superintendent "regrets
that the imperfection of the exi_sting system of returns and reports fro~
school officials to this department renders it impossible for me at tlus
time to present full and accurate statistical information as to the progress and present condition of our common schools." He attributes the
failure to "the absence of the requisite legal provisions for a pro1)er
system of returns and reports." Tllis chronic shiftlessness of the "business side" of the common school affairs of New England at this period,
so opposed to the careful and correct methods prevailing in the pecuniary ·
transactions of ordinary life, emphasizes the fact (1) tllat the old-time
isolated district school, even in its home in Massachusetts and Connecticut, llad become the refuge of that spirit of personal and local
independence cbaracteristic of the New England people, and (2) that
the statement of Dr. Sear.s and Superintendent Boutwell that the
reports, documents, ancl literature of tllc new educational movement,
even in t1rn States where it originated and was led by its two most
eminent champions, fann and Barnard, were not read by tbe people.
Certainly if a Commonwealth could be lifted up to the perfection of
educational organization ancl method by an awakening presentation
of startling fact , unan werable lo 0 ·ic, and in piring e1oquence, the State
of Counecti ut should have r I oncled to the deluge of information in
wl1i h ·be bad been engulfe l during the pa. t eighteen year . But wh n
th r at l)r, tical . ·hoolman, Dr. Philbrick, came ur to tlle tatebou.~ e
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in 1855 as superintendent of scllools he discovered that great masses
of the people remained 11ractically unmoved. Probably many of the
school visitors and locaJ committeemen had never read enough of this
overabundant literature, which hacl exalted the name of Henry Barnard
to national and even international renown, to clearly understand wllat
their great eclucator was about.
·
•
But from such records as he found in the office of the superintendent, ·
and from other sources of information, Dr. Philbrick was able to gather
a considerable amount of information, and could honestly declare thatOn the whole, the aspect of our common school system is encouraging anll hopeful.
The gladsome light which for years bas been lbJgering u-pon the mountain summits
has descended into the valleys. Since the last re1·)0rt from this office was ma<.le
probalJly more bas been done by way of r educing into practice the plans and sng-·
gestions for the improvement of the schools which had been previous1y urgeu upon
the people than during the same length of time since the system was established.
Never was there a time when so many capable and faithful teachers were in the :field;
so many citizens earnestly engaged jn the work of reforming our scl10ols; when the
pco11le were so well prepared for liberal action upon tlle subject.

Indeed, the fact that the double office of superintendent of public
education and president of the State normal school was in existence
and Dr. Philbrick in the post of authority, representing the reality of an
improving school system and a successful attempt to exalt the teacher's
profession, was a decisive testimony that the wheels of progress, so long
embedded in the muddy ruts of a stolid conservatism, had begun to
revolve. But there were other signs of motion enumerated by the
superintendent tlrnt cast a cheerful light on a situation still clouded.by
uncertainty. Several of the larger towns· and cities of the State had
made a radical cl!ange and a marked improvement in their educational
arrangements, and, to a certain extent, tlle rural districts were looking
in the right direction. The legislature of 1853 had required the towns
to lay a tax of 1 per cent on their valuation for the schools; the teachers'
institutes and associations were better sustained aud more worthy of
support; acts for the condemnation of land for schoolhouse sites and
for the consolidation of districts had been passed by the legislature;
still it must be acknowledged that, in the words of the report.A. majority of the district::; have made little or no progress for many yearn; the
majority of the schoolhouses are utterly unfit for school purposes; a majority of the
teachers are incompetent for the discharge of the res_ponsibl duties which (levoh'e
upon them; the majority of the schools are kept open for too short a period; in a
majority of the districts great difficulties are experienced from want of uniformity
in the text-books and the most essential apparatus; in a majority of the di: trict the
attendance of pupils is very deficient; the gr at majority of the children of the State
enjoy no means of pursuing any but the elementary branches; and a vast nnml,er
of children amono· us are growing up without that intellectual and moral cultur
110cessary to mak: them industrioU1:1, intelligent, re peetable, law-abic1ing ·itiz 11 •

Of course this tremendous impeachment of a 'tate·, confes. edly from
the beginni~g of colonial life among foe foremo. t of A.m ri < H •. m munities, must be understood, like all ,•imilar statem nt.· of ...\m riNm
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affairs, as the estimate of the pedagogic reformer, which leaves out the
formative agencies of priva,te and public character beyond the -schoolhouse. The grea,t Commonwealth of Oonnecticnt a generation ago was
in no such cles1)erate plight ns is here posted on the blackboard of the
earnest schoolmaster and high-toned citizen called to the head of its
educationqJ. department. All this is but another way of saying that
forty years ago even New England, then the most progressive portion
of the Republic, was still educationally lingering in the good old British
aristocratic habit of largely depending on a superior educational class
to do the thinking and save the people according to some vicarious
scheme of public salvation. Never had there been a more abundant
supply of eminent scholars, eloquent and devoted ministers, able public
men, enterprising and executive leaders in business, even superior
teachers and leaders in education. both at home and in other States
and round the world, than when ·the new Superintendent of the Common Schools of Connecticut gave this doleful picture to the world.
A free American Commonwealth, like a man, is never absolutely compelled to depend on any single institution or agency, however valuable
and in the long run indispensable, for its existence or progress. In the
absence of a suitable provision for the schooling of· the masses of the
people, the superior class of Connecticut, in a variety of indirect ways,
had educated the people, at least sufficiently to avoid the extreme perils
that filled the Lorizon of Barnard and Philbrick with threatening omens
of impending ruin. The entire life of an American Commonwealth
even.in the crude condition inevitable to a new and heterogeneous population getting itself together -after the fashion of a republican State, is
the most powerful and inany-sided university yet set up on this planet,
- containing within itself vast and varied resources of power to educate
and train the people for emergencies that would overwhelm a State
otherwise constituted.
_And the good doctor confil~ms all this by the way· he applies himself
in this, the first of a series of remarkable reports which hold a distinguished place in the educational literature of the country, to a practical and elaborate discussion of the most important needs of the
schools; evidently with a lively faith that the people ,rnuld "read, ponder, and digest,;' and in the fullness of time act upon his lines of
reform.
Through the remaining 175 pages of his report he treats of, (1) Scboolhou es, (2) Attendance, (3) Rate bills, (4) The distribution of public
money, (5) Small districts, (6) Length of school terms, (7) Support of
school , (8) The Connecticut Common School Journal, (0) The State
.ormal School, (10) School vi itors' reports, (11) Lectures on Common
chool (L) Teacher in titute.·, (13) ommon school apparatus (14)
The• chool law , (15) Di trict school librarie.. The la -t ite111 ,ms e pecia11y cmpba iz tl.
n elaborate appendi · contained a mas of yalnable inf rm, ti n und r th head: f, (1) Plan and de criptions of .·choolpor of vi. itor and educational addre e in
hou.
(:,,)
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school societies, (3) Extracts from school visitors' reports, (4) .A circul_ar
to school visitors, accompanying a copy of the school laws, by the
Superintendent, (5) A list of teachers' conventions and institutes held
in Connecticut since 1839, (6) Rules and regulations prescribed by
school visitors, (7) A long extract from the 16th Annual Report of
Secretary Sears of Massachusetts on the district system of schools, (8)
Circular to school visitors, (9) The returns, as far as received, from the
different -portions of the State, (10) A list of 40 districts, each containing less than twelve children between 4 and 16 years of age.
A general estimate shows 153 towns in the Commonwealth, 221 school
societies, 1,644 school districts, 100,294 children and youth between the
ages of 4 and 16; capital of State school fund, $2,049,953.65, with an
income of $144,137.73-a dividend of $1.25 annually to each rmpil in
tlie schools. The superintendent regards the rate-bill, the lrnrdship of
wbicli is especially felt by tlie poorer class, as one of the most serious
obstacles to good schooling in the State. The method of distributing
school moneys is severely criticised. The ·schools are in session, on an
average, but four months in the year. Some $200,000 from all sources
of revenue were appropriated to public education in 1852-$2 to each
person of school age. While the law permitted an unlimited local taxation, the privilege was rarely exercised. The secretary cites the
example of the new western State of Ohio, which levies a tax of 1½
mills on the dollar for the schools. Connecticut, he says, is perhaps
the wealthiest State of the Union in proportion to population, with
probably a valuation of $300,000,000, and a school tax like that of Ohio
would produce $450,000-$4.50 to each cu.ild.
~rbe State Normal School is one of the bright features of the situation. During the fl ve years of its operation 867 students ham been
connected with it; only 20 of the school societies of the State ha,ye not
been represented, the number during the first year being 2D4. But tbe
majority of these have only remained through one term, and the school
has scarcely reached the height of a proper training seminary for
teachers. Two lecturers have been employed among the people and
655 teachers have been instructed at institutes. Tbe State of New
Hampshire is praised for raising $5,200 annually by the voluntary taxation of its different counties for institutes. Under an arrangement
with tbe State prison, the convicts have been employecl in manufacturing the Holbrook's school apparatus, and the articles have been offered
at 25 per cent discount on their cost to all the school district . But
fow have been sold, and it was only after a still farther reduction,
almost' amounting to a free distribution of tlJis valuable material, that
the accumulated supply could be dispo ed of. A pamphlet compiled
by legislative direction containing the school laws had been distrilmtecl
to all the districts in the State-2,500 copies in connection with an
edition of the Common School Journal. The importance of c mmon
school libraries is urged in the longest item of the report.
This summary of the first report of one of tl10 mo t pr min nt · l -
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ca.tors of New England, following the lead of Mann a!Hl Barnard, gives
a fair picture of the method of aH the New England superintendents,
commissioners, and secretaries of school boards during the period covered by this essay. The copy was set by the splendid reports of
Horace Mann, follo"ed by the even more discriminating essays of Henry
Barnard, and has been adopted in all tlle States of the Union. One
of the most vahiable features of ·these State documents is the Abstract
uf the Reports of Local School Officials. Under the handling of
Horace 1\Iann this became an instrument of prodigious power, bringing
the reader face to face with the actual situation of affairs as could no
presentation from the office of a State superintendent, however eminent. In tlrn st1bseqnent record of educational progress in Connecticut
~rnd elsewhere it will be easy to mark the facts of the steady advancement that year by year came to the front until, by 1860, the eve of the
dvil war, every N cw England Commonwealth had placed itself in
line with •the high itleal of popula1: education lifted up to the whole
country and the world, a generation before, in the great revival of the
common school.
This revival during this notable period of the educational history of
the republic is a pathetic commentary on the fact that the higher
service of the noblest educators and leaders of that time was a daily
sacrifice. The majority of them -were either killed outright or kept on
the edge of periodica,l~ physical collapse by the preternatural straiu of
fighting the good fight without a reliable support against the hosts
of ignorauce, indifference, and prejudice.
Dr. Philbrick's career in Connecticut, perhaps fortunately for himself and the future of the country, ended at the close of his first year of
,lonble administration as ~tate superintendellt of education and presillent of the State normal school, with the added responsibility of preparing a revised code of school Jaws. Happily for himself and the·
cause of education, on recovering from a, long and dangerous illness, he
was called to the position he occupied with such ernineut usefulness
,l.nd 1·epntation during the remainder of his professional life, the superintell(leney of the public schools of the city of Boston. The record of
tbe remainder of his short term of service in Connec.t icut contains little
to indicate any marked improvement outside a few towus that had long
. ince become the educational centers of the State.
A.bout this time appeared l\Ir. Charles N orthend as an agent of tlJe
State of Connecticut, vi iting schools, lecturing to tlle people, and generally ":pyiog on the lantl." During the year he inspected 100
:cbooL an<l addressed , everal thousand pupils, with con tant appearance. before popular audience.. IIis reports emphasized the facts of
tlle . lrndy • ide
f common-:chool affair , a. expo etl by Barnard,
Beers, and Phill>rick thou ·h perhaps oftener than in their representa'-ion licrht_ cl n1) wi h th ·heerfnl r aliti s of progre~s and hope that keep
tli <t mun r form r from <1 : pair. r\ c shall meet this faithful servant
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of the people for many a year to come, always on an errand of mercy to
the chtldren. His educational writings were for many years Jargely
distributed, 20,000 copies of one publication being called for in New
England.
Dr. Philbrick was .succeeded in 1857 by :Mr. Daniel N. Camp, who
from the first ha,cl been associated with the superintendent of education
as chief assistant in the State nomiai school. He retainecl the position
of State superintendent of public instruction and president of the State
normal school from 1857 through the entire 11eriod of the civil war.
His first report, in 1857, contains little save a reiteration of the somewhat monotonous record of the very moderate l'esponse of rural Connecticut to the prodigious· expenditure of effort by its foremost educators, now protracted through twenty years. A somewhat more cheerful
compliance with the persistent demand of the State superintendents for
statistical information, a few more graded schools in the larger towns,
and a growing attention to the essential conditions of gotld school
keeping, summed up iu what is called by the new secretary "a general
interest manifested in educational matters," tell tlle story of another
year. Of the seven cities of the State four are still divided into independent districts, each under the management of a local board, and
in only two we"re the schools administered as one municipal interest.
Until 1838 there llacl been uo free liigh school in Connecticut except the
county grammar schools of colonial days. Half a dozen cities and
towns supported a high school in 1857. The normal school and teachers'
institutes continued their usual good work. The general assembly succeeded in ~listributing 250 sets of Holbrook's·school apparatus amongthe districts at the nominal cost of $3 each. The new school law, prepared by the legislative commission of 1855, with some alterations, was
enacted in 1856. Its most valuable feature, of great importance to the .
educational interests of the people, was the final abolition of the system
of school societies, which for more than half a century had hung like a
millstone about the neck of the Commonwealt11. '!'hereafter the management of educational affairs was intrnsted to the towns, like all
public affairs, to be debated and voted npon in open town meeti11g.
Anotller important feature was the demand from tlle local school
authorities of every town of a report as a condition of receiving its
quo.ta of the State school fond. Mr. :r ortheml was still engaged in hi:
good work among the teachers, childre11, and people. The appeudix
to the report of the superintendent contarncd an intere ting account
of the establishment of the Norwich Free Academy, which had been
dedicated during the pa t year, and lla. become one of the celebrated
academical secondary schools of tbe country. Amoug the r>rovisions
of the uew school law wa the offer of $10 an<l a continuation of · 5
arrnually to any district apr>ropriating a similar amount for . tabli h ing and maintaining a free library. Attention is called to the fa t h t
the States of Ohio and Indiana have followed the lead of
w
rk
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aml Mas. achusetts, and have expended nearly $500,000 during the past
two year~ for this purpose. Mr. Albert Sedgwick, commissioner of the
State school fund, reports that it now amounts to $2,04G,397.32, has
distributed during the past fifty-nine years $4,660,042.48, and in 1857
will divide among the districts an income of $143,190, which, with the
addition of other taxes and collections, amounts to au expenditure of
more than $300,000 for the public schoo1s. This year, 1857., may be
accounted as one of tlie most important in the upward movement of
popular education in Connecticut.
In 1858, 570 schoolhonses are reported "in good condition," an iucrease
of 330 in five years. ,;A_ uniformity of text-books has been secured in
the principal towns and cities of the State." The new law compelled
each .district to submit plans of schooll10uses to ~chool visitors .and
building committees, and assigned to the board of visitors the duty of
distributing the school tax. The law also fixed a six months' school
term as a.condition of receiving the quota, of the State school fund.
An increasing number of towns were dispensing with the vexatious
rate bill and making the schools free, aucl the law placed a severe limit
to its imposition. Under the vigorous administration of Mr. Northend
the eight school institutes contained nearly 800 teachers. One hundred
and fifty-six districts had established school libraries. The State Teachers' Association had been in operation ten years, with an attendance of
300 teachers ·at its last session. The Rev. Warren Burton, afterwards
widely known as a charming author and. promoter of home education,
appears here as the active representative of an association for the promotion of home and social life.
By 1859 the chronic difficulty of obtaining valuable statistics lrnd
been well-nigh overcome by the operation of the law making such reports
essential to the participation in the State school fund. Seventy-four
new schoolhouses had been erected and a good deal of repairing done,
at an cxpeuse of more than $60,000; the possession of a decent schoolhouse and outbuildings now being an essential condition of sharing in the
State money. During the four years ending in 1858, $475,000 had been
expended in schoolhouses, and the superintendent predicts that "the
uingy, uncomfortable schoolhouse, peculiar in its architecture, with slab
seats and unwashed walls, and no decent outbuildings, will be known
in Connecticut only in history." Tlle superintendent dilates at length
on the necessity of a more liberal supply of graded and free high schools.
For the schooling of the 75,000 children enrolled the sum of $347,000
wa expended. irr. D. 0. Gilman, now the honored president of Johns
Hopkin Univer ity, Maryland, here appears as an active school visitor
in :rew Ilaven, in an essay on graded chools.
The report for 1 60 contains the gratifying, tatement that, whereas in
1 3 there w re but 5 profes ional teachers in Connecticut there were
now, in 1 G more than ~oo. Fifty-two new schoolhous:s bad been
built during th y ar, mo t of them in the rural di tricts, at an expen e
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of $10,000. It is notecl that the rate of wages for teachers is less than
that for the superior sort out of the State; so that the Co1inecticnt
school teacher is "more in evidence" abroad than at home. The nuisance of irregular school attendance continues aggravated by the steady
growth of a foreign-born population in the manufacturing districts of
the Commonwealth. A connected history of the State Normal School
is given in the report, with reference to the growth of the normal
school in other States. Although "the schools of the State had never
advanced so rapidly as under the school law of 185G," there were still
defects that required additional legislation.
Thus, by the gradual, persistent working at a good cause, so characteristic of an Anglo-American -people, the common schools of Connecticut, in a period of twenty years from 1838, had been lifted from a condition
which was regarded by their own superior educators as a disgrace to
the Commonwealth, to a state of fair respectability, with progress over
the entire fiel~l of operation. ·The rate-bill was gradually abolished.,
with a hope for the consolidation of school districts, and constant
improvement in school attendance; the condition of schoolhouses 'iYas
improved and the teachers better trained. While the great civil war
was upon the country, in which no State was more distinguished. by
patriotic sacrifice tlian Connecticut, the schools went on with no greater
abatement of their vigor than in any other of the higher interests of
the Commonwealth. In 1860-61 there were 44 new schoolhouses built,
and others repaired, at a cost of $84,000. Tbe health of pupils had never
been so much regarded, and uniformity of text-books aud the more
severe examination of teachers were being secured.
The educational institutions of the State are presented in the report
of these years, as follows:
1. The public and common schools.
5 high· schools.
148 graded schools, with several high-school departments.
1,632 mixed district schools.
2. Incorporated institutions nnd priYate schools.
3 colleges.
The Norwich Free Acaclemy.
12 incorporated academies.
288 private schools and seminari es.
3. Professional schools.
3 theological institutions or departments.
1 State UQI'mal school for teachers.
1 polytechnic or scientific school.
1 law school.
1 meclical school.
4. Eleemosynary ancl charitable institutjons.
(1) The Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb.
(2) The 'tate Pauper ► 'chool.
(3) The School for Incompetents.

Yale College, in all it departments, had 649 stu<l.ent , 23 from onnecticut. The endowment of the Yale Scientific School by J eph •
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Sheffield, of New Haven, was an important event. Trinity College, of
the Episcopal, and the Wesleyan University, of the Methodist denomination, had each 200 students. A female college at Stonington, and the
Connecticut Literary Institute at Sheffield, with the Norwich Free
Academy, were an addition to the higher educational opportunities of
the State, all containiug some 500 students. The academies ha<l.
largely been supplemented by the growth of the common schools.
Eight thousand pupils were instructed in 262 private schools, at an
expeuse of $100,000. The entire expenditure upon the common schools
is estimated at $388,000, the rate-bill still being retained. Eyery town
in the State in 1860 collected a State tax of three-tenths of a mill on
a dollar, and 250 districts added a local assessmeut; so that the
avails of local taxation exceeded the school moneys distributed by the
State. In 1860 a compilation of the school laws, with all recent legislation, was made, and 3,000 copies mailed and distributed among the
people.
Such is the record of the organization of the great revi'ral of the common schools of Connecticut, begun under the lead of Henry Barnard in
1838, continued "through evil report and good report" for more than
twenty years, until the great central interest of the common school
was so far advanced that the State, at the close of the great conflict for
national union and freedom in 1865, was found ready to go on in the
good work inaugurated two hundred and :fifty years before and never
dearer to the heart of the sons and daughters of the "land of steady
habits" than to-clay.
RHODE ISLAND.

The connection of Dr. Henry Barnard with tbe public school system
of the State of Rl10cle Island, virtually his own work during a laborious
administration of five years, was followed, in 1848, by one of those
periods of complete physical prostration which so often left bis work
incomplete. His successor, Ju<lge E. R. Potter, in 1850, iu his first
brief report covering the year 1849, throws light on the chronic independence of the little communities in the State of Roger Willia,ms when
he informs us_that, notwithstanding the splendid success of Dr. Baruard, which had attracted the attention of the whole conn try, "it is to
be regretted that the abstract of school returns, herewith pl'esentecl, is
so im11erfect; but it fa nece. sm·ily so, because a considera\)le 11ortiou of
the town returns them'5elves are so very imperfect. Few people seem
to be aware of the value of corre t statistical tables, and the information
to be derived from them.' The hi torian of the American common
chool at every tep of hi progress is baffled and left entirely in the
dark by the ab ence of r liable data of the national school keeping and
' corr t science of educational .·tati -tics which wonld seem to be the
fir t matt r of oncern, i. . tm, after tw~ hundred an<l. fifty years of
th ommon cbool, · t to b hop d for.
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From the materials at hand the new commissioner of public schools
in Rhode Island collects a few items of radical importance. "In all the
towns of the State except Providence, Newport, Bristol, and_Warren the
schools are managed under the district system." Here was the citadel
of the idea of local inde-pendence in New England society, which bravely
withstood the assaults. of Mann and Barnard, and was only starved out
after a siege of nearly half a century, even irnrviving in some of its fea
tures to the present day. Says the commissioner: "Of the 332 districts
in the State, 231 are the owners of schoolhouses. In others, the schoolhouses belong to private individuals." This was a survival from the
period when the schooling of the children of Rhode Island in the rural districts and smaller towns was almost entirely in private schools, being
the property of such enterprising citizens as were moved by local needs
to make this investment. But, within the past six years covered by Dr.
Barnard's administration, the large sum of $360,000 had been expernled
in the State for building and repairing schoolhouses. Every town,
save two, in 1849 1 raised the amount of school money necessary to enable
it to receive the State's appropriation. Fifty-four thousand eight hundred dollars was raised by local taxation. 'I·he number of children and
youth of school age was 27,000, of whom 2~,477 bad been registered
during the past year, with an average daily attendance of 16,590. From
these facts the commissioner draws the perhaps t<io ha:sty conchrnion
that, "there is still a large number who do not participate in the opportunity of our schools, and who are left to grow up in ignornuce, vicer
and crime."
The commissioner believes that the rate bill, still a feature of the
Rhode Island system, "is one great obstacle in the way of a more general at,endance on the schools." While, in some of the larger towns,
, education is wholly free, the majority of them still depend on tllis.
method of supporting the schools. But the benevolent exception of the
poorer class from the small tuition fee drives away the sensitive people
it was intended to favor. The State of New York 1iad fiually rid itself
of this incubus on the system of popular education. Despite the great
work undoubtedly done by Dr. Baruard, his successor declares that
the present school system "is but a feeble commencement and approximation," and calls for a common school that will "unite moral and
religious with intellectual training." Time and patience are invoked
to place a system like tbis on the ground. In many parts of the State,
he declares, "the people have not had the opportunity to know the
difference between a good and a poor teacher. Send a good teacher
among them, and the people bave the good sense and shrewd11ess to
appreciate his value and be willing to pay for his services." In des ·ribing the proper arrangement for traiuing teachers the commi siou r
inclines to the attempt to organize a department of didactic in Brown
University, a sy, tem afterwards for a short periocl carried into ff ·t
under the direction of Prof. S. S. Greene.
0
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Tllere were some 85,000 volumes in the libraries of tlie leading institutions of the higher education in Rhode Island in 1849, and by the
generosity of Mr. Aaron Marston, of Providence, many of the towns in
the State had been able to obtain a collection of books, so that ''nearly
every town has a town or village library."
Judge Potter held the office of school commiBsioner in Rhode Island .
until 1855, and although in his annual reports we miss the elaborate
discussion of principles, powerful massing of statistics, and sometimes
tedious republication of valuable mateTial that characterized the public
documents of Dr. Barnard, giving to them a high literary and bistorical
interest apart from their local application, yet uuder his practical
administration the schools moved forward in the very moderate way
by which any important public interest could advance in such a civil·
ization as that of New England fifty years ago. The report of 1850
announces that every town in the State llas raised by tax the sum
necessary to receive State aid, and that during the pa.st year $10,000
had been added to the State appropriations. The tea.cllers' institutes
bad been held. The subject of a State normal school constantly returns
and is further debated, and reference is made to a work in preparation
by Dr. Barnard on normal schools. The formation of union school
districts is vigorously urged, also of evening scr1ools in tlrn manufacturing towns, not only for children but foe a large nnmuer of illiterate
foreigners recently come to the country.
In 1851 the nnmber of pupils enrolled in the schools does not appear
to have increased. rrhe sum of $125,000 was expended for all purposes
connected with public education. Only four of the cities of Rhode
Island had come out from the district system. There were 560 com·
mon-school teachers, 313 of whom were women. The olu New Epgland
prejudice against womau teachers was passing away. "If school officers
and parents support the schools as they ought, female teacliers would
find no difficulty in governing them." The State was supporting institutions for the deaf and dumb, the blind, the imbecile, and tile idiotic.
The commissionei congratulates the State on the great advance
in popular education during the past few years, but returns to the
vital point of the improvement of the teaching force. He urges selfimprovement on teachers in a forcible way that might well be considered by the educators of the present time, some of whom appear to
have lost sight of the individual scholar and teacher, as in themselve
the source of the greatest results, with furtller discussion of normal
school , lyceum lecture , union di ·tricts, school attendance, chil<lren in
factories, relation of education, poverty, and crime, etc. The comrnis~ sion ·r was appointed by the legislature to examine aud report upon tbe
ubje ·t of chilu. labor in the mill .
The a.1 pendix to tbi report contains an intere ting letter from
~r f.. • •. hrcen , of Brown niver ity, dated February L, 1 ,32,
m ·which th1 minen~ eclu ·, t r outlines the plan of tlle der artmcmt of
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didactics recently added to the university. The first class nad been
formed during the past year.
The department is estab1ished to :6.t teachers for the practical duties of the schoolroom. These things are contemplated in the plan: 1. The professional training of
the student. 2. The opportunity of an elaborate course of study which shall be a
proper literary basis for professional culture, especially for those who are preparing for teaching in superior schools. 3. A large class, including only those of the
women teachers of the city who receive courses of lectures in the high-school hall.
This is a strictly professional exercise. The students are instructed in the principles
and u.uties of school organization, government, and instruction, testecl l)y exercises
in teaching, and the public schools of the city are open for constant inspection.
More than 80 persons have been collected in these classes.

Tlle professor further remarks that in this organization of professional
work "a wider range for culture and mental improvement is afforded
tban in any normal school in the country." It escaped the radical
weakness of the State normal schools and the crudeness of the material
sent to them in numbers of young people who had received only the
very narrow and often misleading instruction of the country district
school. This arrangement, as pictured by the professor, was almost
ideal, and although it was suspended by the experiments that finally
resulted in tlie establishment of a State normal school, it seems to
have been the model on which the sc~ool of professional normal training has recently been put in operation in Harvard University, Massachusetts, under tlie direction of Prof. Panl Hanus.
Hev. E. M. Stone, of Providence, bad already been doing good work
in evening scllools, and a valuable document by Professor Hart, of
Pbiladelpllia, is printed in the appendix of the commissioner's report.
This feature of the common-school system had already been in practical operation for eighteen years, strongly indorsed at a national convention of the friends of education held in Philadelphia in 1849 and
1850. An important paper on "Ignorance and vice in cities and
towns," by the American Sunday School Union, is also reproduced in
the appenclix, with a list of libraries and an" account of the system of
education iu Rhode I sland." The population of the State in 1850 was
147,549, of which a few cities and a score of manufacturing villages
contained the far greater proportion.
Tllere were 5 cities and 31 townships, in all of which save 4 cities
the schools -were organized by separate districts, every city and town
choosiug annually a school committee of uot le s than 3 person .
Providence and several other towns had superintendents. The school
committee examined teachers and had a general oversight of the
schools. In 27 towns each district chose annually 1 or 3 trustees who
elected the teachers and visited and supervised the school . A tate
commissioner of public schools, annually appointed by the gov rnor
and senate, was tlle head and high court of appeal for the public
schools of the e11tire State. County inspectors might be appoin , l by
the commissioner to examine teacher and visit ch h in the ·nun
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The State had a permanent school fund of $51,000, from the interest of
which and the surplus revenue fund and a direct tax $35,000 was
appropriated to the townships in proportion to their population under
15 years of age. Every town received its quota on condition of raising
by tax one-third the sum received from the State. Each town was
required to support a school for four months, although the larger towns
had longer terms. School libraries might be established by a local tax.
Apart from a somewhat extended discussion of se veral questions
connected with public education the commissioner, in his report of 1852,
made the announcement that a private normal sehool had been established by Professors Greene, Russell, Collins, and Guyot. Valuable
essays by Professors Andrews, of Marietta College, Ohio, and Tayler
Lewis, of Union College, New York, were also printed and an extended
paper on "Religious education in schools," including quotations from
eminent educational authorities, was placed in the appendix.
The report of 1854, including 1853, urged legislation concerning the
distribution of the school fuud for the special favor of the feebler
towns, and called attention again to the private normal school in Providence. An unsuccessful attempt to carry a bill for the suppression of
vagrancy and truancy through the legislature awoke a discussion of
this importaut subject. A crowded appendix of nearly one hundred
pages furnished a valuable discourse on "Public schools and religious
education," emphasized by the fact that one of the great American
Prot~stant churches, through its annual convention, had declared in
favor of the church parochial school system. There can nowhere be
found a more elaborate treatment of this delicate subject, the relation
of the common school to moral and religious teaching, than in the
numerous treatises appended to the reports of the various State and
city school officials of the United States beginning at this period, often
a review of the most important declarations on the subject by the celebrated educators of our own and other countries. In this report, for
the fi.rst time, we believe, in New England we come upon the subject of
education in the arts of design, called forth by the formation of an association for promoting this important branch of popular education in
Providence. An elaborate catalogue of books suital>le for public anu
school libraries was prepared and published by Commissioner Potter
as au appendix to this report.
In 1s.:;4 the State of Rhode Island :finally established a normal
scbool, and. Mr. Dana P. Colburn, of the Bridgewater, Mass., Normal
Scboo1, was appointed principal. On May 29, L854, it was appropriately O})eued with addre ,·e from the governor aud commissiouer of
education. Profe or Gre ne, ju t appointed superiutendent of the
scho 1. of Provicleuc wa, al o ecured a lecturer aud instructor.
The v x d q n tion f73ibl readin · and religion in the chool bad
a ,ain com up and
go d part of the np l'intendeut' report for
1 -4 wa <l voted to u e · t nde l tr atm ~ut of this topic, his d ci ion
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being on the line now generally accepted in the different States of the
Union. The right of Scripture reading was vindicated with provision
against any needless infringement on the rights of conscience and the
general disclaimer of sectarian intent in the moral and religious
instruction and discipline in the schools. This question has been
greatly confused by the assumption thrtt moral and religious instruction and character training can only be conducted by the formal
methods prevailing in tbe church. But this great work of character
training in public schools is carried on most effectively through the
entire organization, discipline, methods of instruction, and general
arrangements of school life, all inspired and directed by the spirit of
love to God and man, which is always the decisive element in molding
the character of children and youth. And all this is powerful or powerless, according as the teacher is personally the object lesson of what is
expected in the pupil. It is remarkable to what an extent this practical, central, and truly religious view of the fundamental obligation
of school life, character training, has been ignored by so many of the
great educators of every period, aud to what a lamentable extent the
whole subject bas been confused and misunderstood thereby.
Meanwhile a series of important laws "to regulate the employment
of children in factories/' "to enlarge the powers of school committees,"
"to limit the hours of labor and regulate the employment of children
in factories," and to establish a State normal school had been placed
on the statute books from 1851 to 1854. The directions relating to the
enforcement of the school laws were published, with another extended
paper of 200 pa,ges on religious instruction in public schools containing
tbe opinions of educators in Europe, exten<led addresses by American
educators, etc.
On the retirement of Judge Potter, in 1854, the office of commissioner
of public schools was filled by Mr. lfobert Allyn until 1859, when Mr.
John Kingsbury, widely known as the very successful principal of a
school for young ladies in Providence and a firm and influential frieud
of the common school revival, was appointed to the position. In
1854-55 the cost of the common school Rystem in Rhode Island had
risen to $153,431.10, while the attendance on the schools was but little
increased. Of the 39,000 children of school age in the State, only
19,000 were found in dai1y attendaHce. The per capita amonnt
expe11ded was $7 on the estimate of average attendance and $5 on the
enrollment. Male teacher::; were receiving $33 and females 17 per
month, indudiug lward. There were 384 district and _398 schoolhouses in the State. The State Normal School had already viudica d
its establishment. Tlle appearance of a new school commission r was
shown by a fresh discussion in his report of the ordinary t pi ·s
included in public education, but there appear li tle to indicate that
the people bad any dispo ition to be hurried in th ir very m d n t
pace in the enlargement and improvement of the applianc for the
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training of the children and youtll. 'l'he city of Providence had lost
the valuable services of Professor Greene as city superintendent, and
w·e find in the appendix to his report the introductory address of
Supt. Daniel Leach, who for many years occupied this position. State
Superintendent Allyn made a valuable report on "Truancy and
absenteeism in Rhode Island," by appointment of the State legislature,
wit,h an annex of information and tables of statistics.
On the retirement of Superintendent Allyn in 1857 Mr. John Kingsbury was appointed his successor. His one report, September, 1858,
was a, ·general survey of the steady improvement of the school system
in Rhode Islaml, with no suggestions of important changes. Mr.
Kingsbury retired in 1850 and was succeeded in 18(30 by Mr. J.B.
Chapin. The most important event of the year 1859-uO was the death
of Principal Colburn of the State Normal School. The coming of the
new superintendent brought on anew a general discussion of the general
topics of education. The second report of Superiutendeut Chapin,
January, 18(31, contained the record of the State school keeping for
1860. It showed an increa:sed expenditure, $16S,365.21, with nearly
$100,000 pledged for sclloolhonse building in the year to come.
In this record of the organization of the State public-scl.1001 system
during the sixteen years since the adve1it of Superintendent Henry
Bamard, iu 1845, we llave, perhaps, the most notable example of the
change from a condition of great educational neglect and inefficiency
to comparative success to be found in the llistory of common schools
dnrin g the entire period now under consideration. In all the New
Englaml States there had been from the first in their original popula•
tion n, substratum of respect for intelligence, reverence for high scholastic attainments, aml a profound sense of the religious obligation to
"train up a child in the way he should go." Thus, while sometimes
halting and apparently indifferent to the improved arrangements and
methods of the public schools, the idea of universal education was
never out of the mind of one of the colonies and a deep sense of tlle
value of the higher education prevailed at an early p eriod in all. In
Rhode Island, where from the peculiar composition of the original
population and other causes action was longest delayed, when '' the
time was ripe" the reform came with remarkable Yigor and tbe experiment was persisted in with a more determined purpose than elsewhere.
We linger over the educational history of these New England States
because at the period from 1830to the outbreak of tbecivil war, 18(30, tlley
unc.1 niablyJ1eld the leader hip in the cause of popular education for the
entire R public. Iu many of these Tew England town an<l. cities were
the reforms that have so chauge<l. our American system of univ r al
el1uc, tion wrouo·ht out with patience, persi ·tence, and careful tudy of
all tb ·onditions of ucce . Hence the e tablishm nt and r coustm ·tion of p•1blic, cbool. in the new Stat of the ~le t were greatly
ai d by th exp ri n · iu the 1d home cf popular c.clucation. 1 reat
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numbers of these new communities rightly ascribed their success during their early years to the presence of teachers and educators trained
in New England in the great art and science of '' keeping school," the
scieuce of sciences, the art of arts.
VERMONT.

The Report of the School Commissioners of the State of Vermont,
Governor Ha1l, chairman, in 1828, is a convenient guidepost not only
for the understanding of the conditions of the popular mind in that
State, the firstborn child of the U nion, but very interesting for the
realization of the peculiar embarrassments that confrontetl the reformer
of the American common school of that period. The report is included
in a pamphlet of twelve pages, printed in a primitive style, with a
cover of coarse blue wrapping paper, perhaps to better serve its mission,
to be sent to each of the school districts of the Commonwealth, and is
signed by five commissioners for common schools, one of them the notable
name of Jacob Collamer.
The new school law of 1827, the result of the educational revival
experienced in the moderate way in which such matters were taken in
the Green Mountain State, had been in operation only a year. But there
is no indication in this document that the habit of reporting to a central
body had been considered by the local school committees, and the
information respecting the condition of public education is of the most
meager description. Through the entire report runs the evidence of
the jealous, even "touchy," personal independence of the people in the
little school districts, in whose hands the entire admiuistration of
educational affairs seems to be.
.
The commissioners bad been empowered by the late statute to take
into consideration the several subjects within the scope of their powers
and duties. The first presentation is a list of text-books recommended
for use in the schools, accompanied with the almost humble protestation that "the duty of the commissioners iu this respect is merely
advisory;" it forms a record of what was considered a good average
selection of .American text-books seventy years ago. .A. partial li st is
here given:
For yo ung pupils. - Franklin Primer, Worcester's Primer.
pelling books: Marshall's Spelling Book, Emerson's National Spelling Book, Hazen's Spelling Book.
Reading books: Leavitt's Easy Lessons, Boston Readin g L essons, Pierpont's National
Reader, Murray's English Header, New T estament, without note or comment.
Geography: Goodrich's Outlines of Modern Geography. English grammar : Murray's Grammar, Greenleaf's Grammar Simplified. History: Goodrich's History of
the united States, Hal 's Hi tory of the United States, Whelpley's Compendium,
Tytler's El ments of History, ,vorcester's Elements of History. Arithmetic : mith's
Mental and Practical Arithmetic, A<lams's Kew Arithmetic.

This is certainly a creditable selection for the llay, containiug
works of permanent worth _and enduring reputnition. B
11
of commissioners evid nt1y remembered tlle rep al f , 1
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new law authorizing the superintending committees (the school committees of Massachusetts) of each town to select the text-books used in
the schools. So, although defending their own selection in a manner
little short of absolute command, the commissioners announce that this
feature of the law is "peculiarly obnoxious and unacceptable to the people." Their statement of this malady of exaggerated personal iudependence is so illuminating that we quote it as a valuable guide to the
understanding of the conditions of educational progress in New England
during this period of revival and readjustment in common school affairs:
No system of common-school education can be of lasting or es~ential benefit to
the State unless it receives the cordial cooperation and support of parents and
instructors. But so generally p.i:ffused through the great mass of the community is
the sense of persona\ a,s well as political independence, and so sleepless is the jealousy of arbitrary power, which is almost instinctive in the popular mind, that the
attempt, however well intentioned, to dictate the books to be used in our common
schools is regarded by many an invasion of the right of private judgment, and consequently as incompatible with the genius of our free institutions. And though an
accurate classification of scholars according to their attainments ~1nd studies and a
uniformity of at least elementary books seem to be indispensably necessary to t.lie
complete success of auy methocl or system of instruction, yet, under existing conditions, the commissioners are unanimous in the belief that the interests of our
common schools will be promoted by the repeal of the strction under consideration.

The full appreciation of this paragraph, especially in its application
to common-school keeping in a city district school, can only be had by
one who, like the writer of this essay, through five successive winters
labored a.s -schoolmaster in a series of schools of this type, where every
family exercised the "glorious liberty" of sending their children to
school not only with the text-books most convenie11t at l.Ja11<l, but of
naming in peremptory style the class in which each child of the household should be instructed. In -the latter case the compliance of the
teacber with the home demand did not include a great amount of
exertion, since more than half the lessons in the crowded six hours
of school time were given to one or two scholars.
Indeed, au apology is made by the commissioners for the entire school
law of 1827 as, "in its most important provisions, an experiment." A
careful argument is entered upon to prove that a committee of competent examiners of teachers is the best arrangement for securing good
instruction.
It is very obvious that the majority of the parents and friends can not without
great r,erplexity and delay be enabled by personal examination to <1ecidc upon tile
fitness and capab ility of applicants. Hence the nee ssity of }t committ •o for thi
purpose, for uothiug ca.n 1>e more absurd than the idea that the only })Oint to be
asc rta.iiw<l is, at bow cb n.p a. rat<> <·an hiR services, or rather hiR time, lH• e nga g-<•d.

Th re;naiuder of thi rernarkabl report, more rem;trlrnble :is :mg-ge ting he men al and
<;ial ondition of the com,titueucy to w\11<:h
it i · al<lre. · d, ju<lg < nd jnry in the whole matter
common :.-l1;1ol
cluc·ati<rn han fi r h exc llen . .ntim nt of th com mi, io11•' i ~ i
P of xbort ion' qually valuabl and •ommonplace. 'i'lt<:- ·om-

or
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missioners announce that '' a school fund has been established which
promises within a few years to support a school for some part of tlie
year in every district."
No better evidence of the fact that moral courage rather than a gift
for graceful apology is after all respected in a public official by his constituents can be offered than a later repnrt of popular education in
Vermont made by the State superintendent of common schools eighteen
years later, in 1846. Its author, Hiram Eaton, superintendent, takes the
field in true Green Mountain style, and in a closely printed document
of sixty-four pages moves upon the concentrated force of timidity,
indifference, and ignorant opposition to universal education after the
manner of Ethan Allen summoning the British commander to surrender Ticonderoga "in the name of the Great Jehovah and the Continental Congress." The attempt at the rehabilitation of the commonschool system was so recent that it was n9t yet time to look for the
great results reasollably expected therefrom. The superintendent
writes: "Perhaps no single act that has ever passed its legislature was
fraught with such benefit to the be t interests of our beloved Commonwealth." Vermont, by its early connection with Connecticut, had from
the :first been distinguished for popular intelligeuce. Only two of the
early settlers of Bennington "made their mark," and all the 1,006 petitioners to King George wrote their names.
The History of Vermont, by Ira .Allen, a younger brother of the famous
Ethan Allen, and a public man of large influence in the State, publisl.ted
in London, 1798, states thatThere is scarcely a man in the State that can not read and write in English and
keep accounts, or a female that can n ot rea,<l or write. In the townships gra11te<l by
tbe governor of New Hampshire, one-eighth of the land, containing about 340 ncres,
was reserved for the use of schools in each township; one-eighth was reserveil for
the propagation of tLe gospel in foreign parts, which, by act of the legislatme in
October1 179.J.1 was also appropriated to tho use of the town schools. In the township grant by Vermont them was one-eighth reserved for town schools, which
would make two-eighths in each towusLip through the State for the schools. From
the avails of these lands ancl other measures a sufficient number of schools will bo
erected to give early instructiou to the youth of V crmont. SeYeral academies are
established in different parts of the State, with f1mds for their support, by benefactions of their founders. From the funds appropriated to S('hools, aca<lemies, a.nd
colle;;es in and contiguous to Vermont, from the disposition of the people to contribute fnrtber to support these institutions and their desire to c_·tend knowledge
amongst all orders, great benefit may be expected to this generation.

In 1792 the population of . the State was 85,589. In 183 l Home
$123,000 was raised by State an<.1 local effort for the support of cou1mou
schools. There were 104,830 people in the State and 2,400 chool di:-,tri ·t. , •
containing 43 scholars each, with an average attendance of les:'; than
30. About 3.3 aca<.lemie and lligl1 cllooh; were rep rted. Th· 8tat
fuu<.l e~tabli lieu in 1825 and referred to in tlle rep rt of th c mmi ·sio11er · JH 1828, at a later date wa aboli 'hed and th am un , · ·~0 > 1 > ,
applied to the buildillg of a ·tat hous . But th r>e p1e h d · m~
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the re ·cue and the schools were sustained to the point that Vermont
in 18-W was within one of the head of States in the Uuion in exemptiou from illiteracy. In 1837 the share of the United States surplusrevenue deposited with Vermont was distributed among the towns and
the interest, $4:0,000, divided.
Thus, altllough t.hc office of commissioner bad been abolished and
the law of 1837 repealed a few yea~s later, the growing educational
sentiment had prepared for what the first State superintendent of
scllools, Eaton, dcc1ares an "important and iuteresting era in the llistory of the State, calling for the warm and llearty congratulations of
the friends of common-school improvement in our sister States." Here,
after a century of experiments in the old-time local and almost indescribable style of early New England, Vermont, tlle most isolated of
all these States, trained in a school more severe than any, and not till
the naval battle of Lake Champlain, during the war of 1812-14, really
out of the woods of its early contentions, finally jobed the great educa•
tional revival procession and moved forward along tlle common high·
way of progress. The recent enactment of the revised school law
rendered the first report of Superintendent Eaton deficient in statistical
information. Nearly one-half of the districts omitted to furnish a
reliable account of the condition of the schools.
Tile recent appointment of the county superintendents bad delayed
their reports. Superintendent Eaton was therefore driven to the regn•
lation method of making up his report by a lecture on the general and
special topics included in the idea of popular education. As far as
information could be obtainell it appeared that in the fourte·en counties
of the State, including 24.0 organized towns, there were, in 1816, 227
school districts, containing 100,000 children and youth between the
ages of 4 and 18-from 33 to 34 per cent of the entire population in the
Commonwealth. The average number of cbiluren in a district was 37;
the average population, 110; the average extent of territory, about 1¾
square miles; the whole area of the Commonwealth, 9,563 square miles.
The superintendent urges the consolidation of school districts as far as
possible, remarking with a grim humor:
· Small districts are said, and truly so, to bo tho paradise of ignorant teachers.
But this class of beings is not so valuable and useful that we neetl feel any compunction in breaking up their haunts and desolating their "pleasant l)laces."

A very large proportion of the schoolhouses through the State are
c.lec1ared to be "in a mi ·erable condition, altogether unsuited to their
high purpo es.' The arraignment of the Vermont schoolhouse of 1846
by Sup rint ndeut Eaton faH little hort of the exposure of those of
Ia ·sa lmsett and onnecticut at an earlier date by Mann and Barnarl. Th Y rmont superintendent attributes to the exposure of
heal h ther in a vast amount of th "con umption" that at this veriod
a: the
urge of ... ew England. The school were c!not generally
ven with o cheap and impl , though vastly important, an
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article as the blackboard," and he urges every teacher to procure "a,
piece of pine boarc.l 2 feet wide and 5 long, planed, and painted l>lack."The majority of the blackboards now in the schools had been placed. there
within the 11ast year, a.ml many were "not very la,rge, nor very black."" One or two globes and no charts," etc., are all that were reported
under the hea<.l of "illustra,ti ve apparatus." Of text-books there is no
deficiency iu number and variety. Fifty different books are reported.
The sentiment of the people concerning the sending of their children
to scbool with such books as might be "on hand.," as reported sixteen
·years before, still con tilrnes. The system or no system of districts wnis
rather an obstin ate popular ca.price than a system. Twenty classes in
little district schools of less than 30 pupils were the rule rather than the
exception. The foolish ambition of teachers ancl pa,rents to force the
cbHdren to use text-books above thcfr comprehension was a great
calamity.
Tlle general deficiency in the qualifications of teachers in the schools
was "pai11ful1y apparent." "Ordinarily our teachers are found to be
individuals of good intellectual capacity, of fair morals, and of respectable attainments in tlle common sense of the term. And iu reganl to
our female teachers, it might be said not only that many of tliem are
drawn from the best ranks of society in the State, but as a class tlley
pursue tbe eruploymeut of teaching a longer period of time lthau men
teachers], so as to acquire a good degree of e:xperieuce. Tbe great and
prevailing deficiency consists in the want of a specific qualification for
their peculiar duties. They have never 11ad the requisite training, nor
have the means of securiug it been within their reach."
"The want of good teachers is emphatica11y the evil of our schools."
Tlle failure of parents to realize tbe importance of school life is at the
foundation of all these defects. The majority of tlie teachers are young;
the average age 24, 22, and even younger. "' Few,' if not' evil,' are ·t llc
days of tcacllers in Vermont." The schools remained in ses ·ion a fraction over three montlls. Seventy-seven per cent of the children and
youth of the State were enrolled, while only 51 per cent were found h1
daily atternlauce. Twenty-two thousand eight hundred and forty-two
persons of school age were in no schools, while the irregularity of
attendance robbed the children of one-tbir(l of the time offered them.
Some $~00,000 were expended annually on the public schools of tlle
State, a. large proportion cf wllich, owing to the defects in tl:ie school.'
already noticed, was practically squandered. The wages of teachers
were $12 per month for men and $4.75 for women, including boanl.
"Not one-lmn<lredth of the children of the State a.re enjoying tlie
benefits of instruction in academie , high school , and all other in titutions classed as select schools." A number of faterc ting qt t. tions
from tlie reports of several county superintendent , with a few_im1> rtant letters · close this, one of tb.o most effectiv reports f ,
ri ,. • 1l
deserving t~ be repnblished and read through ut 11 ntir · untr ·.
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Four years later, 1850, Superintendent Eaton returns to the charge
in a report of 41 pages, describing anew the chronic deficiencies of the
schools and throwing in an occasional flash of sunshine in the way of
several hopeful features of the situation. He believes that not only are ·
the schools the cause, but also the result, of improving material conditions, and ascribes the latest movement in the interest of reform to the
action of the agricultural associations of the State. Indeed, these associations in New York had always been an important agency on the side
of intelligence and reputable living. -T heir frequent meetings, almost
a great family gathering of a whole county, where all things of interest
were discussed, and some distinguished visitor was often expected to
deliver an address with a choice of subjects as broad as American civilization, have originated more than one movement of permanent importance to society. The ex-governor and superintendent sums up a
valuable train of suggestions in his report:
The position which a State maintains in regard to the interests of education not
only forms a stamlara by which t,he general prosperity of its people may be safel!
estimated, as well as by which their character may be weighed, but it really constitutes the paramount and determining influence by which that prospe1-ity is advanced
on the one hand or retarded on the other. * ·:+ * Yet all this [the superintendent
continues] is subordinate to the higher needs of the moral antl social exaltation
of the people- * * * the :wise and true system of education, whose great and
prominent purpose is not to 11rodnce wealth, but to nurture men.

In the important matter of full and reliable returns there had been
a decided gain, less than 2 per cent of the whole number of districts
having failed, and the returns in 1850 being the most complete that
had ever been obtained. There were 2,594: school districts in the State
and a beginning of a healthy consolidation of districts, with an average
of 39 scholars to each. There were 100,000 children and youth entitled
to schooling. The superintendent suggests tliat the legislature provide for the condemnation of land for schoolhouse sites. The county
superintendents had the power to recommend text-books, but the districts seem yet to be determined not to yield this test of local independence. There was uo law in force to compel returns to be made
concerning school attendance. The superintendent asks how long the
Sta,te will remain iudift'erent to the fact "whether all, three-fourths, or
less than one-half the children of the Commonwealth are to be found
at the l)lace of instruction." Twenty-four weeks is reported as t11e
average length of the schools, while many districts maintain them for
eight or ten month , and the wage of teachers are steadily rising.
The women teachers are 70 per cent of the entire number, the ruen
receiving • 13.!55 and the women 5.C3 per month, with board. The
la, t 1egi lat it made provi 'lOn for teachers' institutes which the
. 11~1 llt r O'al'l a highly au;picious omen, and the ' experiment
·t~p nut
o_f (·on«lnctrnr, _th 'm ha. 110t b n <li,couraging. The sup_erinte11<1ent
lm "·r: v r ln 11 ·w f ature f tl1 chool system with a great expecta-
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tion. The schools for 1849 had cost $230,000. He argues that a third
of the State subsidy be distributed on the basis of school attendance.
An advancement in the matter of supporting the ·schools by raising all
the money for teachers' wages by the tax .list is hailed as an approach
to a wholly free school, the tax for board and fuel still being a burden
on the parents of the humbler sort of people. At the close of this
report Superintendent Eaton announces his intention of retiring from
the position of State superintendent of common schools in October,
1850.

It may be that the vigorous prodding of the people by their interested
and even obstinate superintendent of common schools for five years
caused them to fall b.a ck on the" good olcl way" of management-each
district for itself. From the close of the next year till 1856, after one
successor to Superintendent Eaton, the legislature failed to make the
appropriation for this office. In 1856 a rising wave of a popular educational revival lifted the fathers of the State to tbe establishment of
a board of education, fashioned after the plan of Massachusetts, with
a secretary as the virtual superintendent, and Mr. J. S. Adams was
appointed to that office with a series of wise and conservative suggestions in the let.ter of instructions concerning the policy of his
ad ministration.
The new secretary expresses the belief that the complete indiffereu ee of the people during the interregnum of supervising authority
has been from the loss of faith in the efficiency of school laws and the
"dread of all radical innovations." A circular containing accounts of
superiority in this direction sent broadcast through the Commonwealth
seems to have won a hopeful welcome to the new administration. This
was followed by a 6-month's tour through 46 towns by the new secretary, not only visiting the schools by day, but addressing the people
at night. Several hnudred schools of every grade in every county
were thus inspected and many influential people consulted on foe subject of education. The secretary deprecates the habit for the past
sixty years of relying onElegant essays, outwarcl displays, stated preaching, and complacent self-congratulation, as exbibite<l l>y educational addresses an<l annual State papers for the support of educational iustitution8. Upon a people like that of Vermont, whose prominent traili of character is a shrewd, dry, hard common i;ense, there is a force i11 the
array of facts tbat will arre.·t atteution and incite to action where mere ora,tory
would fail to move; had the board of education been in existence for the past five
years with the ability to have presente<l to the people every y a r the mere ordinary
statistics of the schools, the present torpidity of the popular mind would have clisappeared long since .

With this view au unu ual effort had been made for gath ring carefol tati ·tics of the a0tual tate of affair , apparently with le of,' ti faction than wa hoped. A recent enactment of th 1 gi. latur, h'
directed the holdiug at lea. t one teachers' in titut i
·h ·
duriug each of the autumn and ·pring ·cho 1 term .

•
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]tor moro than five years tbe schools hat1 existed or been supposed to exist without
any Stato superintendent, consequently the public mind seemed to have sunk into a
st,ate of torpor and inclifference, the l egitimate and usual consequence of State
inaction.

Only one-half the towns in the State (13G) made returns to the boarcl
of education in 1856. It is evident from such as bad reported, that
education had suffered through five years of neglect. Of the 2,710
school districts, 104 were without schoolhouses, 101 were without
schools, 2,021 reported as supporting schools ·by taxation, aucl 222 had
no school apparatus or blackboard. Of 1,800 schoolhouses, but 1,000
were reported "good." The schools averaged twenty-two and threefifths weeks in duration. The wages of teachers were $16.92 per month
for men and $7.64 for women, excluding board.
The Vermont girl who can earn $1.25 to $1.75 a week at home work, or making
butter and cheese, or $2 to $3 per week in :fine sewing, or $3 to $6 in a Massachu_s~tts
or New Hampshire factory, will not be eaO'er to assume the toils 1 responsibilities,
and grinding cares of tbe schoolmistress
$1 to $1.50 per week with board picked
up at a distance of a mile or two by traveling here aud there like a mendican~ from
cloor to door, though there be a teachers' institute in every chnrch Yestry Ill the
State.

fo:

The young Vermonter would not go into school keepiug "for less wages
than farmers are willing to pay a smart teamster or ·active wood chop·
per, though a normal school were in session uuder every shade tree in
the land." During the past six years the town superintendents had
virtually subsided to an advisory position aucl the executive head of
the schools had become the district prudential committeeman. Hence
the election of inferior men to these positions and the schools delivered
to an easy" go-as-you-please" sort of life.
The secretary enlarges on the lack of faith in the system of popular
education by the influential people of the State, and writes, "the Vermont system of schools is a good one, far better than "Was supposed by
many of those who claim to be its most especial friends." The select
schools of every sort cost the people $102,514 a year, one-third the
expense of all the public schools in the State, with a greatly inferior
attendance. He offers the discarded system of New York, whereby the
private academies were utilized and subsidized for normal schools, as a
good expedient for Vermont. A.11 the usual details of the State school
keeping are elaborately discussed in the report.
Iu 1858 the difficulty of obtaining reports from the towns seems to
l.lave increased, as only 75 reported-less than one.third the whole
number; hence no statistieal report was presented for the year 1857.
A bill preseuted to the legislat.11re containing the ideas of Secretary
A.dam. concerning a revi ion of school laws "wa dismis ed without
dis ·u i n.' With a ourage not to be daunted the seer tary · nt bis
r j ct d bill a: a ircnlar tllrough the tate, with the reque t for au
f an opini n.
large number of approviug noti ·e bavnbj ct d to a thorough revisi 11 aud
i v l: he bill w <
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sent again to more than-a thousand individuals. A copy of the circular including the bill, with the accompanying superintendent's remarks,
appears as a l)art of the secretary's report for 1858.
The result wa::; that on November 28, 1858, the legislature passed an
act respecting the common schools which was a very decided improvement upon the laws so forcibly criticised by tbe practical and able
secretary. It m~de the furnishing of reports the condition of receiving
the State fun<.1s by the town superintendents, and. the superintendents
the sole judges of the qualifications and res1)0nsible for the :fidelity of
the teachers. It provided tliat the public school moneys should be
distributed on the basis of actual attendance on the scuools, that the
teachers could attend the institutes at public expense, a,nd required the
appropriate authorities to make reports to the board of ec.lucation. A
most important feature was the selection of school books by the State
boal'd of education which should be similar in an tbe schools. The act
was a great triumph, the result of a persistent presentation of the needs
of a school system upon a careless and reluctant legislature.
In 1859 the State board of education reported in a very cheerful
manner on the effect of a new school legislation. The capital of the
State, Moutpelier, had e:-;tablished a graded school of 400 pupils in a
buildiug costing $20,000, and, with seven of the larger towns iu the State,
was testifying to the need of the graded system of education. The
name of Governor Hiland Hall appears at the head of the board of education, accompanied by five eminent citizens of the State. A large space
in t,he secretary's report for 1859 is devoted to a defense and explanation of the new legislation and the publication of numerous testimonials
from the local school authorities to its favorable reception. The symptoms of a new vitality are everywhere appearing. .A..n edition of the
school statutes is included in this report. In 1861 the secretary thus
testifies to the steady improvement of the schools:
Good fruits are already beginning to appear in the condition of the schools and a
more generai attendance. The schools are more valued and respected. Better teachers are therefore employe<l.; higher wages are pai<l.; school houses are repaired :mcl
uettcr furnished; new houses are built, and better models used in better places. Districts could be named where select schools ha,e been discontinued a.ntl tho children
of the rich and poor attend together the same school, under teachers fully competent
to teach and train them all, with the disposition to have better schools arnl better
teachers and to pay higher wages. ,ve find a,lso the demand and effort to avoicl a
frequent change of teachers. There is an increasing nnmber of instances where it is
made the interest of good teachers io continue their school .

Tl.le secretary~s report c~mtains an appeudix of 75 page of ·losely
printed matter, including the returns of many school superintendent
of towns, presenting a, vivid picture of the situation, on the whole
great encouragement:
Tlie first effort in a State to obtain accurate information on the condition of ur
schools has resulted in a lJody of statistica.l returns that te tify to a g euera_l nu gr "'.ing interest. The entire expenditure in 1859 has lJe n · 0 , 00. Th ntn xp 1111 -
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ture for education absolutely dwarfs in comparison all other expenditures. The
damage which the State has sustained in past years from a failure to present to the
public mincl the importance of the school in a financial and practical as well as a
moral and social light is incalculable. But still the stubborn fact remained that 49
per cent of the children of the State between 4 and 18 are yet absent from the public
schools.

The repot't of the board in 1861, of w bich Governor Erastus Fuller was
chairman, though issued under the shadow of the opening civil war, is
a cheerful and even inspiring document. The secretary devotes a large
space to the discussion of the religious question in the schools, which
bad been forced upon the board by the attitude of certain extremists of
several denominations. He defends the American policy of Ohristian
training through the organization of genuine religious morality, founded
on love to God, into the discipline, methods of instruction, and entire
atmosphere of the schoolroom, and from this and the'' daily walk and
conversation" brings practical testimony to that watchful, parental control that far better than formal catechising builds up the true manhood
and womanhood of the child.
Here we may well pause in the record of the common school in Ver•
1nont during a period of more than a century of its history as colony
·and Commonwealth. In no member of the New England group of States
bad the people's school to contend against such odds for a favorable
recognition. Without commerce or manufactures, with no populous
cities, for one hundred years a border land of hardship and peril, coming up to the full enjoyment of statehood through perpetual contlict,
sparsely populated, with a severe climate, the State could only grope
its way toward the establishment of an effective system of education
by slow and cautious steps. But at last the battle was won. In 1862,
it was by the persistent effort of the United States Senator from Vermont, Hon. Justin S. Morrill, that the beneficent law for the establishment of agricultural and mecbauical colleges in all the States,
subsidized by the gift of public lands from the National Government,
emphasized by important additional legislation in 1890, was passed,
the former statute during the existence of the civil war, and tlle lands
appropriated for the seceding States religiously held by the United
States Government until their acceptance after t,he peace of 1865.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

During the first generation of its colonial life New Hampshire, like
:\'laiue, was au outlying district of Massaclrnsetts, aud shared i11 the
earliest moveme t. of the Bay State colony for the e<lucatiou of all the
children. " rotber Philemon Purmont" who was appointed the fir t
1mb_li~· • cboolma ter of Bo.:ton H,nd Mr.' ~Iaud, who actually h 1d 'the
lHJ 1t 1on, bo h , t a later date emigrated to
ew Hampshire a,ll(l were
kuown a influ ntial cl rgymen and edn ator in the new plantation •
ut th edu ·ati nal mov m •u lingered a through all the uorthern
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outlying realm of New England, and it was ten years from the inauguration of the great revival, through the appointment of Horace Mann
as the first secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, that
the legislature of New Hampshire, after an agitation begun in 1844,
under the lead of the governor, on July 10, 1846, passed a revised school
law, including the appointment of Mr. Charles B. Haddock as the commissioner of common schools. Mr. Haddock was a professor of Dartmouth College and a nephew of Daniel Webster. He traveled 300 miles
in his own carriage during the year of his service.
The first report of the commissioner at the session of the legislature
in 1847 bore ample testimony to the fact that this forward movement
in education was regarded even by its responsible friends as an " experiment." Commissioner Haddock introduces himself in his new capacity
with profuse explanations and warnings against the dan~er of great
expectations from the new departure. He pleads for at least a five
years' trial before the popular verdict is made up, and he reminds his
constituents of the profound truth that, after all, commissioners and
committees are only agents.
The work is the work of the people themselves. This is one of its most beautiful features . It makes our education an education for the fathers and mothers as
well as the children. The t eacher learns as fast a1:1 the pupil; the parent is elevated by every effort to raise his children in the world. A community engaged
in improving their schools improves with them. There is nothing so liberalizing
and ennob1ing, nothing so likely to purify the morals and enlarge the intelligence
of the men and women of the State as a general, hearty, enlightened interest in the
mental and moral culture of the young. * * " It is [he continues] a remarkable
fact that after more t!Jan two hund,red years of experience the l egislatures of the
New England States should be engaged in experiments for improving the schoob.

The spirit of the great revival was abroad, and the "Granite State,"
after its own deliberate and persistent style of doing good things, had
joiued tlie procession. .A.t this period, in the organization of the
common school, New Hampshire did not essentially differ from the
other New England States.
Each town is divided in to districts. Each district, with a distinct organization
and appropriate officers, has within certain Jimits an independent jurisdicti0n. In
this way the immediate care of the young, even while they are under the instruction
of the State, 1s committed to their natural advisers ancl guardians, th~ir own parents
and friends. " " " In any district having fifty scholars the S('hool may be divided
into two or more didsi.ons, thus securing the beginning of a system of gradation.
'fwo or more contiguous districts may unite to maintain a common high Rc:hool
which may even prepare youth for the university.

A. hundred dollars for every equal sum of the public taxes apportioned to a town was to be a e ed upon it annually for the i-.upport
of the schools. Additional sums might be raised without limit. Five
per cent of its chool money might be appropriated by each t wu £ r
the support of a teacher ' institute at some convenient place wi hi
the county to continue from ten days to four week with pr ti in
daily model school.
ED 98--27
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The l)Ublic officials required were a distriet prudential committee not
ex.cee<liug three persons, a town superintending committee of not less
than three nor more than five, and a State commissioner, tlle two former
elected by tue district and the town, and the last appointed by the
governor and conucil. The commissioner was required to spend at
least twenty weeks in the different counties of the State each year in
general ~~hool work. No teaeher could receive pay unless he had
reported the statistics of his school to the supervising committee of tlle
town, who must make a general report in town meeting, which was to
be forwarded to the State commissioner before April 1 each year. No
town could reeeive its portion of the State literary fund that had 11ot
complied with this requirement.
For some of the most important features of this law the State was
indel>te<l to Daniel Oliver, the chairman of the committee on education,
by which the school law of 1827 was reported to the house; to Joel
Piper,(~) -Samuel D. Bill, and Charles James Fox, who drafted tbe
reviseu school law of 184:2, and espeeially to Hon. Salma Hale, chairman of the legislative committee of education iu 1844 and the father of
the new law of 1846. Iu the opinion of the commissioner:
A hoard of e dueatiou like that of Massachusetts woultl, not improbably, interfern too much with those i10ti011s of fre1:.>dom in such matters which have prevailed
in New Hampshi-re from the first, and -wbieh, whateYer inconveniences may sometimes result from them, we sboulJ. 110t ,vi11ingly ::;ee abridged or offended.

He refers also to the "moral arnl Christian tone of the constitution
and tlle l.1w, evidenced hy the adoption by the constitution of New
Hampshire of the clause concerning the moral and religions training
of children an<l youth in the common schools.
With these preliminaries the new commissioner launches out into a
report substantially like all similar <locuments presented to the legislature and the public in the New Engla.ntl States during the first
twenty years of the great movement for school reform. We read the
same description of poor schoolhouses, incomp.etent teachers, a bewildering variety of text-books, popular independence, etc., as everywhere
during this period. Tlrnre wa~ probaDly little <liffere11ce in the condition of communities similarly situated through .r ew England in this
respect <luring these years of the reorga11izatiou of the school system.
The southern counties of New Hampshjre, by far the mo t popnlous,
an<l 1la1f a <.lozen c·ities of the State were, of course, farther along than
the great mountain world iu tlle north, buried in ,now au<l vexed with
storm:~ during the lono- winter, till with a spar:e population hardly
rai <1 from the conflict. ancl bard.·bip of the pioneer life of Daniel
eb:t r. boybood.
B r , a ver ·wh r the ·ommi. iouer report:-; that tlle be t re ult
ha' been obtain d by tb per.-onal i its of himself an<l di 'ti ngui lled
1mblic m_en to the P opl a· mbl din coil\' utioll, where au merican
mnmm Y an x rci ·e it d ar .-t pr •rogatiY ~ in "talkwg back' and
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"talking the thing over" till it i.s finally talked into s11ape. A circular
was al o directed to many te:wh.ers of the State, generally republished
in the news-papers, a11d in some cases given to every pupil in the
schools. rrlie most potent educational influence to-day, as fifty years
ago, in any ..A.merfoan community is a man or woman fitted by genius,
culture, and of self-.saeritlcing spirit,, for a true ministry of education,
.set agoing through the length and breadth of the land.
In 1848 there -were about '2,300 school districts in New Hampshire
and 75,000 pupils enrolled iu the schools, 55,000 only in regular attendance. The ayerage length of the winter sclwols was nine weeks, and
the aver.age wages of male teachers, exclusive of board, $13.50 an{l of
females $5.65 per month. rrhe cutire annnal cost of l)OJ.mlar education
was $120,600. The inevitable appendix contains an abstract of tbe
most notable reports from local authorities, and as usual contains the
most important pm~tion of the entire document.
.By 184!) the d1ange of admini tratiou, everywhern uotieeal>le outsiue
of l\f. acimsett and Connecticut, had occurred and the State report
for two years wa made by the Rev. Richard S. Rust. But it is only
'' the old, old story," told by another -preacher according to bis 1,peeial
po\Ter of calliug public attention to defects in au educational system so
deeply rooteu iu the habits and ideas of the people that any reasonable
.expectation of reform eemed to include the work of a generation. Tile
uew commissioner uilates e.. 1)eeially on, 1. The branches of education
.adapted to tlJe pre. ent conditions of our district scliools, and th€ order
.of their introduction. 2. The preparation of the teachers for their
work, and tbe iustrumentaHtie for its accomplishment. The whole
amount rnoeived for tbe schools for the year 1849 was $174,517.66, a
gain upon tlte previous 3"ear of '15,000.
The year 1851 introduces us to still another State official in the 1,er'Oll of John Q. Woods, secretary of the board of education.
A State
board of education hacl been established, consisting of the county eommissioners of education. The change was doubtless a surrender to
the spirit of independence which revolted at the idea of power concentrated in a State super·ntendent of common .-cbool' acting without
the '~.advice and. con ent" of a bo<lynear the county and town hip committee
The careful way in which the uew board approaches the
en itive topic of recommending a uniform ou se of text-books i. a
proof of its probable inefficiency. It writes, '' a pr tty ·enerL l uniformity of books wa con id rel very de irable, and at the same time it
was tl10ught very und . irable to recommend any book that mi(J'ht
pron~ unsati,sfactory. .1 m dium ·ourse a adopted, to r omm nd
no to the common chool of the ta only tbo book up n hi ·h
all could agree and of who e
perior ex · Ue11 e there · 1 h no
doubt." A committee of five n meth l of iu u ti n
h l
ment, and di ipline, through. th ir cht irman, t lJ
etary . '
_
fuvocs us with a few pa
of l q nt µ; n nali ie , be n h f ;\'1 11 ·h
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may be found in the suggestion that the way to govern th~ schools and
especially to "abate whispering, with its frightful trarin of evils," is
''by the people of the district, acting in their collectiv_e capacity
of a corporation!"
The democratic idea of "rotation in office" was adopted by the uew
double-barreled board of county commission ers acting as a State
board of education. 'rhe report for 1851 was signed by the ten
county commissioners, with Mr. Hall Roberts as secretary. This was
a very successful method of showing "how not to do it," since n?
county commissioner could be expected during his brief term of office
to obtain auy very complete impression of the general situation or to
acquire any general power to influence the legislature or the people.
With the exception of a small increase in the wages of teachers and a
gain of $10,000 in the general school appropriations, there seems to
have been no perceptible improvemeut in the situation.
In 1853 Mr. Hall Roberts again receive<l the office of secretary of t~e
State board. Tile usual discussion of educational affairs appears m
the report for this year, with the statement that "statistics show that
the scholars in the public schools of the State are absent, on an average, one-fourth of the time." The" average time" was nine and onehalf to nine and three-fourths weeks for summer and winter, nineteen
weeks in the year. The general expenditure was slowly increasing$205,402.60, a gain of $15,476 for one year.
No more impressive commentary on the noted saying of Washington
concerning the old-time confederation of States, "Influence is not g~vernment," could be made than the doings of this New Hampshi~~
board of education, consisting of a group of ten gentlemen who, if
faithful and competent, must have been. so occupied by the duties of
their local county commissionersbip that their knowledge and ability
to impress the people of the whole Commonwealth would have been of
little account. A well-written annual report, dealing with general
propositions and, at best, containing their observations an<l perform·
ances in their local sphereR, would represent "influence " reduced to its
lowest terms. Mr. Hall Roberts was retained for another year as general secretary of the board, as his position representing the capital
city and county made it convenient. But notliiug occurred in scbool
legislation in this year to greatly encourage the friends of education.
Of cour e, in a State like ew Hampshire, wlloHe people could hardly
by any public abu e or neglect fall into the "barbarism of ignorance,"
there would be inevitably a gradual improvement. For in every
locality nterJ)ri ing and
lf- acrificing friend of better schooling
themselve upon the people. But the prinwould more_ or le ' impr
cipal g, in throu h all th e y ar eem to have been a growing en e
of th inefli ·i ncy f the trem local typ of •bool admini tra ion,
hi.ch virtually pt d the ducatioual ffairs of an American Commonwealth in th power of.:., 00 di ·tri ·t d batmg cietie , who e perpetual
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discussions, which rarely came to a decisive vote, attracted more public
attention than the going on of the schools. In 1854 the expenditure
for public education in New Hampshire amounted to $212,324, and the
average wages of male teachers rose to $16.42 and female to $7.18 per
month, evidently the result of the increasing number of women in the
service and the employment of men chiefly in the higher department
of the schools.
Mr. King S. Hall, secretary of the board of education for 1855,
somewhat moved the placid waters by advocating the introduction of
· drawing and music in the schools. The attendance on the schools,
length of term, aud wages of teachers showed no sign of increase,
although the general expenditure was slowly rising, a gain of nearly
$20,000 in a year-$231,435.
In 1856 Jonathan Tenney, secretary, appears as the author of the
annual report. The teachers' institutes of New Hampshire had for
several years been relatively a more important factor in the school system than in other States. As a logical result, the topic of a State
normal school now first appears. A bill for its establishment was
passed unanimously by the house of representatives of the State legislature in the session of 1855 and postponed to the following session
by the senate. In 1854 a State association of teachers was formed and
held regular sessions twice a year, with local associations in each
county. The reports of the county commissioners and abstracts of
local returns are especially full and interesting.
Mr. Teimey in 1857 remained in the office of secretary of the board.
This year a new educational worker appears in New Hampshire in the
persou of Mr. Warren Burton, afterwards widely known as the author
of two charming books, The District School as It Was, and The
Scenery Shower, and numbers of essays especially devoted to the
uniou of home education with the upbuilding and improvement of the
schools. Mr. Burton was born in Wilton, . H., a town then of
1,161 people, which had sent from thirty to forty young men to college,
many of them afterward men of mark. He graduated at college in
1821 and for thirty years was a clergyman, never "settled" in a parish,
but alwayn working iu a home mission among the people; for a time
city missionary in Boston and Worcester, Ma s. In 1850 he entered
on the great ministry of his life, the importance of home education as
the source and soul of all successful , chooling. He went about the
country as a "revivali t" of the genuine stamp; a mo t efficient w rker
also in the great revival upon which the people of ew Hampshire
were entering in a way all too moderate to satisfy the ardent friend of
popular education. He faces the people of the State of ew Hampshire with a eries of twenty-six questions, which might well et ev ry
family not "dead in tre pa es and in " reflecting on it blig ti 11
to its children and the community.
In 1858 the school sy tern of ew Hamp hir r ceiv d
w rful
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impetu by the appoiutm nt of l\lr. J. W. Patterson as secreta;ry of the
Stat board of education. i\Ir. Patterson represented Hanover and
was a1ready in connection with Dartmouth College, in which he was
afterwards a professor. He left bi:s professorship to serve for a term
in the Seu ate of the United States, re tu rued to the eollege at a later
da,te., and closed bis public career witll perhaps the most important
eclnca.tional service ever rendered to the Commonwealth. During this
administration of the offioe of State superinte11deut of education,
entered upon in 1858, he inaugurated r eforms of great importance.
In his report for 1858 be boldly enters the lists as the out and out
apostle of popular education. He compares the pitiful wages of the
teachers with those of the military officials of the United States Army.
''Tlle salary of n, comt:t1on foot soldier in the United States Army is
greater than the salary of the l>est female teacher in the puhlic schools
of New Hampshire, and we -pay a bookkeeper more than the president
of a college." He rightly says that the fuudameutal work is "to
awaken a deep general interest in education." He recommends the
appointment of county commissioners fvr a term of fiYe yel'lrs, urges
the importance of school training in g-0od manners, and through seyeral
forcible pages of the report discusses the general needs of the s,chools.
Tbe amount appropriated for the schoolB was $233,581.-$3.86 for each
scholar. The wages of the men had risen to $26.31 and of women
teacl,ers to $14.74 per month, including board. One-fiftll of tbe scl10olbouses in the State are re-ported "unfit for their parpose."
In Lis report for 1859 Secretary Patte.rsou boldly faces the actual
situation. He gives a brief and forcible llistory of popular education
in New Hampshire from tlle first union of the colony with Massachusetts in 1641. In 1G38 Philemon Purmont, first invited to the mastership of the original common school of Boston, settled in Exeter, and
in 1642 l\fr. Daniel ::\'laud, first master of the new school, was called
to Dover, N. H., both as clergymen. In 1682 there were 71 hon eholds in Portsmouth, 61 in Dover, 57 iu Hamptou, and 20 iu Exeter-the largest towns in the colony. From this early period the
secretary traces witll pride the efforts of the -people, under great stre s
of poverty and hard hip, to upport a school in every town hip supported by a local tax. We commend thi forcible and illnminatiog
statement of the progress of common -school education by Secretary
Patterson as a mode1 of similar compo itio11s, and refer to it for more
detail <1 information than the limit of the pre ent e ay permit.
But all this, in the opinion of the secretary i pieliminary to the
final de ·i ion of the real que tion of the hour,' houkl the i11ef6cient
Y tern of the pr eut • tat board of edu •ation compo ·etl of t n
couuty ommi i ner } ch in turn a ecretary, l.> c~ntinue<l, or honld
th
t hon ly m t the demand for a mor thorough up rvi ion
gre t awakening of th p ople by returning to the method of
·chool up riut nd n ·y 'fbe qu :tion i argned with ITTeat
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force and tact, ancl its presentation evidently marks a, new departure
in the pub1ic-school keeping of the State.
Professor Patterson helcl the post of secretary of tlle hoard for t,wo
years longer, an entire -period of four years. His final report, in 1861,
is a continuation of bis l)Owerfnl and wise discussion of the entire subject of educational reform. He sums up tlle educational problem i.u
the Sta~e in the following 11aragra11h:
\Ve believe the schools of the State should be reorganizeu on the priuciplo of
grauation anu a high school establi11hecl in all except n. few of tlie smaller towns, as
the head of the general system, aml eo connectetl with it as' to awaken aspinition
ancl stimulate study in the departments below it. The high school should be made
the connecting link between the common school aml the college.

In llis report to the county of Grafton, of which he was local school
commissioner, he says:
When our whole population come to perceive that it i · the :first clnty of a State
•and of Governments to educate, in the broadest import of that term, the rising
generation, and manifest a corresponding interest in the work; when om towns
have ueen r ed istricted, the schoo]i: reorganized and graded, and a uniform course of
stu<ly au.opted; when we are willmg to pay for a more ski.llful a,nd thoroughly euucated class of teachers, we may begin to hope for gooil schools, and not till then.

These inspiring words read like a prophecy of the work this eminent
educator was called to perform thirty years later on tbe otllcr side of
the great civil war, which bad so powerfully stirred the old.est and
most conservative States of New England. He died witll the satisfaction afforded to few men of having the system of education advocated
in his earlier years adopted and organized into the common practice of
his native State. In 1860 the sum appropriated in New Hampshire for
popular education was $206,000, and the average attendance on the
schools, 54,550. The investment in scbool property was $814,387, with
55,000 volumes in district, town, and school libraries.
MAINE.

Until the year 1820 the public-school system of Maine was that of
Massachusetts, of which State it was the great "down-east" outlying
section, in itself more extensive in area than the remainder of ew
England, with one county, Aroostook, as large as Connecticut and
Rhode Island. A. fair supply of <li trict school , . everal well-e ·tn.bli h d
academies, an<l two co1leg s, celebrated by graduate like liawthor.11 ,
Longfellow, and other notable characters, had laid a olid foundation
for future educational growth. Tile State llad also retain d portion
of its own public laud , uffi •ient to warr, ut the e tabli hm nt f ...
town. hip still under Stat own r hip, valu d at 10 ,0Ov.
The econd legi lature of tl.10 new ommon caltll in 1 '.:., n ·
general :chool law diff'erin, from tlrnt of fa· ach
t' in
feature that whereas the town in the Bay tate wa. r quir'
u1 P r
a common ~llool or sch ol for a ·ven tim , th t w in i\h in
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required to raise and expend a certain sum of money. Each town was
required to raise by tax a sum equivalent to not less than 40 cents for
each inhabitant, to be appropriated among the several districts for
schools free to all children and youth between the ages of 4 and 21.
The inhabitants of the several districts were empowered to build and
repair schoolhouses. The town elected annually a general superiutending committee of not less than three nor more than seven persons, and
an agent for each district, whose duty it was to hire the teacher and
generally oversee the "prudential" affairs of his beat.
The school
committee examined teachers, selected text-books, and visited the
schools. At the next session of the legislature the election of the local
agent was given to the district by consent of the town, and the city of
Portland was allowed a special organization of its system of schools.
In 1825 various changes were made in the school laws, chiefly with a
view of defining the powers of the officials and making the machinery
more effective for the control alike of unwilling school boards and disobedient towns refusing or neglecting to conform to the statute. One
clause compelled the selectmen of the town to make returns to the
secretary of state once in three years, the secretary of state being the
one official who represented the Commonwealth in educational administration.
A subsequent revision of the school statutes in 1827 contains the
earliest general provision for a gradation of schools, the only exception
being the special act for Portland in 1820.- In 1828 the State school
fund was finally established by setting apart 20 townships of land and
appropriating certain moneys due the State from the General Government. By 1832 Bath and Bangor were added to Portland as special
school districts, and the first grant of authority for the payment of
salaries to school committees was by the city of Bangor. In 1833 the
bank tax, levied by requiring every bank in the State to pay into
the State treasury semiannually one-half of 1 per cent on the capital
stock invested, was appropriated among the towns for the be11efit of
the schools, and stringent measures were devised for securing more
frequent and correct returns of school statistics. Under a general
revision of the school laws and their consolidation in a geueral statute
in 1834 the power to organize as a special district confined to the three
principal cities of the State was made general. In 1835 tbe clause
ap1nopriati.ng moneys due from the United States to tbe school fund
was repealed.
By 1839 there was a general feeling that the Hystem of public education wa. defective and the schools inefficient. But the only movement
was the ord r to the ecretary of state to make au abstract of such
stati tics a wer in bis po ·s ,' ion with comparisons and deductions
that might e regarded u ful and to · ud a copy to each school distri ·tin the tat .
hi· wa in fa t th fir.·t pul>lic manife tatiou ·of
symp thy in the tat ith th great revival of the •ommon cbool that
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was ;now sweeping over New England and invading every portion of
the country. Here, as elsewhere, it began in the demand for accurate
information on the condition of popular education. In au other general
revision of the school laws in 1841 the power to compensate school co_mmittees, heretofore restricted to one city, Bangor, was made general.
After a three-years distribution of the abstracts of statistics in the
office of t1ie secretary of state the law was repealed, it being evident
that tbe returns were so defective as to be of no considerable value.
It was not till 1843 that tbe long-suppressed disapprobation of the
-public-school system found expression in the legislature. Under the
vigorous leadership of Mr. E. M. Thurston, chail"man of the committee
on education in the house of representatives, a strong effort was made
toward State supervision. A bill was introduced and debated to establish a board of thirteen commissioners, one from each county, appointed
by the governor and council. The wording of the bill re111inds us of
the grim satire of old English Dr. Johnson, of dictionary fame, concerning the demand of the average housekeeper on her woman servant
for "all the Christian graces at three and sixpence a week." In this
bill the work assigned to the county commissioner would overtask the
most energetic expert during three hundred aud sixty-five days aud
six hours of the year, for which he was to be paid $2 a day and $1 in
addition for expeuses-" Provided, however, That no commissioner ,' ball
be paid for a greater number of days than the number of towns he
actual1y visits in the discliarg·e of the duties of his commission ."
Although it was confessed on aU hands that as at present administered
the tendency of the school system was downward, yet, after a thorough
discussion in the lower house, the bill was sent to the senate, the
regula.tfon legislative '' cooler" of exuberant lawmaking, and without
examination was "indefinitely postponed."
But enough had been revealed to convince the thoughtful people
of Maine that their common-school system wa a failure-at least the
partial failure of local government "run mad." In more than 4,000
separate school districts the business of separate school keeping was
carried on in alrno. t absolute indifference to similar work anywhere
else in the State, under local authorities from wliom tbel'e was no appeal,
by 7,000 teachers "·itbout previous training, iu whom the State wa practically takin g no interest, beside 500 towns and plantations ab olut ly
independe11t of each other, aml the r eports of thi work were so defective that tbe people of t,be State had no reliable knowledge of the
use made of the public-school moneys or the re ult of tbe working f
the system apart from a ge11eral conviction that things were te dily
"going to the bad." The only legi ·lation that immediately re . 1 . d
from this beginniug of agitation wa8 the passage of the :fir perm1 ' 1
law to e tabli h school libraries.
t the e ion of 1
h
came again to the front, and a new bill wa introdu d whi h r
for a State school board of education, appointed y th g v rn
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duties corresponded with tnose of the board of educatiou of Mas~acbusetts. Tlie office of secretary of the boanl was, however, omitted, and
the se-0retary of state was made the executive arm of the department.
Tbe motive power to move this machinel'y wa.s $2,500 a year. 'rhis
bill was rejected.
In tlle winter of 1846 the friends of educational reform met in convention at Augusta, the capital city. An efficient committee drafted a
memorial, which was presented to the legislature in the following May,
with nn earnest recommendation fr01n the governor in llis message, and
rcfened to the committee on education, of which the indefatigable Mr.
Thurstou was chairman. In the report which followed attention was
callecl to the fact that all of the northern States of the Union were following the example of .Massachusetts and New York in establishing an
effective system of general supervision of common schools, and unless
Maiue consented she migllt find herself at the foot of the educational
procession. .A bill prepared by the committee, in wl1ich a State board
of thirteen members should be elected by tl1e supervising school committees of the towns, the secretary to be appointe(l by the board, was
passed, and in 184G the State of Maine formally took the decisive step
which replaced the rule of chaos by the semblance of orderly administration and a general efficiency of operations.
Subsequent amendments to the school bws in 184.8-49 culminated in
a general revision of the statntes in 1850. The most notable feature of
tile new htw was the establishment or" teachers' institutes by the State
·and the di8tribntion of the State fand 1 which had now been formed for
the use of tlie schools.
The ftrst report of the new board of education was made by its sec·
retary, :Mr. w: G. Crosby, in May, 1847. The board, Hon. Stephen
Emery, chairman, declared that tbe late movement in uehalf of school
supervision, represeuted by itself, was a response to the public conviction that the common-s-chool system of the State ,, had been suffered to
fall into decay, aud hacl ceased to €xert that lmppy influence on tbe
minds and hearts of the p-eople which of rigl1t belonged to it." v\""l.lile
by the nicademies aml colleges the education of the more fa,vored was
well provideil for, "the children of the people were suffered to grow
up, if not iu abF'Olnte iguorance, yet with such slender means of
improvi11g the mind and heart that prudent men might "·ell tremble
whtn they thought our destinies migl1t be committed to their band •"
'£be State school fund 110w amounted to . 86,000, and for many year
the ta.te had failed to giYe account of the interest. The report sug·
ge, te that tbi: sum b applied to the general improvement of the
·bool · • ' be h ard made an appropriation of JOO to every county for
tea ·h r · in titut • · · 2 0 fo the entire State.
report contammg
plan for f.; 11 o1h Hl!'C , with •xpla,nation , had been pr par d by the
·r t rv · al
a · ·. tern of r gi. tra ion and return•. .Att 11tion was
ndition of th p opl in the uew , •ttl m n "'of tlte tate,
· ll <l to th
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and two additional academies or high schools were recommended for
the express purpose of preparing teachers for the districts. Other
topics, mclnding moral instruction, were treated. The boaTd congratulated the people that this work of reform, so much needed, had at last
been undertalren, and invoked in its behalf the zeal, patience, persistence, and. discretion to insure its final success.
At this tlate, 184:7, the 1101mlation of the State was 583,235., of whom
240,000 were counted of school age, all between 4 and 21. There were
13 counties, containing 7 cities, 370 towns, an<l 84: plantations, divided
into abottt 4,500 school districts, with 500 others scattered through the
great northern willlerne_,· s outside of iucorporate<l settlements. The
-plantations were Hot ob1ige<.l to raise a school ta.x, while all towns and
cities were under this compulsion.
Secretary Crosby reports that about one-half the towns have made
school returns, including one-half the population of the State. Tue
first impression from_ the statistics is that the isolated district system
had "run wil<l.." The allsolute power of tl10 towns to divide their own
area into school districts bas been exercised with such caprice that the
number ranges from 1 to 20, one town with 1,4:00 people conta.iniug 27,
and anothP-r with 8,600 but 5 districts. The idea, of "bringing a schoolhouse to every man's door" had wrought the mischief that every indivi<l.ual or co11ection of influential people had managed to get a district
arrangement suited to personal or neighborhood convenience, while the
less-favored class had been left unprovided for. Legislative authority
is iuvoked for a general policy of district consolidation. The teachers
were receiving about $15 per month for men and $1.20 per week
for women. The result of the policy was that for many years the
su11erior teachers of Maine were dispersed all over the country in
search of suitable positions and support, doubtless greatly to the
advantage of the Republic, but to the humiliation and shame of the
State.
The length of the schools varie<l from seventeen to twenty-four weeks,
in two terms. Of the 240,000 children and youth between 4 and 21,
122,000 in summer and 95,000 in winter" did not darken the schoolhouse
door." After all explanations and apologies, the fa.ct remained that
"there are yet thousands who arc unaccounted for, whose intere t,
future happiness, and welfare demand their presence in the schoolhou, e,
but who are sought for there in vain." Complaint i s made that few
tow11s receive by tax more than the minimum required of them y law,
and many f~ il even of this. The annual battle over the tax bill goes
on. The e tablishment of teachers' in titutes is urged on the 1 gi la•
tnre with favorable action. A codification aml revi ion of the ·h 1
.
0f
laws' is enforced, which came three years later, in 1850.
rie
reports l>y different ommittee ad<l to the value f thi , th fir t
common-school report of the State. From tui.
1 .. rn th·
county of Aroostook -contain an area of 6,000
il · 1
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tban tb tate of Connecticut and Rhode Island. In the great wilder•
ne of the north there were 10,000 people, and within 300 square miles
only four common schools could be found, less than 4,000 of the 10,000
en,ioyiug their beuefit.
Iler was begun the reformation in the neglected and inefficient p~blicscbool system of the State of Maine, which has siuce gone on in the
characteristic gait," growing with the growth," of this enterprising and
ambitions Commonwealth. At present it is reported that a larger proportion of children between the ages of 6 and 14, the actual American
school age, are found in average school attendance than in any other
State-of the Union.
Secretary Crosby remained in office another year. In bis report for
1848 he treated the important subject of the single school-distri?t
system; Established by the Massachusetts law of 1789, it had, 111
Maine, intrenched itself so powerfully that in many quarters the schools
were well-nigh useless. The immediate attention of the State board
of ed ucatioll is directed to this abuse. The most hopeful t-ign of
promise during the year was the attendance of more than 1,600 teachers
on the first year's "institutes.
The year 1849 terminated the connection of Secretary Crosby wi th
the State board of education. His report for this year reveals the
fact that be was retiring from the office with a sense that its importance
and the difficulties attending its administration had not been surmised
at its creation. As the man who attempts to repair an old house geue:·
ally finds himself involved in an experiment that far excee<ls his
estimates-indeed, is often more expensive than the erection of a new
mansion-so the first board of State officials which faced the work of
an educational uplift <luring this period of common-school development
was appalled by the demand for the highest qualities of statesma,nsltip,
added tu a training in the details of school organization, discipline, autl
instruction not possessed by one in a thousand of the "eminent educator:," of the day. A.ll that could be expected at first was the forming
of a proper educational public among the superior teachers, school men
and women, and the interested professional and active class of the
people. And only by the constant enlargement of this constituency, and
its persistent activity everywhere, from the little district schoolhouse up
to the halls of legislation, could any great change be accomplished.
It was a great good fortune that the State, on the retirement of Secretary Crosby, hould have been able to obtain the service of that
intelligent and enthu ia tic educator and publici t who a cbairman
.
' drafted the
o~ the c rr_im~ttee
on education in the legi lature in 1846,
bill ~:tabh hmg th tate board, Hon. E. M. Thurston. For four year
under ~i: 1 a<l rship th p pl of ~Iain certainly had no rea ·on for
complam t tha the grea n .· of the cau • and the needA of the O mmonw al h w re 11 t adv c d at th State hou . The b ar<l. declared
that withiu the P t four y arli the public- chool sy tern ha under-
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gone particular and material improvement." The subject of a State
uormal school, or in place of it an arrangement for three terms of normal instruction of three months each iu the three divi&ions of the State,
was presented by the board and argued in the secretary's report.
The secretary refers to a feeling of hostility to the existence of the
board of e(lucation as one cause of the resignation of his predecessor,
anu ap-peals to the uniform verdict of distinguished educational people,
in all the States where a similar experiment has been tried, irr its vindication. He keeps before the people a vivid picture of the loose, inefficient, and even shiftless condition of school affairs in the State-376
towns and numerous plantations, 6,844 school districts, as many little
district schools going on for not exceeding five months in the year, in
two terms; "every man for himself," almost every child "paddling its
own canoe" among the dangerous rapids with which such an educational torrent must abound. T.pe school fund will probably become
$200,000 from the avails of 20 townships of public land. The income
from the bank tax for the sixteen years past has amounted to $535,694,
with an interest of $31,500 annually. Even this small sum is in a state
of siege from that class of statesmen who value government according
to its cheapness and forget that the most wasteful policy in public
affairs is knocking out the brains of a State to save money.
The entire appropriation for 1849 was $290,000. Nearly 5,000 school
districts were served by G,000 teachers, men working for $16.66 and
women for $5.84 per month, with board.
The average length of the school term was 19.2 weeks. Only a third
of the 3,064 schoolhouses reported were in good condition. The irregularity of school attendance is pronounced by the secretary "one of the
most fruitful sources of evil." "The common-school library is unknown
in our State. One hundred and twenty-one schools during the past
yea.r have been broken up by the incompetency of the teachers. .An
institute was held in each of the thirteen counties of the State during
the past year." The manner in which the secretary discourses on a
variety of topics, especially the relation of public education to the welfare of the State, suggests a resurrection of the spirit of Horace Mann.
1'he most notable event of the year 1851 was a revi ·ion of the school
laws ·of the State and their publication in connection with the report of
Secretary Thurston. From this we gather that in legislation the Pine
Tree State was among the foremost of the orthern Common wealths,
its defects being largely from the neglect of the hal_f century preceding
1846. The condition of the various benevolent -institutions of the State
is referred to in the report of the board. The appointment of agents
similar to tho e in Massachusetts and Connecticut for personal vi iting
among the people in the school di tricts is strongly urged.
This year all but 16 towns m the State made chool return •
addition wa made to the tate school fund by the legi lature in
by the setting apart of 24 additional half town hips of public 1
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From these sources the tate distributed $33,485 among the school distri t . The entire expeu e of the scl.1001s was about $350,000. Ninetyseven charters of incorporation had been granted for educational institutions, including 2 colleges, 1 medical and 2 theological schools, and
97 academies. In many cases one-half of a township, 11,500 acres of
public land, had thus been given. Of the 97 chartered institutions, 26
bad failed to keep a school alive, 64 academies were in session some
part of the year, 37 .5 weeks, with 3,678 pupils, at a cost of $141,500.
5i6,955 acres of laud and $20,800 in money had been granted to these
schools by Massachusetts and Maine, representing a gift of nearly
$~00,000. The value of academical school property in 1851 was
$201,447.
The secretary writes:
The school funcl accruing from the proceeds of the lands granted to the academies
of the State is nearly twice as large a.s that received from the lands set apart for the
pul>lic schools. In the former case the money is applied to the education of 3,678
scholars; in the latter to the education of 240,000.

In 1852 the legislature followed the ad vice of the board of education
by providing for a group of agents to visit the people in the school districts, but accompanied the act with tbe abolition of the present board
of education. For six years this board, composed of a member from
each of the thirteen counties of the State, elected by the supervising
school committees, had served without compensatiou. ''Their labor uas
· offi ce r"
been chiefly performed tllrough the secretary, their executive
·
The board enumerates the services of the agent to the State aud retires
with dignity, leaving the impression that its abolition was a mistaken
policy. A valuable 1)art of the report of Secretary Thurston for 1852
was a historical sketch of school legislation in Maine and a synopsis of the
school statistics and operations i~ the Sta,te as existing April 13, 1852.
The reeord closes with a brief general sketch by the retiring secretary.
He had held office two years eight months and sixteen days. Duriug
that period he had devoted himself exclusively to bis public duties, with
no other occupation, the entire compensation for bis services ueing
$809.67, representing an annual salary of $298.05. Duriug this time he
had visited 20 States and 3 British Provinces in pursuit of information,
having traveled during the first year of his admini tration by steamboat, 0,643; by railroad, 3,604; by stageco3!cb, 1,598; by private conveyance, 829, and by canal boat, 230; in a,11, 10,000 miles~ a11d this at a
time when traveling wa a labor rather tbau a luxury. He clo e hi
r port with a tirring appeal for general e<.lucation that rises to tlle
dignity of a solemn w, ruing and an in.·piri11g propltecy.
Ly the ct of April 26 1 ,33, the State aboli.-h <l the l>oard of education, _witl1 it ecretar • and the t a •her , ill, titnte , and in tl.t ·r place
1 rov 1~ d for 13 h l · mmi ,·ion ri; appointed by the governor aud
c nn ·11 f r n Y ar, a a · mp ll} tion of '.WO eaeh to cover c 11 rvic
and •.·pen · • '.£be ·ommi.·. i n ·r rere r •quir d to .-pend a 1 a t fifty
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days in each -~~ear du.rh:iig the win tier in visiting the tow11.iu~ of tiilieir own
county :and. generally s«iperming the s:ehools -and i:n.fonn.ing th.e people.
The -pow-er of .su.-pervisi:n.g seihool keeping is tr.au,sfen-ied to tit-e loea1
supervising -committees., and for 3iuy snflfoient ,e aase a commissioner
will forfeit his office.
But in 1854: the p~opl.e of 'J\faine had already repented of their rea,ctionary polfoy of 1852, -and by au ae:t passed Ap·r il 17 ·of that year pm·vided for the .aJ'-p.ointmelit of a snpeTiutendent of eommon .scb.ools,
clothed witib. srr,eh poweirs as rur.e only gr.anted to that fu.uctionary in an
.A.me1iean -Commonwealth. Under the lapse -of the past two y-ear.s the
.retu.ros frmn th.e loeal eommittees bad fallen away., -and the facts -an.d
statistics collected in the offioo t0f t.be seereta-ry of state "furnisb.ed. no
Te1iable ,data for any general oond:u.sions." Mr. Ch:a.rle.s A~ Lord, of
Portland, was .a1»iwinted sn. perintellldent, and had spent the remainder
of the year in visits :to th.e different portions of the .State, frwluding
even tb..e remote N orthem wild-ern.e.ss. Everywhere he :reports a welcome, and -evid.entiy ha,(l sinceTely exerted himself in the interest of an
educational aw.alrenin.g and improvement tli:rongh his tour of 2,000
miles.
He reporcs a widespread want of proper discipl"ne in the eountry
schools. The sehoolln.ouses are ·cro ded to reple.t ion, the moms being
liirn "a kind of educationa[ cars, in which as many children as can be
crowded within. a narrow space will be borne afong to the desiroo.
g-oal." 'j Rational methods of el mentary education ar.e reooiving less
attention th.a n formerly," and th.e prevailing idea seems to be, g,ettil1g
O'Ver tlie g:roJ1J11d _at ail hazards. The 6,000 teachers, '~substantially the
class in our privat-e :and public seminaries, the ,enginem·s of our edne.atiou," hav-0 no Io.cal habitation. and name. '' Probably not a score of
common c ol teachers m Maine have mad6 their wm::k. t e busiuess
of a lifo." After .a report of thirty ])ages, erowded with the exp-0s11ITe of
the defects of the public-school system, mingled with elaborate reflections on general culture, etc.., we read, with no little .astoni hme11t, the
statement, ' ' 1\1.ain.e has .a 1.arger pmportfon of ehlldreu at school than
a.ny other State of the Union-than any kingdom or nation in the
world.. We have one scholar for every 3.1 person ; tbe ave1·age for the
United States is one for every 4.6 persons. We are in advance of tbe
world."
~
It was, perhaps, not remarkable that after this exalted climax, following such a melancholy scree<l, the people of Maine "bad no further u ·
for their superintendent of schools." At any rate, the year 1 55 founcl
.dr. Mark H. DnnneU in his plac , a,ppoi.nted near t e clo e f larch
in that year. .,...rhe stati t1 ·s -of oou ation reveal an -averag
·ho _l
attendance of 96,~27 in a cl1ool 1 opula ion of 23 ,2 , and an .·p n 1·
fore than on -half of t
s ·h lh n
ar
tu.re of . 4:Ul,060.29.
r.eported 'poor." In 1 5 tlt ·um f mon y o
al
a -rai d to 50
nt for a·h inbabi .an of
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-thou and dollars had been e.·pended in 1853 on new schools, and the
public chool property of the State in 1854 was valued at $870,000.
The law of 1850, providing for the setting apart of one-half of 24 townships of land as an addition to the State school fund, had not been
enforced. · Twelve conventions had been held in 12 counties of the
State, five days and evenings each, and 69 public lectures delivered to
large and atteutive audiences, with an attendance of 1,700. Amoug
other recommendations to the legislature by the superintendent is one
for an appropriation of $3,000 for the support of a State normal school.
The year 1856 introduces us to still another superintendent of common schools, Mr. J. P. Craig. He writes, in his report, December 29,
1856, "No facts minute or extensive enough to show any improvement
in attendance, deportment, or scholarship have been recorded b_y
teachers or returned by committees." He declares, "Unless this
obstruction (the want of well-qualified teachers) can be removed, it is
utterly impossible to elevate the chararcter or improve the condition of
our common schools." The superintendent devotes a large section of
his report to a history of normal schools, which had been established
in seven States of the Union, with interesting letters from their superintendents and principals.
In six years, from 1850, there has been an additional attendance of
10,000 pupils in the summer and 20,000 iu the winter schools, and 20 5
male and 705 female teachers; a gain of $5.30 per month for the wages
of men, and $2.50 per month for women instructors; 0.64 of a week
additional time; a decrease of schoolhouses in '' good repair," au d
$245,708.24 increase of appropriation for public education. Near~y
one-twentieth of the whole number of the public schools are located m
cities and large towns. These are generally graded and accommodated
in good buildings, comparing favorably with similar places in New
England. The superintendent bewails the low estate of the couniry
schools and ascribes much of it to
the frenzy of the people, who, in spite of reason, appear determined to compute
their educational advantages, not from the high character of their schools, bnt from
the proximity of the schoolhouse.
ine-tenths of the country has been compelled
to submit to poor scboo1s, that lest the r emaining one-tenth should be subjected to
some little inconvenience in attending schools at a gr<'ater distance. A central
school for scholars 1.Jetween 12 and 20 years of age could be established in every
country village throughout the State.

A valuable appendix to the report contains a resume of the school
laws.

Mr. MarkH. Dunnell returned to the office of State superintendent of
common school.· in 1857. The legislature of 1 54: rai ed the amount to
be rai ~ by local tax to GO cent for every inhabitant of the tate.
Th' entire am unt expended for chools was 536,667, an averag of
2,061 to ach , holar.
valuable . nmmary of colleges and other
te<l. in tituti n · of 1 aruing in the tate, arranged in chrono·
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logical order, accompanies this r·eport, with a long list of those incorporated that never went into operation. Six thousand five hundred copies
of a pamphlet containing the school laws, with index and marginal
references prepared by the State superintendent, had been circulated.
An appropriation of $4,000 is recommended for a State normal school.
The influence of public lectures, the circulation of educational tracts,
and an educational journal are urged. The abstract of information is
u1rnsually full and interesting.
In 1858 Superintendent Dunnell opens his report by the statement:
The extreme reluctance too frequently discovered in a legislature of Maine to
adopt measures which have been incorporated into the educational systems of other
States, and with results far more emphatic than their most sanguine friends had
claimed, is well calculated to dishearten those who clearly see the pressing wants of
our own and impatiently strive for their remedy.

The report of this year is largely given to reiteration of the sayings
of former documents.
In 1859 the expenditure for public education amounted to $617,889.48,
and the value of school property had risen $1,116,766. Some 70,000
children and youth between 4 and · 21 attended no school. "Forty
thousand were neglecting the only means within their reach of acquiring a good school education, and another 40,000, who partially attend
in summer and winter, are so irregular in their attendance that they
receive but little discipline or knowledge." A teachers' convention of
one week had been held in each county of the State, with an attendance of I, 700. A State convention of teachers cal1ed by the State
superintendent was held at Waterville for three days, with lectures aud
profitable discussions by eminent men heard by large audiences. A
State association of teachers was organized, from which much good
was anticipated. The superintendent returns to his plea for a, State
normal school, and for the first time in a report of the legislstive committee the subject of a scheme of instruction for teachers is broached.
An important feature of the report is the history of school supervision in the State. Great importance is attached to the labors of
teachers assembled in convention.
Hon. Mr. Oro by in 1853 became governor of the 'tate. His appoiutmen ts under the law of 1853 for county commis iouers of ·chool w re
not confirmed by the council, and the law wa r pealed iu 1 M, and
the statute providing for a State superintendent of school and county
conventions of teachers was pas ed. The Maine Teacher had b n
published meanwhile, with a circulation of 1,000 copie . In 1 30 ~...
States of the -nion had a ·nperiutendeut of common school and b t
two a State board of e lucation. "Every State of the nion and ,
or three of the Territorie:, in whi ·h the common school hav
character or prestige, provide fi r their general u rvi 'i u b
officer.''
Superiuten<l.ent Dunnell a1111 un ·e th a , 1'tb'111 th U • Ill 11 h hi
ED 98-2
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un ction with the public schools of the State will terminate.
Ili. econcl apr ointment was made by Ilon. Hanmbal Hamlin, afterward
i e-Pre ident of the United States.
u the three years and ten months of his term of service the superintendent had traveled more than 17,000 miles, nearly all within the State,
with an average absence from his place of residence of eight months in
tl1e y ar, the remaining months being spent in office work. He had
held GO teachers' conventions.
In December, 1860, Mr. Edward P. Weston reports as State superintendent of common schools. The principal subj ect of interest that year
was the adoption by the legislature of a scheme of subsidized academies for normal instruction. Eighteen academies in various parts of
the State were offered a subsidy for establishing a normal depart~ent
of eleven weeks in the spring and autumn in which the professional
training of teachers should be attempted. The State superintendent
was req nired to visit these schools and make rules and regulations for
their conduct. The salary of the State superintendent was limited to
$1,000 a year.
Superintendent Weston reports that this law was passeq. without
consultation with one competent educator and "met the approval of
very few well-informed friends of education and was regarded by all as
a measure of very doubtful utility." The superintendent faithfully
attempted to work this unworkable arrangement and 560 pupils were
gathered in 15 of these institutions. The conclusion of the whole matter was that "it fails to meet the demands of t110se who have moS t
carefully and earnestly studied the educational wants of the State."
In lien of this the superintendent proposes a scheme by which from 2
to 5 of tbe most important academies of the State, which have received
the bounty of the Commonwealth in times past, suall be reorganized as
normal schools and for a series of years be entirely under State control,
each considered a normal school. He suggests that a committee be
appointed by the legislature to make such an arrangement.
During the ten years, from 1850 to 18G0, the population of Maine
had increased but 8 per cent, the property valuation G5 per cent, and
the money raised by voluntary taxation for education 80 per cent.
Only three towns in the State in 1860 failed to make school returns. The
sum invested in school property was $1,164,000. In 18G0 $616,879.41
wa expendell for the public schools. The population of the State in
1860 wa G28,300, and the number of children and youth between 4 an<l.
• 21 24.3,376, with a mean av rage att ndance of 110 ) 679 throuo-h
a chool
b
term of ...,1 week . fale t acher received '31.31 and female
per
mouth in lucling b ard.
Th
.·p rim nt of ·ub idizing the 13 academi · a normal •bool
b ·1 1 ~11 f r auo h r Y ar , nd di d a, natural death after two year '
xp n •nc ·
h pr P :ition f uperint nd •ut We ton that certain of
th 1 a<ling ~ ,
mi • houl l h r orgauiz <1 under tate 'ontrol "
11 l'Jll l . b
1 . ,."• . 11 t m ' a f'u· ·t b y a cune.·ponding int re t m
.
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-these institutions, the majority of which had been established or largely
aided by the bounty of the State.
Here we leavC' the record of the common school in New England from
the years 1830-1835 up to 1860, the verge of the great civil war, which
throngh four momentous ·years arrested the development of education
in every portion of the Union. We have given an unusual space to
this record of the response of these six New England Commonwealths
to the great awakening call of Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and their
only less known and honored coworkers, because in their effort to reconstruct and place the State systems of public education on a permaneut
basis, conformecl to the enlarged ideas and ideals of the time, they furnish a complete object lesson of the characteristic method by which
an Anglo-Saxon .American Commonwealth mov~s toward a great reform
in an interest of overwhelming importance to the life of a republic
Nowhere so well as in such a record can we realize the unswerving
faith and implacable determination with which thi~ portion of the
American people has cluug to the conviction that only in the training
of the youthful element of the population in the people's common
schgol is there an assurance that the coming generation will be educated into tlle supreme art of living together according to the dema,nds
of a true .American citizenship. But in the working out of this fundamental faith we see liow hesitating anu slow, often with dangerous
lapses into apparent reaction, was their indorsement of the in spiring
gospel of the new education preached by their own great educators.
They cluug to some of the most unreasonable features of t.lle old organization, like tlrn division of responsibility by the uistrict system, for
two generations after it was repudiated by the most competent schoolmen of the country. It has been very hard for the people of the rural
districts to realize that in clinging with almost the fondness of idolatry
to outgrown habits and methods of schooling they have virtually condemneu their children to assume the h eavier responsibilities of mature
citizenship amid an environment a full half century behind that of the
village and city born and bred youth. But when we compare the condition of all the public schools of :rew England in lSGO with their
status at the beginning of . the great revival tllirty years before, evcu
in the foremost of these State , we are greatly enconrnge<.1. For by
1860 every New England Commonwealth, though iu <liffer· nt degrees,
had placed itself on the reorganized common school, the fom1dation
that henceforth was not to be moved. This revival until 1 GO in ew
England was largely a work of i:ichool reorganization, the c uring for
the public schools that environment amid which they might b
n ·
developed. hereafter into any de irable improv <l condition. Tll
tion of reformed methods of iu,• truction, although to ome
t 11
attracting the attention of the more tlloug11tful 1 , <l. r,, ' t. ~v
the coming of the second gr at re ival from th ·lo · f 11 ·,v,l
in the midst of which we now abi .
ti ual Ioli · ,
Perhaps one reason for the appar ntly ineffi i 1 t
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which is often a matter of surprise in a people so efficient in all practical affair as the New England populations of that period, may be
found in the fact that outside of Massachusetts this work of reform
was largely in the haud of edL1cators and scboolmen many of whom
were not especially connected with public school life. The characteristic of the eminent teache:t is seldom that of tbe politician or statesman. His interest is centered on the i~1dividual pupil or a,t farthest on
the group of youth that marks the lirnit of the school, college, or comruuuity over which he presides. Unless a person of unusual breadth
of ruiud and generosity of temperament, he falls into the habit of dealing with people which of all others disqualifies for American statesmanship of the higher or more complex type. His theories too often
make little account of the actual state of mind of his constituents and
bis plans go -to wreck o~ the reef' of details he is tempted to ridicule or
entirely overlook. Only in this way can we account for the apparently
stolid temper in which the legislatures of several of these States seem
to have received· the admirable educational literature tbat like a gospel
cried aloud to the people during the entire generation from 1830 to 1860.
With all grateful acknowledgment for the labors of the recent European schoolmen in seeking to lay broad and deep in our human nature
the foundations of the new education, we must still believe that in no
language has so vast an amount of eloquent presentation of the relations of education to personal and public welfare, of wi:-,e and practical
discrimination, of workable theories, of iugenious plans for the adaptation of educational systems to present needs, and especially jn the
adjustment of the entire work of the schools to the influence of that
marvelous university, the new American life, been found as iu the
literature of common-school reports, in which the period now under
consideration was especially rich.
Only in Horace Mann in any eminent degree was the office of chief
educational executive iu any of these New England States held during
this period by a man of great administrative faculty, a veritable statesmau, althougli several of the men who, for a brief period, served in
educational snpet·vision afterwards rose to high political station. Mr.
Mann at once recognized the fact, as by instiuct accepted in New York,
tbat any important reform in popular education must be understood,
organized, and engineered by great public men in whom the masses of
the peo-ple had contidence. The average American citizen bas a lurkh1g suspicion that a clergyman of pronounced sectarian associations, a
co1lege 01· a cademical president or professor, especially a literary man
or popular journali t, i no man to follow in a matter ' O vital aud delicate a the organization of a public-~chool , y, tem for all the cbildren of
th
tate. fl e m · t find in thi. ort of man a want of roundabou t
in t b ory a u<l a, la ·k of adaptability to p r eseut ·ondic. mmon e11
ti n t lm fi r · · him in to a corn rand co111p h; him to act \\'ithout the
full COil ·i<leiat ion of wha . l10uld b done. Acting up 11 this well-
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known state of the public mind, Mr. Mann at once secured the cooperation of the most distinguished public men of his own State-Daniel
Webster, Edward Everett, George N. Briggs, George ·s. Hillard,
Robert C. Winthrop, John Quincy Adams, Governor Boutwell. Rising
young men 1ike Nathaniel P. Banks and Charles Sumner in turn
appeared at his conventions and added their powerful encouragement
to his great enterprise. Indeed, there is no record that his own efforts
were seriously opposed by any distiuguished public man in the State,
although himself the most positive and at times one of the most exasperating of men and almost a failure as a successful statesman in political life. For this reason the work of Horace Mann bore fruit at a much
earlier period than that of many of his educational colleagues in other
New England States .
.All these and other important facts concerning the organization of
public education aud its gradual uplift to its present conditiou can be
studied at great ad vantage in the history of these years in the States
where the commou school bad its birth and has moved on with the strong
and steady impetus of fate to its present condition of eminent success .
.And especially is this record of value in the half of our Republic where
the common school to-day is virtually, in the great open country, in tlrn
condition of ew England sixty years ago, and where tb.e great leaders
are yet to appear w lio shall guide the people through the wilderness
of fruitles::; experiment aud irritating opposition safe over the forty
years' wandering in the desert into the promised land.
NEW YORK.

No State in the Union in 1837 was in a more favorable condition to
follow the lead of the revival of the American common school than
New York. For twenty-five year_s its public-school system had been
under the direction of competent supervision-first by Gideon Hawley,
a State superintendent from 1813 to 1820, ·working an improved code of
school legislation, and afterwards under the able direction of a serie of
distinguished statesmen, who combined the honorable post of secretary of state with the superintendency of public education . Dul'ing
this period, while the common school of .r ew England, includi11g
Ma sachusetts and Uonneeticut, were under a partial eclip e, the common school was largely introduced and fo:-;tered by
w England
influence in the State of ew York, an<l gradually impro eu aud became
more deserving the confidence of tb p •op1e.
arly a~ 1 35 he
chairman of the committee of education i11 the ew ork a:.· ·mbl ', in
au able report, urged the e tabli ·hmeu t of a department of ,(lm·· tion
with a ecretary of public in Htru ·tion, auticipatiug by two ~ar: h
:fir t action of an merican 1 gi ·lature iu Ma - -a ·hn tt in v:~ . . • In
the same year wa pa ·ed the fir~t law for th :t bli ·hm 11 of li: ric school librarie., wher by 20 11 igbt b , appropriat <1 h fir. t ~- ·n · :111 1
$10 during ·ucccs:.,ive ye.tr by an · ·chool di ·tric ,
· • l'l'l ! lll ·n '
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by State aid, for the establishment of a district-school library. By the
eutbu iastic cooperation of Hon. Samuel Young, James Wadsworth,
an l others, the law at once became a reality, and this important annex
to the country district school was introduced as a permanent feature of
the institution.
Governor William L. Marcy, in his message of 1833, speaks of increas•
ing interest in public education. In 1836 there were in New York 10,000
school districts, in which 541,000 children an<l. youth received more or
less iustruction during eight months of the year. This estimate did uot
include the city of New York, where the only system subsidized by
public funds was still "the public-school society," with many thousand
children under private and parochial instruction and 15,000 entirely
outside the schoolhouse. Unuer the loose method of reporting attendance, which only dealt with the enrollment, it was estimated that 2,000
children in excess of the whole number from 5 to 15 "ere at scl10ol.
This neglect of an accurate enumeration of the numbers in average
<laily attendance for years to come was a source of perpetual delusion
to the people-even to the school authorities of the Common"ealtl1.
In 1837 Governor Marcy recommended that a portion of the United
States deposit fund distributed among all the States should be added
to the State scliool fnnd, and the legislature applied $1GO,OOO from this
source; $55,000 to the library fund, and the remainder for general
distribution. The secretary of state during the administration of
Governor Marcy was John A. Dix, then at the beginning of a long and
illustrious career of statesmanship, and at 110 time during his crowded
life were his services of more value than in his versistent devotion to
aml vigorous admiuistration of the educational iuterests of the State.
But with all this public effort there was a chronic weakness in tbe
system, centered at the points of public indifference, incompetent
teachers, and careless or neglected supervision. The attendance was
steadily falling behind at the rate of 8,000 to 10,000 a year, and the
1mhlic dissatisfaction was plainly on the increase.
The au.ministration of Secretary Dix overlapped t]rn ad ,·ent of William R . Seward as the first vVhig goyernor of New York 1>y everal
months, and his final report contained much to awaken the interest of
all friends of euucation. Ile wrote:
Ko p1an of education can now he cousi<l.ere<l. ns complete which docs not embrace
a full development of the iutellcctunl facultic. , a s~·stcmatic aml ca.refill discipline
of the moral feelings, ancl a pr pa.ration of the pnpil for the social and political
relations which he is de tined to sn tam in maubootl.

The great reform o imperatively demanded would oll1y be accompli. hed "by furni h1ncr each school di trict "·ith a competent teacher.'
Secretary Dix al o urged the pa. :age of a, Jaw for the prot ction of
children in manufacturing e tabli lun nt , founded on th
tatnte of
Ia :achu ett .
At th ad\' nt of Goy rn r S ward th •r wa. an inv ,. tment of
00 000 iu , cllool prop rty and 1,000 000 wa · annually expend <l
,J
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for the instruction of more than 500,000 children. The secretary's
-remarks on moral and religious instruction were broad, excluding all
sectarian bias, but approving the use of the Bibl~, which was still
-retained as a reading book in more than one hundred towns of the
State.
If it was a provideutial event that Edward Everett was governor of
Massachusetts in 1837, in the opening year of the great revival of the
common school, it was no less a happy circumstance that, in 1839, William H. Seward was elected governor of New York, and during four of
the most important years of the educational reformation in that State
was its chief executive. During the first two years his educational
right hand as secretary of sta,te and superintendent of schools was
Hon. John 0. Spencer, and after this distinguished statesman was
called to a Cabinet ministry at Washington his place was supplied, first,
by Mr. S. S. Randall as deputy (his first appearance in educational
affairs), and subsequently by Hon. Sa~uel Young. A more powerful
combination in favor of public education could hardly have been made
in the capitol, supported and advised during the entire administration
of Governor Seward by Dr. Eliphalet Nott, president of Union College,
a most reliable expert in all things pertaining to this department of
public affairs.
William H. Seward did not come to the great post of governor of
the Empire State without a long previous training in this as in other
departments of public life. He was born in 1801 in the little vi1lage
of Florida, Orange County, N. Y., one of the old counties of the valley
of the Hudson. His ancestry represented a blending of Welsh, Irish,
and English stock. His grandfather was a colonel in the Revolutionary war, and his father was well educated and by profession a physician as well as farmer, merchant, county politician, magistrate, judge,
and a member of the St.ate legislature-a good citizen of moderate
wealth and high respectability. William was the fourth of a family of
six children, none of whom ever seem fo have arrived at any considerable distinction save himself. From his childhood be was a lover of
learning. He says: "I remember only one short period when the
schoolroom and the class ambitions were not quite as attractive to me
as the hours of recess and vacation." And this when the Rchools were
so imperfect that at an early age he aw through its numerou slmms,
aud ]earned to gather out of its ash heap of pedantic and mechanical
fumbling with childhood the golden gems of a rare culture.
It may encourage the de pondency of the boy of to-day t learn that
this man himself one of the most convincing speaker and wri r
f
.
\
his period beO"an his first school compo..,ition on '' irtue
1 h t 1
'
o
h .
important announcement, "Virtue is the be ·t of all be i
. ~ing
taken bis cue from an older boy who l1acl tat
in bi wn ' 0 ?gmal
1
composition," "Drunkenne i th wor. t f all 11 Yi· :.
l:
encouraging that the future tatesman h of , 11 th r. pr ph .·i 'l

'
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the magnificent de tiny of the Republic, invoked all the great latent
powers of the General Government and added to its area the Territory of Alaska, a region as extensive as the original American colouies,
protested in his college club in an elaborate essay against the building
of the Erie Canal by the State of New York as the precursor of financial ruin. His schooling in two or three country academies prepared
him for the junior class of Union College at the age of 15.
Here he met the most important human influence in the formation of
his character-as Thomas Jefferson in Professor Small at the college of
William and Mary, Virginia-in Dr. Eliphalet Nott, then president
of Union ·Oollege. His admiration of President Nott as a great educational statesman never waned. But he had little faith in the fragmentary style of instruction, which, even to the student of 15, was seen to
be rather "a beating of the bush" of knowledge than a trainiug of
the mind and character of the scholar. His teacher in the classics was
Francis Wayland, afterwards the celebrated president of Brown University, but then, by his account, an absent-minded and somewhat
repellent young man. In good time Seward became a member of th~
Phi Beta Kappa Society, and always regarded the training in cornpos_1·
tion and debating in that association the best mental result of l.ns
college course.
He fell out with a portion of the college faculty in bis senior year
and left college, traveling as far as Georgia, where he spent six mouths
as teacher of a private school in the new hamlet of Edenton, Washiugton County. ·Here he was first introduced to the great world be was to
kuow in future as his proper university, for he had unusual opportnuities for observing good society in this new Commonwealth claimiug the
proud title '' the Empire State of the South." Here, also, he first saw
the institution of negro slavery and came to those profound couclusious
regardiug it which were the great motive power of his future career in
national affairs. He carried on a friendly correspondence upon tllis
subject with the gentleman who entertained him as a beloved guest
dmiug his Georgia experience until the outbreak of the civil war.
Returning to college at the e11treaty of his mother and the hearty invitation of Dr. Nott, he graduated with higli class honors at the age of
18, having speut :;ix months meanwhile iu the study of the law at Lome.
His college debts were paid by a strict personal economy. The history
of his residence at Schenectady was a prophecy of his future. Iu 18:30
the violent agitation stirrecl up through the entire country by the Mi ·
souri Oom1)romi::;e le,,.i ,lation in Oongres had divided the two lit rary
ocietie uf Union Uolle()'e into ho. tile dans •>embittered that f r many
y ar~ them mb r of the ou r fu ·ed to peak to their old cla , mate
in th other.
r
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by his western New York environment. With an almost prophetic
intimation of the future, he left the old conservative valley of the
Hudson and took up his abode in the new village of Aul>urn,
almost on the verge.of the new New York. Here, surrounded by a
great multitude of the superior people of New England origin who at
the close of the Revolutionary war had struck Utica, N. Y ., in the
favorite Yankee enterprise of "spreading themselves" towar<l the
'' great Westt he developed that matchless capadty for high i)olitical
leadership which made him chief of the modern American philosophic
statesmen, a sort of Northern Thomas Jefferson, in the hour of the
nation's supreme peril one of the most eminent of the illustrious group
of the fathers of the new Republic. In 1837, at the age of 36, in an
elaborate address delivered at Westfield, Chautauqua County, N. Y., he
presented a view of the future possibilities of public education, broad,
profound,, and practical beyond anything then in actual operation in
the country, prophetic of all that the great Chautauqua Assembly aud
university movement stands for in our day. Like Henry Barnard, he
lived to see all that he there emphasized with his own grave and persuasive -eloquence incorporated in the educational system. of his own
State and every N ortheru Commonwealth of the Union.
With such a training in opinions and ideals of public education Mr.
Seward, after a course of eigp.t years in public life as a member of the
State senate, entered upon the high office of governor of New York, in
1839, at the age of 38. His secretary of state was Hon. John 0.
Spencer, a statesman of marvelous energy and untiring industry, of
whom the shrewd new governor said: "He wants to do his own work
and the work of everybody else." His first message, in 1839, contains
an admirably condensed aud suggestive statement of the ideas previously set forth in his West-field address. His constitutional optimism
here shines forth in its full radiance. He says:
If these reflections seem extravagant and the results they contemplate unattaina.~
ble, it need only be answered that the improvement of our race is without Jimit,
and that all that is proposed is less wonderful than what has already ueeu accomplished. I do not hesitate to invite efforts to establish the staudarcl I have described.
Postponed, omitted, and forgotten, as it too often is, amid the excitements of other
subjects and the pressnre of other <luties, education is nevertheless the chief of our
responsibilities. The corn1equeoces of the most partial improvement in our system
of education will be witler and more enduring than the effect-, of any change in
public policy, the benefits of any new principle of jurisprudence, or the victorios
any enterprise of physieal improvement can ever accomplish .

.After a luminou:-; -Jxposure of the defects of the pre ent condition of
educational affail' ', the governor say :
For this evil of 0ur school sy8teru there i8 a remedy, simple, economi<"al, aucl
effectual-the eHfablish 111en t of a departJJ? •nt of eclncaiion, to l, • coostitnt• d hy a.
superintendc·n 1, appoi11te,l by the legislature, an<l a hoarcl to b • ·ornposc•cl of
legates fro111 subordinates of boards of edncation to be esta.blishel in th· 8 'c-ra.l
counties.
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· The e official , he uggesbs, should serve without compensation, and
be is a ured thatthe tate n.bounds with competent iudi viduals wbo wonld assume this direction
without oth r remuneration than the consciousness of renu.ering enlightened and
patriotic serYiec in th cau c of ed ucation.

The suggestion that the public service for the children should be "a.
miui.stry," a labor of love, was in full accord with the practice of
Governor Seward through his entire political life, for he always
expended for public uses far more than the salary of any and every
offico he occupied. His idea of public ednca,tion included the entire
course of industrial training now inaugurated in every State, aud ~is
'first message contains a strong passage urging the industrial traiuin?
·of the farmiug population and the formation of a State l.>0ard of agriculture. It was an auspicious time for educational reform when the
great governor of the Empire State made bis first appeal for the common's cbool system. For the revival of the common school, by a logic as rigid
·as the laws of the human mind, appeared on the advent of the splendid
system of internal improvements, the new methods of rapid transportation, aild the incoming immigration from Europe. During the fo~r
years of Governor Seward's administration in New York the first railroad married the capital city to the city of New York, the Atlantic,
and the Great Lakes.
The young governor spent twenty-one hours by a stagecoach coming
from Auburn to his inauguration at the capit.a l. The huge builtli~g
rented as executive mansion, a fine specimen of tlrn old time "pa1a~ial
residence" in aristocratic Albany, bad no arrangements for heatmg
save the antiquated open fireplace and grate, with the addition of two
anthracite coal burning stoves of the pattern invented by President
Eli.pb.alet Nott. A cloud of dim sperm candles lighted up the generous
board al ways spread for a crowd of transient -risitors iu the big diuiugroorn; and occupants of the huge and homely establishments up in
the sacred precincts of "Quality Row" shivered through the tremendous winters of the stimulating Albany climate. Tlle extreme limits of
the Empire State were then farther apart than the ocean boundaries
of the vaster Republic of to-day. At the celebration of the completion
of the Boston and Albany Railroad, in 1842, Mr. Thurlow Weed offered
the toast, "Ma. sacbusetts, tbe cradle of philanthropists, statesmen,
heroe , and historians. Keep it rocki11g." The intimate acquaintance of
the young Governor Seward with men like John Quincy Adam , Thadd~u Stev ns, and President EliphaJet .r ott, and the influence of his
wi "e ~nd accompli he<l wife, a pupil of Emma, Willard, with hi ~, for
th . tlm lar e xperience of American and Enropeau travel reenfoi~ct~"' th~tt rnarv lou. geniu for progre sive American tat man·lnp rn wlnch h ha.' n •<>r be n ,xcelled, were all i,rophetic to him of
th n w due·, ion that mighty lurch of th human mind during
th memorable p riod from th b ginning of th,. S<'Cond half ·en ury
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of the Republic, 1830, to the conclusion of the Civil War and the final
reconstruction of the Union.
The broad views of Governor Seward were not inconsistent with a
careful inspection of the field of operation and a practical estimate
of what could actually be accomplished. At this end of the great
enterprise of a contemplatell educational reformation, the State was
again favored iu the elee.tion of Hon. John C. Spencer as secretary
of state and superintendent of common schools. Mr. Spencer at this
time had been for many years a public man of commanding influence,
with n, large experience in practical administration. The son of the
chief justice of New York, by descent connected with the family
of De Witt Clinton, he had already held. the office of Member of Congress in 1817, with an unsuccessful campaign for the position of United.
States Senator. In 1820, he was chosen speaker of the New York
Assembly. In 18257 be was elected a member of the New York State
senate, whereJ as chairman of the literature committee, he contributed
largely through his able reports, and as the educational leader of the
higher legislative house, to the progress of the common schools. Again
iu 1831-1833 he became a member of the assembly. For twenty years he
was engaged iu a revision of the State laws. Now a veteran in public
service, he was fitly placed as the executive right arm of the new
governor, aud during his brief term of service, until summoned to
nationa,l honors, he inaugurated a preliminary movemeut for a radical
reconstruction of the all-outdoors educational policy of the Commonwealtb.
Up to this date it would seem that the State of New York had no
reliable method of knowillg what was going on in the public schoolhouse, on which $ 1,000,000 was annually spent, with half a million
children reported as iu attendance. The only responsible officials
between the schools and the educational department of the State were
tbe local supervisors, the majority of whom seemed to have been of tlJat
description who do not supervise and whose careless and incorrect
reports did mnch to nourish that complacent view of school affairs
accoruing to Governor Seward largely responsible for the present unsatisfactory condition. The first official act of Secretary Speucer was to
secure the passage of a law establishing a uoanl of school visitor ,
appointed by himself, to inspect the common schools of their respective
localities and make a correct report at the statehouse. Among the e
visitors were men like Professor (afterwards Bishop) Potter, of Union
College; Bon. Jabez D. Hammond, the political historian of the tate;
Francis Dwight, editor of the District School Journal; Jam s ~Tadsworth, tLe wealthy aml enthusiastic friend of the district school library,
and others, each of commanding influence in his own listrict.
For the fir ·t time iu the hi tory of the Commonweal h, th l ·i:l tnr
au<l people were l)ermittetl to know the fact about their syst n of
public education. The report of this body of ex.pert wa. , 11 'Y ·
j
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opener to the educational public. It was revealed that one-half of the
schools of the State were not visited at all by the inspectors. The
examination of teachers was slight and superficial-well nigh worthless.
There was a strong popular demand for the abolition of the office of
examiner. The secretary and visitors recommended the appointment
of deputy superintendents of common schools from each county and
the establishment of public normal schools in each county, while the
secretary still held on to his faith in the competency of the subsidized
academies to do this work. The publication of a district school journal
was urged, uniformity of text-books the introduction of vocal mm;ic,
'
.
the extension of the t erm of office of school officials, and the fonnation
of teachers' associations, with a union of graded schools in charge of
local superintendents in all the considerable villages of the State.
Tlle demand for a county superintendency was heeded, and by an act
of the legislature this first great step of reform was taken. lu 1839
the State was spending $1,924,381 on common schools, of which $476,443 was from rate bills paid by the parents for children in attendance.
The average wages of male teachers were $18 and the females $6
per month, exclusive of board.
The indefatigable superintendent also commissioned Prof. Alonzo
Potter and D. H. Little to examine the academies receiving a subsidy
as training schools for teachers.
Professor Potter urged as au additional agency the establishment _at
Albany of a proper normal school, under the eye of the State su~er~ntendent. There were then 442,000 volumes in the school d1strict
libraries, on which $95,000 had been expended. In comparisou with
the state of educational affairs in 1815, about the time of the firS t
attempt at State supervision of common schools, the statistics were
certainly encouraging-10,387 districts; 573,000 children, and a corresponding gain by the people of $1,188,000, contributed by a populati~n
of 2,422,000, of whom probably not one-sixth were either taxed or rn
any way called to share these expenses. It was also a favorable indieation that 30,000 school trustees in the State were giving gratuitous
service in the interest of education.
But from all these excnr .. ions into the upper realm of public optimism the practical secretary comes back to the old story. "'rbe fir t
requi ,'ite is the employment of teachers who can impart a greater
amount and a higher degree of instruction." The act providing for the
annual appointment of a county SL1perintendent of schools by the board
of county ,•upervi. or wa pa. ed May 26, 1842. The number of town
in, P ·tor was 1·educ d to two· pr-ovision mad , for the in trnctiou of
color cl childr II uud a ub criptiou mad to }fr. Dwight Dis rict
_·bo?l ,J_ urual fo a uum er of •opi ,, : um •ient to •upply every chool
h.·tnct m he tat . I L· h li · ed tlrnt thi: wa the first instanc • of
~h ! ·ub ·i ~xing of , ·chool .i urnal h · any 'tat . 011 of th mo t
importan f · 1r1•.· cf h 11 .w .· ·hool la was th provi •io11 fa l ,puty
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State superintendent of common schools who should serve as SU},erintendent in the case of a vacancy. This office was filled by the ap1,ointment of Mr. S. S. Randall, who for many years occupied a very
prominent place in the administration of the common school system of
New York a,nd became its historian. Eight additional academies were
subsidized for normal instruction.
In October, 1811, Hon. John 0. Spencer was called to a cabinet position
at Washing_ton, first as Secretary of War and afterwards Secretary of
the Treasury. Mr. Randall was left for a season in charge of the office of
the secretary. The first fruits of the good work already done appeared
in the addition of 30,000 children in attendance on the schools, the
general increase of appropriations, and the success of the experiment
of county superintendents. Six of the important cities of the State
bad reorganized their schools on the graded system, with superintendents, and many of the larger villages were adopting the union and
high schools.
During the last term of the administration of Governor Seward, Hon.
Samuel Young was appointed secretary of state and superintendent
of common schools. Mr. Young was also a well-known public character in the State, a Democrat of the old type, violently oppose(\. to the
system of internal improvements by the Government and disthlguislied
among a group of strong and positive political leaders for ~:r.. unusual
gift of personal assertion and unswerving :fidelity to bis rn.)nvictious.
He had served since 1814 iu the State legislature; in 1824 was a canJ.idate for governor against De Witt Clinton; from 1816 to 1840 a canal
commissioner; in 1834 a member of the State senate, ail(i in 1842 secretary of state and superintendent of common schools. His political
career wa.s terminated by an additional term in the State senate, after
which he retired to the life of a farmer in Sara.toga. Be was met on
bis first acceptance of the office of state superintendent of education
by a strong movement for the abolition of county superintendency and
bis own prejudices were strongly in favor of this petition.
But an able adverse report by the chairman of the educational committee in the assembly confirmed the legislature in the retention of thi
valuable feature of the school system. In May, 18-13, a State con vention of county superintendent representing 42 of the 50 couutie of
the State was held at Utica. It remained in session three day and
wa presided over by Ho11. Jabez D. Ilammoud aud att ud d by
Horace Mann and George B . Emerson of Ma achu ett ·; Dr. allaudet, of Connecticut; Franci Dwight, Profe or Potter and vari
other notabilities. The new superintendent, oung, wa. I r. uad d t
be present and came away a thorough convert to count . u riut 11 1en<'y. The whole u~ject of ·ommou ·lwol in true ion wa, li.· · .
by the eminent educator· pre ·ent with mm ·u l th r ughu : an l f r · ·
Horaee Mann app ared in ev ry importan t1i n
1, · nr d
to a great c1 · ·emuly on one of the euiugd.
t i
l • ·1· 1 ,
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that this con veution was one of the most important ever held in the
country. His most eloquent farewell address stirred the distinguished
au<l.ience to its depths. 'rhe conventions of county superintendents
held afterwards at Rochester, A1bany, and Syracuse were a powerful
stimulant to tlle edncational revival already "in full tide of successful
experiment" in the Commonwealth.
The number of children and youth reported as under instruction in
1843 was 600,000, and a million books were in the district school libraries, on which $100,000 had been expended. After a fair experiment
extending over many years, including a large expenditure of money,
Superintendent Young at last confessed to an abatement of faith in
the suusidizing of academies for the training of teachers. He recommended the concentrating of the effort on four of the most efficient
of these institutions and a central State normal school at the capital
city. In addition, in his report, he treats the legislature and 11eople
to a criticism on the defects of the public-school system worthy of
Horace Mann in llis best days. He especially shows the amazing
wastefulness and inefficiency displayed in the distribution of school
fuuds, and urges for the improvement of the lower schools a proper
supervision req_uired by the incompetency of the teachers. While tlle
schools of a State remain in this condition, he declares, an additional
appropriations and all superficial reforms, however valuable in themselves, are but thrown into a bottomless slough which swallows up
with insatiable appetite all that passes into its hopeless deptlis. He
recommends, the substitution of the office of town superintendent for
that of commissioner and inspector, and the location of authoritf iu
county and State superintendents. The majority of bis suggestions
were incorporated in a new school law passed April 16, 18-13. Hon.
Henry S. Ranc1a11, superintendent of Cortlandt County, afterwards
biographer of Thomas Jefferson, supplemented this report by a valuable do cument on the selection of books for district school libraries.
At the opening of the administration of Governor Seward there
were 147 incorporated academies in ~ew York, 118 of which were subject to inspection by the regents of the univer ·ity and deriviug au
iucome from the State literature fond. One hundred and six reportetl
to the regents in 1837 as containing 17,233 stLHleutl:-, of whom 7,122
were pur:::;uing classical studies. Their school property was valued at
$1,050,000, and their endowments at 151,892. Thefr united a •tnal
revenue wa
lG0,000, all(l the value of their librarieR and apparatu
$3_ ,_ooo. Tue Albany F male Acad my receive<l. $10,000 per year in
~mt10n f, . anc~ the Tr y Female eminary 9,000. Although receivrnn- a u idy fr m h
tat , both refused to comply with a, provi ion
~or ~ normal d p, rtm ut < nd w re u tained in th ir denial by Su1 ermt •ud ' 11 'p n er.
• v ral ·olleg , Hamilton, Co1umbic
w York
aucl th Ooll ,e of Phy ·icia,11. aud nrg n ,
uud r th dir :tion of th reg nt of the uui er-
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sity and subsidized to the extent of $15,000. Besides this, the legislature, with a free and ?Pen hand, had distributed material aid to many
private schools and charitable institutions whose center was a denominational school. There were a thousand students in all of these colleges,
with 70 professors, and a property of over $ 1,400,000, an annual increase
of $80,000. Besides this, the State was expending large sums for the
instruction of the deaf, dumb, and blind.
In the Common School Journal of Massachusetts of March 15, 1830,
Horace Mann, after a visit to Albany and au e.xamiuation of the common-school system of New York, reports that "owing to the fact that
the common-school system of the State is of late origin, established as
late as 1812, it is worthy of remark that the people of tlle State have
enjoyed one great advantage over the people of Massachusetts, in being
exempted from tlle immense labor of forever boasting of their ancestors,
and have bad more time to devote to their posterity." l\fr. Mann condemns the academical system of training teachers and mentions with
surprise the fact that of the 384 normal students iu these academies
only 19 are young women. He asserts that the Normal School at Lexington, Mass., is "the first normal school, properly so considered, in
the world exclusively devoted to the female sex." He also compares
the absolutely free school system of Massachusetts favorably with the
schools of New York, still partially supported by a rate bill. But his
admiration is unstinted at the great liberality of the State, even in
1837 appropriating so large a sum for education. vVe can understand
the growing interest and respect in which the great educational lead-ers of New Euglaud held the New York system, both Mr. :Maun and
Dr. Barnard declaring that the New York orga11izatiou of public education was the best in existence. At the advent of Governor Sewanl the Lancasterian system of schools still held on in several of the
larger cities of the State. More than one of these important communities had given their meager school funds to this one school, with the
result that large numbers of chiltlren seem to have been living without
instruction. These cities however, were among the first to reorgaujze
under the efficient administration of Secretary Spencer.
Had the admin istration of Governor Sewar<l, tllrough the executiY
agency of his three able uperintendents of education, pencer, Randall,
and Young, only achieved the results already described, it would have
deserved high commemoration in the educational histol'y of the Commonwealth. For surely to have revealed tbrough a competent board
of visitors the weakness of the public-school system then in operation
and by one legislative act struck at its most mi cllievous infirmity by
adopting a ystem of county superintendents, to have placed more
fully than ever before the people as in the first mes . . age of the g vernor
the neces ity of the proper organization of Hi State educational d partment witll a State superintendent as it executive and head, t have
developed the district school library a, never l> fore or sin
in ur
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country, to have brought the legislature nearer to the decisive point of
the establishment of a State normal school, with the steady increase of
the means of support, the growing attendance of pupils, the organization of union and high schools in many villages and of a complete
graded system in several important cities, was a service of incomparable value. And not least in significance was the spectacle of a governor
of the State and a rising mau in public affairs standing forth as the
earnest advocate of an enlarged ideal of universal education which
logically would dispense with much that still" cumbered the ground.''
But the State of New York and beyond her limits the whole country
has abundant reason to be grateful to the Seward administration of
four' years for its services in finally placing the public-school system
of the greatest and most influential State of the Union on its present
basis as far as concerns its relation to a vexed question that for years
had threatened the peace of the common school. And this is a matter
which has been for so long a period and even is to-day involved in the
mists of sectarian misconception and misapprehension that there could
be 110 good excuse for omitting a truthful notice of it.
The public-school system of New England at its inauguration durin_g
the earliest colonial period escaped the embarrassment of what 18
popularly called the "religious question" by the fact of the practical
unanimity of the entire population on the subject of religion. The
ultra-calvinistic faith and the Congregational Church, one of the rnoS t
characteristic features of the early New England civilization, were fo_r
one hundred and fifty years virtually the accepted belief and ecclesia,stical polity of the two most powerful New England colonies-Massachusetts and Connecticut. The colony and State of Rhode Island
escaped the embarrassment of this controversy by postponing its
organization of the common scliool till a period two hundred years
from the banishment of Roger Williams from Massachusetts Bay.
New Hampshire and Maine were originally a portion of Massachusetts, and in this respect followed her lead. Vermont was declared by
President Dwight, of Yale College, Connecticut, "a colony of Universa1ists and infidels," but its development of public education followed
the later and permanent idea announced and so ably a,d vocated by
Horace Mann, Barnard, and the great leaders of the educational
revival of 1830-1800. From this cause for more than a century the
clergy of New Euglaud were greatly interested in the public schools,
were often their be 't teacher , and much of the popular theology, as
well as the moral temper ancl habit of good society, was a part of the
everyday schoolhouse life.
But below all tbi, the real motive power of New England society was
all th time w tking, the radi •al Puritan idea that under God the people
ar th ,:onrce of all •arth1y p wer; that 11eitller prie,·t nor overnment
w · ·uperior to the individual man a: relat <l to Almighty God, and
that chur ·h ·t t · ud ch 1 in th ir Olltward organization are only
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arrangements by a flexible majority always open to new ideas for the
promotion of civil order, religion, and public and private morality. As
the views of these communities expanded under the experiences of the
colonial, revolutionary, and national life, the schools emerged upon their
present high and practical ground, to wit: that while the duty of teaching
according to the declarations of the universal religion and morality set
forth and illustrated in the word and life of the Great Teacher is the
fundamental obligation of public education, this shall be confined in
the common school to tbe inculcation of the universal principles of
character aud conduct in which all good people unite and to the overpowering influence of the object lesson of a righteous man or woman
"keeping school." TL is idea stands firm in the approbation of the
national Judgment concerning the relations of au American State to
religion and the clmrch, and is to-day the rule of practice throughout
the Republic.
But the character of the early population of New York was of such
a nature as to absolutely forbid the establishment of a public-scllool
system during its colonial days. 'rhe early conquest of tbe Dutch
country, itself little more than the temporary occupation of a vast
territory by a commercial compa11y establi!fuing· trading posts, by the
British power, the great variety of race, language, religious ap.d social
cultivation, that made tLe island of Manhattan the receptacle of a population representing all nationalities, creeds, tribes, and tongues, for two
centuries, absolutely prevented the establishment of anything like a
public -school system of the New England type. During the opening
years of the nineteenth century, when the city of New York had a
population of 60,489 (in 1800), there were none but private and parochial schools in the place, and large nurn bers' of children were found
growiug up in ignorance.
Moved by this social peril of a growing illiteracy and the benevolent
spirit of offering tbe rnestimable blessing of knowledge to the humblest,
a body of the foremost people of the city of New York, including Governor De Witt Clinton and others of like reputation, established a plan
of free education for the neglected children and youth of the city. In
1813, when tbt fir~t general sy tern of public iu truction was ad pted
by the State, the legi latnre enacted that the public-school mon ys
for the city of New York shonlcl be distributed to such benevolent
institnt10ns aud religious aud educational associations as hereafter
would ,·upport charity d1ool . For, notwithstanding the provision in
the State coustitution for religious lil.Jerty an<l the eparation of church
and tate, ew York began it· public- cbool ystem by a cheme of
ubsidizing different ·ectarian and private organizations of up ri r
school through it::-- board of regents and the di tributiou of public
lands and moneys among corporate and chur ·h organization . Tln
practice, though under the form of law ,,·a 'vid ntly in coutra<li ·tion
to the letter an<l. ·pirit of the cou ·titutiou, although a ben v l ~t pr ED D8--20
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·dsion for the schooling of the vagrant and neglected classes of children
in the city . .Under its operation the schools of some eight or ten different
religious associations were subsidized until 1824.
At this time the act was repealed and "the common council empowered to designate the societies or schools which should be entitled to a
share of the school moneys, and prescribe the rules and restrictions
un<ler which such moneys should be received." By this time. the Public
School Society (for under this name, on its change. of title, the chamitable agency formed in 1805 lla<l become known) had, by its super10rity
in general school ad van tag.es and the backing of a powerful leading
class of the people, become the chief educational power in the city..
Naturally the common council designated tbe schools of t·bis Society,
with a few other&, as the recipients of the public fuuds, and so continued
from 1826 to the period: now under consideration. During the thirty
years there had been distributed. in public funds supplied by the· Sta1le
and niised by public tax $11 000,000 to these schools, ffil!ld $125,000 to
othe:u institu..tions.
Thus, by the graidmal operatioa of this habit of subsidiizi'l'lg the schools
of all denominations- and des-cri"'Ptions by public funds,. it had come to
pass that Governor Seward;on his elevation to the executive chair of the
State, in 183.0, was compelled to r.eport that "the control of the public
education of the great city of New York, with a population of 300,000
people, and the distribution of nine-tenths of the public-school money,
is Yeste<l in a private c.orpo:ration." An.d this corporation was selfpenpetuati.ng,. w.ith no direct power anywhere to repeal or modify its
chairter. The Flilbiic School Socie-ty consisted of people who contributed to ilts fnmls-the. payment of $10, making a member for life. The
members annuailly chose 50 trustees, and these were empowered to add
50 more, making a priva.t~ school board of 100.
By a, neport of the commissioner for the school moneys of the city of
N e-w York in 183~ it appeared: th.at of the 115 schools receiving public
aid in the district US were under the absolute control of the Publie
School Society. There were- on the rolls of the society 22,955 children
a11d youth, with only an ave-rage attendance of 13,180. At the request
of the State superintendent a body of emineut geutlemen in the city
conducted a laborious investigation into the working of these schools.
The result was that while on the whole they were pronounced the
be t schools of the city, absolutely free to all who came, and every
rea on.able effort was made to draw the poorer c]a s of pupil under
their influence, yet there wa a broader spirit aud a feeling of dissati faction growing up in the city in connection with tbe whole subject
of 1mblic in tra.ction, aud educati011al affair were gettiug dangerou ly involved with sectarian animosities growing out of the present
Y tern.
n the ne hand came up trongly the obj ction that here was
a private an l clo
c rporation empowered to receiY aud di tribute
n_in •-t nth of th pnbli ·- hool fond.· of t11e reate ·t city on the contm nt and appropriat h m to a y ·tern of ·cbool: over whi •h the
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people who paid th0 taxes had no. control, not even tlrn· influence 0,f a
growing and enlightened public opinion. The system was also a chmge:rous anomaly in the gene-:ral scheme of the public-sehoo1 administration of the- Commonwealth, where thC' people had full control in their
1oca1 capacity, these schools b-eing only bound by a loose- olliliigation to
report progress as a condition of sharing the public scllo.ol fonds.
On the· other haml came up a loud pre>test from the S:eve.r.al rcl1gi(i)t1S
uenomi,nation& and churches- not included in the ortli1nary Protestant
fraternity, especially from the growing Catholic Chlllir<:·.h,. which was educating· several thousand children iu its own parochial schools, that Li.ere
was a palpable injustice in the public- preference- of one class- of citizens
above another. For although the Public School Society was not on its
face an ecclesiastical corpocation, and probably less under sectarian
influence in tl:Je c0ndne:t of its scho.o1s than any others im. the city, yet
its managers and Sl!vp_p@Tters were l:.1J.?gely from the great Protestant
cburcbes, and its ideas and idea.ls of eilueational training were those of
foe <-lay-a day w1len religiot1s bigotry and sharp distinctious of society
on theological and ecclesfasticnl lines wer~ far more m~rked than at
present.
The result was. a vigorous antl r1rinewed protes,t ffrom the managers
of th-ese various schoo1s, firrst to t.lae common council aJJ1d afte11wards to
the. legis:tatu.re., fou justice. T1li situation was farther complri.catcd hy
tlll.e- oisgraceful fact that between the contentious forces of! these great
Christian bodie~ tlrn children we]lt to the wall, 20,000 being re-ported: as
growing up in ignorance, attending no school wbatevei'. :In fact, in tbe
city of New York, con.faining in 1839 63,000 children ©ifi pr01p~r school
age (6 to Hl), the-re were only school aceorrunodations £or 35,000, and
only 30,000 wtre- re-p@rted as actually at school:, leaving 33,000 in th~
streets.
This was the situation which co11fronted the young statesman, philanthropist, and educator who as the leader of a, rising political party
had b~en lift&l at an ea.L'ly age to the great office of g0vernor of the
foremost State- i11 the Union.. At the- first realization of these appalling facts,. the go;vcraor, in his second message, had recommended that
these neglected children, largely of foreign de cent, should be in.:tructed
in schools taught by people peaking their own language and of th eir
own religious faith. Tuis decla1'ation, as explained by the governor in
a sub~uent me:Ssage, did not signify that the children were to be
taught in a foreign language or instructe irr any special religious er ed.
But it was at once seizerl t1pon by his polif cal opponents as w 11 a by
a section of the popular relrgioni ts as a movement to subsidize the
parochial schools for the- Catholic faith. Whatever may have b n the
original i<lea in the mind ot' the governor, which he seems to have
arrived at after a consultation with President Nott and otll r clergymen of different denominationsr including the Catholic ar 111.>i. hop
Ilughcs, he soon placed himself fairly on the American dnc .. ti nal
platform, that the only cure for the present condition of affair.· in ....~ ~w
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York City was the bringing of the schools under the public school
arrangement of the State, thus placing the educational system of the
great metropolitan city in line with that of the Commonwealth. Secretary Spencer on his retirement from the office of State superintendent
of schools left behind an elaborate report on the situation, which in its
general policy was eminently wise and practical. But iu t~e controversy concerning the subject of religious instruction in public schools
the plan advocated by him was not only repugnant to the fundamental
idea of the American common school, but grossly unjust to every party
involved.
This elaborate project for avoiding the war of the sects was to lea,ve
the controversy to be fought out in every one of the school districts of
the Sta,te, in each one of which by "local option" the maJority of the
people should have the right by vote to adopt any system of religious
and moral instruction and enforce it upon the minority. But it was
discovered to the surprise of great educators, ecclesiastics, and sta,tesmen that the people of New York had in mind a far more just and
practical idea" of the question. They proposed in the spirit of plain
common sense and Christian charity to teach and train the children
of the State in the universal religion and morality of the New Testament, the love of God and man through the entire organization, discipline, and methods of instruction of a school taught by the precept and
example of good teachers, enforced by the reading of the Bible "without note or comment," having no use for sectarian theology or partisan
ecclesiastical polity in the public schoolhouse.
·
The importance of the controversy that sprung up around this
corporation in the city of New York can hardly be overrated. The
inquirer who seeks for its details will find 1t so expanded in the admirable volume, the History of the Public School Society of New York, by
William Oland Bourne, that it is only necessary to direct attention
thereto. Suffice to say that never, save possibly thirty years later in
Cincinnati, Ohio, has the subject of religion in the American common
school been so thoroughly discussed by disputants so able, with such
practical reference to its relations to the education of American children
and youth, as then and there.
'fhe re ult of all was that the recommendation of Superintendent
Spencer, aR far as related to the local question, was indorsed by the
governor and embodied in an act of the legislature, by which the pub lic-school affairs of the city of New York were to be placed in charge
of a board of commi siouers elected by the people, who should distribute all fund , nd supervi e and manage all educational affairs, with
a general direction of the schools of the Public School Society, which
w r to b regard d a. a portion of tbe public school, ystem, while still,
in th malla 0 ·em ut f detail·, under th control of the corporation. By
th a ·t of pril 11 1 2, a board of education con istrng of a r pres ntatiY · <,f a ·h warc1 of th dty of ... w York, l •cted by the people,
a; r "a11iz d up u whom wa devolved the g 11eral admini tration of
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the system, including the schools of the Public Sch::iol Society, reserving to that body the economic supervision and direction of the schools
under its charge, and confiding the immediate administration of all
others to local trustees elected in each ward for this purpose. This
was all that could then be accomplished, but it was a radical settlement of the question. From this time forth the common schools under
the public sanction came more and more to the front, taking the place
of those of the Public School Society, which steadily declined in means,
attendance, and .public estimation, until in 1853, by common consent,
the large property of the society in school buildings and funds was
merged in the common-school system.
Henceforth the metropolis of the American continent was irreversibly
committed to the .American system of universal education. This was
an achievement of educational statesmanship never exceeded, even_-by
William · H. Seward. The crisis had come when the religious question
must definitely and fully be settled through the entire area of the
Republic outside of New England, not blindly copied from the Eastern
States, but settled in populous commonwealths built up by imm1gration from all nations and an peoples, a common citizenship in a
common republican nationality. The illogical and vacillatiug policy of
tbe State hitherto was a constant and imminent peril to · American
popular education everywhere. By the irresistible logic of the situation Archbishop Hughes and bis party proved their own right to the
bounty of the State along with that of au educational corporation representing an opposite religious faith and in every way irresponsible 1.o
the people of New York. Had this state of affairs continued the great
mty of New York, with its present enormous wealth and population,
would have been to-day the headquarters of the most powerful opposition to the American system of universal education, composed as its
population is so largely of people of foreign birth or recent descent.
But this peril was averted then and there b y the patriotic policy of the
great philosophic statesman of the old and one of the most powerful
makers of the new Republic.
It is not too much to say that by these great mea ure of educational
policy, the ascertaining and exposure of the actual condition of commonschool affairs in the State of New York in 1839, the enactment of the
law for county superintendency, the influence of the annual conventions of county superintendents on the pul>lic mind, and the final settlement of the religious question Oil a basis from which it bas not been
moved by :fifty years of subsequeut sectarian agitation, tbe system of
A ·nerican school educati011 was assured of it.8 permanence in the
Em1,ire State and all sub equent expau~io11 aucl reform made possible.
'rhe memorable law that settled this great contention was substantially as follows:
No school shall be entitled to or r ceive any portion of the school mon YH in
which the religious doctrines or tenets of auy hristian or oth r reli rions s ·t sh· 11
be taught, mcnlcated, or practiced; or in whieh any book or books c·onta.iniu ' <· om-
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p ition.s favoral>]c or r>rejuc.licial to the particn1a.r doctrines on polity of a11J pa.rticufar Chrh;tian or other religions sect is used, or which shall teach the doctrineS:
or ten ts of any religion· sect. But nothing herein contained shall authorize the
boanl of e<luca,tion to exclude the Holy Scriptures, without note or comment, or
any election therefrom; lmt it shall not be permitted to the board of education to
decide what Ycrsiou, if anJ, of the Holy Scri-1rtnrcs, withoULt note or comment, shal!l:
lie use<l. in :my of the schoola; provided, that no-thing here contained shall be. so eoILstrne<l. as to violate the rigJ.its of c.onscie.nce as secu:red uy the constitution of this
State a.ntl of the United States.

Governor Seward, at the c1ose of his fom yeairs' administration of
the ofli.ce of governor of New York, in 1843, might have announcedr
'' tlle battle of tlle common school in the Empire State of the Union iswon;' for, by the :uevelation of the condition of public education,. the
establishment of a mone eflieient method of supervision and a geueraL
advance in. the pOJj_m1ar support and impr0vmuen.t i.n tlie extent a,ud
(iu.al.iity of the schoo1'i, especially in. the a@j,u .stment of tlie public-school
system 0£ the- city of New York to. that of the State,. the most forwiclable obs-ta~les to e.ducationalpro.g_-:lless llad been. mm-0ved. Iudeed, t1to
r.e<i>rganiza.tion of the New -Y@rk city scllool&assur~cli the great popular
majori.ty of votes in that. city in favor of an absolutely free school
s:,stem fo~ t1te State., whi,c h ~a.rnied the point. · .And by the uuitelL
efforts 0£ G0v~rlliQr Seward and S-upe.rin,tendent Youngr the n0rmalschool idea had been presented to too educational pn.blic as never before.
But then~ was still a period of twenty troubJrefl years to be lived
tl.irough befo:r.e· a1J1 this could be realized. The greatest obstffcle to•tlleAm.~ric.ali1 system. of universal education rn New York from the first
w:as the diversity in the origin of its population, w"bich for many year&
remained a serious obstacle to the New England and American idea of
free common schooling for the entire popu1ation of the Commonwealth.
To this must be added, the fact that New York is probably, even t~day,
politically an uncertain State, there always being a large body of its
population waiting to be moved to aetive politi al action by some local
erisis or speeial appeal. The change of one vote in each school di trict
of the State will giYe a larger than the average majority in any important election to the political party in whose favor it occurs. Even at
this period the old antagonisms between race and class and sect inherited from the colonial days had not been laid to rest.
But much had been accomplished during the four memorable years
of Governor Sewarcl s administration, 1830-1843. The broad idea and
ideals of the young chief magistrate, though somewhat modified, bad
largely prevailed. In J>re itlent Eliphalet ~ ott and hi sou•in•law, Profe.' or (afterward hi:l10p) Alonzo Potte.r, of enu y1vainia, the governor
bad a pow r at hi ri<Tht hand, alway wi e and progre ive in the
•au·· f edn atiou
much at heart. 'Ihe hi to ian of the common
chool · of .J.tew York Ir.~·. ►'. I andall, acti11g tate uperint ud nt
a.n<l 011 of the e: rly :up rint nclent: of pnblic school rn the city of
... cw Y rk •l • ·lar
'u v ·r b for or ·incc ha· ·o mu •h b u don in so
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sl10rt a period of time for tLe advancement and improvement of our
common schools." Hou. Samuel Yuuug still held 011 for a period
into the administration of Governor Bouck. The subject of a State
normal school at length came up before the legis]atme in a remarkable
report by the chairman of tlle assemblies committee 011 education,
Hon. :Mr. Hulb~ud. This gentleman had visited the new normal schools
of 1\1 assachusetts and informed himself concerning tlle European seminaries of this sort. His report, and in l\lay, 1844, his bill for the establishment of a State normal school at Albany, became a law. The institution
was pledged $10,000 a year by the State, and the city of Albany for
four years undertook to proviue it with a shelter, until the gift of
$12,000 supplied a permanent building. The regents of the university
were authorized to make all needful rules and regulations for its management and government and for the appointment of :five professors to
whom, with the superintendent of common schools, its internal control
should l>e committed. Mr. David P. Page, of :Newburyport, Mass., was
appointed president, with George R Perkins as assistant, wbo, on the
death of President Page succeeded to his place, an<l other instructors.
On December 18, 1844, the institution was formally opened by an
address from the superiutendent of common schools. Twenty-nine
pupils at once appeared, but 100 were soon under instruction, and an
experimeutal or model school became an important nnuex.
Along with this came up an agency of almost equal importance, the
organization of the teachers' institute. The experiment with tLe academies seems to have delayed this method of training the masses of
teachers. The first institute in the State was held in the city of Ithaca,
now the seat of Cornell University, in 1843, with 28 teachers in attendance, for two weeks. The success was contagious, and several of the
counties at an early period followed the example of Tompkins.
The office of governor, in 184:5, was held by Silas Wright, one of the
ablest statesmen of bi.· <1ay, afterwards Uuited States Senator from
New York. He declared in bis ftrst message:
Onr school fond is not institut u to make onr children aud youth either partisans
in politics or sectarians in religion, but to giYe them education, intelligence, sound
principles, and moral habits, and a free ancl independent spirit; in short, to make
them American freemen, and American citizens, and i.o qualify them to ju<lge and
choose for themselves in matters of politics, religion, and government.

The adminL tratiou of Hon. Samuel Young terminated iu 1845. By
common consent of the leadin g educators and public men of the day
he was regarded one of the most efficient of the common- cbool superintendent of the State. Great credit is awarded him for outgrowing
everal violent prejudices again . t the most prominent feature of public
education and becoming the :firm, wi e, and progressiYe frien l f the
common school .
In 1S45 Mr. atllaniel . Baker was elected to tlle po "' of <"r tary
of state and superintendent of c.lucation. He lrn<l been a ·onnty j 1 lg
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and a State enator, and his administration, though cast in troubled
times, was creditable to the State and friendly to the best advancement
of the schools. It would seem that at first many of the best men of the
State had been appointed to the office of count y superintendent of
schools. But this, like all openings to office holding, came to be used
by the county supervisors for political and personal ends. A small
compensation, $500 a year, was a weight upon its efficiency. Popular
dissatisfaction was aroused, and in many of the rural counties came to
a violent head. Meanwhile the conventions of the county superintendents continued a powerful influence through their able discussions.
Of all the men in the home field in this, as in all good works, Professo,:
Alonzo Potter, of Union College, son-in-law of President Nott, afterwards called to the high position of bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
Church of Pennsylvania, was foremost. During his years of service at
Union College he was al ways a minuteman in the cause of the children.
Always ready to give aid by word or deed, conservative by temperament, but ever found_liberal in his dealing with educational affairs, he
was a most effectual helper of the superintendents and workers in this
campaign of reform.
A recent controversy had sprung up respecting the use of the Bible
in the schools of the city of New York. By the special law establishing
the common•-_school system of that city, the use of the Bible bad been
permitted, although this was not a general law of the State. But a
portion of the trustees of the ward schools rejected the use of the Bible
as a sectarian book. The State superintendent overruled this action
by declaring the Bible not sectarian and holding the schools to the letter
of the law. The city council also refused the usual allowance from the
State school moneys to the districts then in rebellion. The question
was debated with ~reat ability at the superintendents' convention at
Syracuse a11d a resolution recommending the use adopted.
At the same gathering came up a discussion of the question of county
superintendency. The abolition of the system had been demanded by
memorials to the 1egislature from 14 counties on many grounds, chiefly
economic and sectal'ian. And here for tlle first time the assembled.
educators of the State faced the obstinate demand for wholly free
schools that held on as an e<lucatioual storm center till 1867. Hon.
Henry Barnard attended this convention and warmly praiRed the
administration of Superintendent Samuel Young. His services were
not altogether lost to the State, as he afterwards became a member of
the executive committee of the tate J.: ormal School.
This year, 18±4, the fir t :1tate convention of teachers as embled at
Syracn"e. The meetin of thi a "ociation for half a century has been
an an:nual ev nt in th
du ·ation~.l life of the ~tate; and, although
omet1m not upp rt d a it should he it has remained an undeniable
influence £ r oocl in t he 'tat .
'
t the ._' tat c·on
uperinternl nt h Id at lbauy
inl 5th whol•
,· ·hool wa ventiJa,t d. In 184 the
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Onondaga County Teachers' Association, through the efforts of Mr.
William Barnes, a rising young man, had moved in this direction.
An important testimonial in behalf of this movement, often quoted in
the discussion on this theme, was the declaration of Horace Mann in his
great address in advocacy of the free school, that "it had been so long
a part of the educational life of Massachusetts that the memory of man
runs not to the contrary."
The State constitutional convention, at its session in ] 845, debated
the subject of free schools, and finally referred the following section of
the revised constitution to a popular vote:
The legislature shall provide for the free education and instruction of the State
in the common schools now established, or which shall hereafter be established
therein.

Mr. S. S. Randall was compelled to resign his place as State deputy
superintendent of schools by reason of iUness.
According to the belief of the foremost educators of the State and all
competent observers, the system of county superintendence of schools
was working in the main with excellent effect. Owing to the occasional
failure of the county supervisors to appoint tbe right men to the right
place, a storm was brewing in the rural districts w1iere the greatest
opposition on the smallest pretext was always encountered. At a
special session of tlie legislature in 1845, the act establishing county
superintendency was repealed. In vain did committee after committee
in subsequent legislatures report adversely to this conclusion, aud the
opinions of the most celebrated educators at home and abroad were
quoted in favor of their plea. The "contrary fit" that now and then
comes over every American legislature to abolish some approved agency
for promoting the general welfare was now on in New York. The average rural representative "had no use for" the views of great educators,
and the spirit of reaction ruled the hour. The immediate and remote
effect of this action was so disa trous to the school system that the
subject came up eight years later in perhaps a more practical form, as a
system of district supervision under elected commissioners well paid
for their services. The State Normal School had also moved up to its
full success through a storm of oppo ition. The death of its first president, David P. Page, was a great loss to it, and even a greater di a ter to
the cause of educational reform ju the StatP-. The pre idency was filled
in succe sion by Prof. George P. Perkins for four yeari;;; Hon. S. S.
Woolworth for three years; aud Mr. David Cocl1ra11e, who remained in
the position till 1860. DUTing these yeari:; it had matriculated 1,000 tudents, with an aunual attendance approaclling 300, and l1ad bee11 e tab.
Ii 'hed in its own spaciou school building and become one of the honored
educational institutions of the State. In the same year the free academy of the city of New York wa established under the pre iden Y of
Dr. Webster, who, for ma11y year', was the head of tbii-;, one of th • mo t
celebrated of the great free high school of the c m1try.
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Under the administration of Superintendent Christopher l\'Iorgan,
from 184:8 to 1852, Ilou. Ilamilton Fish, governor, the reestablishment
of the county superintendency was urged and the subject of the free
schooliu 0 • of all the children of the State kept well at the front. The
district library system, for some inexplicable reason, seemed to be falling into disrepute. Four huudred school districts were clamoring for
relief from the law concerning the library tax. It may be that the
character of the original books prepared for these libraries, with · perhaps the selection of too high a type of literature for the children and
youth, was at the bottom of this. Indeed, the same result had been
experienced in 1\Iassachusetts and Ohio, the two States that were first
to follow the experiment in New York. Under a recent inspiration in
J\fossachusetts the district-school library seems to be emerging into a
new life.
The teachers' institute was assuming large proportions in the State,
1G counties with 1,000 teachers having used it with a<l. vantage. The
new State superintendent entered heartily into the movement for free
schooling and showed himself from the first in opposition to the system
of distributing the school funds. It was estimated that 50,000 children
of tlle poorer sort were deprived of education by the unwillingness of
their parents to be published virtually as paupers because unable to
pa.y rate bills. In 1840 the legislature rose to the occasion in a modera~e
way arnl passed "An act est:iblishing free schools throughout tlns
State." A somewhat comr>licated system of raising the money pr_eviously realized from the rate bills encumbere<l the law. But the bill
was submitted to a vote of the people and approved by a majority of
157 ,0O0 in a vote of 350,000. Mr. S.S. Randall returned to his position
of deputy superintendent in 1849.
But this final vote of the noble army of educators was met from the
first by an almost furious opposition. It presented a cause again t
which could be rallied all the diverse elements l10stile to the common
school in the State. And these elements were not to be despised as an
opposition. The legislature was flooded with motions and protests for
the repeal of the sta,tute. It was debatccfin a great convention where
the opponents of the whole system of common schools rallied, and were
met by one of its supporters in a powerful document au.dressed to the
people of the State, and heard by a conve11tion representiug some of
the most eminent men of the Comrnonwealtll. The result was that the
legislature again submitted the law to public indorsemeut, and it was
again u. tained, though by a small majority. The rural districts, by
a majori~~ of 47,000 in 42 of the 59 countie , rejected the law. But the
larg r 1 ies of the tate, which had already enjoyed the ble~sing of
fre
hool . for ·evcral year , overcame this by a counter maijority of
1 a.vm" n a gre ate majority of 2.3,000 for free chool ·. The
f fr
cbooling thron ~h the 1 'tat wa ·avcd by the voter of
f ... w
rk iving ao 000 majority again ·t the re11 al f he
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law. In tho long li&t of eminent peop1e who wel'e effieient in s©cnring
the adoption of the free-s.chool ideJJi we-re Deputy State Snperintendalt S.S. Randall antl Horace Greeley and Henry J. Raymond, pioneers
of t.h~ new journalism of the city of New Yerk.
But tb1e legislature either :mis.took Qr deliberately misinterpreted
pn.blic opinion by giving a practical negative to ttl1(e decision of this
question by the- popular vote. It passed a,n act directing that the sum
of $800,.0 00 should be annually le:Vl!ed as a State tax, one-third of the
avails of the entire school revenue from an sources. to be dividm:l
equally among all the school districtB and the residue approp1dated
a.cc.o rding t.o the number of children of 1;1ehoo1 age residing in eacb 1
any balance remainimg due to be raised by a raite bill levied on all save
the indigent parents. of the c1iildren in. attendance. There wa.s still a
conflict of nearly twenty years impending before the powerful and
wealthy State of New York corud bring the mind of its rural population to the idea of the education of the childrelll of the State by the
property of the State, Fifteen cities bad al:ready adopted the freeschool system, and it was the inevitable jealousy of conntry versus
£ity that so long hindered the corning of this great reform.
Mr. Henry S. Randa11, afterwards the b:i:ograplter of Thomas Jefferson
and a lifelong worker in tho cause of good edueatioTI, was mnployed in
l&.51 to report a common-school c@de to the coming legislature. Iu
1852 Lis report was made, inc.l ndmg, among other thiings, the provision,
fir&1r•, for separating the State SUJH)rinteJacl!.em.cy of schools from the office
of the secretary of state; second, snbstitutiolil of a, permanent tax of
1 miU on the, dollar of the real and personal property 0f the State for
tlle present tax of $800,000; third-r the restoration in a different form
of the sys.tern of c.ounty superimteRdence of commou schools .. In 1854:
the first of those propositions wag, adopted, and Mr. Victor M. Rice,
superintendent of public scheols iu Buffalo, N. Y., was appointed
State superintendent of common schools by the election of the legislature. In 18-6 the. system of local su~rintendence was adopted in an
improved form as a district superi11tendency elected by the people for
three years and supported by a modemte salary. The rate bill, the last
refuge of the resistance to e(lucational reform, remaineu till the close
of tlle civil war and only succumbe<1l to the ri 'ing tide of a second great
.revival of the common school in 18G7. During the long agitation
l)roduced by the adoption and :final inuorsement of the free-school bil1
the school returns had received a great uplift. The educational taxation necessary to sustain the rural schools for ·seven or eight months in
the year bad been raised, but even this failed to meet the demand, and
200,000 children of tlte State were reported as having very light
advantages, with other thousands not at school at all.
Hon. Henry S. Uandall in 1852 came to the office of seer t ry of
state anu superintendent of education. Tbe chool fund of the ommou wealtb was now increased to $6 1-500,000. One million fiv ltu dred
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thousand dollars was expended bn the scbools and 700,000 pupils were
in attendance. Hon. Washington Hunt, as governor, proved himself,
like the majority of his predecessors, a friend of popular education by
indorsing the cause of free schools. Superintendent Randall urged
the placing of a tax of l mill on the dollar on the entire valuation of
the State, now $1,000,000,000, and urged the establishment of an additional State normal school. In one of his reports he refers to the fact
that every member of President Monroe's Cabinet entered life as a poor
boy-Calhoun, Crawford, Thompson, Crowningshield, and Flint. He
urged the final separation of the office of superintendent of schools
from that of secretary of state. His decision that religious services in
the schools should be held outside the time devoted to instruction
introduced a new element of confusion into the chronic dispute over
the questiou of religion in the common schools in the great States so
rent by the sectarian aud political hostilities of their cosmopolitan
peoples. It was not true that "the whole religious public or the common-school public acquiesced in the decision that all religious services,
even Bible readiug and prayer, should he held outside school hours."
The decision itself was only another instance of an overzealous public
official injecting his own political theory into the administration of a
great public department.
In 1853 Hon. Elias W. Leavenworth succeeded Mr. Randall as secretary of state and superintendent of public instruction. Mr. Leavenworth then and afterwards was a, distinguished man in the public
affairs of the State. .A.t last tbe half-century career of the Public
School Society of the city of New York came to an end by the abolition
of the organization aud the passing over to the public-school system
of it~ property to the amount of $500,000. Never was there a clearer
case of an institution established for the noblest ends and administered
by a bo<ly of eminent people in au a1most faultless way at last becoming a practical hindrance to education. But the death of this outgrown
arrangement was the cause of deep regret to a considerable class of
educators and excellent people in the city and e1se.wbere. Even as
late as ten years agu a <listinguished literary man of . . . ew York, Mr.
Richard Grant White, declared its abolition the cause of all the woes
afflicting the people of New York in their educational affairs.
Meanwhile the citie of the State were rapiuly engaging in the
establishment of union chools with the high-school attachment, support d by special local taxation. Poughkeepsie, Schenectady, Troy,
Roche ·ter, and even lbany (one of the la, t of the important citie of
th tate to reform H y tem of public education) Auburn O wego,
,1
'
'
'
auu
yracu ·e one by ne adopted tlii the most characteristic
feature
of tb great educatioual re ival.
lu 1 ., -! Ir. i ·t r ~I. Hice, uperinteudent of school in Buffalo,
1 ·t d by th 1 gi ·lature . 'tate up ri11te11clent of common
ne, la,
parating the office of secretary of tate from
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that of the superintendent of _schools having finally passed. Mr. S. S.
Randall was called from his former position, so Jong held with distinguished fidelity and ability, the State deputy superintendency of education, to the city superintendency of the public schools of the city of~ ew
York. The administration of State Superintendent Rice was a step
forward and a positive addition to the cause of educational reform in
the State. He recommended the establishment of school commissioners
for city and village supervision, with additional compensation, the
appropriation of one-third the public-school money to districts in
charge of qualified teachers, the empowering of the district elementary
schools to raise a tax for their maintenance, with other suggestions of
importance. The war against the rate bill, more aud more vigorous, was
renewed by the proposition to impose a tax of three-fourths of a mill
upon the entire valuation of the State. In 1856 the legislature adopted
the advice of the superintendent and established the office of school
commissioners in districts formed by the boards of county supervisors
corresponding to the legislative assembly districts. One hundred and
twelve commissioners of public schools were then elected and entered
on their positions, heretofore occupied by their predecessors, the county
commissioners of schools, appointed by the county supervisors, drawing their salaries of $500. The tax of three-fourths of a mill on the
dollar was substituted for the $800,000 previously raised. The onethird added to the school schedule ·was divided into two parts, one to
be distributed according to the number of scholars and o:µe according
to the average daily attendance. The interest of the school fund now
reached the sum of $867,000, and the annual expenditure for schools
was more than $1,000,000.
The administration of Hon. Henry Van Dyke extended from 1857
to 1862, when he was promoted to the important office of assistant
treasurer of the United States at the city of New York. His assistant
secretary, Mr. Emerson W. Keyes, held the po ition during the
remai:;:::der of the term and prepared the report. His exposure of the
decline of the famous district-school library system of New York is
a melancholy picture of the unaccom1table popular ilidifl'erence to a
magnificent public privilege. One million two hundred aud sixty-five
thousand dollars had beeu appropriated to this purpose <.luring the pa t
twenty-four years; but Superintendent Keyes finds a8 tlie re ult ''a
motley collection of books, 1,500,000 in number, distributed among
families, rn•glected, torn, and soiled."
He is constrained to believe that no plunder-burden ed ('Ontractor or bribe-stainecl
official ever yicl<led to the State so poor return for hi s spoil as have the p oplc of
this State derived from t h eir liberal and beneficent appropriation through their wn
reckless and improv ident care of 1t.

Mr. Keyes was one of the most accomplished and energeti · f the
younger school meu of the State, and hi report wa one of th mo. t
valuable in its common-school literatur . His failure to reach th P i-
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tion of Slate superiutendent, by the reelection of Hou. Victor 1\L Ri~i3,wa mitigated by his immediate reappointment to his_ origir.ral po.s:t of
d pnty superintendent.
In 1860 the population of New York was 3 7880,.735. Tbere we.re
49,000 free colored persons in the State for wlo..ose <thi1fuen provision
wa made in separate schools. Not un.til ru p eriod subsequent to thli
civil war were colored. children and youth admitted to the full privilege
of the common schools.
The period included in this esBay closes d ruing the second admi0istratiou of SuperiTotencle11t Rice. Thie six- years 1862-186:& were not a.
period 0f educati@nal declinie. Tile condi:tion of the district-school
teachers was improved. A mo11e ju&t arrangement fol? the disbrnrsement
of pnblic--school funds had been adopted.. I11 the couTutry the se110o1&.
held on. s:even m.ou.ths, in the yeam. Eight-tenths of the- toiwn& matle>
returns. In 1865- up wall'(] of $4,500. 7000 were expended on tbe· s~l10?ls
in. a, time of gre-aitr p:m.blic fi.nanci:al stringewcy. Eighty-six acaclie-mies
had under· instruction 1,500 plilpils four months iu the year in preparaUon for teaching~ The conclusion of all things recor.ded in tllts essay
diurin.g the· thillty years from.· 18J7 t0. 1867 was reached by the abolition
of tlte i:ate bUl im 18&7,- whi~h declamed: the common schools of the
Empire State free to every perso:m. of school age. The one-mill tH :for
ed.ucaition had also been tn.crea,sed to one and one-fourth rntlls on everydollar of th.·e- C:IiliQl'ID©us property valuation 0f the Oommo.n.w~lth.
The lim:itratfon:s of! the pres~nt ess-a.y have confined it to the presentation of the gua.du.al development of the common school in New York
<lming the period. of the great educational revival from 1830 to 1867 as
a system. During this l)erio<.1 it had expanded from a condition of th 0
most extreme i!solaUon in 10,-000 independent school districts up to that
pe>werful and wel1-ordered. organiza,tiem of distFict, county, and State:
su..pervision declared by Horace Mann ancl. Henry Barnard the most
c.muplete at that time existing in. any country. 1t would have been a
grateful task to enliven this somewhat formal sketch by a local coloring of the actual school-keeping of the Empire Stat~e cl.uring this
mome-ntous period, not only in the history of education, but of the eoun
try; for it is irnpos iule to understand the real significance of th
.American common school in any State without some adequate cornprehcn ion of its environment in the intellectual, social, religious, literary,
arti tic, and political con<l.ition cooperatino· therewith.
The period from 1830 to 1867 in New York was especially siguificaut
all the e t~irections. It was the era of the fir t phy ical cousolida~10n of tbe ch~erent I ortion of tlli great State with each other and
it ev n more 1mportan c mmuni ·ation with the Ea t and We t by the
compl ti n of tbe ext nd c.1 railroad ·y tern r aching from tbe Atlantic
·oa:t t tlie reat Lak and the . Ii. ·i ippi Vall ·y. ;vitli t bi ame in
~h .
thro~gh _rapid tran . i t home a1Hl . t , m 1rnvi o-ation abroad, of
an mnn n lIDJDl'Tr • i n from Europ , n<l the mov m nt ltich r Ii ved
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the rural districts of multitudes of their ablest young people to build up
the wealthy cities and flourishing villages which now contain so large
a proportion of the population of our Eastern and Central S-tates. The
city of New York and its immediatesuburbs forged ahead from the somewhat moderate burg it was found at the Re,1olutiouary war, in the re~r
of half a dozen larger towns in all forms of industrial enterprise, to the
metropolis of the Western Continent.
Never in. the history of the Republic has any Cornmomrealtl.t been
serveu by a more eminent body of public men than ha.s New York
during these thirty years. Tbe :ettlement of the western portiou of the
State, the real beginning of the new Northwest during the past half
century of the national life, had trained a group _of statesmen of whom
lVfr. Seward was the most eminent, who,. through the entire generation ,
before the civil war, had lifted the Empire State to the most conspicu011s position in the publiC' affairs of the eountry.
And by one of those providential political blunders that often open
the door to a great public opportunity, the act of tho" conucil of appointments'' iu 1820 removing Gideon Hawley from the office- of firs-t State
superintendent of common schools resulted in the practical elevation of
the office through the transfer of its increasing interests to the charge
of the secret~ry of s\ate. .A.ud a..; the- meu who filled this honorable and
influential department of state wer among the most distinguished and
broad-minded statesmen of the Commonwealth, it happened that tlieir
supervision of popular edncation was sncll as probably no American
State outside of Massachusetts has enjoyed. During this period appeared on the field a new and mighty agency, the metropolitan journalism of New Yor·k, inangurated by Horace Greeley, Henry J. Raymond,
William Cullen Bryant, and others. The corresponding establishment
of the district school Iil>rary gave a new impulse to popular intelligence,
and both wrought mightily in behalf of the 11ew education. 'rhe beginnings of the later American literature in tbe group of authors clustered
about Washington Irving, and the appearance of tlle first and so far
the most eminent school of native artists, especially in the <l.elineation
of American scenery in church, tbe Harts, Page, Durant, Kensett, and
others only less celebrated, were characteristic of the time. Aud tlie
new democratic organizatiou of ociallife begun in western New York,
so largely settled. and molded by the best New England. immigration
with a, broader social ideal an<l a more generous patriotic cultivatiou,
greatly modified the intensely aristocratic type of the olu Hudson River
country, the capital city, and tlle metropolis.
This rapid elevation of ew York to its present eminence as the
Empire State carried along with it au<.l wa · greatly reacted upon l>y
the common school. Here was indeed, as Governor S ward o forcibly
d clared, the vital center of the Commonwealth.
hile there wa. all
the time in the old collegiate, academic, secta1fan, and more ·on rva tive ducati'onal and socfal circles an evidentj al u ~y of, om tirn ho ·
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tility to, the common school, yet it was a great support that the two
mo t celebrated institutions of learning then in the State, Union College and the Troy Female Seminary, nuder the presidency of Dr. Elipha·
let Nott and Mrs. Emma Willard, were estal>lished at first on the thresh·
o~d of the new New York, aud were the firm and powerful friends of
popular education. In Dr. Nott, Mrs. Willard, Prof. Alonzo Potter,
and the group of admirable educators that hailed from these and schools
of similar spirit farther west, the pioneers and supporters of the com•
mon school found their most efficient backing and their most persistent
support. So, when the most r~spectable corporation that ever ruled
the city of New York, the Public School Society, was sidetracked by
the final organization of the metropolitan school system, in accordance
with the remainder of the State, the last bulwark of opposition was
surmounted.
That this great work did not proceed with the speed and decision
which characterized it in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Counecti·
cut, under the leadership of Manu and Barnard, was due largely to the
· fact that in New York meanwhile was being wrought out in the com·
mou-school policy of the State the most difficult educational problem of
the new Republic, the fusing of a cosmopolitan people, representing all
the political hostilities and obstinate religious differences of the paS t
thousan<l. years of Europeau life in one bornogeueous civilization. In
' of the civil war, New York was the
this 1·espect, until the Qutbreak
great school-teacher of the young West and the civic object lesson ~f
the North. And by no achievement of masterly statesmanship did this
Commonwealth so coutribute to the solution of this vital and almoS t
impossible national probleU1 as by the final success in· 1867 in placing
the American common school, not only in her rural districts but espe. cially in all the great cities of the State, so thoroughly on its present
basis that several of these cities and of the more important villages had
established the free graded system of educatioll, with the ]ugh school and
effective supervision, and were looking toward the improved metlrnds
of the new education. And rneamvbile the cou11try district school bad
been, first in it' history, placed under an effective local and county
administration mid relieved fro1n the incubus of the tuition fee.
If tltere i8 a spectacle in modern history more inspiring a11d more
encouraging to the believer in the American order of society than this
rec·ord of the Empire State of the Unio1~ during this period of it development, we have not b en permitted to ti11d 1 t in the studies of a
lifetim . Aml thi. great achiev •ment of a cosmopolitan people, repre. nting the variou p liti ·al .-y~tem , churche a,11d creed , and indu ' tri_al b~b~t.· that hatl dominated Europe fol' c nturie ·, by their owu
et1o.rt hftm~ a 'ommouwealth to the uplands of American life by educatuJtr th ir childr 11 t g th r £ r a co111111on citizenship, can only oe
uu~ r: ~od by ou who al o nnder:tand: that the k ynot of mer1can
nationah Y wa ouude l in the-' merican idea of univer al education.
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NEW ,JERSEY.

In New Jersey, as in all the States of the North, there had been a
gradual preparation for the revival of the common school. As early
as 1825 Philip Lindsley, acting president of the College of New Jersey
(Princeton), afterwards the father of the important movement in Tennessee, the founding of the U11iversity of Nashville, now best kuown
by its connection with the Peabody Normal College, had· spoken out
plainly in favor of State norm~l schools. In 1828 the first conveution
in behalf of popular education was held in Trenton, and the able report
from its committee greatly influenced the effort of the people at the
founding of something like a general system of popular educatiou in
the State. Cl.1he school law of 1828, referred to in a previous essay, was
the first eft'ec~ive demonstration in New Jersey in favor of universal
education. But it was at best a permissive statute, and after being
twice emasculated it was fiua.Ily repealed in 1831 and tlle State fell
back into its former unsatisfactory condition. A group of associations,
the Literary and Scientific Society in 1825, the New Jersey Lyceum in
1828, with other similar movements, however, kept the spirit alive.
Several of the foremost men of the State, now of national historical
reputation, were conspicuous in this movement. Chief Justice Hornblower, Hon. Theodore Frelinghuysen, II011. William L. Dayton, Prof.
John Mc Lane, of Princeton, and Prof. B. C. Wines, of Brun swick College·, with numbers of others, were indefatigable in the good work.
It was by their efforts, with tbe hearty cooperation of some or the
leading educators and public men of New England and New York, who
by lectures, letters, and their 1wrsonal prese11ce -greatly encouraged
the home educational public, that the common school law of 1838 was
passed. At that time New Jersey had a population of 372,000. In
the year 1828 the school fuud of the State amounted to $222,000, aud
there was a great desire for its appropriation for the establishment of
a system of common schools. By tbe law of that year $20,000 wa
appropriated by the State, with a request that each township shoulcl
duplicate the amount received by its distribution. There were then
15,000 children between the ages of 5 and 15 for whom there wai:; no
provision for schooling, and another 15,000 unable to read, with 0,000
illiterate voters. But the t en years before 1838 had not been encour:
aging to the friends of popular education. Indeed, under tlte loose
administration of what was adopted, there was a growing indispo.:itiou
among the people to support the common chools. Dr. Wayland, of
Brown Univer, ity, in a letter to the friends of popular education in
New Jersey about this time, had writte11, "lu devising a sy tem of
instruction, I should proceed on ~he principle that all of our pre ·ent
teaching is nearly as bad a it can be.' It was mechanical to th la, t
degree, and the J11'esideut of Brown Univer. ity al, o declared that the
best teaching could be fomtd in the , chool for infant , then h •hw
BD
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e tablished.

During the eight years following the reform ;school Jaw
of J"ew Jersey, passed in 1838, the trustees of the State school fund
made an annual report to the legislature. This body consisted of the
go-vernor, one member of the council, the speaker of the legislative
house of the assembly, the secretary of state, and the attorney-general.
Hon. William Pennington was go-vernor during fonr years. That a
public board of such authority of public standing and character could
only obtain a report from 89 of 'the 139 townships of the State was, 111
itself, the best testimony of the condition of the schools. Only onehalf of the children between 5 and 16 were enrolled in the schools
then in sessiou, and no account is given of the daily attendance of the
34,000 children who looked in_at the common schoolhouse door. The
whole number of school age in the State was 64,000. After an aUow ance for all reasonable hindrances it is too evident, say the trustees,
that "there are thousands of children in New Jersey who never go to
school." The schools were in session about eight months on an average, ranging from two to eleven months. Tuition was rated at $2, and
teachers received some $80 a quarter.
The school law of 1838 was declared the best ever enacted in the
State, and the omens were somewhat brightening for a,n awakening_in
favor of the children. .Although the townships were not under
obligation to· raise anything, and not permitted to ra.ise more than
twice the amount received from the State, some $26,000 had been contributed by 89 townships. But the spending of the money was irresponsible and often wasteful. Sometimes it was not used at all. Four. fifths of the entire expense of the schools was paid by individuals ill
the form of rate bills. The trustees suggest: 1. Au obligation providing that every township should raise as much as its share of the public
money as a condition of receiving anything. 2. A record of all estimn-tes
of townships as to the amount to be received. 3. The establisllment of
schools of instruction for teachers. 4. The establishment of scllool
libraries, apparatus, etc. 5. The general enlargement of the entire
scheme of insLruction. Reference is made to tlie educational awakening iu Massachusetts m1d New York.
The succeeding reports of the board of trustees for the follon-iug eight
years, till 1846, are genera1ly ill the same dispiriting vein. It was wellnigh impossible to obtain reliable accounts from a majority of the townships of the State.
Uettain localities were well known as model for the rest of tlle om·
monwealth, but the other end of affairs is declared "a nebulous peeta ·l : Private schools ·were a great hindrance to public education aud
oft 11 wer not :up rior. "If the sy.-tem ha not been productive of
any}) rf ·t r_e ult , it lia , at least, not utterly failed of .·ncce ,·· say
trn ·t
in 1 'D-10.
iThe mone;y paid to the town hii, corporati. 11 • 1 PP •rt h. ve b en exp nded by tlle tru:t
of the school di •.
t~id · on 11 ~1. - •cl or uniform plan.' Th yr •comm nu the littl ~~. J.
~ ·h > 1
rt ·t Librar ·, I ubli ·h l by Harp r Bro her , ew
ork •
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collection of 50 volumes for $20, as the beginning of this movement in
the State. Several absolutely indispensable corrections of the law of
1838 are recommended. In 184:0-41 not half of the districts reported.
The number of children and youth in the State from 5 to 16 was
100,000, about half of whom were reported as enrolled, leaving 4G,000
out of school. Tried by any severe educational test there would seem
to have been even a, less satisfactory record.
In 1842 the trustees confess that "the effort to make anything like
a clear and satisfactory record from the reports received only increases
the difficulty." The worst feature in the administration of the system
was the want of proper inspection of schools, "the laws providing for
it 'being more honored in the breach than in the observance.' The
whole system of public instruction, as now administered, lacks vitality.
It is almost paralyzed by inefficiency aucl want of interest in all its
departments." Indolent officers, incompetent teachers, poor schoolhouses, imperfect instruction, "a deep and all pervading apathy on the
part of the parents, is a frequent, although not an uniformly correct,
picture." The trustees appeal to the women of the State to come to
the rescue. They recommend the Bible as a text-book. Never were
the standing arguments for the complete educational system more
forcib1y urged than by this body of men during these eight years of
apathy and comparative failure.
In 1845 an attempt was made to obtain the opinious of the common
school authorities on the snbject of free schools, with very little result.
By 184:G there were 120,000 children and youth in the State between the
ages of 5 and 16, of whom nearly two-thirds were in school a portion of
the year. The trustees report that there are no means of ascertaining
the educational status of those that attend. The schools were kept
01)€11 about nine weeks in the year, generally four supported by the payment of $2 per quarter. The conclusion of the trustees is that "the
children lmve attended the schools an average of only eight weeks."
Of cot1rse, the high-rate bill must have left a large 1mmber of the-children of the poorer classes, as late as 1846, in a state of educational
destitution.
But a brighter day was at hand. Oert:1in portions of the State for
several years had been a marked exception to the average condition.
The counties of Essex and Passaic, in which the leading citie.· of the
State, Newark and Paterson, were situated, had provided for the
appointment of a superintendent and required him to furni h a written
report to the State trustees. Under this act of the legislature, Mr. H.
F. Kiug 1 one of the most conspicuous of the county superintendents of
N e-w York, was appointed superintendent of these counties aml tbe
State trustees commended him to the people.
From this time a new life seems to have animated the common school
organization of New Jersey. It is evident that for tho past d cado the
difficulty had not bee.n so rnucll the lack of a general desire for bett r
thmgs as the want of a leader of the badly demoralized and disbeart-
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en d par y of the friends of public education in the old Oornmouwea1th.
The administration of Superintendent King in the two counties that
confes cdly led the State was followed by a permissive law a.uthor1zmg
all the ounties to ''come in out of the cold" of their present cheerless
e tate into the warmth and good cheer of what was to be. For the six
coming years, until 1852, the enterprising superintendent so pushed
the good fight that when he left the position the State had already
come up out of its long and dreary educational past aud was well 011 the
way toward the splendid achievements of the present generation.
In the fir" t years of Superintendent King's administration 200 additional districts sent i11 reports. From all sides came the good news of
"a favorable change i11 the condition of the schools and in public opiuion
with regard to a public school system." From everywhere came the
complaint of "the want of properly qualified teachers." Little atteution was paid to the law making it the duty of the people to appoint
examiners and visitors, and there was yet no general habit of examiuing teachers. The new superintendent hesitated to propose radical
changes in the present school situation on the ground that ''in the
present awakened and excited stat.e of public opinion upon this subject, it is better to 'bear the ills we have than fly to others that we
know not of.'" A pamphlet containing forms and regulations for making school returns had been sent to the districts, the people had everywhere .treated the superintendent with hospitality on his visits, and the
famous Camden and Amboy Railroad had given him a free pass.
In 1847 200 more districts fell into line and reported. Much of the
improvement already noticed bad come from the action of the town
superintende11ts. In twelve counties conventions of teachers and friends
of education had been held, and associations and teachers' institutes lia_d
been established. The emphasis of the superintendent's report for this
year was on the training of teachers and the advocacy of normal school ,
in which the example of the State of New York was urged. The action
of the Society of Friends, here as in Pennsylvania, bad been a disturbing element, and their claims to recognition by the public Hystem "' re
discussed in the light of the common school idea.
In the report for 1850 the subject of free schools was earnestly puslled.
Many of the townships had already trieu the exper iment under special
acts of the legislature with l)erfect succe8s. The people looked to the
legislature to consider the subject by a general law. It wa recommended that a permissive statute be passed authorizing all town hip
by a vote of two-third to establish free schools , upported by a local
tax. The State still made no provi ion for building or repairing
s ·lioolhouses by general tax. The superin~eudent reminded the legL lature tbatt~w P iople of Tew Jer ey, since th ir a.ttentio11 has be u <.levoted to pul>lic in t ru ctuw, h_a.vi; 111 ade r pill strides, aud they seem reacly and anxiou s to pre , 11pw:1 rd
to n lwrh an e10in nco a. that occupied by any of thC'ir sister , 'tates.
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An interesting letter from Mr. S. S. Ra11da1J, of ~e,Y York, ,ras
published with the report stating the reasons for the falling off of the
vote on the second trial for a free school system iu that State. It was
charged, first, to an error in the details of the Jaw, which was prepared
without a careful regard to the condition of the districts and the work
especially thereiu needed, and second, to a rally of all tl1e clerical enemies of the public schools with the support of many who were unfortunately disappointed by the defects revealed by the statute. Au appropriation of money to each county for a teachers' institute was urged.
The public press of the State was complimented on its unanimous support. Indeed, this period of the common school reform wa.s simply
education waking up and marking time with the gl'and march of the
railroad aud all other agencies of the higher civilization that were
moving upon the works of the old-time order of society during the
momentous years from 1830 to 1860. Much use was made iu the report
.of the returns of the local committees, and the greater part of the
document wa8 made up of these quotatious.
The year 1851 was the last of Mr. King's superintendeucy of six
years. His report was a vindication of his administration and an encouraging statement of the increasing interest in the State. One thousand
:five hundred and thirty-eight of the 1,612 school districts iu the Uommon wealth had made returns. There were 145,529 persous of school
age, 5 to 18, in the State, of whom 88,600, an increase of 13,365, had
attended school <luring the previous year. The attempt liad not yet
been made to ascertain the average attendance iu the schools. Two
hundred and fifty thousand dolJars had been expended on 1mblic education, an increase of nearly $100,000 on the preceding- year. The
superintendent said:
Whatever may have beeu tl'ue of the past, it can uo lunger be 1;ai<l that the people
of New Jersey :1re negligent of the education of their chihlren.

There had been a forward movement along the whole line. The governor and other State officials were commended for importa.ut influence
and aid. The superintendent agaiu referred to the question of sectariau
l'eligion in public schools, urged upon the people by the schools for
the Friends. The first institute for teachers had been held in omerville, Somerset County, conducted by Professor Camp, of Connecticut,
and Mr. James B. Fowle, of Boston, with succcsR, where work was
warmly commended. The subject of normal chool was again urg-efl
with great earnestness.
In 1852 Mr. John H. Phillip was appointed State superiutendeut
and held the office for eight years, until 1 HO. During his administration the improveme11t of the schooh; went on from year to year with
accelerated velocity. Two hundred and eventy-two thousand dollar·
was exp nded in f 52. A statement of public school legi 'latiou wa.
given in the first report of the new superintendent. 1H 185 tl,c amount
expended for the ·cbools wa, H25,219. Of U7 ,ooo pupil enroll d in
1
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the common schools only 12,771 attended during the whole year; 36,000,
nine months; 39,000, six months; 41,400, three months; this being the
result of the first attempt to inform the people of the actual school
attendance. The first meeting of the State teachers' convention was
held in Trenton; afterwards a meeting was held in New Brunswick
and a permanent organization effected. The school fund of the State
amounted to $394,000. The salaries of teachers averaged $284 for a
year for men and $205 for women. In 1854 Superintendent Phillips
reported that " in no past year has been seen such a special interest in
the subject of education in New Jersey; at no former period bas so
great an interest been exhibited in the subject." Three hundred aml
eighty-eight thousand dollars had been appropriated, of which $221,000
had been raised by tax," six times the amount appropriated eight years
ago." The schools had improved in quality in :proportion to the increasing public interest. An act to establish teachers' institutes had passed
the legislature, and Dine counties had availed themselves of its provisions, 365 teachers attending. The establishment of normal schools
and a wholly free-school system were now needed to complete the good
work so well begun.
The counties still neglected to appoint proper examiners for schools.
The superintendent (in 1854) recommends that their appointment be
given to the teachers' associations, and, where no county association
exists, to the State Teachers' Association. Professor Camp, of the
Connecticut· State Normal School, afterwards State superintendent of
schools in Connecticut7 was a welcome worker in these institutes. Iu
1855 the superintendent reports that the school returns of the past year
"wake the emotions of great joy" rtt t,he advancement of the State in
the reformation of the public schools. Only 26 of 193 cities and townships had failed to make returns. One hundred and fourteen thousand
children had gone in at the schoolbonse door; $475,000 had been
ex.pended-$90,000 for schoolhouses.
Tue last legislature had established. the State Normal School. A
series of able addresses, resolutions, and public meetings had placell
the subject before the legh,lature. Hon. D. D. Barnard had repeatedly
urged it upon the institutes and at the sessions of the State teachers'
associations, and in the same year on the attention of the legislature.
T~n thousand dollars was voted for annual expenditure. The ·city of
Trenton had provilled a temporary home for the new school, and later
it was housell in spacious buildings favorably placed by the State. A
benevolent person had built a choolhouse and endowed a school as an
ann x. to the tat
orm, 1 at an expense of $75,000 on condition that
$~2,0
~ Y ar houl l l>e appropriated for in ·uring·it maintenance, and
2o pupils were educated there, with referenc to the normal school
d partm nt. Th 15 pu1 il ~ t the opening increased to 280. D1-.
1
~ lp. 0~1
f tu al>le ·t of the pro Te: iYe educators of tbe time,
b nm it pr id ut aJHl 11 11 h p :ition until 1 G-! witll ennuent
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A board of commissioners bad been appointed to codify, revise, and
extend the school laws of the State. In 13 of the 17 counties teachers'
institutes had been attended by 560 teachers. The State had distributed 700 copies of Webster's Dictionaries among the schools. The
State school educational fund had been increased to $-113,000.
In 1859 131,000 children were enrolled, and nearly half of this munber-65,400-were in average daily attendance on the schools. Free
schools bad been held in 48 cities and townships, and in 18 no money
had been raised. $539,000 was expended. Of 2,116 teachers 933 were
women. Since its opening in 1855 the State uormal school bacl graduated
356 pupils, and in 1859 140 were in attendance. The model school and
also tlrn annex, already mentioned, were well spoken of. .A.11 tbe counties of the State had received the benefit of the teachers' institutes.
The local district organization, as in other States, had been so pushed
that the object of the school laws had been frustrated, and it had
become a hindrance to the progress of popular education. Free schools
had been established through one-fourth of the State, and a township
board of education was urged as a cnre for the great evil of isolated
district organization. There was the same deep chasm between the
country and cities of the State as everywhere, antl the perpetual
insisting on the necessity of the examination of teachers and better
supervision is the main theme of the report.
vYe. have now traced the record of tlle proper inauguration of popular education in New Jersey, under the stimulant of the great revival of
the common school from 1830 to 1860, to a successful close. A new
superintendent, M'r. F. W. Recorcl7 appears in the report of 1860, made
January 1, 1861. The work of his administration properly comes wm.1in
the period of the second revival of popular education that followed the
close of the civil war .
.A.n examination of this eventful history of the development of the
common school system of ,. ew J ersey shows that after the great revival
of 1831 there was no reaction similar to that which occurred in Connecticut and New York. Tile long experience of the existence of an
incomplete system seems to have been ground into the soul of the
people, and when once the reform movement began, although the
progress was slow, the results achieved were never lost. In 1851 the
three colleges and 231 academies of the State contained 10,500 student·
and possessed an income of $300,000, while there was only $25,000
more-$325,000-given to the UG,000 children who received all of their
education in the public. chools. This fact throws a strong light on the
slow progress of the public school system in New Jersey. In no Northern State of the Union had the idea of a sharp distinction of social
clas ·es, the college and academy developed for tlrn training of the children of the more favored, while the masses of the people were left with
such a schooling as they could procure-so strong a hold as in .r,.ew
Jersey. But as in the educational record of our American State· it ha
been ·een that no Commonwealth can permanently remain unfriendly
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t the cau e of popular education, the States that have longest resisted
it have been found in the eud foremost in its support. Aud of these
States New Jersey is perhaps one of the foremost in the Republic to-day.
PENNSYLVANIA.

The school law of 1834-35 was the result of an agitation that had
never let the State of Pennsylvania sleep during the entire previous
generation. The spirit of William Penn, Franklin, and Rush was still ·
alive in the land. The reasons why the people did not sooner respoud
to this first victory for popular education, but even then waited ten
years for a second, and still another decade for the final step that carried
the Keystone Common wealth well over the threshold of the American
common school, are well set forth in the closing address of Hon. Thomas
H. Burrowes oii his retirement from the office of secretary of state and
superintendent of public instruction in 1862.
Dr. Burrowes above all others deserves the reverence of the educational public of Pennsylvania. For although the enr-rgy, courage, aud
tact of Breck and Stevens in the legislature an<l the rigl1teous obstinacy of Governors Wolf and Ri tner in 1834-35 in a dire emergency
lifted and held the Commonwealth to a higher level, it was the wise
and persistent administration of Superintendent Burrowes, who during
the three years 1836, 1837, and 1838 was secretary of state and ex officio
superintendent of the new system of public schools, which clothed the
skeleton system with flesh and breathed into jt a breath of life that
never was lost during the many years of partial success and reaction
to come.
He began in 1836, in a day of small things. Only 15G of the school
districts in the State bad organized under the new permissive law.
There were 700 public schools in operation, with 808 teachers employe(l
and 32,544 pupils in attendance three · months and twelve days in the
year. Forty thousand nine hundred and fifty-two dollars was paid to
teachers, and the average expense for tuition was $1.125 per capita.
As the whole number of Rchool districts in the State was 907, of
wliich a little more than one-half (536) had accepted the law, and the
number of children of school age in the State 301,000, there appeared
no great cause for jubilation. Still, under what the superintendent
often calls "the old pauper system," only 23,000 children bad ueeu
gathered into the schoolhouse, uch as it was, and the expen e of the
a:rangement was only 112,000. ln one year the number of pupils ltatl
ri en to 132,000, with a corresponding expansion of fund , and there
was good rea on for a mighty hope that the labor of the friend , of
edu •ation during th pa t century had not ueen in vain.
While thorou<Yhly ound on the fundam ntal idea of the common ·h ol . t m, that it <!ontemplated th training of the entire youthful
P pul, 10n f th
tat t O' ther for good citizen hip, th ·uperinte nd nt hr w out mor tba.u on an ·hor t the windwa,rd, po , 'ibly through
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an underestimate of the educatioual spirit of the people. He ad vise<l.
that each district should have an opportunity once in three yeal's to
deeide on retaining or rejecting the system, that the schools should only
admit children between the ages of 5 and 15, and not attempt to cover
the proper grouud of the secondary education. But he clearly saw
that nothing can permanently comme11d the schools to the favor of any
reliable class of people save the increasing competency of the teachers.
Here is the fatal defect that wtll finally destroy any system of public
instruction, however liberally s1ipported. He urges the establishment
of two seminaries for teachers-one in each end of the State-or, if this
can not be, the subsidizing of a number of colleges to this end. He
believes "in three years from the passage of a proper act on this subject the whole business of common-Rcbool teaching might be r~juve11ated in Pennsylvania."
But the apprehensions of the cautious superinteudent were uot t,ltared
by the more progressive and hopeful friends of education in the State.
In the same year that this report appeared a meeting was held in Philadelphia, at which a valuable ,locument was read by Mr. Philip Maguire,
late president of the Western University. No paper 1·ead before any
assembly of Pennsylvania educators previou to 1836 more thoroughly
exposes the fatal weakness of the old or more heartily i11dor ·es the
nobler ideals of the new time in Pennsylvania than this.
The speaker shows how the State has been led into a wa teful and
inefficient habit of subsidizing educational im;titutions generally 011 tl1e
"ragged edge" of .:financial despair aud rarely doing the work of fL
respectable academy. Under the loosely worded clause in tLe State
constitution, the "arts and sciences shall be promoted in one or more
seminaries," colleges had been multiplied until twenty, with not students
enough for two, and sixty academies had obtained not less than G0,000
or 70,000 acres of valuable land and $300,000 "from au empty treasury."
Some 200 laws, chiefly for the chartering of local schools, encumbered
the statute books, the mere cost of executing which represented
$200,000. The remedy suggested was a State board of education autl1orized to reform the whole systern of appropriations and confine the
bounty of the State within practical aud moderate limits, composed of
the chief public officials and leading educators of the Oommoowealtb.
All public gifts should be dispensed on tho principle of "helping thoHe
who help themselves." The elevation of one of these institutjons to
the rank and tit.le of a proper university was urged. The plan of a
normal school there pre ented has not yet been accepted by the State
Pennsylvania. It included a proper seminary of the broade t chara ·ter with a model school. The fate of tlic deplorable folly of tbe ·;r tem
of a costly development of pedagogue· from the academical and coll giate graduates of the State is forcibly explained.
The indorsement of such an out-and-out demon tration by c prominent assembly of distinguished people wa. · evidently a great ncourag -

of
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meut to the State superintendent. His second report, 1837, is one of
the most illuminating of all the public educational documents of the
State, in tbat it sets clearly forth the real obstacles to the rapid development of the common schools. He shows that tlle resistance to the new
system does not come from the ignorant, but rather from the more
substantial and well-informed classes.
The city of Philadelphia and the four adjacent counties were largely,
in their influential classes, still dominated by the religious sect of the
Friends or Quakers. This body, from the first, had been strongly
attached to a special parochial system of education, and had built up,
not only for the higher but largely for the poorer classes, including the
neglected colored people, an educational system satisfactory to itself.
In this, still the most influential, wealthy, and cultivated section of the.
State, after a three-years experiment, little more than one-half of the
districts in these counties had accepted the common schools. To meet
this condition the law had been modified in the interest of the prevailing system to subsidize all schools willing to come under a merely
nominal control of the State, retaining the power of appointing their
own teachers.
Next in order came the 14: German counties in the center of the
State. We have seen how the effort of Dr. Benjamin Franklin, seventyfive years before, to establish a general system of education among these
people, had been frustrated by the jealousy of the German clergy and
the indisposition of the population to use the English language. But
the permission to conduct the schools in the German language liad
modified this spirit of opposition, and in the third year of tlrn experiment 135 of the 255 districts had fal1en into line.
In a third division of the 24 counties, stretching from the middle
monntaiu to the western and southwestern portion of the State, inhabited by a cosmopolitan population, a more favorable state of affairs was
found. The new system was gaining favor as a compromise between
the captious opponents who hitherto had rendered any practical agreement hopeless. Three hundred and seventy-seven of the 431 districts
in 1838 were in the field. These counties contained a large element of
the Scotch and north Irish peoples, whose zeal for education we have
had occasion to notice from their earliest appearance in the State
along the vast Appalachian mountain range. In a group of ten connties found on the northern border of the State, settled largely from
ew England and ew York, there was not found a single hostile di ·
tri ·t. It wa in thl region that the first ·ettlement iu tlle beautiful
W ·oming Yalley by a onnecticut colony had e tabli heel tlle Tew
Eu"land sy tem of common school before the Revolutionary war.
Th ·. onnti · wer not only inten ely I atriotic, but they also forc ed
b · lmcf acknowl dgm nt f universal education into the con titntion
f l,70 an l'i 0.
nd h r had been found t1rn ,·olid column of snp11 r £ r h gc 11 n 1 • cl r ·lli1 of Tli~uld n. tev n whi h had upheld
th ' 11 w ·h 11, w l uing the a ·ault that:£ llowed\ts enactment.
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Twenty-five years later Dr. Burrowes, called in his old age to preside
over the reformed public school system during the years of tlle civil
war, cloRed his connection with the schools by an interesting statement of the peculiar conditions which bad compelled the State of
Pennsylvania to adopt a system of public education at first radically
different from that of New England and New York. He ascribes the
early founding and steady progress of the common school system of
New England to the homogeneity of this people and tlle radical ideas
of government that possessed the Puritan mind, according to which
the people were acknowledged as the source ·of ·a uthority in church,
sfate, and school, all the creation of a responsible majority and only
existing by the permission and under the absolute control of their
creator, the sovereign people. Here the entire scheme of education,
from the elementary country district through the free grammar school,
came up substantially at first and never received a serious check durillg the two hundred and fifty years of its existence.
But Pennsylvania was colonized by a variety of people, the majority
of whom were from the European classes that held fully to the right
and duty of the Christian church as the exclusive educator of the
generations, separated by obstinate differences of nationality, language,
and class, and scat,t ered over a new country of vast extent, which by
its native. fertility and abundant resources ena,bled tlle colonists from
the first to live in the enjoyment of a rude comfort without the influence of universal education. No .American State was so disposed to
cherish the educational department of its religions organizations as
Pennsylvania, but so powerful is the centripetal force of the .American
school idea that despite almost insurmountable obstacles the Commonwealth is found to-day among the first in its provisions for universal
education; indeed in all, save its habit of subsidizing academies for
normal instruction,. is it in no essential way out of line with the entire
Union.
Superintendent Burrowes ascribes the apparent reaction from t he
first movement that established the common school system to defect·
of legislation, the influence of the general public apathy against a
vigorous start to the schools, and the conservative habit of looking
askance on any public movement that proposed a change so radical.
Of the general scheme he says:
Yet through the toil of clearing away the rubbish for the rock-foundation of the
future edifice the labor of the friends of common school in Pennsylvania has heretofore provided for it little else than a :firm basis. ·we have now a system, an admitted, permanent, n.nd w.ell-unclerstood starting point, a class of men set apart to watch
over the cause of education in every neighborhood. Security is fixecl upon th
qunJificatious of teachers. The former carelessness with rcgaru to the lms incss of
bringing together aud the methods of instruction employe(l in r>rimary schools has
been oYercomc. Tb'> inconvenient localities and abnormal construction of schoolhouse hn.Yc been iu a great measure rem clied and will hcrcMter be prcvente(l.
llere we have the first fruits of the common school. '.rho possession of tho spirit
whic:h accomplished this is well worth the ha1f million dollars cxpeut1ctl in the
attcmp1.
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Seven hm~dred and forty-two of the 987 districts llad accepte<l the
system. Threethousand three hundred and eighty-four common schools,
with 3,3!:>4 teachers, had in charge 150,838 pupils, an increase of 118,294
in one year. Male teachers received $18.38 and female $11.96 per
mouth, and the schools were kept open four months and eighteen days.
Three hundred thousand dollars were expended in 1838 against $110,000
under the old system. With an increase of the State appropriation
from $200,000 to $500,000 the schools could be kept up nine months m
the year. "The chief defect of the system is undeniably the want 'lf
good teachers. It must be provided for, if the common school method
of instruction is to be continued." 'rhe superintendent urges the normal
school idea with a force and versatility of illustration that would seem
to be convincing. Thirty thousand dollars a year would support two
such schools, and by their training of a large number of students even
for a short period a steady iucrease of teaching power would be secured.
The reports from the academies and colleges subsidized for normal purposes by the State showed that not 100 young men iu them all were
preparing to teach. As a return for the mumficent gifts of public lauds
and $500,000 in money to these institutions the superi11tendent concludes that this method of State aid to the secondary and higher education "will never produce an adequate amount of support to_ t~es~
institutions or of benefit to the public." The great evil is the mult1phcation of collegiate and academic schools. He recommends a separation of the State fund into a proper literary fund for the higher institutions and a common school fund for the elementary education of the
masses.
In 1838 Superintendent Burrowes made his :fi.ual report. In 1837 the
question of the support of the new system of comlllon schools had been
submitted to the people and decided in the affirmative. The mental
scope aud moral courage of ·the superintendent gathers strength from
these · facts and he now boldly advocates a system of common school
education reaching from the country district through the secondary up
to the collegiate department. In his enthusiastic outlining of the school
system of the future he includes much that is clearly ideal' and ome
things that are not yet realized in the State. Especially does he advocate a scheme of practical institutions to educate for the busin.e s of
life, reaching the higher departmeut of a great indu trial college,
similar to the present Drexel and other great endowed ·eminar1e::; in
the State. But this broad system he finds still encumbered by the
mi take of sub idizing a large clas of secondary and collegiate schools
which are not under the ab olute charge of the State. Through this
open ide door any merican yst m. of public schools will eventually
run. dry of re ource and be tranded on the reef of the perpetual jealou. ie aml nt ntion of the numerou iu,.titutions laimmg State aid.
Tll
np rint uden ar"'
at gr•, t l •ngth in favor of hi y tern, evid tly b lie yiug tha th <li iut •gra in infin 11c·e.· t hat . o long pre-
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vented the coming together on the basis thus secured would be a
permanent factor in the educational life of the country. He represents
the view of the general system in vogue. But it is largely due to his
influence that the present normal school system of the State, wit4 some
other features that will eventually be elimiuated, are still retaiued.
In bidding farewell to his office, the superintendent notes the fact
that "from a small incident to the office he has the honor to hold [that
of secretary of state], the common school department of its business
bas grown up so as to occupy more than one-half his time and nearly
all bis thoughts. It was a mere experiment; it is now a settled system."
The State of Pennsylvania in 1838 was largely interested h1 an
important system of public improvements for the development of her
vast material resources. Dr. Burrowes urges a corresponding interest
iu the care of public education, predicting tha.t "if this be secured
Peunsyl vauia in ai very few years will be less celebrated for her coals
and railroads than for her schools aud colleges." He bearsi hearty
testimony to the services of Governors Wolf and Ritner and the
members of the legislature for 1835-36, 1836-37, who, "opposed as they
were on all other points, agreed on the common grou11d of education
and only vied in the degree of benefit to be couferred." A valuable
a1mex to this admirable document was the tepublicatiou by the State
of t,he report of Prof. Calvin Stowe, of Ohio, on the 8Chool ystems of
Europe.
This remarkable man and great friend. of the el.Jiluren aud youth of
Penusylvania, Dr. Burrowes, was born in Strasburg, Lancaster Couuty,
in 1805, of Irish p arentage. His youth was passed in Ireland, Canada,
and Pennsylvania, for ·a time in connection with the University of
Dublin, his law studies being completed at this department of Yale
College, New Haven, Conn . . He began his professional life as a lawyer,
but like Henry Barnard, soon drifted into public activity. For several
yea!'S he was a member of the legislature of Pennsylvania, and at the
age of 30, by the favor of Governor Rituer in 1835, was appointed secretary of state. By the school law of 1834 this official, a in ew r ork,
had charge of the department of common school . During the following three years Dr. Burrowe rnauaged this department with ·uch
energy, skill, and tact, that he may in an important sense be called the
father of the common school system of the old Keystone State. His
official duties as secretary of state occupied his daily office houro, and
the great work connected with the school, was usually done at night
in his own home. His suggestion that the school di tricts sl.10uld have
the power every three years to vote on the retention or rejection of the
public school system was incorporated into the amended tiltute of
1834-35, and doubtle
saved the eutire system until in 184:8, twelve
years later, the law extended it over the entire State without con ultation with or the con eut of the local di tricts.
uother ·ugge tion,
that $500,000 should be ap1n·opri, tecl for the repairing aud rebuilding
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of public schoolhouses, was also adopted, and Dr. Burrowes prepared
one of the first treatises on school architecture in the country. A
change in the political administration of the State sent him out of
office in 183D. Previous to his retirement he had made an extended
tour through the Commonwealth, visiting an but eight of the county
towns and holding familiar consultations with tbe school authorities
and other friends of education. The legislature voted him an additional $500 to his salary of $1,000' as a recognition of this service.
Five thousand copies of his last and greatest report printed in English,
and 2,000 in German, with the 5,000 copies of Professor Stowe's report
of European schools, made for the clay a formidable mass of educational
literature cast upon the waters. He also left in the office a draft of a
revised schoo1 law with a s-p ecial plan for instruction in normal schools,
neither of which received attention from the legislature. At his retirement he-left 840 of the 1,033 school districts in the acceptance of the
new system, 5,260 s.chools, 6,733 teacheTS, and 174,000 pupils, with
nearly $700,000 appropriated by public and local effort to popnlar
education.
For the next seven years, Dr. Burrowes lived as a farmer in Lancaster
County, making an unsuccessful effort to open a school of agriculture.
Returning to the practice of the law in 1845, he reentered the educational
field as a voluminous w1~iter in the State press on practical school affairs,
urging the establishment of county school snpervision. As a local
school director he served for many yea.Ts in Lancaster, which was
becoming the center of the common school reform spirit in the State,
among other things 1_1iacing the high sclrnol of the city on an equality
with the best of the academies of the time. In 1850 a convention from
56 counties of the friends of education was held at Harrisburg, by which
Dr. Burrowes was appointed chairman of the committee to draw up a
repOTt on the present condition of the public schools.
In this report he urges the establishment of a separate department
of education by the State as essential to the continuance of the system.
Besides this, a State and county supervision is insisted on; the establishment of normal schools and teachers' institutes, the formation of
school libraries and public night schools in the tow11s. In 1831 the
teachers of Lancaster County formed a permanent association, and Dr.
Burrowes was elected preside11t. Soon after a monthly journal was
established at tl1e suggestion of the associatiou and Dr. Burrowes
became the first editor of what has been kuown so many years a the
Penn. ylvania chool Journal.
n 1 -i a 1~t te t achcr association was formed, of which Dr. Bnrro-w : ' a al o 1 cted pre ·ident. Ile labored with great zeal to extend
th te, ch r iu:titnt
whi h, 1J ginning in Crawford County northnn lvania, w,: th n fil' ·t introdu ·cd to tlic old r part of the
~ r 111
r;:., t 1 ,j h nt r l lar ·cly into the public agitation
impr Y m 11
f th :ch ol :y. t 111 hy adclr e and writt n
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ess-ays. The result of this movement was the revised school law of
1854, which really inaugurated a new revival of educational interest in
the Commonwealth. It created the office of deputy superintendent of
schools, with additional clerical force, established county superintendency, improved examination of teachers, grading of schools, and
uniformity of text-books. Dr. Burrowes was an efficient and leading
member of the first convention of county school superintendents. By
the act of 1854 the nuisance of small school districts was somewhat
abated. The limit of the district was changed, and by subsequent
legislation a district in Pennsylvania is a township or a similar porti01!1 of its territory including several schools under a board of six
directors.
Dr. Burrowes prepared a volume on schoolhouse architecture, which
was larg-ely circulated through the State. His conservative temperament, intensified perhaps by his early education abroad, and the persistent refusal of the State to establish a system of normal schools,
although no body of educators in the Union had more persistently
urged it upon the public mind than the leading echoolmen of Pennsylvania, resulted in his final change of opinion on this subject, announced
in 1854. He now maintained that the training of teachers should be
placed on the same ground as the education of other professio11al
classes in private seminaries. By his influence, largely exert.eel, t1rn
State finally adopted what is now known as the Pennsylvania system
of normal schools, a group of a dozen private seminaries subsidized
and to a limited extent managed by the State educational authorities.
He afterwards served as mayor of Lancaster.
In 1860, at the breaking out of the civil war, he was again appoiute<l,
by geueraJ consent, State superintendent of schools-the office having
meanwhile been separated from that of secretary of state-and served
during half of that exciting period. He was favored during this term
of office by the aid of Dr. Samuel P. Bates, a gentleman of great
ability, a native of Massachusetts, school superintendent of Crawford
County, Pa., historian of the Pennsylvania contingent of tlrn Union
Army, and afterwards superintendent of the Mead ville, Pa., public
schools. Superintendent Burrowes rendered valuable aid toward a
general digest of the school laws. He was greatly interested in labors
in behalf of the soldiers <luring the war, and <lied at tbc age of GG, in
1870, as first president of the State agricultural college. Whatever
may be thought of some of his educational opinions, no man in Pennsylvania shoulcl be more honored for the persistent and intelligent
support and advocacy of the common school system through its most
critical period, the thirty-six years from 1834 to 1870, than this admirable friend of the cllilclren and father of the Commonwealth Dr. Tl10mas
H. Burrowes.
The l1istory of the common school of Penn, ylvania through tl1c f, urte€n years from 1838 to 1852 ha little to interest the reader of the eclu-
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catioual record of the State. The hand of the great superintendent
was no longer on the helm, and the high spirit of the two German governors did not animate their successors. These governors filled out the
political record of these years. But altl10ugh a few pages of impressive educational rhetoric can be gleaned from the State reports, wherein
the superintendent reiterated New England ideas in bis own way,
nothing e::;sential disturbed the monotony of public school affairs. In
1840 school directors were authorized to examine and give certificates
to all teachers, either themselves or by deputy. In 1843 the board of
directors of any county and of boroughs comprising a school district
were authorized to appoint an inspector of the schools, with suitable
compensation. In 1854 this law was superseded by county supervision.
In 1843 the State appropriations for schools were cut down from
$350,000 to $250,000, and the appropriations to colleges and academie,'
were reduced one-half preliminary to discontinuing this appropriation
altogether. Up to 1843 these institutions bad been generally subsidized. At that period 9 colleges, 64 academies, and 37 female seminaries, contained in all some 6,000 students, witl1 only 350 proposing to
become normal students. In 1848 the law concerni11g the voluntary
acceptance of the common school system by the districts was repealed,
and the American system was extended over the entire State. At thi:
time there were still 200 school districts, one-fifth of the entire uumber, that refused to operate school -: under the common ·chool laws.
As late as 1868 there were still 23 districts of this sort. In 1849 the
school laws were codified, and 5 years was established as the miuiruum school age. The minimum school term was lengthened from three
to four months, although the appeals of the opponents of this action
caused the r~peal of this clause in 1851. Before the year 1854 public
high schools were established only by special act of the legislature,
although it is noted that only by favorable leg·islators to such departments have they been set up.
Meanwhile tbe school system of 1834-1838 went on by its own
momentum and the general diffusion of the common school spirit
through the State. A great deal was due to the teachers' as ociation
and the public efforts of the leading educators in waking up the public
opinion to the point that no decided reaction occurred. In theRe fourteen years the number of schools had increased from 3,913 in 183' to
9,699 in 1852; the number of pupils from 174,000 to 480,000; the muuber of teachers from 5,000 to 11,000; the tax levied from $385,000 to
982,000, and the general expeuditure of 709,797 to . 1,116,919. Ill
principal element iu ihi movement wa the growiug iut re ·t of th
ma · e: of the p ople, for the tate appropriation were teadily falliu ob hiu<l in proportion to th incr a e of population. In 1 3 th, co:t of
1mblic _. hooling wa , 1, and in 1 ;-2 40 c nt: for each taxpay r in the
• tat .
'fh , :ehooling of t ach •1-.· ha<l 11ot ad van • •<1 11or tlJP 1 ugth of th
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school term materially increased during this period. 'l'he history of
these years is another conclu8ive proof of the necessity for the cooperation of a vigorous central and a local administration to the success of
any scheme of public education. The task of a State superintendent
of education, whose functions are only the lower half of a secretaryship of state, located in an office in the State house, with the directors,
trustees, and prudential committees of 1,000 little school districts,
clot.bed with almost absolute administrative authority in their little
domains, is too formidable for any save the most eminent genius, and
such a one is only capable of a spasmodic influence.
Such was the case for the time after the strong hand of Secretary
Burrowes was removed, until the increasing downward tendency of the
discredited common school forced the whole subject to the front in
the revival of 1854.
The three years from 1854 to 1857 are kuown i11 Pennsylva11ia a,:-, a,
"revival season" that placed the common school of the State wrll in
advance and prepared it to resist the disintegrating influence of the
coming ten years of agitation, from 1858 to 1868, dominated by the great
civil war. Dr. Burrowes, in a11 address in 1851, puts the case in this
strong way:
When the people examine the surface of a Achoo] system they behold II r1ule,
though well-compacted, skeleton, still wanting the rounded proportions and t.be tit
lining of its muscles and the moving powel' of "the breath of life."

Nowhere was the obstinate power of resista11ce located iu rival ecclesiastical organizations and difference of nationalities more powerful
than in Pennsylvania, and while the common school in its irresistible
progress somewhat overcame the active opposition of such agencies,
they still held back the Commonwealth from that universal hearty and
practical indorsement of the schools, for the absence of which there is
no substitute.
.An initial movement toward an awakening of the educational pul>lic
was made in Harrisburg, the capital city, in 1850, in an important convention of the fri ends of education. Dr. Burrowes as usual was in at the
beginning as temporary chairman . lVIany of the foremost educators of
the State and members of the legis]atnre were in attendance during the
three days of its session. The State superintendent was present, but
Dr. Burrowe , as chairman of tlrn principal committees, wa recognized
as the moviT1g spirit of the assembly. The convention indorsed the
plan of two State normal cltools, the establishment of a department
of education . eparate from the department of tate, the publication of
a common school journal and the selection of an editor, and the nece sity of county superintendency. The proceedings of the convention
were publi ·bed by aid of the legislature and widely circulate<l . gdncatio11al a sociations and teacher, ' in, titnte bad already been i 1·111 '<l in
different portion of the State. In 185~ the fir. t volumes of th P nnED
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yl ania School Journal were issued, owned aml edited by Dr. Burrowes. The State Teachers' Association was orgnnized in 1852.
In 1 52 Governor William Bigler, like Governors Woolf and Ritner,
a representative of the progressive German popnlatiou of the Commonwealth, appeared as a powerful advocate of a "movement along the
whole line" of public education. In 1853 he "spoke out in meeting" in
hi message. He assisted at the drafting of the school law of 18M and
signed it, declaring that '- he would sign the bill, even though it wonltl
siuk him in volitical oblivion." His two secretaries of state, F. W.
Hug·hes and Charles A. Breck, especially the latter, stood by him. But
tlle greatest credit for this advantage was due to deputy State snperiuten<leut of schools, Henry L. Diffenlmcl1, who, like the three great
common-school governors, represented the upper story of the German
contingent of the State in the long battle which resulted in the triumph
of the new education. In the preparation. of an improved school law
Superintendent Hughes had the aid of the governor, his own deputy,
Dr. Burrowes, and Bishop Alonzo Potter, who as bishop of the Episcopal Church in Pennsylvania, rendered the same powerful service to
the sacred cause of popular education as when Professor Potter, of
Union College in New York.
'rhis bill was not considered, but formed the basis of the new statute
enacted in 1854. The. important provision relating to normal schools
was struck out, but the · provision for county superintendency, though
fought at every step, happily came out alive and with other features of
the sta.tute gave a new impetus to the common schools. One of the
most important provisions of the law abolished the small school district,
which had been the evil spirit of the old New England common school,
and made the township the unit of the system. The minimum length
of tLe school term was thereby fixed at four months. Colored children,
who hitherto bad been admitted to the common schools, or gathered
together for private instruction, were now to be educate1l separated
from the whites.
A ,:olume on school architecture was to be published and <listrilrntecl.
''Orthography, reading, writing, grammar, geogrnpuy, aud arithmetic,
as well as such other branches as the board of directors might determine every year," were to be taught in every district; this wa the first
attempt to devise a public school course of study. The general guardian. hip of schools and the provision for the secondary education were
vital parts of the y tern. Thirty- ix counties sent up tlieir school
upcrintendents in re pon e to a call from Superiutendent Black to
meet in onveution at Harri bmg.
mong tho e attending we first
m ' t: Ir. Jame Pyle
icker ·ham, aft rward::; the distiuguished tate
up •rrntendent of public in tru tion, and the fit ·ucces or of Dr. Burr w , in the gre, t g d w rk of th, finale tabli hment of the mericau c mm n • ·hool i1 the · ntr 1 t te of the kl P pnbh . Tb
r por : f t~
uut
u1 riut •11 ·1 nt: w •r publi ·h u a. an an11 x to
th iep r of th
t
· ·r ·tar· a: in ...'ew Engh ncl and 1: w ~or k.
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The passage of this law created another uproar from the hostile clement that was still a power in the State. It e8pecially antagonized the
new county superintendency, and tlie coming administration at the
capital was shaken with anxiety by its passage. But, happily, the
increasing momentum of the common schools bad drifted into power
such men as the governor and the secretary of state and superintendent
of education, who were not inferior in energetic advocacy for the common schools to any of their predecessors. The governor, Pollock, and
his secretary and deputy, Curtin, who were to be hereafter widely
known in State and national affairs, boldly faced the opposition and
declared in advance their determination to giv~ the new statute a fair
trial, demanded normal schools and teachers' institutes, and favored au
advance of the State appropriations.
The result was that in 1855, 1856, and 1857 laws were passed for
increasing the salaries of county superintendents, giving to the county
the power to create independent school districts, making the Pennsylvania School Journal the organ of the school department, separating the
school department from the department of state, and establishing normal
schools. The important step of creating a separate State school department with a State superintendent of public instruction met with little
opposition: The act for the establishment of normal schools bad come
as the result of the agitation of a generation in behalf of some bettM
· method of improving the teachiug force of t.he day. The county
superintendents bad begun tlie good work of weeding out the sheep
from the goats in the district schools. The teachers' institutes hall
done much to meet the rising demand for quali:fi.e<\ instructors to take
the place of the discarded incompetents. One of these permanent
institutes at Millersville, Lancaster County, became the first State
Normal School of Pennsylvania, and its :first president was Mr. J.P.
Wickersham, who there laid the solid foundation for his long· and
invaluable service to the common schools of the State.
To meet the protracted assault on county superintendency, a conYention of superintendents was called at Harrisburg, in 1855, during the
session of tbe legislature, by Superintendent Curtin, who opened it
with an address. A powerful body of educators, including the everpresent Dr. Burrowes, made the subject so clear and the appeal so convincing that the friends of reform took heart. And when the cllairman
of the legislative committee on education appeared aud in terms most
positive pledged himself to resist this backward step by every legal
method, the announcement brought courage to the hearts of all prcseut.
After a :fierce and protracted struggle this important measure was ustaine<l, and remains a permanent feature of the Pennsylvauia system of
common school .
The bill for e tabli bing the normal chool as a vital r art ·of the
system of common school in Penn ylvania was prepare<l by Dr. Burrowes as his revised opinion. It divided the State into twelve normal
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school districts. The schools were to be established by private enterprise within a time hereafter to be decided. A building, with accom
modatious for 300 students, with a hall that could seat 1,000 persons,
six professors, with the qualification of a "liberal education,'' each to
have charge of a department unuer proper regulations, and a model
school of at least 100 children were the essential conditions; the course
of study for each department to be fixed by the several professorR. A
student was to be admitted coming from each common-school district
at a co t of $20 a year; practical teachers for a limited time on other
terms. Examinations were to be conducted by a board of principals.
The State superintendent was to approve the regulations for the conduct of the school and the course of study. At first the State assumed
no obligation ou the subject of subsidy, but trusted to the public interest
for the support of the system. Subsequent legislation granted the
power of the State and brought forward the essential fact of subsidy.
Under this act normal schools were established i11 ten counties
before the year 1877. From the first the school at Millersville, Lancaster County, was under the presidency of Dr. Wiekersham, theu and
always foremost in tbe development of the Pennsylvania system. In
1860 this school had an attendance of nearly 400 pupils.
In 1857 there were 1,688 school districts in the State, 10,9o0 schools,
12,474 teachers, with salaries of $24 per mouth for men and $16.60 for
women, 54:1,247 scholars, a State appropriation of $164,723, and ~n
entire expenditure of $1,754,215. Here we may well pause. In t~is
brief and necessarily almost formal narrative we have traced tbe history of the comm n-school system from its emergence from the
''pauper school" of the early period to 1832 through its tempest-to:-;sed
career of twenty-five years to its final triumph in 1857. By the Jaw of
1854 the essential features of county superintendency, the establish·
ment of a separate State department of public instruction, awl the
foundiug of the system of State normal schools had been implanted iu
the Rchool legislation of the Commonwealth, never to be repealed.
The good Providence which seems to have watched over the cr1tical
periods in the educational affairs of Pennsylvania was never more conspicuous than in the appointment of Henry O. Hickock and Thomas
H. Burrowes as the first two occupauts of the new chair of State ·uper·
intendency of schools. The reform movement that placed on the
statute book such a numb r of important acts as were included in the
law of 1854 and the fiercely contested battle over the e tabli hme11t of
county uperiutend •ncy left the educational affair of tlie Commonwealth in ju t that condition of popular uncertainty that it maint nance and effectiv admini.·tration depend ,<J largely on the wi dom
firmn -', ta t, and g ner, 1 r pntatiou of th chief official at the • ta.te'1r. Henry 0. Ilicko ·k had served clurin(J' a vortion of the
v rnor Pol11Jck a· d puty :t1p rmten<leut un(ler ~ecr tary
nd to hi · untiring ~ lHl progre",lVC hthor w, ~ the Pollo k
1
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administratiou greatly indebteu for its success in the maintenance of
the legislation of 1854.
Henry 0. Hickock was born in :New York in 1818 of a Oonnecticut
family, both bis father and mother being teachers. His youth was
paRstd in Pennsylvania, where his parents were first engaged in a private and afterwards in an academic school. After his preliminary and
professional studies be entered the profession of the law at Harrisburg
and soon became conspicuous as a rising man in general practice, an
official of common schools, aud a forcible writer and speaker on educational topics. His appointment to the State deputy superintendency
of common schools in 1855 at the age of 37 brought upon the stage
one of the most intelligent, active, and aggressive of the group of
reformers that brought in the revival period of 1854. During the
administration of Superintendent Curtin the details and to a, large
extent the direction of the educational department came upon his
shoulders.
It was, therefore, a logical result that in 1857, when the educational
was finally separated from the department of state, Mr. Hickock
should be appointed as the first occupant of this important office. He
held the position until 1860, and during these three yea,rs Le laid the
Commonwealth under great obligation for bis vigorous and 8uccet-1Rful
admimstration of the new department, ntangled in the mazes of a
radical change o( school laws administered in the f~ce of a11 excitable
and still divided constituency, amid the disturbauce of a Herie. of
popular financial embarrassments in the State and nation.
The first reports of Superintendent Hickock contain an important
review of the situation, and a wise correction of extravagant expectatiom; and overheated zeal in the friends of educational reform. There
were still great defects in the working of the public-school system. A
majority of the teachers entirely neglected the duty of keeping regiRters, and more than half of them had not served three years in the
schoolroom. The_ State was yearly losing large uumbers ot superior
teachers by removal to other portions of the country in 8e!iirch of better
positions and more generous a1aries. Only 3,000 of the 10,000 public
schoolhom;es were reported as up to a reasonable demand for a good
structure. Too many of the new county superintendents were official.·
of mere routine, and the administration of the best was greatly restricted
by the ob~tmate resista11ce or indiffrrence of their constituents, or discouraged by the meager, alaries awarued for a work o perplexing and
re ponsible. But the superintendent, after a journey through 53 of the
64 countie. of the State, was greatly encoLiraged by the new spirit that
everywhere seemed to animate common-school affairs, like the new birth
of a , nul from a paraly. is of tran gression or moral iud1:ffereuce. Ile
predicted the most complete succe s, and believed that the people'
commo11 .-chool, with fair opportunity and popular support, would fina11y
override all obstacles and ]_)reva.11.
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In his first report Superintendent Hickock gives hi3 readers such an
outlook over the past twenty years of school life in Pennsylvania as a
mountain climber, after a laborious tramp through a varied country,
may attain while resting on the first eminence of the vast and mysterious range that soars and retreats peak above peak toward a distant
horizon. "The school system for many years bad lost the prestige and
hopes of its earlier years, and has failed as yet to fulfill the expectations of Hs friends." He attributes this unsatisfactory condition to
organic defects in the structure of the system, and consequent blundering and maladministration, a pervading apathy of prejudice of the
public mind, represented by legislative unwillingness to make needed
changes in tl1e school laws, the lack of any suitable agency for the
examination and inspection of teachers and the proper supervision or
grading of schools, no adequate power to lay taxes or build schoolhouses and other indispensable needs, no school architecture, no legal
place for the transaction of business in the districts, no connecting
links between the extremes of the system, and no efficient control anywhere. All these negative evils were greatly exasperated by a habit
of dividing the territory of the State into small and isolatell districts.
The school law of 1854 was the resuit of twenty years of steady agitation aga,inst the defects that would have wrought the complete destruc~
tion of the common school, and being this, the deliberate conclusions
of this period had "come to stay."
The act for the establishment of normal schools passed subsequeut to
the legislation of 1854 bad also the clause for the establishment of a
separate school department in 1857. The plan for the normal schools
at first omitted all provision for a State st1bsicly, but after repeatecl
amendment, as suggested by experience, steadily gained upon the
public confidence. It had the merit of probably supplying to Pennsylvania a larger number of teachers who had enjoyed the opportunity
of even a short term in a school known as professional tllan any other
State. This, with the later development of the institute system, has
made this feature one of especial pride to many of the educators of the
State. Of one thing the schoolmen are justly proud-that from tbe
first the system was one of free schools, it having at no time been
burdened with the rate bill of New York or the tuition fee of some of
the New England States.
The close of the active and successfnl administration of Superintendent Hickock in 1860 brought the school aud the State to the verge
of the civil war. It was then that the Commonwealth turned again to
Dr. Bnrrowe. and ordered, as one of the closing act of his long and
faith fol educational career, that he hould re:um the • nperiutendency
held by him elf twenty-five y ar before.

CHAPTER XII.
ON PHYSICAL TRAINING.

By EDWARD MUSSEY HARTWELL, Ph.D., 1\1. D., late t1irector of physical training
iu tlrn public schools of Boston ancl sometime associate in physical training in the
Johns Hopkins University.

Physical trnining may be defined in general terms as the deYclopment 1,y use and
wont of the motor powers of the human body, either for the sake of health or discipline, or for the sake of both.
Abraham Lincoln once characterize(l the sla',ery question as "a <l.uraulc rp1estion."
In tlle history of education the questicn as to the legitimate place aml sfam1ing- of
physical training has assuredly provetl itself a durable 'luestion, since, in a certain
sense, tllc history of education may be regarded as the history of a, series of attempts
on the part of thinkers and teachers to reconcile the claims of bodily and mental
training in the upbringing of children and youth. In times past and in our own
time physica,l training has been exalted, tolerated, neglected, or contemned according to the character of tlic conceptions concerning the nature of the human body
and of its relations to the human mind wliich ha,;-e exerted a dominant influence
upon those charged with the shaping of educational policy and the administration
of educational a-f(airs.
TYPI 'AL IDEALS OF i1A~LINESS.

TJ1ere appear to be four principal ideals of manly excellence which, singly or in
combination, have dominated the minds of the promoters or governors of educational
fonndationR. Those ideals may be broadly characterized as the Greek or resthetic,
the monkish or ascetic, the military or knightly, and the medicn] or scientific. The
first three harn been influential in yarying d egrees from Yery earl~~times. 'l'he fourth,
although compoumled to some extent of ancient elements, is so strongly tinged with
utilitarian and psycho-physical ideas that it is best described as mo(lern. All of
these i<l.eals are traceable to conceptions of human nature and destiny which may
be roughly classed under the two heads of luguurious and che rful.
'fbe Greek ideal wa~ not lugubrious. "Everything that is good," says Plato in
the Timams, "is fair, and the fair is not without m easure, and th e animal who is
fair may be supposed to have measure. Now, we perceive l esser symmetries an<l.
comprehend them, but about the highest and greatest we have uo understanding,
for there is no symmetry greater than that of the soul to the body. This, howrver,
we do not perceive, nor do w allow ourselves to reflect that when a weaker or lesser
frame is tho vehicle of a great and mighty soul, or, conversely, when a little soul·
incased in a large body, then the whole animal is not fair, for it is d cfectiYe in the
most important of all symmetri ·s; but the fail' miml in the fair body will be the
fairest and loveliest of all s ights to Him who has the seeing eye."
1 7
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Iu ttn a,1·tiole on "The genius of Plato," by the late ,valter Pater 1 it is well said
that "not to be 'pure from the bo<ly,' bnt to identify it, in its ntmost fairness, with
the fair soul by a gymnastic 'fused in music ' became from first to last the aim of
education as he [Plato] conceive<l it. * ~ * Platonism has contributed largely,
has been an immense enronragemeut, toward the redemption of matter, of tbe world
of sense, by art, by all right e(1ncation, by the creeds and worships of the Christian
·hurch, towarcl the Yin<lication of the human body."
The antithesis between the Greek aud the ascetic ideals is clearly indicated rn
a remark of Apuleins concerning Egyptian and Greek modes of worship. "The
Egyptia11 deities,'' he says, "were cbie:fly honored by lamentations, and the Greek
cliviuities by dances."
The i<leal of the monk, which, after the first few centuries of the Christian church,
cxercist'd snch a profonntl influence upon Enropean thought and lifo, was of Asiatic
a.11d, to a; considerable extent, of Bgyptian origin. "The dnty of a monk<' said St.
Jerome, "is not to teach, hnt to weep." ·weeping and self-torture m1gbt well
absorb the energies of men who conceived that an 1lesh was the creation of sa,tan
and chn,mpioned the belief that so11] and body are irnlcpendent antl mutuall~- antag·
onistic entities.
When it wus helcl that "tlie greatest of all evils was pleasure, because by it th e
soul is nailed or riveted to the body," and that mental and spiritual heal~h was
d
best snbserved by bodily weakness, we can not wonder that" a hideous, sordi~, ao
f'maciated m an iac, " to borrow tlie words of Lecky, "without knowledge, ~ 1thout
patriotism, without natnral ~dt'ection, passing his life in a long 1·outine of u~eless
nnd atrocions self-torture, and quailing before the ghastly phantoms of his deli nous
brain, b ecawe the ideal of the nations which bacl known +,be writings of Plato riotl
Cicero a,ncl the lives of Socrates and Cato."
The military ideal of manliness,' now existing side by side with the monkish_ideal,
now confronting and challenging it, bas played a most import,1,nt and conspienous
118
part in the education of the sons of noblemen and of gentlefolk. Herodotus tells
that the sons of the Persians, from their fifth year to tbeir twentieth, were (·al'efolly
t,Lnght three things only-to rille, to draw the bow, and to speak the truth. Pb.\'S·
ical training was predominant in the education of free-liorn yontb among th e ,... p,irtans, Romans, and ancient Germans. It consisted chiefly of martial exercise~ and
• the chase, and its aim was the formation of an agile and enduring sol~iery.
"Plai enge att weapons" formed ;1, necessary part of every gentleman's educatwu in
Britain ns well as on the Continent, even later than the sixteenth century .
'' I swear I'd rather that ruy sou should hang than learn letters. l<'or it lJecorues
the sons of gentlemen to blow a horn nicely: to bunt skillfully, and elegant!Y c:trr;,
and train a hawk. But the study of letters should be left to the sonu of rustics.
These are the words of an English gentleman of the time of Henry VIII, who, on
bearing letters praised, '' was roused to sudden anger and burst ont furiou ly. ··
The ideal of the Greeks sprang from a passion for beauty an,l harmony au<l a
joyous sense of well-being; tbat of tbe thf'ologim1 and the monk was conditioned
too often on ancl determine(l by a profound ignoran('P of, aud a bitter contempt for,
the l)ody, while that of tbe soldier and the knight owecl its peculiar feature~ to 3o
1·ude appreciation of bodily force and fikill gn.ined from experience in en.mp au d
field.
It is not to the gen rati ve ,·igor of any or all of these i<leal tlHit we " our
modern c1octrine of th int r,lPl)enclence ~f body and mind, which doctrine i · but
vagu_ 1 i : . all apprelwn,l <l hy th majority of those wlto (]llOte with g n >ton
1m ·tion th tlln«,- worn 111e11 11 11a11a in co1·pore 11crno line of ,Jnvenal, who c-.·horts mi•n
11t>t oul . · to "pra~· for a. h : I thy mind in a. healthy hody/' but al o to ' a k for :
bi·avi• oul 1111 r::n '1 b <l ah.' .. 'o · th helief '' thn.t to work the mill(l i . albo to
work ; _11111111 " r f h ho,\ily 11r~a11 that 11ot a. fl'c ,ling •au Mi ·e, not a, thonnl.it
11• . ! n b m~ ·
t of co11<·1nring hoc1il,\· pro I' Rrs," i. th ,:hil,1 of th dentific
1h•·
1 'Y uu,1 then• v p ,\'1•holo",\'·
lm1t ml oh t1 in tlu· 11
> • ·too
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SCIENCE AND EXP1<:RIENCE WARRANT REC0<1NJ'J'IC):'\ OF PHYSICAL TH.AININO.

My main contention is that both tho teachings of moderu science and the lessous
of experience warrant the demand that physical training should be recoguized and
provided for as an integral and necessary branch of instruction in the elementn,ry
and secondary education of both sexes.
Medicine and the biological sciences; e.g., physiology, psychology, zoology, and
embryology, which are the offspring of medicine, are th e sciences which throw most
light upon the structure aud powers of the human body.
Before noting the characteristics of the principal national systems of physi c,tl
training, or attempting to trace their history or to estimate their value, it will be
well to consider the nature of physical training aml its r<'lation to education in the
ligb t of the modern doctrine of the human body.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS 01!' MODERN DOC'l'RINJ•: 01, HUMAN BODY.

The doctrine of the human body cnrrent among scientiJic men is ouo of the mot1t
notable and significant achievements of the modern spirit. It has been wrought out
and developed during the past two centuries and a half, nncl ow<'s its characteristics
of comprehensiveness, suggestiveness, and illuminative power to the improve.tlwnt
aud consolidation of the physical sciences, particularly of that group which we
term the biological sciences. Mr. Huxley has called attention to the esseutial
solidarity and kinship of these sciences, aud to the genetic relation between them
and medicine, which till within very receut times included'' what little JlhyBical
science could be seen to bea1· directly upon lrnman 1ife."
" It is a pecnliarity of the physical scienres," he says in his address ou "The cou11ection of the biological scien ces and medicine," "that they are iudeJlen,Lent i 11
propol'tion as they are imperfect; and it is Ollly as they advance that the bonds
which really unite them all become apparent."
Throug h the advancr alluded to by Mr. Huxley J11an's knowle.dge of ltiwself has
l>een immensely in('reased and liis con<'eption of nature and his place in nature
ra,lically cha11ge<l. The human mind has been thereby both uplifted and e1tlargcd.
Considered simply as a mom her of the animal kingdom man is a much more intelligible and interesting creature than ever b efore, si 11c(I so mauy new and comman,ling
points of view have been established l'rom which his strncture and powers ancl the
laws governing the development and use of his pow ers may lie studied profitablJ·.
In the modern doctrine of the individual hmncm bod y are mirrored the results of
man's observn.ti011s and reflections touching: ( 1) Nature, incl ucling the characteristics of its animate alld inanimate divisions and their relations to each other; (2)
the structural and func·tional charncteristi<'s of the living beiugs which inhabit our
glohe and their re1ations to the Jiving beings which h ave hecome extinct; and (3)
the evolution of 1i viug b eiugs, past a nd present, tlw tel'rn evolution being employ eel
"as a general naine for the history of the steps by which an y living being has
acquired the morphoJogic::il and physiological cbarac·te rs which distingnish it."
All nature is in a tate of fin_ · owing to the 'i.easeless <lance· of atoms aud molecules, whereby m,ttter iH mefamorphosed and energy t.rausforDH·d. In the little corner
of the universe which we call the solar system the IHlU is the dri dng poweJ· as well
as the source of energy . Our planet, with its con tin en ts aud ewe ans, itH realm of
living organism·, and itH all-encompassiug atmosphere, floats aucl rolls in a determined path in the great ocean of energy furnished aud rulecl by the sun. It iH never
the same world for long. Its ocean is continually shiftin g its be<l and honncla1fos
and c·oni,;tantly agitatP<l ornr all its surface and thr011gliout its deepR. ItH continents
are i·ontinually wrought and sculptured into new shapes and contours by its streams
o1 air and water. Hnt the most changeful and varied realm beneath th' 1-,nn is the
realm of 1ivmg thing., which embrace. ti.le aggregate sum, in ~ill its conutlnss forms,
of organizecl material, which is at once the c nl111i11ntin g :mcl rnoHt trani-1itory and
1mstahle stage in the metamorphosis of matter.
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RELATIOX OF ANDIATE TO l:XANL\lATE XATU RE.

If we confiuc onr attention to a single organism, c. g., protococcus, amccba; or
tho human body , we cliscovcr that by reason of its possession of protoplasm it is
r l::ttecl in a p eculiar way to the world's s to ck of inorganic, energy-yielding substances contained in its soil , air, and water, and to the streams of energy which
encompass the earth and its atmosphere af:i a part of the solar system. Tl1e wOTltl's
stock of material anu tho world's stores of energy are continually modifiell in character through the agency of the worlcl's funtl of living substance, which is apportioncll among the indiYiduals that make up the two great kingdoms of animated
nature. Every living organism, whether simple or complex, continually draws,
directly or indirectly, from the ocea n of energy d eriYcd from the sun, and contributes to tho ceaseless round of transformations whereby potential en.ergy is converted
into active energy, aud vice versa; and at the same time, and pari passu, every such
organism is drawing energy-yielding materials from the earth's stock of air, soil,
and water, metamorphosing these materials into living substance and returning
material drained of its energy to the world's stream of temporary was~e substances.
Taken together and viewed as a whole, th e snm total of plants and animals cort·
stitutes a vast system of.intermediate stations of exchange in the world's circu~ation
of interchangeable material ancl circulation of interconvertiblc energy. Every
aggregation of primitive or derived protoplasm is such a station, but for a, time
only, since every individual organism is strictly limited in ~·espect, both of the _di~ation and field of its actiYity. But so many individual organisms fulfill then life
purpose by the transmission of life to new individuals that the species and the stl m
of the species persist, and new series of stations for the metamorphosis of material
and th e transformation of energy continually arise in place of abanuoned stations
and worn-out organisms. As the surface of a full flowing stream presents .a constant aml shifting succession of eddi~s and transient cnrrents of varying degrees of
complexity, so the restless, ever-flowing oceanic stream of animate natnro bears_on
its surface a constant, though ever ,arying succession of li,ing organisms, which
may be likcnecl to bubbles, eddies, and currents that play npon every soa,-bou 11tl
stream of water.
Tho ocean, tp.ongh divisible into drops of water, is one, howeyer much teachers of
geograpuy ma,y snbclivide it in thought and rnulti1lly names for its parts. It is fed
by mighty river systems made up of innumerable tributaries ranging in volnmo
from m er e trickles of moisture down the faco of a mountain cliff to the resistless
floods which sweep through a river plain into tho sea. It is the seat of complicated systems of tides and currents depenuent upon the agency of atmospheric an<.1
lunar forces swayed by the energy of the sun. It iH co ntinually losing water to
tl10 air through the liftin g power of the sun's rays. It is continually rccoi,iug
condensed watery vapor, either directly as rain and snow , or indirectly as ri ,·er
water laden with earthy matter in suspens ion and earthy salts in solution. It.;;
rivers and their rivulets have eroded and scnlptnred the earth's surface from the
mountains to the sea, and continue to do so. Tho earth aud air contribute of their
substance and th suu of its ener~ to enable the ocean to play its part as a receptacle and reservoir of material and a sour ce of energy for the support of tho myriad
form s of life that inhabit our globe.
To wonder the earth has b •en consi,lerecl
by som to be a va t organism on which plants aud animals lead a para. itic lifi ·
T O '_''onder _the magnitud
of this goodly frame tho earth, tho interplay of the force
havmg th nr seat aud then.tor in. and around it, an<l man · relation: to ino1·gan1c
n~tur on tbe one 1inncl and to organic nature ou tho other sbonld challeng and
Shmnlat<' th e pecnlations of philo ophc-rs and stir and c1nicken the imarrination of
I>O t ·.
Tin; H ' M .' BODY A

A • l.\CIU~E •

• 111. gc•ner.,~ t r~ th mod n1 doctrin of th hnmau l> o<ly i based upon two lcadrn '111 !U ' viz: 'irst tha.t tl1.•1t or ',l111.
. . m 1s
. au a,rr,rccratiou of matt •r which by reason
of th arrangcu1 nt of it I>'lrt
•,in,1 tl 1c r111alitie
':'': of th lido"' snhstance
' compos'
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ing those parts, is capable of transforming and utilizi11g energy, i. c., it is a living
macliino for doing work; and second, tlrnt the adult body is the product of organic
evolution, to the outworking of whose laws it owes its rank among organisms and
its efficiency as an individual organism. Of machines in general it may be said that
they nrn aggregations of matter dcsigne(l to facilitate the utilization of energy.
Energy may be utilizecl either by inanimate or by li,ing ,machines 1 cnch of which
is divisible into simple ancl complex machines. Simple machines generally have
but few parts and the !)arts which they ha,e do not cliffer much from one another in
form or office. The combination of parts in a simple macltiuc is not intricate, that
is, they do not present a high degree of coordinaiion betweeu subordinate a11<1
leading parts for a common end. Summarily stated, simple machines whether
designed for thermal, chemical, or mechanical work, are characterized by slight differentiation ofparts, by little snbdi,ision oflabor among their parts, anu. by a low
d egree of specialization aml coordination in the office or function of their parts.
Simplicity and complex ity arc determined and estimated by quite the same general
tests and criteria in living as h1 inanimate machines. Plant anu. animal mechanisms differ mos t essentially from inanimate machines in respect to the substance of
which the)T are composed auu out of which their parts are wrought. Owing to their
composition out of living matter, they are the seat of continuous inner actfrities
which are necessary for their maintenance as structures, for their growth and
development as organisms, and for the fulfillment of their destiny as members of a
species. These attributes plant and animal mechanisms owe to the qualities of
their protoplasm or living substance. Out of protoplasmic units or cells, varionsly
modii-ied during their life cycle, all the tissues anu. organs of all animals and plants
are built up; and protoplasm may be characterized as the nniYers:tl , 0 ·cneralizec1
building material ofliviug things. It is formetl living material endowed with the
remarlrnble property of building it elf either out of nonliYino- substa,nce, as in the·
case of plant protoplasm , or out of organized food stuffs, as in the case of animaJ
protoplasm. LiYing matter is th e highest term in a series of const~uctiYc chemical
changes ·whereby simple atoms and elements, such as carbon, hydrogen 1 nitrcweu,
and oxygen, are united through the interYention of h eat into rnoro complex an<l
unstable compounds: e. g., into '\Yater, carbon-dioxide, a,nd ammonium compounds.
These relatively simple compounds are built up iuto compounds termed organic, c. g. ,
proteids 1 fats, arnl starches, which represent, by reason of their complexity and
instability and the number oftheir uusatisfietl honds, a, greater amount of potential
energy than would be contained in an equal amonnt of their nncomlJined constitnen ts, and at last as ]_)rox imate principles they are loosely but intricatel y combined
into the ]a1·ger and still more unstable molecules of liYiug matter.
To put it in another way, the atoms of simple elements under the influence of
heat ancl chemical action aro subj ected to a series of lifts, tlte effect of each lift
being to render them more complex and unstable and representative of a o-reater
amount of potential energy. Simple atoms are lifted to the plane of simple compounds. Simple com pounds are lifted to the plauc of proximate principles, which
mayue called formative material 1 and proximate pl'inciples are lifted from the plane
of fomrn,ti vo material to the plane of formed material, or of living protoplasm. By
a series of changes which may be liken ed to falls 1 mainly ox idative in their natur(' 1
liYing protoplasm is tumbled downward to tlte plane of dead protoplasm, dead protopla m to the plane of decomposed protoplasm, decompos ed protoplasm to th(•
plane of inorganic compounds, and inorganic compounds to the plane of simple
inorgani<· elements. By ach uplift kinetic is couverted into potential en rgy, <'hiefly
in the form of chemical affinity. By each downfall potential energy is converted
into kinetic energy, chiefly into beat, sometimes into m cehani cal work. FormcJ. or
living snh tance is, then, the last t •rm in a series of constructive energy-storing processes, and the starting point, or first t ·rm, in a series of destrncti,(' energy-expending
processes. These constructive anc1 dcstructfre, theso storbig and c:xrP,ncl in g pro csses,
taken together, constitute a yclc of give-antl-take changes b ct-;;..•ec:11 Ji Yiu:; antl nonliving substances.
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DITIUt< ' llANGE OJ,' :\lATERIAL AND CONV1'}RSION OF ENERGY BY LIVING SUBSTANCES,

This cycle of iuterchange of material ( or "Stoff-wt>chsel," as the Germans call it)
i s termed metabolism. The manifestation of metabolic activity is one of the most
cuaraoteristic signs of life. The series of changes during and by means of which
the a,toms of simple nonliving <.1lements are built np and 1·ecombined until they form
a part of living protoplasm are designated by the inclnsive term , anabolism. The
serie, of changes during and by means of which protoplasm is torn <lown, reduced
to simpler and more stable substances, until its final decomposition into stable and
nonliving elements is reached, are designated by the inclusive term katabolism.
Broadly speaking, anabolic processes are characterized by the consumption of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen found in carbon dioxide, water, and ammonium compounds and the setting free of oxygen, while katabolic processeR are charact~rized
by the consumption of oxygen and the setting free of carbon dioxidfl, water, and
ammonium compounds. The main work accomplished by· one of the simplest of
plant mechanisms, e. g., the single-celled protocoecm1, is chemical work. Its protoplasm is a magazine of stored-up energy, derived from the kinetic energy of snnli~ht
through the agency of its contained chlorophyll in changi ng heat into chemical
a<·tion, and the chemical action of its protoplasm iu building up new protoplasm
out of nonliving substances by the anabolic processes to which attention has been
called. The energy derived from sunlight and the stock of inorganic food stuffs or
mw material derived from the water in which it lives constitutes the income fund
of the living protococcns.
It 8pen<1s its income chiefly in replenishing and increasing its stored-up energy,
in rcpa,iring its wasted substance, in making new orgaus-if it can properly be said
to have any-ancl in forming new individuals. Thongh the protococcus expen~s
energy in the form of heat and motion, and performs katabolic or destructive chemical work in so doing, its main and characteristic work i8 of the constructive, analJollc,
chemical sort. Broadly speaking, its life is passed in pulling relatively sirn~le
oxygen-containing compounds to pieces, setting free the oxygen-i. e., in redncrng
oxygen compounds, an·d in rearranging and fixing the derived carbon, hydrogen,
and nitrogen in new compounds, and in building snch compounds up into protoplasm. It is, therefore, more of n,n oxygen-reducing machine than an oxygen-consuming machine-that is, dcoxidizing pi;ocesses predominate in it over oxidizing
p:i;ocesses.
ANIMALS AS WORKING l\lrnCHANli'i;\I.-;,

In animal machi_n es, on the contrary, oxidizing processes, accompanied by the
development of kinetic energy, predominate over deoxidiziug processes. The food
stuffs and protoplasm built up by green-plant machine~, whether they are s imple,
like the protococcus, or complicated and highly developed, like the bean plant o~ the
oak, serve as fnel or stores of energy-yieldiug substance for the nutrition of ammal
organisms which requir • oxhlizable food stuffs for maintaining life and <l.evelopiug
kinetic energy, but are unable, even hy th e aid of sunlight, to maunfacture proximate
))rinciples out of simple inorganic compounds or atoms. The vegetable kiui\dom,
therefore, serves the animal kingdom with preparetl energy-yieltliuCT food or fuel.
'fbo animal kingdom utilizes the food furnishe<l it by plants, developinCT kiuetic
energy and produch1g wa t , hoth gaseous a,ll(l solid, that again serve as plant food.
In tbe case of even the ,·implest living mechanisms, whether v getahl or anirual,
th<'re it; a. circulation of foorl material and a circulation of energy derived from thi
foocl material. There~ j · an ingoi11cr stream containing solubl a11cl gaseou · food
matnial, which the simple 11w bauism (for instance, tho protococ·cns or anrn• ha) i
a.pahle of a~ ·orbi~g at any or all parts of it surface, and an outgoing stream of
wa tf' 111 t rial which may issne from any or all parts of the cell wall. The ab ·orbed
matf'l'ial i diffu. d mor1· or 1 •s. throughout tbl' whole protopla. mi<' lnmp each and
tYery part f :vhil-h i capahl1· of ell' ·cting gen ral ch •ruical chauge of the ·con ·trnc-
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tive, ..tssirnilative sort, ancl is or may be the seat of destructive, katabolic euergy-

h berating changes-i. e., each part of the protoplasmic lump takes from the stream of
nutritive material, develops energy, and contributes to the outgoing stream of waste
and to the inner circulation of liberated energy.
As a type of the simplest animal mechanisms, we may take the amreba, because in
it problems of animal structure and function are reduced to their lo.west terms. The
amreba may be characterized as a sing-le, one-walled, free, nucleated cell composed of
slightly differentiated protoplasm. Under favorable conditions of warmth and
moisture the arn~.ba feeds and grows upon minute plant organisms. It is contractile
and spontaneously motile, as we11 as metabolic. It is contractile and irritable-i. e.,
it can move-and its movements are modified by stimuli, such as mechanical or electrical . hocks. It is respiratory, srnce it consumes oxygen and gives out ca,r bon dioxide.
It can secrete and assimilate nutriment and excrete waste, and it is reprod1tetive,
sin ce by self-di vision it gives rise to new individuals like itself. Its varts are so little
differentiated and specialized that each of them ·ha.re with nll the rest the power
of reacting to stimuli, of assimilating food, of cleveloping ki11etic out of potential
energy, of consuming oxygen, of e.·creting gaseons and other waste, and of reproduction. It manifests in a generalized and rudimentary way all the forms of a,('tivity
of which a ny of the animal mecbani1;ms which are found l1ighe1· in the f>cale of organization are capable.
All the forms of activity that go on in the au.ult human Lody, u11merous aud varie<l
and elaborate as they seem to be, are capable, when broacllyviewed, of being arranged
under the same categories as the fun<l.a,mental activities Ptesented by th e amwba.
Locomotion, mov ements of the hands, the eyes, the breathing and vocal organs,
the propu,lsion of th e bloo<l and lymph, the expulsiou of lh1uid, gaseous, and r,olid
waste are all forms of molar motion effected by structurns endowed with tho power
of contractillty. The coutractile structures-that is, th e muscular thisues-are initable and contractile, and therefore in1Juei1ced by stimuli received from irritable
structures situated iu t he nervous system. In other words, the expenditure of
eneigy in m echanical or therma.I work by the contractile part of the body is modifi ed and regulated by the sensitive irritable nervous tissues which mediate between
them and objects outs ide the body. The working nnits of the body arc single, lh·ing cells, ,·outaming more or less of protoplasm, which cells, at least at the outset of
their career, are comparable to simple, single-celled organi sms, of which the amooba
i s the type; hnt whether they be bo'ne cells, gland cells, muscle cells, lung ce1ls 1 or
nerve cells, they ,tll require to be provide<l with a mixture of orgauic food stuffs and
oxygen for the renewal of their su hstance and replenishmeu t of their store of <'nergy.
In other words, the metabolic activity of the celb and cell aggregates of the body
depends upon the character and amou11t of their blood supply. A whole series of
organs for grirnling, mixing, dissohiug, aml al.lsorbing food stuffs are concerned in
elaborating a nutritive, oxygen-charged Jlni<l, the blood, out of raw starcheH, fats,
and proteids. Another series of organs is engaged in carrymg blood to and from the
cellular units having their fixed stations, with like C'ellular unit., in the cell aggregates or tissues which make up the kin, muscles, bones, uerve, 1 a11d ln·ain a11<.l other
organs of the body. ~till au other series of organs made up of cell a~grcirates is
cngageu in gathering, separating, and expelling waste matters from the hody, an<.l
another set of organs is set apart for the production of new individuals and the
continuance of the species.
DEVELOPi\lE ~T 01<' CELLI:, AND CELL AGGREGA'l'B ·•

The structl).ral and physiological unit of living m chanisms, then, is the cell, since
th organ. of the higher organisms in their last analysis cousist of cells :incl cell
prollncts. · ' In th course of its development, " says )fr. Huxley , "every cell proceeds from a condition in which it losely resembles every other ·ell, through a serie.
uf stages of gradna.lly increasing cycles, until it reach es that ·on<lition in whic·h it
pre ents the characteristic features of th· element of a pecial ti ·sue. The <l<'vel-
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opmC11t of the ·c~ll ir,;, therefore, a gradual progress from the general to a special
sta to.
"The like hollls goocl of the development of the body as a whole. However complictitccl one of the higher :mimals or plants may be, it begins its separate e~istence
under the form of a nucleated cell. This, by division, becomes converted into an aggregate of nucleated cells; the p·arts of this aggregate, following out laws of growth
and multiplication: gi vc rise to thn rndimen ts of the organs, and the parts of these
rudiments again take on those modes of growth, multiplication, and metamorphosis.
which are needful to convert the rudimentary into the perfect structure.
"The development of the organisms as a whole, therefore, repeats in principle the
development of the cell."
The individual human being begins as one of the simplest of animal mechanisms.
Microscopic in size, its parts are intlistinguishablc or few at the most; its functions..
are reduced to lowest terms; its habitat is restricted to a particular seat in a single
organ of its .mother; and its condition .is that of a dependent parasite, without
intelligence, responsibility, or recognized legal status. It evolves gradually ancl·
surely by duly ordered and progressive stages into a bulky organism, goodly in
size an d fair in symmetry, h:wing parts beyond counting, whose arrangement is
bewilllering in its marrnlous complexity; with functions so variecl and special~zcd
ancl co-ordinated that it is enabled to play the part of an intelligent, self-sufficmg,
individual member of society) free to range throughout the world as an independent
citizen of the same, having legal rights and moral responsibilities as an heir of all
th o ages, anc1 as such entitled to an indefeasible share in mankind's hope of immortality.
It beO'ins its career af the level of the amroba and the wandering white blood
0
•
1
corpuscle; when it emerges from immaturity at the summit of a long series of spira
changes and enters upon its inheritance and is made free of the world as a matured
antl perfected human being; it has become man, and well deserves to be characterized, in the won1s which Shakespeare puts into Hamlet's month, as" the paragon of
animals, the wonder of the world.' 1
TllE EVOLUTION OF TUE HUi\IAX BODY,

The following riffirmations of the mollern doctrine of evolution in respect to the
human body m ay be cited here because of tbeir more or less (lirect bearing on our
sul>ject:
(1) The human body is the highest term iu the series of animal mecl.Hrnisms_found
in tho world to-day, since in it we find the most elaborate and perfectly coordmated
s~bdivision of labor associated with the greatest differentiation of structnre and ~he
highest specialization of function, together with the greatest capability of adnptat10n
to its environment.
(2) The human body is the highest term in the whole series of living mec~anisms
produced by organic evolntion in the vast stretch of time since the first and sunplest
of living things appeareu upon the earth.
(3). Every adult human body is the highest term in a long series of ord?rlS, ll~ 0 ~ress1ve developmental phases, which taken together constitute the period of it
immaturity. This period may be divided for convenience into stage I viz, (1) Embryonic, (2) :Footal, (3) Infantile, (4) Childhood, and (3) Adolescence.
\4) At the culmination of each of its de-rnlopmental sta,ges the body of the hn~an
l)emg more or Jess resembles the highest stage of zooloo-ical
development atta111ecl
0
by_? ,rta11:i of its ]owli~r, less _intelligent and responsible animal kindred .
. (a) A!> rn ~he zoo]og1cal se!ies of deYeloped organisms each well-m:irkecl adntnce
is c-haracterized by grcate_r ~1.fferentiation of parts, higher sp cialization of function,
ancl moro elaborate subchnswn of labor, so iu the embn-olorrical
·cries of deYelop0
mental i.ta.ge tbrongh which th l>ody is transformed from a unice1lnlar ovum into
a ·_o mmnnal m cbanism, made up ?f s_omalii<' or general and minor or special rnechamsm
a ·h &ta.ere of de,· lopment 1. s1rrnalized by tlie acq_uisition of mor nuroerou
a.ncl more perfectly adapted a1;1c~ co rdina.ted part ; 1,y an increased fficiency of
ge1~~ral fnnct10us and tho :icld1ho!1 of spe,·ial aptitncl • and power ; and by the
att,1_1~m nt ?f l~rg_ r a?d mor Yar1cd capacity for improvement aml training in the
exr.1 c1se of it~ ~11 trnctively human nclowmc·nt .
(6) In ac'l_umn stmctw·al complet ·nes ancl functional p rfc •tion the hnruan bodr
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recapitulates in a condensed or schematic way the deYelopment of its ancestral
forms-first of .its simplest, lowliest, and most ancient; l.a st of its most highly
developed, most gifted, and recent. Its period of immaturity, during which it may
be molded antl educated, is more prolonged and diveraified, and therefore more fateful and important, than the period of immaturity either of its ancestors or its nearest
kindred iu the animal series.
EVOLUTION 01!' HUMAN MIND AX!> INSTITUTIONS.

The juriscliction of the laws of evolntion over mental as well as Lodily deYdopment is pretty generally conceded, eyen in strongholds of orthodoxy, so called. The
following extract from Drummond's Ascent of Man, which consists of lectures originally delivered before the Lowell Institute in Boston 1 is highly Rignificant, consid~
ering its sonrce:
Mind, in man, does not start into being folly ripe. It dawns; it grows; it mellows; it decays. Thi~ growing is ~L grauual growing, an infinitely gentle, never
abrupt unfolding-the kind of growing which iu every other department of nature
we are taught by nature to a.-sociate with an ovolntiou. If the mind of au infant
has been evolved, and that not from primeval man, but from some morn ancient a11imal1 it could not to more perfection have simulatec1 the appearauco of having so
come. Bnt this is not n.11; the mincl of a chiltl not only grows, bnt grows in n certain order. And the astonishing fact about thnt order is that it is tho J>robable
order of evolution of mental faculty as a whole. The mint! of a child is to be
treated as an unfolding embryo; and just as the embryo of the bocl,r 1·ecapitnla,tes
tbe life history of all the bodies that led np to it, so this subtler embryo in running
its course thl'Ough the swift years of early infancy rnns up the psychic scale through
which mind probably evolved. Wo have seen also that in the case of the body each
step of progress in the embryo has it equivalent either in the bodies or in the embryos of lower :forms of life. Now each phaso of mental development in the child is
also permanently represented by some species among tho lower animnls, by idiots,
or by the mind of some existing savage.
It has been well said of biology that it has Leen "raised iu our own time from a
mere record of isolated facts to a majestic study of orderly progress." So fascinating and convincing js that story in r elation to man and the institutions throngh
which the life of man is reflected t1iat we find its teachings adopted and applied in
most unexpected quarters. I<'or in sta nce, we find an eminent English judge, the Jato
Lorc1 Bowen, in an address before a society of law students, urging that "national
life, national business, like e,ery otbor product of human intelligence and culture,
is a growth, begins far away in a dim past, advances slowly, shaping and forming
itself by the opel'ation of purely natural cause1J."
And again, Kidd, in his Social Evolution, declares that "social syste1us all(l ci vilizations _reseruble individuals in one respect; they are organic. gro,..,-ths, apparently
possessing definite faws of health and development. Such la,"s scienc·e has :ilready
defined for the individual; it sl.ton ld also be her c1nty to encleavor to define them for
society. "
EVOLUTION AND• EJ>UCATIOX.

If we admit tho t1eclaration of mouern science that the Jaws which 1letPr1t1inc the
• orderly progress of tho cells, tissues, and organs of the hum an body from a general
and simple to a differentiated and special state, also bear sway1pm·i 11ass11, throng-bout the realm of the human mind and over all the products of human intelligence
ancl culture, can we avoid the conclusion that education, which avowedly aims nt
enablino- the ungrown human being 1.o make the ultimate utmost of himself, should
conform its measures and methods to nature's laws of growth and development?
Pc<lagogical oratory and literature teem with assertions that edncation means
educing, unfolding-evolution. But no very searching investigation is needed to
discover that cclncationists hold Yery largely to tho very doctrine of evolntion that
has been discrowned and displa.c cl by modern science.
"\Vllat we cull cramming, as an educational procedure1 is merely a short-sigl.Jt 11
deduction from tho prin ciples of what used to 1 e termed "evolution," as opposed to
the doctrine of epigenesis. Edu a.ti on by "conveying information'' resembles the
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pro ·c:s by which a gardeuer 1levelops a t:imall oni on into a plump, marketable onion,
Both proces es are in harmony with the idea that the immature organism is a perfect
ctlition in miniature of th e adult, and t,hat evolution consists in the growth of small
parts, orig inall y created perfect, into l ar ger and .finally full -sized parts through the
intm1 nsception of aliment.
This view of evolution, which was dominant till microscopical r esearch showed
it to be incorrect, was summe(l up b y Haller, the great authority of the last century
in biological science, as follows: ' ' T here is no becoming; no p art of the body is
made from another; all are created at once."
\Villiam Harvey's stateme1\t in the seventeenth t:outury of the doctrine of epigenes1s 1 a follows: "The first concrement of the future bod~- grows, gradually
divides, antl is distinguished into parts; not all at once, but some are produced after
others, each emerging in its order.'' This view, which was rejected by the evolutionists of the eighteenth century, hn,s be<'n accepted a,s a corner headstone hy the
eyo]ntionists of the nineteen th.
CLASSIFICATION 01!' CO:\IPONENT BODILY 1\IECHANlSMS.

Regarded as a structure the human body is an aggregation of a vast number of
living individual cells, which may be classified accordi ng to their pedigree, form , or
function. These individua ls are so grouped and joined together in our vari~us
orga,ns that the body as a whole forms a communal structure, a sort of federal nu on
of tissu es and organs. Among machines it resembles an army or a city rather than
such mechanisms as an eight-day clock or a windmill. ' ' Of this army," says Huxley, "each cell is a soldier, an organ a brigade, th e central nervous systelll the
headquarters and :field telegraph, the alimentary and circulatory system th e
com miss ariat ."
In classifying the cell aggregates of the body, that is, its tisimes and organs, we
may arra nge them in three great classes: (1) Those which suhserve the met~morphosis of material to be employed in the constrnction, maintenance, and repair
of the inuividual and in the continuance of the species. They -include what may
be broadly characterized as the digestive and reproductive organs. (2) 'l'liose
which fLre chiefly instrumental in the transformation and expenrhture of energy.
(3) Indifferent and supportive tissueH and organs as, for instance, connective,
cartilaginons, and. bony tissues, founcl in th e organs classed under one and two. .
Leav in g supportive and reproductive tissues out of account, wo may characterize
the tissu es and organs under (1) as being concern ed in renewing the snbstan<'e of
tho body, of the body's fund of energy, and (2) those concerned in setting energy
free in special ways. Under (1) we may place (A) tho tissues of tligestion or the
"pur veyor tissues," whose office it i s to so prepare raw food or en orgy-yieldin g substa,nc<' as to brin g it to th e energy-expending tissues, the muscular and nervous
tissues, that they may build the prepared food into their own substance as ea_sily as
poss ible, and (B) the t issues of excretion or "scavenger tissues, '' whose offi ce it is
to receive the waste matters which arise in the nervou s and mnsculaT tissue. and
prepare those substances fo1· rn.p id and easy ejection from th<> bod~' .
nder (2) ar e plac d the matter tissues, viz, the nervou and muscular tissues
and organs 1)y means of which i,nergy is liberated and turned to accouut. Th
n ervous tissue is the ' ruasterfnl tissue" par excellen1· and is served in one way or
anoth_er_ ~y n.11_the other tissue we have jnst rnentione<l. Again, the bodily organs
are divHnl,le into (1) somatic or primary, whose effectnal working 1s r qui it for
t 1ie mor genen l neC>lls f the bocly a a wliole, e. g., the digestive, circulatory,
x retory organ the skeleton and skeleton mnscles ancl the bulk of the brain and
1 wn·ou
"· tem~ a.n,1 (2) minor or secondarr organ~,
the organ of speech and
1lrn _h:uul:, or 01 ·~a. 11 of man1pnla.tion, an<l the mo t hi/.{hly specializecl part of the
l,ran~ fm<l n rvon ~y. tPm. Again on i<lerin<>' the ho<ly of the individual iu its
r h hon to th e P cie and th <:outinua11cc· of,..,the lifo ~f the sp 'Cle , the oma or
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bouy, with its primary and secondary mechanisms, is merely the home and vehicle of
the reproductive elements which constitute the essential link between the individual
and its ancestors on the one band and the individual and its descendants on the
other. Viewing the matter in this way it may be shown that the life of the soma is
incidental, determinate, fleeting, and subservient to the wider, continuous, perennial life of the species resurrected by the reproductive elements.
Man in contradistinction to the brute-thanks to bis more complicated structure
and more highly specialized functions-bas a rela,tively larger "live capital" of free
energy that can be turned into special forms of mechanical work. In comparison
with savages and barbarians, civilized men have a larger fund of such capi.tal at
command, together with greater aptitude for expending it wisely and economically;
while among civilized men, the educated man, by reason of his superior training, is
able to do more and harder and better work than the ignorant man. From our
present standpoint the main end of education appears to be to develop as fully ns
possible the power of making the most of the fund of energy which is available in
the individual organism after the maintenance and repair of that organism have
been providecl for.
We have likened the body to an army. Broadly speaking, an army is organized,
equipped, fed, drilled, and led, in order that it, executive machinery-which in the
last analysis oonsjsts of the skeletal muscles of its soldiers-may bo enabled to
transform the largest possible amount of accumulated energy into the mechanical
work of marching and fighting. So, in general terms, it may be said that the principal minor mechanisms found in the human body ]argely subserve the interests of
the organs devoted to the performance of voluntary, purposive mechanical work,
viz, the muscles.
EXECUTIVE MAOHINJmY Qlf Tlrn .BODY ANJ> ITS WORJi:.

It is the skeletal muscles and the skeleton, then, which constitute the executive
working machinery of the body. But it is important to remember that no skeletal
muscle is a simple organ. Every ·skeletal muscle is made up of two conjoined
mechanisms: a contractile, executive mechanism, the muscle proper, and a stimulating, regulative mechanism consisting of nerve :fibers and gray-matter nerve cells;
that is to say, "a muscle" is fundamentally a muscle and a nerve besides; or, to put
it in another way, muscles are the slaves of the nerve centers. So close and necessary are the bonds existing l,etween the muscular and nervous systems that, so far
as our movements are concerned, the separate disjoined action of either system under
ordinary circumstances is practically unthinkable. Musrles without their tixoiting
nerves become inactive and inert, and nerves deprived of muscles to do their bidding
- are impotent.
What may be termed the gross income of the bodily community j derived chiefly
from th e productive activity of its purve-yor and scavenger members, though the
master tissues, whoRe leading function is the regulation of expenditures, by reason of
the active copartnership existing between them and their servants, materially assi t
toward the accumulation of the gross-income fund. It is preeminently the £unction
of the master tissues to turn the net income of the body to the fullest and he. t
account, which net income is what remains from the gross income after the fixed
.charges for construction, maintenance, and repair h~ive b en met. To secure the
wise expenditure of net income, therefore, it is needful to prevent the master tissues
from developing aimless, blundering, or spendthrift habits of action. Prevention, in
this instance, can only be secured through the intelligent and adequate training of
the ncuro-muscular system. If the development of ability to make intelligent and
adequate use of tlie net income of man's free energy hr the main end of his education, it is tolerably clear that neuro-muscular education or physical training must
constitute a considerable pa,rt of the mea::mres directed to that end.
ED
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NATURE AND EFFECTH OF J.IUSCULAR EXERCISE.

'l'ho primary, essential, universal factor in till forms of physical training is ncuromuscnl:1l' exercise. The effects of exercise upon a single muscle are chiefly two. On
tho O11 e hand there results a general condition which may be termed the heightened
health of tlie neuro-mnscular nrnchine, which state of health involves the attainment
all(l rnaiutonance of a, normal degree of size, strength, and working JJ0Wer in its
structural parts; and, on the other hand, a more complex and special effect, ,iz, the
acquisition or ol'ganization by its neural parts of advantageous habits as regarc1s the
origin;:i,tion, transmission, alHl regulation of stimuli. The effects of exercise upon
the mnscnlar system as a whole differ in degre e but not in kind from the effects of
exercise upon a single muscle. The habitual movements having their seat in the
various groups of rnuscl_es are said to be represented. by the centrnl masses ofnenous
tissue throngh w4ose stimulative action the muscles are animated or innervated.
The functional improvement, i. e., tho developrnent of the nervous mechanisms
which r epresent our bodily movements is the most important effect of muscular
e:s:erciso or, to speak more a ccurately, neuro-muscular exercise. It is not altogether
clear jnst how it comes about that through trial and repetition, i. e., through training an action which is at first a difficult feat becomes a pleasurable accomplishment,
then tL routine performance, and at lust au almost instinctive act. But it see ms
reasonable to suppose that the frequent or habitual passage of stimuli from a gi,en
group of cells through definite fibers to the muscles con cerned in a gh·en movement
leads to some kind of a rearrangement of the molecules composing the irritable
protoplasm of fibers and cells so that less awl less resistance is offered to the passage
of subsequent stimuli from the same source. Somehow or other the memory of pa ·t
actions arnl of the stimuli which evoked them uecornes erubec1clec1 or organized in the
motor centers of the spinal cord unc1 brain .
. "The worcl 'training,"' says Michael Foster, the eminent English physiologist,
"suggests the l'eflection that the ph;ysiological interpretation of becoming e~sy by
practice is that new paths aro made, or the material of old paths more roolnle by
effort aml use. . . . ,Ve must suppose that training promotes the growth and
moleculm.· ability of the motor area and of all its connections. There nro doubtless
limits to tbe changes which ca,n be effected but within these limits the will, blundering at first in the rn~ze of the nerYons network, gradua,lly establishes easy pat!Js."
THE NET"R.-1. L AND )IEXTAL FACTORS IN MUSCULAR .:\IOYIDIF.NTS,

.m i.his connection the following extract from "Sanity and Insanity ," written by

Charles Mercier, an Englisll alienist, i::; introc1ucecl l)eeanse of its suggestiveness
with regard both to the effects of exercise upon the nervous system and to the mental
accompaniments of exercise:
. When a new mode of action i s originated, when a novel adjustment is made to
?Hcumstances, when the organism reacts in a new manner to impressions mad upon
1t, there must occur some new coml,ination of nerye clements to pro<lnce the ne_w
combination of movements. 'l'he new combination of nerve elements is effected in
the way already indicated when trcatinO' of tho matrix or brain sn bstauce of the gray
matter. E_ithe! an w set of circumsta~ces impresses the organism, _in _which case a
new combrnat1on of nerve currents sots inward or an old set of circnm tan ·es
imp~ess tho organism a new way, in which case th~ old combination of nerve current
r ~ce1ve8 a 1:ew addition on_its way inward, which alters its arrangement and direction. In ett~er ca~w.tho h1gher centers are impre:secl in a way that is new, an:l the
consertnence 18 that rnsteac1 of_ the usual centers being discharged in the usual wars
the nrreut ar ~1raft~d off mto new c1iref'tiom1. But it has already been hown
1
e cha_nnel .m 'Yl.nch currents frequently pa s are ·hannels which have become.
ho lle?t of tlns frequent passage, scoured out to an appropriate caliber ancl
a 11
' t!) c. rr~ th0 acc·ustomed cnrr<·nts without leak·tO'e · while the irruption of a
1um111011s urr nt into hyp th
-vo
' •channel~
ei
'
•
•
. a s an d unn ·cnstomed
from
tlH• £
result 10
1ts
c ca.p
sa
tl 1· 0 !m <1\.11' nu 1 mto the gronnd substance anc1 tho excavation of new pa 0
1
• r ~·
tg
\ he_u tbcr fore, 11 w ·ir ·um ·tan ·es i111pn's,· u
or wh •n old cir umanc impie s u ui new way , there is a tcnclcll(·y for the r!.erve currents in the
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hjgher centers to break their bounds aml to escape in new direction ·. ·whether tho
tendency becomes an a ctuality or no will depend on whether tl10 new element in
the in coming current is of sufficient intensity and whether tho brain substance is
easily enough pormeablc. Supposing, however, that these conditions aro fayorablo
and t1:1t the current does overflow, it will find its way in some new direction to a
center that has not hitherto been in the habit of acting with the center from whence
the discharge comes. 'fhe consequen'le will be that these two centers, not hith erto
associ:1ted in action, will act together-in other words, a new combination of 1wrYe
centers will be formed ancl their comlJiued action will result in a new form of reaction-in new moYements or a n ew course of conduct.
•
The repetition of the impression will bring about a repetition of the action, :md
with each such repetition of the passage of the current in the new direction the
new channel which conveys the cnuent from one center to the other will be enlarged
ancl 1·e111..lerecl more patent and definite in the way already described until the connection l.Jetween the two centers becomes thoroughly organized and the course of action
habitual. The more and moro often the combinecl action is repeated, the more
thorough and complete becomes the nnion betW'een the two centers and the less :mcl
less readily does the combination of their action admit of interference from centers
out.-ide of them. By tho m ere force of r epetition and of the definite organization
which repetition brin gs about novel nets lJecome habitnal , hahitual n.cts become
automatic, aud antornatic acts become rc:f1ex.
ORUAXJZ.\.T!O:'{ OF

x1snn~

CESTEH

TJIHO tJG II lCXEHClSE.

The differences between the several tlegrecs of consolidation are thus mnrkecl.
An act is habitual wben it occurs with perfect facility, but yet requires the guidance
and direction of higher centers for its performance. An act is automatic when it
has become so far organized that the mechanism which actuates it is complete in
itself and, given the necessary impression, the action occurs without any ~uiclance
or regulation from higher centers. Such are the acts of walking, the fingering of
musical instrnmeuts, the manipulation in many handicrafts, the moYement of tho
lips and ton~ne in speaking. All these movements occur with a celerity and an
accuracy which indi cate thorough ort?anization; all of them can be performed
withont direct guidance from tho bigoor centers or while the higher centers are
otherwise employed-while as we say " ·e :tre "thinking of something else;" and any
direct interferen ce of the higher centers, any undue attention to the movements,
tends to spoil their facility and accuracy. Lastly, when organization is complete
movements become reflex:; that is to , ay, not only do they occur on the occurrence
of their appropri:tte stimulus, but they occur necessarj]y. .A. nerve channel is so
complet ely formed in itself ::md the neighboring cnrrents are so built out that when
once the process is started it goes on to completion as a matte1· of necessity and no •
action of tho higher centers can interfere to prevent or alter it. Snch movements
are those of blinkiug, of swallowing, of coughing, ancl the like.
Since states of mind are but the obverse.c, ide, or, as I have termed them, the shadows
of nervous processes, it was to b e expccte<l. that repetition , which has so great an effect
on n on·ous processes, should h r~ve an o:ffect equally great on the mental states; and this
we iincl to be the fact. The law is that a new nerYous process is attended by the most
vivid mental state; and that the more unlike the n orvons process is to predous
processes the more vivid is the mental state that accompanies it. ,vith nervons pro- _
cesses w e have seen that continnal repetition brings about complete organizationorganization so complete that a very small incentiYe is required to start the l)rocess,
and by starting the process to set the movement going. We have seen how new acts
become habitnal, habitual acts become automatic, and automatic acts reflex. ,ve
have now to notice that as the nervous mechanir m subsides through these several
stages from the nascent to the complete stage of organization, so the mental accompanimeut, at first vivid, becomes fainter and fainter until when the latter stage are
reacb e<l it altogether disappears. When an act has become habitual it bas so little
mental :tccompaniment that, as we put onr wa.tch clown on tho dressing table, we are
uncertain whether the instant before we wound it up or not. It has so little mental
accompaniment that on meeting a, carriage in the road we draw tlie near rein to the
required extent with scarcely a conscion.sness-a thought-of what we are doing.
Wbcn the act becomes automatic, and still more when it becom s reflex, thel'e is no
appreciable mental accompaniment to the discllarge of the center that actuates the
movement, though there may be a mental accompaniment to the act itself, obtaine(l
in oth er ways. For instance, the :fixed mechanism whi ch actuates such movements
as sneezing or swallowing is not only completely cut off from the influence of th
highest centers, so that no amount of focusing or con entration of energy the:reno effort, as we say, of will-can produce them; but the action of these mechanisms
is attended by no mental mani£ station . \Ve know that we arn sneezing and that we
have sneezed by intelligence arriving from the periphery, lrnt the instant b efore the
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happens we can not say when it will happen or even that it will take place

at all.
Hence it appears, since tho most fixedly and completely organfaed centers are the
lowest and the most recent and the least oro-anized are the hio-hest,
that the mental
0
accompaniment of the n ervous clischarge g:'adually increases in vividness from ~he
lowest centers to the highest. Quite at the bottom a.re the mechanisms actuatmg
directly the movements of the heart and other viscera which are in health absolutely
Yoid of mental accompaniment; above these are the ~echanis ms for breathing, swallowing, and other reflex: actions, ancl with their activity a faint glimmering of consciousness is occasionally perceptible. Above this again are layer upon layer. of
mo~hani~ms actuating automatic and habitual acts of every degree of fixity, and w_ith
their action appears a certai.u amount of consciousness, broadening from a mere ghmme~ at the bott?m through a~ ever-lightening daylight to full d~wn at the top. The
ac~10n of the highest centers 1s accompanied by the broad daylight of wakeful c~nsciousness and occasional concentration of energy in particular tracts, and t~e vigorous aml energetic discharge of these tracts from time to time are accompamed by
mental states of exceptional vividness, which, in comparison with the usua.lly more
quiescent condition of consciousness, may be likened to bursts of sunshme on a,
cloudy day.
PHYSICAL BASIS Ol!' l\:IEMOR Y.

Memory is the recurrence of a mental state that has occurred before. It is, on.the
bodily si<le, the revivescence of a nervous process that has previomdy been active.
It is obvious t'hat this physical process may occur both in centers and channels, and so
we ca.n remember both feelings and thoughts. It has already been shown how re]?e•
tition of a nervous process acts in renderino- the process more facile and more rapid,
and. how, as facility ancl rapidity of the ner°vous process increase, the mental accompaniment diminishes; and thus we are prepared to find not only that the more ofte_n
a thing has been repeated the better we remember it, but the more perfectly it 18
remembered the less effort, the less consciousness, we have of its remembrance;
until, when memory becomes perfect it ceases to become conscious, we cease to conj
sider it memory. 'l'hus, I remember with effort tlie name of the person to 'Yhom
was introduced yesterday; I remember without difficulty the name of my friend of
a year's standing; but it would be inappropriate to say I remembered t1:tat the name
of this thing on the plate before me is bread. Similarly, I remember with effort thet
way to tie a turk's head; I remember more readily how to make a clove hitch ; _bu
it would be ina.ppropriate to say that I remember howtotie a knot. Thus conscious
memory fades and merges in to unconscious memory, anJ. the more perfect the memo~y
is, the less of consciousness accompanies it. When memory is looked at from this
point of view, as, on the physical side, the repetition of a nervous proces~ that has
occurred before, an<l, on the mental side the conscious accompaniment of this process
whe~e it is a conscious accompaniment, the scope and meaning of ~he term bcc 0r1!1e
cons1derably extended, and a community of origin and of nature 1s fo~nd t~ cx:iS t
between processes that are at first sight widely different. All :mtomatic a~tionsd
the movements of the legs in walking of the finCYers in writing, of the llps an
tongue in speaking-are actions whose' memory h:s become perfect and therefore
unconscious. The movement of the newly-hatched chick in pecking at_ food a few
honrs after birth has been called a remembrance. It is said that the chick re~embers how its parents pecked; and this ·statement at :first sight fanciful, is, if we
adopt this view of memory, almost accurnte. For' the chick inherit a fully for':11-ed
nervous structure, which when se t in action produces the movement
peckrng.
Su?h a strncture can have been formed in the ancestral fowls only hy contmual reI_>etit1ons of the act, repetitions that were at first accompanied by consciou::i meroori~
an~l snbsequently became automatic. In the newly-hatched chick the movement 18
evidently preceded by hesitation. It is at first tentativo and imperfect, and only
after repetition attains its pel'fect precision. Ev ry one of the acts is, howeve!,
actuated l>y the repetition or revivescence or recnrrence of a nervous 1Hocess, ancl 18
therefore on the ph~•sica1 side a case of remembrance· and no one can doubt who
has s n tbe hesitation, the de1iheration, and the manile t tentativeness of the fi!st
few .Pe k that they are_ accompanieJ. lJy consciommess, by conscious stat s, which
ar~ rn su ·ha ca.cm. mone1:1 .. In the same way the vast hulk of the content of our consciou n · '\ at _any tun <·on u1ts of memories. The judgments that we continually
an<l snlwo~. ciou'\ly fo~m of the cli ·tance of all oh1ect that we co around us are
m~ile 11 P 01 _ b 111 mori of the amouut of stretcbi~g or reaching, or of the number
of. t P .<n . of the tim tak n to traserse the intermediate distanc botween u and
01
mr'larly rP.lat d to 11 Oil iunnmer· 1,le previous occa -ions.
ur ideas of the
? 1 \ 1 ~ , 0 th e har<l1H• :tll(l oftnes , th roughn, s ·md smootbues of bodi are
m.11, 1v 111•nd ~ 11 P of nwmori s of the eus, tions · th.at we bav<' ha.cl in han<lling
~:~:
of tmtla.r .app ar n<· ancl fl 11rface. It is the ame with mere• complex judg1
e tlu:
I
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of a house by memories of the salubrity of other houses similarly situated, and as
to the prudence of a line of conduct by means of the consequence of other lines of
conduct previously pursued.
Similarly, again, on the bodily side, the skill with which we perform any operation
depends upon the accuracy with which we remember the amount of previous efforts
and their results and on the precision with which we reproduce them. But to reproduce an action is to have over again an activity of the same nervous process which
produced it before-that is, to remember the action. From . every point of view,
then, we see the importance of memory, of fully conscious ruemory; which is the early
repetition of a newly-formed nervous process, accompanied by vivid consciousness; of
subconscious memory, which is the repetition, after very many times, of a well-organized nervous process, accompanied by faint consciousness, and of unconscious
memory, which is the repetition, after innumerab1e tin1es, of a completely organized
nervous process, unaccompanied by any consciousness.
iOTOR TRAINING IN El>UC.A.TION.

The ends of exercise may be characterized, in a general way, as first the promotion
of health, and second the formation of proper habits of actiou. The one is a hygienic end, while the other is a distip.ctively eflucational end. It matters not whether
we consider a single muscle which admits of only a single limited motion, or a group
of muscl'3s, or a complicated system of muscular organs like the organs of speech,
or the communal structure we call the body, or a class of school childreu, or a football team, or a regiment of soldiers-the onds of exercise are practically identical
in each case, and can only lJe attained through a combination of hygienic and educational measures.
The maiu field of education is the nervous system, and the principles of all forms
of e<lucation into which physical training enters as a factor are based upon the
power of the nervous system to receive impressions and to register them or their
effects; in other words, upon its ability to memorize the part it has playetl in
acquired movements, an<l on occasion to revive and repeat such movements. The
student of nervous disorders notes carefully the peculiarities of his patien t 's movements in ord.er to determine the seat of hil.! injury or weakness and the nature and
extent of his disease. It is equally necessary that the practical teachel' should
apprehend the significance of the spontaneous and acquired muscular movements of
his pupils, b e those movements coarse or fin e; since those movements constitute an
index of the action of the brain which it is the teacher's business to develop and
train, and also serve to measure the success and test the character of the teacher's
eiforts at instruction. This is trne not only of instruction in football, military drill,
gymnastics, sloyd, shoemaking, ancl sewing, but of instruction in drawing, singing,
and the three R's as well. Genuine success in any of the flepartments of instruction
mentioned above is conditioned on the intelligence aµd skill of the instructor in
selecting and teaching such fonus of neuro-muscular action as are adapted to the
sex, age, and capacity of the pupil.
The motor element in education- is so large and of such vital importance that we
hazard little in predicting that the systematic study of movements is destined to
play a much more prominent p art than h as been accorded it hitherto, in the professional training of all classes of teachers. "It can scarcely be too often reiterated,"
says Mercier, "that the stucly of movements is the only means by which we can
gain any insight whatever into the working of the nervous system."
As Mercier's work, The r ervous System and the M:in<l, contains the latest and
most satisfactory study of movements that has come to my notice, I am content to
follow him in developing that part of my subject which relates to the classification
of movement and the hierarchical arrangement of the nerve centers which represent them.
CL.A.SSIFICA.TION 01'' :\IOVE:\lENTS.

As regards their regional relations, our bodily movements ruay be chara ·teri½ecl as

central or peripheral. "By a central movement," says Mercier, "1s meant, generally, a movement of the trunk. By a peripheral movement is meant, gen rally, a
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ruoYctueut of the uigits, mouth, or eyes; and the remaining parts of the body are
clai--se<1 in an intermediate position, and in one ·which approximates to the central
or to tho peripheral, according, generally, to the size of the part moved, and the
size and iudivi(luality of the muscles concerned in tb c movement. .
. The
moYernents here called central are continuous in duration, vague in limitation, few
in number, same in character, and form a general, appro:s:imate or coarse adjustment.
Progress toward the periphery brings us to movements that are more intermittent
in duration, more precisely defined, more numerous, more diversified, · and more
specially a(lapted to particular ends; and when at the eyes, the articulatory apparatus, and the digits, we re::i,ch the extreme J)eriphery, all these characters reach
their highest degree of development."
1\foyements may be classified, also, as simultaneous or successive 1 the former being
mainly central antl the latter mainly peripheral iu cbarackr. "Coordilrntion in
simultaneity affects the central movements first ancl most, spreads toward the
periphery ~nd affects the most peripheral mo,ements last :md least. Coordination
in imccessioninvolves the most periphern,l movements most often and in the most prolonged and complex sequences; and when, as often happens, the succession of movement8 begins centTally ancl spreads to the periphery it is the most peripheral
mo,ements to which all the others arc subservient an<.1 act as aids and adjustments."
As an example of successive movements beginning centrally, those concerned in
vocal utterance may serve as an example. ·Yocal utterance is the resultant effect of
the combinecl-i. e ., coordinated-action of the organs of breathing, phonation, and
articulation, which are situated in the chest, throat, and mouth, respectively.
Breathing moYements are centra.1, yoice movements intermediate, and articulatory
movements are peripheral. Tlie most central movements in this series present two
phases-viz, inspiration and expiration. In each phase the movements of abdominal
wall, diaphragm, ribs, and glottis start simultaneously, but the enunciation of consonant and vowel sounds results from rapid successive movements of the vocal cords
and of the t ongue and lips-res1.1lts, that is, fr@m peripheral movements coordinated
in succession.
The nervous mechanisms which innervate and repr~sent onr ,arions mo,ements
have been uivided according to their situation into lower, higher, and highest level
centers; and again they have been classed as funclamcntal or accessory according to
the order of their development. In general we may say that the coarser, more central movements, are representeu in lower level centers, i. e., in the more central or
basal regions of the brain and spinal conl; that the centers representing intermediate movements are found at higher places in the hierarchy than those which
re1>resent central movements; and that the highest level centers, in the cortex of
the urn.in, represent the most special, precise, elaborate, :mcl varied of onr peripheral
movements.
EDUCATIO:XAL Sl<i:XIFICA:XCE OF L .\.W OF EDUCATIOX OF :XEHYOl:S SY~TF:'.\I.

In the evolution of the race and of the individual, the more general function and
organs are forrue<1 and developetl earlier than the special functions and their organs;
c. g., the circulatory ::mcl alimentary organs develop earlier tlrnn the vocal organs and
the hands ancl £ et. The same law obtaius likewise in the gro"\'rth and clcvelo1lmont of
the nervous system, iurespect both to it. massive an<1 its minute parts. The ncn·ou
mechanisms cone rncu in central movements aTe at once o]cler and more lowly placed
than the me hanism · concerned in peripheral movement . To tho c• part of the
nervous ystem, in man, which arc formed carli s and are l1l'actically ·ornpleted
an,l folly organiz ·d at birth, the late Dr. Ro , a leaclinc., Euglish u urologist, rrave
the _nam "funda~ental/' while he designated as "accessory·, those parts which a.re
rnduucntary a~ birth ancl comparatively la.to in their growth ancl dcYclopment.
Bro:Hlly · pe· ku~" central m YCm!!nts are reprcsentecl hy ]ow-level, fundamental
cent r. ' an,l p npb ral mov m n 1,y high-le,· ·1, ace ory cent r . If, a ha been
ta ,l tlie nervou s~· t~m i tho field of e<ln ation, tdu ~tion to h natural, safe,
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,. and effP,ctual shoulu defer the training of the accessorr parts of tbo nervous system
until the development of its fundamental portions has been secured by appropriate
forms of general training.
As is well known, city children as a class present more cases of ne1Tons instauility
than do country children as a class. I therefore venture to quote at length Dr.
Ross's views as to the part which physical training should play in the education of
children with tenc1encies to nervous instability.
The children of 1mrents who manifest a predisposition to severe nervous disease,
as hysteria an(l epilepsy, are frequently not merely quick in their percepti"rn faculties but are a1so often possessed of great iuteJlectual powers, aud much of their
future happiness depends upon judicious mental training in youth. The children
of such families ought not to be subjected to any severe mental strain during the
period of bodily development, or be allowed to enter into competition with other
children in the mental gymnastics which are so fashionable in our public schools.
On the other hand, regular g;raduatet1 and systematic exer<:ise in the form of walking, riding, gymnastics, and calisthenics does a great deal of good by strengthening
both the muscular and nervons systems. Everything which tends to develop the
muscles of the lower extrcmitie:s and trunk, and indeed all muscles engaged in
executing the movements common to both man and the lower animals, tends also to
develop the funuamrn tal part of the nervous system, and a good sound development
of the fundamental is the first prerc<Jnisite to a well-balanced development of the
accessory portion.
The orde1· of tlte dei:clopment of the 11e1-i:011s system in the race has been f1·01n the .f1111dame11tal to the accessory portions; ancl no one can rnrerse this 1n·ocess 1vith impunity in that
further develo1mie11t of tlte individual which con stit11 /c.q education in its widest sense. Yet
until tL few years ago the natural ort1er of development was roversecl in the education of youth, and especially in femal education, so far as this coulcl be accomplished
by human contrivance and ingenuity. The natural order of development was in<leed
observed so far as to allow tho chilcl to acquire the power of walking prior to that
of other accomplisbments; but the care of the infant had not yet u cen transferred
to the professional trainer. No sooner, ho,Tever, had what is technically called education begun, than the professional trainer began to exercise the small muscles of
vocalization and articulation so as to acquire the art of reading, tho muscles of the
hand so as to acquire the art of ,yriting-, and in the case of youug ladies the still
more complicated movements necessary in run11ing ovor the keyboard of a piano;
while little attention was paid to tho devolo11ment of the larger muscles of the trunk
and lower extremities, 11pon tho full development of which the futme comfort of the
individual depends.
In the education of youth ju the }Jresent day the laws of development and phJ·siology are not so openly violated and defied as they were a few years ago; but much
remains to be done in this respect, and especially in the education of children of
families who manifest a neuropathic tendency. In the children of such families tile
ireatest possible care should be taken to develop carefully the fundameu tal actions,
masmuch as a sound development of these involves a stable construction of the
fundamental part of the nervous system; a process which makes the latter to offer
a greater specific rnsistanco to the paroxysmal discharges from the later evolved
centers of the accessory portions which underlie h3·steria, epilepsy, and even many
of tho psychoses. The process of educating the accessory system, and especially
the higher centers of that system, should be regular and systematic; ha hits of
mental scrutiny and self-examination-which, unfortunately, too many religious
teachers deem necessary for tho welfare of the soul-ought to be discouraged. In
one word, education should be made as concrete and objective as possible.
If this be true, aml who shall gainsay it, is it not evident that educational rneasnres of every kind should be selected and coordinated so as to conform to the order
and rate of growth and development of the fundamental and accessory nenro-m11scnlar mechanisms of the child and the adolescentf
The law of tho evolution of the nervous system seems to me a sure and scniceable criterion of the worth and propriety of educational procedures of every J-ind,
since it affords a means of comparing onr conventional methods of educating the
individual with nature's method of educating tbe race.
Ia it too much to ask that educationists should recognize, 1>0nder npon, ancl b
guided. by the laws of development which determine the health and power of tho
brain crnters, and the health and efficiency of the sernints and roinj1:1ters of those
centers, namely, tho skeletal muscles? It is tru<', donbtlc s, that the laws of <level-
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opment are recognized, jn a way, in the conventional division of schools into elementary, secondary, and superior; but it is no less true that the bodily and mental
characteristics which differentiate children from youth, and both from adults, are
deserving of more careful study and much fuller recognition than they have received
hitherto from teachers as a class, or from those charged with the appointment and
control of t eachers.
GROW'fH AND DEVELOPMENT DURING IMMATURITY.

Our "earthly pilgrimage" embraces three stages, viz, (1) that of evolution or
immaturity, which is par excellence the period of growth or increase in size, of
development or improvement and increase of fun ctional powers, and of storage
of energy; (2) that of maturity or completed development, in which growth and
development proceed more and more slowly till they cease, a period of productive
activity, of balanced income and expenditures of energy, and (3) that of dissolution or decline, marked by excess of expenditure of energy, by weakened and
decaying functions, and by wasting and degeneration of organs and tissues.
Growth and development characterize the stage of immaturity, as has been said,
but since development waits upon growth, the two processes vary in amount and
rate in different paTts of that stage, considering the body as a whole. Nor should it
be forgotten that the several somatic and special mechanisms of the body differ in
respect to the order and rates of their growth and development. If the education
of children and youth shall ever become thoroughly natural and rational, it will be
because the significance of that order and rate, and their relations to life and
death, is recognized and heeded to an extent that is nowhere common as yet.
The leading somatic organs emerge from the rudimc:i:itary chaos of early fmtal life
in the following order, practically speaking: The brain and nervous system; the
alimentary system; the circulatory and respiratory systems; the muscles and the
skeleton. And after birth the brain maintains its lead both in growth and development over the muscles, until the period of second dentition, at 7 to 8 years of age,
when the brain weighs, within a narrow margin, as much as it ever will. "The
difference between what the brain of the child of 8 and the brain of the man of 25
can do and can 1·esist is quite indescribable. The organ of these two periods might
belong to two different species of animals so far as its essential qualities go," says
Dr. Clouston in his NeuroRes of Development.
In the brain the parts which presid~ over thP- sense organs appear sooner and
develop earlier than do the parts which control the motor orga.ns. Complete llcvelopmen t of motor ability does not and can not take place until the muscular instruments or end organs of the motor brain center s have attained full growth, which is
not accomplished till puberty. The skeleton is not fully consolidated until the
twenty-fifth year.
Increase iu h eight is chiefly an increase of length in the skeleton, an d growth jn
weight consists mostly of increase in the weight of the mnKcles. The adult body is
about three times as ta.11 and twenty times as heavy as that of the infant at birth.
Certain facts relating to the growth rate of some of the leading somatic organs may
be cited here. The following figures, showing the changes brought about by
growth, during the sta,gc of evolution, in the ratios of the weight of the brain, the
mnsclt>s, and the skeleton to the total l>ody weight, are taken from Foster' TextBook of 1~hysiology :
WeightofHrain in new-l>0m babe equals 14.34 per cent, in adult equals 2.37, of body
wight.
Skeleton in new-born bahe equal· 16.70 per cent, in adult equals 15.35, of body
weight.
1u cle~ in new-born ba.b <'qual. 23.40 p r cent, iu adult equals 43.10, of body
wight.
In other words, iu the adult the 1,r in is 3.7 tiwes, the skeleton 26 time , and the
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muscles 48 times h eavier than at birth. It is obvious that if the musculature fails
to attain its normal size and weight, the body can not attain its full size and weight.
It is scarcely necessary to urge rn the face of such facts that well-directed musc11lar
exercise may powerfully promote normal bodily growth.
PERIODS OF IM:.\lATURlTY AND THE CH.A.RACTERISTICi-;.

The stage of evolution or immaturity is of paramount importance, since the formal
education of the vast majority of the pupils in our elementary and secondary schools
ceases long before maturity 1s reached. This stage may be roughly divided into
't!hree equal periods of eight years. Both growth and dev elopment proceed during
each period, l>ut growth preponderates in the first and second and development in
the third period. The salient features of each period may l)e grouped as follow s :
First period, f1·orn birth to the close of the eighth year.-The whole body grows rapidly
in the first two years of lifo, more particularly in the first year, but it is the
'' immense 1' growth of the brain, which attains its full weight within a few ounces
in the eighth year, that signali,,;cs this period most, markedly. In the domain of
development the sen sory organs take tho lead and reach a high degree of perfection,
though certain of the most essential n euro-mu scular mechanisms <·oncerned in tl1e
coordination of relatively central movements also undergo active development, e.g.,
those concerned in equilibration, locomotion, and vocal utteran ce. The child is
imitative, inquisitive, and acquisitive) but bis perceptiv e power, and his memory
develop faster than his powers of discriminat,ion and expression. During this period
sensory edu cation m:1y ~afely be diYersified ancl omewhn,t specially emphasized; but
motor education should be of a more general and olementary character.
Strenuous and exacting "drill," especially of t he intermedi ate and accessory
mechanisms, is contra-indicated for the chil<l.. Both games and gymnastics yield
valuable results if they are intelligently selected and ponclucted; but the first shonld
be easy and simple and the second elementary in their charact er.
Second p eriod, f1·om the beginning of the ninth to the encl of the si:cteenth year.-'l'his is
distinctively th e period of most rapid growth in height and weight. In increase of
weight the muscles play the leading part. Motor coordinations reach a higher
degree of developmeut than was possible during the preceding period, though they
are not fully perfected till adolescen ce is nearly completed. "The process of p erfecting motor coordinations can not be said to be complete," says Dr. Cloust,on,
'' while the awkward, ungraceful motions of hobbledeboyhood last, and until we
r ea ch the grace ancl poetry of body motion of the maiden of 23 and the dexterity,
force, and s wiftness of coordination of eye, hand, and hody seen in tho mnile cricketer or lawn-tenniR player of 25." As Dr. Clouston has pointed out, one of the ,
most marked features of this p eriod ii,, the coordmation of mot10u ancl emotion.
In this period the individual diverges from the neutral condition of childhood and
takes ou the distinctive characteristics of y out h or maiden. Tb e changes in b ody,
mind, and character which result from the establishment of pnberty are profouncl
and lasting in both sex es, though in this p eriod they tr anspire m or e rapidly t nd
proceed further in the gentler sex-i. e., femaleH in comp arison with males are precocious in their growth and development.
Self-consciousness is awakened, elf-confidence i H quickened, and n ew impul (•s,
appetencios, and ambitions arise which prompt the adolescent t o try a n thing, and
everybody . '!'he child yields to authority and accepts di c·ta with comparatively good
grace; bnt the y outh demands rea ona an<l must be co nvinced, or at l east persuaded,
by bis teachers and governors; he may b led, bnt he r esists b ein g driven. Educational methods, therefore, particularly during the second h ~Llf of this period, should
sav or more of in citement th a n compulsion. The formal education of the g r oat majority of publi c- chool pupil s t erminates in this p riocl, ·ince so soon as tb oy are fairly
well-grown their ervi es become marketabl~. Those who are destined to the l'tHler
forms of labor or the humbler crafts and occupations enter the lowe t ran ks Qf w age-
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earners, while as yet the privileged youth selected by their parents or by circumstances to engage in pursuits which demand special aptitudes or technical training
arc too uudcveloped, in most instances, to make rational choice of a vocation, and
much less to engage in professional pursuits or the higher crafts.
On tho whole, since tho period of most active growth appears to Le followed by
oue of compaTative exhaustion, when the organism is peculiarly snsceptible to disturbing and deterrent influences, the seconcl may be considered, from the hygienic
stamlpoint, as the most critic~i of our three periods. Exhausting constitutional
disease, excessive mental or bodily exertion, underfeeding, ill-judged deprivation
of nmscnlar exercise, may readily lead to irremediable stunting or enfeeblement,
especiall~r in those who are city born and city bred. If physical education be
neglected or misdirected during this period, if it be deferred to a more convenient
season, it can not accomplish its perfect work, either as regards the promotion of
health or the development of the motor powers of the brain.
Th e main general departments of physical education should be systematically
availed of, i. e., both gymnastic training and athletic pastimes should be giYen a
prominent place in the school curriculum, and the forms of exercise selectetl should
be more varied, complicated, and difficult than those employed in the previous
periou. But the time for engaging in feats or contests that demand extraordinary
strength, enclurance, or skill is not yet.
Third pe1··iod, from tlte beginning of th e sei:enteenth to the close of th e twenty-fonrth
yeai·.-This, the period of estalJlished adolescence, is distinctiYely a period of de,elopmeut-of lleveloprnent of character as well as of bodily and mental faculty. The
life of tlie race begins to be reflected in the life of the indi \"idual, to whom a higher
and wider range of activities is opened through the development and perfect~ng ?f
his higher fnndmuental and accessory neuro-muscular mechanisms. Emotion 18
coordinatecl with self-chosen aims and ideals; self-directed actions increase in n~mber and effectiveness, and the individual is prepared by special forms of techmcal
training to enter upon his life work as an adult, independent member of society.
The muscles, which are to serve as the executi,e instrument of the brain, do not
attain full growth till toward the end of the second period. Then, when both
brain. an<.l muscles are fully grown, n.euro-muscular development enters upon its
most acthe and important stage, i. e., in the third p_eriod. Measures that directly
promote growth are mainly hygienic measures, and measures that directly pr?mote development are mainly educative. An intelligent combination of hygiemc
and educative measures is called for, both in the sensory and motor eclueat1on of the
individual, dnring each and all of the three periods; but as regards pbysieal education during the whole of the first and the first half of the seconcl period, hygienic
forms of exercise sbonlcl preponderate, while during the last half of tlie second and
the whole of the third period edu cative forms of oxerdse shoul<l be assigned the
leading -part-provided that practica1ly normal growth and sound health have been
secured to start with.
Attempts at tours c1e forcC', trophy winning, and record lneakiug, which would be
ill-judged at an earlier stage, may now be profitably encouraged-within reasonable
limits-in the case of well-developed and well-trainecl gymnasts and athletes.
Donl)tle s there are valid objections to lJe 11 rged against rampant athleticism.
Nev<'rtheles , the predilection of collrgiate youth for athletic sports and contests
may be justifiec.l as natural aud fitting by the teachings of neurology and psychology, 1f onc>e it be admitted that the ueYelopment of mind and character, as ,,ell as
that of the brain and musdcs, i subject to the law.· of evolution . The average
ollegian~ if a healthy animal, is apter at expressing himself fully in terms of
musculunty than rn terms of mentality. Intellectual maturity comes later, unless
~rr ·t 11 clev~lopm nt upervenes. It can hanlly b consic1er~d a mi fortnne that,
Ill th · l_i<;y<lay of outb, the on of c-ivilized men teucl to exhibit in thrir "'amc
so1:1 •t_h 1~1 oft~ hardil..10ocl, darin ,, ancl contc·ntionsne which cbaract nzed the
pr10 ·11, • I nur
mt f th 11"
· pnm1tln·,
· · ·
'-'
boa t-lnmting, war-making ancestor,.
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PHYSICAL Tl1AlXIN'(~ YERSVS PUYSCCAL CULTURK

Elementary education is natnrally assignetl to the :first and seconcl periods. Secondary eclucation usually begins in the second, and either terminates in the third or
merge~ into superior or technical education . According to the statistical tables contained in Superintendent Seaver's last report, the elementary public schools of
Bosto~ ou January 31, 1897, inclU(led upward of 93 per cent of all the pupils in the
(lay schools, while less than 7 per cent were fonud in tlie secondary schools. Classifying tho 71 19°19 pupils in question in :icconlance with the age scalci used aboYe, it
appears that 27.9 per cent of them are in the first, 66.2 per cent in the second, and
only 5.7 per cent in the third period of immaturity. It is plainly obvious, then, that
the main work of our schools is clementar~- and general, and that training ancl not
culture should be their end ancl aim. Culture presupposes antl is based upon fully
developed and disciplined 11owers, whicl1 are precisely tho 1)0wers that tb.e pupils in
elementary and secondary schools lack. It is, therefore, a mislea<l.ing use of language
to appJy the term "physical C'ult.urc" to school gynastics and school sports. Physical training is what our school children need, but have neyer had in tho measnrc
adequate to their needs. It may be i,hat tl1e day will come when our colleges and
uni\•crsitics will undertake tho "physical culture" of their students; but their
efforts will be barren and frni tlcss 11nless they shall first indnce the secondary schools
to do what comparatiYely fow of them eYen pretend to undertake at present, viz,
provide intelligently all(l acle,1uate1y fol· the physical traininp; of tho youth they
profess to edncatr.
It seems to me that, as it is generally employed, the term "physical ·ulturo" is a
misnomer, and that it had better b<' esl'hcwcd when one undert:1kes to discuss tho
forms of muscular exorcise that arc· b<·st adaptecl to meet tho needs of pupils in el mentary aud secondary i,,chools, since it is not properly synonym on.· with tho terms
"pl.Jysical training" and "phJ·sical edncation," which arc- intcrcJiangeablo accorcli11g
to the best usage. }Iorco,·er, n · Hsagc -varies not a little with regard to the two
terms last mentioned, it rnay lJe well to consider their significnnce before proceccling
further. Tho term "physical education " has been freriuently employed to signify
all such measures as are classed by the lrnst writers, along with c:x.ercisc, un<ler the
head of persona.I hygiene, c. g., dress, <liet, bathing, etc. When employed in this
sense, the term manifestly means too much, wlicl'eas when physical training is made
to include only snch particnlar forms of exorcise as respiratory gymnastics, docutionary drill, Delsarte exercises, massage, posturing, the manLrnl of arms, cudgel or
sword play, or the inchoate games that serve for tho recreation of school children
at recess time, tho term mean too little. For our present purpose physical training
may be defined as "tho regulated practice of some form of muscular exercise under
such conditions as serve to promot~ the health of tho organism or to cleYelop a])(l
discipline its motor fnnctious, either in a geHeral or special way."
l\IEANING AXD L\lPOHTANCE

Jc I'IIYSlCAL THAL ' lX(i XOT GENERALLY Al'PltEllEXJ>EV.

If it be true, as I have cucleaYorecl to show in the preceding pages, that the nenral
elemeHt 1A a necessary and dominant factor in muscular exercise, so called; that
muscular mo,·oments serve as an index of tho constitution and condition of motor
brain centers, and may be made to serYo as a moans of securing the orderly and natural growth and development of those centers; that there is a definite orcJcr of evolution in tho nouro-muscular meclianisms, as in the other somatic organs, and that
the ages of more than two-thirds of the pupils in the public schools fall within tho
period just mentioned, it will h:udly be crainsaid that the principles underlying systematizecl mu cnlar exercise-which is physical training-are worthy of serious and
careful consideration from all who are intrustecl with the responsibility of determining the policy or of a<1mi11istering the practiC'al affairs of elementary an<l secondary
schools.
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It is implicitly and explicitly denied by many that education is a science as well
as au art. American educ:1tionists, as a class, have been rather disinclined to accept
~ucl apply the plain teachings of modern physiology and psychology with regard to
the natural history of man and the mutual interdependence of bis bodily and mental
parts. It is perforce a slow and clifficult matter for a class, many of whose leaders
are not fully emancipated from the thraldom of an arrogant and overweening humanism, to readjust their aims and methods so t}J.at they shall harmonize with the results
of proven science. It is vastly easier for them to regard the rising generat10n as
mere adults in miniature, and ·to judge, admonish, and instruct children and. youth
in accordance with the standards of mental and moral excellence that obtain among
men and women th.an it is to ascertain the essential characteristics which differentiate the child from the youth and both from adults, and to employ only such methods as are natural and appropriate to the age, sex, and individual peculiarities of
their pupils. Moreover, "practical educators" have been loth to admit the legitimate claims of physical education, either as a branch of practical hygiene, or as a
pedagogic discipline, for the reason that the subject has been ridiculously exploited
at times by doctrinaires and dabblers as a safe, sure, and speecly means of hastening
the millennium.
The motor element in all forms of instruction and practice is so large and vital;
physical education has' so many points of contact and such numerous and intricate
relations with mental and moral training; the range in which it's _principles ~re
applicable is so wide and diversified; ancl critical, comprehensive v10ws regar<lmg
its nature antl limitations are so little in demand that the larger and more weighty
claims of physical training to the dignity and privileges of a coordinate dep~rtment
of education easily fail of recognition in the confusion due to the confl.ictrng and
often preposterous claims of the partisans of one or another '' system" on the one
hand and of self-elected "professors" and practioners of one or more of the t;iousand and one minor subuivisions of physical training on the other.
GENERAL AND SPECIAL FORMS OF PHYSICAL TRAINING,

Inasmuch as muscular exercise is resorted to for a variety of purposes, its aims
may be classified as recreative, hygienic, educative, and remedial. In its wider se~se
physical training, therefore, includes childish gameR, athletic . ports, gymnastics,
manual training, and all forms of exercise that ar.e employed, of set purpose, to
develop motor ability of a special or professional sort. Success in language training, or in military, manual, and industrial ti·aining, is conditioned on the intelligence and skill with which the principles of physical training are applied by the
teachers of those arts; since it is only through the assiduous drilling of their neuromuscular mechanisms that actors, elocutionists, musicians, marksmen, draftsmen,
and p en men, as well as plowmen, lloatmen, s.oldiers, and craftsmen are enabled to
ac(1uire theh· technique.
The great majority of the pupils in our tiChools are too unripe to profit from nch
mental training as is mainly technical; accordingly our schools are wisely organizecl for general aud prepa1·atory training. In the domain of phybical education it
is equally important not to confouncl general and special training either in thought
or practice. R ason and experience forhid the Rnbstitutiou of military drill, eloyd,
manu al or elocutionary training for gymna tic and athletic training, or vice versa.
It is uufortuna.t , to say the lea t, that the ardent advocates and promoters of pecializecl forru of motor education so often fail to appreciate the necessity of conforruin"' their rnea ures and methods to the laws of mttm:e. The introduction of
sloyd and manual training and of military drill into th curriculum of urban schools
enhances antl intensifies the need of s ·hool gymna tic and athletics, since it is
demon trahle that loyd manual training, ancl tbe manual of arm , unle s they are
lJa d npon an<l accompanied hy ouncl ho-lily raining of a more •cneral nature,
tend to IH'oduce awkwa.rcln · s and cleformity. Competent •xperts in surgery,
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opbt:halmology, and hygiene have shown that the customary systems of school seating
aud the conventional methods of teaching penmanship are largely responsible for
much of the impaired vision and spinal curvature found among school children. It
is devoutly to be hoped that such intrinsically valuable branches
physical education as sloyd and manual training shall not, through haste and heedlessness, be
rendered liable to similar criticism and attack .
Physical training, though an ancient art, is so new a science that even its most
zealous advocates must admit that very much remains to be done before an exhaustive and absolutely satisfar.tory statement as to the hygienic and educational values
of its leading general and special forms can be drawn up; but this condition of
affairs does not justify indifference or aversion to efforts already initiated in variotis
parts of the world for making good the losses which accrue to city children, as a
class, from the deprivation of adequate facilities for play and exercise in the open air.
Enough is known and has been proved by experience with regard to the nature and
effects of muscular exercise, to warrant much more vigorous and comprehensive
measures than have been taken as yet in any American city to secure the benefit of
appropriate form s of physical training to the pupils in all grades of the public ·
schools. To this end all efforts to add to the 1mmber of baths and of swiuming
schools, of playgrounds and gymnasia, or to enhance the efficiency of tho ewe have,
should be heartily seconded and promoted. If it were more generally the custom in
Amerir.an, as in many foreign cities, to provide the public schools with spacious
grounds, w ell adapted to serve as play and gymnastic grounds, our school yards
could be made mncb more serviceable than is at present possible in the interests
both of formal and informal physical education.
Experience shows that out-of-door games, athletic sports, and sy tematic gymnastics are the forms of exercise which yiel<l. the best results in the physical training of
school children. The plays of the kindergarten, the athletic s1iorts to which British
and American youth are so devoted, and the systematized gymnastics of the Swedes
and Germans have all developed from one germ-from healthful play; the vifal
energy of that gerlli is found in the universal and ineradicable impulse of all healthy
children to play.

of

CHARACTERISTI C l•'EA'fURE S 01!' ATHLE'l'IC, ANlJ UYMNAS'J'ICS.

In the athletic sports of young men we see the highest and fullest expressiou of
the play instinct. The most essential difference between athletics a.nd gymnastics
is one of aim. The aim of athletics, unless they are of the illegitimate professional
sort, is pleasurable activity for the ake of r ecreation; that of gymnastics is discipline or training for the sake of pleasure, healtlJ, or skill. We have but to compare
the aims, methods, and results of each, and to call to mind the characteristics of the
peoples that have most affected athletics on the one hand and gymnastics on the
other, to perceive that gymnastics are more highly developed and pres ·nt moro features of educational value where large numbers are concerned. Gy mnastics as compared with athletics are more comprehensive in th eir aims, more formal, elaborate,
and S,Ystemati c in their methods, a nd are productive of more soli<l. and consid n1ble
results under the artificial and restrictive conditions of city life. I have uo di position to disparage athletic sports. I would that they were more general and better
regulated than they are in our country. I believe that they are valuable as a means
of r ecreation , that they conduce to bodily growth and improvement, and that th ir
moral effects way he of great value, inc<> t hey call for self-subordinatiou, public
s1iirit, ancl cooper a ti v · ffort, and serve to reveal the clominan t characteristics and
tendendes as regards temper, di position, and force of will of those who engag in
them. B tt athletics bear so inclelibly the marks of their child i h origin, and are o
crude and unspecialized and expensive in their method , a to render them inatleq uate
to meet the requirem uts of a, thorough-going and ~omprehensive system of bodil.,
education. The requirement!:! of snch- a sy. teru tlemaud a judicious admixture of
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sports ::m d gymnastics, of free play ancl formal gnldance, to tlic end that each may
help ant1 reinforce the other.
No comprehensi....-e system of physical training can he considerr,d safe or rational
whose exercises are not chosen and ordered so as to meet the variecl and changing
needs in respect to their sex, age 1 health, strength, and mental capacity of the indiYiduals to be trained. The results which should be securec1 by such a system ~re
briefly these: .Easy and graceful carriage of the heac1 and limbs; a broad, deep: and
capacious chest, in which the heart and lungs, developed to their normal size and
strength, shall have free, full, and regular play; square slioulJers; a strnight back;
fully developed and well-rounded limbs, aml the power to execute with ease, precision, and economy of force such movements as are involved in habitual actions, in
the simpler exercises calling for strength and sknJ, and in the peTformance of ordinary
gymnastic and athletic feats.
IMl'ORTANCE OF EDUCATlYE E i'\DS 01i· PHYSICAL TRAINl:XG.

It is well to emphasize the beneficial effects of muscular exer cise npon the nutri:tion of the body a,nd its component parts, since in the last a,nalysis health is very
la1·gely a matt01: of nutrition. I am not disposed to de11y that ample ,justification
'for making l)hysical training a coordinate branch of instruction in city schools is
to l>e fonnc1 in cbe 1111doubted efficacy of muscular exercise to promote general bodily health; but equally weight_v arguments for the efficient organization and generous snpport of _physical training may be d eriYed from the educational value of
systematized muscular exercise. Indeed, I am convinced, both from reflectfon and
observation, that tho hygienic ends of physica1 education can not be attained in full
measure by instructors aiul trainer!, who do 11ot recognize and strive to realize its
educative ends as wen.
Most teachers, unfortunately, derive their notion:,; of exercise from text-hooks on
physiology, since hitherto the normal schoo1s haye fai1od, for the most part, to furnish their pupils with sound and thorough instruction in either the theory or the
art of physical training.
Says the late Du Bois-Reymond, for m::rny years tlic professor of physiology in
the University of Berlin:
vVe seek in va,in in most physiological text-books for instruction respecting exercise. If it is given, only the so-called bodily exercises are generally conside!e~ and
they a.re represented as merely exercises of the muscular system; therefore it 1s_not
sti:ange th~t ~aymen in medicin e, teacbers of ~ymnastics, and school-teachers belle,·e
tb1s. Yet 1t 1s easy to show the error of th1S view, ancl to demonstrate tba:t such
bodily- exercises 8;S gymnastics, foucing, swimming, riding, danci~g, :md skatmg a~·e
much more exermses of the nervous system, of the brain, and spuial marrow. It 18
true that their movements involve a certain <l.egree of muscular power; but we can
conceive of a man with muscles like those of the Faruesian Hercules who would yet
l)e incompetent to stand or walk, to say nothing of his executing more complicated
movements. For that we have only to add to our conception the power of arrang·
ing the _motions _suitably, and of causing them to work harmoniously. . •. • .All
the bodily exercises we have mentioned aboYe are not mere muscle gymnastic , but
also, and that preeminently, nerve gymnastics, if, for brevity, we may apply the
term nerves to the whole nervous system . . . . Man is adapted to self 1~prov~m~nt by means of exercise. It makes his muscles stronger anc1 mor enduring; his
sku~ becol:les fortifi. d against all injury; through exercise hi limbs b ecom more
flex1b1?, his gland~ more. productive; it tits his central ner,·on~ system for_the most
~omph_cated fu11ct1ons; 1t sh!l-rpcns bis senses; ancl by it bis mind, reactmg upon
it lf, 1 enabled. to augmen 1t o,vn el ticity ancl ver atility.
If_ we on c _admit, as we must, that thought and foeli11g, judgment and Yolition,
ar. me.·prcs 5 iblc and ineffe ·tual ·xcept through motor acts, and tllat motor acts a.re
auim~ '1 ancl ~out_rollcd by the contra.I ne1Ton: system, the iufercuc is clear that
pby H·al t~aunng 1 an e . ential ·l mE:nt in the cl volopment of mental health ancl
I> 0 · •r.
inc~ motor actn, lik~ rn<·nta.l act, ,an· ''T atly in their nature anll effect ,
r1nal cluca 1 nal value i uo rnor to b a c:ribcd to all form of phv ical tramlll'-'
han t11 all forru of m ntal raining. Thi i ta •1tly roc·ognizecl iu •practical lif1>..
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ThnR the technique of the plowman or the wood cbo})IJ81' is more reaclily acc1uircd
and commands a lower wage than that of the violinist or the surgeon, just as the

habitnal mental operations of tbe bookkeeper are of a lower onler and Jess highly
prized than those of the engineer or the astronomer. The principles of physical
training uro applicable throughout a wide and varied fielcl, since those who aim at
intellectual pursuits, no less than those who are destined to become day laborers or
mechanics, siend iu 11ee(l of physical train ing of a general nature, to the encl that
they mny have vigorous health and serdceable muscular powers; and uoth dasses
afao require instrnction and practice in snch forms of technical motor drill as pertain to their several callings. Broadly S])eaking, though the various general and
special forms of physical ~ducation may differ much in respect to the manner in
which certain customary forms of pl'Ocedure are comLinecl ancl accentuated, still the
leading 1)rh1eiples of physical training are essentially the same in kind in all its
branches. If teachers of reading :nul of foreign tongues, as well as those of writing,
drawing, and of manual training, were more apt at recognizing and tnrni11g to
account the principles of physical training which nro clemonstral>1y applicab1e iti
their respectiYe snlJjccts, there would be less inscnsitivcnc1:1s ancl indifference, Loth
am011g the leaders and the rank antl file of the educ;_1tional armies of the United
States, to the just claims of gymnastic and athletic forms of }Jl1ysical education to a
djgnifiecl and inti nential place in the scieHti6c order of onr times.
PLACE AND SCOPE OF l'JIY , JCAL TRAIXI-:'\(; IN EJ>U 'ATIO.N.

Mora] , m 11tal, and physical training, each and all, aim at <l.eYeloping the faculty
ot power of actiou-of acting in accordance with a rnlo of right and wrong: of acting iutelligeutly so tllat action and the ends of action shall 1,o adapted to each
other; of acting <'::tsily or with the greatest economy of force; 'i. e., so thnt energy
shall not be wa.Rted in purposeless, irrelevant, roundabout, or self-defeating movementR. 'l'his suggests doser relation and interrelations hetweeu physical, mentaJ,
and rnol'al trainiug than ure usnally recognized l>y teachers, or the trai11erH and governors of teachers. Since physical training aims at perfecting tho lJody as an instrument and at rendering it the willing1 prompt, and efficient servant of an intelligent
mind and a sensitive and enlightened soul, it can not lJe gainsaid tbat physical
trailling lies at t he foundation of mental and moral training, or that it enters ::md
must Pnter as a more or less prominent and necessary factor into a great number of
our ednc.ational procedures. The full success or failure of physical training, there-fore, does not relate simply to the size or strength of the red meat we call rnns ·les,
'but is measure<l in part by onr achievements in the domain of mincl and the domain
·o f contl net. In other words, we j uclge of the mental an<l. moral worth of a man lJy
the purpose, rn1mber, consecutivenes , and skillfulness of his ordinary and extraorclinary acts, which acts, when vieweu objectively ancl concretely, are redneible to
the contmctions of muscular fi l>er ·.
Modc·rn education presents many Yestigial features that bear witne ·s to its <l.escent
from rnedhcval and ancient origins. Of old, when the learned class was macle up
chiefly of readers to whom was given the name of clergymen, the church enjoye<l a
natural monopoly of education in its tecbrucal sense. The church's claims to authority were based on written <l.ocuments. :M ost of the world's uooks l elongccl to
churchmen, or ha<.1 been written by churchmen. Katurally enough, the clergy lJccame
the recognized teachers of the literary arts of expression and interpretation, and
were inclined unduly to exalt those arts at the expense of tbc painfol, objectiYe
study of nature an<l. of man.
Though the control and conduct of eclucational affairs has Leen sccu]arizecl in a
large measure, thc- inner purpo ancl guiding 1•rindples of elementary ancl ·ecoudary
eaucat1on are still strongly tinctured by antiquated conception · and cholastic dogmas regarding human nature and the means of influencing and developing it. The
unwillingness of many educationists to accord science r coordinate !)lace in the
sch me of liberal education, and the general indifference, not to say aYersion, of the
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responsible ·managers of popular education to the just claims of bodily training, are
for cible reminders of the strength and vitality of traditional views and conventional
. met.hods.
The medical profession, by its revolt against the tyranny of speculative philosophy
and theological dogmatism, has succeeded in securing freedom of thought and teaching with_in its own domain. It has thereby rendered important service to the cause
of superior education. It would seem that the opportunity for the medical profession to exercise a wise and helpful influence upon popular and secondary education,
particularly in respect to school hygiene and physical training, grows constantly
larger and more inviting. Educationists, as a class, apprehend but feebly the teachings of modern science with regard to the interdependence of mind and body. To
whom should they more appropriately turn for light and leading than to the leaders
in medicine, who have done so much for the enlightenment and improvement of
mankind f
EDUCATIONAL UEARINGS OF MODERN VIEWS 01<' THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

Among the medical sciences neurology, by reason of its teachings concerning the
nature and functions of the neural and neuro-muscular mechanisms, bears most
directly upon educational theory and practice. Laurie, a well known Scotch writer
on education, has put forth a serviceable statement of the modern ideal of education. "By education," he says, "we mean the training of a man with a view to
make him all that he can become. ·• " " The education of a child is the bringing
of him up in sucli a way as to secure that when he is a man he will fulfill his true
life; not merely his life as an industrial worker, not merely his life as a citizen, b'ut
his own personal life as a citizen through his work and his citizenship." And he
goes on to say that the attainment of the ethical end of education must be considered '' from the point of view not only of the growth of mind, but of the· growth of
body; for we have not to train up a soul, says Montaigne, nor yet a body, but a man,
and we can not divide him."
How inadequate and ill-adapted the old neurology was to serve as a rational basis
for the modern civic ideal of education may be guessed from the following extract
from Prochaska's De Functionibus Systematis Nervosi, written more than a century
ago:
We have disputed strictly enough whether the soul be matter or brain, whether
thought be an electric fire or a movement of the vital spirits; whether souls form
their bodies; whether they are diffused through them or dwell only in the head;
whether souls and bodies eirercise a real or ideal influence on each other; whether
an instinctive impulse or a passion belongs to the body or the soul; or w)lether. t_h e
vital spirits be elastic or inflexible, electrical or etherial, etc. All these inq mnes
will remain forever inscrutable mysteries, and do not belong to our subject. They
can remain alt~gether u_u~nvestigated without any disadvantage to the real _usefulneas of theoretical medrnrne, but we have pursued them with profitless diligence,
and have done our best to confuse them more and more.
Ho:w much h~v.e we effected in resolving questions useful to our art, as, for e~ample, 11;1 determmmg by what laws the mind moves the machinery of the ammal
orgamsm '? Under what circumstances the nerves excite sensation f Under what the
sensation becomes an a~imal, moving force, so as to move this or that limb in _s uch a
manner and not otherwu,e, After what laws the imaginations the conceptions of
tbe _nnderst~nding, pleasu!e, pain, the instincts, 1he passions, 'and the will imp_el
va~1?ns portions of the an1111al to perform the actions intended by the 'Jreator m
umtmg the machine with a thinking forcef
Contra t with the above the following tatemeuts of modern neurological doctrine
taken by way of illustration and alruost at rand.om:
'Yhile the physical f?nction of the nervous system is the redistribution of force,
~arnly by_ the pro<l.uctiou an<l r gulation of m1.1scular action, the psychological funot10n <_>f th~s s. st m is mainly the production of muscnlar movem ents. * ., ., The
physiolo"_1ca.l function of th nervou · system is to adjust the procesf!e that occur in
~h org~m m to one anot h r. Bat the psy ·bological function of the nervous system
18 to adJust the proces es that o ·cur within the organism to the conditions that exist
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outsiue of it. " * * Briefly, the study of the psychological functions of the nenons
system is the study of conduct. (Mercier, The Nervous System and the Mind. )
The "nerve-center" of mammalia and of man is a collection of nerve centers, with
more or less diverse special offices under their coutrol, communicating each with the
other upon occasion, yet separately active upon other occasious-variously organized
through past excitations, yet still variously organizable by excitations to come.
To-day the state aml disposition of organs and of the organism ai·e the prodnct of
the past, immediate and remote, individual and ancestral. To-morrow and in the
clistant futnre they will become what they may be made to become by training, by
education, and by new conditions of life. (Waller's Physiology.)
·
The order of the development of the nervous system in the race has been from the
fundamental to the accessory portions, and no one can reverse this process with
impunity in that further development of the individual which constitutes education
in its widest sense. (Ross, Diseases of the Nervous System.)
Now, the flower of the human organism is the highest portion of the nervous Hyst em . It is the region in which development attains its supremest height. All the
rest of the body is but, as it were, the foundation of and preparation for the highest
nervous regions. The body is but a house for tl1em to live in, an apparatus for them
to act through, an organization for them to control. 1'bey arc the culmination and
clim ax of th e process of development. Hence, if development is not carried for
enough, if it fails to reach its lates t stages, if its forces are spent ere it full course
is run, the part whose development will fail to be attained will be tlrn highest ncrYons regions. Aud what is the evidence f The evidence is that in clo e inbreeding,
not only do the late offspri11g of such inbreeding fail to r ea ch the full s ize and stature of their race, but the highest nervous regions fail to attain the developmeut normal to that clasl':I of organisms. They are idiotic. Inhre<l fighting cocks stand to be
cut up without makinp; any resistance. The inbred pigs have not sense ev en to
suck. (Mercier, Sanity and Insanity.)
All human education aims at the control of inherited and acquired reflexes throngh
intelligent and reasonable motives. (Kussmaul, Stc>rungeu clew Sprach .)
Education consists in modifications of the central nervous system. In its size arnl
development the central system is prerocions. Long before birth all the cells de:tined to compose it are already formed, though by no means all are developed. in
the sense that they have acquired the form anu connections characteristic of those
at maturity. . . . In the development of the ceutral syAtem it is found that an
anatomical framework is .first formed. In this framework are represented in outline
the nerve structures whose functions are most fundamental. These with later growth
are locally strengthened and organized, and by the establisltment of associative 1rnths
gain both a wider influence ancl a greater complexity of reaction. . . . SiJJce the
special senses first b ecome usefnl the various reactions of the individual are customarily associated with one or another of them . . . . With the refinement in
sense perception and the a.ccompanyin°· central changes comes a correspo1Jding
increase in the control of the motor elements, and in these latter an increase in the
strength, accuracy, and readiness with which they respond. . . . Education
must fail to produce fundamental changes in the nervous organization, but to some
extent it can strengthen formed structure by exercise, and in part waken into activity
the unorganized remnant of the dormant cells. No amount of cultivation will give
good growth where th e nerve cells are few and ill-nourished, but careful cultnre can
clo much where there are those with strong inherent impulses towarcl development.
On neurological grounds, therefore, nurture is to l e considered of much less importance than na.ture. (Donaldson, The Growth of the Brain.)
'lhe hody of the accomplished man becomes by training different from what it once
was, ancl different from that of the rude man; it is charged with stor ed virtue and
acquired faculty which came awa:v from it 11nceasiJ1gly. . . . The special laws
of inheritance are, indeed, as yet unknown. All which is clear it1 that there i a
tendency, a :probability, greater or less according to circumstances, but always considerable, that the d e cendant of cultivated parents will have, by born nervons
organization, a greater aptitude for cultivation than the descendants of such as are
not cultivated, and that t his tendency augments, in some ouhancerl ratio, for many
generations.
I do not think that any who do not acquil'e this notion of a transmitted nerveclement will ever understand the "counettive tissue" of civilization. We h ave )1ere
the continuous force which hinds age to age, which enables each to begin with , ome
improvem<·nt on the last, if the las did itself imprnve, which mak s ci Yilization not
a set of cletaclied dots, but a line of color, surely en hancing shad by shade. (Bagehot, Physics and Politics. )
ED
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It wero idle to assert that the modern uoctrine of the human body admits of final
ancl complete statement. It is equally -idle to cleny that the salient teachings which
aro ombocliecl in that doctrine are too little heeded in the nurture and admonition of
the rising generation. The teachings and implications of moclern neurology are, I
Stlbmit, sufficiently clear ancl defi.nito to warrant the claim that physical training,
by reason of its neuro-muscular clement, lies nt the basis of human education, and
of necessity enters into and interlocks with what for convenience is customarily
termell_mental and moral training. By physical training I mean, as I have said, the
more or less regulated practice of some form of "muscalar exercise," under such
conditions as serye to promote the health of the organism or to develop and discipline its motor functions, either in a general or a special way.
Viewed in the light of the modern doctrine of the human body, the office of the
teacher of youth, be he a teacher of morals, of literature, or of gymnastics, possesses a new a.ml he-ightene<l. significance. Though education as at present organized is largely traditional in its aims aml mechanical in its methods, there is increasing reason to hope that it will be transformed by the rnodern spirit till it shall
become a science based upon tho science of human nature, and shall cease to be an
empiric art, mainly shaped and rnlecl to accord wit4 the dreams of specnlatiYe
thinkers, the 11rccepts of priestcraft, an<l the maxims of the market and the caucus.
The problems of education are mainly problems of evolution, problems concerning
growth and development. The new education will be conceived ancl ordered as a
biological science-as tho quintessential of the biological sciences. 'fben will the
teaehcr strive to play the part of
intelligent, loyal, efficient cowoxker with
natnre in so shaping and ordering nurture that the child shall develop naturally and
fnl1y into a healthy, Yigorous, intelligent, active, God-fearing citizen of the wor_ld.
Lord Bacon closes the announcement of his Instauratio Magna -n-ith tho followrng
invocation: ",vhen Thon hadst sur,oyecl the works which 'l'by hands had wrought
all seemell goocl in Thy sight, ancl Thou restedst. But when man turned to the
works of his hands, he found all vanity and -vexation of spirit, and experienced no
rest. If, however, we labor in Thy works, Thou . wilt make us to partake of 'fhy
vision aucl Sabbath; -vy-e therefore humbly beseech Thee to st1·engthen our purpose,
that Thou mayest be willing to encl ow Thy family of mankind with new gifts through
our hands and the hands of those in whom Thou shalt implant the sv,mc spirit."
What higher privilege or reward can the student or teacher seek than to be
enable<.1 "to enclow the family of mankind with new gifts f"

au

TYPICAL li OR:\lS Ol!' PHYSICAL TRAINING AND TIIEIR CHARACTE RI STI CS.

'l'Iie most representative and typical forms of physical training are five in nmnber,
anrl may be styled, (1) the Grecian, (2) the mediooval or knightly, (3) the British,
(4) the German; ancl (5) the Ling or Swedish.
In comparison with the five main types or national systems of exercise, mentioned
above, all other schemes and so-called systems of physical education seem to me to
be fragmentary, anom~1lous, and jnsufficient. Provided we apprehend the l esson
of experience and the teachinO"s of science with reO"ard to the essential character
ancl comparative worth of the r~sults attained by ca~h of these national systems of
bodily education, we shall be alJle to cla. sify and criticise, with approximate ju tness, t~e nnmerons varied, and often fantastic, new and local schemes of exercise,
whose rnventors and partisans are on every hand clamoring loudly and insistently
for recognition and upport .
. It will be convenient to use the terms agonistic, gymnastic, anc.l athletic in speakmg of the most g neral features of the five types of physical trainmg under reYi w,
th e terms lJeinrr deriYed from Grecian usa,O"e. An aye/iv meant originally au
a sembly, then an as emhly to witness a ontest of some sort. For instance, the
lympic· games werr gymnic agone., being o alle«l becanse the cont strrnts in them
w re 11 ak<'tl · then there were musical :rncl hippie aO'ones also. The priz s g1,en to
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·dctors m an aywv were termed a0,lcr, and an athlete was a winner or conteotant
in an agone simply; later, in its worse sense, an athlete was a prize-fighter, goyerned
by professional an(l mercenary ends. A gymnast was a, trainer primarily, especially
after the agonistic games had become systematized and regulated, and were practiced as a necessary part of tho education of every freeborn youth.
Greek physical trainlllg was, then, agonistic during the period of its growth, "\Yuen
its main purpo:;e was to afford sport or l_)astime; it was gymnastic during the period
of its best estate, abont the time of Pericles, when its aims were distinctly educational and ethical; and it became athletic, in the worse sense of tbe word, clnring
the decadence of the institutions and independent life of the Greeks when tt spirit
of mercenary ,_elf-seeking and professionalism dominated both gymnasts and
athletes.
Using these terlllS, in the sense alwve inuicated, we should call the martial
exercise of the ancient Gauls and Teutons agonistic. Out of these sports and exercises were develope<l the physical training of the young page aml squire aml tbe
chivalric tournaments aud jousts to which t-he knights of Italy, Franco, Germ:my,
Englan<l, and Sca.ndina-via were so devoted in feudal times. That training and
those eontcsts were partly agonistic and partly athletic in their nature. 'fhe same
term. ma.y 1Je applied to British sports. They were agonistic and have become
chiefly athletic witbiu the last seventy-five or one hundred years. Atllleticism
is the dominant note in all British physical training, wllich bas but little of
pedagogical aim or methotl in it, and is less descrying of being called gymnastic
thau was the medhcval kiuu of physical training. German turning is somewl1at
agonistic ju its nature, though its aims and methods are in the main gymnastic.
No s.rstem of physical training, ancient or modern, so well d s rves the name of
gyrnna,stic as the Swedish system, which has, perhaps, too little of the athletic
element in it. In the Swedish gymnastics, ruoreoYer, we find medical gymnastics
more highly developed an<l accorded a higher place than in :my other system of
physical training. Indeed, excepting the Grecian, there is, properly speaking,
no system of medical gymnastics worthy of the namo to be found outside of tLe
Swedish gymnastics.
Tafoc has well said, in bis English Notes: "In eYery age, under every ciYilization, a 11eople is always itself. Whatever be its dress, goatskin, blouse, gold-laced
dou1.Jlet, black drcsscoat, tl.te fi,e or six great instincts which it possesses in its
forests follow it in Hs pala:ces and offices." Of these great instincts, the play
instinct is one of the most ineradicable. To this instinct of the barbarian and the
child, as to a primitiYe germ, we may trace more or less directly every national
01· tribal system of hodily training.
Ball games, contests in running, jumping,
lifting and casting of wdghts, hurling a tree trunk or a beam and wrestling, are
sports which have never ceased to be practiced in one form or another, as popular
pastimes and means of exercise, from Homer's time to our own.
In many an out-of-the-·way corner of Europe, especially in remote islands antl
secllllled mountain districts, you may find to-day one or another of the ancient
pastimes still popular and played according to immemorial usage, often on tbe
anniversaries of ancient heathen festivals, which the church has nev ·r been able
to render wholly Christian, although most of them have been duly christened.
The ancient sports have undergone ]east chauge in uch regions as the Scottish
highlands, the lake country of Eng1::md, outlying districts such as Friesland and
Gott1and, and the ntlleys of the Alps, Tyrol, and Pyren es.
If we attempt to trace our typical sy terns of physical exercise to their original
forms, w :find them beginning either in chHdish plays, or in games which are akin
to such plays. The Gr cian gymnastics and athletics developed directly out of such
pastime as ·c1ysses and Ajax ngaged in around tbe funeral pyre of Patroclus,
which Achilles instituted in honor of his playmate and comra(le. ,Jahn adopted
senral of the ancient German games in his turning system; ancl Ling wr te about
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the, ports of the ancient Norsemen, though he gave them no very prominent place
in his gymnastic system. British sports are the most highly developed modem
exprnssion of the play instinct.
BRITISII A THLETlC SPORTS.

It is a sigui:ficant fact that many French, Swedish, and German educators are now
endeavoring to domesticate British sports, in order to incorporate an athletic element
in their more systematic and re.fined forms of physical training, though it has ueen
truly pointed out by foreigners that "Engliah schoolboys play at their work, and
work at their play," wben judged by continental st,mdards.
The words "play" and ''exercise" were quite synonymous in the early days of our
English speech, the ancient Teutonic wor<l "plega," play, being applied to all sorts
of warlike exercii:;es. For instance, we :find it in such forms as "lindcu-plega," play
of shields, "sweardu-plega," sword-play. The Anglo-Saxon translated the Latin
"gladiator" into "plegere" or "plegeman," meaning player. In Bede's Ecclesiastical History onEi :finds that the priest was forbidden to hunt, hawk 1 or dice, but was
charged "to play with his book, as became his condition." In the time of Henry
VIII, "plaienge att wea,pons" was still a necessary branch of the education of
young noblemen. Sword-play and cudgel-play still retain their ancient meaning of
practice as well as of amusement.
Hodgetts, in his The English in the Middle Ages, recounts the story, given in
the "Edda," of the death of Baldur, the sun-god, by means of an arrow made of
mistletoe, on which the traitorous Loki was sitting in the shape of a white crow, at
the time Nanna, the bride of Baldur, obtained the promise of all nature but the
mistletoe not to iujm:.e her spouse. So, when the gocls of Valhalla instituted a game
which consisted in throwing their spea1·s: javelins, and arrows at Baldur, who was
11laced with his back against the holy tree-that is, the holly tree-Loki mauagetl to
have Hoder, the blind twin-brother of the shining one, shoot the arrow of mistletoe
at Baldur, who was unscathed b:v the missiles of the other gods. Daldur was killed
by the arrow of mistletoe, which 'had first transfixed the cock, which flew up to intercept the arrow, and has been sacred to Baldur ever sin<'e.
"I only refer to this myth," said Hodgetts, "to show you where to look for the
origin of the early English or Anglo-Saxon archery games, their casting the ba-r and
javelin at a figure armed as a warrior, and the custom of shooting at the cock at
:Easter." Cock-throwing was, till rather recent times,·! may adcl, a custoruary game
among British schoolboys at Shrovetide.
The old English custom of pla.ying certain games in the churchJ' }Hd, and eyeu ~he
church itself, had doubtless a pagan origin. Among certain Instrnctions for Parish
Priests, <la.ting from the middle of the fifteenth century, we find one with rrgard
to profanation "wyth-ynne chyrche seyntwary" which rnns as follows:
"Songe and cry and suche fare,
:For to stynte thow sclrnlt not spare;
Castynge of axtre and eke of stou,
Sofere hem ther to vse non;
Bal and bares and suche play,
Out of chyrcheyorde put a-way;
Courte holdynge and sucbe manor cho t,
Out of seyntwary put thow most."
.\rch ry, undel' the name of a1·tillery, was for many centuries H 1·ommon exercise
in Englaud, 1,eing particularly protected by statute, ev n as late as the time of
Henry VIII, ':hen every village and many schools had butts for arC'hery practice.
ln a law of Richard II, passed in 13 , it is enacted that '' 'ervant and Labourer
hall ha~· Bows an~ Arrow , and u. ·e the same the Sunclays and Holyda.ys, and leave
all pl m_g · T nm or Pooth, 11 and other games called Coits, Dice, Casting of the
•· on · • ktt 1 , an<l otb r nch importune names." Though th above contains no
mcutiou·of hurchyard ,,a.me a su ·h, it wa bel 1, long after the r ,j.,n of Richard II,
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that "The Lord of the Manor may not, by custom, plough or break up two acres
of land lying near the church, because it was anciently granted for the recreation of
the youth, after evening service on every Lord's Day." King James I, being a.hater
of Puritanism and its kHl-joy tendencies, in 1618 issued a proclr.mation known as
'l'he King's Book of Sports, in which he declared his pleasure to be, "that after the
end of Divine Service our good people be not disturbed, lettell or discourage1l from
any lawfull recreation, such as dancing, either of men or womeu, archery for men,
l eaping, vaulting, or any other such harmless Recreation, nor from havh1g May
Games, ·w hitson-ales, and Morris-dances, and the setting up of Maypoles, and other
spor ts therewith used, so as the same be had in due and convenient time, without
impediment or neglect of Divine Service." In 1633 Charles I reissued the Book of
Sports. All this seems to indicate that old :English sports, at least in pagan ti~es,
had a refation to public worship, somewhat similar to that of the Greek games to
fnn er al sacrifices and otlter acts of worship.
Although differing widely in most respe('.ts, the Grecian and British types of bodily
education are alike in 1.,eiug devoid of any admixture of elements acquired through
conscious imitation or borrowing. British sports rn/lect more fully, perhaps, than any
modern system of pl1 ysical training. the national spirit of their devotees. In them we
find clearly mirrored certain traits of British character, such as marked individualism,
ruled by tradition and ancient custom; a dislike of theoretictLl and ideal aims; tt
liking for strenuous exertion and violent methods; a marked tendency to contentiousness, and a preference for what is concrete and resistant. They are the necessary, inherited l_)astimes of a mniuly, vigorous, self-sufficient folk, ancl have never
fully outgrown or lost their primitive, not to say pagan, cha1·acteristics. They have
been followed l argely for their own sake, and have suffered but slight modification
through the offorts of innovating eclucators and thinkers; in this respect presenting a marked contrast to German turning and Swedish g ymnastics, which, though
they bear the impress of national feeling, have been developed chiefly of set pmpose, on the part of their promoters, either as a means of 1Jatio11al regeneration or
as a rnmedy for overrefinement and the deteriorating effects of sedentary and urbau
life. Such .modifications as are inevitable fa British sports are due mostly to efforts
to make them more social and general-in short, more truly popular. 'I'hen, too, the
English climate is singularly favorable for the pursuit of athletic sports . 'l'he summer is so cool and the winter usually so mild in England that thero are comparatively few days in the year when one may not, if he wrn, engage in out-of-door
games of some sort. Indeed the climate, more than most climates, acts as an incentive or provocative to active exercise. Muscular activity is mote conduch'e to comfort than is quiescence or loafing, in most varieties of English weather. Riding is
always in season. Football is practicable not only throughout the autumn and
winter of ordinary winters, but far into the spring. Rowing may he practiced more
than three-quarters of the year. Cricket, being dep endent on tlie state of the turf,
is little played but rn the spring and ~un1mer.
I. FLUJ~NCE OF PUBLlC SCHOOLS ON SPORTS .

The Bngli8h public schools are peculiarly atlavted to serve as the nurseries of
national pastimes. The oldest of them, WinchestC'r and Eton, w<·re originally ecclesiastical foundations, and ha¥-e served, in a mea ure, a models for ruo!:!t of the later
foundation schools, which, as a class, have departed l ess widely front their medimval
J>rototypes than have the secondary schools on the Continent. In 1~uglanc1 the public
sch ools, which are boarding schools for boys from 10 or 12 to 19 years of age, enjoy
a practical monopoly of secondary education. On the Continent, if we except
the French lycees, high- ·la s boarding schools are the exc ption. Moreover, the
Btandard of intellectual training is higher and the conrse of jnstruction more exacting and severe on the Continent, so that pnpils in a German, wi;s, or, candinavian
gymnasmm or in a Fr ench lycee hav much less freedom and 1 i1:mre th n boys at
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Eton, Rugby, or ,Yinchester, whero tho half-holidays avernge tlm:e a ,-rnek. Force
of public opinion generally, and often tho rules of the school, oblige the English
boy to take part in the school games. Owing to the combined influence of tradition,
public opinion, antl the peculiar organization and government of the schools and
uniYersities which set the tone in the athletic world, British interest in British
sports, by reason of its unh·ersality, intensity, and intelligence, stands alone.
Though teachers and governing boards are sympathetic and helpful, as a. rule, British athletics, as au institution, have been shaped chiefly by successive generations
of boys and '' olll boys," as public-school graduates are wont to be called. The
British boy has forced his masters to give him time and space for his games, often at
the expense of the course of study. It is doubtful if school and college atldetics
will eYer be properly rnanagetl in this country before a genera.tion of teachers, presiclents, and trustees shall arise who ha.-e enjoyed the advantages of atliletic training
in their youth.
Not a few of the English public schools, e.g., Rugby aml Winchester, are prodded
.w ith gymnasia, in which systematic instruction in gymnastics is ghen to the younger
lioy R. "Physical exercises" constitute part 6f the curriculmn in many board schools i
so that i-;cbool gymnastics may be said to he on the increase iu Gri~at Britain, particularly i11 tho great cities. Out-of-cloor gymnasia are to be found in many public
11arks, e. g., Loudon and Manchester. Nevertheless1 the dominant note in British
physi<:al training iu athleti c ancl gymnastic instruction is relatively less highly developed arnl absolutely less highly appreciated in the British Islands than is the case in
_G ermany, Sweden, or France.
.
The scope of all forms of modern physical training is wider and more truly popular
than was the case in either feudal or aucieut time:':, inasmuch as members of the
pri Yilegetl classes only were allowed to take l)art in the Grecian games or the brillia~t
mimic warfare of the medireval tournaments. The sports of the Roman arena, m
which the contestants were mostly slaves or prisoners of war, do not constitute a
real exception to this statement, since the Roman gladiators ancl nthletes were, like
our baseball players and circus acrol.iats, mere professionals whos'3 function was to
amuse the populace.
Team matches and class exercises are distincth·ely modern inventions, the prizes
in most forms of ante-modern contests being adjudged to individual victors. Th~re
were, to bo sure, certain games among Grecian youth in ,y hich "sides" strove with
each other, and in the knightly tournaments squadron chargecl sriuadron in the
lists; bnt these, like the ancient football and hockey games, in which parish fought
against parish, were.. rather mass than team contests, since the sides were a.t best only
ruuely organized and there was little or no di vision of labor among the contestants.
Team athletics, I repeat, have reached their highest dernlopment in cricket, baseba11, football, and rowing, jn comparison with which the elm, exercises of the
Swedes antl Germans, which oftentimes in.-olve the simultaneous action of large
numbers of persons, are unspecialized.
As regards length of days, British sports come next to the Gr cian games, cYeu if
we clo not venture, as does Hodgctts, to date them from the games of the .lEsir in
Valhalla. The tournaments and jousts of tho Middle Ages la ·tccl scarcely four hundr d years; German turning took its 1·ise in thP last <J_uarter of the last century;
Swed~sh ~ymnastics have not reachecl their hundr •dth hirthday; but the history of
the (,recian games .·tends OY r nearly one thousand four hnudred year , from tho
dnys of ~lorn r if there wer n Homer, till 391 .\.. D., the date as io-ned to tho la t
eel 1,rabon of the Olympic •nm .·.
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coberent whole, presenting well-marked phases of growth, cnlmination, and decay,
and 1.'etlects at eYcry stage the spirit of the nation. Athletic contests entered into
the worship of Greek gods and heroes; and the lapse of time was reckonetl in
Olympiads to mark the recurrence of the principal sacred games. GymnasticR were
assigned an enlargetl and honora,ble place in the training, for peace and war, of
every freeborn l,oy and youth. The codes of Lycurgus and Solon provided for the
organization anc.1 regulation of bodily training; and the management of it, during
its best est:1te, afforded positions of honor and emolument to c1istinguished aud
ambitious men. It furnished themes for poets 1 philosopher~, and historians; sculpto:rs autl painters sought the palrostra and gymnasium for their fairest models, and
e,en the greatest of Greek physicians thought it no condescension to study and adopt
exerdses and procedures which had been originated 1.,y paidotribes ::tntl gymnasts.
In Guhl anc.1 Koner's "The Life of the Greeks and Romans,:' we find the gymnasia
mentioned first among the public buildings of Greece, because they were "center
points of Greek life." The authors go on to say:
Games and competitions formed a chief feature of their religious festiva.ls. This
circumstance reacted both on sculpture ·and architectnre, in supplying the former
with models of ideal beauty and in setting tho task to the latter of providing suitable places for these games to be celebrated. For purposes of this kind ti.le pahestrm
and gymnasia served. In earlier times these two must be distinguished. In the
palrestra young men practiced wrestling aud boxing. As these arts were gradually
developed, larger establishments, with separate compartments, became necessary.
Originally, such places were kept by pl'ivate persons. Sometimes they consisted
only of open spaces, near a brook, if possible, anc.1 surrounded by trees. Soon, however, regnlar buildings, gymnasia., became 11ecessary. At first they consisted of an
uncovere(l court surroundecl by colonnades, adjoining which lay covered spaceR, tho
former being usec.1 for running and jumping, the latter for wrestling. In the same
deire~ as these exercises became more developed these institutions grew in size and
splendor.
M'inute descriptions of tllese establishments, by Greek authors, we do not possess,
but the important facts are known to us from occasional rnmarks, particularly in the
Platonic dialogues . There we find mentioned the ephebeion, ,There tile youth used
to pmctice; further, the bath, to which belonged a dry sweating bath, for tho use
of both wrestlers and visitors. The apoduterion was the room for undressing. In
another room, the elaiothesion, t,he oil was kept for rubbing the wrestlers, and there
possibly this rubbing itself took place. In the konisterion the wrestlers were sprinkled with sand, so as to give them a firmer hold on each other. The sphafrisierion
wnis destined for games of ba11, while oth~r passages, op en or co,Tered, w re used for
practice in running, or simply for walking. A particular kind of covered passage
were the xustoi, " ·h ich had raised platforms on both sides for the walkers, the lower
space beiug nsed l>y the wrestlers.
•
At Athe11s the gymnasia were public institutions, supported by pnl)lic or private
means1 at which eph eboi, youths old enough for military service, and men spent a,
part of the clay in athletic exercise an<l in instructive and social intercourse. There
were the Lukeion (Lyceum), the K ,nnosarges, the A l.:culernia (Academy), the Ptolemaion,
the splendid gymnasium of Hadrianus, and the small gymnasium of Hermes. The
number of palrestrm at Athens was still greater. Tlley were all private institutiom;,
kept by single paidotribai and destined for the athletic education of boys only. In
smaller cities the joint practice of youths and men was frequently inevitable.
The teachers of gymnastics among the Athenians were known as g11,rnnastai and
paiclofribai, the former having to superinteud the general deYelopment and training
of the body, while the latter directed the single exercises. The sopl1ronistai were
responsible for the good behavior of the boys. The whole 9wn11asion, and all its
teachers, was under the charge of a superintendent, termed tbe gumnasiarclios. 'l'he
principal exercises taught in the pal restra and the gymnasium were running, leaping, wrestling, throwing the discus: throwing the spear, boxing, and the pancration,
a combination of lJoxing and wrcstlittg.
Various games of 1.,all wero in vogue, and mnch attention was paid to swimming
and bathing. It is h elcl by some that the Greeks at times engaged in boat racing.
If so, the ·port formed no part of the athletic canon. The Greek trainin ' was
se,ere, that of c:anilidates for the Olympic games lasting for ten months. It was
mostly couductc<l in the open air, oft en nmler rt 1J1azing sun. In t heir practice exercise and in their matches th_e athletes were nn.ketl. They were oil d and sanded
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befol'e their exercise, and scraped with a strigil, shampooed, and bathed after it.
'fheir dietary was also carefully rngulated. So, too, were their hours of sleep and
:practice. In none of our five national systems of exercise hns ''training" been carried to so high a pitch, 01· ·beeu so well ordered, as it was among the Greeks. So far
as I know , no attention was paid to dietetic rules by the contestants in either
knightly or popular games in the Middle Ages; and "training," in the sense in
·w hich it is employeu. by those who are addicted to British sports, has practically
no followers in Germany or Scandinavia outside the ranks of professional acrobats
aud a few anglomaniacs.
The Greeks used but little apparatus, either in their preparatory exercises 1 which
were made in the palrostr::e and gymnasia, or in their match games, which usually,
as at Olympia, took place in the stadion, or some other uncovered place ; and such
apparatus as was used was of the simplest kind. The spear, the disc us, possibly the
vaulting pole, the llalteres, and hi1nantes, which are the prototypes, respectively, of
our dumb-bells and boxing gloves, pretty nearly exhaust the list of Greek gymnastic
machines. The Grecian halteres, somewhat resembliJ1g onr dumb-bells, were used
by jumpers, who carried one in each hand when in the act of leaping. The Romans
used halteres much as we use dumb-bells, for building up the muscles of the arms.
Machine or apparatus gymnastics are mostly of modern origin . Jahn invented
the parallel bars ancl the horizontal ba1·. The stall bar, the swinging ladder, and
the "Born" are Swedish devices. Most of the ropes, ladders, and poles used in
gymnastic climbing have been adapted to modern uses, and can not be classed,
generically, as distinctively Sw--edish or German. Houcicaut, a famous French
mediawal champion, Cl)uld, we are told, ascend and des('end lad(lers, using his hands
alone, while in full armor. The physical training of page and squire was chiefly
directecl to making him a good horReman and to rend ering him skillful in the use of
sword, lance, and maule while in the saddle, and the newly dub lied knight must be
able to leap into the saddle while in full armor. The aspirant to knighthood practiced with his sword at -posts and the Saracen's head, and learned lancemanship by
tilting at the ring ancl the quintain; beyond these he had little need for :fixed apparatus. The gymnastic horse of wood, so popular every where among heavy gymnasts
t,o-day, is clearly of chivalric origin. I am not able to say when it was first usetl to
supplement or to supersede exercises upon the living animal, but mention is made ofit
in the sixteenth century. As might be expected, we shall find more "medi.eval
surdvals" in the exercises and tactics of the modern cavalrymnn than in those of
the infantryman . .
But the Greek gymnasium was much more tllan an aggregation of wrestling pits,
running tracks, exercise halls, and bathing establishments, surronmled by colonnades
and shady walks. The Athenian gymnasia were clubs and schools as well, provided
with lecture halls ancl quiet nooks to which the elders of the dty resorted for
instruction and social intercourse. It is noteworthy that eYen among tho Greeks the
word pahestl'a came to mean a sc-hool, and that the most highly edncated of mod ern
peo ples, tue Germans, designate the highest of their secondary schools by the term
gymnasium. The Fl'.ench worrl lycce, derived from Lyceum, the name of the gymnasium in wllich Socrates and Aristotle taught philosophy, is used in the same sens · as
th <-:-er~an gymnasium. Antistheues, the founder of the Uynic- school of philosophy,
taught in the Kyuosarges gymna~inm. The masters in art and cience th e world
ov _r are content to be styled Academicians in memory of the Academy of Plato,
which was one of the public gymnasia of Athens.
Tbe mo. notable athletic ancl gymnastic gatherings of our own day ar e, in a.
sen , more truly popular than were any of their forerunners since the masses ta.ke
part in them, not only as spectators, but a contestants. The c:ll.ivalric tourn eys
were oft~n sirmalizcd hy gorgeous pageants, elaborat merry-makings, and fately
ceremon ial·, ancl were grac d by thron •s of on-looker , l,oth gentle and simple. But
tb a red games of the Greeks surpassed tllcm all as regard
igoifi ·anc' and
plen1lor.
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THE OLYMPIC GAMES.

Olympia, in Elis, where the most famous of the Grecian contests were held for live
days every :fifth year, at the time of the first full moon after the summer solstice, was
a festival city. It not only included a staclion (or race course), two gymnasia, and a
hipprodome, but ·was aidorned with temples and other public buildings, with monuments to kings and heroes, with treasnre-bonses, and with hundreds of statues
erected to the memory of victors in the games. Here assembled, uot only the flower
of Greek manhood, but also delegates of empires and cities, and throngs of spect:1tors from distant shores, to witnese the athletic contests, the chariot races, and the
competition between poets, dramatists, and artists, and to participate in the sacrifices and processions in honor of Zeus, to whom the place and festival were sacred.
Athletics and gymnastics have never played so large and dignified and prominent
a part in the life and affairs of any nation as they did amoug the Greeks. ·w e mar
not hope that any modern people will ever r epro(1uce, on a large scale, the essential
features of Grecian ph ysical training, for the same reasons that forbid us to look for
the rise of a new Sparta or a , econd Athens.
Grecian physical trai ning w::is of an empirical nature, for the Greeks, even the
best of them, h ad next to no scientific knowledge of the human body. Plato's
physiology is clotted nonsense. Aristotle looked upon the muscles as mere padding
for the bones, not snspecting them of being the organs of motion, and held that the
chief function of the brain was to cool the heart. But the Greeks were rare empiricists, and saw with wonderful clearn ss what l ay w ithin the range of their uuai<le(l
v1s1on. Having insight and experience, loving beauty of form, l>eiug favored of
h eaven as to climate and leisure, their gymna, iarchs and athletic trainers pro<ln<·ei!.
types of manly beauty and health which have never been snrpassecl .
MEDIAEVAL OR KNIGHTLY FORM,

01<' PITYRTCAL 'l'RA.INTNU .

The dominant note in the history of the middle age. is one of warfare. B<.lucation,
accordingly, was conceived and carried out with a view to what may l>e <>allecl the
technical preparation of the young eccleRiastic or noble for t,he post of under-officer,
either
the cohort of a lord spiritual or of a lord temporal. Thongb very much has
been done in the last hundred years toward making exact sciences out of the art of
war and the art of h ealing, the art of teaching is still, in the main, characterized by
empirical methods, especially among Rnglish-!lpeaking peoples. This is particularly
true of bodily education.
The mec1ireval and British types of physical training resemble the Grecian in being
n atural growths, which s,mack of their native soil, rather than manufactured productions, bearing the tool marks of their <lesigncrs and artificers. It is characteristic ot modern systems of gymnastfrs that they have been devised chiefly for
remedial or pedagogical ends, and furthermore that we have comparati vely full
and trustworthy accounts of the men and measures w hereby their ri ~e and d,·velopment have been determined.
Enthusiastic worshipers of classical antiquity and writers on etlucatiou, especially
at such times as the Renaissance, the Reformation, and the revolt of the realists
against merely humanistic t raining in the last qnarter of t!Je eightec•ntb century,
have shown a marked tendency to laud and magnify the physical training of the
Greeks. Still the fact remains that no general or very considerable revival of Greek
athletics and gymnastics has occnrrecl within five hundred years. Though maile<l
knights, and the martial exerci es which they most affected have been "kn ocked out n
so to speak, by the anathemas of the chnrch anf1 other more modern explosives, tho
code of the soldier and the g entleman i still colored by the traditions of chivalry
which favor an h bodily accomplishments as riding, hunting, fencing, and dancing.
The "fagging" of British schoolboys is a survival from the period when tho trainmg of tb young noblemen in "courte. y " inclnued the performance of many tasks

in
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tlutt ·w e hold to be meniu,1. Man y of the customs of German uniYersity students,
especially those ·which regulate their dueling, are reminders of the times when
swonlsmanship formed a necessary part of every gentleman's education. In the sixteenth ttud seventeenth centuries, and late into the eighteenth, a class of special
Rchools termed "Rit_terschulen" or "Adels-Akademien," were maintained in various
parts of Europe, but particularly _in Germany, for the education of the sons of the
nobility. In such schools instruction in riding, swordplay, dancing, and leaping
was rngularly given; swimming was much pract iced, and sometimes wrestHng.
It may be well to consider at this point some of the more characteristic features of
the general movement for educational reform of which tlle movement for the advancement of physical education forms a part. Physical training is at most a pro.-ince in
the realm. of human training, and the struggle for its advancement is but an episode
in a general _campaign. The main issues of that campaign were joined in the conflict that arose from the revol~ of the rnalisls and philanthropists aga.inst the humanists in the revolutionary decades of the last century.
The political, socia1, and industrial reYolutions tlrnt have been wrought within
the last hundrecl years have done much to spreatl aml popularize the ideals and
metho<l.s of the philanthropists, ancl ham contributecl not a littlo toward forcing
the humanists to abate their somewhat arrogant and exclusive claims with r egard to
superiority of "<l.iscipline studies" o-.;,-er "information studies;" in ot,her words,
scientific training has won, or is fast winning, a secure place for itseif beside its
present -rival ancl former overlord ancl master, "classical culture." It is not probable that permanent or absolute victory wiU be achieved in America either by the
devotees of hum::misru or .realism; a much more desirable result is likely to he
brought ::tbout, viz, that the parties shall become so far united and reconciled as to
work 8ide by side for a complete human training.
RISE OF PHYSICAL TRAINI~G IN i\IODERN EUROPE,

In reviewing the history of the rise of physical training as a distinct department
of moclorn eclucation in Europe, five distinct periods are 1·ecognizable. 'fhey are:
(1) The periocl beginning with the Renaissance and the Reformation, and oxtending
to the year 1774, a period in which bodily training aronsecl the theoretical ancl critical approval of various humanistic writers and reformers; (2) the period extending
from 1774 to 1820, which was characterized by innovation and experiment on the
part of the philanthropists and tlieir followers; (3) a periocl of comparative quiescence and neglect, as regards physical education, covered by the intorval between
1820 ancl 1840; (4) the period 1840 to 1860, which was a period of revival and expansion; (5) 1860 to the present time, a period of active growth ::mcl development on the
whole, though. a, tendency to Tcorgauiza.tion and reform has cleclared itself within
the last twenty years.
The humanists of th e Renaissance and the Reformation were inclined, owing to
their reverence for the example set iu ancient times lJy the Greek. · and Romans, to
recognize iu a general and literary way the worth of bodily exercises an<.1 accomplishments, Lnt they made no strenuous attempt to engraft physical training upon their
reformed schemes of education. "\Ye might mnltiply citations from such writers as
Rabelais u.nd Montaigne in Franco, Martin Luther, Ielanchthon, and Comenius in
G~rmany, Milton antl John Locke in England, to show their cnlio-htened opinions
w_ith reganl to tlle funda.mental importance of bodily training. But it "onld be
d1~cult to sho~ that their writings led to any thoroughgoing attempt to realize
their "CUerons 1de, ls prior to the last three dcc-acle.· of the last century.
To Ila edow, the iir~t of tho philanthro1>i ts, belon"" the honor of making the first
lio~ :ul modern xpcrimentiu c·omhiningpbysica.l and mc·ntal education in lb general
tnuorn rof youth. In 1771, he was i11strnmeut, l in fonn<ling an institution at De ·
an.
w hich was call cl the Ph"l
·
. . Ron ans
,
1 anth rop11111m,
,
for tlie p11rpo.-o of realizJll!Y
'· m •lbo 1 of n, tur ," or iu oth ·r won , to 01Hluct education "so that th training
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of the mind and body shall serYe to assist each other." Twelve years before, Basedo,Y
bad attempte<l to ada,pt to general educa,tional pnrposes certain physical exercises
that were peculiar to institutions set apart for the education of young men of gentle
blood. These schools, which bore the name of schools for the nobility, or 11 Rittcrakademien/J furnished instruction in riding, fencing, vaulting, and (lancing. Ilasedow endeavored to make use of these knightly exernises in his scheme for educating
the sons of the 1rnrghers. He also introduced certain forms of exercise derived from
popular German sports. Simon, one of Basedow's .assistants, induced him to make
trial of certain ex:ercises copied from the gymnastics of the ancient Greeks; thus
arose the so-calle(l Dessau pentathlon, which consisted of rnnning, jumping, climbing, balancing, and carrying of heavy weights. Base<low's immediate disciples and
imitatms were Campe, Salzmann, and Guts :Muths, who laborccl to extend ancl perfect the Dessau ,ystem of physical training, in which manual training was also g·iYen
a place. As regards their efforts to promote physicn,1 training, Pestalozzi and Fellenberg ill Switzerland, _._Tachtegall in Denmark, Ling in Sweden, and ''Father Jabn"
an<l Spiess iu Germany may fairly be classed with tho men above mcmtionecl as
followers of Basedow among the philanthropists.
Pestalozzi has been calle(l the father of education for the people. He attempted
to devise a system of school gymna tics based upon the nature of the humau 1Jody,
and endeavol'cd to combine industrial as ·w ell as general bodily training with mental
and moral eclucation i.n his experiments for the amelioration of the couclition of the
common people. Pestalozzi's attempts in the period 17/?.0 to 1810 were l)ractically
failures. ·what he was unable to accomplish was largely realized by Follen1>erg
and hiFi successors in tho schools at Hofwyl near Berne between the years 1807 and
1848. Not a few of those who were engaged in educational reform, as marked out
and attempted by restalozzi, became identified with the physical eclucation movement. Among these we may mention Colonel Amoros, who in 1817 opened the :first
gymnastic institute in Paris. He had formerly Leen at the head of a Pestalozzian
institute ill }fadri<l, and it is noteworthy that Father ,Jahn and two of bi nrarest
fricn<l.s and 11elpers in the gymnastic movement, viz, Freclricli Friesen a11cl Ernst
Eiselen, were teachers in a Pestalozzian institute in Berlin.
GUTS :\ICTIIS-ITIS ·woRK AXD IXFL UE XCK

In 1784 , 'alzmann, who had been one of Basedow's assistants at Des1mu, established
a Philanthropinum at Schuepfenthal, near Gotha. Schnepfenthal has been termed
11 the cradle of German turning."
Guts Muths labored here a,s teacher from 1785 till
his death. "In the year 1785," says Guts Muths, '' I entered, when still a youth, the
school of Schnepfenthal, near Gotha, and thc1·eupon Snlzmanu, its beau, conduct cl
me to a place saying, 'Here are our gymnastics; within this little space we amuse
oursel Yes daily with :five exercises, tliough they are still only in their rudiment .'
These e:s:erch,es had l)een first tried at Dessau, w!!ere Salzmann bad been preYiously.
All that I found. out from ancient usage from the historical remains of earlier
and later antiquity-all that reflection and , ometimes chance offered to me-was
brought forward for the sake of mnnsing experiments. Thus, the chief exercises
increased, were snbdividecl into new forms and tasks, and were subject d to 1·ules
often fai<l down with great diffi culty. Thus originat d, nfter se.en years' c·:s:periment, the fir. t edition of my 'Gymnastics for the Young' (1793), my fir,t attempt to
call attention to a su1Jject that had been quite forgotten. " His Gymnasti k fiir tlie
Jugcnd was the first German manual of gymnastics. Guts 1\fuths wrote a work on
plays anu games ntitled Spiele zur lbung und Erholung des Korpers uncl Geistes,
which appeared fir:st in 1796. This work, which reached its eighth edition in 1893, is
still a clas ic1 both on account of its exposition of the ecluca,tional Yaluc of pln.y
and by reason of its richness as a colkction of games. It is also a not worthy
fact that Gut, Muths wrote n. hook on certain branches of mam,al training n.11d their
adaptation to rrcreat ive ends.
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Inspired by the example of Guts Muths, many private and a few public teach<'r!:> introduced gymnastics into their schools. In 1799 Nachtega1l, a follower of
• Gnts foths, established a private gymnastic institute in Copenhagen. The Daues
were the :first people in Europe formally to adopt the new gymnastics for use in
school. and the army. Ling, the founder of Swedish gymnastics . while a student in
tho University of Copenhagen (1799-1~04:), had his first lossons i11 gymnastics from
N:1,chtegall.
Guts Muths, whose aim was distinctively pedagogical, at first defined ,·, gymnastik,''
a term which was rejected by Jahn bnt retained by Lrng, as "work in the garb of
youthful pleasure or merriment. " Later he defined gymnastics as '' a system of l•xercises having bodily perfection for their aim." Jahn, though his main purpose was
to produce patriotic and able defenders of hearth and home, worked largely in the
i:,;pirit of Guts Muths's :first definition, Ling in the spirit of the second. It is '1 uite
possible, too, that Ling r eceived some impulse toward his laborious studies of the
laws of bo<lily movements from the following utterance of Guts Muths: ,: I know well
enough," says the httter, "that a genuine theory of gymnastics should be based on
physiological pri11ciples, and that the practice of every single movement should
be governed by a consideration of the individual peculiarities of the body."
Guts Muths divided "pedagogical physical exercises" into three departments: (1)
Gymnastic exercises; (2) manual training, and (3) youthful plays. His distinctively
gymnastic exercises were froe and pole jumping, short and long 1listance running,
casting the stone, wrestling, climbing, "balance movements,'' lifting and carrying
of weightsJ dancing and marching movements.
English and American writers on education have very generally either eut,irely
neglected or largely failed to apprehend the lessons which German experience
teaches in regard to physical education.
The German for gymnastics is "turnkunst," or "turnen," though the term "gym~
nastik" occurs not infrequently, especially in the earlier writing,;. "Turnplatz'
and "turnhalle" correspond, respectively, to our·terms out-door gymnasium and gym11 asium, which latter ordinarily signifies a lrnilding for gymnastic exercises. A
gymuasium, in the German sense, is the highest of secondary schools a.ncl leads
<1irectly to the univ6rsity. The uniform use of thi s term to designate such schools
dates in Prussia from the year 1812.
German gymnastics em brace three well-marked fields or departments, viz: "Volksturncn," or popular gymnastics; "schulturnen," or school gymnastics, and "m1lit i~rturnen," or military gymnastics. The organization of the last two departments
is maintained and controlled by the Government for strictly educational purposes;
whereas the "tnruvereine," as the societies of the turners are <'ailed, are voluntary
a,;so1·iatio11s of a social and semicducational but wholly popnlar and patriotic
nature. The fondness of tbe German people for gym11:1stic exerci es is as marted a
national trait as is the liking of the British for athletic sports. The germ of the
tnrning ~ystem is to be found in t,hc martial games an 1l cxcreises of th e ancient
Teutons.
Con idered from an educational point of dew British athletics are rude aud
primitiYe when compared with German gymuastics, which in nrn11y of their features
are almost Grecian. The two sy 'terns are a widely different in their aims and
methods as are the British schoolboy and the German schoolmaster, a11<l for the a.me
reasons.
'l'be reform whereby mental and physical training ha\ e 1,eeu made conjoint factors
111 th compulsory edncatiou of every German bas been worked out duriug th<· la t
hn~dr <l Y_ ars. At every etage of its conr:-:ie th ,1nickening and shaping influence
of innovatmg dncators has heon felt. The three mo t eminent names in th li t of
ru 11 iilentifie<l with the r vival a11<l uphuil<ling of German gymna ·tic ar tho, e of
nut.· .Inths, ,Jahn, ancl .'pi . . Each ,·as a tf'ach rand writer. Jahn was au aait.ator aud popular leader in adclition. Guts luths livud from 1759 t ill 1 3H Jahn
from 177 till 1 -2, and pi • s from 1 10 till 1 5 .
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Guts Muths did mnch by his writings and 1abors to prepare the w ay for Jahn, the
"father of turning, " and Spiess, the "founder of German school gymnastics and
the creator of gymnastics for girls." Guts Muths's success at Schnepfenthal led
many private and a few pub]ic teachers to attempt to give their pupils some gymnastic training.
Prussia's commanding position in science antl politics is owing in large measure to
the efficiency of her educational and military systems. Their present excellence
and efficiency are, in a large degree, the outcome of reforms begun hy the sagacious
and energetic ministers of the father of Kaiser Wilhelm I in the period b etween 1806
and 1813. This was the darkest period in th e history of Prussia. Subjugated by
Napoleon, as the result of the battle of Jena iu 1806, Prnssia was despoiled of h alf
her territory, and the remaining half was scarcely more than "a field for French
taxgatherers and a parade ground for :French troops." Yet it was during tLis period
of her greatest humiliation and direst poverty that the seeds of reform and reconstruction wer e sown whose marvelous development h as Tesu1ted in a united Germany. Bismarck and his coadj utors but cultivated the seed }uid reaped the fruits of
th e r efor ms instituted or markecl ont by Stein nod •'·barnhorst and Wilhelm von
Humboldt.
Stein emancipated the peasants from serfdom, broke down the barrier between
them and the middle classes, and gave enlarged freedom to trade. His name is also
associated with radical and successful reforms in the constitution and adrninistrat ion of the State. Scharnborst reorgan ized the army in accordance with the ]Winciplo that all the inhabitants of a country should he trained to defend it. :, In the
field of e<lucational reform the 1novidential man," says Professor , eeley, "appeurecl
in Humboldt, as great a master of the science and art of eclncatiou as Scharul.Jorst
was of war.n
As early as 1804 Guts Muths urged upon the Prussian rniuister, Massow, the jmportance of introducing physical education into the , chools as a means of promoting
the milifary efficiency of tho people. 'l'he mimstl'r replied that he proposed to make
hotlily training an essential part of his plan for national eduration. Tho war with
Napoleon prevented this reform from being more than llrojectecl. In 1808, 'chamhorst's provisional scheme for the reorgan ization of the army was submitted to
Stein for criticism and suggestions. Scharnhorst urged that fencing, swimming,
leaping, etc., should be taught in the town and city schools. Stein approved the
views of Scharnhorst in regard to bodily exercises, called attention to the success of
Guts Muths at Schnepfentbal, an{l suggested. th e c1esirahility of securing his cooperation in bringin g about the general introduction of gymnastics i1tto the schooh1.
Humboldt likewise favored tbe scheme, but no efficient measures were taken at this
time to c~rry it .out. The first public gymnastic ground (turnvlat11 ) wns establish eel
in the summer of 1809 at Braunsbcrg, in Prus. ia, under the au piccs of a secret association formed under the name of "The Moral and 'cientific Un.ion," the so-called
"Tugendbund," for the purpose of aromiing natioual feeling and throwing off the
French y')ke. The gymnastics a<lop terl at Br::nmsberg seem to have been based on
the principles of Guts :Muths.
GEH~1AN 'ITRNI.NG ANl> FA 'l'HER ,JAlIN.

'lhat gymnastics, under the name of "turneo," became a popular institution and
a potent factor in national clevelo1m1ent was clue to Jahn, a man of rnu('h more
aggressive spirit than the (luiet teacher of gymnastics at , 'chnepfeuthal. Friedriech
Ludwig .Jahn, th founder of German tnrnen, was born August 11, 1778, in the
vmage of Lanz (where bis father was a cler gyman), rn the Prussitm <listric·t of
·west Priegnitz. Jahn received his elementary education from hi · mother ancl
father. In 1791 be entered the gymnasium a,t alzwedcl.
either there nor at the
Gymnasium znm Grauen Kloster, in Berlm, whither he went in 1794, clid he submit
cheerfully to school disciplme a.nu instrnction. Hi.· r stless, s If-sufficient cl ispo. ition declared itself while he was still a youth, :ind in 1795 he ra.u aw~y from Rchool
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uud left Berlin. After a short stay at home he repairccl to tlrn U11iYersity of Halle,
in 1796, to study theology, a. subject which he soon au::mcloned. Though gifted with
quick wit ancl a goo<l memory he was desultory and capricious in his 1·eading. His
career as a student was wil<l ancl irregular. During a portion of his stay at Halle
he lived by himself in a cave near the town. He was turbulent and quarrelsome,
ancl hac1 to leave Halle, where he was on ual1 terms with the members of the student
societies. He became a wanderer from university to university, but 4e seems to
have been more at home and better appreciated among the common people (whose
customs an<l. forms of speech intereste<l him deeply) than in academic circles.
From Halle Jahn went to Jena, and thence in 1802 to Greifswald, where he
studied under an assumecl name. Forced to leave the university because of his
insuuordinatiou n,n<l. contentiousness, ho uccame a private tutor in a Mecklenlrnrg
family in 1803. In this capacity he achie ,,ed some success, being a p::nticip:mt in
the sports and exercfses of his pupils as well as the director of their studies.
Jahn's tendency to engage in popular agitation asserted itself during his years of
1·oving. His first publication, on the Promotion of Patriotism in the Kingdom of
Prussia, appeared in 1800. In 1803 he repaired to Gottingen, in onler to complete
anc1 publish a pamphlet, entitled Bezeichenung cles hochcleutschen Sprachschatzes,
which appeared in 1806-. In the same year he was at Jena, whence he rushefl to joiu
the Prussian army just before· its overthrow by Napoleon, but in time to fake part
. in its flight. Jabn's grief and despair so affecte(l him that during the night nfter
the battle of Jena his hair turnec1 white.
For the next three years he lived in various places, studying iu his way_. cot)sorting with men who vainly sought to rouse the people to rise against the !rench,
all(1 working on hi_s book on German Nationality, which was published rn 18_10.
German unity was the keynote of this work. Late in 1809 he repaired to Berlm,
hoping to secure a teacher's J)ost in its newly establishecl university. Failing in
this, as well as in his attempt to secure regular employment as a gymnasial teacher
in Kunigsberg, he engaged in private teaching in Berlin, where in the course of the
years 1810 ancl 1811 he also taught in the very school fron1. which he hall eloped
fifteen years before, and also in Dr. Plamann's Postalozzian Institute. In Friednch
Frieson, who taught fencing and shooting in the institute, Jahn founcl nu enthusiastic aU(l helpful fellow laborer in the promotion of bodily exercises as a means for
uni.t"ing the youth of Prussia and preparing them for willing and effecti,e militr.ry
service. Already in his German Nationality Jahn had urged the ...-alue of bodily
exercises for such a purpose. Ho seized upon the idea of making bodily training a
force h1 national regeneration and educati-0n, and dreamed and wrote and labored,
not to say plotted, for a free an(l united. Germany.
In the spring of 1811 Jahn opened his first turnplatz, in the IIasenheide (Ha.rewoocl),
a pine forest on the outskirts of Berlin, toward the south. Friesen and others of
his :tdmirers :incl pupils aided Jahn in its management. From the first Yigorous aml
contentious games were assigned a, leading 1·0le. Various devices were adoptecl t o
awaken community of interest and national feeling. A special costume or uniform
was adopted, ancient Teutonic forms of speech were cultivated, ancl those who took
part in the exercises were given turnmarkcn, n, sort of baclge or token bearing th o
word turnkunst and the figures 9, 919, 1519, ancl 1811-these figur es serving, respectively, as reminders of Hermann's rout of the Roman lecrions under Yarns in 9 A. D.,
the :introuuction of tournaments into Germany in 919° A. D., the 1a t of German
tournament in 1519 A. D., and the revi·rnl of tumen (which wonl was supposed to
be akin to "tourney" ) iu 1 11. In th• summer of 1812 the ori(l'inal gymnastic o-round
in the Hasenheid · ·was given up for one that wa b tter situated and fitted up, and
th nurnb r of turn r rose to 5 0. Ieanwbile Jahn aml Friesen had e ·tabli ·h eel a
".• •rman union " ho tile to "th ir foreign rulers, and bad e tahli heel conn ctions
,nt1_1 h e tnden of v ariou , rman uuiver iti .
\ h 11 h w nr of lib ·ration broke ont, early in 1 13 Friesen aucl Jahn w re the
fir t HI I\ ·nroll
•
. • 1 in h f· mo u .L,,,1. e c orp of cavalry' or~antzocl
and command cl
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Jahn commanded n, company wbich be had r cruited, a11d
Friesen became adjntant of the corps. Jahn wn.s ill adaptecl to military c·ommnnd,
and after some montbs of service, during which he boTe his part in seYeral engagement ·, retired from the corps in November, 1813. Friesen continued in the corps
aud lost his life iu France fo. March, 1814.
As an C'xaru1)le of Jalm's gift of expression, Lis tribute to FTie en may appropriately l)e cited here:
Friesen was a man in the bloom of youth :md of youthful beanty, without blemish iu body or soul, full of innocence and wisdom. His eloquence ·w as as porsna ivo
as that of a seer; a. Siegfried in figure, with manifold gift and gi-aces that won tlte
love of young .ancl old alike; a master of the s,,;-ord, iu cut and thru t quick, suddou
:fi~, elegant, irresistible, and tireless once his hand gripped the iron; a ke n
swunmer, for whom no German stream was too broad or violent; an heroic rid r, at
home in any sadc.lle; an adept in the art of turning, which owed much to him. It
was not his lot to retnrn to bis freed fatherland, for which his soul yearned. lie frll
through foreign knavery, on a clismal winter night, by an assas in's shot in the
Ardennes-he whom no morta,l could have touchetl with tho sworcl in .1 attle !
Favor none, dis1)arage none; but as ohan1horst a.mono-tho ol<lns o Frie n amoncr
the yontli-was the gTeate t.
In tlic inter.al which elapsed between 1810 and 1 16, tho <fate of l>i J> ut:cho
Turnknn t, his other mos t important work, Jahu accomplished th ma.in labor of bi
life. The 1rntnre of his work, the ideas by which ho was animat tl, nnd th circulll stantes of the time which fa,·orecl his success, aro in<licn te<l in tho Co1lowio .,. . trn bi
from Die Deutsche Turnkunst:
Like many other things in this world, the German turning sy ·km hnd a mall an<l
insignificant begir:.ning. In the end of the year 1809 I went to Berlin to s tho entry
of the King. LoYe to my fatherland and my own ine1inatio11s now macl mo at a h r
of youth, as I ha<l often b en before. During the beautiful spring of 1 10 ,L fe~- f
my pupils begau to go out with me int the woods and fiC'l<ls on the h liclay. ftnnoons of ,veclnesda.y and Saturday, and tbe habit l>eca.me confirmed. 'l'hoir uu111l1 r
increased, and we hatl various youthful sport~ and exerci ·e . Thus w w nt on until
the clog days, when the number was very large, but ver y soon foll off again. J{u
there was left a select number, a nnclens, who b Jcl too-ether oven during th winter, with whom the first turning gronncl was opened in the sprino- of 1 11, in th
Haseuheide,
At the present timo many exorcises are pract.iced in company and Lefor the oy s
of all, under the name of turning. But then the names turning syst m, turoiug,
turner, turning ground, and the like came up all at once, and gav occa ion for ru nch
excitement, scandal, ancl authorship. The subject was disc·ussed oven in th• •ren Ii
daily papers, aucl eYen here in our own country it was at first saicl that th an ient
German ways have brought forth a new folJy.
During the winter we stucliecl whatever could be got on the subject, and we r fleeted with gratitude upon our predecessors, Vieth ancl Guts 1utbs. 'l'h stron" r
ancl more e_·perienced of my pupils made a very skillful use of their writing , an1l
were a blo during the next summer to labor a.s iustru ·tors in turning. In the .-mumer of 1812 both the turning ground an<.l system of exercises wore n1argec1. 'lb y
became more yariec1 from tuming day to turning day, and w_ero mutna~ly cl e -. lop d
by tho pnpils in their fri endly contests of youthful emnla.t10n. I t i 1wpos 1bl to
say in detail who first discovered, tried, investigated, prov cl, and complet done or
another exercise. From the very beginning the turning system. has shown gre t
community of spirit, patriotic feeling, perseverance, and self-denial: E_v •ry c·xtension or development of it was used for the common good, an<l su h 1, still the ca .
Toward the en<1 of the summer exercises of 1812, a sort of assoc_ia~ion of ~um. rs
was formed for the purpose of the scientific investigation a~d arti tic orgamza.h n
of the turning system in the most nseful and gen rally appllcable manner..
n the
King's proclamation of February 3, 1813; all th turners ca.pabl. o~ hear.mo- ;trm
entered the field. After long persuasion I succeeded nt Bres~a,u !n I? dn~mg 'r:1 t
Eiselen, one of my oldest pupils, to take charge of the turll:ing m s~1tnh n dnrt,!)
the war. I myself accompanied Eiselen from Breslau. to B rlm, and mtrodu ·eel him
to the authorities and to the principals of schools, who promised him all m nu "!-' of
cooperation, and who have ever since shown confidence in him. 'inc that t1m,
Eiselen bas been at the head of the turning in, titntion dnring the_ snmll?erH f 181.
and 1814, and th e hltervening winter, and has conducted the exor 1se of tho· who
were too young to carry arms.
At the end of July, 1814, I returned to Berlin. In tho w in~er, w~rn th' -n,1uut~ei
returned, bringing many turners with them, the as ·ociate l dIBcns ion w ·r ren wed.
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On the ei:;cape of Na,poleou all the turners able to bear arms volunteered agafo for
the field, ouly two who had fought during the campaigns of 1813 and 1814 rema.iuiug
at home from the consequences _o f those campaigns.
The younger ones who remained behind now took hold of the work again with
renewed zeal. During the spring and summer of 1815 the turning ground received
still farther improvements and enlargements. In the following autumn and early
part of winter the turning system was again made the object of associated investiga.tion. After the subject had been ripely considered and investigated in the tnrniug council and opinions bad been compared, experience cited, and views corrected,
a beginning was made in collecting into one whole all the results of earlier and later
lnbors on the subject and all the separate frao-ments and contributions relative to it,
a labor which has lastly been revised by
own pen. Although it was only one
architect who at first drew the plan, yet master, associates, pupils, and workmen have
all labored faithfully and hones.tly upon the structure, and all have contributed their
share to it.
· ·
This is a brief account of my work, my words, and my book. Neither of the_ three
is perfect, but the book may serve to promote a recoguitiou of its ideal. It 1s put
forth only by way of rendering an account to the fatherland_of wbat we· have done
and endeavored.
·
1.'he turniug systein woiild reestciblish the lost symmetry of human clerelopment; would
connect a prope1· bodily training with mere exclusive intellectual cultivation; woiild supply
the proper coiinte1·acting influence to the p1·erailing ovcr-rejinenient, and would coniprehend
and 'influence the whole man by rneans of a social mode of living f01· the yo1tng._ Eeei-y
turning institution is ci place for exm·cising the bodily powers, a school of indnstry in ruanby
cictit,ity, a place of chival1·ous contest, an aicl to cd1wation, a p1·otection to the health, ai~d a
public benefit. lt is constantly and interchangeably ci place of teaching and of le!'-rning.
In an wnb·r oken circle follow constantly after each other direction, exenip liflcation, ins/motion, independent investigation, practice, emulation, anrl further instrnction. 1:htts tl~e
turners do not leal'n thei1' occnpation from hearsay. They have lived in and with th eu·
work, i11vestigated it, p1·01,ed it, and pm'fected it. It awakenR all the dormant powers and
secures a self-confidence and read,iness which are never fou,nd at a loss.
.
The director of a turning institution undertakes a high duty. He mu.st cherish
and protect the simplicity of the yonno·, that it may not be injured by unt1mel;y:precocity. He who is not thoroughly pe~etratecl with a childlike spirit and nat10nal
feelings should never take charge of a turning institution. It is a holy work and
life.
But all education is useless and idle which lea,ves tl.Je pupil to disappear, like a
will-o'-the-wisp, in the waste folly of a fancied cosmopolitanism, and does not co~firm him in patriotic feeling; and thus, even ju the worHt period of the French doIDInatiou, love of king and fatherland were preached to and impresscll upon t~e youth
of the turning association. No one ought to enter a turni11g association who 1s knowi?gll a per,erter of German nationality: and praises, loves, promotes, or defends
foreign manners..
With such principles did the turning societies strengthen, train, arm, encourag_e,
and man themselves for the fatherland in the sultrv times of the devil. Nor dtd
faith, love, or hope desert them for a moment. "Go(l de erts no German" has nlways
been their motto. In war none of them st,aid at home, except those too young or too
weak, and thev were uot idle.
"The turning system," say,; Von Raurner, "soon spread from Berlin throngbout
Germany and a large part of southern Germany. Next to Berlin, Breslau had the largest number of turners, some 800. In that city students, Catholic and Prote8tant,
semi~ary pupils, th~ p~pils of fonr gymnasien, officers, nnd professors frequented the
turnrng gronnd. Smgmg :flonrished. On Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, after
exerci, ing from 3 to 7, the whole company returned singing to the city.

my

'' Togethe1: with this first na,tural development of the turning system there came U;P
also a rea<Jt1on against many received and uniYersnl customs and manner . This
necessarily aroused enemies, an(l the more because the turner frequently overpas eel
the llOnnds of moderation anll made tnrninrr identical with a warfare against all
ancient errors. This was particularly 'tibe ca';e after tho war of frc<·clom."
The state antborities, -pecially tho eat the bead of the department of education,
<~('lll to b:tve manif st~d a livoly aml, ou the whole, friendly rntercst in Jahn and
hi w~rk. , _In 1 13, clurrng ,Jahn'_s ah8 nee in the field, 670 thalerA were appropriated
to ena >1e Eisel 11 to on cl net an P1gbt w ks' normal course of i11strnction for teachers
of tnrniug, bnt it was impra ti ·abl to carry ont the 11lan at that time.
'ev1 ral
r }H~l't• . of• favorable m tm were mall•· to the Gov rnm nt on the pedagogi ·al, nd
hY"'l f'!lJH' ·01 b of turu·10 r
. groun,ls were establi h ll i11 various parts of
""' ••
1--, ai11l t 11rnmg
th l\.rngdom und r ov rnn1 nta1 ,rnspu·e
•
·
·
·
·bapcellor P rmce
. I u l 814 tho Pru ·:1an
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Hanlenberg, bes'_ owed a pension of 500 thalers upon Jahn in recoguitiou of his
serYices to tbe state. In September, 1815, J ahn't:1 pension was increaseu to 800
tbalers, allll Eiselen was granted a salary of 400 thalers. This was clue to a report
made to Harden berg in April, 1815, hy Minister Von Schnckmann, to whom Hardenberg had referred a :plan of Jahn's for enlarging the turnplatz, purchasing certain
buildings, ancl bringing the turning institution ii1to close connection with the Berlin
school system. Von Schnckmann was a;rnrsc, by reason of the low state of the
treasury, to incurring the large expenditures suggested by Ja.hu anu deemed. it inadvisable to introdnce turning formally into the schools, lest it shonlcl lose its spontaneous popn1ar character.
In 1818 Altenstein, the minister of eclucatiou, caused an official investigation to be
made into the nature, extent, and effects of turning throughout Prussia. During
the period 1816-1819 the department of eclncation elaborated a provisional scheme
for a general education law, which, however, was never enacted in its entirety. In
this scheme a place wa assigned to gymnastics, and it was propose<.l to introdnco
them into the rural schools, as well n into the micldlo schools, normal schools, and
Gymna.sien.
At la st, in 1819, a 11lan was p erfected by tho cdncatioual authorities for the establ ishment of turuing grounds throughont Prussia in conuection with the scbools. On
)larch 23, 1819, the very da,y that this plan wa laid b fore the King for his rq,proyal
::rntl signature, the news of Kotzebue's mnrder l.Jy Sand, who ·w as a student arnl a
turner, reached Berlin, and tho King refused bis approval. , ancl's deed of cra.zy
Yioleuce had, as it appe:us now, 110 political significance; but the Pm sian Go,ernrn nt feared revolution and lookC'll upon the spread of lib ml ideas among tho rising
generati on with alarm. The Burscbenschaften, or students' societies, antl 1.lrn TnmYereine wero put under the ban as being hotbe<.ls of liberalism. Jahn was arrested
in July, 1819, on the charge of engaging in revolutionary practices aud conspiring
to assassinate a privy councilor, Yon Kam1>tz by name. Francis Lieber, then a
youth of 19, one of Jahn's oldest ancl favorite pupils, was also arrested on snspicion.
Lieber regaiued his freedom fo a few months, bnt was forbidden to study a.ta Prussian uniYersity. Francis Lieber came to the United 'tates in 1827, wit.11 a recommendation from Jahn, for the express purpose of taking ebarg of the then 1·ecently
founded gymnasium, in Bo ton, Mass., where he also established a swimming school
on his own account.
Jahn's case dragged along for nearly six years, during which he remaiuetl unde1·
police s·urveillance and restraint, tbongh, strictly speaking, be was not imprisoned.
Finally, in 1825, he was acqnitted, and allowecl to retain bis pension, but only on
couclition that ho should not reside in Berlin or within 10 miles of it or in any t own
where there was a university or gymnasium, and should furthermore remain under
1wlico surveillance. Ho took up his residence at Freiburg on tbe Unstrnt, in , 'axony, where be died October 15, 1852. In 184.0: ,,·hen King Frederick William IV
asC'ended the Prussian throne, Jahn was released from special accountability to the
police and was awarded the Iron Cross in recognition of liis s rvices in the wnr of
liberation. Though ho issued v arious pamphlets and maintained his interest in
turning, his d eclining years w re passed in poverty and ob. curity. In 1818 lie was
a mcmb r of the German National Assembly at Frankfort, but incnned the hatred of
the rc,olutionary party, owing to bis relative conserrni.ism. His last pnulicatiou
appeared in September, 1 4-8. It was entitled" Schwanenrcde 1' ( "·an , 'oug), aucl
closed with these words: '' Germany ' nuit,y was the dream of my awake11i11g lifi,
the morning glow of my youth, the snnsbine of my manhood, and is now the eYcnin g
i;tar wbich guides rue to eternal r est."
THE J:JSE OF l-CIIOOL GY::\IXA TICS IX PRU

IA.

In ,January, 1820, the Oovernmcnt aboli betl turninr~ in Prussi:1 lJy closing th
turning grounds, som ninety jn nnmher. Volkstnrnen was not again allow,·tl nntil
18-12. Graduall y .rymna. ti ·s fonu<l a place in the in ,·trnction of a few sc hools. In
ED
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1836 Dr. Lorinser, of Oppelo, pnulishcd in a medical journal an article enHtled
"Tho protection of hen.Ith in schools." Dr. Lorinscr was very severe in his strictures
on tho management of the schools, especially of tho Gymnasien. He declared that
bodily and mental weakness wern on the increase among school children, and especially the gymnasium pupils, by reason of the oyeruurdening due to multiplicity of
studies, too many school hours, and an undue amount of home work. This paper
gave rise to a wide and somewhat heated discussion, uud indirectly brought about a
' renewed interest in school gymnastics.
Ju 1840 tho department of education recommended the introduction of bodily trainin g into all the higher schools for uoys. In April, 1842, the ministers of war, the
interior, and education united in recommending to the King the reintroduction of
turning. In June following the King gase his sanction to the proposal of his ministers that "bodily exercises sh oulcl be acknowledgecl formally as a necessa1·y ancl indispensable integral pa1't of niale education, and should be adopted as an agency -in the education
of the people." The King also authorized the establishment of "gymnastic institntes," in connection with u the Gymnasien, the higher middle schools, the training
schools for teachers, and the division and briga<le schools in the army."
POPULAR GYMNASTWS AND THE TURKERSCHAF'T,

Yolksturnen revived after the promulg~tion of the above-cited cabinet order of .
E:.ing Frederick William IY; but its aims and usages were too strongly colored by
political views for the turning societies to pass unscathe<l. through the trou blous years
1848-1850. It was not until 1860 that the turning movement began to regain its loS t
1µomentum. Great enthusiasm for turning was awakened by the first German turning festival, held at Coburg in 1860, in which some thousand or more turners took
part in celeb;rating 'the victory of \Vaterloo. In August, 1861, came the second general Turnfest, when tl1e turners celebrated at Berlin the fiftieth anniversary of the
establishment by Jahn of the original turnplatz in the Hasenheide. Ne_arl~ 6,000
turners, r epresenting more than 260 districts, took part in this festival, w h1ch 1s also
notal)le for the laying of the corner stone of the national monument to Jahn. Tho
completetl monument, consisting of a bronze statue of J alrn upon a pedestal of stones
contribntetl by _turning societies in every quarter of the world, was dedicated in
August, 1872.
Between 1859 and 1862 the number of German turnvereine increased from 241 to
1,279. In 1863 20,000 turners took part at Leipsic in the celebration of the fiftie_th
anniversary of Napoleon's defeat near that city by the allies. A year later the societies numbered nearly 2,000, a.nd their members nearly 168,000. The great majority
of German turnvereine have, since 1860, beiongecl to the organization known as the
Deutsche Turnerschaft.
The Turnerschaft comprises 15 circuits, or geographical divisions, within the German Empire and Austria. Each circuit (Kreis) is subdivided into districts (Gaue),
and each district into societies (Vereine) . On January 1, 1896, there were 252 turnga~1e
within the Turnerschaft. In 1896, out of 6,251 turnvereine in Germany and Austna,
5,547, in 4,744 municipalities and villages, with a total membership of 554,7~7,
.,.belonged to the Turnerschaft; of the total membership 50.4.4 per cent were active
turners, or, to express it differently, in 4,74-! localities there was an r,ctive tnrncr,
over 14 year· of age, for every 108 of the population in those localities. 'fhe unm·
ber of "foreturners," or class leaders, was 28,061; the number of zoglinge, i. e., boys
under :1 who took part iu turning, was 84,319. All but 7.5 per cent of the societies
l>elougrng to the Tu1·nerscha.ft practice<l turn inc,, in winter as well as summer; 86 of
th es~ ; ocieties own d n. turnplatz all{l 509 a turnball e (an increase of 137 over the
])renot:s year~,, whil<· 1,022 oth 'l' societi s nsetl a public school tun1halle.
In 18 G the I nrnerschaft hail 6 72 acti ,·e members out of a total of 15.6 590. The
orr ·poutlin r i ur for 18 0 : re 1 ;:;, 73 and 388 Gl3 respectively and for 1896,
27
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people m the struggle for German freedom and uuity. Jahn's instinct in appealing
to the common people -was a true one, and has been amply justified by the eYent.
No wonder bis name is honored and cherishecl as that of a popular hero. His place
among apostles of physical training is unique.
It is almost as common to find turnvercine among Germans in foreign lan<ls as to
flncl cricket and baseball clubs among British colonists. Turning societies flourish
in the Unitecl States, Brazil, Chile, and Australia, as well as in every conntry in
Europe. In tho United States the principal association of t'b.e turners is the North
American Turnerhund, which embraces more than 300 vereine with a membership
of more than 40,000.
The natn_rc and working of the spirit which animates the German folk are reflected to
a highly interesting degree in the organization and the management of the D utsehe
Turnerschaft, which is, iu a sense, the one most genuinely popular of German institutions. In tlaeir Volksturncn we fintl the people acting with more freedom and spontaneity than in almost any other field. It is one of the few fields in which the folk
bas been left comparati...-ely untrammeled by the Government. While its aims are
broadly national antl social, a,nd tinged with sentimental idealism, the Turrierschaft
reflects in its democratic organization and government, its systomatic methocls, and
its economical administration, the severely practical German spirit, with all its love
of orcler, <Uscipline, aml minute division of lal:or. The Turnvereine are in their way
as much center points of the popular life of Germany as the gymnasia wero center
points in Greek life. It is to be not,ed, however, that the Turnerst!haft is largely
recruited from snch classes as were enslavetl by the Greeks.
Volksturneu of the present day differs somewhat from that which fiourisheu in tho
time of Jahn anu Eiselen. Individualism is less rampant for one thing, and certain
styles of exercise :first ma.de prominent by Spiess, whose method and work we shall
consider under Schulturnen, have been adopted by the tnrncrs. Then, too, the
Turnvereine ha,e ceased to reseml.,le political clubs. 'fhe committee of the Turnvereine declared at Gotha in 1861 that tnrning coulcl only yiclcl abundant fruit when
it should be considered a means for trainin°· strong men for the entire fatherland.
The Tnrnvereine ·hould holtl themselves entirely aloof from the consideration of party
qnestions as such. The formation of definite political opinions was tho affair and
duty of the individual turner,. The general adoption of military exercises by the
turners was deprecated. A genuine normal training to render the body equal to the
performance of all manly exercises should remain tho principal concern and business
of tlrn Turnvereine.
The aim of the Turnerschaft is to promote the interests of turning, as n. means to
bodily and moral stren°th. Its members (any German of good moral character ·who
is 14 years old, may join it) are urged to render turning attructfr to boy and
apprentice · who have passed the school ao-e; to cnltinlte simple German customs an<.1
manners; to cultivate national exercises and g-a,mcs, such as free a,nd class exercises,
running, leaping, climbing, casting the weight, hurling the spear, wre ·tliug, fen·ing, and sword play; to promote sociability through the singing of folk-songs, and
those havinp: freedom and the fatherlnncl for their themes-such songs should l)e
thoroughly known by every turner, and not m rely their first lines; to _participate
in all popular fe ·ti vals, espccia,lly those commemorative of national events, such as
tho Kaiser's birthday, cdan cfay, antl tho like ; to ma,nifest an active interest iu
useful pnblic enterprises and associations, such as fire and salvage companies, and
sanitary corps for the care aud transportation of the sick and injured.
The turners arc cli...-itled into two main sections, viz, boys from 14 to 17 years
of age, and men. These divisions arc subdividecl according to their gymnastic
ability into SCJnads, or cla se · (Ricgen), each class b eing under the lead and
guidance of a "foreturncr '' (Vorturner), chosen on account of fitness. The chief
foretnrner is the tnrnwarden (Turnwa.rt). Strength alone is not enough. It is th
forctnrncr's business to make his squad a expert as l)Ossible, and nliove all to socuro
to each of its members an erect, firm, and graceful carriage of the body.
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The times most favored for turning are Sundays, holidays, aml certain appoiutcd
evenings during the week. The order recommended for the ordillary eveningtnrniug
:is as follow s : A brief Kurturnen, i. c., gymnastic c:s:ercisc, in which each individual
follows his own taste and inclination as to apparatus aud movement. Then cowes
the formation of the classes, which fall into line at n, signal from the Turnwart, aml
at a second signal march to the machines, the bars, horse, horizontal bar, etc., to which
e:tch has been assigned. 'rhe exercise on each picce·of apparatus is set by the foreturner at the heacl of t,he class. Usually, aft.er exercising for a quarter of an hour,
the lines are re-formed and each class marches to a machine of a different character.
After this second period of fifteen minutes of heavy gymnastic exercise (Geratturnen)
the ranks are re-formed, and "free movcmeuts" are made by the assembled classes.
No apparatus is used in the free movements, which are made in unison and accor<ling
to commands given by the Turnwart. The evening closes with a second Kurturnen.
The affairs of the Verein are regulated by officers elected by its members. The programme of exorcises, i.e., the amount and nature of the Geri.itturnen, or heavy gymnastics, i::; determined by the officers ancl is cluly lmllctinecl. The foreturners are bound
to lH'actice together at appointetl times. The order of e:s:ercises on ihe gymnastic
machines is changed from evening ·to evening, ancl variety ancl interest are further
secured, when thewe:1ther is favorable, hy engaging in out-of-door $a.mes (TurnspieJe)
on the Turnplatz. The cultivation of gymnastic specialties aml of one-sided dexterity
is tlisconraged.
·
From time to 'time the societies comprised in a district, and the districts inclt1<led
i.n a circuit, hohl festivals, when both individuals and squads compete for prizes.
The intervals between tlrnse festivals vary greatly in the different circuits antl districts. The General German Turning Festival (Das Allgemeine Deutsche Turnfest),
a:Hhe grand festival of the entire Turnerschaft is termed, occurs- at intervals of at
least fonr years. It continues.for at least three cfayR, one of whir.h must be Sunday.
Eight such festivals ha··rn been held in different German c:ties since the first was
ce1cbrated at Coburg in 1860.
THE lXFLUENCE

em

SPU:SS ON SCHOOL GYi\IXASTICS IX GE1U1AKY.

"\Ye pass to a consideration of the salient facts regarding the tlcYelopment and
present organization of school gymnastics (Schulturnen) in Germany, particularly
in Prussia. The essential differences between Volksturnen anu Schulturnen are
based on the fact that the former is a free art, origina.ting with and maintained by
the common people and the latter is a discipline imposed by authority upon persons
in a state of a pupilage. The ends of training and etlncation a.r e not l0st sight of
in Yolkstnrnen, but in Schlutnrnen they occupy the foregromu.1.
Altbongh Volksturnon bas lost many of the extravagant an<l marke<l l)eculiaritie
of its assertive and aggressive youth, and has become better regulated and systematizctl with the lapse of years, it still bears the impress set upon it by Jahn and the
times which p1·ocluced him. The democratic organization of the Turn,ereioe; the
Yolontary submission of the turners to ta.xation, drill, and discipline, for common
a.ntl patriotic ends, and th predilection for heavy gymnastics under foreturners, all
surviYe. The turners are men and youths who devote a portion of their spare time,
particularly during the evening hour , and on holidays, to the rxerri. es of the Tnruplatz anu the Tnrnhalle for the sake of social eutertainm nt and the promotion of
1iea:th.
chulturnen, on the other hand, is a. department of instruction in the educational :ys~ m ordained by the State. As such, it is administered hy officers of th
• tat · who aim. by means of a graded, progressive series of bodily ex •rciscs, to bring
al)ont tho ymmetrical antl normal dev lopmrnt of pupils of 1.Joth soxes, rnnging
1 e w n thr age of 6 and 20.
r·b_ool tnrniu"' work in th iutere t of folk turning by pre1Yaring promising
recrmt for tbf' Tnn·ereine, and the turner· l1ave eyer bern its zcalon fri n<ls, doing
run h to • cnrr its prratl ancl to nbance its u · fnlm·
I t i chiefly o Adolf ,'pk.· a.1111 bi. followers that ,erman , chulturnen owe its
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most distinctive aud valuable peculiarities. Spiess was a Hc>ssian, born in 1810.
Like Jahn, he was a 1,astor's son and a teacher. In his father's private school, which
"as conducted according to the principle of Pestalozzi, he was trained in gymnastics, partly after the methous of Guts Muths ancl partly after those of Jahn. While
a student of theology at the universities of Giessen and Halle, be was an actiYe turner
and duelist. In 1829 he became acquainted with Jahn. In the following year, while
still a stndent, he formed a class of boys at Giessen, and made a beginning in teaching
what came to be known as "common exercises" (Gemeinii1mngen), or class clrill
"iu standing, walking, running, and jumping." "Cla,ss turning,'' consisting in the
simultaneous performance by n, number of persons, either with or without the n,icl
of ap1)aratus, of given exercises at the word of command, was introduced by Spiess,
and lies at the foundation of his system of physical training; whereas in the JahnEiselen system the members of the class followed in succession the example set them
by their foreturner.
In 1833 Spiess became a teacher
histo1·y, singing, drawing, ancl turning in the
public schools of Jforgtlorf, a town in the Canton of Dern, in Switzerlaucl, where he
became intimate wiLh Froebel. 'picas is sometimes called the "creator of gymnastics for girls" (Miiclcbenturnen ). The exercises for girls which he introdnced at
Burg<lorf were chiefly of his own devii.liug. They included free gymnastics, tlumb1 ell exercises, and exercises on the suspended lacliler aucl the seesaw, besides a, variety of exercises in running, jumpin°·, and swiuging. In 1 44. he removed to Basel to
take charge of the gymnastic instruction in the higher schools of that city.
In 1848 Spiess rnturnet1 to Germany, haviug bceu appointed to a high office in the
department of education of tlrn nrnnd Duchy of llessr, antl took up his residence
in the city of Darmstadt. It dovolYe<l upon Spiess to organize and snperviso ~chool
turning tbro11gbont that , t ate. Ju 1849 nn<l 1850 ho conducted special uormal
classes for the purpose of preparing trai11ed assistants for bis work. At Dn,rmstadt,
as at Basel anc.l Burgdorf, , 'piess was highly successful fo introducing gymnastics
into schools for girls . Tie cliecl in 1858.
Spiess based his theory of' bodily trnining on the laws of anatomy and physiology,
and grouped a1Hl orclerecl hi exercises in compliance with his understanding of those
faws. He a1Jpliell his IJrindple of common exercises to the Jahn heavy gymnastics
as well as to the free movements, which latter were often made to music. It was
his <listinctiYc work to render GermaH gymnastic-a systematic and scientific, and to
ac1apt them to pedagogical purposes ancl methods. As a teacher, organizer, and
writer his influence has been witle an<l weighty. His principal books were Lebre
der Turnkunst, Basel, 1 40-18-1.6, and Turnbuch fiir , 'clml en, Basel , 1846-1851.
Allusion has already !Jeen made to the cabinet order of Jun , 1842, in which Frederick \Yilliam IV formalJy recommended the adoption of "hodily exerdso as an
indispensable integral part of male education" throughout th Kingdom of Prussia.
Eichorn, tho minister of education, hy an ordinance issued in .F ebruary, 1844, nnclertook to carry the Kiug's recommendations into effect. This or<linance directetl that
a snfficient number of tnrnpHitze an<l tnrnhallen should be established to furnish all
the gymnasion, higher burgher schools, an<l normal schools for males, with accommodations for winter an<l summer turning. ThosC' in charge of school ~Lffairs " ·v: o
cbargc<l to clo their utmost for the promotion of the new <lepartmcnt of instrnctioD.
When it was feasible, pupils were to exercise dn,ily for a.n hour aftor school. At
least the n,fternoons of ,vednesdays and atnnlays should be de\'Oted to gymnastic, ,
on which days no home tudy -was t o be exacted. In the "certificate of ripeness."
given at the '' leaving examination," tho examiner must indic·a tc the decrree of gymnastic ability attained uy the candidate.
, 'piess hacl an interview with Eichorn in Berlin, in the summer of 1842, in r lation
to the proper mode of organizing school gymnastics, an<l there seems to hav<' 1Je n
a somewhat general expectation that he would he called from Burgdorf to B rlin.
Spiess was, howcyer, passed by, and Ia smann, who ]1ad since 1827 been engag din
teaching gymnastic. in Muni b, where tho Rons of Lrnlwio- I, King of Bavaria, nn,l

of
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the royal corps of cadets were numbered among his pupils, was in 18!3 called to Berlin to aid Eichorn's department in carrying into effect the views expressed in the
King 1s cal>inet order.
Massmann had been a Berlin turner in the palmy days of 1811-1813, and was strongly
wedded to tho methods of ·Jahn and Eiselen. He looked with disfavor upon the new
methods of Spiess, and, not being endowed with sufficient skill or energy to adapt
Volkstnrnen to school needs, his administration, which lasted until 1850, 11as, on the
whole, a failure.
THE THAI.NI.NG OF TEACHERS OF GYMNASTICS IN PRUSSIA.

A surions obstacle to the success of gymnastics in the schools was the lack of competent teachers. To meet this want the Central Normal School for Training Teachers of Bodily Exercises was opened in Berlin, under Massmann's direction, in 1848.
The school died in 184-9. In 1851 the Royal Central Gymnastic Institute, with parallel courses of instruction for officers of the army and school teachers, was established in Berlin under the conjoint control of tho ministers of war and education, and
Capt. H. Rothstein, of the Prussian army, who had studied Swedish gymnastics in
_S tockholm, "·as placed at its heaq_. This institute has exercised a powerful influence
upon the rise of military and school turning in Prussia. Its dn::i.1 constitution
remained unchanged until the year 1877; since then two separate training schools
ha,c been in operation; the one for army office.rs is entitleu the Kouigliche Militiirturnanstalt; the other, for teachers of turning in the schools is termed the Konigliche Tnrnlehrerbildungsanstalt.
Rothstein was a warm partisan of the Swedish system of gymnastics as (lc"rnloped
by Ling and his followers, while the civilian teach;rs of tlle Central Institute ei~ber
,favorNl the Ja]Jn-Eiselen system or .a compromise between it and that of Spiess .
. Rothstein made the capital mistake of antao-onizino· the turners; he banished the
.. horizontal a~d parallel bars from the institute, th:reby giving rise to a long auu
bitter controversy, in which he was finally worsted. 'The turners and their champions attackecl the Swe<lish gymnastics 011 the grouml that they 11ere too formal,
one-sided, and uninteresting, as well as nu-German ancl outlandish. Medical men
ancl university professors took an active })art in the discussion oYer the merits and
faults of the "bar exercises." Professors Yirchow and Du Bois-Raymond, of tlle
Berlin University, stood up for German gymnastics and the '' bars/' Finally, in
December, 1862, a commission composetl of tho most eminent medical men in Prussia
declared that '' the bar exercises rnigh t, from a medical point of view, 1>e impro,ed,
but ought not to be <lone a11ay with." The triumph of the "bar exercises" invoh·cd
the defeat of tho Ling-Rothstein system of school turning. In 1863 Rothstein left
the Central Institute; in 1865 he died.
In 1860 Lehnert, then minister of education, issued au oHler for tlle gra<lual introduction of gymnastic instruction into tho elementary schools (Volksschulou) for
boys. In 1862 attendance upon such instruction was made ol1ligatory. In rncent
~·ears turning has become quite general in girls' schools of all o-rades. It is ob]i l'fatory in female normal schools, and also in all the girls' schools of many citie , e. rr.,
Berlin, Frankfort on the Main, ancl Hanover.
The teacher· of gymnastics in Prussia, indeetl throughout Germany, are spedally
trained for their dutie.-. They are not, as i too often th case in England and
America, retired drill s ·rgeant , l rokrn-clown athletes, or mernly enthusiastic gymnast. • There are, it is said, more than 1,500 teachers in Berlin alone who ar · competent to gi:o in trnctiou in turning. According to the regulations now in force, in
on.le~ to be m. tall ~ a _a teacher of turning in a Prussian school, ou · must first pa
a sa isf~ctory .· ammation an<l secure a certificate of fitues ,. Such certificat s must
b oht:un d from one of two ~ource , viz, the Koni(fliche
Turnlehrorbilclnngsanstalt,
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The Turnlehrerbildungsaustalt holds two examinations yearly, one at the end of
its winter course of instruction for male teachers, the other at the end of its spring
ancl summer course for female teachers. Those who take the examinations set by
the Kommission arc mostly teachers who have attended courses in turning at a normal school, or have received special training in classes form ed for the J)Urpose by
educational authoritie. of one of the provincial cities; some are university students
who look forwanl to a teacher's career.
The candidates are of three classes before a commission: (a) Those who have
already been found competent to be installed as teachers in the scho()lS; (b) students who ha Ye completed five semesters at a university; (c) persons of sufficient
ago (twenty years in the case of men, eighteen years in that of women), not teachers,
who have had a good school education.
The examinations are both theoretical and J)ractica1. The theoretical examinations are both written ancl oral. The written examination consists in the preparation, within a limitell time antl without the assistance of books or p ersons, of a
thesis on such <1uestions relath1g to school gymnastics as the examiners may select.
The candidate is examined orally on his knowledge in relation to the most important
points in the history of turni ng, particularly of school turning; in the literatnre and
technical language of turning; on the kinds of exercise adapted to pupils of different
ageo and states of proficiency; on the principles inYolved in tho constrnction and
use of the various gymnastic appliances; on human anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, and their relation to gymnastics; and on the means of rendering first aid to the
injured. In the practical examinati.ou the candidate is requir cl to show what
degree of expertness ho possesses in the exercises made use of in school turning.
Tho principal normal school of o·yrunastics in I russia is tho Royal Institute for
training teachers of tnrnin°· in Berlin. This institution, known as the civil section of the Centralturnanstalt till 1877, dates from 1851. Since the separation of the
military a,n<l ci dl sections in 1877, the latter bas been known as the Konigliche
Turn]ehrerbildnngsanstalt. Prof. Dr. Carl J~uler, who, though not the titular
"director" of the Bildungsanstalt, actualJy directed its daily nffairs till 1801, is a
highly .accomplished teacher, and one of the best known German writers on turning.
He has occupied his present position as the chief normal teacher of turning in
Prussia since the year 1860, when ho was called from Scliulpforta to take charge of
the civil sectio1L of t he Centralturnanstalt, of which Rothstein was then the head.
The faculty consists of Professors Euler and Eckler, Dr. Kiippers (Director of
Instrnction since 1891), and Dr .. Brosike. The number of assistant t eachers in the
Bildungsanstalt val'ies with the number of pupils from year to year-there a.re
usually 5 in each course. The winter course for men begins in October of each year,
arnl lasts six mon tbs; the course for women begins at the close of the Easter Yacation and continues for three mouths.
Courses of lectures are given in anatomy, physiology, and dietetics; on first aid to
the rnjurecl; on the history of bodily exercises and the science and methods of turning, and on the construction and uso of apparatus. The practical instrnction comprises fessons aud practice in free gymnastics; exercises with "hand apparatus"dumb- bell, , wands, aml the like; exercises on the heavy gymnas tic appliances;
fencing and swordplay, games, and swimming. The pupils of the institnto are
required to conduct classes in gymnastics, under the supervision of their instructors,
in several of the city schools.
The systems of scho 1 turning in the other 'tates of the German Empire do not
differ very widely or essentially from i,hat in vogue in Prussia. Each of the principal States, too, maintains a Turnlehrerbildungsanstalt. There is one at Dresden, for
the Kingdom of 'axon~T, -which dates from 1850; that at , tnttgart, for the Kingdom
of Wtirtemberg, was founded in 1862; that for the Grand Dnchy of Baden, at Ca1·lsruhe, was esta1Jlished in 1869, and the one at Munich, for the Kingdom of Bavaria,
was opened in 1 72.
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PRUSSIAN SCHOOL GYl\:INASTICS OF THE PRESENT DAY,

In general terms it may be sa id that turning is obligatory for une:s:cused pupils in
In the higher schools
for boys three hours weekly are assigned to turning. Prior to 1891 the time gi,-en
was two hours weekly. In the common schools anu the schools for girls the time
assiguetl to turning is usnallytwo hours a week. The pro'vision of special opportnuitjfor gymnastic pfays, in al1dition to the instruction in turning, is not uncommon. As
a rnle each school has its own turnhalle and in very many ca,ses its own tnrnplatz,
furnished with appropriate gymnastic apparatus. Not a few cities provide special
phtygrounds either apart by themselves or in the public parks-e. g., Berlin has
severnl such pla.ygrounds, Frankfort has three, and Brunswick four. Brnns,-rick
and Dresden maintain skating ponds in winter for the special use of pupils in the
public schools, while in Dresden and Frankfort, not to mention _o ther German cities,
the school authorities provide free instruction in swimming for certain classes of
school children.
As might be expected, gymnastic instruction i s rather more common as well as
better providetl for in city than in country scl10ols. In 1882 only 10 per cent of the
pupils in the higher schools for boys in Prussia were excused from turning, and
they were excuseu on the certificates of physicians that the exercise would be prejutlicial to their health; only 18 per cent of: this class of schools were oblige<l. to t1iscontinue turning in winter through having no proper tnrnballe; 60 per cent of them
possessed a -turnhalle of their own.
Ju-the course of study each class has its special time for gymnastics, just as it has
spectalhoius set for arithmetic and reading, and in the majority of cases the instrn ctiop. ig giYen -by one of the ordinary class teachers and n ot by a special t eacher of
tn~~ipg. ,
·
·
Tµe eJFercises :1re carefully a<l.aptecl to the age ancl sex of the pupils. The youngest
pupils, fron:i . 6 to 10 years old, engage iu a great variety of simple game, , easy,
free movements, marching, jumping, ancl climbing exercises, and tbe· fundameuta.l
exercises on the easier gymnastic machines. In free, "light," and hea.vy gymnastics
the exercises grow more complicated ancl difficult witb the advancing age of the
pnl)il. The expertness of the boys in the upper classes is often quite astonishing.
ln the gymnasien and realgymnasien fencing is taught in t he npper classes. Pedestrian tours, skating parties, and excursions into the woot1s are frequently made under
the leaLl of those who teach turning. The gymna.stic course for girls comprises the
ordinary free gymnastics; cl:tss gymnastics with "hand apparatus," such as dumbbells, wands, and skipping ropes; mar~hiug, dancing, and balancing exercises; various games of 1.wll, easy jumping, s winging, aucl climbing, and a few of the simple t
exercises on the parallel and horizontal bars. Singing, especially dLuing tl~e
march and minnet, is frequently engaged in during the hour given to gymnastic
instruction.
Ju neal·l y eYery uui,•ersity volunta.ry as.-ociatious of students are formed to practice turning. The university masters of swor<l.play and riding are survivals from
feudal tim s.
In 1892 tbern were ;:,_2 institutes of higher instruction for males in Prns ia, l eaving univer ities out of a,· ount. The number of pupil.· iu these schools was 140,2 ~,
of whom only G.:, per cent were ox.cu, e(l from turning, and of t he total nnruher
ex.cus ] 6, '91 wer excn e<l ou }lhysi ians' certilicates. The 522 institutes in qu stio~ cmhrac 1 3, ~79 ·la e and 2 . 23 gymna. tic ection , and iu 364 school s the pre<'nl> d · ur ol thr e honr w kly in turning was rarrie<l. ont. In 309 cases th
hool h~~ n tmuballe of i owu, while in 16'.l cas s an outsicll' turnhall wa made
u .e f. lb . yard of 20i :11001 r<'r fnroi ·he1l with r,ymuasti apparatus while
0
.
h r <.hool _ h tl P cial ttrnpl:itz . In 323 chools outdoor game (jng ndp1 1 , w r • r.nlh\'a P<l • • 111 1-1 l th t' pnJul
· wer afforded
•
· lo
.' 1 c 1 00 •
an opportnn1t-'l , ru > ,m. Ju ruction lll nruio,,. wa crj,· n h. 1,2113 t ac·h r
f whom 74

all bnt tho l ower classes of most public schools in Prussia.
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hatl uuiYersity and 390 normal school training. Of the 1,246 tcacliers, 858 hel<l spedal certificates as "Tnrnlehrer." Connected with the schools were 78 gymnastic
clnbs, 17 football clubs, 12 rowing clnbs, aml 2 bicycle clubs.
TIU£ SCHOOL-GA:'llES i\IOVE:'IJE~T I.X GER:\IANY,

Outdoor games nntl popular sports ha,e been accorded a, place in German training
from the days of Guts Muths and Jahu, but interest in them and zeal for promotiug
them has increased to au extraordinary degree in Germany dnring the past ten
J·cars . The movement seems to have started in Gorlitz in the years 1885-lf89 under
the leadership of Dr. Gustav Eitne.r, director of the Gorlitz Gym na::;ium, ·w hose success in reviving interest in certain forms of ontdoor sports, notauly ,nrions kiuds of
ball games, challenged pnlJlic attention n,nd awakened imitation au<l em11lation
among the mann.gers of ,chools of the same grade elsewhere. It i'l only foir to say",
howe,er, that Dr. Eitner was ably seconded by Obertnrnlelner , Jonlau. In 1890
the Prussian minister of education called the attention of the educational antl10ritiei=;
jn the several provinces of Prussia to the Qijrlitz games and recomntclllled them to
send teachers of turning to Gorlitz in order that they might familiarize them lv-cs
with the methods there in vogue. Some 190 attended tho "game· eonrscs" at
Gorlitz in 1890-91. Dr. Eitn r's Jugendspie]e, published in 1890, ran throng-h . ix
editions in its first year.
In 1891 the "Central committee for the promotion of youthfnl autl popnl:n sports
in Germany" was organized under the presidency of RepresentatiYc E. Yon S ·hcnkenuorff, of the Prussian Land tag. The committee has Llone much for the rchabilitatio11
of ont<l.oor sports, which are Yery generally conduct<'d under the supenision of the
teachers of turning. The comm ittee numbers m::rny men of promine11ce in public
::d'fairs; it in<lludes the former minister of education fo Prussia, tho directors of
se,·eral secondary schools, a nnmuer of bigh municipal officials, iuc1udiug several
school councilors, as well as tbe most prowincnt representati,·es of tbo Turncrschaft.
The committee has 1Jeen active and successful in nrousing public a11d officinl interest
in its objects, tbrongh its pnblications, the holding of congresses, and th(I organization of normal courses for teachers and leaders in outdoor games. 1t )·e:ubook__:
that for 1895 being the fourth iu the series-is nu interesting and ius11iri11g p11 ulication.
Spielkurse for male teachers were bel<l in 1894 in Bonn, Brunswick, Frankfort,
Gorl itz, Ha<l.ersleben, MagdebUtg; :Municb, Osnnbrtick, Posen-Rendsuurg, Sonclerhnrg, and Stuttgart, and 357 teachers took part in one or n.nother of the conrsos:
Similar courses for female teachers were held Ill 1894- at Berlin, Don11, Bnrnswick,
Dreslan, HanoYer, Magdebo1g, Osnabri.ick, ao<l .'tnttgart, tho tctnl n11muer iii
attentlance being 340. In the period 1890-1894. no less than 2,:30!) pcr:ons (l :5~8 men
nn<l. 921 women) received instruction in 63 games-courses.
'
The following facts taken from a report pnblishe<l in 1895 by tlie central committ c
i11 it yearbook may servo to show the extent of tb.e games movc:mcILt iu Germany.
The report is based on replies from 1,4.5j ont of 1,629 "highcrinstitntions of instrnction" in the German Empire in 189+, inclnding second:uy scl1ool ·, normal chools,
preparatory institutes, etc. Of the 1,4.55 institutions 7G8 wer<· Prus inn. 0 r tbes<'
452 had what were tcr111ed "sufficient playoTonnds;" 49 bacl playgronndR whid1
. ened for all usual games, with. the exception of ball games; 101 bad pla;rgronnds,
characterized as more or less inn.deq uate; only G9 report d hadng no 11Iaygronncl ·
whatever. In the other tatcs of Germany 428 "higher institutions" were cre<lited
with adequate playgrounds; 27 with playgrounc1s sufficient for all gam •s, with the
exception of lmll games; 82 with inadeqnate playgrounds, aud ,15 were reporte<l. as
hrtving no playground, whatever, making the total of adequate playgrounds iu
Germany 880; a<leqnate for all games, with the exceptio11 of ball game., 76, inadeqnate, 183, and 10-1 having no playgrounds whatever. Of the 1,352 in ti tut s which
hacl playgronnds of one kind or a,notber in Gorrna.ny, 100 were 110s essetl of n. P •cial
playground; ?>3 mado nse of the ·bool yard; !)0 made use of the gymuasti g-ronntl;
970 ba<l. other play()'ronnds; 23 used a ruilita.ry parade p;TOnn 1. In Gcrmn11y th num-
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be1; of institutes of the class in question in which plays and games were cultivatetl,
in a,tl<l.ition to compulsory instruction in gymnastics, was 923; in 784 of these participation in such games was voluntary; in 139 it was required; in 298 the games ,Yere
carriecl on throughout the entire year; in 625 only during the warmer months. Of
tho 1,455 institutes making reports, 63 carrie<.l on their games dnring recess; 461
<luring the time set apart for physical training. In 380 cases the time devoted
weekly to games was from ono to two hours; in 78, from two to three hours; in 69,
three to four hours; in 96, more than four hours; in 213, the time was not limited; in
'56, g::unes took place only occasionally, and in 39, not at all. In 166 schools the games
were conducted uy the director of the institution; in 310, the games were conducted
by the teacher of gymnastics (the turnlehrer) alone. In 924 cases the faculty of the
school took no p~ut in the promotion of games; in 227 cases they took an immediate
and personal part in conducting games; in 135 cases they exercised oversight; in 49
cases they merely visited the playgrounds; in 77 they only took part in wa,lks and
l)romenades, and 'in 43 cases they showed interest in other ways .
Eleven hundred aucl ninety-eight of the higher schools of Germany reported that
they possessed good opportunities for swimming, 109 h ad fair facilities, and 148 had
none; 1,254 were well providecl with mea ns for skating in its season, 110 p"oorly provided, and 91 were with no opportunity for it.
In 1892-93 Berlin had six special playgrounds set apart for school children, a.ncl
in aLhlition many school yards were utilized as playgrounds out of school hours.
The approprjation for school plays amounted to 7,940 marks, viz, 2,580 marks for
sixteen leaders in six playgrounds, 360 marks for maintenance of apparatns in tlle
same, and 5,000 marks for oversight of s chool yards used as l)laygrounds.
Facilities for school games have been provided for in certain public schools of Frankfort since 1884. Much doubt and hesitation was felt among many parents and
teachers aml directors of schools when the experiment was initiated, but tl1e school
t1eputatioii has been friendly to the niovement and has done much to promote it
· through special appropriations a1ul in other ways. At :first the yearly appropriations for games was 3,000 marks, Ia.ter 3,500 marks; in 1893 the appropriation was
4,200 marks: In addition, 11,000 marlrn annually are appropriated for the purpose of
providing instruction in swimming for children belonging to the Frankfort school s.
Frankfort owns three sp ecial, well-turfed fields devoted to the use of its school
children for play purposes. School yards in several of the schools for younger
scholars are also made use of. Participation in the games is voluntary. In the summer of 1892, in 175 classes in 20 schools, with 6,684 boys, 2,970, or 44 per cent,
took part in the games. In general, the squads of players number about 100 boys,
each squad being under the oversight of a teacher. Special leaders and helperi:i are
chosen from among th eir own number by the 11oys.
The school playgrounrls of Frankfort are not furni shed with fixed apparatus, bnt
they arc well supplied with hand apparatns of one sort and another, such as balls,
l)ats, etc. The number taking part in the games in 1892 has been mentioned as 2,!)70,
or 4.4 per cent of t,he totals in the boys' schools. These were divided iuto 40 squads,
each under the oyersio-ht of a special teacher, the general management of the games
being under the charge of the director of gymnastics in the schools of the ity. Of
the number of players inscriued the average attendance was 79 per cent. Eio-ht
schools showed an average attendance of 85 to 91 per cent and one au attendance of
97 per cent. This is consideretl a good attendance, particularly as on half holiclays'V:ednesdays and a.tnrday -many of the boys are in the habit of going to the swimmrn(T baths on tbe riv r or of taking walks 01· excursions into the country with th ir
11 arent • In, 'eptember, 18!)6, I was so fortunate as to witness the annual games contest of the boys of the lower . chools in Frankfort. Jot far from 300 boys took part,
aml perhaps 50 teachers W<•1·e pre. ent, who act d as ju<l.gc•s and umpires. The prizes
had no value lrnt as marks of distinction ancl honorable mention. Then award was
dc·terrnined by the total num er of marks gained in four events: (1) running 1
meter i (2) broad jumping; (3) throwing a l ight ball, and (1) thron-iu,~ a be:wy ball.
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Tho competitions occupied the entire afternoon, and though they were interrupted
by showers of rain they were 1rnt through to the end. The boys who took part in
the competition had been selected as the result of preliminary trials at their respective schools. In the higher schools of Frankfort there are competitions in "the Pen.
tathlon," similar to tho pentathlon of the Greeks, and also in football and other
games. The German 11ractice of J1lacing skillful and sympathetic teachers of ·gymnastics in charge of the public playgrounds is to be warmly commended. The
presence of a mere custodian, school janitor, or park policeman does not answer
the same purpose, even though "regulated play " sounds strange and un-American.
The population of Berlin in 1890 was 1,578,000. In 1895, out of a total population
of over 1,600,000, over 233,000, or nearly 14 per cent, were attending school, of whom
185,000 received free tuition. On NoYember 1, 1895, Berlin had 211 gcmcindeschulen,
or free common schools, with more than 90 turnhallen belonging to them. In 1892,
when there were a Lout 90,000 boys am1 rather more than 90,000 girls in these schools,
the boys were fought turning by some 600 male teachers and the girls had similar
instruction froin upward· of 700 female teachers. In 1892 there were 29 higher
schools for boys maintained by the city, and 5 schools of tlie same grade for girls.
In the 29 schools speciiiecl about 20,000 pupils recei ved gymnastic instruction, and 21
of them had their own special turnhallen. Of tho 7 royal gymnasien, with 500 boys
maintained by the State, 6 were provided with turnhallen of their own. In the
fiscal year 1892-93 the appropriation for turning in the higher schools supported by
the city of Bel'liil ·amounted to 172,158 marks, of which 108,000 marks were fo1· tho
salaries of instructors, au(1 the residu for janitors' serYice, maintenance, repairs, etc.
The population of Bre. lau in 1890 was 335,186; in 1895 it was 373,140. In 1894-!35
there were 5,501 pupils in the secon<lary schools for both sexes in Breslau, of whic:h
number 4,655 (3,231 boys am1 1,i.l:34 girls) received gymnastic instruction during the
winter. Of 4.0,000 pupils in the colllmon schools 10,739 were reported as receiving
similar systematic instruction in .one or another of the 15 turnhallen maintaine<1 by
the city. l◄'or gymnastic instruction in the volksschulen 26,280 marks was paid
to 109 teachers (69 men and 40 women), an<1 not far from 1,000 marks was appropriated fo.r games, for which nine playgrounds were provided. During the school year
24,207 children resorted to these playgrounds and 7,346 during the long vacation.
LIXG TILE FOUXDER OF S WEDISH GY:\1NASTICS,

The Swedish system of ph ysical education now demam1s our attention.
Peter Henry Ling, the founder of Swedish gymnastics, was born November 15,
1776, near Wexio, in Smal and, one of the sonthern provinces of Sweden, and died
in his sixty-third year, on 'May 3, 1839, at A.nnalnnd, near Stockholm. His father,
a poor country parson, died when Peter Henry, who was the youngest of six children, was only 2 years old. Ling's mother married the new parE!on, but did not
live long. Ling's stepfather seems to havo treated the dreamy, imaginatiYe boy
kindly, but to haYe aroused his antagonism by designing him for the pastor's calling. In due time young Ling entered upon a course of clas ical training in the
gymnasium or Latin school of '\'Vexio, where he distinguished himself lly reason of
his m ental ability, strong individuality, firm, unyielding will, anc.1 reckless enterprise. Naturally impetuous, restless, and impressionable, he was also g ood-hearted,
patient, and forbearing.
His course as a preparatory studen t was abruptly terminated by his suspension,
or 'Possibly expulsion, from the school on account of his refusal to give the name of
the ringlead er of some schoolboy llranks in which h e was concerned. He left
,,·exio on foot, avoided his home, and appealed to one of his brothers, who gave
him some small change and much good advice. But the boy replied; when adYisetl
to go home, "There is a blot on my fair name, but I shall wash it off,'' and th n
set ont to seek his fortune, friendless and alone.
He is usually creditel1 with beino- a wanderer for many years in Swe<lcn, Denmar]·,
Germany, France, and even England. In after year8 be was ayerse to talking about
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thi ' perioll of his life. It is certain that he ac.:quired a prn.ctical knowledge of tltc
principal laugunge1:1 .-poken in the nort.h of Enrope, including French. He is reputed
to haY run.de his U-viug at times as a waiter, at times as a,n interpreter and translator, and nga,in as a hon e tntor. It is eYen said that he served for a time in tho
army of Prince Conde. It is quite certain that in 1801 he was enrolled as a, Yolnnte'er for service in the naYal defense of Copenhagen against tho British fleet
nuder Nelson.
In 1793 Ling was a student in the Swedish eniversity of Lund; but not for long,
as in :May of that year his name was inscribed as a student of the University of
Upsala, where in 1797 he passed his examination in theology. Oue Weilauff, a Danish official, ,vriting in 1847, professes to h::we been a fellow-student of Ling's in t1.ie
University of Copenhagen from July, 1799, till September or October, 1804. "\Yr ilauff says that Ling left Upsala in June, 1799, for Copenhagen, and beg::m his
studies in philology in July of tlrnt year, devoting himself zealously to modern
tongues and Scandinavian mythology. If \;Veilau:ff's statements are to be creditedand they are most circumstantial-the stories of Ling's adventurous wanderings in
Germany, France, England, and Russia mn,y be regarded as somewhat mythical.
Ling's five yearn' stay in Copenhagen [says vVeilauff], Imel an altogether decisire
influence upon all his later education anu activity. It was ltere that be came first
to know the Edu.a and the Scandinavian mytholoo·y. J::Ie began to st1;1dy Genna?belles-lettres, especially the works of Goethe a,nd Schiller, among which Goethe ·
Werther exercised a strong influence upon the sometimes fa~atical a~d melanc_h~ly
youth. He also attendecl the lectures of Steffens. who made his d<:Sbut lll Copenhagen
in 1802 as a lecturer on philosophy and on Goethe.
.
.
It was also in Copenhagen that Ling began bis 11oetical activity. He comp_osed
several short poems in French, German, and Danish, and ma~e a free rhy~ed translation into Swedish of Ewalcl's Death of Baldur. His tra.nslat10n of a Darnsh comedy
entitled The Jealous Man, which was publishecl in Copenhagen in 1804, is without
donut his first }Hinted work.
.
As Ling first struck in Copenhagen the path along which in his ripe~· years _be
was to gather his laurels, so was it also here that he first became acquamtcc~ " 1th
that art which he later transplanted to his fatherland, and by means. of which be
won for lihnself recognition and place. At :first he began to learn fencrng from two
French 6migres (Montrichard and Beurnier), who had set up ::i, fencing sch~ol here.
Ling attributecl the cure of a gouty affection in one of his arms to the fencrng. On
this account he was induced to take up gymnastics in their proper sense.
The creator of this a.rt in Denm:wk was Commissary-General Nachtegall, rec~ntly
cleceased (i. c., when W eilauff wrote, in 18!7) who in 1799 had establisbecl a pnrnte
"turnaust:1lt" in Copenhagen, to which many university students resorted. Am?ug
them was_ Li.ng. ~-le took up ~ym11astics with all his might, a~ he did any subJec_t
that particularly mterested ]um. He was not content to practice gymnastic dexterity simply a.s a, means of strengthenino· bis healtJ, but looked upon it at the samo
time as an n,r~ of grea~ importance, an~l strove to 'gi,e it a scientific basis antl to
make use of 1t accordrng to mathematical and anatomical rules.
In the autumn of 180,t Ling left Copenhagen and repaired to Lund, in 'wedeo,
where h e was soon appointed unhersity1'encing master ( on D ecember 28, 1804) . A
few months after his departure from Copenhagen we find Ling writing to his friend
as follo,,·s :
A1;>oYo all, procure me a. gootl Yaulting horse which is no end needful for me. I c~o
not mtend, as :\~Ou may think, to fit up a gy~nastic institnte here in Lund, ?nt !t
<le,olyes OD: ajechtmeister in a ,'wcdish academy to be able to give instruct~on 1•11
:·aultmg with the horse. At the samo time they wish instruction in riding, sine it
is propo ~d ~o e~t~bli ha riding school here, a,; iu psal::t. Alas! I have lo t al111o: t
all my skilJ m ndmg. , 'till, practice will soon restore it.
Thns_it was that Ling enter d upon his wo1·k at the age of 28. He rem aine1l in
Ll~~d t 1ll l 12, when h e was called to the post of teacher of gymnastic at the Royal
~llhtary Academy in Ifarlherg, 11 ar, '1.ockholm. He arcepted the call th more gl:ully
ior the r,•a.son that he ha,l formed thr· plan of establishino- a central institnt a.t
· ' to,·kh~lrn for. the fnrtllcr d nlopmcnt of gymna tics, mo; particularl y tbron ,u·h
th tr_atnlllg of skillful gymnast , "·bn , honltl be well i:;roun led in tlle theory aurl
pra<'t1<· oft!i tr rut. On fi1· proposing to tltc(;o,..ernment hi . scheme for:1 normal
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school of gymnastics he met with :1 rebuff. '' ,ve hiwe," replied the minister, "jugglers, acrobats, aml rope dancers enough already, withont burdeniug the treasury of
the State on their aceount." Nothing dannted, Ling continued to nrge his Yiews,
and in 1813 the· GoYernrnent consented to the esfatblishment of a Royal Central Institute of Gymnastics, and made a, grant of money for its maintenanc<'. In 1814 the
institute was opened, with Ling as its director1 on the site which has been devoted
to the purposes of the institute from that day to this, I believe.
Ling's ideal, formed :1pparently while still a student in Copenhagen, was to
a,...-aki:11, strengthen, anu. confirm patriotic all(l national feeling among his countrymen; to promote not only the full :111<1. rational education of the people, but also to
develop a love for the stirring sagas all(l myths in which were recounted the valiant
and heroic deetls of the ancient Norsemmi. He belonged for a time to the Gothic
party•in literature, us H was called, to which belonged also Sweden's most famous
aud popular poet, Bishop Tegn r, author of the 11 Frithiof , aga." The aiu:. of the
Gothic party, whose antagonists were the representatives of the romantic and Freud1
party, was to counteract the demoralizing influences tlne to the imitation and exaltation of foreign culture and literatnre, especially the French. Ling was too individual
and self-sufficient a man to work ·well within the l incs of any party. He stroYe to
-write a Norse epic whicb shonlcl occupy a pla<"c in f:kandina.vian likraturc similar
to that hehl by Homer's epics in Grecian litoratur<'. Fin<ling its leaders somewhat
antipathetic, Ling left the Gothic a.ssociation and went his own way.
Ling was a voluminous poet-a veritable scaltl cast in the a.ucient mold. His
po ms, which inclu<l.c epic, dramati<-, and lyrical :prodnctions, constitute 1,y fa1· th
greater portion of his pubfo;hell works. Liug's complete works consist of foul'
goodly volumes, amounting to more than 2,500 octavo pages. Of these less than 400
pages are dc...-otecl to gymnastimi.
Though Ling is liard.ly to be dassed among distinctively popubr poets, his poems
have cxercise<l. a considerable influence upon wedish scholarship, ]it1•ratme, a.n<l
art, especially , culpture. The Royal Swcdh;h Aca1kmy of Arts and , 'cieuces war-;
founded nearly a century and a ha.If ago. Its eighteen members, named by the Crown,
are chosen by the most represent11tive men of their day. In 1835 the founder of
the ·present dynasty, King Charles John XIV, known also as General Bernadotte,
made Ling a, member of the Swedish Academy in recognition of his position as a
na.tional poet. The same Kiug also conferred. on Ling the honorary title of professor,
and the cle~oration of the Order of the North Star. It is abo to be noted that Ling's
sncces's in the <.lomain of gymnastics was clue in no ~mall measure to the friendship
and influence of Charles John XIV, both as Crown Prince and as Kiner, and of his son, OS'ca.r I.
Ling's ,,ork, as the found rand representa,tive of Hwe<l.ish gymnastics, falls 11aturally into the Lund and Stockholm periods, the first of which is covered by the years
1805-1812, and the second by the years 1812-1839 (when he died).
\Vhile at Lund, Ling not only taught fencing and gymua ·tics, and devoted mu<·h
time to the study of anatomy and physiology, with a view to hasin°· his system and
teachings upon ration:11 and scientific foundations, but also lectured in the university
on 01<1 Norse mytholo 0 ·y, poetry1 and history. He published some poems :md gave
instruction iu modern languages.
In 'tockholm Ling was teacher of gymnastics in the Cadet School at Karlberg
from 1812 to 1825, and wa. fencing master there from 1817 to 1825, when he withdrew
from the institution . . He was tlirector of the Central Gymnastic Institute, from
its establishment in 1813, for more than twenty-frrn yea.rs.
It c:1n hardly be <l.oubte<.l that Ling o-a,ine(l his :first knowledge of gymnastics at
Nachtegall's institute in Copenhagen.
achtegall was a follower of Gut Muths, and
ther is eYery reason to believe that Ling-such was hii; thorouo-hgoin..,. nature-was
ac<111ainted with Guts ~Inths's writings, as well as practi ·ed in the Guts MnthsTachtegall gymnastics.
Guts )luths in 1793 ,1e,1icnte(1 his fir.·t hook on gymnastics to Prince I< re1leri ·k of
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Denmark, who was then Regent, but became King in 1808. He did so l)ecause he
believed that Prince Frederick, '' who had broken the shackles of serfdom and slavery
in his Kinguom, would be inclined to favor a more vigorous sort of education than
had hitherto obtained." The Prince, who was a pupil of Nachtegall's in gymnastics,
became an influential patron of the institute, and was active in introducing instruction in gymnastics and swimming into the army and the cadet schools of Denmark.
Three hours of gymnastics weekly was the amount prescribed, ancl the schools were
required to provide themselves with suiliably furnished out-of-door gymnasia.
It is possible that Ling received some impulse toward his studies ofthe laws of
bodily movements from the following utterance of Guts Muths: '' I know well
enough,'1 says the latter, ''that a genuine theory of gymnastics should be based on
physiological principles, and that the practice of every single movement should be
governed by a considerution of the individual peculiarities of the body."
It matteTS little whence or from whom Ling derived his :first impulse. He was
soon able to make free and original use of the material which lay nearest his hand,
and finally evolved a system of gymnastics unlike any t hat had been devised in any
country. It is as idle to deny Ling's originality as it would be to attempt to mimimize Harvey' s claim as discoverer of the circular motion of the blood, because HarYey
was led to make his epoch-making experiments through knowledge of the anatomical
discoveries of his Italian teacher, l!'abricius of Acquapendente, who proved that the
venous blood fl.owed toward the heart. Harvey died without having demonstrated
to the eye the flow of blood through the capillaries; but having pro-.ed the main
facts upon which the doctrine which bears his name is based, nobody thinks of
attributing Harvey's discovery to Malphighi, who furnished the last link in proving
it true. Similarly, though the Swedish system of gymnastics has been considerably
modified by Li:ng's successors, and particularly by his son, Hjalmar Ling, its cl~velopment has followed so closely the lines marked out by Ling that his name 1s still
rightly given to the system.
It is clear from accounts given of a mHitary gymnasium planned and fitted according to Ling's views in 1819, that he did not for somo years discard the Guts MuthsNachtegall gymnastic machines; and it i s equally clear that he was recognized as
an innovator, and the originator of a new method, even before he was called to
Stockholm.
One 1\1olbech, probably a Dane, writing from Lund in 1812, noted that the old
university building had been turned into a fencing school and gymnasium. Of Ling
he says: '' He performs his duties with great zeal, and has introduced into his instr~ction a systematic method, in which he (li:ffers somewhat from the forms of instruct10n
common elsewhere. I had," says Molbech, "the pleasure to witness these exercises,
in which some of his pupils, from seven to eio-hteen vears old, had attained a truly
astonishing dex terity in a comparatively sho:t time~ It is indeed a pity that this
arrangement is, properly speaking, only for the young gentry who have means, and
resort to the university with their attendants more for the sake of these exercises
and to learn living languages than on account of the teaching of the professors.
The gymnnstic instruction is a private matter and is paid for as such. The fencing
master r ·ceives only an inconsiderable sum ;:from the uniYersity, in return for which
h gives free instruction to a few poor students and to a few town childr en, whom
he ad~its gratis. So far Lund has the advantage over Upsala in this matter. I
leave it to others to determine to what extent gymnastic teaching belongs to the
proper work of a univ rsity. For my own part I am not one of those who set a low
stimate on th gymnastic art. I lool- upon it rather, though it is now iu its infancy,
as one of the most -powerful means b y which mankind jg al)le to counteract the
physi ·al and moral weakne ·ses which have, alas! kept pace with the new culture."
LI.· ~/
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that it was capable of being employed for the nse an<l. benefit of the wholo nation,
and should not be regardecl as appropriate for specially interested inclividuals or
clubs simply. Ling did not liYe to write a complete ancl ox:haustiYe treatise. His
principal works are as follows: (1) The General Principles of Gymnastics, published
first in 1840 by his pupils, Lied beck and Georgii; (2) Regulations for Gymnastics to
be Use<l in the A1·my, publisheJ. in 1836; and (3) Instructions in Gymnastics and
Bayonet Exercises for Soldiers, 1rnblishecl iu 1838.
·
The General Principles of Gymnastics is divided into six parts, Yiz:
1. The laws of the bu.man organism.
2. The principles of pedagogical gymnastics.
3. Tho principles of military gymnastics.
4. The principles of medical gymnastics.
5. The principles of resthetic gymnastics.
6. The means or ,ehiclo of gynmasticA.
A few extracts from his "General Principles" will serve to show Liug·s point of
view and line of argument :
By theory of gymnastics we mean the doctrine of botlily movements in consonance
with the laws J.isceruible in the organism. We have shown in the first part that
these laws aim at a complete agreement among the parts of the organism, and that
health is tho expression of this harmony.
On account of the relation of men, as well to themselYes as the outer world, and
still more by r eason of human nature in its present fallen and dilapidated state, the
gymnastic elements must take four principal directions, viz, a subjective-active, an
ol>.jective-actb·e, a subjective-passive, or an objective-passive. All of these different
relations have their basis iu the three "ground forms," the dynamic, chemical, and
mccb.anical, since these are powers of the organism. Jn the fi.rst case we imagine
one acting by means of his own force in order to maintain and deYelop it; in tl.ie
second case his action jg direct ed against some force external to himself; 'in the
third caso his organism js in a state of pertnrbation of some kintl, so that he i · less
able to act than to suffer himself to be acted upon-i. e., be must submit to tho
mechanical influence of some external agent; in the last case one simply gi ves
expression of his inner being to some outer being.
l<'rom these arise the four <livisions of g,rmnastics, which arc named: (1) Pctlagogical gymnastics, by means of which one learns to bring his body under tho co11 trol of his own will. (2) .Military gymnastics, in which ono seeks by mean · of an
external tJ1ing-e. g., a weapon, or by means of his own bodily power-to subj ect the will of another person to his own. (3) Medical gymnastics, by means of
which one seeks, either by his own proper posture or with the help 0£ another person
and by helpful movements, to diminish or overcome the ailment which has arisen in
his body through its abnormal relations. (4) 1Esthetie' gymnastics, through which
a person endeavors to give bodily expression to his inner being, thoughts, or
impressions.
Pedagogical gymnastics develop the innate endowments to unity among the parts
of the organism. In military gymnastics unity is sought between the bo<ly an<l the
weapon in r elation to t he expressions of an antagonist. By means of medical gymnastics one seeks to restore unity between the parts, which has been lost through
their abnormal r elations; anJ. through resthetic gymnastics the subject expresses
the unity which exists between tho mental and bodily beincr. Therefore all tlw
principal divisions have a mutual interdependence; and gymnastics, in which no
regard is paid to the unity which should exist jn and among these part , haYe
no laws, but are simply based on whim or fashion.
Inasmuch as Ling is considered by many as the originator of modern. mechauotherapy, 111s Yiews on the nature of health and disease possess some historical interest.
Ling believed in ·a vital force having threo "grouncl forms," viz: the dynamic, in
which life, giving as it were an expre sion of its indepenuent being, strives to liberate itself from matter; and the chemical and mechanical, in which life manifest
itse1f ju union with matter. In chemical force, however, life appears to occupy the
foregToand, while in mechanical force matter preponderates; therefore both of these
forms may be consider ed as separate forms, existing under indepenu.ent condition~.
In tho organism the nervous system corre. ponds to the dynamic ground form, tho
circulatory system to tho chemical, and the muscular system to the mechanical.
Health consists in the mutual harmony of these three "agents" ·when this harmon y
is disturbed disease arises in tho following manner: "When the dynamic fore is the
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strouge~t clement, disease takes a mech a nical form; i f the mechnnkal is tlie skougest
clement, disease takes a <:hemi.ca,1 sha,1)e; ltllll if th e cliemical is the chief agent, the
disease declar s itself under n. dprnmic form. n
This is Yery profound au<l edifying, no doubt, lJn t to me it sounds very labored and
incouclusiYe; and I must confess that I have lJeen yast]y lJored in my attempts to
follow Ling in hi s philosophical lucubrations with r egard to the nature of life, the .
laws of organic unity, and the relation lJetween p arts and totality. Ling was
undonbteclly a m an of genius, a close obsen·er in certain directions, and possessed of
insight; lrnt he was essentially au empiricist and not a scientist in his study of the
natnre and functions of the body. His opinions on biology, pathology, and physiology have the stamp of the fantastic speculations of th e nat,ural philosophers of the
last century, and can not easily be tmusla ted into the scientific terms of to-day. He
wa8 doubtless a fair anatomist and understood much of t he laws of animal mechanics,
so far as they are concerned in the functions of the joints and the movements of the
lim lJs. He was not an a ccompHshed physiologist ; 'in the th en existing state of th e
science it was hardly possible that he should be.
It seems hardly fair to judge of Ling's title to fam e ancl gratefol remembrance
from the e:s:positiop. of views contained in his General Priuciples of Gymnastics,
which was published after his d eath by two of his pupils.
.
The works relating to gymnastics which Ling himself gave to the world <lurrn~
his life were of a, thoroughly practical nature. It is certain th at Ling was a conscientious, inspiring, and successful teacher of gymnastics, a nd that he was instrumental
in wiuning new and wide recognition of the educational and thcrnpeutical va~ue of
systematized muscular exercise. Lin g's most considerable achieYenients were m the
,lepartmen ts of military and medical gymnast ics. School gymnastics, as a l>ran ch
of pulJlic instruction in Sweden, do uot appear to have become highly organized or
generally adopted till years after his d eath. They haye d eveloped along lines marke~
out by Ling, and deriYe many of their distin ctive featni·es from the peculiar conditions under which Ling was placed as au instruct or of military cadets. The preponderance of officers of the army aml navy among iustructors in gymnastics in
, ·wcdeu m::i,y be assigned as one reason for the cornparatiYely slight development of
popular gymnastics an(l athletics in that co untry, and for the limited vogue of
Swedish gym11::1stics outside of Sweuen.
Ling neYer workecl out his scheme of "resthctic gymnastics" very fully, ancl the
attempts of certain of his successors in this direction h ave not proved signally successfn l. As has b een said above, Ling's gymnastic l abors were most fruitful in the
fields of military and medical gymnastics. The o-reat merit of his system, it seems
to me, li es in th e fact that only carefully selected f;rius of exercise are inclndecl in jt.
L in g l aitl great stress on positions a s clistinguisbecl from movements, and a]so
emphasized the n ecessity of making all mov ements with care an cl precision at the
w·onl of command. He anticipated the common and class exercises of • piess, and
was the first to d eYise free movements as prep aratory exercises for exercises on g ymnastic machin es . He subordinat ed exercises on apparatus to the needs and nature
of the 1>0dy, while.Jahn subordinatcll the body to t he n ature of gymnnstic mac hin e,
~o to speak .
Ling diYi<le1l m0Ye111ents into trunk, h •ad, a.rm, an1l Jo 6 mo,·elllen ts. He ma<lc use
of "tahles of moYem nts,'' whi ·h arc the prototypes of the pre. ent arrangement,
known as th· "gymnastic clay's ord r.' Tbe follo,ving statement· of Ling, i n reganl
to th gen ral law of g_nnnastics, serye to jn dicat lli-•; point of Yi.cw:
1. Th' aim of gymnastics i: to. de,elop tl1c hnma11 l>o<ly by means of prop rly
C'bo en mon•me11t .
~- '~'ho"~ movem n~ . are to he on id r d properly <·hos,·n wl1ieh l.tav their trnc
pr~nr,iple m the con~ht10µ of the bod y which i to be b nilt up.
•>· ~ he ~111 man houy can not be <lev lop cl farthcl' than its ori(J'ioal ndo-ri·m 11t or
1·011 . titntion permit .
t>
4 · Through lacl· of xen·i · the original cnclowm"n t of bodily for ·c may he uuu ,·cl,
b nt 110 de troy cl.
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Ling·s setting forth of the a,d nrntages of exercise "itho:it apparatus is i1itcresting
aud iustiuctiYe. He cln.ims1. That more can exercise at one time u n der a teacher.
2. That such movements can be made in a greatntriety of places, e.g ., on the march,
in barracks, quarters, a schoolroom, or in a school yard.
3. That the trouble and expense of providing and keeping apparatus in repair arc
eliminated .
4. That the fact that the entire SfJu::ul or class must make the exercises at the same
moment 1womotes strength and agility and rapid attainment of bodily control.
5. That the execution of gymnastics at the word of commanc.1 reenforces the effect
of strictly miJitary drill.
6. That free movements arc rnorc easily adaptable to the bol1ily pecnliarities of
irnlidduals.
7. That they are better than machine gymnastics for overcoming awkwnnluess aucl
stiffness.

Iu short, they atfor1l tho readiest an (1 most rational means of 1aying a proper fonndation for the technical drill of the military or naval recrnit,,
Ling's gymnastic tables, vul>1isbed in 1836 in bis Reg1ement fur Gymuastik, usually contain from t en to tw elve moYements. His first talJle, for instance, consists of
what wonl<l. now be ca,lled .tb·c orclel' movemcu ts. Theu follow: G, a 1 g movement;
7, r.n arm movement; 8 nncl 9, a leg movement; 10 au<l. 11, nrm movements of a somewhat "respiratory'' natur<·.
His sixth ta blc comprises twcl vo moYcmeuts: 1, leg moYement; 2: arm moYement;
3, head moYement; 4, trunk movement or back movement; 5, leg movement; 6, :um
movement; 7, leg movement; 8, arm moYement; 9, jnmpiup; movement; 10, trunk
mo,·crnent; 11, leg mov ement; aucl 12, arm movement.
His tables also exhibit progression. :M oreover, be laitl down the rule thnt rnoYements should be maclo jn snc h wise ns to promote nncl not ltiuc1 r full, fre<', an,l cleep
breathing.
It was no ·mc:tll achievement for a. man of Liug's poetic, iuealistic cust of mintl to
attain so large a measure of success as a practical g,rmnasiarch 1 an<l. as th<' founder
and director of a semimilitary gymuasiic iu titute. It Spl)aks volumes for hi s
character and gifts that he was able to commeucl bis inuovations to persons iu power,
and to win the recognition and snpport of the depnrtmeut of war.
As a teachel' of military cadets, Liug was n ecessarily obliged to conform his procedures and methods to army regulations . It was incumbent upon him to teach
with anthoritr, to eschew useless or merely pleasurable forms of exorcist , aml to
produce results withou t loss of time or tho employment of c1aborate or costly apparatus. Swedish gymnastics still bear witness to thch semim ilitary 0:1:igiu; ancl I
am iuclinetl to think that, on the whole, Ling's p eculiar aims nre more completely
reflected :;i,D(l bis methods more fully embodied in the physical i.rainiug of r rcruits
and soldiers tbau in any other uepartruent of wedish gymnastics.
Officers in the army ancl navy have always figured promin ently since Ling's <lay
in the management of the Ro;ya1 Central Gymnastic Institntc at Stockholm. They
hn,,•e fnrnishetl and till furnish the largest aou most infineutial; contingent among
its pnpils anc.l grnduatcs. Tho military element bas serYcd to girn diguity to th
profession of gymnast and instructor of gymnastics in , ' wed.en, and to presen·e tho
Ling trnLli tion from becoming too modern or popular. In,leed, there is gronnu for
tile belief that the rather limited vogue of the s", edi h system of physi :11 cdncatioH
is, in some m asurc, owing to the predilection of military men for unq11estioni11g
acceptance of their dicta. autl their inaptitude for easily readjusting tbemseh·es to
new conditions and changet1 point: of view.
Ling was a vionccr, but not tl1 first or the last in the mod rn de ·elopment of
pbysical education. Among l)ione rs in that frel<l. be is cntitleu ton, prominent and
honorable place, hecanse of the sagacity and devotion which clrnracterizNl hi.
labors, and of the large measnr of Rn<'cess which crowned his euderwors to sy frmatize and si mplify the a.rt of in strnction in gymnastics a111l fenctng. Hi s barader
ED
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was elevated, his aims patriotic and comprehensive. His meth-0ds were simple,
direct, and orderly. His influen ce upon his pupils and disciples was deep and lasting. He gave a direction and stump to Swedish gymnastics which they still retain.
Ile wo11 honor for himself ancl re sp ect for his subject among his contemporaries.
His spirit, his point of view, his methods, and his achie vements a,re worthy of study
ancl emulation.
SO:\IE CHAHACTEnISTICS OF SWEDISH GY:\I:XASTICS .

Swedish" gymnastik" may be divided into two ma.in departments-Sjukgymnastik,
or tho movement treatment, so called, and Friskgymnastik. The latter embraces
petlagog ical gymnastics and military gymnastics. It is in the field of mili.tary
training that the Swedish and German systems of gymnastics most closely resemble
each other. Certain forms cf apparatus in vogue in the Prussian army were introduced by Major Rothstein. In both armies the obstacle or applied gymnastics bear
a strong family likeness to each other, and the practice of free and apparatns exercises by squads of men under the command of commissionell and noncmumissioued
officers is common to both. In the Prussian, as in the British and other armies, the
piece is used as "hand apparatus" in certain styles of exercise, but "hand apparatus" is not usecl 1>y the Swedes either in their school or military gymnastics. I
know of no conclush·o reason for utterly eschewing the use of Jrn,nd apparatus lJy
the Swedes except its cost :mcl the fact that it is contra.ry to the Ling tradition.
Some attempt ha,s been maue to cultivate gymnastic an<l fenein.g clubs among the
Swedes, but without very much success·. It may fairly be said that the semimilitary
character ::mtl labored rationalism of the Swedish g ymnastics make them ill-a,dapted
to serve the purposes of popular gymnastic& for free associations of boys and young
men. Gymnastic games arc employed, both by Swedes and Germ:ws, but the latter
believe in them more heartily and prosecute them more general1y and vigorons.lywitness the results of the activity of the movement for the promotion of youthful
a,nd popular sports in Germany.
In comparing German and Swedish school gymnastics the distinction between an
artisan's kit of tools and instruments of precision su.ggests itself. Less care a nd
attentio_n have been given in Germa,ny than in S"cden to the selection and arrangement of exercises, whether with or without apparatus, mHl the Swedes rej ect not a
few forms of exorcise as useless or injurious which pass muster in Germany. For
example, the Swedes profess to discard exercises that tend to constrict the chcSt,
those that require the breath to be held, and those that produce continuous pressure
on the larger vascular and n erve trunk s. One of their most stringent rules 1s that
all gymnastic movements should help an(l not Lino.er full, free, am1 regular breathing.
In Swedish school gymnastics much s tress is laid on precision and correctness in
the execution of movements, though regard to form is by no means absent from oth r
systems. The principles of teaching on which the snccess of o-ymnastic in truc:tion
so largely depends are pretty clearly apprehended and applied everywhere. But
Swcl1ish gymnastics are characterized by the character and amount of effort employed in coordinating the exercises helongfog to a, single :1 da,y's order,'' not only
with regard to each other, but also with regard to the "day's or<l.ers'' which lrnse
l cen practiced an<l. the "day's orders" that are to follow. By mean of th "day'
or<lcr " or ''table," aml the principle of "gymnastic progre ·sion," which they lrn\·c
l)est worketl ont, the 'wedes aro enabled to order and vary their scho 1 gymnasti
fr~m da.yto day, from month to month, and from year to ye~r in a rrrac1od serie • By
this 111 ean. _c?nti.uuity is secured in the instruction; and the pupils, of what ver
a~o or nclit 10n ofhl'a.ltb, are a<lvanced from simple, ea y, and absolutely afe exerci. <::, to those tha~ are complicate,l, difl1cult, or omparatively da11gerou . Cla ·
lea,l r :mil memonze l drill have no place in instruction of this kind. All exercise ,
~h h r h: a full <·la or 1Jy a sriuad, a.re <·xecuted at tlJe wor 1 of command.
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They am best sc-curod in school gymnastics by recognizing tlle laws of physiology- •
arnl by follow:ng the lHinciples of sound teaching. The principle of" commanded
exercises" is a valuable one in school gymnastics; but it ca-n bo carried to such nn
o:x:trcme as to ratluce spontaneity and emulation, which aro the lifo of atbletics :wd
of popnla:u g:ymna-stics, to lowest terms. Teachcni of gynmastics sometimes forget
that chiMren a.nc1 yo1Tth were not made for gymnastics1 but -dee ,ersa.
COinpn,recl with teachers of gymnastics in any other conntry1 those of Swell en are
a small :mcl highly trn.in:etl corps. From its inception the majority of the pnpils of
the Ccntr:rl Institute ha,e been young officers in tlrn army and navy 1 so that teachers
of gymnastics i11. Swe.tlc.n holcl a l>etter social position than elsewhere . Under special
circnmstances one may 1 by pn.ssi:ng the reri.uired c.x:.uninations1 be licensed to teach
without taking the eour::i-e at the Centrnl Institnte1 a course, be it sa,id, more ext.ende.tl1 com1nehensive 1 and severe than is the case in a1:1y otlwr European normal or
milifary gymuastic school. Tho influence arnl t:raclitions of the Central Institute
a.Te paramount in n.11 branches of Swedish gymnastics1 an,d ha.-ve made them what
they nre. (For a, fnllcr account of the Cent,ral I.nstitute 1 see :pn:per by its dircct01:1
P1·ofessor Torngren I pp. 662-664-1 in Procooclings of Intcrnn.tional Congress of Educo..tfo:a, published. by Nat.iona,1 Eclucation Associatio111 1894.) As tending to show that
the principJes of teaching employed, in German gymnastics :i,re not auysma,lly different from those termed Swedish1the following extract from the official u Leitfadcn
fiir den Turnunterricbtin dcn.Preussischen. Volksscb.ulcn, Berlin 1 1895/1isherccitc<l.
School gymuastics should, lly means of approprirutely seleetetl n.n:(l well-ortlercd
e-xercises1 promote the b:odtly cleYeloprnent of tho childr:OD!, strengthen their hen.1th,
ha.l>itnate the body to a uatnml a.nd pleasing caniage, increase the strength, cnclurauco, and dexterity of tho body in tho use of its members1 and secm:e the adoption
of certain nsefnl forms of dexterity, 1rnrticularly with reference to fntme service
under arms iu the army of tl1e fatherland. Thronghout the entire course of instrnction, simultaneously with increase of health1 strengtb 1 and skill of the bocly, it is
esseutial to secm-o a~ cooperative factors freshness of 8pirit1 self-conficlence1 and
rcsolutiou-cliscretion as well as courage-not only to arouse nnd stre11gtlien these
in tho cbiJdren 1 bo-t also to accustom them to quick apprcfi.ension a'.ll<l accurato e.xeculiou of comnrn.ud , and to teach them ready subordina,tion to the purposes of a,
greater whole. This ca.n only Le a.ttained when instruction in gymnastics is so
divided-in accord::mce with a de.f inite plan of insfructiun. an<:1 a, caro£u1Jy considered r>reparation on the 1rn,r t of tho te:1che1· for eve.ry single hour of instructionthat the material of instruction1 thrn11gh gradation nncl v-ariety1 insures regular
progress to all pupils.
Tho ma.in subjeets of imtruction ::t.rc tli:vidcd: as follows: Or<ler moYemeuts; free
moYoments; apparatus exercises, and gymnastic gaimes. Under the head of "The
conduct of gymnaS'~ic instruction 11 the following remarks arc ma<le:
Gymnastic instruction 1 properly so ca,llecl, begins, as a rule, with tho completed
eighth year of life. .r evertb.eless1 it is incnmbent on tho teacher to pay attention to
the l)odily carriage of the children in the carli r year5 of school lifo1 and to stimulate a.ncl guide them in games. Beshles simple running games1 iu the lower classes-,
the so-called" imitation plays 11 have a place.
EYery gymnastic lesson should include order and free movements as well as
appa.ratus- ex:erciseA. Free movements h1 pla.ce should interchange with similar
mo,·ements iu,ohinp; change of place. Care should uc taken tha.t <.luring th.e time
of exercise tho trunk as well as the lower limbs are exercised. During tlrn bonr
of instruction the s ingle cxe1;ciscs shonld follow one another 'l,Uicl<ly and without rlelay. E:x:plana.tions and criticisms l>y tho teacher shonld be con cise aucl conclnsivo. Free and orller movements as well as exercises with hand appa,ra.tus sbonld
always be m::i,de as common movements, i. c., simultaneously an<l. in con.cert hy all
the pur>ils-in the division n.t the command of the teacher.
llithcrto school gymnastics in witzerla.n<1 1 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Russia,
Italy, England, and even in France, have followed or resembled German school
gymnastics in the main; but in France1 Denmark, England1 and Rusair~ n. tendency
to ado-p t or approximate toward weilish methods has declarnd itself recently. In
my opinion the Swedi h system is· b tter :ulapted to the need.s of school children
be-tween the ages of 7 and 15 than any oth r. For boys n,bo\'O 15 a.nd ollegiausat any rate in England ancl America-I am inc.:line<l. to think an a lmis.tnre of crman
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form: of exerd e will be fountl u<.hantageons; but I wonld have them gronn<led in
'wc<.1i h gymnastics to begin with.
More ink ancl auger h:.we been expended in discussing the relative mer.its of German
tnrncn anu Swellish gymnastik than their di ,·erse characteristics warrant. Bach
has its cx.cellen cs aml limitations, which reflect the personal and racial peculi:uities of its inventors a,11<.l champions. Both bear the stamp of the times and conditions under whi ch they originated, but both have been modified and improved to suit
new conditions. It is altogether likely that both will be still further modified to
meet the requirement. of progress in the science and art of education. It mnst be
admitteu that the leaders of German gymnastics are quicker to adapt themselYcs
and their a,rt to new uemands and conditions than are their Swedish rivals, on
whom the yoke of tradition weighs somewhat heavily. Besides the German and
Swedish tllere js no modern system of gymnastics entitled to be designatcll as
national in its clrn,rncteristics and l)roportions.
In general, we may say that the Grecian gymnastics aml athletics and the martial
~xercises of tho a,ncient aml m edh-e Yal Gauls mul T eutons were of a character to
affect chiefly the fundamental or earliest develo_ped neuro-museular mechanisms,
which _!.!onstitute "the coa,rse :uljustrucnt" of tho body. The more massirn bodily
virtues of strength, endurance, an<l speed arc promoted by popular sports; wher~as
dexterity, address, sleight of hand, quickness and accuracy of e~·e and hand requue
more specialized and complicatecl forms of exercise for their development. In other
words, British sports are insufficient for the purpose of giving a complete training
to the fundamental aml accessory groups of muscles, and require to be supplemente<l by such drill as is afforded by the systematic gymnastics of the Swedes
all(l Germans. For purely educational ends in many respects no system of ph~sical
training lla: yet been <l.eviscd which is superior to the Swedish school gymnastics.
PRESE:--;T TENDE:-SCY IN PHYSICA L EDC"CATIO:N IX EUROPE.

Iii the course of ihe summer and autumn of 1896 the writer visited. certain of the

principal cities of Europe for the purpose of studying school hygiene and physical
education. The principal cities visited were Dnblin, Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Lonclon, Paris, Berlin, :Frankfort, Cologne, Vienna, aml Buda.pest. Of
tb'o• cities mentionet:.1 Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, and Budapest ·were visited by me for
the first time.
1
Comparing the impressions gained in 1896 with those derived from studies made
in former visits, I am le<l to the followinoo-eneral conclusions with regard
to
0
0
•
physical education in Great Britain, France, and Germany: Physical cducatiou as
organized and administered in the public elementary and secomlary schools of all
tb.o e countries is of a more highly deYelopcll and efilcie11t typo thau w·as the ease
on ihe occasion of my Inst previons visit in 1890. On the whol it is, as heretofore,
more intelligently conceiYed arnl better organized on tho Continent thau in ti.Jc
British Islauc.lR. In Gorman cities there has been a wide and successful movement
to supplement gyruna tic training (which has long u ecn more fully provided for than
in French or British cities) by the development of gymua. tic gam sand ont-of-<l.oor
sport. , both within and beyond the j nrisdiction of tho regularly constituted school
authorities , As a rule German ci ties now lH'Ovide their schools with both gymna ia.
arnl playgrounds. Tho former are d •taehecl or scmitletaehed lmildings, generally;
t1w p1aygro~ncls in • omc instances form a part of the school yards, in others they
a.r lo at d rn public parks or open. spa •es (as is mor fre<1nently the ca!le in Britam
and l ran_ce), while in not a few cas .- special pln.ygrouncls arc et a.part for the
cho 1 chilclre_n of the city. In ari · and in Loudon tho school yard aro used as
pl yrrrouuds m th :nmm r · cation, particularly in crowded dh1trict . In P, ri
~ch 01 gymuaei and pecial playgrounds for school bil<lrcn h, v iocrea eel notably
m tl~ la · five year. . The n ·w 1:'r n h gymna tic- o l require. much att otion to
u i:t1·• n to game , a111l in accorclanco wi hit the ":V-llma ·in. attaeh d v ·n to lem ntary •·hool are much mor 0-1:11 rally furni he<l "'. ith gymnastic appliance tha11 is
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yet the custon:. in .American high schools. In Paris the school ::mthorities maintain
a, large nmn ber of "vacation schools/' which are officered by regular te:1chcrs.
The
'' kinderhort" is peculiar to German schools. In it younger pupils, who otlierwise
would be left to their own devices while their parents are at work, remain on the
school premises, urnlcr the charge of teachers specially detaile<l and paid for the pnrpose, until evening; while in the kinderhort they may receive iustructi.on in singing,
mannal training, anu the like. "Cantines scolaires,n which furnish a simple meal
for n. trifling snm, constitnte a marke<l. feature of the newer schools in Paris.
School gymnaf-lia, either in tho form of special rooms or special buildings, are
inci-easing in number year by year in Scotch and English cities, as well as in France.
It is only in the U11ited States, where physical education is in a relatively backward
an<l nndevelopet1 state, that the cheap device of having school gymnastics in the
aisles anu corridors is considered sufficient. The professional training and standing
of <l.irectors and teachers of 0 ·ymnastics is higlwr in France ::r nd Germany than in
Englarnl. There has been more rac1ical improYement and raph1 progress in Paris
t.hn.n in London, Liverpool, or Berlin in the last six years.
Gymnastic n,ppa-r atus in the school yard is not uncommon· in Englancl and Germany. As a rulo tho school yard, arc much moro spacious and well ada,pted for
school 11layground purposes in the cities of Enropo than is tbe catie in most American cities .
One of the most t:1alient features of British cit,y parks and open spaces is the
v~rieu and often ample space set apart for uutdoor games for children, yonth, and
adult . In the parks uuuer control of the London county council, for instance,
there are no less than 23 open-air gymnasia, not to speak of fields for cricket, tennis,
football, qnoits, bo,Yls, anu even golf. Open-air swimming 1)0ols are found in
certain city parks of Manchester, Birmingham, and London, although public baths
with swimming pools are common in these as in most British cities. Swimming
baths aro found in several of the schools of Glasgow and LiYerpool. Special funds
for the instruction of school children in swimming in co01H'<·tion with public or
semipublic baths are now provided in Lon<1on, Paris, Ji'rankfort, and Dresden.
SURVEY OF PIIYSICAL TRAINIXG IX TUE L'~ITEI> STATES .

Tho development of pbysical education in America has taken 11lace along lines
tlrn,t are in general parallel to the course of the tlcvelopmcnt of physical education
in Europe. It may be divided roughly iuto periods as follows: 1. The period
extend in~ from the outbreak of the Revolutionary war to the year 182:-i. Thi8 was a
period of premonitory criticism and slight theoretical l'ecognition. 2. A perio<1 from
1-825 to 1835 of enthusiastic discussion and of hopeful but short-lived xpcriments
clue to foreign example. 3. The poriod 1835 to 1860 was one of qniescenco and neglect, marked by tho ueginnings of a reaction toward its close. 4. From 1860 to
1880 was a perio<l. of awakening, revival, and experiment. 5. The period extendino·
from 1880 to the present time has been a time of active growth and cliYersifi.ed
expansion .
Interest in problems pertaining to the physical Hide of education has never been
so general, so active, or so intelligent fa ihc United States as within the past t n
years. Though that interest has continually gained in forco and volume since th
revival in athletics set in, after the close of the war, its spread has bocomo umch
more rapid, and its manifestations much more wi lely diversified since the year 18 i.
Evidences of its extension are to be found in all parts of tho country, under an
incr 'asing variety of forms. Within the porio<l. uncler reviow1 the discussion by th
general, the religious, the medical, and the e<l.ucational press of the more snperfi.cial
aspects of physical training has been notably enlarged . In certain quarters, likewise, a kc ·ner and more intellirrent interest in questions relating to the sC'ientHlc,
historical, and pedagogical h arings of the subject has been awak ned and fostered
hy publications emanating from th United tates Bureau of Ednc-ation, th :J. orth
American Gymnastic Tnion, the J. ational E<lucatiou As ociation, ancl A. socia-
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tion for the Advancement of Ph;ysical Education, and from various other so1.uce8.
At the same time not a little hubbub has arisen from various groups of woultl-be
reformers u.ncl minor prophets, who are quick to scent an opportunity to call public
attention to themselves and their crude and inept schemes for hastening the millenium. Systems n.nd systemettes made up of "breathing exercises," ,: decomposing
exercises/I and" elocutionary exe1'cises" still exeite enthusiasm among faddists, but
they can not be ma,de to serve the ends of general physical education.
In the field of superior and seconllary education the multiplication and improvement of material appliances ha,v.e gone bravely on, and large sums of money h:1ve
been expended on gymnasia, gymnastic apparatus,. and playgrounds, and numerous
colleges and preparatory schools for both sexes have established departments or
quasi departments of phy&ical training and personal hygiene. School boards in
most parts of the country have shown a somewhat quickened sense of the need and
value of bodily education and a hopeful new departure bas been made in the -direction of establishing public education on a really sound foundation. Since 188-i cities
aggregating an enrolled school population of more than 1,000,000 have taken steps
toward 1woviding instruction in gymnastics of one kind or another for the children
in their elementary schools. In promoting this end, especially in the \Vest, tho Korth
.American Turnerbund has achieved more than auy other 01·ganization or class of
organizations. In the East an independent movement h as arisen, with Boston as its
cente·r, for the promotion and extension of the Sweclish system of p-edagogical gymnastics. The battle of the systems continues to be waged, but with less acrimony
than a.t first. Its earnest antl prolongeu continuance will in the main, I am confident,
be producth-e of goou results, as it can not fail to bri11g out a forge body of principles
an<l. facts which our educators as a class have ignorecl hitherto; ancl it is also likely
to exercise an enlightening and humanizing influence on the too often uncritical aucl
iutolerant partisans of the systems and alleged systems of which we hear so much.
Teachers that are not open minded and. teachable are almos-t certain to prove false
guides, and it is teachers and not mere gymnasts or expert foreturners that we mu.S t
have if 11hysical education is-to win its proper place in the school and college world.
Summer schools and a variety of nondescript "institutes" and "colleges" haYe
shown markcl1 acfrdty in organizing what they are pleased to aclrnrtise as normal
courses in physical culture. Of much greater conse(]_uence is the fact tha.t several
prominent normal schools. have enlarged their curr:iculnm by the appointment of
special teachers of ph:ysical training, and other well-established schools of the same
kind are moving :in the same direction.
One of the most striking aucl hopeful signs of the times is the growin g conviction
that teachers ::wd preachers of physical training re<]_nire to be carefully aud
thoroughly trained for their work; and the measure of success attained by a few
normal and training schools, for the special teaching of the principles and practice
of physical education, that have been startocl or re-formecl since 1880 gives ground
for ho11e that this indispensal>le department of end ea ,-or will in the future be much
more adequately organizetl arnl supported. In thi s connection special mention
should l>c made of the Turulchrer Seminar in Milwaukee, the physical clepartmPnt
of th e International Young Men's Christian Associatiou Training School at 'prin"'ficlu, Mass., Dr. • argent's Normal , 'cboo1 at Cambridge; Dr. Amlerson1s t~orroal
~chool at New Haven, the Boston .rTonnal School of Gymnastics, aoc.1 the Posse Normal
• chool, Boston. Each of the schools named al>ove offers a, course of th oretical and
J_)l'actical stnd ies covering two years. Of summer schools and classes t here is uo lack·
Thernost prominent anc.1 popular of them are the IlarYanl Univer ity ummer '('hool
of Physical 'Iraining, the Chautauqua, Sch 1 of Physical Eclucation, and tlle nmmer •'<·hool for Phy ical Trainin r maintained by tho North American T11rnerbund at
l\Iilw nkee. The Internationa.1 Youug . . Icn'. Christian .Assodation Trainin o- 'chool
also_ h?lds summer cour,..es for the special benefit of men iu charge of Young Ieu's
bnstian i\, ociation gymnasia.
he aim of the Youn Ien and also the Young "'olllen'. Uhri tian A ociations
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throughout the country have been greatly enlarged ::i:ud their activity- augmented
within tho last few yoars. The associations nro to be congratubted on their s11ccess
in multiplying now gymu::i.sin. and playgrounds a,nd commended for their zen.l in
striving t.o secure a higher grade of intelligence and efficiency for tho clirnction of
theil' '' p.b ysical departments. 71 In tho period of 1887-1896- the number of ' 1 physical
directors." n.t work within the Young Men's Christian Association of tho United
States in.crease.<.l from 50 to 200; the training school of the Ass ociation at Spring.fie.Id,
Mas . , numbered 20 students-all men-in March, 1896. At tha_t c1a.te tho school had
had 76 students besi<les the 20 then nrolled. Of the 76 who had been st11tlent in t he
school for n, year or more 51 were graduated. Exc·epting tho Normal School of the
Gymnastic Uniou at Milwaukee, which graduated 97 men in the period 1887-1895,
the training school at Sprin gfield has accomplishecl more in the w3,y of training men
for work iu tho field of physical education than a11y other institution in the country,
Tho park commi sioners of the city of Bos.ton have taken ni step that I belicYe is
without precedent in thi<J country in the esta.bli hment a.ncl maintenance of public
oat -of-door gymnas-in, for boys aind for girls. at Charlesb::mk ::mll at \Voocl Island
Park. Thanks to the interest of the park commission, backed b y tho influence of
Mar-or Qnincyr tho city of Boston is likely to hn.vo ,vithin n, fow years n, comprehensive 8y&tem of public playgrounds and gymnasia. The town of BrookUno, Mass.,
antl tho city of Boston lta;ve ea.ch establisllecl public swimming schools that aro
worthy of mention. Another innovation worthy of mention is tho activity shown
by officers tt,nd men in orga11i7,ing athletic sports and gymnastic imstnictiou for the
benefit of the rank and file at s-0Yernl posts of tho Regnlar Army of tho United
States. The conrse of physical training at the United , 'tat s ra,val A ·a,demy, at
Anna.polis, and that at tho Unite<l States Military Academy, a.t \Vest Point, k~rn
been notalJly extended and improved since 1885. The ns.e of gymnastic in retreats
and asylums for tho insane has also been revived.
Emphatic a ·knowl dgment houlu here be made of thP wis<lom shown an<l foe
success achieved by the management of the , tato Refo1·matory at l~lmirn., N. Y., iu
(le-mon.· tratirrg the fact that s-ystenrntic pl.Iysical training may be made fb more, potent
faetor in the mental a.ncl morai r eformation of c1·imina:l dullards. Tho pedagogical
r esnlts of the Elmira experiment uro of capifal importance, aml the progressive
spirit shown by the government of the State of New York in 1n'oviding generously
for the esfablishment and maintenance of a departn1ent of physical training iu its
reformatory for felons i'3 worthy of the warmest commendation: ·would that even
half of our school bon:rds and boards of college tru tees were equally pro•Yressive.
All things consiucrcd, the Elmira experiment constitutes. the most original antl conclusiYe attempt J~ct made in the Unitc<l States to utilize phy ical training for •
h ygienic and educative purposes. The o:rigiual experimental cbss was composed of
dullards who were the despairs of their tea,chers in school and shopwork. The
ol>ject of tho experiment ,Yas "to ascertn.iu if physical culture, us comprised iu frequent lJ atb , massage, and tlaily calisthenics, would not result in a partial awakening and stimulation of dormant mental power." Increased mental actLvity rather
than muscular dcYelopment was to b e the gauge of the succes or failure of the
oxperiment. EleYen men, ranging in age between 19 aud 29 years, were gi vcn two
hpurs a clay of setting-up exercises n.nd light dumb-bell tlrill. Each had three ha.ills
weekly; all were released from labor fasks, but giYen daily tasks in s ·bool. The
meu were simply coar e, stupid, insensitive, unambitious dnllard , imprisoned for
felony, not weaklings or feeble-minueu.
The five months' experiment proved a sru1>rising success. The men improved not
only in physique and carriage, but also in m cnt:il power and self-control. The
a.veYago mn.rking of the class, according to the school register, was 74.16 out of p,
possible 100 for the five month in question,. whereas the corresponding mark for the
fi,e IDonths jmmecli:ltely pl'ior to the beginning of the experiment was 45.25. In
1\farcb, 1890, tho reformatory gymnasium and bath house (the two establishments
a.re 1mder one roof) were opened. The usefuln ss of tho dep artment of phy ical
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trainin°· at Elmira may be inferred from the following statement of Dr. H. D. Wey,
who hn s been in charge of it since 1886:
It i. in tonch with every department, second to none in importance, ::mtl particularly related to the s<!hools, the hospitals, and to discipline. In its relation to the
sche,ols it is a place of preliminary setting up, of physical reno,ation and betterment,
that vegetative functions and volitional processes may be q uickened and ampli~ed
:m<.1 a higher grade of man evolved , which is sought, net for increased immumty
from diseas e, decline, and death, but for corporal excellence in its entirety, _with a
resultant impress upon mind and m::mners. It is in touch with the hospital rn tbait
it receives many eq,ses of functional clistnrbauce and perverseness not in themscl vcs
inimical to life, but whose continuance disturbs the rhythm of tho organism_ a~d 1_he
correlation of i ts se,eral parts. * '" * Physical training is related to d1s c1plwe
through the greater amenability es tablished to law anu order fron~ the s~reng~h~niug of the parts, regulation of functions, and removal of nervous .irritation nnsmg
from unharmonious adjustment of the several systems of the body.
The number of inmates assio·netl to work in th e o·ymnasium has steaclily incrc;1seu.
Thus· tho number of assigni:ents to it were 85
1890., in 1893 132, and in 1896 ~h_e
nnmber ,ms 736, inclntling 538 men assigned to the gymnasium on admission. Military drill and evolutions haYe been in yoguo at Elmira since 1888-89. In his report
for 1896 Dr. Wey giYcs it as his opinion that the military drill does not proclnco such
far-reaching ant1 solid results u 1)011 the :ph:7si11 ue as the gj' mnastics. "From n,
psychological point of view," be says, '' the military system is of decided advantage
in some particulars. '~ " ·::- There is no a<.lYantn,gc derived from the military that
can 110t be obtained in other -n~ays." It is noteworthy that, in addition to gynwastics, the Elmira, inmates, or at l east certain of them , are subjected to various fo:·ms
of athletic exercise out of doors, as, for instance, sprinting, jumping, lrnrdlc racmg-,
pntting the shot, and throwing the hammer.

ii;

THE HE GlNSI~GS OF PHYSICAL TRAISlXG IX AMERICA .

The prehistoric perioc.l of physical training iu America, or the period in which the
literary recognition of physical educa.tiou began to manifest itse1f, diu not close
until the first quarter of the present ceutnry. It corresponds in point of tim e
roughly with the period of 11reliminary cxpcrimen ts in Europe. During this 1~eriod
Amcric~ms were too busily engaged with war and politics to pay much attention to
matters pertaining to educational reform. Still there were not lacking, even before
the year 1800, influential and outspoken critics of what then passed for a liberal
ccll1c;i,tion. Among such we mn,y m ention Benjamin Fr:mkliu, Benjamin Rusb, both
of Philadelphia, ancl both signers of the Decln.rntion of Independence; its author,
Thomas Jefferson, arnl Noah ·webster, the founder of the dictionary. It is clear that
all of them held vie'iYS tleci<ledly favornble to bodily exercise of certain 1dnds. (See
pages 495 a,U(l ,196 in Report of Commissioner of Edu cation for 1891-92.)
Noah \Vebster seems to have been the first American of note to propose the institution of a college course of pbysical training. His proposal wa.s, howe\'er, of n,
ra.ther rudiru entury natnre. It is founu in his "Atltlress to yung gentlemen ,'' dated
H artford, January, 1790. He says it. shoultl ho" the liuzziness of yung persons to
assist nature, and strengthen the growing frame by athletic exercizes. • ., r
When it iz not the lot of a yung person to labor in agriculture or mekanic arts some
labor~ons amusement shoultl constantly and daily be pursnccl az a fmb . tituto, n.ud
none 1z preferable to fencing. A fencing skool iz, perhaps, az necessary an iu titntion in a college az :L professorship of mathematics." H e further recommend running, football, quoits, antl <laucing as su ite,l to ihc needs of sedentary persons.
Among Dr. Rush's publishe<l c·says is one clatetl in Au<rust, 1790, "On the a.run ·m:nts ancl puni bments proper for scbo l . ·, In it he pro po es that "tho a.mnsem nts
of onr ·ontl1 hall con ist of such exercises as will 1.,o most sub erv ient to th ir
fntur mployments in life.' Ho fa,·orecl agri cnltural and mechanical empl yment
a means of lli\· r ion and trainiurr. and notes with approval that "in tbc iiethotli t
(' 1lc"e in ~f:iryl:mcl a l:ir r lot is divided amollg th s holar ancl premium . are
adjurl c:,1 to ho
h mo t ,-e~etable .' • Tb ~le ho<li. ts" ho ad<l
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"have wisely b:rnisheLl every sp::cios of pby from their college." Again he says:
".All the atl)usoments of the children of the 1Ioravians tLt Bethlehem, Pa., arc deriYe<l
from their performing the subordinate parts of seYeral of the mechanical arts." It
was in accordance with such notions as these that farm, manual labor, and Fellenberg schools were foundc<l., and societies for prnmoting manual labor in literary
in~titntions were organized somewhat extensively in various parts of the Unite<l.
States during the fi~st thir<l. of the present century.
Tho prominence gh·en to military conside.rations in many of the eaTlier aml some
of the later attempts to malrn a place for plJysical education may be noticed here.
Boclily accomplishments have ever been assigned a prominent place in the codes of
the soldier and the gentleman; and every outlmrst of military ardor in our history
hns lec.1 to attempts to engraft certain technical forms of military training npon tho
general training of tho rising generation. The war of the revolution, the war of
1812, and the civil war en.ch gaYe 1·ise to such attempts.
In 1790, President Washington transmitted to the First Senate of the lrnited
States an elaborate Rc:heme prepared by Gen. Henry Knox, then Secretary of \Var, ·
for the military training of all men oycr 18 and under GO. The youth of 18, 19,
and 20 years were to recei.e their military education iu aunual camps of discil)liuo to be formed in each State, and a certificate of military proficiency was propose<.1 as a prerequisite to tlJe right to Yote. This plan failed of adoJ>tion, as
did also the following recommendation that was urged in the national House of
Representatives in 1817 untl 1810, "that a corps of military instructors shoultl be
formed to attend to the gymnastic and e.1ementary part of iustruction in every school
in the Unitec1 States." In 1862, Co11gres. made the teaching of military tacti cs
obligatory on all Sta.te colleges that should arnil themselYes of the Morrill Act,
wliereby certain public lanch1 were apportioned among the several States for the
purpose of promoting education in ngricnit.ure ancl the mechanic arts. In 1864, a
plan recommended by the State board of education for making military drilJ a part
of the public school training of boys throughout tho State n arrowl y escape<l adoption
hy the l egislature of .Massachusetts.
Excepting the .Military Academy at West Point: in whose curricnlum bodily exercises bavefigured more or less largely since 1817, the II American Literary, cientific,
:rn<l 1.-Iilitary Academy/' founc1e<l. at Norwich, Vt., in 1820," by Capt. Al<len Partrit1ge, formerly sn1)erintenclent at ·west Point, seems to haYe been the first educational institution of note in America to attempt to connect "mental improvement
with a regular course of bouily exercises and the foll d evelopm ent of tho pl1ysical
powers." The example of the \Vest Point nnd rorwich academies proYod mildly
stinrnlating, and led to the establishment of perhaps a score of select military
schools for boys in the conrse of thirty years; but, so far as I know, that example
]w.d no effect upon the development of tlrn public-school system of instruction in
:my cit.y or State. During the civil war military <l.rill became popular as a means
of l)hysical education for boys iu private schools and high schools .. There have been
scYeral exacerbations of martial ardor since the war, which have le<l. to attempts to
induce Congress atid various State legisla.tures to sanction schemes to provi<lc places
in w11ich amuitious veterans and militiamen should ai<l school boys to play at
·ol<l.iering. Judging froin the experience of France, England, aml Germany, if the
introduction of military drill should become genera], the c.x1)oriment would be likely
to proye short-lived and di sappointing. It is an inexpngnahle fact that ju e,ery
first-class European army, gyminastics, rather tlian the nrnuunl of arms, arc employed
in orrler to strengthen, snpple, :mc.l "aet up" tho recruit.
EAT:LY GY:\lXASTI

·s

IX - ·Ew EXGLAXD.

Tbe impulse which le<l. to tbe gla<l omc a,hocacy and espousal of pbys1cal eduration in the second quart r of this century was distiuctly humanitarian in its natnrr·.
The mo,em nt for ecln(·ational reform in J~nrope made 1,nt slight impre sion upou
.American thongbt antl cn deaYor until after tu clos of tl10 war of 1 12. Bnt tlic
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United States sharet1 markedly in the exalted anc1 restless mental activity which
charncterizec1 the first two or three decades following the battle of Waterloo. This
periocl was pecnli.arly prolific in optimistic schemes for the amelioration of popnlar
ignorance and misery; and .Americrui reformers became highly susceptible to the
influence of foreign example, and developed a well marked aptitude for laudation
anu imitation. In the years 1825 a nd 1826 physical education became a matter of
almost epidemic interest in New England; Boston in particular was a focus of infection. Although, as I shall point out, the attempt was definitely 'made to introduce
gymnastics into a nnmber of colleges and private schools for boys, physical education was very vaguely apprehended, as it was often held to include pretty much all
that is now relegated to the department of personal hygiene. Physical education
fl.reel the imagination of el1ucational reformers for a tLme, but so did monitorial
inst.ruction, manual training, the propagation of useful information, vegetarianism,
t eetotalism, and phrenology.
The Round Hill School, established at Northampton, Mass., in 1823, ancl the High
School, founded in New York City in 1823, each introduced many features that were
novelties in the education of American boys; but the most striking innovations l>y
which these schools we1·e mn,rkec1 were copied from Lancastrian, Fellenbergian, or
Pestalozzian schools in Emope. Physical training was accorded a place both in the
Round Hill School and in the New York High School, which schools constituted a
sort of stella-duplex in the educational firmamen.t, and served for some years to fire
the emulation of a, hos-t of aspiring and enterprising pedagogical adventurers. As
regards physical education the Round Hill School was decidec1lythe more r efulgent.
Although a rude attempt at gymnastics was made in the Monitorial School for Girls
in Boston early in tho spring of 1825, I know of no reason to dispute tho claim of
Messrs. Cogswell an.d Bancroft of Rounc1 Hill that they "were the :first in the new
continent to connect gymnastics with a purely literary establishment/' The Round
Hill gymnasium was established in 1825. It was in reality a turn-platz or outdoor
gymnastic ground, planned, fitted, and managed in accordance with the Jahn
system of turning then prevalent in Germany, and to a much less extent in England.
Dr. Charles Beck, who was "instructoi- in Latin and gymnastics" at Round Hill,
had b een a pupil of Jahn himself, it is said. Gymnastics continued to be a feature
at Round Hill for several years.
Harvard College started the first American colleo·e
o·ymnasium in one of its rlin0
ing halls in March, 1826; and later in the same se:son a variety of gymnastic
appliances were put up in the playground, known as the Delta. Dr. Follen, a
German exile, familiar with the Jahn turning, was the instructor and leader in gymnastics. 'l'he Boston Gymnasium, opened iu the ·washington Gardens October 3,
1826, with Dr. Fo1len as its principal instructor, seems to havo been the first public
g~Tmnasinm of any note in the United States. In July, 1827, Dr. Francis Lieber,
who was warmly recommended by his old teacher and friend, Father Jahn, succeeded Dr. Follcn. In passing it may he remarke(l that the managers of the Boston
Gymnasium did not enter into negotiations with Dr. Lieber 11ntil their cntleavors
to secnre Jahn as director proved futile. (For an acconnt of the negotiations see
American Physical Education Review for June, 1897. ) It is said that the attenclance at the Boston Gymnasium rose to four hundred in the first year and t1 wincllcd
to four in the course of the second year. Gymnastic o-rounds were e tablishetl at
Yale in 1826, and at \Villiams, Amherst, and Brown in 1827. A dozen or more
s :h?ols miglit b named that were e:tablished in the period 1825-1 28 for tbe sake of
gi~·mg eff •ct to tho reformed principles of eclucation. Doubtless a much larger li t
m 1 rrbt 1~0 macl
ut for the meager and chaotic character of the educational annal
of tu iim_ in <tu ~tion. As it i , my li. t compri 'S only such institutions as ha,;-e
left 118 1n-mted_ nil nee of their profe. sion of faith. Onl\'" one of the tweho wa ,
prop
rly
1'• •alon,,
a. 1mlJ lic ' ·I111 0 1• Al l of them prom1. · .cl• and some of them fur•
•
•
...,
msh«•d fa ·1htL · of a Or t f 01. tl H· Pb v ·1cal
.
duc:atiou of their pupils. The day of
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normal training had not come, and, so fa1.' as can be ascertained, no attempt wbatc.-cr "·as made to train up teachers of gymnastics in a systematic, rational w::iy.
The pn.blic-school system of the country was still in embryo. The current conception of'' common-school education'' was so mean an<l. narrow, and the teaching
class, at least outsit1e of the colleges, academics, and better private-adventure
schools, w::i.s so largely made up of inferior and incongruous elements that wo need
not wonder that the interest in physical education, in the second of our five perio<ls,
proYecl to be illusory and short-livecl and exercised almost no influence in the field
of popular ecluca.tion. ,Vhat hatl teen heralded as a new era in physical education
in 1825 was practically closed by 1830. What might have been the result if Drs.
Beck, Follen, and Lieber had not quit the field it is vain to surmise. Even they
were 1·uled more by theoretical notions of 1rnman perfectibility -than Ly scientific
knowledge of bodily health aml development.
THE l'ERIOD BETY{EEN

1830

AND

1860.

Ko general or wide.-pread revival of jnterest ill se;hool or college gymnaslics
occurred between 1830 and 18601 and athletic sports had no standing either as an
electi,e or compu1sory branch of education.
till what was loosely tormed "physical education" continued to receive marked attention; but with many writers
"physical education" included pretty mnch everything that jg now classed nuder
the head of personal I1ygi.ene. A considera,ble party arose who favored manual lalJor
instead of gymna.stics, aml a number of enthusiastic attempts were made, prior to
1835, to pro,ide college and seminary students with facilities for gaiuino- h ealth,
recreation, and cash by means of a'!Ticnltural and mecba-uical labor. Voluminons
and cnrious evidence of this exists, particularly in a report of Mr. T. D. ,velu, tbe
general agent of the Society for Promoting M~tnnal Labor in Literary Institntions.
The society was founded in 1831, aml Mr. Weld's report was published in 1835, or
tbereauouts.
Among the multifarious and heterogeueons stirs and moveme~ts for- the regeneration of society which constitute so marked a feature of the first thiz-d of the present
centur.,- the crusade for popularizing the doctrines of physiology is especially
worthy of onr notice, since j t served to keep- alive and in some measure to sprea.d
a ,agnc theoretical interest in physical e<lncation as it was then uncritically conceirnd. Indeed, it is not too much to say that the physiology crusade served to perpetuate tho essential spirit of the period 1825-1830 ancl bad much to do with prep-aring
the way for the gymnas tic revival that set in just uefore the war broke out. This
crusade bad its beginnings as early as 1825, or possi1J1y earlier. It was greatly
stinrnJa.ted by the furore which was created by the books and lectures of the phrenologists Spiirzheim ancl George Combe, who argued in a solemn and taking way
that education should b e based on tho tc.ichings of physiology aml ordered in accordance with the alleged fa"ITS of their pseuclo-i,;ciencc. It may be said to have culminatetl in the year 1850, when the lcgialatnre of Jfa sachusetts pas ed a law auth{)riz ing
school committees throughout the Commonwealth "to make physiology ::i.ml hygiene
a compulsory study in all the public schools." Through tho multiplica.tion of popular manuals of physiology, which frequently contained much hortatory :ind lan,latory matter on pliysical education, the general public came to entertain a neuulous
notion that serviceable bodies were worth striving for and that school machinery of
some sort shoul<l. be devised for the purpoge of securing them.
If it were worth while, a considerable list might be given of l ectures, achlres;-;os,
and books that l.ielped to propagate this notion. It will suffice to mention Miss
Catherine Beecher's Course of Calisthenics for Young Ladies, publisliecl in 1832;
The Principle of Physiology Applied to the Preservation of Health and to the
Improvement of Physical and Mental Education, by Dr. Andrew (lorobe, of Edinburgh, an unauthorized edition of which was pnblished in Tew York in 1· 34, and
Horace Mann's Six.th Annual Re110rt as Secretary of tlle Mu.s achusetts · Hoard of
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Educa.tion, pnulisheu. in 18.J:3. :Mi:-:s Beecher was a precursor of Dio Lewis as reg.ar1ls
the ::l,(lvocacy of freo and light gymnastics and musical drill, and appears to harn·
heen the first nath·e American to assert claims to originality as a "system maker."
Her system seems to have a.,vakened some mild anll passing attention in the proprietors of private schouls for girls. In the preface to her Manual of Physiology and
Calisthenics for Schools ancl }'amilios, New York, 1856, Miss Beecher professes to
be a, disciple of Ling; but the botly of the book is not written in accordance "·ith
the distinctive principles of the Swedish gymnasiarch.
Very little attention was bestowed by Americans upon German gymnastics in the
IWriod 1835 to 1860, which period as a, whole was one of ground breaking and seecl
sowing as r egards physical education. In tho North American Turnerbund we h:wo
a genuine and vigorous offshoot from the German stock, hut the transplanting of that
sapling and its cultiva.tion in American soil failed to excite the interest of American
educationists for more than a generation. The beo-innino-s of the Turnerbund, wbiclt
for many yea.rs has been the largest, most widesp~eac1, :nd efficient gymnastic assodation in the United States, are to be fonnd in the Turnvereiue establislied hy
politic al refngees from Germany, who found an asylum iu tbis country after tbe
reYolutionary year of 1848.
DlO L :EWIS AND TUR GY:'IINASTIU IlEVIVAL,

,Ye have abundant evidence that there was n, growing interest in gymnastic a.n~l
at,hletic forms of exercise in the latter half of the decau.e ending in 1860. Such cndence is found in the effort to secure fnnds for the erection of school and college
gymnasia; in the increased addiction of collegians and others to rowing an(~ ball
matches; in tho instant popularity achieved by the Tom Brown books; in the rnte~est exciteci by the lectures and exhibitions of Dr. G. B. ,Vindship, whose pubh_c
career as an exponent of hefl,vy lifting began iu Boston in 1859, and in the prominence gi,en to topics relating to physical etlucation in general and school gymnastics in 1)articular by speakers at teachers' conventions ::mtl institutes, by th e
conductors of eclucationaljournals, and by public-school officials.
·
'.fhe gymnastic revival of 1860 may be said to <late from the meeting of tho American Institute of Instruction a,t Boston in Auo·ust
of that yei:n·, at which meeting
0
Diocletian Lewis, commonly called Dr. Dio L ewis, took a prominent part in tlie
tliscussion as to tho expediency of making "calisthenics and gymnastics a l)art of
school-teaching.I! This revival was not a thing apart, but grew out of tb~ crusa<lc
for popularizing physiology and hygiene, if, indeed, it be not better described as a
phase or continuation of that crusade.
It was wholly natural that Dio Lewis should figure ju both moYements. He "·as
by nature an enthusiast, a radical, and a, free lance. IIe was uorn and bred at a
time when advocacy of the doctrines of temperancf', antislaYery, phrenolog)',
homcopatliy, physiology, and of educational reform savoreu. more or less of ultraliberalism, or even of "free thinking." Before his .first public appeu.ra.uce in Bo toll, when he may be said to Lave stormed the key to the situation by bis ~aptu re
of the American Institute of Iustrnction, Dio Lewis had traveled exten iYely for
some years iu the , outhern ancl ,Vestern States, as a week-day lecturer on physiology and hygiene, and as a, Sunflay orator on temperance. Ho had given om
attention i.o 1)\1 . ical education, withal; and, beinn· well versed in the arts of the
platform was <J.nicl- aud apt iu takiuO' a(lvantage of the growing interest in !!Ymn~stica. Ho was_ unconventional, sympathetic, plau ibl , oracular, and self-sufficient· aml tb tune wa l'ipe for a gymnasiarch of that sort. The do trine aDll
met~o 18 of th L wi gymnastics, which were novel ti sand se m d original to mu. t
of his fol_lowcr. ~ nl imitator., ap1· al rapidly oYcr the whol country, and, if w<·
111a• · cn·111t
rta1u
111
·1 t s o f t,.u . ystcm, even into
·
· ancl A.frt· •·1· ·
_.
•
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•
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1
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He was iu grea,t denrn,ml n,s a lecturer before normal schools, teachers' associations
and iustituteg, and lycenm autliences; ancl his coutribntions to leading- periodicals
were eaberly rcatl antl fa,Yorably rccei ved. He ·\Yas me<lical practitioner, lecturer,
editor, gymnasium mann,ger, school commit.teeman, teacher, hotel proprietor, bathmanager, and preacher by turns. Iu short: Dio Lewis was a, revivalist am1 agitator,
an<l. not a, scientist in any pro11er sense. His originality has been much OYerratedYel'y few of his inventions, either in tlw line of apparntus or of methods of tea,ching,
being really ne,Y. In his book he borrowed lavishly from German sources, so that
his Nev.· Gymnastics w ere in th e main neither new nor his own. The estn,blishruent
by Dio Lewis in 1861 of the Boston Normal Institute for Physical Education was
a really new departure-in Arncrica-(unlcss perchance the 'l'urnlehrcr Seminar of
tlJe North Americ:m 'furnerbund antedated it), and constitntec1, perhaps, the most
considerable antl solid of Dio Lewis's <'ontribution s to tlrn cause of 11hysical education. He is also deserving of praise and credit for convincing the public of the
utility of "light gymnastics," i. e., xercises with harnl apparatus, and fol' his inflnentiul ai<l. ju 1wpnlarizing gymnastics for school cliilurcn of both sexes.
Teacliers and school mana o·crs sho"·ed nuexampl d interest in the "new gymnastics,'' whjch seemed destinccl i:::oon to form n, part of th cnrricnlum of the public schools
of tho more 1wogrcssivo <'ities of the country, as well as in a multitude of private
school s an(1 academies. For ins tau co, tho school bNtnl of Ciucinn:.tti, in 1861, and thnt.
of Boston, in 18C4, formally atloptetl, <'hemes lookiJlg to tho general fotrotluction of
gymnastic teaching into their pnulic schools . Owi11g to Yarious reasons that I will
not take time to enumerate, these antl similar schemes provctl illusory and impracticable. E,-en to-L1ay wo mu st admit that no importall't city or town in tho l;nite<l
, 'tates has succcedctl in maintaini11°· for fifteen cOJ1secntiYe years a genuine and
ade()_uate system of school gymnastic.; .
PJIYJ-,l('AL JWl'CATJOX ~N A." EJUCAX COLLECiES.

The civil war actc<l as a check to the spread of the interest excited by theg~-mnastic reYi val of J860 in athletic and gymn::vtic forms of physical eclucation on the
one lH111,1, 1,hile ou the other it served to bring- military forms of drill and exercise
jnto prominence and favor. In the year 1860 the colleges of Harvard, Yale, and
Amherst erected gywnasium buildings; lmt their example was not followe(l to any
considerable extent by the other colleges nntil af~er the close of the war. Amherst
Colloge established a department of hygiene and physical education in 1860. Dr.
Edward Hitchcock, sr., has servetl continuously as the professor in charge of that
department since August, 1861. The example of Amherst in making gymnastics a
coru1mlsory branch of college work ha<l. bnt little effect npon the other colleges ot
the count.ry prior to 1880.
The lrnil<ling of college gymnasia, was r sumed after the close of th e war. During
the decade after the war the disbanded armies of the R e.p nblic furnislrnd to the preparatory schools and colleges a large contingent of students who bad been subje<·k<l
to strenuous phyeical training. The influence ex rtctl by this contingent in rei-i,-ing nntl developing :rn interest in ph ysica l tra iuing was far more potent in the
department of athletics than in that of gym nastics or of military drill. Baseha.11
aud rowing deYeloped rnpiclly u.rnl leu to the multiDlic·ation of intercollegiate athletic contests. The inadequacy of tho facilities afforc1etl by the older gymnasia for
the indoor exercise and training of crews, teams, and champion a.t.hletcs, hacl muth
to do with inaugurating a new era of gymnasium building, ancl with improv~ng the
organization and administration of the departments of ph ysical education in the
lea<l.ing colleges for both sexes. This era opened in 1879-80 with tho completion ,,f
t he Hemenway GJ-mnasium at Harrnrd "Gniversity. This gymna inm, for whose
erection and equipment ~Ir. Augustus H menwa~-, of Boston, n, graduate of Harvar<1
in 1876, ha<l. given the sum of $115,000, surpassed in siz1•, <"onvenience, n.ntl magnificence any of the gymnasia th<·n xisting in the country. Tbis gymnasimn, hoth as
r<'e:anl · its strnctural featnr<'.' , its fittings, an'1 its lllethotls of adruinistration, has
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scrvell as the model for most of the gymnasia, whether public or p-rivate, that have
since 1,een bnilt. To Dr. Sargent, the director of the Hemenway Gymnaeinrn, we owe a
debt of gTatitnde for many improvements in the construction of apparatus, for the
inv ention of the so-called Sargent system of developing gymnastics-, and the: demonr:;tration of the fact that gymnastic nnd athletic exercise on the part of young men
and boys can an€1 should be controlled and <l.irected in the interest of healthfnl
growth and normal d evelopment. The Sargent de,-eloping machines haYe come
into Yery general use in the gyn::.nasia, of colleges, Young Mens' Christian: Associations, and athletic clubs; so, too, has the Sargent system of measurements and
tes.ts to be employed. in prescribing exercise and testing its resnlis. The innovations an(l impro emcnts associated with Dr. Sargent's name haYe done much toward
securing a qua,si recognition of physical ed.n C'ation and its re·p resentative& from the
e~ponents and devotees of "liberal s.tuclies-."
Thus far the colleges- of the country have been slow to advance beyond th e
methods of gymnastic inst:ntetion adopted at AmheFst thirty yea-rs ago, or tho Sargent idea of' employing physical diagnosis. and anthropome·tlrieal observations, in
connection with the use of developing appliances, in the onrs1ght and guidance of
the physical training of stu·clen.ts. Co:n:is:iderahle p::rogress has been made irt the last
five yen.rs in. e-xpanding and strengthening g~?mnastic- instruction: in colleges for
men.. In this connection honorable mention sho.uld be roalle of Amherst, Bowuoin,
Brown, Harvaird, Haverford, Oberlin, Rutgers, and Yale. Certain colleges for
women have au.opted Swedish pedagogic-al gymnastics, notably the Woman's College of Baltimore ::m<l: Smith. Co-lle.ge a.t Northampton, Mae-s., and Radcliffe College
at <DaJ.n.brielge-,. Mass:., but SwecUsh gymnastics have scarcely effected an entrance ns
yet into college·s for men•. As- a. 1:ule o.-nr An.1:erican gymnasia, exce:pting those
. belonging to the Turnerbnnd and those organized in rw cordance with the prin?i~l~s
of the Swedish system, fall short of excellence as schools of physical tra1 ?1?g.
This, I take it, arises- from the fact that the educational worth of physical tramrng
has been- largely overshadowed in the minds of tho ·e wbo officer and control our
sc'h ools and colleges· by the obrions, hut iu manyrcsp-ects less important, hygienic
inihnmces of mnsculan e:s:ercise. ,vhatever the rea son for thi-s state of things, the
fa~t is obvious tha,ii our colleges and secondary schools, with few exception , h rn-c
shown ,astly more skill m1.d e.nerg.y in the ::i.cquisition of mere appliances tha,n they
have in developin.g the science a:ud arli of physica1 education. Indeed, one is
tempted to thinktb:at those wbo control om: colleges and our preparatory and normal schools h:we yet to learn that physical education has a history ::tncl is cap-able of
being organized as a genuine department of instruction. Otherwise, why should
they overlook the lesson to lie lea,rned from the markecl success achie,ed at th eir
very doors by the North American Turnerbund in organizing gymna 'tics and poptilax sports in such w·iso that adolescents and young men take part in them eagerly,
but without uisplaying tho iJ1seusa.te spirit of rivalry, bordering on profes~ionali m,
which has wrought such mischief in school n.nd college athletics?
0
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. Th~ lJest interest, of rational and effectu al physical training base suff re1l murh
m tlns conntry, ll.Il(l suffer still, from the disproportionate influence exc:rci ed by
~thlctir itleals upon scholastic aud oll giate youth; an(l from the undue prom~n~nc~ ~ ·corded athle:tic contests and contestant,, by an uncritical public and an
IDJnch ·ions r>re s. It is natural for youth on tbe threshold of manhood, segr •crated
from their l<l.ers under the eonrlitions peculiar to . chool and college life, to ll
h :Hl trong and self-suffi ·ieut. Th . · are C:l"'Cr to distinouish them ·elve in the
e!es of_ their follow-tril,csmc·n br the displa.; of i11clivid~~J prowess, a.nd for th
t~m b •nw ar apt to be a11ima.t cl by narrow ancl distorted view and to b in
itiv Ol' aYerse to enlirrhtr-u cl or ov n civilizo<l opinion. Thev , re stronrriy swayed
t nd fr u ntl)· ov rma tercd li. the . pirit of rirnlry vhich· i· largely ·
para bl
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from a.thletie sports; so that at times doubtful and discredited motho<1s seem admissible, if not admirable, and foul means fair. All this is natural in aclolescentsJ who,
being the sons of civilized men, pass rapidly in a few years through phases of
development that their semicivilizecl and barbarous ancestors emerged from slowly
and laboriously after generations and centuries of upward struggle.
So sudden and rapid has been the rise and spread of athleticism that the generation ,of men who have recently left the stage on which our athletic youth now fignre
so prominently a.ncl grot,esqnely, number but few who a.re qualified by insight and
experience to serrn ae the e:s::empla.rs and advisers of their juniors. The tea,ching
class, as a "·hole, has so little knowledge of either the art or science of physica.l
education, and is still so largely ruled by the traditions of medieval scbolasticism, as
to lack in large measure the qualities requisite for efficient leadership outside of the
class room. Hence our athletes have been left, in the main, to their own crnuo and
boyish devices, which tend, when unchecked, toward e::s::tr:wagance aml professionalism. The po,,erlcssness of our educational leaders to originate, and their failure
to adopt effectual measures for evolving orc1er out of the athletic and gymnastic
chaos over which they nominally preside, constitutes one of the marvels of om· time.
One of the most striking proofs, to my mind, that American etlucationists do not
take physical training soriou ly is afforded by the famous nnd mnch-landed report
of the Committee of Ten. It is n, poworful, concerted, deliberate expression by loading m en of discontent with elementary and secondary education as organized and
admiuiste1·ed in the Unitetl States at the time it was made; it proposes varions
reform measures, but it contains no word on physical training in general or ou any
of its leau.ing branches, o. g., gymnastics, athletics, or manual training. There was
abnn<lant European precedent for a different course.
Although th o underlying principles of gymnastic exercises and athletic sports are
identical, the distinctive aims and methods of the athletic trainer and the gymnastic
teacher are divergent and to some extent antipathetic; and one reason, as it seems
to me, for the lamentabl neglect of genuine gymnastic instruction in the college
worl<l. is found in the fact that college authorities hasve been so engrossed by a, variety
of unfamiliar aucl perplexing problems, forced npon them by the sudden and rapid
expansion of tho inter st in athletic sports, that they liave lacked energy for grappling further problems in bodily training. Quite na.turally athletics constitute tho
most popular aud obtrusive lmrnch of physical training, and the athletic movement
possesses much greater force and volume than any of the allied movements that have
been revivetl or originated sin e~ 1860. Though the athlete belongs to R. type that is
not new to the world, I.lo is practically a new species of ma.n in America-a species
ba ving many va1,ieties. The American gymna,sium is a semi original creation ihat hns
been devised mainl y by tllo American architect in order to provide for the expressed
or fanci ed neeus of the American athlete. The growth of athletic clubs Las been a
notable feature in the history of phy, ical training of the past fifteen yea.rH. All
things considered, the athletic clubs constitute the consummate and. peculiar product
of the athletic movement. Tl.Jere is nothing <1uito like them outside of America.
Their mfluenco, which is not salutary in all respects, is already great among schoolboys and collegians. The athletes as a class, thoso who aid them and those wbo bet
on them, have had little to do with urging or promoting the cdu ational aide of
physical training-for the simple reason that thefr intere t in gyID11astica is even
feebler :mu less intelligent, considering their opportunities, than that of college
faculties and l>oards of trust. It is chiefly in indirect or ne ative ways that the
athletic clubs have contributed to the a lvancement of physical education, in its
proper sense.
Athletics when wisely regulated atfor<l Yaluable, I will even say invaluable, meaus
of mental, moral, and :physical training for boys and young men; but the element of
rivalry and compct.itiou jg so inseparable· from atbl tic aims an<l metho<ls, nnd ox:celJencc in tho athletic specialties <lemanlls so much timo and requires such costly appli1
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nnce. , as to pr clmle the general adoption of athletic sports as the principal means
of securing the bygieuic and cdnca.tional ends of physical training for the mass of
pnpil. in our public schools, especially in urban districts.
({ymnastics, if well ordered ant1 properly ta.ught during the early years of school
life, affonl the best preparation that au aspirant for athletic honors can have. Aside
from the question of expense, there is no good rea,son for prolonging mere gymnastic
tlrill to the exclusion of the higher forms of gymnastics a,ud of outdoor sports uftcr a
pupil rcachc, the age of fifte en years. ,vhen the mana,gers of our high a,ncl preparatory schools shall have learned their business-as rega,rds bodily training-they
· Yvill, I belicYe, institute courses of gymnastic instruction after the analogy of their
elementary courses iu language anc1 mathematics, so that their pupils, on entering
college we will say, will be preparecl to choose their athletic am1 gymnastic electives
in much the same way as· they now choose their clecti"rn studies when tho opportunity is gh·en them. ,vhen tho schools perform their duty in the premises, the
colleges can girn up tb.e kinuergarten a1id grammar-school styles of physical education, and it will then be nni.ch e:1sier for thorri to solve the athletic question. That
qnestion will never be sa.tisfactorily solved till it is taken out of the hands of growing boys and professional or semiprofessional athletic trainers.
It is 'the part of wisdom to recognize the · fact that athletics aud gymnastics arc
coortlinate departments rat.lier tlrnn hostile camps, and to strim manfully to llcfiue
their limits and determine their relations and interrelations; inasmuch as one of the
weightiest questions confronting us at this time is this, How shall athletics and
gymnastics be justly united in the physical training of American youth of both
sexes~
GYl\IXASTICS IN CfTY SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATE$,

Neither the colleges nor the athletic organizations of the country have earnetl th e
right to speak with authority on the question of what constitntes a well-ordered and
practicable system of physical training for elementary antl secondary schools.
Therefore the more or less successful introduction of school g3·mnastics, since 188.!,
by ihc cities of Chicago, Kansas City, Cleveland, Denver, Indiauapolis, St. Louis, ~Ii_lwa,ukce, Cincinnati, St. Paul, San Francisco, arnl Boston, through the action ofthcir
respectiYo school hoards, has been chiefly due to the zeal and insistence of the advocates of the German and Swedish systems of gymnastics, who were prepared to sp~ak
with knowledge and to act with intelligence. In ernry city named a,bove, exceptrng
Boston, German free and "light gymnastics" have been adopted, and the directors
of ph;ysical education are grac1nates of the seminar or normal school of the N. A.
Turnerbum1. In Boston, ·worcester, Cambridge, arn1 a considernble number of oth r
cities in )Iassachnsetts and~ ew Enn-laucl Swedish oTmnastics hnse been introclncc«l
t,
'
OJ
•
'
moro or less completely into the public schools. ")Ii:s:e<l systems" of an" eclectic
character are in vogue in the schools of Brooklyn, ,vashington, New York, nnd
Providenf'e .
The lHomotion of gymua ti<' teaching in tlie public schools has ever been one of
tho hcrishetl aims of the Turnerbuud; lmt its effort~ in that direction met with hut
little recognition or success prior to 188J. Dmiog the last twenty years th 'l'urncrhuncl has built up a flourishing system of gymnastic s chools for children of school
nge, and the exr erience gainNl in these schools-wliicb. should not be confused ,Yi th
the TnrnYcr in '-ltas at last b en turned to , ome account lJy the school authoriti '·
~f seY rnl citie where the voti1w streno-th of the Germans is gr at. At fir t i"'ht
1 t seems a most extraordinary circumstance that np io 1 5 American educationi. t
a n <l "Y st •m-mak r: should have ignor d, almost entirely, the practical ancl efficien t
· Y t m of gy~na tic instruction in vogue among the crman-American Tnrner-..
Hut th e truth 1., the Turners w re• somewhat chanvini tic an<l inacc saible, whil
h
ilurational world in pit of oc asional "'11 ·ts of th oretical enthu iasm, wa
-=-. ally a1.>atbetic an<l incnrion: "'ith regarcl to t11 prartical sitle of physical e<lu ca.- •
tion. · rnr• J -J, :it a hon whi lt tinu tlJ Tttrnerlrnnd fir t rna,le a coms' iu
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English an obligatory part of its seminar cnrriculnm, the policy of the Turners has
become more liberal and their influence and success c,orrespondingly greater.
Unlike thP,ir Teutonic kindred, the ScandinaYians of this country haYe made no
general or effective propaganda for their national gymnastics. The rise of S"·eclish
pedagogical gymnastics within the last few years has been due chiefly to American
initiative ancl endeavor. The appointment in 187'1 of a Swedish teacher for three
months' service in the Girls' High School of Boston seems to have been a fortuitous
circnmstance.
The gymnasium of the Woman's College of Baltimore, which was openell i11
1888-89, was :fit.tecl with Swedish apparatus at the outset, and has always been managed in strict accordance with Swedish principles, the elass instruction being
in trustetl usually to graduates of the Royal Central Gymnastic Institute only . This
w as the first successful expel'iment to adopt Swedish method s on a large scale in the.
physical education of American youth.
Bnt Boston has earned the Tight to b considered the most influential center, in
America, of the movement for promoting , w dish educational gymnastics. This
result, which was brought about within th e years 1888-1891, is primarily due to tho
wisdom, generosity, ancl pnulic Rpirit of :Mrs. Mary Hemenway, and secondarily to
the adoption of the Ling gymnastics for the pu IJlic schools by tho Boston school
board in June, 1890. Swedish free-movements form a part of the daily instruct.ion
by the class teachers tbrougl1out tlie priruary and grammar grades, and instruction
in S we<lish apparatus gymnastics is regularly giYen by special teachers in most of
the hi gh schools for girls, and to th<' boys of the two lower classeR of the public
Latin school.
The establishment by :Mrs. Hemenway of the Boston Normal '·hool of Gymnastics,
,Yhich stan<ls in the forefront amonrr similar schools in tho country, was an event of
capital importance in tbe history of pl1ysical training in America, and ruay well be
ranked b esicle tho gift to Harvard University of the Hemenway Gymnasium by ~fr.
Angustus Hemenway, her son. The course of study aud training in this school lrns
been widely influential in raising the standard of iituess for teaching school gymnastics. Tho number of private adventnre schools de,oted to the normal training
of teachern of gymnastics bas not largely increased since 18!J0, but the curriculum of
most of them has been e.xpanded and strengthened.
PROG RE:--S SIX E

1880.

Educational authorities aro groping their way towarcl clearer views and better
methods of organization an<l administration in the field of physical education.
Herc and there reactionary influences have been m_anifest for n, time, but there can
be no question as to the substantial arnl gratifying progre s made in the .field of
school gymuastics since 1880.
I had occasion during 1883 and 1884 · to visit the principal school and college
gymnasia from Maine to Tennessee, and to ascertain the views of leading e<l.ucationists l'cspccting gymnastics and athletics, being charged by the United Stai.es
Bureau of Education with t lie preparati on of a special report on pbysical education
(publisbed n.s Circular of Information of the · Bureau of Education, No. 5, 1885).
Strange as it may seem, no one ·ited the work then carried on in educational
gymnastics by tlie North American Tnrnerbund as worthy of study or imitation.
Imleed, as I was setting out for Enrope to . tudy German gymnastics on their natiYo
soil, one of our foremost leaders in physical education assured me that" we had
nothing to learn as to physi cal education from the Germans ." That .is harcll)· his
opmion to-day, I am sure.
Interest iu school gymnastics was at so low an ebb, and the efforts to maint, in
them so few and feeble at that time, that my report to the 'ommissionor of Education contains but scant allusion to systems of physical training in our city schoob.
I could not learn that any city in the nited , 'tates bad a s;yst m of school gynmast1C's that was worth hol<ling up as an example of what v.-e n ccclecl.
ED
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The following extract is taken from the report just a1luded to, since it "ill serve
to throw liglit upou tl1e situation then e~i.sting:
\Ve may, anu. foo often do, loso sight of the int,erdependence of b.ody aml mind;
bnt nouo the less is it impossible to separate the t"'o ::mcl train either independently
of th~ other; for, as wns well saW by 8terne1 "the body and mind arc like :1 jerkin
::t_?.d 1ts liuin_g; if yon rumple the one yon rumple tho other." * * " It is only
throngh a ,v1Sc c ombinatio11 of gymnastic training -and athletic sports that the b~t
results ca.n be hoped for or nttain.od [in physical tra.ining]. Athletic sports c~u, if
wisely manage(l and supervised, Le made most serviceable in securing manlmess
aml sc~f-control to those engaging in them. The abandonment of them as a gene~al
"elective course" to the nnregula.ted control of unripe and inexperienced yo~th 1s,
t? say the least, unwise. He who shall consider intelligently and critic~lly, rn the
hg~t of our present knowledge of brain and nen·e and muscle phys1olo~y, the
var10m1 games .aud sports which arc deservedly popular, nnd shall show wh~re1~ they
a.re vn.lnable as a means to manly and womanly de,elopment, can not foil of cont:ribnting greatly to tho ad van cement of peclacroo·ical
science.
0
So dense is the present icruorancc, not onlv of the mass of the people, but aL,;;o of
a largo section of the .etlncfted portion of the community, concerning t~e elem~ntary
truths of biological scie11ce in creneral, nnd of psycho-physical science m part1cu~ar,
that it would be well-nigh b~peless to attempt to institute any ~ho~oughgomg
system of physical training as a part of the system of public instrnct10n !n even t_he
most enlightened States of the Union. • Until the modern doctrine of bodily exercise
is more generally apprehended, we can on]y look for sporadic efforts and fra~mentary
and discordant results in so much of the field of physical training as the ncJrnr ancl
more ad,anced colleges and uuiversities may occur.Jy. The German, Swedis_b, ancl
French systems of physical training and of educating teachers of gymnastics a_re
well worth studying: but tho greatest present n eed is to educate trustees) committeemeu, teachers, and physicians in physiology and hygiene .
PRESEXT COXDITIO~ AND PROSPECTS 01:' PHYSICAL EDUCATIOX I~

TIIE 'L'NIT.ED

STATES,

Throughout the comitry physical training is stj}l in the experimental or embryonic stage when c01npared "-1th tho physical training ·whi ch obtains in the ol<ler and
more Ligh1y develo-peu. educational systems of Europe.
At :first sight this seems n, dispiriting circumstance to many who look upon gymnastics and athletics as agencies to conjure -with. But it is well to rem ember that
though art is long :and life is fl.eeting 1 physical trainin·g is only a pro-duce in the
wi<.le realm of .human training, allll that tho struggle for its recognition and advancement is but an episode in the general campaign for making education rational) complete, and effectu,;:tl-in a word, natural. The fact tbat education is not a closed
science in any of its <lepartments, and the prcsen t t endency to look 011 educational problems as proulems in development whose solution depends upon conformity to the laws
of nature and nurture, sboultl suggest patience and hopefulness to tlwse who, forgetting the uackward and chaotic state of American education as a whole, are ready to
bemoan the inevitable slow progress and partial Ruccess hitherto of phys ical tr_nining, which is one of t,h e younge t and bumulest branches of our ·J·stem of Amenc_nn
education. The inextinguishable YitaUtr of our lowly cm bryonic forms of ho<lilS
training is an encouraging characteri stic, since it bas enabled them to ur-d,e
neglect, di praise, ancl hostility. It should inspire a lively expectation that the
ultimate outcome of their struggle for existence will be more higuly or"aniz.ec~ a.n(l
vigorous adult forms than could resnlt from excesaiye fayoriti m <luring prenatal
a-ntl infantile states.
The situation has improvc<1 materially since 1 5, particularly as regards the
el~meutary schools i.n large cities, but American ph~·sical trniniug will rcmaiu a
tbrng of hr ds and l)at hes unless ancl until the promoters of educational reform
a.u<l tlw "'OV rnor~ of our eclucatioual in ·titutions shall set themsel ,·c more earne tly
to learn an<l r,atiently to app1~- the teaching of science and experience with re"'n rd
to .b 1_1atnre
pe an<l a.chi ,·ements of physical education .
1 1
. 0~ :
n d a a whol , the hi tory of physical training iu America ba not en a.
'bnlltan ne, an 1 physical · luc·ation. .i.s not only less advaucec.1 in merica than it is
ahr a 1, bnt i ha not ·v n k<·pt par· with the progre · made 1)"° mo~t other dep rt1u u of du ati 1 ·,• t h m . · p ro re s h a b een materially
·
·•
d b y th pru"'unpe<l
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possessions and prejudices of the t,eaehing class, which 1 like the general public 1 is
still largely ruled by ancient and traditional conceptions of mind and uody, antl has
so feeble a comprehension of th e new physiology and the new psychology that it is
unprepared to acknowledge the just claims of physical education. Progress there
has been since 1825, and more particularly since 1880; bnt for tho most part it has
been sporadic, fitful, and retartled. Too often the experiments in this field of endeavor
haYe been characterize<l by furor, hnrry, and failnre. "\Yo are still prone to rash
experiment and to unori tic al imitation. It is in the comparatiYely rude and primitive field of athletics that ti.le greatest triumphs Im.Ye been won. Originality has
been chiefly shown in the improYement of buildings and the invention of apparatus. In the field of snperior educn,tion the interest of faculties atHl trustees in
physical training is most usually manifested by costly offerings of buildings or other
plant to the unappeasable "animal spirits" of their students aml yonnger alumni.
In the :field of elementary ctlucation, though cheapness is a sine qua non, a nmuber of
tentative schemes haYc been initiated, a few of which are deciueclly promising. In
the professional training of tho teachiug class bodily training is commonly considered superfluous; nnd it is only hero and there that public normal schools ha.Yo
taken any measures to provide for it. A large proportion of those who haYe rushed
forward. to fill the rOl e of a pestles ancl teachers of physical education have ueen selfeducatetl or insufficient ly train eel; but the proportion of such persons grows less and
less year l>y year. Agitation, discussion, imitative, and uncerbiu experiment Laye
been the dominant factors in the growth of the American physical-education moYcment hitherto. "\Ve can not pass to the stage of constrt?-ctiYo development unless
accurate knowledge, clear ideas, clefinite aims, thorough training, and the capacity
for sustained effort sh.all become much more general than is yet the case .
But the prospect· is not wholly dark. There ar gleams of promh;e in the i,ky.
It is a signiftc:mt and cncouragiucr fact t h.at tho question of bodily training is like
Banquo's ghost, and wiH not down. In one form or another it rises nrnl shall rise
before every generation of civilized men. J?orus antl our immediate successors it has
assumed portentous proportions byl'eason of tho untoward influences of city life upon
the risint generation. Nev-er before h ave tho teachings of medical science been so
clear and a uthoritati ve as they arc to-clay regarding the necessity and t he means of
securing and conserving the health of the student class. Ph ysiology antl psychology
haYe 1Jeen revolutionized within sixty years, :.m<l. tho critics of our educational aims
an<.1 methods are beginning to nse the weapons thus fnrnished to their hands . The
existing systems of JJhy s ical education and" culture" are largely empirical in their
nature; but the time i s at hand when they shall be subjectec1 to the scrutiny and tests
of disinteres ted scientists and shall have j uclgmeut passetl upon them by men who are
able to distinguish between claims and proof~ between shadow ancl substance. The
present fashion of landing apparatus and of multiplying gymnasia, clnuhouses, an<l
grounds is, after all, somewhat of a blessing in disguise, as it' tends to force the question as to the real purpose of such appliances and the best means of securing their
proper u se. That our educational authorities as a class will remain oblivion of the
plain teachings of science and experience as to the nature, s cope 1 and legitimate
r esults of physical education seems improbal,le. 'l'he most ho1Jeful and distincth·e
characteristic of tho present diversified and expanding interest in physical tra.inincr
is foun cl in the growing conviction that trained intelligence must be employed to
supplement ancl reenforce enlightened enthusia ·m, and in the evident desire of a few
benefactors and g overnors of ecfocational foundations to provide "·ays and means for
developing and seconding such intelligence.

APPENDIX

I.

T.
A PlWVISIO~AL SCHE:\IA'fIC STUDY OF LEADING TOPICS IN PHYSICAL

EDUCATION.

The following scheme embodies the result of the writer's atterupt to
arrange. the leading topics pertaining to physical education i1~ an
orderly way, and to indicate certain of their relations. The arrangement offered herein is provisional aud tentative.
In what follows pllysical education is considered as: (1) an expression,
(2) a, national institution, (-3) a departme11t of science, (4) a practical art.
1. PHYSIC AL EDUCA.TIOX AS AN EXPHESS10)<.
A. The term is used in1. A n1guely general, uncritical, and popular sense, ,vhen it roea.ns too m_nch,

being made to include matters that belong to personal and school hygicue,
·c. g., Bathing, diet, dress, seating of pupils, ventilation.
.
2. A semigencra,l sense, signifying exercise for the sake of health or recreation
or the llreventiou of mischief, when it means too little, 1.l10ugh it is generally
so used by school uoanls and "educators."
3. A strictly scientific sense, based on a critical consideration of demonstra~le
physiological aml psychological effects and relations. Its general and specwl
scientific siguif:ications shoulcl be distinguished and determined. •
B. ~ynonymous terms, c. g., Physical training; bodily exercise; a6wr;6zt;; yvp 7/cr6·
nH17 riXV7/j a..f'JA:r;riH17 rtxvr1; 1'urnen; Pl'iskgymnastik.
C. Nonsynonymous terms, e. g., Physical culture; movement cure; SJukgymnastik;
society gymnastics; Delsarte exercises.
2.

PHYSICAL l-:DUCATION AS AN IXSTITUTIO~.
}1..

History and literature enal,le us to trace the i11fluence of physic~l training on
national li fc aud development. Its forms range from puerile and primiti ve
customs to highly organized national institutions.
a. PrimitiYc forms arc founll iu chHdren's games, which a.re characterized by (1)
aimless and futile nictiYity, or (2) by the spontaneous, dramatic imitation of
t~e ptirsuits of their elders, particularly in hunting and warfare, e.g., Rnunmg, catching, and throwing games, and pla.ying with weapons.
~uc~ forms arc still found among most children and s~wa~cs and mnny mountmne<'rs and islauden;.
1>. Deri,· cl and higher forms re ult from the capa1Jility of games to fnrni ·li
m~ans for_ combatiYeness, 1iva.lry, :mu personal distinction, under rules, captams, tramers, andjndges, c. g.,
1. Practice and preparatory ex rcise .
:!. Exhibitions of prow ·sand, kill.
:;. 'hampion hip competitions and contest .
• J. E .· ·rci s anll <:ompetition · for educational purpo es.
1 nd r 2 and 3 we may place game and f •at in honor of crods !ind hcroe , such
'.t. liav . fi_gurecl in the c,•1ebra ion of worship, victory hmorals, and national
,tncl r hg1ou fr ti \·a.l .
;:;,1
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TITUTIOX-Coutinuetl.
The followjng higher forms of physical education may Le tlistinguishc,1:
1. .Ancient, e. g., _G reek and Roman gymnastics and athletics.
2. Mediawal, e. g., popular sports, knightly games, and military exercises.
3. Renaissance, e.g., games and exercises in Italy and France, for recreatiYe and
educational purposes .
.j. Modern, e.g ., German, British, S,Yellish, American, etl:., for hygienil' or etlucaiional ends .
B. Physical e<.lucation may uc studied in literature.
J. Iu historical ·w ritings.
2. In epic p0ctry, mythology, aml folklore.
:-~. In r eligious and scmireligious rituals.
4. In legal ancl educational codes.
5. In pliilosopbical and theological treatises.
G. In medical treatises.
7. In liYes and hand hooks of trniners and champions.
8. Iu works on art and the historr of art, especially sculptur0.
9. Iu periodicals and bibliography.
PHY~ICAL EDUCATIOX AS AN IN

3. PHYSICAL EDUCATION AS A DJ<:PARTMENT 01•' SCI.EXCE,
A. The essential, universal, necessary factor in all forms of physical trainiu 11• is
ncm·o-muscular exercise. It r-;hould be critically considerntl ju respect toa. It nature and effects: (1) bodily, (2) mental.
b. Its aims, which may be: (1) rccreative, (2) hygienic, (3) e<l.ncativc,(4) rcrnctlial.
c. Its vchitle, which may be: (1) sports and games, (2) gymuastics, (3) technical
drill.
a. Its methods, which may be: (1) informal :mtl pcrsna i ve, (2) rndcly formal,
(3) scientifically systematic.
e. Its results, which arc: (1) anatomical, (2) pl1ysiolo 6 ital, (3) mental_, ('1) moral.
::\Iethods for tc ting, measuring, and setting forth the results of physical trnin j ug belong to what 1n·omi. es to become a distinct branch of science.
11. As a brauch of hygiene. Physical training serves to 1iromotc the 110n11:1l
growth and <le,·elopment of1. The master tissue. and organs, i. e., muscles, nerves, n.utl brain. The law of'
the evolution of the neryous SJ·stem dcsGrves special consideration nuder
this head, since it constitutes a serviceaule criterion of the worth n.nd efficacy of the various forms of physical training. The natural order ::mcl ra.tc
of growth and development of the fnll(lamcntal and accessory nenro-muscnlnr
mcclia,nisms, and the characteristics of central an<l. peripheral movements
should uc carefully studied in this connection.
2. Tile purveyor tis ues antl organs, i. c., the digestive and assimilatirn orgam;,
and tllc arterial side of the circulatory and respiratory Hystems of or,,·ans.
H. The scavenger tissnes and orgau ·, i. e., tho cutaneous, intestinal, aucl renal
organs, and the venous side of the circulatory and respiratory organs. The
scope antl limitations of mnscnlar exercise as a factor in promoting health
a1Hl in moclifying the growth and death rates of children and youth art•
deserving of special study .
' As a pedagogic discipline. Ph~·sical training helps to clcvelop will and intelligence, i.e., the power to know) do, enclure, and forbear.
ci. Its rudimentary fo1·ms are found in the training of animal , . g., i ri<·k
animals, hunting dogs, race and cavalry horses.
b. It lies at the basis of mental n,ncl moral training; hence its place shouhl ho
c1efined allll its Yalue determined in relation to the end· and nee<.ls of:
1. , 'omatic or general 1,ocliJy training, c. g., in the matt r of carriage, walking,
running, dancing.
2. Lan<Tna(Tc training, . g., Hinging, gestur<', r-;peakin<T, for general an(1 r-;pceia.l
eu,1 .
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A DEPARTl\fENT OF SCIENCE-Continued.
3. 1anuul training, e. g., writing, drawing-, and the use of tools for educational
purpose·.
4. Industrial training. For tho professional training of skilled workmen.
5. Military training, e.g., of boys playing at soldiers1 of militia, soldiers, ancl
sailors.
6. Normal training. General arnl special, in each of the chief departments
of education, viz, iu elementary, secondary, superior, and technical education.
4. PHYSICAL EDU ATION AS A PRACTICAL ART clopemls, as reganls its standing and
success, upon the character, capability, and training of its exponents and practitioners, who should have n, clear understanding of the n:itnre and scope of
physical eclucation as a .·cience, and be sufficiently familiar wilh ·well-a,pproYed
metl10ds to select aml use such methods as experience has shown to be best
adapted to tho general or special ends of the department in which they find
themselves engaged. As an art, physical training includes the Llepartments
of: (1) training and instruction, (2) construction, (3) administration, (4)
finance.
1. Dcpa1·tment of training and instruction. This includes measures looking to the
development of aptitude and skill:
A. For athletic 1rnrposes: By (a) instructors of individuals; (b) trainers of inuiviuuals; ( c) captains of teams, cTcws) etc.; ( d) coaches of teams, crews, etc.
(a, b, c, d, are usually selected on empirical grounds) and their training is
usually narrow and special.)
B. For gymnastic 11urposes: By (a) leaders in "school games;" (b) Yortnrner and
Turnlehrcr in Turn-,oreino; ( c) directors and assistants in departments_ of
gymnastics, public or corporate; (d) normal and special schools for the tra_ming of teachers and experts in educational gymnastics. A compara~iyo
study of Euro-pean and American usage as to the education, remun~ration,
standing, and duties of persons engaged in tho athletic and gymnastic forms
of physical education would be illuminating and iustructh·e.
2. Department of construction relates to:
1. Build1ngs for (a) athletic clubs, general; (b) fhes, racket, ancl tennis co ur~,
special; (c) bonthouse-s, cricket paYiJions, etc., Epecial; (d) public gymnasw,
city or State; (c) college gymnasia; (f) club and Young Men's Christian Association gymnasia ( Cf. Greek yv;1va.6rnv, na'A.ai6rpa, Roman arena an_d
gymnasium, German Turnhalle, s,..,-e<lish gymnastik~al, American athletic
clubhouse); (g) swimming baths and schools.
2. Groumls and enclosures: (a) town and city playgrounds maintaiuccl at public
expense; (b) school ancl college playgrounds for general :purposes; (c) school,
college, and club grounds of a special natnro ( e. g., for cricket, ball, and
rnnniug games); (£7) out-of-door gymnasia (e. g., German TurnplatzJ American nncoyered gymnasia, Greek oraozov).
3. Machines and appliances for (a) athletic purposes (c. g., bowling alleys, ball
cages, rowing tanks, tackling bal)'s, etc.); (b) gymnastic purposes (1, band
apparatus; 2, heavy machines; 3, Zan<ler and Sar ,,.ent machines; 4.: military
0 ?sta.c1~ gymnastics); (c) instrnment for scientific purposes (1 1)hysi cal
<l1:1gnos1 ; 2, anthropometry; 3, p ycbo-ph~- ical test ).
3 . Department of a.dmini tration relates to th 11clcction , orn-anization anll con t rol
1
of 1_wrsonnel for:
.A. faintc~::mcc and manarrem1·11t of (a) contc. ts, e.·biliiti on , an<l fe th-al of au
a th l tic or g · mna.stic char:u·ter; (b) training antl management of team and
cr _ws_ l, ' mana.g r , trainn , and c·oachi;:; (c) snpcriutendcncc aml care of
huilcl.m"'s grounds, t . (1•. g., janitor: nncl car tak rs, gronncl m n, ath
attenclaut , rubber , <'1 ·ri<:al arHl special us i Lant , etc. ).
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ART-Continue<i.
B. Instruction in (a) athletic specialties (e. g., running, uox.ing, and fencingbyprofessionals); (b) special schools by directors and. teachers (e.g., normal
schools, military gymnastic institutions); (c) by Turner-Warter, Lehrer, ancl
Vorturner in TurnYercine; (l7) school gymnastics ::mu games by directors,
teachers, and leaders of squads anu cfasses; (e) school sports (e.g., c1·icket,
rowing, ball games, hare and. hounds,, etc., ruled and managed by boys
and" old boys ") . The most appro,ed arnl successful methods which obtain
in Europe and America should. bo contrasted. aud compared, in order to prevent tho adoption of obsolete, discredited, and ignorant methods of procedure.
4. Finance: The relative :m(l proper cost of instruction, construction, aJH1 maintenance iu the Yarious branches of athletics an<l gymnastics shonhl be
determined. The e ·onomics of athletics and gymnastics base not heen
accorded due attention. Study of sucb topics as follow is clemantlccl:
1. Resources: Funds raised by (a) taxation for scl10ols that arc public; (/>) snbscriptions, by :participants and their friends; (c) gate money, entrance foes,
dues; (cl) cntertainmouts. (In case of schools, clubs, et ., priYate and corporate.)
2. Expenditures, which inclnde (a) cost of grounds, cost of buildings, cost of
· salaries ancl wages, cost of a,p pliauces, cost of teams (traYeling and training), for athletic purposes; (b) cost of prizes, cost of grounds, cost of bnihlings, cost of salarie , cost of apparatus, etc., cost of repairs and maintenance (for gymna tic purpose ·) .
3. Experience shows that the raising and expenditure of money, cspecia1Jy for
athletic purposes, should be coutrolletl by advi,•ory or grauuate committees
ju tho case of school and college athletic orgauizations.
Tho expeuses
entailed by the support of athletic ancl gymnastic institutions of a public
nature are met and regulated by State and city officers, in many instances,
at home and a.broad. What constitutes parsimony, and w·hat extravagance,
in this department, is open to discussion from several points of ·dew. It is
eminently desirable that the l1ygienic and educational results obtainable
from a given sum expended for athletics sho uld be ascertained and set forth
in comparison with similar results ob tainable from a. like nm spent for
gymnastics.
II.
PHYSIC.AL EDUCATIO:X AS A PRACTICAL

Of compreheusive handbooks relating to physical traiuing but few
have been publishml, aud none in English. A brief accouni is giYen
below of the. most complete work of the kind hitherto published in any
language.
The Encyklo1Jiidischce Hanclbuch des gesc,mten Turmc esens un<l der venvancllen Oebiele.
A. Pichler's Witwe & Sohn, '\Vien und Leipzig, 1893-1896, is a tr~ly monumental
work, edited by Prof. Dr. Carl Euler, of the Royal Prussian Normal School of Gymnastics in Berlin. Dr. Euler informs us in his " rachwort " -dated October 1, 1896,
ancl ap1)ended to Pa.rt 44, which conclucles the series of parts begun in 1893-tha.t tbe
work was planned in 1885, and that it r presents the colla.boration of no lcsa tl.iau
105 writers. The aim of the editor ha.a been to make tho Handbook "a, reference
biok to provide for the needs of uch as clesire to obtain information quickly ancl
conycniently con erning turning, its history, it. · technique as regards apparatus, its
forms of exercise, its characteristic forms in schools, societie ·, etc., without being
obliged to make luborious search through special and perhaps inaccessible works."
The work, which comprises upwarrl of 2,000 pages ancl contains more than 1, 00
illustrations, is published .m three ·rnlnmes. The pnblisher's price for it is 26 marks
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n1111ournl or 32 mal'ks bomul. Out of the total number of 6-!4 articles, 320 are bib~
graphicn,l sketche:-;, au(l the 32-1 remaining relate to "turnen" in all its phases and
relations.
Libra1·iaus, stnc.lents of l>ibliography, a,ncl others, who have occasion to classify
pamphlets, articles, and l>ooks relating to physical education, will find the "Index
of Subjects" (23 pages) anc.l the" Typical Table of Contents'' (42 pages) of Enlel''s
H::mdbuch worthy of careful stugy. A list of the general rubrics contained in ihc
bttcr, together w·ith lists of the subhe::t(ls emploJ-ell in certain of -them, viz, I, VI,
alll1 XVT, is given below:
·
TOPICAL TABLE OF CO~TEXTS-GE:N"EHAL

nunnrcs.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
YU.
VIII.

Historical.
Biographical sketches (320 in number).
Countries and politica.l divisions.
Turning in illllividual cities.
Apparntus technology.
General topics relating to bodily exercises.
Anatomy and phJ- siology.
Hygiene, tberapoutical, and chamber gymna,stics, and acci<lents unring
turniug.
I~. Exercises upon apparatus:
a. In general.
b. Exercises on apparatus and machines.
c. Exercises with band apparatus.
X. Free exercises.
XI. Order exercises.
XII. Games.
XIII. Fencing, boxing, and wrestling.
XIV. Military gymnastics, weapon turning.
XV. Concerning method and system in turning.
XVI. School gymnastics.
XVII. Girls' o·ymnastics.
.
.
XVIII. Bodily exercises (turnbetrieb) in various institution$ anu for particular pmposes.
XIX. Gymnastics of societies (vereinsturnen).
XX. Pa.rticular forms of l)oclily exercises _(sport).
I. HISTORICAL.

I. Bodily exercises. Historical survey of, to modern tirues.
II. Antif{uity.
a. The civilizcLl races of Asia. and Africa, n.n<l their lJouily exercises. 1-5
rnbrics, e. g., China., India, etc.
.
b. Grecian gymnastics. 1. Athletics with reference to mod~rn t1me_s. 2,
Ancient Greece; gymnastics of the ancient Hellenes (10 1llustratioas).
3. Grccia.n natioualfestivals. 4. Olympia(4-illustrations). 5. OlymJ.-? 1c
contests (5 illustrations). 6. Orchestrics (4- illustrations). 7. Palrest~·ia.
8. Palrestrics. 9. Pentathlon (3 illustrations). 10. Tactical ex:erc!ses
, of the ancient Greeks, aml pilwn throwing in recent school gymnastics.
c. The Romrms . 1. Roman gymnastics. 2. Games of the ar ena.
III. The middle ages.
a. 'l'be Germans. (1-4. )
b. Tlic humanists and humanistic <•dncation. ( 1-17. )
I\·. Recent times. (a-o . )
YI. <:J,;_-Ja;U.\L TOPJ •:-; P.EL.\TlN"G TO BODILY EXEH<'L E.' (TUHXEX ) .

1. Historical sun·~y of bodily exercises.

(C. Euler.) 2. Esthetics of tnrni~"··
(E. Angcrstern.) 'e also articles: Paltr. tries, Ling gymnastics, R<:>th~tcw.
~; DeYelopmeut of C'haracter b • gymnastics. (J. Kiippers.) 4. Smg1~gI nr~ r ~oug . (l! , Bren di eke.) 5. Ieasurements and test . (II. Schroer.)
: },hy.·1cs<?ftnrum;;. (ErnstKohlrauscb.) 7. Photographsofturoerscxerc1. rng (2 1llnstrations). (Ernst Kohlra.nscb.) 8. Exercises of tbe en e
frgans. ( . 'l~tzmann.) 9. Turners' records; c. g., in running, jumpinrr,
iammer throwrng, t . (H. tliren1rnrg.) 10. 'l'urnor co tume. (~I. Zettl~r •) 11. , 'hoe . (l! . A. , clun iclt.) 12. Turn or lyrics. (H. Brondicke.) 13.
L 1 t rntnr of turning. ( . Euler.) 14. Periodicals doYot cl to turning and
_po~ ·~- arhook ·, etc. ( '.Enlcr.) I.Pnbli.hc,1in(' rmauy. II.Publi li ed
lll tor •1rrn land·
1:,. 'f,rmin lo~,v of tnl'lling (turn. prac:h ) . (II. Riihl. )
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XVI. SCHOOL uYl\INASTICS.

1. School gymnastics (sclmlttwnen).
(l\f. Zettter.) 3. Discipline.

(W. Krampe.) 2. Iustrnction iu gymnastics.
( Th. Bach.) 4. E:s.cuses from gymnastics.
(E. Angerstein.) 5. Course of instructfon in gymnastics. (M. Zettler.) 6.
Gymnastics for boys. (Th. Bach.) 7. Gymnastics for girls. (C. Euler.)
8. Common schools. (C. Hausmann.) 9. Secondary schools. (C . Euler.)
10. Superior schools. (J. Heinrich.) 11. Student, gymnastic, boating, and
p1ay clubs. (C . Euler.)" 12. Turning excursions for schoolboys and schoolgirls. (After Bach.) 13. Turning festivals, t ests of turning, exhibition
turning of school hoys. (E. Euler.) 14. ormal schools. 15. Teachers of
g:;·mnastics. 16. Normal schools of gymnastics. (C. Euler.) .A. In Germany
and Austria (8 in number). B. In other countries (7 in number). 17. Examinations for .teachers of gymna~tics. (G. Eckler.) 18. Gymnast ic teacher~'
associntions (4 in number). 19. Co11gresses of gymnastic teachers (12 held
in period 186l-1893). (J. Heinrich.)

III.

For current information regarding physical training in the unitecl
States recourse to tlle following periodical puhlicatious may be had:
(1) American Physical Eu.ncation Review. Pul>lisheu. c1uartcrly by the rational
Council of the American Association for the Advancement of Physical E<lucation.
Price, $1.uO per annum. Is in its second Yolume.
(2) Mind and Body. A monthly journal clevotetl to physical ec.lucation. Publishetl
under the auspices of tho N. A. Gymnastic Union (N. A. Tnrnerbund), uy the Freidenker Puulishing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. , nbscription price, $1 anrrnalh.
In its fourth volume.
·
(3) The Gymnasium. Monthly. Publisheu. by Coop & Doms, Providence, R. I. In
its eighth volume.
(4) The Posse Gymna8ium Journal. Monthly. Devoted to Swedi:b gymnastics.
Published by Baroness Posse, Boston. $l 1Jer year.
The proceedihgs of tho ten annual meetings of the American Association for the
Advancement of Physical Education (sec index of tho samo in Volume J, Ameritan
Physical Education Review, December, 1896), and The Conference on Pliysical Training, held in Boston in November, 1889, contain some of the most important papers
that have been published in the Unitt:d States in recent years. For copies of these
publications application shoulll be made to corresponding secretary A. A. A. P. E.,
Dr. G. W. Fitz, Cambridge, Mass .
The executive committee of the North American Gymnastic Uni on, St. Louis, Mo.,
puulish a valuable Jahresucricht, and have published for gratuitous distribution
numerous pamphlets in English on subjects relating to German gymnastics and
school gymnastics.
Mention should also be made of the papers 011 phy i al traiuing read at the Department Congress of Physical Education, held nt the Columbian Exposition in 1893.
These papers are contained in Addresses and Proceedings of International Congress
of Education, 1893 1 published by the National Education Association, 1891.
Circular of Infurmat.ion, :ro. 5, 1885, and Chapter XIII ju the Report of the Commissioner of Eclnc~tiou for 1891-92 contain much information not to be found elsewhere.
Considerable though incomplete lists of titles of books, periodicals, articles, and
brochures relating to physical training arc found (1) in Hall and. Mansfield's Hints
Toward a Select and Descriptive Bibliography of Education. Boston. D. C. Heath
& Co. 1886. pp. 212-223; and (2) in Monroe's Bibliography of Education. (International Education, 'eries.) . . '"ew York. D. Appleton & Co. 1897. pp. 14.0-148.
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Sc:en in Acac1Pmy a Athena.
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.APPE "DIX
SIG=-"IFICA.NCE

II.

OF l">HYSICAL EDUCATION A.MONG TIIE GREEKS. AS

PRESENTED IN '.l'IIE ANACIIARSIS OF LUCIAN.

[A. trnuslation, with el1ucation'3.l comment and note ·, of the dialogue Gymnastks,
uy CIIAHLES E . LOWREY, 1-,h. D., Ji.l>rnrian, Uni-rersity of Coloratlo, author of
Philosophy of Ralph Cudworth, of Meditations on Religion, etc.J
·
'frtAXSLATOR'S -oTE.-The dialogue of Lucian . entitlc(l Anacltarsi8 an(l Solon, or
Tttpi yvµraoioov (Gymnastics), is on e of the best presentations extant of tho Yiews
of the Greeks concerning the place, tho object, ancl the relation of exorcises for the
body in a syst em of public instruction. Lucian I was a careful student of Greek literature and social life. ·writing as 110 did after each had become largely historical
(A. D. 120-220), he was able to contrast the vital principle of Grecian chilization nt
its best with that separation of form and content which led to its decadence. These
strictures are presented more la,rgely in his Dialogue. . Among the best kuown of
these are the Dialogues of the Gods, the Dialog11es of the Dead, the Sale of the I'l1ilo soJ>lters, the .Fishcrrncm, and tho Charon. In them all forms of pagan customs, philosophy, :111d religion are descri 1.,ecl. nntl critich;cd ,vith great &irnplici ty and humor.
In the dialogue nuder consideration Solon is the advocate of tho cbssio Greek conception of physical eclnc:ttion and rhlacliarsis acts as t1e satiri s t of the later excesses
jn gymnastics. The dialogue is also valua1.Jlo for its snO'gestirnness in regard to tho
pnr11ose and tho proper method of eclucatiou in general. French and 'errnau
writers u110n educational topics haYe already given tho doctrine contained in it
careful attention. The translator is not a"Ware, howeYer, of any recent English
rendition ancl comment on this educational clnssic.z
The 11resent transJatiou has been made in the hope that American teachen, ::tH(l
students might thereby haYe ready access to the classic Greek Yicw ofphy r-;ical education. In tho Greek notion of a good citizen a souuu body and a soun<l rnintl ,, re
necessary correlates. The symmetrical dernlopment of neither could be uegl cted
without serious injury to tlie incliYidua.1, to society, and to the stn,te. The harmonious blending of physical all(]. mental trai.nin<r alone coultl perfect true manhood
and patriotism. Lucian has clearly sho"·n u s the m erjt of these doctrines and has
carefully guarded us against their l)erv rsions; and <louhtloss from his treatment of
1 Lucian , the great sath ist of Grecian mann ers :mcl customs, was born at , 'amosata, on the
Euphrates, jn Syria, about A.. D. l'.?0, and li,ed nearly orrn hundrecl years . Re was of lrnmble
parentage, and was first apprenticed to a s tatuary and monger of iclols. Lu cian spoilc<l seYeral
pieces of valuable 'll'Ork for his master. He was se ,·ercly flogged for his carelessness, aucl in COllsequence returned home. H e took various means to train himself as a rhetorician. In t°his orcnpation
lie wanclerecl for some years about .Asia Minor. Ilo then triecl to practice law, but founrl it more
profitable to composo orations for others ancl to <leliYcr lectures on the arL of public spcakiJ1g. ..is a
lecturer he traveled cxtcnsh·ely in Syria, Greece, Italy, and Gaul. l ~inan ciall y ho was Ycry successful in Gaul, where he tarriecl teu years. At tho ago c,f 40 ho r emo,ccl his family to .A.thens aud
devotecl the r emainde1• of bis life to tho study of philosophy and to tho composition of lJis Yolnminous
writings.
2 Seycral English tramlations of Lucian' s works ha Ye appeared: Spence's, in 1684; Moyle, Sh ara,
and Blount's, in 1711; Dr. Thomas Franklin·s, fa 1780 ; ·william Tooke' , fa 1 20. Most of these ar0
of inilifferent merit and accuracy. Translations of selected portions h:we appeared from timo to
time. Among the more recent are selections by Rev. W. L. Collins, in 1873, antl TIie Dream and
Charon by W.Arruour, in 1~77.
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th<' nhject we may glean valuable hints for use in the 11ractical consideration of n,
vefy important but, in our system of 1rnblic instruction, n, much-neglected phase of
<'dueatiou.
The translation is n,s nearly literal as an unlabored expression of the thought will
allow. Long ::tn(l in,·ol-vetl senteuces of the original have frequently been separated iuto shorter ones. In such cases the necessary change in structure has been
1rnu1e. For the sake of perspicuous Eug1bh, nouns in mauy instances have been
snbstituted in pfacc of their pronominal equiYalents.
There is no more eleo·ant master of the Greek lano-uao-e and style tliau Lucian.
Ho,,e-ver , he purposel~~ es1)ecially in the earlie.r part: or°the dialogue, places iu the
mouth of Anacharsis expressions hardly gra,mnrntical in structure and often quite
ruaccuratc in significance. Tliis, laro-ely
to indicate the astonishment of the
0
stranger a,ll(l his lack of culture.
• '
It is qnite impossible to preserve in translation the lrnmorons effect that those
incongruities must hn,ve producetl upon Lucian's Greek audience. If the paraphrase
of the speeches of Auacharsis shall seem somewhat crn<le as corn pared with the translation of those of Solon, it must bo remembered that this contrast was jntendml by
the anthor. This apparent uefect, howeYcr, in no way tlctracts from the vigorons
thought of tlie Scythian.
Ai;THORITIES .-I. Luciani Samosatensis Opera cnm versione Tiber. Hemsterhusii
et .Jo. 1fatthirc Gesneri, ed. Reitzius, liJ3. Tomns II, pp. 883-922. IL Luciani
Sumosatensis Opera., Grrece et Latino, post Hemsterhusium et Reitzium, ed. Le~mann, 1828. Tomus VII, pp. 1-17-194. III. Luciani Samosatcnsis Opera, ex 1·ecogmtioue Caroli .Jacobiti,, 1876, Lipsim sumptibns et typis B. G. Tenlmcri, Vol. Ill,
pp. 52-77.
THB ARGlJ:.'IIE:'.\T.-Anaelrn,rsis I is a Seythian, whb is visiting at Athens. He is
the guest of Solon, the great lawgiver. ·with him Anaclrnrsis enters iuto discussion
concerning the rationality an<l. the utility of the gymnastic exercises participated
in by the young men of Greece, aml especially by the yoath of Attica. The temper
of the opinion of the Scytllian is either to denv the usefulness of such exercise!! or
in a pleasant "\Yay to show their limitations or to make them the object of rit1icule.
In reply, Solon defends with vigor the means employed by tlic Greeks for •pliysical
d.cvelopment . He shows pla,inly how mnc·h service reverts from these exercises to
the state, both in war and in peace.
In any argument the opponent is not likely in every particn1ar to be too easily
persuaded. So in this case the decision. is left somewhat in suspense. Donbtle s
eYen the contemporaries of Lucian, who still adhered to the time-honoretl customs
of their ancestors, saw tbis possil>ility of a double interprctatiou of the dialogue.
Arnl to some of u.· of a later day the eloquent wis<1om of Solon easily carries off th
palm in the contest, while to others with rniuds less pr juc1iced in fav-or of O'ymnastics Auacharsis sustains his graceful . atire agaiust the perrnrtin°· prnctice of
Urecian clecline.
'ritics of the latter class, with r n:son, have enc.leavorec.l to ascribe as tLe text of
this dialogne the charg of the celebrated physician, Galen, against the gymna ·tic
exercises o,f bis clay (A. D. 130-200). Galen made a serious n,ccu ation of exce~'
again t them, antl was wont to designate th perversion by the Grc:ek t rm xa!lJ:~xvia, ~01T1111tion of art or overgrcat 1·<'jineme11t. The wisdom of Anacliar i , rnd r
1 _1 ?·on wish than that of , olou, but not less witty than suutlc, and in no way snperhi:ial, seems to 1 nu crc<l U<'<' to this opinion.
THE l'L:\c E.-Tlle sc ne of the Dialogue is th<' Lyccnm, uote<l for its ·ouuection
c:rodotus tho bi torical Anncbar. i,i wns the sou of Gnuru nncl l,rotber of
otus, Bk. IV, 76). II c-am to .\thrns while .'olon was cnrrarrecl in bi
lly lii !!itnplicity, talents, anll acute oi,. rrntions on the ha.bits an<l ru
th <·ir univ r al · t cm and hy som, ,1 M ro1111l 11 nmon:.r the ee,·c n wi '
·o 1'." n t,·m1it1:ll to inatwurato omc: "11an~ si n t , forms of worship an
111 lm,tlu·r.
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-with the school ::tnd teachings of Aristotle. It was one of the gymnasia of Athens,
::md ,n1.s situated just without the walls to the east. It was laid out upon the uorth
bank of the river Ilissus ancl across one of its small tributaries. ,ve gather from
the writings of Plato, Xenophon, and others some general notion of these inclosures
for the physical training of the youtb, hut we lia,·e no distinct description of them.
It ma.y be safe to say that the Lyceum, inclusive of its external approaches on the
west-porticoes, groves, and walks-was of dimensions not far from 1,000 feet in
length by 500 in width. Forming the eastern part was the open court, or perisfyli111n, 300 feet on each side. On three sides ,,;-ere single colonnades, with spacious
halls ancl seats for th e elders. On the south was a double colonnade with rooms of
various ex.tent for preliminary practice, oiling, bathing, etc. t
Solon has ma<l,e tbe circuit of the city with Anacharsis, and while entertaining
allll escorting his guest, without previous comment, suddenly brings up -at the main
en tran ce to the LJ~ceum, near the soutb west corner of the pel'istylinm.
'l'JIE DIALOG E -AX.\ CUAR, 1S ASD , OLO, j OR, PHY SICAL EDU CATION. ~
AxACIIARSIS . Look there, Solon. ·w hy uo your youn g men perform actions like
that1 Some embrace :mil trip one another, while others strangle and thtow, antl till
others; like swine, roll and wallow in the mud. Now, indeed, to begin witli, upon
stripping off ancl being anointed profusely with oil, I noticed that tliey stroked each
other by turn in a very frienuly manner. Yet afterwards, I know not why, they
incline heads, Tush forward, anu strike foreheads like rnms. :E or instance, seo that
fellow yonder. He catches up Lis opponent by tho legs and casts him to the ground.
Then he springs upon him and does not aHow him to raise his bead, but for(' C him
down into the mud. And now, to cap the cliwax, he clasps his legs about the uelly
of his Yietim ancl strangles the unfortunate fellow by throwing his forearm under Lis
gullet. The other pats his antagoni t on tho shoulder, beseeching, I should judge,
not to l)e choked to death.
Tor do these contestants, on account of the oil with which
they are anointed, hesitate t o pollnte themselves. The rather- as, with tarnished
unguentandcoverecl with much slime and s,Yeat, they slip through the hands each of
the other, like eels-I must say, they make mo laugh.
Others here in the open air of the court act in the same w ay . To be snre th ey are
not in the mud, but they appropriate this deep sand in the depression of th e court
allll sprinkle one anoth er with it. And of their own accord these very fellovrs wallow
u p tlrn dust like hens. Oh, )·es, I see; donbtl css that the san<l lose its slipperiness and
from its dryness gives firmer h ol<l, aud that with it they may h ave surer grips in th eir
em braces.
True, for wheu thoronghl y covered with dust they stanu erec t, embrace, b eat, and
trample npon ono another. Well, if this ill-starred chap liere is not spitting out his
teeth! From a stroke of a fist under Jiis jaw, as you see-that is the way in which
his mouth is fille(l with blootl and sand. But for all that the mastcr 3 here docs not
separate them, does not stop the fight. You see by his pnrple robe I mark him out
as one of the niasters.
,vhy, h e even urges on and praises th e 011<· who heats Li s fe llow. All(l all tho res t

1For furtl1 cr description aml plans of tbc Grecian gymnasiwn, sc G nhl and Kon c1·'s T!te Life of the
Gneks and the Romans, JJ.106 ct seq.; J3ecker's C'haricles, sub YOCC; Rich 's Diet. of Greek and Homan
Anti,1uitics, sub Yocc, and, mith 's Diet. of Greek and Roman .Antiquities (Author's edition), sub Yoe .
2 The Greek expression, r.epl -yu µ11au iw11, is translated exercises ancl training for the uocly.
'.I'J1is Grc k
11hrase bas a signi fication of broader impor ttl1an the athletics of our modern gymnasium . Gyrmiastks
iu their 1"arious forms were practiced by persons of all ages. They accompaniecl o,ery stage of intellectual de,elopment and bordered upon the combination of theory and practice. The gymnasia. aud
the public festivals that were theiT inspiration were practice schools in the best sense. They aimecl at
. the graceful blending of the physkal and the m ntal, and were admirably adapted to cleYelop a wcUrounded manboocl.
3Thc gymnasiarclt was rt civil officer at .A.th ns .
n ".as elected ammally from rach of tho 1.Pn
trilJcs. The laws for il1c rc•gulati ou of the gyinnasia were very strict, and th negl ct of SO!I! of tl icm
wa'l puubhetl with death.
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\Y . No,Yton\; pl an of tlio gy1nna11imn. Compare ~mith 's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.
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of them, too, spriug forth and hasten hither and thither. If they chance to halt
for a moment in any place, at once they leap like racers, dart up, and beat the air
with their heels. Now, I desire to know what good there is in these performances.
I must confess this action seems to me very like to madness. Nor, howeYeT trustworthy be my informant, could he easily convince me that those who can act in this
way are ·not insane.
SOLO~ . It is very proper, Auacharsis, that such scenes as t,hese seem to you strange
and altogether out of barmony with youT Scythian customs. Likewise it is proper,
doubtl ess, that methods and customs eminently :fitting for you sllould to us, as
Greeks, seem unusual , were any of us, like yon at this time, contemplating them.
However that may be, bc1ieYe me, these occunenccs are no exhibitions of maduess .
Not in the spirit of personal almse do these lJeat one another and roll oue another
in the mud or throw dust. But the practice has a uistinct value, and is not at all
unpleasant to the participants. In fad, it leads to the development of not a little
of that bloom aud manly vigor possessed, 3.S yo:n perceive, by theii- bot1ics. If, perchance, you tarry for some time in Greece, as I hope you may, before long )'OU will
be oue and the same in spirit with those who are besmeared and arc coYered with
du,s-t. Then to you also tbis lJfactice will seem pleasant an<l at the same time
profitaule.
A. Begone with your talk, olon. This may be useful and pleasant to you, bnt if
any of you should undertake something of that kind u11on our people he will know
shortly that we are not in the habit of girding on our dagger in vain. But come,
t el1 me what do vou call tllat which is taking placef In a word, what are they
doing i
S. ,Vel1, my frienu., the inclosuro itself is called by us the gymnasium. It ii:! collsecTated to the Lyci::m Apollo. You see his statue there. In it he is represented as
lenning agaiust a pillar with hjs bow in his left l1and, "' hile his right is heut b:1ck
over his head as though to indicate that th e O'Ocl now rest~ from his long labor.
Of these gymnastic , however, that in the mud yonder is called wrestling. 1 Those
struggling in the dust are wrestlers also. To beat and strike while standiJJ o- erect, we
call the pancration contest. 2 We hrrrn, in addition, other gymnastir exercises, such a ·
1Joxing, quoits, and leaping. Iu all these we present .contests. He who co.i1q11ers is
regarded as the best of his rank an<l receives the prize.
A. Wbat is your prize ,
S. At the Olympian games, a crown wornn from wil<l oliv.e; at the Isthmian, from
pine; at the :remean, from pan1lcy. At the Pythian games apples from the sae:red
inclosure of the god are awarded, while at our Pnuatlrnnaic, the oil from the sacred
olive. But ;,,vhy smile, Anacbar is? Perch auc~, bec-ause you deem these awanls of
small accounU
A. No, incleed. Certainly they are very stately, 7ta:vr5eµra, these prize which
you mention. They are worthy of those who base contributed so liberally, HO
munificently, for their establishment. They are worthy also of the c-ontestants
themselves, who enter so eagerly upon an undertaking of so much concern that
they en dure hardships and risk dangers iu strangling and weakening one another
for the sake of apples and parsley; an<l they do all this, too, as t hough it were not
possible without strife, without having mud rublwd io their faces, or hai:ing their
bellies trampled upon by the heels of their antagonists, to J)roc1ue apples in wh:dcYer
quantity they de. ired, or to be crowned with parsley ancl pine.
S. nut, my good frieud, we do not look upon these gifts as stripped of all merit.
They are r gard d as symbols of victory; they are tokens by which we clistinguish
those who preYail. The honor that accompanie8 the po sessors of 1.hese tokens is in
every respect worthy of conquerors. For the sake of meriting this honor, those who
1 Wrestling was that part of tho gymnastic exercises of the Greeks supposed especially to develop
skill in the arts of war.
2 The pancration contest was an exerci e in wliich .aH the po,vers of the coml>atants wcr en gaged.
Teclmically it was a combination of wrestlin.,. an1l l>oxin,,., an1l was too violent to lJe beneficial.
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, eek for renowu from tlleir labors deem tllemsel ,·es fortunate to be trampled npou.
In fact, withont n. test of endurance this honor could ·uot come. In the beginuiug
it is proper for him who desires this honor to undergo many hardships, then afterwards to expect that which is of advantage and to await a joyous completion of
his labors.
A. Then I a,m to umlerstantl you to say that the result is joyous an<l. advantageous. And why f ·well, because when the victors are crowned all will look upon
tllern with admiration. Aml the people will do so, because those who have already
expressed much sympathy for them on account of their wounds wi11 in consequence
praise them in their victory more heartily, while the victors in return for their hardships will deem themselves fortunate to possess apples and parsley!
S. I must say yon are still unacquainted with the spirit of our customs. But
when you shall go to the public festivals, and when yon shall see so great a
multitude of men assembled too-ether to Lchold deeds of this character, and the
amphitheater filled with IDyriad: of men, aml the contestants.praised, and the Yictor
among them esteemed equal to a god, then, very shortly, you will have a, different
opinion of these performances.
A. ·why, S01011, if you allow these cruelties not merely in the presence of a few,
Lnt also before spectntors as witnesses of this wanton violence, before spectators,
too, of such character that they evidently deem those contestants fortunate whom
they see sprinkled with blood or strangled by their antagonists-for I perceive that
these most happy circumstances belong to their victories-this fact in its_c~f is,
indeed, most pitiable. Now, among us, in Scythia, if an~rone beat his fellow-mtizen,
or assault him and throw him, or rend his clothes, the judges impose heavy fin~s;
and that, too, even if the person snffer this insult in the presence of only a few witnesses, nor at all, perchance, before such crowds of spectators as yon say assemble at
the Isthmus and at Olympia. Notwithstanding ·our customs in this regard, I am
disposed to pity these combatants because of their sufferings. But I am very much
surprisell at the spectators-who, according to your statement, are yonr noblest men
an<l. are present at these public festivals from every quarter-that they can neglect
necessary business and can have leisure to be in attendance upm1 such performances.
Assnretlly, this I shall never be-able to understand, how it can be pleasant for them
to bcholcl human beings beating and sparring, aucl cast upon the ground and brnised
by one another. 1
S. I can only add that had you possessed the priYilege of attendance upon the
Olympian games, the Isthmia,u, or the Panathenaic, the performance itself ,,onld
have tanght you how, not without purpose, we have had zeal for these contests.
-Xot with the same force could anyone :in relating impress you with the pleasure
of the actions there occurring, as yon are affected if you sit in the midst of the
spectators aml behold tb.e braYcry of the men, the beauty of their bodies, their
wollllerfully goocl state of health, their marvelous skill, their unconquerable
str ength, their daring, their loYe of glory, their irresistible purpose and their incessant zeal for victory. Indeed, I know w ell, had you beheld these virtnes, you
wonlll not now leave off your praise, cheers, and applause.
A. Yes, by Zeus, I should, and that, too, despite yonr sneers and mo lrnry. All
these accomplishments which you have enumerated-bravery, good healtll, beauty,
dari~g-I sec destroyed by you without any "Teat purpose in view. Your country i
not m danger, your field are not devastated, your friends and families are not snujec~ to wanton violence. rTow, if those whom you call your noblest men could
Snfler s much to no purpose, couhl endure hard. hips, could mar their beauty with
· aull a 11<l ~heir vigorous form with brni es in order, as vi tors, to possess the apple
ancl he ohv hran ·L, to this extent the more would they be the object of my ridicnle.
• T~, reli iou. spirit of the seen ,as still a blank to ..l~charsis. Th 110 . ibility of clidnity incar uat · m 11 an ha,1 not rntrr tl hi,i thought; nor. cnrc •ly mor , that in1lh1<111. l fr edom of Gre •k li fe
0
tb,m,u!!hly compatible with spiritual union of th bocl., 1101itic.
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Most a ·surcdly, so far as I am concerned, to remember rewards of such a character
would certainly be my eternal happiness. But, tell me, ao all the contestants
receive the same prizes f
B. ·why, certainly not; only he who wins.
A. Then, in such obscurity nnd uncertainty of a victory, do yon pretend to say
that so many labor, and that, too, while aware that one alone will in every respect be
victorious, but that the multitnde shall be conquered and shall be miserable from
blows received, and some eYcn from wounds received, to no pnrpC?se?
S. YoneYitlentlylmow nothing at all about a suitable form of goyernment for a state.
Did yon, you would not hold in derision the most beautiful practices and customs
of chil society. If ever you take the pains to acquaint yourself how a state 1 be
foundell most admirably and how its citizens become the noblest, you will then
praise also these e:s:ercises and the love of glory which we delight to honor in tlJese
contes ts, and even if now the combatants seem to you to ha,·e zoal to no purpose
you will then become aware that they have much that is useful mingled witll their
labors.
A. Yes, to be snre, I would know. On no othcT account, save that I might learn
the bws of the Greeks, might understand your customs ancl manners, and might
make a careful inspection of the best form c,f government for a, state, have I traveled over so mnch country, haYc I crossed the great Enxiue with its fierce storms,
in fact have I come from Scythia to your city. For this ,ery reason also I chose
you from your fame as a master in such matters in preference to nll the rest of tllc
Athenians as my spocial frien(l n.nd host, and I did this, too, without hesitation '"lien
I heard that yon were the writer of divers laws, w.ere the discoverer of the hcS t
code of morals for civic society, had propose(l beneficial habits of life, anu. in genm:al
were a sort of j oin:t a'1. viser ready to assist in fmming a system of government for
any country. So: make me your pupil without delay. I, for my part, woulll gladly
sit at your feet without food and drink for so long a time as you may declare sufficient, and woul(l enigerly listen to you in a, discourse (;Oncerning the government of
a, state :mu its la,ws.
S. ·well, my good fellow, it is not easy to relate in brief all this. Bu.t if you
follow })art b-y part, you shall know of each what we bold concerning tho gods,
what concerning· r:1rents antl marriages and related subjects. However, now, w~at
we decree concerning young men, how when first they begin to understand the significance of improvement, we assist them to deYelop manly Yigor of body -and to
endure hardships; this I will !'elate to you at once, that thereby you may learn "°'by
we ha.ve established these exercises for tllem nnd compel them to snbmit their bodies
to toil. We do this not simply tba.t tlle young men be able to ta.ke prizes in the
contests, for but very few from the whole number procure tbe rn'1al'l1s. Ent we
ha.Yo gained, howeYer, from this practice a far greater goo<l. to the state and to tlle
indi ,·idnals themselves. For let me re mi nu you there is a common contest of
another sort set for all good citizens. Its crown is "'OYen not from pine, nor from
tho lnanch of the olive, nor from parsley• lint -whoever ha a pa.rt in it sustain~
human ha1)piness, anu, I may say furtbermo~·e, ho upholds the li !Jerty of ca.eh pri Yatt·
inc1ivil1ual and th.at of the common fatherland, he preserves wealth, honor, the joy~
of :mcc. tral festivals, the sn.fety of his family, and, in fact, he vouchsafe all tho e
1Jlessi11gs which we would }Jray the o·ods to uestow upon us. All these delirrhtful
objects ha.Yo been woven in tba.t gar]ancl of which I speak aud are the re ult of that
contest towanl which these exerci es aud these labors load.
A. Do you, thou, my honore,1 llOst, while you can relate so lll::my prizes of s 11t·h a
charact r, doi~n to mako mention of apples ancl parsley and the branch of the wild
olive and pine 1
•
• · y,. , ind<>ecl · nor will they secll1 lonrrcr of small acconnt to yon ,vhenC',er yon
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consider well the import of that which I tell you. In fact, all these prizes have their
origin in the same purpose and are small portions of that better contest whose garland I have spoken of so favo:ra.b1y to you.
Now, our conversation-I know not how I came to wander from our subjectbrought first to mind those scenes which take place nt the Isthmian, the Olympian,
anc.1 tlle Nemean games. However, since wo have leisure, and you, as you say, clesiro
to hear, we shall easily run back iu our thought to that first principle, to that common contest, for the sake of which, I say, wo pnrsne all these exorcises.
·
A. This is <loubtless the Letter course. In this way our conversation might proceecl with moro order; and, perchance, by this method of procedure I might very soon
be p ers uaded no longer to holcl in derision those whom I see pl'oucl to possess the
wild olive or to lrn crowned with parsley. But, if ~' OU 11lease, let ns go to yornler
shade and b e seate<l. on the cbairs, that those who cry out tile contests may no-b annoy
old men like as. Bcsi<l.es, for I might as well own it, I can not enclnre upon my
unco,·ered heacl this sun so dazzling and scorching. You see I left my hat at the
house th::i,t I might not appear odc.1 and in the costume of a forciguer among 3"0Ur
people, and the season of tho year is the Yery hot,test, as yon know; it is that of the
star that burns up evcrythin o--1 believe you call it the dog-and that makes the air
clry and heated . The sun of the season, now at mcritlian, comes down directly upon
our heads and 11roduces this unbearable heat in our bo<l.ies. Now, really, I am snrprised that, although already an old mau, you neither sweat under tho summer's
heat us I do, nor, on the whole, do you seem annoyed, nor do you look for shat.le
whern you mn.y recline, but you receive the sun with comfort. 1
S. ,Yell, it so haripens, I snppose, because these seemingly useless labors, the ·e
endless tumblings in the mud, and these open-air 2 exertions fo the a.ml furnish us
with this means of defense against tho sunbeams, an<l that protection .is of such a
character that we no longer have need of a hat to pre\.·ent the rays from r·ca ·Ling
our b en.d . But come, let us go.
.
And sec to it not to receive that which I have to say to you concerning the laws as
if in duty bountl to exercise foll confidence in my words, but rather, wherever auything seems to you focorrectly stated, speak at once your objection and to your liking a.menu my statement. For certainly neither of us in any r espect shoulu fail of
our purpose, neither y ou by giving yourself over forcibly to believe that which ;you
think ca,n be gainsaid, nor I by being iustructNl again iu such a way a'; no longer to
discern correctly concerning these matters. 3 And for conducting the (liscussion in
this spirit all the commonwealth of the Athenians will Le quick to acknowledge its
obligation to yon. Since in whu.tever you teach me and persuade me for the better,
in that you will be of the greatest assistance to the commonwealth. For my part, I
desire to keep nothing bid from the people, but in such a case I shall proceed at once
among them, shall take my stand in the Pryx, ancl shall speak to a11 as follows:
l<..,ellow-citizens, I h ave written for your direction such laws as I thought most beneficial for the welfare of the body politic. This stranger here-at tbis word, my
friend, I shall point you out-to be sure is a, Scythian . But because of his wisdom
he bas instructed in a different way; h o has taught me other and Letter methods of
education and of life. Therefore I propose that this man have his name handed
down to posterity as your benefactor, and that you set up for Jdm a statue in the
city along with those of its founders or with that of Athena. And for your part,
Anacharsis, clearly understand that tlie commonwealth of the Athenians is not
1 The contrast between the endurance of Solon antl of his companion is an argument from experience ()uite ingenuously witnessing to the pra ·tical r sults of syi;tematic trainfog.
2Tlle gymnasia were carefully guarded against 1,ersons likely to corrupt the morals of the young.
The exercises were conclncted with boclics bare of clothing.
:rTJ1is is the true opirit of discnssion. No matrer Jiow 1rise, to teach successfully we >ous.t e:q1ect
:tlao to be instructed. The relation of teacher ancl pupil i one of reciprocity.
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asharne<l to ex.amino with caro l)ropositions of aclvantage, even from a stranger and
gnest. 1
A. \Vell, this . peech is evidently in accord with that -which I have heard concerning your Atheuians, to the effect that you could be dissemblers in your discourses.
How possibly could I, a nomad aml a wanderer, who live upon a wagon and continually change from one section of country to another, who haye not at any tiwe
made my abode in a city, nor until the present have even seen one-how could I haYe
power to disconrse concerning the government of a State and to teach men that are
native born aml have now dwelt for centuries nn1ler good laws in this yery ancient
city? Aml cspecialiy how could I teach yon, Solon, who from youth up, they say,
haye made it n, stndy to know how a State may be governed in the best ,vay and to
understand in the use of ·what faws it may be prosperous f However, you as lawgiver must be obeyed in this matter, and I will object, that I mar learn with more
Yigor, if anything seem to me to be state(l incorrectly. And see, too, we have now
csca.pcd the snn and are iu tho thick shade. A seat npon this eool stone is exceedingly pleasant and opportune. Now, take up the conversation from the beginning
and tell yonr reasons for these customs. For cxiim1)le, wliy do you take your youths
fresh from cbihlhoo<1 and subject them to painful toil~ How from this training in
the mnd do the;f issue as tlie noblest men among you f Why does tumbling in the
llust render them accomplishetl in virtue f In fact, from the yery first, I ussuro yon,
hayc I desired especially to hear you on this subject. Very properly, you can teach me
concerning the other subjects mentionetl, ca.ch part at the fitting time, afterwards.
But in your talk with me, my friend, remember this-that you speak to a foreigner.
I beg you not to perplex me and not to make your speech too extended; for I fear
lest I forget the first wonls of the discussion if many more stream in upon tllem.
S. You can manage this matter better as the conversation proceeds. \Vhenever
tho argument does not seem yery plain to you, or whenever in its listless flow it
wanders from the subject, then you will have the privilege to interpose what<:;ver
yon -wish and to cut off its length. But if the words spoken be not forced, nor far
from the point, I think they will cause no hindrance to your tllonght, even if they
shoulu be related at some length. 2 For instance, in the council of the Areopagns,
which tries cases of murder among us, it is customary in a matter of this kind to
determine as fo]lo-,s:
\Vhenover the council come togetlier upon the hill to sit in judgment on a case of
murder, or of premeditatecl assault, or of inccncliarism, au opportunity for speaking
is giYen to each of those upon whoin the council pronounce ju<lgment. They speak
in turn-he who brings the accusation and the defendant. Either they speak for
themselves, or they bring up pleaders iu their behalf. While tlley argue upon the
case the council allow it and listen in silence. But if anyone deliver au introduction to his argument for the purpose of mn.king the memlJers of the council b tter
disposed to his case, or for the purpose of exciting pity, or if he bring in horrible circnmstanccs extraneons to the action-such, for example, as youth nuder the instruction of the rhetoricians may devise-to present to dicasts,3 or ju<lges, then, jn oruer
that the .A.reopagites may seo the naked fact , the h erald comes forTI"anl immediately
and silences him, and does not allow tho pleader to speak nonsense before the council
an(l to gloss the case over with words. Thus, my friend, iu the present di ·cus ion I
1
'Ihis_ca th0H ity of spirit wa a surprise to the Scytbfan, who, aboYe all, was a,crse to re ei,ing
«ug~<· hons concernin~ national affairs from foreigners. This suggestion ofreceh-ing honor fiom
a ·· ml)led lbcnian;i at their popular place of meeting s cmed a low kind of irony rath r than th e
·
gru<-ro 1. compliment that it wa .
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constltutc you an Areopagite. Tnder i.110 law of my council listen to me, and according to the same order, silence. If you perceirn that rhetorical a:rt is pra.cticed upon
yon, so long as the discourse is rclcYant i.o the subj ect let it proceed at length; for,
you sec, we shall no longer have our conversation where, if our narrative be prolo~ged, the sun might annoy us, hut the mther h ere iu thick shade; and then we
haye leisure.
A. This is Yery considerate in you, Solon . I, imlee<l, thank you not a little for
this t'Ondescension, bnt especially thnt in ~·om· digression yon have also instructed
me in reference to tho nsages of tlrn Arco1rngites . How truly remarkable they are!
Assn-redly, they are in ac<'or<l with the deeds of noble councilors, of men that cast
their ba11ot for the trnth. ·with this understanding, then, speak on at once, and I,
as rm Arcopagitc of your making, after the custom of that council, shall listen to yon.
S . \Yell, th011, yon must, needs hear first, in brief, om conception of a bo<ly politic
and its citizens. Kow, we do not regnn1 a city to consist in 1.miltlings, such as \Yalls
arnl temples arnl <1ocks. 1 The:c ine indeed, ns it were1 a 1iody ready for tlle reception
anu the safety of those who t1well th rein. But we place onr ntire reliance n-pon
the citizens. The citizens fill :md form :ind direct to its <le. ignecl end and guard
each part of the body politic, j nst aH the sonl in each of onr bodies directs <'Ycry
member. ,vHh tLis understanding, then, W<' take earn of tlic body of tho city as
yon see. \Ve ado1·n it, that it mny be as beautiful as possible. Internally, wo have
proYiued it with public l>uilclings. To make it externally as safo as practica.hle, we
have fortifle<1 it with these endrcliug walls. But especially a all importnnt c1o we
have thought for this, that tho citizens grow 11p io he both noble in sonl au<l strong
in bo<ly. In coosoqnenc-c, tbon, we have men of that character to enter upon p11blic
life. In time of peace they cootlncL thorns Ives houorahl,r, au<l in wal' they saYe tlie
bo<ly politic and preserve its froouom a1ul it prosperity.
Now, tho first steps in the training of our children 2 we assign to their mothers, to
nurses, anu to tutors, that they be nonri hed and ue taught under gentle discipline.
Bnt ns soon as they reach the nge for graceful self-control, and there be born in
them ~t sense of shame, and modesty, au<l awr, and a desire to mulate the nohlcst
lives, and, further, their bodies nlso seem able to endure Lardships, seems fitted to
become more compact and to be possessed of more mn,nly Yigor, at that age we take
them and teach them. On the one hand ,rn impose various instruction and exercises
for the soul, and on the other we gradually accustom theil' bodies to toil; and this,
indeed, because we do not regard it sufficient that our youLb, each as he is born , be
allowed to grow to manhood unhinuereu, be iL in reference either to b ody or to sonl.
·we find it necessary to suuject tbem to culture and to science. Thus we hohl that
the germinal principles of good birth may become far 1,etter, an<l gifts inditl:erent
may be rearrauged, transforme<l, and improved. 3 \Ve have an i11u8tration iu support
of this doctrine from the practice of the ti]Jcrs of the soil. Wllilc their fruit trees
are near the earth anu tender tbey care for tllem aml fence them in, that they be not
1 Solon guards against any conception of tho State tlJat is uot spiritnal in overy particular.
The
ext rnal protection signifies an inward direction.
2 Boys only aro referred to iu treaUng of education.
The ~-oung man was syml>oli of grac m Greece,
as the b antiful maiden is in the modern world. In fact, Atti · culture for young men rescml.Jlecl ma
marked degree that modest r finomont which tl1e carefully guarded education of danghters of our better classes now receive. The youth were carefully supervi eel at all times till called to militar.r sen-ice aL 18. In the schools be was taught a moc1icum of the common branches, belles-lcttres, music,
respectful modesty to cl<lcrs, a11tl regard for religion, gymnastics, etc. For two years, Hi to 18, the
gymnasium monopolizctl bis time. '£he schools were private and none were allowed to cuter. The
teachers were usually men past 40 years of age, and wcr witbout other s111iervision sa\·e 1 hat they
must fulfill the pt~blic notion of morality. No topic, J1ow('Ver, was so much discussed at A.thens as
the proper education of the young men.
3Ile ruan·s natural gifts ueYer so hrilliant and his achieYements never so great in conscqucnc . that
discipline ancl culture bad lJeen addcc1 wouhl baYo nlrnncetl llis success. On the oth r hand, uo man
with r ason is born f!O low that out of weakness may not lie drYclopecl by Jiersistent axer ise of that
Yery deficiency tlie hcaltl1y vigor of self-reliance au1l \I rll-rounded manhoo(l. ::'If n are what th Y will
for themsehes of llisc:iplinc and ;; lf'-r·ontrol.
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damaged by th o winds, but as soon. as the scions ha Ye grown some,Yhat strong they
cut oft:' so mnch ns is superfluous from the branches. Then, by giving the scions to
the breezes, to u e t1riven to and fro a nd shaken violently, they cause t heir trees to
become more fruitful.
So first, then, we rekindle the souls of our youth by music and number; we teach
t h em composition and to read distinctlv. As they progress we adorn their minds
with the thoughts of wise men, with historic (leeds of valor, and with useful proverbs in v erse. That tbe proyerbs b e more eas ily remembered, we have t ho youth
r epeat th em b y rote. By h earing of heroic a ction and of deeds of renown, our yotrng
men are little by little inspiretl, and attempt to imita t e. That, as H~siod and Homer
are much esteemed by those of our times, they, also, ma y become objects of song and of
admiration to posterity. So, whenever they come to share in the government of the
Stute nnd th ere b e need tha.t they try their hand for the common weal/ * +.' *
bnt perhaps these facts are extraneous to the case i n h and. I believe we ditl not
begin back for th e purpose of telling how we t rained th eir souls, but simply to discover why w e consider it proper to ex ercise their bodies excessively with such severe
labors.~ So, without the order of the .herald, I comm and silence of myself. Nor
wait I for you ns Areopagite. From modesty, I judge, you p ermitted me to speak of
matters not to the purpose and so foreign to the subject.
A. T ell me, my friend, has the council not devised some punishment against those
perchance who llo not spea,k in the Areopagus of mat ters most essential, but keep
silent r especting them f :i
S. Why do yon ask this question f Its import is n ot a t all eYiLlent to me, I conics~.
A. Because you pass by most delightful subjects and those most pleasant
me to
hear-I refe1· to those.concerning the soul-and pnrp:ose to speak of those wlnch are
less important, of gymnastics and of laborious exercises for the body .
S. ·wen, 1uy honored guest, I do so because I remember the instructions given at
the beginning of our discussion . You see I clo not wish my narrative to stray ~om
the subject, lest its digressive flow confuse your m emory. Yet, however, as briefly
as possible I shall speak of these topics also. For let us bear in mind th.at upon the
accuracy of our examination of these mora.l themes m ay depend the p erspi cuity of
the r est of our t1iscourse.
To Tetnrn, then, we bring the opinions of our y onn g men into harmony ,vith onr
best thought by such means as the following: "\Ye instruct them thoroughly in the
common laws. These laws we have trnnscribetl in large letters and haYe set them
up iu 1mblic I>la.ces for all to read. The inscriptions g ive orders concerning t hat
which it is i'it-liing antl pro11cr for young men t o do and concernin g that from w hich
th ey shoulc.l abs tain. Further w e urge upon. them t o seek t he companionship of the
noblest and best men of the State, from whom they learn t o spen.k properly, to act
justly, to live together as fellow-citizens in equity· no t to a.How that wh icli is cli&gruceful, and to desire that which is honorable· but in no ca e to u ·e violence.
' ts an d ph iloso11b er s.4
These men who so instruct the yo uth we call sophis
,Yo also asscml>le our young men in t ho theater, and by t h e inJluencc of t ragedy
and comedy publicly trn.in them to contem11late both t lle yir tuos aud tllo Yi ccs of
their a,n ces tors, that t h ey may turn from th e latter and may seek eagerly to emulate
t he former• An<l. we even allow the comedians to scoff at and to r ally those ci tizcns
whom they p er ceive conducting their lives di h onoralJl y or in a manner unworthy

fo:

1
','re can· carcely devise a better curriculum for y outh unu.er 16 :rears of age for our public chooh
of to-day.
2
Tlie <!lcm n.tary Grecian studi wcr gran1m ar, mrn,ic, an d gymnastics. U nder grammar w re
•mbra"C~ rcadm1r, riling, aritbmclfr, lcmo:itary science; lm rlPr musi c, poetry, compo ition, song,
and <fancrng; un,lr.r gymnastics, 1111ch oxcrdscs as ba,·o heon cou idcr crl. There are no sharp line. of
dh·i. iou in s udi e .
3
• Auacbar in ia •illinrr to pa
1,yrninorarll,j c·f.l to know particular. concern in" tbo jndi iary at :my
tnnc: anrl un11cr the least :pr t xt.
41
t m:,y I w 11 to note that mo of th o r ,1ni r mcnt c,r 11:- vi ions for culture appliell to the
:onn~ men after reaching 20 y<'ar;i of ag .
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of the body politic. Wo allow this for the sake of the comedians, tlrn.t by so doing
they may becollle better than those whom they reproach, and also for the sa ke of
the people in general, that they may aYoid disapproval and couYiet10n up on similar
cbarges.i
A. If those whom you call trngedians and comedians aus\T"cr to this tlescription, I
doubtless have seen them. The former, as I remember, wore heavy, higb sandals antl
garments adorned with golden ribbons; they had on ridi culous masks with great, gaping months; they also raised a subdued cry and strode along in their san:lals-how
in safety I know not. I snppose your State then celebrated the feast of Dionysius.
Now the comedians ,vere somewhat moro foolish than those just described; they
walked upon the gromul and were more like men; besiclcs, their cry ~·as w-eaker;
but their masks wcro much moro ridiculous, and, in fact, the a.udieuce as a.whole
laughed at them. But to those before mentioueu, who were so eleYated , all listened
with solemn faces. I imagine they were expressing pity for those uound with snch
heavy fetters .
S. Not for the tragedians ditl t hey express }Jity; lJnt doubtless the poet was presenting to tho spectators some misfortune of the olllen time; was narrating to tho
audience piteous talcs, by which tho hearers were reduced to tea.rs. Yon ha.Ye nlso
ollscrvecl some, probably, playing on tho flute while oth ers stood in a circle a.ncl
joined in song. Nor, Aoacharsis, do we regard these songs and this f1nto plnying
useless. So, then, by all these means a11d by their like do we whrt t he sonls of our
youn o· men aml make them bettor.
But to re t ur n to tho subject, for it is a,bont pbysieal training that you d •sire
esp ecially to hear, we <leYelop their boLlies somewhat as follows: ,Ye strip them of
their clothing; 2 as I remarked before, they arc no longer delicate, ::mcl yet aro not
sufficiently compact for their life work. \Ye consider that the first step is to accnstom them to the a.ir, 3 to render their bodies inured to each season, that neither with
the heat they may be troubled nor may become exhausted from the frost. Next we
anoint their bodies with oil to soften them and to mako t11cm more sinewy. No;Y,
indeed, this were absurd, if we judge that skin a,lreacly cl~t1, when softened ·w ith
oil, wonlcl be harder to rend and much more iittecl to cndnre. But while the body
partakes of life we opine nothing better for it than that it 1Je treated with oil. 4
After this, we devise various kinds of gymnastic exercises a,nd place directors " oYer
each. ,ve teach one to box and another the pancratian contest. ,ve tlo this that
they may become accustomed to endure liardships manfully a,ll(l a,t tho same time to
avoid 1,lows, and that not from fear cf woumls they be tnrne(l back from their purpose. This clisciplioo works out in them two Ycry important qualities tha.t :nc of
grea.t value t o us. They are prcparetl to be conrageous in danger all(l to tako little
account of their bodies, uut above a.11 their bodies become stont a,nd capaltlc of
enclnranco. Further, those who catch falls in wrestling lea.rn to fall with safety,
easily to rise again, to push, to embrace, to twist, to b e able to endure strangling,
and to sen cl their antagon ists into tho air; nor do those who exercise reganl this
part as useless, lmt without bcsitation they grasp the first strong man they meet,
even tho Yery strongest. In this w-ay their bodies arc hardenetl to suffering anc.1 uy
constant toil become more r obnst. Nor in otl10r respects arc these cxcrdscs of small
value. If eyer our young men have neecl to make use of t heir skill in armor, they a.ro
alrc:uly oxperience(l. It is certa inly very oduent that a person so trained, npon
grasping an enemy will more quickly trip and throw him, or, if he him self J;e
1 The .tensorsbip of 1.b e theater wa!l one of tl! e most powerful in the regulation of public opinion
and in correction of inclfri11ual weakness in tho citizens.
2 Tho significance of the word gymnMiwn is to strip of clothing, to lie naked. At lG :,earR of age
tbe yon th entered on this systematic preparation for military serdco and subsccpient ·itizem,Jiip.
3 Thc climate of A.ttica was peculiarly fayorable for such cxpostue.
The atmosphere i,- rlear and
usuall y free from excesfliYe moisture.
48110h application is qnite the custom in all tropical countries .
5 There were uo opportunilie
gfren in the Greek gymna ia for (lelrimentnl :m<1 ahnormal clc\·elopment.
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thrown, 11, will kuow how to spring up again most easily. We provide all thc-:c
exercises for our youth, my friencl, in anticipation of a contest in arms, and from
the fact that they h[we been thus fully trained "e think that wo have for service
much l)etter meu. By oiling their nakecl bodies and by snhjcctiug tlrnm to
labor, we lrn,vc rendered the same firmer anu stouter; "e ha.vc also made them
acti vc and sinewy and of much weight against their :mtagonists. If these men
wlnlc naked have caused fen.r to their enemies, I think you now understand what
sort of men they are likely to be in n.rmor. Fnrthermore they present no supcrtlnons
fat aml white spots, no lack of flesh accompanied with pa,leness, like the bodi es of
women, bodies that waste away in the shade ancl tremble and perspire freely aud
breathe he:wily under the weight of the ltead, and especially so if t.he sun as now at
micldn.,,- heat them. Pray, tell me, what use could anyone make of those .who are
easily scorch ed and are unable to stand the dust, who tremble immediately upon the
sight of blood, who! before tbey are within re:1ch of the arrow and uefore they are
hand to buncl with the enemy, anticipate death. 1
Onr young men, however, are tingecl a clnsky reel by the sun, are masculiue, liave
much spirit, show great zeal ancl manly courage, and furthermore enjoy such excellent health. They arc not coarse though tawned, nor are they above weight, but
arc circumscribed with symmetry. They have lost all their useless antl superfluous
flesh in perspiration. They, however, assidnously gnanl that which freed from dross
possesses strength ancl sinew. 2 In fact, that which tbose who winnow wheat do for
it, gymnastic exercises accomplish in onr bodies for us. vVhile the winnowers blow
away the husks and the chaff, they at the same time separate tlie perfect graiu nnd
heap it together. Even so is it necessary that we grow bealtby and that we become
titted f01: the long and patient endurance of hardships. You may depend upon it,
only after long labor woulcl he who has been subject to this training sweat, and
Yery rarely would he show signs of weakness. Just as would be the case-to return
to the illustration from winnowing-if we should take firehrauds and should throw
some into tho wheat itself; some into the straw, and others into the chaff. In Snch
a case ,cry quickly wouJ_d the straw light up. But the wheat woulu neither raise
much of a flame nor burn with a flash, but gradun.lly and yery slowly it ';oul_d
kindle from beneath an d after a long time would be burned np. So, likewise, if
disease ancl fatigne shonlcl unexpecteclly attack such a bocly as onr young men
l'lossess, they could neither readily dishonor it nor c4sily conquer it. For the
inward parts of their boLly ha,Te been well prepared aml the ontwa.rd parts Ycry
firmly guarcleL1 to preve:it either the Leat of the sun or the colcl from entering the
vitals and destroying the body. In fact, when the body meets with bn.rdships, it
poms forth an abundance of that energy which has been long in preparation and h .s
been la ill aside for a time of need. \VatereLl at once upon occasion from this fonntain of manly Yigor, the body is a.tisficd aml enables those who possess it to be
free for a very long period from the consciousness of fatign . In fact 1uevious
toil au<.1 pain have proclucecl no loss of strength, but an increase, :rncl that strength
by being rekindled has become still greater.
\Ve train our young men to run also; we a custom them to endurance jn a long
race and encourage them to make a, short di.stance in the qui ·kest possible time.
The cour e is not formed upon firm gronnd that will resist, but in the deep snml,
wher i.t is easy n ·ither to step with firmness nor to lcau forwanl, a,ncl where the
foot i::i lmrdeueu. with tb.e yielding path. In alldition to this wo exercis tllcm iu
leaping_ ditch _s, if thought necessary, or any otb r impeclimeut , ev n with tli ir
hand.- hll_ c.l ~nth leadPn ,v<'io-hts. They conte. t, furtller, in tlirowing thej:n~ li11 to
n. lon<r .11 tauce. -Tow, I believe you noti<·etl something lse iu th gymna ·inu1.
ThP. 01 >.JC t ~-. of hr, · an,l wa.- ronndetl somewhat lik a small shield, but il was
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10 1 Y t1:m,1tic di . cipline, nm\ •r 1ml,li • supN'\"i ion, .A.thens woold
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without either naudle or oauc1. You exn.rninec1 it as it lay in the con rt. Yon tl.lought
it heayy aud from its smoothness hard to grasp. That7 too, they ra,isc in the air and
throw to as_ great a, distance as possible. Him who by throwing the plate the
farthest surpasses the others ,-..-c honor. This exorcise strengthens their f': houlder ·
and pnts sinew- in their toes.
Now, my friend, if yon will listen, I shall explain why the mutl and the tlust,
which at first seemed to yon Yery ridiculons, were tl.irown dowu. In the first place,
that the fall of t,b.e young men may not he llarcl, bnt that npon a, soft surface they
may be thrown with safety. Then it is ne~essary that the slipperiness of men
sweating in the mml become greater-a slipperiness which you likcuctl to that of
eels. \Ve regard tliis also neither useless nor ridicnlons. \Vheucver the contestants are coinpelled in this condition to seize one another with tho vigor· of
antagonists and to holtl those who arc slipping from them, this effort 1em1s not a
little to tho development of tlieir strength :::mcl sin ew. To grasp a person that is
sweating jn mud and oi1 7 and to throw him while he is lipping hastily from your
hands, is not a small thing to tlo. .Am1, as I saitl ucfore, all these practi<'CS aro
cspccrnlly nsefnl in time of war against our enemies; for instance, if it uc ncrcssary at any time to catch a wounded friend an<l. at onre to uear him away, or to
come upon an enemy unawares, to grnsp him while surprised, an<l. to secm·c liim.
That while anticipating harder trials our young men may bear sma11 r tasks with
far greater cont ntment we train them somewhat to ex css. 1
Then, on the contrary, we regard tho dnst of service in prevcutiuo· them from slip11iug then embrace. For while they were training in tho mud to llold illc ouo who
tried to escape by r ason of his sliJ)perine:R, tl10y also uecamc accnst.omc<l to ,·lip
from the hands of those who seized them, mH1 that7 too, CYen when rorner d. And
the <.lust likewise seems to llol<l in cl1cck tho perspiration and to stop an :s:cessiYP
or sudden flow; it thus J.inslJands tli<'ir strength for a longer tim e, aud pr 'Yeuts
injury from tho winds that might hlow upon tlieir bodies while exposell and weakened. Fnrthcrmorc, H scours off tho filth also, antl makes t-he man more gloss:.
Well, I woulcl be glac1 to Jrnyc ;ron select ally from these pale persons near ns, who
haYe passed tlieir lives in tho shade, an<l. anyone whom yon 11lease from tlioso wlio
exercise in the lyceum to ,rash off the tlust and mud; then let them 111·esc11t themselves before us that I mny ask you this question, ''Whom woul<.1 you 11ray to be likef '7
I know well that at first glance, lJefore ;yon J.iad trictl each on his merits 7 you would
cl.iooso to be compact and stroug, rather thnn to lJc delicafo, to lJe yielding, to be
pale from wea.kness and from the flight of the uloocl to the inner parts of the body.
'fhcsc arc some of the reasons why ,Ye subject our young men to exercise. \\re
expect tliem to become a, noble guar<l. to our body politic, and tbat tlirough their
protection "·c shall live in tlie enjoyment of liberty. Should our enemies in,adc
our territory, these will conquer them. In fact, to such an extent arc they 110w a fear
to our neighbors tlrnt most of the States are in awo of ns and. pay triuutc. In time
of peace we can manage mnch better those who are elated by JJothing uisgracefnl.
Tor arc our young men then tnrnetl from idlenrss to wantonncss 7 unt in such pursuits as these they wear away their leisurc. 2 Finally, wheueYcr wo can say that our
youth, both in peace and in war 7 are fitted to do the noblest clceds, that they n.ppear
1 Prof. Henry , . :Frieze, tho distinguish d Latin scholar, once sai d: "Ono exet>ll nt ~ alure about,
final examinations is that, they fnrnish yonng men with opportunity to marshal all their power,; for
a definite purpose. Nor is ability to' cram ' for such occasions any small acquirement, though tlio
particular facts Yanish with the purpose for which they were acc1uired. In tbis facility in gr at
emergencies, in this knowledge of the aourec11 of information , we di. tin gn isb the man of <"11ltnre,1
disciplme."
2
lt is no small matter to pro,iue fittingpursuils aud occupation for those who woulu not olben, if>e
be engaged, saye perhaps in corrupting the body politic to gain permission to do tbe1r pl 'asur .
Those who fnrni h healthy and philanthropic ui,ersion for men cf wealth au(l 1 isnre are oft n puhlic benefactors. rersons arn usually interested in that for whicl1 they expend mon ry . If the oliject
is one of pnhl!c weal, patriotism 1,; th fruit.
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z alous for our highest honor, then we possess that which I spoke of as the common
weal, as tho happy culmination of our civil 1wosperity.
A. Then, whenever at nuy time your enemies invade your territory, am I to pre·umc that you anoint yoursel \' es with oil, sprinkle on <lust, and proceed with
cleuche<.l fists in your advance against them f An<.1, of course, they are struck with
a,ye at the ,•ight of you mul :flee from foar Jest you sprinkle sand in their months
while tlrny gape, or l est , perchance, you spring to their rear, interweave your l egs
1
about their bellies, throw your forearm nuder their helmets, and strangle them,
Y cs, by Zeus, anu they will shoot arrows from their bows ancl will cast the javelin;
but ;you are like sta.tues an<.1 arc colored by the sun; these weapons will not penetrate you! Aml yon, too, are supplied with an abundance of blood. I understand
you arc not stubble mul chaff to yield quickly to strokes. But yon "oul<l show
bloocl late, if ever, and bnt little then, when cut with deep wonnus. If I do not
altogether misinterpret your illustration, you sny something of that sort, I belic,o.
Or, 11crlrnps you will then take upon you all tho equipments of the comedians and of
the tragedians. If, for instance, you prop ose a sally, that you may seem more
frightful to your enemies, you will don those gapiug masks to scare them. And
doubtless also you will bind on those high sandals. Certainly they will be light 0 r
flight, if that be necessary; and if you pursue, when with such great steps you stnde
after t]1c enemy, there will seem no escape for them. But,, my ±:riend, see to it lest these
exercises which seem so exquisite to you prove foolishness and the rather chil~ish
S})ort and m ere pastimes to idle young men that are willing to take their case. ~ow,
if you wish in every respect to be free and to be prosperous, you will ueod to have
gymnastic training of another sort and to exercise in real armor. Ancl tho contcS t
will uot be in sport with one another, but with r eal enemies, -where your youn~ m~n
may have thought of bravery in the midst of actnal danger. 'fheu yon can dismiss
the dust ::md the oil aucl can teach them to hurl the arrow an<l the javelin. Nor
·give light javelins that can be diverted by the wind, but rather place in band the
heavy-heatled spear that is whirled through the air with a whiz . Supply also a.
stone that :fills the hand, a battle-ax, a shieltl for the left arm, a ureastplatc, autl a
helmet.~
I can but think that you h::i;ye been preserve<l in safety in your present condition
as a people from destruction at the hands of a few light-armeu troops, simply
and solely by the goocl will of the gods. Why, you know well, should. I snatch
this short dagger from my gin1lc and even single-1.i::m<led burst out against all your
young men, at ono cry I should havo poss ssion of tho gymnasium. These hrave
youth would floo; no ooo woulcl dare to face me with the sword, but they 1"'0nld
stantl about tho statues, would hido behind the pillars, and c1oubtless many by their
weeping and their trembling wouhl furnish mo with mnch amusemeut. Tor then,
as now, would you see them with ruddy bodies, but all would immediately be
clrnnged from fear and would become colorless. In fact, I fea.r that long peace ha
1Jrougut you to such a condition that scareely could you withsta.1111 tho sight of an
enemy's helmet crest.
S. \Vell, now, really, AnacharsiF!, tho Thracians who maclo an expedition again t 08
tmtler Eumolpns 3 dicl not speak in that way, I believe; 1Jor did those of Jour
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women with Rip,polyte., 1 when they invaded our country; nor, indeed, any who
have tried their strength with us in arms. Surely, my friendr it does not follow
that becauso we subject in this ,,ay to labor the bodies of our young men while
naked, on this account we lead them nnarmed into danger. But when of themselves
they ha;ve become the Yery bes-t, after this they practice in armor.
A . .And where is your gymnasium for prnctice in armod Although I have made
the circuit of the city, I belieye I have observed nothing of the kind.
S. Now, my friend, if you tarry with us a little longer yon may see an abundance
of armor for each one. ,ve make use of it whenever it is necessary. Yon may see
crests and cheek-pieces, and horses and horsemen-well-nigh a fourth of our citizens.
But let me say that to bear :.n mor continually and to wear a dagger in time of peace
we regard ~is superfluous. And, further, we inflict punishment upon any who may
attempt to cany weapons when there is :no need, or upon him who may even appear
publicly in arms without cause.'.! To be sure -yon are l)an1onable in this regard.
Yon are continually under arms. If you at your home li-ve ,Yithout protecti.ou it
becomes nn easy matter to plot against you. ,vars are especially numerous, nor is
it eYident at what timo some one may suddenly come upon you, drag you from your
wagon, and muru.er you. This distrust among those who live together according to
their own sweet will without law necessitates that ,rn[ipons always be caniecl for
defense against any attempted violence.
A. Then I am to understand that yon think it superfluous, wlien thero is no necessity, to cany weapons; that you judge it proper to spa.re the armor, as though it
might be injured by use; or, rather, that yon lay these iu truments of war asit1e
under guard for u se when you have need. But, on the co11trary, when there is no
clanger pressing, I see that you beat, subject to toil, sweat, and ,,eaken the bodies
of your youth; nor do you store up their strength for tho time o.f neeessit.r, hut
wantonly ponr it out in the mud ancI in tho dnst.~
S. Yon seem to conceiYe strength as though it were Iiko wineT or water, or other
liquid. You fear lest this strength leak away, as it -n'ere, from an earthen vessel,
unpcrcefrct.1, in these labors, a.n d then, after leaving tlie body empty and c1ry, that
it ue lost to us; autl, further, that it have no imni,rcl 801uce from which to Le replenished. But this illustration does not hold good. On tho contrary, to the extent
that uy fabor we draw from it is it again :filled. It is like tho myth of the bydrapercliance you baYe beard it-in which in place of ono head cut off two others
al wa.ys grow.
If, to 1.Jegin with, a person be without training, be without sinew, nind possess no
end ming substance in store, then, truly, unc1er h arclships he may be injured and ma,y
:pino away. To illnstrate this, call to mind th, t '1hich is wont to occur in case of
fire ant1 light. With JOttr breath yon may ldnclie a fire, and by inciting i:t with nir
for a brief time may make it larger. And also with the same Lreath you may put it
out i.f tlie Dame of the light posse s not a sufficient supply of material to stand
against the breeze. Yon see iu tho Jatter caso tlie flame has 1>ecn produced without
adequate strength of root.
A. Pardon me, but I do not q uito under tand all this. Yon h!n"e spok n on this
subject inn. manner too subtle for me. Your treatment of tho snbject rec1niref.! a,
1 '.l.'ho story goes tha.t Hippolyto led an army of Amazons from '1.'hraco against Tl! esons at Athens
aud was repnlse(l and driven to Megara, where she died. It is doabtfn.l if these mytl1s liacl any historic significance to .Anacharsis. It merely lia.d an indirect ohject, to return in a milu way tlte sally
of i.be Scytbian.
2 '.l.'liis is doubtless a, :revelation to the guest.
We know how h::ml His for tbH frontier settler to
realize that civilization has dawned upon him , in the demand of soci.ety that be c ase to carry wca-poruJ
for :personal protection.
3 Solon must ha,o rcalizeu. i.hat it required "lino upon line, 1irerept upon 1micept " to instruct lJis
pupil properly. You lay aside your armor doubtless to aaye it, Why t1o you not save the strcnrrth of
-your youth in the samo way? We bear the same argument nowadays-why learn anything that is
not of immediate application 1 As if the demands of to-day will ho thoso of to-morrow! Ch·, as if tho
discipline and the tact for::-. rational :rnmmii of any vocaUon were not common factors of succe s in__,
eYery calling!
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pecnliar learncss of reflection and a. sharp, discriminating power of intellect which
I I.lo uot possess. 1 Bnt possibly you can answer me this intelligibly. Why do yon
not in those contests at the Olympian games-tho Isthmian, the Pythian, aud the
rest-when, yon say, many assemble to see tho young meu engage in contests-why
do you not theu m:1lrn a contest in armod \Vhy do yon inst.cad lea(l them forth
naket1 ancl present them to be trampled upon and to be beaten, and giYe the victors
:1pples and oliv~ wren,tbs~ \Vhy you tlo. this I think mnst lie something worthy of
n ote.
~- Because .we think, my friend, if they see the victors in tltese contests honored
aml h eralded amono- all the Greeks, that tho desire for o·ymnastic exercises becomes
grea,ter in them,
also when they aro stripped of tlt:ir clothing, that t4ey ha,e
care to be in goocl health lest they be ashamecl to appear naked; :md, further, that
in tbis way each prepares himself as one yery worthy of the victory. As .r said
ueforo, the prizes aro uot of small account, no1· is the praise of the spectators, nor
tbat the Yictor becomes tho most honored pf the Greeks, be pointed at witli tlie
finger hy the multitude, be regarded as the noblest of equals in rank. 2 Further, yon
mnst remember tliat many of the more mature spectators, for who:11 there is still
trainin g snitable to their agfl, go away from snch exhibitions witll no moderate
esteem for brnYe1;y mHl harclships.1 Now, my frienil , if anyone dispel from his life
this lo Ye for renown; of what g·ooe,l woulcl he longer be to us f \Ybat incentive would
be ha,o to act nobly,~ But now from these who 7 for the sake of apples and oli..-es,
show while naked such zeal for victory, you may be allowed to surmise what sort of
men they would be ju armor, fighting for the sake of country, children, wives, a!Hl
altars. And besitlcs, if you should chance to behold the contests of 'luails and cocks,
as practice(l among us-and there is no little zeal in these-how wouhl you be
affected f \Voulll you not riclicule the3e, and especially when yon learn that we
establish such contests under law and that all adults are ordered to be present to
see the birds sparring to the extre~ie of exhaustion~ But, after all, even this is not
so senseless. Gradually an ea.gerness for dangers is implanted in the soul~ of the
spectators, lest they appear less noble antl less daring than cocks; nor will t~ey
afterwarcls yielcl nuder wounds or labor or other harclships. However, away "° 1th
your desire to try our y oung men irr armor and to see them w·oundcd. It is sa,aO'c,
terrib]y cru el, ancl, furthermore, utterly useless to slay our bra,·est autl noblest m"n,
:my one of whom we might better use against our enemies.
Now, Anacharsis, a word. You will travel in the rest of Greece, will you~ If
ever you come to Lacedmmon, bear in mind not to ridicule, nor to think that they
labor to no purpose. Either if while at ball in the theater they come to blows and
strike down one another, or if wheu they come into a.n open space surronndeu by
water they divide lines ancl work against one another, eYen while naked, the cleccls_
of war, until one party throws the other out of the iu~losing line, until the party ot
Hera.oles thrusts into the water that of Lycnrgn ,, or the reverse, you will lenrn
that this is a signal for peace, :mcl no one wonl<l strike after that. But especially
guard lest you ridicule if yon sec young men beaten upon a trestle and flowing in
hlood, while fathers and mother, stand hard by, and are not undone by that which
occur:, but, rather, if their ch ildreu do not encluro tho hlows they cliide, and they
pray their off pring to be adequate for their toil as long a. possible, and to be patient

and
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\Yh~n .A.nacbar~is di(l not grasp in an hour ll10 wisdom of a Jifo of experien ·e, he hastily onclu<l
llla · u,·h lrarning is not for him. Probably the true teacher finds rnoro to t est his pationc in th
'hp ieism_or the ignorant cone rning their ability than in any other particular. Ho knows from hi
"":n _ · J>l·n n e ~hat t~o only barrier~ a.re la k of application, la •k of thought. :llon aro too lazy
tl1111k, hcnc th ir self-m1po11 ·d limitations.
2
1' · "~ who m<Jlh' to dc..-elop pcrfe tiou ia th "OOd of th stat r joicc in c,·cry exhibit ion
of m:mh·
rior to 111· · own a an nllded proof of national strength.
Tb • ''l"'>r
" '~up
·
I ic fr I m:in ..-a. ue..-er •nlir •ly de..-oill of opporl11uill
llf,, or h
for pnbli<, t1 (!II of
la

Ibo "h

h,,t w ar1• 1nc111hns ou1• of anr,tlu·r in a c-ornmou hrothcrhooll, pr
ru l1, tllf r i no hontl for th<' hr,rly politi .
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under suffering. Mauy, in<leed, iu the 1n1st, bccanf.:e they luwe uot deeme1l it honora,1Jle -vrh1le still alive antl under tlie eyes of their relatives to become weary and to
yichl to their bodies, have died in the contest. You will see the statues of such heroes
set 11p by Sparta. and their names publicly honored. ·when you sec these customs,
neither suspect that tbey are ma.d nor say that they endure suffering without adequate
cause, nor tlrnt a. tyrant compels them, nor that their enemies enforce this upon them.
Lycurgus, their ln.wgiYer, will speak many rational words in behalf of their customs;
how from a. plain understa.nding of tho nccessi ties of the case he chastises the youth;
ho\Y he is no enemy; tha.t ho docs this not from hatred, nor docs ho iustitnte it to
waste to no purpose tho youthful energy of tlie botly politic, but ho cloes tlii. because
he consider.'! tliat those who sb:ill saYe their fntherl::nul mnst be most patient and
superior to ull suffering. Arn], indeed, e-Ycu if Lycurgus clitl not tell ~-ou this, I tbiuk
you can understa1Hl tliat n, person snhjctt i.o snch training if taken captiYc in wur,
merely from the torture of the enemy, woulu. rcYcal no secret of Sparta-, but, should
they sconrge liim, would mock, aud ;yonltl iustitntc a. contt·st ·w ith his scourger to
sec ,-..-ho .first become weary.
A. "\Vas Lycurgus bimself beaten at th(' proper age, or was it after lw liatl alrea1ly
safely _passed the age that be institutc<l thr sc :ronthfnl contests~
S . "\Vhen Le was an okl man, on his return from Crete, he wrote the Jaws for tlte
Spartans . But he lrnd traveled cx.tens iYcly among tho Cretans to ousen-e and to
lJcar from Minos, the son of Zeus, from ::\Jinofl, the la,-..-giYer of tho Cretans, wl1at
LnY~ w ere best.
A. "\Vby, the~, do yon not imitate Lycmgus by chastisin°· your yonng me11? You
seem to jntlgc tliese customs of his making noulc aud honorn.ulo.
S. Because we consillcr onr gymna tic exer cises sufficient. Then, besides, wr do
not r eganl it worthy of our dignity to imitate foreign manners and customs.
A. No; and for gootl reasons doubtless. You nnclerstnnd, I t!Jink, that to beat to
tho extreme n, young man, raised by J1is Lands, is JJO assistance either to the incliYiclnal himself or to tb.c common body politic. lfot th en I am to know th at I shall
Lo publicly stoned to death with dispatch if, chancing to arrive at Sparttt while they
are practicing tJrnse performances, I rh1iculc cu.ch and all whom I see b cn. ten like
tb1eYcs, rohb ers, and ev il doers of th at nature. Heally, to put it plain, for allowing
such absnrd practices to occur nuder its san ction, I judge their body politic ha.· n eed
of hellebore.
S. :Xcither think, my worthy friend, that with yourse]f as the only speaker yoa
will win your case by default, not that men ·w ill l>e wanting. Sparta. will r,uppl y
some to speak fittmg Yrnrcls in defense of these manners and customs.
Ho'°'e,cr, to change the subject, I have made meniiou of our cnstorrni, bnt yon clo
not apprar clisposec.1 in every respect to acquiesce. It now seems only fair to ask yon
iu tnm to tell me of tho method by which you iu Scythia. train your young meu and
of the exercises to which you subject them that they heco;11e noble men of valor?
A. That is a. very just rerincst, and I ,·hall ,dth pleasure comply. I shall tel1 yon
of t-h c usages of our society in Scythia. They arc not so .-nblimc, _perhaps, n.s yonrs,
nor scarce] y sirmlar. We) for instauce, shoul<l not dare to slap young men, a single
blow oven, in t-lic face. In plain langnage, we aro cowunls in the matter of di.-cipliue. I will tell you, bow-ever, what sort of customs we haYo.t
But, if you please, l et us a<ljourn our conversation uutil to-morrow. In fact I
desire to think oyer still more a.t my leisure that which you ha.Yo said, arnl to call i.o
mind anc.1 to arrange that wbich it may be prop r for me to mention concerning our
people. Besides, it is evening. Let us tlien leave tho snb,jrct as it llOW stands
and depart.
·
1 Tho first sign of national decay is Jae k of r i,pect amoug the youth for tho regulations " ·lii,·h
men ha,·e found necessary for the perpetuity of go,·cr nm nt.
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CHAPTER XIII.
NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF FOREIGN I NFLUENCE UPON
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

By B . A. H1xsnALE, PH. D., LL. D., Professor of tlie Science and the Art of Tenchjug in the nhcr.sity of l\licbigau.
PREFACE.
This chapter is exactly what its uame declares it t o bo: Notes on the History of
Foreign Influence upon Education in tho United States. Some of the items here
jottcll clown I came upon in the course of my general T ading; some I fonnd as the
resu1t of special im-cstigation. My primary motive was the accumulatiou of original material relating to this important phase of onr educational history . The value
of t,he chapter lies almost who11y in the original items of information that it contains, for the accompanying narratiYe and commentary are but slight. It will bo
seen that the ma.tter reJa.ting to the cstal>lishment of contnct between the mind and
education of Germany, on tho one h::mcl, and tlio mincl and education of tho United
Sfatcs, on the other, is much the most ntJuablo portion of the cha11tcr.
omo facts
arc here presented to the public for the first time.
J. ENGLISH INFLUENCE.
The eclncational ideas and ideal that the English colonists brought to Korth
America were those that prevailed ju England in the seventeenth century . No
donbt the Now England Puritans, on the whole, represented these ideas and ideals
in their purest form, save in a single })articular. uTbe proportion of !carnet! men
among them in those early da~·s/' it has lJeen said, "was extraordinary . It is probable that between the years 1630 and 1690 there were in New Englan<l as many
gra,luates of Cambridge an(l Oxford as could be found in any population of similar
size ju the mother country ." 1 The education that these Cambridge and Oxford
scholars had receiYecl was made up of Latin and Greek, Hebrew, mathematics, ancl
rhetoric, with a, little physical, mental, and mornl science. The English gramnrnr
schools of the day were Cl)gaged in preparing boys to rccefro such a training as thii:1
at the nniYersities. Elementary schools proper can lrnruly bo said to haYe c~osted,
at least in considerable numbers. From the days of Chaucer to the days of , hnkespearc and. Milton the culture of Italy deeply impressetl the mind of England, bnt
this -was affected through general literature rather than tbrongh schools. There
ha<l, indeed, been a time "·hen the English universities, like those of the Continent,
bad served as a strong intellectual boncl among the people of western Europe, 1mt
this time had gono by. There were the best of all reasons why Englishmen should
know more about France than al>out :my other country; the l,est of r asons, al ·o,
why they should most dislike Frenchmen. As it was, the necessities of commerce,
politics, diplomacy, and social intercourse, as well as intellcctnul sympathy, compcllell a consid rahle nnmbeT of Englishmen to l'Cad, spen,k, and writo :French. It
must lJe remembered, lloweYer, tbat the :French language had 11ot yet become tho
1
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lauguao-o of general iutorecurse in Europe, and that the influence wliicb the litcratnrc
of Franc exerted for the time was n either what it liad once been nor ,vhat it afterwanl;- became. English scholars and teachers knew little of educational institutions beyond the Channel or the German Ocean 1 or at least "·ere little influenced by
them. Contiuental langnages, save those of antiquity, were not taught in tlrn
English schools. No real counection had eyer been established between the mintl
of German;r and the min<.l of England.
Nothing could h:.we been more natural than that the Purifans of New England
shonltl reproduce in the New "\Vorld, as far as cirenmstanccs permitted, the educ:.ttional institutions with :w hich they had been familiar in tlle Old World. In Harv-artl
College they diu not attempt to reproduce the University of Cambridge, Lut only
one of tho colleges comprising that university. The ideals, methods, and studies of
the new college were the same as those of tlte old colleges. Tl.le English _grammnr
school was reproduced in the same way. "\Yben the members of the ·general court of
irassachusetts ordered in ·1647 "tliat when any town shall jncrease to the nurubcr of
one hundred families or househohlers they shall set up a gram mar school, tbe master
thereof b eing :1ible to instruct youth as far a,s they may be fitted for the University,"
they hacl Eton, St. Paul's, n.nd "\Vinchester in their eye. 'flle next step briugs tlic
Llark. ·where the membeis of the general court got the iuea tbat they expresseu. in
the previous clause, "orderecl that every township in this jurisdiction 1 after the Lord.
hath increased them to the number of fifty householders, shall then ~orthwith a,ppoint
one within their town to t each all such chiluren as resort to them to write and rcMl,"'
is far from "Clear.I "\Ve certainly fail to find any~hing corresponding to this des cri1~tion in contemporary England. The same difficulty confronts us again in Connecticn t, which from tho first took au equal interest with Ma.ssachusetts in education.•;
Nor are we able to tell with ce1:tainty _who were tbe masters that taught "Y'l'il-,
liam Penn to establish common schools in PennsylYania. 3 But here the difficulty
vanishes. None of the other English colonies gaYc the slightest reason for C)llC tiouing tho thoroughness of their · English cbai·acter by taking any deep interest
in l)opular e<lucation. But the difficulty is much l ess serious than it has sometimes been represented as being. Protestantism had familiarized the minds of men
with'the ·coriception of clementa1·y education. Comenins, wbo formulated the mo_dern t1ivi.sion of educa,tion and was a most effecth-o champion of popular elementary
schools, was well known to ::Milton 1 Hartlib, antl their associates jn London. 1 He
must have been well known also,· by name at least, to the leading men of Massacbusetts Bay, eyen if their representatives di<l not, as Cotton Mather says, ojfer bim the
presidency of Harvard College; 5 and under these condiqons, certainly, we may.
credit tlio Puritans of New Englan<l, stirred by the genius of Protestantism U,Il(l the
Renaissance, with originality euough to invent, or rather put in oper:ition) common
elementary schools-a pos, ibility which some rontroversialists c10· not seem to haY'
at an consiclere<l.6
1 n. A. Ilins(lale, Documents Illustratfre of A.mcrican Elluca.tioual Ili,itor ,,T, <"liap. l, pt. 3, Yol. 2, of
ne1l0rt of tho Commissioner of Education, 18!l2-!l3, pp. 1232, 1237.
2 Ibid., pp.1240-1255.
3 lbid., llp. 1261-1267.
~W.S.~~nroe, Introtluction t.o 'omeuius·s s,11001 or J11fancy, 13o~ton , 1896, ix ; Davit! la,;,ou.
Life and Times of .fohn Miltou, "Vol. III, passim.
·
5
Mas,,rnalia,vol.2,p.14 ; W.S.Monroe, EducatioualTicYiew, -ToYcm b r ,18!l6, "",.a 'om ni nscallt-,l
to HarYard 1 "
6
t:'"nfortuuately, this has become a moot . ubj ct. M1·. Douglass 'ampb ,]l main bins that th P1·ri t~ns 011 tain d their ideaB of common s 11001s from tho Du tell in Holland.- '.l.'hc ruritan in lloll:rntl
~u<Y;a nd , and .America ; '"ew York, 1 !l2, 1Jassi111. ."c also A. S. Draper, 11 Public School Pion rin~
1
'.'. , .- ew Yor~ and Ma. a.elm. elts, ,. Ednr.ational Ren w, . \ pril, 18!!2, October, 1 n, .A.pril, 1893, aml
0 c_rption o_f an -American , lat School Sy. t m, ·· ibi1l ., ' ptem ber, 189-!; G orge JI. Martin.
l.h
11
Public _"hool P1oneerit:g, ·· ihi1l., ,JnD(•. 1 !)2, :March, 1 !l:t, aJ1d 11 "h .En,lution of th ~fa . ::irhn·
A
11·m 'a
l Jr·, l[ o,-a,·c .Ia11n ::111d tl1c ('ommon SC'hool Rcnn1
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• 1I11 ,
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What has been said of Harvard College is equally true, with a single qualification,.
of the six other colleges established before 1765: William and Mary, 1693; Yale, 1700;
New Jersey, 1746; King's, 175-!; Philadelphia, 1755; Rhode Island, 1764. These justi-•
tutions all continued the English tradition, most of them, indeed, in a small waysmaller than Harvard. Nor is this all; American colleges and universities continued
to be organized and conducted on the same lines until vital contact was established
between the mind and scbolars of the United States and the continental couutries.
\Ve may repeat what has been said of schools and education when we deal with
literature and the more general means of mental cultivation. The people of the
colonies-or, rather, the English portion of them-found their spiritual sustenance
in English books. In fact,, as time went on they became more insular in character
than their kin in England. They became more English than the English themselves,
for their wide separation from Europe cut them off, for the most part, from illlmecliate contact with the people of the Continent. What they knew of France, Spain,
and the other countries they knew mainly through the mother country. Nor were
they influenced by the French at the north or the Spaniards at the outh of them.
It is true enough that there were diverse elements in the thirteeu colonies. Dutch,
Germans, Scotch-Irish, French, and Swedes were all found in uumbers larger or
smaller. The Dutch established schools in New York, which continued to be conducted in the vernacular language and according to Dutch models for a century aner
tlie colony passed into English hand . The Swedes of Delaware supported schools
until they ceased to b e a distinct element in the popu1ation. The Germans of Pennsyl,ania, also created schools, which have continued, of course with modifications,.
until our own day.t And, finally, the r evocation of the edict of Nantes sent large
nnmbars of Huguenots to the colonies, and particularly to South Carolina, where
tbey and their descendants formed tL numerous and influential portion of th e population. But little real influence was exerted by thes.e JLationalities upon the people
of English desceut, wlio gave name and character to the conntry. The New Eng1::tnders were not influenced in respect to ecluctttion by t he Dutch of New York, or
the Virginians by the Germans of Pennsylvania. On the other hand, American
e<1ucation, as it existed down to the beginning of this centnry, was developed on the
lines of the English tradition (barring, of course, the common schools of the few
States that had them).
It would be a mistake to suppose that this tradition was merely a matter of hcreditar,\· transmissiou. The colonies were in the closest connection with the mother
country. Englishmen continned to migrate to them, although in diminished numbers ns comparecl with the earlier days. What is more, outside of r ew Euglaud,
men wlto were able to do so, often sent their sons, and sometimes their daughters, to
1 Gustav JGirner, dealing with the subject of German emigration to tho English colonies before the.
R c,yol11tiou, s.tys: ' · The emigrants continually sought their brethren on tbe other side of the o~ean to
assist in the support of their churches and schools, and these, on 1he other hand, sent m1ss1onaries
aml tcacliers to spread their religious ideas. In New York, and especially in Pennsylvania, there
d e nlope<l an active German element, which manifested itself in tl10 latter State in a political influence which has ne ver sillce been attained. A number of distingnisltc<l statesmen and scholars Rprang:
from thil'l German em igration [lo P ennsyh·ania) during the first decades of' the last century. The
simple fact that, shortly after the war of ind epe11<1once, tho ado1)tio11 of the German language as the.
language of the courts and stat utes was not only agitated but Yoted down in tho legislature only by
a small majority, sho ws bow strong the German element must ]1ave been toward s the en d of UJC last
century. at least in the State which was at that time the most important in the Union. " Mr. Korner
then enumerates a number of families that came to exercise a large intluence in different parts of the.
Union, and then assigns causes for th e r&lath·e decline of German rnfluence in those States where it
bad been strongest. l)as deutsche J<:lemcnt in don Vereinigteu Staatcn YOU Nortl-.Amerika, 18l8-48.
Yon Gustav Korner. New York, E. Steiger & Co., 1884. How mauy of the Ponnsylvama Germans
sent their sons to Germany to lie etlncat d , it would be hard to determine, probably not many. We
know that Rev. Dr . .Muhlenberg, the father of the Lutheran Church in tho United States, ~c ut Jii~
three Rous to Halle to be taught iu the institutions of that city, iu 1763.-\V. J. Mann, Life and
'l'ime,; of Henry Melchior Muhlenb erg, Chaps. XXIV, XXY .
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Europ to be eclucated. This was the case in New York and Virginia, and particularly
in outh Carolina. 1 The Catholic planters of Maryland sometimes sent their sons
to th Jesuit colleges in France ancl the old countries. For example, Charles Carroll, of Canollton, when 11 years of age, was sent by his father to St. Omer, where
ho remainell six years; from there he went to a college at Rheims, and from there
agaiu to the College of Louis le Grand at Paris. It was common also for young men
to resort to Europe for professional study, as in theology, law, and medicine. Thus
Carron studied at the Inner Temple three or four years, but not with a professional
view ,2 He returned to his native country the year of the Stamp Act Congress, after
an absence of eighteen years. John Carroll, also, a cousin of Charles, afterwards
the first Catholic bit:,hop in the Unitecl States, studied abroad.~

JI. FRENCH INFLUENCE.
The Declaration of Independence involved much more than politics. Tho formation of the American Union, and its assumption of a separate place among the
powers of tho earth, brought the American people into new relations, not merely
with England, but with the continental countries. Congress, having cut the bo nd
uniting the St,ates and the mother country, began to look about for foreign c~nnectious, and so dispatched commissioners to Europe. These steps meant some immediate enlaro-ement of the national mind and they led to results that were little fore'
seen at the otime. Naturally enough, Congress
found an a1ly in the mother couu t ry ' s
ancient enemy. The treaties of 1778 have been properly valued in respect to commerce ancl political and military affairs. No doubt, too, the moral reaction of the
United States upon France has been sufficiently appreciated. The same ob~e~vation may be repeated in respect to French influence on American morals and religion.
But the same can hardly be said of French influence on American studies, science,
and l earning.
(1) FRENCH OFFICERS AND TRAVELERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

At the opening of the struggle with Eno-land
the army suffered a lack of officers
0
properly educatell in the science and the art of war. The representatives of th e
Government abroad were accordingly instructed to enlist the services of foreign offi0
cers, being competent, who might be willing to accept American commissions.
successful were these efforts that serious embarrassment was felt, both at the seat of
Government and in the camp of the Commander in Chief, when the time came to
redeem the promises that had been made in Europe. Steuben, who furnished the
plans on which the army was reorganized in 1778, was a German; so was K~.lb,
alth_ough he had been trained in the French army; but a majority of the o soldi_ers
of hberty or fortune were Frenchmen. In due time the French fleet· and armies,
under the command of D'Estaing, Rochambeau, and Do Grasse, arrived. The King
of ~ranee ::ilso maintained a representative, with an appropriate staff, near Congr~~Besides, numerous French travelers, men of cultivation and science, began to " 1 ·it
the country in the spirit of scientific observation.
·
T~e truth is tbat continental countries ha(l for some time been showing something
besiues a mere political and commercial interest in tho Eno-lish colonies in '.i:Torth
America. The country and its inhabitants had become the ;ubjects of intere t an<l
st~dy. Peter Kalm, profe sor of economy in the Univeri;ity of Abo, in 'weuish
F~~la_ucl, and member of the Swedi h Royal Academy of Sciences, who mad his
vi it m 1748-19, was one of tho clearest of the early prophets of American in<lep nd241 ~_?lyer . leriwotb r, Ilistory of Ili ,be~~ucation in outh Carolina.
1 3nd
'
'
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enee. 1 In 176-t the Due cle Choiseul sent l\I. de Pontleroy to the States as a political
agent, 2 and at a later day Kalb, 3 who afterwards fell at the battle of Camden, on a
similar errand. The works of Abbe Raynal, entitled A Philosophical and Political
History of the Settlements and Commerce of the Europeans in the Two Indias, first
published in 1780, embracecl the thirteen colonies. 4 The Abbe also published in 1781
an account of the Revolution in two volumes. The Abbe Mably, also bre<l. up like
Raynal in a Jesuit college, publisbed in 1784 bis observations on the Government and
Laws of the United States of America. Again, the Marquis de Chastellux, a majorgeneral in Rochambeau's army, and one of the forty members of the French Academy,
travele<l. extensively in the States in 1780-1782, and his journal, althou'.gh written
sol ely for himself and a few friends, ultimately found its way into public, both in
French and in English. 5 The Due de Rochefoucauld-Liancourt also visited us in
1 On his retur:1 homo Kalm wrote au account of his tra.vels in Swedish, which was soon translated
into German, and then into English. The English translation, entitled, Travels into North .America,
etc., translated into English by .John Roinholc1 Forster, F. A.. S., bears the imprint ""Warrington,
printed by William Eyers, 1770." It comprises three volumes. '.rho book is devotecl to natural history, including a circumstantial account of the plantation and agriculture of the country in gon ral,
with its civil, ecclesiastical, and commercial state, the manners of the inhabitants, an<l several curious
and important remarks on various subjects. Kalm declared it to be of great advantage to Englail(l
that the North .American colonies were so near to Canada. "There is reason to believe, 11 he says,
"that the King never was in earnest in his attempt to expel the French from their possessions there,
though it might have been done with little difficulty." Referring to British interference with colonial
manufactures and commerce, he said: "These and some other observations occasion the inhabitants
of the English colonies to grow less temlor for their mother country. This coldness is kept up by the
many foreigners, such as Germans, Dutch, and :French settled here and living among the English,
who commonly have no particular attachment to old England. I have been told by Englishmen, 11 he
continues, "and not only by euch as were born in .America, but even by such as came from Europe,
that tho English colonies in North America, in the spaco of thirty or fifty years, would be able to form
a state by themi;elvos entirely independent of old England. But as a whole country, which lies along
the seashore is unguarded, and on the land side is l1arassed by the French, in timos of war these dangerous neighbors are sufficient to prevent the connection of the colonies with their mother country
from being quite broken off. '.lhe English Government has therefore sufficient reason to consider the
French in North .America as the best means of keeping the colonies in their clue submission." (Vol.
1, pp. 264-265.) A. letter of Kalm's to a friend in Philadelphia, describing Niagara Falls, dated at
.Albany, September 2, 1750, is found in "Observations on the inhabitants, climate, etc.," made by .John
Bartram in his Travels from Pennsylvania to Onondaga, etc., Canada. London, 1751; reprinted 1805.
213ancroft, History of the United States, New York, 1885, Vol. III, p. 75.
a Kalb was in the colonies in 1768, nine years after Kalm's visit. His reports to the French minister
are very interesting for the light they throw upon the state of colonial opinion and feeling at tho time.
For example; he wrote from New York "February 25: ".All classes of people here are imlme<l with
such a spirit of independence and freedom from control, that, if all the provinces can be unitell under
a common r epr esentation, an independent state will soon be formed. .At all events, it will certainly
come forth in time. \Vhatever may be done in London, this country is growing too powerful to be
much longer governed at so great a llistance. Tho population is now estimated at 3,000,000, and it
is expected to double itself in less than thirty years. It is not to be denied that children swarm
everywhere like ants. The people arc strong aud robust, aud even the English officers admit that
the militia are equal to the line in every particular." (Freiderick Kapp: The Life of .John Kalb,
Major-General in the Revolutionary Army, New York, 1884, p. 63.)
4.A, philosophical and political history of the British settlements and trade in North .America, from
the French of .Abbe Rayna!, in two volumes, gdinburgh, 1775.
6 Travels in North .America in the Years 1780-1781-1782. By the Marquis de Cbastellux. Tran slated
from the French by an English gentleman who resided in .America at the p eriod . Two Yolnmes,
London, 1787.
Chastellux's work contains the following curious passage : ".A.s for the Americans, they U·stify
more st.rprise than peevishness at meeting with a foreigner who did not understand English. But
if they are indebted for this opinion to tho prejudice of education, a sort of national pride, that pride
sllffered not a little from the reflection which frequently occurred of the language of the country
being that of their oppressors . .Accordingly, they avoided these expressions, 'You speak English,'
'You understand English w ell;' and I have often heard them say, 'You speak American well,' 'The
American i<l not difficult to learn.' Nay, they have even carried it so far as seriously to propose
introducing a new language; and some persons are desirous, for the convenience of tbo publi~, that
the Hebrew should be substituted for the Enj!;lish. The proposal was that it should be taught In the
schools and made use of in all public acts. You may imagine that tbi~ project w ent no further; but
we may conclude from the mere suggestion that the .Americans could not express in a moro energetic
mamter their aversion for the English. (Vol. II, pp. 265, 266.)
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1795-1797. \Ve shall soon meet him agaiuin another connection. Dupont de Nemours
publishecl in Paris in 1800 a work entitled On National Education in the United

States, written at the r equest of his friend Jefferson. And finally, not to make too
long a list, mention may be ma<le of the botanist Michaux, who penetrated into the
country west of the Alleghany Mountains a~d into lower Louisiana. 1
(2)

THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY AND THE A:.-.1ERICAN ACADEMY 01<' ARTS

AND SCIENCES.

Americans who went to Europe under the new conditious went with a new interest.
Diplomatists, like Franklin, Adams, and Jefferson, served other purposes than those
of diplomacy, or even politics: they became channels for the transmission to their
countrymen of foreign, and especially of French, ideas. The estimation in which
Franklin was held in France by men of learning and science, and the thoroughness
with which J efferson interested himself in continental learning and science, are
coaunonplaces. Asis well known, Jefferson's Notes on Virginia were not only written
but first published abroad. 2
The war had been but a short time in progress before French influence began to
ma,ke a, perceptiblo impression in the United States. Proof of this iA found where
so111e might not expect to find it. The American Philosophical Society, at Philadelphia, was founcled in 1769. The American Academv of Arts and Sciences, at
Boston, was incorporated by the legislature of Massachusetts in 1780. The two
l)odies represent the English and the French types, respectively. To quote a writer
who haA tlcalt with their origin:
The Philosophical Society (founded before the separation of the col_onies) col!i~d
the Roy~l Suciet~ o~ G:reat Britain in its corporate narn_e, as well as m, that of 1~s
tr.n1sactwns, and m 1ts ideals and methods of work took 1t for a model. f? e ~mencau AcR,demy, on the other hand "Had its ·orio-in
at the time when Bntam was
0
regal'ded us an inveterate enemy, 'and France as a generous patron," and its_ fou~ders
have placed upon record the statement that it was their intention "'I'0- gtve it the
nir of France rather than that of Eno-land and to follov.T the Royal Academy rather
than the Royal Society." Arnl so i~ Boston the academy published "M~moir~,"
while conservative Philadelphia continued to issue "Philosophical Transact10ns."·J
His cmious to observe tha.t the first president of the Academy of Arts and Sciences
was James Bowdoin, whose name bespeaks his French extraction. "In time, however," our writer goes on to say, "the prejudice against the motherland became less
intem,c, and the Academy in Boston follow ed the general tendency of American
s,: ientific workers" by conformiug more nearly to English models. Adtled interest
i:s given to this subject by the fact that John Adams, who, while by no means ~arthl to Frenchmen, was not proof against the French genius, was the principal
agent in forming the Academy, as :Franklin had been in forming the Philosophical
Society at Philadelphia. After he ha<l retired to private life, )fr. Adams related that
i t \Ya8 tbe conversations that he held with men of science and l etters in Paris that
snggei,ted to him the idea. H e observes further that the same conversations were
,Ill mitecedent of value iu the framing of the provisions in relation to literature
auu education incorporated in the constitution of Massachusetts, 1780,_which wa
a<lopted the same year that the Academy was founded. 4
''rra,els to the Westward of the Alleghany Mountains in the 'tates of the Ohio, Kentucky, Ten•
n . ~. , et•··: \Jlltlertaken in the Year X (1802), under the Auspkes of Hit! Excellency, M. 'baptal,
11111 tn of th
Interior. By F. A. :Michaux, M. D. Translated by B. Lambert, London, 1 o5.
lllclm~ wa ~n ng nt of Gen(·t in his efforts to create J.isatl'ection in the western country and to
eml,roil, ll,
mtccl tat<:11 ,o;itl1 .'pain and Great Britain. ( t•e Justin Winsor, The Western Mo-..e-m c1,t. 1,o ton, 1 '7, pp . 533-537 _)
tJ•. L. 1-'orll, Th Writing f Tl
,, •. lirowu G<>oclf' l'l I . '~
'?~a Jefi.' r on, Vol. III, l>P· 68 et seq.
'nil :\ • •
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At this distance it is difficult to appreciate the extent of the sympathy t hat d eveloped in those years between the American and the French minds. Frenchmen saw
in the United States a wide field for planting French science, art, and culture. lt is
scarcely an exaggeration to say that a propaganda was organized, or at least was on
the point of organization in France, looking to t,hat end. An account of this move ment in the most definite form that it assumed is one of the most curious chapters in
the history of American education.
(3) THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE S AND ARTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERI CA.

Chevalier Quesnay de Bea,nrepaire was a grandson of Quesnay, the founder of the
school of the Physiocrats, a nd court physician of Louis XV . This enthusiastic
Frenchman came to the United States to enter as a volunteer the army of liberty,
and he actually served until a failure of hettlth compelle1l him to leave th e army.
While traveling tllrough the country he conceived the grnntl idea of iutroLlucing
into the United States the J<'r euch cnlt,ure and fine arts. His primal aim appears to
have been to knit th e two conntries together more closely , or , as he expressed it,
"of connecting the United States with my fatherland by new motives of gratitude,
of conformity in taste, and of more close comm1!'nications between the i ndividuals of
the two countries." H e came forward with a proposition to establish in Richmond,
Va., the Academy of Sciences and Fine Arts of the United, tates of America. 'fhe
historian who has dealt most full y with the subjec t says the institution was to -be a
kind of French academy of the arts and sciences, with branch academies in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York. It wa to be at once national and international.
It was to be affiliated with the royal societies of London, Paris, and Brussels, and
with other learned bodies iu Eu.cope. It was to consist of a president and vicepresident., six counselors, a treasurer:general, a secretary, a recorder, an agent for
taking European subscriptions, French professor,'!, masters, a rtiHts in chief attached
to the academy, and 25 resident and 175 nonresident associates selected from tlle best
tal ent of both worlds. The following schools of advanced instruction w ere to be
established: Foreign languages, mathematics, design, architecture ( civil and military ), painting, sculpture, engraving, experimental physics, astronomy, geography,
chemistry, mineralogy, botany, anatomy (human and veterinary ), and natural history.
The professors an.cl other inspectors were to be selected by a committee of correspondents established in Paris. Quesnay was to be founder and president of the
Academy antl chairman of the Paris committee. The i nstitution was to have its own
press and to send out its own publications.
Fantastic as this scheme may now appear, it was seriously regarded by many others
than its originator. It commande<l. the approval of some distinguished men on both
sides of the ocean. It was pat ronized by the French conrt. Thomas Jefferson lent
it his en<l.orsement. Sixty thousand francs in subscriptions were raised in America
and large sums were looked for from France. In 1786 the foundation of the building
that was to enshrine the mother academy was laid with imposing ceremonies. Two
years later Quesuay published his programrue in Paris. 1 The building was duly completed, and it is interesting to relate that it received within its walls the State convention that ratified the F ederal Constitution. Had no't the French Revolution come
in the way the Academy would 110 doubt have been organized and wou ld have run
at least a brief career. As it was only one professor was ever appointed, and it is not
known that he ever cros:;ed t he Atlanti c. While it is impossible to suppose that the
scheme could have succeeded according to the founder's expectation had there been
no revolution in France, one can not help speculating on the results bad the Academy
once been established and attained to the proportions of a uni vers1ty: The writer

--------

1 Memoir,

Statutes, and Prospectus concerning the .Academy of Sciences tmd Fine Arts of the nited
States of America, established a t Richmond, the capital of Virginia. Presented t o t heir maj Pl'! ti os of
the royal famil y by the Chevalier Queenay de Beaurepaire. At Paris. The pr.ill ting hou e of Cail •an ,
Printer of the Academy of Richmond, Rue Galland, No. 64 . 1788. 118 pp. 12mo.
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to whom I am indebted for the facts that I am usinothinks the resnlts might ham
0
beeu serious. He says:
Had Qnesnay succeeded it is prouable that the University of Virginia wonl<l ne~·er
have b een founded; the Academy would have become the center of higher education
not only for Virginia but for the whole South, and possibly for a large part of t?e
~orth . . Suppo~tecl by.:Fren?h capital, strengthened by French presti~e, by n.sso~rnt1011s w~th Pans, then the mtellectual capital of the world, th~ Academy of R1?hmond nnght have become an educational stronghol<l. comparable 111 some degree w~tll
~he Jesuit_ influence in Canada, which bas proved more lasting than French domm·
10n, more unpregnable than the fortress of Qneuec.
If French ideas hacl really penetrated Virginian society they would have become as dominant in the South as German ideas are now becoming in the State universities and school systems. of the
Northwest. French ideas survived in Virginia and in t.l1e Carolinas long after t-~e
Revolution. It was a difficult task to dislodo-e French philosophy from Hs acadc1;11ic
strongholds in the Carolinas, and it was don~ by a Scotch Presbyterianisn_1 movu~g
southward from Princeton Colleo-e. In social forms French culture vet lmgers m
South Carolina and notably in Charleston. 1
(4)

MR. JEFFERSO::S- AS A PROPAGANDIST OF ]TRENCH SCIE XCE, AllTS, AND
EDUCATIONAL ID EAS .

Mr. Jefferson was an enthusiast in all matters pertaining to education . He was a
great lover of science and learning himself, and he devoted no little la,bor to tho
study of educational systems, organization, institutions, and courses of study. He
carried on these investigations assiduously while serving as American minister at
Paris. It does not appear that he extended his studies to the North, but r ather
confined them to the Latin countries. The name "Germanyn does not occur in the
indexes to the nine-volume edition of his published works. As to the North, how·ever, one exception must be made. Writing to Mr. Mc.A.lister in 1791, he sai<l the
best school in the world was the University of Eclinburgh. On the continent,, ho
said, no other place was comparable to Geneva.2 At an earlier time, 1785, writing
to J. Bannister, he had said the Continental competition by between Geneva and
Rome. At the same time, after enumeratina
the advantages offered by Yarious
b
.
H
schools, he demands: "But why sencl au American youth to Europe for eL1ucation.
He named the various subjects of contemporaneous stuuy, and then adued: "It is
true that the habit of speaking the modern languages can not be so well acquired in
America; but every other article can be a8 w ell acquired at William and Mary College as at any place in Europe." 3
Such foreign ideas as found their way into the University of Virginia were the
ideas of France and the related countries . "The idea of distinct scllools of art and
science/~ says Dr. A.dams, "which is so prominent a characteristic of the University
of Virginia to-day, is the enduring product of Jefferson's observation in the schools of
4
Paris and of his association and correspondence with their representatiYe m cn ."
In 1779 Mr. Jefferson proposccl certain changes in the curri culum of his alma
mater, the College of William and Mary, which, it has been said, rcpre errt the first
current of modern ideas which began to flow into American academical Jife. He
proposed a cycle of eight professorships including the northern tongues (MesoGothic, Anglo-Saxon, and Old Icelanclic) and modern languages. His bill failell in
the legislature, but some of bis reforms were accepted through the board of , ,i itors.
1
Theso facts in relation to the Richruoncl Academy ha,o been compiled from Dr. II. B . .c\..d:un ':1
monograph, Thomas .Jefferson and tho niYorsity of Virginia, Washington, D. C., 1888. But see
oode's monograph befor m nlioned, pp.101, 102. ,Yriting of Princeton University, l'rof. Wil·
~iam M. Sloan has saicl: "It was her arduous labor, moreover, which destroy .cl tha virns of French
rntl~eu,·
, inoculalerl as it was into Virginia and the Carolinas Uj' Que nay's
~bbm O
d_ by J ·fi'n on'!i sympathy. It wns likewii;e tbrongh the teaching
oh e~.,
n wa secur '1 in outbcrn colonies do1nin11.ted liy th English
tie , •. Y., 1 93, p. 90.
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A professorship of modern languages was established. The Due cle la Rochefoucaultl-Liancourt, who visited Virginia in 1795-1797, found the modern languages
taught in . Williamsburg. At that time, however, the college was in de cay.
The faculty of the college of Geneva, Switzerland, much disturbed by the political
agitation growing out of the French Revolution, and particularly by its effects upon
Geneva, proposed, if suitable encouragement was given, to emigrate in a body to
the United States for the purpose of folrnding an institution of European science.
At least one of the professors formally made such an overture both to John Adams
and to Thomas Jefferson; it is not known how far the faculty as whole had been
consnlte(l in the matter. Tlie proposition, it will be seen, was to transplant one of
the most famous seats of European learning to the new world, so far as this could be
done. Mr. Jefferson, who had said that Geneva contested with Rome the first place
among tlle cont.inental universities, looked with favor upon the idea, and souglit to
interest Washington and the legislature of Virginia in the scheme.L

a

(5) EARLY TEA CHING OF I•' REXCII AT IIAHVARD COLLEGE .

In 1735 th o president and tutors of Harvard College authorized the employment
of Mr. LoHglos orie, a Frenchman, as instructor in tho French language. In n little
time the unfortunate instructor was charged with disseminating in tho college
dangerous errors of religion, and a committee was appointed by the overseers to
investigate ancl report how far these errors had been prosecuted an<l receiYed. The
committee reported that he had freely communicated his errors to the graduates,
non e of whom, however, had embraced them. So the overseers voted that the permission grante<l to Mr. Longlossorie was void, because the immediate government
had no power to introduce or permit any person to instruct scholars in arts or
languages in this society; also, that inasmuch as it was not consistent with the
safety of the college that he should coutinue to teach the French tongue a11y longer,
the president aml tutors be in structed to forbicl a ll students, undergraduates and
graduates alike, from attending his instructions either within the college walls or
elsewhere. And this was the end of instruction in French at Harvard until the
time of tlie Revolution. 2
In 1780, the very year that saw the establishment of the Academy of Arts and
Sciences and the adoption of tho constitution of Massachusetts, the corporation and
overseers authorized Simon Poulin to teach the French language to such students
as their parents or gn.ardians should permit, the tuition fees to be charged in their
quarter l>ills. As the act of the immediate government iu the case of Louglossorie
had been an nulled in 1735, this was the first legal authorization of such instruction
in the- college. In 1782 Al l>ert Gallatin was authorized to tea.ch French in the coll ege on tho same terms tliat Poulin ha<l enj oyed. In 1797 students excused from the
study of Hebrew were required to study French; but in 1800 instruction in French
was suspended, stndeuts being permitted, on the request of their parents or guardians,
to attend extramural instruction in the l anguage at such times as should not interfere with thei r regular college studies. Nor was instruction in French 1·eyived until
the establishment of the Smith Chair in 1819.:i
(6)

COLUMilIA, WILLIAMS, AND UNIO~ COLLEGES, AND BROWN U~TIVERSITY,

It is said that Columbia College established a chair of French in 1779, Williams
College a similar chair in 1793, and Union College on e in 1806. 4 It is noteworthy
that previous to our great educational revival, which began to declare itself in the
decade 1820-1830, the South was much more open to foreign educational influence
1 13. A . Hinsdale, 11 Documents Illustrative of American Educational His tory, " chap. 1, pt. 3, vol. 2,
Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1892-93, pp. 1300- 1302.
2 Quincy, History of Harvard
niversity, Vol. I, pp. 374, 39-i, 395.
3 lbi<1., Vol. II, pp. 275, 281.
4 R. IL Boone, Education in the United States, ~ew York, 1889 , p. lil.
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than the North. For this there were several reasons. The Southern people had
less literature, science, and education of their own than the Northern })eople, and
they had always been more in the habit of resorting to European schools. But
foreign influence in that period, if we exclude England, was French influence
exclusively.
·
Among other attempts to turn the French alliance to educational advantage, the
one made by Brown University, that now is, should be mentioned_. In June, 1784,
the chancellor and president, in obedience to the instructions of the corporation,
petitioned his most Christian Majesty to assist them to procure a proper collection
of the best French authors, and to establish a professorship of the French language
and history in the College of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations. The petition was put in the bands of the delegates of the State in Congress, who forwarded
it to Mr. Jefferson, then minister of the United States at Paris. It never reached
the royal ear, the minister having satisfied himself that it would be refused. He
desired, he said in his reply, to spare to both parties the disagreeableness of giving
a nd receiving a denial. 1
In the order of exercises at the commencement of Brown University, 1788, was an
oration iu French on the subject, "Letters in general.'' 2
(7) l<'HENCH INFLUENCI<, ON EDUCATION IN MICHIGAN.

The first attem1)t to organize education in Michigan savors strongly of French
influence. This legislation was enacted by the governor and judges, who constituted the first Territorial legislature, in 1817. The Catholepistemiad, it will be seen,
was public education as organized iu the Territory or the State, a local uniYersity
being only one of its constituent parts. No doubt the plan was suggested by the
University of France, which elates from 1806-1808. President Angell, commenting
upon the act of 1817, has sn.id:
The original plan, which was drawn by Judo·e ,voodwarcl in 1817, was charncterfaed by remarkable breadth, though sketched j~ language ri11iculously p ed:rntic. In
the development of our strictly university work, we have yet hardly been able to
realize tlie ideal of the eccentric but gifted man who framed the project of the
"Catholepistemiad, or University of Michigaoia," with its "thirteen d1daxiim, or
professorships." Even while amusing ourselves at his polyglot vocabulary, we may
remember that our statesmen of early clays carried on their discnssions nuder classical pseudouyms; tlrnt Mr. Jefferson suggested names for the vVestern States hardly
less remarkable than the formidable title with which the university was burd<>11ed
at it:; christening, aud that the classical dictionary was fairly emptied on the towns
of central New York. 3
Pedantic as this act is, the plan was marked by great breadth of view, much of
which has characterized Sta,te education, as organized in Mi cliigan, ever since. To
qnote President Angell ngain:
In 1821 the governor and judges translated Judge Woociward·, charter into mo.lern
for111s of 1>pcech and modified it in some particulars. They gave to tue in titutiou
the si m plu 11amc of the niversity of Michigan. Repealing tlie act of 1 17, the,\' y t
relai11c1l in tb act or charter of 1 21 the grant to the univen.;ity of the power to
e,,tahii ·h colleg s anu s ·boo1s so far as tlrn funds, which were no lon lYer to he furni lic,l uy t.tXatiou, wo111<1 permit. The catholicity of this charter of°l 21 i, suown
iu tli i.· 1ue111ontble article: '' Be it enacted, That persons of every r clio-io ns dcnominatiou .-liall 1.., <'apablo of being- cle<'ted trustees; nor shall auy per <fn, a pre idcnt1
prote.· ·or in tru~tor, or pupil, be refused admittance for bis con •ieutiou p r na ion
Ill matters of r •l1g1on, provided be clemcau him
lf in a proper manner nnrl conform
to .-nclJ rnlr. a m y J , tablisbec1.'
th
r ity did
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AN ACT to establish the Catholepistemiad, or University, of Michigania. 1

Be it enacted by the Governor and the Judges of the 1'errito1·y of Mfohigan, That there
shall be in the said Territory a catholepistemiad, or university, denominated the
Catholepi st emia<l, or University, of Michigania. The Catholepistemiad, or University, of Michigania shall be composed of thirteen didaxiim or professorships: :first, a
didaxia, or professorship, of catholepistemia, or universal science, the didactor, or
professor, of which shall .b e president of tbe institution; second, a didaxia, or profes8orship, of authropoµ;lossica, or literature, embracing all the epistemiim or sciences
rclatiYe fo language; third, a didaxia, or professorship, of mathematica, or mathe- ·
rnniics; fourth, a didaxia, or professorship, of physiognostica, or natural history;
fifth, a <lillaxia, or professorship, of physiosophica, or natlll'al philosophy; six.th, a
dicb:xi.1, or professorship, of astronomia., or astronomy; seveuth, a didaxia, or professorship, of chymia, or chemistry; eighth, a didaxia, or professor:;hip, of iatrica, or
medical sciences; ninth, a didaxia, or professorship, of oeconomica, or economical
sciences ; tenth, a didaxia, or professorship, of ethica, or ethical sciences; eleventh,
a didaxia, or professorship, of polemitactica, or military sciences; twelfth, a didaxia,
or professorship, of diegetica, or historical sciences; and, thirteenth, a didaxia, or
professorship, of ennoeica, or iutellectual sciences, embracing all the epistemiim, or
sciences relative to the minds of animals, to the human rnin<l, to spiritual exititences,
to the Deity. and to religion, the didactor or professor of which shall be vice-president
of the iustitution. Tho ( didactorim or) professors shall be appointed an(l commissioned by the governor. There sha,11 be paid from the treasury of Michigan, in qua.rterly payments, to the president of tho institution, to the vice-president, and to each
di<.1actor or professor, an annual salary to be fixed by law. Moro than one didaxia or
professorship may be conferred upon the same person. The president and did.actors
or professors, or a ma,iority of them assembled, shall have power to regulate all the
concerns of tl1e justitution, to enact laws for that purpose, to sue, to be sued, to
acquire, hold, and alien p .: :operty, real, mixed, antl personal, to make, to use! and to
alte r a seal, to proYide for and to appoint all such officers and teachers under them
as tlicy inay deem necessary and expedient, to establish colleges, academies, schools,
lihraries, museums, atheueums, botanic gardens, laboratories, and other u se ful literary an<l. scientific institutions consonant to the laws of the l nite<l States of America
a nd of Michigan, and to provide for and appoint directors, visitors, curator , JilJrariaus, instructors, and instructrixes in, among, and throu ghout the various counties,
cit ies, towns, toWJ1ships, or other geogra))hical divisions of Michigan. Their name
and style as a corporation shall be, "The Catbolepistemiad or Uni versity of Michigan. " To every subordinate instructor or instructrix appointed by the catholepist emiad or university there shall be paid from the treasury of Michigan, in quarterly
payments, an annual salary to be fixed by law. The present public taxes nro hereby
increased fifteen per cent, and from the proceeds of the present and of all fnture
publir, taxes fifteen per cent is appropriated for the benefit of the catholepist<·miad
or nniversity. The trensnrer of .Michigan shall keep a separate account of tho u11 i versi ty fond. The catholepistemiad or university may propm~e and draw four successive
lotteries t1ednctinp; from the prizes in the same fifteen per centnm for tlie beuefit of
the institution. The proceeds of the preceding sources of re,,ennc, an<l of all snbse7 11ent. sh.ill be applied in the first instance to the procurement of su itabl e lands
arnl bnildings, ancl to the establishment of a library or libraries, and afterwar<l:i to
snch purposes ::s shall lie by bw provided for and reqnire<l. The honorariu111 for a
conrse of lectures shall not exceed fifteen dollars; for classical instruction, ten clollar:; a. qnarter; for. ordinary in stru ction, six dollars a quarter. · If the judge~ of the
conrt of any county, or a majority of them, shall certjfythat tbe parent or gn:adian
of an,Y person has not adequate means to defray the expense of the snital>le i11struct io11, nn<l that tbe same ought to be n, pnulic charge, the honorarinm shall li e paid
from the treasury of Michigan. This law, or any part of it, may be r epealecl by the
logi};btive power for tho time being. An annual rnport of the state, concerns, and
tr:: :1sn.ctio11s of the institution shall be laid before the legislative power for tb e time
bein·~·, the same being n<lopted from the laws of seven of the oriO'inal States, to wit,
i11e :-;tates of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersy, New York, Ohio, Penn ylYnnia, and Virginia, as far as necessary, and suitable to the cir umstances of
::\l i<'higau. ~
J , \ :! exact transcript of the draft in the lrnnuwriting of Judge Woodward, uow preserv cl in the
nui,·crsity library. Th ou gh it b ears on its back the date" Nov. 7, 1817," it appears to be the original
of 1 he art adopted by the governor and judges of the Territory .A ni:rnst 26, 1817. Supcri1,te1H~e~t
Slwnrman printed the act as adopted, from tlie executive r ecords of Michigan, at pages 4 aml 5 of hie
f5,rste :n of J'nblic Instrnction and Primary School Law of Michigan (Lausiug, 1852), but nppan•ntly
with many errors of transcription.
.
2 Tlic cul'in11s formula with which this act closes has a history.
The Ordinn,11cc of 1787, m accor~la_nce
with which :'II icllig'itn was goYernc<l, did not confer upon tlie ~overnor ancljn<lg~s power ~o ~n:ict 0 .ri~inal
laws, hn t 011l.v11owcrto :uloptaucl pnblish snchlawsof' the original States, cri111111al ancl c·n·1l, :H1 n 11 gllt be
necessary and bcst 1n1itc(l tot he circum st.ances of the '.rerritory. etc . Som etimes, h owever, 1ho 111 w-111 ,a½·
ing powerconldnot find lu.wsthat s uited the circumstances of the •.rerritory among the laws of tile orig1-
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A table of the professorships of a university, constructed on the principles of the epistemic
system.

I -The nearest familiar ancl elegant names,
adapted to the English language.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
· XI.
XII.
XIII.

IIII.-The munberofthe pa.rII.-The epistemic names, which may ticuiar scit:nces
be engrafted without Yariation into comprehend ed
every modern language.
in the several
professorships.

Literature ............................ .
I. Antbropoglossica ........... . .
II. Mathematica ................. .
Mathematics·······················-··
Natural historr .. ................... - ..
III. Physiognostica ............... .
Natural philos·ophy ...... . ............ .
IV. Pbysiosophica ............... .
Astronomy ........................... .
V. Astronomia .................. .
Chemistry ......................... _.. .
The medical sciences ................. .
Tho economical sciences .............. . VIII. Oeconornica .................. .
The ethical sciences ................. _.
IX. Ethica ........ . .............. .
The military sciences ................. .
X. Polemitactica ................ .
The historical sciences ............... .
The intellectual sciences ............. .
Universal science ..................... . XIII. CatholeJ)istemia .............. .

vii: rflrk~a.:::::::::::::::::::::::

x1f ~~ef:;fg!::::::::: :::::::::::;:

B
5
4
6

1
1
B
5
4
B
6
7
03

AN ACT to fix the annual salaries of the president, vice-president, professors, instrnctors, and
iustrnctrices of the university.

Be it enacted by the gorernor and the judges of the Territo1·y of Michi,qan, That the
annual salary of the president of the university shall be, for the present, twenty.five
dollars; of the vice-president, eighteen dollars and seventy_:five cents; of each JJrOfessor, twelve dollars and fifty cents, and. of each instructor or instructrice1 twentyfive dolhrs. 'l'he same, and so forth, New York.
AN ACT making a certain appropriation.

Be it enacted, and so forth, That for the payment of the annual salaries of the president and professors of the university there be appropriated from the university fund
a sum not exceeding one hundred and ninety-three dollars and seventy-five cents.
The same, and so forth, two Kentucky and Pennsylvania.
For instructors, two hnndred.
A table of certain auxiliary
I.-Tl1e nearest English names.

term8.
II.-The epistemic names.

l. A science ........ . .•................••.••......•.•.•........ 1. An epistemia.

2. Sciences ........... .. - ..................................... . 2. Episterniim.
3. Catholepistemiad.
4. Didaxia.
5. Didactor.
6. Professorships .. .... .... . .......... ............. .. . ... . .... . 6. Diclaxiim.
7. The compensation for instruction ...........•. _........... . 7. Honorarium.
8. The vice•president of a university ........................ . 8. Diclactor of ennoeica.
9. The president of a um,·ersity ............................. . 0. Diclactor of catholc>pi temia.

!:5. ±
~~~fe~'!s~~;h-ip·::: ::::: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : ::: :: :: : : :: ::::::
A professor ........ - ....................................... .

Thi legi. ]ation may seem curious rather than important.
till, it is mor than
curious. The highest legal trilmual in the tate bas decided that the niver ity of
.Michigan bas a continuou corporat existence from this early late.
till mor , tbi
·
·
·· ·
the p opl of .Michigan with the conception of a
cl on by the State. Its iuflnence may b e een. to .
of the so-callecl "bra.n
' of the uni. itytate, which w r tb
ina] of the)Iich iwever, the Universit
ichigan
nion. By that time
an in
it thought, at least) to enact original laws. In uch
bov , to the ·tat or tat fr III wbi ho t n il>ly i wa. borro
of l ~ lation, unle s Congr 8 int •rli•r I b'°, ttin:r
reqau d to report to Congress from titn to
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beginning to be distinctly felt by American schools and institutions of learning, and
the Michigan system of public instruction was avo~edly based on the Prussian ideas,
viz, a system of public instruction, embracing the three divisions of primary, secomlary, and higher education, supported and supervised by the State.t
Frenchmen bore a considerable part in the early scientific work undertaken and
directed by the Government. Thus the National Capital was laid out by a French
engineer. And in general it may be said that, although the French mind dicl not long
maintain the relative influence upon the country that it exercised at the close of the
Revolutionary "ar, it has continued to exert a, steady influence, aud particularly
upon certain branches of science. What it has done in the field of mathematical
education has been well shown by Prof. Florian Cajori in his clrnpter entitled "Tlie
influence of French mathematics."~
III. GERMAN INFLUENCE.
The establishment of contact between the mind and cnltnre of Germany antl the
mind and culture of the United States, in the first half of this century, has proved
to be an important factor in our intellectual, and particulary in our cducationnl,
history. In the future the importance of this factor is likely to become even more
manifest than it is at present. The tim e to measure the quantity and the qnality of
German influence upon our culture has not come, even if the man were at hand;
but there are facts eutering into the history which have a present interest and
value. However, before presenting some of these facts it will be well to ta.ke a,
hnrriecl glance at the introduction of German studies into the other great Englishspeaking countries.
ENGLAND AND GElt:'lfANY.

Professor Brandl, of the Unfrersity of Strassburg, is authority for the statement
th at Gessner's Idyls were the first offspring of the German muse which, under tbe
house of Hanover, found a welcome in England. 'l'Lat was in 1760-1769. In that
periotl Werther made its appearance and marks the second step. Previous to this
time, says Professor Brandl, Englishmen had learneJ German, when they did learn
it at all, only for commercial and business purposes. The third step was tak€,n by
Schiller in his early dramas. William Taylor, of Norwich, a man well known to
readers of Carlyle,3 visited Weimar between 1780 and 1787, and made his countrymen acquainted with the sound of Goethe's verse. Taylor translated Iphigenia and
was the pioneer in this field in Englaud. Between 1790 and 1799 ho was followed by
Monk Lewis, as he was called, who visited Germany in quest of ghost literature for
the delectation of his countrymen. Wordsworth, his sister Dorothy, antl Coleridge
went to Germany in the winter of 1798. The ,vordsworths hoped to perfect themselves in the German language, but formed no acquaintances and learned nothing,
except what they acquired by reading German books alone by themselves. 'l' hey
remained but a few months, which they spent mainly at Gosslar. Coleridge speut
sever:11 years in tbe country, and was profoundly affected by the German learning
and philosopby as well as the German literature. Coleridge, however, first read
The Robbers in translation. 4
Robert Southey, who, Professor Dowden says, lived in and for literature more than
any other man in his generation, b ecame acquainted with some of the romantic
German poets in translations while he was in Westminster School, 1788-1792.b He
1 B . .A. Hinsdale. "Tho Spirit and Ideals of tho Unfrersity of Michigan;" The Educational Review,
Vol. XI, pp. 356, 476.
2 The Teaching and. History of Mathematics in the United States.
Washington, D. C., 1800, pp. 275.
3 The reference is to Carlyle's well-known essay, Historic Survey of German Poetry, Edinburgh
Review No. 105. Hist.oric Survey of German Poetry, interspersed with various translations·, l>y W.
Taylor, of Norwich. 3 vols., 8vo. London, 1830.
4 Samuel Taylor Coleridge and the English Romantic School.
London, passim.
6 Southey, by Edward Dowden, in English Men of Letters.
New York, 1880, passim.
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continued his readings in tra nslations, and finally acquired the language. He met
William Taylor at Norwich in 1798.
In his essay On Imitation of the Ancient Ballad, written in 1830, prefixed to -the
edition of his Poetical ·works which appeared in that year,1 Sir ·walter Scott gives
an interesting account not merely of the origin of his own studies of German litera,ture, l>ut of the introduction of German literature into Scotland. Tbe date is -the
year 1788. The agent was Henry Mackenzie, author of The Man of Feeling. Scott-'s
first translations from the German to be published appeared in 1795. It will be seen.
h ereafter that German literature began to make itself felt and appreciated in England
about a generation before it did in the United States.
Dr. F. H. Hedge, illustrating his own remark that "the English were slow -to
recognize the merits of German writers, when at last 1t was understood that Germany
had writers and a literature of her own," says:
The Germans were confounded with the people of HoJland. The name Dutch
was applied indiscriminately to the countrymen of Hermann, of the Minnesingers, o-f
Luther, of Gutenberg, and to the dwellers on the Wall and the Schelclt. The Elder
Disraeli, in his Curiosities of Literature,Z has an essay entitled, Literary Dutch, in
which he speaks of Germans and Hollanders as one and the same people, using the
same language. He is not aware of any distinction between them. Vondel, a
Dutchman of the sixteenth century, and Schubart, a German of the eighteenth century, are adduced as illustrations of the same literature. He writes with a show of
candor, but concludes that, on the whole, the question of :Father Bouhours whether
a German can have wit had not been answered. And this was subsequent to the
death of Lessing.
He cites the fact that a writer in The Edinburgh Review for October, 1825, used the
most contemptuous language in speaking of Carlyle's translation of Wilhelm Meister
in particular, and of German literature in general, and then adds:
Three years had not elapsed after this tirade when 'l'homas Carlyle published in
the same journal bis triumphant vindication of German literature, which marked an
epoch in the history of English opinion on that subject.~
DR. FRANKLIN AT GOTTINGEN.

As far as I have been able to discover, Dr. Franklin was the :first American,
properly so called, to iuvestigate, or even visit, a German university. This visit wa
made to Gottingen in Augnst, 1766 Lessing, we happen to know, was there at
the same t ime. It is rather surprising to fin d that the man who is the best embod iment of the practical spirit of American philosophy should have been the first
American to show an interest in the higher education of the land of abstract though t
and science. It is surprising also to :find that nearly all the facts which we pos e~
relating to the visit are found in German authorities. In tru th, I have never been
able to :find the slightest allusion to the visit either in Franklin's correspontlence or
in the leading biographies of him that h ave beon published, although I have reason
to think tllat some slight allusions are to be found in these sources.
For some y~ars I had been collectin g items in regard to this interesting eYent in
:Franklin's life, but, before I had :finished, Dr. E. J. James, then of the niversi ty of
Pennsylvania, now of Chicago, publi bed the results of a very thorough r earch
that be J1ad made, thus rentlerin,r fLuther inquiry usele. s. His article is of uch
111t .re. t, wh ther looked a,t from th Am rican or the enmtn point of view that I
ball ve11tur tor produc it in fnll. ◄
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from many points of view. Iu a letter to his wife, dated London, June 13, 1766
(printed in Sparks's Works of Franklin, Vol. VII, p. 320), he wrote: "To-morrow I
set ont -with my friend Dr. Pringle (now Sir ,John) on a.journey to P y rmont, where
he goes to drink the w aters. * " -:+ We must be back at farthest in eight
weeks. * * * I propose to kave him in Pyrmont and visit some of the prin cipal
cities nearest to it, aucl call for him again when the time for our return draws uigh."
That he actually went to tho baths with Pringle we have satisfactory evidence in
the Pyrmont Brunnenarchiv, published in Berlin in 1782, which contains a list of
the guests at Pyrmont from 1752, and which, under the year 1766, contains the
entry: "Leibmedicus Ritter Pringle aus London und Dr. Franklin aus Pennsylvanien, kommt aus London."
Very few references to this trip occur in his correspondence or elsewhere. It was
in th e midst of a very exciting p eriod of Franklin's life, which may account for the
fact that he mak es such small mention of the journey himself; but the few times
he mentions it he certainly shows that he enj9yed it very much, and there is
,·arious evidence from German sources pointing to the fact that his visit was regarded
as a very important autl interesting event in the annals of Gottingen.
The exact date of Franklin's visit to Gottingen is fortuuately proservell for us in
the reports of the Gi.itti11ge11 Academy of Sciences. In the one hundred and tenth
issue of the Gottinge n Anzeiger, hearing date of September 13, 1766, the statem ent
is macle that the session of the Royal Society of Sciences held on tlrn 19th of the
preceding Julywasmoreimpressivethan usual. "The two famous English scholars,
the royal physician, Mr. Pringle, and Mr. Benjamin Franklin, from Pennsylvania,
who happened to be at th a t time in Gottingen on a trip through Germany, took
their seats as members of the society." The same .. periodical, in its iss ue of September 27, 1766, says that Pringle and Franklin visited Mr. Hartmann in J-fauover
in order to see bis app aratus for strong electrical experiments. , ii' John Pringle,
i u a letter dated London, Septem her 6, 1766, to Professor Michaelis of G ottingen,
thanks him for the courtesies which he and Dr. Franklin had received from Lim on
occasion of their visit to th at city . In a letter dated June 2, 1769, to the sam e gentlema,n , Pringle apolog izes to him for som e ex traordinary statements which Fnmklin
had made during their conYersation in Gottingen in 1766 in r egard to the enormous
size of the Patagonians, explaining that he ha<l been misled by the reports of sailors.
During this visit at Gottingen Professor Achenwall held a conver sation with
Franklin on the condition of the American colonies. He wrote ont careful notes of
this interview and published them subsequently in the Hannov ersches Magazin, in
the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, thirty-first, and thirty-second i ssues, the
first bearing date of F ebruary 27, 1767, and the last April 20, 1767, under the. title of
" Some r emarks upon North America and the colonies of Great Britain in that continent, from a personal interview with Dr. Franklin." He remarks in his closing
note that he found Dr. Franklin very willing indeed to answer all his question s, and
not only that, but to go much further and give him all the information he contd in
regard to matters in the New World. He also calls attention to the fact, in this
footnote, that when the British colonies felt themselYes aggrieved by the sta mp act
they showecl almost exactly the same temper and mode of thought as the Corc yrcaus
display ed toward their mother country, Corinth, on a somewhat similar occas ion.
(See Thucy dides, I, 34, etc.)
'l'he r eport of this interview with Dr. Franklin was republished subsequently in
various forms: In Koehler's (J. T.) Sammlung neuer Heisebeschreibungen aus
fremclen Spra chen, Gottingen and Gotha, 1767-1769; also a separate edition e ntitled
H errn Hofrath Achenwalls in Gottingeu Anmerkungen iiber Nord-Amcrika und
liber dasige grossbritannische Colonien aus mtindlichen Nachrichten des Herru Dr.
Franklin, Frankfort aud Leipsic, 1769; also at H elmstedt in 1777. 'rhe latter edition was accompanied by an appendix consisting of a translation of John Wesley's
address to bis brethren and countrymen in the American colonies. There seem s to
have been also a Dutch translation of this interview published at Utrecht iu 1778.
The book attracted considerable attention, to judge from these frequent reprints;
though, so far as I am able to learn , no mention of it is made by any of Franklin's
Liographers or bibliographers, with one ex ception, and he evidently knew nothing
beyond its bare title. Mr. Paul Leicester Ford, in his Franklin Bibliog raphy (a
most valuable work, by the way ) mentions it, but confuses it with a SUJJposed tra1Jslation of The Examinatiou in Parliament, published b y Almon iu London in 176G.
H e says in the Bibliography (page 133), under th e title of "Examination in Parliament/' that this work was reprinted several times in German, aud gives the three
titles which are cited above . It is evident tha.t Mr. Ford hacl never seen an.v one of
these pamphlets, or he could not have fallen into such a serious mistake. .i:Tot only
<lo tlie pamphlets aboYe mentioned treat of an entirely different subj ect, but, they
ha<l 110 relation whatever to the Examination in Parliament, nor, so f,Lr a s l have
beeu ahle to ascertain, is any mention made in auy on e of them of the ~ac~ t lrn~ ~)r.
:Frankliu had been examin ed Lefore Parliament. The Frankfort and Le1pis1c e<l1t10n
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of 1769 is in the Philadelphia library; the Koehler edition is reported by Sabin. to
be in the Harvard College library, and the Helmstedt edition, he states, is in the
Massachusetts Historical Society's library. Copies of the Koehler edition and of -th
Helmstedt edition are to be found in the British Musenm, and the Leipsic edition. of
1769 is also in the British Museum .catalogue, but the attendants were unable to find
it when I called for it.
A copy in the Philadelphia library contains 94 pages, 12mo, and discusses various
topics relating to the British colonies. The style of composition bears out the statement of the author that it is essentially a series of answers to questions which be
propounded in regard to the Indians, to the products of the country, its agriculture,
manufactures and commerce, education, government, monetary and tax systems, lawof succession, system of land-holding, slavery, redemptioners, religion, towns and
cities, etc. The account of the paper money issued in Pennsylvania would of itself
be ample evidence that this pamphlet rested upon statements of Franklin, as the
account is very similar to that which he gives in other places.
Koehler, in his edition, evidently regards it as very necessary to correct some of
Dr. Franklin's statements about the colonies on the basis of Meyer Robert's account
of his travels in America, and be adds a number of footnotes whicb are interesting ,
as he plainly makes the attempt to discredit Franklin's testimony. He accuses
Franklin of great carelessness in his statements to Professor Achenwall and unfairness toward other colonies than Pennsylvania. He states, for example, that Frankl~
had said that a college hacl ,been established in Boston when every one knew that it
was at Cambridge, 6 miles from Boston. Franklin spoke, moreover, of the educational institutions of Pennsylvania as though they were the only ones in the colonies ,
whereas many ot~er colonies had just as good and probablJ'.° better-110.tably, Ma~sachusetts, Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey. Franklm speaks of the colonists
paying tribute to the Iroquois Indians in the shape of gifts; Koehler remarks that
this is true probably only of the Pennsylvanians-" mostly Quakers, whom their
religion makes cowards."
In speaking of the difficulties in Pennsylvania between the government ::md the
colonists, which Franklin had described in some detail, Koehler says: "The J=_>ennsylvanians are a 'sort of little rebels' who are violating in a criminal way the rights
and dignities of their indisputable superiors, as well as the laws of nations; these
people have become insolent throuo-h their too quickly acquired wcaltb, and desen~e
the severest punishment, because they give other subjects a bad example.': He 1s
not even satisfied with Franklin's description of how bear-roast is prepared m ~ennsylvania; for, although be can not deny that Franklin's description is true, still he
says they do thjs much better in Poland, where they boil the claws in burgundy,
and thus make a most savory morsel.
.
In this interview with Ac hen wall, Franklin claims the credit for the establ~shment of the college iu Philadelphia in 1749 (now the University of PennsylYama).
, He declared, among other things, that the stories of the wealth of M13xico and it
civilization were all a myth. "The Indians "he declared, 11 were barbarians. How
could they build such cities as the Spaniard~ described f"
More than a year after his return to England1 Dr. Franklin received a letter from
Johann Friedrich Hartmann, dated the Calends of October, 1767, in which the wri_ter
says that he shall always remember the time when he was privileged to talk with
I<'ranklin, on the occasion of his visit to Hanover. He also states that the Prine
of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt had sent a special messenuer to Gottingen to · alnte
Franklin; bn~ the 1:llessen_ger got to Gottingen the very°daJ· Franklin left and too
late to see Jum (prrnted rn Sparks, Vol. VII, p. 326). This H:trtmann was a very
prominent physician in Hanover, hea(l of tlle royal hospital and well known to
scholar of that day for his int re tin electrical inv stigationi.
further reforenc to this vi it of Franklin's to Gottino-en
i foun<l in Johann
0
Stephan Piitte_r's Selbstbioo-raphie_(2 vols., CJ;ottingen, 1798, pp. 490 and 491). Pii t er ther rnent10ns the pleasure which he d rived from a visit of the famou · Fr, nklin and bis equally f~mous Engli h companion, Dr. Prino-le, then pr iclent of _the
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what he calls an important conversation that he held with Franklin on one occasion
at table:
' 'As he .was dining at my house, we talked much about, America, about the Indians,
the rapid growth of the English colonies, their population, their doubling in twentyfive years, etc., and I remarked that when I was in London in 1741 I had taken occasion to study pretty carefully the condition of these colonies from English books and
reports, and I had come to the conclusion, which I expressed at that time to various
people, t h at the colonies woulcl ere long become independent. They laughed at me
at that time; but I said I was of the same opinion still. Franklin thereupon
answered, with his earnest, significant, and shrewd expression, that I was entirely
mistaken; the Americans had a great love for their mother country. I replied, that
might be so, but the mighty sweep of interest would soon work very strong and
outweigh or destroy the love for the mother country. He could not deny that thi!3
might be true, but he said their revolt would still be impossible, for every important
place in the colonies, including Boston, New York, ancl Philadelphia, l ay exposed to
the English :fleets. Boston could easily be destroyed by a bombardment. 'fo this,
of course, I could not reply. I did not think, at the time, that I was blking with
a man who a few years later was destined to play such a prominent part in the fulfillment of my prophecies. When the disturbances actually broke out, I watched
with great interest for the beginning of the bombardment of Boston, but things took
an entirely different. course."
The editor of the Autobiography of Michaelis remarks in a footnote that be had
had the opportunity, as a student at Gottingen, of seeing Franklin and Pringle,
who had dropped into the Gottingen library 1 and that they had pleased. him much
better than the famous Lessing, who was also stopping at that time in Gottingen.
"These Englishmen, who are onlinarily repute,d to be very distant in their manners,
were exreeaingly pleasant and condescending; Lessing, on the contrary, was distant
and contemptuous."
One of the authorities who mention the visit thinks it of importance to record
that at dinner Franklin kept his spectacles on. Statues of both Wai:1hington ttnd
Franklin are to-day shown in the library of Gi.ittingen.
Franklin's part in the founding of the institution at Philadelphia, which at different times has been known as an academy, a college, and a university, is well known.
But I have sought in vain for any evidence in the history of this university, ~r in
lives of Franklin, that it shows a.ny trace of German influence that can l>e attributed
to this period. Prof. F. N. Thorpe's well-known work 1 is one of those that I have
examined for the purpose of discovering whether the visit to Gottin gon bore fruit,
but in vain.
If the question why Franklin went to Gottingen rather than to some older university arises, it w ill be rememl>erecl that Gottingen was in Hanover; that George
II had fonncled the university in 1737, and that the King of England was still the
Elector of Hanover in 1766. So slight was the knowle<lge of German universities
outside of Germany in those days that Englishmen as well as Americans knew next
to nothing about them. Even at the later day, when Canniug wrote his humorous
poem, it may well be doubted whether Gottingen was anything more than a name
to him.
BEXJA~IIN S~IITII BARTON .

As far as my inquiries have led, Benjamin Smith Barton, physician, 1,orn in L ancaster, Pa., February 10, 1766, died in Philadelphia December 19, 1815, has the honor
of being the first American student to take a degree from a German uni\fersity.
After studying medicine at York, in his native State, Dr. Barton continued his
studies for a time at Philadelphia. College, now the University of Pennsylvania. In
1786-1788 he studied medicine and natural science in Edinburgh and London, and
then went to the University of Gottingen, where he took his doctor's degree in 1799.
On his return to his native country, Dr. Barton held important positions in Philadelphia. Ho was the author of numerous scientific papers and works. The history
of his going to Go ttingen-the causes that drew him there-I have not been able to
discovcr. 2
1 Benjamin Franklin and the U n iver sity of Pennsylvania.
Wnsllington, 1893.
.
lThis brief sketch of Dr. Burton has been abridged from the somewhat longer account found m
Appleton's Cyclopredia of American Biography, vol.1 , p.188.
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GEORGE TICKNOR A'l' GOTTINGEN,

The tlrst American who went to a German unhersity for the purpose of study and
who has left us an account of his going, was Mr. George 'fick110r. Mr. Tickuor w-aa
born in Boston, was educated at Dartmouth College, and was bred to the law. Bu.-t,
_his tastes leading him to letters rather than to the bar, it was finally settled LeLwee:n
himself and his father, after consnltation with friends, that he should go to Europe
and study for two or three years. It appears to have been accepted almost as a.
matter of course that, if he would be a scholar indeed, h e must resort to tho larger
libraries, to the abler tea,chers, and the better universities of the Old Worlll. He
sa;rs:

I therefore gave up my office and turned all my attention and effort to learning
what I could of the German language and German universities, to which my thoughts
and wishes had been already turned. as the best places for in formation .
'11 he following paragraphs from an autobiographical sketch cause us as much
astonishment now as the revelations made to him caused Mr. Ticknor in 1814:
The first intimation I ever had on the subject was from Mme. de Stael's wo_rk on
Germany, then just published. My next came from a pamphlet, published byV11lers,
to defend the University of Gottingen from the ill foteutions of Jerome Bouapnrte,
the King of Westphalia, in which he gave a sketch of the university and its cour~es
of study. My aston ishweut at these re\'elations was increased by an accouut of its
library, given by an Englishman who had been at Gottingen, to my fri e~1d, t~e Rev.
Samuel C. Thacher . I was sure that I should like to study at such a umvers1ty, but
it was iil vain that I elldeavored to get further knowledge upon the subject. I
woul<l. gladly have prepared for it by learning the language I should have to use
there, but there was no one in Boston who could teach me.
At Jamaica Plain there was a Dr. Brosius, a native of Strasburg, who gave iustruction in mathematics. He was willing to do what he could for m e in German, bnt_be
warned me that his pronunciation was very bad, as was that of all Alsace, whrnh
had become a part of France. Nor was it possible to get books. I borrowed a.
Meiclinger's Gr:tmmar, French and German from my friend Mr. Everett, and se_nt to
New Hampshire, where I knew there was; German dictionary, and procured it. I
also obtained a copy of Goethe's Werther in German (througl.i Mr. William S. Shaw's
connivance) from among Mr. J. Q. Adams's books, deposited by him on going to ]';mope
in the Athenreum, under Mr. Shaw's care, but withont giving bim permission to lend
them. I got so far as to write a translation of ·werther, bnt no fnrtber. 1
The editor of the Life, Letters, and Journals of George Ticknor very justly remarks
that the literary poverty of this country a t that time can not he better ilJnstrated
than by the foregoing facts . Still, we must not give them an exaggerated rrlatiYe
value. The literary facilities of the country, as a whole, were then mall incl ed.
"Possibly a few Bostonians," says Mr. Henry Adams, "could read and peak
French; but Germany was nea1·ly as unknown as China nntil }Ime. de tad published her famous work in 1814." "George l'icknor,'' he sa_ys, ·'d iscovered in tl.ia
work a new world ." Mr. Adams tells us, moreover, that a ('Opy of Enripi<lei, in the
original coul<l 11ot 1,e bought at any bookseller's shop in New England. Pope, .\.<ldi. on, Beattie, and Youno- wer the reiguino- poet ; Burns wa ac<·ept c1 1,_y a fE:w and
copi
of a volume were advert ised by book ellers writt n by a 11 w poet called
·w ord worth. Ticknor's edit r informs us that iu Boston Johnson wa the f:l\·orit
writer in prose and Pop in v rse. Hervey's .Meditation and Zimmermann on, olitud were p pular book.·, aud the trlitterintr monotouv of J)arwiu found ailmir
< nc1 imitat rs.
~ oa.h ·w b tel' a man equally at horn ·iu Philadelphia,~· w York
··

, vol. 1, pp. 11, 12, 18, 19.
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and Boston, called the classical learning, history, chemistry, botany, and natnral
history that prevailed, excepting here and there a rnan eminent in some one of
these branrhes-"a mere smattering." "As to libraries,"he wrote, "we have no
snch things . There are not more than three or four tolerable libraries in America, and
these are extremely imperfect. Great numbers of the most valuable authors have
not found their way across the Atlantic." It is evident that in history we are
much further n,way from those times than we are in years. 1
Apparently, Mr. Ticknor must have learned more about Gottingen from Villers
arnl his friend Thacher than from Madame de Stael. ''Germany," the latter i:;aid,
11
not merely proposes to open to France new sources of poetry," but "endeavors to apply to a great natio11 the doctrine of progress ;" or, as the same writer
expresses it in another place: " The whoie work is governed by a plan which is to
make Germany known to the French; to ex11lain it to them, and, by contrast, to
explain France to the Germans, and make them admire her more; to reinvigorate
French ]iteratnre, to enlarge the horizon, and to opeu to poetry new avenues to new
sources." 2 After the French manner, Madame de Stael tenfll:! to ideas rather tbau to
positive informatiou. The chapter II Of the German univ ersities " is meager enungh
in respect to real knowledge, bnt rich in general views, which, however, relate but
little to the speci1ie subject in hand. G<>Wngen is mentioned in a single se11tence
in connection with Halle a nd Jena. The prevalence of the philosophic spirit, the
stren gth of the speculative habit, the want of energy in i,he national character, are
more inviting topics to the writer than more practical snbjects. Several pages are
d evoted to the educational value of the study of languages, mathematics, grammar,
and of attempts to convey instruction in the guise of amusement. Still we get some
positive information. '' All the north of Germany is fWed with the most learned
universities in Europe. In no country, not even iu Englanil, have the people so 111any
means of instructing themselves antl of bringing their faculties to perfection." The
antiquity of the universi tie is rem arked, and tLe superiority of the Protesta11t ones
asserted. ''The litera1·y glory of Germany depends altogether upon these institutions." A few words are given to the regimen and spirit. "The rich a1!(1 poor
scholars were distinguished from each other only by personal merit, and the
strangers who repaired from all 11arts of the world submitted themselves with
pleasure to an equality which natural superiority alone could disturb." ''In every
German university several professors concurred together in each individual branch
of instruction. Thus the masters themselves imbibed a principle of emnlation from
tLe interest which they felt in attaining a_snperiority over each other in the number
of scholars t h ey attracted." This led to "the universality of acquirements which is
to be remarked in almost all the well-informed men of Germany." Th e wri~er thinks
1 Benry Adams, History of the United States, Vol. I , pp. 62, 63, 94c.
The state of liberal learu i11g in
New England is in good part illustrated u.v Mr. Adams's account of its foremost university. '·Onan
average of ten years, from 1790 to 1800, 39 young men annually took degrees from Harvard College, while
during the ten y ears, 1766-1776, that preceded the Re,·oli1tionary war 4,3 uacbelors of arts bacl been annually aent into the world, and even in 1720-1730 the average number bad been 35. The only sign of
clia11gewas that in 1720-1730 about 140 graduates bacl gone into tbe chnrcb, while in 1790-1800 only nbout
80 chose this career. .A.t tbe earlier period the presiclent, a professor of theology, one of mathematics,
ancl fo11rtutors gave instruction to the undergraduates. In 1800 the president, the profossdl·of theology,
the professor of mathematics, and a professor of Hebrew, createcl in 1765, with the four tutors, did the
same work. The method of instruction h acl not changed in the interval, being suited to children 14
yean; of age. The instruction itself was poor and the discipline was indifferent. Harrnrd College had
not in eighty years made as much progress as was afterwards made in twent,r. Life was quick ening
witliin it as within all mankind; the spirit and vivacity of the coming age could not be wholl,r ti hut
out; hnt Jlone the less the college resembled a priesthood which l1ad lost the secret of its mp1t ries,
aud patiently stood holding the flickering torch uefore cold altars nntil Goel shoo1<1 v oucbimfo a 11ew
dii;pcnaation of sunlight." (P. 77.) For George Ticknor's efforts for rnform in Tia1'vartl Col1C')!O see
bii; Life, Letters, and Journal s, Vol. I, chap.17, and his Reruarks on Change,; lately proposed or adopted
at Harvar<l College. Boston, 1825.
~sore!, Madame 11e. tai:il, pp . 167, 202.
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that the e:s:cellence of scholarship is clue largely to the study of languages. This is
the close of the chapter, which, perhaps, was as well calculated to impress the mind
of an aspiring young scholar like Mr. Ticknor as any part of it:
The impartiality which is natural to the spirit of the Germans leads them to take
an interest in the literature of foreign countries, and we :find few men a little elevated above the common herd who are not familiar with several languages. On leaving school they are in general already well acquainted with Latin and even with
Greek. The education of the German un!versities, says a French writer, begins
where that of most nations in Europe ends. Not only the professors are men of
astonishing information, but what distinguishes them above all things is their
extreme scrupulousness in the art of instruction. In Germany men have a co~science
in everything, and there is nothing that can dispense with it. If we examine the
course of human destiny we shall see that levity of disposition may lead to ever~thing that is bad in the world. It is only in childhood that levity has a charm; 1t
seems as i f the Creator still l ed the child by the hand, and assisted him to tread
gently over the clouds of life, but when time abandons man to himself it is only in
the seriousness of his soul that he can find reflection, sentiment, and virtue. 1
Nanies of .A:nierioan students in Gi.ittingen, 1789-1851.
[Copied from the Colony Book:.]
Year.

:semester.

Name.

Faculty. a

Hom e.

______ l____ l-- - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - -- - - - - - 1789 .......... 1. . . . . . . . . . Benj. Smith Barton ... Philadelphia ................
1812-1814 .... · ' · ........ . .:r . .:r. Astor ......•..... Not given ..................
Edward EYerett...... Amerika, 11, viii, 1815 b . . . • .
1815-16 . ...... M-O .... Ticknor .................. .. do ......................
1816 .......•.. O-M .... Everett ............................................ •
Ticknor ....................................... •·····
1816-17....... M ..Q.... Everett. ........................................... .
Ticknor ............. .... ......... . ................. .
Thorndicke........... Amerika, 1810......... .. . . .
1817.......... O-M.... Everett ............................................ .
Thorndicke ... . .................................... .
1817-18 ....... M-O .... None ............................... . .............. .
1818.......... O-M ......... do ............................................. .
1818-19. ... . . . M-O.... George Bancroft ...... Amerika ........... . ........
1819.......... O-M.... Bancroft ................ .. .... . .. . ..... ... ...... ... .
Patten ................ Amerika ... .......... . ... . ..
1819-20....... M-O.... Bancroft ....... .. ....................... .. ......... .
Patten ............................................. .
1820. .. . . . . . . . O-M . .. . Bancroft ....................... .. .................. .
1820. . . . . . . . . . . ........ _ /Patten ........... ... . ·1· ... .......... .... ........... .
1821 ... : ........... .... .
Nono .............................................. · 1

Med.
Not given.
Phil.
.Tur.

Phil.

Theol. c

Phil.

rn~r ·....... ·/·.........

1824}- · · · · · ·· · J\I-O · ·•·
1824 .......... O-M .. .. G. H . Calvert ......... Amerika, 3, ii, 182¼ ......... . Philos.
Emerson.............. Amerika, 10, v, 1824 ........ _I Theol.
1824-25 .. .. ... M-O ........ . do .... .... . ..•. .........................• . ...•..
Calvert ...... . ......... .... . ..... .................. .
Clark ...... :....... ... Amcrika, 25, x, 1824 . ........ Philos.

8rJ;i~1:~ ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::/

1825 .......... 1 0-M ... .
1 25-26....... M-0.... Kirkland . . . . . . . . . . . . . Amerika, 25, x, 25 . ...... ... -1°Ph ilo .
1826 ... ... .... 0-M ... ... . .. do ................ Aruerika.................. .. Philos.
Cunningham . . . . . . . . . Amerika, 15, xii, 25 . . . . . . . . . Philos.
Amory. .............. . Amerika, 28, x, 25........... PJ1ilos.
.Amory(2)............. A.merika . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Phllos.
Reis ............... ... Amerika, 15, iv, 26 ..... .... . Med.
1
1826-'.!7 ..... . . M-0 . ...
i~-k~~~~l ::::::: :::::: ':::: :::::::: ::: : : :: : : :: : : :: :: :

I*

1
"······· · 1 O->C .•••

u/J

1 ~"\rr.1f~~n~~k 11

~:~!..;.i!/!!!!:i!L! ·/W:·i'\iii:;i; fi: ,
nn additional rnhric "ivin ,,. tl1

nclrlr . s in ,iittin,.en, hut I ha,

L:ni. dat of initiation, I Ink it.
c 1 lu I pro · bly nu rror, ns Bancroft took Pb. D. h r iu 1 20.

rrua11y wa 11 troy 11 In- tho ord ·r of
lation bY, robu .Mun-aj·, in London, ·
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Kames of A:rnerican students in Gotti11ge11, 1789-1851-Continued.
Year.

1

s emester. 1

I

Name

Home.

Faculty.

1827-28. . . . . . . M- 0 . . . . Amory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ......... . .. . ......... .
l{eis ......................... . ..................... .
1828 .. : ....... O-M.. .. Amory ............................................. .
1828-29 . ...... M-O ......... do ............................................. .
Preble ................ Amorika, 26, Yi, 28 ......• ... Phil.
Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . Ame1·ika, 80, viii, 28 ........ . Theol.
1829 .. ........ O-M.... Preble ............................................ . .
H. "\Y. Longfellow ..... Amerika, 26, v, 29 . ......... . Sclione Wissenschaft.
Med.
182!l-30....... M-0.... ArunL:::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Med.
1830 .. ·........ O-M .... Dorr ........... . ...... Amerika,26,ix,29 ......... . Theol
Ha Yen................ .A.merika, 12, :xi, 29 ......... . Phil.
Harri1:1on .............. Amorika, 14, :xi, 29 ......... . Phil.
Med.
'l'heol.
1830-31. .. . . . . M-0 ... .
semester.
1831 .......... O-M .... None .... ... ...................... ....... .. . ....... .
.Tur.
1831-32 . ...... M-0 ... - ~?.~~d~~~~~
Med.
1832.. . ....... 0-~£ ......... do .........•. . .................................. Med.
1832-33 ....... M- O ....... . . do ............ - -.............•..................
1833 .......... O-M .... Motley- .J.Lothrop .... Boston .. .... .. .... ..... .... . .Jnr.

ti!f ~~: :~:l;~;{ ~:~~: ::::::::::::~::~:::: ::: ::: ::::
a:·l~nf ::::::::::: .

~:::: ::::::::::

~i~!~~::::: ·_: ::: :: .:i3"aiti;_~~~~:::::::: ::::: :::: ::

1833-34 ....... M-O ......... do ..................•.... . ..................... .
W. "\Vadham .......... Goshen ... ~- ............... .
1834 ... . ... ... O-M ....... .. do ............................................ ..
C.Boehm ... . ...................................... .
1834-35... . . . . M-O ......... do ........ -...... - .......................•......
W. "\Vadham ....................................... .
1835 ......... . 0-M .. ...... . do .. ............. - ............................. .
C. D. L. Brush ......... Vergennes ................. .
1835-36 . ....... M-O .... C. Boehm ............ .. ..... ...... . . .......... ..... .
C. D. L. Brush ......•................................
H. Lindeman ........ . Wasliita ................... .
1836 .......... O-~I ......... do ..•.....••..•.•. .• ...••..•.•.•......••...•••..
C. D. L . .Brush ....... . ........................ . .... .
1836-37...... . M-O .... H. Lindeman . ............. .... .................... .
A . Walker ............ Baltimore .................. .
1837.......... 0-M.... H. Lindeman ............ ......... ...... ...... ...... .

t~~:~~c;~~ri~~s::::: :::::::::::::::::.-:.-:::::.-::::

1837-38 ....... M-O . ...
1840 .. ........ M ....•. None .............................................. .
1840-41. ...... M-O .... C. Burton ............. Pittsbnrg .................. .
L. Stephens..... ..... . Plymouth ................. .
1841. ......... 0-M .... ..... do ..................... do ..................... .
BL1rton ................................ ..... ....... .
1841-4'.l ....... M- O .... E. B. Baltzel .......... Baltimore .................. .
Burton ............................................ .
Stephens ...... ... .......................·...... .. .. .
184'.l .......... 0-M .... .A. Litton ............. Na1:1hville .................. .
1842-43. . . . . . . M-0 ... . ..... do ............................................. .
Burton .................•...........................
Stephens .......................................... .
.J.E. Cabot ............ BoRton ..................... .
l8J3-47 . ...... 0-M . ... None .............................................. .
B.A. Gould, Mar., 18*7- Albany .................... .
May, 1848.

mt~~::::::: ~.:il.:: :: -~--~i:.~~~::::::
:::::: .?~~~~i.~~~:::: :::::: :: :::: ::
G. "\V.Dingle ......... Charleston, S. C ..••••....••.

Me,l.
Philos

.Tur.
.Tur.

Schone Wissenscliaft.
J3elles-lett res.
Pbilos.
Philos.
Philos.
Philos.

Philos.
Not gfren.
Philog.

La,w.
1848-49....... M-O . . . . .J. D. M. Lieber........ Columbia .................. . Phil.
1840 .......... O-M ......... do ............................................. .
Lane ............................................... .

mt~~:::::~: ~ti::::
mt~~::::::: ~~::::

~it~;:::~:::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::
J;~~~t~~~~~~~:: : : -~~::i ~.~~::~-:~~:: : : : : :

W. S~Clark.......... . East Hampton .......•......
S. Lord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
harleston ..•...............
N. S. Mauross......... Bris tol ..........•...........
D. Ramsay ........... . Charleston ................. .
G.M.Laneb ....................................... .

La,w.
Philog.
l'hilos.
Law.
Philos.
Law.

a ~upposecl to be Cl1arleston.
.
•
.
,
bl! rom here on tho list becomes much larger m each semester, aml after 18o2 the Patriarch . reports
give additional information. Ilere ono finds the names of yery many American profossors-1. e., :professors in after years.
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Names of stu.dents from the Uni ted States registered at the University of Halle pl'evious t
the yea1· 1850.
Name.

Year.

Franzis Cunningham •.•••••.•••••.••.
Do ........... ..... ..... .... ...... .
Washington Mi.Uler ................. .
Elisha Ballantine .................... .
Henry Boynton Smith ... ......•.. ....
George L. Prentiss ....... .. ••• .......
Do .....................•..........
Horatio Balch Hackett ..••..... .... ..
John Larkin Lincoln ...•.•...•.......
Karl August Hay . .... ....••. ........
Jabez Baldwin Lyman .... •.... .•. . ...
Do ••••••...........•.......••.....
Do .. . ..•.. •........•......•.......
Geo. Washington Porter ... .•• ...••••
Do .... ......... ... ........• ..••••.
Edward Robie .................•...•..
Do . .. .. ............ . ............. .
Daniel Gordon Estes ............ . .... .
Roswell Dwight Hitchcock .. ... . . ..•.

~~i.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::

Will~~~.
Do ...... . .. . ...•.. ..... ......... . .

WmDt~:~~: .~.~~:::::: :: :: :::::::::::

Francis Tiffany . ..................·•...

1826
1826-27
1832
1834
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1842
1843
1844
1844-45
1843
1844
1844
1844-45
1848
1847-48
1848
1848-49
1849
1848-49
1849
1849

Faculty.

Residence.

Boston ............... . Philology.
.... . do ............... .
Do .
Charlestown ......... . Theology.
New York ......•.....
Do.
Do.
Portland ...•..........
..... do ............... .
Do .
Do .
... .. . do ... . .......•..•.
Do.
Boston ........•.......
Do.
..... do .. . ............ .
York ................ .
Do.
Do.
Easthampton . . ...... .
Do.
.... . do ............... .
Do.
..... do ..........••....
Do.
Beverly .............. .
Do.
..... do .........•......
Do.
Gorham .............. .
Do .
..... do ..•.............
Do.
Malden ............. ..
Do.
East Machias ........ .
Do.
Washington .....•....
Do .
. .... do .... ........... .
Do.
. .. . . do ........•.......
Tewksbury .........•. Theolozy and philosophy.
Do .
.... . do .•..••...•......
Baltimore ....••..••.. . Theology.

Narnes of stttdents f1·om the United States registered at the R oyal Friedrich Wilhelm
University previous to the year 1850.
Name.
1825 . . . •.. Henry Edwin Dwight (son of President

Dwight, of Yale.

Faculty.

United States.. .. . . .. I Philosophy.

Registered Nov. 9,

1825, and left June 26, 1826).

1827.. ... . Francis Cunningham (came to Berlin from
1827. .. . . .

Residence.

Boston .........••..•. •/ Philology.

Halle).

W. M. Amory (came to Berlin from Gottin• ..... do . .. ............. Philosophy.

1828...... A~~~·c. Post . . .. ........ ...... ........ ... New York .......•.. . . Medicine.
1830 ...... George W. Haven (came to Berlin from U.S. N. America ...... Philosophy.

· Gottingen) .

Do.
Mississippi .......... .
Paris).
1832. .. . . . William C. King (came to Berlin from Charleston, N . .A. ..... .. Jurisprudence.
Got tin gen) .
1832 ...••• .Amory Coffin (came from Gottingen) ..•........ do ........... ..... fedicine.
1834 ..... . Thom~s Emory Van Bibbler . . ............. Baltimore..... .... .. - . Philosophy.
1836 ..... . Francis Booth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bo ton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
1837 ..... . John W. Mackie .... . ..................... Ma achusetts ........ 1 Theolog,y.
1840 ..... . John Edward Kirkpatrick ................ Charleston ........... . Philo ophy.
1840 ... _.. Thomas Reynolds .... . .................... Charleston, •. C ....... Juri prudence.
1840 ..... . Ed"·ard B. Baltzell........................ Baltimore.. .......... . Plulo ophy.
th
1840 . .... . G orge L. Prentiss (came to Berlin from Portland ............ _. Philo ophy am1
Halle).
oiry.
1 40...... William A. Sparks .............. ..... ..... outh Carolina ....... Mecii ·ine.
JSH . ..•.. · ,Jam s Elliot Ual>ot .... . ..... ...... ..... ... Bo ton .•.............. Philo ophy.
l U...... J. Coolidge Shaw .. .............. ... .......... .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
I l. :. . . . '\\'i1Jia111 .A. Morague ..................... ·1 outh Carolina ....... Jnri prudenc .
1 H ...... John Charles Peters.......................
w York ........... . Medicine.
1830 ...... James Alexander Ventress (came from

!:1L:::: i£ihv~it~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: .~~-\ti:::::::::::::::: iti;~~>ly.
: f :: ::: y,i~,~. 1
Il~rfia~~:~i:"°: ::: :: :::: {~?o~~
• ···· ··1 ·
... ••
:14L
'1-·····

H·nryLorenzoLow ... ................... .
mt<l ' t t . ....... . Philoloirv.
W. P. Wrun.wri ht........................ 1 w York ............ Philo opby.
1

d~{o•l~?1~ ·~~~:::::::::::::::::: ::: : : :
H < ww Lyman.···· ·•····•· ···· .. ...... Ea tharupton ......... Tb ol

:

I
1
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1
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Names of students f1·orn the United States reqistered at the Royal Friedrich Wilhelm
Univtrrsity previous to the year 1850-Continued.
Year.
1847 .... ..
1847 . .... .
1847 ..... .
1847 .... ..
1847 ..... .
1847 .... .
1847 .... ..
1848 . .... .
1849 ..... .
1849 ..... .
1849 ..... .
18c!9 .... ..
1849 .... ..
]849 .... ..
1849 ..... .

Naine.

Residence.

Isham H. Graves . • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • ... . . . . . . North America ...... .
William W. Pearce........................ America ............. .
S. 0. M. Lieber............................. Boston .........•....•.
.John Winthro1> Chanler ................... New York ........... .
Duncan Campbell......................... Albany .............. .
George William Curtis . ..... .............. New York ........... .
.James Burrill Curtis .......................... . do .............. ..
Herrmann Vezie ............ . ............. Philadelphia ......... .
Dr . .J.M. F. Giddings ...................... Charleston ........... .
George Ma.r tin Lane .. ....................... .. do ............... .
Edmund T. Dana . ......................... Boston ............... .
Rufus .Jay Kittriuge .......... . ........... Chester, N. H ....... ..
.J. T. Lambert .............................. New York .......... ..

f 1ji:~i~1:\vii~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::: .~~a;i1:~t.~~ '.~: ~:::::::
:::siiuV:i:.~!~e~~.Giid~~·shei~·a:::: :::::: .?.~~~l:~~~~ ~ ~: -~:::::::

1850 .... .. Lodowick Fosdick Billings .......•........ Trenton, N . .J ........ .
1850 .... ..
1850 .... ..
1850 .... .. William Dwight Whitney ................. Northampton ....... ..
1850 ..... . Elial .J. Hall.·..... ......................... Carroll, N. Y ........ ..

Faculty.
.Jurisprudence.
Chemistry.
Philosophy.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
M edicine.
Philosophy.
.J urieprudence.
Philosophy.
Do.
Medicine.
Philosophy.
· Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

a The name should no doubt be Gildersleeve.-H.

Names of students from the United States registered in the University of Leipsic previous
to 1850.
Name.

Year.

Residence.
1

Theodore Dwight Woolsey ................................................. ..
Arthur Payson ... ...•.... ... . .......••.... ................ ..........•........

1827

I New York.

1840 , Boston.
I

What the two students at Leipsic studied is not given in the published list.
The foregoing lists contain, no doubt;the names of nearly all American students
who studied in German universities previous to 1850. It would be easy to identify
the majority of these men, but more difficult to estimate, even approximately, their
great influence upon American scholarship and cultivation.t
A LETTER FROM DR, HARRIS.

Dr. W. T. Harris, whose thorough acquaintance with German philosophy and
literature is so well known, under date of March, 1889, furnished the following
interesting memoranda relating to the introduction of German studies into the
United States.
Without being able to answer according to the book, I make the following suggestion in answer to the note of inquiry that has been addressed to me:
Theodore Parker's article in The Dial for January, 1841, p. 315 of vol. 1 of that
famous periodical, republished in Parker's Miscellanies, was a cause of very much
study of German literature, and of my own study of it among the rest. 2 It 1s a review
of Memiel's work.
I think that Professor Stnart, of Andover, was the stimulant behind Theodore
Parker. Then, of course, there was Carlyle, a great upheaving force towards tho
study of German literature and philosophy, and behind him Coleridge. 'rhere were
the Coleridgians at the University of Vermont, who had great influence in New
England.
1 The compiler wishes t o express his obligations to Mr. C. C. Plehn and Mr . .J. Q. Adams for furnish•
ing him with the lists of American students printed above. Mr. Plehn furnished the Gcittingen hst,
Mr. Adams the other lists.
2 The explanatory footnote to Parker's article, as it stands in his Miscellaneous Writings, is a? : 0 1•
lows : "Specimens of foreign standard literature, edited by George Ripley, vols . 7, 8, and 0, contamrng
German literature . Translated from the German of Wolfgang Menzel, by C. U. Felton, in three volumes. Boston, 1843.
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F. H. Hedge was the great German scholar, thoroughly equipped aml folly possessed of the German spirit. 1 He was tl.te German fountain among the so-called
Transcendentalists. Then, of course, Horace Mann made German philosophy famo u
by his Report on German schools, 1843. Margaret Fuller was an influence in that
direction. Henry Barnard's Journal promoted the work, and his translations from
Karl von Raumer were and are the best critical pedagogy that we have in Engli sh.
I thns made my acquaintance with Karl Rosenkranz, Lecame greatly interested in
his philosophy, and his pedagogical system was a fayorifo with me as early as 1863.
I procured a translation for my Journal of SpeculatiYe Philosophy afterwards.
DR. CHARLES FOLLEN AND THE INTRODUCTION OF GERMAN INTO HARVARD COLLEGE.

Charles Follen was born at Romrod, Germany, 1796, the son of a counselor at l aw
and a judge. He studied at Giessen, and took his degree at that university in 1818.
He immediately began to teach, but bis career was troubled. Unfortunately for his
peace of mind and quiet of life, Follen had adopted some political principles that
were not in accord with the temper of the times; he was an ardent believer in German nationality and so an ardent German patriot. As a result he was subjected to
persecution by the government, which drove him to Paris, then to Switzerland,
and finally to the United States. He arrived, in company with hi~ frien1, Dr. Charles
Beck, also an exile, in December, 1824. In the autumn of 1825, owing to the efforts
of Prof. George Ticknor . and others, to whom he was strongly recommended by
Lafayette, then in the country, he was appointed an instructor in German in Harvard
College. He was the first teacher of the language in that great institution. One of
the Lest sketches found in Dr. A. P. Peabody's delightful Harvard Reminiscences bas
Follen for its subject. This is Peabody's account of the introduction of German at
Harvard, our oldest seat of learning:
German bad never been tang ht in college Lefo~e; arnl it was wit~ n_o little di6!-cnlty that a Yolunteer class of eight was found desirous, or at least w1llmg, _to avail
themselves of his services. I was one of that class. vVe were looked upon with very
much the amazement with which a class in some obscure tribal dialect of the remotest
Orient ·w ould now be regarded. We knew of but two or three persons in New Eng13:ncl who could read German, though there were probably mauy mor~ of whom we
did not know. There were no German books in the bookstores. A friend ga,e me
a copy of Schiller's vVallenstein, which I read as soon as I was able to do so, and
then passed it from hand to hand among those who could obtain nothing else to
read. There was no attainable class book that could be used as a Reader. A few
copies of _N~ehden's Grammar were imported, and a few copies of I forget whose
Poc½et Dictionary, fortun.tttely too copious for an Anglo-Saxon P?cket! and _suir
gestrng the generous amplttude of the Low Dutch costume, as de cr1bed m lrnng
mythical History of New York. The German Reader for Beginners, compiled by
our teacher, was furuished to the class in single sheets as it was needed, and wa
printed in Roman type, there being no German type within easy reach. There could
not have been a happier introduction to German literature thau this little volume.
It contained choice extracts iu prose, all from writers that st.ill hold an unchallen"ed
place in the hierarchy of genius, and poems from Scl.Jiller, Goethe, Herder, and everal other poets of kindred, if inferior, fame. Bnt in the entire volume Dr. Follen
r~joiced e pecially in several battle pieces from Korner, the soldier ancl mariyr ?f
hberty, whom we then supposed to have been our t acher's follow- olclier, thou!!h rn
fa ·the ~·11 in battle when Dr . .Follen was just entering the uni,er ity. I neYer have
heard r itations which ha.Ye impre. scd me so tronrrly as the rea<lin,r of tho piece:~
hy I>r. F ollen, who would put iuto them all of the h~art and soul tliat bad made him
too much a Jo,-er of hi country to be suffered to dwell in it. Ho append d to th
oth -~-po ms in_ th first edition of tl.Je J?. ader, anonymon l,r a cleatb ong in mem r
f h.orner, which w all kn w to 1,0 b1 own anrl whi •b wo read . o often and
fi elin"l.r that it . au] - incl libly iuto permanent memory; and I find that aft r
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interval of sixty years it is as fresh in my recollection as the hymns that I learned
in my chil<lhootl. t
In September, 183.l, Dr. Follen became professor of the German language ancl
literntnre at Cambridge, ancl on that occasion delivered an inaugural discourse on
the "Importance of the' study of t he German language and literature." The following paragraph points to a considerable growth of interest in German studi es in tho
si.x: years that had elapsed since Follen entered upon his work:
In this onr o,Yn country, arnl particularly in this literary vicinity, the attention
which is paid to this portion of universal literature is within the observation of all
who hear me. The treasures contained in German works did not escape public
notice, but soon gained that intelligent interest which is taken here in everything
that promises to enlarge and elevate the mind. In this university, where formerly
German lore was classed under the head of "non leguntur," t,he library has lately
been augmented by a considerable number of valuable works; German books, in
their native type, are issuing from the University press; and there is every year an
averag e number of 50 students of the German language. There are German books
and teacl.J.ers in every place of importance in this country. In Boston, particnlarly,
where, as I am asimred, about :fifty years ago not a German grammar or dictionary
was to be found, there are now a number of persons who speak and a large number
who read and enter into the sense and spirit of German works. Many German
authors havo already found a place in private libraries among the literary representatives of other countries, and gladden the eye of the stranger whose heart is not yet
.,eaned from the pleasures of his childhood, the guides of his y outh, and the great
staucfards of his manhood." 2
✓

A LETTER FHOM MR. BANCP.OFT .

.A letter that George Bancroft wrote to President Eliot, of Harvard University,
July 4, 1871, acquainting him with his intention to found a fellowship in that institution, contains some interesting educational history, as follows:
A little more than fifty-three years ago Ed ward Everett, then Eliot professor of
Greek literature, in one of bis letters to Pres ident Kirkland develop ed tho idea that
it would be well to send some young graduate of Harvard to study for awhile at a
German university, with a view to his being called to a place on the collego board.
'Tho president approved his suggestion, and his choice for this traveling scholarship
fell on me. .Accordingly, in the early summer of 1818, being then in my eighteenth
year, I procee,led to Gottingen . After remaining more than t hree years in Europe,
I returned to Cambridge, where I held the office of tutor for one ye~1r. There being
no opening for a permanent connection, I devoted a few years to an attempt to introduce among u s some parts of the German system of eclucation, so as to divide more
exactlypreiiruinary studies from the higher scientific courses, and thus facilitate the
transformation of our colleges into universities after the plan everywhere adopted
in Germany. But it is not easy to change an organfaation that has its roots in the
habits of the country, and the experiment could not succeed, for it was impossible
to introduce the German nsa~e, which permits students to pass freely from a private
place of instruction to a public one, without the exaction of payments for instruction elsewhere r ece ived.
I then appli ed, through the late Judge Charles Jackson, a member of the corporation and a fri end of mine, for leave to read lectures on history in the university.
At Gottingen or at Berlin I had the right, after a few preliminary formalities, to
deliver such a course . It was the only time in my life that I applied for an office for
myself, and th is time it was not so much an office as a permission that I desired.
My reqncst was declined by my own alma mater, so that I h ad not the opportunity
of manifestiugmy affection for her by personal services, and my life has bad, in consequenc<'\, unexpected variety ancl independence. But wherever my lot has been
thrown I have al ways preserved in fresbnes8 ancl strength the love which I bore to
Harvard College in my youth, and now in my old age I still g l adly seek an opportunity of proving th at attachment.3
1 Pp.

117, 118.
The works of Charles Follen, with a memoir of his lifo. In fhe , olumes. Bo ton, 18(2. Th ese
works contain, besides the memoir, sermons, lectures on moral philosophy, fragment s of a work on
psychology. lrctures on Schiller's lifo and tlramas , and miscellaneous lectures ancl atlllresscs .
3
R!!port of the Commissioner of Education, 1892-93, vol. 2, pp. 1573- 1574.
2
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DR. COGSWELL AND THE ROUND HILL SCHOOL.

Mr. Bancroft's statement that he devoted a few years to an attempt to introduce
among us some parts of the German system of education, etc., refers to the celebrated Round Hill School, founded by himself and Dr. Cogswell in 1823. In this
s chool Dr. Cog swell was the leading spirit from the first, and it finally passed wholly
into his hands. The prominence of the school in the years during which it existed
w ill justify an account of its antecedents. These lie principally in the life of its
leading founder.
Joseph Green Cogswell was born in Ipswich, Essex County, Mass., on the 27th of
September, 1786. He was fitted for college at Phillips Academy, Exeter, and entered
Harvard College in 1802, from which be was graduated after the usual time. After
grad n ation h e studied for the law and settled, and in 1812 opened an office in Belfast, Me. After one y ear of practice, broken down by the early death of his wife, he
gave up his profession and applied for a tutorship in Harvard College. From 1813
to 1815 he was tutor of Latin at Harvard, resigning his post to make his second trip
to Europe. In the autumn of 1816 be made his third trip to Europe, this time as
tutor to Mr. A. T.h orndike. By the arrival of Mr. C. and his charge the American
colony was increased to four members. November 1 he arrived at Gottingen, where
two of his Harvard friends, George Ticknor and Edward Everett, were students.
Mr. Cogswell, who was now 31 years of age, threw himself with great ardor into a
variety of subjects. He mentions, in a letter written during his second semester,
spending ten hours a day in the lecture room and eight hours in study. He was not
a specialist in the modern sense, but a seeker of knowledge iu many nelds. In
March, 1817, he writes to Professor Farrar, at CambridgeI ha,ve been led to believe that nothing remains for me in life but to prepare for a
traveler in some parts hitherto little explored, where sc ience will be more use to me
than philology, history, or politics, and therefore I lay the groundwork for more
thorough geological, min eralogical, and botanical knowledge.
From his letters we see that he did not give up history and philology altoget h er.
Between the semesters he visited Goethe, a.t Jena . . He went prepared to dislike the
grea~ man, but succumbed at once to his charm and found a topic of mutual interest
in mineralogy.
Mr. Cogswell mentions, in a l ett er to Mr. Ticknor, that he is having practical
instruction from Professor Benecke in library management. This stood him in good
stead 1''hen he came to be superintendent of the Astor Library.
In the autumn of 1817 Mr. CogsweJI left Giittingen for Southern Europe. At
Munich he met many men of science, among them Dr. Sommering, the anatomist.
In }lay, 1818, h e visited E'ellenberg's school at Hofwyl. The following extract from
a letter written at t h e time gives his impressions of the in titution:
Its object, origin ally, was agricultural, or rather, under the a,yowed object of
improving the agriculture of th is country, Mr. de Fellenberg had really in view t he
improvement of the system of general education. Like all philanthropi t , he w
• au enthusiast, and believed in the ~ossible perfectibility of man. Thi he thought
wa to be effected through the m edrnm of education . Out of hi school of theoretical agriculture grew a school for general and hio-her education which ha th charac~ r o~ beino- ono of ~he b~t in Europe. Many of it characteri tics a.re pecu~ar
to 1t If, uch a tho ~h pensmg a1tog ther with r ewards and puni bm nt th h erty allow d the pupil to defend himself when c nsur d and other which it onld
b _int re tin ~o e. -~mi~e a to th ir peration and influence· but the particular
oh.J ct of yoL
e e tahli hm nt for the education of the children f t:he
P
i tiuct from the two alr ath named.
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Writing from Paris September 1, 1818, Mr. Cogswell thus describes a second visit
that he made to this school:
I have paid a second visit to Mr. de Fellenberg, at Hofwyl, with even greater satisfaction than I made my first. It was the day preceding a short vacation they have
once a year of three weeks. Upon this occasion Mr. de F. gives the boys a little
festival. It consisted in a concert in which three-fourths of the whole school
joined, for music he considers a very important part of education, after wliich a
simple repast was given them in the grove adjoining the house, and more heartfelt
joy I never witnessed in my life, not, as it seemed to me, because they were about to
relax from t heir labors, but because they had the happiness to be placed for their
education in a school the head of which was rather a father than a master to them.
I saw a thousancl proofs of the sentiments they entertain toward each other, and
nothing could resemble more a tender and solicitous parent surrounded by a family
of obedient and affectionate children. There was the greatest equality and at the
same time the greatest respect, a respect of the heart, I mean, not of fear. Instrnctors and pupils w,1lked arm in arm together, played together, ate at the same table,
and all without any danger to their reciprocal rights. How delightful it must be to
govern where love is the principle of obedience.
This idea of family life Mr. Cogswell afterwards introduced into the Roun<1 Hill
School. The next year he wrote that Fellen berg h ad lately been attacked in an
octavo of several hundred pages by Sprengel, the great econom e of Schillerslage.
The gronnd of attack, he says, was the system of agriculture adopted by Fellenberg,
but the school he spared.
A few days before he wrote his first letter to Ticknor concerning the school at
Hofwyl, Mr. Cogswell wrote iu his diary:
May 28th. Over the Jura to Yverdun; called on Pest,alozzi and spent tlie <lay in
examining his institutions and minerals. Hatred and envy of Pell en berg; ba( l order;
no obedience in scholars.
October 28, 1819, Cogswell wrote in his diary:
We have done wonders to-day to come from Concise to this place, beside making a
long visit at Pestalozzi's, at Yverdun. A painful visit it was to me to see this good
old man an rl real philanthropist goin~ broken hearted to his grave, for broken hearted
he must be, in contemplating the rumed state of the institutiou which be has been
laboring his whole life to establish! ., " * My regrets, however, are more for
himself than for the public, for I do not believe his system, carried to the extent he
does, is the true method of storing the mind with knowledge. It would exclude
memory altogether as a medium of instructing an<l. make use of reason alone, which
is absnrd. Reason must b e furnished with ideas for the materials of its ratiocinations, and many of t,hese must be laid up in and recalled by the memol'y. ~ " *
This is the misery of all systems, that the makers of them are, never satisfied with
putting them in practice as far as they are true, merely, but h ave a foolish vanity of
giving them universal applicability .
These extracts are worth quoting for two or three r easons: First, tbey are intrinsically interesting; secondly, they are, as I believe, the earliest opimons on record
that any native-born American expr ssed con cerning the merits of t he e two famous
schools and their masters; while, lastl:,·, as stated above, they arc really a· p art of
the history of Round H ill School.
In 1819 Mr. Cogswell returned to Germany from the south and paid a second and a
third visit to Goethe. At this time he received the degree of doctor of philoRophy
at Gottingen. He was also made a member of the Helvetic Society of Natural History and of the Academy at Munich.
In 1821 we find him back again at Cambridge as librarian and professor of mineralogy and chemistry. The library he arranged on th e same plan as that at Gottingen,
and won the applause of Prof. George Ticknor.
In 1823 Mr. Cogswell and Mr. Bancroft founded the Round Hill, chool near Northampton, Mass. After a few years Mr. Bancroft r etired, leaving Mr. Cogswell iu sole
possession. The school was abandoned in 1839, owing to the failing health of its
conductor and his :financial losses. This · school was expected to draw its pnp1ls
mainly from the best famili es, and such was the fact. In the first eight yeal's of its
history it enrolled 293 1mpih;, drawn from 19 States and 4 foreign countries. Massa-
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chusetts, of course, he::u led the list, but New York, Maryland, South Carolina, a nd
Georgia all contributed pupils in considerabie numbers.
The conductors of Round Hill put into practice some of the ideas that they had
gathered in Germany and Switzerland, moro or less mocUfiecl, perhaps, to sui t t he
change of environment. Two paragraphs from the prospectus issued in 1823 w i ll
define in a general way the purpose of tliis school:
The institution which wo propose to establish is designed to furnish occupa ti o1.1.
for those years which in France are spent at a college and in Germany at a gymnasium. A hoy who has completed his ninth year is olu enough to commence his regulur studies, and to delay them longer would be to waste precious timo antl (wbat
is of .still more moment) the period when good habits are most easily form ed. F<?r
learnmg· the modern languages, these years are so valuable that the loss of them 1s
irreparable, because during these a purity of pronunciation (we speak with part i cular reference to the French) may readily be acquired, which in after life no efforts
can attain. * * ''
On the other side we decline assuming the charge of anyone who has already completecl liis twelfth year, and we conceive that a regard for the success of our sc~o<?l
requires of us, on this point, to be explicit and decided. * * * The same d1 sc1pline of mind and the same course of instruction can not be suited to uoys and to
yonng men. Between a seminary which provides for the discipline and con trol of
its pupils, and one which, like the European universities, has in view the adYancement of the Rciences and public instruction in them, there is an essential difference,
which must carefully be heeded in practice. To attempt uniting both would
insure a .failure.
Then follow remarks on the educational value of the suujects to be taught. The
authors of the prospectus say:
vVe.regard the study of lancruaO'es
as the proper basis of educatioll, both because
0
it provides the mind with the mtst salutary employment, and exercises the power
of invention :mcl judgment no less than those of comparison and m emory, and
becanse it furnishes the keys of knowledge for future use.
A charncteristic feature of the -Round Hill School was the individual attention.
given to each boy. Mr. Cogswell lived with bis pupils as a father, and took them
with him on bis vacation travels. He disclaimed the impulses of fear and emubtion.;
each pupil recited by himself and the lash was forbidden, ·w hile out-of.door life
was a strong feature .
On the abandonm ent of Round Hill Dr. Cogswell tauglit a year in Raleigh, N.
His later l a bors w er e devoted to the organization and administration of the Ai;tor
Library. He retired from the position of librarian of this institution in 1 63, and
died in Cambridge at the age of 85 in 1871. :For his labors at the Astor Library Dr .
Cogs w ell is entitled t o the gratitude of American scholars; but it was at Roun d
Hill that h e most impressed himself upon his g en eration. This sch ool, no douht :
was the firs t s chool :iu the country to be l a rgel y influenced by the German idea,.'
PROFESSOR G RJ c o ;'1'S VI SIT TO P ESTALOZZI.

In 1 18-19 Prof. John Griscom, of New Yor k Ci ty, made a study of tho chool •
coll ege , and ch a ri ta bl , i n stitu t ions of Great Britain, France, , witzerland, Italy.
ancl Holla ncl, and on hi re turn home emb od i d the fr uit s of his inY t igation in•
work of t'"'·o v ol umes t o whi ch ho 1r:we t ho name, A Yea r in Eu rope.
.1.-0 0111, V"O um r i n t h o
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interest to the fact that it was written by a practical educator at a time when little
was known about Pestalozzi and foreign education in the Unitetl States.
Breakfast finished, our first an<l. chief concern here was to visit the celebrated
Institute of Pestalozzi. This establishment occupies a large castle the use of which
wns granted to Pestalozzi by the Canton of Berne, when the town of Yverduu was
included in that Canton, and the government of the Pays de Vaucl, to which it now
belongs, continues t,he grant. On entering the castle, we were invited into a private
room. I gave my letters to the person in attendance, who took them immediately
to the chief. The good old man soon came in, seized mo warmly by the hand, ancl
seeing my hat on my head, he pointed to it in a sort of ecstn.cy, with his eyes almost
filled with tears. I hardly knew how to interpret this emotion, and asked him if be
wished me to take it off. He answered very earnestly, ' 1 No, no, no; keep it on; you
are right." He seemed ,ery glad to see us, and as he speaks French very imperfectly, ancl with an indistinct accent, he said ho would call Monsieur Greaves to
talk with us. This gentleman soon came and entered im,mediately into ~L detnil of
the institution, its principles, its spirit, its arrangement, etc. He is an Englishman,
and, as I found upon inquiry, brother to the lady whom I had seen at Lausanne. He
has been some weeks with Pestalozzi, for tbe purpose of understanding his system
thoroughly, in order to aid a sister in England in the education of her children. He
enterH warmly into its concern, and will be useful in making it better known. Ho
explained to us ,ery clearly the leading ideas and views of human nature which
induced Pestalozzi to become an instructor of youth. 'l'he two great instruments
with which he works are faith and love. He discards the motives of ambition anrl
emulation as unnecessary, and as tending to counteract the sentiment of good will
toward others. He thinks there is enough in the intuitive understanding of every
child to accomplish the complete growth and maturity of its faculties, if its reason
be properly trainecl and nourished, and not warped by injudicious treatmenti. The
common r,lans of education he regards as too artificial, too wide a departure from
naturn. Too much stress is laid npon tbe memory, while the imagination is too
much neglected, If the native feelings of the heart aro allowed to operate under
the domination cf tbe native powers of the mind, Jmwn out and expanded by faith
and love, the cliil<l. ii:! competent of itself to arrive gradually at the most correct aml
important conclusions in religion and science. There is a native and inherent life,
which only-requires to be cherished by genial treatment to bring it into the foll
attainment of truth, and to tho utmost perfection of its being. He therefore insi ·ts
upon the greatest pains being taken to draw out this native life and to preserve it
in full vigor. There is a constant danger of urging the child forward beyond its
natural strength, of anticipating its conclusions, and thus weakening its confidence
in its own powers. In the plans be adopts nothing is to be got Ly heart. The
understantling is to be thoroughly reached, and then the memory will take care of
itself.
His school consists at present of about 90 boys, German, Prussian, French, Swiss,
Italian, Spanish, and :Englil:!h. lt is divided into four principal clas. es, according
to the attainments of the pupils. These classes are sul>clived into other . There
are seyen school rooms in the castle, a.nd twelve teachers or -professors. His heatl
professor, JoseJ_Jh Schmidt, bas been brought up in tho institution, and is a very
efficient and worthy man. He is a native of one of the Gorman cantons, and speaks
and writes perfectly the German antl French. He is a man of modest demeanor and
entirely devoted to the institution. He ha8 written treatise8 ou several of tho subjects taught in the school and adapted to its methods.
We spent mof!t of the day in the different schoolrooms witnessing the exercises of
the scliolars. Very few books are used, as it is expected the children can read ""ell
before they come there. But to describe the modos of teaching, so as to render tliem
clearly intelligible, would require much more time and space than I can possib1.v
allot to it, were I ever so competent to make it known. We saw the exerc ises of
arithmetic, writing, ch-awing, mathematics, 1 ssous in mnsic aucl gymnastics, something of geography, Fren ch, Latin, and German. To teach a shhool, in the w.iy
practiced here, without book, antl almost entirely by verbal instruction, is extremely
hborious. The teacher must be constantly wHh th e child, always talking, questioning, explaining, and repeating. The pnpils, howeYer, hy this process, are bronght
into very close intimacy with tho instructor. Their capacities, all their faculties a nd
propensities, become laid open to his observation. This gives him an advantaue
which can not possibly be gained in the ordinary way in which schools ar' ~ene_rally taught. The children look well, appear very contented, and apparently live rn
great h:u-mony one with another; which, considering the diversity of national character and temper here collected, can be attributed only to the spirit of love n"?d
affection which sways the breast of the principal of the institution, and extends _its
benign influence throughout all the departments. In the afternoon we w_ 1;1t, wtth
Pestalozzi, Greaves, and Bucholz, a German clergyman (who is here on a v11,1t_ to tho
institution), and one or two others, to visit a free school of twelve or fourteen children,
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which Pestalozzi has established ill tLe vmage of Clendy, at a short distance from
the castle. These are the children taken from the families of poor people, selected
on account of their character a.nd talents, in order to be educated as teachers, -n·ith
a view to extend and perpetuate the princjple11 and operation of the system. One
half of them are boys and the other half girls. Their principal instructor is a sister
of Schmidt, the chief master, an exceeding clever and interesting young woman.
She lrn,s another sister also with her, younger than herself, who will soon become
qualified to act as instructor. 'rhese pupils were exercised before us, in arithmetic,
in drawi11g, and in mnsic. The girls, seated round a table, and busy with their
needles, had questions in arithmetic given them by the mistress, which they were to
solve by their heads. They are thus led on, from the most simple beginnings, to
comprehend the principles of arithmetic, and to work questions with great expertness, solely by a mental process. A male teacher is provided for the boys, though
the mistress often assists in .t heir instruction. This little school promises to be ·well
cared for and of service to th e Pestalozzian cause. We were ruuch pleased with its
appearance, and with the . assurance it affords that whatever there is of value and
importa nce in this system, it will not be lost.
.
The success of this mode of instruction greatly depends upon the person3'.l qu:1h_ficat1ons of those who nndertake to conduct it. There is nothing of mechamsm m it,
as in the Lancasterfan plan; no laying down of precise rules for managing classes,
etc. It is all mind and feeling. Its arrangements must always depend on the ages,
talents, and tempers of the scholars, and require on the part of the teachers the most
diligent and faithful attention. Above all, ft requires that the teacher _should c~ms1cler himself as the father and bosom friend of his pupils, and to be ammat~d with
the most affectionate desires for their good . Pestalozzi himself is all this. His Jie_art
g~ows with suc_h a spirit that the good old man can hardly refrain fro~ best'?wrng
kisses on all with whom he is concerned. He holds out his hands to his pupils ou
every occasion, and they Jove him as a child loves its mother. His plan of teac~ing
is Jnst fit for the domestic fireside, with a father or mother in the center, and a mrcle
of happy children around · them. He is aware of this, and wishes to extend the
knowledge of his plan to every parent. Pestalozzi is 7'2 years of age. It has been
quite unfortunate for the progress of his system on the continent, that he pays so
little attention to exteriors, regarding dress, furniture, etc., as of no moment whatever, provided the mind and heart be right .
. '~he weather continuing wet, we resolved to wait till the morrow, and ta~e the
d1hgence to Lausanne and Geneva. Much of the day was spent at the ~astle, m th e
school rooms, and in conversation with Greaves. I omitted to ment1~n that we
attended la.st evening to the rnligious exercise which terminates th~ bus1°:ess ~f th e
day. The scholars assembled in a room called the cha,pel, bnt very simply fur~1shed;
with benches and a table. When all were collected, Pestalozzi, direct~g his ~ace
chiefly to the boys, began to speak in German moving about from ide to si_de,
directing his attention for some time to the boy~ on his right, and then advancrng
toward th_ose on his left. This motion, backward and forward, ?ontinue~ about
twenty mmute ; he was constantly speaking, aJJd sometimes w1th considerable
~arnes~ness. It was a_Itoge~her unintelligible to me, bnt I aft.erw_ai:ds learn. d th at
1t consisted of a recap1tulat10n of the occurrences of the day, no.ticmg particularly
everything of moment, and intermingling the whole with short prayer , adapted to
the circumstances mentioned in the discourse. If, for example, any of the boy had
quarreled, or behaved unseemly to each other, or to their teacher, he would p e k
to the case, and accompany his 1·emarks with a pious ejaculation. It is probabl t h:1~
he ometirues engages more formally in this exercise. As it was, it appeared to crru.n
the whole attention of his audience. It was concluded by reading from a mall b o k
what appeared to b a hymn or psalm.
A company of English v isitor attended at the castle to-day, onsisting of meu and
women. Th boys performed some of their gynmasti exerci es before them. coni ting chiefly of simple, but simultaneous mov meuts of tb arm ·, l g feet, h • d.
t . tepping, marching urn in
and jumping, all intended t ex rci th Yario
m_u cle which gh'e motion to th limbs and h ad, and to make the bo ~ acquain
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A. D, BACHF.'S REPORT,

Alexander Dallas Bache, born in 1806, a great grandson of Benjamin Franklin,
was called iu 1836 from the chair of natural philosophy and chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania to the Presidency of Girard College, preparatory to organizing that institution. He was at once sent to Europe in quest of information that
might prove useful in that work. He received his instructions from the scholastic
committee of the board of trustees, Nicholas Biddle, chairman, September 19, 1836,
and immediately departed on his mission. His duties in general were thns defined:
The board of trustees are charged by the city of Philadelphia. to prepare a system
of instruction for the Girard College for Orphans. For this purpose they are anxious to have the most accurate information of the best means used for the same purpose elsev,,h ere, and you have been selected to obtain it. Your object, then, is to
visit all establishments in Europe similar to the Girard College; and as these are
found principally, if not exclusively, in England, Scotland, Ireland, }<'ranee, Belgium,
Holland, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Prussia, and the rest of the States of Germany,
these countries will form the natural limits of your tour. Accordingly, all institutions in each of those countries resembling the Girard College, or any others which
promise to afford useful information in organizing it, you will see and examine.
Your own reflection will readjly suggest the points of information desired; and I
will, therefore, merely enumerate a few, which may serve as a b asis for your own
extensive inv~stigation.
The few points which are enumerated are sixteen in number, and most of them
include several items. Only two of the points will be quoted. They are 7 and 8.
The precise extent to which moral and religious instruction is proposeu to b e given,
and is actually given, and also by whom, and in what form that inHtruction is conveyed.
The mechanical arts taught-the mode of teaching them-the models, tools, and
implements of all kinds employed-and the manner in which the practice of these
arts is mingled with the routine of study.
·
The committee instructed Bache to make his examination thorough and practical;
they w ere already in possession of all the hooks could teach on the subject or could
easily obtain it. "It is your special duty," the committee said, "to domesticate yourself' if practicable in these institutions, those to be visited, and by your own personal
observation to distinguish what is useful from what is plausible in theory ." Iu their
anxiety that the investigation should be complete, the board fixed uo period for his
return. It confided in his diligence, feeling sure that he would not prolong his
absence without ample reasons. While they were anxious to open the college
with the least possible delay, they deemed it so much more important to begin well
thau to begin soon, that they postponed making any limit to his stay in Europe
until he was able to apprise them of his progress. He was instrncted, on his return,
to make a final report, with a plan for the government and instrncti on of the college,
t he result of all his examination and refl ection. He waB to purchase te~t- books,
and other books used in schools, or which might assist bis inq niries; also 111odels,
drawings, and such philosophical instruments as would be necessary in openiug the
college.
Bache completed his visit abroad in October, 1838, and submitted bis report in
May of the following year, entitled, Report on education in Europe, to the trustees
of the Girard College for Orphans, by Alex. Dallas Baclie, LL. D., president of' the
college. Philadelphia, 1839. It was an octavo volume, and contained, inclusive of
preface and appendix, nearly 700 pages.
The report is divided into two parts. The first relates to the means provided
for the education of orphans, and embraces about one-fourth of the whole volnme;
the second relates to the systems of general instruction. Under the first head, the
government, discipline, and domestic economy, as well as the instruction, are
examined; under the second head, instruction is the chief point of interest.
Chapter I of Part II is devoted to infant schools. Chapters II-VII relato to primary or elementary schools, embracing the following countries: Great Britain,
France, Holland, Prussia, Saxony, and Bavaria. Chapters VIII, IX deal with schools
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of the e]ementary class, intended to prepare persons for particular occupations in
life. The first of these chapters is occupied with schools of agriculture, and the
second with seminaries for the preparation of teachers for primary schools. Secondary education in Scotland, Ireland, England, France, and Prussia forms the subject
of ch apters XI, XII. The last chapter relates to superior schools. The treatment
turn s far more upon the polytechnic schools and technical schools than universi ties.
Indeed, tlte snperior schools of liberal culture are dismissed with only three or four
pages .
. Bache's report is said to h ave done much to improve American methods of pul>lic
instruction.
C. E. STOWE'S REPORT,

As Prof. Calvin E. Stowe was on the point of embarking for Europe, in :March,
1836, he received from Governor Lucas, of Ohio, a communication under the great
seal of the State, transmitting two resolutions that the general assembl y had
adopted. The principal of these resolutions requests Professor Stowe to collect,
during the progress of his contemplated tour in Europe, such facts and information
as he may deem useful to the State in relation to the various systems of public
instruction and education which have been adopted in the several countries through
whi ch he may pass, and make report thereof with such practical observations as he
may think proper to the next general assembly. Professor Stowe gladly accepted
and executed this commission. His report bears the date December 18, 1839. It is
entitled, Report on Elementary Public Instruction in Europe, made to the Tb.irtysixth General Assembly of the State of Ohio. This report was wi<lely circulated.
The copy before m e carries the following: Reprinted by order of the House of Representatives of the Legislature of Massachusetts1 March 29, 1840.
The countries visited by Stowe were England, Scotland, France, Prussia, and the
different States of Germany. He had opportunity, he says, to see the celebrated
universities at Cambridge, Oxford1 Edinburgh, Glasgow, Paris1 Berlin, Halle, Leipsic, Hei<lelberg, and some others. He, as well as Bache, speaks of the uniform
courtesy in which he was received and of the facilities afforded him for obtaining
information.
After some introductory remarks, Professor Stowe dre-w attention to the wonderful
change which had taken place in th e policy of monarchical governments in re pect
to the ed ucation of the people-a fact that had strongly impressed his mind during
the 1n·ogress of his visit. H e then gave an encoura ging a.cconnt of efforts for edue tion in Ru·ssia-an acco unt, it is to be feared, which th e outcome did not ju tify.
Then ho speaks of the intern al arrangements of the Prussian schools, institutions
for reformation, course of instruction in the common schools of Prussia and \"flirt mLerg, character of the system, and means of sustaiuing the sy tern. He give al o
an appendix embraci11g a, catalogue of Prussian school Jaws, and an wer the
questions relating to moral and relio-ious dnty.
l\L YICTOU COUSIN',
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tion, and University Reform, p. 553, et seq.) This article first called the attention of
the English public to the report; Hamilton declared that M. Cousin's mission in
Germany was in immediate consequence to the revolution of July. Some of the
points may be thus summarized:
The revolution of July gave the signal. Almost the first act of the liberated State
was an attempt to ameliorate a system of public education, of which the education
of the people constitutes the foundation.
Hamilton gives Cousin an eloquent eulogimn:
A profound and original t hinker, a lucid and eloquent writer, a scholar equally at
home in ancient and in modern learning, a philosopher superi~ to all prejudice of
age or country. From his universality both of thought and ac<iuirement if. " "
and from his familiarity with German literature and philosophy, he was the fittest
man in France to undertake such a work.
A German translation by Dr. Kroegger, of Hamburg, had appeared before Hamilton
took up the subject. Hamilton did not ant-icipate that au English translation would
be seen, although the report was incalculably more needed in England than in Germany. He said :
"\Ve are even ignorant of our wants. In fact, the difficulty of all educational
improvement in Britain lies less in the amount of work to be perform ed than in the
notion that not a great deal is required. Our pedagogical iguorrmce is only equaled
by onr pedagogical conceit; and where few are comp tent to understand, all believe
themselves justified to decide.
But Hamilton was mistaken. The report on Prussia was in part translated into
English by Mrs. Sarah Austin, so well known for her excellent translations of German and French works, anc1 was pulilished in London the year following Hamilton's
article. The copy before us bears the imprint of London: Effingham Wilson, Royal
Exchange, 1834. Mrs. Austin assigns two reasons for omitting portions of the report.
One was that these portions were nearly one-half of the whole, while she desired
to make a small and cheap volume ; and the other, that it related to secondary and
higher education, while she desired not to divert the attention of the English public
from the subjec t of primary instruction-that is, that education which is absolutely
necessary to moral and intellectual well-ueiug of the mass of the people. In urging
the merits of the Prnssian system upon her countrymen, she said it was humiliating
to notice the objection that it was foreign. (See her interesting preface.) Co usin
ban already encountered the same objection in .France.
Mrs. Austin's transla,tion was soon republished in the United States. It appeared
in :rew York in 1835, and bore the imprint of Wiley & Long, 161 Broadway. Mrs.
Austin's preface was retained, and a new preface was furnished by J. OrvilJe Taylor. Mr . Taylor in this preface offers various remarks on the condition of education
in the U nited States-remarks that have considerable interest :is measuring the
thought and practice of the times. Re pronounces the princely school fund of
Connecticut an injury to her schools. 1
Subsequently, iu 1837, M. Cousin visited Holland and published an a,ccount of t~e
state of education in that country as regards schools for the working ·lasHes andfor
the poor. A translation of this account made by Leonard Horner, who also contribute(l preliminary observations, was published in Lomlon by John Murray in 1838.
This volume is also worth mention because it contains a translation of a r •port on
edacation made in 1811, made by M. Cuvier and M . Noel, members of the council,
Noel being also Inspector-General of the Imperial University. (See Appendix B.)
Hamilton regarded the two document that furnished the basis of his article as
marking an epoch in the progress of national education, anrl as directly conducing to
results important not to Fran ·e only, but to Europe. A letter from Hamilton to
1 For tho influence of Cousin's Report on the Michigan System of Public Instruction, see President
J.B. Angeli's oration, Univ~sity of Michigan, Semicontennial, pp.139,16t,170,J71; A . Ten Brook,
.American State Universities, etc., p. 110; B. A.. Hinsdale, Iloraco Mann and the Common School
ReYival in 1.he United States, pp. 285, 286.
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Cousin in relation to his report is found in Vietch's Memoirs of Sir William H amil-to:
pp. 171-172.
MADAME DE STAEL'S GERMANY.

"On Germany" is divided into four parts: On Germany and the manners of -tb
Germans; On literature and the arts; On philosophy and morals, and On religio
and enthusiasms. To a grea t ex tent the book is a vehicle for conveying the au tho~
favorite philosophical ideas. Its own history is not a little remarkable. Its subj ec1
Germany, its writer a French woman, it was first published by a London bookselle.i
in English. In the preface, d a t ed October 1, 1813; Madame de Stael told the story oJ.
the destruction of the Paris edi t ion in 1810 by the order of Bonaparte. We know fro
other rnurces that the manuscript was spared only when the author gave a written
promise to the authorities that she would neither print the book in any ot her conn.try, nor allow it to be printed by other people. 'l'he reception that the book r ecei-v-ed
shows how dense was the ignorance of Germany that prevailed in other eountries.
It. was a veritable revelation. Says Lady Blennerhassett: "Germany had never
hitherto been so impartially a nd so sympathetically described and examined into by
a stranger." 1 Sorel tells us that Madame de Stael herself learned the language and
the literature of the country at the same time, viz, after her arrival in Germany in
1804. He says also that the book was, at its :first appearance, and continued for a.
time to be, an event. It revealed to the great European public one form of the
modern genius. It was, says Goethe, like a powerful battering ram opening a great
breach in the Chinese wall of old prejudices raised between us and France. Thi
book made · th em wish to know us beyond the Rhine and beyond the Channel, and
we hav e ga ined by it the means of exercising a lively influence in the far Occident.::?
Lady Blennerhassett collects numerous testimoni<'s to tbe effect that the book create<l. One of h er authorities says it called forth a kind of revolution in tbe idea of
the Gen evese; they all wanted now to learn German. The Poles and the America
alik e derived their iirst notion of Goethe from the same source. 3 Immediately following the publication of the book Sir James Mackintosh wrote in The Edinbnr h
Review that, owing in great part to causes that he recounts, while physical and
politica l Germany was so familiar to foreigners, intellectual and literary G rman
cont inued almost unknown. Thirty years ago, he said, there were probably iu London as m any Persian as German scholar s. Neither Goethe nor Schiller conquer
e
r epugnance. Political conclusions, a timid and ex clusive tast e, and t he haui
neglect of foreign la nguages ex clu ded German literature from France. Temp r •
and p ermanent causes contributed to b a nish it after a short period of succ
.fro
E ngland. Sir J ames calls th e book the most v ig orous effort of its author', an d probably th e m ost elaborate and m asculine production of th e faculti e of wom
Madame <le Stael her self sa id tha t German litera ture was m uch better kno
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schoolmasters know Greek and Latin. If one compares a German to a French
province, centuries of development would appear to lie between them. Picard and
Kotzebue have both written comedies about t he provincials . The Frenchman
describes them as always striving to imitate Paris; the German proves them to be
proud of the incomparable advantages of their domestic circumstances. The difference in their comedy is also the difference in the habits of the two countries. The
German savant can spend fifteen hours of the day undisturbed at his books. His
solitude guarantees his independence; and on the other hand the cooperation of the
teachers in the German universities requires the universality of culture which is
peculiar to almost all the distinguished intellects in Germany. The highest praise
that can be b estowed on the universities lies in the assertion that their teaching
begins where that of most other nations comes to an end.
PRESIDENT MARSH, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT.

Dr. Harris's m ention of the Coleridgians at the University of Vermont suggests at
once the name of President Marsh, the founder of the school, if school it may be
called.
J ames Marsh was born in Hartford, Vt., in 1794. He received his college education at Dartmouth and his theological educa,tion at Andover Seminary. He was a,
tutor for a time at Dartmouth , served both as professor and president of HampdenSidney College, Virginia, and became president of the UniYersity of Vermont in
1826. After fulfilling the duties of the presidency ten years, be r esigned the office
to a ccept the chair of moral and intellectual philosophy, which h e continued to hold
until his death in 184.2. The principal facts in his career that rel a te to the present
topic will be narrated.
While at Andover he found time, in addition to his more strictly professional
studies, to a cquire a good knowledge of two or three modern languages, and for
· inves tigating to some ex tent in the original sources tlrn history and literature of the
middle ages. On February 21, 1821, he makes this entry in bis j ournal:
Of my progress in the German language, I have been more conscious than ever
before and b egin to feel as if I had conquered it. On Saturday in the forenoon I
rea d in the regular course of my studi es about fifty pages, and r ead it well. In
Spanish, too, I have done something and shall conquer it within th e year.
H e read Heeren's Ideen. He learned, also, to read English books in the light of
Continental scholarship. Thus he wrote of Hallam's Middle Ages :
H e does not seem to be acquaintefl with the opinions of De Stael and Schlegel; or,
if he is, he does not, in my opinion, give them right influence in forming his notions
of the human mind in the Roman Empire.
W hil e at Andover Dr. Marsh became interested in Coleridge. One of Professor
Torrey's most interesting items relating to the period is this one:
At this time he was in the habit of studying a good deal the works of Coleridge,
part icularly the Sketches of his Literary Life and Opinions. With the aid of Coleridge and Madame de Stael he began, moreover, to consult Kant's Critique of Pure
Renson , then a perfect tet'1'a incognita to Ameri can scholars.
At the same tiprn Marsh undertook to r ead throug h t he works of P lato and make
a copious an alysis of each dialogue. 'rt is also related that, early in life, he admired
Lord Byron's poetry, but later laid him aside for Wordsworth.
It would be interesting to know what turn ed Dr. Marsh's attention in these clirect ions, which were then little trodden by American students. In respect to the study
of German he may, perhaps, have received an impulse from Prof. Moses Stuart, who,
a bout this time, was planting the seeds of German theological learning at Andover.
But however that may have been, the n ew rnterests meant much to Dr. Marsh and
t o American thought. Fortunately, they w ere congruous with the native habit of
hi s min<l. One reimlt was that be aclo1 ted a s ch eme of philosophical and theological tbonght quite different from the schemes then prevailing iu the country. As
ED
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Professor Torrey puts it, the prevailing tloctrine of the day was, "'Understand and
then believe,' while that which Mr. Marsh would set forth, not as anything new hut
as the old doctrine of the Church from the earliest times, was, 'Believe that ye may
understand."' \Vhen he received a copy of Coleridge's Aids to Reflection, he was
struck not merely by the coincidence of the thoughts set forth with his own views
which he discovered, but especially with the adaptation of these thoughts to the
ends that be sought. Thus, Dr. Marsh wished to throw aside the so-called Paile:m
and Caledonian schools of philosophy, as he called them, and partly to learn and
partly to think out a more spiritual system. He held with Coleridge that, "so far
from being irrational, the Christian faith is the perfection of human reason;" or, to
quo-t e what he himself says of Coleridge:
He proves that the scheme of Christianity, though not discoverablo by reason, is
yet in accordance with it-that link follows link by necessary consequence, th at
religion passes out of the ken of reason only when the eye of reason has reached its
own horizon, and that faith is then but its continuation.
This, of course, is going a long way back toward the Christian Platonists of
Alexandria .
. vVhile at the seminary, in connection with a student friend, Dr. Marsh undertook
to tr-anslato and prepare for the press the German work of Bellermann on the Geography of tho Scriptures, being moved thereto by the great want of a standard work
in the English language on that important branch of biblical learning. In 1829 he
wrote his Preliminiry Essay to the American edition of the Aids to Reflection, in
which he foGalizes the leading points of Coleridge's system of philosophic and reli g ~ous thought. This essay was republished in Englantl and is reprinted by Dr. Shetl<l
in his -edition of Coleridge's works, published in 1853. The same year Marsh wrote
for The Christian Spectator an elaborate review of Moses Stuart's Commentary on
HeLrews, in which he strove to giYe an impulse to tl:e new theological learning.
Replying to the charge that the introduction of the German learning into the country wou]d promote infidelity, he said:
,ve have more fear of injur.v to the cause of religion from the inflnenc~ ?~ uper:ficial modes and systems of philosophizing than from the principles of cntic1sm.
In 1833 be published Hertler's work, The Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, which he had
translated some years earlier at Hampden-Sidney.
Dr. Marsh was also an educational reformer. He brought to the presidency of tbe
University of Vermont some i<leas in regard to colleges and college education that
were not then current. Professor Torrey epitomizes these idea as follow :

First, as to the rules for the admission of students, he woulcl have them .~o mouined as to extend the privileges of collegiate instruction, under certain re<Tul, tiou
to those ·whose necessities would limit them to a, part onlv of the general cour e.
Secondly, as to the system of discipline, he would have a mode of government mor
entirely par ntal, and more exclusively confined to the exertion of moral and ~ ci
i~fluence, and wh~re this failed woul<l prefer •imply to exclude the unwortli, in iv_1dual from the onJo.pnen~ of his privileges. Thirdly, as to the method of in tn t10n, be woul l have it nmformly directed in all its branches to the ultimat r
of a._ full and m:~nly ~ev_clop~ent of the individual, without thwartiug or co r ein" h
11:it~,~ t nclcnc1e of his ~nod. Fourthly, as to th sy tern of cla ification or
din ·ion, be would have 1t snob a at lea t to en onra"e tho e who ·ho, ·e
· Jv a.bl. ~nd dispos~cl to do more than accompli h tbe
crihed cou · . to
oth r acld1t10nal tud1e uncl r the aclvi e and direction of the facultv. Fi thl •
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auot,her particular, he was in advance of his times; for when the University of Vermont was put on these lines it rather fell off than gained in patronage. Finally, it
must be said that Dr. Marsh was deeply interested also in common schools. In 1829
he published in a Vermont newspaper a series of articles on common school education, and seven years later he devoted the larger part of his inaugural address to the
same snbj ect.i
THEOLOGY: PRO.F ESSORS STUART AND SMITH.

The influence of German studies upon American theology, both thought and
learning, has been very marked. The subject is one that, if carefully worked out,
woultl require a volume. Notices of only two pioneers in this fiohl will be introducell ju this place.
Moses Stuart, the patriarch of sacred philology in America, was born in ·wilton,
Conn ., in the year 1780. At the age of 17 ho enterecl the sophomore class of Yale
College, from which he was graduatetl in due time with the highest honors. After
leaving college h e prepared himself for the law, but before his admission to the bar
he was called to a tutorship in Yale College. Here he remained two years. After a
religious revival at Yale, in 1801-2, he entered the ministry and became pastor of a
church in New Haven, where he remained until he was called to the professorship of
sacretl literature in the theological seminary at Andover, Ma, s., in 1810. A quotation from Professor Stuart himself gives a vivid idea of the state of American scholarshi 1) at that time.
I came here [be says] with little more than a knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet
and the power of making out, after a poor fashion, too, the bare translation of some
[five or six] chapters in Genesis and a few Psalms. I had not, ancl never have had,
the aid of any teacher in my biblical studies. Alas! for our country at that time;
there was scarcely a man in it, unless by accident someone who had been educated
al)road, that bad such a knowledge of Hebrew as was requisite in order to be an
instructor.
'l'be youthful JHofessor's knowledge of Greek was also scanty. Although ·a graduate of the second college in the land, he was, as regards his special subjects, a selfmade man. In two years Professor Stuart had prepared a Hebrew grammar, which
his pupils copied clo~n from clay to day. When it was published, in 1813, the
author was obliged to set up a part of the type with bis own hands, so great were
the difficulties of printing it. This grammar, which was enlarged and reprinted six:
t imes, callecl fo1·th the admiration of foreign scholars.
To facilitate his philological studies, Professor Stuart found himself obliged to learn
German. No teacher was available, and the necessary apparatus only at an exorbitant price ; but in two weeks' time he had read the Gospel of John in German.
Through a friend he got possession of Seiler's Biblische Hermeneutik, which introduced him to the wide range of German literature. Soon the .lJorary of,the seminary
possessed. the b est collection of German biblical literature in tllc land. These Gorman studies brought upon Professor Stuart the suspicion and enmity ot his colleagues.
German theology and philosophy would undermine llis orthoaoxy, they tliought.
Bnt so far was this from being the case that he used the fruits of his German learning
as a weapon against nnitn.rianism in his letters to Dr. Cnanning. His enemies
now saw the importance of German scholarship for the church. Before this controversy scarcely an American divine had any knowledge of German literature. It
now became common. To Professor Stuart belongs the credit of opening American
theologians to the rich storehouse of German biblical literature. In the list of bis
published works we :find several translations from the German, viz:
1 1'his account of Dr. Marsh has been drawn from a work carrying the following title page: Tho
Remains of the Rev. James Marsh, D. D., late President and Professor of Moral and Intellectual
Philosophy in the Uni.varsity of Vermont, with a memoir of His Life. Boston, Crocker & Brewster,
1843. The memoir was written by Prof. J. Torrey, the translator of Neander's History of the Cllris•
tian Religion and Church.
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1 Winer's Greek Grammar of the New Testament, translated in collaboration -with
Professor Robinson. 1825;
2. Roediger's Gesenius. 1846.
3. On the discrepancy between the Sabellian and Athanasian method of representing t.he do ctrine of the Trinity, translated frpm Schleiermacher. 1835.
4. The Hebrew Tenses, by Ewald. 1838.
5. Doctrine respecting the person of Christ, by Dorner. 1850.
Also several works in Latin by German authors. 1
Professor Stuar t's Hebrew Grammar was based on the works of German scholars,
generally the older scholars. The new edition of this work, revised and enlarged,
app ea red at Andover in 1823. 2
One v aluable prod-i.1ct of Professor Stuart's studies and authorship, not mentioned
in the preceding sketch, was his edition of Ernesti's work on interpretation. This
book was published in 1822, and does not appear to have reached a second edition. 3
Henry Boynton Smith, the eminent American theologian, was born in Portland,
Me., on the 21st of November, 1815. He was graduated from Bowdoin College in
1834, and received his theological training at Andover Seminary and the Theological
Seminary in Bangor. At Bangor he was introduced to German studies by Dr. Leonard ,v-oods, jr., afterwards president of Bowdoin. In the autumn of 1837 he went
to E urope 1 and in the spring of 1838 was settled at Halle, where the next year was
spent in theological and metaphysical stndies. He formed at Halle an intimate
friendship with Professor Tholuck, who did much to stay the tide of r ationalism
then rife in the German universities. The second year o:f his E uropean life was
spent in Berlin, wher e he had such teachers as Learnler, Trendelenberg, and Hengsten.b erg. Among his intimate frie~ds w as the widow of Hegel.
In Jnly,. 1840, Mr. Smith arrived in New York. After se ven years work as a country p as tor he was elected to the chair of mental and moral philosophy at Amherst
College. In 1850 he left this position for the professorship of church history in
U nion Seminary, where he found full scope for his wide knowledge of German philosophy and theology . In his teaching h e applied the best German methods, di carding the slavish use of text-books. In 1855 he was transferred to the professorship of theology, which he h eld until his retirement in 1874.
A large p art of Mr. Smith's literar y productions are tra nslat ions of German theological and philosophical works. He was a master of the tr anslator's art, and contributed largely to the introduction of German. thought into Awerica. Man y of the e
translations appeared in The Bibliotheca Sacra. The followin g list (incomplete )
shows his activity in this branch of literary work:
1. Interpretation of the number 666 in t he Apocalypse, etc., by Benary.
2. The Structure of t h e Gospel according to Matthew, by H arless.
3. TJ10 Expiatory Sacrifices of the Greeks and Romans and their Relation to the
on e .'acrifice upon Golg otha, by Lasaulx.
4. In terpretation of the Baptismal Formula, by Bindseil.
5. The Doctrin e respecting Angels, by 'l'westen
6. A kc,t<·h of German Philosophy on the basis of an article in the Halle Literat rzeit1111r1 (partly tran lation) .
7. The Trinity, b Twe ten .
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8. Vermittluugstheologie, 'rwesten.
9. Parts of Hegel.
10. Lehrbuch der Dogmengescbichte, Hagenbach.
11. Church History, Gieseler (unfinished).
He also preparecl elaborate arti cles for The New American Cyclopreclia on Hegel,
Kant, and Schelling. 1
1 This account of Dr. Smith is compiled from Lewis S. Stearns, Henry Boynton ~mith (in Religious
Leaders Series}. Boston, 1892.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE STATUS OF WOMAN FROM THE EDUCATIONAL AND
INDUSTRIAL STANDPOINT. 1

Authorities consulted: Statistical tables.-Catalogues of universities, 1896- 97.-Addressos of Presi!lent
Eliot (Harvard), Mrs. Louis .Agassiz, Dr. Waggener of University of Texas.- Prospectus issued
by Association of Collegiat,e .Alumna::.-Die akademische Fran: Gutachten iibcr die Bcfiihigung
der Frau, von Arthur Kirchhoff, Berlin, 1897.-La Femme-Avocat, par Louis Frank, Paris, 1898.Rcglement do l'Universite deGene,e.-Letravaildesfemmes auXIX 0 siecle,parPaul Loroy-Beaulieu.-Essai sur la condition politique de la femme, par LouisFrank.--DeutscheZeitschriftfi.ir .A □ s
Hindisches Unterrichtswesen, 2ter Jhrg.,Heft III.-Democracy and Liberty, byW. E. JI. Lecky.- Die
Entwickelung und der gegenwartige Stand des medicinischen Frauenstudiums in den Europaischon
uud anssereuropaischen Landern, von Dr. Agnes Blum.- ,Voman's Work in America, by Annie
Nathan Meyer.-Conspcctus of Law Lectures at Now York University, 1896- 97.-Arrots uotablos
de differents tribunaux du Royaume, Tome 1.-.Angaa:mde Kvinders .Adgang til Ansrettelse i ofi'entlige Stillinger, 1806.-Women Wage Earners; their I>ast, their Present, and their Future, by
H elen Campbell.-Revuo Bleue, 4 jui1~et 1896.-Girls' Technical Schools on tlle Continent, by
Marion Mulhall.-Der Internationale Kongress filr Francnwerke uncl Frauenbestrobungen, in
Berliu, 19 bis 26 September 1896.-0fficial Proceedings of the Third Biennial of General Federation of Women's Clubs, Louisville, 1896.-Files of n evue Internationale de l'Ensoignement.-Neue
Bahnen, Organ des .Allgemeinon Deutschen Frauen,oreins.-Die Frauenbewegung, Die Frau,
Allgemeine Deutsche Lehrerzeitung, Deutsche Hausfranenzeitung, for 18!J6-1897.-Journul dos
D6bats, 1896.

INTRODUCTION.
The educational progress of woman in different countries ·was discussed in t he
Report of the Commissioner for 1894-95, pp. 893-976. 2
This chapter gives additional information in regard to the higher education of
women in America and in European countries, introduces industrial education for
women (including statement by Prof. Edward S. Joynes), presents a few facts
regarding women's congresses and federations (including Report on General Federation of Woman's Clubs, by Mrs. Ellen M. Henrotiu, president, in 1897), and also
includes a paper by Miss Margaret J. Evans, principal of the woman's department
of Carleton College, .Minnesota, on" Women's Clubs as an Educational Factor."
WOMAN'S COLLEGIATE WORK IN AMERICA.
In speaking of the attitude of people in general toward woman's development, it
has been stated 3 thatTwenty-five years ago the ability of a woman to master subjects thought necessary
for a man's education was disputed. It was seriously questioned at the time
1

Prepared by Miss Frances Graham French.
Topical Outline in 1894-VS: The woman question in general.-The college-bred woman: Statistics
of women's colleges, 1893-94, compared with 1891-92.-Woman's colleges (Vassar, Smith, Wellesley,
Bryn Mawr).-Woman's development in Western, Eastern, and Southern Statea.-The education.of
women in different countries.-Women in the professions (medicine, law, th ology); regulations in
various countries.-Woman as a promotive force in education.-School legislation in the nited States
and ot'1er countries.-MaITiage rate of college-bred women.-Bi.bliography.
8
lly Dr. Leslie ·waggener, of the University of Texas.
2
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whether the "female" mind could untangle the intricacies of pure mathematics, could
appreciate the abstruse speculations of metaphysics, or could follow, step by s tep,
the inductions of a scientific investigation. It was contended in the educati onal
discussions of that day, that one of two alternatives was necessary if young women
were admitted. to colleges and universities manned and equipped to prepare youn<T
men for the inteJlectual conflicts of life, It was asserted that either the standard or
scholarship would be lowered, or that the young woman would be left hopelessly
b.ehi11d, and the experiment prove, as far as they were concerned, a dismal failu re.
This prediction has, on trial, proved absolutely groundless. Whatever may be t he
distinction between a "male" and a "female" mind it is not of such a character a to
prevent youug women from holding their own in intellectual competition with young
men. '.rhe teaching of actnal experience is that the scholarship of all of our high er
institutions of leamiug has been raised, and in many cases the presence of youn g
women in the classes has been the stimulus and the inspiration.
Oftentimes the women are the '' quickest, brightest, most receptive, and ruo~t
appreciative students," and, considering their numbers, they carry off more than their
s_hare of honors. A training by which a young woman is made able, if need be, to
make her own living, secures for her the privilege of being independent. A woma n
trained with men learns other things than those found in the text-books, or in the
crucibles of the laboratory. Among these the most important, perhaps, is the
knowledge she acquires of men. The fact that a woman has competed with a man
in th~ class room is a great help to her wlten it becomes necessary for her to compet e
with him in the occupations of life. The fact that she has outstripped him, perhaps,
in the race for university honors_, is a reason why she feels no trepidation when s h e
contends with men for the substantial prizes of life, and the reason, too, why she
captures them with the assurance of one to whom they rightly belong.
Again it is stated I thatIn the midst of her higher education, woman must not forget her responsibilities.
She should rather adapt the new means to the condition of woman's life; she must
show that she is benefited by having her observation trained.
Again the in<lirect motives of the higher education of women are dwelt upon : ~
It is a quarter of a century since the college doors were opened to women. ...;in_ce
that tirue, where girls and boys have been educated together, it has become an historical fact that women have made rapid strides, and captured a greater numb ~r of
honors in proportion to their number tltan men. Since the advent of women rnto
coJJeges the secondary schools have been better supported and are more wisely
directed.
The number of women students in different collegiate institutions is presented in
the secoucl volume of this Report. A sllort r esumt5 of the same is given here, howe,er,
for convenience' sake.
The admission requirements, standards of instruction, and general organization of
a few of the women's colleges of this country are in accord with tl,e characteri ucs
of colleges of liberal arts, nnd form a group (Division A) by themselve .. 1 Their w,>rk
is e. ·entially colleg1ate, and in this they differ from the older seminaries for women
which, while ma.king moro or less provision for the di tinctive stndie: of the colle ...e
curriculum, are schools for general instruction.
1
2
8

By Mrs. Louie .Agassiz, in an address to the Radcliffi ::p-aduates in 1 96.
By Pr ident Eliot, of Harvard College, in an address on the same occa..qion .
tables of colleges for women, v ol. 2 of this Report.
,
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Colleges for women, 1895-96 and 1896-97.
DIVISION A.-PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS.
United State,i.
1895-96.

I

189G-97 .

Insi~~i:li~:fotN!iijii:~~............... :................................ --- _1 _ _ _
14

1_4

Male ........ .. ...................................................................... ..... .
Female .........•..........•..........•................... . ...........
20
22

Coll~~!!~ -~~~~·r·t~~~~ ..................... . ................... . ....... .
Female ................................................... . .......... .
Total·
Male: ................................................................ .
Female ........................................................•......
Students:

g~~;i;~:fai;i:~t:::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .
Total . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

221
282

242
281

221
293

248
313

254
3,718
192

168
3,721
192

a 4, 328

a,4, 421

a Includes students in music, art, etc., not included under any other department.

The number of degrees conferred in this class of colleges (Division A) for women
in 1886-97 1 for the whole United States was 514 A.. B., 123 B. L., 41 A.. M., 25 B. S.,
1 Ph.D., and 5 B. Mus. The other colleges g ive more general instruction, and are
reported as follows:
Colleges fo1· women, 1895-96 _and Di96-97.
D[VISION B.-PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS.
United S1.ates.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

/ 1895-06.

Institution3 ...................................................................... .
Professors and instructors :
1
Males ......................................................... •···········

a~1;,:; ;.~~~;L~~:: : ;:::::::: :::•;::::::::::;:;::;:::

Stuf

i

Colf'egiate aepartment .................................................... \
Graduate department ..............•...............•...................... ,
Total .............................•.................... .. ... ..... ........
In collegiate department, pursuing courses leading to-

t~~{~fir:i~ i: ~~~~~~:: ~~:.::: ~::: :: :::::::: ::: :::::::::: :: :::::: :::::::::: :::

~!~!i~~~t~~l~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~; ~ ~ ~ !~ ~ j ~ j~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ ~
In art ......................•..............................•... •• •·••••••·•• ••·

_!8!l6-!J7.

148

143

457
1,581

447
] , 510

1,937
4,801
10, 321
192

- --

20, 335
2,745
5!)
877
7cl8
271
508
8,272
2,451

2,166
4, 532
JO, 069

200

----

l!l, 534

3.071
5
1,958
984
160
702
7,843
2.152

The degrees conferred by colleges for women, Division B, for tlie wholo Ull ited
States in 1896-97 2 were as follows: 343 M. E. L. or B. L., 478 A. B., 128 B. S., 19 A. M.,
113 B. Mus., 23 B. Paint., 5 L.A., 1 M. L.A., 1 B. Ped., 1 M. L.
In coeducational universities and colleges in 1896-97 :J throughout the United, 'tates
1 The number of degrees conferred for 1895-96 for the whole United States was 459 A. B.; 105 B. L.;
40 .A. M.; 27 B. S.; 5 Ph.D., and 3 B. Mus.
2 The degrees conferred by colleges for women, Divi sion B, were for thew hole United States in 1805-00,
as follows: 244 M. E. L. or B. L., 419 A. n., 82 B. L., 35 A. M., 1 M. L.A., 4 L.A., 3 L. S., 118 B. Mua., 29

B. l'aint., 9 M. L.
a Degrees in 1895- 96 were: 706 A. B., 277 B. S., 271 Ph. B., 348 B. L., 15 M. E. L., 123 A. M:·, 30 M. S.,
8 M. L., 12 Ph. M., 22 Pb. D., 3 Sc. D., 1 B. .Arch., 43 B. Mus., 8 B. Paint., 6 B. O., 39 Ped. B., 7 I'd. M.,
2Pd.D.
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the following were the number of women receiving different degrees: 713 A. B., 327
B. S., 375 Ph. B., 283 B. L., llM. E. L., 101A. M., 23 M. S., 28M. L., 18Ph. M., 14 Ph. D,
60 B. Mus., 4 B. Paint., 27 Ped. B., 8 Pd. M., 3 Pd. D.
Yale University, which admitted women into its graduate department three years
ago, made a new and important departure in 1897. The faculty had arranged for
the establishment of a teachers' course, open to all teachers, male and fem ale, _ot~
public and private schools of the State. The course consisted of twenty-fo ur
lectures-eight in the fall, eight in the winter, and eight in the· spring term. The
lectures, given on Saturdays from 10 to 11, were open to graduates of colleges and to
those who had qualified themselves by previous study. The tickets for the course$20-admitted the holders to the college library exhibition rooms, Peabody .Museum,
and the Art School collections. Teachers taking this course have their names
entered on the university catalogue, but are not regarded as candidates for degrees.
Similar courses for teachers were reported in the University of Pennsylvania
(Catalogue 1896-97, pp. 162-163), the courses being adjusted to the needs of persons
who had had normal or high-school training and who wished to avail themselves
of opportunities for more advanced work. These courses do not lead to a degree.
The general tendencies of the times in the United States are toward the entering
of coeducational universities, where men and women may have equal opportun ities
for higher studies. With this tendency comes a gradual diminution in women's
colleges per .se, although the same high requirements, as in former years, are found
in such colleges as Vassar, Smith, Wellesley, and Bryn Mawr.
Large numbers of students seek home or foreign fellowships, and the studies pursued by such students tend more toward hiO'her attainments than was noticeable
a decade o·r more ago. Traveling fellowship; are endowed by well-known philanthropic women, and the recipients of such fellowships gravitate to Leipsic, Heidelberg, Berlin, Gottingen, Zurich, Cambridge, Oxford, the Sorbonne, and the College
de France. Special courses are pursued in Greek and Latin, English and the
Romance languages, political economy, chemistry, biology, and mathemati cs, or
possiuly in Teutonic philology, history, political science, and philosophy. Typical
of the higher studies pursued in women's colleges may be mentioned the following,
which were observed in a catalogue of Bryn Mawr for 1896. Among the subjects
treated were: "The use of the historical present in early Latin," '' Singular solutions of differential equations of the first order in two variants, and the geomett·ical
properties of certain invariants and covariants of their complete privatives/' :. The
American colonies as a source of naval supplies for Great Britain," "Tho Latin
hymn 'Christe Qui Lux: es et Dies,' and its medi reval and modern translations in
English, German, and Dntch," "The Anglo-Saxon metrical version of P alms L to
CL." The ladies presenting these theses held degrees from other home collerre or
had pursued their studies in foreign universities or possessed fellowships granted for
superior work.
A a matter of encouragement to women de iring to pursue higher branche
Coll giat Alumnm a few year back decided to ai 1 those de irinrr Europ
American fellow ·hips. 'l'he prospectus here presented indicates their metho
their efforts nr being crowne<l. with succes : 1
Th A. socia.tion of Collegiate Alurun: i desirous of encouraging tho pu
adY: D<'ed
study among women gradnatos of college . 1t th
• rr the exp n
s of om y
r •, _and$350 towa
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to appoint the candi<lates who are best fitted for the positions through original gifts,
previous training, energy, power of endurance, aml health. To this end they will
receive applications in writing from eligible candidates, who will present as clearly
as possible their claims to the fellowships. A competitive examination will not be
held, but the bestowal of the fellowships will be based upon evidence of the canclidate's ability and of her prospect of success in her chosen line of study. Such evidence will natura11y consist of (a) her college diploma, (b) testimonials as to superior
ability and high character from her professors and other qualified judges, (c) satisfactory evidence of thoroughly good health, (cl) a statement of the work in which
she proposes to engage subsequ:ently, (e) last, and of chief importance, examples of
her scientific or literary- work in the form of papers or articles or accounts of scientific investigations which she has carried out.
The fellowships will not usually be granted to those who are intending to take up
the practice of any of the three learned profess.ions, though such are not formally
excluded from the competition; they will rather be bestowed upon those who are
looking forward to positions as professors and teachers and to literary aml scientific
vocat10ns. Preference will be given, other things lleing equal, to graduates of not
more than five years standing. The fellowships will, in general, be held for one year,
but in an unusually promising case the term may lie ex.tende<l at the discretion of the
committse .
The barriers to woman:s higher education _seem effectually removed, and to-clay
eight-tenths of the colleges, universities, and professional schools of the United States
are open to women stndents. As is stated by ex-President Alico Froeman Palmer, of
Wellesley College, "30,000 girls have already gradua,te<.l from colleges, while 4.0,000
more are preparing to graduate." The obtaining of a collegiate eclucntion gives the
women more arnbition to ente~· a, profession, or, if they decide to marry, it is Htated
thatThe aclvance<l. education they ba,Ye received has adcle<.l to their natural enclowrnents wisdom, strength, patience, balance, a.nd self-control .,. *
aml that in
addition to a wise discharge of their domestic dnties, th eir homes ltaYe become
centers of scientific or literary study or of pbilanthropy in the communities where
th ey live. 1
,)<

THE PROFESSIONS,

It- is stated that the ad vvncernent of women in-1ffofessional lifo is less rapid than
in literature. The training of women for medical practice was long opposed by
medical schools and men physicians. Eciually tedious was the effort to obtain legal
instruction and admission to the legal profession, and even to-day ihe admission to
theological schools ancl the ministry is seriously contested; yet all these professions
are gradually being opened to women. In 1896-97 there were in the United States
1,583 women pursuing met1ical studies to 1,471 in 1895-96; in dentistry, 150 women
in 1896-97 to 143 in 1895-96; in pharmacy, 131 in 1896-97 to 14.0 in 1895-96. In law
courses of professional schools were 131 ,,omen in 1896-97 to 77 in 1895-96; in theol ogical courses 193 women in 1896-97 .
.Mell'icine.-TLe subject of women in the medical profession 2 was quite fully treated
in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1894-95, pages 950-956, however
a fe w additional facts are here app ended. To (]_uote from 'N. E. H . Lecky:
The special aptitude of women for the management of the sick bas been fully
r ecognized. Nothing is better atteste<l. than that, in the power of quick and delicate observation of slight changes, which is at least one of tho most essential ciualitics that are required for the successful treatment of disease, women are, on the
whole, superior to men; as nurses they have always been preeminent; but in our
g en eration, to the incalculable benefit of both sexes, the profession has been much
augmented and raised by skillful training to a much higher degree of competence. 3
In New York City in 1897 a movement bearing upon this subject was on foot, ·which
is here presented:
The changes asked for on behalf of the women of the cit.)~ have been embodied in
separate bills and will come in as supplemental legislation. In March, 1897, Senator
1

From atl1lress by Mrs. Mary .A.. Livermore before the Woman's Club of Denver in 1897.
It may be stated here as a seeming innovation that the MarisachusettH Eclectic Me<lical •'ocioty
bas dccitle!l to admit womE:n .
3
From Democracy antl Liberty, by William Eclwarcl Ilartpole Lecky, vol. 2.
2
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Charles C. Page in the senate, and Mr. George C. Austin in the assembly, both
Rep~b~icans of New York, introduced a bill drawn by Dr. Mary Putnam-Jacobi,
prondmg that there be two women commissioners of charities so that the board,
instead of consisting as at prese~t of three men, be made up of three men and two
women. Dr. Jacobi felt that this would be the surest way in which to obtain the
appointment of women physicians in all public institutions and the admission of
women students to the hospitals.
Still another indication of the advanced conditions from the medical standpoiu t
was reported from New Orleans on April 19, 1897:
The Louisiana State board of medical examiners to-day gave a diploma to Mrs.
Emma vVakefield to practice medicine. She is the :first negro woman in the South,
and, it is said, in the Union, to receive this honor. She is the daughter of ex-Senator
,vakefield, and a graduate of the medical department of the New Orleans Colored
University.
During the year laws were passed regarding State examinations for physicians;
similar laws have been passed for the District of Columbia. Further information
rngarding women physicians of the United States is found in another part of this
volnme. 1
Law.-The major part of the law .schools of the United States admit womeL. to
their law classes when application is made, and in 1890 the dean of the department
of law of Michigan University wrote that "the women who have attended the law
school have compared favorably in the matter of scholarship with the men. They
are quite as capable of acquiring legal knowledge. as men. 112 The dean of the
Union College of Law adds his quota to the general discussion as to the advisability
of "\YOmen studying law, for he says "we discover no difference in the capacity of
the sexes to comprehend and apply legal principles/' At the close of the se\'enth
year of the woman's law class of New York University on April 14, 1897, the graduating
class was composed of a larger number of women than men. These ladies mastered
the rudiments of law in order to flt themselves to transact business as men transact it,
and to take their places intelligently in the professions which are now open to women.
There were 15 women ill the senior law class, and about 25 in the junior law cla s.
The law courses connected with New York University, and founded by the \Yoman·s
Legal Education Society, sent out the following circular in 1896-97, which is indicative
of their work:
These courses are framed to meet the wants of business women and women in private life who desire familiarity with the existing law, either for practical purpo e
to assist their judgment as litigants, witnesses, and custodians of tru t e ·tate_, or aa higher study for their mental development. They also furnish 1,reparatill_n for
entrance upon the professional study of the law, with a view to active pract1c at
the bar.
Four courses of lect1ues on law will be given during the winter of 1 96-97.
'oure
I be<rins Monday, October 26, 1896: Geueral jurisprudence, international law. a~d
constitutional Jaw. Course II begins Monday, November 23, 1896: Hi torical ·
prudence, domestic relatioll , wills and administration. Course III bc(Yins .I
January 4, 1897: The law of contracts, agency, sale, partnership, comm
·
insurance, hipping:
'our e_IV ben:in Monday, February J, 1 97: ·~h
pr~p ·rty, tort~, eq 111~~-, pleadrng, eY1dencc, procedure, ·ourts anc
crunPS and their p11msbment. No examination is nee . sary for
The fees are $6 ·
h of the fonr course , 01.· $20 for the
tl vi
fee of i- cov ,ring the charge £ r d
of th
must lJ paid by all who apply for th
'fh
ly fr e and twenty half-free schol
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A prize scholarship, valued at $200, in the form of two years' free tuition in the
university law school, will be awarded to the student who passes the best examination
for the chancellor's certificate.
There are three lectures weekly-Monday, Wednesday, and Priday. There are two
classes-n. morning class, meeting at 11 o'clock, and an evening class, meeting at 8
o'clock. Students are free to elect to attend either of these classes, and may
occasionally attend either or both, as may suit their convenience .
Eight clays will be devoted to review in preparation for examination.
No student need take the exa mination, but the _chancellor's certificate will be
awarded only to those who pass a strict final examination. This certificate will be
publicly conferred at the closing exercif;es, to be h eld in the month of April, 1897.
The method of instruction is strictly academic. A quiz is held at the opening of
the hour, in which volunteers only are expected to participate. Any legal question
t hat may be proposed will be cliscussec. by the lecturer as fully as time will permit.
Professor Russell's Outline Study of Law will be used as the class text-book. The
following books are recommendecl for reading, collateral to the l ectures: Cooley's
Constitutional Law, Woolsey's International Law, Hadley's Roman Law, Robiuson's
Elementary Law, Browne's Domestic Relations, Remsen's Intestate Succession, and
Benjamin's Principles of Contracts.
The scope of the lectures given during the year will appear from the subjects of
the lectures, as follows:
Course 1.-1. Introduction to the study of law. 2. Nature of law in general. 3.
Public law of nations. 4. International law in time of peace. 5. International law
in time of war. 6. Equality before the law. 7. Leading doctrines of civil policy.
8. Politico-economic force in constitutional development. 9. Studies in constitutional and politica.l history. 10. Right of suffrage; the status of the Indian s. 11.
The Federal judiciary. 12. Constitutional amendments.
·
Course JI.-13. The study of Roman law. 14. The family and succession at Roman
law . 15. Chri stianityandmoclernRomanlaw. 16. Ifusbandandwife. 17. Divorce.
18. Parent and child. 19. Master and servant; guardian and ward. 20. Legal incapacity . 21. Corporations. 22. Wills. 23. Intestate snccession. 24. Executora and
a dministrators
Course III.-25. Contracts and their construction. 26. The statute of frauds; the
statute of limitations. 27. Illegal contracts. 28. Consideration. 29. Sale aud warranty . 30 . Ageuts, attorne;rs, factors, and brokers. 31. Commercial paper. 32.
Partnership. 33. Bailments, inllkeepers and common carriers. 34. Insurance. 35.
Shipping. 36. Patents, copyrights, and trade-marks.
CoMrse IV.-37. The feudal system. 38. Deeds and their covenants. 39. Tenure
of real property. 40. Leases, mortgages, searching titles. 41. Torts and damages.
42. Equity jurisprudence. 43. Pleading. 44. Evidence. 45. Principles of proof.
46. Courts and their jurisdiction. 47. Principles of criminal law. 48. Crimes and
their punishment.
The Woman's Legal Education Society, which bas for its board of directors,
Pre1:1iclent, Mrs. John P. Munn; vice-president, Miss Helen M. Gould; secretary, Miss
Isabe1la Mary Pettus; Mrs. Alexander Forman, Mrs. Esther Herrman, Mrs. Henry
Dormitzer, Miss Lucette P. Banks, has for six years suppol'tecl the chair for the
wornan's law class of the uni ver sity.
Membership in the Woman's Legal Education Society is open to alJ inter est ed in
the work on election by the 1,oard of directors and payment of dnes. The annual
snbscription is $5, which entitles the subscriber to one course of twelve lectures at
tlrn m1iversity.
Under the ansP.ices of th e society, several eminent writers and lecturers have
generously agreed'. to present occasional addresses on topics of i;pecial interest.
EDUCATION OJ? WOMEN IN FOREIGN COUNTRIE

t

The conc1itions are gradually changing as regards women in the universities of
foreign countries; the courses of study in secondary schools of Germany are being
made to correspond with the requirements for university entran ce examinatious;
the constant efforts of women in various countries to have the professions opened to
the m are all producing a change in the views of even those most opposed to woman's
advancemen t. The general state of mind in regard to the admission of women
into the universities of Germany is that of resignation-if it must be, so 1Je it. 2
1
This subject was fully t reated in the Report of the Commissioner of Elluration for 1804-95, PP •
907-040. and the gradu al opening of the universitie1:1 to women was reportecl ltpon.
~ R(·sum(: of s tatements from " Die akademiscbe Frau ,'' von Hel'l'n Artlrnr Kirchhoff, Berlin, 1897.
This work contaiu ~ the opinions of m:iny prominent professors of German y who were appealed to in
regartl to uuiversity study for women.
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Eqnalit,y of intellect is conceded to the sexes by some professors; power of mn.thematica.l study is accredited to them; but the professors of history are more resen--ed
in their opinion of woman's development. They do not recognize the value of the
general ideas, methods, or judgment of the women who pursue historical study ;
they indicate that women deal too much with details and are often incapable o f
grasping the whole subject. They are opposed to women studying for profe ssions which are already overfull; the professors also cling to the idea that academi c
studies may produce doctors, lawyers, engineers a.nd Greek students, but that these
studies do not bring out the feminine qualities. A few professors concede th at
woman should be allowed to deYelop mentally, as the conditions are such in tbe
present century that all women, whatever may be their natural aptitude for home
life, shoulcl be trn.ined to carry on a life work if it be necessary that they become
breadwinners. Higher courses for girls should be established, say some of the professors, so tliat all persons, irrespective of sex, be permitted to carry on bigher
studies. Another professor views the subject from the opposite side. He considers
that the desire on the part of women to follow academic studie1::1 is the product of a n
unnatural hypercultnre. From the point of legal studies it is said that women may
be helpful to men in solving problems, yet it is not conceded that she possesses the
mental. endowment for practice before the courts; her nature is too emotional. I n
meclicine· tLe aptitude of women in hospital service, as nurses, and as a help in
sudden emergencies, is conceded; but the pursuing of a line of stu<ly in clinics for
dissection impresses the professors unpleasantly, as does also the carrying on of
surgical operations. In philological and philosophical studies the professors allow
that there seems to be no special objection to the pursuance of such studies if the
preparatory training bas been sufficient. And, again; a professor writes: "By all
means create higher courses of study for girls, such as' madchen-gymnasia,' for therein
will be found none of the inconveniences attendant upon thfl stndying with men i n
universities and other like institutions." In certain cases the professors consider th at
coeducation from the lowest through the highest grades will be beneficial to both
sexes, and they would withhold no advantage from those who desire to prepare
themselves for the highest class of instruction. Yet the generality of opinion i'
unfavorable to tLe higher de,,elopment of the woman's mind, as taking a way somewhat from the femininity of the woman, thus withdrawing her from her natural
sphere.
The reorgaujzation of girls' schools iu Prussia according to the regulations of :\I, Y
31, 1894, by which those who are graduated as teachers may now obtain position in
secondary schools (whereas formerly they were limited to positions in elementary
grad.es), the passing of a second examination, the "1'TissenschaftJiche" or 11 0IJ rlehrcrinnen-Priifung," which permit. the undertaking of pecia1 work. indi cate
advance in the woman movement.
The minister of ecclesiastical affairs, instrnct'ion, and medical affair , in J
accorded J)ermission in Prussia to a woman to try for the examination of ·' AlJiturient" before the college authorities of a Prussian gymna ium.
High r course. of tu<ly for o-irhi, now thorouO'bJy stabli lied in Carl -rube L ipic, Berlin, and Bremen, are ·imilar in their aim to the curric nlnm of the ",·mn i
for hoy , an cl th mini terial a nthoritie in the differ<'nt principaliti
e ;o obj tion to women acquiring the maturHy certificate whi ch l ads to nniver-,itv- tu •
In the wint •r of 1 96-97 th ere w re 93 women "Ho pitanfrn ·, i11 13 rlin 1J'1;ive i.
5-96 and 3 in Rmnm r of 1 9 .
( 1 7) the univ r. iti
of II idelu
w m 11 tu<l nts a ' h earer , " and
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medical affairs in Prussia states ,that women wh'o are desirous of attemling univel'-sity lectures must have the permission of the minister. Such would-be students are
required to indicate the course of scientific study to be pursued, to give proofs of
their preparation for the tlesirecl course and of their :financial position. The permission accorded, then their legitimation papers and their diploma, or certificate of
preparation, are to be presentetl to the rector of the university, after due announcement at the secretary's office of the university. After those papers and diplomas
have been du]y examined by the r ector, the permission of the professors or docenten
in the special sciences is required. The permission of attendance having been
received through the university '' Qurestor," then there is an honorar of 3 marks
(71.4 cents) for the authorization papers (Erlaubnisschein), and 5 marks ($1.19)
hearer money (Auditoriengelder) each semester. If a woman desires to come up for
examination, an application book is handecl h er in which are th e indications of
lectures, etc., leading to such goal. At each semester the permission of the rector
has to be renewed. These are the prerequisites for all women who wish to attend
any lectures, and none are open to them without. As a certain supervision will
always be exercised over tho students, it 'is considered advisable to always have
the rector's permission (Rektorats-Erlaubnisschein) in one's possession. 1 Such are
the prerequisites for admission to Berlin University. In other uni versities of Germany efforts have been made by women to bo recognized as regular students, but no
definite action has been taken so that regulations may b e given for the universities
as a whole.
The minister of public instruction in Baden subordinates his clecision in rcgar<l. to
t.h e admission of women students to the universities by stating that the r 'ctor of
each university is free to decide whether women shall be permitted to enter the
examinati-ons or not.
In Gottingen twelve women passed an excellent examination before the nniversity
anthorities in 1896-97. The examining board has not yet deci<led to accord women
official diplomas (Staatlich geltende Zeugnisse), but they do give them private certificates from the docents, and the board has asked that official anthorization may
be accorded. During the winter of 1895-96 there were thirty-one women, mostly from
countries outside of Germany, attending the lectures in Gottingen.
The Senatus of the University of Munich discussed the possible admission of an
English woman to the phHosophical faculty as " hearer "-a student of Cambridge
University in natural s ciences . Sho desired to continue paleontological and geological stuuies. The matter was referred to the minister of public instructi.on. 2
The Royal Academy for General Sciences (Konigliche Akademie der gemeiuniitzigen
Wissenschafteu) in Erfurt decided to give a prize of 300 marks ($71 .40) in 1896 for the
best dissertation on the most expedient education for young women of from 15 to 20
years in the higher classes (\Vic l iisst sich die Erziehung der wcilJlichcn Jugend in
den hoheren Berufsklassen unseres Volkes vom 15. bis zum 20 . Lebensjahre am
zweckmiissigsten gestalten ,). 3 The Royal Academy reserved the right of publication of the article. The subject-matter was to cover the social-ethical, literaryesthetic, ancl economic phases of the question, so that the young mai<l.en might
obtain knowledge of the best methods of development for whatever position or profession she may be calleu upon to occupy.
The work accomplished by women's organizations in Germany has doubtless aided
in the furtherance of the higher education of woman. At least the edncational
status is greatly benefitecl hy the establishment of women's gymnasia, with course1:1
of study leading towar<l. breadth of character and higher ambitions than would
follow from being merely satisfied with the domestic-economic side of life. The
,:Yerein fiir Forderung der Frauenbildung" in Bonn, established ju 1890, aims to
1 Revue
2
3

Internationale de l'Enseignement, 15 mars 1896, pp. 283, 284, and 15 juin 1806, pp. 597,598.
Die Frauenbewegung, 15. Februar und 15. April 1896, pp. 41, 81.
The MSS. to be sent by December, 1896, to the secretary, Prof. Dr. Heinzelrnam1, l~rfurt
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keep itself in touch with other women's associations
Germany, and more, in i-ts
own immediate vicinity it has established lecture courses, given by university professors, to treat upon subjects of interest to women. The distinguished women
who are in charge have also established commercial schools for girls and adults \Yho
m ay desire t horough instruction along such lines as will enable them to keep book.a,
act as housekeepers, and be thoroughly versed in exchange, brokerage, etc. The
courses are half-year ones, held in the winter, and deemed especially valu able to
wives and daughters of small tradespeople and industrialists. The object is tl.Ot
so much to prepare for commercial life as to thoroughly train for positions where
all such information will be of assistance in keeping accounts, acting as cashiers,
as landladies of inns, etc. Places are found for students of the commercial schools,
and the 135 members of the "Verein" are proud of the success of the 20 students
who passed excellent examinations iu bookkeeping, correspondence for business
purposes, brokerage, banking, stenography, typewriting, fine penmanship, and
commercial law. Th e lecture courses have been well attended and the interest
manifested has made the lady members of the association fully satisfied with the
work undertaken.
The "Frauenbildungsverein zu Breslau " has undertaken, in addition to other
instruction, to teach cooking, ironing, sewing by hand and machine, to servants, to
women _engaged in manufactories, and to other persons of a similar class. Seventyfour pupils in these branches were reported in the six months of the winter of 18951896. This woman's association has charge of an institution for woman's work
(Lehranstalt ftir Frauenarbeiten) with 571 pupils, of a continuation school (Fortbildungsschule) with 303 stndents, a school for the care of children (Kinderptlegerinschule) with 79 pupils, a peoples' kindergarten (Volkskindergarten), 123 pupils; a
normal school for instruction of teachers in woman's work (HandarbeitslehrerinSeminar) with 30 pupils, a commercial school (Hand0lsschule) with 41 pupils, a highgrade school (Hochschule) with 133 pupils, school for domesti c economy (Haushaltungsschule), 109 pupils; au institution for teaching photography (Photographische
Lehranstalt), 17 pupils, and an evening high school with 74 pupils. In all, 1,480
women and girls were learning one or more of the above branches of instruction,
many attending at least two subdivisions of the above schools. The association h
also succeeded in obtaining admission for women to the l ecture courses at Rre Ian
University (12 ladies already attend), and other lecture courses on p sychology and
ped.tgogy are hel<l. Other associations are doing good work in extending the educa-tio11 of girls in different direction s. The courses preparatory to uniYer ity study.
under charge of Fraulein Helena Lange, in Berlin, are awakening great inter
among young women of that vicinity .'
The general trend throughout Germany during the year 1 96 was toward he
advancement of woman's higher education, and E rau Augusta chmidt, of the enral Oerman 'IVoman's Asso ciation (Allgemeiner Deutschen Franen-Verem). ta
tba t notwithstanding the fact tliat the legal right of women ba,·e not reached h
point de ir d, th re is still prorrress indicated along educational line and tba
old aclag of 'Lebon i t treben" still hold good.~
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or who may wish to be more thoroughly conversant with such specialties .as dairying,
fruit culture, poultrying, cultivation of v egetables, etc.
The summer semester of the school commences between the 21st and 28th of April;
the honorarium for ordinary and extraordinary hearers ( ordentliche und ausserordentliche Rorer) is 120 marks ($28.56) a semest er, for '' Hospitanten" per hour,
weekly and semester 5 marks ($1.19), the registration fee 10 marks ($2.38).
Private docents receive a special honorarium of 5 marks ($1.19) per weekly hour
and semester. Sixty marks ($14.88) are required of "Hospitantcn" for practical
work in the greater chemical laboratory, and 20 marks ($5.76), in the smaller chemical laboratory, and in the agronomo-pedological laboratory, 20 marks ($5.76).
There are six departments of study: (1) agriculture, forestry, and gardening; (2)
natural sciences ; (3) veterinary sciences; (4) science of law and political economy;
• (5) kulturtechnic (ms thetics) and architecture; (6) geodesy and mathematics.
In Austria the minister of public instruction and ecclesiastical affairs, Dr. Baron
D. Gautsch von 'Frankenthuru, in discussing the question of woman's education,
said (in the Abgeordnetenhaus on February 27, 1896) that in his opinion there
were too many secondary schools for girls. He considered that the educational
facilities ueed not be so extended that all women should have opportunities to
study for a special profession, but that the gener al trend should be toward a thorough education for the position of wife and motherhood, although there were
women who were eminently capable of carrying on and completing higher studies.
Dr. Gautsch considered it advisable to est ablish a higher, grade of school for girls
in different parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire which should give instruction
especially suited to the considerations of life in the locality. This is what is most
needed for the purpose of benefiting the middle classes, and the educational authorities have it in view to formulate a plan which they may deem the best for the establishment of schools with courses tending toward such higher education of women . 1
For those women who desire still higher study the opportunities are being conceded, for the Emperor permits women, on suggestion of the minister in charge of
educational affairs, to register themselves for the courses of medicine., pharmacy,
and philosophy; the minister is, however, upon each demand of a woman for
entrance into the universities, to t ake the question of her fitness under consideration. The proposition to establish Latin courses in secondary schools for girls, preparatory to university study, has also been taken into consideration. Several
young women endeavored to enter the university at Prague (Bohemian division)
and were refused admittance as students, yet were allowed to become ''Hospitanten," although some professors objected eveu to that on account of the infraction of
discipline. 2 The young women who requested admission ha,d especially prepared
themselves for the medical and academic departments in the "Minerva" gymnasium
for girls opened in Prague in 1890, which adopted~ in the main, the same course of
study as in the boys' gymnasia. A most rigorous standard of cholarship is
demanded.
On October 15, 1895, it was stated that a private university, exclusively devoted to
women students was opened in Vienna. According to a statement of later date the
minister of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction has decreed~ that women
may enter the philosophical faculty of the universities as ·ordinary or extraordinary
hearers (ordentliche and ausserordentliche Horerinnen). The ordinary hearers are
required to present a certificate that they have passed their eighteenth year, and
they must also present the graduation certificate of a State gymnasium. The extraordinary hearers can be received in the philosophical faculty if they have graduated
from a normal school, or from a girls' school of a grade recognized by the minister
This authoritative statement is reported in Oesterreichjsche Schulbote, April, 1896, p. 162.
Internationale de l' Enseignement, 15 mai 1896, p. 162.
3 Reported in the Organ of t,h e General Teachers' Association, viz, Neue Bahnen, April 15, 1897, /
pp. 77-78.
1
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as giving a suitable certificate. The extraordinary hearers are expected to be registered for ten lessons a week. If women desire to attend single lectures they can only
do so when the docents request of the college of professors that such permission be
given. The decree also admits ordinary and extraordinary hearers to the teachers"
examination for girls' higher schools, and for girls middle grade schools (MiidchenMittelschulen). In October 1897 this decree goes into effect.
From 1896 1 on women are to be admitted to universities in Hungary in medical,
pharmaceutical, and philosophical branches_. providing the minister of worship and
education and the rector ol the university decide that the woman candidate has
the required qualifications. A "Reskript des K. Ung. Ministers fur Kultus and Unterricht," dating from December 19, 1895, announces that a decree of November 18,
1895, concerning university education of women, has been promulgated by his
Majesty the Emperor of Austro-Hungary. This decree permits women to receive
diplomas of capacity, which indicate the passi~ of the required examination and
permit entering upon JHofessions of physician or pharmacist, or following a career
which may be an outcome of philosophic study. On October 3, 1896, a gymnasia for
girls was opened in Budapest. There are 92 pupils who aim to follow higher or
university studies.
In Switzerland, at the UniYersity of Geneva, tllerti are the same requirements for
a,dmission for men and women. As is stated by the secretary 2 of the International
Society of \Vomen Students (" Societe Internationale des £tudiantes "), foreigners are
permitted to enter upon university studies if they have given proof of the requisite
knowledge. Each individual case has due consideration given it. The course of
study of the secondary classical schools for boys (gymnasia) gives the requisite
foundation of knowledge. The cost per student depends somewhat upon the
number of lectures attended. ·work in the laboratories (for natural sciences and
medicine) costs from 50 to 90 francs ($9.65 to $17.37) for each semester. The recitations, or explanations connected with such work, take place once a week and co t
20 francs ($3.86) a semester. The cost of living is not dear in Geneva, and food and
lodging can be obtained for 100 franca ($19.30) a month. The "Reglement de l'Cniversit6 de Geneve pour 1893" states that the semester opens on October 15 with
~aminations for degrees and for those who are not up to the required standard in
their studies. The regular courses commence October 22 and terminate March 2Z.
The spring semester opens on April 8 and closes July 15, the last week being "H"en
up to final examinations for the year, and for deo-rees. Persons of either sex who
desire to become students address themselves to the secretary and treasurer,. tatin~
the faculty in which they desire to study, and placing their diplomas aml other
required papers at his disposal. These are referred to the dean of the fa n1 Y·
"Hearers" mnst be 18 years of age, but the law does not require any prer qui i
in their case. 'tu dent and "hearers" are free to indicate what lectures they d ·r
to attend. In order to graduate at ihe University of Geneva, it i not ncce
ha.Ye heen a stndout there. One may come up for the e.·amination and, if abl
fnltill the con litions imposed upon the reg111ar students, graduation folio
th i-egi trntion fee is J)aiu.. This fee is 20 francs ($3.86). The fo p r c u
franr. (!16 < nt ·) nch le son, of an hour each, per week. The baccal:rnr t
;; francs ( .65); he licontiate, 100 francs ($19.30); diploma of pl.iarm ;.
frnuc ( 19.30) · diploma of chemi trJ~, 200 francs ( ·3 .60) · the <lo ·tor' <l (,.3 • ) .3 In 1 9... th re w ·re 541 women connected with the uni\' i i
r · 1., follow 1 th 1ectur , or w re re"nlarly conn t u. with th
nt ,
f tl1 2: ,: immatrikulierte Zuhi;rerionen '8-1 wer
rn ·, 67 at Zurich, - • t L, u ·a.no , and 1 in B · I.
t m.tt r: .Iotli ine 1 I · philoophy, 16; natural
- · n th Poly ·hnicnm in Zuri •h, .
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To the·reports from the Society of Foreign Students connected with the university
at Geneva, Switzerland, may be added the following from the Society of F oreign
Students in Zurich, which, a part of the consular reports of the Department of State,
was courteously forwarded by the Secretary of State to this office:
A society of American women students was organized in this city a year or so ago,
its purpose b eing to promote friendly intercourse, disseminate u seful information,
and len<l. a helping h and to women students. A committee has prepared the following
circular:
To .Arnerican wornen students intending to visit the University of Zu1·ich:
Although the gradual opening to them of the German universities is likely to
decrease the number of American women studying in Switzerland, yet it is probable
that for a long time to come many will prefer to woTk in a place where, as in Zurich,
they stand officially on exactly the same footing with men. " " *
The university recognizes two classes of workeTs-tbe matriculatecl students and
the bearers. The hearers are receivecl without test of :fitness, but are admitted to
examination and receive certificates of having attended given courses of l ectnres
only through the courtesy of the lecturers. The matriculated students• have a few
privileges not granted to hearers, and usually, though not necessarily, take an
examination. The latter consist of the teacher, the doctor, and the State examination. " " *
AB American students usually wish the doctor's degree, we describe somewhat in
detail the line of work leading thereto.
A person who successfully passes the doctor's examination receives the degr e of
LL . D., Ph. D., or M. D. Tho length of _time required for preparation is usually
three to four years, except iu the case of medicine, when five ancl a half years' hard
work are necessary. A diploma from an American college is acceptocl in li u of
entrance examination. Certificates of successful t eaching may also be accepted, but
should be submitted in advance, as the decision appears to be made upon tbe merits
of each case. In addition, a certificate of good character is necessary, and, for an
American, a passport.
In the medical school the entire course is laid down; elsewhere no course is formulated, but each student is required to choose one major (IIauptfach) and two or tbrce
minors (Nebenfaecber). \York is carried on almost entirely by lectures and laboratory work, with occas ional quizzes.
There are no semester or annual examinations, as is so commonly tl1e case in America,
but the entire work is tested at its wmpletion. 'l'he test consists of three parts.
1',irst and chief, comes the dissertation-a piece of original work prepared under the
d1rect10n of the professor and treating a topic drawn from the Hauptfach. If this is
satisfactory, then follows, second, the written work-the "Klausurarbeit"-an oxamiuat1on upon the Hauptfach, occupying about three hours, and written under supervision; and (in some departments) the "Hausarbeit," a paper on a theme drawn from
the :first Nebenfach, prepared at homo with the aid of books, etc. The written work
satisfactorily accomplished, is followed by, third, an oral examination in all tlie
subjects.
As Zurich is distinctly a university rather than a college, it makes no provision for
the guidance of those who are unable to work indepenuently. A woman w ho has
not had the equivalent of a college trnining is likely to waste a great deal of time
and to obtain only indifferent results. Newcomers, even when they have already
selected the Hauptfach and have a considerable knowledge of the subject, often find
much difficulty in deciding what lectures to hear. There is no central bureau of
advice, and each professor feels the importance of his work. It is therefore desirable
to come at the encl of a semester, when, by going into the various lectures and hy
talking with students, one may be able to reach a de ·ision. The long vacation. of
six to ten weeks, which separate the semesters, make this plan difficult for one coming directly from America; as all lectures are open for the first week or two of the
semester, a decision can then be made, though with some delay. A list of all the
lectures to be given in any semester (Yerzeichuiss der Vorlesungen) is published
some weeks before its opening and may be had from the university.
The fees in Zurich are small. For a course of lectures coming once a week for a
semester, the usual charge is 5 francs; for one coming twice a week, 10 francs, and
so on. Seminars and quizzes are free. Even when a good deal of laboratory work
is done, fees for the entire year rarely amount to more than $60 to $75.
.
. There ~s no university library. Books are scattered among four or :five h~raries
situated m different parts of the town, and open usually only a few hours ~a~ly .
. A few other points: First. It is etiquette in Zurich for a student who 1~ mtending to take work with a given professor to call upon him in advance at b_1s llol~se,
preferably between 11 and 12 o'clock, to announce her intention ancl a~k hi s a<lyH·c.
Second, No woman should come to Zurich with the immediate intcnt1011 of nuiver-
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sjf.y study, unless she_has a. reading and speaking knowledge of German. Zurich i
not the place to acqmre this knowledge; the dialect which one hearR almost ev r _ where and the nnmlJer of foreigners of various nationalities in the town make
unsatisfactory for the lano·uage student.
Third. Pensions (board~g houses) are not usually good, and the price vari~s from
90 to 150 fran?s per month. Board in private families for about the same pnc~ an
often be obtau;1ed. Tho greater number of students take lodgings (usually- a, mgle
room), get their own ~reakfasts and suppers, and go out to dinners. By this method
a go~cl m~nager can live _comfortably for 95 francs per month. More elal.>0r~t~ hon~e~eeprng ~s us~ally poss1~le if one rents a suite by the year, and tb~. d!fli cultie
!nyolve~ m this mode of life are many and serious. Whatever style of llfe 1s ch_o en,
it 1s advisable to make arrangements as early as the middle of October or April for
the coming semester.
Inquiries about the university should be addressed, ' 1 Kanzlei der Universitat,
Zurich. "
. ~'he A~erican w_omen students have formed a committee for the purpose of giving
1nformat10n to then newly-arrived countrywomen, and they extend the same courtesy
to English women .
Names a™l addresses of the members of the committee may be obtained from the
Kanzlei or from the American consul.
For the committee:
MARY ALICE ,vILcox,
Professor of Zoology, Wellesley College.
EUGENE GER)IAL~,

ZURICH,

February 2, 1897.

Consu l.

In Spain a royal decree of March 16, 1882, forbade women following university
courses; one of April 23, 1888, authorized young girls, after finishing their secondary
studies, to present themselves for examination; a decree of June 26, 1888, admitted
women to university privileges with the sanction of the director-general of public
instruction, and 20 women are now in attendance. Still another decree, of May, 1892,
gaYe women the privilege of being "hearers" at the uuirnrsities. 1
In the Netherlands there is progress in the matter of the education of women, the
coeducapion of the sexes being recognized and approved. TJrn majority of the school
are open to both sexes-among these the normal schools of Leyden and Am ·ter<lam,
the 20 State intermediate-grade schools, and the most of the gymnasia. 'l'he courses
of the four universities are open to women as well as men, while the majority of
women pursue either medical or literary c.ourses. Iu 1897 there were 75 women
students in the universities-at Groningen, 11; at Leyden, 16; at Utrecht, 16 ; at
the Commercial University of Amsterdam, 32. Of these 18 were studying medicine;
20, philosophy and letters; 35, physics and mathematical sciences; 2, law. Four
women doctors were reported in the Netherlands, se,·era1 pharmacist, and a number
of aids in pharmacies. The numbers of these last mentioned are as follow ·: 7:17
aids in pharmacies, of whom 414 are men and 313 women.~
Previous to the formation of a united Italy (iu 1 70) girls received their edu ati n
in convent schools, but now the majority of e<lncatioua1 institution , from el m ntal'y choo1 to university, ar open to women. ,vhen the girl ha pa d throu!?h
the Jive years of the lementary ·chool, she may pas into th '' acuola norm I
from ,..,,h nee, after a three yeari,,' cour.-c, :he is 1,repare<l to he a teacher in th
lem •ntary hools; still, it i tatecl that th re are not enoun-h place , an<l th
pupils of the normal school for girl.· in Rome w re a.waiting plact• · in 1 -.
u~inua ii' (five year.·' cour ) aud "Ii ·d ·, (thr
ear · cour. c) of Italy
•irl , aud 1\·h n J>rovid cl with th "lkcnza. Ii ale," or after pa in..,. th II
. nminntiou, the · may 11ter tl10 nui ·er it:. If tho Italian irl d ir
t l'hni al are r, th n i
•v ll Jl'ar 'r.onr
g-iv
tl.ie •Ii nz. d' i i u
al
truly of mu ht mt i and uaturnl
i nc , in tb uni ·
\I hich in titu iou
th yo1111 ,
f; r h
boo • philo O}>h.·, m th 111
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students generally gravitate to Turin, Padua, Bologna, or Pisa university, rather
than to the more southern universities. There are also, since 1882, in Rome and
:Florence a "scuola superioro di magistero fernminile," in which a higher school
education and special instruction in modern languages are found. The diplomas of
these two schools entitle to the position of teacher of special branches. Within
the last tweniy-:five y ears woman's education has advanced greatly in Italy, but it
is usually among the burghers rather than among the higher classes that this effort
tow ard a higher education is observed. 1 In September, 1896, the minister of public
instruction signified that there were 10 vacancies in higher schools for girls for
teachei::s of Italian history and literature and 10 for history. The candidates had to
pass a special examination for such positions. The majority of successful candidates
wore women-that is, 10 for Italian literature and 8 for history. Of the many
individuals who competed, 2 men won places as teachers of history. The women
gaining these positions were graduates of the '' scuole de magistero" in Rome and
:Florence, which schools rank with universities in their course of study. 2
In Bulgaria a large number of women students in gymnasia is noticeable. In the
7 gymnasia for girls there were 355 "Abiturienten" who came up for the maturity
examination. In 6 pedagogical institutions (pedagogic sko ucilischte) there were
475 "Abiturienten," and it is stated that in the examinations the women obtained a
greater per cent than the men. 3
In Roumania women have been admitted to the courses of the universities at
Bucharest and Yassy for the past ten years. In 1895-96, of the 1,680 students at the
Uni'versity of Bucharest, 118 were young women. F our women physicians practice
their profession in Roumania, and there are two women jurists who carry on their
legal pursuits, no difficulties being offered by the governing powers.~
The higher education of women in Russia was presented in the Report of the
Commissioner of Education for 1892--:-93, pages 687-690; on pages 401-409 of that
Report for 1893-94, and again on pages 929-934, and 942-943 of the Report for 1894-95.
An interesting r eimme of the efforts to place the higher education of women in
Russia upon a :firmer basis is given in the XIX Century of January, 1898, pages
117-134. Some of the facts chronicled by Princess Kropotkin are quoted herewith:
Very little is known in Western Europe about the struggles which R ussian women
have sustained to obtain the right to a better education; still less about the wonderfol organizing powers which they have displayed in the cr,eation and maintenance of
their educational institutions. * * ,, And they succeed so well in their endeavors,
that the English readers will probably be astonished to learn how much has already
been done in Russia for the intermediate and the higher education of women; how
considerable are the num hers of women who have already received university education; and to what useful account most of them have turned their knowledge. .,. * "
A stupendous intellectual revival took place in Russia after the Crimean war and
the death of Nicholas I. In less than eight years, 1857 to 1864, the whole system of
Russian life was entirely changed. 'l'he serfs were liberated, and peasant selfgovernment was introduced. * * " The schools for girls were very few at th~tt
time; even in the well-to-do classes, one girl only out of a hundred had the chauce
to receive education at schools. * * * There were the instituts de demoiselles
for the daughters of noblemen, schools for the daughters of the merchant class, for
the daughters of the cle:rgy, for the daughters of the artisans, and almost none
whatever for the toiling tax-paying classes.
Most of them were boarding schools, as strict in their inner organization as convents. In the ins ti tuts de demoiselles, whereto only the selected few were admitted,
the girls stayed from six to nine yoars, separated from their homes and from the
whole world. * * *
They were taught all sorts of accomplishments, but seldom the voice of an earnest
teacher appealed to their higher intellectual faculties. " * *
1 From article by Helen Zimmern in Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir a.uslandisches Unterrichtswesen, 2ter
Jhrg., Heft III, pp. 211-215.
2
DieFrauenbewegung, 1. Marz 1897, p. 52.
3
A llgemeine Deutsche Lehrerzeitung, 2. Mai 1897, p. 178.
t La Femme-.A vocat, par Loma Frank, Paris , 1898, pp. 106, 120.
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The insufficiency ,of that sort of education was broadly felt, a-nd already in 1847
and 1855 an attempt was made to reform the institutes. * ,, *
The first gymnasium for girls was opened in 1857-that is, only four years after
Queen's College had received the sanction of Parliament and the necessity of a
thoroug~ education for women was proclaimed in this country; t fifteen ye~rs before
the pubhc day schools began to be opened in England; and very nearly thirty years
before the lycees de demoiselles were opened in France. * " *
From the beginning the girls' gymnasia were put on the i;;ame footing as the best
institutions of that class in Western Europe: Each gymnasium had seven forms, and
an eig hth was added later for pedagogical traininf. The teachers were chiefly men,
the possession of a unfrersity degree being a necessary condition. The fees were 50
roubles ( £5) a year.
A demand for such schools carue from all parts of the country, and the Government
encouraged both the demand and private donations for that purpose. Gradually
high schools for girls were opened in each province, even in the remotest parts of
Caucasia and Siberia. At tbe present time there are no less than 343 gymnasia for
girls in the Empire (a few of them being progymnasia, with four forms only), with
no less thnn 80,000 pupils. * * *
The girls' gymnasia opened a new era for the Russian women. The subjects were
taught in a serious and attractive way by university men; the girl's brain was really
working. * * * To obtain access to the university1 now became the watchword
of this young generation. * · * *
The most energetic workers for higher education were those women who came _to
the conclusion that the greatest happiness in life is to procure happiness and relief
from sorrow for others. * * *
To m ention a t leas t a few of them, namely, Miss N. V. Stasoff, who died in 1895_ at
tho age of 70, literally at the work of her life; Madam M. V. Troubnikoff, who died
the same year at the age of 60, after a life given to the woman's cause, and to whom
J. S. Mill addressed, in 1868, that letter "To Russian women," whic? was re~d all
0Yer the civilized world; Madam V. P. Tarnovsky, Madam A. P. Ph1losophoff, and
Madam E. J. Conrady. They grouped tog-ether a mass of sympathizers_ and organized a society which assisted poor working womeu, supplied th~m with ~ealthy
lodgings, and procured better earnings, and took care of the children while the
mothers were at work. They took the liveliest part in Sunday sc~ools .. They
founded a society for translating and publishing good books with the view of securing work to a num ber of women, and so on. * * *
The first and most natural step in that direction was to take advantage of every
opportunitj for getting a dmission to the male universities. A few of the most energetic and promising young women were allowed- by some of the profo ors of the ...,t.
Petersburg Unh·crsity to a ttend their lectures as free-comers; and the old, ':"enerated anatomist, Dr. Gruber, admitted a few ladies to work in 11is anatomical
labora tory at the Military Medical Academy. * " * About that time (i,n 1 •~1)
several professors of the St. Petersburg University opened a sort of free um,er ity
in the municipal h all of St. Petersb urg, and their lectures were crowded by wom~n .
* * * In 1862, as a resnlt of a reactionary spirit, the St. Petersburg Univers1t
was closed for a year, free lectures were forbidden, and Sunday schools were clo .ed.
... " * The programme of education in the girls' n-ymnasia was found too extensive, and was curtailed in the natural sciences. ;> * " Our women, however
went abroad to study in the Ger man and Swiss universities which about that tim
~pe!1e~ their doors t~ ladies. " * " Hundreds of girls ;ere, however, too po~r.
·
. · so they c~ntmnecl to go to St. Peter burg or to foscow, in the hope o_f .,til
gett~ng an edncat10n. * * " A great impetns wa. g iven to the whole qne tion •
a q uite persoual step taken by on of these ladies .Madame Conra<lv who, at the fir,
con gre: s of Rn. sian uaturali ts ancl doctor at ,:t. Pet r <1b urg, in 1 f!,7' adores ed to
g therrng a..mem raudum upon the necessity of hi n-hcr education for women.
All. th . lacl,e wanted was the pormission to open n'o-nlar uni.er ity conr ~ o
lacl11•s JU the hall. and Jahoratoric of the univ r itv v uin"'s or at uch hour
, onl<l not int rfi r with the work of the students . ~ The • undertook t
o ·er
1•.xp 11
th m Jve . If " " The plan fonncl warm ·mpa.thy with he. P
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f?exes in liistory, Russian literature, physics, inorganic and organic chemistry, botauy,
zoology and geology, anatomy of man, and physiology. The programme of these
courses was ,the same as in the university, but the full course in each subject bad to
be completed in two years. And finally the students received no degrees and no
rights whatever. * * * On January 20, 1870, the first of the "Lectures for persons of both sexes" took place, and 740 women vrnre in attendance. * * * The
business part of the courses was conducted by a committee of ladies * * * and
the number of students steadily increased, reaching 1,027 in 1889. These courses
were removed in 1874 to the lecture rooms of a girls' gymnasium. * *
Those who wanted to get a complete university education or a professional training were not satisfied with these lectures and many women went to Germany, and
especially to Zurich, where they could study and work at the university and at the
:polytechnic school without any restrictions. Over a hundred Russian women (108)
were at Zurich in 1872; and how they studied may ue seen from the most eulogistic
memoir issued by the Zurich professors in defense of the admission of women to the
universities. * * *
In St. Petersburg the lectures were transformed and were reopenecl in 1878 under
the name of "High courses for women ." They were -divided into three facultiesphilological, physico-matbematical, and mathematical. * * " Tho institution
prospered, and at one time bad more than a thonsancl students. The society for their
maintenance grew overy year, so that it was enabl e<l, in 1885, to pnrcbase a l10usc
of its own at the cost of 200,000 roubles (£20,000). " * *
Public courses for women were opened at Moscow in 1869 by n- few gymnasia teachers . The aim of these courses (which were known as the" Lubyansk y courses") was
to bring the womens' education to the level required by the boy's classical gymnasia
programme. * * * All subjects taught at the historical and philological faculty
of the university w ere to be taught. * * "
The Moscow municipality subscribecl £50 a year. In 1882 "Lubyausky courseR"
were transformed into a physical and mathematical faculty, with a four years' cuniculum. Moscow thus bad its ladies' university.
At Kazan special high courses for women were opened in 1876 nnrlcr professor
Sorokin's management, ancl lectures wero delivered in the evenings in the university
building and 575 women attended them. *· *· *
At Kieff University lectures for women were opened in 1878. They wore divided
into two faculties-mathematical and historico-philological-and the curriculum was
of four years' duration. By 1886 no less than 1,098 women had passed through these
courses.
At Odessa, Kharkoff, and Warsaw feminine courses were not permitted to be
ope_ned; the Finland University at Helsingfors opened its doors to women. 1 * " "
The medical education of women took a somewhat different course.
A special medical school was opened for women in 1872 at the Military Medical
Academy. It was thus under the patronage of the ministry of war that the first
medical university for women was created. " * * :Erom the very beginning the
ladies obtained permission that all subjects should be taught as they were to male
students and the yearly examinations should be exactly th e same. First, in 1876 (at
the approach of the Turkish war), the ladies were allowed to stay foll :fiye years at
the academy. Judicial medicine was excluded from the programme: but in return
the women's and children's diseases were studied more extensivel y than they are
st11died by men students. ·women obtained only the deJE!ee of a ' 'Learned Midwife,"
after having passed examinations entitling to the M. .LJ. degree. * * " Women
having conquered the ri ght to higher medical training, accepted any unfavorable
conditions. The school soon had as many as 1,000 students. As soon as some of
them h ad completed their studies the zemstvos (county and district councils) inv ited
them to occnpy the positions of zemstvo's doctors. * * *
The first" learned midwives" passed their examinations on the eve of the Turkish
war of 1877, and numbers of them went to the army hospitals. The report of tho
chief medical department spoke in the highest possible t erms of the activity of
women during the war, and in 1880 they were allowed the degree of "\Voman
Doctor.' 1 " * *
In tho year 1886 there were in Russia four university courses for wome11 in connection with the four chief universities and a Medical Academy. Russia was thus
endowed with :five higher educational institutions for women1 but in 18 6 all high
conrses for women ancl the Medical Academy were closed. * " *
The lady students who bad already gained admittance were allowed to :finish their
stnclies, but no more were admitted. ln the meantime those who could, went abrou.<1.
The universities of Bern, Zurich, Geneva, Paris, ancl Liege soon became crowde<l
1 In 1870 the authorization was gi ven which permitted women to enter tbe university at ~elsin_gfors.
In 1893 young girls formed 3 per cent of tl1e students, and in 1897 there was 10 per cent of .,o~rng g1r)fl
studying. Tbese were apportioned as follows: 10 in law, 125 in historico-philological studies, 7_1 10
physico-mathemat1ca1 studies, and 9 in medicine, out of i ,064 students. (La Femme- vorat, P• 106) ·
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with Russi~n wo1!10n . .'~hey went even to Finland, where the teaching is in Swedi h
and to Italian umvers1ties. The Government published in 1889 the normal statute
of. the fut~re women's universities, which was applied,' l10wev~r, at St. Peters burg
0111y.

·>s

••

;¥

. The number of _students desirous to gain admittance was so great that the- limitat10n to 400 had soon to be extendeJ. to 500, and then to 600. This year (1891) there
are 69i5 students, and yet 212 women, who were ready to comply with all the regt~1ations and pass the examinations, were refused. All the expenses, with the exceptu?n
of £300 contributed by the State, are covered by the society, and they now obtain
£10,800 a year. As to the Medical Academy, the further admittance of stndents was
stopped in 1887-but o_f the 698 ladies who bad obtained the degree of ",vom_an
Doctor," 178 of th em held official positions in hospitals and schools-so tlrnt subscriptions for reopening the courses came in from municipaUtes and private persons, and
the result is that the Society for the Support of the Medical Courses is said to l.ia. "'""8
now 700,000 roubles (£10,000) in hand, and a guaranteed yearly income of £4,000.
The conditions pertaining to admission of women in the universities of Den mark
(by royal decree of June 25, 1875); in Sweden (royal decree of June 3, 1870); awl in
Norway (royal decree of June 14-, 1884) were fully described in the Report of the
Commissioner of Education for 189-!-1895, pages 915-920, and conseqnentl_,- nre
not dwelt upon here. As will be observed, Sweden was the first of tlle three countries to permit university study for women, and by decree of November 7, 1873,
woman was accorded the privilege of academic degrees. By decree of June 12,
1891, she was permitted to become a pharmacist; three women arc now practi cing
medicine, but theological studies are yet denied them.
In Norway they are allowed to pass all examinations, to receive all degrees, to be
bursars, and have all university privileges that are acrorded to tlle male student •
Frotn 1882 to 1895, 145 young women had passed the examen artium, 33 the Latin
artium, 112 the real artium. At the university in Christiania there are at present 28
women students, vjz, 2 in law, 1 in theology, 2 in mathematical sciences, 3 in philology, and 19 in medicine. 1
In Iceland, an ordinance of December 4, 1886, accorded to women the right of
becoming doctor of literature, and of entering the medical and ecclesiasti_cal s~hoo_l
at Reikiavik. To pursue a course in law the woman goes to the umvers1ty m
Copenhagen. While that sex may obtain degrees she can not become a State functionary or occupy the position .of Lutheran pastor.
'l'HE PROFESSIONS.

Meclicine.-In discussing the general woman movement )I. Maurice 'pronck. o
the Journal des Debats, states (Dec. 30, 1896):
The line of demarcation between the two sexes is slowly effacino· itself, ancl th_e
admirable dogma of the equality of the sexes has already received pra(•tical appllcati.on. In _France there is felt to be disadvantage in multiplying number in ~rofess~on~ wb~ch are alre_ady over~lled, but, although this is the case in the m die 1
protess10n, m the colomes there 1s room for the woman physician.
English women of that p~ofossion have gone out among the ~\fobammedan . and
wo1~ succ~ss. ..Mme. Chelher, of Fran ce, has carri d out a similar pl, n a
n_atIYe of Algiers and. also among the <listaut tribe in Afghanistan.
t10n have been helpful to women and children and also tom n.
cncleavorecl to expr ss their gnLtitude ho gave th ru to uncln tan
l
nt to which they wero indebted. To Imo. 'he
.
e drawing nearer tog tber of di ·similar
t10u of
i h may be cou iclered a, thoro " · fi•
.
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French women show little inclination for practical medical study., great as is their
liking for natnral sciences.
Although only 18 of the 183 medical students above referred to were natives, 226
out of the 248 students of natural science were French women. Eleven women doctors
practice in Paris, and several other French cities can likewise boast of having women
physicians.
The efforts of various women's associations in Germany, in presenting petitions to
dema,nd equal rights for women, are apparently crowned with success.
The advisability of allowing women to study at the universities of Germany was
formerly ignored by the Reichstag and Diet, or the petitioners were sent from one ·
authority to another. Last year's [1894] petitions were assigned for examination to a
committee consisting of members of the Prussian Chamber of Deputies. The l'eport
of this committee is now under discussion, and is expressed as follows:
The subject touched upon in the petition has been under constani consideration by
the Government. Women candidates have been entered for examination at the gymnasia in isolated cases, a nd the philosophical faculties of the universities, first and
foremost those of Berlin and Gottingen, have allowed women to participate in lect ures of their own choosing, in accordance with the consent of the teachers and
rectors and the formal permission of the Government. No unpleasant consequences
have resnlted from this concession. The faculty of medicine has come to the conclusion that the presence of women at lectures i s not desirable, but that, on the
other hand, the question of admitting women as regular medical students must
eventually come under serious consideration, inasmuch as the law on trades and
professions, according to the interpretation put upon it by the chief imperial authorities, does not oppose their admission.
It is further stated that the imperial chancellor bas advised the Prussian Government that h e sees no_difficulties in the way of extending greater privileges to women,
and permitting them to pursue medical studies and secure degrees, which discussion
has served to awaken fresh and broader mterestin the question of what women shall
study.
The reception which the petitions above referred to have met with leads us to
deem the time not far distant when advantages for academic study will be as easily
obtained by women as by men.
In Germany women are permitted to practice, but not to study medicine. Six of
the seven women physicians now practicing in Berlin pursued their studies at Swiss
universities. The seventh took her course in Leipsic, where the study of medicine
by women was favorably regarded by many of the professors. German women
doctors have practiced in Berlin since 1876, and have been at the head of a polyclinic
for women since 1878. The remainder of the seven German women physicians are
practicing in Berlin, Leipsic, Frankfort on the Main, and Munich .
In Italy Maria Terne has been the Queen's body physician since 1885, and women
have studied medicine since 1876, and in 1888 Dr. Giuseppa Catani was called to the
University of Pisa as professor of p athology.
·
In Spain and Portugal there are women medical students and physicians. 1
In Belgium fourteen women received different degrees in medical faculties between
1881 and 1891, and the Belgian P arliament has decided that "women may be admitted
to the full practice of medicine and pharmacy."
In Holland there w as no law to prevent women st~dying at the universities, and
the first woman phys!cian was graduated in Groningen; the University of ~ste~~am
next gave deo-rees to womenz and there are women students at all four umvers1ties.
In 1894-95 11 of th(\ 55 students were taking medical courses. Women physic ians
are practicing both in Holland and Belgium, ancl both countries have a goodly
number of women apothecaries. The Turkish Government permitted women to
st,udy medicine a year and a half ago, and assigned the right to practice to those
women physicians who have taken a degree at some foreign university. A woman
1 Fro~ "Die Entwickelung und der gegenwartige Stand des medicinischen Frauenstudiu:o:is. in den
europa1scben und aussereuropaischen Landern " von Dr . .Agnes Blum. [In Deutsche Medicinische
Wochenschrift, Sept. 26, 1895.) '
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physician has also been appointed to the imperial harem and there are Turk - women studying at French universities.
'
In Roumauia women both study and practice medicine and it is state<l. that -w-o
me<lical students in Hungary will, in all probabilitv b~ admitted to the Univers of Budapest during the next term.1
·'
Countess Vilma Hugonnay, the only woman physician in Budapest, recently ma
an application for admission to the medical society of the Hungarian capital. A ft:e
a stormy session the society refused her application. The countess-doctor in-te.n.
to renew her application next year, and expects to haYe it granted.
A few months ago, says Dr. Agnes Blum, the minister of education of Austria
issued a rescript asking the professors to consider the advisability of receiving women.
as students at the universities; the philosophical and medical faculties being very
·much in favor of admitting them to their lectures, a resolution to that effect -W-c:
passed by the unfrersity board.
Austrian women can be present at the lectures or medical courses connected ~-i th.
the university, and may compete for examinations separately from the men studen_t ,
yet women are entitled to no official rights. A short time ago the right to :prac_txce
:was refused a young Viennese lady who bad passeu the most successful exammat1.?.ll.
both in Austria and in Switzerland. Yet it wasuot verylong ago thatthe4"u_str1~n.
Government called for and gave governmental positions to two women phys1mansm
Bosnia. The right to practice and to have a private clinic has been extended t? pr.
Rosa Kirschbaumer (who formerly acted as assistant to her husband) in recogn1t1.o:n.
·
of her capabilities. 2
In 1897, a woman, the J?reiin Gabriele Passauer von Ehrentbal, was promoted to
doctor at the Vienna University. She studied aud obtained her degree at Zurich
University, and practicecl in Switzerland. In order to obtain the desired positi on in
Austria she was obliged to pass examinations in Austria, 3 and it is stated tha
between July, 1896, and March, 1897, she passed through 20 examinations.
In Switzerland the adoption of the medical profession by women has been attended
with few difficulties. .A Russian lady registered as a medical student in Zurich early as 1864-65. The number of the medical students increased to 1871 and beyond
and then diminished ngain, as 77 ont of 88 students were Russians, who were forbidden by an imperial ukase to pursue their studies in Switzerland. Zurich h shown a steady increase in the number of her medical students. The term no
1)rogress [in 1895] is attended by 99 women medical students, of whom 2-i ar
mans, 8 Swiss, 40 Rnssians. The other Swiss universities have followed the exam
of Zurich, so that all Swiss medical colleges arc as accessible to women a to me ·
The following table gives the relative proportions of women students in the
cal faculties of the different wiss universities from 1887 to 189-1:: 1
Enrollm ent of medical students.
Semc iri.
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In an interesting presentation in regard to the study of medicine by women in
Russia I it is stated that there is satisfaction in regard to the manner in which
women carry out the duties of physician whereYer employed, but especially in the
Commune, in rural districts, and in gymnasia for girls. In the sixties tho subject
of medical study for women became of interest, but this interest only amounted to
permitting them to study midwifery, to act as nurses, to vaccinate, and to attend
to other minor affairs. They sought more than this and desired to pursue medicine
scientifically. Some gravitated to Berne ancl Zurich, others (165 from Charkow in
1870) requested from the a nthorities permission to attend university courses with
male students, but were refused because, as the minister of public instruction said,
they were not sufficiently prepared. Later, in 1872, other advice prevailed, and 89
young women began a thorough study of medicine. In 1877 the Aervices of the
wom·e n students of medici.ne were of such nature during the war period that they
were given the Stanislaus order of the third class, and from that date there was
recognition of the fact that tho medical profession might well be opened to women.
In a ten years' period, in 1872-1881, there were 959 women attending medical
courses, an<l. in 1880, official sanction was giYen to women physicians-a badge
(jeton) worn on the breast indicating their profession. There were schools for
medical study opened, · then closed again, but at present writing, in A.pril, 1895,
offi cial sanction has been given to the establishment of a new mecli al institute for
women.z This institute is to be affiliated with the ministry of public instruction,
an<l. the age of those who intencl to pursue the course shonlll be not less than 20 and
not more than 35 years.
Those who have certifi.cates for gymnasia! studies arc required to pasg an exam•
ination in Latin, which examination is to be held in a town where there are one or
more secondary schools for boys (gymnasia), the curator of the district deciding
where such examinations shall be held. Those who have pursued the higher course
for women in St. Petors1rnrg, or have obtaine<l. a certificate fro:::n Gymnasia for
women, and h ave also passed the examination in Latin, can enter the institute
without further examination. The whole course l asts five years, or ten semesters,
the fifth year being given to practice in special hospitals or in clinicA for women
an<l children.
The examination during the course ancl the final are arranged in consonance with
the regulations governing the medical profession throughout Russia. Those who
pass the examinations receive a diploma as women physicians, which enables them to
practice throughout the Empire under regulations similar to those governing male
physicians.
It is stated from other authorities that '' there are now more than 600 women physicians in Russia. Fifteen out of the 24 physicians engaged in municipal service
iu St. Petersburg are women, and there is a woman physician in Finland wl1 0 occupies a like post. The first Mohammedan woman to become a physician studied in St.
Petersburg, ancl has for two years occupied a governmental position in Riazan."
In 1894 more than 177 women doctors were found registered in the British M dical
Register. Sixty-three physicians are practicing in London, 31 in the Provinces, 25
in Scotland, and 6 in Ireland, whilo many others are doing active work in foreign
countries, as, for instance, in Australia, China, and A.fghanistan. 3
In<lia has now no less than 57 women doctors, and 15 hospitals where 334 "omen
1 In

Die A.kademische Frau, von Arthur Kirchhoff, pp. 358- 368.
'£bis in~titute was opened on January], 1E97. The graduates are to l.Je permitted to p r actice tbeir
profession throughout the Empire, particularly as specialists for women aud chi:dren. Frieu<ls liave
contributeu. 567,400 rubles (77.2 cents is a ruble) for carrying on the institution. (In D eutsche
Hausfrauen Zeitung, den 21 Februar, 1897, p. 89.)
3
The subject of tbe education of women in the .British Empire was l)resenteu. on 1rn.ges R05- 89J,
007-911, ancl 930-952 of the Report of the Commissiouer of Erlucation for 1894- 95, amt m ore lately iu
:Pro~rcRs in Women's Education in the British Empire, Lonuon, 1898, so tltat r ofcrcucc i!cl simply
:made to those books.
2
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are employed as assistants or directors. Furthermore, India possesses 11 medic
colleges, which in 1892 contained 261 women students. 1
At the University of Edinburgh, during 1896, 188 women students matriculated·
of these 176 were enrolled in the faculty of arts, 3 in the faculty of science, 6 in -the
faculty of medidne, and 3 in that of music.2 Moreover, there were 54 nonmatricnlatos who paid the 5-shilling entrance fee-the majority for attendance on the mUBic
classes-while 68 women medical students were attending the extra-mural lecture
with a view to graduation in medicine. In this connection it is interesting to nore
that the first woman-Miss Martha Thomas-who competed for a scholarship in the
department of arts at tlie University of Durham was successful.
From Mexico comes the statement that "Miss Columba Rivera has been licensed
as a practicing physician, and appointed to the women's ward of San Andres Hospital. She is the first woman in Mexico to obtain such a position, after having studied
medicine for four years and passed her examinations with great credit."
In Cuba the University of Havana has been open to women for :fifteen years. In
1887 the degree of Ph.D. was given to a woman, and in 1889 Laura Carvajal received
an M. D. degree and has distinguished herself as an oculist. Several Cuban women
are pharmacists. 3
Law.-The "femme-avocat" of European countries is discussed by Dr. Louis
Frank, of the faculty of law of Bologna, who is advocate at the court of Brussels.
l?rom this source ·1 important data were gathered for the statement concerning women
in the legal profession in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1894-95, and
reference is made to that chapter for information regarding women law students in
foreign countries. A statement may be made that while liberal careers a.re open to
women abroad, the profession of advocate is generally inaccessible to them. Roman
Jaw forbade women to act in a court of justice for the benefit of others, although
she might do so for her own benefit. The law, according to Justinian, forbade any
woman to hold office, to be a judge, or in any way to qualify herself for any socalled virile position. Laws and customs did not permit either women or slaves to
fill "des offices viriles." "\Vhen in Italy and Belgium efforts were made to enter the
legal profession the refusals were based upon Roman laws. Canonical laws reiterate<l the same objections as were presented in the ancient Roman laws, while the
common law dwelt upon the incapacity of woman to fulfill the functions of an ad ,ocate. Philippe de Beauruanoir lays stress upon the old Roman laws against woman
as advocate, while M. Boutillier cites as incapacitated from such position "minor 1
deaf, blind, ecclesiastics, sergeants, and women.'' In ]?ranee, in 1327, an ordinance
of February 13 considered the advocate a publie official equally with the ju<lge and
procurator, but did not authorize women to hold such position, women not beiIJO'
a<lmitted to plead in any jurisdiction; in the seventeenth century the president of
the council at .Metz admitted that women were capable of being admitted to plead. 5
As early as 1807-iu fact, under the old regime-there were women who plead or
them ·elves in France.
Tbc Enrope,m law courts have invariably r fused worn n authority to
t
~dYocate, and in ·o doing they have hased such refusal upon Roman and c: n
1cal law ; thoy have thought only of Gaius, Tertullian, t. Jerome, Tu u ll
• •
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Luther, and Bossuet, 1 forgetting that there has been a march of improvement within
the last few hundred years.
The few women in Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, and Switzerland
who have fitted themselves for the position of lawyer have had much to contend
wit!::., and whei::.ever they have sought official sanction to fill public positions a
r efusal has been the general outcome of such demand. Yet there are said to be 37
of the United States which n.clmit women to the bar, and permission to plead before
the United States Supreme Conrt is asstueLl.
Iu the German-speaking countries conditions differ as to women lawyers. In
Germany, women not b eing admitted r egularly to university studies can not claim
registration as lawyers; in Austria the law .faculties are closed to th em; in Switzerland, however, where there is no federal legislation regarding the legal profession,
there are cantonal regulations; 2 in Neuchatel women are permitted to plead before
tl10 tribunals; in Geneva and Zurich only citizens 3 have had the liberty to practice
as lawyers, but since July 3, 1896, enactments have taken place which permit (in
Zurich canton) any person to practice law who has the "capacit6 civile de contracter; '1 women, however, must have the consent of their husbands. In Appenzell,
R. E., Mlle. Graf (doctor of law of the University of Berne in 1895) practices her
profession in that Canton.
The admission of women to university privileges in Hungary (decree of November 18, 1895) will eventually bring them into the Legal profession.
In 1888 Mlle. Popelin, who had followed the course in law in one of the universities of Belgium, endeavored to enter npon a career as l awyer, bnt the courts
decided against her. ·In the early nineties this snbject was again discussed, but
(although in 1893 the co urt of appeals at Brussels decided, by vote of 3 to 2, that
the profession of advocate might be opened to women) it was decided at the general
asseml>ly of lawyers of that city (on April 30, 1894) "qu'il n'y avait pas lieu de
rendre accessible aux femmes la profession d'avocat/' 4 In the Netherlands the
admission of women to the courses in the universities naturally leads to a discussion
of her opportunities for a legal career. The decree of September 13, 1838, in regard
to regulations for lawyers, modified by decrees of December 5, 1844, of December 17,
1875, and of June 1, 1879, did not touch upon the suuject of woman's admission to
the bar, but it is generally conceded that if she receives the degree of LL. D. (docteur-en-droit) she will be permitted to follow that profession. 5
The decision of the couxt of appeals in Turin, November 14, 1883, and of the court
of cassation of the same city, Ap1·il 18, 1884, which forb ade a woruan following the
profession of advocate, has not yet been changed. When the subject came up for
discussion in other cities of the Kingdom of Italy, it was decided that there was no
occasion for a change of opinion. 6 No difficulty was found in Roumania in giving
Mlle. Sarmisa D. Bilcesco (doctor of law of the faculte of Paris) admission to the
bar in Bucharest. 'l'he council of the order of advocates decided the matter unanimously and without discussion on June 26, 1891. Mlle. H. Popovitz, licentiate in
law, of Bucharest, is the second woman lawyer in Roumania. 7
In Russia there has been no special call for a decision regarding women in the legal
profession. Generally speaking, women are excluded from university courses, and
in 1876 they were forbidden to enter upon the profession of law. However1 a Russian governmental commission of 1897 discussed the subject of the imperial ukase of
1876 and decided that women should be authorized in justice to exercise the profes1 Essai

sur la condition politique de la femme, par Louis Frank,· pp. 299-301.
La Femme-Avocat, par Louis Frank. Paris, 1898, pp. 64-65, 108-114.
3 "Ayant le droit de citoyen actif."
4 La Femme-Avocat, par Louis Frank. Paris, 1898, p. 84.
6 Opinion of M. Aug. Philips, one of the most eminent la - yere of Holland.
6 La Femme-Avocat, pp. 85-97.
2

7 Ibid.,

p.120.
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sion of" agent d'affaires assermentc." 1 In the Grauel Duchy of Finland the h
profession is absolutely free to all, and, although the Government bas tak
special action regarding the position of women in this profession, there
e
'
young women studying Jaw at the unfrersity in Helsingfors in 1897. In 1895 F r - Signe Silen appeared before the tribunals in a law case, and she has also plead
the ]?innish senate. In the Viborg district Fri:iken Anna Akesson defended
in the ''l·Ii.i,radshofding" or <l.istrict court, as authorized by the magistrates o f
district.
In Denmark a law of 1868 gave women the power to defend their own cause :>e
courts and tribunals, but unless it was a question of honor or life in their own f.
they were not permitted to plead before the supreme court. A royal decree o f Jan
25, 1875, admitted women to university privileges, and women who had pa s ecl
exu.men artium were allowed to go up for the complete juridical examination, w hich,
however, gave them no right to hold public office (nomination publique). A roy l
<l.ecree of May 121 1882, permitted women to pass an "incomplete" examinati o n in.
law, but with no authorization to :fill a lawyer's position. Notwithstandin g the
adverse attitude of tho Danish authorities toward women in the legal profess ion
Mlle. Nanna Berg, having passed the juridical examination, has several times endea -ored to practice before the courts, but so far without success. 2
In Norway and Swe<1en women are allowed to act as advocates. Admitted in "the
former country to u·niversity priYileges in 1884, a woman claimed admission t o the
bar (after due examination) in 1890. In 1895 the Storthing at Christiana unanimously permitted women to ha.Ye the same privileges of legal practice as are acc?rded
to men. In Sweden university privileges were accorded to women in 1870, and it h 3
generally been conceded that she had the right to plea<l in provincial courts.
T he
success of a woman law student at Upsala and the favorable attitude of the rector
of that university toward women who desired to practice before all courts, l ed t-o
discussions of the subject. After the pros and cons were duly considered, a committee of the Ri.ksdag placed th~ matter so clearly before the senate that on April 2-4,
1897, by acclamation, woman's position was made such that she C[l.n study, teach. and
practice law-an important beginning for still more widely extended powers, w hich
will come in due time. 4
From India comes information of the success of .Miss Cornelia Sobraji, who t
tho degree of B. C. L. at Oxford about three years ago as a barri ter, not only i n th
native but in British courts. At .first she only practiced in the former, but in July
1896, she was iutrnsted with the defense in a murder case, tried at Poona. in
British court. .As usual in such trials, where an the witnes ·es are nativ ·. m ch
fal o evidence was o-lrerecl. Miss Sobraji, who had faith in her client' innoc
conducted tho case with great ability and secured a verdict of acquittal aft
jury bad cl liberated twenty minutes. It is stated tbat the lady barri 'ter re
many congratnlations on the re ·nlt of her forensic ability:•
In Can <ln. Mi · , Iara Brett l\Iartin recefred notification in D cemb r 7 l u
h mi «ht ]>resent h erself on · ebrnary 2, 1 97, to bo a<lruith'u to tho n rio
1i .d: rtin, who i. tho lir.st J. cl. to select thi. profession in anal .. p1
makiug nn e. p •ci: 1 t lHl • of law as it rel at to woman cone rninn- h r indi ·
, 11 •r chililr n, her citizen. hi/ JI r effort
d ~•rifV"!"I
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,t he power to grant her request, since the regulations did not admit the enrollment of
women. Nothing daunted, Miss Martin began working among the members of the
Ontario parliament, and succeeded so far that in 1892 a bill permitting benchers to
admit women was brought in and carried by a majority of 1. Next came the difficulty of finding a :firm that would take her as articled clerk. That was accomplished in 1893, when she entered the office of Messrs. Mulock, Miller, Crowther &
Montgomery. But the bill of 1892 permitted women to practice as solicitors only,
which would limit their work and prevent them from pleading before a judge in
high or county courts. Miss Martin desirecl full barristership. The legislature
being a,gain approached, a majority of 37 authorized the benchers to call women to
thf' bar as full-fledged barristers. Miss Martin was ready, but the benchers were
not. They postponed, discussed, and argued behind closeu doors. Miss Martin
enlisted the active service of many sympathizers, and her case came up seven times
during the last six months of the year and was at last decided as abo,e st~ited.
WOMEN IN INDUSTRIAL WORK.
The efforts which have been made by women to enter upon practical occupations,
or to so train themselves that when necessity offered they could compete with men in
the indm,trial world: have led to the establishment of schools intended more especially for practical rather than intellectual avocations.
A presentation of the subject of t echnical and industrial study has been made by
Marion Mulhall,1 from the English standpoint, and by Professor Joynes,2 from the
American point of view. These statements, dealing with schools on the continent,
are prefaced by a short r esume of the general condition of women in the industrial
world, as viewed by Helen Campbell. 3
Mrs. Campbell states that The history of women as wage-earners, though actually comprised within the
limits of a few centuries, would, if given in full, mean a summary of tho whol<' history of working humanity. The position of working womon all over the civilized
wo1-ld is still affected not only by the traditions, but the direct inheritance from the
past, aud thus the nature of that inheritance mnst be understood before passing to
any detailed consideration of the subject under its various divisions. It is the conditions underlying history, and rooted and grounded in the facts of llunrn.n life itself,
which we must know, since from the beginning life and work have been practically
synonymous, and, in the nature of things, remain so.
Up to the time of the civil war, aside from factory employments, the trades open
to women were limited, and the majority of their occupations were still carried on
at l1ome, or with but few in numbers, as in dressmaking establishments, millinery,
and the Hke. With tho new conditions brought about at this time and the vast
numuer of women thrown upon their own resources came the flocking into trades
for which there had been no training and which ha<l been considered as the exclusive property of men. A surplus of uutrained workers at once appeared, an<l this
and general financial depression brought the wage to its low st terms; but wbeu
this had in part ended, the trades still remained open. At the close of the war some
hundred were regarded as practicable, Ten years later the number had more than
doubled, and to-day we find over foar hundred occupations, while, as new iuventions
arise, the number of possibilities in this direction steadily increases.
The gain of women in trades in 1880 over the census of 1870 was 64 per cent, the
total percentage of women workers for the whole country being 49. The ten years
just ended show a still larger percentage, and many of the trades which a decade
since still hesitated to admit women are now open. Those regarded as most peculiarly the province of men received many feminine recruits.
* * * ~o far as opportUJlity is concerned, it is the nited States only that offers
a practically unlimited field to women workers, to whom some four hundred trades
and occupations are now open. Comparison with other countries is, however, essential if we would judge fairly of conditions as a wbole, and thus we turn first to that
other English-speaking race auu the.English worker at home. * * * In 1861 the
returns gave for Encrland and Wales 1,024,277 women at work. Twenty years later
the number had doubled, half a million being found in London a.lone. This does
1
Extracts from "Girls' Technical Schools on the Continent," in Contemporary Re,iow, .July, 1896,
pp, 136- H3.
2
See accompanying report by Edward S . .Joynes.
3
Extracts from "\Vomen-\Vage Earners: Their Past, their Present, and their Future," in .J..rena,
January, February, May, 1893,
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not include all, since, as Mr. Charles Booth notes in his recent Labor and Life of
People~ manr emp~o;red women do uot return their employments. " * *
_
Outside of the cities, where the needle is almost the sole refuo·e of the unskil _
worker, every .industry is invaded. A recent report as to English nail and ch
workers shows hours and general conditions to be almost intolerable, while the ~averages~ pence a d3'.Y· ID; the mines, despite steady action concerning them. w om _
are workmg ~y hunclreds for the same rate. In short, from every quarter ~om e r~pe~ted testimony that the majority of working English women are struggling for
livelihood; that a pound a week is a fortune, and that the majority live on a
g
below subsistence point.
Statistics presented in 1892 show that out of 19,352,000 artisans in France ther
are _4,415,000_ women who !eceive in wages or dividends nearly $500,000,000 a year.
Thell' wage 1s much less m proportion to the work they do than that of men, ye
they draw 35 per cent of the entire sum spent in wages. In Paris alone over - ~
women are doing business on an independent footing, and of 3,858 suits judged m
1892 by the Workingman's Council, 1,674 concerned women. * * *
Passing to Germany, a good two-thirds of the women are at work in _field or sho
or home, the proportion of women in aO'riculture being larger than m any o ther
country of Europe.
,'"
.
lt may be said that till recently legislation in Prussia has been in be~alf. of ~hild
workers, and women have been practically ignored; but factory legisla~10n 1s ~unnte
and extended, and the questions involved in the labor of women, and its bearm g on
health, longevity, etc., are now coming under consideration. Iu "Silesia, as early as
1868, women were excluded from the salt mines, and the Labor Congress of 1889
brought about many changes of the laws on this point for Belgium and G~rman y.
In Italy, in which country industrial education is now receiving much attention, the
. labor of women, continuous, severe, and underpaid as it is known to be, finds _tSmall
mention save among special students of social questions. Russia has practically
no data from which judgment can be formed. " * *
This subject has been treated quite in extenso of late years by different wiiters on
sociological questions; but it is only to our purpose to-day to refer to conditions in
the industrial world, and to call attention to what may be considered as the n en
phase of the subject, i.e., the technical and industrial schools for girls on the Continent, which, treated by different writers, give indications how industrial occupations are :filled. Marion Mulhall says: 1
The technical instruction of girls has simultaneously taken a front rank m the
muni?ipal cares and du tie~ of almos~ every town and city in such a _manner
to
astomsh any woman who feels sufficient interest in female work to mduce her to
study the systems in their various stages. Thirty years ago the scho~ls all uded
to were unknown; to-day they are counted by the hundred in all the klllgdo~ of
cent~al Europe. Fo!merly the_Public authorities paid little heed to the in:struction
of girls beyond _seemg to t:1Ie1r moral ~nd religious training and teachrng them
nee~lework: It 1s now admitted ~n all sides that girls should also be taught to e
them. bread rn an honorable and SUI table occupation and above all, that they shoul
be well trained in domestic economy. " " ,.
'
'
There are two kinds of schools in Holland Belo-ium Switzerland, Au tria and Hnngary-t~e head schools and the hand school~. They ~re both under the sameroo · .
the pupils attend for three hours at one of the schools and three hour at the oth r:
other ".V'or~s, half t~e day is given to ordinary education and half to whate_ver tr
or profession the g~rl has chosen in whi ch to earn her bread. \Vhen a girl I
these s~hool~ s~e 1s able. to command a fair salary, thus avoiding the dan,.. : .
apprentice hip m the ateliers. These s chools are found so useful that in mo t Cl
an_d town two-t~irds of the expenditure is defrayed out of mnnicip< l funds and
thud by th _national treasury, the fees charged being only nominal. Fi
Le £col . Menag res, or hou ke pin "' schools· econ lly, :£cole Pro e ionnclJ
Jeun .F ille , or handwork ~choo1s for girl . " ·
Th handw rk chool for girls at Am terclam is not oulv the ol l t but, 1 o
0,f _h
the ~n
k_in,l in_ E~rope. It wa fouud e,I b • privato ub cription in l
and,! lo l ,1 m fin bu1~cl_rng clo. to the bot, uil-:tl gar<len. I I in nd l r
11
1
d
ht • of th bour reo1 1 or hop k ep n
bnt t 11.r girl o,· r I:? •
ndrf1 t " l ~f h
n P< th prflliminary .·aiuim tiou i u r adiu , ritmu,
a!H <1r rn·rn~. . aw, 11 fi e i ch r r d 1 11d tho ·our i 011 o thr
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b in ., for dr win ', l · ther work
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externes, and the proceeds of their work pay about one-third of the annual cost
the rest of the burden being shared equally between the Dutch Government and
the municipality of Amsterdam.
At Brussels the housekeeping school is in the workmen's quarter near the Allee
Verte. It is in connection with a kindergarten and the commnnal or national girls'
school that is in adjoining premises. It is limited to 10 girls at a time, who must
be over 12 years old and must have finished the ordinary course in the primary
school of reading, writing, drawing, and arithmetic. The girls are taught in batches
of ten for a week, each class coming back four times iu the year; thus each girl
receives n early thirty days' instruction per annum, and at the encl of their term,
which lasts usnally about three years, she is qnite able to manage a small or even a
good-sized establishment. The corporation allow 6d. a day for each p erson, and the
girls must limit their expenditure to this sum. They go to market themselves, and
out of this modest snm all necessaries-bread, butter, meat, vegetables, fruit, beer,
and surn1ries, but not fuel-for two meals must be provided. .,, * *
The text-book of these schools is a little manual called Economie Domestique, by
Mlles. Destesche and Marcelli. * * * The book comprises tb1·ee sections: First,
hygiene, embracing all particulars connected with ventilation, cleanliness, drainage,
light, water, disinfection, etc.; secondly, the proper economy of a bonsehold in all
that concerns food and clothing, showing the quality and attributes of each kiml of
food, those which contain most nutriment, an<l those ill which the element of nutrition is cheapest. Estimates for the weekly cost of living of a large or small faunly
in the middle or working class are given in the fu1lest detail. Finally, the third
section is devoted altogether to kitchen gardening for the snpply of all manner of
vegetables and fruits, gardens of this kind in Belgium b e ing mostly cultivated by
women. There is al so an appendix showing a simple system of bookkeeping for t he
woman who has charge of a house, in which all the branches of ordinary expcn11itnre are properly clas!:!ified, month by month. * *
The cook ery school at Brussels costs the municipality 12,000 francs, or £480 a
year, and teaches 100 girls in the year.
Brussels is also proud of her Ecoles Professionelles for girls. The earliest tLnd
prmcipal one is situated in the Rue de Marais. It was projected hy a few charitable ladies, and was fonn<led by 134 benefactors in March, 1865, with the ohject of
pre\'enting girls from going into factories, and t eaching them various kinds of nseful
and lucrative Amployment. * * * The scl.Jool was opened on April 25; 1865, and
wntinu cd to be managed by the ladies till 1868, when the Government gave a subsidy
and resolved to enlarge the sphere of action, for which reason the s ·h ool was
handed OYer to the city council. * * * The course or instrnction ex.tends o ver
three years, and includes arithmetic, history, geography, nat ural sciences, dreHsmaking, hygiene, do mestic economy, drawing, modelling, painting on china, artificial flowers, millinery, lace making, embroidery, typewritiug, telegraphy, etc., so
as to enable girls to earn their own livelihood after leaving school. Drawing is the
gronn<lwork of all technical edncation on the Continent; it i s consiclered necessary
for every profession. It was in 1872 .t bat the cla"s for painting on chi na was begun,
and it has provecl snch ft Fmccess that the pupils find a ready sale for their work. In
the following year the painting of fans was introducecl, but this branch of industry
bas had a doubtfnl result, only a few girls heing able to so11 their productions. In
188211aint-ing- on glass was atlded to the programme. The m □,nufactnre of artificial
flowers was first tried in 1870; before that time Belgium importerl a ll her flowers
from France, now she not only has ceased to import, but actually exports 11owt>rs in
large quantities to other countries. This class costs nothjng for maintena.nre, the
mistress providing the materials, and being allowed to sell on her own accuuut the
flowers made uy the pnpils * * *
The Ecole Profe1:,sionel1e has 16 professors-all wome)1, with the exception of those
for drawing and painting. ,., * * At present there are 150 pnying and 170 free
pupils. ,, * 1• The minimnm age for admission i s 12 years, and npplicauts must he
able to pass an examination in reading, writing, drawing, ari1hmotic, and one
modern language besides tbeir own. The institution serves to raise tho infa,l]cctnal
level of middle-class women by turning out yearly 100 girl. ~iccomplished in usef'nl
arts. ., . 1• "·
Iu Wiirteml,erg and Bavaria one is likewise struck with the great progress tbat
hns been made iu fe1JJa1e education in the last thirty yean1. Not far from , 't,nttgart
is the famous girls' work school of Heutlingen, fom1<led in 1Q68, the fir s t of the kind
estat,lished in Germany, and the idea of which would seem to have been sngge.-,ted
by the ~cole Professionelle, of Brnssels, started three years before. * .,.
The pupils are externes, abont 300 iu nnm lier, an<l pay a fee of £2 a 1-1ession, drawing and nee,Uework l,eing· the 1Jranches of most, importance. Tho course lasts two
years. " * *
The Munich school has also its cooki ng (·bsst>s, un,l attachetl to H i~ tl?,e hest
arrange<l lanndry that I have met with in my traYels. Like the Ecole Profo1:1 1011elle,
•)f
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tbiii fic•11 ol O';'C it origin to t11 generosity of a. number of bencvol_
·all cl the oc:ety for ImproYing the ,Yorkin<r Classes. It was started 111 1 .
ocenpies a large l>mlding which was formerly n, convent, and eonnts 500 pu
o.·t me·., who pay a fee o~ 3s. n, mouth. 'l'bere is a i-pecial <lep~rtmeut.
t:i-:..,:.:~"l',:...·':.....""'-.
scboolmistres .es, from which tw·enty or thirty yonng girls receH'e cc1 t1h ·ate

for

year.

''

"

"

SoJ:ie of the Swiss canton· llave evcuinO' classes for girls, where the.v are
dra,vrng,needlcw·ork, aud singing. Thom~.,trcmnrkablegirls' school is the e
schn1o, 11 •:~r Znrich, ,Ybicli is so F-imilar iu o,-ery respect to that of Rcutliog ·n
neecl 11ot g1 vo :rny further description of it. ,. '" "
Aw,trin,. uutil recent times, p:iitl little attention to female instructioJ?· Teel
scboo1s o:x.1ste1l for boys, bnt it "·as consiclerecl unnecessary to teach girls an~
nsefol, on the supposition tl!at their mothers t:11wht them to spin l!D(l wca,e.
faclics oflGagenfortb, in Cari11thia, in 1868 fo1m<l~d thelirst w·omen's work _ch .
the Empire, ?,ll<.l 110w there are 398, attenrlod by 18,000 girls. Somo are n~a_int 1
soloJy Ly ladies, some receive snhsidics from the Crown or th<> loeal nuthoritJe ,
arc free, while a foe of 2 or 3 shillillg-s it month is charged in others. Most of t.
_
scho-0lG arc on tho model of the Ecole Professionelle at Brussels. The purpose m. m •
in view lrn,s Leen, as in Belgium, to provide hcmorah]c aucl useful occupations for t!:e
daughters of tho petite bourgeoisie, or the artisnn classes. Besides tli · o "-.cll ool - .,
the gooll ladi<>s of Yiemrn ha,\·e not foro·otten the trainiug of girls for dome ·tic_ -~ r~ice, and for this pnrpo.se tlrn_y fonndcd ~ school where ihe ]1ighest fo~m of cool~m ~- 1 taugllt by one of the first chefs in Vienna, nlso tho duties of l10usemai<.l, ancl wai•-reancl the most neccssa.ry art of menclino· table line11. * * '
The _girls have to J)ass a prncticaf examination before receiviug: the11: diJlloma .
+.~
~:·.~ But the crJorv of ''ienna is the Gover11n1ent ...~rt Scllool of E1nbro1<lery, -the
classes of which fre under the direction of Madame St. George, 11erhaJ?s the m o.s t
accomplished designer and needlewoman in the world. '' " • 'I'be cntir~ c·ourse of
instruction, which 1s quite free, lasts fi \'O ;rca,1 s, but many pupils le:l\·e_nfter t~ O. or
three years, cspecinlly ladies who do not intend to make :nt work tbell' prof~ ~1 ?
and arc satisfied with knowing tho rudiments of either Ja.cen·ork or art cJ~l broi<l e~.\,
for CYery year has its speci:tl course. "·· '" * EYer.r year's course ha,s ~ts P _ ml
room and instructress, aud the pupils <:au not go from ODfl to tho other unt1l tlle J car
expires. ,, " ,.,
0

A rno,,eruent is 011 foot in Denmark, corresponding with ibe needlework incln.-~ri '
of'EngJand and Ireland, to advance the farming and dairy interests for the ·en flt of
women. Little girls arc Leiog trained to raise poultry, make chce c and b u t r
and bmud them 11·ith the b:u!ge of e.s:cellcncc. The agricultural, industrial. au(l
scientifie worlds are leviecl upon for impro.cd machi11ery :md a.J>plianccs. B~- .
use of special methods 10 per ceut more bntter i: oxtractecl from a gallon of 1 1 •
than has heretofore been the cnstom. Tbeso f:rncy prod11cts nrc pnt in tli bi7h
markets, :m(l yie]d a, much greatr1· rcYouuo than by the old system of "·om:tn
In Germany tJie :first horticnltural school ((fartcnl>:in scllool) for (•11H•u· l '
w:rn 0110110d on October 1, 1 94, in 1''riodc11 au, 11car BerJiI1. _-inetecn P 11 i
stndying, some with thr pnrposo of ca.rrJ·ing out moro rational pl. n on th r
en•n wom 11
c taics, others so as to l>ecomo J1orticultnrisfs themscln· .
gracln:itc iu 1 . 6, one of whom goes to Riga a teach r in n, · ·hool Ii n .il
same plan as that of 1''ri deuau. T,,o ·women 1rra,luatc1l from . n · r a
ancl haYe for n ycnr ucces fully ta.ken cllarg of tlle ganlcnin~· 011 -.m. JI
Germany. The ol,j <·t of this ·,·11001 i s to ,ri\· thoro1wh traiuing in all t
bin to ,,...ird ·ni1w· tho co1ir·cs nr ju !'liarl'l'C of sci ntifi<·alh· 1r. · 1
ro is s· id to bo a. 11 maud for thoroughly tr;irn•c1 \,Om n 110r icnl u ·
mt ·u<l<·ut of gal'(lcu on Jarg e ·tatc~. 'l Ii. fa t that thi · trainin_
• ·::•hililc•t I mu n ~111cl 2\Iiiclchcn ' ' i
·pcC'ially cmplia iz <1. In .I, nt r
1
~ or h pr :u 1 11 of th
npp rt of ,· m
,.. r<I nin,.. ·a form 1, with rr:iulcin uua 1nm f. ·p,uul u, n
mou: th :t ociafion in .A u tri:i whi<'11 ar• niuin" iu tll imlu tri
·om n J :tllo , . " .i n r J'r ll II( ' . rl y r in ., ,·J.Ji h in 1 « !- - ••~nt!ml!etl
•1
r 11 ·h p111 l'
n th tlilT~r II
clw I
:1sso:~a,!i::::::
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of whom 42 received the diploma of graduation, aml 24 obtained permanent positions. In the language school (where English, Frencl1, and Italian are taught)
there were 174 pupils. The drawing school, in which aro ateliers for industrial anu
decorative art (kunstgewerbliche Malteclmik), has a vnriety of courses of lon 6 er
or shorter duration. In another subdivision ir:strnction in pattern-drawing and
embroidery is given. Still a third group of schools em braces instruction in sowing,
cutting, hair-dressing, laundrying, cooking, etc.; tho pupils of these branches
nnmber several hundred. 1
The subject of the industrial edncation of womon in Germany is one ti.lat interests
thos e who h avo not had opportnnities to visit any of the numerous scbools wl.ifoh
aim to train in this branch of education. A report made by Prof. Edward S. ,Joynes,
of South Carolina College, and commissioner for that State, gives a clear account of
the strictly industrial or professional sch ools visite<l. by him (luring the snn11ncr of
1895. Professor Joynes ( owing to the fact that his visit w as during th o summer
vacation s-in Germany Jul y 1 to Sep tom ber 1, in France J nly to SeptemllOr or Octo bcr)
only visited the principal industrial schools for women, in Hamburg, Bel'liu, Munich,
Dresden, Baden, and three in Paris. Ho thus describes the various app]ianccs and
methods of instrnction, premising that these schooll:I do uot attempt gencrnl eclnca-,
t1011, as this .has been attended to in the common school s, which "pupils are requiretl
to Lave finished before admission;" nor aro the fine nrts taught, th o pnrpose being
to keep "strictly within industrial limit. as a means of liYelihood or for 1n1rposes
of teaching":
In general the German indu strial schools for women are t1iYiLlo!l into four departments. They do not include normal co urses at all-the normal sc1ool s being qnilc
distinct-except so far a~ higher iudnstrinl (•01uscs arc thcwsclvcs given as pr •paration for teaching. This fact, as well as the more thorough pre1rnration of their
pupils, greatly simplifies their work. Another acl rnntnge, with, l10weYer, some
drawbacks, to which I shall refer more fully hereafter, is that being sitnatcd in
large cities, they are for the most part day scboo].s, and hcuce froe from many of the
bm·dcus of a, large boarding school. The entire maungemeut i s thus s impler and le s
cxpcnsiYe.
Tho fo11r depai'tments are, in general, as follows: (1) The review conrse, inclnt1i11g
certn in school stlHlies; (2) the commercial department; (3) tho 1n·otessiorn1l de1)artment, rn cluding fino arts; (4) the dom est-ic department.
(1) The review course iucludes chiefly: Penmanship (a good h a nd wr iting is
rerJnirerl); elementary drawin g, German language, arithmetic, theoretical n,ml praetieal; French or Englisb, or both (optional) . Stndents may bo t:xcrnpted from this
course if qualified, or it ma.y be required for one or two years .
The utmost stress is laid on the mother tongue in speaking and readin<r antl in
manifold forms of writing, composition, correspon<lence, etc. A goocl knowleclgo of
German is deeme<l essential in eve1·y commercial or professional pnrsuit.
Drawing is insisted upon from the hegiHning to the end of the cours<!, tho foll
• course continuing for four years. 'l'he instruction begins with tho simpl st •lcments
and passes by thorough stages, through all sorts of models and d esigns, up to the
most artistic forms. 'l'o a greate1· or l ess extent <lmwing is dcmnnrl cl in all lHofcssional courses. For example, the dressmaker nmst know lrnw to drawn, paLteru for
the most elaborate costnme; bow, from a miniatnre, to uJargo n, 1rnttern mathcmatiC'ally to life size; or, vice versa., to chaw a 1Uiniature pattern from a completecl
tlress. 'l'he milliner must know how to design OT copy r1atterns for bounets, in <lift'crent attitudes; the decoratiYe artists to exhibit the effects of light mul shade on c urtains, to d raw ornamental furniture, etc ., to sketch the ng11r('s for a carpet or for
new patterns of dress goods, etc. Drawing fa made the indis pensable foundat,ion of
industrial education and is required in every professional d cpartruc.ut. Out~ido of
this, the disciplinary value of drawing is bigbh· prized. * * 'If
(2) 'fhc commercial course: Prom ono to two j:·enrs-inchides (besfrlcs tnwwriting,
stcHography, Frcnc.h, and English, as optionalf>), penmansl1ip, mental rrnd corn mer Jal
arithmetic, commercial forms nncl correspoD(lc.nce, bookkeeping, siug]e and doul~le
entry. In the hi gher courses, also, the elcmc11ts of political economy antl of commercial
law, and what is called commercia1 geography. 'I bis in clu 11es tlio geograpby, first of
Germa?y, with reference to climate, location, pl'Odnctions, routeti, a11d 111odes of transportation, 11ccnliar features of trade, etc ., and th e same with refcrc•nce to other countries -with which Germany dca]s, inclu<l.iug a knowledge of 'their customs and -po!:ltngo
1
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laws, their currency, coins, weights, measures, etc.; also different forms of banking,
exchange, and every kind of commercial paper or countino-house forms, both German
an<l foreign. In the programme of the trade school at Berlin such commercial course
is set forth in full detail. The importance of such a course is justified and illustrated
by the presence of women in every branch of mercantile trade in Germany or France.
In al_most every ~tore you find women, usually trained experts, behind the counter
and rn the countmgroom, to such a degree that I often wondered where all the men
could be.
Telegraphy I found nowhere provided for.
(3 ) Professional departments: When I come to the professional departmeuts
proper, I find myself nuable, for lack of technical knowledge, to describe what I
saw, therefore I will only roughly indicate the several departments and their w_ork.
(a) Household handiwork-sewing, knitting, patching, darning, and use of the
sewing machine.
.
(b) Cutting and making of white goods, cotton, linen and woolen, chemises, shirts,
underwear of men, women, and children.
(o) Washing, fluting, plaitiug, and ironing of :fine goods, shirt bosoms, laces, etc.
(d) Dressmaking, measuring, cutting, pattern drawing, and manufacture.
(e) Millinery-inaking, trimming, and fitting of bonnets and hats; also liairdressing.
.
If) Ornamental work-crocheting, embroidery, stitching, bobbing, lace makrng,
mm·king in letters, monograms, etc., with the needle.
.
All these branches-with other items not named-are taught both theoretically
and practically. In Hamburg I was conducted through a series of roo!Rs where
young women were at· work, from the simple hemming of a handkerchief to the
most elaborate finished costumes. I saw dresses and ornamental work, made wholly
by the young ladies of the school, which woulq have done honor to :1ny mantuamaker. I was told that the most fashionable ladies of the cit,y had their work clone
there, ancl orders are received far beyond the power of the schoo~ to exec°:te-the
parties supplying the materials and the wages furnishing a conslflerable rncome .
The same is true of the millinery department and other branches of ornamental or
decorntive work; also that the students of these departments are u~ually engaged,
before graduating, for lucrative positions, while others easily estahhsh a successfnl
trade for themselves. * * ·:.
.
Comi.ug now to the department of :fine arts, included under the professional studies,
I may briefly state:
. .
. .
(a) Drawing-elementary, mechanical, and freehand; solid and descnpt1ve g(•ometry; theory of lights and shades, ancl perspective.
(b) Ornamental drawing-coloring, painting in water and oil, ou canvas, woo<l,
porcelain, etc.
(c) Etching on wood, stone and metals; lithography; modeling in clay and pla ·ter.
( cl) Lectures on history and principles of art.
Here belongs also:
. .
(e) Needle work-embroidery, stitching, lace making, patterning, and des1gumgJ
for curtains, carpets, table covers, dress goods, etc., both for decorative work an
for manufacture.
This department is furnished with rich collections of patterns, models, charts,
etc. The work of the pupils is placed on exhibition and on sale, and or~ers are_ <' 0 "!1stantly received from outside. The work of this d epartment is held Rtnctly wit_hrn
purely industrial limits, and no arts are tau~ht as merely personal accomplishments. Such special instruction is held to be mconsistent with the purpose of the
schools. ,. * *
Photography: One department of art which has but recently been introduced,. et
with the gr~atest success, is that of photography. Ioquirincr into this, I wa t?ld
that the delicacy of this work fitted i t peculiarly for the gentle han<l! the quick
eye, an<l the fine taste of woman· that its comhine<l scientific and artistic character
adap~e<.l it espe~ially for _wom~n of intelligence, taste, ancl c-ulture; that the
ma,·~nnery was simple and mexpensive, and one teacher could accommo<lat many
pnpil ; that alrea,ly women were cmplored as ar;sistants by many photographer ,
a.u<l th r
va uo rea on why they hould not themselves couclu ·t the buaine · _and
r~~p the _profit : A.t · ny rate, the class•,; in photography , re large and increainn~
1
' ' th au mcrea m_' de~n· nd for 1mch g1·adnates.
In th programme. of the Ber~m
; 1~001 , an,1 P cia~l.v 111 t~, tat D:escl n, the •our e in photography is et forth w1th
gr( ~t fu1lne . ancl m v _ry rnt r stmg detail. I had no idea until I read the t, conr e
h~lt. ·op 18 h r? a.~lo_rd ~l both for sci ntili<- training and for a wide range of
art, t!r. ultm · l• rnuune rnt lligen<·e ta te f nd skill may here find an nmple field
• ncl rl('h r w· rd.
'
,
c
l'r}ntiw• i. .ta 1•1 •h in th · H rlin hool, aml practic<1 work is furni bed und r ·onh ·: dl'I·IJl·IJt~~ 0
iu 111 cit:;
I fo11111l it r;owber el e. Iu Hamburg it
t >• n
· 11t1
• 1 t ·u "'l u,l n~j1•c•te,1. q 11 JUtpiir. fot· th l'ea. on of this, I w
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told: :First,, that printing requires constant standing, which is regatded as unfavorable to the health of women; second, the custom of printers' unions woulc1 subject
women printers to unfriendly competition on the part of men, and, in case of a strike,
perhaps to indignities, if they should offer to take the place of discharged union
men. I had no opportunity of learning the affirmative arguments at Berlin-the
only school, so far as I know, in which printing is taught.
I come finally to perhaps the most interesting section of all.
(4) The domestic department: This is divided into three branches, and each of
them into what I may call, though not so entitled, major and minor courses. These
branches are (a) honsehohl service, (b) washing, (c) cooking, and, as will appear,
all of these may be pursued in whc,le or in part.
( a) The honsehold service includes, in home schools suited for the purpose, the
training of house servants or chambermaids-the care of beds, rooms, furniture, <:tc.,
along with plain sewing, washing, and cooking-a service performed in Europe by
wbite girls, with far more industry, economy, ancl efficiency than by our negro
women. Besides this-and especially in f1ay schools not adapted for this purposeare found two minor courses; one for training ofladies' maids, another for the training
of ~onsekeepe.ts. These, besides lighter household servire, include only fine washing and cooking, with plain sewing, tailoring, and millinery-such as may be needed
in families. Tliese courRes are intended for young women who desire only select or
temporary employment, as upper servants, or more permanently, as housekeepers in
tl1eir own or other honses.
( b) Washing is taught and performed in a businesslike way. It includes the
a.ctnal washing, drying, folding, ironing of household wash-sheets, tablecloths,
napkins, etc ., arnl of personal clothing of all kinds. Afterwards fine washingincluding plaiting, fluting, etc., of shirt bosoms, collars, laces, etc. This latter may
be taken also as a minor course by those who do not wish to karn ordinary washing.
"\Vashing is clone as work, not as play. Besides the actual wash of the house and of
the girls thus employed, washing is taken in from outside; and it is done so well
and su cheap that the orders would far exceed the capacity of e.·ecntion. With the
improved machinery employed for washing, rinsing, drying, fol<l.ing, ironing, otc.,
tlte labor is not severn, and may be performe<l by delicate women. Especially tho
course of fine washing is a valuable accomplishment for the prondest lady. These
conrses are taken by successive sections of girls-each serving for a certain number
of weeks, and for so many hours a day. Practical skill in tlie service of washerwomen is aimed at. How far the actual washing for a school of 300 to 400 persons
may be undertaken by our girls-or how far, under our conditions, t his may be
desirable-are questions I wilI not undertake to answer. Bnt at least it is desirable
that every housewife should know what constitutes good washing, and how to direct
its performance by servants. Outside of neatness and comfort, there is no greater
economy than good washing-no greater source of ,vaste, scolding, and even profanity, than bad washing. The labor-saving machinery ancl the refineil materials
of the present <lay recleem this work from tho greater part of its ol<l-time drudgery.
(c) Cooking and kitchen economy: This department js tanght with grea.t fullness.
Its especial rnterest may justify a somewhat detailed though brief description,
which may be stated as follows:
(1) The theoretical conrse, in practical and experimental lectures. These include,
so far as applicable to the snbjectI'hysics: The structure and management of stoves, ovemi, nteusils; the pressure
of water, hot and cold; ventilation, etc.
Uhern istry, in its manifoM applications to the materials nnd processes of cooking;
also to the preservation, <legeneratiou, a<lulteration, and testing of foods; the special
cbemistry of important materials, as milk, eggs, etc.
Botany and zoology: The knowledge of the most important sorts of vegetable and
animal foocls-tbeir characteristics and relative values as to nutrition, digestibility,
etc.
Physiology and hygiene: The fonetions of the body in the digestion an1l assimilation of fooJ, the priuciples of dietetics, and especially the reciuirements of food for
the sick. This course is shown in the Hamlmrg and Berlin schools, but with
especial full11ess of detail in the household school of Munich.
(2) The business course, or kitchen economy: This includes going to market, uucler
guidance of the tPacber; the examination, selection, and pnrcl.taso of provisions; the
weighing out of snpplies and ingredients from the storeroom; an<l therewith, the
prevaration of a busineRslike account of expenses, by tho clay aud by the week,
which must then lJe engrossed into acrount books. The pupils are al. o taught to
prepare in advance bills of fare for a clay or for a week, or adapted to <liffer_ ·nt se~sons of the year, with estima.tes of cost, incln1ling all the ingredients; wh1r.h estimates are then criticised, corrected, and experimentally testetl. This lin of study
and experiment seems to rue to l>e of the greatest vahrn.
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Next, and of very great interest, is what I may call·
(3) The fine nrts of the kitchen, by which I mean picklino· p;:eservino-, the making
of SM~ces, of desser~s and. o~nam?ritai dishes, the prep:tr:.ttio;f'of foo(l for°the sick, and
especially the makmg ot side chshes, stews, etc., and the savinO' an1l empl ,yment of
1·emnants. These la.st item s are capitnl elements of economy a~d of special interest
for u s. Mal)y housewiYes provide about twice as much as the family will consuwe.
The remnants, ~:s.ce_pt in case of a ham or large roast, go to the kitchen,. and, after
extravagantly foedmg the servants, are thrown to tlle fowls, or reserved for the colored frienus of tho cook, and the next day the same waste is repeated. In Germany
and FTance, after proper provision for the eorvants, these remnants are Carefully
sa,v cd, and the n ext day reappear in new and palatable forms, or skillfnlly combined
into stews or other made dishes, most excellent and wholesome. A cut of ? eef
appears to-day boiled, having fnrni shecl a li(Tht
soup, which will be prepared m a.
0
variety of ~ttractive forms; the next day as a roast, with a gravy or sauce; the ne~t,
a stew, with sauce and vegetables, and at breakfast tllc fourth day, prolmllly m
appetizing croquettes, until the last morsels are consnmeJ, mHl each day it sce~s
more palatable than before. I speak h ere of what I have seen during a long res1clencc in Germany. * * ,~
( 4) I come, finally, to actual cooking ancl kitchen work. These inclmle a!so tlle
dishing and serdng of food, the setting ancl serving of the table, and cleamng up.
All tllis ,rnrk is dono thoroughly, under the supervision of a teacller, a~ work, not
as play nor as mere practice of a tlleory. The best macllincry ( cookrng stov~s,
tables, dressers, utensils, hot ancl cold water, etc.) is used to rob the work of its
drudgery and dirt; but then tho work is done thoroughly and in the best st~·le. ~t
is taught in sections, to e[!,ch for a certain perio(l, and a given section, after:~ certarn
time devoted to plain cookino·, pass to a smaller kitchen, where fine coo1~mg, preserving, pickling, etc., as abov~ descTibed, are taught. I went into tlie k1_tchen at
Hamburg, where eight young women were getting dinner. Tbcir outer s_lurts w~re
neatly tucked up, their arms were b are to the el!Jo,v, on their heads wor_e 11:,tlc whtto
caps, and they wore clean white aprons-a pretty picture. One was st_rrngmg beans,
anotller peeling potatoes, another skimming the soup, another bastrng the roast,
auotlicr makino· pastry etc. All were busy. Tbey hatl themsclns bougllt tllosc
provisions at ufarket; dud from that until tho dishes were finally washed ancl put
:1way, the whole work was done by these young girls under the eye of t!ie teacher.
]t is possible that a single servant or scullion was employed, but of_ tlus I am not
positive. Only those are thus tauo·bt who select the course of cookrng, antl these
are kept at the'ir work, by sections, l~ng enough to acq uirc practical skill. At the sa_me
time it is possilJle, in some of the schools at least, to take the course of fine coolung
only, '.Yhich has been describecl abo,e as a minor course.
.
Most of these schools being mainly day schools, tho problem presented itself, h_ow
to provide for the consumption of tho food coo keel; for it was folt that only coo~i?g
for actual consumption, arnl uot mero theoretical practice, could give the _rccpus~to
training. This problem was solved by the openiiw of a lJoa,r<ling tablo for ladies
only, who take their meals regularly at.the school, (;r for families living near by~ to
whom ?ooked J)rovisions are sent. Thus tho food is disposeu. of, ancl tlle co?hrng
school is made to pay for itself. It is to be remark ed in every c!l.Se that such 1s ~110
r~pntation of theso schools for furnishing good food at low prir.c that th~ apphcahons for board arc more ~ban can bo supplied. Pupils may nlso sec ure their midday
~uncll at the sc~10ol. It 1s a question (as in th e case of washing) ho,v far the,. co*ok;
rng nece~s~1-y for 300 to 400 persons can be done by the pupils of tho school. · .
In nLlcht10n to ~he courses of study already outlined I should add tbat pbys1cal
culture, ~ymnashc~, and calisthcni cs are reci nired of all pnpils ; also vocal cnltnre,
th,e readrng of music? ancl chora,1 singing. * * ,,.
fllcse se_ho?lii are either municipal (as in Uambm·g and Paris) or founl1 cl by voluntary a_ssoe1ation a13:d coutribution (as in Berlin and Karlsruhe, etc . ). In no case are
they founded ~r dtrc~tly supported by the state. In Germ:wy tuition seems to ~e
gene1;nl:y cha1 ed, w1tl~ a certain number of free ell(1owed Hcholarsbips. In ~3:ns
the Cl~) p~ys for a certam numbeT of scholarships, which are conferred by corupet1tive
e:x:ami_nahon. Innocasodoifindfreotuitioniuonr ons ofthcterru. * " " Tho
s npcnut~nc.lcncc, OT presidency, and the regular iustrnction aro in all cases in tlle
}and ~~ wom ·1.1 . 1If!1 in some _cases aro employed to teach, but only by tlie hour,
or spc ~a\cl~s cs. Iho govermng bo~ re.ls in all cases inelnde women as well as
m nil
.t O mt ·1 al_i-upc_rvi ion is intrnste,l mainly to tho women of the board .
. _cho~l berng 1tnatcd in larg . cities arC' mostly day school but in most
1\ 1 made for boarders from abroad. E ·pecially, 80 far as'i)O.' ible, tho
stu s~~
mof; r'
JOU l•hold 1 pa.rtrn~nt are r <p1ired to 1 c1 ge in th school, or to spend
1~ une there an~ ·p c1al stah1i ·hmcntg exist for this 1mrpose.
th
* * *
th11 ii· ~ c O 1 nro of <1111te recent origin, mo~t1y from mall beginning · l1nt
11
oon b
fonn,l , c
h~s h cu " ry gr at, aucl man. like chool will donbtle
1• 111 lI.uulrnr,, I not an nttenclanc of;, 1 c·ompar •cl with 479 th previous
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year; in the various branches of the Berlin school a total of 1,918. The associn,tion
supporting thi1:, school iuclndes 1,233 members. In the grand duchy of Baden, comprising less than 6,000 square miles, besitles the great ceHtral schools at Karlsrnbe,
thero are 1!J5 local associations, comprising 26,042 members, antl supporting 18 local
indnstdal schools for girls an<l 53 establtslnncmts of public benevolence, hospitals,
orphan asylums, Tetreats for the aged, etc.: a11 largely dne to the benevolence and
pnhiic spirit of the grand duchess. Thus the industrial education of women has
taken strong hold upon the public mind and is rapidly growing in importance.
The time is probably not distant when it must receive the direct care of the Government. '"' * *
These schools a.re arranged on tho elective plan, each student electing one course
of study, a,ucl usnaJly only one (except such review studies, etc ., as may be l'equil'ed ) .
With courses thus distinct, :rn<l. with an amplo supply of teach ers, there is Yery littl e
conflict of studies or honrs, and each pu1)il may be amply occup ied in hel' own course
of study. The school work proper has been clono in 2.,e,lvance. The normal co11rses
arc p r ovided in separn,te normal schools, and with departments thus imblliYi<led the
work of the industrial school is comparatively simple. In the same way, for men,
the mecbauical and technical schools are iu large cities, the a.gricultnral aml mini11g
sch<Jols, etc., aro in tho country, a,nd the work of each is thus greatly si111plitiecl. * "· ·xYet what I saw and learned has onl~• crrnd to impress me deeply with a se11so of
wlrn.t romaius and of the great importance to our n e,Y arnl diFncult work of tLe
thoroug h study by an ex.pert of the organization, methods, appliances, a,nd l'csnlts
of these famous indnstrial scliools . ... ·x- -~
In the Eighth Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor, Washington, 1893,
the status of industrial education in European countries is treatetl in extenso. Reference is ma<1o to pp. 163-586 of that report for :ulditional information in regard to
schools for the industrial training of girls.
WOMA 'S CONGRESSES Ar'D FEDERA1'IO ...'S.
I

The year 1896 was prolific in ,voman's congresses, which ,,·ere of rnnrkcd importance to the woman question. In 1897 a, woman's cougress wns licld in BrusfleJs,
Belgium, which dealt more e. pecially with ti.Jo legal rights of women, bnt so far
no reports of that congre, s hase reached this office. In 1898 (Jnne), tho fourth uicnnial of the General Federation of ,voman's Clubs was hclu in Denver, Colo. Owing
to the significance of the congresses for the yoar 1896 their m::du di ·cnssions aro here
chronicled.
Tho "\Voman 's International Congress was hchl in Paris from the 8th to 13th of
April, 1896; the Gra.nd Federation of ·woman's Clubs was b el<l in Louisvillo, Ky.
(May, 1896), aml tho International Congress for ,voman's Work and ·woman's Endeavor (Internationaler Kongross fih' Frauenwerke nucl Franeuhestrel)lmgeu) ·was
held September 19-27, 1896, in Berlin, GermaHy.
The main object of the French congress was to aid in tho "ameliorntion of the•
p osition of ·women, working girls, an<l children." According to reports rcccirn<l
from Paris, the con gress discusse<l tho snhject of woman's rights, marriage, <.liyorce,
etc. Fifty-fonr foreign societies were repre euted, among them J3clgian, German,
EngJisb, Dutch, Italian, and Finnish societies. It seems to hn,vo been a r coguizcd
fact ero the meeting closed that tho l)rogrammc was too comprcl.iensirn for a fonr
days' meeting, and the :fifteen-minute timo limit for spon,kers became a dead lotter,
but the general consensus of opinion was that the women bad won a right to debate
live r1nestiobs, nud that each year would lninp; r newell etfort, stronger and more
earnest discussions.
The prcsiu.ent, }Imo. Pognon, in he1· 01Jeni11g address, pointed out tho great contradi ction in tho Code apoleon, "which considers woman a. minor whou thcr · is a.
question of rights, but a responsible c-itizcn whero her duties are concern •d." , 'ho
al ·o spoke warmly of the work of Maria. Deraismes for liberty and equality of woman,
and of the lodge sho fonndod, where mc•n and women a.ro accepted as mcmbC'rs on
er1ual terms. , 'he said further tha.tTbo Frcn ·h laws concerning women are not lorrical at all. On th 0110 hand, tho
who] law treats them as minors, too ignorant to be r sponsible an<l to clisposo of
their fortunes; on the other hand, th p<'nal law admits them as witu sses, and a
woman pays for her ·Tim with her head. Thcr are 8,0 0 women a.t the head of
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com1uercial hous~s in the Departmeut of th e Seine. These have not the suffrage
p o s · · ed by their e mployees nud domestics. One-third of the workers in French
irnlnstri_es arn women, but it is only the men who may discuss and vote the l'.3'WB
cooc~rntng them and their work. 8till we are progressing, for in 1892 we acquired
th e right to b e members of councils of trade. The Chamber of Deputies has voted
o:ir rights to act as witnesses at births, marriages, and deaths, and the right of married women to accept and dispose of their personal earnings.
Among the questions which reached a vote were the following :
A married woman should not acquire the nationality of her husband or lose her
own ex:cept by an express manifestation of her own will; children born of p arents
of different natio_ualities s~oulcl be at liberty at the time of t,heir majority, their ma~riage, or of drawmg lots (for entrance into the a,r my) to choose between the fathers
and mother's nationality· children from birth to majority should be under the prot ection of society, not only for education but for maintenance as well, and mothers
ought to h ave a rio-ht to a ssistance from the state· the work of shop girls and female
employees sbonld be regul ated by legislation; th; minimum salary of wornen _sho1;1l_cl
be fixed by the municipal council proportionately to the cost of food and with fair
eqnality for botb. sex.es.
·
Coeducation ,vas fav orably spoken of and the Government was petitioned to apply
it progressively in edncational establishments of di verse grades-elementary, secondary, and higher. An announcement was made that henceforth there would be n,n
annual na,tional woman's congress held in Paris, and that a great interuation~l co~gress would meet in 1900 duriug the exposition. The need of a fund for p ensions m
old age and for assistance to those women-who are out of work was discussed; so
also the admission of women to departments for a,gricultural study. The subject of
1-::cycliug was also introduced and favorably reported upon; so also that of women
in the journalistic profession. 1
On September 19-26, 1896, the Interna'tionaler Kongress flir Frauenwerke_ uutl
Fra,nenbestrcbungeu was held in Berlin, Germany . This, the first international
congress ever called together b y German women, was a success iu point of intereS t
and numbers. Held in the "Fest saal,n or festival hall of the new Ratbhaus, th e
sessions were daily attended by hundreds of intereste<l listeners. Estimates place
the uuml>ers preHeut at from 1,200 to 3, 000 people. It is sufficient, however, to
state tha,t the papers on educational, sociological, irnlustrial, and economic <1ues
ti011t-1 wl:lre listened to by numbers of attentive women and men. DelegateH were
present from America,- France, Great Britain, Finland, the Scandinavian countri~t.,
the various principalities of Germany, Anstria, Italy, Roum:mia, et c. Th e pr_mcipal jonrnals of Germany sent r eporters to chroni cle the discussion s nt each session
of the congress, and their resumes of the papen; }lresentecl were reau with interest.
Preliminary to the sul>jects mentioned in the accompanying con~pectus were the
repo1ts presented by delegates from different countries.
The Berlin l ocal committee, composed of the lailies Fran Lina )lorgen teru,
eclitreRs of the Hausfrauen-Zeitung, Frau Schnlrat Minna. Cauer, editrcss of Die
Fraucnbewegnng, F1·an Kempin, Prof. u. Dr. jur., Frau Biirgermeister Kirschuer,
l!'mu Rechtbauwalt Hannah Bieber-Bi)hm, Fr~u San. Dr. ,'chweriu, Frau Dr. Eliza
lchenbliuscr, Ji'rl_. Laura, Herm:um, Oherlebrerin, Frl. Agne Bluhm, Dr. med. , Frl.
Ras1·hk e, Lehrenn, l•'ratt vo 11 Witt, Frau .,Iaria n nhit½ , Frnn Prof. choenflie : Fri.
Dr. Elvira ('ast 11 er, Frau Hcd. :-:itroruer, Frnn Hechtsm1w:1lt Hos •uheim, Fratl Hedwig
Dohw, Fil. Katl_iarma. ,·tr.•hl Fra11 Dr. l\Ia.yl,auru, Fr:tu Gen •ralcou st1l ,'tble 'ioger,
r· u Jean 'hn t-Gt1thi r, ,'c•hrift.-t., r ·ceive<l 1rnhstantial aid from the authoritie
in H •rlin toward makin, thi. congrc· ~ a su1-ce .
·~ he 1irogramm · for each <Lay's sessions iu<lh:atc<.l how cl, sirou the organizer of
th1 1• 011 •~te::1. " re to pre ent t the p11hlic vital l'luhjccts for di. •u:;si n au l t-0
• ~· ~ 11 mt n• t in <
1111: tion. whi h h a <l r <·eivecl lln ~ttPution in <·01mtrie where
JH>, ihl • 1' 11_hlic opiuion wa lllor incline<l tn he f: vorahl to th woman mov 01 •nt.
1 h • h Mm~ of th <:on •n
iu U rlin iu,li ·at •cl too th·it thi city it1 in tuu ·h
I th lltOl 1:111 111·1 " 16
• <l b • ,
) from
•
. 1. •a.te 1
>
, ,lll t
aru tne oi. tho: pr1•aeut
l , to •lay mu
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which included greetings to delegates, business pertaining to the eight-day meetings, reading of reports from home and foreign delegates, social converse. The
German programme presents the followmg topics:
I. Addresses concerning woman's endeavor; the care of cbil<lren; kindergartens;
children's ~1id societies; reports from different co nu tries, and discussions; visits to
industrial exhibition, etc.
·
II. Elementary schools; higher schools for girls, including '' Madchengymnasia; ''
teachers' positions; continuation, special, and normal schools; reports from different
countries, with discussion; visit to exhibition, with study of educational institutions.
III. Scientific study in universities; education for the medical profession-as physicians, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, etc.; hospital service; reports from different
countries; visits to the laboratories, hospitals, etc.
IV. Hygiene and sanitation; nutrition; cooking schools a,nd schools for domestic
e.conomy; con valersceut homes; lying-in asylums; vacation colonies; visits to cooking
schools, and drive to school of domestic economy at Marienfeld.
V. Working women and their wages in industrial ancl commercial establishments ;
welfare of working women; organization of trade an<l employment unions; the servant question; morality :problems; reports and discussions; visits to institutiOJ1 s for
working people.
VI. ·woman in the law-her rights, etc.; reports of woman's position in differeut
countries-in school legislation, in charitable work, ciLrc of orphans, as guardian;
discussions; visit to institutions or excursion. ,
VII. Woman in art, science, and literature; woman in peace movemeuts fLnd organizatio ns; reports and discussions; resolutions; visit to art exhi1Jits; social gathering,
receptions, 1 etc.
The papers presented by the earnest workers in educational and other fields of
human endeavor were inclicati ve of sincere conviction and deep, clear purpose. The
position of the woman movement in different conn tries was ablypreHented by the delegates, the papers beiug of both a theoretical and practical character. The work
aU<l success ·of the gymnasia for girls, lately established in Carlsrnhe, Berlin, and
Leipsic, for the purpose of preparing for university courses, was presented by diredre:-;ses or teacbers connected with such secondary schools. The strength and vitality
of the woman movement in Finland were due, said the Baroness Alexandra Grippenberg, to the fact that "it is not confined to the well-to-do classes, but has permeated
the far larger mass of the workers.' 1 'fraue and labor questions, the wages of working womou, a.nu, other similar topics were discussed on the da)' set apart for such
sulJjeets; the delegate presenting the question from the English standpoint stated
that over L00,000 women belong tu women's trades unions in that country to-day.
The success of the children's country holiday fond, estitblished in Berlin; methods
used in caring for the sick; the nurses' training home; womau's work in the relief of
the poor aud as guardians of the poor; temperance questions, and woman suffrage
w,·re a few of the topics presented by those women who had, in many cases, given
mnch time to the carrying on of such movrineuts. Repol'ts presented by the dekgatcs ~ of different organizu.tions in the United States (dealing with woman's position in the professions, in education, in industries, in clnb work, and before the law)
1 Re!!nmt> of Oonspectu1:1 of "Internationaler Kongress fiir Franenwerke nnd Fraueuueatrebungen
am 19-26, September, 1896." See also" Der Internatioualer Kongress fiir Frauenwerke uml Frauenbe:;trc bu11geu in Berlin, 19 bis 26 September, 189G. Reransgegehen von der Redaktio11s-Kommi~sion,
Berlin. 189i."
2 These delegates were, in the order of tbe presentation of their papers (1Jide the report of thr Oongrei;s, i.e., "Der internationale Kongress fiir Frauenwerke micl Frauenbestrebuugon in l~erlin: eine
Sammluug der Vortrage uncl .A u sspraclien, Berlin, 1897 ") : Miss Frances Graham Frenuh, with a.
paper entitled Die Franenbewegung in den Vereini,gten Sta"'ten; The Civic Club of l'hiladolphia,
by Dr. Bertha Lewi~; ~1rs . Eliza 13. Kirkbride, ""\Vomenys clubs in the United States;" Mrs. ~1. F .
Crowe (read by Miss Richert)," Frauenstucliell in .Aruerika;" Mrs. E. ~- llrinton, "Report of the Woman
Suffrage .A11sociation of the District of Columbia;" "Po li tical rights of women in the l"'"niti•d
.'tat,-s," hy Mrs. Beh a .A. Lo<;kwood, barrister, etc .
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wrro r •c i,ecl with markeel foterest as being typical of tl.ie progress of womeu in
America . ,voman's position in art, science, and literature, and her share in the
l)ea ·e moYoment were treated by thoughtful \Yomen cognizant with such subjects.
So many wero tho pn,pers presented at eanh Ression of the Woman's Congress that
there was little time for discussion of tho momentous question of the hi gher education of women. The general consensus of opinion was, however, that the woman
moYcmont in Germany h::id reccfred groat impetus-I, from the interest manifested
by tho large body of e:nnest women present; II, from the general presentation
throngh the press of Gernrn,ny of the most notaule papers given at each day's
lH'Occedings.
The General Fcdera.tion of \Vomen's Clubs, ,,..hich held its bienn ial meeting in
LonisYillc1 Ky., beginning Ma.y 27, 18961 lu1s now a membership of 100,000. Organized six. years ago, its object is the_union of the clubs of the country to "promote
their efficiency 1.Jy tho comparison of rnetl.10ds of \\ork1 to enlarge and quicken the
intellectual and social life of women.JJ 1
The subjects discussed during the Eession covered eclucation 1 literature) philanthro1>.Y, social economics, anll :finance. This was the first time that separate department meetings were held. Under the heatling of literature came discussion of the
study of loca,l history 1 of history by periods1 \Tork of trayeling clubs iu conn ection
with ld storical study, Shakespeare's historical pl:1ys, the historical novel and drama.
as interpreters of history, modern criticism as applied to the study of llistory1 11 es
of university e:x:teusion lectures, uses of public and traYeling libraries, influence of
literature on character1 the message of mnsic, tho college girl and society •
lu the department of education the papers covered tlle philosophy of the kindergarten, the schools a moral factor in the nation, relation of the college to tho lower
school. In the home department tho cliscussious were on the household (such as foocl
supply, chemistry, aucl art of body building, sanitation); on physical cnlture; on the
social aspects of h ome life.
Umler the h eading,; philanthropy and social economics there were paper: on social
rngenoration, ,Yorking girls' clubs, women as eoniseryators of the public he_altb,
sociology, State boards of charity, civilization an economic fact1 pnbhc ancl pn,atc
duty to the depcnuent child, municipal rcforrns1 village ancl township improvement
assoeiations, treud of American sentiment towanl labor movements. Then tlle subjects of women in art, med icino, 11harmacy1 agriculture, as eugravers, nurses, in
traues ancl professions were presented, as also the objects ancl limitations of both
State and gener::il federations .
REI'ORT OX TUE GENEH,AL FEDERATIOS OP WOl\fE}fS
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rudimentary stage. Girls' schools were rarely well organized, a1Hl tho higher e<lucation among women was provided uy a few colleges, such as the Emma Willard ancl
Mount Holyoke, and the female seminary abounded in the la.n<l. Hippily, that
phnse of education which the latter represents is almost extinct.
This educational factor the women found in the woman's club. Little groups of
·wo1uen, met together in what was more a stndy class than auything else, began to
educate themseI-rns. They usually stndied history, an<Unvariably commenced with
th e country fartbejt from home. The same phenomena may be olJservod with the
religious work connected with tbe Protestant churches, the foreign missions a bsorbing the time anL1 interests of most of the women who first entcretl philanthropy as a
career. This ca:Q'.le from the natural timidity of the sex to face conditions around
them. They dare not act on the religiou s con,ictions which wonld he forced on
them by consideration of religious problems in Christendom and the social problems
wllich they must face in studying the hi s tory of present conditi11ns of t110ir own
country. In no way is the adyaucement of woman better Hlnstra teLl tltan in her
presc11t eagerness to face the religious and social problems of her own country at
th e prese11t time.
Graclnally as tl10 women educated tbemsel\·es, became accustomeLl to spen k i11
public and study parliamentary l aw, the wish to put into action this knowle<.l.go an(1
to try to realize some of the Utopias which their researcl1 into history and philoso,phy ll a d eYohetl, bec{lme so strong that a uew phase of club lifo was orgailizctl-the
d epa rtment clnb-which embraced the following dopartmeuts : The borne, education , philanthropy, social economics, art and literature, sc ience and philosophy.
Of course all these departments are capable of immense subdivisio,J. By t hi:;
tim e the "·oman 'i:; cl ub movement and kindrecl organ 17,ations of women were powerfully affecting tbe civilization of this country, for of neces::.ity the active participation of onc-lrnlf of tho citizens of a country, mid that half of tho community
specially pledgcLl by traclition ancl instin ct to m:.tintain t h e cauHo of la,v ancl or<ler,
to promote the peaceful arts antl protect childllood, wonld ultimately influence all
social questions.
Many of these clubs, for the movement bad focused so rapidly th at clubs were
now formed in a.11 the principal cities of th e Union, were chartered corpon.tions,
and scYeral of them Lad formed stock companies mid built tlleir own clubhouses.
Thi s, of course, gives the clnb an entirely different stn nd in tbe commun ity frolli
that of a.n organization mectiug from house to house and which has assumed no
finaudal responsibility. All the clubs in the country are now becoming anxious to
have a, permanent meeting- plar.o, con\'inced that they can thus increase their usefulnrs~ and extend hospitality to sister associations. Several of the large1· ciubs
hold. tll eir meetings in clubhouses which belong to men. Tho work of men and
women is, of necessity, so interdependent that the mutual use of all social priYilegcs is a wise conservation of energy and wealth.•
Among tbe larger clubs owning their own clubhonse are the follow ing: Tho ~ow
Centnry, of Philadelphia; the Acorn Clnb, of Philauelphia; the New Century, of
vVil1nington, Del.; tlie Peoria vVom::.m's Club; the Propylff'um, of Iudi:mapolis; the
Tvve11ticth Centnyy, of Utica; the Athcnreum, of Milwaukee; the Woman's Club,
of central Kentucky; the Richmond County Club, of Now York ; the \Voman's Industrinl and Euucational Union, of Buffalo; tho Bradford S\'oman's Club, of Pennsylvania.
In ~Jareb, 1889, tho General Fedemtion of ·women's Clul.,s was organized at a
meeting h eld in New York City, at which, 'orosis was hostess. Tile General Federation was incorporate<l under tho laws of tho State of New J ersey, entitled "An act
t o illcorpomte b enevol ent and charltabla associations,)) approv {l April !J, 1875, and
a supplement approved April 6, 1876. The first presid ent of the General Federation
was ~lrs. Charlotte Erncr~on Brown, president of tho East Omngo Woman's Clnh,
New Jersey. Mrs . Brown retired from office iu May , 1894, having served tl10 two
consec ntive terms a llowed b y the constitution. Mrs. Charl •s Heurotin, of Chicago,
sncc('cdcd bor in office, and was reelected at the biennial hold in Lonis ·illo in May,
1896. Rotation in offi ce is a distinctive f, atore of tllo clnb movement, and thus a
large number of women are educated as leaders, who coutrilrnte their enthusiasm
and work to tho club As the organization has within itself a, germ of constant
r enewal, it is in a strong position to cope ,Yith the dcmnnds of our e~·acting ciyilization.
'rhe aim of the federation is to unite tho clubs and promote their efficiency 1Jy tbns
quidrnningthe intellectual, social, and ethicalli£ of woman. The federat-ion is to-<l.ay
an organ ization of vast dim ensions, numbering 155 clubs and 2-1: State federation s .
The meml1ership of these clubs includes the large city club of many hundretl members an1l the small club whose members do not exceed 30 or 40. 1'he mem beri-bip of
the G1•neral Federation, by State federations, is a.s follows: Colorado, Distri~t ~f
Colum~ia, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, MasHa.chusetts, M1e1?,1gan, ~lrnnesotn., Missouri, ~ebraska, New Hampshire, New Jers y, Now York, Oh10,
1
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Pennsylvania, R~ode ~slan~, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Washingt on, W isconsin.
Th~re are also 3 1~ India, 1 rn England, and 1 in Australia..
.
.
'I~e correspondmg secretary, Mrs. Philip N. Moore, reported at the b1enm al of
1890 that, of the nearly 500 clubs in the General Federation 50 clubs only are p ursuin_g _Pur ly literary li~es o_f work. In the department club~ 371 h ave a depart!11ent
of literary work, whwh mcludes art science philosophy and k indred subJects.
•~wo htrn~rec~ and thirty-two of the d~partmei:t clubs ha.ve' a department of educat10n, which mcludes practical work in kindergartens and schools. One h un~red
and seventy-four clu_bs have a, department in philanthropy, theoreti cal and pr a~tic~l.
On~ hun~red nnd sixty-five clubs l1ave a d epartm:.mt of household _eco11om1cs_ m
var!ou~ lmes. One hundred and sixty-five ·h ave departments of somal econ~mics,
~h1ch mcludes p_ra~tical work in the municipal and legislative bodies and village
nnprovement societies.
'l'he State federations were organize(l throu crh the efforts of the delegates who,
~a.ving attended the biennial, realized the be~efits they derived from those meetrngs, and felt _that such gatherings of the State clubs, which could be held annually,
wo uld be of mcalculable benefit not only to the State, but to the members of the
clubs.
Tho federation was also so large that it would have been impossible ~o establish a
Bystern of stndy or of work available for all the clubs, for the needs of every locality differ. Maine, Iowa, Massachusetts, and the Social Science Federation ~f _Kansas
led the movement of State federation ancl all the State federations have affihateil at
ouce with the general federation, with the exception of two States-Alaba~a. and
Floricfa. The Florida federation is a collection of village improvement associa~ion~,
and is in most friendly correspondence with the general federation, wit~ which it
would h:we affiliated before this hacl not the members felt restricted, owmg to the
ha.rd times in financi:.tl 1'esources.
The annual meetiiwa of the State federations testify to the practical advantages
~hich have accrued t~ the clubs by the formation of State federations in the ?roadenmg of social life, and in the practical work which bas been inaugm·ated. fh_e pro•
grammes presented have above all been marked by growing interest in sociology
and civics.
'
'
•
The State federations re1>ort their work as follows :
.
. Col4?rado: The study of~civics, study and practice of civil government, traYehng
hbranes.
Distri?t of Columbia: Legislative work, education.
Georgia: Just organized.
·
Illinois: Educational work particulady the State system of eductLtion from_ km~ergarteu to university; car~ of dependent a,nd delinff_uent children on educational
Imes .
. Iowa: General ellucational w.ork, public librarieB, traveling lil>rn.rics, village
improvement associations.
Kansas: Depa1·tment work, discussion of practical aud vital issue •
Ke~ttlCky: Est~"l>litshing pnulic libraries throughout the State.
Mam~: E<lucat1on, particularly in the pnblic schools; kindergarten, hou ehold
econo1m cs.
Mas achusetts: Educationa,1 lecrislati ve and literan· work.
Michigan: E<l ucation, honseliold econo~ics.
·
Min11esota: Town aud country clubs town •u1<l village improvem"ut a. sociatio!l,
edu~ation? art intercliange.
·
'
•
M1 soun: Club ~xtt• nsion, education.
~ebraska: AJ:?phe<l economics, domestic science.
.
ew ITampBhne: LegiBlative, e<.lucation eare of clepenclent and delinquent cl.ul<lren.
'
.·ew ,J r. (\Y : Forestry, tr,weling lihrnries.
ew York: l>opartment work
liio: Trav~ling libraries, legislative e,lucatiou.
Pennsyh an,a: l'nblir lihrariP ·, t,rave'liug lil,rarie.
Hhollc I land: Orgauiz cl to hrjug togetlwr for 1;rntil'tl help for iut llectual illl·
l>l'~," lllent, au,~ for B~ci: 1 union, the wom1•n•; /1ubs of tb~ Stat '.
_011n1:s e : I~ducat1on, trav lrnc, JilJrarieB
0
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New York, 135; Ohio, 119; Pennsylvania, 33 ; Rhode Island, 9; Tennessee, 19; Utah,
11; Vermont, Wisconsin, and Washington, number unknown.
The States having the largest number of clubs in the general federation are Massachusetts, Iowa, Ohio, New York, and Illinois. These States have also the largest
State federations.
'l'he work of the biennial of the general federation is divided into departments
as follows: Literature, eclu cation, philanthropy, social economics, the home, and
:finance.
✓
The department report of the biennial, a volnme of 440 pages, g ives an account of
the meetings, the papers read, and the prominent points iu the discussions, and contains essays by the leading women of the 0ountry, not only in club life, but as students of sociology and writers.
The federation has many honorary members in England and Europe,
•

'

WOMEN'S CLUBS AS AN EDUCATIONAL J<-,A.C'l'OR,t
By M.A.RG.A.RET J.

Ev.A.NS,

Priucipal of the Woman's DeJ):i.l'tmout, Carleton Uollege, Min11ei:;ota.2

"\\·omen's clubs are in their origin, practice, and purpose educatwn al.
Through these three ideas-of the valne of the indiviclnal mind, of orgauization,
and of t he responsibility of every indiv idual for the welfare of every other, has it
come about that, by the most conservative estimate, 160,000 women are enrolled in
clubs.
THE CLUBS AN EDUCATIONAL

J◄'ACTOlt

l•'OR 'l'IIE .M:EM:IlER8.

A large number of the clubs are study clubs and seek the mental improvement of
their members in literary, sociological, and artistic lines. They a,re, therefore, e<lncational; are, indeed , a part of that great current ofuniversalednca1ion through wit ich
hns resulted that condition portrayed by President Hall: "Woman is no lo11gerbeautifnl as an angel and silly as a goose." 'fhe courses of study pnl'Sne<\ in many of these
study clubs is as thorough and exhaustive as any university course, and in nearly all
the clubs the outline of study is worthy of the respect of any edHcator.
A close student of political economy is well q noted as saying: "I consider the
women's clubs movement as one of the most logical developments of the new education which has yet been evolved."
For the home and the community the club is also an important indirect educatioual factor. At least 100,000 homes are being edueaterl by dub study. The tone of
community life is also improved by these mature students, by the open sessions of
the clubs, as well as by the lectures and by the university extension courses given
through the clubs.
THE CLUBS A DIRECT EDUCATIONAL FACTOR.

It is through the expression of their sense of responsibility and of duty as the
"<laughter of the Voice of God " that the clubs are bound together and 1:1ect1re that
"Unity in diversity" which their motto enjoius . No form of activity has, howe"er,
aronsecl so much interest and enlisted so many members as that of public edt1cation
in all its phases. Of the great mass of evidence on this subject only a few significant
facts may be adduced.
Libraries have hau much attention. The neec:l. is evidenced by the fact that few
StatPS have adequate library facilities; that even in Now Hampshire forty towns
are without pulllic libraries; that in nearly all States the libraries, except ill lnrge
cities, are few and meager; that in many States uot half of the population, in otlwrs
not a thircl, have anything to supply adequately mind hunger. However, dull women
have initiated liuraries and induced the citiEIS to a ssume them. In Georgia seven
libraries have thus been given by the clubs.
Traveling libraries havA been secnred from the States. Ohio and Iowa are especially happy in their results there. Where State libraries can not y t be olltai11ed the
clnbs are operating local traveling libraries. Nearly every cl nb in Georgia now operates such liuraril3s. Minnesota, Wisconsin, )fichigan, and Tew Jer ey clnl,s have
ruany such in circulation.
early every State is working for them. 'chool liln·aries have also ueen enco ura~ed aud aided iu many ways. The Colorado clubs have
flecnred many new school libraries. The Chicago clubs have aido<l nearly e,,ery
school library in the city. Other Illinois clubs have contributed largely to libraries,
one club contributing $1,200.

'..A~ address delivered before the National Educatioual .Association, July 12,189 , Washi_ug~on, D. U.
~Mis:; Margaret J. Evans, principal of the woman 's departrneut of Carleton 'ollege, M1ch1gan, was
g~aduatecl from the classical course of Wiscomlin University in 1868, and four years later took tlE'gree
ot M. ~- from the aame. In 1878, Rpent one year in Berlin stnd_ving; five yean later, Hpeu~ an
acarlem1c year :lt Oxfonl; in 1892-93, studied at Heidelberg; preRident of \Visconsin f rlerat1on,
and 1:hairruan of educational committee of general federation.-W oroan '8 Journal, July 30, 1898, p. 24!?.
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Tho G •orgrn clnbs circnln,to book:s in 1·cmotc country districts. The Minnesota
]Tl'<lerntion i sue' n, list of children's l>ooks.
•
lu n~u.rly ?vor:,,: ono of the tbirty Stn,tc federations, as i11 Iowa., where 45 clubs
hrwo :mled hl.Jrane , the goocl work is going on.
ART IN Tim CO'.\DIUN ITY AND IN THE PUBLIC scnoor:s .

One part of man's complex nntnr has 1 in our ci\'ilization received scant nonrishmcnt._ It is the aestbetic nature. 'l'o remedy this defect tbe women's club~, are
c:xcrtmg th?msclYes to promote in every way th e knowledge and. love of art. J liey
are t1 ccoratrnp; schoolrooms n,ncl giYing to the schools reprot1uct10ns of ti.le mast~rpicccs of art in pictures, casts, and portfolios of photogrnphs. They lend fine pictures to homes, admit school children free to art exhibitions. Snch work as tbat of
the Minnnapolis Improvement Leao-ue which lrns given to 25 schoolrooms valuable
pictures as prizes for the cultivn,ti~n 'of flowers, speaks for itself. The school art
lcagncs indicate another forru of result from aesthetic developmPnt.
Ontdoor art and villa O0 ·c improvement work for children is another Held worked
by the clubs. The next generation will ha Ye through tbese efforts, bP.tter noti? 118
of civic cleanliness, and may be able to avoicl the three direful d's-disordei:, dirt,
anrl disease, so prevalent now. The civic work for children in New York, Pbiladelphia, =:ind in many largo cities; the pfacn,rds enjoining the care _for the be:rnty ::n~d
clcanlmess of the town, of the Minnesota. schoolrooms, emplrns1zecl as th~y are,_ m
lan gungc lessons; the Hochester, N. Y., prize questions on tho 1rntura.l, arch1tectnrnl,
.
antl possiule ben.uties of their city, are edncationnl straws of Yalue.
Instruction in househohl economics :md manual training have also ~ccupicd tll~
women of the clubs. Two qnotations in the Miunesota circular emphasize tlle need.
"Half of tllc money earned in tµe Uniteu States is spent for f?ocl; ~600,000,000 are
anunally wasted in American kitchens." 'l'he clulis are expending large amounts of
money and ene1·gy in securing instruction in cooking-, n.s w ell as in se"'.ing_ and 0ther
manual training, ancl in obtaining departments of household econonncs m colleges
and univernities.
KINDERGARTENS .
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wouJd disgrace an Apache Indian." But information is l>egi11niug to bring refornrntion . The needs and excellen ces of our schools afforil alrnndant room for im·estigation. Hostile criticisms have no place in the club scheme.
Cooperation and coordination with other educational forces mark a further
aclvancc. Union with teachers' associations, local and tStato, bas been found frnitful. Discussions in meetings on such topics asJ "How the homes may belp the
s chools," and" ,¥hat the schools may do for the homes" have brongbt pare11ts and.
teachers together. In fifteen or twenty States conferences between the women of
the homes and of the schools have been held. Club women have b een invited in
largo nurubers to address educational associations. Connty-and State snperinteode nts have been glad to accept the aid of the clubs and to cooperate with tbem. It
.is rnauifos~ that club work must rest its greatest hopes on this cooperation. It mnst
enter tho social worlcl also. Not until parents and al] interested realize what they
owe to noble, faithful teachers, and come into friendly, social intercourse witli
the m by invit.ing th.em to their homes, can any true sympathy ex ist uetweeu the
J)lH'en ts and the schools.
Legislation to improve school conditions has occupied the clubs. The results may
only be hinted at. Georgia has securecl a librn,ry commissi 0n, with the clrnirman of •
the follcration committee upon it, and is also secldng to open her university to
womc11. Missonri has taken steps to pro-vide for women on school boar<ls. Minnesofa has seeurcu permission for a publi c vote on libra1-y snffrage for women. Maino
clubs aiclell in passing 22 bills for improving school conditions. Many States have
prepared bills for trave1ii1g libr:1ries, £or b etter truant laws, for free text-books,
for skilled snperintouclence for united schools. In one case tho clubs have socnred
1 per cent of the school funds for raising teachers' salaries. There is a coucortecl
effort everywhere to induce good women to servo on school boards.
K11owledge of school conditions and general interest is, howo,;-er, the greatest
• rnsult alrer.dy accomplishc<l by the club educational efforts.
'l'hat 160,000 thoughtful women aro considering tho needs of our schools is a promfaing indication. In many States tho club.:1 have undertaken all these vnrious lin es
of work. In 25 States one or more lines have been uoguu. Tho r eports from all read
nearly as tloes Colorado's. In several towns new public or circulating libraries ancl
readiug rooms havo been opened. Three clubs h aYc established traveling libraries.
The stndy arnl appreciat ion of tho best in music and art have been promoted in
hundreds of towns in the Stato. Three clubs l1aYe given fine oxhil.,itions of pict ures, and have loaned many pictnres to tho schools. Kitchen-garden " ·ork has ueen
.succes~fnlly carried on, and tho study of household economics with clai;ses. Ju 5
towns child-~tudy circles ha-re Leen formed by the women's clubs; in 10, parents'
meetings are lield; in 9, women are members of school boards; in 4, pnblic kinderg artens liaYe been established; in 3, mauuul training has becu introduced into the
1mblic sc]1ools. Teachers arc ,Yolcome members of tho clubs. 'l'he women are
.stnclying the schools.
The de:irc to secure systematic instruction in morals in the public schools is, howernr, the most discussed feature of the clubs as an educational factor. That right
morn1 character is of more irnpoTtance tliau all other things which I have mentioneil
1rnt together, that to secure it for pupils is success aou. not to secure it is failure in
educn,tion, all arc agreed. Yet, practically, upon this part of education iA placed
foss emphasis, is given less thought and attention, to H applied les~ system ane,l
method, tbau to any other 1ihase.
Theoretically the responsibility for moral education is laid npon tho home ; l.,ut
t110 h ome is accustomecl to shil-k educational responsibility, and is often intrinsically
inade0,uate to the taste Bos ides, in many cnses the moral tone of tho homo dep ends
upon the trainin g which the parents 11am reccive(l in tllc schools. Even the best
l1omes need, in moral training, the cooperation of the schools. To give adequ ate
moral education neither , unday school, churcl1, nor press can bo <lepenclcd upou.
'l'he 1mblic schools arc intcn<lecl to gi vc it. The solemn and majestic <lccbration of
the "ordinance of 1797" hi: '' Religion, morality, and lrnowledgo h P-iug necessary
to g-oocl government an d the happiness of mankin d, schools and the rueans of C(lncation shall forever be enconragcd." Religion, morality, and knowledge! A 1·caction against denomiuationalisrn has made the teaching of religion as such in our
scbools objectionable.
Morality aud knowledge arc still in om purpose; morality, as cli stingni sbecl from
religion, being chief. Yet in some strange way it b as come about that moral education receives less scientific attention than any other phase; is treated in most
sch ools in tho most lrnphazarcl, incidental way, or is not considered at all, bein g left
at tho option of the most fodo!ont, indifferent, or inexperieneecl t eacher .
. To )ie _snrc, a large part of tho school rontine and discipline tends directly to niu.
m lJt11lcltng up moral character. , 'chool virLucs, such as obedien ce, self-control, and
n:iany others, are developed in some degree. Tl.Jo inc·idcntal lcRsons of bistory and
l1tcra.turc can not be oYcrestimatecl. The example of noble teacher is nu incalcula-
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l.Jle power, which, with the other aids, have kept our nation and its citizens from
mora 1 destruction.
Tho ro~eate tlieory is: ":Morals in the public schools are absolutely without intermission, lrnt without intrusion. The entire atmosphere of the schoolroom and of
the playgrouud is redolent with grace and truth." That the fact~ do not support
t,bis theory we all acknowledge. Every teacher wishes for a higher tone of moral
life in the school, and for nol.Jler moral character in the pupils.
Picked-up ideas, without clear explanation and instruction, and a perv~sive
atmosphere of morality work as weU for the business of living, as picked-up 1deas
and a, pervasive ntmosphere of arithmetic for the business life, and little better.
Yf't we trust to picked-up ideas a,ncl a pervasive atmosphere. In all other subjects
we have evolved goocl methods of teaching and of training teachers.
. .
Only a visionary expects the immediate perfectibility of. the race. Is it v1s10nary,
however, to expect to secure through the schools a constantly ennobled moral
cha,racter i
The women's clubs, while valuing deeply all that has been done, are qnestionin_g
tbe possil>ility of a great advance in -education-for every pupil of onr ~uhlic
• schools, even for the 80 per cent who leave school forever at the end of the fou_rth
grade, to secure a scientific, systematic, continuous course of instruction m morality,
as distinguished from religion.
.
In few things bas there been greater progress in the last· two decades than rn
education in general. Yet, in moral instruction, has there not been a lack of
progress, if not retrogression~
. .
With the Bible aud the teaclier'i:, prayer went out of the school not much rellgt_ous
instruction, but much explanation -and emphasis of moral truth, and of its ~ppltcation to daily life. '\Vhat has taken the place of this moral instruction m most
schools t Nothing.
.
Systemat!c instruction is neceissary to give clear flj~tinction bet,~een nght and
wrong. M1ss Addams tells us how the votes in a certam ward of Chicago elected a
corrupt alderman, because to them the big-he:i,rted friend who gave turkeys, flowers,
and wedding gifts, and, above all, employment, even from stole~ property, was
good mau. She says: "It is precisely on the undeveloped morality of voters tha
municipal corruption flourishes. 'fheirs is largely the crime of ign?r~nce of what
morality is; they live up to the highest conception_ of 1;11orality and ~1v1c duty." .
Where shall the next O'eneration of voters O'et thell' higher conceptions of mor_aht_y
and ci vie duts if not i; the public schools f Systematic instructjon in morahty IS
also necessary to secure that rolmstness of moral power which pr~serves from self~
deception in moral emergencies. "Yes, it was right for me to he then; ~ had to,
there wasn't any other way out of it" said a boy. He has many compamons s~lfdeceived from la.ck of moral robust~ess. When shall they obtain the instru_ct!on
which will give them moral vigor~ Of the need of a place for systema~ic tr:imm_g
of the _will in ou~ school curriculum, I may only hint. To prevent cnme by this
means 1s surely w1se.
These are the burning edncatioual questions discussed in the women's clubs.
They appreciate the philosophical difficultv of reconciling the schools which differ
on the basis of morality. But women lJelieve that this difficulty is mainly theoretical, a~d n~ed not interf~re seriously with the teaching of that_ body ?f moral
trnth which 1s the possession of the a1re. The women sec the difficulties as to
methods of_ teach_ing. ~t i_s evident t~at preaching aud t~e. tedious repetition of
mo!a.l maxims will avail little. The mstruction must mamfestly be co_ncrete. and
be 11lus! rated ?Y exampl~s a~apted to the age and experience of the pupil.
. AU ~hfficnlttes as to pnnc1ple or method will doubtless vanish as they have vanJshc,1 m otl:er c1eIJartments wheu due }tttention a.n<l thought a.re given by eclncators
to these t1nngs.
The_ cl~1b. are a~king: "Is it too mueh to hope tba.t tho , ·ational Educational
!-,s oc1n.11~m may g1v~ due a~tenti~,n and thought to thh;, the most import~nt ·ubJ1?t possible for thP1r cons1<lerat1011 ! Is it too much to hope for a. pec1al com1~11th•~ n-pon it~" It. i. nrelG ad pres. ing as any i-mll,iect which has come_hefore
c~mi,llttePs of ten or fifteen. [eaclwrs de ire it; parents loug for it; Catholic ancl
J rot · tant!-!, Lutherans an,1 agnostfrs, unite upon this. "Lift up the child.''
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CHAPTER XV.
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL A.ND THE PFBLIO LIBRARY.
tThe following articles on the r elations between the public school and the public library are reprinted.
by 1rnrmission from the school number of the Library Joiwnal, April , 1897.]

Wo1·k Between Libm1·ies ancl Schools-A Symposium: At Wo1·cester, by S.S.
G1·een; at St. Louis, by F. M. Cninden j at Cleveland, by Linda A. Eastman; at
Detroit, by H. M. Utley j at Milwciulcee, by Mary E. Dousman j at Sp1·ingfield,.
Ma88., by Mary M edlicott. Childl'en's R eading: What Some of the Teachers Say,
J. C. Dana. Schoc;l Libraries, Electra C. Do1·en. Observations iipon Chilcl?'en's
Reading. Best 50 books of 1896 for a Village Libra1·y. .Library Round 1'ablc Session
of the .N. JC . .A. ''Evaluation " of Books fo1· Chilclren. A Children 's Booknuwk.

CONTENTS:

WORK Bl~TWEEN LIBRA]J,IES AND SCHOOLS-A SYMPOSIUM.
AT WORCESTER, MASS.
By SAMUEL SWE'l''.l' GREEN,

Librarian Free Public Library, Worcestct· .

In the year 1879 systematic efforts were made to bring about a close connection
between tl.te public library and the grammar schools of the city of ·worcester.
The objects of the efforts were twofold, namely, to afford aid to teachers an<l.
scholars in making studies more interesting and profitable, and to raise the standard
of the reading of children.
For several years previous to 1879 there had been intimate relatious between the
library and t:tJ.e high school, the normal school, and collegiate institutions.
Certain obstacles have been encountered in doing school work, but they have bee11
overcome, and this work has grown into large proportions. To-day, during the
colder months of the year, 2,000 volumes belonging to the library are in use in schoolrooms or homes under the supervision of teachers every clay that schools are open.
There is, of course, a la1·ge use of books lJy children additional to the school use.
The general use is looked after at the library with care. There seems to be but
one opinion among tbe teachers of Worcester regarding the usefolue::is of the work.
vVork of this kind is facilitated an(l rnndered large when, as is the case in w·orcester,
it is encouraged by the superintendent of schools.
Besides the work don e with books seut to schoolhouses, there is a very large use
by children for school purposes of books within the library buil,ling. Pupils are
there taught how to use books in getting information, and, in large numbers, make
little insestigations there every day.
At 1-irst books were taken l>y sch.olars to and from schoolhouses in lined baskets
provided by the school dep:lil'tm ent. r ow the superintendent of schools sends a
wagon to every school building once in two w eeks to bring away books that arc to be
r eturned and to carry books which are wanted.
A large use is made in doing school work of exhibitions of pictures in the library
building. The walls of a lecture hall are covered at one time with photographs,
etchings, etc., illustrative of the civil war, the time selected being that at which
the Jmpils have ju. t finished studying about the later portions of American history.
The scenes in whi ch Shake. pe:tre moved, facsimiles of the earliest editions of his
works, and views of London antl its famous places in the time of Addison are shown
ED
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at times when interest is alive in the ·works of these authors. As I am writing a
notable exhibition is going on. Catlin's rnpresentations of customs among North
American Inc1ians, Moran's scones in the Yellowstone Park, a set of plates in use in
German schools to illustrate pictures in natural scenery, ancl 'frouvelot's representations of heavenly objects as seen throngh the telescope, have been placed on the
,,alls of a large room, anc1 scholars (accompanied by teachers) from the different
school buildings corne successive days after school, that is to say about 4.30 p. m., to
see them. Such scholars come as wish to; none are obliged to come, but large munbers avail themselves daily of the privilege offered. The scholars gather in groups
abont the different sets of pictures, and the librarian and teachers talk with them
about the scenes represented.
The free public library in ·worcester was a pioneer in bringing about a close connection between a public library and schools. It was sometime after it began its
work before confidence was inspired in anthoritie_s in many other places to undertake
similar work. After a few years, however, when success in doing this kind of work
had become very evident and its usefulness clearly and indisputably demonstrateu,
attention was attracted everywhere, and all oYer the country town and city libraries
urn1ertook work similar to that clone in vVorcester, and tried, each library in its own
way, to make themselves useful to teachers and scholars ancl effect as run ch as possible by working through the teachers.
It woulcl be interesting to show how the work started in ·worcestcr and to give
particulars in regard to its conduct am1 results; but in such an article :is this there
is room only to make the general statements which have been given .

AT ST. Lours, Mo.
By

FREDERICK

M. CnuxDEX, Librarian Public Library, St. Louis.

The St. Louis Pnblic Library was, until two years ago last June, a pnblic library
on1y in name. The handicap of a subscription fee was particularly hoa.vy in the
work that a public library should clo in the schools. Before tho fee was r eruo\·ed,
however, we . furnished to schools that wished them sets of books-50 copies of a
single book, such as Franklin's Autobiography, Sencl<ler's Book of Folk Storic•s and
Book of Fables. Tliat more was nut done ;as owino·
chiefly to the fee, bnt also to
0
lack of active cooperation on the part of teachers.
Si.nee tho library was made free its use by children has increnscd <'normou!!ly.
·while the tottLlnumber of can1 bol<lers has increased (in less than three years ) from
5,000 to 45,000, the enrollment of persons nuder 17 years has grown from about l,OOO
to 20,000. ,vc send to any school that will take them a collection of 100 or 200 book,
to he c•xchangecl as often as cksirecl. Most of tho principals, howoYer, do not ca.re to
take upon tbemselns the trouble :111cl responsibility, and prefer to rel y on the
delivery stn,tions. It is therefore onr policy to locate d elivery stations so tha t eac h
will be conYeuient to seYera.l large schools. ,v~ have now 29 sta,tion , throu gh
whid1 ll,23J volnmes were issued iu February. The issno shows a markctl in crc·a "
from month to mouth. It now constitutes a.bout oue-fonrth of the total cir ·nlr~ ti rn,
antl of it a.bout GO per cent consi s ts of children's books.
Dnring the last fr,<> montb8 we Lave registorNl an ::tYeraO'e , f more than 1,=>00
n:rnH·s a mouth, which is a.bont th e :worage for the whole p •riocl since th library
was opc:necl free to the pnlJlic. ,\s rna.clers l.ia.vc come in about a · fast as we could
110 - 8 '.lil~· <·_a.re f?r th 111, w1 : Ji, ·e not fonnc1 it nocc·ssary, or, in<lced, had tim e to m ak
spc ·ial ll l o r ts 111 any oiw <lir<:ctiou. \Ve try, how \·er, to erv the ·chools by gix ing
vcr t a t• h ·r vbo cleHir · i a "teacher's ca.rll;' ou which ix books can b dra wn at
on c f u1· c l_1001 n c. 'l hi • iltlition.11 to the r •gnl:l.r ancl thr. "e.·tr::t ' or "n un ction '
1•
·anl• to, ·In ch ,. r • · 1·cad
r i o 11 t·1 tl cc1. ,I, Ill· ha heen 111
· op ration
- for
· · v en roontu
•
:m<l U ru-h o :i •, 111•'1 th tn <'Ive 'lf tl 16 Pfl\'J
. ·1 e rre
nr t a h · Ji • .~1r.]i 1 , 11 •
'"' ·
. lu
' i • / ,
·' OHr t 11c country, :n rea1izin g mor anc1 m or th
U:Jl)k oth r thnu t .. ·t-hook:-; · aucl I hope· t ·ee the tl, \. w hen
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the inilii~th-o will c·o:-110 frn.rn the t ea.che'f, as it does now in a few cases-when tho
teacher mU ag.rec with the editor of the Sp.ringti.ehl Repu b-lica:n, that "the :mdngfor a good bo:ok is of vas-tly moI?e imporbt1ce to, youth than a lrno-wleclge of equation
of :payments. or atlver'Mal elements of tb!e third form/' Whe:n that truth, with all
it implies, haS' been aceeptefl hy teae11er s, snp,erinte-m1ents, a.ncli school clrrccto-rs, the
value of our schools. wH] b~ doubled thr(!).ogh their cooperation with the pnblic
libraFy.
Let me ad~l, as a pos,tscript, that we n:re Sm]>p,lying four Snmlay scliools, three CougregaitioJ.'ll:1] and one B.aptist. 'ro three of them a stock of boo'ks-200 to one, and
]00 to ca,ch of th'j others-was seut, to 1).e ehanged from time to time; while the
f@l'.uth makes: a. weekJ.;r requisition for boeks wanted, whieh are sent on Saturcby.
']'his school has asked for a sto{;k of books to sup,p,ly a hranch librar.r aud reading
room, which it purposes keeping 011en every evening iu th e week .

By

LLNnA

A.

EAST:IIAN,

Pnulic Library , Cl e ,·ohmL1 , Ol.Ji u.

The coopemtion of the library with the &chools in Clevelanll practically began in
1884, with the issue of teachers' car<ls, entitling t he holtlei· to dra,v ft rn books nt a
1iime. Some three or four years later came the ne:s:t irnportaut ste).), the issu iu g of
l>ooks to the schools, in sets of from 20 to 50, to be reissued to tho pupils; the res ults
of this plan proved so s atisfactory to the t eachers, in spite of tbe responsib ility for
the books which it entailed, that almost from the heginniog the clema uc1 fo1· books
by the schools bas been greater than the library could m eet. The best books for
children are duplica.ted largely for this u se ; for instance, the s heU lists ·bow J 78
copies of Little "'Yomen, and several hnnclrcd ,olumes of Pratt's American ITistory
Stories.
n issuing books to the school's, the teachers are allowcil to make their o,n1 selt>c-tion of books, so far as is possible and advisabJe. In two or three distri<:ts thr
principals have person ally overseen the work, as describe d by one of thorn, l\liss
Comstock, in last yea r's school number of the Library Journal; in most instances,
however, the books for each room are in charge of the teacher. 'I'ltis year onr priJ1cipal has b een fumishe,l with ten copies each of the books in the pnpils' reading
course, pul'>lisbell l>y the Ohio Teachers' .Association, and the chilurcn of this builtling
are heing eneouragell in a systematic reading of the course. In two school districts
a work has b een begun which lleserves more than the brief mention which it <·an
receiYe here. Ir fer to a work with the mothers in which the library is takinir a pal't,
by circulating 1,ooks on chilcltraining, housekeeping, ancl homemakin,r, e t c., nrn1
which may go farther than any wOTk h eretofore done iu the coop eration of libra1·y
and school, as it lirings in a third (or shall I say a firsU) gre::tt 1>owcr, the power of
the home, aucl goes back of the chilcl, to the parent as affecting the cbilcl.
In the same way ns to tho day school, bo.oks are issnecl to tho night schools, to a
numl Jer of boys' clubs, to Y. M. C. A. dasses, anu to Goodrich House soP-ial settlement.
In .January, 1 96, the central high school ::incl the lil>rary joinc<l hnuds in establishil1g a brnnd1 library for the use of the scliool. The school famishes tho room
ancl tho gTeater number of the 1Jooks, ,vhile one of the regnlar assistnnts of tlie
library has charge of the work, which is done according to our regular methods.
This hranch has so grown in importance that it now contains 3,500 volumes belonging to the school, ancl about 1,000 more loanccl from the library; e::u:h clay, wbilo
srhool is in s9ssion, books are sent out from the main library to 1ill any temporary
demand. The reports show au averao·e- daily reference n.ttern1nnce of over 225
throughout the past term, ancl an average daily issne of lli5 books for home• uso.
The reading lists which the high school has 1rnblishecl for e:icli g rac1c, with h lpfu1
suggestions ::tbont reading, have done much to gnicle t l1 e pnpils h1 their selection of
~ooks.
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Tho normal school is looking more and more to the library as a fruitful resource;
and excepting snch books as may be wanted as text-books, the library puts no limit
on the books sent there for actual use. Most encouraging is the fact tha.t a realization i very surely growing of the importance of a study of juvenile literature as a
legitimate part of the normal-school course; there yet remains to be emphasized the
faet that pupils need systematic instruction in the use of books.
Tho teachers' reading room, equipped with the leading school journals and a reference library of several hundred pedagogical works, has been moved from the school
be ..1dquarters, owing to its overcrowded condition, into the alcove of the library,
which contains the books on education, and this bas tended to bring the teachers
into loser touch with the library. The school holiday series of 8pecial reading lists
published by the library this year has added largely to the use of the library by the
schools.
With the expansion of our branch system, the use·of the library by the children
themselves has grown rapidly, as each branch is easily available to the pupils of
several large school buildings. When the new south side branch was opened a few
week · ago, such crowds of children presented themselves that it became necessary
to send a notice to the schools in that part of the city, assigning to each g_rade one
da,y on which the pupils of that grade, and none others, could be registered and
given cards; so far it has been impossible to supply books fast enough to meet the
demands of this branch, and repeatedly comes the word from there, "Sen<l more
juvenile books; there is not a juvenile book on the shelves."
During the holiday vacation, and a,~ain during the present spring vacation, we
atlvertised "Children's week· at the utrary," with tbe result that mauy littl~ .fol~
18
have sought and found much of their vacation pleasure here. One thing which
sure to lead to a wiser and more diversified choice of reading on the part of the
children has been the bringing together of all of the children's books into_wllat_is
known as the juvenile alcove. This alcove has heretofore contained only the Jtivcnile
·fiction, and many of the best books for young people, scattered throughout the
10
library wherever their classification with the subject put them, were practically t
-to the children.
A bookmark, which originated, like many other good things, in Wisconsi~, has
appealed very successfully to Cleveland children with its little story. 'fhe forlllllr
tion of the Children's Library League is our latest development for the creation of a
sentiment of respect for books and for careful usage of them; it is in its :first infancy,
but it seems to promise a worthy future.
A plan of organizing reading committees of the teachers hest qualified to pass
judgment on every juvenile book put into the library has the hearty support of the
school authorities, all(l the first steps have been taken toward pntting it into operation.
The snccess of the pla~ of circulating pictures is as:mred by the cooperation of the
superintendent and the master of drawing of the public schools and of the faculty of
th e . chool of art.
Corning to the higher education, it may be of inte1·est to note that books arl' ent
by mes enger from our library to the Hatch library of Western Re erve UniYCr ity,
to supply books wanted there, just as th<'y are sent to the braneh libraries.
'l'hhi is tho m rest outline of a work for whi ·h there s ems to bo nnlimitl'd pos iuilHi s of xvansiou. r any lin• oflibrary work bett r worth while,
.\.'1

DgTJ!Oll

11 'JI.

J3y liE.NRY .M.. TTLEY, Librarian 1•ublic Library, D troil.
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have not been ptovided for the grades below the fourth, but it is not improbable
that the young children will yet be favored in a manner similar to their elders, and
that every public school in the city will be made a branch of the Public Library.
The books are duplicates specially selected for the purpose, and the number of copies
of each ranges all the way from a dozen to a hundred. They were carefully chosen
with a view to meet all tastes, and include the books which have become classics by
reason of th e universal approval of young people, and those in which children are
known to take deli ght.
The books are exchanged once in eight weeks, or :Ii ve times during the school year.
If requests come from t eachers respecting the assignment of certain books, they are
complied with; otherwise the distribution is made by the library assistant in charge
of this department. The task of caring for these books at the school is not made
irksome to the teachers. They are sent out in chests, in which they may be k ept in
the schoolroom. There is no formality about giving them out. Of. course, every
child in a school is personally known .to the teacher. No guaranty is required. The
receipt on file shows the whereabouts of every book. If a volume is lo1:1t or d estroyed
the parent of the child is expected_to pay the cost of replacing it, if able. Hooks in
houses in which there are contagious diseases are r etnrned tlirectly to the l ibrary
and destroyed.
·
,v1ien~the books are received at the schools they are assigned to the ditl:'erent
rooms m proportion to the number of children, and any pupil is entitled to dra,w
any one of the books to be taken home and kep t until read or its return i::; requin•<l
by the teacher. A ticket in the form of a receipt is made out by the child, giving
the title of the book, the date when drawn, and ]}arne of the person drawing.
These tickets are filed in their order. When the books are returned they are transferred to another file, and at the end of each month are counted and the result
entered in a blank form of report, which reports are compiled at the library at tLe
end of the year and show the school circulation. Last year thi1:1 amownte,l, in the
fourth grade, to 19,692; fifth and sixth grades, 20,756; seventh imd eighth grndes,
8,932; ninth to twelfth grades, 43,364; a total of 93,744. The reports from the
several schools show that the comparative use of the books hears no uniform relation ·
to the number of children in the school. One school, with an enrollment moro than
40 per cent greater than another, shows less than half its circulation; one school
shows every pupil to have l'ead on the average 8.5 books; another shows au
average reading of only 2.8. Thel'e are two grounds of explanation of this clis<'repancy-proximity of the school to the library and the interest taken by the teachers
in the work. Children may h ave libniry cards and make use of the library, and
many whose homes are not distant and in the more prosperous sections of the city,
who have read most of the books offered them at the schools, choose instead to go
directly to the library for their books. But more than all things else doos the
interest taken by the teachers show itself in the reading of the children. J~n thusiastic teachers not only inspire their pupils with desire to read the books sent Ollt to
them, but lead them to the library and help them to make judicious selections.
This influence is a matter of common observation at the library. It is encoura.ging
to note that the interest and enthusiasm among teachers are growing. As they see
the results of the reading of good b ooks in the stimulation of the _mental aetivity of
the pupils in the. acquirement of knowledge an<l improvement of taste, they are
more than ever eager to promote the good work.
This system is building np a clientage for the Public Library which will increase
as the years go on. Tlie habit of reading good books jg not only one of the best
things which the school can furnish to the child, but is insuring to the Public Library
stanch friends and patrons. In very many cases, especially in the poor and more
remote portions of the city, the books taken h0me from the schools are reac.l by all
the members of th e family, and in some known instances have been the meaus of
inducing the taking out of library cards and of advertising the library in quarters
where it bad been hitherto unknown or little thought of.
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AT 1\fn.w Al:"KEE, \VIS.
By MARY ELLA Dous :-.IAN, rublic Library, J\Iil1rnnkee, Wis.

The motive which underlies the .work done in the Milwaukee Pubiic Library may
be fittingly expressctl in the words of Presid.ent Eliot, that "It is al ways through
the children that tho best work is to be done for the uplifting of any community."
Thero is no ago limit,, :mcl the librnry striYes to win the attention of the youngest
throngh a plentiful supply of the best coloreu picture books obtainable, which it
urgl·s parents to take home to the little ones. These picture books are also sent iu
largo nnmbers to kin<l.ergartens and primary grades, where they are receind ,,-ith
great d elight, Olle teacher having reported that some of lier children w ept when
they were promote<l from the prin1,_~ry grades to others where there were no pictura
books. As long as there is a demand for these books in the intermediate grades
there seems no r eason why a few shoulc1 not be sent for tho pleasure of the children
who still cmjo,r them. Tho Jibrnry has published n, list of these picture books,
which teachers and parents find nseful in making a selection. The number of times
thesr books arc issned in the pr:imaty grades is a nrntter of surprise cnn to tile
most sanguine, one teacher issuing 30 books over 1,600 times during the two months
the books were retained. Another teacher says, (<After once having the books I can
not do ·without them; n ::tnll another, having a rude and unmannerly class of children,
says she mnst have a new set of uooks immediat,ely, as a carefully selected set of
stories lloes much toward teaching the chil<l.reu to lJo kind and g~ntle to one anotlicr.
The teachers arc urged to come to thB library to make their own selection of hooks,
but when this is not possible they are asked to sell(l lists or discuss the spec ial n eeds
of thoi.r classes with the assistant in cbn,rge of the school circulation. To keep the
resources of the library ever in the minils of the teachers, n, complete catalogue of
the books for young people Las been mad e a part of the manual of school instruction,
and special rnference lists have b een publisLetl on holidays, such us Iucle11crnlcnce
Day, 1fomorial Day, "\Vasbington's Birtl.ulay, Tbauksgiving Day, an<l. Christmas.
To still further assist parents and teachers, a list of 25 best books for primary and
intermediate grades has recently Leen published, giYing tLo name of pnb1isl1cr and
price of book, thus assisting those wisbing to purchase suitable books for home libraries. The list may also be used as a call slip at tho library, and iuclmles snch l>ool,
as Scntlder's Verse an(1 Prose for Beo·inners Norton's Heart of Oak books, AIH1rews's
Seve1t Littlfi Sisters, Schwa,tka's Chilclrcn'of the Cold, StcYenson'.· Child's Garden
of Verse, Egglestou's Stories of Great Americans for Little Americans, , tories of
Ameri<'an Life aucl Adventure, and othns .
To show the siea(1y growth of the system or circulatio11 of l,ooks throngh the
publi c schools of Milwa,nkee one Las only to glance through tl.Je aunnal reports of
the 1ihrary since the plnn was put in operation in 1888, when the necessity of making
the lihrary l1cttPr known to children liYing in the outlying districts became app:ucnt.
'flio 1ibnny a~sumell the cost of transportation, and the teacher ade<l as librarian,
issuing bool'8 to such chiluren as were proYid.ccl with library cards.
Dnriog the fir t Y ar 2,235 books w re dra;wn hy various tc-achers aud gi,·en out
6 7W time~, aeh volume being rea<l on au avera ge three times c1urin°· th' ix weeks
the hooks w :re rc>taineu. The e.·pcriment pro...-o(l an nnqnalifioll sncco s, and in
or lcr to uw t the inc-reasino- ckmancl for bool·s tho library board u cidc<l to expC'nd
.·;;oo i1'. dnplif-atin1r th h<·st books for young people.
Duni~,, th .. s con,l vear the work was greatly •xten<l d, taking iu almost C\' r
school in the <;itr, a.ncl a.t the r ·<1n st of the 1 ach<·r the time of retai11ing book
was . ·t,·nclPrl from sL- we 1.. s to two monthH, ancl over $ 1 O "\Tas xpenucd for
<luplu·a.tc · Th !warty ooper< tion of he te< ·lH·r th<' o-eu' ro ·itv of the board of
tr 11
· l
'
~
J
c 111 t 1 rna.tte:r of l 11 ·in,,. d11p1i a , a111l the· enthusiasm a.ncl untiriug c·ffort
,,r th up rin " l(l<•nt of 1,e i·ncn
.
l , t'mg ,1Pp: rtin ut 1rnYe lllade it po: ihl t c:1 rry
on h · rorl: to it Jirc nt _· t ut.
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During the year beginning in September, 1895, 20,691 books were issuecl 65,943
times by 2-16 teachers in 41 graded schools, 3 high schools, 1 State normal school, 1
school for the d eaf, 3 Sunday schools, and 2 private schools. Rooks were also sent
to hospitals, homes for the aged, and the State industrial school for girls. As soon
as one set of books was returned from the schools or institutions there was an eager
tlcmand for "more books."
The present year shows a still greater increase in the work, or, as the old man who
delivers tho books expresses it, "They are lmngry for books/' It is iHdecd true, as
the rapid increase at the n1ain library testifies. Many a child Edng in the outlying
districts, after reading a11 the books sent to bis school: requests the teacher to give
him bis card that he may visit the library, ·whi ch is 1>robably miles from hi s home,
there to still forthcr satisfy his "hunger '' for more books.
In addition to tho books there is a collection of over 2,000 mounted pictures, which
are loaned to the chools. These pictures, which are taken from th~ extrn copie · of
Harper's '\Veekly, Loudon Illustrated News, aml other good weekli es, aro n eatly
moulltetl on manila board. The work of cutting and pastjng i s mainly dono by the
assistants during tb e summer, when the r egnfar work is not so h eaYy, nlthongh
teacbors baYc offered their services on several occasions and at snch times b~ffe been
assisted by their pupils. These l)icturcs are sent to the s chools for the same long-th
of time as the books and prove a, source of great plea sure to th' children.
AT SrRIKGFIELD,

1\L\ss.

B y MARY ?IIEDLJCOTT, Refere n c-c D epartment, City Li1,rary, , 'priu g fichl.

The work of our inmn y as an aid to t.1.te ,cbools of the city has been n g rowth of
years, developing with u se nnd fnrth er acqnaint::w ce ·with its desirability.
,ve, of coursc,.proYide "orks on tho principles of education and on the theory and
aTt of teaching, for tlio nso of instructors ; the writings of r-;tanuaHl Nlncational
authors; pedagogical periodicals, and reports of the board of education of our own
State, the commission6r of education, and others; also tho latest and bcr-;t l,ooks of
a, practical character as they come from the press.
·we furnish many of the best
books for reading, directly illustrative of tho Yarions stnclies pnrsued in the schoohi,
for collatc~·al au<1 general study.
Each teach er is fornishccl with a personal card and also a teacher's card , entitling
to the nso of six: books at a t-ime for school work. Pupils of 12 years ohl and o,·cr
are also entitlecl to cards for personal use. Teachers are invited to furnish in advance
the topics they prnposo to give to th eir classes, and ,ve select the llest aYn i]able
books upon these topics, placin. 6 them at the tli posal of tho stuc1 nts for nsc ont of
school honrs. This tends to improvement in tho work of" the scl1ool s ancl to familiarity
with tlrn use of u ooks for purposes of stncly, cnltivn.ti11g habits of i11 ,·c, th:·ation,
whicli will be of serYir ]ater on in lifo.
To go a little rnoro into detail as to me th ods : "\Ye 1atcl,r plac-ecl in the r efen,uee
room a1lditional shelves, which arc used exclusi\-ely for hooks for classes in th e
schools, assigning special shelves to each class or teacher who d sires it, and Ja.ueling
them (in L. B.1a,bcl hold ers) with the snbject represented on tlic shelf, changin g the
lab el when the books or subjects are changed, as, for instance, French history, general history, American literature, astronomy, el ctricity, glass making, etc . Thus
the scholars soon learn where to go for their books, and if they rcqnirc ru.lclitional
help th y haYe only to ask at the reference desk. Bomctimes the teachers prefer to
make their own eleetions of books .
For this work we utilize the best material that the library can fnrnish-books, the
newest encyclopedias 1 magazine articles, and eYen n ew ·paper cuttings o ·casionnlly,
especially for recent biography. All these are treated as reference books for the
time and not aJlowccl to he taken borne. The scholars n,re also encouraged to search
ont for themselves books or magazine articles that will lJ useful by tho n,id of the
catalogues, Poole's Iudex, etc., thus Yarying the methods of stn ly. Jn onr monthly
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l>ulletins ·we frequently print special lists which are of help to them, and we are
alwa,ys glacl when any of the teachers will aid in the selection of the best books for
these printed lists.
,ve have been very fortunate in the spirit of harmony arnl cooperation between
library officials and teachers, resulting in mutual benefit.
Onr library is especially well located for the work of helping the public schools.
It is in clo~e proximity to the high school, so that often during school hours some of
the pupils will come in-between two "periods"-to use the books set apart for
them, ancl again after school closes. In immediate connection with the librar~- and
und er its management is the Art and Natural History Museum, and the resources of
both collections are available for purposes of school study.
From the duplicate geological, mineralogical, and lithological S]Jecimens iu the
Na,tural History Museum, collections have been prepared and loaned to the various
grammar schools of the city. We have prepared and printed in our monthlr bulletin a selected list of the best l,ooks in our library to use in connection with the study
of these specimens, and which may also serve as a, gnide in the building up of
school libraries.
A course of lectures on natural woods, vegetable fibers, and kindred topics is being
given before the teachers, in the natural history hall, and for this, too, we have prepared a list of helpfnl books, which has been printed for circulation amoug the
teachers.
For the weekly lectures or talks on art, given to high-school pupils in one of our
lecture rooms, we likewise furnish much material in the way of illustrativl' books,
both for lecturer aud pupil. To these may be added the easy and practical examination of art objects and pictures, and art books, and of the fuller natural history
collections.
The teachers bear witness to tho usefulness of the library in these ways, autl to
the extension of the so-called "laboratory method" to all branches and grades of
study. One of our school principals writes: "The books thus supplied in history,
geography, ancl other ~epartments of school study are of inestimable value, stimulating an(l developing in the pupils a taste for solid literature, and enabling the
teachers to give a broader education than could J!OSsibly be done bJ the use of textbooks and oral instruction alone." Indeed~ he adds that, "after having been accustomerl for a time to this method, be should hardly know what to do with hi8 school
if he could not ~tvail himself of the opportunities for this supplementary u, <· of
books in connection with the text-books in use."
The librarians also notice gradual improvement in the methods of study iu those
who come week after week, perhaps year after year, to make use of our books for
twhool work.
UHILDREN's READING: WHAT SOME OF THJ•: T1~AUirnHs SAY.

By .JOHN

COTTON DANA,

Librarian Denver Public Library.

The Public Librar~· of Denver is maintaineu by school district No. 1, a di trict
embracing about half the population of the city and a large proportion of it..; tax·
ahle property . It has at 11resent an enrollment of about 10,000 children. The
lihrary i a part of tho district's Nlucational syHtem, and while it serves tlw pnhlic
a~ effecti, ely as its resourc •s permit, every care is taken to make it popular with
th<: t~a.chn,; a.ttra<·tive to the cJ>ildren, anc1 ndapted generally to tho need of the
8 ·hool ·. \Yith thi «!11d in vi<·w a gr<'at deal of attention has bcc·n paid to the purcha ·n 1 1,,,ok. for fr~ •h rs a.TI<l pupil., ail<l ev ry effort bas bee11 made to in<l.uce
110th t•~·wh r _aiHlpnp,1 to111ake,1·eofth librar. Are·~nt itHtnir,yshowedthat
of th I I •h1lcln•11 in h hi h ·<·1
.
· 10 0 l ov ·r UO per cent have library
C"ard ·. ot· th e
,'k 1 ·n for hotu mw, 1 l 1011 on ·-th"1nl are Jrom
.
.
•.
1.
the 1nve111lo
rc,1>m, w b"1 •u
\1011 on•-£ifthcf lf'l"l
.
1 - 1 irar~·,s 1<·1Hlrn,
•
'
cl•partm nt. ' f th• total nnmber
11 hlir. r ·-th . have a., •rag d for a •ood pa1·t of the la t winter
d ·-n rly iOO r ·hil,lr ·n.

°
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'rhe library came into existence, as an institution of practical use to the schools,
about five years ago, with about 7,500 volumes. Since that time its connection with
the schools has increased as rapidly as the growth of volumes on the shelves has
permitted. It now has 35,000 volumes, a great many of which are all the time in
teachers' and pupils' hands. Collections of from 10 to 50 and 60 vol1bnes arc sent to
teachers' rooms on their request and largely of their own selection, aml are kept for
one month or six months, or as long as wanted. Teachers lend these hooks for borne
use, or not, as to them seems best. This work in the schools has 1,een going on for
several years, but to a large extent only during the past twelv e inont,lJs.
'l'he school clistrict itself purchased, four years ago, abont 3,000 volumeH of sup})lementary readers. This collection it has increased to about 8,000 volumes, the list
now including not only supplementary reauers but a large nuwbcr of books called
desk books, like Matthew s's American Literature, Portraits ano. Sketches of Arnerican A11.thors, How to Teach Reading, Dole's Ame1·ican ('itizeu, etc.
The fact that the school district sustah:~s and controls the library 1 that it is under
the supervision of the superintendent of schools, a,ud that it has been fol' several
years in close touch with teachers and pnpile explains the interest takeu by tead1ers in a circular of inquiry about children's readi1tg which was recently l)en1, tlll'ough
the principals, to every teacher in grades one to fonr, 101 in all. The pri11cipa]1:1
were requested, at one of their meetings, to call the attentiou of the teac·h 'rs to the
fact that in answering these inquiries they could help the library in its work, lrnt
that they were under no obligations whatever to make any reply, nnd that no one
save themselves and the librarian would ever know whether they replied or not.
The object of this explanation was to make sure that only those teachers who were
interested in the matter for its own sake should. express any opiniorn,. Of the 101
circulars sent out, 73 were returned. The principals of the gra<lc schools, 16 in
number, were also asked to reply to the question:,;, and 13 diu so. Their r eplies are
included in the figures below. The questions a,ud the replies, the latter tabul:ite,l
as fully as possible, were as follows:
ClULDRll.:N'S HEAVING: UPINION/3 A.l.°"D SUGUESTIONS OF TEACHEH ~

Will you help the public librnry by am1we1-ing as fully as you can tho following
questionsf Return this sheet by mail in the inclosed envelope.
1. (a) Do yon think it would be well for pupils in yonr grade to read morn books f
(b) What are.the reasons for your opinion!
To (a) 13 answer, yes; 1 answers, no.
2. How early in their school life is it possible, ou the average, to i1,ten•;;t children
in independent, outside reading f
Thirty-two say, in the first grade ( children about 6t years old); 2G say, iu the
second grade ( children ahout 7 1 years old); 14 say, in the t,hircl grade ( children
about 8t years old).
3. (a) Conhl you increase the amount of reading done by the children in your
grade if you hacl books which :,nu could lend them for home 11se? ( b) Coulcl yo11
increase the reading, even. in the first grade, if you had appropriate 1,ooks to lernl f
'ro (a) 73 say, yes; 2 say, no. To (b) 44 say, yes; 6 say, no.
4. Can you name some of the more essential chai-acteristics of th e hooks whi<-h
especially interest the children in your gradef
Thirty-o:p_e say, "Should be about plants, animals, and other familiar things;" 24
say," Should be about fairies and the like;" 11 say, "Must have human interest"
(this essential is also impliedly mentioned in many other replies); 10 say, "Should
have illustrations."
5. (a) To the children of what grade can yon :,;how the difference between booksbetween those that are true to life ancl those that are not; between those that may
be called literature, ancl tho,<· that may be ralle<l silly? (b) To tho e, say, below
the fifth grad ~
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To (b) 32 say, yes; 5 say, no.
6. \Vlrnt proportion of the children under your caro do yon think are in the habit
of reading books-as m::my as one in ten 7 •
Average of all estimates is 30 per cent.
7. Do the children under your care read the trashy story-paper and "nickel libraries'' to any great extent~
Fifty-one say, no; 6 say, yes.
8. If so, lo yon think some of them 1yonll1 change to better ma ding if the better
were offered them ?
9. If you ha,e ::my u.e t: ided views on children's reat1ing in general, will you write
them clown on the otl:eY sitle of this sheet?
TIH' replies to question 1 (a) are perhaps what migllt naturally have been expected,
and yet it seems a, little remarkable that there are among 101 a,crage teachers of
chil<lren between 6 and 11, or among the 73 who replied, ~nly 1 who is of the opinion that it "\Yonld not be well for pupils to read more books than they now read.
The reasons for the affirmative replies, and a good idea of the character of the 11 otes
accompanying tliem, will be found in the following extracts :
'1'110 reading habit should be formed early.
Reading would adu greatly to their limited yocabnlary, and improve their language, written and oral.
Reading will make them more intcllio-ent thinkers.
The pupil who does tho most outsidt reading is a, bettor reader tban the one who
does little or none; is moro intelligent and a 1.,etter ta,} ker.
I find all my good readers are those who read at home.
.
'l'!1osc who are liberally supplied by their parents with good books as a rule express
thell' thoughts correctly.
It is easier to influence a ·child's taste for gootl reacling at tbe age of 8 or 9 than
seYcral years later.
Reading ttwakeus their interest for other things.
Children who 1·ea,c_l good books are better prepared for their grade work.
_
I find that pupils who read most are those who most intelligently grasp nearlJ all
snbjcct~.
. .
If ontside readiug did nothing but familiariz e chi1drc11 with good con;-ersation,il
English it would b e worth while.

The :i.nswerH to the second <]_uestion arc probably very much affected by the csyerien ce of those ,vho make the replies . Teachers who ba;-e ucYer taught in the fn~t
grade ,,onld l)e commonly, I suppose, more skeptical about interesting clli~clren '.n
reading while tliey arc still in that grade than those who have had es:penenc~ ~
primary work. It will he notetl that the 71 replies to this question all say that 1~ 18
possibl(• to interest c-l1i1drcn in outside reading by the time they aro in the th ll'd
gr:-ule. This means uy tho time they arc 10 years of ago.
Question 3 (a) comes as a, natnral result of the opinions indicated in the replies to
1 antl 2. If one can draw any concln~ious from these answers it wonltl se m th at
they in1li<·atn that not yet has suffic:ie11t attention been pa.i1l to the ren<ling of the
Yery young. ,\re have been talking al>out tbr "juveniles" in onr lihrary ,vork f~r
years, all(l 11:we meant, in general, books for chilclren of the ago for OliYCl' Optic
and Harry C'a ·tl emon; we shonlcl ha Ye been putting in a good part of our time in
the confl iclcration of hooks for c·hil<lren of the :1 cr 0 fol' Mothrr Goo. o ancl Pns in
Boots anc1 .Jac·k tho iaut KillPr.
_ lnc tion :J (7,) i~ al o in l'ffoct a 11 art of tlic reply toque tion 2. Forty-four ont of
..,o ~Pa.clrnr. :irn c:,·itlc•n ly of tho opinion that childrt'u of G antl 7 ~ ars nf agl' cJnhl
e~1 ·11:' 1," pr.r. nall ·ll to t,1ko an intert:. t in hooks at home. In tlJ ir r plic to c111e hon 2, tea her· 111ako nch r1•111:1rks a. th followino-.
" l".Vl'r • f•hi1'1 vonlll r '·111 ,•1 I11J11w if
· h had anythrnrr
" ·.
·
infrre:trncr
to rca1l. "
t diililr 11 in <111tsiclo reading jn ·t as°. oon as th\ ar nl1l tor ad
•·con 1 •rullc·, und ha\'I

nrpri

P1l 111c

1,y

a. king for tori .-.''
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In replying to question 3 some of the111 say:
"Surely, and to great advantage e;-en in the first grade, and in t hi-s grade rnnn~more books are needed than -we now have. Tho little ones are greedy for them."
Another says that most of the children in her grade are from homes -where parents
have little or no leisure to Jnoctue books, lrnt gladly make nse of whateYcr is placetl
in their way for the children.
Another sa,ys: " I find that two-third:,; of my children';; readiDg is confined to
Sunday-school papers."
Tlie replies to question J must lie considered as lJeing the natural outcome of tlie
movement of recent years toward nature study. In the schools of this district, in
the fast two or three years, very much attention h as been paid to uatnral history.
The most elaborate of the courses of stncly issued by the district last fall ·\Yas tlcvotc.d
to the sciences of botany, geology, zoology, metallurgy, astronomy, etc . It w·oHlcl
seem from these replies, in tho :first 11lacc, that it is ovit1ent that teachers cau interest their children i~ any snbjects they wisli; nm1, in the second place, that the result
of tho work of recent years, in theso particular schools ai least, has lJcen to interest
children in plants, nnimuls, and like familiar things. Of course, it is not yot pro,·cll
tl1at payiug so much attention to natural liistory is a, good thing from an cdncational
poiut of view . The important point to note is that teachers can procluc<· certain
spccifa· effects U})On children-can <lirect their attcn1ion :mtl tl1eir i11terrsts, if they
"\\ish.
In auswering c1ucsti.on -1 some of tho te:rnhers say:
Almost any subject if expressed in short sentences autl illustrntecJ.
Mnst be' trne to tho child's experience, and exprcssetl in tho chiltl'1:, ;;i111ple way.
Yon can interest primary children in any talc on earth that yon tell thelll, an<l in
nlmost any that yon ren.11 to them.
A cLil<l is interested in the life and actions of tt normal cllihl if naturally an<l pka.-;antly dcsc1·ibed; be is very fond of detail.
I iind tho boys mostly interested in historical works, while the· girls arc attrncte<l
towarcl nccounts of the manners anrl customs of tho varions rnttions.
They Jike stories of modern lifo which come near enough to their own cxpcrie11<·c
-to be easily understoocJ.
•
Question G i s, of course, Yery mnch of a leap in tlw tlark, and not llllt(·li rcJ.innc<·
can be placed "pon the.r<·plies.
It "·as understood in the elm.wing np of these c1ncstion · that they ,rnnltl 110t 1,c of'
an;y great value hy reason of the replies to them that might llO rcc·ei ,·eel. 'l'lt object
kept in -d ew in preparing them, and in sending them ont, was the iutcl'esting teacl1ers in seYeral nspects of the prolJlem of children's reading. ""\Ye wishc<1 to draw
nttention to tho lihrary ancl to book in general; nud we took paius to fr:lll1e tho
questions in such a way as to call the attention of tho teadrnrs to their own indifference, if they -werr incliffereut, Uil(l their own ignorance, if they were ignorant, of
the things the l'ir('nl:u spoke of. Question ~ it was thought ,rnnld rais<· certain
<1nestions, ::mcl, perhaps, for the first time in n good many of the tenchcrs' mint1s.
The replies to 5 would indicate that moro of the teachers l1ad given the qne,· tiou
serioH.· con ideration than librarians gencrall.Y have supposccl. They say, for example, that first-grnde children "can appreciate tbr difference between a good story
and 'goody-goody· stori s. '' And "any child of aYerage intelligence can be made
to see and nnclcrstand the cliffercnce, if one will girn time aucl attention to the
effort."
'l'be replies to <1uestion 6 are, ou the whole 1 rather encouraging. If one-third of
the children from G to 11 iu the ay rage rity school are in the habit of reading, w ·
lrnve a, great field for -worl,, and there is enough to do to keep ns all lmsy for rn :111y
years in ta.kin)! pains that the reading they do i · of the proper kind.
In regard to qnestion 7, the general opinion erms to be tlrnt the , tory paper aut1
the "nickel library" tlo not come into a child's lit· until he is 1rnst th fonrth
grade, or is nearly 12 yca,rs of age. It would be interC'sting to know if this i s a, fact.
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I believe the teachers who made r eplies to question 7 know what they are talking
:1bont.
If children ca,n. be led to read during the years from 6 to 11; if they can be induced
to read, in the main, wltatever the i,eacher may care to give them; if they are not
likely to come in contact with cheap fmd nasty literature until they have passed this
period, then i s it most evident that this is the period in young folks' lives wit.bin
whieh the public library and schoolroom library can, and should, do its best and
most enduring work. Here is the period when the reading habit should be formed;
here is the period when, to as great an extent as possible, right taste should be
formed. It is suggested by the replies to these questions that it is possible, at least,
t,hat a great deal of our public library work bus been aimed at people who are already
beyond salvation, and that we should amend our ways, widen out our children's
departments, work our way still more thoroughly and effectiYely into the schools,
.gain the cooperation and th e aid of th e teachers-they above all others can help uswin the sympathy and good will and assistance of the parents, and get at the
ch1ldr.en between the ages of 6 aml 11.
'
SCHOOL LIBRARIES .

J~y ELEC'rRA C.

Domrn, Librarian Dayton (Ohio) l'ublio Library.

As great even as a good book is the power to communicate to another the love for
one. To win children to this love, to lead· them to appropriate to themselves idea~s
from characters in books, to appeal to the sense of ethical relation through their
imaginations, to deepen and enrich the emotions by suggestion; in other wonls, to
so read a good book into a child that he is bound in some way to live it out iu himself, is a priYilege, ·the hop e of which alone is enough to S\JVeoten days of unsceu and
never-to-be ackno wledged drudgeries of the schoolroom and the library. To lllake
possible this privilege, and to realize to a, greater degree than bas heretofore been
done the ideal mission of the book to the people, is the ultimate aim of the school
libmry system of Dayton.
It is one thing to select bookis for a given purpose a,ll(l briug thorn togetl.tcr as 3
symmetrical collection of ideas tending toward that purpose; it is another to iuvent
and operate· the machin~ry for distributing them to eonveni,,ent points for the user;
and it is another and a very di:ffereut thing to use the book-to open it to th reader,
be he child, woman, or man, so that it ahall be felt by him to be a real thing.
Within the limits of opportunity and with such means as have been at its comlllan<l, the public library of Dayton has takeu the first and tbe second step. 'l'he
last can only lrn taken when the public shall demand that the course of instruction
iihall inclu<l.e the pleasure of reading, as well as the study of it as a word-calling
«'xer.<'ise. To describe this movement so far as it has taken plnce iu Dayton, with
tho third step a its goal iu view, is my object.
A fon<lness for readincr as a pre£ rred form of idleness is uot necessarily a lon~ for
goo<l books; it is too ofteu a love for bad books, and if unguarded by cir um tance,
which in it ·elf is a kind of circnm, pcct prohibition, or uncorr cted hy natural good
taste or conscience, it will soon develop into a vicious habit, au<l the peedy degeu1\ration of memory and will power takes place. Mental ancl moral fiber having been
uttacke<l and weak ned, are thu prepared to succumb 1J fore temptation of a more
active sort wh,·u the opportunity for it shall arrive. · otwithstanclino- the olicitude
of 1~ exp~ . <:d hy parent. , e<lncator., and librarians upon the ubject of children's
rPa<h~", 1 1 ' ma.ttn which ha be,•n left largely tor g1tlat<! it If by C"hance. To
?rgfia1~1.z<· lia.~c ~ n<l t<! • na,v i upon tht, ide of good sense i, th hatter part of Y lor
lll • u.form, lOll of tbi.
or 'for uch in pa.rt it mnst lw.
po al In t priu«, tbr •e month!! of good 1 i ur , I d ·t nnined
.
. th ·u tlrn a · i a11t li hrnria.u at Da..} ton, to follow up a ri of
111 tilu ,,fl 1,,. tlu lilu-:1ry l,oarcl 1lnri11g the• pr
llin" \\'jnt r, "ith a
1 ,. uuul
o th 1• u 1' r1c. 11· 1,rai-y hy t •ul'l1 •1·. and pupil,... of th publlc
·
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schools. The address :1t the opening of this lecture course by Mr ..Frank Conover,
the secretary of the board, upon the ''Relation of the public library to the public
school,'' and also that of Dr. W. J. Conklin, the Yice-president, upon the "E<lucational value of the public museum," had called special attention to these institutions as education...,l factors, and were an excellent preface for the purpose which we
had in view . 'rhis purpose is set forth in the following note addressed by us to each
of the principals of the public schools:
vVe are seeking information concerning the rea<ling of children as a working basis
for ourselves in making selected book lists which we hope will help the child in his
cho ice of out-of-school reading, and at the same time be a means by which· we may
cooperate intelligently with the teacher iu the work of his education. To tliis end
we have formulated the questions inclosecl. The ruled blank we would like to have
filled out by yourself and the list of questions by the children as indicated in the
note mclosed to the teacher.
In order to better inform ourselves as to the mental grasp of the childrnu m the
various grades of school work, and also better to appreciate the educatiom~l system
of which we deem the public library and museum a part, we a,re, with the consPnt of
the superintendent of instruction, visiting the s'Clhoolrooms from the fourth to the
eighth grades, and hope within a few days to visit your district.
The following gnestions inclosed to the teachers were answered in writiug by each
child:
1. About how many books have y ou read since Christmas f
(a) Narne as many of these as you can.
(b) What book in your own home library is most reacl nud best liked in you1· familyf What magazine f What paperf
2. What book did you like the best of all the books you evn read t
3. Have you a card to draw books from the public libraryf .
4. Do you take book s from any library other than the public lilJrary (
5. Do your parents ever tell you good books to read and help you select them r
6. If not, do you choose your owu books f
7. Do you read any newspaperl Name.
8. Have you ever been in the museum above tho library ,
(a) How many timesf
Iu the course of the three months, from March until the latter JH1irt of May, we
visited the schoolrooms of the city in each of the 20 districts, paying parfacular
attention to the four grades between the third reader and the grade next to the high
school. Thus we becam e personally acquainted with the teachers on their own
ground and bad an opportunity for judging of the children as we saw them iu class
recitat10ns and in the brief talks which we were permitted to have with them. We
heard something of their histories, and saw their homes and the condit10ns of the
localitiei-; from which they came, walkecl the distances which the.,· must walk to gPt
a book from the library, and gathered ou all sides a store of impressions hy w bich we
might better interpret theu:- answers, and realize in a more perfect way the n eeds :md
capacities of those for whom we hoped to see fuller provisions made. Tho distance
of schoolhouses from the library varies from a block and :i half to ·2 miles or more,
four of t he schoolhouses only being within 1 mile of it.
Omittmg the answers of the third reader grades and the rooms of two districts
which made no returns to us, 3,192 children between the ages of 10 and 14 years, ent
in papers. Of these, 1,069, or about one-third only, sai<l that they drew books from
the public library; 733, or less than one-fourth, drew from other libraries, such as
the Snnday-scliool, Y. LC. A., etc. In most cases these children were also public
library readers, some of them drawing from three different libraries at one tiw . A
little less than two-thirds of the entire 3,192 did not take books from any library,
nor bad they books at home. Over one-half of tho e who did take said they d10 e
their own books.
To the questions, ''Do your parents ever tell you good books to roa.d, aud help you
to select them~" the answer. "Not very often," "Nobody helps me," "I choose my
owu book ," from pitiful little 10-year-olds, had a most monrnful aspect. In 011e
case a sm~ill urcbm of the eighth grade who had read 58 books Hinf'e Cliristmas "an
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a.vcrnge," accortling to his calculations, "of three to frve books a week," naivelynplies to the qu&stion, "Do you ehoose your own books?" "-Yes, bythehe1p o f - -,
one of the librarians." The list is as follows:
LlBRARY WORK.

Eighth gral1e; "\Yillie L.; ilrst district: I ha,c reat1 on

an ave-rnge of 3 to 5 books

a w·eek.

Little Bobtail.
Young Sn-.;-ior.
Stem to Stern.
Poor nrn1 Proud.
Young Boatman.
Boat Builders.
Sink or Swim.
Young Pioneer.
BiYouac and Battle.
'tri-..c and Succ<•ed.
Ne{l iu the Bloekhonse.
Dorcas Club. ·
'.Foby Tyler.
Frank, the Young Naturalist. Afloat.
1fr. Stnbb.
Frank on th€l Prairie.
On a. Goral Reef.
l\Ir. Stubb's Brother.
Frank in the "\Yoocls.
Drifted Ashore.
Tom Xewcombe.
Frank on a Gan boat.
Tc-n Weeks in a 't iff.
A Rolling St0110 Gathers Frank Before Vicksburg.
Iron Horse.
No Mofis.
Fnmk in the Mountains.
Tho Canoe Club.
Frank in Don Carlos' Young Ontbw.
:Ben's :Motto.
Sam's Chance.
Ranch.
Ragged Dick.
Frank A.mo-ng the Trappers. New Guinea.
:Fame aud Fortnne.
A Ji'loating Island.
Frank in tho Forecastle.
BoL Burton.
A Buried Treasure.
Tattered Tom.
Snowed Up.
Sportsman's- Clnh Among The White Chief.
:Fill, tlJc Fiddler.
Gold in California.
the Trappers.
Mark, tho Match Boy.
Sportsman's Club iu the Dog Crusoe.
Ben, the Luggage Boy.
In 'chool and Out.
Saddle.
'fhe Circus Rider.
Sport8man's ClulJ Among On tho Blockade.
Beu·s :Xngg-et.
Rnnniug the Gauntl
the Bears.
Out "\Yest.
an(1 almost all the boys' books in the library.
2. Cast1eman's, Ah.1gi:cr's, 011tic's, antl Ellis's books r,ro the best.
3. Three i.n otu family.
,1. :Xono b tt my own.
3. Xot very often.
6. Yes, by the help of---, one of tlle 1iurarians.
7. I read EYening Post, Herald, and. Morning Times.
~. Ye,-, Yery often.
fl . Been in the mnsPnu1 almost e..-e,·y Surnh y that it wa-. op , u. all(l once or twir
ev1·ry ,Yeck.

It is t1ifficnlt to say whif•lt child is tlie more hopeful case of the two; tLe 011c whom
we have just quotel1 or another who sent h1 the following dreary trin<Y of 11 gath·e ·:
Fifth gnu1e; "\Yillic W.; fifth di,;tri<·t: (3) To, (1) 110. (:>) no. (6) 110, (7) Po. t, ( )
110, ( !l\ no.
r'eithcr list i;; nu e.·<·option. The~- aro types of hundreds of others.
f~e1 ('Ollc<·ting n.n<l connti1w the d1ihlren's :wswers, confon•nces of the teacher
o · each irra<le were held at the Jilrra1-y, where we <lil-,cns.-ecl informally th book
·liidt th<·y had. foull(1. nitau1c to child~en of thr.ir gr:Hlc, l,o 1- Hst the cltildr n'
• 118 \
• 1
•
•
'1 he att ution of th· tr.nchers was a] callc«l
<·
the sclwo], ant1 the Jil>rn.ry," a, C'OP. of, hi h
11 ·n r prin tl·<l h: th• library board from th
· to th hoanl,
pnr ·]1a.· , :111<1
f the• Ii hrary
c)· of h · ell
1 }•lr c· cl i11 fi.

re dir ·ted to recom·t·lllher th• I, ard uf
o allow th circnl::iLy th last we- k in
,olroom · in th city.
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1'he library has since been inc-Jreasecl to 2,100 volumes, and 113 teaehers are now
tmpplicd .
The system of distribution is practically that of a· traveling library. Each
teacher is allowed to Tuave- one-half as many books as there are pupils in her room.
This number will be increa.sed as the library is able to purchase more books. She
selects her owu iibrary, which is fleli!vered to the scho0lroom in a neat walnntstainetl case, with lock antl key, and a portfolio .provi<lecl with the blanks for a simple charging system. The library may be kept in the school for three months, the
children taking the books for seven clays at a time . 'There are no fines or penalties
e:s.cept the temporary suspension of library :privileges in case of negligence in
returning or taki11g care of a book. Thus far, however, the children haYc shown
great zeal in keeping their "books nicely. Usually they are covered as soon as they
are taken home. Teachers re1>ort that the general effect upon their pupils has been
_to stimulate and quicken their minds in ail directions.
The ·books of th e school department form a distinct collection from the general
libmry, and are kept in a bright, sunny room apart from it, where, nnrestricte<.l 1,y
rules· necessary for order in other parts of the building, the teachers may have fr c
access to the shelves, and meet with one another in the excnango of Looks ancl
opinions npon them. In the summer Yacation this room will be opened to chil<.lrcn
a!so, a special assistant l'>cing in charge. Thero is also a jnvenile library in the
genernl collection .
,Ye can not soon forget the ca g er, serious, childish faces, young and old, of tlie
atmy of little bumau beings which confrontctl ns in the schoolroom last spring; a
host, three-fomths of whom, if statistics count for anything, will in all Jikelihood leave sc.:hool fore ver b efore they are 12 years of age, having after that time no guide
or op11ortnnity for mental pleasure or growth except snch as chantc may throw in
their way; antl in many cases, for lack of a very little training and knowledge', ignorant even of such means as r eally do exist for aftor-scl.1001 or out-of-school education.
To place these in th ojr way and to giYe them some knowledge beforehand seems at
leas t hnt the complefficnt to the hl oa of popular eclncation, and a renson a lJle service
for the schools to perform; but it is one tile need of which has not yet 1,een (kftnitcly r ealized antl therefore only fitfully performed . Until the counc of stncly in
onr public schools is modifi.etl and the eiuphasis of its methods is differen tly pl:tce<l
neither the eagerness of children for books nor the enthusiasm ot ten rhcr s, or the
reatliness- of rubli.c libraries to furnish books, rnn avail half of their worth ancl
power.
It is to b e hoped that the committee appointed from State and national assot'iations of teachers and librarians to cooperate in sc.:hool a11d lil,ntry work will take
note of this fact, and that an effort will be made to put the loYe of literature in its
logical ancl ethical rdation to the teaching of it, and tbuA aYoicl the anoma]y of
attempting to teach literature in tho liiglter schools to pupils in whom neither lo\'O
nor understanding nol' desire for it has 1,eeu implan te <l. As tho course of study is
plannecl ,-vhere the per cent system reigns as the sole criterion of attainment there is not
one-half honr in t he day, hardly one honr in the ·week, when teacher nnd pnpil may
meet in the schoolroom in the friendship of books-of rnal lJoolrn-apart from task
work :mll 11er cents. , 'uch an intercl1auge wo11kl lJe a vi tali zing current, a fertilizing ray from distant suns; bnt it i s one which 11 eYer fa]ls across the path of their
hanl-beateu routine. As between them no living thing of hopE' or imagination can
spnug from such soil in such an atmosph(•rc.
In the series of panels of his "Romai.rnt of the rose/' Burne ,Jones gives u s tho
allegory of Love ancl the Pilgrim. \Vorn, hleeding, and tear-stained, Love find · the
Pilgrun among briers and crnd rocks . , be, counseled by a flight of tender doves
cv ·r cirdrng above li er h ad, reaches to the sufferer her hand auci draws her onward
towar(l a rnonn tain height 1Jeyond ·w hich li es the expanse of ocean, air, nnd sky. In
the pla<-e where Lorn 1incls the Pilgrim there 1s a land-girt strea m, which, failin"' to
find its ·way throuo·h tho barrier of tbe mountains, return 8 in a, sacl ·ircle upon
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itself, .~ntl the land, self-fed and Wttter~d by sluggish streams, is barren. Which is
Love ancl which is the Pilgrim in this union of the liurary and the school is not for
us to say, but certain it is that when they together shall reach tho summit and shall
sco the bright expanse and the morning sunshine making straight the path llefore
thorn, tho fresh, salt winds waftinp: toward them messages from beyond, then a life
undreamecl of in the pent, self-returning round, being newly fed, will spring into
richer, purer feeling.
Behold!
A ·11ew beatitude I make;
Blessed are the books, I say,
For honey of the soul are they !
0BSERV ATlONS UPON CHILDREN'S READING.

Prof. James B. Russell, of the University of Colorado, is enga-g ed upon a systematic i:;tndy of the 'kind and amount of reading done by chil<l.ren, based upon careful
statistical inquiry in the public schools of Colorado. His investigations have not
yot been concluded, but are sufficiently systematized to afford some ground for the
following propositions:
( 1) That pupils of a given age read approximately the same amount whether the
town is well supplied with libraries or not. In towns poorly supplied with books
there is a 1·egular system of exchange in vogue. Many instances have been fo,u~d
of a single book being passed about until every member of a grade had r<'aCL it.
This is the natural traveling library.
(2) That the chief influence of libraries, especiall~· of schoolroorn libraries, is to
improve the quality of reading.
.
(3) That much more reading is done in the seventh grade (age 13½ to 14~) ~hau m
any other grade, including the high school. Girls seem to reach the maxuuum a
year ea,rlier, but hold over during the seventh.
.
. .
(4) At the time o.f most intense reading there seems to be a great diversity m the
character· of the books read. Pupils of the seventh grade read everything th at
comes into their hands. In tho high school tho taste seems to be hetter deve~oped
and more uniform; one reads :fiction and little else; another reads history chiefly;
m1oth cr is interested in scientific books, etc. In any case the tendency is generally
well marked. This ntises the query whether more attention shoulcl not be given to
. .
1·eadi.n g in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades.
These generalizations are based upou returns from towns of widely different
tastes and tendencies; they have yet to be fully worked out, bnt they give interesting indications of the valuable results that may be expected.
'fRE BEST PIFTY BOOJ{

OF

1896

FOH .\

VILLAGE LIBRARY,

.A. li t of 489 of the leading booki:; of 1896 was recently submitt·d by the public
librnries ffivision of the ew York tato Library to the librarians of Tew York
and other tate8, to obtain an expression of opiniou re 8 pecting the b •fit fifty booke.
of 1896 to he a.<l.cled to a villagP librarJ' .
From 200 lists that met the ,·onditious the following choice is iudicatod:
Ranl.

Vote .

1. Barrie J.M. S utimental'l'ommy.
'cribuer. $1.50---·-·····-····---·-··· 16?
:!. Wa rd , .lrs. Humphn•y. ,'ir G orge Tre. a<ly. 2 , .. 11acmillan. $2 . .. .. - . 12'
:-J. Park r , Gilbert. 'eat of the )1igltty. A pplctou. $1.50 .. ... . . __ .......... 116
L '.\Ior c, J. T .. jr. Life an,l L,·tt r of linr \Vell(l 11 Holme . ~ v. Hough -

~. :~li~!~!•', ~\/r... -.--iii•-.. ....
ton.

i. B

:7 . .

.

Tl'lf', ,J. I.
~l
l'ipli11g, 1 n,l ·•
9 . r hl,i l, 11. 1:.. I

t Og
v,, 11
L

..... --()·.:::: _-: ~:: _-: ~:::::::: _-:: ::
·

113
110

Land. 2 \". Lippin('ot . · '3. 1 -;
.2:; .•.. ...... .. ....... - - . . . . . 1 •
1.ii •.. . _. __ _________ . _____ _ 1 4
101
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12.
13.
14.
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Wiggin, Mrs. K. D. Mann Lisa. Houghton. $1 ....................• . ... _ 101
Eggleston, Edward. Beginners of a Nation. Appleton. $1.50.. .. ... . . . . . . 99
Shaler, N. S. American Highways. Century. $1..50. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .•. . . 88
Brooks, E. S. Century Book of Famous Americans. Century. $1.50 . . . . . . !)5
Andrews, E. B. History of the Last Quarter-century in the United States.
1870-1895. 2 v. Scribner. $6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
15. Lang. Animal Story Book.. Longmans. $2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
16. Watson, John. Kate Carnegie. Dodd. $1.50 ... . ... .. . ...... ...... .. •.... 87
17. Beard, D. C. Outdoor Games for all Seasons. Scribner. $2.50.. .. ... . . . . . . 82
17. Jewett, S. 0. Country of the Pointed Firs. Houghton. $1.25 .. . . .. . . . . . . . 82
19. Stimson, P. J. King Noanett. Lamson. $2 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..••..... ... . . . . . . . 81
20. Saints bury, George. History of Nineteenth Century Literature, 1780-1895.
MacmHlan. $1.50.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
20. Clemens, S. L. Personal Reco1lections of Joan of Arc. Harper. $2.50 ..... . 79
22; Gras, Felix. Reds of the Midi. Appleton. $1........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
23. Stevenson, R. L. Wefr of Hermiston. Scribner. $1.50. ... . . . •. . . . .... .... 75
24. Field, Eugene. Songs and Other Verse._ Scribner. $1.25. ... .... .... .. . . . . 74
25. Stockton, F. R. Mrs. Cliff's Yacht. Scribner. $1.50....... •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
26. Perry, Nora. Three Little Daughters of the Revolution. Houghton. 75c.. 70
27. ·w alker, F. A. International Bimetallism. Holt. $1.25...... ............ .. 68
28.- Dana, Mrs. F. T. Pla,nts aud their Children. Am. Bk. Co. 65c. ............ 67
28. Ha.rper's Dictionary of Cl assical Literature andAnti<1u itios. Harper. $6.. 67
28. Stevenson, H. L. In the 'onth Seas. Scriuner. $1.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fl7
28. White, A. D. History of the Wa,rfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. 2 v. Appleton. $5 .................... ·. . ... . .... ..... .. . ........ G7
32. Abbott, Lyman. Christianity and Social Pl'Oblems. Houghton, $1.25..... 66
33. Lowell, F. C. Joan of Arc. Houghton. $2 ............................... 65
34. Earle, Mrs. A. M. Colonial Days in old New York. Scribner. $1.25. .. ..... H4
34. '\\Tilson, '\Voodrow. George Washington. Harper. $3... .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . t3l
36. Davis, R.H. Three Gringoes in Venezuela and Central America. Harper.
$1. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H3
37. Holfe, W . .J. Shakespeare the Boy. Harper. $1. 25 .............. _......... 62
38. Watson, John. Mind of the Master. Dodd. $1.50 .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . Ill
39. Rpencer, Herbert. The Principles of Sociology, v. 3. (Synthetic phi!oHophy, v. 8.) Appleton. $2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fj()
3!:l.' Hearn, Lafcaclio. Kokoro. Houghton. $1.25................. ... ......... !-iO
4.l. Bonrinot, J. G. Story of Canada. Putnam. $1.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 09
41. Mabie, H. W. Books and Culture. Dodd. $1.25 ........ : ... . . .... . .. . . . . . 59
41. White, E. 0. Little Girl of Long Ago. Houghton. *1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
44 . Ford, P. L. True George Washington. Lippincott. $2 .......... . ........ 08
45. Martin, E. A. Story of a Piece of Coal. Appleton. 40c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :i6
45. Godkin, E. L. Problems of Modern Democracy. Scribner. ·2............ 56
47. Crockett, R. R. Sweetheart Travelers. Stokes. $1.50.................... ii5
48. Bigelow, Poultney. History of the German Strnggle for Liberty. ~ , .
Harper. $5 ........................................ .. .... . .............. 5,1
48. l•'ollett, M. P. The , pea,ker of the House of Repres utatives. Longmans.
$1.75 ................................................................. ... _,4
50. Jlenty, G. A. At Agin ·ourt. , cribner. $1.50 .. .... . ... . .......... . . . . . . . . 53
1

Roughly classifiL,l, the list includes 12 novels-rather less tl1an a fourth of tlie
whole selection; 7 juvenile hooks; 5biographies; 4 works each in the divi ions of
description and travel, social sdence, and poetry and literature; 3 books in A111eri<-an
hi tory; 3 in religion; 2 in natural s ·ience, and 6 in miscellan ons divi ions.
1
When two or more hooks re<·eive,l the same number of vote the same ra11k
number is Yiven to both or each.
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LrnHAH.Y ROUND-T AHLE SF.SSIOX OF nm

X. E. A.

At tiw mcetiug of the Departmeut of Superiutemlence of the K. E. A. at Indianapolis on February 16-18, 1897, through some comliiuation of unfortunate circumst:mccH, the Library Rountl T::tblc did not recei rn tho attention it would otherwise
hav e h::td. Tho topics set down for discussion were: ( 1) The reading of tench l'r ;
(2) tho proper fnnction of the National Library as n, part of the American ecluC'ational system; what it migli t <lo to assist schools and libraries throughout the country; (3) practical help in the evolution from book borrowing to uook owning; ( J)
the function of schools in training readers for the public library; (3) using books r.
reading books, by E. A. 'Winship, Boston.
In introducing tho first topic .Mr. Crun<l.cn said that one of foe greatest desiderata
in our public schools is that the teachers shonld be readers. The most beneficial
thing ton, pupil is contn,et with a live teacher. But there is uo life withont growth.
A teacher can not impart life to, or awaken life in, his pupils unless bis own miud is
growing; an,l to this en<l. ho must be a reader auc.l a student-not of professioual
books ::iloue, but of ·tho best literature. The great point is that the tPacher should
be a wdl-read, well-informed man or woma,n, growing intellectually from year to
ye:1r. As :2ishop Spalding sa.ys:
·w hat the teacher is, not what b e inculcates, is tho important thing. The life he
lives, and above all wllat in his inmost soul ho hope&, believes, n.nd lovl's, h:we far
deeper ancl more potent inflencc than mere lessons can eYer have.
In the preface to his Special Method s in Rea.L1ing, Dr. C. A. l\Idfurry, ,;peaking- of
the list of books he therein recommends for teachers, says:
If all onr teachers in the common schools shoultl read with thonghtfnl appredation ten or n, dozen of tho best books in this series, it ·wo11ld surely improve tho
teaching in all our schools 25 per cent.
Mr. r•runueu ac.ltlecl that it would also bring to teachers the greatest pkasnre that
can come in to their li Yes. 'l'his pleasure they would gain in three ways: ( 1) Through
their o,vn intellectual clarification anc.l spiritual exaltation; (2) through witnessing
the deli er ht of fresh youn <T minds when first brouo·ht into the realm of nohle thonghts i
and (3t through i,hc light nec.l burden and inc~·easccl ,·uccess of their profe ·sional
,,·ol'k. Teachers should read witlely as w ell as deeply.
In the course of the discussion of the first topic, Mr. F. A. Hntchin , liurary d erk
of the oftl ce of thl~ superintendent of public instntction of Wiscon sin, said:
Tea chers shonlcl b e tLorongbly familiar with the great children's classics_, a.i!d
should enjoy them so tlloronghly that they can inspire a lorn for tbesu clas ·ics 1.n
the breasts of all their pupils. Tbe Hchool liuraries will not <lo their 'Lest work uutil
we h ave a generation of teachers who have uecm reared in childhood i11 home ancl
schools where the best lJooks are habitually reacl. The teacher who has done ycry
little rea<ling can well afford to b egin with the children's classic· for tber r ·a ons
than to lJo better a.l>lc to help Irnr pupil. .
1lr. A. F. Foersfr, teacher of physic in the , 'teelc High School, Dayton
h io,
·poke 011 making a lihrary u ·eful to hi•,.li-school pnpils. Ho i-ai<l.:
Iu : ome _of th ln.r~er city libraries the books on the ya,rious ·cieuce", whetb_ r in
the lrn~ of 11atnral ht ·tory, ot· of physi cs, chemi try, and the like, are too 1·x ·In 1,·ely
of ~o~·v1r t? tho very fow, to tho specialist , or t1.1ose having had higher cou~ e of
tr, _nrn..,.: 'loo gr<•at mph~sis can not be laid npon the fart that thc,· o libranc ar
mamly for the g neral puhl1 ·, an,l that the most carofnl sel ction ·honl<l ho madt· of
· nch hool ·~ a wonlil be of value to thos who h:.w c not bad previous training.
l-'ollowin~ on th· lino of thought with which the disC' us. ion startecl, a np rin~ )l(l,·n pr,• ent. <·oiulnmno,l • tri<·tlr prof ·ional oHrse of readiag forte. ·her ·
f•·~<·hi r · h 8 ' id, should r ad the anw hook as othrr nlti ,·atccl peopl , He
1, 11 \" 1l ••1·n 1· l ·nl nr va
f
1
•
T
'"'
mor Ya ue than prof ional traini11g.
?1 ar,•,nnmor1 t 1 r. \Yin hip, who want <l to :itteu<l another mC'cli1w th la t
top1 • \ •
I •
k 11 11}
} 1 w·1 h.
r,
•
·l
·
11
1p spok fol' ltal f an hour in t rYicl app al t
O O
t ,er
·u lio ,k , 0 " m in o intirnnt~ a oc·iation with th m. H :aicl th re
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ihonM be the closest cooperation lrntweeu teachers and librarians, and iudn]gecl in
some reflections on the u.loofness and loftiness of librarians, which caused the libra1·ians present to exchange smiles of amusement.
Miss Eary E. Ahem replied briefly to this charge by telling Dr. Winship that he
had evidently never attended a meeting of the A. L. A., or observed the work
American 1mblic libraries are doing and trying to do. She informed him that, so
far from preserving a distant attitude towards teachers, librarians had been chasing
after them for twenty years and only lately were beginning to catch them.
Throughout the discussion of the first and fifth topics there was a constant tendency to digress to the fourth, which to all seemed the most important and interesting subject; and as no one seemed to have anything to say on the second and third,
the fourth topic was taken up. In introducing this, Mr. Crunden related his e:x.pcri•
ence as a grammar-school pupil passing in a change of schools from the old to the
new hlea, and said that <l nring t,h e last two years of the old reglme he receivecl more
benefit from the surreptitious reading of gooll literature than he did from his
lessons. When be changed principals he was encouragecl to rcau , a1.Hl at the same
~ime and for that reason found his les,ous more interesting and valuable. As a
grammar-school principal, he had founcl that those teachers who led thoir pupils to
clo general reading made the best showing at text-book examinations. He quoted
from Sir John Lubbock to the effect that the chief thing was "that every boy ancl
girl shouhl wish to learn/' and from Dr. Harris's Fabyan paper: "The school is set
at the task of teaching the pupil how to use the library in the best manner. '.rhat,
I take it, is the central object toward which our American methods have b een
unconsciously guided." Ancl in conclusion he read a nnmber of pertinent cxtract8
from C. D. Warner's Relation of Literature to Life.
Superintendent Van Sickle, in response to a request, ga\-e a brief account of the
cooperative work done by the schools and libraries of Denver.
Remarks were macle by a number of others, and before interest J1a1l uegnn to iiag
tbe laten<)SS of the I.tour compelled adjournment.
"EVALUATION" OF BOOK~ 1-'0R CIIILDHI~N.

A promising plan recently set afoot in the Dayton Public Library is the system
adopted for utilizing the reading of teachers, the library staff, and others interested,
for the "evaluation" of books for the children. It was one of the ontgrowths of the
local teachers' library conferences held last year, and is being usefully and widely
d eveloped. The following printed reading slip 1 of the nsnal L. n. standard size, is
giYen to the person who acts as "evaluator," and on it is 110ted the information
desired:

Reacling 8lip for persons 1t:lw eralue books .for scltool library.
Author---.
Title--.
Date - - . Reader--.
SuitalJle for boy ~ - - girl?--. Age--. Grade--.
Snbject - - - .
Locality---. Period---.
Information - - - .
Lm1gnagc - - - . Illustrations -- - .
Moral tendency--.
Comment--.
The way in which tho system works js illustrated lJy this C'omplctell reading ·lip
on Miss, 'cawell's "Paul .Jones:"
Author. Molly Elliot Se,iwcll.
T1tl ·. Paul Jones.
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Date. 2 Ja. '97. Reader. B.
, ex. Both. Grade. 6-8.
Moral tendency. Excellent.
Langnago. Pure.
Material. History and biography related in a story-telling way.
Correctness of information. Exact.
Illustrated. Yes.
Comments. General appearance-very pleasing; it would crnate an interest in
reading history and the greatest admiration for those who had served their country i
gives good idea of hardships in early years, and life in the Navy.
These slips, it will be seen, may be filed away to serve the librarian as au "evaluated" card catalogne of school literature, but the plan is capable of wide exte~· ·.ion
into other branches of reading, the gi. ving of special subjects to special authonties,
and, indeed, a partial attainment of comprehensive "C'valuation" of library books.
A CHILDRI<JN'S BOOKMAlUL

The following bookmark is used by the libraries of Milwaukee, Cleveland, Dayton, and other cities, and the attractively disguised preachment that it addresses to
the children has proved decidedly e:ffeoti ve:
DAYTON PUBLIC LIBRARY,

BOOKll[ARK.

"Onco on a time" a Library Book was overhearcl talking to a little boy who had just borrowccl
it. The words seemecl worth recording, and here they are:
"Please don't handle me with dirty hands. I should feel ashamed to be seen when the iwxt
little boy borrowed me.
,; Or leave me out in the rain. .Books can catch colcl as well as children.
'' Or make marks on me with your pen or p encil. It would spoil my lookH.
·• Or lean on me with your- elbows when you are reading me. It hurts.
"Or open me and lay me face down on the table. You wonllln't like to be treated so.
"Or put between my leaves a pencil or anything thicker thall a single sheet of thin paper. 1t
would strain my back.
"\\Thenever you are through reading me, if you are afraid of losing your !)lace, clon't turn
down the corner of one of my leaves, but have a neat little .Bookmark to put in where you stop .
and then close me and lay me down on my side so that I can ]Jaye a good, comfortable r st.
"Remember that I want to visit~ great many other little boys after you are throu~h with lll('.
Besides, I may meet you again some day, antl you would be sorry to see me looking old ancl torn
and soiled. Help me to keop fresh and clean, and I will help you to be happy. "

_______________________ ------- -- ----

...._

CHAPTER XVI.
EDUCA'rION IN FRANCE. 1
France, republic: Area, 204,092 square miles.

Population, 38,517,975 (1896).

PREVIOUS AR'fICLES.

The edt-icational system of France. (Report, 1888-89, Vol. 1, pp. 112-149.)
Report of the educational congresses and exhibition held in Paris. 1889. (Report,
1889-90, Vol. 1, pp. 41-186, by W. H. Widgery.)
Brief view of the educ~tional system, with statistics for 1888-89. (Report, 1889-90,
Vol. 1, pp. 249-261.)
Elementary education in London and Paris. (Ibid., pp. 263-280.)
Education in France: Statistics, 1890-91; progress of primary schools i:lince Guizot's law, 1833; higher primary and classical schools of France. (Report,
1890-91, Vol. 1, pp. 95-124.)
Education in France: Outline of the system, and statistics for 1892; State faculties; proposed transformations and development of teaching functions.
(Report, 1891--92, Vol. 1, pp. 73-95.)
CivH service in France, by W. F. and W.W. Willoughby. (Ibid., pp. 809-412.)
Education in France: Outline view, with current statistics; inspection of infant
schools: recent changes in the baccalaureate: re.organization of medical
studies and of the scientific course preparatory thereto. (Report, 1892-93,
Vol. 1, pp. 219-237.)
Education in France: Statistics for 1891-92-93; recent modifications in the department of secondary education; recent development of the faculties (universities); progress of the system of primary instruction: schools for adults;
movements for the admission of American students to the universities of
France. (Report, 1894-95, Vol. 1, pp. 289-312.)
Education in France: Statistic& for 1894-95; summarized view of primary schools,
proposed modifications of secondary institutions: the law of July 10, 1896,
transforming the State faculties into universities; status of medica~ students
in France, with special reference to foreigners; Dr. Alcee Fortier on the
French lycees. (Report, 1895-96, Vol. 1, pp. 611-639.)
Education in France: Statistics, current and comparative; opening of the universities under the law of July 10, 1896; the new doctorate open to foreigners;
tate secondary schools vs. church establishments; the Jaw of July, 1893,
respecting salaries of teachers of primary schools; the superior primary
schools- progress, organization and scope; M. Boutmy on the reform of the
baccalaureate; M. Breal on the study of Greek (Report, 1896-97, Vol. 1,
pp. 29-70.)
1
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TOPIC.AL OUTLI~E.

Educational statistics, 1896-The State teaching system an index of the strength
of the Government; the central authority actively present throughout the
country by means of the academic organization and the service of inspection;
tlecentralizing tendencies shown by the elective character of the councils
(superior ancl academic),· the reconstitution of the universities, the efforts to
free the lycees from too rigid control and by communal responsibility in
respect to primary schools-Statistical summary illustrating the progress of
the system and of the movement toward local freedom; comparative statistics
of universities; of secondary schools; of primary schools-Results of popular
instruction shown in the diminishing ratio of illiterates; complaints of the
moral degeneracy of youth lead to efforts for continuing moral restraints
after the close of the obligatory scboo1 _period and for increasing the moral
influence of the school; instruction in temperance introduced into all primary
and secondary schools-State eclucation completed by provision for manual
training and technical schools.
Appended papers: Report of Mr. Charles Coplancl Perry on technical education
in France-Review of the measures facilitating the admission of American
students into French universities-Review of the career of M. Victor Durny,
minister of pubiic instruction, 1863-1869, by the Due de Broglie-Review of
the work of M. Henri Marion, first professo1· of the science of edueat.ion at
the Sorbonne, by M. F. Buisson.
Educational statistics, 18DU.
Enrollment.
Classes of institutions.

Date.

Primary schools (public and private) :
Infant schools (ecoles mater .
nelles), ages 2 to IL _______________ _ 1896
Primary schools {public and private), ages 6 to 13; 13-16 .•...• ___ _ 1896
Secondary schools:
P11blic, ages 8 to 2Q _ __________ ______ _ 1896
Private, ages 8 to 20. ----·- ------ ___ _ 1896
Primary normal schools, ages 1G to :w __ 181:l5-9G
Universities:
FacultiesPublic .. __________ __ . ________ ....
1896
Private .... _..... ·-····. _____ ___ _ 1 93

Male.

Female.

72(•,120
5

rk 511
' '

85,514
9

~:rJ

2i,0.5.'i
988

j_

Teachers.
Men.

Women.

Current
expendi·
tures.

!),300 ·······-···-··

15 ,568

a$,"3i,S90,173

H,486 ---· .... ·-···- - -··

4,006,447

-···:j,"92f :::::::: :::::-.::::

---··1,780,900
b2,500,816

n Public primary only.
b Sta~e ~ppropria~ions for university faculties. As the receipts of the facu1tie3 amount to
a~ut 1:250,UOO_. ~hP11· net co t to the 8tat was little above that amount. There were appropr11:ted 1 ~ addition f~r. superior schools, $5:1,5,700; for scientific bureaus and soci •ties, for the
nat10nal hbra:.Y·.3:dtrumstrahon, tc .• 1,411,78-1:, making the total appropriation f~r th~ d p~rtment.of .8 l1peno! m tru~t10n, 4,~78,300. The total State appropriation for education, mdudmg
the nc,m1mstrat1ve serV1ce, was 38,80R,3G7.

th
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cial interest at this time, because of the culmination of a series of
measures whose purpose is plainly decentralizing. The organization
and history of the system will be considered here with special reference to these measm·es, which have- really brought the system to the
c1a wn of a new period.
The chief of the system, the minister of public instruction,1 has
large powers in respect to appointments, the :regulation of schools,
colleges, and universities, courses of study, the standards for degree
examinations, etc. Member of the cabinet, he stands or falls with
the ministry to which he belongs; a high degree of stability is, however, imparted to the system by the constitution of the superior council of public instruction, which stuvives party changes; and by the
division of the system into departments, primary, se.c ondary, and
superior, each under its ovm director. 2 These officers are appointed
by the President of the Republic and, like the council, do not change
with the change of ministers. It should, moreovei·, be considered
that the essential principles and many practical details of the system
are established by law, _a nd therefore not subject to the fluctuations
of party success.
·
,-rhe principles upon which the French Republic_ is professedly
founded are the legacy of the Revolution, but it employs in their
application instruments created by Napoleon, and intended to serve
the purposes of an imperial will. This is particularly noticeable in
respect to public instruction. The reason is apparently twofold-the
policy suits the traditional tendencies of the people, and it has been
considered necessary as a means of securing to the state the influence
formerly possessed by the church. Said Jules Ferry, in 1879, in a
speech on the project of law requiring all teachers to have a State
diploma:
We find ourselves face to face with a power which intends nothing less than
placing over against and above the right of the state and of civil society a sort of
inviolability of a religious society which recognizes neither the law nor the right
of the state. 3

In this spirit, wisely or unwisely, the system of education was at
first administered. It was aggressive in order that it might live.
For this reason the growth of the system, and especially the growth
of a liberal policy, measures to some degree, at least, tho strength of
the Government. At the same time the gradual process of decentralization that is going on in the system indicates a growing capacity
for
If-direction on the part of institution.. The changes in the
1

M. Rambaud was succeeded in this post, July 2, 1898, by M. Bourgeois.
The director of superior instruction is M. Louis Liard; of secondary, M. Rabier;
of primary, M. C. Bayet, who succeeded M. F. Buisson in 1897, the latter, after
twenty years' incumbency of this office, having been appointed to fill the hair of
pedagogy at the Sorbonne, made vacant by the death of M. Henri Marion.
a Discours et opinions, Vol. III, p. 531.
2
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Superior Council of Public Instruction early showed the purpose of
the Republic to exalt professional above official influences. Under
the imperial regime the council was formed wholly by appointment,
As constituted by the law of February 27, 1880, 1 inspired by Jules
Ferry, it is professional and largely elective, and since its organization on this basis it has included in its membership almost every man
of note in the educational fraternity of France.
r:I:1he central authority in the system of education is not a remote,
impersonal force existing as a name merely in the regions beyond the
capital. It is felt as a living presence throughout the country. The
University is really a body of officials whose qualifications, duties,
emoluments, and ranks are rigidly defined. They comprise seventeen
academies or groups. At the head of each group is a rector appointed
by the minister, whom he represents in the district -to which. he is
assigned. He must be a university man, possessed of the doctor's
degree. He is the executive head of the university (formerly faculties)
of his district, and of all the secondary and primary schools in the
same area. 'I'he 90 departments ( civil divisions, 87 in France and 3
in Algiers) are unequally distributed among the academies. The
Paris Academy is the seat of the chief university and of the leading
classical colleges. It comprises 9 departments, with a population of
6,.265,456. The Academy of Lyons, whose university is the second in
importance, comprises 4 departments, with a population of 2,399,394.
Chambery, which has only the beginnings of a university, comprises
2 departments, with a population less than 550,000. These differences
affect somewhat the dignity and influence of the rectorship. The
minister is the virtual head of the Paris Academy, and the duties of
the rector fall to the vice-rector. M. Greard has filled' the position
during the whole period of the Republic. His salary is $3,600 (18,000
francs), the same as that of the rectors of Bordeaux, Dijon, and
1 The superior council is composed of 60 members, three-fourths of whom are
chosen by their peers from the three teaching orders. Teachers and professors of
all grades, and even women engaged in governmental or in private schools, are
eligible to membership. Private schools and colleges send four members. These
are appointed by the Pre ident of the Republic on the nomination of the mini ter.
All members are elected for four years, but they are eligible for reelection.
Nine members are appointed councilors by a decree of the President of the
Republic, and these, with six members chosen by the minister, form the permanent e ·tion of the council. This . ection meets every week; the council meets
only twice a year-in ,T11.1y and December. '£he permanent section tudies
an que tiona app~rtainin,,. to the discipline administration and management of
·h. ls, nominat . _t profe ional ch ir , bring before th~ council all matter
wlnch h " t
di ·u e by it giving at the . ame time minute f their own
lL mi1:1i t r i al ·o a .. i ted by an advi ory c:ouncil (comit' con uld b ·. lnm elf from the rank of the general inspe tor univer ity
•
·• IC r ctor. ,
·. Th ir t rm of rvice is one y , r , bu their
~ 10 n · r r ·n
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Lyons. 'l1he lowest salary paid a rector is · $2,600. 'rhe rectoi' is
assisted by an academic council,1 in which there is a hint of local
influences, since it includes members chosen by the minister from the
councils of the departments and of the municipalities, which are
elected bodies. The professional influence predominates, so far as
numbers go, the majority of the members of the academic council
being professors elected by their colleagues.
The deliberations of the academic council related formerly to
secondary and to superior institutions, but by the transformation of
the faculties into universities the academic council ceases to have
jurisdiction over them. Their affairs are administered by a general
council composed as follows: The rector, the deans of the faculties, ·
and two delegates from e.ach faculty, elected by their colleagues. 2
Thus the universities have become organic and self-governing, so far
as comports with their character as State institutions. 'I1his is a
change whose effects are felt beyond the circle of the universities
themselves.
1..,he law imposes upon the universities the task of developing specialties and of providing increased equipments, but at the same time
permits them he:c.ceforth to control a large proportion of their income.
There are already signs of a revival of t,he local activity in respect to
leaTning which formerly characterized several centers. The t1:aditions of this earlier period survive in many private associations fo1·
the promotion of sci ence and letters which have withstoorl political
revolutions. 8
'rhe reorganization of the universities will have its effect a,lso upon
the secondary establishments (lycees and communal colleges) which
prepare students for matriculation. The endeavor to free these
secondary schools from the effeets of a too rigid control, to impart to
them independence, spontaneity, and individuality,4 has been the
1 The academic council is composed of the academic inspectors, one f 01' each
department included in the academy; the dean of the university faculties, a certain number of professors chosen by their colleagues and two members appointed
by the minister from the general councils of the departments, and two from the
councils of municipalities that contribute to secondary and superior establishments. (Law of February 27, 1880.)
1
The constitution was determined by decree of July 25, 18 5, the fir t of a series
of measures which culminated in the law of July 10, 1896. The decree of 18 5
permitted the faculties to hold property, to receive gifts, and to manage their own
estates. They were also empowered to receive funds from cities, departments,
private corporations, and individuals. The law of 1896 provides that from January 1, 1898, the respective universities may retain the fees for tuitjon , registration,
use of library and laboratories.
:i Among these associations may be noted the Academy of Sciences, Arts, and
Belles-lettres of Bordeaux, founded 1712; of Marseilles, 1721; Academy of Sciences,
Inscriptions, and Belle -lettres of Toulouse, 1809.
'Such was the avowed purpo e of the decrees of August 4:, 1890, and June 4,
1891 , modifying thi3 courses of secondary in truction. In his circular of instruc-
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least successful of all endeayors undertaken by the Republic for
the improvement of education. '-rlie spirit of these efforts is clearly
set forth in the review of M. Marion's ,,rork, appended to this article.
They are being rellewed at this time and will be aided by the re-vived
spirit of university freedom. The development of specialties that
is going on in the universities will necessarily tend to break up the
extreme uniformity of the classical schools. At the same time the
influence of another order of secondary schools which have developed
upwanls from the department of primary instruction is working to
the same encl. 'rhese superior primary schools, or, as ·we shonld say,
hjgh schools, although authorized by Guizot's law of 1833 as a feature
of a nationai system, are truly local in their origin, having arisen in
rnsponse to the demands of modern business and being an integral
part of the new life, the era of the bourgeoisie, as it is sometimes
and, perhaps, contemptuously called. These schools, liberally supported by the municipalities, are essentially modem; that is, scientific
and technical. 'I'heir influence is already marked and is destined to
increase.It is in the department of primary instruction that the greatest
need of local interest arises, and since this interest can hardly exist
apart from the sense of responsibility it is here that the anomalous
character of the French system is most clearly seen. Every com1mrne in France is obliged by law to establish a public school. 1 But
the communes clo not control and manage their own schools, as do districts and towns in our country and in English-speaking countries in
general.
Reference must here be made to the serYice of inspection ·which,
like the academy system, represents the central authority tl1Tonghout
the country. ~rhis service comprises general inspectors,2 ·whose oversight extends to all grades of instructions; academic inspectors, at
least one for each department, who are appointed by the mini ter, but
subject to the academic rector, and primary inspectors who come into
tho closest relations with the individual schools. Th academic
in ·pectors are the most-important of these functionaries so far as the
interesti:; of elementary schools are concerned. They name the canclidat s from whom the prefects (ciYilchiefs) of cl.epal'tments may appoint
tions ac ·ompanying the decrees, M. Bourgeois, then minister of public instruction
urg ' the principals of secondary schools to exercise more freedom in re pect to
th e dail_yrouti~e _and to promote the natural, spontaneous activity of the tudent •
(~u~le~:n Admrnistratif, o. 922, 1 90, supplement).
mz
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full teachers; have the sole appointment of probationers and a large
measure of control over all teachers. ':f1hey must approYe the t,i metables of individual schools, and receiYe the reports of the primary
inspectors of their respective departments. They haye also to establish amicable relations between the prefecture and the academy, to
mediate, as it were, between the exigencies of politics and pedagogy,
for a man may be an excellent teacher but opposed to the party in
po-wer, and in that case he may be supported by the inspeetor and
opposed by the prefect.
This general oversight is supplemented by the closer sluYeillance of
the primary inspectors, of whom there are between 450 and 500, or
about 1 to every 150 schools. 'l"'hey Yisit the schools of their respective districts twice at least in the year ancl report their state to the
academic inspector; they preside over the teachers' conferences, conduct the examinations of candidates for the certificate of primary
studies, report infringements of the compulsory law, direct the establishing of public schools, decide as to the opening of private schools,
of classes for adults, the creation of local funds for aiding poor pupils,
etc. The discipline and the reward of teachers is at o largely determined by their recommendation. 1
·with this close oversight maintained by special officers of education
and by the departmental prefects, all of whom owe their positions to
the central authority, there appears to be little chance for the exercise
of local authority in respect to the schools; but if from the administrative side the schools ·seem to be wholly the creations of the State,
from the :financial standpoint the 1iew is changed.
The taxes on which, after all, the whole fabric rests have Lo ho raised
from the people. Besides the four direct taxes 2 levied by the State
for general purposes, there is a school tax amounting to 8.1 2 centimes
additional to the product of the four direct taxes.n rrhese ta ·e · accrue
to the public treasury, from which an annual appropriation i · made
coYering the salaries of primary teachei·s and the current expen ·es of
primary normal schools. In addition to the school tax, the communes
provide the sites and buildings for the primary. chools, the furnishing
and care of the same, the wages of servants in infant or other schools,
the allowances made to foremen, assistants, and workmen required
for special courses-agricultural, commercial, or industrial-and also
lodging,• for the regular teachers or money equivalent for the .·ame .
The funcl s for these expenditures are -voted by the municipal or communal councils, whi h are elected by the citizen· of tho commune.
The statistics do not enable us t,o determine what proportion of tho
1
A decree of January 18, 1887: determines these duties.
~Bylaw of July 14, 1884, the direct taxes are the tax upon land, the tax upon
personal property, the license tax, and the tax llpon doors and windows.
;: Law of July, 1880, Chap. III, Art. 27.
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amount appropriated by the State for the expenses of primary schools
is covered by the 8.12 additional centimes.
In a comparison of the school income of 1887 with that of 1892 it is
stated that in the former year the State contributed 49 per cent of
the total obligatory expenditure for primary schools and in the la1 tel'
year 67.6 per cent, and that the increase is due chiefly to the transfer
of the 8 centimes additional to the State budget 1 which was first
effected in 1890.
'rhe interest of the people in their schools is not, however, solely a
financial one. In each commune a local school committee (commission
scolaire) is formed to supervise and encourage school attendance.
This committee consists 2 of the mayor, or of an assistant delegated
by him as president; of a cantonal delegate, and in communes comprising several cantons of one delegate for each, appointed by the
academy inspector; of members designated by the municipal council,
not P-xceeding in number one-third the members of the council. In
case the municipal council fail to nominate these members they are
appointed by the prefect of the department. 3 These committees were
constituted to assist in carrying out the law of compulsory-instruction
and have no authority with respect to the matters and methods of
instruction. They meet formally for business once every three
months on the call of the president or the primary inspector. In case
any accusation is made by them against guardians or parents, appeal
may be made by the parties interested to the prefect. For obvious
reasons they have accomplished little in respect to the enforcement
of the obligatory law and have been of little account save where their
efforts have been directed chiefly to promoting the well-being of tlle
pupils. 'rhey afford rather proof that local intere t is the tronge t
in<lucement to the maintenance of effective schools, a truth which i
emphasized further by the effects of the funds for the aid of poor
pupils (caisses des ecoles) maintained by the communes. As to the
prefect of the department, who has larger authority with r , pect to
the schools than any offi.ce1: outside the educational body, ·elf-inter · t
naturnlly prompts him to rend r him •elf ac<'eptable to th peopl over
whom he i.· appointed .
. I_ remember [says Mr. Bodley J to have seen the prefet surrounded by the leading
citiz 11• of Lyons, distinguished men who devote their lives to the local institutions
of th econd town of Frnnce, the independent spirit of which is their pride.
' 'tatistique d

·

ment 1 91-92. p. xxv.
·
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We may concur, with reference to this whole system of local administration, so unlike that of our own country, in the opinion which this
author adds:
If, therefore, a great civic population, composed of conflicting elements, 1:1ccept
complacently the governance of an imposed authority, it is clear that the system
is in accordance with the sentiments of the comm;1nity.

It has been said that under the Republic there is less freedom in
respect to primary education than before the revolution, when it was
left entirely to the communes. In reality the schools were at that
time under the control of the church. It is, as already stated, the
purpose of the State to break up the monopoly of the church, not by
destroying church schools, but by maintaining and favoring public
schools. It has adopted for this purpose the university organization
of Napoleon, but it has infused therein the spirit of professional liberty rather than repressed local activity. Says M. Faquet:
The diverse Jaws which -have established in France the liberty of primary. i:;econclary, and superior instruction are decentralizing revolutions.

It is proper to notice in this connection that the civil liberty of the
communes is continually increasing. Mme. Darmesteter points out
in a recent article that the law of July 24, 1867, transfereecl the
authority controlling the discussions of the mayor and council from
the bureau in Paris to the p;refecture. The Republic has goue further; the laws of April 7, 1884, have greatly increased the power of the
mayor, '' and by the institution of permanent committees have enabled
private citizens to partake, in some measure, of the affairs of the
Commonwealth. Finally, the law voted on October 27, 1896, 0 ·ives a
certain financial control to the municipal councils and adds to their
faculties." 1
In view of the movements here traced, the official statistics assume
an importance beyond that of serving merely to show the present state
of the various institutions.
The following tables are from reports published under the Republie,
which comprise also revised summaries of statistics from 1829 to 1876,
the date of the first report under the present government. 2
1
Review of Bodley·s France by Mary Da1·mesteter. -Contemporary, July, 1898,
p. 62.
2
The reports is ued by the ministry of public instruction since 1870 are:
Statistique de l'enseignement superieur, 1876, 1878, 1888; secondaire, 1876; secondaire des gar<;ons, 1887; secondaire des jeunes filles, 1887; Statistique de l 'enseignement primaire. 1876-77, 1881-82, 18 6-87, 1891-92. The minister ha.· published also for several years a brief annual report of primary education.-Resume
des Etat& de situation de l'enseignement primaries.
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Nwnber of students in the university faciilties for yem·s specijiec~.
State faculties.

I

1875.

1885.

1805.a

1891-92.

! _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ ___, _ _ _ _ _ - --

~~~~~nciaL~~ :::~::=:~::: }
T otaL .. __ _____ ___ --~

{

17, 630
17,630

-

8,530
7,446

9,387
12, 679

10,951
13,404

15, 976

2'Z, 066

24,355

1896.

18!)7.

27,035

26, 912

Per cent of
increase,
1885-1895.

-·

}

- - -

1>27,035

2H

{

80

- - - - - -52.44
26, 912

aln .January; these figures are taken from a report made to the Chamber of De=3uties in 18~6,
accompanying the project of l:;i,w relative to the constitution of the universities, as reported m
the Revue internationale de l'enseignem.ent of February 15, 1896, p. 193.
b Includes 1,828 for eigners.

Di~tribut'ion of 1tnit.,ersity students by faculties, a
Increase or
decrease,

Students registered.

Faculties.
· -- Protestant theology _. ___
Law ____ __ _--· ··· . .. . : ______
:Medicine . .. . ___ ______ _____
Sciences ___ ___ ___ ___ . _....
Letter,; _.. __. ... _... _.. .. .
Pharmacy __________ : _____

TotaL ... ______ ___ ___

I

1891.

1894.

1893.

1892.

· · - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

94.
7,728
6,212
1,647
2,647
2,457

98
8,019
7 069
1:848
2, 835
2,560

89
8,210
7,589
l,t\66
3,000
2,643

20,785

22,429

23,397

--

2, 823

89
8,143
8,996
2 807
3:230
2,897

24,893

b25, 662

96
8 358
s:897
L654

3; 010

1891-1896.

]896.

1895.

91
8,876
8,485
3 050
3:457
3,076

- - - - - - -·-27,035

+
+
+
+
-+ -+

3
1,148
2,273
1,400
810
619

-

6,250

r,. F'rom. report of the committee on the budget for 1897, p. H.
.
.
bb The difference between this total and the corresponding totalin the preeedmg table ?-9 proin
ably due to the fact that certain municipal students are here included that were omitted
the other table, or possibly the two counts w.e1•e made for different months of the year .

Ji"'inancial statist,ics.

Year .

- --1877 a---··· ...... __ ___ _
1887 ci ____ ·--- - ----···-1805 b _. _. _. __ . _ . ____ __ •

Expendiof Net expense
tures bythe Receipts
Number
faculties
of the facState for turned
stuinto
university the public ulties to the of
dents.
Governfaculties
treasury.
ment.
and sch ools.
SI , 607,596
2,296, 539
2,628,415

$895,796
941, 956
1,326, 400

Expense per capita.
Total.

$115.25
]42.00
106.50
__ ,___

13,951
16,163
24.355

$711. 800
1, 354,583
1,302,015

Net to the
Govern·
ment.
$51.00
Si.00
54.00

---a From Statistique de l 'enseignement superieur, 1878--1887.
•
b From speech of minister quoted in Revue internationale de l'enseign ement, February 1.,. 1800.

ITrom the fir t of th e foregoing tables it is seen that while ther ha ·
been a marked increase in the number of university students in the
past t w
e proYincial faculti s share in this iucrea ·e to a
gr at
, ,· . 'J.1he second table is of intere ta
·
·t · to
a ·e att ndanc upon th
hie
ond ver nearly to the
niYer
T
n
hi
n1

,

0

'
l

<

r w ·r

>

i1
1 •t
tio11 d. 'f
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ation of scholarship funds (bourses) and examinations (agTegation)
for special professors, candidates for the licentiate or for the title of
agrege were attracted to the faculties of letters ancl of sciences, and
more recently the number has been increased by students lrnYing in
vie-w other careers.
The increase of the university receipts and the consequent diminution of the per capita expenditure by the State that has been going on
since 1887, as shown in the third table, may be justly regarded as
an outcome of the measures for giYing: autonomy to the se,·eral
uni versit.ies.
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

1.,lrn status of the secondary schools of l~rance appears at this tirn
to be less satisfactory t,han that of any othe.r department. The
efforts that have been made by the GoYernmcnt t9 modify i.he cur-riculnm and the constitution of the State lyc.ees hayo be.en consklored
in full in previous reports. The statistics carefully repoeted from
year to year have shown a gradual falling off in the attendance upon
the public secondary schools and a proportionate increase in the
attendance upon the church establishments. This tendency is viewed
with some concern by the Governmeut, ancl inquiries haYe been instituted ,vith a view to ascertain the exact causes of themoycmeni.. The
attendance upon the five classes of se_c ondary sci10ols, i. e., the lycees
and commimal colleges which belong to the State system, and the
three classes of private schools which are almost without exception
church establishments, has been as follo,Ys, fot· the snccessirn years
1892-1807, inclusive:
Enrollment.
Classes for institutions.

1892.

1893.

1804.

1 !)G.

-·----

Lycees (public) ... _. __ ............ .. ... .
Communal colleges (public) ........... .
Church schools ......................... .
Sl?J-al~ seminaries, ch,rical (p,atits sem·
1naires) .... ...... ........... ..... .. •.••
Private establishments_ ............... .

52,945
32,508
51,087

53, 974:
32. 709
51,377

53. 490
a-z. 4-21
5U, 265

23.94
16,306

23, &ill
14,028

25,354
2.'5, 407
21.
14,214 _ 12,011 ~ 509

T otal ···· · ··· -- -···-········· ······

176, 79-1

53. !)62
:12, 161
57,250

[>3. 290
32, m
58. 500

I

I

737 1

181,744

180, 7!Jl

1 iO, 3.56 j

1897.
52,427

;52, 412

62, 188
2'2, 38]
12, Sl!J
lfl;~, 2'JJ

'J1he proportion of student.· in the lye ~es and colleges fell from .:J:f.;. ;3:.3
per cent in 1802 to 46.55 in 1897. The decline, although not gl'cat,
has been increasing from year to year; it.· causes are not yet well
defined. Meanwhile, it is noted in the official i- port · that although
the Htatns of the State .'Chool · with respect to attendance i ,· not
wholly ati ·factory, they contribute a much larger proportion of
tndent to the special chooJ.- of the highest order than the J'iyal
in. titutions. This is an important matter, as the, ·e gratlmites nt 'I'
ev nLnally i!1to the most inflne11tial public , erYic s. The foHowing
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ta.bl ' hows the comparative standing of the several classes of schools
in thi::; particular:
Students entering the special schools from-

I
I

Name of special
schools.

Lycees, colleges, and
other establishments
of the State or of the
city of Paris (Pryta•
nee, Chaptal, etc.).

Private establishments
having special rela·
tion to the State
schools (Ste. Barbe,
Stanislas, etc.).

Private establishments,
lay and clerical.

----,-'

1892.1s93. 1394J 1895. 1800~ 1892.1893. 1894. 1895.11896. 1892. 1893. 1894-. \ 189:i. 18!Jli
-

- - - i --

--

--- - -

Superior normal
1
school . ... . ......... 41
41
41
42
37
Polytechnic school .. 185 180 174 165 162 41
School of Saint Cyr. 301 316 4-16 365 354 34
Naval school. ... .. ... 43 40 44 42 33
7
Central school. .. .. .. 138 150 160 145 140 27
Agronomic institute ----- 25 44 44 48 -- - --

1
38
41
12
45
18

1
26
49
6

24
21

1
32
51
13
27
14

··s.r

2 ----- ----- ----23
30 38 31
44 90 121 139 136
12 20 23 25 21
2')
66 71 74
!ii
2 29 so
10 -----

.

----38

l ll

I

25
70
16

State appropriations for secondary ediwation.-For buildings and equipments
alone the State has contributed to secondary instttutions since 1878 the sum of
$22,173,333, of which a little above $2,000,000 went to the secondary schools for
girls. The annual appropriations for the current expenses of the lycees and com·
munal colleges (for boys) and the public secondary schools for girls have been as
follows for the years named: 1894, $4,038,248; 1895, $4,073,165; 1896, $4,096,447;
1897, $4,045,119.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

1'he statistics of primary schools are of chief interest in this inquiry.
In the category of primary schools are included infant schools
(ecoles maternelles) established at the optbn of the communes; elementary primaries, public and private [the law requires at least one
public school in every commune; only 96 communes out of 36,402
have not met the requil'ements]; superior primaries, and primary
normal sc_h ools. 1.,he complete statistics have· been given previously.
The statistics here to be considered relate only to the primary school
(elementary and superior) in France~ excluding Algiers. Their "ignifi.cance will be better appreciated by a vie-w of the general movement of the population during the two decades, 1876-1 96 . rrhe child
population of Franc , it should be obserY cl, bear a maller ratio to
the total population than is the case in th neiO'hborino- countrie~.
,..rhi.· i attributed to the low birth rate in Fran , the immio-ration
chi fly of alult., and the unu ual vitality of th adult populati n.
'I he tat of h population a. indicated by ·u e iv
n u
is
;om•,·hat an malou.·. From 1 21 to 1 6(j ach • n •t1.· ·how d an
ine.1·.ca.·
YPr thP pr· <•ding hut at g-1·adnally <limini . hin(Y rate.· until
1 bh ,·h lnlh l ra1 fii1c·1·•a: how <lai;lio·h ri ab vPth rat for
h ;• })l'; . •1li ll"' 1i• y • ,, · (•'' 1.· . , t o 1J . tollowe
.
by an a tual
f popuh 1011 Hill() lilt ltt<r to :•Lo.- p ,)' ('(!Ut ! I' th df' ·al f 1 66 to 1 76. Th
mo •pm! 1
• Hn 1 - ·
1 ,, • 1.· , 110, ·11 lJ • th following tabl :
1

,J
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.11lovement of popiilation.
--=----- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - --- -;--- ----,--------,---- -

I

.

Children Increase Rat10 to
popu- Increase between
6
lati.on.
or deand 13, inde- total ;popucr ease.
elusive.
~ 1 ease.
lat10n .
. - -- Pei· cent.
Pe1· cent. P<:r cent.
4, 502, 506 _. .. -. _. _. _
12. 2
36,905,788
38,218,903
+3. 55
4, 729, 144
+5. 03
12. 4
38,343,192
+o. 32
4,639, 52'1
-1. 89
12. 1
38,511,975 I
+ o. 79 __ ____ _. _____ . _·· ·- . ·--- --- · __ __···-

1Total

Year.

1876_ - - . --- _--·-· - -- -·· - - ···- - ...... --· - ... 18S6. - . . -- - . --·-· -· · --- -- ---- - - .... . -- - -- __
189L. --·-·. - · ·- · - - ---- -- ---- _______ . ______
1896 ___ . · ·-. _____ ••.... -·-··- ____ . ·---· ·--·

o:·

Enrollrnent in p1·i1nary schools.
Year.

Total.

Boys.

- - - · - - - -- , - -_ __ \ _ _
1

Girls.
_ _

1876-77 ..... -----···· ··· ····················
4,716,935 12,400,882
1886--87 _. ________________ ...•.. . -··· ···- .. .. a5, 526,365 2,789,685
1891-92 ___ ____ . _. ......... ··· - .... ·- -·. ·--·- b5, 471,402 2,757,566
1895-96 ... ···- _·-· __ . . ____ -·· -. __ _. --- •. ---- C 5,533,511 -- ·- .......

a In addition, 70,554 in Algiers.

__

In cl·e:::-Ratio of
8
11{0 1
\ or dec:ase. population.

°i~;rt

Per cent.
2,316,053 · -·-·•·· --·
2,736,680
J-17. 08
2, 713,836
- 1. 00
·· -·· ·. -~- -~ .. ---···

b In aclditton, 85,068 in Algieri;.

P er rrnt.
12.78
J.i. 46
H. 27
14-. 36

c Algiers included.

The statistics of enrollment in primary schools show a remarkable
increase for the decade 1876-77 to 1886-87 and a slight decrease in the
five years following. The analysis is not carried to J 8nG because the
enrollment for France, excluding Algiers, has not yet been reported.
The decline is really less than that in the child population, and would
scarcely excite attention were it not limited to the public schools.
In the five .years from 1881-82 to 1886-87 the enrollment in the
public primaries increased by 2 per cent and in the private primarie,
by 10 per cent. In the succeeding five years (1886-87 to 1891-92) the
enrollment in public schools declined by 5. 3 per cent, while in the
private primaries there was an i.ncrease of 16.8 per cent, or a higher
rate of increase than in the previous period.
Of the total enrollment, public primaries had 81. U per cent in 188182; in 1886-87 only 80.4 per cent, and in 1891-92 the proportion had
fallen to 76.8.
'"!'he movement is more clearly shown by the following stati tics,
giving the distribution of the pupils b tw8en the public and private
chools 9lassified as ecular and church, that iR, .·chool' having
teachers belonging to a religious order:
Disfriontion of pupil.sin rliiJ'erent cla.sses of p1·ima1·y scl1ools.

--

________ ,

Secular:
PublicBoys .. •-· ···- -· · -····-Girls .. ..... ·······-····
PrivateBoys -·-·· ·--···· ---- --·
Girls ... ·-···-··· · --·- -·

1881--82.

1886- 7.

-

- , In rease ( + )1or decrease I l /l!ll - H:!.

-

·I

Increa~e ( + )
or decrea e
(-) , 1 6-87

and 1801- 02.

(-(

I

:U88,487
l.161,28U

:?,293,002
l,!i51 ,4!J7

(;.5.097
1:32,091

60,24.0
114,311

I

l'rr cent.
+4.8
t- 16.4

i.i74,372

j Pei· cent.
- 0.8
J.4()!1.716 ~ 4 . 3

- 8.7
- 24.8

,>3,574
l.!3,367

- 11
- 18.3

· ----~-----1------1-------·-Total...... . .... .. . ...
3,567,861
3,srn,no
-· 7
3.s.·n,029
+ 0.3

,====:.J=====l=====J:==== - . - - -
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Disfi'il.mtio n of pupils in differ·ent classes of primary schools- Continued.

1881-82.

1886-87.

---Church:
Publi ·-Boys · -····--· ······ ··- ·
Girls ··· ·····-· ·-- ·-··-·
PrivateBoys ·-----·· ·-- ----· --·
Girls·--···----· _______ _
Total. ____ ...... ·--···

(~)I

Increase
or decrease

Increase(+)
or decrease
(-), 1886...Si
and 1891-ft:3.

1891-92.

(-) .

- - ---

----

Pei- cent.
25-!, 09-!
755,389

169,360

630,649

-33.3
-Hi.5

36 290
487;050

199,932
563,935

267,023
640,223

+33.6
+13.5

393,330
723,703

+ 17.3

], 773,350

1,707,255

- 3.8

1, M0,373

- 3.9

+13

I t will be seen from the foregoing that the decline of enrollment
from 188G-87 to 1891-02 was in se-cular private schools and in public
schools having church teachers. The forme'r are probably gidng
place to public schools; the latter are in many cases losing pupils
through the enforcement of the law of 1886, forbidding the employment of religions teachers in public schools. The law was to go into
full effect as regards schools for boys in 1891, which would account
for the decre~se of 78 per cent in the enrollment of public schools of
this class. The change in schools for girls was not limited in time,
and is effecte<l gradually, a.s circumstances permit.
Teaching force.
\_
1886-87.
- - - 1891-92 ·
Primary schools.
- - - - -- -1
- -- - - -- - - - · Men_._ 1_w
_ o_m_e_
n .--1_'.r
_o_ta
_1_. ~ ~

I

Public ··- ----- ·-·- . . -- __ . ____ _
Private···---··---· --· --··-· ··
Total... - ... - . -.. -- - -.. -.
ct

5-!,822
8,330
o3, 152

42,469
31,19-!
73, 66-3

97,291
39,524
136,815

I
1

~

Total.
1 00. a
10.'i/ i

54, OM
10,566

45,790
£Xl,2"29

100,43'3
43,795

1:;,976

65,211

79,019

lH,2-'30

l;iJ. .;r;:3

Classification by sex n?t yet reported.

It appem._· from the abo-ve that the increase in the total tea ·hina
force ,rn · 5.5 per cent from l SG to 1 01-D...,, and 5 per cent from
18Ul-U2 to 1, 9G. For public schools only the incrca c in the former
P · wa.'
1cr nt, and in the latter period 5.1 p r cent.
we\-i
tate(l, th form in whi •h the fin
ial appror riation
ar
port'
, not enabl u · to <lei , · the
nal part born 1 Y
th
m1
n th ,·upport of
ls.
ny commun .· ar
to
port a .·<-11001; th
ie •,
the
· not
of
· · o,,
ut eonfribul
1in (J'
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in aid. f p
r •n
lie
in ,
· th al ility
·om,'
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il lr Jl.
, l ' n
of <·omm
nt.' 3<i,4Gl in l ',' 7 and ;w
0:?.
\h ! n nnher h, \"i
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The status of the ft,nds in and for the two years named was as
follows:
1S8i.
-

.. · - · - - - -- -- - - - - -- - --

- - - 1-

Number of communes ha.ving funds .....•.•.... ,...........................

-

1891-9:J.

--1----

17,080

Total fund ... ....................... . ................................ --·- ...... $1, 039,5\JO
•.rotal expenditure .....••••....•.•.. - ····· ••....... --· .. ---·· ... . •... _........
716,841

16,121

SL, 03:!, 61:3
S0!,255

rrhe number of these funds rose from 928 in 1880 to 17,000 in 1887.
'I'he falling off since that date is due to the inability of certain y ery
poor communes to maintain the fund without special aid from the
public treasury, which was guaranteed by the law of 1892, but abrogated in 1886.
The total expenditure for public primary schools, including infant
and normal schools, in France and Algiers, was as follows at the dates
specified:
Year.

Amount.

Incrca,e.

Per cent.
1886 ······ . .. .. ........ ··--·· ...... ······ --·- ······ ··· .•...•.•.... •....•........ $34,051,220
1891-!)2 _. ___ .......••......•..• . . . .• . • . • . . • • • . .. • . . . . . . • . . .•• • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 37,261,215
1895 .. . . ... ·-··· •. .. .•••...••••..•. --- ··. ---·· .•....... --·· ..... •.. ·-·· .... .•.. 37,890,173

9. 4'.~
1. G8

'rhe expenditure per capita of population at each date was1886 ..... __ ... ____ .... _. ___.. . _. ___ .. _. __.. _...... __ .... ___ . : .. • __ ........ _. . , ·o. 9
. 97
1891-!)2 .. __ .. __ . .. _.. _. _. _. _.. ....... _. _... .. _......... _ __ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
1895 ....... _•........• _.. _ ... _ . _. . .. ......... _... __ ....... _... _......... .. _ . 08

'rlrn detailed statistics show that the expenditure for the public primaries, excluding infant and normal schools, amounted to $23,987, 275
in 188G, equivalent to $5.32 pel' capita of enrollment, and to $34,270,041,
equi.valentto $8.07 in 1891-92. Later detailed statistics lrnyc not hren
repoTted.
The per capita estimates ar made upon the enl'ollment in public
schools, or a.bout three-fourths of the total enrollment The clnm·h
schools till bear the exp n e of cclucating nearly ':25 pel' · •nt of th
children of school age.
Th statistics here presented shov., on the whol a decided an 1
stable progre, s in the system of public instrn tion. Th slight
c1 line at a few points i probably due to temporal'y cau · ·, and i ·
in no case sufficient to raise any quc ·tion a · to the ability of the Go,-ernment to maintain tho ,·y tern, while infu in°· therein a high r
dcgr e of freedom and local actiYity.
One re, ult of the ·preac1 of elementm·y in -truction i: ,·een in th
dimini. hing ntio of illiterate ·. In 18!)2, of the yom10' men examined
on the con. cl'iption list, 7.5 per cent could n ither r •ad nor writ . In
1806 the proportion ,vas only 5. 3 per cent.
It has been maintained by oppon nts of th ~y.-t. m that it · moral
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influence is•bad, a charge based chiefly upon the secular character of
the public schools, or, to speak more plainly, upon the exclusion of
r eligious instruction.
It has been proved over and over again that the statistics of crime
do not support this aspersion, but the agitation of the subject has
served to bring into clear light a very great evil in respect to the
training of youth. Under the obligatory school law all children must
receive elementary instruction, but the majority pass from school at
11 or 12 years of age with sharpened wits and a modicum of knowledge. In the period of adolescence, when most susceptible to temptation, many are left without restraint or discipline of any kind ancl
without innocent diversion suited to their age. This i.s an eYil for
which the schools are not responsible, but which the school system
by its management and its records of juvenile life helps to disclose.
':Phe result of the widespread a{)'itation
of this evil is a concerted a,ction.
0
on the part of public school authorities, private associations, and pr1vate citizens to devise and foster means for its correction. This is the
cause of the immense revival of what are termed" adult courses,'' but
which are really continuation courses, in which instruction and prnctical training are mingled with recreation and social intercouese.
In 1896-97 there were reported 1,200 societies engaged in this work,
and 4:1.7,421 youths in attendance upon · the evening or continuation
classes, which employed above 33,000 teachers, most of them belono-ing to the State service. 1
The discussion of this subject has also had some effect in strengthening the moral influences exerted by the schools themselve. • In
proof of this may be cited the ministerial order of :M arch 9, HHl7,
organizing temperance instruction (enseignement antialcoolique) in
all pl'imary schools (including high and normal schools), and al ·o in
the lycees. In conformity with this order, the official programme
of hygiene, political economy, and morals in these •eyeral cla : ~ of
s ·hools have been modified by the introduction of scientific prin iple.~
which it is believed will prove the best saf guard ao-ain t intemr ranee. Fren •h children are to be taught that alcohol, und r what Y r
form taken, i. a poi on; that it i, the chief producee of in 'anity a11<l
c1·im ; that it de roy ·, by d gre ', individua1R and fain i lie , tlw nl<' ',
, o ·i ty, Y nth ountry.
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cation must not be overlooked. Although related more or less intimately to the provision for general education, they form a separate
~hapter in the history. A recent report on this work by au English
expert, Mr. Charles Copland Perry, commissioned by the science
and art department to investigate the subjeot, presents a complete
survey of this field. In France, as elsewhere, technical education ·was
advocated as a means of replacing the obsolete system of apprenticeship. ,.rhe significant lesson of the history which Mr. Perry has .
emphasized is the failure of the efforts to graft technical training
upon general primary instruction. Independent organization and
early specialization are apparently the irresistible tendencies of this
wol'k; meanwhile the importance of presm·ving intact for primary
instruction-that is, instruction below the high school grade-the
character of general as opposed to all specialized inst,ruction, is
e mphasized by the French experience.
Mr. Perry's report is repro<l.uced in full among the papers appended.
This report is followed by a summary of the measures facilitating the
admission of foreign students to the French universities. 1'his movement, which has been directed with a special view to the demands of
Amei'ican students, may also be regarded as an evidence of the freer
life upon which the universities have recently entered.
There are also appended papers relating to two eminent men who
have played each an important part, though in different spheres, in
developing the system of public instruction. 'l"'he informing purposes, the high ideals of the system, are reflected in their utterances
and their efforts.
REPORT TO THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT ON RECENT
PROGRESS OF .FRENCH TECHNlCAL EDUCATION.
By CHARLES COPLAND PERHY, M.. A., New College, Oxford; Ph.D., Marburg (Prussia ).
RECENT LEGISLATION O

PRIMA.RY TECHNICAL I NSTRUCTION IN FRANCE.

The State organization of primary technical instruction in France owes its
original inception to a discussion in the Chamber f Deputies in January, 1878.
The results of French industry, as displayed in the Paris Exhibition of that year,
were held to be unsatisfactory. Chambers of commerce and leading manufactures had for years past urged upon the Government the necessity of taking measures to arrest the gradual decline of technical skill which wa due to the very
unsatisfactory conditions attending ordinar y apprenticeship in the workshops,
and which was seriously affecting tho interestR of the country. It was now proposed that a special grant should ba made to the ministry of agriculture and
commerce for the purpose of creating a complete system of primary technical
instruction which would comprise a technical school in each department under
the immediate supervision of the conseil general, or county council. This proposal, which involved the idea of a signing a special and independent position to
technical education, and was, largely on this account, an unpopular one, was
defeated. A counter proposal was made to "annex'' technical or primary instruction, or, in other words, to graft new technical schools on existing olementary
ones. This project was, with some modifications, accepted, and finally, after con-
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sic1erablo delay, an agreement was entered into by the ministry of public instruction, on the one hand, and the ministry of agriculture and commerce on the other,
which resulted in the law of the 11th of May, 1880.
The effect of the main provisions of thi8 law was:
(1) To create a new and distinct order of schools, under the name of ecoles
rnanuelles d'apprentissage. This somewhat ungrammatical title was, at the time,
a gooc1 deal criticised, but was, it was thought, intended to designate a class of
schools which aimed at providing general technical instruction, and not an apprenticeship to any definite trade. Their object, as defined by the law itself, was "to
develop in youths intended for manual trades the requisite dexterity and technical
knowledge." In a decree of January, 1887, they are said to be intended "to
develop technieal skill and to complete, in a special c1irection, the instruction of
the elementary school."
(2) In the second place the law of 1880 assimilated to the aboYe ecoles crapprentissage those higher grade primary schools which comprised courses, or classes,
for technical instruction.
(3) It placecl both the above kinds of s~hool in the general category of "primary schools," and thereby made the expenditure in connection with them obligatory on the commune or the department.
( 4) It placed the ecoles d'apprentissage, and the schools assimilated to them.
under the dual control of the ministers of public instruction and of agriculture
and commerce, respectively.
In July, 1881, an administrative order, intended to give effect to the above law,
practically made it a dead letter. It established a distinction between the two
kinds of school which the law itself had expressly united, and it, moreover, separnted the functions of the two ministers. The minister of agriculture and commerce was made financially responsible both for the erection and the annual
expenditure of the ecoles d'apprentissage, regardless of the fact that no grant had
been made to his department for that purpose. The consequence of this blunder
was that from 1880-1888 it was impossible to found a single public school of t~e
kind. The law of 1880 was, therefore, so far as the ecoles manuelles d'apprent1ssage are concerned, never carried out. This fact wa · admitted in the French
Senate during the discussion of the budget of 1887.
In response to the renewed appeals of various mmaicipalitie , a commission was
appointed in February, 1886, for the purpose of considering the best means of ~iv·
ing practical effect to the law of 1880. After hearing a good deal of conflictmg
evidence on the rival claims of primary and technical instruction, the commis ion
at length succeeded in effecting a compromise which took practical shape in the
decree of the 17th of March, 188 . This decree forms the basis of the agreement
which still exists at the present time between the two ministries. It applie only
to the schools subject to the law of December, 18 O, i. e., the ecoles d apprentissage and the ecoles primaires superieures professionnelles, or technical higher
grade schools. foreover , it confirms the principle of dual control established by
the la"~ of 1880, and places all the schools subject to that law under the joint
authonty of the two ministries. The cost, both of the ecoles d'apprentissage and
of th _~~oles irimair s sup'ricure. profe sionnelles, is to be c1 frayed, partly by
th e mmi5 tty of public in ·truction, ancl partly from the budget of the department
or of th ommune
• departmental or commnna1.
., o
. accord·mg a. t h school 1s
of any kin ar to be incurred in connection ~ith these ·ch ols by the
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the council to watch over the material interests of the school, to prepare the
budget in conjunction with the principal, and to draw up, subject to ministerial
approval, the. syllabus of work. In the case of the ecoles primaires supe-rienres
professionnelles, as distinguished from the ecoles d'apprentissage, a second additional body, the comite de patronage, was instituted, which may, however, take
the place of a council. The members of the comite de patronage are aipp0ip.tecl
by, and are absolutely subject to the influence of the ministry of public instruction. 'l'o the same ministry belongs the initiative in appointil1g the :principals
and teachers of all primary technical schools, of whatever kind, with tlle exce1)tion of national schools. Such appointments, however, :require confirmation by
the ministry of commerce. In the case of national schools, like Vierzon , Voiron ,
and Armentieres, appointments can only be made conjointly, the initiative belonging to neither ministry. The joint authority of the ministry of eomme1tce extends
only to those: higher-grade primary schools and conrs complementaires (highergrade classes. attached to a primary school), which prepare directly for commercial or industrial life. Schools in which there is no technical element, or in which
it is considered quite . subordinate, remain, as before, under the sole authority of
the minister of public inst.ruction.
Boys can not enter either class of school before 12 years of age. Bet\veen the
age of 12 and 13 they must be able to show a certificat d'etudes primaires ; after 13
years of age t.hey are allowed, in lieu of this, to pass an entrance examination.
All schools are, in theory, obliged to conform to a syllabus of work laid down by
the two ministries. They may, however, be authorized to tlraw up a special pr gramme adapted to the needs of the school.
In both classes of school the duration of the course is, except in special cases,
three years. In some schools there is a fom:th year, which is subject to a special
syllabus.
Schools may prepare either for commercial or i11dust1·ial life only, 01•· for both
concurrently. · The special character of the school is, in the case of communal
schools, decided by the municipal council. In industrial schools the obligatory
technical subjects are handicraft, drawing, science, and technology ; in commeruial
schools, bookkeeping and business routine, commercial geography, modern languages, and drawing.
Every industrial school must possess at least one fOl'ernan o:r manager , w ho is
expressly included by the regulations among the teaching staff. His technical
qualifications must be attested by the council of the school, and he is selected by
the mayor from a list of three names submittecl by the council.
The foll owing is the official syllabus laid down for industrial ancl commercial
schools:

First

year.

- -- - - - -,-

lSecona l Thir1l
year. I year.
1·

11
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Such is the outline of a scheme of technical instruction under the two ministries.
Sufficient time has now elapsed to enable an opinion to be expressed as to results
achieved. The project of e tablishing a distinct order of ecoles manuelles cl'apprentissage had up to 18 8 been a failure, and though the ministry of commerce
was now relieved from any direct financfal responsibility in connection with them
they met with no better success. On the other hand, the ecoles primaires superieures professionnelles, which were to have been "assimilated" to these schools,
have developed considerably since 1880. It may, however, be confidently affirmed
that, so far as the real interests of technical education are concerned, they have
failed to fulfill the task assigned to them. Where comparative su ccess has been
achieved, this is due to special local effort, not to State regulations. In the great
majority of cases the bias of these schools is toward a general education of a totally
indefinite character and not, as the law of 1860 intended, toward distinctly industrial teaching. In theory" professionnel, " they are, in most cases, merely ordinary
higher grade schoqls. The smattering of technical instruction which they provide
is nothing more than an " extra ," A charge now frequently brought against these
schools by competent authorities in l!..,rance is that, as a rule, they only succeed in
turning out" declasses," youths who" se croient des savants" (think themselves
savants), and who become useless members of society. It is by no means easy to
ascertain the exact part which manual work plays in the curriculum of these
schools, for the syllabus of work presented 011 demand may fail to tally with the
facts. I have, however, repeatedly been assured 011 good authority that in some
schools not more than four hours a week are devoted to the workshop, an amount
of time which is considered useless for practical purposes. The minimum number
of hours which, in the opinion of the best French authorities, is sufficient to ~repare boys for future apprenticeship .in trade workshops is twenty-five to thirty
hours a week, and this must be continued for at least three years. If to tbis be
added the time required for the scientific side of technical instruction. it must be
- evident that not much leisure is left for a" literary education.''
The defects of a system in which two ministrieRof divergent tendencies exercise
a joint control over technical education are obvious and now generally admitted.
Its establishment was due to the initial error of underestimating the task which
technical education has to accomplish, and of viewing the latter only in the light
of a complement of general education . It is beginning to be recognized that the
relative claims of the two do not admit of any compromise based on abstract principles, and, that, unless a definite standard of efficiency is attained. technical education misses the main purpose for which it was instituted. This standard of
efficiency must not be set by academic considerations of general culture, bu~ by
the exigencies of modern competition in trade. No good results could be expected
from the ill-assorted union of two ministries which, though nominally equal, in
reality occupy the position of superior and dependent, or from a compromis in
which a new and important State interest is practically regulated by a powerful
organization whose knowledge and whose sympathy are both inadequate to the
task. The present tendency of opinion in France is in favor of ending a union
':hich has proved so unfruitful and of recognizing that, while technical in truc~on must nece sarily be based on elementary education, it must also enjoy an
mdepend nt statu of its own.
The combined agency of the two mini. tries which has on th whole b en o
unpr d~ctive, i nevertheles · entitled to cla~ one ucces'. This cons;ts in the
f_~:m,lation of the thre nati nal te bnical school of Vierzon, Yoiron, andA..rmenbn · Th 1 ~ of ~ecemb r, 1 0, did not in it lf provide for th foundation of
_1 for pnmary t chni 1 instruction. A commis ion was, bo,vever.
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State school, which was to unite higher grade elementary with technical instruction, and which was to serve as a model to the communes and departments which
desired to found schools of the order specified by the law of 1880.
The commission expressed themselves in favor of creating not merely an ecole
d'apprentissage, but one which would. in one and the same ef?tablishment, combine a school for very young children (ecole maternelle), a primary and a higher
elementary technical school. The commission was further of opinion that '' all
specialization in manual instruction should be avoided." Before the report of the
commission was officially presented the decree of the 9th July, 1881, issued at the
instance of the two ministries, directed the creation of a "National school of
higher elementary and technical instruction intended to- serve in preparation for
apprenticeship" (ecole nationale d'enseignement primaire superieur et d'enseignement professionel preparatoire a l'apprentissage). The school at Vierzon was
designed" as a pattern for similar establishments, '' to be founded in execution of
the law of 18S0. Two further schools of the same kind were created at Armentieres
and Voiron by the decrees of the 10th and 26th July, 1882. Finally. the decree of
the 17th March, 1888, provided for the future foundation and regulation of other
schools of the same class. The school at Voiron was opened in 1886, those at
Vierzon and Armentieres in 1887. A report of M. Buisson, director of primary
instruction, defines the purpose of these three schools as follows:
Vierzon, Voiron, and Armentieres are not, in any sense, special technical schools,
more or less complete schools of engineering (ecoles d'arts et metiers)'; they are
associations of schools comprising an infant and a primary elementary school, and
at each stage technical instruction which, commencing from the earliest age, when
it is of little importance, continues up to the very end of the course, when it
becomes of the first moment. When he has arrived at this final stage the apprentice, who now only needs the practice of his trade to become a workman, leaves
the national school and goes either into a workshop or into a technical school, in
the proper sense of the term. Hence these three establishments provide a general
preparation for artisan and industrial life. They lead a youth right up to the
threshold of the factory or the engineering school, armed with every kind of
general and special knowledge, with the aptitudes and habits of work which will
enable him either to select a particular calling, or, if needs be, pass from one calling
to the other, sure of being, after a few months of practice, a finished. workman.
It need hardly be ·said that this rath~r highly-pitched statement is in want of
some modification. Even the best -pupils of primary technical schools requi.r , I
believe, a year or two before they can be considered masters of their craft.
The number of these schools is at present still limited to three. The di.reetors,
as well as the whole staff, are appointed in common by the two mini tries. The
three establishments each comprise (1) an infant school (age 3 to 7), to which
only boys are admitted, (2) an elementary school, (3) a higher elementary technical school. There is some manual work even in the primary school, but of the
most rudimentary kind, intended to develop quickness of hand without entailing
physical effort. The work in the shops begins at 12 or 13 years of age, when the
children enter the higher grade school. . In the first year it occupies three hour. a
day; in the seJond year, four hours; in the third year, five hours. In the first
year there is no specialization; five months are spent in the joiner's shop and five
in the fitter's. At the beginning of the second year a selection is made of some
special branch of trade, according to the aptitude of the boy or the wishes of his
parents. From this time forward he works at carpentering or modeling, turning
in wood fitting, turning in metal, or (as at Armentieres) weaving. From the
second year, when the, pecialization begins, the work done bea1·s an immediate
relation to the special trades of the district in which the schools are situated;
working in iron and painting on pottery at Vierzon: working in paper, linen, and
silk at Voiron: working in iron, modeling, and weaving at ArmentiPres. Each
school provides spe ial preparation for the ecoles d'arts et m' tier and for naval
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engin ering. The instruction is gratuitous for day pupils; boarders pay GOO francs
per annum. Boys can not enter the school before 12 years of age, and they must
be able to how a certificate d'etudes primaires or pass an equivalent entrance
examination.
Tho above schools may be· regarded as representing the highest ideal formed by
the French State. of a combined general and technical education. They stand as
the official solution of a. difficult if not insoluble problem. In view of the general
failure whic-h has attended the joint efforts of the two ministries, their success
may appear to require some explanation. This is, no doubt, largely to be found
in tho presence of three factors which are absent in the great majority of higher
elementary technical schools, the cachet, which a State institution always possesses in the eyes of a French parent, the absence of municipal control, and, lastly,
in the avowed predominance of technical instruction. The prospectus of the
school at Arrnentieres is careful to point o-ut thatThis school, of which the staff is appointed by the minister of public instruction,
wit!i the assent of the minister of commerce and industry, is distingu}shed from
01:dmary schools by the ampler opportunities which it affords for learmnp" the us~
o! to?ls as well as the nature and management of maehinery, for :practical ex~rc~ses 1.n drawing and modeling, and for chemical experiments.. It_ 1s _no less d15 tmgmshed from apprenticeship schools by the range and the mtrms1c excellence
of its syllabus of work. It forms skillful and capable workmen and able foremen
and managers, who form the elite of the working population.
We luwe now reached the eitreme limits. of the concerted actiorr of the two
departments , and
may notice that technical instruction is already jn the
ascendant. In the next stage the ministries part company, and the ministry of
commerce aml industry for the first time takes an independent line of its own.
_Though the agreement of March, 1888, between the two ministries nominally gave
them a joint share in the control of the ecoles d'apprentissage and the ecoles
prirnaires superieures professionnelles, yet practically the provision in that agre~ment which laid the cost of these schools exclusively on the ministry of public
instruction deprived the ministry of commerce of any real }Jower of intervention.
The action of the- latter was virtually limited to tendering advice. The fm•:ber
provision, on the other hand, which rendered it necessary that every detail of
organization should have been jointly approved of by the two ministries wa~ the
cause of constant friction and delay. These serious defects were at last rectified
by the insertion in the financial law of January 26, 1892, of a clause which created
an entirely new category of schools under the name of ecoles pratiques de commerce ou d'industrie. The creation of these schools may, jf we except the national
Ech?ols of Vierzon, Voiron, and Armentieres, be regarded as the first serious .tep
wh1ch the French State has taken in the direction of primary technical education.
The _be t proof of a consciousne s that the policy of 1880 and 18 hacl been a failure 18 afforded by the official language in whi •h the new project was introduced.
It almost suggests that the subject of primary technical instruction is now bein"
mooted fo~ the first time. The evils lamented in 1 ,8 remain apparently unabated
after an mterval of f01ute n years. In tw circular , dated June, 1 93, and
addrc. ,-ed to pr fe~ts of clepartmenu; ancl directors of schools the mini tr · of commerce and inlu·try c· 11s attention to the fact that the la,; of Janua1·y "6 1 :..
P!~c d ~mder the_ c n~·ol of ~hi department tho·e 'coles primaire superieu_r
P ofe:. ionnell m wh1c-h th m truction is principally indu trial or ommerc•i, 1.
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course incontestable. No one would desirt to banish it from the ecoles pratiques,
which will include some primary instruction, and into ·which no boy will be
admitted who has not fulfilled the conditions imposed by the compulsory education bill of March, 1882. On the other hand, it is essential that special provision
should be made at the present time for t:he requirements of industry and commerce. The keenness of international competition has r evolutionized the conditions of trade. The wholesale use of machinery and the minute subdivision of
labor has practically extinguished apprenticeship jn the workshop. Yet, in view
of the constant changes to which machinery is subject, it is evident that there
never was a time when it was so requisite that workmen should possess scientific
knowleage and should be thoroughly versed in all the requirements of the workshop. It is the special aim of the ecole pratique to fill the void which now exists
both ~n commerce and in industry.
The bill of 1892 contains the following provisions: A special council ( conseil de
perfectionnement) is to be elected for each school. The director of the school i s,
however, not suLject to this council, but is directly responsible to the minister
himself. His authority extends over every department of the school, including
the technical portion of it, which is under the charge of a manual instructor. A
special regulation creates two kinds of certificat c1'aptitude, the one for the post of
director, the other for that of a teacher at these schools. This provision, it may
here be mentioned, has not · a,s yet be.e n carried into practice. Those who are
placed in charge of the workshops (preposes a l 'apprentissage) are proposed by the
council of the school and are appointed by the prefect or the mayor. 'l'he syllabus
of instruction requires the approval of the minister. Ou leaviug the school pupils
receive a certificate of their commercial or industrial training. The boys u sually
wear a special.dress for the workshop.
The teaching staff, both for general and for scieutrnc Rubj ects, are paid by the
State. This also applies to the foremen and managers ( chefs de trnvaux et chefs
d'ateli er) . The staff is appointed by the minister on the nomination of the prefect or the mayor, according as the school belongs to the department or the commune, and with the advice of the school council. The foremen 1md manual
instructors (contre-maitres et ouvriers instructeurs) are appointed by the prefect
or the mayor, and a.re paid by the department or the commune. Great care,
especially in regard to moral character, is to be exercised in the appointment of
the foremen and instructms. The expenses of plant and maintenance are defrayed
by the department 01· the commune, who have to enter into an engageinent to
support the school for a minimum p eriod of fl.ye years. A resolution of the conseil
general of the department, or of the municipal council, is sufficient for the purpose of converting an ecole primaire superieure professionnelle into an ecole pratique, thereby withdrawing it from the joint authority of the two ministries and
placing it under the exclusive jurisdiction of the ministry of commerce. Such a
resolution is to be transmitted to the latter , and a duplicate of the same to the
minister of public instruction. It may be added that the question of deciding as
to the exact circumstances under which an ecole primaire professionnelle is to be
converted into an ecole pratique has naturally proved rather a difficult one. With
a view of arriving a.ta decision in each case, a special commission was appointed
in January, 1895, but so far its deliberations have experienced a good deal of delay.
There are at the present time (December, 1897) 10 ecoles pratiques d'industrie, or
exclusively industrial schools; 11 ecoles pratiques d'industrie et de commer ce,
industrial and commercial (three of these are for girls), and 1 ecole pratique de
commerce, which is purely commercial. They contain a total of 3,125 pupils.
In aid of the erection and fitting up of such sehools the ministry of commerce is
authorized to grant subventions to departments and communes up to one-fourth.
of the total outlay. Schools may be founded by several departments or communes
in conjunction. This provision, it is pointed out. will prove useful in tho case of
small towns situated in industrial or commercial districts whose indiYidual
r sources would 1Je insufficient to provide a technical scho l.
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In the , ol s pratiques de commerce ou d'industrie the French State has for the
first time successfully introduced the principle of trade teaching into the general
system of primary technical education. The fact that these schools are the outcome of much controversy and many years of effort entitle them to be regarded
'\Yith some interest.
Primary technical education in France may now be said to have passed through
the four stages of subordination, predominance, .independence, and annexation.
The first stage is represented by the ordinary municipal ecole professionn~lle; the
second stage by the State schools of Vierzon, Voiron, and Armentieres; the third
by the ecoles pratiques, subject to the exclusive control of the ministry of commerce; and, finally, the fourth stage by the comparatively recent and not yet
fully developed tendency to convert some of the more important ecoles professionnelles into ecoles pratiques. It is a fact worthy of note that M. Paul Jacquemart, inspector-general of technical education in his report ou the occasion of the
Paris Exhibition of 1889, expressed the opinio~ that all the ecoles primaires snperieures were likely to assume a technical character, to become ecolea prirnaires
professionnelles. At the present day it is predicted that all the ecoles primaires
professionnelles are destined, sooner or later, to be converted into ecoles pratiques,
whether of commerce or ind'!].stry. The ministry of commerce will, if slowly, yet
surely extend its borders. The point which offers least resistance to its advances
is the neutral zone of schools which have not been definitely assigned to either
ministry. Of these the important school of Vaucanson, near Grenoble, will , itis
i:;aid, shortly pass over to the ministry of commerce. Ev~n the question of 000 ·
Yerting the three ecoles nationales professionnelles of Vierzon, Vofron, and Armentieres, the joint creation of the two ministries, has been mooted. Such a measure
would, however, be one of doubtful expediency, and would run counter ~o the
views of some of the best French authorities, who recognize the danger of mtro(lucing too great a uniformity into technical education. It would appear preferable that the two types of school should continue to exist side by side, and that,
while both recognize the predominance of trade teaching, the one should be specially adapted to the more liberal and varied, the other to the more restricted and
mechanical, requirements of industrial life.
The following account of some of the primary and secondary sehools which, wi th
the kind permission of the French ministry of commerce and industry, I have peri')onally visited, may serve to illustrate both the course of legislation which bas
just been sketched, and the progress, in ~ecent years, of French technical ducation. In the selection of the schools described I have been guided by the desire to
supplement the report of the royal commission on technical instruction of 1 1,
ctnd at the same time to describe some new and tvpical school. which have O'rown
up since that <1ate.
·
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rendered the law of 1880 nugatory, the trend of public opinion in France on the
subject of primary technical ed1.i.cation has not, on the whole, been favorable to this
type of school. The tendency bas been rather to accentuate still more the line of
demarcation between technical and general instruction, and to render the former.
where it exists at all, as predominant as possible. The ground which the three Gov~
ernment schools were to occupy bas, in large measure, been encroached upon by
the creation in 1899 of the ecoles pratiques d'industrie, and by the reorganization,
in the same year, of the ecoles primaires superiemes. The ecoles pratiques d 'industrie are, as has been shown, the outcome of an urg~nt demand for genuine
trade schools, in which theories on the advantages of a judiciously mixed education
are subordinated to the imperious need of forming, in view of the complete collapse of the apprenticeship system, a new class of apprentices and workmen. The
latitude which enables the ecoles pratiques to provide a practical industrial and
commercial education, either concurrently or separately, adds very much to their
usefulness and their adaptability to local needs. The ecoles primaires superieures,
on the other hand, have so amplified and varied their programme as also in some
measure to meet the special needs of an industrial, commercial, or agricultural
population. •The three Government schools, however , though they have not been
generally accepted as a solution of the practically insolvable p1·oblem of an educa•
tion which shall satisfy at once the requirements of general culture and of modern trade, may claim to possess all the advantages which a policy of compromise
is capable of. They may be considered as representing, in the most attractive
form, the principles on which their foundation is based. They call attention in
their programmes to the advantages of their system, and desire, apparently, to be
c onsidered as far removed from the narrow mechanical groove of the ecoles pratiques d'industrie as from the vague and abstract training of the mere ecole primaire superieure. Some opinion on this question may be formed from the following comparative statement of the time allotted, in the official time-tables of the
three types of school, to the principal subjects of instruction. For purposes of
comparison, the industrial, as contrasted with the general, section of the ecoles
primaires superieures has been selected. 'l'he industrial, like the two other special
sections, the commerciai and the agricultural , applies only to the second and third
year of the course. The subjects given do not include the preparation of lessons,
to which, in the case of the ecoles pratiques, nine hours a week are allotted.
Ecoles primaires su - Ecoles na tionales
p erieures. (Secv.rofessionnell es.
tion industrielle.)
(Voiron.)

Subjects.

Ecoles pratiques
d 'industrio.

I

Ji'irst Second Third First \Second Third First Second Third
y ear. year. year. year. year. year. year . year. year.
- - - -1-

-

Workshopsormaualwork. _____ ·-··· ·.Arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
mechanics. etc ______________ ___ -----· _

--

I

ll

6

l+

17J

3

3

5

G

w;!!iklfnd~~-~~-~':":i~~-~~-~~~~i:_ ______ _
5½
5i
6
(j
Naturalscienceandbistory . . --·· _______
3
3
4
*
Literary :
R ead ing-, grammar, compo- 1
Aition, geography, history,
5
5
9
8
Othe/~~tj![t~~ ----···----------- 1-- · ---Book-keeping, technology, I
singi~g,gymnastics __ ______ .:..::.:.:.:.=:~---2-+---2½

Houi s per weok . __ ____ __ - - - -.. -- -

- --

30

J

00

40

-- -

44

UJ f1
1

.j.

I

10

~ ,-~~~

:i()

;JO

aa

~

;3

4-}

6

ll

6

4-~

3

1.J

ot
2

47

(j

I

-

3

4!JI

.;1

-~ I'.:. =. :. :. :. ---- -45

40i

l;!-

-

It is apparent from this table that, owing to the much greater length of the
hours of work at the ecoles nationales profeasionnelles, as well as the ecole pratiques, these two types of school provide more instruction than the industrial
sections of the ecoles primaires , uperiemes or higher grade schools, not only in
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technical, but in purely lite1·ary subjects, such as reading, grnmmar, composition,
geography, history, and languages. It is also evident that, except in drawing,
which i an essential accompaniment to workshop practice, the ecoles nationales
professiounelles devote considerably more time to theoretical instruction than the
ecoles pratiques d'industrie. It may be added that the regulation number of
hours for the general, as well as for the other sections in the ecoles primaires
superieures is thirty a week. Fui1'011.-The establishment at Voiron embraces, as already explained, three
schoo}s, representing thl'ee grades of primary education, and each school is housed
in a separate building. Moreover, in the higher grade school, a distinct wing of
the building i'3 allotted, both for teaching and other purposes, to each of the three
year,-; of the course. The grounds and buildings cover an area of nearly ten acres.
The total number of children is about 450, viz., 100 in the infant school (into whi~h
boys only, from 2 years of age, are admitted), 100 in the primary school and 2j0 m
the higher gr-ade school. Of these 250 about 200 are boarders.
The foll annual school fee is £20, which represents the actual expenses of board,
as the instruction itself is quite free. There is, however, a charge of £1 a year to
defray the cost of books, tools, and materials. Parents are also expected in eYei-y
case to provicle their children on entering the school with a general outfit, of which
the value is estimated at £8. The Government awards a certain number of srholarships which cover, wholly, or in pavt, the amount of the school fees. ~ These
scholniTships are competitive, and are open to boys of the ecoles primaires sn1:e·
1·ieures and the cours complementairet3 and to all who hold the certificate of a
primary school> and have attended, in places where it is established, the cours
superieur (11 to 13 years of age) ·of an elementary school. Candidates must b~ at
least 12, ancl not over 15, on the 1st of October of the year in which the exammation takes place. The examination comprises (1) composition on a subject re!ating to history, geography, or moral and civic education; (2) treatment of a subJ~ct
connected with elementary, natural, and physical science; (3) a sum in arith~eti_c.
T,vo hours is.allowed for each of these subjects. The candidates who qualify_ 111
them. have, after an interval, to pass an oral and practical examination which
extem1s over three days. The O'L'al part consists in (1) reading a page of a French
author, with questions on spelling and grammar; (2) elementary t!uestions on
history, geography, and the duties of a citizen; (3) elementary questions on natural and physical science, up to the standard of the higher comse of an elementary school. The practical examination consists in geometrical drawing, a
te tin manual work. and a gymnastic exercise. The examination board, which
is appointed by the two ministries, draws up, in order of merit, a list of candidates who have finally qualified, and makes recommendations as to the scholar_hips t? be awarded. At Voiron, at the present-time, about 1 of the boarders,
1. e. , I rn 12, are in receipt of the whole, or part, of a Government scholarship.
About four-fifths of the boys remain at the chool for the full three year . The
r~mainder, through the pov rty of their parents, or for other rea ons, only stay
hll tlie end of the first or the second year. The number of boys who annually
leav th _ • chool is on an average a out 100. Last year it was 11,. I am indebted
to th dire~tors of ~h~ chool for the following comparative table, 0 -h-ino-, from
th0 dat of the or1g1nal foundation of the ·chool the average of th different
mvlo~ rnent. which the total number of the e boy ..'have taken hp:
'~-,rmuentormilitarye·talli hm nt (about)
______________ _
ail way · ( b lo iv) _______ . ____ _____ _
Trnd t ab nt) . ___ __ . __ ____ _________ : ~ - - · · - · - · - · - · - · - · · - - · - · · - - - - - · - · · ·

1
rric1lture about
---- --- ----- ·- ---- ·------------- 1
• .- - - • • - - - - ·
• · nilar · i~tr 1 ·
-· • •- -- ·
·- - · -· · · · ·- Cl n( ..\rt,,e .I•u•r, lnuy,marin
ngineerino·J(
about )_ 2 -<>0
.'
0
I ~H1'! trial ·c pation (abon ·-·-- ------ - ___
\.rt 11 m111oym u
ornn la. <1 about . ·::.~::: -~ :: ___ __ _____ _____ _
10
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'L'he ntrions occupations of the parents of the boys show the following percentage:
Per cent.

Rail ,vays. _____ . _.. _- - - - - _ ... - __ . - _ . __ . ___ .. __ _______ . _____ .. . __ .... ______

5
Pr0fessional or independent __ . ___ .. ___ . _.. _. _·. __ ... _. _. . ______ .. _____ . ___ ..
G
Small officials . ___ _. _.. ____ . ____ . _______ . ___ . _. _. _. _____ . __ . __ . _. ___ . _. _. __
1O
Agriculture (below). __ .. '" . ___ ________ ... _____ . _. _.. _____ ... ___ •. _______ .. _
20
Tra<c1e . _____ .. . _____ . ________ . ____ . __. __ .. __ .. _____ . _____ . _. _. _.. _. ______·. 20-30
In cl 1:1s trial.. _. ___ ~ _ .. _______ . __ . ______ . ______ .. _____________ . _. . __ .. _. ______
40
Each of the three schools is the center of an industrial region, and is designed
to train apprentices for definite trades. Besides metal and wood work, which is
common to the three districts, each school has a specialty-Voiron, the weaving
of mixed silk and flax; Vierzon, ·pottery, and Armentieres, the weaving of flax
and cotton.
In the third year of the course there is a special section which prepares for the
Ecoles d'Arts et Metiers, Cluny, and schools of marine engineering. At Armentieres there is also prepa.ration for the Institut Iudustriel at Lille. The present
,organization of school work at Vierzon is as follows:
·
{ Section A 1
First year: Three parallel classes, Sect~on B I Geueraledu_cation ~nd commei~ceSection C ),- ment of mdustnal ap1 rcnbce5 Section A I ship.
Second year: Two parallel classes, Section BJ
1
(1) Special section, preparatory for ',coles
d'arts et metiers, etc.
Tll l· l•l1 year·.. T wo di s t·me t c1asses,
(2) Normal section, theoretical anu. practical
training for industrial apprenticeship.

·

Jl

At each of the three ecoles d'arts et m etiers-, Chfdons, Aix, and Angers, five
scholarships are reserved, by special regulation, for the first five successful candidates sent up by primary technical schools recognized by the ministry of commerce.
Voiron also provides teaching in agriculture. About a year ago a special section, with a building and garden of its own, w1;1,s added to the school for the pur_pose of training boys for the agricultural indnstries of the department of the
Isere, which are of considerable importance. By utilizing the numerous waterfa11s of the surrounding country for electric and water power, a consillerable
impetus has of late years been given bQth to chemical industries connectecl with
agriculture and to the manufacture of paper from wood. The new subject of
instruction, which was introduced with the desire of avoiding the expensv of a
separate school of agriculture, such as is really needed, has not met with any success. The section is found to be out of keeping and difficult to work in a school
which is mainly industrial. It has at present only 10 pupils.
The accommodation of the workshops is very complete. The carpent r · hop
measures 24 meters square, and contains 50 benches. The boys of the third year
work at carpentering about twenty-five hours a week, at the rate of about four
hours a day. The forge room is about 12 meters square and has O forges. The
fitting room is 25 meters square and contains 104 vices. The greater part of the
machines have been constructed by the boys. At the opening of the school there
were only 2 machines and 30 vices in the room. The weaving room measures 24
meters square and contains 5 power and 12 hand looms. A small room, hitherto
used for drawing, is shortly to be fitted up for electrical apparatus. There is a
special course of electricity, and ome electrical apparatus are also constructed.
Steam power is provided in all the workshop~, and the building i. lit thro11ghout
by electricity.
A court, in which the boys do gymnastics, measures 20 by 11 meters. It i. u ed
by sections of 40 boys at a time. During the first year there is walking exPrcis
on t,vo days: and during the second and third year on one day in the week.
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The town does not contribute anything to the maintenance of the school itself. ·
At its foundation, however, it made a grant of £15,200. There is no subvention
from the commune as is the case in communal schools. In these the teachers
receive, besides their salary from the State, which is uniform f-or the whole of
France, a small allowance, the so-called indemnite de residence, which is intended
to cover the expenses of board, and which varies according to the population and
the consequent local cost of living. Thus, at the higher grade school at Grenoble,
a master receives £96 ($480) from the State and £44 ($220) froni the commune as
indemnite de residence. In addition to the latter, the commune provides the
building and the whole cost of heating, lighting, and teaching plant. This arrangement is common to the whole system of primary education throughout France in
elementary as well as in higher grade schools, with the important distinction that
in the case of elemeutary schools the expense incurred by the commune is obligatory, whereas for higher grade schools it is· optional.
In 1876 the revenue of the school at Voiron amounted to about £9,960 ($49,800),
and the expenditures to about £7,719 ($38,595j , including about £3,092 ($1:3,460)
for the teaching staff, £2,537 ($12,685) for food, £1,246 ($6,230) for plant, etc.
It may, in conclusion, be said that both as Government schools, with all the
attendant prestige which an official stamp always brings with it in France,_and
as centers of important industrial districts, whose requirements they are spe~i~lly
adapted to meet, Vofron, Vierzon, and Armentieres occupy a strong position.
From a purely administrative point of view, however, as institutions ~hich, in
spite of the predominantly technical character of their instruction, are still und~r
the divided control of two ministries, their status is somewhat anomalous, ancl it
is doubtful whether it will be long maintained. The probability is that, as already
said, they will eventually come under the exclusive jurisdiction of the ministry of
commerce. This would be a further step in the direction of simplifying a system
of which the complexity has been productive of considerable friction and loss of
energy.
Co.111:MUNAL ScrrooLs.
PARIS.

The primary technical sd10ols of Paris fall under the official designation of
ecoles primaires superieures professionnelles, and are under the operation of the
law of December, 1880. In their case, however," professionnel ., must be t~ke_n to
denote a much higher standard of te,.hnical instruction than is usually sigmfi.ed
by that term in the provinces. In Paris an ecole professionnelle means a school
"qui enseigne une profession, qui fait de l'apprentissage." In the country t~e
title may be applied to a school where the time devoted to m:mual work is quite
inadequate for the practical purposes of any calling or trade. The Ecole Didero~,
Boulle, and Estienne (in Paris) are in all respects trade schools, differing in name
only, not in kind, from the schools which, in the province . are cla. sed under the
official name of ecoles pratiques d'industrie.
The Paris schools have the gr at advantage of being under the a ·tive sup rvi ion
of a ri h and powerful municipality, which is very jealous of its independence,
a:nrl thou"'h nominally ubject to the authority of the ministri s of public in truct10u ~ nd of commerc . is practically autonomous. In 1 9i in addition to pecial
E:,'1.'}nt_, t th value of £6,0 0 (.'30,000), the sum spent by the town on her primary
t ch~ica~ sch ols for b ys and girl. ancl on the condary school of chemi try and
ph ' 1 ·: m _th rue Lhomoncl. am unt d to , bout -£61,G98 ( ·308.490). It must be
borne 1 ~ mmcl that th in.-truction i in all ases gratuitous, and that at the cole
d ! 1~hys1<1u et e ?himi indnmi 11 . just r ferr d to, the pupil , wh b long to
ns, ar . v n p, icl £2 ( '10) a rnonth during the term of their tndie .
111 11-,,,z art.-Th rear
hr SC'h ls at Pari which t ach d corative ar in
hr t appli tion
in ln try-th, E ol
ationaL d
rt: D{•coratif (appli-
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cation des beauxs arts a l'industrie), the Ecole Germain-Pilon, in the rue Sainte
Elisabeth, and the Ecole Bernard-Palissy, in the rue des Petits-Hotels. With the
first of these, which includes advanced as well as elementary instruction, and
which has not undergone any change of importance since the visit of the royal
commission, this report is not specially concerned. It is a Government institution
under the immediate juris~iction of the ministry of public instruction, with an
annual grant of £4,320 ($21,600). The town of Paris no longer contributes anything to its support. There are both day and evening classes. The majority of
the pupils, of whom there are now 1,200, as compared with 800 in 1882, are between
the ages of 10 and 20. Many of them return to the school after they have completed one year's military service. A law passed in 1889 granted a special dispensation from the usual term of three years with the army to all art students engaged
in a regular study of sculpture, painting, and architecture. This exemption was,
as may readily be conceived, sufficient to give all schools of art an immense
increase of popularity, so much so that the new privilege had to be made a matter
of competition. At the Ecole Nationale des Arts Decoratifs there are seven different kinds of prizes to which the exemption is specially attached. Scholarships,
amounting to the annual value of £128 ($640), u sed formerly to be given to 8
students. The same sum is now spent in prizes which are distributed among
20 or 30 recipients. It was found that the usual effect of the scholarships was to
render the holders of them idle and unproductive. The school premises are in a
bad. state of r epair, and their accommodation is quite inadequate. There is now
question of erecting another building on a new site.
The report of the royal commisi:,ion refers to the fact that '' in no school in Paris
is drawing at present taught solely in its application to special trades." It also
cal1s attention to the new decree of December 20, 1882, by which "the school of
the rue Sainte-Elisabeth and that of the rue des Petits-Hotels are to be reco11stituted and created ecoles d'application des beaux-arts a l 'industrie, thus giving a
more technical character to some of the art teaching in Paris.'·' A di@tinction
niust, however, here be made. It was not the intention of the decree referred to,
or of the municipality, to create two schools independent of one another, both
teaching, in an equal degree, the application of art to industry. The schools were,
on the contrary, to be closely connected, being respectively preparatory and complementary to one another. While the Ecole Germain-Pilon is an ecole municipale preparatoire de dessin pratique, the Ecole Bernard-Palissy is an ecole
specia1e municipale d'application des beaux-arts al 'industrie. The Ecole GermainPilon is an ecole d'application de dessin, teaching the principles of drawing in
their relabon to industrial art as a whole, but without reference to any special
branch of it, and without any practical work in workshop or studio. The Ecole
Bernard-Palissy, on the other hand, is an ecole d'application in a more literal
sense, intended for the purpose of forming ouvriers artistes for four different
trades, and having four special ateliers for painting in porcelain, sculpture in
wood, stone, and marble, theatrical and domestic decoration, and, lastly, for
designing in stuffs. While there still continues to be an essential distinction in
the aims and the practical training of the two schools, time has shown the original scheme of their interdependence to be impracticable. It was found, as might
have been expected, that the parents of the boys could not afford a course of study
extending over six years. In order to counteract the loss of pupils which the new
system entailed on the Ecole Bernard-Palissy, ·leave was granted to the latter to
take boys who had not passed through the Ecole Germain-Pilon, and to add a
fourth year to its course, the first year now becoming a stage preliminary to
admission into the workshops. This new arrangement, which virtually renders
the two schools separate and independent, though their connection stili nominally
exists, has proved beneficial to- both of them. Besides saving the Ecole BernardED
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Palissy !rom gradual extinction, it has given a great impulse to the development
of the Ecole Germain-Pilon under the experienced management of its present
director. Since 1889, the year of his appointment, important alterations have
been introduced, tending at once to make the teaching more scientific and to place
the school in closer touch with local industries. Special attention is now given
to g·eometrical drawing, which, in the second and third year, includes perspective
and the projection of shadows. The syllabus also includes decoration as applied
to architecture, water color, the history of furniture and of the chief objects of art
connected with it, the history of art, modeling, analysis of style, decorative composition and anatomy. The ultimate object of each branch is declared to be one
and the same: L'art decoratif est le but vers lequel est dirige tout l'enseignement
de l'ecole. Instruction in casting (moulage) and in passementerie and embroidery
are subjects recently introduced. In order to meet the wishes of the master guild
of brodeurs and passementiers, which was on the point of forming a speciai school
of its own, it was arranged that 12 lessons on these subjects should be given at
the school during the last three months of the year by special instructors, who
are paid by the guild. The pupils who have attended these lessons, and subsequently enter the trade, receive wages at once. Special prizes are awarded, and
the guild moreover engages to find places for five apprentices annually. Similar
arrangements with other guilds will probably be made in the future. A case was
mentioned to me in which a master locksmith applied to the school for an apprentice, who learned his business in six months and is now, after three years' experience,
in charge of the establishment and earning £16 ($80) a month. The municipal
council appears to be satisfied with the general support given to the school by
trade employers.
The instruction is still limited to theory; thus the theory of artistic style, as
applied to furniture, is taught by the same teacher who, at the Ecole Boulle,_ the
special school of furniture at Paris, teaches the actual construction of the articles
themselves.
The Ecole Germain-Pilon is conducted on the strict lines of an ordinary school.
The absence of a pupil is at once reported to the parents; whereas at the Ecole des
Arts Decoratifs abo,e mentioned, much greater liberty is allowed. The director
is immediately responsible only for the day boys. Evening pupils come, or stay
away, more or l ess as they please. They must, however, attend at least 60 ti1:1es a
year in order to be allowed to compete for prizes. Boys who have the certificat
d'etudes primairEs are admitted at the age of 13, those without it at 14 years of age.
In the latter case parents must engage to leave their children at the school for
three years. At the end of each year there is a remove examination (concours de
passage). Th~ present number of day boys is 40 in the first year, 36 in the second,
and 16 in the third. There are, besides, about 180 evening pupils, making 272 in
all. There is no accommodation for more than these. '£he maximum number
taken by one teacher is 40. Work begins at 8. The morning is spent in d k
work. At 11 there is an interval of two hours. The afternoon, from 1 to 4,
is occup:ed with class teaching, except on Saturdays, when there is painting in
watei·-colors. At 8 o'clock the evening classes commence. The school is entiI ly
~nu.er the control of the Paris municipality, which makes an annual grant of from
£ 2, 20 to £'...,400 (, 11,000 to 12,000). This amount, £1,640 (, ,200) of which i
ace unt _d fo~ by the sal rie of the dfrector, teachers, and superintend n
ho ·
only a. hght mcrease sin e 1 3.
~in' to the uni 11u position ·which the Ecole Germain-Pilon o cupi in Par· ~
~~«1 m Frn~ e gen r~ll)> the. _hool is n_ot infrequently vi ited by tranrre who
~ r in tbe arb be ramm of children. The impression u ually pro<lu
hi
rm n vi itor , who· opinion he evidently value was r f 1-r to by the
'tr
r. ncl may he cited n harac ri ti . Their gene1:al remark with re"'ard
th 8 prize
·. e h'b'
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much the same as that of our own schools;" but, on seeing the work of the third
year, they freely admit "We can do nothing as good as this." This verdict, so
often due to the delicacy of French touch, is, no doubt, specially applicable to
those simpler and purer realms of decorative design which are specially suitable
to the young, and in which natural artistic instinct is unaffected by the willful
eccentricities of modern fashfon.
A few more details may now be given with regard to the Ecole Bernard-Palissy.
There are at present 112 day and 122 evening pupils. The former, who are not
admitted till the age of 13, enter the workshops at the end of the first-preparatory-year , and, having spent about a fortnight in each of them, are definitely
attached to the one for which they have shown most aptitude. Most of the boys
remain for the whole course of four years. The evening pupils, who must be at
least 14 years old on entry, have complete liberty of choice as to the subjects
which they take up, and are not bound to the same regular attendance as the day
boys. The workshop apprentices are distinguished as peintres, decorateurs, dessinateurs pour les etoffes, sculpteurs, et ceramistes. The evening classes are also
attended by a certain number of adult workmen. The hours in the morning are
from 8 to 11 o'clock, in the afternoon from 1 till 4 in the winter, and from 1 till 5
in the summer; and, lastly, in the evening from 8 to 10.
The town makes an annual grant to the school of £2,920 ($14,600), of which
£2,240 ($11,200) goes to the teaching staff. Six bursaries, of £8 ($40) to £24 ($120),
are also annually awarded. One hundred and sixty pounds ($800), in prizes is
divided every three months among about 20 pupils. The department makes a
breakfast allowance of 50 centimes (10 cents) to a certain number of children who
come from the suburbs of Paris. All the chief materials used in the studio, such
as wood, stone, and paints, are supplied gratuitously, but copy books, pencils,
etc., are not furnished. Some of the models in use are borrowed from the Trocadero Museum, but most of them are purchased, the outlay being very considerable.
Among other objects serving as patterns of taste, a beautiful panel from an old
chateau at Berey called to mind the advantages which France derives from the
memorials of her artistic past. I am informed that the practical utility of the
school, of which, it may be mentioned, the accommodation is very poor, is still a
matter of doubt. Considerable difficulty is experienced in finding suitable trade
employment for boys at the end of their cour,ge. Fear of competition renders the
actual workers in the trade unfavorably disposed. The employers, who are
usually designers in fabrics and furniture, on the other hand complain that the
work of boys fresh from the school is not sufficiently profitable. They do not get
through their work fast enough, and have not acquired the requisite "tour de
main." The three hours a day spent in learning their business at school are not
sufficient to place them on an equality with trade apprentices, who are daily
engaged for ten hours.
.
Things are, however, improving somewhat. There were applications for three
apprentices in March of this year and one in the first week in April. A few
employers, one of whom lives in the rue Paradis, even insist on having apprentices who have passed through the school. From another employer, who deals in
painted glass, a former pupil receives 9 francs a day, but this is exceptional. A
certain number of pupils pass on to the Academie des Beaux-Arts. Such a
course is, however, considered abnormal and undesirable, for it is not the purpose
of the school to form painters or sculptors in the ordinary sense of the term.

*

*
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MANUAL WORK.

Ecole Salicis.-In contrast with the Paris schools already mentioned, of which
all have the interests of trade as their immediate object, it may be of advantage
to give some information with regard to one, which represents the cause of man-
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ual, as clistinguishecl from trade, instruction. The elementary school in ·the rue
Tournefort is remarkable as having a more complete organization of manual work
than any other school of the same kind at Paris. The town has at present about
185 elementary schools, of these 88 have wood work, 32 both wood and iron work,
while 65 have neither one nor the other. The time usually spent on manual work
in an elementary school is three hours a week. The original foundation of the
Ecole Salicis is curiously associated with the Franco-German war of 1870, and was
largely due to the initiation of the present director of the Ecole Germain-Pilon, to
whom I am indebted for information on the subject. It was, as he humorously
expressed it, as an '• ecole obsidionale" that the school first came into existence,
being formed during the siege of Paris, when he was mayor of the fifth arrondissement, for the purpose of providing employment for the numerous children
who were left without occupation, as well as for the teachers who had been compelled to withdraw from the suburbs of the city. The school survived the state
of siege from which it had taken birth, and M. Salicis, the well-known late
inspector of public instruction, whose name it bears, found in it a suitable field
for carrying out his enthusiastic views on the subject of manual instruction. The
general aim underlying these views was to utilize primary schools throughout the
country as nurseries of future industrial skill by introducing a carefully graduated course of manual work, ranging from the simplest exercises in cutting out
paper to workshop practice in wood and iron work. It is now generally recognized in France that this idea, though it contains much that is valuable, is sut.
ject to strict limitations. The exaggerations to which it has given rise have
deprived it of much of its former popularity. So far as organization and the_provision of general instruction is concerned, there is no difference between the Ecole
Salicis and other primary schools at Paris. The three divisions of the school contain 250 children in the following proportions:
Cours SU perieur, one class . . _____ ... _.... _... ___ . ______________ . - - . - - - - - -- - - - 45
Cours moyen, two classes, of 50 each _________________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100
Cours elementaire, two classes, of 50 and 55 ______ __ _ . _. ___ . _ .. ____ - - - - - - - - - - 105
The manual work ic;i supplementary to the general instruction, and occupies
daily two and one-half hours for the cours superieur ancl one and one-half hours
for the cours moyen and the cours elementaire, i. e., twelve and one-half hours a
week for the first, six hours for the'second, and five hours for the third. The children of the elementary course do not enter the workshop, but are occupied in the
ordinary cutting out and weaving of paper (pliage et decoupage), common to primary schools. Workshop practice begins in the middle division, which spends
three hours a week on manual work (wood and iron ), two hours on modeling, and
one on technology and making sketches. The higher di vision spends seven and
one-half hours a week on manual work-wood, iron, and modeling-and five hours
on technology and sketching. The whole body of boys who do manual work are
formed into three separate sections, which are alternately occupied in ironwork.
woodwork, and modeling. The woodwork is taught by a carpenter, the iron:vork by a mechanic, the theory of the subject having been previously explained
m clas~ by the teachers of the school. The workmen come every day for fonr
hours :n the evening, three of which are spent in instruction and one in preparing
materials and in setting and repairing tools. In the morning they spend four
~ours at another primary chool. Their salary for attendinO' to these two schools
18
' !J_G (. · 1 _O) per annum . The annual expenditure for the ~aterials u ed in conn cbon with the manual work amounts to .c2 (, 140) per annum . The modeling
aucl a O me ca ting i taught by the teachers themselves who all hold the Govrnment ~ertifi.cat for manual work. The teaching staff ~on i ts of five ma ter
a?c~ th0 <hr ctor. In a<ldition to their tate salary they receive the u ual indemnit · d r' iclen · , of ~ lnc
· l1 tl ie a~nn-ogate amount · £204 ( ·t,020). The chool
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used to have the independent management of its manual instruction until about
three years ago, when the subject was officially organized and placed under the
supervision of a special committee of the town council. The manual instruction
which the school affords has avowedly an educative, not an industrial, aim in
view. Its object is not to form trade apprentices, but merel_y to train hand and
eye in preparation for future apprenticeship. Among employers, however, as
the director informed me, the purpose of the school is still largely misconceived.
They commonly tegard it as an apprenticeship school, though, at the same time,
there is little demand for the services of the boys. In the opinion of the director
of the Ecole Germain-Pilon the practical utility of the school is much open to
question. Its system, though excellent in theory, has so far produced no very
definite results, and there has even been question in the town council of suppressing the school altogether. The fact is, no doubt, that a school which gives so
important a place in its curriculum to manual training is exposed to twofold criticism. While inadequate for trade purposes, such instruction may, from a purely
educative point of view, be regarded as excessive in amount. It is a case of too
little or too much. The latest tendency of French opinion is to look with disfavor
on all vagueness of purpose in matters of technical instruction, and to condemn,
as an unwarrantable luxury, any system of which the educational advantages
are dubious, while the public expenditure is certain. It may be mentioned, in
conclusion, that the accommodation of the school is very defective. It is probable that on the expiration of the present lease, in three years' time, other premises will be taken.
In connection with the Ecole Salicis it may be of interest to examfae in brief
outline the position which manual, as opposed to trade, instruction occupies at
the pTesent moment in France. Some interesting facts on the subj ect are given
by M. R ene Leblanc, inspector-general of manual instruction in the department
of puolic instruction, in his recent publication, Enseignement Agricole et Enseignement Manuel (Librarie Larousse). The advantages of manual t eaching have.long
been recognized in France. In the days of the revolution a decree of the convention made the enjoyment of civil rights conditional on the exercise of some handicraft. As early as 1845 manual jnstruction was given in many primary school's.
In the form of trade teaching it was successfully introduced at Havre in 1867, and
at Paris (Ecole Didero) in 1872. The principle of manual instruction, in its
special sense, was, as has been said, for the first time realized on a larger scale in
the Ecole Salicis.
Manual work was rendered obligatory in all primary schools in 1882, when the
compulsory education bill was passed, the new subject being officially termed
"Tr~vaux manuels et usage des outils des principaux metiers." The well-known
minister, Paul Bert, defined the purpose of this innovation as follows: "We do
not desire to give a professional character to the primary school, which is not
intended to produce either _locksmiths or vintners. On the other hand, we do
consider that scientific instruction should not be confined to mere theory, but that
a practical application in various existing industries should be kept steadily in
view." He insisted further on the distinction between manual instruction, as
furnished by the primary school, and the technical (professionnel) training '' which
. is the special province of higher grade schools, to whose prosperity it appears to
be indispensabie." The official directions on the subject called the attention of
teachers to the value of manual instruction as a powerful aid to the teaching of
drawing.
Toward the end of 1882, at the instigation of M. Salicis, who had been commissioned by the Government to study the conditions existing in foreign countries, a
course of lectures, intended to provide training colleges and higher grade schools
with teachers in manual instruction, was opened in December, 1882, in the rue
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Louis-Thuillier. A special Government certificate in the subject was created
in 18 3.
In January, 1884, in which the English royal commission visited France, a special school of manual instruction was established in the rue des UrsuUnes, but in
the following September this school was incorporated with the higher training
college at St. Cloud. This step was officially ascribed to motives of economy and
a desire to improve the status of the new subject by associating it closely with an
old-established institution. It may be mentioned that the object of the higher
training college at St. Cloud is to form teachers for primary training colleges and
higher grade schools. The course of study extends nominally over three years,
but i'3 practically limited to two. It comprises two sections, the literary and the
scientific. There is a competitive entrance examination, including a practical
test either in modeling or in iron or wood work. This test is confined to candidates for the scientific section 1 for whom alone the subsequent course in manual
instruction, which comprises carpentry, fitting, turning, and modeling, is obligatory. The number of students who are annually admitted into, and pass out of,
the colleges varies between 15 and 20. The new subject was at first coldly received
at St. Cloud, but l\L Salicis continued his efforts and in less than three years succeeded in establishing in most of the training colleges workshops for wood and
iron, a room for modeling, and a chemical laboratory.
In 1886 official directions of a provisional nature as to manual instruction at
training colleges were issued. They were followed in January, 1891, by a scheme
with a detailed syllabus of manual instruction for a three yAars' course. Three
hours a week in each year are assigned to the subject, and it is further direct~d
that students of the second and third year shall teach the first year's sy11abus m
the elementary school annexed to the college. This injunction has, M. Leblan_c
says, been largely neglected hitherto from a mistaken notion that a studen~ 8
time would be wasted in teaching the very rudimentary :xercises sp_ecified m
the syllabus. At the training college itself the lecturer 1s to be assisted by a
workman (aide-ouvrier) whose duty it is to keep the tools in a proper state of
repair, and to prepare and distribute the materials required by each student. He
may on occasion even take part in the teaching, but in this case he is to limit himself strictly to giving such practical hints as may help students to carry out the
directions of the lecturer himself. In colleges of more than 80 students two
master workmen may be engaged.
Concurrently with the above regulations the conditions of the Government certificate for manual instruction in training colleges and higher grade schools were
modified so as to allow the examination board to judge candidate , not only
according to manual skill, but to their ability in teaching. This abnity is tested
in the examination by requiring candidates to treat some detail of thi subject in
the form of a short model lesson.
The above measures were brought to completion in January, 1893, when official
directions were issued as to the manual and agricultural instruction to be 0 iYen
under the new organizalion of higher grade schools. The instruction at these
chools is di tin<Yuished a general, industrial, commercial, and agricultural. In
~h,., cneral sect~on four hours, in the industrial and agricultural ix hour.. and
m th e ·ommercial two hours a week are assigned to manual and agricultural
~·or1·, T?e time giv n o drawing and modeling in the same section i ', r P"'CtlY ly. thr .' four and ab lf and on and a half hours.
'Ihe P cial overmnent c rtifi ate of manual instrn tion, which is not limited
u . nt nt t. loncl, bu~ is op n to all who can 1ualify for it: ha attract c1 an
m num r f cand1 ate . The xamin, tion i • held at the orbonne in
Th r ni. i
tan rd f ffi ·iency i maintained, no only by the chool
ut not· bly 1,y P inl
ar
org· niz d uy the city of Paris, with
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regard to which I am indebted to the dfrector of the Ecole Salicis for the following
details.
A higher course of manual instruction preparatory for the Government certificate is given during six months in the year, from October to E aster, in a municip al school in the rue de la Jussienne. It is given by one of the municipal inspectors of manual instruction, assisted by two subinspectors, and occupies about ten
hours a week, viz, six to seven hours on Thursday, the usual school half holiday,
and four hours on Sunday morning, from eight to twelve. To teachers who hol.d
the Government certificate the town makes an annual allowance of 150 francs
($30) . In addition to this course there are three elementary courses of instruction
in manual work, or specially in pliage and decoupage, which are intended for the
requirements of elementary school teachers in Paris. They are held on Sundays
8 to 12. To teacl~ers who pass the examination held in connect~on with these
courses, the town grants a certificate, which carries with it an annual allowance
of 50 francs. In both primary and higher grade schools the t each ers of manual
work are assisted by master workmen, whose duty it is to attend to the practice,
as opposed to the theory, of the subject; to prepare the necessary materials, and
to keep the tools in good repair. In Paris a special body of such workmen has
been formed. Their present number is 95, i.e., 80 carpenters and 15 mechanics.
They are in all cases subjected to an examination which, in addition to practical
work, includes some geometry and drawing.
In recent times manual instruction has made little progress in primary schools
in spite of the fact that it has been an obligatory subject since 1882. This is
' chiefly due to the law itself which, through the extravagance of its wording, has
· remained inoperative. Its provision regarding" Usage des outils des principaux
metiers," would, if strictly interpreted, have entailed the establishment of workshops in 30,000 communes. The practical impossibility of satisfying the greater
demand has led to the neglect of the lesser, the travaux manuels. It is this stat e
of things which M. Leblanc would wish to see remed.ied.
He points out that manual instruction, rightly understood, offers the best possible concrete illustration of the abstract ideas conveyed to a child in arithmetic or
geometry. The properties of a square or an oblong may find their most palpable
expression in paper or cardboard. If manual instruction is to be fruitful, and
not to be felt as an additional burden on an already overloaded time-table, it must
not hold a distinct and isolated position in the school curriculum. It must justify
its existence by the services which, as a living exponent of abstract principles, it
renders to the cause· of general education . The aim of manual instruction is
purely educative. It is not intended to prepare boys, even distantly, to become
professional craftsmen in wood and iron, though it may be most valuable in giving them the taste and aptitude for an industrial career. This truth, M. Leblanc
acknowledges, is not admitted by all. There are some, and their opinion is entitled to respect, who hold that manual instruction should begin in the workshop,
that hoys even under 10 years of age should be taught to use the tools of their future
trade. There is, on the other hand, evidence to prove that boys of so immature
an age are incapable either of u sing tools at all or of using them in such a way as
to avoid physical injury or the contraction of bad habits. The law of 1882 was
followed by the establishment in several large towns of school workshops for carpentry, turning, and iron work. The experiment proved a failure. It was discovered that boys were, as a ru]e, incapable of handling a file or a chisel before
the age of 12 or 13. To organize such work for the last year of school life would
therefore be useless except in cases where (as in the cours complementaire) higher
grade classes form part of the primary school. The earliest stage at which, in
urban schools, provided with workshops, the simplest kinds of wood and iron work
should commence, is the second year of the cours moyen (10 to 11 years of age). The
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official regulations of 1887 contemplate workshop instruction only for the higher
course ( cours superieur, 11 to 13 years) in primary schools, but this course is
only organized in a few town schools.
In Paris elementary schools boys of 10 to 12 are taught wire and repousse work
instead of fitting, as was formerly the case. The turning lathes have, in spite of
their popularity, been given up both on grounds of economy and of the inadequate manual training which they afforded. The workshop instruction also
~ncludes, besides modeling, woodwork in which only the simplest tools, such as
the rasp and plane, are used. This is continued in the higher course by less
elementary exercises.
The employment · of master workmen is in all cases considered essential. As
workshops can only be maintained in large-urban schools, the tools used necessarily pass through many hands and require constant attenti9n. The wood, too,
needs special preparation. Only a professional workman can adequately attend
to such matters. Though there is no intention of forming apprentices, it is essential that in the handling of the tools, in the positions taken up during their use,
the most approved methods should be followed. The choice of exercises, too, aD d
the processes to be employed, must conform to the best workshop practice, and in
all such matters numberless pitfalls present themselves to the amateur instruc_tor.
On the other hand, the drawing and tracing, the requisite technical calculations
and explanations, and finally, the adaptation of the whole to the mental level of
the class and to their progress in other subjects, is the special province of the
teacher.
Manual instruction in elementary schools is, in M. Leblanc's opinion.' ~onsiderably prejudiced by the fact that it does not, like sewing in the case of girls,
form a subject of examination or the primary leaving certificate. Some teSt ,
which need not necessarily be one of manual skill, but might be confined to draw·
ing, is, he thinks, certai.nly required.
LYONS.

Ecole de la Martiniere.-The Ecole Martiniere was visited by the English royal
commission in 1881. Up to 1895 the oro-anization of the school remained practically unaltered. In that year, howev:r, the administrative council deqide~ to
enter upon a radical change of policy, which will very shortly come into practi_cal
effect. In 1893 a committee was appointed to examine the question of introducmg
reforms into the existing system of instruction. Their report was isflued in 1 95,
and contained a unanimous o-pinion in favor of giving a more strictly technical
character to the teaching of the school. It was proposed that this should be done
by dividing the third year of the course into three distinct technical sections,
specially adapted to meet the wants of the principal trades and industries of Lyons
and the surrounding region, viz, sections for (1) commerce and weaving; (2)
industrial chemistry; (3) civil engineering. The committee enter fully into the
considerations which have led them to these proposals, considerations which as
they are based on a general survey of primary technical education in France, and
a~pear to have a direct bearing on the position of many Engli ·h technical in titu!10n _ a~ the present day, may be regarded as of general i!.-ltere t. Whatever their
mtrm ·ic m rit, they claim attention from the fact that they repre ent the opinion
f ox.1 1 a _to th type of primary technical school which is be t adapted to the
pr nt r 1u~r m ·u ~ of the mo. t important inclu. trial town in France. They may
al
·rv 011ln . r ·1t in tl1 " C,t e c,f a rngle
•
·
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In view of the special character of the instruction, the Martiniere may be said
to occupy a position intermediate between that of a higher grade primary and a
special secondary school. It is higher grade in virtue of the standard of the boys
which it receives from primary schools; it is secondary in view of the extent to
which the instruction in certain subjects is carried. Manual work is common to
all the pupils of the fir st year; in the second and third years it is restricted to those
who intend to take up an industrial career. In the case of boys destined for commercial pursuits it is replaced by instruction in silk weaving. 'rhis is the only
trace of specialization which exists at the present time in the school curriculum.
In other respects the authorities have been guided by the principle that the purpose of the school is not to prepare boys for tbe exercise of this or that calling, but
to render them capable of succeeding in every calling through the advantages
derived from an active intelligence, a habit of logical reasoning and a comparatively large stock of knowledge, but more especially through that passion for
work which is the peculiar characteristic of members of this school.
Mr. Lang is further quoted to the effect that:
The Martiniere does not claim to be an apprenticeship school which provides
boys with manual preparation for definite callings. It is either more or less than
that, according to the point of view taken. It is what may be called an eco le
professi onnelle generale. In a -school of this kind boys should obtain, besides the
indispensable complement of primary instruction. a stock of special knowledge
which may render them capable of succeeding in any calling, industrial, commercial. or even artistic, according to their abilities. Such instruction will produce
n either turners, m echanics, employees on railways and public works , or clerks;
but the boys who have received it will be supe1 ior in any of these callings to tho~e
who have not enjoyed its advantages.
Such are the views on the work and mission of the Martiniere which were held
by Mr. Lang in 1883, and to which, in all essential particulars, he still adheres.
The new school council, however, which came into office in 1892, decided against
them, and appointed the committee whose report we now proceed to consider.
In this report the accuracy of Mr. Lang's definition of the part hitherto played by
the school is fully recognized. The instruction actually provided may, the com-'
mittee consider, be regarded in virtue of its scientific element as of a general
technical nature (enseignement professionnel general). On the other hand, it is
eviclently more general than technical. It contents itself with enabling boys to
enter every calling indifferently, but it does not · train them practically and positively for the exercise of these callings. The question is whether this is the true part
which the school ought to play; whether originally founded, as it was, to satisfy
the requirements of trade and commerce, it should content itself with merely
leading its pupils to the threshold of indefinite occupations. Ought it not rather
to give them a distinctively technical education and thereby prepare them directly
for the principal careers which are open to them? No one would wish to deny the
just claims of general instruction, but, on the other hand, it is of the first importance that the services of boys on leaving tbe school should not only be u seful but
of immediate u se, and for this purpose a genuinely techn ical training is fodispensable. Nor is this a view, the committee contend, which has been hastily formed.
It is one which merely accords with the whole tendency of public opinion on the
subject of t echnical education for more than thirty years. It is but the practical
r ealization of a scheme which h a8 on various occasions been moo ted for giving a
more special character to the instruction at the school. Tabureau, to whom the
creation of the school is principally due, originally intended it for the practical
training of workmen, foremen, and managers. Owing to the backward conditions
of primary education at that period, and on other grounds, this scheme was not
practicable in its entirety, but h ad to be limited to the establishment of courses in
mathematics, mechanics, and chemistry. To these was subsequently ac1ded
manual work, which for a long period occupied a predominant position at the
school. The addition in 1868 of a third year to the school course was another step
in the direction of Rpecialization, but one which was destined to fail owing to the
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defective conditions under which it was carried out. Special courses adapted to
the requirements of different callings were formed. Among these courses,
however, boys were allowed ·complete liberty of choice, a liberty which they were
unfitted to exercise. The experience of this system during more than ten years
was, on the whole, unfavorable. On the one hand, the choice made by the boys
was often injudicious, and, on t.he other hand, the discipline of the school suffered.
In 1879 this right of option was suppressed, and the courses of the third year, like
those of the first and second, became obligatory. Of the old system the only survival at the present day is the arrangement by which boys at ~he beginning of the
second year may, at the desire of their parents, choose between the theory of
weaving and manual work.
Finally, in 1892, a proposal was made by Mr. Lang to the effect that a fourth
year should be added to the school course, a year in which special preparation
was to be given for the three different branches of industry which the majority
of boys usually e_nter, viz, commerce, chemical industries, and mechanical construction. Thi.s proposal of l\fr. Lang the school council adopted in principle,
but, owing to the expiration of their term of office, did not carry into effect.
The committee consider that the above recital proves incontestalJly that the
authorities who have successively administered the school have always examined
this question with the same result, viz, that the instruction given at the Martiniere
is of too general a character, and that it is indispensable it should be made more
directly technical (professionnel). The time has now arrived for carrying into
effect a reform which two considerations in particular render more urgent than
ever. The first of them is the great advance which has been made in primary
instruction during the last seventy years. In former clays when such instruction,
more especially in science and drawing, was quite unorganized, the paramount
claims of elementary knowledge of a general kind left no room for a strictly tech~ nical training. At the present day the situation is entirely altered. Not only has
the standard of elementary education very much improved, but a new order of
schools, those of a higher grade, have been created for the express purpose of co7:11pleting the general instruction acquired at the primary school. Under these_c;rcurustances is it the duty of the Martiniere to do work which is already provided
for by an increasing number of higher grade schools? Is it not rather to fulfill
the purpose for which her endowments were originally given, and to provide that
technical instruction of which Lyons has long felt the want?
In the second place, it is not only the progress of primary education, but the
actual requirements of trade and commerce which necessitates this conclusion.
Technical instruction is not like the teachino- at a clas ·ical school, fixed and uniform through successive generations. It is :ssentiaily special, and to be e:ffecth'e
must rem.am in touch with the constant :fluctuations to which trade an<l commerce
are subject. The apprentices whom a tradesman or industrial employer stand
mo tin need of at the present day are not those who have received a general educ~tion, even though such general education may be of a more or ks technical
trng , but those whom the actual technical knowleuge which they bring with them
rend r;, u.·eful at once, or with the least possible delay in some particular trade.
~n ~mplo!eo who has a thoron 17 h knowledge of mechauics, geometry, and drawmg 18 of 11 tle u e to a merch, nt, but he is on the other hand requfred to kuow
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from the commencement, and thus to transform the Martiniere into a commercial
and industrial apprenticeship school (ecole pratique de commerce ou d'industrie)
such as exist in various towns in France. These schools provide an exceptionally
thorough tmining, both for the countinghouse and the workshop, and enable the
boys on leaving school at once to earn good wages as clerks or workmen. ':i'here
were, however, in the opinion of the committee, objections to this course. While
holding specialization in some form or other to be essential, they consider that it
should b.e based on a sound foundation of general instruction. For such general
instruction, apprenticeship schools do not appear to offer sufficient guaranty.
'Though well adapted to form subordinate clerks and workmen, or even foremen,
they are less calculated to fit youths for really r espon sible positions in commerce
or industry.
The second project, which has a1ready been referred to, was that of Mr. Lang.
He proposed to add a fourth year, to be devoted to distinctively technical preparation, the character of the instruction during the existing three years remaining
unaltered. In theory there were strong arguments in favor of a scheme which at
once raised the educational status of the school, satisfied the demands of technical
specialism, and yet left the general instruction unimpaired. In practice, however,
there is, the committee considers, a fatal objection to it. The great majority of
the parents who send their children to the Martiniere could not afford to spend
four years on their education. This is proved by the fact that a la,rge number of
the parents withdraw their boys from.the school at the end of the second, or even
of the first, year. It appears from statistics of the Jast ten years (1885-1895) that,
out of 250 boys who annually enter the school, only 137 pass into the second year's
and only 71 into the third year's course. It is, moreover, quite the exception for
French technical schools to have a curriculum of more than three years. In the
case of a few schools, like that at St. Chamond, which has a four years' course, it
must be remembered that the first year is really preparatory, and is intended to be
comp~ementary to primary instruction. In other cases such schools aim at giving
a complete training for a limited number of trades, or even for a single trade, so
that the apprentice on leaving the school is almost a finished workman. It may
be au.ded that the effect of adding a fourth year to the course would be to give
boys whose parents v.rere in easy circumstances an undue advantage over their
poorer comrades in gaining the leaving certificate of the gchool. This would be
contrary to the popular traditions of the Martiniere.
While compelled to rnject the two proposals in question, the committee have
decided unanimously in favor of a third scheme, which without effecting any
change in the present three years' course appears, in their opinion, fully to satisfy
the paramount consideration of giving boys a really practical training and enabling them to rise to the highest position in their respective callings. It consists
in maintaining the existing course of general instruction during the first two
years, and in giving to the third year an exclusively technical specialization.
This decision has met with certain criticisms, to which the committee briefly
reply. It has been urged that it ~ompels boys to make premature choice of a definite calling. If the specialization began in the first year of the course this objection might be valid. But after two years of general instruction a boy is certainly
qualified to choose, if not one particular occupation, yet a definite group of occupations. An opinion has, on the other hand, been expressed that the reduction of
the course of general instruction from three years to two must necessarily have a
prejudicial effect on the intellectual and moral training of the pupils. In former
days there would, no doubt, have been some force in this criticism. At the present
day the stock of general knowledge which boys bring with them on entering tbe
Martiniere is amply sufficient, when supplemented by a two years' training at the
school it elf, to serve as a basis for technical instruction. It has finally been
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objected that a single year of specialization is insufficient to provide an adequate
preparation for a commercial or industrial career; that for this purpose a course
of at least two years, such as that which the local higher school of commerce and
the ecole centrale supply, would be requisite. This criticism appears to overlook
the fact that two years of general instruction precede the specialization of the
third year, and that consequently such specialization must necessarily be more
intense and fruitful in result than that of any other establishment.
The principle of specialization having thus been established, the nex~ question
for the committee was to determine the particular objects to which it ought to be
applied. The industries of Lyons are too numerous to admit of special prepara·
tion in every case; nor, as a matter of fact, do they all require it. The preference
must necessarily be given to those which the majority of boys on leaving school
usually enter. They are three in number, viz: (1) commerce; (2) civil engine.er!ng
(engineering, architecture, mechanical construction, and electricity); (3) chemical
industries. Taking this as a starting point, it has been decided to divide the third
year into the three sections of (1) commerce and weaving, (2) civil engineering and
electricity, (3) chemical industries. In view of the constantly increasing impor·
tance of electricity and the important place which the silk industry occupies at
Lyons and in the surrounding country, there was much to be said in fav:o~ of
forming separate sections of electricity and weaving. On further consideratwn,
however, the committee decided to combine electricity with civil engineering and
weaving with commerce generally. At the present day mechanical construction
and electricity stand in close relations. The man who is put in charge of a st=am
engine is expected also to understand the working, setting up, and repairing of a
dynamo. Nor has it appeared advisable to draw any sharp distinction betw~en
weaving and commerce generally. The future pupils of the commercial sectwn
will not be in a position to choose definitely b eforehand any one branch of trade.
They differ in this respect from the students at the higher school of commerce at
Lyons, who are for the most part sons of manufacturers and tradesmen, and ai:e
looking forward to occupying a de.finite position jn their fathers' business. ThlS
is not the case with the pupils of the Martiniere, who are glad to take any pla~e
which may be open to them, whether in weaving or in any other trade. Their
preparation must, consequently, be of a general, not of a special, kind. Moreover, a special course of weaving already exists at Lyons at the municipal sch~ol
in the rue Belfort, which is always open to those who wish to give more attention
to the subject.
Adhering to the principle that the specialization of the third year of the cour_ e
should be rendered as effective as possible, the committee have thought it adVIBable to eliminate every element which is not directly conducive to that result, such
as, for instance, the history of commerce and weaving, a subject which belongs
rather to general than to technical education. On the other hand, the mo t prominent place has been given to those practical subjects which appear to lead mo t
directly to the object in view. Such are English and bookkeeping in the ection
of commerce, practical work in the section of industrial chemistry, and workshop
P:actice in that of civil engineering and electricity. The subjects comprised in the
iliITerent _sections will l as follows, taking them in the order of their importance:
I.
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ments, (3) lectures preparatory to practical work. Subjects accessory to the
above are, (1) German language (a knowledge of which the constant progress of
chemical research in Germany renders essential), (2) industrial legislation (a subject common to this and the previous section), including the law affecting patents,
etc., (3) drawing of machinery as applied to chemical industries, (4) one lecture
on physics in each half-year.
III. Section of civil engineering and electricity: This section, like the last, will
include both theory and practice, viz.: (1) pure mathematics, including au elementary knowledge of the theory of differential and integral calculus, general
notions on curves referred to two axes of coordinates, properties of tangents and
normals, geometrical definitions of speed and acceleration, etc., (2) mechanics,
(3) electricity, (4) descriptive geometry, (5) civil engineering construction. The
practical work will comprise, (1) :practical electricity, including the handling and
installation of ordinary apparatus, (2) practical mechanics, with sep~rate divisions for founding, fitting, turning, and modeling, (3) drawing of machines and
works of construction.
As to the general instruction of the first two years of the course, it will remain
as it is, excepting a few alterations which are requisite in order to bring it into
harmony with the new syllabus of the third year. These alterations affect (1)
mathematics, which will now, in the first year, include logarithms, compound
interest and annuities, and in the second year spherical g eometry, trinomials and
the higher parts of trigonometry; (2) m echanics. The subjects of the second year
will include the study of simple machines, friction, and the higher parts of statics,
(3) descriptive geometry, comprising change of position, rotation, projections,
and plain sections of polyhedra, (4) bookkeeping, with a view to giving boys who
subsequently enter the engineering and chemical sections general notions on the
subject, (5) history, which will now extend to modern times, (6) modern languages. English and German will be taught in the second year, the choice
between the subjects being left to the parents of boys.
The report, of which the above is a summary, was presented in June, 1895, and
was unanimously adopted by the council of the school. A proposal that the new
technical sections should be open, not only to members of the school, but also,
after examination, to all boys holding the certificates of a higher grade school, or
its equivalent, was likewise approved of. The new arrangements were to have
dated from the present year, but, owing to the extension of the school buildings,
which is still in progress, they will not be complete till October, 1898, at an estimated cost of £32,000 ($160,000). This expense will be easily borne by the school
which is one of the richest in the world and has recently come into a bequest of
about £120.000 ($600,000). The following tables show the time allotted to the
different subjects included in the three technical sections:

Section of commerce and weavin g.

Subjects.

i~~l~he-~i-~!-:::::::~ :::=-_:::::=:: :=:: ===:::::::=::::: :- ---- -----fe~~!~iii1p-::::
:::= :::: :::: :::==::= :===========: :::-- ------ -----Articles of trade ____ _____________________________ ., _____________ _

French and commercial correspondence _______________________ _

~~~t;lY~1~iii~~~~~~~~~-::: ==== :~: ==::==~~::=~ =~~~== =::: :: ::

=:: :
Total. .. _________________ _______ __ ____ ____ ---- _____________ _

Weekly
number of
lessons.
5
8
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
32

Weekly number of
hours.
Winter.
8.20
8
6.15
5

3
3
2
2
1
38.35

Summer.
10
8.45
6.15
5.45
3
3
2
2
1

41. 45
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Section of industrial cheniisfry.

Subjects.

Weekly
number of
lessons.

Cours~ of industrial chemistry _________________ --········-··-··

Weekly number of
hours.

3.45

3
5
3
3
1
2
2

f.4~~f~f~tt;;::; ; ; ; ; ; ; :; ; :; ; ;:; ; : ; ; ;

6

Preparation and questions--···----· . ....... -···------··········
Total _________________._____ -· ··-··- __ ···---·---------·---···-

25

Summer.

Winter.
13

3.45
3. 45
1
2
2.15
9

- - 38.30
--

-

3.45
15
3.45
3.45
1
3
2.15
9

41.00

Section of civa engineering and electricity. -

Subjects.

Pure mathematics _____ - -···---·-·---·----------- ____ __--·····-·Mechanics ____________ ·--··- ----·- ·-·· ____ ·--- --·--·-- ·----- ---- ··
Electricity···-·-----··----·---···--·--·-·-- · ······ ............... .

Weekly
number of
lessons.

t>;~~~~T?i~ti~l~~~~·t·r-~:
== ==·.:: == ===~ ======: ::: :==::: === == ==:: === ==
Indust11ial law .............................. --·-·-·--··---·--·-···

~ii~t!1i~;rtfi·awing"=::=::::=:::=::==:-.·.·_::=:::::=:=:::::::::

3
3
2
1
1
1
3
3

Electrical fittings.·-··-.:_ .. ___ -··· .... _-·····-···-··---·--- ·
Electrical construction··-·--····-··-_··--· ___ ._ ............ .
Mechanical construction ... ::....... -··-··--···· ___ _-- ·-·· ... .

2
2
12

Total·---·· .... · ·- · ·· ...... . . ·-·-······ .... -··-·· ........ ··--

33

Weekly number of
hours.
Winter.
3.30
3.30
2
1.15

l

,,. 14.30
4.30
2.30
2.30
12

- --38.15

Summer.
3.00
3.00
2
1.15
1
1
6
6

2.00
3

12

41.45

The above programme is, perhaps, chiefly remarkable for the large demao<ls
which it makes on schoolboys of 15 to 16 years of age. The premises and con·
clusions of the committee appear to be most carefully formed, and are in them·
selves unimpeachable. Their defect appears to lie rather in their application.
The desire for specialization, so strongly and unanimously urged, no doubt
expresses a genuine want which has long been felt at Lyons. Such a want, ho~ever, can hardly be satisfied by an attempt to grnft an engineering and industrial
college on a higher grade school. A secondary technical school, which boys would
enter, not leave, at 15 or 16 years of age, might better answer the purpose.
It is evident from what has preceded that the new arrangements do not meet
with Mr. Lang's approval. In his opinion the two years to which the course of
general instruction has now been reduced are inadequate for the purpose. The
requirements of technical specialization should have been provided for by th e
addition of a fourth year. To specialize the third year is, he considers, a great
mistake, for, even supposing that a lad of 16 can be a competent chemist, engineer,
or electrician, his mind is necessarily still unformed, and it is certain that no
employer is likely to iutrust any serious business to his care. He must become a
man befm·e he can be a specialist. Nor are Mr. Lang's views in harmony with the
gen ral teo<1 •ncy or techni. al education in France. He disapproves on principle
of trnd
h ls · or
. , accor c1·mg to the current phra e, l'ateh. r dans 1•eco1e.
uc h
. · h c 1:1" 11 _r
t theory and practice at variance in the mind of the
ap1 r n 1l"k anrl m v1tab1y
· t erest ,
. le a cl '3 h'1m to neglect one or other of two rival m
1 1 8 11 c 1 1<1
·
· school . are m
· h.1 opm1on
· · a
•1
. rot , an a 11 apprenticeship
c n. o~ly be learned properly in a r al work hop.
t O u.1 hnct schools of opinion one of which is iu favor of
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the" sehool in the workshop," while the other advocates the" workshop in the
school." Of the former system there is an instance at the great works at Creuzot,
while the latter is represented by the Ecole Diderot. In both systems, according
to Mr. Lang's view, one part of the curriculum is pursued at the expense of the
other. To maintain an equilibrium betwee~ the two is impossible. The school at
Creuzot is excellent from a technical point of view, but is defective so far as general education is concerned. Moreover, it is only in very large works where such
an arrangement is even possible. With regard to the system prevailing at the
Eco:e Diderot, 1\1.r. Lang's views have already been referred to. ·Mr. Lan_g fully
admits the evils of trade apprenticeship in the form in which it too often exists.
Even under favorable circumstances, much of the time spent by the apprentice is
entirely wasted, from a technical point of view. During the first year his duties
chiefly consist jn sweeping out the shop and running on errands. In other cases,
such as appear to be very common in France, the workshop is a school, not of
technical instruction, but of moral corruption. A satisfactory solution of the
problem is. therefore, a most difficult matter. Of one point, however, Mr. Lang
feels assured. In a technical school of the primary grade the general portion of
the education should be the predominant one. There should be no pretense of
turning out finished apprentices, such as the workshop alone can produce. The
chief object should be to discover the technical capabilities of a pupil and direct
him toward certain crafts. In addition to this , an equipment of theoretical
instruction should be provided, which, after the practical knowledge of a trade
has been thoroughly mastered in the regular appre_nticeship of a workshop, will
produce really capable workmen. It is , furthermore, of great importance that
local authorities should not lose sight of the boys on their leaving the higher grade
school. The object should be not only to make them retain the knowledge there
a cquired, bU:t to diminish, as far as possible, the admitted evils in the Hfe of an
apprentice. This is most effectually achieved by carefully organizing a system of
evening tlasses, such as that of the Societe pour l 'enseignement industriel du
Rhone, in which Mr. Lang has so long taken an interest. For boys who are to be
workmen the instruction of the primary, as distinguished from that of the higher
grade school, is sufficient, provided they are able to retain and develop their knowledge by means of such evening instruction. In this connection Mr. Lang approves
in principle of the instruction supplied by the London polytechnics.
With regard to manual work in French primary schools, Mr. Lang considers
that there has been no advance, but rather retrogression since 1884, a fact due to
t h e exaggerations which were imported into the movement. It is a good thing, he
considers, to teach manual work during the last year of the prh)lary school course,
not as a training for a definite trade, but merely as enabling an opinion to be formed
as to what trade a boy has most aptitude for. To introduce actual technical
instruction into rural schools woul6., he thinks, be a great mistake, as it would only
increase the existing tendency of migration from t he country jnto the town.
Mr. Lang's great experience necessarily gives an interest to his views, though
these are in most respects diametrically opposed to the present tendency in France.
They are, no doubt, to some extent affected by circumstances which are local and
:peculiar. The system of technical education contemplated by Mr. Lang, which is
merely preparatory and complementary to, and in no way a substitute for, a trade
apprenticeshiv, is no doubt one for which Lyons, with its many industries, offers
exceptional facilities . By means of the extensive organization of the Societe pour
l'enseignement inclustriel du Rhone, Mr. Lang has himself worked powerfully
toward carrying such a system into practical effect. Yeti t is jn Lyons itself, in a
school of which he is director, and which stands in close relation with the chief
indu trial interests of the city, that a body of experts has unanimously decidecl in
favor of trade teaching. Such a fact can only be accounted for by an impatience,
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whether justifiable or not, of past methods and results. Even Mr. Lang is in
favor of the principle of specialization, though not of the proposed scheme of
which the ambitious nature may be aptly characterized in the words of another
authority, himself the head of an important establishment at Lyoris, "C'est la
grenouille qui voudrait se faire boouf."
SECONDARY TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
ECOLES N.A.TIONALES D'ARTS ET METIERS.
A.IX, ANGERS, AND CH.A.LONS.

The original purpose of the ecoles d'arts et metiers, and their success in achieving even more than that purpose, were aptly characterize~ by President Faure in
a speech delivered two years ago to an assembly of past members of these schools.
Though originally only designed, as he said, to provide the great army of industry with sergeants-i. e., with managers and foremen of works-the results have
so far surpassed expectation that in many instances the sergeant has become the
commissioned officer, and the manager has developed into the engineer. The
system which assigns to each of these institutions a certain number of departments as its special domain gives them an all-embracing, as well as uniform,
influence. As the principal training grounds of mechanical skill, more especially
in metallurgy, they are, undoubtedly, of first-rate importance to the country.
They possess the initial advantage of a high standard of admission, permanently
secured by a difficult competitive examination. The students are thus from the
outset picked candidates, and not only have they an entrance examination to
pass, but the teachers of theory, the engineers, the managers of workshops, are
themselves selected by a competition of which the conditions are determined by
the ministry of commerce. The director of the school holds his appointment
directly from the same minister. Only those students who pass through the
entire course of three years receive a diploma, which is subject to an examination, and which confers the title of "Eleve brevete des ecoles Nationales d'arts
et metiers." No student who is without this diploma has any title to call himself
a pupil of the school. A special diploma is reserved for those who pass the final
examination with distinction. The schools themselves are under the jurisdiction
of the minister of commerce, and under the immediate supervision of the prefect of
the department in which they are situated. They are subject to annual inspection by a government inspector, who reports on their condition to the minister.
In spite of their Qbvious defects, which arise mainly from false views of moral
and physical training, their popularity is very great. For the 300 place , in
round numbers, which they offer for competition each year there are no less than
?et':ee~ 1,200 and 1,300 candidates. They have all the prestige of government
mstitutions by which a French parent lays so much store. An even more potent
source of attraction is the prospect which they hold out to all fairly industrious
a~d well-_con~ucted students of escaping two years of military ervice. Such
dispen ation 1s granted by law to four-fifths of the number of students who at
th e le:wing examination ucc ed in obtaining 65 per cent of the possible total of
mar~s. ~ In 180:; the successful candidates at Chalons numbered 51, at Angers 54,
a
1x v6.
Though admis ·ion to the ·chool is nominally ubj ect to an annual fee of £24
(:l 20) , th e scholar.-hip rranted by the tate the department or the commune
r n . r th e d ucat·1 0n of two-thirds of th students
'
partly or 'wholly free. The
ntir co·· of a pupi·1 1· a t the pre nt time about -"64 (, 320) a y ar. The annual
~\~ of th . · ho l at 'hitlon. amount to about £17 00 ( · ;} 000) showina a
Jg 1 er a m compari. on with former years, due to recent r tr nchm nt .
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CH.A.LONS.

The English Technical Instruction Commisaion of 1881, which devoted a good
deal of attention to the school at Chalons, expressed the view that there were two
respects in which the system of instruction pursued there laid itself open to criticism, viz, the artificial overelaboration of the work, and the fact that the importance of the element of time in the question of production was not sufficiently
considered. It is satisfactory to know that the truth of both these criticisms is
fully admitted by the present director, whose appointment is comparatively
recent, and who may therefore be regarded as viewing the matter in an impartial
light. He considers that his efforts to guard against these defects have been, in
great measure, successful. This is more especially the case with regard to the
preparation of dimensioned sketches, rapidity in the execution of which has been
encouraged by a new system of awarding marks. In the practical work itself
the difficulty of effecting a change has proved greater, but the importance of
observing greater strictness in the economy of time and in the avoidance of artificial finish, a defect which is admittedly still to be found, is fully recognized.
The director emphasized his desire to give as much development as possible to
the practical, as opposed to the theoretical, side of the work. In his opinion the
general training of the school produces much better results than that of the Ecole
Centrale at Paris, which is too exclusively scientific. The theoretical training at
Chalons; though inferior to that of the Pari s school, is superior to that given
at Cluny, a comparatively new and lower-grade school, where, on the other hand,
as much as seven hours a day are spent in workshop practice, as against six at
Chalons. It may be added that, in the opinion of the same informant, the general
level of technical knowledge has been decidedly raised throughout France during
the last twelve years. This is due principally to the better preparation provided
by the ecoles pratiques d'industrie and the ecoles professionnelles for the ecoles
d'Arts et Metiers, at which tl.te standard of the entrance examination, especially
in geometry and algebra, has been considerably increased in recent years.
The . English commission of 1881 were struck by the severity of the system
enforced at Chalons. This discipline, which is common to all the three schools,
is strictly military as regards dress and routine, and is more than military in the
minuteness of the regulations which govern every waking moment of the day,
and impose penalties on almost every conceivable offense. A school may well be
thought severe whose pupils rise, go to rest, and bathe to beat of drum; where all
"dangerous games," all newspapers, political and illustrated, are forbidden, and
where the only form of ~istraction provided, from one week's end to the other, is
a compulsory walk on Sundays, under strict supervision. A former pupil of the
school at Aix, and subsequently head of a technical school at Cairo, discussing in
1887 the criticisms of the Royal commission, says:
As to the want of amusements and the extreme vigor of the discipline, unfortun~tely there is no exaggeration in the statement of the EngliRh commission. For
my part, I do not think the treatment could be worse in a house of correction
than was customary in my time at the School of Arts and Trade at Aix. It is
astonishing that the central administration has not yet recognized that the periodical disorders, invariably followed by removals in mass, are only the consequence
of a repression and of annoyances that nothing can justify. It is not necessary to
employ gendarmes to supervise pupils, but masters, well informed and of good
families, pos ·essing the education, tact, anu patience necessary for the performance of such delicate functions.
My own visit to Chalons was made under circumstances which must have
rendered the presence of a stranger embarrassing even to French courtesy. On
the previous day the school had been the scene of a serious mutiny. Traces of
the popular excitement which it had aroused were still evident. The school
buildings were in occupation of military police and a company of regular soldiers.
ED
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The entrance gate was barred by sentries. I was, consequently: req_ue~ced to
defer my coming till the afternoon, by which time the whole body of 300 students
had been expelled and marched to the railway station under military escort. On
my return the busy life of the school had been replaced by silent corridors and
empty workshops. This did not, however, prevent my receiving a most courteous r eception from the director and other officials, who enabled me to see every
part of the school and obtain all requisite information. The outbreak, it appears,
originated with the 100 students of the first year, ,vho had refused to enter their
class rooms, and had insulted their teachers. The sentence of expulsion from the
school, which these acts of insubordination entailed, had the immediate effect of
inciting the remaining 200 students to m ake common cause with their fellowpupils. Having wreaked their displeasure on the furniture of the establishment,
the united 300 poured out into the streets and marched to the prefecture, where,
with loud shouts, they demanded the instant dismissal of the director. Followed
by a considerable proportion of the populace, they then proceeded to parade the
town for several hours. They finally returned to a late supper at the school, and
on the following morning were, as already stated, sent back to their homes. In
the opinion of the director himself, the incident was in great measure due to the
evil influence of the day students, an element which was first introduced into
the school a few years ago, but which has recently been suppressed. It can
easily be imagined that the amusements of a garrison tow-n to which, in t~e
absence of healthy outlets, these members of the school would devote their
greater liberty, would n ot l.Je conducive to discipline. From another sourc~ [
learned that the distuFbances were due to the abolition of certain privileges, with
regard to leave of absence, hitherto enjoyed by the day students. It may be
mentioned that among the townspeople, whose standard of hardship are the woes
of the military recruit, there appears to be little sympathy for the grievances of
the students.
In 1891 a new department, the section normale, was opened at Chalons. It _is
intended to trai.n teachers who already possess the certificate for teaching 1_n
highei·-grade schools as technical instructors for the ecoles pratiques d'industrie
and t}.e ecoles professionnelles. The students of this section follow nearly the
same course of instruction as the other, but with less completeness, for they remain
only two years. They do not live in the school itself, but at the Training;College
for Schoolmasters in the town, and they wear no unifonn. They all hold government scholarships. The institution of this department has not proved a success.
Between the years 1891 and. 1896 the total number of candidates has not exceeded
26. The director considers that the training of technical-school teachers is rather
out of place at Chalons, and would be more conveniently carried on at Cluny.
In 1893 the school at Chalons met with great losses through a fire which entirely
destroyed. tho fitting shop anc.1 a large part of the machinery. Much of the latter
has, therefore, had to be renovated or entirely replaced, at a cost of £ ,000
($40.000) . Owing to the work of repair, it has not been possible to undertake any
ord rs fro:11 without, except in the foundry, whe1·e they amount to the annual
rnln of _£.400 to £600 (.'2,000 to '8,000) . The present new fitting sbop has a cubic
sr>ac ~wice a great as that of the old. one, and in superficial area jt is larger by
one-tlnr · All the ork hops are lighted by electric li<7ht and. heated by steam.
It has of late _year~ L com increa ingly difficult fo/'apprentices on leaving the
school t fin 1 situation as foremen of works. The director alwa s ad-."'i e the
st:i~ n 8 to 6 ~ nd one or two Y ars in a workshop before they fulfill their term of
m1htacy ern ·e• A cor d.rng t o the regulations of th school boys who enter mu
, t 1 t lJ and not ov r 17 on the 1st of ·tob r of th ' current year. 'They
, thTh
· ofore •at l or 1 , anr111a • one r two · ar heforo they need enter th
· ·
num
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them about 50 to 55 do only one year's service, in accordance with the military
law of 1889 already referred to.
As a means of arriving at a practical estimate of the part which the three important
engineering schools of Chalons, Angers, and Aix play at the present time in the
industTial life of France, I have endeavored to examine into the nature as well as
the actual amount of the employment which is open to students at the end of
the:r training. As a b asis of this investigation I have , by special permission,
made use of the last annual report of the Societe cles Anciens Eieves des Ecoles
N ationales d'Arts et Metiers. This influential association, which was founded in
1846, and whose handsome new premises in the rue Chauchat were opened by Presid ent Felix Faure in February, 1895, is joined by more than half of all the students
who annually leave the three schools. The figures given below apply only to this
larger half, which may, however, be considered as more than representative of
the· practical outcome, under the most favorable conditions, of the institutions
in question. Membership of a society to which so many distinguished former
pupils of the schools belong is in itself a guaranty of professional standing and
bona fl.des. It may, on the other hand, be t aken for granted that in the information which members supply as to thefr present position they are under no inducement to depreciate its actual status. The case is, perhaps, r ather the reverse. It
is in some cases difficult to determine the exact nature of an appointment where
a term such as that of engineer may be used somewhat indefinitely. The
statistics here considered refer to students who entered the schools in the years
1887-1893, an:1 who, thernfore, allowing for a three years' course, quitted them
within the years 1890-1896. With regard to the figures themselves , the two items
which evidently can for most attention are those under the heads'' Without specified position" and "·without any specified occupation." Together they constitute
-0. 32 of the total number· of students. In view of the fact that the general tendency would, if anything, be rather to exaggerate than to underestimate professional standing it is no doubt justifiable to assume that whe:re no employment
is mentioned in the club register it does not exist. Moreover, the u se of the
indefinite title of dessinateur or draftsman, without reference to any particular
place of business or department of trade, fairly leads to the conclusion that
employment, if it exists at all, is of an uncertain and irregular character. The
deduction to be made, for instance, where a student on the completion of his
training is independent of a calling or does not desire it to lJe known is of little
account. The general impression produced by the figures will no doubt l::e that,
while the outlets which are open to the pupils of these schools are both substantial and varied, embracing, as they do, all the principal depar~ments of industrial
life, the present demand for the better positions, such as that of manager or foremen, or indeed for any positions, very much exceeds the supply.
By far the most important numerically are the draftsmen, who in the aggregate number no less than 260 out of 866, or about three-tenths of the whole. The
engineers am1 subengineers number 42, the managers and submanagers 2,'5, the
foremen and subforemen 41. A comparatively insignificant number of students
appear to obtain work abroad on the conclusion of their training. Of employees,
including workmen, with definite occupations, there are 72, or about one-twelfth
of the whole.
Of great importance from a national point of view is the element of marine
engineers, who number 58, about one-fifteenth of the tota-1. In the rigorous training peculiar to these schoo1s they must receive an exceptionally thorough preparation for the duties of their calling. They are responsible for the safety of some
of the principal vessels in the fleet. M. Faure, on the occasion alluded to above,
specially referred to the valuable services which they render to the French navy.
As to the position occupied by the ecoles d'arts et metiers at the present day, it
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may be said that they have to a great extent deviated from the original purpose
for which they were founded. That purpose was to form .workmen, whose theor etical training would, in many cases, eventually fit them to become foremen or
even managers, but whose scientific outfit could not under any circumstances
give promise of a higher career. At the present day a student of one of these
schools who h as met with any success no longer desires to be regarded, according
to the current phrase, as a "Sous-ofticier de l'industrie frarn;aise," but as an
"engineer," who has issued from a school which, though it can not aspire to the
high mathematical standard of the Ecole Centrale at Paris, more than compensates for this fact by the unrivaled practical training which it affords. In this
sense, therefore, and accepting them at their own, perhaps exaggerated, valuation, the ecoles d ·arts et m etiers are to be considered as belonging no longer to
seccndary, but to higher technical education. In proportion as their standard
has ceen raised, they have become more and more out of touch with the average
·ecole professionnelle, whose r esources are now generally condemned as inadequate
even forthe more moderate demands of modern technical knowledge. Preparation for the ecoles d'arts et metiers has, consequently, in large measure, been
r estricted to certain schools which have m ade this their specialty. This state of
things will, no doubt, be greatly improved by the development of the ecoles
pratiques d'industrie, which represents the technically regenerated ecole profes·
sionnelle. But, however good the training in these schools may be, it is professedly
more practical than scientific. They are to be the first and as a rule the only
training ground of the workman proper. There must, moreover, in the nature
of things, always remain a large number of boys who, while fitted to bec?1:11e
excellent practical workmen, altogether lack the mathematical ability reqmsite
for gaining admission to the ecoles d'arts et metiers. It was therefore to be
expected that a real need should make itself felt of some place of strictly inter·
mediate education to take up the r ole which the ecoles d'arts et m etiers have to a
great extent abandoned. It was to meet this want that the new government
school at Cluny was created, an institution which may be best described as the
Chalons of twenty-five y ears ago.
CLU:NY.

(Ecole N ationale Pratique d 'Ou vriers et de Contrema1tres.)

The ancient and celebrated Abbey of Cluny has, since 1891, been the home of an
important t echnical school, whose special aim is to train workmen in such a manner as to fit them subsequently to become foremen in the various trades connected
with metal ancl wood work. The actual s ite of the school is considerably larger
than that of any of the ecoles d"arts et metiers, as it extends over no less than 22
acres, about 7 acr es of which are occupied by the buildings themselves. For many
years t~e same premises were tenanted by a secondary training college for teachers, w~ich was suppressed, when, in 1801, the modern si.c1e of French secondary
education underwent a complete reorganization. The general arrangement of the
schcol are the Bame as those at the cc oles cl 'arts et me tiers. Like these it is a tate
school u nd r the mhiistry of commerce with a three years' course. Diplomas are
awar tl~cl aft r examination at the end of the third y ar. but do not, a in the c e
o_f the ·col s cl'~r s t m ~ti rs, qualify without further examination, for the po itlon of appr nhc en~n er in the fl et. The cost of trt ining is rather lower than
a: th e choo1s r fen-erl to. tho annnal bufl,.,.et amounting to about 12 00 ( '60 0 ).
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The entrance examination includes writing, spelling, arithmetic (the first four
rules-fractions, decimals, proportion, square root), and the elements of geometry
(including plane surfaces). There is also a practical test in carpentering, fitting,
forging, or founding. The selections among these subjects js left to the candidate, and determine the particular workshop in which, after his admjssion to the
school, he spends the entire course of three years. Three-fifths of the maximum
number of marks, with a fixed minimum in each subject, qualify for admiss:on.
Of thosewho qualify, the first 100 are definitely admitted. In addition to theresident pupils there have hitherto been a small number of day boarders, but, as at
Cha.Ions, this element has now been condemned and suppressed. The annual
number of candidates for admission to the school number about 340 to 350.
The apprentices are occupied for twelve hours a day, the routine being as follows:
Ris'3 at 5.30 a. m.; 6 to 7, preparation; 7 to 7.30, breakfast; 7.30 to 9, drawing lesson; then follows seven hours' workshop practice; from 5.30 to 7, a lesson in mathematics, physics, chemistry, or French. After supper, an hour's preparation. A
walk on Sunday, on which day there is also preparation work for three or four
hours. It will be evident from this recital that the severity of the routine is equal
to that of the eco1e d'arts et metiers.
The theoretical instruction, which is directly practical 4n its tendency, includes
arithmetic, projections, and a · general knowledge of logarithms. Elementary
geometry, general notions as to the ellipse, hyper bola, parabola, circle, cycloid, and
epicycloid. Algebra, up to quadratic equations, exclusive. Plane trigonometry,
very elementary. Descriptive geometry, up to and including the intersection of
bodies; the screw and conical spiral, screw with square and triangular threads.
Laws of motion, change of motion in machines, kinematics of machines. Industrial mechanics, elementary notions, descriptions of the chief parts of machines
and of the machines and apparatus used in the wood and iron industries, detailed
and full description of steam engines and hyd.raulic motors, with formuloo of work.
Elementary knowledge of the resistance of materials; physics and chemistry, elementary knowledge; industrial drawing, writing and bookkeeping, grammar, history of France and geography of France and her colonies, hygiene. The staff of
teachers includes one for mathematics, one for mechanics, two for drawing, and
one for French.
The practical instruction comprises carpentry and model ma,king, forging,
founding, locksmithing, boiler making, and fitting and mounting, in six separate
departments, of which the three first have each about 30 apprentices, 10 of each year.
In the fourth department, still in formation, there will be 15; in the fifth, which
is likewise new, 15; while the sixth has nearly 200. apprentices , who are arranged,
according to age, into three divisions. There are special sections for machinery
and instrument making, which are formed by these three divisions in turn. It is
ultimately intended to confine the instrument making principally to electrical
apparatus, but at present the requisite funds are not available.
Over each of these departments there is a submanager, except where for economical reasons the position is held by a master workman. The submanagers receive
a salary of £96 ("'480) , £108 (S.340) , or £120 ($600), according to their grade. The
technical staff includes, besides the director, who is at the same time engineer in
chief, 1 chief manager, 9 submanagers, and ·12 workmen, 5 of whom are ouvrier
instructeurs or workmen instructors. The official regulation which provides that
all submanagers shall be selected by competitive examination, is in practfoe overlookec1. They are engaged on the trength of testimonials, and provisionally.
For the post of chief manager, however, and for that of all teachers on the staff,
there is a special examination which is held at the Conservatoil'e cles Arts et M ~tiers
· at Paris.
Tbe chief engineer e,·ercises a general supervi ion over all th w01·k, both prac-
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tical and scientific. All drawings are designed by him or one of the managers,
and are then executed under the supervision of one of the teachers of drawing.
The carpentry and model making shop measures 33 by 15 meters. It is a lowvaulted room, used in the former days of the abbey for storing flour. It has the
disadvantage of being at a greater distance from the foundry than is desirable, or
than is usual in trade establishments. The dimensions of the fitting shop are
about GO by 20 meters, the accommodation being barely sufficient. The foundry,
which measures 30 by 20 meters, is also rather too crowded. It contains 30 furnaces; Gmore are in construction. The boiler making, which is at present included
in this department, is to be placed in a separate workshop, as the noise which it
occasions is found to be a serious annoyance to the founders.
Every piece of work is first modeled in the carpentry and model making shop.
Having passed through the foundry , it is sent to the fitting room, where, in order
to avoid the specialization of the ordinary workshop, it is mounted and fitted by
the same apprentices. The outside orders executed at Cluny are insignificant in
amount. Since the foundation of the school the apprentices have been almost
exclusively occupied in supplying their own requirements. With the exception of
a few larger engines with which the school was started, all the machines in use
have been constructed tmder the suuervision of the chief engineer and his subordinates. This fact in itself says a g;eat deal for the really practical nature of the
instruction. The apprentices have recently been engaged in the construction_ of
two turbines for the supply of electric Ught; as samples of their work, two d~illing machines (a stamp-hammer, m.arteau pilon), of 1,200 kilograms, two fi.hng
machine vises, and a steam. engine may also be mentioned. They have, moreover,
b een employed on repairs and ~ilterations in the building itself.
·with regard to the criticisms passed by the English commiEsion of 1881 on the
over-elaboration and want of quickness in the work at Oha.lons, the chief manager
admitted that the same remark would no doubt apply to Cluny. These features,
however, he considers to be almost inevitable, if the primary object of secu~i~g
careful and accurate woTk is to be kept in view. Under pressure, the requisite
quickness would., he thinks, b e acquired later on.
As to the prospects open to pupils at the close of their training, some difficulty
is, it appears, found at Cluny, as at other schools, in finding p~aces for them. The
difficulty is, however, much lessened if they are willing to b ecome worlrmen.
Many apprentices on leaving the school try to find occupation in drawing offices,
because the work is both easier and more lucrative. Of the great numbers who
look for such employment an idea may be formed from t he statistics already given
in connection with the school at Cha.Ions. So far aio Uluny is concerned, the chief
, manager considers that those who take this course r eally stnltify the main pnrpo .e
of their training. They are no longer workmen, but draftsmen. At the chool
itself, too, pupils are dispo ed to neglect their workshop r;ractice in order to spe nd
as much time a:; possible on c.lrawing, which they consider will be more useful and
profitable to them. The c1i proportionate attention given to drawing is, it appears,
to r.omo extent due 1..o the fact that, in view of the ineufficient number of regular
t ac:~iors of drawing, apprentices themselves are often employetl in executing the
d ctm1s of rough sketche .
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certain t endency to give prominence to the theoretical at the expense of the ·practical side of the training is becoming visible. This is no doubt the tendency of
all technical colleges in other countries no less than in France. Wherever an
organized system of teaching exists, the academic element is, perhaps, naturally
inclined to encroach on more practical interests.
At the present time one of the chief uses of the school at Cluny is to receive the
grent overflow of candidates who do not succeed in gaining admission into the
ecoles d'arts et metiers. Besides the 1700 or 800 who fail altogether, there are every
year about 2-00 who, though they have qualified for admission by obtaining threefifths of the examination marks, are not included among the successful first 100.
For both these categories Cluny offers another chance. The entrance examination
is purposely deferred till October, after the publication of the list of successful
candidates at the ecoles d'arts et metiers. A third class to whom Cluny is open
are a limited number of those m embers of the ecoles d'arts et metiers who have
failed to pass the intermediate examinations at the end of their first or second
year, and who are allowed t o migrate to Cluny.
SU:OIMARY.

French views on technical education may be said to demand attention chiefly in
so far as they bear on the organization of primary technical schools. If in secondary and higher technical instruction we admit the authority of German
methods, we may well look to France for some light on a subject to which the
State, in conjunction with the best authorities of the country, has devoted close
attention for more than twenty years. It can not, at any rate, be doubted that in
Fren ch experience we m ay find ample illustration, if not in every case an adequate
solution, of questions which in our country are still subject to discussion ancl tentative experiment. '' ,f ➔:·
By the law of December, ! 880, primary technical instruction was for the fir1:>t
time placed on a definite basis. As a nucleus of the new organization the apprenticeship school, such as already existed under municipal management in differont
parts of the country, was adopted, and was now incorporated into the public
system of primary instruction under the name of ecole manuelle d'apprentissage.
To this type of school a number of other schools, styled, in virtue of the modicum of technical instruction which they .pTovided, profossionnelles, were to bo
" assimilated ." It is the progress of this assimilation, to use the expression in a
more 1iteral sense, which may b e said to constitute the history of primary technical
instruction in France during the last eighteen years. The gradual approximation
of a less practical to a more practical type of school is but the logical outcome of
a policy which, recognizing that old m ethods of trade instruction are extinct, has
deliberately resolved to create in their place a new and living bond between the
apprentice and the trade workshop, a bond which, slender at first, has b en continually growing in strength. The development which h as taken place in the
interval between the legislation of 1880 and tho establishment of the ecoles pratiques de commerce ou d'industrie in 1893 appears most clearly in the gradual
transition from" Travaux manuels" to "Ateliers," from m ere manual instruction,
limited in amount and indefinite in aim, to definite workshop instruction . The
peculiar title of ecoles manuelles d'apprentissage, which was given to the type of
school contemplated by the bill of 1880, appears, as already observed, to indicate a
system intermediate between manual instruction on the one hand and trade teaching on the other. Uncertainty as to the precise nature and method of the instruction to be given was further focreased by the fact that for eight years after the
original bill no uniform standard of efficiency existed, each school drawing up its
own programme, subject to ministerial supervision of a more or l ess nominal
nature. It was not till thee. tablishment, in 1886 and 1887, of the Ecoles N aLionales
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Professiounelles at Voiron, Vierzon, and Armentieres, that a definite step was
taken by the two ministries toward the realization of their declared poiicy of
approximating educational methods to the requirements of trade, the ecole
manuelle d'a.pprentissage to which the ecole professionnelle was to have been
assimilated, having, as we have seen, never come into existence at all as an official
type of school. In each of the ecoles nationales, with their three divisions, we
see a general education culminating in an industrial one, manual instruction in
the elementary school being followed by systematic workshop training in the
higher ,grade school. By the provision which they afford for special trades in
different districts these establishments are intended more particularly to represent
the principle of variety and adaptability in technical instruction. In 1888 a definite standard, applicable equally to an ecole manuelle d'apprentissage and an
ecole professionnelle, was laid down by the issue of an official syllabus, which is
specially noteworthy as being the first detailed scheme proposed by the two ministries as the basis of a national system of primary technical education.
Though with the foundation of the ecoles nationales and the issue of a syllabus
the limit of the concerted action of the two denartments has been reached, and
the next step is taken by the ministry of conl.mierce on its own responsibility, the
legislation of 1892 is no more than the natural development of a movement of
which the principal aim had from the very first been the approximation of the
school to the workshop. It was the inevitable recognition of the continued failure
of the average ecole primaire superieure professionnelle as distinguished from the
ecoles nationales and a few other good schools to satisfy the industrial requirements of the country. In a special degree, however, the institution of the ecoles
pratiques was intended to remedy the existing scarcity of workmen in the mechanical trades, which was recognized as constituting a serious danger to the general
prosperity. In the words of the official programmeApprentices are no lor.ger formed in workshops, hence the distu!~ing prosp~ct
of a scarcity of workmen in the future: for this state of things, 1f not speedily
remedied , will insensibly lead to the decadence of natural industry.
The greater sense of freedom now felt by the department of commerce in its
new capacity as an independent authority, with financial resources at its dispo~al,
is reflected in the syllabus of 1893 as compared with that of 1888. The practical
work no longer figures as "Travaux manuels," but as "Ateliers," and occupies
thirty to thirty-three hours a week as against sixteen to twenty-seven. The weekly
total of hours, which was fixed at about forty to fifty for an ecole manuelle d'apprentissage or an ecole professionnelle, is now raised to fifty-five to sixty. The
time devoted to general instruction shows a reduction as compared with that laid
down for an industrial school in 1888. The feature, however, which must be
regarded as of most importance in the scheme of 1 93 is the clear distinction drawn
between the aims and methods of an ecole pratique d"industrie as compared with
those of an ordinary , cole profes ionnelle. The latter schools "ont simplement
pour objet la preparation a l'apprenti sage" (simply prepare for apprentic hip).
The new type of school, on the other hand, aims at forming clerks and w orkmen
capable of being "imm1,diatement utilises au •omptoir et a l'atelier" (immediately
emr,loye_cl at the counter or in the workshop). To insure thi , and to prevent the
apprcm ice. on ent<i_ring the tra(le shop from being "trop inferieurs" to the actual
workmen, th official yllabn. declar s it to be essential that work hop pra ·tice
sh?nld_1>1•. · a larg part in tho c 1rriculum of the chool. It i in conformity with
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latter subject is not to contain anything calculated "to make a mere amusement"
of the work. Certain exercises, which are prescribed in some methods and which
consist in "the execution of small models and little articles on H reduced scale,
with a view to giving the hand a certain dexterity, ti,lthough the pupil is as yet
ignorant of the proper way to handle the tool which he is using," are condemned
as quite unsuited to form the basis of serious apprenticeship. The view here
expressed is noteworthy not only as establishing an e3sential distinction between
some of the generally accepted methods of manual instruction as opposed to those
of the trade shop, but as contesting the utility of ·the one as a preparation for the
other.
It should be noticed that though it is in the ecoles pratiques that we see the systern of apprenticeship carried out in its fullest extent, the principle underlying
the system is not confined to these schools, but is practically inherent in every form
of technical instruction in France which is in any way preparatory to trade apprenticeship. The distinction between preparation at a school for trade apprenticeship,
and actual school apprenticeship preparatory to trade apprenticeship which the
official circular of 1893 declares to be an essential one, is in reality one of degree,
not of principle. No sharp line of division can be drawn between the two systen1s. Thus, at Vierzon, which, as one of the ecoles nationales professionnelles, was
intended to be merely" preparatoire a l'apprentissage" (preparatory to apprenticeship), the school syllabus describes the first two years of the C(?Urse as embracing
· "Culture generale et commencement de l'apprentissage general," while in the
third year the "normal section'' provides "preparation a la vie industrielle par
des etudes pratiques et des travaux d'apprentissage." The claim made, with some
exaggeration, by M. Buisson, as director of primary instruction, on behalf of the
three national schools, that their curriculum" leads a youth up to the threshold
of the factory or the engineering school, and enables him to become a finished
workman after a few months' practice," is not less, but greater, than that advanced
even in the case of an ecole pratique. The practical unanimity of opinion existing
at the present time in France with regard to the approximation of the school to
the workshop appears further in the view expressed in the report of the administrative commission of the Ecole Martiniere at Lyons:
What is demanded to-day by a merchant or manufacturer is not only young men
who have received general instruction, even although this general instruction has
a technical leaning more or less pronounced. It is young men whom they can
utilize immediately or as soon as possible, because they have received technical
traininKspecially appropriate to the trade which they propose to follow. ·* •:: -xThe actual degree of school apprenticeship is practically determined by the ·
nature of the particular trade in view and the proximity of the workshop, this
proximity being naturally greater where primary is not followed by secondary
technical education than where this is the case. The preva]ence of a system of
apprenticeship both in primary and secon<lary instruction renders it more and
more incumbent on all schools with any pretensions to efficiency not only to recognize the important principle of concurrent theory and practice, but to keep the
character of the work itself in touch with the principles and methods of the trade
workshop. Even for those boys who, in the comparative ease of a municipal ecole
professionnelle like that at Rouen, escape for a t ime the hardships of the strictest
form of apprenticeship, the road to future employment lies, in a large number of
ca es, through the rigorous workshop training of one of the ecoles d·arts ct metiers
or of the scbool at Cluny. It may be regarded as one of the most important r esults
of the efforts made to approximate the school to the workshop that it has drawn
much closer than before the bonds existing between primary ancl secondary technical instruction.
With the doctrine of" immediate utilization" the approximation of the school
to the workshop may be said to have reached its completion and French primary
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t clmical education its c:ima:s:. It would, ho-~vcver, be a mistake to suppose that
this principle cardes with it that of actual supersession of trade apprenticeship
itself. c.nch an intention the official syllabus expressly disavows.
It is not to be expected that an apprentice on entering a trade ~hop should at
onte reap the advantages of the technical training which he has received atschoo!,
or that he should receive the same wao·es as a workman already inured to the toil
of n. regular day's work. It must be ~emembered that the practical value of an
art~san consists not only in the knowledge of his craft, but in the_ amount of W?rk
which he produces. At a school an apprentice acquires a theoretical and practical
knowledge of his trade, but only a trade shop can teach him to :produce. _He
enters the trade shop as a petit ouvrier to finish the second stage of his apprent~ceship. Though many trade processes will be new to him the principle und~rlymg
t~em will be familiar, and, as his experience grows, he will, in virtue of lns techmtal knowledge, infallibly outstrip those fe!low apprentices who have not had the
advantages of a school training.
The essential distinction existing between school apprenticeship, of however strict
a type, and trade apprenticeship, between the educational methods of the one and
the economical working of the other, has always been recognized in France. _Thus
amongst the regulations of the year 1886 at the well-known ecole d'apprentissa~e
at Havre, before its conversion into an ecole pratique d"industrie, we find it
expr essly stated that '' the purpose of the school is to form good apprentices and
no"'.i to pro(luce." The same principle holds good to a large extent even in secondary technical-education, and to it is due that over-elaboration and indifference to
the e:ement of time which was noted by the English commission of 1881 as characteristic of the work at CM.Ions.
A system which a ims at forming apprentices whose services are of immediate
utility to the trade must n ecessarily inc!ude the principle of specia,lization. On
this :1.ues~ion, as on that of apprenticeship itself, French views are marked by
much greater c~earness than was formerly the case. The rt3port of the goYernment commission a:;_Jpointec1 in 1881 for the purpose of devising a scheme fo_r a
national technical school contained the recommendation that ·' all specializat10n
in manual instruction should be avoided." How this was practicable in a school
like that at Vierzon, which was expressly intended as a training ground fo~ sp~cial local indu"'tries, was not explained. At the present time specialization is
regarded a3 an essential feature in all government schools. To quote the programme of Vierzon, In therncond year students specialize according to their ta tes
and aptitudes ('' En 2e annee ils se specialisent selon leur got"tt et leurs aptitudes.'')
Each of the three national schools comprises from five to seven clistinc_t departments. At every school which prepares for trail.e apprenticeship, whether an
ecoie pratique, ecole nationale professionnelle, or one of the trade ,_ chool of Paris,
a short preparatory period, intern.led to give an insight into the trade as a whole,
is followed by a muth longer period of special instruction. The length of thi
preliminary period Yarie.. In the ecole pratique 3 , a in the ecoles nationales profe-,sionne11es, it i:i u ·ually ono year; at the ecoles Diderot, Pali y, Boulle, and
Estienno it varies from about two to six months. In the separate work hop- of
these schoo's each recognized Hubdivision of a tra<le finds its counterpart.
In the tyves of .ehool jn. t referred to a y tem of tip cialization is inher nt, and
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_,,direct preparation for a definite trade on the other-" Enseignernent professionnel
general" versus "Enseignement veritablement profes:3ionnel." With the adoption
of the principle Gf specialization by the Martiniere the most important stronghold
of a system of generalization in French primary technical instruction may be said
t o have fallen.
If we turn for a moment to draw a brief comparison bet.veen French :primary
technical instruction and its equivalent in our own country, we find that, outwardly at least, the contrasts presented by the two systems a re far greater than the
analogies. While the French system is based on the generally recogniz8d fact that
trade apprenticeship , in the older sense of the term, is extinct, our own system
may be said to rest on the supremacy of the trade shop, on its complete sufficiency
when combined with a modicum of subsidiary instruction, to meet the industrial
needs of the country. Whereas in the one case we have a deliberate po1icy of
definite trade teaching and a specially adapted scholastic organization recognizing
the two principles of conjoint theory and practice and of specialization, we have, on
the other hand, an express prohibition of instruction in trade methods and a course
of training which, when based on a school system , is chiefly theo:retical and scientific, and where of a practical nature is merely supplementary. Great a s these
distinctions undoubtedly are, we find on closer i nspection that they are of degree
rather than of kind, and indicative not so much of a radical difference of system as
of separate stages of deve1opment. So far as school organization is concerned, we
find a link between the two systems in the fact that the general attitude of our
higher grade technical school of to-day is very m1Jch that of the ecole professionnelle of fifteen or twenty years ago. ➔:- ·:+ -r.How far, it may fairly be asked, can a system be callecl really" practical ,. which
does not give a distinct bias toward the exercise of a particular profession? And
how can such a bias be given except through the decided preponderance of some one
particular subject of instruction, in other words, by a system of specialization?
Is it not unreasonable to suppose that a boy whose mind, so far as it has been
influenced at all, has been impelled by e~ementary edncation toward some form of
clerical work should receive an entirely new impulse toward a practical trade or
profession by what is virtually a mere continuation of such elementary education,
slightly tinged with instruction in elementary science? It js somewhat difficult
to imagine that a few hours of instruction during the week in manual work or
in chemistry should create a predisposition in a boy's mind to become a mechanic
or a chemist. It would appear more probable that a predominantly "literary"
education, combined with a slight knowledge of chemistry or physics, should, if
anything, produce a leaning toward the life of a clerk or a school teacher.
Even when considerable prominence is given to scientific instruction it may be
contended that, unless it is closely associated with some practical trade, its
infl.uen<.:e on the industries of a country can only be of an indirect and fortuitous
nature.
While English primary and secondary technic:il instruction is still to a large
extent supplementary, and is given through the medium of separate courses,
whose interconnection, where it exists, is necessarily partial and hnperfect,
French enseignement professionnel, so far as it is regarded as of national importance, is based on the systematic organization of a school. In ,Franr.e, as in
England, classes on technical subjects cover a wide and variec1 field of usefulness.
At one of the two great technical societies of Paris, the Association Polytechniquc,
the number of distinct courses is about 575, while the attendances amount to over
11,000 a week. At the classes held by the Association Philotechnique, amongst
over 500 classes, the average weekly attendances exceed 7,000. At Lyons over
5,000 names are entered every year for the classes which, to the number of about
140, are provided by the Societe d"Enseignement Professionnel du Rhone. ·while
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su ·h i.n truction, in view of the public benefits which it confers, is much appre•
iatecl. t clmical authorities in France are fully alive to its practical limitations.
Intended as it is principally for adults, it is regarded rather as a remedy fo!'
neglected education, than an education itself. It is the left. not the right, hand
of industrial instruction. It is hardly necessary to insist on ·the essential distinction between a disconnected or imperfectly connected system of supplementary
class work and the regular homogeneous and prolonged instruction of a school.
It is a distinction, however, which i.n England is not unfrequently obscured by the
loosa way in which the word "school" is applied to places of technical instruction
which have few of the essential characteristics properly connoted by the term.
Amongst such characteristics we may include examinations both on entrance and
at periodical intervals, a graduated course of instruction, obligatory on all, and
extending over at least three years, and the practice of making the award of certificates conditional on an attendance at school for at least two years.
In view of the national interests at stake it appears to be a matter of real
importa:qce that we should draw a clear distinction between the results which we
may reasonably expect to derive from a supplementary training on the one hand
and a scholastic system on the other. It appears to be hardly sufficiently recognized that the mere multiplication of subjects and classes does not constitute a
school, and is not in itself a criterion of efficiency. It may be noted as one of the
inherent weaknesses of a supplementary organization, more especially when su_ch
organization is part of the accepted machinery of a national i;;ystem of industnal
education, that it is so largely dependent on the element of popularity. The
importance attached to the mere numbers of those to whom instruction of some
particular institution has, in however fleeting and transient a form, been dispensed is in marked contrast to the indifference displayed to actual length a nd
continuity of training in the case of individual students. It must be evident _th~t
the mere fact of a boy having attended a particular place of instruction 18 m
itself of very little importance in comparison with the question how long he has
been there, and whether, under the most favorable circumstances, it has been
possible for him to acquire any knowledge of a useful character.
As a further trait natural to a system of supplemental instruction, may be
noted a defective sense of proportion, a tendency to regard the industrial world
in the light of an oriental bazaar in which everv trade and craft is represented,
but where none has any preferen~e over the oth~r. It is in harmony with such a
conception that ironmongery and dressmaking, plumbing and bee keeping, car·
pentry and cookery are mentioned in the same breath and that instruction in one
or all of these subjects is "provided" with equal \mpartiality. A scholastic
system, on the other hand, regards certain forms of industrial activity as stand11:1g, in virtue_ ~f the widene s of their scope and the diversity of their applieation, to a position of unquestioned preeminence. These it cultivates and fosters
~Y org~mz~d methods, viewing them as the main arteries through which the
~nuustnal hfe of the counhy flows. If there is any clrawback to the enormous
mcr~ase_ of supplemental. technical instruction in this country, it would appear to
commit m the fa~t that the very display of so much energy may blind us to the
trut~ th at' nch 10 truction, however extemlecl can from an international point
of : 1 w, a. an,ec1uipment again. t foreign com;eti i~n in trade, n ever r eplace the
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In view of the recent development and improvement of such schools in France,·
these views appear to need some modifi~ation. The question whether the highest
form of practical skill can only be learned in the trade shop must depend on the
actual state of apprenticeship. If this is extinct, as is, for instance, said to be the
case in our building trades, the shop can hardly be said to be any longer a school
of practical workmanship. French schools do not, as has been shown, profesB to
supersede the shop, but it may be claimed for them that they not only tend to
maintain the highest standard in the methods of workshop practice, but that they
have a powerful influence in improving these methods themselves, inasmuch as
the work of a school apprenticeship is conducted, not by rule of thumb, or mere
tradition, but in the light of the best and latest scientific principles. In instituting the ecoles pratiques the French authorities have been inspired by a conviction that it is for the interest of the country that not only foremen and managers
of works, but artisans as a ciass, should pass through a systematic course of
school training. The importance attached to the formation of a distinct body of
picked workmen is further shown by the recent institution of the school at Cluny
for candidates whose mathematical and scientific knowledge is unequal to the
demands of the ecoles d'arts et metiers. In England, though workmen have
many places of supplementary instruction open to them, they have little or no
opportunity of a complete industrial eJ.ucation. So far as the question of general
education is concerned, it is a striking fact that the time devoted at Voiron, one
of the ecoles nationales professionnelles, in which the principle of apprenticeship
has been shown to be recognizPd, to purely literary subjects, is actually greater
than that given to the same purpose by an English technical school like the
People's Palace Day School.
It can hardly be doubted that our present attitude toward the whole question
of industriai eduqation is a somewhat illogical one. While in theory we forbid
the employment of pU:b~ic money for trade instruction in schools, such money is,
in practice, spent by municipal bodies for the support of trade classes and institutions restricted to the use of trade apprentices. If the history of the recent
progress in French technical instruction has any lesson to teach, it would appear
to be that the time has arrived for us also to adopt a bolder and more consistent
policy as regards industrial education, and by givin g greater prominence to practical, special, and scholastic, as opposed to theoretical, scientific, and supplemental requirements, to render our system of technical instruction, so far as it is
intended to help us to meet foreign trade competition, '' un enseignement veritablement professionnel."
ADMISSION OF FOREIGN STUDENTS TO THE FRENCH UNIVERSITIES.

The recent movement for facilitating the admission of foreign
students to the French universities has been considered in previous
reports. A summary of the principal measnres is here presented,
bringing the account to the present date.
The movement began in Paris and was publicly advocated at the
international congre, sons coudary and superior instruction held in
connection with the Paris Exposition of 1889. The great hindrance
to for ign student,s arose from the fact that their diplomas had no
weight in Franc . It was proposed at the congress that this difficulty , houk1 be overcome by an official order establishing cond ·t10ns
of equivalence for foreign diplomas. :rotbing came of these pro_•) als
until 1885, when Professor Furber, of Chicago, took up the matter in
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the :ni.erests of American students and urged it directly upon the
miDi tor of public instruction. In his memorial to the minister 1
the liberal course of the German universities was contrasted ,vith
tho exclusive policy of the French system. The special difficulty in
the way of American students was stated to be the compulsory examinations. These, to q_uote the memorial, "when frequent, not only
tie the student more closely to set lines of study than is advantageous
for the American, but, on account of the strangeness of the language,
during the early portion of his course are doubly arduous. An
arrangement similar in principle to that which the French faculties
of medicine have already adopted, whereby a foreigner, under certain circumstances, may take all his tests en bloc, would relieve him
of every obstacle in this direction. This, and possibly a designation of
tho American colleges whose degrees would be accepted as an equivalent for the diploma of the French lycee, are the principal concessions
the American student would desire." Soon after the presentation of
the memorial a meeting was called at the Sorbonne (.June 2G) to consider the subject. The meeting was remarkable for the number and
distinction of the men who took part therein. An article from the
pen of 1\I. Breal, which appeared the same month in the Journal des
Debats, greatly increased interest in the matter, and as a result of
these several efforts a committee of leading university men was formed,
under the name of the Franco-American Committee, 2 for the express
purpose of giving effect to Mr. Furber's proposal. An American
advisory committee was also formed, under the presidency of Prof.
Simon Newcomb. 3 'rhis committee formulated their views as to the
importance of freer access for American students to French ,uniYersities in a series of resolutions, 4 and recommended the two following
measures for promoting the end in view:
(1) The acceptance by the French universities, as candidates for the doctor·s
degree, of Americans holding the bachelor"s deO'ree from any inst itution of learning of good standing in the United Sta.tes; this degree being accepted as equivalent
of that of the French lycees.
(~) Owing to the disadvantaO'e under which the student would labor, especially
in the early part of his cours~, on account of his lack of familiarity with the
~rench lai:iguage, it is suggested that, instead of the frequent rigorous examinations reqmred by the French system, informal ones should be instituted, the suc=-:s,,(ul pa sage of which should not be obligatory.
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The success of these efforts is apparent in a series of official decrees
modifying the requirements for foreign students who seek admission
to the French universities, particularly on the lines originally suggested by Professor Furber and confirmed by the American committee. r:rhe :first of these orders, issued in January, 1896, opened the
French faculties of science to foreigners on liberal conditions. The
full details a-s furnished to the office by M. Paul Melon, secretary of
the Franco-American Committee, are to be found in the'-Report for
1895- 96 . It suffices to repeat that by these conditions an American
student ·will be admitted to these faculties on his bachelor's degree,
and will be permitted to choose h is studies. After pursuing any
scientific course a year, he can, if he wishes, apply for an examination in this branch, and if successful, obtain a certificat d'etude.
Three such certi:ficates- talrnn, for instance, in calculus, pure mechani cs, and astronomy- will make him a licencie, and he can then secure
the French doctorate upon the presentation of a satisfactory thesis.
If the student has the ability, and so desires, he can discharge all
three subjects the same year; or, if he prefers, he can do ihi.s in successive years, migrating, if he wishes, from one university to another,
and studying at the same time whatever other subjects he may choose.
It was announced at the time tho decree was passed that the faculty of theology was about to make valuable concessions, and as the
faculty of medicine was already opened on favorable terms to foreigners, there remained only to secure arrangements with the faculties of law and of lettel·s. That the situation may be made clearer,
a comparison of the conditions with those required for the German
doctorate, which are .generally understood in this country, is here
quoted from the American Register (Paris) of February 1, 1896:
The new decr ee introduces into the facult ies of science all the better features
of the German system, so l)opular with students from America. As compared
with the regulations which have hitherto obtained, the decree establishes three
important innovations: (1) Wide latitude in the choice of studies; (2) the liberty
of migrating from one institution to another, and (3) the privilege of taking
examinations either in succession or en bloc. According to the ancient system, a
student was held strictly to a certain group of studies with no power of varying
his programme; he was obliged to discharge his subjects simultaneously, and was
without the right of remvving to another faculty, except for very urgent reasons.
He will now, however, be at liberty to elect to a wide extent the branches he will
fo:low; he ,vill be able to change his place of residence, pursuing courses in one
city and another. These two features are preem~nently German. The third,
relative to the order of examination, is French; and is such, it would seem, as
should give to the French system a possible advantage. In Germany, in order
to secme a doctorate, the student first submits his thesis and takes his examinations afterwards. He receives the doctorate or nothing. In France, on the contrary tho examinations coming first, the student secures a. certificat d'etude for
very study he discharges, and the degree of licencie when he has completed
three. He thus, it will be seen, receives independent credit for ev ry step he
takes-a consid ration of importance to those who may be interrupted. in their
course.
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If the student is an able man, and thoroughly prepared, he can secure his
license in a year by carrying three studies simultaneously; or he may, if he prefers, pursue them in succession, traveling from one university center to another,
and following at the same time a varietv· of courses the doctorate being open
to him at any time af.ter he has taken hi; license. At the German universities,
again, three years' study a_re required before the doctorate is given. In France
it may be obtained in one, provided the candidate can within this time secure his
license and have his thesis ready to sustain. Be it said, however, at this juncture,
that though the minimum of time which the French require may be less, the
value of their doctorate is equal to that conferred by any German university.
The French doctorate demands a decidedly high grade of research. But this
need not deter our better class of students. There are many whose abilities will
be equal to the test, while the right of discharging their examinations first and
leaving the doctor thesis to la~r years or riper powers confers a privilege to be
prized both by students who may doubt their intellectual maturity and by those
who for any reason are unable to spend a great amount of time abroad. Both
classes, after a not too lengthy stay in France, will be able to secure the licens~,
a degree of excellent repute, returning home, if they so choose, to prepare their
theses at their leisure:

The satisfaction caused by the favorable action in respect to the
faculty of sciences was considerably lessened at the report of a proposition in the superior council to close the Paris faculty of medicine to
foreigners.
The prospect was the m0re depressing because this faculty above
all others attracts foreign students. The course of the council, it was
believed, was influenced, if not wholly dictated, by the opposition of
French students to their foreign compeers-an opposition at marked
variance with the cordial welco,m e accorded strangers by the students
of other faculties. 'I1he representations by the committees intere ted
in the international movement brought a statement from the ministry of the cause for the proposed change in the medical faculty to
the following effect: Despite the great increa e of equipment and
accommodation recently made for medical students in Paris, it wa
found impossible to meet the requit-ements of the native student ,
an<l. consequently the· authorities entertained the propoRition of di tributing a portion of the foreign clientele among the provincial faculti until the facilities at· Pari could be further increa d. It wa
a serted that through the advance made in the la t f w years the provincial fa ulties rival in many cases those of p~ ri ; and, further that
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diploma, which permits them to practice medicine in France, the·
facilities already extended will be continued and even increased ♦Such students will, however, only be entitled to a special diploma
intended solely for foreigners and granting no rights to practice in
France. This favorable close t,o what seemed for a time an unfriendly
course shows the influence of the committees that are seeking to pro.,
mote scholastic relations between our own country and France. The
last act by which the Government affirms its sanction of the efforts
of the committees is the decree of July 21, 1897, empowering the universities to institute in any faculty a special doctorate which shall be
open to natives and to foreigners. 1 This title is quite independent
of the degrees established by the State, and confers none of the rights
and privilege8 attached by law and regulation to those degrees, nor
can it be substituted for them.
In pursuance of this decree, the University of Paris has instituted
the degree of Doctor of the University of Paris in the faculties of letters, of sciences, and of medicine. The decision bears date April 1,
1898, and is to take effect at the close of the scholastic year 1807-98.
Foreign aspirants for the new doctorate are received on the diplomas
of their own colleges, the faculty in each case reserving to itself the
right to determine the value of the same. The faculty of letters
requires the candidate to spend at least four semesters in study, part
of which may be accomplished in one of the French universities or in
any foreign university, at the discretion of the faculty. The faculty
of sciences requires a year's study to be passed in residence; in the
faculty of medicine the doctorate can only be obtained by candidates
who have pursued the courses and pa8sec1 the examinations of the
faculty. It may be added that these arrangements benefit men and
women students alike, as the French universities are open to both
sexes.
The full text of the order is as follows:
THE COU NCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PARIS.

After citi.ng the decree of July 21, 1897, the order proceeds as follows:
I. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

ART- 1. A doctorate of the University of Paris is cre·ated.
ART. 2. Aspirants for this degree must be enrolled on a special regi try at the
secretariate of the faculty or the school of the university in which they wish to
pursue their studies.
•
At the time of enrollment they must present their diplomas, special certificates
(attestations d'etudes) , or scientific degrees.
They must complete the required term of study as prescribed hereafter. They
must pass the public examinations.
.
ART. 3. They must submit to the rules and discipline of the univer,.ity.
ART. 4. The diploma will state the subje0ts in which they have been examined.
The diploma will be signed by the members of the examining jury and by the
1
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dean of the fa culty or the director of the school in which the candidate has passed
his e.:;:u.mination.
It is d elivered under the seal and. in the name of the University of Paris by the
president of the university council.
II. PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS .

ART. 5. In the faculty of letters, candidates natives of France must present the
diploma of the licentiate in letters (licencie es-lettres), the faculty reserving to
itself at ail times the right to permit the substitution of other degrees for that;
foreign candidates may present their own diplomas, the faculty reserving to itself
the decision as to their value.
The period of study is at least four semesters.
It may be passed in one of the great scientific schools of Paris or in a university
of France or of a foreign country.
The period of study may be abridged by decision of the faculty.
The examinations comprise (1) a thesis written in French or in Latin; (2) questions upo?J. propositions submitted by the candidate with the approval of the
faculty.
ART. 6. In tbe faculty of sciences candidates mm:t present the certificate of
superior studies in two of the following subjects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Differential and integral calculus.
Rational mechanics.
Astronomy.
Higher analysis.
Higher geometry.
6. Celestial mechanics.
7. Mathematical physics.
8. Physical and expe rim en tal mechanics.

0. General physics.

General chemistry.
Mineralogy.
Biological chemistry.
Zoology.
Botany.
15. Geology.
16. General physiology.
17. Physical geography.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

In the case of foreign candidates the faculty reserves to itself the right of determining the equivalence of their diplomas.
The period of study is one year.
The examinations comprise a thesis embodying the resnlts of original research
and questions upon problems proposed by the faculty.
At the Superior School of Pharmacy the aspirants, if natives of France, m~st
present the diploma of pharmacy, first class; if they are foreigners, two special
certificates (certificats d'etudes): one, the certificate of chemical pharmacy and
toxicology; the other, the certificate of galenic pharmacy and materia medica.
The school reserves to itself the decision as to the equivalence of foreirrn diplomas.
The term of study is one year at least. The study must be accomplished at the
school. The examination consists of a thesis embodying the results of original
research.
ART. • This order will take effect at the clc e of the school year 1 97-9
Paris, ~far h 2 , 189 .
•
·
M. GRE~\RD,
l''ice-1'ecto,·, P1 eside11t of th e Uni'1:er ity Council.
Prof. E. LA VISSE,

S cretary of the Council.
r. _r O the univer!iity council, with re!.pect to th doctorate in
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courses and have passed the examinations of the faculty of medicine at Paris
without having obtained the degree of bachelor (French).
The following are the fees for the examinations for the doctorate: Faculty of
letters, $26 (residence, 4 semesters); faculty of sciences, $60 (residence, 2 semesters); faculty of pharmacy, $186 (residence, 4 semesters); faculty of medicine,
$135 (residence, 4 semesters); faculty of divinity, $62 (residence, 2 semesters);
faculty of law, $64 (re3idence, 2 semesters).

A letter recently addressed to a member of the Franco-American committee by the dean of the Paris Faculty of Law in respect to a student
who desired to pursue hiR studies in Paris is of interest in this connection. The letter states that the candidate must make his application
to the Minister of Public Instruction, accompanied with copies of his
diplomas, translated and sworn to before a notary, which h e offers as
a substitute for the French baccalaureate of letters, and as a moans
of securing dispensation from the required term of stndy in :B,rance.
If it appears that the title of his own college (in this case graduate
of the.University of Chicag~) is conferred after three years of study,
it is probable that the minister will accord dispensations from the
course of three years in the French University.
The candidate then, after h e passes successfully the examinations
of the first, second, and third years, and pays the fees for enrollment
and examinations, may very soon secure the doctora,te.
,..rhe advantage of these important concessions, which are due in the
main to the initiative and continued efforts of Americans, are not
confined to our own country. In England the new opportunities are
greatly appreciated and free acknowledgment made of the service
which American zeal has accomplished for all students.
The revival of old sympathies between the universities of Edinburgh
and Paris is an interest,ing feature of the general movement. The
comfort of foreign students who go to pursue their studies in France
is greatly promoted by the "Committee of Patronage of :Foreign tudents," which has an American section and a Scotch section. Paris
is th~ seat of the committee, but it has branches in all the French
universities. At the annual reunion of 1896 the Scotch delegates
were the recipients of marked attentions, which they acknowledged
afterwards in a very complimentary letter. As a consequence of tho
good will thus excited, the Scotch committee received important additions to its membership, among these being named, specially, th
Duke of Fife, the Marquis of Lothian, Lord Kelvin, the rectors of. the
8cotch univer itie , and Sir Archibald Geikie. This committee has
raised several scholarship funds for the support of Scotch students in
France. 1he "Committee of Patronage" not only endeavor, to find
suitable homes for foreign students, but seeks in many other way to
promote their social and intellect,ual advantage. Especially helpful
are the courses in· the French language maintained by member of
the committee. By means of these the foreign student secures for a
small fee the benefit of sp cial lessons and practi al ex rcis s. The
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effort of the committee have extended even to Japan, where a branch
ha been formed with the object of attracting Japanese students to
France and insuring their comfort in the strange land. Similar efforts
are in progress in China, and the committ.ee report that a company of
students will be sent from Pekin to Paris. 1
It may be said, indeed, that of even greater importance than the
scholastic advantages secured is the fraternal spirit which the movement has awakened, and which is manifested in the most delightful
manner on festive occasions. A notable instance was the inaugural
of the American University Club in Paris on rrhanksgiving Day,
1896. United States Ambassador James B. Eustis presided at dinner,
and the toasts and responses celebrated in the most felicitous manner
the fraternal spirit and aims of higher education in all countries. On
that occ.asion, also, attention was especially called to the fact that
the n ew privileges extended to foreigners are in full accord with the
revived liberty of the ]'rench universities.
In response to a call for a general statement of what had _been
accomplished, Dr. E. A. Crane, secretary of the American committee,
dwelt particularly upon this aspect of the subject. He said:
You are probably aware that within the past two or three years the Fr~nch ~niversity system has been subjected to a process of reorganization--the obJect bemg
to decentralize it, to modernize it, and to more perfectly adapt it to the special needs
of our time, that condition educational work in France, as well as everywhere
else; and that the re-creation of the University of Paris, which was celebrated on
Thursday last with brillia.nt ceremony at the Sorbonne, marked the first stage of
the proposed reform.
This reformation, which in its inception was essentially French, and had in
view only the national interest, has been greatly promoted by a study of som~ of
the results the Germans have obtained from their liberal policy of according
degrees to students who have completed special academic courses. And as st~dents are matriculated in the German universities without reference to th ell'
nationality, not only have the universities become centers of Ught and learning
in Germany itself, in all matters pertaining to science and letters, but their fa.me
has gone abroad and they are frequented by multitudes of foreign students.
On the other hand, in French institutions, famous in the history of "the human~ties," and of equal or even greater present repute, foreign students are ,ery few
1n number.
·
The preference recently shown bv Americans for Germany. as a country in
which to complete their "higher edu.cation," is certajnly remarkable. Tb-ere ar_e
t?•day h~ndreds of young Americans pursuing their studies in German univerSl·
tie., V:'hile there are less than forty Americans regularly matriculated in the
faculb s of France.
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After rehearsing the efforts of Professor Furber and the several
committees, _he concluded with an eloquent defense of the free
exchange of knowledge as a means of promoting civilization, individual progress, and international friendship.
The true importance of the facilities extended to foreign students
arises from the high standard of the French doctorate, and it does not
appear that any of the concessions lower the standard for foreigners.
The following account of the University of Paris by Prof. BonetMaury, of the faculty of Protestant theology, received as this goes
to press, throws further light on the conditions that will be met by
the student in Paris. It shows the organization of the university
and confirms the view of the general tendencies that have been traced
in the opening part of this chapter.
THE UNIVERSITY OF PARIS IN

[By Prof.

1898. 1

GASTON BONET-MAURY.]

The present University of Paris is younger than the University of Chicago, since
it was established by the law of July 10, 1896, together with 15 other universities,
in order to replace the University of France, which was a strongly centralized
institution for national education, in its three branches, founded by Napoleon
Bonaparte I, in 1808. The present organization, on the contrary, is an attempt to
decentralize public education and to revive some o.f the 22 universities which
existed in France before 1789. Each of the 15 present universities _is an "incorporated body" having a government and a budget of its own; the only connection
with the central government being the distribution of a part of the State budget,
the appointment of the professors by the President of the Republic (outo.f a list of
candidates proposed by the senate of each university), and the general supervision
by the ''higher council of education" (Conseil superieur de l'instruction publique) ,
or by the inspecteur general.
The University of Paris consists of six schools or faculties: (1) Letters, (2)
sciences, (3) law, (4) medicine, (5) school of pharmacy, (6) protestant school of
divinity.
There are besides, in Paris, a dozen auxiliary schools which are, as it were, the
vanguard and wings of the army of scholars; for instance, the "College de
France," which is the vanguard; l'Ecole des Chartes; l'Ecole Pratique des Hautes
Etudes; !'Ecole Polytechnique, museum of natural history; school of modern oriental languages; school of political sciences; the Pasteur institute of bacteriology,
etc. Except in the last two there is no fee for admission in all these schools; only
for the work done in the laboratories is a fee r equired.
Each of the six faculties or schools which compose the University of P aris js a
self-governing body, electing its own dean, who is assisted by the body of professors and lecturers (Conseil de faculte) and distributing independently the budget
assigned to it. Each faculty elects three deputies ( of which the dean is necessarily
one) to the general assembly of the university (Conseil general des facultes) which
meets once a month at the Sorbonne and is presided over by the r ector (or president of the university). This senate or general assembly discusses matters of
general interest, the creation of new lectureships or the permission to auxiliary
1
An address delivered before the m embers of the University of Chicago at the special me ting
held on Tuesday,August 1, 1898, Kent Theater, 5p. m. Reproduced from the University Record,
Vol. III, No.19, August 5, 1898.
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lecturers to deliver courses ( cours libres), the distribution of the budget or other
financial affairs; passes judgment on cases of discipline, elects the delegateE, and
votes the addresses sent to foreign universities.
There are, at Paris, three committees which attend to the moral and financial
condition of the students: (1) The Committee for the Protection of Foreign Stu•
dents (Comite de Patronage des Etudiants Etrangers), which has its office at the
Sorbonne and is under the chairmanship of M. Casimir Perier, a former President
of the French Republic. Its agent is lVI. Paul Melon. It has under its control the
home (125 boulevard St. Michel), which is managed by Miss Chalamet, a dis•
tinguished Protestant lady. (2) The Club of the Protestant Students (24 rue de
Vaugirard) under the control of its founder, Rev. Jean Monnier. (3) The General
Association of the Students of the University of Paris (79 rue des Ecoles).
There are three regular degrees, the degrees of bachelor, licentiate, and doctor
in each faculty; the law school, however , has only two, the licentiate and the
doctor; and the medical school only one, the doctor. The highest degree can be
obtained only after from five to six years of work, ·which for strangers would
involve too large an expenditure of time and money. Therefore, at the initiative
of Dr. Harry ]~urber, of Chicago, and through the activity of a Franco-American
committee under the chairmanship of Prof. Michel Breal, a new degree was created
July 21, 1897, which allows foreign students, after a shorter time of residence and
undu certain conditions, to obtain the doctorate of the University of Paris or of
the other universities of France.
What now will be the spiritual tendencies of the new University of Par~?
Leaving to the past all that is dead, it will keep up all that was true and benefici~l
for mankind in the traditions of the ancient university. Of the old Sorbonne it
will drop that narrowness of mind and intolerance which led that institution to
condemn Luther, Melanchthon and Jansenism· but it will preserve that sense of
catholicity which made her the alma mater o/ all universities of Europe in the
Middle Ages, so tha.t she welcomed the students of every nation, who had at Paris
their own colleges. To the former university will be left the antiquated ceremonies and expensive fees for conferring degrees, which render them inacces i~le to
poor students, and the new university will be imbued by a democratic and liberal
spirit. But, above all, our new university will pursue this aim, namely, not onlr
to educate scholars or engineers, chemists or physicians, but to make of its studen_ts
goocl men and good women (for women are admitted as candidates for degrees m
every faculty, except that of <l.ivinity), conscious of their responsibilities as citizen::;
and Christian men and women. There is not much difference between the French
and the American ideal of a university; both aim at the recognition of the inde·
pendence of science, the search for truth in itself, and endeavor to render the
achievements of science useful to their fellow-citizens. 'rherefore I hope that the
intercour c between the University of Paris and the University of Chicago may
become more frequent and continue as cordial as in the past. In the name of yotu·
trans-Atlantic brethren at Paris I wish all prosperity to you, the president and the
members of the University of 'hicago, since you are coworkers in the noble ta. k
of aiding humanity on its onward march toward truth and. righteousnes , peace
and goocl will among all nation . who are one and all children of God.
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Total from
Total
Total l~~eor~~r~h
number. foreign.
America
and Central
America.

F.aculties.

1891-92.

Protestant
theology
___ -·-------- __ _____ ................ ·········-· _Law ______ ___
________________________________________________________
1\ledicine ________ -···· ____________ _____________ ____ ___ _______________ _
Sciences ____ ----- - -- · ------ . ____________________________ _______ ___ _
Letters ___________ --------- ______________ ___ . ___ ____________________ _
Pharmacy ____ . __ ... -- ...... _. __ ........ _..... _. _. . _.... ___ . __ . __ _..
TotaL _____________ ____ ... ___ __ ________________________ ___ __ ___ _

39
3, 612

3,i8§
1,163
1,038
a9,925

3

203
663

70

93
17

1,0!9

11
10

7
6

3-!

1892-93.

Protestant theology-· ...... ______ __ -- ---- --·· --- · ---- -··- ..... --- -47
7
Law. ________ ... . ______________________________________ -------------3,503
208
4-1
11
Medicine. ____ -------- - ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- -- - ---- - ----- ---- -----3, 634686
Sciences .... _____ _____________ __ . ___ __ __ __ ---- ---- ---- ... .. --- . ---··
5!l9 1
3
23
Letters ---- - ··--· - ··-· ---- -- -- --- - - ----- - --- --- ·. --- - ----- ---- - --- -1,230 I
clo89
Pharmacy--··-··--······· ____ ...... ____ -- -------· · · · ·· -·· ··-· --- --1,007
-----,-----,- - - - TotaL _____ . ______ _______ ____ . ___________ . -··-- ---- -- -- ---· - --· b 10,110
1,054
51
1893-94.
Protestant theology ____ .. ···- .... ________ ...... --- - ...... ---·-·-·-·
Law ____ ________________ ________ ___________________ . ____________ -- --Medicine ... ____ _... ___ .... .... _____ ___ ____ ______ . _____ ------ ---- . . -Sciences . _____ ....... _______ __ _____ ______ _····-· ____ ----. ----·. ----Letters ____ . _____ ........ ____ .. ___________ .......... --- -........ ---Pharmacy ............ _.................... _.. ____ ... __ . _____ __... - .

Total_ _____ ...... ____________ . ___ .----···-··· ______ __ . ___ . - --··
1894-95.

5-3

11 .••• -··- -- ___ _

3,195
4,205

231
766

1,450
1, :W9

117
18
23 . ___ ........ _.

465

13
14

41 ---· ____ .. ___ _

----------clO, 577

Protestant theology .... ···- ____________ .. .. _--···.-·····-·· _______ _
58
Law ___ ___ ___________ _________ ___ __________ _______________ _____ _____ _
2,916
Medicine _______________________________ ______ __________ _--· · · ·-----4. 369
Sciences ________ __ ____ __ ________ .. . .. ____ ---- --- . -- --- ---- ---- ---- --··
776
Letters ___ . ________________________ ----··. _______ ___ __------ ---- --··
1,552
1,280
Pharmacy ...... ______ ------------- ...... -- ----- ------ - ---- - --------TotaL _________________________________________ ---···. _____ _____ dlO, 951

1, 192

41>

0 -- - - -- - - --- - - -

143
802

80
120
26

6

13
4

20
1

l , 189
44
---,--1------,-==l-======
53
5 _________ ,. ____
186
6
3,363
::~:::: ::::: =::::::
~Iedicine ____________ ··-·-· ____________ . --··· --- - --·- ---- --···· -----·
4,044
623
32
Sciences ____ .... ____ ··-··· ___________ ....... - - --- ---- -···--·· -- -- ---937
82
5
Letters _..... _____________ .··- ______ ------------ ... ... ---- ---- -----1,407
104
18
1,366
24
3
Pharmacy --·-·······-·-·· ···-·· ______ ----·· --·· ---------- --·---- --·
TotaL _________________ ... _____________ _,. _______ ---~----- ____ 1 e 11,170
1,0?A
6:1:

[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-::

1895-96.

~

==~== ::::: ====~ ~==:::::::::

--------------a Including 244 women students, of whom Jl2 were French and 132 foreigners .
b Incl1:1.ding 238 women.students, of whom 121 were French and 117 foreigners.
c Including 390 women students, of whom 215 wer e French and 117 foreigners.

dlncluding 453 women students, of whom 243 were French and 210 foreig-ners.
elncluding 52'.3 women students. of whom 288 were French and 231 foreigners .

These statistics, it will be seen, bring the record simply to the year
following that in which Professor Furber began his mission. It is
somewhat surprising to note that the number of German students has
been increasing during the period reviewed, rising from 32 in 1891-02
to 59 in 1895-96. It is stated tbat as a result of the decree of January,
189G, modifying the requirements for the admission to the regular
doctorate in the faculty of science. , the number of German ·tucl nt
registered rose from 59 to 112.
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VICTOR DURUY, MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, 1863-1869.

The system of public education by the Republic is an outcome of
the revolution of 1789 ;· it perpetuates also, as ,ve have seen, many
external features of the system created by Napoleon, but to the period
that separates the present Republic from the Imperial regime, the
system owes it.s best elements.
Among the men who were ministers of public instruction during
that period two were preeminent, Guizot (minister of public instruction, 1832-1836), who laid the basis of the primary school system, and
Duruy (minister of public instruction, 1863-1869), whose impress is
indelibly stamped upon superior instruction. The recent death of
M. Duruy has been the occasion of reviewing his eminent service as
an author and statesman. 'rhe following citation from an address
delivered by the Due de Broglie, is an admirable summary, not alone
of M. Duruy's career, but of the entire movement of education during
the eventful period of the Restoration, the second Republic (1848),
and the second Empire.
VICTOR DURUY.

· [From the Revue d es Deux Mondes, 1st Feb., 1898.]

According to a custom Tecently adopted by the Academy of ~foral and Political
Sciences each new member must present to the academy a notice of the life and
works of his predecessor. The Due de Broglie, being called to succeed M. Duruy,
acquitted himself of this duty by communicating the following study of the
career of that eminent man:
·
I.
The portrait of M. Duruy was drawn immediately after bis death by compa~ions of his youth, whose friendship had followed him through all the phases of his
valuable life, and by disciples who, after leaving his instruction, entered, und~r
his auspices, upon the career in whkh he was their guide. They had been his
intimates, and could reproduce faithfully the features of the model they painted.
They were able to entertain us with describing the gentle gravity of bis private
life and the charm of his intercourse at the same time that they demonstrated the
merit of his writings, of which they were better judges than anyone else could
be. So, when I was called upon to perform the same task with Messrs. Jules
Simon, Layisse, and Lemaitre, I could not attempt it under the same conditions
of competen e and talent as those gentlemen enjoyed. I had known M. Duruy
onl?' in. the later years of his life, and I can only testify to those rare qualitie
w:i.uch it was vouchsafed to me to observe, such as his serenity, which was not
d 1 sturb d by the natural melan ·holy of age and retirement, and his eagerne to
f~i·g_et ~rong and even bit er disv nt and his willingne s to endure even contr~
dicbon m matter· in which he had the right not to allow his authority to be
qn :tion <l.
1 .~m. t th r for~ l,?rrow fro?1 better witne e than myself certain interesting
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timents in a modest 'way. Duruy's father expected, as a matter of course, to
leave his situation to his son, when his attention was called to the fact that the
young apprentice, whenever he could save a few moments of freedom in the
intervals of weaving tapestries, laid aside his needle to study a book that he kept
by him. This was an indubitable indication of taste. All his instincts appealed
for a higher education. But such an education would demand a heavy sacrifice
on the part of the father and would derange all the economical calculations of a
household whose pecuniary resources were limited. The paternal affection,
however, decided in favor of it, and was speedily _recompensed by the success of
the boy who, soon after entering college, gained a scholarship.
The institution to which Duruy was sent, and which has since become the
College Rollin, was under the directorship of an enlightened ecclesiastic, the
Abbe Nicolle, whose name has remained, I believe, justly honored in the university. So that it was a priest and a personal friend of one of the first ministers of
the restoration who presided over the institution he had founded. But, despite
the character of the master and the nature of his relations, such was the general
spirit of the time that nearly all the students shared in all respects, and especially
in religion, the same sentiments which the royal administration professed, often
with more zeal than prudence. A fellow student of M. Duruy, whose name has
also ma.de some noise in the world, Charles de Montalembert, declared that among
his comrades there was not one in twenty who cared to make an open profession
of his Christian convictions , and it required considerable courage to persevere in
this course. "One day, " says another pupil of this institution, who was a student of philosophy at the time, '' the fancy took us to discuss among ourselves the
existence of God. We had the delicacy to request our teacher to withdraw, so as
to leave us greater liberty and not compromise himself. The discussion was
lively and profound, and when the question was put to vote the existence of God
had the majority of 1." 1
I do not know whether Victor Duruy took part in this deliberative assembly or
not. If he did, nothing in his subsequent opinions on this point prevents us from
believing that his was the vote that preserved the Creator in being.
But, in other respects, it was natural that he should follow the general curr ent,
and that, upon entering the Ecole normale immediately after the revolution of
July 1830, after having even endeavored to participate in actual combat, he should
share the generous passions, the illusions, and even the prejudices, of the young
men of tbe period, in all their effervescence. He was therefore actuated by the
prevailing spirit of opposition which considered it a crime -on the part of the new
royalty not to push to its extreme consequences, and especially not to propagate,
the democratic and liberal movement of which it was the outcome. The severity
of thii:, judgment which, later on, age and experience taught him to moderate, still
pers!sted when he was called upon unexpectedly to leave the provincial position
which wa1:1 the scene of his debut and go to Paris to teach history at the college
Henri IV, at which institution King Louis Philippe had entered his youngest sons.
He was chosen for this position of trust simply because his name was the first on
the list of competitive candidates. This selection shows that the royal advi!:!ers
cared little for personal opinions where capacity was assured, and, at any rate,
that there was no spirit of inquisition in making the selection. Duruy's prejudices
or convictions were, nevertheless, not disarmed, so little indeed, that the marked
favor with which he was received at the Tuileries. far from moving him, se rued,
according to M. Lavi sse, to have caused him a kind of malicious surprise, as if he
regarded it as something not to be expected from the royal dignity. Accordingly
he remained thereafter, in spite of this kindly reception, in an attitude of cold
res rv toward the family of his pupil , which however, did not prevent him from
1

Souvenirs du Vicomte Armand de Melun, Tome I, p. 20.
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conceivin:; a real attachment for them , and later on from following with constant
interest in all its vicissitudes the agitated and brilliant career of that one of them
whom France and letters have recently lost.
Duruy married early and the salary of an assistant professor was insufficient to
meet the requirements of a rapidly growing family. An indispensable ·addition to
his income was furnished by the preparation of school books, which was intrusted
to him by the great publishing house of Hachette, then as now in possession
of a large trade in this line. 'l'his work consisted of a series of text books on
nearly r.11 imaginable subjects in history and geography. :M. Jules Simon has
made a list of them which is really frightful, and includes at least sixty. As
a matter of fact this species of composition is not very difficult. Facts are
tak en at second hand from the proper sources and are accompanied by commonplace reflections together with anecdotes of greater or less authenticity. But,
as M. Jules Simon has pointed out, this is not the character of the elementary
works which bore the name, then little known, of M. Duruy. Every one of them
bears the marks of personal labor and thought. They exhibit a se]ection of facts
drawn from the best sources, even those most recently discovered, and the whole
is arranged and discussed with an erudition which is carefully disguised. The
remarks and reflections that accompany the text are concise and full of originality.
It is not surprising that since be extended his researches to so many subjects at
once, besides keeping his new editions, that succeeded each other rapidly, up~
date in all scientific matters, M. Duruy needed all of fourteen hours a day for his
indefatigable labor, and that he could say of himself "I am a beast of burden."
A single comparison will show how much study and reflection each of these school
books represents.
Every one knows the great history of Rome which marked the culminating
point of Duruy's talent and reputation. Place this vast work side by side with a
brief summary of the same subject published by him thirty years before ,,ith
nearly the same title, and, notwithstanding the disproportion in the size of tbs two
works, you would be astonished at their resemblance. Not only is the narrative
similar, but the opinions are substantially unchanged, differing only by the
extent of the developments upon which they are based. It is clear that his final
,vork was already contained in th~ germ in his earlier one, which seems to be a
resume of the former .
Long years passed, however, before such publications, notwithstanding their
number and the justly high esteem in which they were held by those who were
qualified to appreciate them, extended Duruy's reputation beyond the limited circle
of the scholastic public. A few works on a larger scale, namely, an essay upon
Greek history, which he has since largely reworded, and the first books of the history of Rome, which he has also since recast nearly entirely, attracted more attention. Yet while be towing a prize upon one of these works in the name of the
French Academy, the perpetual secretary, J\f. Villemain, simply said that it was
a conscientious ·tudy prepared by an able professor of a lycee. Nor wa the
advan~em nt of their author in the career of instruction very rapid, ince he bad
only nsen fro~ a second to a first class profes or hip by the time he had reached
th0 f_ull matnnty of a"'e. Yet he never omplained, but pas ed the time in bis
h n b~ 0 <:cupation.. without impatience, without regret. and without other
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great significance. The Emperor, in the moments of freedom which the affairs of
state allowed him, had undertaken the preparation of his Life of Cresar, only the
first part of which ever appeared, owing to the reverses in the latter years of its
author's life. He sought aid from those who had the reputation of having made a
thorough study of Roman history, among whom it was natural that M. Duruy
should be one of the first consulted. What was less to be. expected was that not
only did his advice receive respectful attention, but the advjser himself was so
quickly appreciated that the prince did not hesitate to advance him at once over
all the degrees of instruction by nominating him in 1861 master of examinations
at the ecole normale and academic inspector; in 1862 placing him in charge of the
historical studies at the ecole polytechnique and appointing him inspector-general;
then attaching him to his person as one of his own secretaries, and finally ( to
quote Saint-Simon) projecting him like a bomb into the position of minister of
public instruction in 1863-all within less than four years.
M. Jules Simon is right. Great and equally natural was the astonishment
among those who knew and shared the sentiments of which M. Duruy made no
mystery. Although he had never made any pretensions to a political role and had
no personal reason for feeling an attachment for the republican constitution of
1848, he had never concealed his displeasure at the coup d'etat of the 2d December
that put an end to it, and he had openly voted against the plebiscites that established
the new Empire. Moreover , the general tendency of his opinions differed from
that which prevailed in the first years of the imperial regime sufficiently to draw
censure on several occasions upon certain passages in his works from the authorities, to whom in those days the writings as well as the acts of the members of the
teaching force were subject. This censure was not without weight, because the '
Empire had withdrawn even from the highest positions fa the university both their
character of immovability and their guarantee of dignity and independence, which
the national assembly of 1871, as soon as it met, restored to them, greatly to its own
honor. Not being agreeable to the official directors of instruction, as his biographer points out, and being even somewhat under suspicion from them, how can
we explain the fact that the sovereign himself sought him out to take him from
his retirement and admit him to the intimacy of personal service and decided to
confer upon him that portion of his authority of which governments are habitually
most jealous, that, namely, which seems to dispose of the future by the tlirection
given to the education of the young? And how could M. Duruy, but now the
opponent of a power the origin of which he had combated, ally himself with this
same power and become an associate in exercising its authority? Upon reflection
it seems that we need not go far to find the cause of this unexpected reconciliation.
Let us say at once that, notwithstanding the habitual injustice of political passions, no one ever suspected M. Duruy of having obtained the Emperor's favor by
the least sacrifice of the dignity of his character or the freedom of his opinions.
I never heard any comments of this kind made upon M. Duruy, even among the
most malevolent. What we have learned since then shows that people were r ight
to abstain from such charges.
It was already known that when he consented to becpme associated with the
cabinet of the Empe1·or, M. Duruy had insisted upon retaining his position of
inspector-general, and had refused to accept a place carrying a higher salary. It
was also noticed that when he was invited to the fetes at Compiegne he n ever
appeared there. We know further now that' on his first interview with the
Emperor, he seized that natural occasion to relate what had been his attitude at
the moment of the coup d 'etat and to explain his motives. His interlocutor either
understood them, or, eager for an understanding upon other matters, thought it
not worth while to take special notice of them. But the same subject could not
have failed to come up often, notably when the Emperor, in order to give M.
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Duruy a full understanding of the historical work he was contemplating, thought
it proper to communicate to him a preface in which he sought to establish the doctrine that there are certain privileged men who are destined by Providence to save
society in times of trial, and who are therefore entitled to raise themselves above
common rules.
Although M. Duruy must have certainly understood that this theory had a personal application, and that any refutation of it must have a similar character, he
none the less criticised it quite sharply, and, coming to speak of assaults upon the
existing order which, in the interests of public good, may become legalized, he
said, "Such things are sometimes done, but it is better not to speak of them."
This was not any formal blame of the act itself, but it was a positive refusal to
join in the appNbation which the victorious and crowned author wished to impose
upon his readers. I do not know whether it was upon this occasion or another
that, when coming out of the Tuileries and crossing the Place de la Concorde, M.
Duruy questioned whether his replies had not done more harm than they had
given instruction. It made little difference; the Emperor had simply said, "I do
not share all the ideas of M. Duruy; nevertheless he is a very intelligent man."
It is clear, nevertheless, that these returns to recollections of contemporary
politics were rare and were only approached occasionally, and en passant in the
early conversations: The Emperor had called M. Duruy into consultation as a
guide in hfa historical researches, so that it was chiefly history, and especially _the
great subject the Emperor desired to treat, that must have formed the principal
subjects of the interviews. Now, he must soon have discovered that M. Duruy
thought as he did on the subject he had most at heart. Upon the genius of Cresar,
upon the part he played and the influence he exerted, the judgment of M. Duruy
differed from that of Napoleon III only in the degree of intensity which separates
the approbation of reflection from the admiration of enthusiasm.
However little to his taste had been the transition from a republic to an empire
in France in 1852, yet a similar revolution at Rome eighteen hundred years before
(under conditions which he properly judged were very different) seemed justified
to the eonscience of Duruy as a historian. The political changes attempted b_y
Cffisar, which death alone prevented him from completing and which his heir
really did complete, seemed to Duruy to have been not only n ecessary at the time
they occurred but desirable. The Emperor could ask no more for the glory of
the hero whose life he wished to celebrate. The good understanding between the
sovereign and his future minister was therefore complete as regards the first a nd
principal subject of their common treatment, and this concord was the origin of
a mutual confidence, the effect of which, by a transition to be noted presently,
was destined to extend to all their relations, although the latter could hardl~ be
expected to depend upon that single bond. By a circumstance the like of which,
· I b elieve, has never existed, although everything for the present separated the two
m en , a union between them sprung up from their study and equal appreciation
of the pa t, so that a kind of literary collaboration preceded and prepared their
political a ·sociation.
Th homage which he r ndered to the genius of Julius Cresar and to the character ~f th e ,,·ork, the rem mbrance of which remains attached to his name, was
no► w 1th L Duruy an opinion born of circum tances and still le s of complain1· ·
had alr ad· :tabH. h d it publicly on two occasions long before there
cThn fi 11a · b . n a qu..: t·1 11 of any relation between the Emperor and him lf •
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took p!:l,ins to underline) in the sense in which it was used at .athens and not in
the French acceptatiqn of the expression. The next occasion was when, having
to undergo an examination for the doctor's degree, he had taken for the subject
of his thesis the condition of the Roman world at the time of the establishment of
the Empire, and he had resolutely battered down the old classical tradition which
deplored Cresar's victory at Pharsalia while mourning for Cato and· Cicero, and
which regarded Brutus and Cassius as the last of the Romans.
He showed by good reasons (which are, I believe, quite generally accepted
to-d~y) that if the imperial r egime, as a false rhetoric had always maintained, had
only carried shame and oppression in its train, it would never h ave been accepted
(as it was in fact) by the p opulations of the Roman world, not only without
resistance but with an eager and grateful submission. The reason is, said he, that
the republic to which Ca:isar gave the death stroke had come to be only the
shadow of itself and a bloody one. Torn by factions within, which decimated and
proscribed one another in turn , it nevertheless continued to exercise without a
tyrannical and corrupt dominion, so that the day that terminated in the capital a
liberty which had become purely nominal was the signal for an era of deliverance in all the provinces which was welcomed with an acclamation of, hope. He
had also questioned seriously, by the way, many of the legendary horrors or
scandals imputed to the first emperors on the strength of the somber pictures of
Tacitus or the cynical anecdotes of Suetonius.
Next, after- establishing the truth that some good was always mingled with
evil even in the worst days of the Empire, he proceeded to herald with lively satisfaction the coming of the great emperors of the second century. · Trajan,
Antoninus, Adrian and Marcus Aurelius, those enlightened administrators and
philosophical legislators who, holding the nations of the world in peaceful unity
in their hands, gave them, in his view, long years of material prosperity and
moral progress. Those times he did not hesitate at a later period to count among
the happiest that it bas been given to humanity to enjoy.
This apology, or, to speak more correctly, this explanation, of a great historic
fact was little to the taste of that portion of the liberal party who made the dangers of what was then called Cresarism the constant theme of their opposition, and
for whom the saddest recollections and most grievous occurrences of the Roman
Empire furnished a convenient means and transparent veil for covering the
French Empire with bitter epigrams. We remember with what talent men who
were not without both knowledge and taste, like Ampere, Beule, and PrevostParadol, devoted themselves, through the whole reign of Napoleon III, to this
kind of polemics, the only kind that was compatible with the reserve then
imposed upon the press.
The picture of the [Roman] Empire presented by M. Duruy was not favorable to
this method of discussion, for which generous sentiments relieved by a sar castic turn
had rapidly acquired a great vogue. In the opposition, where he still belonged,
some regrets were expressed for his course, but it was not in the nature of his
mind to place history at the service of even the highest ideas, even those which
were dearest to him ; he would have been afraid to falsify its character by such
u se. He gave testimony to the truth as he found it after a loyal and deliberate
examination, without caring whether it proved pleasant or otherwise. Therefore
he !"as not disturbed when, upon the day of his thesis, the venerable President
Leclerc, faithful to his traditional college opinions, reproached him somewhat
sharply for having shown ~oo much indulgence for crowned criminals. He would
have paid no attention to this thrust if one of the examiners, M. Nisard, who was
openly attached to the new regime, had not intervened in the capacity of official
defender and engaged, by way of rejecting the accusation, in some quite compromising moral distinction which M. Duruy hastened to disavow.
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VThether or not the Emperor was informed of this incident of the session which
made some stir at the time, I do not know, nor do I know whether he had it in
mind when he sent for M. Duruy. It is not impossible, because the literary world
being then, in the silence of the tribune, the refuge o1 political life, everything
whjch happened in it might well have attracted his attention. At ::my rate, the
point of view in which M. Duruy had placed himself was certainly that which
best accorded with his own sentiments, for it was true of Cresar's work that its
legitimacy and resulting benefits were demonstrated by its re1=1ults as much as by
its causes. Moreover, when this theme was developed by M. Duruy with the
ample and severe guise which was best suited to it, and with the accent of gravity
to which a profound conviction added a touch of emotion, no language was better
suited than his to cast a veritable spell over the auditor who listened to it and drank
in the speaker"s words with dreamy eyes, as is described by M. Lavisse.
.
This grand figure of a popular Empire, hailed by the acclamations of the multitude, soothing the wounds of civil strife, fusing all interests into one powerful
unity, this pacificatory action of a sovereign power, was it not the ideal vision
which had nourished in the leisure of exile or captivity the imagination of the
nephew of a new Cresar who was the elect of five millions of voters? If the world
had. received the assurance of one who certainly was no flatterer that this model
had been realized in the past, why could not one flatter one's self that it could be
reproduced in the future? No doubt the times, manners, and situation were all
different, and comparisons are dangerous. M. Duruy knew this too well not to
have uttered a warning. Besides, while recognizing the happy effects of impei~al·
ism in the ancient world, he had never disguised the feeblenei,s and vices whi?b
had too often disturbed and dishonored its progress, and had finally caused its
ruin, nor the abasement of character and the enfeeblement of civic virtues; nor
the dangerous intoxication of absolute power and the absence of all regularit~ i?
the succession which made of each change of reign the occasion of a bloody crisis
and left the possessor of an ephemeral authority a prey to the constant menaces
of conspirators and assassins. The saying even escaped him on one occasion, "At
Rome, to become a god upon earth it was only necessary to stab one breast,'' and
he recalled that from Augustus to Constantine forty imperial breasts had been SO
pierced. Such a remark must have given matter for reflection to him who had so
recently escaped Orsini's bombs, but the Emperor might have thought that he
had provided for the future in reestablishing the principle of monarchical hered·
ity. Besides, the illusion that flatters self-esteem is complacent and is not
destroyed so ea ily as it is created.
One phra£e of M. Duruy's in particular would have touched a sensitive spot in
the Emperor's mind if it had been repeated to him or commented upon before
him, and, I am sure, he would have been glad to engrave it as a device upon the
imperial escutcheon. It was this: "Humanity advances at differ ent times as
1
much ~y t~e authority of a single individual as through the liberty of all." He
coul<l find m these three lines justification for the act that had made him master
of the supreme power anu an indication of the conr e he should pursue to make a
noble u_ e of it. •'ince this supreme authority thu placed in the hand of a ingle
man mlght alone be uffici nt to forward the development of an entire community
fuer ~a. only. n <'our e for the pos essor of it at that time to pur ue, namely. to
Phi ~u ·~ intact, not for the mer pl ure and pride of using it, till le . to
it th r ograd or reactionary idea but a a productive and energetic
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would naturally arise to consult him upon the means of accomplishing the duties
imposed by this great task. In this way can be explained the long conversations
described by M. Jules Simon, which sometimes lasted one or two hours a day, in
which the Emperor and M. Duruy began by talking about the life of Ca:isar, but
ended by discussing very different matters. At the end of a few months Cresar
was no longer either the occasion nor even the pretext of these interviews.
The duties of his secretaryship also raised subjects of a most varied character,
in dealing with which M. Duruy gave proof of a rare combination of elevated
ideas and practical sense. His advice, which was given with a frankness that
contrasted strongly with the usual insipidity of official praise, gave no offense.
What were the subjects of these communications which were the product of a
growing intimacy? Did M. Duruy use them to call the Emperor's attention to
a subject that was entirely within his ken and near to his heart, viz, the vices in
the organization of public instruction in France and the means of remedying them
which his experience had shown him? Did he insist upon the duty of extending
the benefits of this instruction to the lower classes? We may believe so, for a
whole series of reforms was called for_which, though stamped with a spirit of
enlightened liberalism and even of democratic boldness, yet made no attempt upon
the authoritorial principle of the constitution of 1852; and the Emperor must
soon have perceived the advantages he could derive from them in furtherance of
his aspirations for the public weal and for increasing the popularity of his reign
without sacrificing any of his personal prerogatives-a step he could resolve to
take only after some years had passed. With these limitations, the plans of .M:.
Duruy harmonized perfectly with the state of his own feelings at the time. Nothing was more simple, then, than to intrust the application of the reformatory
ideas to him who had conceived them. This was the object and meaning of the
nomination of M. Duruy to the ministry of public instruction.
On his part M. Duruy bad early become very sensible of the high esteem which
was manifested toward him. He was astonished to find himself listened to with
a breadth of mind and a complacency for generous ideas for which the picture he
had formed of the author of a coup d'etat had not prepared him. At t!.ie end of
six months of this daily intercourse he had not perhaps yet acquired all the confidence that made him affirm a little later to the young laureates of the concours
general that the Emperor was the most liberal man in his Empire, but he was
already disposed to carry out whatever should be expected of him.
M. Lavisse says: M. Duruy believed that the position of chef du cabinet would
be offered him after the retirement of M. Mocquart, and he avowed his inability
to decline it. In fact, why should he endeavor to withhold himself from such an
appointment? Was it not one of the merits of the good Emperors whose benefits
to the race he was fond of celebrating to have received enlightened ministers into
their confidence, often taken from among the men of letters of the time who,
while assisting their masters to perform the task allotted to them. also secured a
just consideration for their own names from posterity?
Was it to be wondered at that Pliny was the proconsul of Trajan, ancl Papinian
and Ulpian the pretorial prefects of Septimius and Alexander Severus? I do not
believe that M. Duruy ever thought, as M. Renan somewhere said, "that all that
was wanting to Marcus Aurelius to enable him to accomplish a durable good was
to have been able to give a good direction to public instruction." This semijocose
way of approaching a subject was not in M. Duruy's way of thinking, because he
always treated serious things seriously. But if he did think that in order to introduce into the education of youth reforms that he judged useful, and the necessity
of which his position of inspector-general had shown him all the more clearly, an
extended authority placed at his disposal by the favor of the Prince was a means
vf action not to be neglected and that he could take advantage of, this was a
legitimate hope, and the result showed that it was a well-founded one.
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II.
He did not, however, expect his nomination, notice of which surprised him at
Moulins while on a tour of inspection. Returning rapidly to Paris as soon as he
was certain that the choice had been made in earnest and that the Emperor was
waiting to confirm it, he set to work and at once showed in action the same power
of work that he had carried into study. And what was particularly remarkable
in his administration, which only lasted six years (in those days a ministry of six
years was considered too short), was that he approached the task he had undertaken on nearly all sides at once, but yet with so much method and precision at
each point that no confusion resu1ted from these simultaneous attacks. So that
if we pass in review all the branches of higher secondary and primary instruction
we shall find that he left in each a trace of his fortunate presence and gave to
them an impulse that is still felt.
It is an equally remarkable thing that the activity of M. Duruy was found to
have its most effective results on around where its influence would at first seem
to be the most limited and least directly exerted, viz, in the branch of higher
instruction. In that fie1d, as we now know, everything was to be remade. Our
learned contrere, M. Liard. has shown in his clear and complete account in what
a regrettable condition of i~perfection and iusufficiency was higher instruction in
France in 1863. Not assuredly that one can say that this highest degree of
instruction had been without fruit until then and had not maintained the renown
and sustained the movement of the French i~tellect. This would be cheapening
too much the memory of Royer-Conard, Guizot, Villemain, Cousin, Arago,
Ampere, Thenard, Poisson, and Gay-Lussac, all of whom, in different degrees ?n
different scenes of activity, at the Sorbonne, the College de France, or in speci~l
schools, figured in the list of superior instruction. But it is undeniable that thlS
development, through vices of organization, was neither continuous nor general,
although it had intervals of brilliancy. No regular service could be expected
from a small number of faculties scattered over the country, and even when they
were near each other-juxtaposed rather than united by any bond of collabora-tion-scientific studies suffered nearly everywhere from a want of sufficient
apparatus, and history and literature were given over to generalities rather than
devoted to an exact study of facts or texts.
M. Duruy was neither the first nor the only one who was struck with this condition of languor and want of unity. More than one of his predecessors had been
disturbed by it, particularly M. Cousin who, thirty years before, after a visit to
the German universities, sorrowfully compared with them our French faculties,
scattered, as he expressed it, and moribund , forming nowherd a real focus of
light, and he was earnest in his endeavor to substitute for them "scientific centers, not too many, but wen placed." But all his predecessors as well as M.
Duruy :13-imself would have been checked by the want of foe funds neces ary for
perfectmg such a transformation, and by the fear of displeasing the small departm ental centers which hold on to their courses of science or literature a to titles
of honoi·_, the! being a source of profit and a means of affording an honorable and
useful ~iver. ion to connoisseurs of lei ure. The really original idea of .M. Duruy
wa th u~: ~n tead of applying the ax to an ancient ystem that still had life
enon •ht fiu d defender., he intended to create from all the cattered portion , at
~hmo ei:at c t and on a limited cale, a ne~ \nstitution which should realize
:
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to borrow from him, "the interview that M. Duruy did me ·tbe honor to grant me
in the spring of 1863, when I had just returned from Germany, in which he
explained to me his plan of a school of higoor studies. I said to him that we had
too many special schools, and tl}.at, instead of creating a new one, it would be
better to reorganize the faculties by working over the lists and introducing into
them new elements and a new spirit." "It is impossible," he said; "old bodies
cannot be reformed against their will, and, besides, I have no money. To create
the school I have in mind I only need a pen and a sheet of paper. I could obtain
·m oney for such a school when they would give me none for the faculties. In
order to make Frenchmen understand an idea you must find a name for it that
will .strike their minds. It will be enough to create a new school and put in it
men who are devoted to the idea that inspired its origin, in order that, if this idea
is just, it may act upon and transform everything about it. L'ecole des hautes
etudes is a seed that I am planting in the cracked walls of the old Sorbonne. As
it develops it will cause them to crumble and fall." "What followed," adds
M. Monod, "is well known. L'ecole des hautes etudes has continued to grow and
prosper . . . . And as to the old Sorbonne, it is so transformed as hardly to be recognized to-day." Never, therefore, was prevision better realized. I think there was
never an occasion when l\L Duruy more clearly showed that, added to a speculative and elevated turn of mmd, he possessed a veritable practical ability and the
art of avoiding those obstacles which too often prevent the passage from theory
to application.
Moreover the liveliest opposition M. Duruy·s administration ever encountered aiid
one which dragged it into a parliamentary conflict of very uncertain issue arose
out of a question relating to superior instruction. I also think that that was the
only occasion when he was subj ected to such a trial, for which his career and
training had not prepared him. Few things made a greater noise at the time than
the discussion in the senate of the Empire upon a petition for liberty of superior
iw,truction, 1 and, it may be added, there are few things which are less interesting
to recall now, because that liberty being now established and peacefully practiced,
most of the arguments pro and con which were used at the time of the discussion
have now lost their opportuneness. It is enough to remember that superior instruction was at that time the only portion of public ins"truction still under the exclusive control of the university. Primary instruction had been liberated from it by
the liberal law of M. Guizot in 1833. The legislative assembly of the second
Republic had opened the same facility to competition in secondary instruction by
the law of 1850, and by the last article of this same law it had clearly announced
1ts intention to extend the benefit thereof to superior instruction, but time failing
to fulfill this undertaking it had dropped out of sight. This neglect was the fault
of those whom this liberty would principally benefit, especially the French episcopacy, which being drawn into a general reactionary movement, preferred the
kindly support of the Government for the defense and propagation of the truths
which are dear to it rather than the test of competition. After divers indications
had sho~n this body that the time for such confidence was past, it was too late to
revive an undertaking which had apparently been left to prescription.
To awaken opinion it was deemed best to make the demand for liberty rest upon
the objectionable character of the doctrines taught in some of the courses of the
university, which were described as dangerous to morals and the public peace.
Many of these charges were based upon ill-interpreted texts, others were very
much exaggerated, and all were preferred in a tone of bitterness and passion
little suited to the elevated nature of the subject. Even if they had been better
justifie and presented it was not in this way that liberty should be demanded.
1
That is, the r cognition of other agencies than those created by the 'tate.
EDU --40
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The abuse of power is assuredly among the causes that may render liberty desirable at a given moment and even necessary, but if it is to be sure, durable, and
worthy it must be derived from a higher source and rest on more solid foundations. Especially in matters of education the cause to be invoked is the right of
conscience a.nd of the family not to be constrained to leave their dearest interests
to the discretion of any human power. Therefore, from not having been placed
on the grounds of right, the question, badly put, was badly discussed on both
sides. The discussion even went so far as to touch upon metaphysical and even
medical theories, which assuredly were bevond the scope of a deliberative assembly. Such was the confusion when the q;;_estion was put to the vote that its real
signification could no longer be recognized, and so it happened that M. SainteBeu ve, ,vho on that day made his first appearance in the senate with a Tinging
defense of the liberty of thought, ended by adhering to an ordre du jour which
rnfused this liberty to those who did not agree with him.
The part played by M. Duruy in this debate was an ungrateful one, and yet I
do not know that any minister could have done better under the circumstances,
He · bad to defend professors whom he believed to be unjustly attacked, but be
had at the same time to reassure the majority of the Senate, which was visibl!
disturbed by the charges brought against university instruction. He thought it
incumbent upon him, in order to fulfill this double duty, to offer a kind of profession of faith in the name of the entire corps of instrmition and as a sort of
obligatory condition of its existence. This declaration included, besides the existence of God, religious duties, moral liberty, and even the immortality of the soul.
It was a noble body of doctrine, entirely in accord with the sincerity of his ~er·
sonal convictions; but it was, none the less, a kind of philosophy of state to wh1ch,
as such, mi:my of those whom he wished to protect would never have consented to
subscribe, so that this method of defense only half pleased them. How muc~
better it would have been for him, and how much more in conformity with bis
straightforward and high-spirited ~ature, to have accepted the contested freedo~
frankly and have taken up the challenge of competition in the name of the ~mversity! But we are led to believe that the authority to follow his own inclination
was denied him, for he ended by opposing to the petition a most positive refusal,
and went so far as to ask of the assembly to remove the subject from debate by
means of what is called in pa1·liamentary language the previous question.
This offensive form of proceeding, which took away all hope, even in future,
irritated the friends of the question of freedom, who imputed to him the ri~or
of this refusal of justice, so that he descended from the tribune without havmg
satisfied anyone. A majority, which was obtained by complaisance rather than
conviction, did not strengthen his ministerial situation in any respect, and it was
rather compromised, besides, by the obvious malevolence of his colleagues, none
of whom would come to his aid or even extend his hancl to him when be finally
took his seat.
The truth is that be was absolutely alone in the council, of which h e was a
m~mber._ his liberal feelings having no support, except the favor and per:-onal
:ricn<~ h 1p of the Emveror. This circumstance alone would be a proof of hi!
1 -:olatlon.
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our notices had to be :ruthlessly destroyed. M. Duruy had the kindne2s to send
for us in order to explain this sudden change, which had occasioned us no little
surprise. He s::tict, with kindly embarrassment, "Gentlemen, what can you
expect? You know that the absolute is not of this world." To which M. Cochin
answered, "Excuse me, Mo:1s:eur le Ministre, it seems to me that there is s till
something of the absolute here below, and that is the authority of the police."
Four years later 1 the police themselves had to allow the liberty we vrnre contending for. The Empire having entered upon constitutional paths, one of its
first concess:ons was the liberty of superior instruction, and a committee was
appointed to regulate the conditions. M. Guizot, although an octogenarian, consented to direct its labors, and I had the honor to take part in it in company with
the most eminent members of the university and clergy, l\I. Dubois, former
director of the Ecole Normale, M. Bersot, M. Boissier, M. Franck, and Pere Perraud, now cardinal. My recollection of this time is full of emotion, for I sat at
the side of Prevost Paradol, who was so near his sad end, and I was opposite the
amiable Pere Captier, who fe]l under the bullets of the communists the following
year. Then could be seen how factitious bad been the emotions which had been
aroused a shmt time before, and how easy it was, as soon as the ground of liberty
was loyally accepted, for conscientious men to come to an unclerstanding as to the
best means of putting it in practice; for I can affirm that no language b etraying
animus, no over-lively debate even, disturbed the harmony of our discussions, and
it was by an act of unanimity, in a real feeling of harmony, despite a few inevitable divergencies, that we finally reached a project the disposit:ons of which
were more liberal than those enjoyed by superior instruction to-day. Thenceforth the cause was so nearly gained that M . Duruy himself could take pleasure
in declaring that the obstacles that had been the cause of his negative vote had
disappeared. On June 28, 1870,' he, being now a simple senator, took the lead in
forming a projet de loi on the same subject, the account of which was drawn up
in a real spirit of conciliation, but which unfortunately did not appear in the
Journal Officiel untH just before the disastrous news announcing the fall of the
Empire.
I have already told how M. Duruy succeeded in modifying superior instruction
hy founding a new establishment, the Ecole des Hautes Etudes, by the side of the
existing faculties. Was he expecting a similar success with secondary instruction by creating for it, beside the instruction given in the lycees and college.:i, a
new order of instruction that he called special? Not at all. The object was not
analogous nor the result e1ual. This time there wa'3 no question of replacing
classical instruction with a, different programme of sciences and studies. l\L D urny
has never authorized anyone to think that he underrated or r eg-re tte<.1 the high
and preponclerating position that classical imtruction has alway,.; held in the
intellectual d ve 1 opment of France. He had livecl too much himself in familiarity
with and admiration of the great m odels of antiquity not to know to how gre.1.t
an e xtent their inspiration has penetrated into the very substance of the French
intellect, so that it would be difficult to say what langour would seize upon it if
this vital element should be taken from the atmo3phero it b1·eathes.
But M. Duruy was not the fir. t to a~k if these important studies ought to continue to occupy exclusively all the years of childhood and oorly youth, ju the
presence of all the new knowledge with which the progre~s of scien ce has enriched
human learning. ancl even if any uniform preparation whatsoever could suit
the different needs of the commercial and industrial life of modern time . The
problem once proposed, he undertook the solution with his accustomed resolution.
His special instruction was intended, as the name indicates, to P.rovide subjects
suitable for all vocations, while classical instruction would continue to provide a
1
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more <lelicate culture in a narrower sphere, the benefit of which should be felt by
xerci. ·ing a general influence u pon sdciety at large.
Has the r sult fnlly answered this expectation? It would be difficult to say so,
since the epithet ';modern" has already replaced the former "special," a change
which certainly means more than a m ere change of name. Will this new form of
the same thought be the last? It may well be doubted, because it is already being
actively attacked on two sides at once, by those who think it has taken too much
from classical instruction, and by those who complain that it still leaves that
instruction too many privileges. The truth is that we are here in face of a problem the solution of which must be left to time and experience. Classical studies
are essentially unselfish or disinterested-that is to say, their main object is n~t
to prepare for any particular calling, but to form in the mind the general qualities of a ccuracy and propriety, of scope and elevatio_ of ideas, which, once
acquired, are applicable to everything and are of equal importance to whatever
use they may be put. But this kind of superiority does not become manifest at
once, and is recognized and appreciated, if at all, only with difficulty in a democratic society in which every one is pushing for immediate success and no one can
wait.
Shall we then ask what immediate advantage there is in literary culture and
what profits can be derived from it for any given profession? The result of an
estimate of such a kind, narrowly utilitarian as it is, can always be disputed, ~nd '
from not being willing to admit that classical studies are good for everythrng,
we may run the risk of concluding that they are good for nothing. M. Duruy
assuredly can not be reproached with not having settled at once a question that
is still open to discussion.
·
After his good fortune with superior instruction and an unsatisfactory result
with secondary instruction, M. Duruy's efforts in the primary grade had a very
different fate. -The movement that be impressed upon it has only not exceeded
the object he had in view, such an expression would be inexact. It is be~ter
to say that it; deviated from the direction he intended to give it. The fir 9t
organization of a general plan of primary instruction is to be_ found in that law
of which I have already spoken and which forms one of M. Guizot's best titles to
renow~. Its development had been continuous and its progress constant during
the constitution al monarchy, since the report presented _by M. Salvandy, on the
eve of the revolution of 184.8, showed that in less than fifteen years 33,000 sch~ols
had been opened in France. This growth, which had been checked a little durrng
the first years of the Empire, received a strong impulse from the ministry of M.
Duruy through the construction of a great many school buildings, the opening
o~ many courses for adults, and a regulated organization of the primary instruction of girls.
Yet the law that M. Duruy proposed, and which was passed in 1 67, did not
depart from the original plan, the principles whereof it only extended while it
pe_rfected ~heir application. But when presenting the bill he made it clear that be
,~ishecl to mtro<lnc two important innovations, viz, to extend gratuity of instruction t all Cth e benefit of this provi ion had been previously confined to paup rs),
ancl t i~ake in 5tr 1~cti~11 e<.J_ually obligatory upon all. If these provisions did not
app
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added, of which M. Duruy had nut thought, and to which, at least in the abusive
interpretation that has been given it, he would never have assented: Lay instruction, consisting in the exclusion of religious instruction from the school programme; in forbidding ~he admission of the priest to the school in his clerical
character; in refusing Christian education to the population even when it demands
it and deplores its absence, would not "4ave had a place in any law proposed under
his name. When this projet first became known to him he passed upon it the
judgment which was eloquently expressed before the senate by your perpetual
secretary, M. Jules Simon, and which his worthy successor, M. Georges Picot,
repeated in his name m your last public session.
The sentiments of M. Duruy on this point were so positive that he was willing
to air them even to those who had the least right to expect such a confidence from
him. It was in this way that he informed me of them on an occasion which
could hardly have been expected to lead to such an explanation. I had allowed
myself to make some observations, in a paper which I sent him, upon his sketch of
the character of the Emperor Constantine, in the last volume of his History of Rome,
which my own studies had led me to question. He answered, in a letter which
I have religiously preserved, that he had scarcely done Constantine justice in recognizing his ability in effecting 8, great religious revolution without disturbing
the public peace, by which he had justified the title upon his triumphal arch of
quietis custos. "How rejoiced," he added, "would we be, who are the sorrowing
witnesses of lay proselyting to the uttermost and of religious strife, to behold a
government that would take for its device quietis custos." Then our correspondence continued upon matters in which I wished for his advice, and he told me
that in a circular addressed by him to 89 prefects this recommendation occurred:
•· Whenever a municipal council asks you to change the character of its schools,
use all the means at your disposal to satisfy yourself that the council really
expresses the wishes of the he~ds of families."
It may be judged from this sentence what he must have thought of a process that
consists in going counter to the wishes of entire communes, even when they are supported by their representatives. I have reason to believe, too, that even if he did
qualify in the somewhat strenuous manner the favors shown, rightly or wrongly,
to the ecclesiastic or the religious sister, h e would never, at least, have consented
to make the religious habit a cause of legal disability and even indignity.
Indeed he called my attention to the fact, and not without sorrow, that these
intentions of his were very different from those attributed to him by his Catholic
opponents, particularly the most eloquent of them all, Mgr. Dupanloup, bishop
of Orleans. This was true, and the illustrious prelate could hardly have been
ignorant of it. In truth M. Duruy might have answered further that the sentiments he expressed in the above frank declaration differed no less from those
which his own heated apologists attributed to him in the course of their polemics,
sentiments that were not always denied ancl many of which were precisely those
that he complained of as having perverted his work while pretending to continue
it, so that the mistake was excusable. He might have added that if, as far as the
measures themselves were concerned which were then being actively discussed, his
criticisms were somewhat severe, the same can not be said of his fears for the
future and his presentiments. •
However this may be, our communications upon this important subject had
become so familiar that on the day when the French Academy was to designate
the member of the Institute who was to take his seat in the superior council of
public instruction, I, having like every one else inscribed his name on my ballot,
went up to him and said in joke, "Monsieur Duruy, neither of us would have suspected this fifteen years ago, but of cours you must take your part; I have voted
for you in your capacity of clerical." He had the good taste to take the joke in
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good part and added that all the friencls of jmtice and liberty .night count upon
him to defend their rights in that high tribunal against the prejudices of a
secta rian spirit.
M. Duruy was to leave the ministry in July, 1869, when, in consequence of a
new legislative election. a c a.binet was constituted who.se brief existence was destined to set the pace of the march which the Empire was about to begin along the
way of libera1ity and constitutionality. At first sight there was no reason for
l eaving him out of a combination that had nothing contrary to his natural tendencies, and therefore when the Emperor asked for the resignation of all his colleagues, he seemed to ha.ve made· an exception in his case, for he made no such
request of him. It is probable that the members of the new ministry, being
advised of the serious difficulties that awaited them, were unwilling to add to their
number by taking upon themselves the opposition that M. Duruy had aroused on
the part of the high clergy whose influence might make itself felt in the entourage
of the Empress and in a small faction of the legislature. At any rate, hardly ~ad
he arrived at his country house of Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, where he was lookmg
forward to a few days of repose, when he received a letter from the Emper?r,
filled with assurances of friendship and regrets, but informing him of the necessity
the latter was under of dispensing with his services. The writing of the letter
was so difficult to make out that M. Duruy had to call his secretary to his aid in
deciphering the name of his successor. '\Vhen he discovered it (it was an honorable name, but of no great note) he r epeated it several times in different tones of
voice, with surprise mingled with disapprobation, for it was not the person he
would have selected to continue the numerous enterpri&es he had left incomplete.
This feeling lasi:ed only a short time. The next day he was found in bis study
seated at his desk in the midst of a mass of papers which he had taken from a
closet where they had been lying for six: years. They constituted the first draft
of one of the volumes of the History of Rome, together with all the notes an_d
references he had collected to complete it. He already thought of nothing but lus
work. Unfortunately it was not given him to concentrate -himself upon it long.
I believe it was Montesquieu who said that there is no grief that can not be forgotten by an hour's work. 1\'.I. Duruy, notwithstanding his firmness, did not
affect this stoical indifference. Perhaps, too, when the author of the Spirit of the
Laws made the _rema1·k he had never experienced, nor even had any presentiment,
of such misfortunes as poured upon France in 1870.
To the sorrow which M. Duruy shared with all Frenchmen there was joinell the
regret of having foreseen the imminence and seriousness of the perils without
having the power to escape them. Not that external politics were ever seriously
discusseu in the council where he sat. The Emperor never conficlecl his plan_s. 0 :
rather dreams, to anyone, not even, as is well known, to those whom he associate t
with himself in carrying them out, so that the fatal incline. down which French
politics glided after the Italian war, may haye been hidden from M. Duruy· eyes
fo~ a long time; but the victo1·y of the Prussians at Saclowa opened them with
fn~ht. He instantly beheld the consequences of this victory in his imagination.
enbghtened with all the memories of our history. He at once comprehended
th at t suffer a united and armed a"'glom~ration of over forty millions of me 1
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after humiliating France as it has already humiliated Austria. War is inevitable
and near at hand. Not that I think that the .Prussians will attack Strasburg or
Metz, but their restless ·ambition will carry them into some enterprise in which
they will necessarily have us in their front."
This was talking as a politician. Vvhen the hour of trial came he was willing
to act as a soldier. His age forbade him to follow his son into active service, the
high-minded Albert Duruy, who departed for the seat of war among the first, and
whose budding talents were then the object of hopes that are now only regrets.
At least he insisted on taking his placa in the national guard, and, in fact, although
over 60 years of age, he performed his milifary duties until the last day of the
siege with an indefatigable and persevering activity. He was one of those who,
never ceasing to hope and being never weary of enduring, advised the valiant
city to continue its defense to the last.
·
Only after arms had been laid down by the combatants did study r etake possession of him, and after that it held complete control of him. The twenty years
that were still left him, during which he suffered sad domestic afflictions, were
employed in completing and perfecting his histories of Greece and Rome, the two
great works with which his name will always be associated and which general
opinion has placed in a rank from which nothing can remove them. They will
remain as models of the art of applying to historical pictures of great extent all
the conscientious research and the minute attention to details of modern erudition.
HE:N'RI MARION, PHILOSOPHER AND TEACHER.

[Address by M. F. Buisson on op ening the C'ourse in the science of education at the Sorbonne,
December 3, 1896.]1
LADIES, GENTLEMEN: Is it not true that on this day of reopening your first
thought, as mine 1 is of him whom we all had hoped to meet here? Alas! The
course we supposed only for a time suspended was forever ended. Silent forevermore is the voice which you used to hear, deep and charming like the soul which
imparted its expression. Yet the chair which he comes not to fill will always seem
to be his. Hereafter no man, in France or elsewhere, will enter the domain of the
science of education without :finding there some trace and saluting the name of
Henri Marion.
To devote this first hour to speaking of him will be only to render to the memory
of the mo3t beloved and lovable of masters the homage which is his due. Indeed
it is the n ecessary introJ.uction to our studies. The unanimous sentin;ient of the
faculty demanding the continuance of this chair with no change is sufficient indication that the new subject has achieved the rights of citizenship. Here, then, is
already a tradition; we have tbe honor of joining its first threads.
I must resist in the b sginning a most excusable impulse. It is not the biography
of ~arion that I have the right to present on this occasion. It belongs to others
to make the man live again in the beauty of his character, the philosopher in the
steady lucidity of his doctrine, the moralist in the profoundness of his observation, lastly the writer in that style whose purity was equaled only by that of bis
thought. Here I sha11 attempt only to give the history of the chair of pedagogy.
It seemed that Marion was predestined for his work by a twofold preparation.
He was fortified for its theory by solid philosophic studies, for its practice by personal experience in the work of instruction. We can take only a cursory view of
these two forms of his preparation.
Among the philosophic works which to some degree led to his career as a t~acher,
the first was "a careful and close study" of Locke, his Life and Works, pub•
lished in 1878. M. Boutroux, in a page referring to what now constitutes the
1
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principal charm of that little bobk, said, "The author there portr ays bis hero
with his mohile calm physiognomy, sweet and bright; in ever ything perfect
simplicity. Everything about him had that character; his guileless t r aits, bi.s
countenance wasted, but open and sincere, his manners, his language; no other
individuality than an exquisite distinction , a sensibility charming without common-place, and the rarest combination of elegance and character, of ease and of
seriousne.3s. Bold and impassioned, yet having a horror for purely destructive
criticism, and little taste for mere speculation."
1
With M. Boutroux you ask, Is this the portrait of Locke or that of l\farion?
But this accidental likeness between the two men must not cause us to lose all
view of the book and its value. In the briefchapter devoted to Locke's "Thoughts
upon education," one could foresee your future professor. At that time be had
already assumed a decided position upon all important points. He clearly evolved
the leading thought, or rather the method of ,vhich Locke was the originator,
somewhat after the English fashi.ou, by means of examples and details, without
apparent plan, sometimes without proportion, yet with what vivacity of tone,
what freedom of spirit, with what sense of the real, with what disregard of the
expedient. It is a marvelous faculty, that of impelling one's thoughts straightforward, inspiring oneself with life, and not with bo oks, bestowing more attention, as he expressed it, "upon the unstudied questions of a child, curious and
eager for information, than upon the discourses of mature men, which revolve constantly in the same circ:e and conform to borrowed notions." Marion cheerfully
followed his master on that road. He adopted his views, for example, on :he
importance of physical education, on the absolute u selessness of certain exercis~s
thatarestill regarded as belonging to classic culture, such as the making of Latm
verses and even Lat in orations, 2 upon the necessity of a school ~iscipline free from
servile methods and founded entirely upon what Locke calls the '' sentiment of
h onor." These were only the germs; we shall see them develop. Observe only
that Marion fully understood the import of this work. · After maintaining that
the "Thoughts" of Locke are, upon the whole, newer than the '' Emile," he
added: "1 am persuaded that if a separate edition were brought out in this country the success would be considerable in the midst of our heated discussions of the
programmes of public instruction." You know that that appeal h'.1s been heeded;
it has been of value to us to read the original text of Locke, admirably tran la~ed
by that Frenchman who , with Marion, possessed the highe.:5t gift for treatmg
educational subjects, M. Compayre.
The s~cond work of Marion in this preparatory stage is his thesis for the doctorate, which has become a classic work.
It is not a mere coincidence that the creator of high pedagogic instruction in
France was the author of a· fine work on moral solidarity. Under thi title
Marion undertook to analyze, both in the individual and in society, the fact which
show human_ l~berty to be at once irreducibly real and strictly limited by the numberle:s condi~10n that control its exercise; exterior conditions proceeding from
nature, he~·edity, physical an<.l historical surrounding.; interior condition engend r~d by hbn·t)'.' it.·elf, and resulting from its own act , chain of its own forging,
habit_u,1e: ~hat 1 t ha acquir d, predilections from which it can not free it elf. To
pa 1n review ··all th r force than our own. and which concur with our freedom
to mak. u: m rally what we are, to .·t H1y the gene is of incentive· and motiv
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ditions of human improvement." This is, also , I will add , to study in advance
the profound conditions of all human energy.
That study the author had conceived and .c onducted in a manner which already
revealed the ea_ucator under the philosopher. It is a book not of metaphysics or
of sociology, but essentially of m oral psycholog-y. When he sustained the thesis he
was congratulated upon having known how to find the rarest thing in the vv0rldthe new in the lmo,vn. This is why the work, so strong and concise, nevertheless,
is charming to read. "It contains," said one of his colleag·ues, "many delicate
observations an~ just reflections that every one accepts with pleasure, because,
rightly or wrongly, he believes himself capable of makhlg them himself, and
because therein he reca11s thoughts that h e has had all his life." 1
Whence came to the young moralist his authority and force of persuasion?
M. Caro answered: "It is because he believes in the good. He searches for it,
and he finds it. He encourages man to have confidi;mcein man." "One feels, also,"
added this able judge, "that he is interested in the life passing before him; he
considers that it has a meaning, an object, an end." 2 A French pedagogue, now
forgotten, said, in the beginning of the century, "To love men is the first condition for forming them in infoncy and in youth-for guiding and governing them
in mature age." 3
But with Marion neither that confidence in mankind nor that love of men
extended to blind optimism. VI e can see this in the firmness of the conclusions
set forth in that book. ' ·Nothing in this world depends absolutely upon ourselves
alone-not even the use of our freedom; but pessimists forget that our miseries are
in part our own work, that ofttimes the fatalities of which people complain
were created by themselves. Our species is not necessarily destined either to happiness or to misery. It is what it makes itself, and will have the lot it merits.
Progress thus far has not come of itsPlf. Just as little will it continue by the sole
force of circumstances. It should suffice for us that progress is possible-our task
is to work for H."
I will not speak of the other works of Marion h~iving no direct relation topedagogy, but; I should reproach myself did I not mention one of his writings of special importance, The Duties and Rights of Man. Under this title, Marion, in 1883,
published in the Bibliotheque de la Societe d'lnstruction Republicaineau excellent
little manual of secular, moral, and civic education. This sort of work, at that
time, was a bold innovation .
At the time when he began his writings upon the science of education he was
directly engaged in its practice. What manner of professor he was at Pau, afterwards at Bordeaux, later at the Lycee Henry IV, there are many to witness. One,
most authoritative, will suffice for all. Note how M. Lachelier concluded a report
of general inspection t wenty-three years ago.
"M. Marion posspssed a mind open and broad, just, firm, and clear. He handled
with rare felicity all that science and philosophy have put forth in these latter
days of ingenious ideas and precise facts." But what was particularly his
own was the style, able though somewhat learned, of his lessons. The fine
r emarks and delicate strokes in which the heart played as great a part as the
intellect; and, in fine, the easine<:s, the constant fairness, and the elegant simplicity
of his exposition. If we add to these m erits the charm of his person and his
words, and the conscientious care with which he bore himself toward his students
we shall not be surprif,ed at the naive testimony of one of them, the son of an
eminent engineer, who said to me (March 8, 1874), "Monsieur, I can not tell you
how much we loved him. We all loved him. And the last year-a we know
from our comrades-it was still the same thing."
• Victo1· Brocharu, Revue Philosophique, 1880, II, p. 00.
Journal des S:want!;, 1880, p. 00.1.
3 Julli n (de Paris), Essai G ·neral d'Education.
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It was the same wherever he went. This will perhaps aid us presently in under•
standing his theories of discipline in the Lycees. Said another of his students,
now in his turn become a master, "There was in Marion a rare, winning sweetrless, which, without effort on his part, made him master of the souls of his stn•
dents . He understood how to infuse into their hearts the noble idea of living for
others more than for themselves."
Appointed to deliver, at the distribution of prizes at the general competition
( concours) in 1881, the first French discourse that the Sorbonne heard on that
occasion, he did not hesitate to speak the right word in summi~g up the whole
spirit of reform in this formula , "we should wish that our good scholars, at the
encl of their studies , shonld be really men prepared for life, the men of whom the
Republic has need."
At the superjor council, to which he was elected without opposition by the professors of philosophy (April 15, 1880), it was he who, in a subcommittee of three
members, presided over by our ~enerated master, 1\1. Paul Janet, drew up for the
normal schools the programs of moral instruction and of psychology applied to
education. It was he, especially who, when the law of Camille See covered a wide
gap, rather social than educational, reported regulations relating to the seconda_ry
ed.ucation of young girls. Of all the fie~ds in which his influence could bo happily
exerted, this seemed most properly to belong to him. And to-day, if any considerations can temper the regrets that we feel, it is to know that the school at
Sevres wiJ.1, for a long time, have no other inspiration than his, expressed better
than by the best of books; his spirit has passed into that home, and will permeate
its life.
There is another great school for women which will never forget what it owes
to him. He himself has recounted in this place, with characteristic modesty, the
appeal acldressed to him when M. Jules )!'erry established the school at Fontena~,
designed to furnish, if one may so term it, instructresses of instructresses-that 18
to say, mistresses capable of conducting the secular normal schools about to be
opened. If old erroneous ideas had prevailed, this institution designed to regnth e
]j:l,te primary instruction would have been entrusted to teachers selected from
most competent in t:6.eprimary department. But M. Ferry said openlyin the Sorbonne: '' Primary education itself should become liberal education,., and he called
to Fontenay, and afterwards to the similar school at St. Cloud for men, teachers
who perhaps had never seen a village school, but who had reflected upon the needs
of our national education, and who knew one thing at least, that for the education of the people only that suffices which is of the highest excellence.
'· Never," said ~Iarion rightly, "was given greater proof of faith in philo~ophy
than on the day when it was thus summoned to aid in laying in thi country the
foundation of a national culture of the people. •· 1 Elsewhere, for he loved to peak
of that" springtime of Fontenay,"' he sai<l: "\Ve have since seen, be ide the professors chm·en from the Lyc(.es of Paris and from the universities, all soon po ·
sesced by the spirit of a pedagorric apostolate the most di tino-nished men in the
country co~1sider it an honor to bring before ti1is school in lect~es of great force,
all th at plnlosopby or science :eemed to them to offer f~r the benefit of tho e who
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tion in p sycho;ogy, afterwards in morals, regarded from the standpoint of education! The two solid and luminous manuals wherein he h as summed up that
double instruction give but an indistinct idea of it. '' That which placed pupils
_under the charm of the course," said M. Pecaut, "was the r ational discipline which
the professor exercised." It w as the first time that young women heard the full,
impartial discussion, without bias or passion, of the grandest themes of human
thought. He spoke to women as to beings capable of reason and of conscience, and
not as to minors for whom is required a system of tutelage and authority.
M. Pecaut had besides a veritable presentiment. That modest chair presaged
another. M. Jules Ferry had been present at one of the lectures given by our
friend at Fontenay. He was happy to receive a proposition made to him by
Albert Dumont. That director of superior education-and his doctrine constitutes the law to-day-intended that superior education should be the guide of all
other orders, to the end that it might become indeed the tutelary genius of democracy. He maintained that the only thing that the Sorbonne did not t each was the
art of teaching. Not holding to the dogma that "the business of a professor can
not be learned except at the expense of making bad classes," 1 he asked the minister
to assign to Marion a complementary course on the science of education, which M.
Burdeau raised to a professor's chair in the budget of 1887.
What was Marion's instruction here, several of you know from having been his
faithful listeners. Many know it almost as well in another way. It has been
sufficient to observe one of his old pupils at work. Not one of these who took
part in his conferences has ever spoken of them, even years afterwards in the
remote provincial regions, without a brightening of the face, and a trembling tone
of voice. I have witnessed this more than once, and I thus discovereu. the influence exerted by this gentle master. Would that I could read to you some of the
confidential letters of his old pupils, now professors in a lycee or n ormal school,
r ecounting how he established a bond of sympathy between himself and them,
which imparted to the most timid courage to speak, how he put them at their
ease, drawing examples from his own experience, from the education of his
children, from his recollections as a professor, or even as a student of philosophy
at Louis le Grand in the class of M. Charles, who remained for him the type of
an incomparable teacher. "The lesson ended," said one of them, "we were
astonished that from things so simple and which to us had appeared almost
commonplace, he could draw distinctions at once so delicately just, and so large
and so elevated." 2
Happy the master who leaves his image engraved in such traits upon the hearts
of his pupils! To give an idea of the profound nature of his infl.uenee, I recall
that one said of him: "Here was not a professor, but a director of conscience."
L et u s accept the word, but only in the sense in which he would have accepted it.
Director of spirits and disseminator of ideas, yes, he was surely that, but not
after the manner of those who, consciously or not, mold others to their image, leaving their imprint upon all they touch and making themselves the consciences of
others. This is what he dreaded above all else. His manner of answering those
who consulted him upon problems of metaphysics or of life, was to compel them
to interrogate themselves until they worked out from the depths of their own
minds the answer they sought. A good judge has well defined that mea.ns of
aiding others. '' l\farion never said, 'Imitate me,' he al ways said, ' Find your way,
be yourselves.'" 3
Beside the private lectures, the public course was continued by him regularly
from the opening of 18 3 until lfobruary last with only one interruption, caused
uy his first {Lttack of sickness (1800-02). Ho had taken up successively and
Edm. Dreyfus-Brisac, l 'Education nouvelle, p. 211.
Cornuel, professor of the normal school at Bourges.
8 M . Henry Michel, Revue universitaire, May, 1806.
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methodically all portions of theoretic pedagogy ( education-physical, intellectual,
moral); afterwards its applications to primary and sAcondary education; then the
p ychology of the child and the young girl. And he had begun a review of foreign education; he had treated of England and the United States, and was about
to take up Germany. After that long period of profe:;sorBhip our friend had commenced to compile his rich gatherings in an educational work, only the first chapters of which he was able to write. You will understand why I refrain from all
attempt to supply a work which only he could have undertaken. 1
I have been permitted , however, to
over the volumes of manuscripts, whe~·ein
are reviewed, week by week, the eleven years nearly complete of his instruction.
There is no need to say with what reverence I entered upon that reading, but how
my admiration w as increased when I had surveved the whole worlr! Each one
of those l essons doubtless seemed to you who iistened to them like a delightful talk, such was the clearness of the ideas, the freedom, grace, and ease of style.
But there is n ot one of which the plan had not been chan~ed, reviewed, be~un
again, corrected, pen in hand, different points of doctrine scrupulously studiea,
terms carefully weighed, so much so that the simple sketch of each one of those
courses would make a book. and a fine book. One of them, that which treats of
the education of women, is ~omr>lete. Let us hope that it will be given to you
after a little while. It will be ~ne of the first texts which we shall propose as a
subject of study in our pTivat e sessions.
It r emains for m e to speak to you of that which chiefly attracted public atten·
tion to our friend--his r ole in the reform of secondary education. Let me
approach that delicate subject, in the only manner that is worthy of Marion,
with entire frankness.
He had been urged to take a place in the grand commission which the mi.ni~try
consulted in 1889 upon that reform. H e was not one of those to avoid or to ~birk,
anu therefore he accepted the appointment to make a r eport in regard to a question of
general controversy namely, that of discipline in the lycees. His report appeared
in the collection of Ministeriallnstructions Jul"'-· 15, 18G0. Two years afteward8 he
'
J
·
• fue
published what serves as an ample commentary, the fine work, Education m
University. This should have been introduced by the brief, masterly add~e 8
that he made here at the reopening of 1890, to the corps of Fellows (bou~·siers
d·agregation ), a paper of rare value deserving to be called the introduction to
university life.
One idea inspired all that h e wrote upon discipline. Since the State now educates
(whether it be a gooJ, or an evil, it is a fact), since it gives education, "this ought
to be the best, the finest, the most noble, the most complete, and the m o t effica-

go

1
Note at least the list of subjects treated in those public course'! of eleven years.
Marion planned to begin with a sort of general review of the suhject. The first four_years
were devoted to a treatise on the science of education, whose grand divisions correspondmg to
the university years were, at first, the study of the ends and principles of education in gener~
(~~'3--8!); t;ien physical edu ation (1884--85); moral education (culture of the will, then of eil.51·
b1ht~, (188:,-BG), and education of the understanding (1886-87) .
Thi!! vast eye-le covered, :Marion took up teaching consider .d a a means of education; one
Y•~ar (1 7-88~ Wa.'i occupiecl with primary edu ·ation, another (1
0) with secondary.
:ho following Y a.r (l
00J h devoted 24 lessons to a thorough study of the p ycbology of the
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cious." What is this education? There is only one kind becoming to a free country, to wit, that which makes free men. It is well to repeat to the public until
they thoroughly understand it that the only school that prepares for liberty is
liberty. We have not accomplished the education of a young man, because we
have watched him closely, and prevented him day after day from doing evil. "We
must lead him," said Montaigne long ago, '' to renounce evil not for want of power
but from want of will." For external restraint, indispensable in earliest infancy,
should be substituted by degrees an internal faith, that of conscience. To supl)ort
the young child at first by a series of influences that encompass him with tenderness,
to bring him up in moral surroundings, and as he grows older to exercise him
gradually to will, to judge, to reflect, and to restrain himself, to watch over and
correct himself of his own motion, this is not the best, it is the only education.
This is a complete disciplinary regimen, looking no longer to passive obedience, but
to obedience willing and rational; from this proceeds the thought not so much of
outward effect but of an inward order resulting from the slow, secret, and imperceptible formation in youth of a conscience, a reason, a character.
Such is the programme that Marion undertook to develop, not by certain general
views, but in all the details of the organization of a lycee. In following it to its
full application, he multiplied examples; he did not omit a single one of the practical difficulties; he passed in review a !l those nothings of which a collegian's life
is mau.e up, in class or in the study room, in the refectory, the playground, the
promenade. There was not another pen in France capable of transfiguring these
infinitely small things and placing them in the high light of principles.
Nobody, however prejudiced he may be, can read that book without receiving
an unusual impression of sympathy, gratitude, and respect, first for tbe author,
but also for the university, because one sees on every page that it is the spirit of
the university which speaks. It is that, not Marion only, which feels horror for
the brutal authority of mere command, mechanical procedures in instruction,
fa9titious preparations for examinations, base means and police qualifications in
the matter of surveillance, in fine, all that tends to usurp the place of education
by the preparation and cultivation of the spirit, by the proper fashioning of manners. Unite all these distinctive traits of our French pedagogy, and you have
the "liberal discipline·" of Marion.
Is the latter easier than the other? Oh, no; assuredly not. To substitute true
emulation for false; conscientious estimate of daily work for the phantasmagory
of places and rewards; for punishments and silly recompenses, a word of the master, a word of praise or b1 ame uttered in a certain tone; for the passion for success,
the estimate of endeavor; for the threat of a task (" pens um'') and confinement,
reproach of conscience-these are the only things of which, at all time.3, the best
masters have been and will be capable. For their encouragement, Marion loved
to say: "In general, we have not a sufficiently good opinion of children, especially
of those well grown up. I have found always that the mo::1t elevated thing one can
say to them, if it is said with simplicity, is the most deeply felt ancl appreciated
by them. We are not enough aware of the influence that a master, like a father,
may acquire over a child by the sole fact of noticing his endeavors and gladly recognizing them."
Is this exce3s of confidence? Does it not ,liend LO make children effeminate to
treat them with such courtesies? Marion answered this with his customary
precision:
'' It is not by imitating too much the conditions of actual life, in subjecting the
child prematurely to trials which await the adult, that we can best prepare him
to sustain them. The school should have an ideal atmosphere. It is especially
needful that justice should breathe therein, the justice that a child can comprehend, to the end that it may fill his own heart as a provision for life, and that he
may never cease to believe in it."
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How is it, then, that such a plan of education <lid not at once recei-ve univeri;al
assent? And whence comes it that so many members of the university-I mean
those most llevoted to the wOTk-speak of it yet with expressions of reserve?
In France, in respect to the manner in which reforms, educational and otherwise, should be made, we still have uncertain notions and strange illusions.
As a rule, among us, the first words of those who have a good idea is: '' If 1 were
the Government!" Let the Government adopt it, and, as it seems to them, all is
said. It may happen that the Government does not adopt it. Then brea~s out
the traditional lamentation as to the lot reserved among us for all reforms.
One more to be buried in the shade and oblivion of a dusty roll of papers at the
bottom of a pigeon hole!
But it has happened more frequently within fifteen years-at least in our university system-that the administration has been quite ready to entertain new
ideas. And then? Then the minister makes his own the propositions which have
been submitted to him by most competent men. He ratifies them by his signature, includes them in a circular addressed to all of his subordinates. And at
once they are not what. they were. In passing through official transcription these
ideas have lost, I know not what, of their virtue, and, on the other side, have
taken on a double character that they did not have before-they have become general and imperative.
General-and note, for example, that paternal discipline practiced by you in the
sweet familiarity of a little class or a little college, see it applied from day to day
to boal'ding schools of 1,500 pupils, where the material installation would suffice
to make it impossible.
'
Imperative-for after all, the minister can not speak in the same tone as a professor. For the fine pages in the report of Marion, all filled with judiciou~ observations_ which you were silently to absorb, you get twenty-thre~ articles 0 :
regulations, a faithful analysis but a rigid expression. Involuntar1ly you shu.u
yourself up, as the leaf which was about to unfold itself is shut by too haS t Y
handling.
,
Marion, who knew well his former colleagues in the lycees, foresaw tha~ it
would be difficult to "overcome a certain timidity, altogether French, w~10
bolds back the expression of moral truths upon the lips of superiors." ThlS ~
what M. Fouillee styles modesty turned the wrong way (pudeur a rebours) . I~ it
had occurred to him Marion would have been able at the same time to fortify
the aclminfatration a~ainst that other susceptibility, also wholly French, w~ch
makes nothing so disa~reeable to us as to hear our~elves or~ered to do that which
we desire to do. People always prefer to render obedience to their own heart
than to a n11e. Such is the difference between the pleusurn of going abeatl
to reconnoiter, and that of advancing by lock-step.
.
No, c1e!;pite appearan:_·es, even in this country of centra1ization, neithl'r 1 a
minister all powerful, uor a Superior Council, nor a Parliament. The leai t
re~orm which, leaving out questions of word:,, concerns the direction of mi nd '·
mmt1s ~oth of men and children, re 1nire ·. time and much tim . It r e(luire~ th e
moro tune. t~J le'· m2chanical it i,;. The .;pirit is more difficult to correct th~
th0 letter.
, 1>ro3re , ~neh as we are discus ·inn- e::mt:ts per ·onal efforts. intellig nt l\IJ(l voluntary, a progre. s which in the fir 't ;lace ~uppo •e:3 conviction after,varc1 < votedue~
•
. per e\·erance and m 11ch tact; s.1ch progre
,
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The ready cooperation of professors, the intelligent cooperation of families in
this liberal plan for the education of the bourgeoisie, shall it be long awaited? I
do not think so.
On the part of professors it is not the reform itself that has excited anxi.eties,
but divers conditions that accompanied it, and, in their opinion, complicated and
compromised it. But listen attentively to those who sho\v themselves the most
hostile to the idea of '' liberal discipline;" suffer them to search to the very bottom of their complaints. And when they have finished, put to them natura11y the
question if the conclusion is not that we must go backward, bring back the instructions of 1890, and restore the old regulations. You will see their astonishment.
You will hardly find one who will subscribe to that proposition. -,:- '"" ''
Let us not insist. Let us shut the book of Marion and wait and let time be
judge. In ten years or so talk again with those who now say to you, ,; Excellent
b ook, but full of chimeras. He asks for the impossible." They will say to you
then with the same assurance, that of men who have the prevailing opinion about
them, and have never had any other, "Excellent book, but full of commonplace;
it breaks down open gates." Truth in this world has two names-what is 110
longer called utopian is named commonplace.
You see, gentlemen, remembering the limits of my subject, I have spoken only
of Marion, the p 9dagogue. Can I separate him from Marion , the philosopher?
What are his teachings upon education but the expression of his teachings concerning human nature? lf he believed in the virtue of liberal discipline, it was
because he had faith in human nature. If he believed that even with a child he
should appeal to his free, open will, it was because he knew 110 other influence
in this world to which to intrust the direction of humanity. M. Pecaut has said:
'' The method of Marion is the rational method.'' This is as true of his philosophy
as of his pedagogy. Let others, poets or metaphysicians, please themselves with
exploring the vague regions of the soul wherein reigns the clare-obscme of the
conscious or the subconscious; let them employ themselves further in obtaining
glimpses, beyond the normal limits of our intellectual vision, of dreamy imaginings,
of latent volitions, and I know not what of undefined aspirations toward being and
action, as are diffused beyond the colors of the solar spectrum rays that the eye
can not seize. Marion was far from contradicting such as these, ancl he let science
take care of itself. But when the q_uestion was of directing a man or a child, the
citizen or the community, toward practical life, he lays c1aim to full light. He
knew no other instrument that one could honestly employ than conscience and
reason-no other guide, no other criterion. He mistrusted whosoever was 'mistrustful of the clear daylight of rational thought. Certainly he suppresses neither
sentiment nor imagination; he knew the depth of tenderness that the human so1.1l
entertains for the unknowable; he was not surprised that a moclern and very
subtle mysticism has for our spirits, eager for the infinite, irresistible attractions.
But he did not allow himself to be seduced by these. You saw this in particular when he began, in the course of his studies on the psychology of woman, the
subject of the education of the sentiments, which he extended to the domain of
religion. In one of his first lessons he said (December 14, 1893): "To make mor~lity the basis i~ to give to religion, a~ it grows, especially in the heart of woman,
its strongest support. An exalted rational morality guarantees pure religion more
surely than such morality is guaranteed by ardent devotion."
Before this he had said, in his work l'Educationdansl'Universite: "No respectable belief has anything to fear from an education wholly of reason and liberty,"
anc1 elsewhere: "It is very true that morality, being the flower of culture, to be
perfectly taught, ought to be so with the whole soul; let us say without hesitation, with r eligious fervor, since it is also r eligion itself in its purest essence." 1
1

De l'ecole au regiment (Revue Bleue, Sept. 7, 1 !J5).
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The sovereign role assigned by him to morality is one of the dominant traits of
his thought. With respect to popular instruction in philosophy, Marion was one
of the first among us to shift the axis. What he found in the depth of human
nature was not a problem essentially intellectual, but rather practical. It is
important to know; much more EO to will. As much stress as the ancient philosophy placed upon reasoning, so much he placed on the side of free will,
upon which alone safety depends. •ro the Cartesian formula, always true, "l
think, therefore I am/' Marion, with his masters, Renouvier and Secretan, readily
superaclded, "~ will, therefore I am." He did not dissemble. His doctrine, both
in morals and in education, is the doctrine of effort. He did not even consent, as
some most eminent persons suggested to him, to substitute for that word, some1
what rude, one more to the French taste, honor, or dignity, or generosity. He
would smile when one spoke to him of his optimistic tendencies. '' No," said he,
borrowing from an E_nglish psychologist a word which eventually will co~e
into the language, "it is not optimism; it is meliorism. I do not say that all is
well; I say that we should strive to attain to that which is better."
'£here is only one conclusion to the long and-very incomplete study .vhich I
have addressed to you. All friends of French education must wish that something, the most that is possible, of the spirit of Marion may survive him. It is
my most earnest prayer. The only promise I give is to recall him often to your
memories. To be a faithful continuer of his work, my am bit ion aspires Do further.
Indeeu., it seems to me, let me remark, that I am representing one absent, that to
the best of my ability I am furnishing , in the place of the friend prematurely prostrated, the end of a course which, to human view, seemed to belong to him. We
had known each other, ~e and I , from the day when, in this old Sorbonne, we
found ourselves side by side at the examination for the Fello,vship of Philosophy.
After his return to Paris, after his entrance into the Superior Council, I had t~e
privilege of seeing in him a brother in arms, since never did he refuse me 'hIB
cooperation; since at every opportunity, with more force than anybody else, he
defended the school work whose high theory he traced out here, while I w r s pursuing e1sowhere its obscure and laborious application. Soldiers in the same cause, the
younger of the two, and by far the better, he was the first to fall. The other has
sought the honor of lifting up the standard, without asking himself if it shall be
given to him to raise it as high. Those at the Sorbonne and in the ministry, upon
whom the decision rests, have not disdained the good intentions of a veteran. A nd
it is thus that you see me before you, a professor somewhat; extraordinary, 1
thirik, profoundly touched by the mark of sympathy bestowed in my per on upon
the grand army of primary instruction, embarrassed, but happy to have here no
other task than to speak to you with open heart of what my heart is full-with
o~e sole regret, in fine, if I must ay it, that of leaving the house where for a long
tlme I have worked, at the very moment when the minister is appointed under
whom, above all others, I would have been happy to serve. and under whom I
expe ·ted tor vive the days of Jules Ferry.
~o Y _u, ~entlemen, I have but one wish to express: May the accord, the identity
of m:p1ratiou
.
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introduced it into the Sorbonne, and it will continue to grow. Of all the new
· ideas that have germinated in silence within one or two generations in the bosom.
of the public conscience, whose bursting forth one of these days will astonish
those who have known nothing of it, the strongest and the most profound, without doubt, is the sentiment of the social duty, we should better say, of the social
obligation which weighs upon every one of us, but of which for a long time we
have taken no more note than of the air that surrounds us.
You heard some days ago, gentlemen, the words that were spoken to the students of the University of Paris. They were, do not doubt it, the language of a
new era, and when the highest in authority among their masters, with evident
sincerity, set before them the true condition of France in this brief summary, "We
are divided between the hope of realizing justice in our laws and in our society by
generous reason, and the apprehension that the passions of some and the indifference of others may precipitate us into unknown abysses or into old abysses too
well known," at that very moment you heard the exclamations of these young
men, happy to be so well understood and ready for the summons. The noble
apostrophe of the master was not concluded when it was overwhelmed, shall we
say with applause? No; but by a solemn engagement to honor it.
If such are the dispositions of masters and students to-day, shall not the results
be felt in questions of education? :S:enceforth there is a social aspect even in
pedagogy. One may see marked out there as well as in philosophy, not less than
in the economic and political order, a movement tending to a very close revision
of the claims of individualism. We have no fear of that examination. The individual, taken in himself, has never been our idol, and it costs us nothing to
agree that the abstract right of the individual is not the final aim of society, the
only reason of things divine and human, the supreme purpose of thought and
action.
It was not a contemporary socialist, it was Spinoza-and one of the philosophers
of that school has done well to say it to a popular. audience--it was Spinoza ·who
long ago assigned as the object of a philosopher's meditations not only the elevation
of himself to the full dignity of what he calls "the higher human nature, " but to
labor for" the establishment of such a society'' (these are his own words) "that
the greatest number can easily and surely attain to that degree of perfection." 1
How can we in the full tide of democracy repudiate the ideal which the secluded
thinker dared to introduce into the old monarchies?
Speak, then, in full confidence, both of social justice and of the indefinite betterment of the conditions of human life, and of the new duties and the new aspirations which will lift u s to more complete forms of sociality, to whatever is more
human and more beautiful, if possible, than evangelical charity and republican
fraternity. We will not cry blasphemy, for we know that the human soul is
larger than al] religions and more profound than all philosophies.
We men of education have always been more or less idealists. And of all dreams
with which we love to be enchanted, that of a better society, since Plato, is the fondest.
The habit of living with children is doubtless the reason that in imagination we
are a good quarter of a century in advance of reasoning people. Albert Dumont
has well expressed it: "The future," said he, "is our raison d'etre. It is for the
future that we toil; it is toward the future that we march with fixed eyes." So also
when we hear a noble spirit, like William Morris, who bas just died, cry: "I
affirm that all social order which does not tend by all of its forces toward the
greatest good of all its members ought to give place to another which at least
essays to do so," our first impulse is not to gnard ourselves against impru1
Cited by M. G. Seailles in his address La philosophie et !'education du p cuple, made April
11, 1806, at l'Onion pour !'action morale.
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deuces that this formula may conceal. Our first impulse would be rather to
acquiesce in the sentiment by which it was dictated.
But upon ono condition.
On condition that this new justice may not be made up of injustices, nor that
equality of equal servitudes, nor that grandeur of the society to come of the
debasement of persons, nor that social conscience of the suppression of our consciences as men. Demand of us all sacrifices except that of honor. Our honor
requires us to guard with jealous care a certain number of ideas which we have
not originated-which have come down to us from the beginning of the centuries,
slowly formed by the highest, purest human thought; the idea of our liberty
and our responsibility; the idea of right and personal duty; the idea of work and
its dignity; the idea of family and the idea of country-two sacred images without
which we could not live; the idea of a political society based upon national sovereignty and regulated by law; the idea of free inquiry, whichcreatesscience, and
of progress, the child of science; the idea of what is beyond, the infinite unknown
which extends before us individuals, before us societies, and which incites to everrenewed endeavor toward an ideal continually enlarging, all the best energies of
our nature. This is our treasure. We will not c011sent to dispose of it at the
beginning of the journey, under the pretext of exchanging for a better to-morrow.
¥Te know well that all these present notions, moral and social, which are the
life of humanity and which make civilization-we know well that they have not
reached a form perfect and immutable; they will go on modifying themselves in
order to. increase. Increase them, therefore, if you can, but do not begin by erasing all; that is barbarism.
In the golden book of humanity there remain, we do not doubt, many blank
pages on which from age to age are to be written truths yet unknown. Is thi:'rn
reason for tearing from it its first pages, which running we read, those which
give the key to the whole poem? We are willing to learn new lessons, but not to
unlearn the old. Enamored as we may be of social progress, let us not imagine
that it is to be purchased by some form of moral deterioration.
We still hear the voice of one of the masters of the last generation-of him who,
under the Monarchy of July, had the honor of being the living soul of the yout~,
and during the Empire of being the conscience of mute France: "Take care," said
Edgar Quinet, and that even at the time when he preached at the College of
France what he dared name "the holy war for religious and social liberty,"
'· guard yourself from lowering the plane of morality, expecting by that to make
more easy the progress of democracy. That can be only a new progress of the
spirit, of civilization, of universal order. It will be all that, or it will be nothing,
which it is impious to suppose. "
It seems as if it were a response to this programme that the doctrine of solidarity outlined by Marion attempts to make. Far from opposing the one to the
other, the individual to society, it shows that we can no longer even separate
the two terms, for neither lives without the other. From it we learn no longer to
consider society either as a cloud of atoms diffused to infinitude nor as a formless
ma:s wherein the elements composing it absorbed and dissolved disappear, but
a_ an_ 'l~i.table and harmonious coordin~tion of living beings in 'a whole, which
hve. m 1 elf also, but which lives in them with them and by them. Instead of
so1idarity
imn
ed , it 1s
· W1·11·mg so11dar1ty·
.
- ' between the
' two there 1s
· '-h
1•
.
~ e w h ole
d .1· "nee from the uncon ciou march of things to the deliberate evolution of
11
f ~utnal d pendence which free beings e"tablish between
h r •· Th b on
~ ac of w 1 s om and morality; it supposes the government of min
on, of will by ju ice.
i wb · oli 1, ·
Cf
th, t. f '·1r 1•• 1~ _1 on may inv nt the word) can respond, it seems to
0 1
'
pir.itiou of ducators; it invites them to perfect society by
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perfecting man, to work for the city by working for the citizen; it presents with
equal force the two sides of their task, not joined together by an empirical conciliation but founded upon an exalted harmony. For, indeed, although it is in
its infancy, tbi.s young social philosophy, as justly maintained a public officer
who has at least the merit of having sought to define it with great moral elevation-is indeed that which will from now on oppose the strongest barriers to the
egoism of society and the individual; it says to society, taken as a moral person,
"that it never can be great unless all of its members are so in themselves, great
in spirit and in morality." And it says to the individual'' that he ought to account
to society for every increase of responsibility; because it is just to restore to the
collective treasury what he could not have gotten without collective effort." 1
Is it on this gTound that some day the science of education ~,ill be settled? With
my dear and noble predecessor, I hope so. Nevertheless, for the present let not
the words" Science of Education" delude anybody. Possibly .they pTomise more
than, on our part at least, we should know how to maintain. Let us guarc1 against
misunderstanding. We do not pTetend here to pure science, not even to erudition,
still less to a course of sociology. Instruction, as the ancients would have said,
perhaps not without some disdain, in this subject will be essentially exoteric.
It does not address itself to the initiated, but to those who, having chaTge of
teachers, men and women, in the family , in the school, in society, judge it well to
devote some hours to putting in order the principles by which they are to be
directed, to make clear the reasons of their actions, to make their choice among
divers theories and divers practices, and to reflect methodically upon the end to
be sought and the ways that lead to it.
Before the porch of our old churches of the Middle Ages it was customary to
reserve a space within the sacred precincts but distinct from the sanctuary, a sort
of transition from the agitation without to the quiet contemplation of the temple.
It was there whe1·e were delivered in the common tongue the familiar communications of the clergy, there the ''mysteries" were sometimes represented, the
small schools installed. This was called the parvis.
It seems to me that our course is a sort of parvis to the Sorbonne. This may
be said without fear of degrading the instruction of which Marion created the
type. We do not humiliate pedagogy by Tecalling that it can be only an applied
science and th at at secondhand. Ancilla philosophice , its role is t o follow other
moral sciences, and yet to follow them at such a distance as not to enter prematurely on any roac1, advancing only when the way, we11-worn, well-explored, is
perfectly sure. This science appropriates to itself only truths long established,
those which admit of translation into the ]anguage of all, and into the life of all.
For education is not the art nor the trade of a few; it is that which every man
and every woman ought to be in a state to exercise on his own account some day
or other. It is more; that which by its direct consequences affects the whole
country, especially a country of universal suffrage. Double reason for the Sorbonne to be freely open to it.
It was especially to place in cleaTer light the social importance of the education
of the p opula.r masses that Marion, some months back, wrote that very interesting letter to H enri Ber enger. 2 He could commend those congresses which sought
to break up public in<1ifference by calling to mind all that remained to be done after
the school in order that the chiid of a workman or a peasant might not be abandoned morally. Listen to that last appeal. From the severity of his tone you
will judge if he took this problem to heart. He addressed himself to the young
French bourgeoisie. He showed them that they would lose all right to govern the

---------1
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country if they did not take in hand that sort of second education of our people
throughout youth, and he added:
"But where is it, that youth, enlightened-I mean enlightened as it should besufficiently serious, sufficiently ardent ( outside of sectarian agitations and the
spirit of party) to devote itself to this work of solidarity? That modest elite, as
valuable in a nation as are officers in an army, how are we to form them? How
many professors in the Lycees have ever reflected on what might be the social
function of the sons of farmers or of rural proprietors whom they educate? Who
t1:1,lks to those young men of the good they can do, and takes pains to put them in
the condition to do it? What child of the bourgeoisie, lower or upper, is educated
in the requisite sentiments of civic duty, and is made equal to his responsibilities?
"The .truth is that we have not yet seriously comprehended that the whole
political and social problem is a problem of education. Henceforth, education
alone, absolutely that alone, can re.scue our modern societies from the perils that
threaten them. I do not know anybody who is not convinced of that. But those
who know it the best too seldom reflect upon it, and we act almost as if we knew
it not.
"'fhe work whose pressing urgency is to-day apparent to all eyes can be commenced at once, because of the generous instincts which, thank God, superaboun.a
in France. But it will not succeed unless we make those who are to come after us
better prepared for it than ourselves."
These grave words, poignant as grave, were, we may ;ay, the last words of
Marion's p11b:ic instruction. L~t them be my first.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTES.
Some yeEi,rs ago, in studying the history of arithmetic, I secured a copy of
Arithmetical Books, by Prof. Augustus De Morgan, publish ed in London in 1847.
In this work Professor De Morgan mentions 1,580 names of authors and editor s of
works on arithmetic; but he actually examined and briefly described less than onethird of these books.
R emarkable as it may appear, De Morgan knew nothing, comparatively, of
American arithmetics. He mentions The American Accountant, by William
Milns, printed in New York, 1797; A Memoir of Zerah Collmrn, written by himself, with hiR peculiar m ethods of calculation, Springfield, 1833; and in the List
of Names of AuthoTS, Pike, probably Nicolas or Stephen Pike, is given. 1
When Arithmetical Books appeared, more than eighty different American aut110rs
had written text-books on arithmetic.
Finding this blank in the mathematical literature of om country, I decided to
make a collection of American works, describe them, and, whenever possib]e, to
give a brief sketch of each author.
Public and private libraries from Boston to San Francisco were examined with
a view of furnishing as complete a list of authors as possible. The most extensive
works on American biography contain few names, comparatively, of our schoolboolr authors.
Much of the information concerning these authors was obtained through private
sources. I have endeavored to make the list exhaustive, yet I am satisfied that
some names are omitted, ~nd perhaps many volumes are storecl away in garrets
and other out-of- the-way places. For instance, after a two years' search, I succeeded in finding one copy only of Jesse Guthrie's Arithmetic. Yet this book was
printed in 180,1 and was quite extensively used seventy or eighty years ago. This
is a fair illustration of the sea1·ch for other works of earlier and later dates.
· For fifty years after the appearance of Nicolas Pike's Arithmetic little progress
was made either in the matter or method of the arithmetics published. A new
era, however , is marked by the writings of Warren Colburn, Gr enleaf, Davies,
Ray , P erkins, Thomson , Stoddard, and Brooks.
The notices of the booln; , with the few exceptions mentioned in the text, were
written after a personal examination of ea ch volume. In all cases, whenever
possible, the first edition is described. The estimat e placed u pon each book is
simply an expression of my own judgmen t after examination. If what is here
attempted is carried out wi th other subjects, in a short t ime a t oler ably complete
bibliography of American sch oolbooks can be macle, which will give a very corr ect history of any one of these subjects viewed either from a liter ar y or education al standpoint; and while such performances may not be esteemed of much
value now n evertheless they will form much of the material from which the history of education in this country will be eventu ally written. In the arithmetics
of the past are mirrored the methotls of instruction that prevailed a t that time.
No effort was made to obtain a list of the commercial and business arithmetics
except those of an early date. Books marked" A. M." in the Table of Coo tents
belong to Dr. Artemas Martin's library; those marked" B . E." are in the library
1
He also mentions, on page 87, the third edition of J ohn Farrar's translatirm of Lacroix's
.Arithmetic, Cambridge, Mass., 182-5.-A. M.
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of the Bnreau of Education, Washington; those marked " A. L. " are in the Athen.um Lib1·ary, Boston, and those marked "L. C. '' are in the Library of Congress,
W nshington, D. C.
I acknowledge with gratitude my obligations to Dr. Artemas Martin, Washing•
ton, D. C.; Mr. George A. Plimpton, New York; Prof. F. Cajori, Denver; Mr.
J. W . H. Walden, Boston, and Miss Edith A. Woodman , Somerville, Mass., for
valuable hints received from time to time during t he preparation of the manu•
script. rrhe publishers of arithmetics also extended. ever y courtesy in regard to
their publications and information concerning authors.
As a contribution to the arithmetical literature of this country, an d to preserve
son1v account of American authors, this w ork is submitted.
J. M. GREENWOOD, Kansas City, Mo.
In order to distinguish my part of the work from that of Professor .Greenwood1
my initials, A. M., to the book~ I have described. In most cases 1
have c0nfined myself to giving a transcript of the title pages, for wan t of time to
make 2" critical examination of the contents of the books.
Probably some mistakes have been made in estimating the sizes of the books. It
was not always an easy matter to determine whether a book was 18mo, 16mo,
or 12mo, on account of close trimming; and in some cases an Svo may have been
trimmed down to the size of a 12mo in rebiuding.
Doubtless there are in existence many American arithmetics (some" quaint ail d
curions ") besides those described, as I have not had access to any library or collection outside of "\Va::hington.
The material for the biographical sketches of authors I have taken from A_ppleton·s Cyclopredia of American Biography, except that of Rev. U . Jesse Km::;ely,
which is from the Mathematical Visitor, Vol. II, No. 2, p. 27.
My thanks are due to Hon. W. T. Harris, Commi ssi oner of Education, and Mr.
J. W. Holcombe, chief clerk, for access to the collection of arithmetics in the
library of the Bureau of Education; and to Mr. A . R. Spofford, Librarian of C?n·
gress, and Mr. David Hutcheson, assistant librarian, for access to the exten ive
collection of arithmetics in the Library of Congress, probably the large t collec·
tion of American arithmetics in the United States, without which this work
w_ould have been very incomplete.

I have added

ARTEMAS MARTIN,

·washington, D. 0,

A LIST OF ARITHMETICS NOT EXAML ED.

Hodder·s Arithmetic, reprinted., Boston,
1719.

Pieter Venema's Coffer Konst, translat cl and printed i.n New York, 1130.
Dani.el Fenning's Geschwinde Rechner
by Sower, 1774.
'
Cocker's Arithmetic reprinted, Philadelphia, 1 70.
'
Lutlwig Hocker's
Rechenbi.ichlein,
l mentary Pr;nci1 _hilaclelphi.a, 1,

nthrn~ti , , pring-

Jonathan Grout's Guide to Practical
Arithmetic, 1802.
L. I. M. Chevogne·s Mathematical
Manual for the use of St. ~Jary' College of Baltimore, Baltimore, 1 06.
Ballard's Gauging Unmasked. 1 OH. .
J. Douga1l's 'l'reatise on Arithmetic,
1 10.
De Wolf and Brown's Fir t Line of
Arithmetic, 1 lu.
Phineha Merrill's cholar· Gni<le to
Arithm tic, 1 l .
Mordecai Stewart's Youth'
uid , 1 1 •
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SKETCH OF ARITHMETIC. 1
The origin of arithmetic is unknown, but the term is derived from the Greek
word "arithrnos "-number. Different nations have been accredited with the
invention of this science. For instance, Josephus says:
:E'.pr whereas the Egyptians were formerly addicted to different customs and despised one
another's sacred and accustomed rites and were very angry with one another on that account,
Abram conferred with each of them and confuting the reasons they made use of, every one for
his own practices, he demonstrated that such reasonings were vain and void of truth; whereupon h e was admired by them in those conferences as a very wise man and one of great sagacity
when he discoursed on any subject he undertook, and this not only in understanding it but in
persuading other men also to assent to him. He communicated to them arithmetic and delivered to them the science of astronomy, for b efore Abram came into Egypt they were unacquainted with those parts of learning, and that science came from the Chaldeans into Egypt,
and from thence to the Greeks also.

All that can be inferred from the foregoing extract is that Abram had some
knowledge of this science, which either originated with the Hebrews or was
derived by them from surrounding nations.
For a time the science was supposed to have originated with the Egyptians;
others again ascribed it to the Chaldeans, while others gave the credit to the
Phrenicians because of their nautical skill. Gradually each of these claims has
faded away and modern investigation p oints unmistakably to its origin as having
b een in India. It must not be inferred , however, that other nations did not possess
some methods of computation or of counting.
Counting is certainly coeval with the race. Even "barter," which is the most
primitive method of exchange, could not be carried on between individuals without some system of estimating values by "how many and how much." While
probably each of the great nations of antiquity had some method of comrJutation,
yet the origin and progress of the science, which has now reached a high degree of
perfection, belong to India.
The science in its modern form became possible only through the present system of notation, consequently the most important event in the history of this
science was the invention of the denary system. Among the ancient nations
which possessed the art of writing it was natural to represent numbers by letters.
This we see from the Roman m ethod of notation, which is a step in advance of
the methods employed by the Greeks and the Hebrews. Both these nations used
the first letters of their alphabets to r epresent numbers from one to t en, with the
exception that the Greeks inserted a n ew character to represent" 6," so as to conform to the Hebrew notation, since there is no letter in the Greek language corresponding to the sixth letter in the Hebr ew.
These two systems correspond "closely, character for character, up to 0," yet
the Greeks bad another notation for inscriptions which resembles the Roman system quite closely. The Roman notation with which we are familiar employs
fewer characters than the Greek and admits of more and simpler combinations,
yet it is a clumsy system to work with, notwithstanding its advantages over the
notations u sed by the Hebrews and Greeks.
The Arabic characters have been traced back to the Hindus, who in turn claim
a divine origin for the invention. As early as the fifth century of the Christian
Era the nine digits and zero, very n early in the same form as we now have them,
were known to the people of India, and not then as a recent invention, but as holding a permanent position in their literature. Dr. Edward Brooks, in speaking
upon this subject, says:
Among the sacred writings of the Hindus there is preserved a treatise upon arithmetic and
mensuration, written in the Sanskrit language, called Liliwati. This was regarded as of such
1

By James M. Greenwood, M.A.
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inestimaule value as to be ascribed by them to the immediate inspiration of Heaven. After an
introductory preamble and colloquy of the gods, it begins with the expression of numbers by
the niu digits and the cipher, or small o. The characters are similar to those in present use,
and th method of notation is the same. It contains the common rules of arithmetic and the
extraction of the square root as far as two places. The examples are generally very easy,
scarcely forming any p:1rt of the text, and are written on the margin with red ink. This wnrk
is very old, and proves that the Hindus have possessed this system for many centuries. Their
knowledg of the science, h owever, is quite limited. They have no iclea of the decimal scale
descending, and their management of fractions is tedious and embarrassed.

The general belief, till the discoveries made in Indian literature, was that the
present system of arithmetic originated with the Arabe; but the honor of introdndng it into Europe belongs to them. It appears that the Arabs obtained a
knowle,lge of arithmetic either directly from India during the seventh or eighth
century, or from the Persians, who had received it from the people of Ic.dia.
As early as the ninth century the Indian system of notation was known to the
Arabs. During the succeeding century it was ~n common use, at about which
date it is supposed to have been introduced into Spain by the conquerors and
thence spread gradually to the other European countries. However, the sources
of information are so conflicting that it can not be definitely determined at what
date it was actually made kno,vn in Europe. Some authorities are inclined to
place it in the latter part of the eighth century or early in the ninth, while others
think it at least two centuries later.
Prof. Benjamin Greenleaf says:
It is evident that our numeral characters and our method of computing by them were in use
among the Arabians about the beginning of the eighth century, when they invaded_ Spain, au d
it is probable that a knowledge of them was communicated to the inhabitants of Spam and gradually to those of the other European countries.

In the Encyclopedia Britannica, ninth edition, vol. 11, p. 461, is this statement:
The method was known to the Arabians in the ninth century, and in the course of the tent'h
it seems to have come into general use among them, especially in their astronomical tables antl
their writings. It was probably in the following century that the Arabs introduced the notation into Spain, but in regard to this we have no explicit information, and different acco~n~s
are given of the earliest instances of the use of the system in Europe. On the one ha nd • it 18
alleged that the figures first occur in a translation of Ptolemy, of the date 1136, while 0th ers
maintain that they were introduced (about 1252) by means of the celebrated astronomical tables
published by and named from Alphonso the Wise. That their use was known in Italy at t~e
commen0ement of the thirteenth century appears to be satisfactorily estabiished, for ther~ 19
no good reason to doubt the genuineness of the :MS. writings of Leonardo of Pisa, copies of which
have been found bearing dates of 1202 and 1220. Numerous other instances are given of th e early
use of the nine figures and the cipller, especially by astronomers and in calendars.

While this account of the introduction of figures into Europe appears quite
reasonable notwithstanding the discrepancies in regard to dates, yet recent inve ·
tigations tend to show a somewhat different account of the matter. The counterclaim ~s that the symbols or characters had been brought into Europe before the
Arabs mvaded Spain.
During the ninth century it is claimed the Arabs learned the Indian arithmetic
from a_ work that is still extant, and that this treatise is founded upon a former
colle~hon of works brought from India to Bag<.lad about the yeal' ,73. The Arab
tr a .1 : wa translated into Latin during the Middle Ages, and became known
partially to some Europeans holar . Also upon careful comparison, it is thought
by some t~a the figure used by the Europ;ans during the Middle Age agr e v ry
c~o ly ' 1 h_ th0 n ed by the Arabs in Spain and northern Africa, while they
. iff r m, enall! fr m th c u ed by the raL in the East.
p n thi diff rence
it ha lJe n, COnJ ·t. re 1 th a th e sy t ·m the Arab took to pain was n t the ame
l
on rn 1· , • tl1at. which
. th y r
.
· f.
• r• f " f
ived from Ind1a.
gam.
1 18
1. l.aa h
m
cohf gor an wh tau rrht th
~reek and
r of •· 1 b rln ...{ · l r1 l • rn cl <lir tly from th p opl of India., antl that
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Boothius and his successors used these figures in their mathematica l handbooks,
and thus they found way by degrees into European schools.
This introduces the characters into Europe from Alexandria. From cumulative
evidence it seems quite probable that the Indian arithmetic was introduced into
Europe through two sources-one through Egypt, probably during the fifth or
sixth century, and the other passing through Bagdad. and from thence into Europe
by the way of Spain somewhat later. That the characters bore a general resemblance, though differing in some r 8spects, to my mind is one of the strongest presumptions in support of a common origin. Exact uniformity was impossible
before the art of printing was known, 'That once discovered, the shapes of the
characters are fixed.
At present the earliest writers on arithmetic, so far as is known , were Greeks.
Their writings abound chiefly in matters of speculation.
Pythagoras, nearly 2,500 ye ars ago, attachBd great importance to numbers.
To-day we fo1low his classification of numbers into prime and composite, perfect
and imperfect, redundant and defective, solid, triangular, square, cubical, and
pyramidal. Odd numbers he imagined masculine and even numbers as feminine.
Eudid treats of numbers in the seventh, eighth, ninth , and tenth books of his
Elements of Geometry. He discusses proportion, prime and composite numbers;
but from the fact that these books are omitted from the Elements, except in Dr.
Barrow·s edition, the contribution to the science of arithmetic is of little value.
About a century after, .E ratosthenes invented a way of Beparating prime numbern from composite numbers. He inscribed the series of odd numbers on parchment, then he cut out such numbers as he found to be composite. The parchment thus cut was called a siet,e. The method is known in mathematical literature as '' Eratosthenes's sieve."
Diophantus of Alexandria wrote somewhat extensively upon the properties of
numbers. He composed thirteen books or chapters upon this subject, but seven
of them were lost or destroyed, so that the contents of six only are really known.
Diophantus is, however, much better known a,s a writer on algebra than on
·arithmetic.
Following Diophantus, a century or more later, was Bcethius, somewhat distinguished as an author, whose writings were h eld as classic in Europe during the
Middle Ages. Brethius gave no rules for computing by numbers, but confined
himself to the discussion of their properties.
A work in manuscript discovered in the library in Cairo, written by Avicenna,
an Arab physician, who lived at Bokhara about the year A. D. 1100, is believed
to be the first work that employed the Indian characters and the decimal system.
This treatise contains the four fundamental rules besides many curious and interesting properties of numbers. It is frequently referred to as the oldest text-book,
excepting, of course, the Indian treatises.
V{e now enter upon the printing period of books, and, notwithstanding the
discovery and propagation of this art, it is difficult to decide who was the author
of the first printed treatise on ar ithmetic.
Dr. Peacock and others contend that Lucas di Borgo, an Italian monk, is the
author of the first printed arithmetic, called Summa di Arithmetica, publish din
1494. This is also said to be the first book that used the Arabic characters, but
Professor De Morgan is of the opinion that this treatise was preceded by the
worlrn of Calanclri and Peter Borgo. He admits that the treatise by Philip
Calandri on arithmetic was published in 1491, thr ee years before the arithmetic
of Lucas di Borgo.
After the appearance of the first few printed arithmetics, others appeared in
rapid succession compared to the long intervals between writers of earlier times.
In 1501 John Huswit wrote a small arithmetic in the German language. It .
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was published at Cologne.

He proved the fundamental rules by casting out the

nines.
Thirteen years later John Kobel published a book at Augsburg. The Arabic
figures are inserted, but not used by this author. He employed counters and. the
Roman letter., instead of figures.
The next arithmetic was published in Paris in 1515 by Gaspar-Lax. The author
added nothing new in thi.s volume of about 250 pages.
From this time onward there are evidences of original work. The science was
added to by one and then by another.
For instance, in 1522 Bishop Tonstall in his Art of Computation professes to
have read all the books which had been published, and he says there was hardly a
nation that did not have such books.
The next writer of note was John Schoner, who edited Regiomontanus's Arithmetic in 1534. Regiomontanus was a celebrated German astronomer, whose
proper name was Johann Muller. He demonstrated that the number o{.figures in
a cube number could not exceed three times the number of figures in the root.
Jerome Cardan, an Italian physician, mathematician, and author, "celebrated
for his science, self-conceit, and absurd vagaries," was born at Pavia in 1501. At
the age of 38 he published at Milan his Practica Arithmetica, a work of curious
significance.
· The properties of numbers were treated according to the manner of his predecessors, and he then dealt somewhf!,t extravagantly with the supposed mystic
proparties of numbers in foretelling future events. These properties he inferred
from the numbeTs that he found in the Scriptures.
This curious discovery is not so much a matter of surprise when it is remembered that "he dealt much in astrology and was a professed adept in the magical
arts." His great epoch, says Hallam, is in the science of algebra.
The first arithmetic printed in English in 1540 was written by Robert Recorde,
an eminent British mathematician, born about the year 1500. This book was
entitled the Ground of Arts, Teaching the Work and Practice of Arithmetic.
Recorde's original book has been greatly changed by the editors of different
editions. They interlarded the text with their own observations, so much so as
to leave the reader in doubt as to what Recorde originally wrote. A copy of the
original edition is in the Greenville Library of the British Museum, and from it
l\fr. Heppel states that Recorde calls the unit figure a digit, and the other parts
"articles;" thus, 5437 is made up of the articles 5000, 400, 30, and the digit 7. In
the table of contents we find, with more descriptive writing than is necessary to
quote here, the main subjects: Declaration of the profit of arithmetic; numeration, where Recorde does not venture beyond ten thousands of millions; addition;
subtraction; multiplication; division; reduction; progressions; the golden rule;
the Backer rule; the rule of double proportion; the use of fellowship, both with
time and without time, and lastly, in Record.e's words, "Unto al! these is added
their proof."
The Backer rule is inverse proportion.
John Timbs, F. S. A., in speaking of Robert Recorde, uses the following ·language:
Here should be mentioned the founder of the school of English writers, that is to say, to any
useful or sensible purpose, Robert Recorde, the physician, a man whose memory deserves, on
several accounts, a much larger portion of fame than it has met with. He was the first who
wrote 0 ~ arithmetic, and the first who wrote on geometry in English· the first who introduced
algebra mto England ; the first who wrote on astronomy and the doctrine of the sphere in England, a nd finally, th e first Englishman (in all probability) who adopted the system of Copernicus .
. Reco rd e was ~lso th e inventor of the present method of extracting the square root· the
mve~tor o_f th e sign of equality, and the inventor of the method of extractin"'
the square r ~ot of
•
multmomial algebraic quantities Accordin t O W d . . .
- 0
fellow of All 8 1 , C
· .
g
oo , his family was Welsh, and he himself a
O11
ou s
ege, Oxford, m 1531. He died in 1558, in the, King's Bench Prison, where
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he was confined for debt. Some have said that be was physician to Edward VI and Mary, to
whom bis books are mostly dedicated. They are all written in dialogue between master and
scholar, in the rude English of the time. (School Days of Eminent Men, p. 118.)

Three inventions are ascribed to Michael Stifel, a Lutheran minister, who published his Arithmetica Integra at Nuremberg in ·1544. He used the signs x, -,
and -i/. Stifel acknowledges his obligations to Adam Riscu and Christopher
Rudolph.
Nfoolas Tartaglia ("Stammer"), whose family name is unknown, published a
mammoth treatise on arithmetic and a]gebra in the year 1556. It would require
a volume to describe it, according to Profeseor De Morgan.
Humphre~ Baker, an English mathematician, published in 1562 The Well
Spring of 8cience, a very popular work on arithmetic.
Of all works on arithmetic prior to the publication of 0rocker's celebrated book on the same
subj ect (1668), this of Baker's approaches nearest to the masterpiece of that celebrated arithmetician. * * * It continued to be constantly reprinted till 1687, the latest edition we have met
with. (Rose's Biog. Diet.)

The author, so it appears, tried to bridge the chasm between the pure abstract
properties of numbers upon the one hand and the practical affairs of daily life
upon the other. To adapt numbers to commerce and ordinary business was a
wide departure, and marks an· era in the science.
Simon Stevin, a Flemish engineer and matuematician, born at Bruges about
1550, made some very important discoveries in arithmetic, algebra, mechanics, and
navigation. _In 1585 he published at Leyden _a n arithmetic in which he devotes
some space to interest tables and to decimals. This is the first notice of decimal
fractions.
Albert Girard, another Dutch mathematician, edited Stevin's Arithmetic in
1634, and made such changes as he regarded as desirable. He changed the vinculum for the parenthesis.
John Mellis revised Robert Recorcle's Grounde of Arts, London, 1579, 1582, 1590,
8vo.; and in 1588 issued Bookes of Accompts, 8vo. This is reputed to be the oldest
English work on double entry bookkeeping.
In an old English work entitled The Pathway of Knowledge, which was published in London in 1596, are the following lines:
Thirtie daies hath September, Aprill, June, and November, Februarie, eight and twenty alone;
all the r"'lst thirtie and one.

This book was translated from the Dutch by W. P., who is supposed to be the
author of the couplet.
An Italian mathematician, Pietro Antonio Cataldi, was born at Bologna in 1548
and died in 1626. He was professor of mathematics in the university of his native
city for more than forty years. At Bologna he founded an academy of mathematics, which is said to have been the most ancient institution of that kind known,
but it was suppressed by the senate.
Cataldi was an original investigator in different branches of mathematics. His
discoveries in arithmetic are methods of extracting the square root of numbers,
and the treatment of continued fractions.
New ideas seem to have sprung up in his mind in great profusion. He occupies
-a distinguished position among the Italian mathematicians of that century, and
his works were used in more than a hundred towns and cities of Italy.
The first English book containing tables of compound interest was a work by
Richard Witt, published in 1613. This book contained tables which the author
called" Breviats," which were used to aid in the solution of protlems in compound
interest, annuities, rents, etc. The author appears to have used a line for the
decimal point-that is, the tables were treated as numerators having 100 -l<· •x- "*
for denomiuator, according to the.number of figures in the numerator.
ED
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Four years after the appearance of Witt's treatise John Napier published his
arithmetic. He claims the invention of the decimal point, and he also states that
Stevin (Stevinus) first discovered decimal fractions. Professor De Morgan is of
the opinion that Napier did not invent the decimal point, but that he borrowed it
from some other author.
Robert Flood, an English physician and ,niter, born at Milgate in 1574, used
P and M with strokes drawn through them. The first ·was the sign for addition;
the second for subtraction. The work containing these signs was published in
1617-1G19.

A work written ten years later by Albert Girard does not use the decimal point.
His method of expressing 23.375 would be thus: 23/375. This indicates a carefulness in adopting new inventions.
\Villiam Oughtred, an eminent divine and a distinguished mathematician, born
in 1573 , introduced the sign X, St. Andrew's Cross, in his Clavis Mathematica in
1631. Benjamin Martin says of Oughtred:
His stile was very concise, obscure, and dry, and his rules and precepts so involved in sym·
bols and abbreviations, as rendered his mathematical writings very difficult to be understood.

From that time to the present the science of arithmetic has been perfected in
many ways. More authors in England and in America have written on this subject since the days of Oughtred than on any other, with the exception perhaps of
English grammar.
For the benefit of American teachers and pupils, a tolerably complete bibliography of American authors is presented in this connection.
·
AMERICAN AUTHORS.
1729. ISAAC GREENWOOD.

Isaac Greenwood was born May 7, 1702, and died at Charlestown, Mass., October
He graduated from Harvard College in 1721, and in 1728 was chosen to
fill the chair of mathematics and natural philosophy in Harvard College. This
chair was founded by Thomas Hollis, of London, England, and this is the first
instance in which a native of this country had been selected to fill such a professorship. In the year 1729 he published an arithmetic, the first book of the kind
issued in this country, and no other came after it for nearly sixty years. On July
3, 1738, Professor Greenwood resigned the position which he had held ten years.
The following from Mr. J. W. H. Wa1den, a student in Harrnrd University,
gives as complete an account of this book as anyone could wish:
22, 1745.

CAMBRIDGE, April 18, 1888.

SIR: I have the pleasure to inform you that I have looked up Mr. Greenwood's ''Arithmetick," with the following result:
There are two copies 1 of the work in the Harvard College library. One of the two, presented
to the library by Rev F W P. Greenwood, of Boston, 1831, has on the first page the signature
of the presenter, followed by these words in writing: "Said to be by Prof. Isaac Greenwood."
On the title-page is written; By. Isaac: Greenwood: M: H: et: Pf: M: The other volume, presented by Mrs. Mary Jane Seal Porter, of Waterford, Me., 1856, bears the following manuscript
note on the title-page:" Supposed that Sam.I Greenwood was the Author hereof;" and beneath,
in another hand, "By others said to be by Isaac Greenwood."
So much for the authorship.
The book is a small 12mo of 158 r,ages, exclusive of an advertisement (4 pages) p1·efixed, and
the table of contents (4 pages) put at the end. The following is a faithful transcript of thP, title
page:
. Arithmetick I Vulgar and Decimal: I with the I Application I thereof, to I A variety 0£ Cases I
m I Trade, au d Commerce. I [Vignette] 1--1 Boston: N. E. I Printed by S. Kneeland and 'l'.
Green, for T. Hancock at the Sign of the Bible and Three Crowns in Ann street. MDCCXXIX.
DEAR

1

There is also a copy in the Librar¥ of Congress.-A. M.
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The table of contents is as follows:
Page.
The Introduction ................................... .... .......... .... ......................... .
1
The Arabian Characters ........... ...... ...... . ... ....................................... .
1
The Arithmetical Characters ............................................................. .
2
Chap. !.-Numeration .................... .. .................................................. .
3
The Table
3
Mr. Lock's Method of Numeration .......................................................•
4
The Roman Notation .................................... .. ............................... .
5
Chap. II.-A<idition ............................................................. . ..... ........ .
6
Of Integers . .... ........................................................................... .
6
The Proof ....... .. ....................................................... . . .. .............. .
7
Of Diverse Denominations; with T ables, viz ............. .. ............................. .
8
Of Coin ...... .. ................................................. : .......................... .
8
Of Weights; Troy, Apothecaries, Avoirdupois .................................... . .... .
9
Of Measures; Long, Dry, Cloth, Wine, Beer, and Ale .. .. ..... .......................... . 10-11
Of Time ................•.. . ........................................... . ....................
13
Chap. Ill-Subtraction .........................·..... .... ..................... ........ .... ... . .
13
Of Integers ................................................... . ............................ . 13-14,
The Proof .................................................. . ......................'........ .
14
Of Diverse Denominations; with Tables, viz .....•.•........ ... ................ .. ........
14
Of Hebrew Coin ....... .............................................. . ............... . ...... . H-15
Of the Roman l\foneymentioued in Scripture .... . .......... . .·........... ............... .
15
Of Scripture Long Measure .................... .. . .. .................... ~ ................. . 15-16
Of the Scripture Measures of Capaci ty ........................... .. ..................... .
16
Chap. IV.-l\foltiplication ................. . ................. .. ..... .... . . ..................... .
17
The Table •................. ....... .........................................................
17
Abbreviations . ... ...................... ....... ........................... ......... ........ .
18
The Proof ............................................................ . ......... _... . . ..... .
19
A Method of Performing Multiplication by Addition ................................... .
20
Chap. V.-Division .............................................. .. ..................... ....... .
21
The Italian Method, Long and Short .. . ......... ~ ... .. ..................................... . 21-26
.,.'\.bbreviations ................... . ....................... .-.. ... ........ ... .......... .. . .... .
26
Several Ways of Proof .. .......................................... ... ...................... . 27-28
A Method of Performing Division by Tabling the Divisor . . ........ .... ............... . 28-29
Chap. VI.-Reduction ....... ........ ............... ... ....................................... .
30
Descending . ............... ............ ................ .... ............ .. .................. .. . 30-32
Ascending ........... ........... ; ........................ . ....... . .......... ... ... ......... . 32-33
Miscellaneous Examples . .... .... . ....... .. ........... . ......... . .... .... ...... . .......... . 33-34
Chap. VIL-Vulgar Fractions ..... . ......................................... .. ............... .
35
Notation .......... .............. . ........ .. ..... ...... ............ .. ...................... .
35
Reduction....................... ...................... ..... ...... ...... .... .... .. .. ..... .. .
35
Abbreviations in Reduction...............................................................
39
Addition ...................... . ........................ : ...................... . . . ...........
42
Subtraction, a General Rule............ . ................................................ ..
43
Particular Rules............................. . ...................................... . ...... 44-4.5
Multiplication....................... . ................ .... . ..... .. .... .... ........ .. .. ......
46
Division .. ...... . ......................................................... . ................. 46-4.7
Chap. VIII.- Decimal Fractions ...... .... ....... . .... ... . .. .. . .. .. .... .... ..... ... . .... . . .. ....
48
Notation, with Mr. Oughtred's Table. .................... ............... . . ..... .. . . . . . .. . 49-50
Addition and Subtraction ... ................... . ...........................................
51
Multiplication ........ ,..................................................................... 52-53
A Method of Contracting Decimal Multiplication .... .. .. ...... ........... ..... ...... . .. 54 to 56
Division, General Rules.......... . ........................... . ................ . .. .... . .... 56-59
Particular Rules............. .... ....... . ....... . .... . .. .... ..... .... .. ............ .. .... .. 59-62
A Method of Contracting Decimal Division .. _........................................... 62-63
R eduction................................ ...... ........... ... ... . ................... .......
64:
Of Vulgar Fractions to Decimal....................... ......... .. .... ....... .... .... ..... 64-65
Concerning Circulating Figures ..................... ..... ..... .... . ... .. .... .. , . ... .. .... 65 to 68
Examples of Reduction in Coin...........................................................
68
Decimal Tables of English Coin, 'rroy Weight, and Time ............. ........... . .. . .. ,
69
Reduction of Decimal Fractions to Vulgar............. .. ................................. 6:l-7'0
Chap. IX.-Roots and Powers.................... .. ...................... .. ...................
71
Involution........................................................... ... .................. ..
72
Evolution, with a General Table.. ................. .... ...... .. ... .. ..................... ..
73
Of the Square•I.oot. ...... ..... .... .... .. .. . ... . ...... .. ... . .... .. ...... . . . .. . .. . . . .... .... 73-78
A Useful Contracting of Sir Isaac Newton's...............................................
77
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Chap. IX.-Roots and Powers-Continued.
.
Sir Isaac Newton's Universal Rule, for all Roots, viz: 'fhe Cube, Biquadrate, Sur.solid,
and Higher Powers ............ •·····•··--························· - · ··· · · ·· · · ···········
Chap. X.-Continued Proportion ...... •·····•···························· · ····· ·· ··· ········ · ·
Arithmetical Prog-ression. ·-···· . ... .. •····· ······ ···· ········ ···· ·· ·· ········ ·· · · . .... ····
Geometrical Progression ....... ••• • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · • · · · · · · · · ·
The Method of Changing the Order of Things . .... •••
Chap. XL-Disjunct Proportion ............. ······························ ·· ···· ··········· ···
The Single Rule of Three, in General. .... •················· ······························
Direct, Three Rules with Examples ....... .. ••····················· ···· ····· ··· ··· ···· · · · ·
Inverse ..... .............. ... ....... .......... ·························· ·· ·· ·· ··"·· ······ · ··
The Double Rule of Three, Two Methods , viz .. •:··••······ · ·········· · ·· ·· · · ··· ··· ······
'rhe Usual Method, by Two Operations in the Smgle Rule ....... ... .. . .. .... .. . . .•.....
The New Method, by One Operation ........ .... ···················· ···········
··
The Method of Varying Proportional Terms . .... • • • • • • · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Proportions, Depending on the Doctrine of Roots and Powers····· ········· · ·· ·.······ ··
Chap. XII.-Practice ....... ...... .... •····· ···· ······ ·-···· ······ ······ ···· ·· ······ ··· · ·· -·····
A Table of the Aliquot Parts of a Shilling .... : ... •········~ ·~····························
A Table of the Aliquot Parts in the Uneven Parts of a Sh1lhng..... .. ....... .... . ..... .
A Table of the Aliquot Parts of a Pound ..... ··························· ·· ··: ····· · ······
A Table of the Aliquot Parts in the Uneven Parts of a Pound······ · · ········ ·· ···· ····
Concerning Tare, Trett, & Clough .. ····· ·················· ·······························
Chap. XIII.-Rules relating to Trade and Commerce .................. ···················:::
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IV.

An Abbreviation . .... . ... . . •····· •····· ······ ······ ······ ············ ·· · · ·· ·· ········

123

The Common Rule . ...... •····································
····
A Necessary Observation -.... •····· •········· ······ ······ ···-·· ·····• ······ ········

126
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V. ~~;:::- ~:~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::_- - -- --:::: :::::
Allegation, Partial ............ •··· •· •·· · ···· ···· ···· ···· ······ ···· ··· · ·· ···· ·· · ·····
Alleg-ation, Total......................... ............... ... ... .......................
VI. Position of the Rule of False ...... - . . ... •··· •··· · ··· ······ · · ·· ·· ·· ···· ·· ·· ···· · · ····

132
134
134

ti:!~~e·:::: _-: :~~: .-::·.·.:::~ ~ ~::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::............::: ::::~:::: ::: :::: 134--~~~

v~:: il~lf~;!i~tt1t;7:.~~::!:!: !:~~~;: ;:::::::::::: : ::::: : : : : :::)~~: : 1~
Simple .... ....... ....... . ............................... .. .......... .... .... . ····· . ... 143-144
Compound ................. •····· ···· · ··· · · ······ · ··· ·· ······ ···· ··· ·
144

I~~t~~-~~t· --~~~ ~;--.-:~ :.-.-.-:~----_- ~::.-.-::::: ::~ :: :::::::.-::::~~ i!ti!~

IX. An~~if::~iti~~.-~·t Si~;l~
Annuities Arrears; Four Propos1t10ns .... .. •· · :·: ······ ···· ········· ··· ··
_ 49
The Present Worth of Annuities; Four Propos1t10ns ·"······ ········ ··:::: 147_1
154
149
2. Annuities, at Compound Interest .. _.._. ... •······••····· ·· ··············· ·
_152
Annuities in Arrears; Four Propos1t10ns ...... ·:·:········ ······ ······ ······ 149_ 54
The Present Worth of Annuities; Four Propos1twns ···· · ···· · ·· ···· ····:: 1524-1
15 158
X. Of Re:~rsi?ns and F~eehold Estates.:·:·· .... ·····················•· ···· ···· ·: ::: .. }54-156
Annuities m Revers10n; Two Propos1_tions ······_-:·················· ········
_158
The Purchase of Freehold Estates; Five Propos1t10ns .... •····· ·· · · ······ ········ 156 ,
10 8
Dr. Halley's Table of the Value of Annuities upon Life ............ . •······ · ······
In the advertisement Mr. Greenwood says that "The Author's Design in the following
Treatise is to give a very concise Account of such Rules, as are of the easiest Practice in all the
Parts of Vulgar and Decimal Arithmetick; and to illustrate each with such Examples, as may
be sufficient to lead the Learner to the full Use thereof in all other Instances."
He very particularly mentions that "he has had his mind all along upon Persons of some Edu·
cation and Curiosity. It was in this view the whole was undertaken." He accordingly "has
thought it improper to go into an elaborate Explanation of the Rules in the lower Part~ of
Aritbmetick, as most authors have done," and "He bas been very cautious of multiplymg
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Examples under the same Rules, consulting such a method as should encourage the Reader
rather to the true Sense and Use of each particular Rule, than the useless Practice of Multiplication, Division, and the like."
He goes on to say, "there are many things in the following Treatise of greater Curiosity, the
n ecessity in the Practice of Numbers. Such are the Methods of performing Multiplication by
Addition, and Division by Subtraction, the Method of Contracting Decimal Multiplication and
Division, the Rules concerning Circulating Figures, Sir Isaac Newton's Contraction in the Evolution of the Square Root, &c." His chief innovation seems to be explained in the following
paragraph:
"The Reader will observe, that the Author has inserted under all those Rules, where it was
proper, Examples with Blanks for his Practice. This was a Principal End to the Undertaking;
that such Persons as were desirous thereof might have a comprehensive Collection Qf all the
best Rules in the Art of Numbring, with Examples wrought by themselves. And that 11othing
might be wanting to favour this Design, the Impression is made upon several of the best Sorts
of Paper. This Method is entirely new, * * * ."
The paper used in the book is thick, the type large. Words and phrases to which the author
desires to call special attention are printed in italic characters, and, as more than half the book
is, in the author's eyes, important, more than half is printed in italics. The method followed
by the author seems to be in most cases to give the rule in each subject, then examples illustrating the rule, then examples for the student, and finally the proof. There is very little explanation aside from the rule. Each example has a "blank" beneath it for the student's" practice."
There are no· collections of examples, as in modern books. At times, though not always,
t e rms, such as annuity, interest, etc., are explained.
The copy which I have before me would have an additional interest for some persons from the
fact that on every page is the impress, not of a machine, but of a human hand. Each example
has been worked out by some person with the greatest care and elaborateness.
1737.

THE SECRETARY'S GUIDE, OR YOUNG MAN'S COMPANION.

This is a volume of 249 pages, printed and sold by Andrew Bradford at the Sign
of the Bible, Philadelphia, 1737.
The work is divided into four parts, as follows:
Part L-Directions for spelling, reading, and writing true English, with the pronunciation,
etc., to page 48.
Part IL-How to write letters of compliment, friendship, or business, with proper directions
for external and internal superscriptions, and other things necessary to be understood in that
affair, to page 88.
Part JIL-Arithmetick made easy, and the rules thereof explained and made familiar to the
capacities of those that desire to learn, with a short and easy method of shop and book keeping,
mer.chants' accompts, etc.; and tables, how to lay out and measure Jand, gauging vessels, measuring boards, glass, round or sq uare timber, buying or selling anything by the hundred; also a
table of interest at 6 or 8 per cent, to page 160.
Part IV.-Forms of the most useful writings, such as bills, bonds, letters of attorney, indentures, bonds of arbitrations, awards, umpirages, deeds of sale, deeds of gift, assignments, leases
and releases, counter securities, declarations of trust, with many other useful writings, bills of
exchange, etc. With monthly observations in gardening, planting, grafting, and inoculating
fruit trees, and the best time to prune them.
To which is addedThe Family Companion, containing rules and directions how to make cyder, mead, wines of
our own growth, etc., with a collection of choice and safe remedies, very useful in families.
Page 242.
Part III of arithmetic the author says: "Arithmetick is the art of numbering well, or of
accounting well by numbers." Under the head of numeral letters, the learner is advised to
learn these letters "for the readier reading the dates of years, frequently used at the foot of
title-pages of books, on funeral monuments, and in Roman history, etc."
The four fundamental rules, the compound rules, and reduction are treated of in 27 pages.
The rule of three in 5 pages, and contains five problems, each in simple proportion. Directions
for bookkeeping include 14 pages, measuring and gauging 19 pages, and the interes t table a page.
The answers are omitted to the problems to be solved.
'l'his book, as its parts indicate, is a compendium of such subjects as were deemed u seful in
that day. President George L. Farnham, Peru, Nebr., owns the volume that is here described.
1783. WHIT'l'IER PERKIN'S ARITHMETIC.
This is a small 12mo book in manuscript, stitched, and covered with heavy linen, which has
paper pasted on both sides of the cover. The title-page bears the author's name and date," 1783."
The book contains 114 pages of the neatest pen work I ever examined. 'rhe letters are small,
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round, and beautifu]. All rules, tables, and solutions are written out in full. Important matters ?,re written in larger and heavier letters. When the author concludes a subject two heavy
horizontal parallel lines are drawn. Where several problems, as in reduction, are solved on a
page, the author draws two heavy perpendicular lines down through the middle of the page.
Occasionally problems are illustrated by pictures neatly and artistically made. From a careful
examination of the wo~·k I t:i1ink it is not a copy of any arithmetic that has been published, but
that it is an original production which the author had prepared with a view to publication.
Under the title, "The combination, election, permutation, and combination of numbers or quantities," the author adds several ingenious problems on "throwing dice," and finally concludes
the subject as follows: "And in the last place, because the contrivance may please and divert the
readers, we will here annex the tables ther.1selves, with the manner of their use, and so conclude
this rule." The tables are six of h exameters, and five of pentameters, followed by directions
how to use them. From whatever light the volume is viewed, it is a unique one.
1786.

THOMAS DILWORTH.

The Schoolmaster's Assistant. B eing a Compendium of Arithmetic, both Practical and Theoreticd. In Five Parts. The Twenty-Third EdWon. By Thomas
Dilworth. Hartford: Printed and Sold by Nathaniel Patten. 1786. pp. 199.
An American reprint of a once-famous English Arithmetic. This edition . is dedicated" To
the R everend and Worthy Schoolmasters in Great Britain, Ireland and America." On the
back of the title-page is a poem'' To Mr.1'homas Dilworth on his Schoolmaster's Assistant" by
William D ean e, dated" Halifax, Oct. 20, 1765."
I have another copy, published at "Wilmington, 11 Printed and Sold by Peter Bryn berg, 1~'96,"
which contains a curious portrait of Dilworth. 'rhe " Preface Dedicatory" is omitted. This
edition contains 192 pages.
I have still another copy, styled '' The latest Edition," published at II New-London: (Connecticut.) Printed by Samuel G:·een for Naphtali Judah, New York, 1797," containing 192 pages, in
which the" Preface Dedicatory" is addressed "To the Revereud and ,vorthy Schoolmasters
of Great Britain and Ireland, " Americr. not being mentioned.-A. M.
1788. NICOLAS PIKE.

Nicolas Pike, the author of A New and Complete System of Arithmetic, composed for the use of the citizens of the United States, was the son of the Rev.
James Pike. Nicolas was born at Somerworth, New Haven, October 6, 1743, and
died at Newburyport, Mass. , December 9, 1819. He grr.duated from Harvard
College in 1766.
The first edition of Pike's Arithmetic was published in Newburyport, 1788 (8vo,
pp. 512), and the second edition, revised and corrected by Ebenezer Adams, A. M.,
was printed at Worcester, ·Mass., 1797 (8vo, pp. 516). The third edition was published by Nathaniel Lord, in Boston, 1808, and one of the last editions was issued
in New York under the editorial supervision of Dewees. 1
Preface to the first edition: "It may, perhaps, by some be thought needless, when authors are
so multiplied, to attempt publishing anything further on arithmetic, as it may be imagined
there can be nothing more than the repetition of a subject already exhausted. It is, however,
the opinion of not a few, who are conspicuous for their knowledge in the mathematics, that the
books now in use among us are generally deficient in the illustration and application of the rules;
of the truth of which the general complaint among- schoolmasters is a strong confirmation. And
not. only so, but as the United States are now an independent nation, it was judged that a system might be calculated more suitable to our meridian, than those heretofore published.
"Although I had sufficient reason to distrust my abilities for so arduous a task, yet not knowing anyone who would take upon himself the trouble, and apprehending I could not render the
public more essential service, than by an attempt to remove the difficulties complained of, with
diffidence I devoted myself to the work.
"I_have availed myself of the best authors which could be obtained, but have followed none
particularly, except Bonnycastle's Method of Demonstration.
"Al.though I have a~-ranged ~he work in such order as appeared to me the most regular and
natmal, th e st ~d~nt i_s no_t obhged to pay a strict adherence to it, but may pass from one rule
to anoth er, as his mclmat10n or opportunity for st d
·,
'' Tho Federal coin bein'""
1 d •
u Y may requ:10 ·
.
.
•
., pure Y ecimal, most naturally falls m after decimal fract10ns.
1
I think this is a mistake and that it should b D
· ·
·
Chester Dewey and blish d t
e ewey. The fourth ed1t1on was edited by
D wey, and publishe~uat Tr~ aNTroy, ~- Y., l822. The fifth edition was edited also by Chester
Y, · Y., 1832. I have not seen any later edition.-A. M.
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"I have given several methods of extracting the cube root, and am indebted to a learned
friend, who declines having his name made public, for the investigation of two very concise
algebraic theorems for the extraction of all roots, and of a particular theorem for the sursolid.
"Among the miscellaneous questions, I have given some of a philosophical nature, as well
with a view to inspire the pupil with a relish for philosophical studies as to the u sefulness of
them in the common businesses of life.
"The short introduction to algebra, which is subjoined, was abstracted principally from
Bonnycastle, and that of conic sections from Emerson's works.
"Being sensible the following treatise will stand or fall accordiug to its real merit or
demerit, I submit it to the judgment of the candid.
"With pleasure I embrace this opportunity to express my gratitude to tho<,e learned gentlemen who have honored this treatise with their approbation, as well as to such gentlemen as
have encouraged it by their subscriptions, and to request the reader to excu se any errors he
may meet with; for although great pains have been taken in correcting, yet it is difficult to
prevent errors from creeping into the press, and some may have escaped my own observation;
in either case a hint from the candid will much oblig·e their
"Most obedient and humble servant,
" THE AUTHOR."
I have the second edition in an octavo volume of 516 pages. The work is com nosed of an arithmetic, 412 pages; plane geometry, trigonometry, and mensuration, 60 pages; introduction to
algebra, 33 pages, and an introduction to conic sections, 10 pages.
The arrangement of topics is judicious, and the char acter of the work indicates a clear comprehension of the subjects and the wants of the learner. It is not only a text-book, but a comprehensive treatise containing very nearly all that was then known upon the subject. There
is also a logical precision about the definitions which is in striking contrast to many English
treatises of about the same period.
The arrangement of topics ic not materially different from that of the present in our best
books. After the fundamental rules and a portion of compound number s and reduction, fractions are introduced and treated in a clear concise manner. The author's plan in the treatment of a new topic is this: Definitions, rule, solution of a problem, exercises.
From the large amount of space given to the reduction of coins it may be inferred that the
currency question was the important topic of public interest before the people of the United
States. The miscellaneous and chronological problems are well chosen, interesting, and sufficiently difficult to tax all the resources of the advance d a rithmetician.
Geometry and trigonometry, a lgebra, and conics are treated briefly.
RECOJ\'IJYIENDATIONS OF PIKE'S ARITHMETIC.
DARTllIOUTH UNIVERSITY,

A. D. 1786.

At the request of Nicholas Pike, Esq. we have inspected his System of Arithmetic, which we
cheerfully recommend to the public, as easy, accurate and complete. And we apprehend there
is no treatise of the kind extant, from which so great utility may arise to Schools.
B. WOODWARD,
Math. ancl Phil. Prof.
JOHN SMITH,
Prof. of the Learned Lcinguages.
I do most sincerely concur in the preceding recommendation.

J. WHEELOCK,
Pres'iclent of the University.
PROVIDENCE, STA.TE OF RHODE ISLAND,

1785.

\Yhoever may have the perusal of this treatise on arithmetic may naturally conclude I might
have spared myself the trouble of giving it this recommendation, as the work will speak more
for itself than the most elaborate recommendation from my pen can speak for it. But as I have
always been much delighted with the contemplation of mathematical subjects, and at the same
time fuliy sensible of the utility of a work of this nature, was willing to render every assistance in my power to bring it to the public view. And should the student read it with the same
pleasure with which I perused the sheets before they went to the press, am persuaded he will
not fail of r eaping that benefit from it which he may expect or wish for, to satisfy his curiosity
in a subject of this nature. The author, in treating on numbers, has done it with so much
perspicuity and singular address that I am convinced the study thereof will become more a
pleasure than a task.
'.rhe arrangement of the work and the method by which he leads the tyro into the first principles of numbers are novelties I have not met with in any book I have seen. Wingate, Hatton,
Ward, Hill, and many other authors, whose names might be adduced, if necessary, have claimed
a considerable share of merit, but when brought into a comparative point of view with this
treatise they are inadequate and defective. This volume contains, besides what is useful and
necessary in the common affairs of life, a great fund for amusement and entertainment. The
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mechanic will find in it much more than he may have occasion for; the lawyer, merchant, and
mathematician will find an ample field for the exercise of their genius, and I am well assured it
may b e read to great. advantage by students of every class, from the lowest sehool to the university . More than this need not be said by me, and to have saicl less would be keeping back a
tribute justly due to the merit of this work.
BENJA111IN WEST.

A. D. 1786.
Having, by the desire of Nicholas Pike·, esq ., inspected the following volume in manuscript,
we beg leave to acquaint the public that in our opinion it, is a work well executed and contains
a complete system of arithmetic. The rules are plain and the demonstrations perspicuous and
satisfactory, and we esteem it the best calculated, of any single piece we have met with, to lead
youth, by natural and easy gradations, into a methodical and thorough acquaintance with the
science of figures. Persons of all descriptions may find in it everything respecting numbers
necessary to their business; and not only so, but if they have a speculative turn and mat.he·
matical taste, may meet with mlich for their entertainment at a leisure hour.
We are happy to see so useful an American production, which, if it should meet with the encouragement it deserves among the inhabitants of the United States, will save much money in the
country which would otherwise be sent to Europe for publications of this kind.
We heartily recommend it to schools and to the community at large, and wish that the ind us·
try and skill of the author may be rewarded for so beneficial a work by meeting with the general
approbation and encouragement of the public.
JOSEPH WILLARD, ·D. D.,
Pres. of the Univers-ity.'
E. WIGGLESWORTH, S. T. P ..
Hollis.
S. WILLIAMS, LL. D.,
~11ath. et Phil. Nat. Prof., Hollis.
UNIVERSITY IN CAMBRIDGE,

YALE COLLEGE, li86.
Upon examining Mr. Pike's system of arithmetic and geometry in manm;cript, I find it to be
a work of such mathematical ingenuity that I esteem myself honored in joining with the Rev.
President Willard and other learned gentlemen in recommending it to the public as a produc·
tion of genius, interspersed with originality.in this part or learning, and as a book suitable to
be taught in schools-of utility to the merchant, and well adapted even for the university
instruction. I consider it of such merit as that it will probably gain a very general reception
and use throughout the republic of letters.
EZRA STILES, President.
BOSTON, 1786.
From the known character of the gentlemen who have recommended Mr. Pike's system of arithmetic, there can be no room to doubt that it is a valuable performance, and will be, if published,
a very useful one. I therefore wish him success in its publication.
JAMES BOWDOIN.

The reader will be interested in the following letter which was published recently in The
American Bookmaker through the courtesy of Col. Nicolas Pike,of Brooklyn, and J. Trevitt
Pike, of the same place-grandson and great grandson of the author of the arithmetic:
MOUNT VERNON,

June 20, 1'788.

SIR: I request you will accept my best thanks for your polite letter of the 1st of January
(which did not get tc, my hand 'till yesterday)-and also for the copy of your" System of Arith-

metic" which you were pleasE>d to present to me.The handsome manner in which that work is printed and the elegant manner in which it is
bound, are pleasing proofs of the progress which the arts are making in this Country. But I
should do violence to my own feelings, if I suppressed an acknowledgement of the belief that
the work itself is calculated to be equally useful and honorable to the United States.It is but right, however, to apprise you, that, diffident of my own decision, the favourable
opinion I entertain of your performance is founded rather on the explicit and ample testimonies
of Gentlemen confessedly possessec1 of great mathematical knowledge, than on the partial and
incompetent attention I have been able to pay to it myself -But I must be permitted to remark
that the subject, in my estimation, holds a higher rank in the- literary scale than you are dis~osed to allow.-Th? sc~ence _of figures, to a certain degree, is not only indispensably requisite
m_ every walk of c1v1hsed hfe, but the investigation of mathematical truths accustoms the
m1:n,d to method and correctnes~ in reasoning, and is an employm. peculiarly worthy of rational
bomgs. In a clou~y state of existence, where so many things appear precarious to the bewn ..
d ere~ research, it 19 here that the rational faculties find a firm foundation to rest upon. From
th eblhigh groulnt~ of Ma t bematical & Philosophical demonstration we are insensibly led to far
no er s pecu a ions & sublime meditations.
'
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I hope & trust that the wcrk will ultimately prove not less profitable than reputable to
yourself.-It seems to have been conceded, on all hands, that such a system was much wanted.
Its merits being esta;blished by the approbation of competent judges, I flatter myself that the
~dea of its being an American production and the first of the kind which has appeared; will
mduce every patriotic and liberal character to give it all the countenance & patronage in his
puwer.-In all events, you may rest assured, that, as no person takes more interest in the encouragement of_American genius, so no one will be more highly gratified with the success of your
ingenious, arduous & useful undertaking than h e, who has the unfeigned pleasure to subscribe
himself with esteem & regard
Sir Your Most Obedt and Very Hble Servant
G:o "WASHINGTON
NICHOLAS PIKE, Esqr.
1788.

BENJAMIN WORKMAN.

Treatise of Arithmetic, in Theory and Practice; containing everything Lnportant in the Study of Abs~ract and Applicate Numbers. Adapted to the Commerce
of Great-Britain and Ireland. By John Gough. To which are added many valuable Additions and Amendments; more particularly fitting the Work for the
Improvement of American Youth. By Benjamin Workman, A. M.
Philadelphia: Printed for William Young, Bookseller, No. 52, Second-Street,
the corner of Chestnut-Street. 1792.
The preface is dated "August 5, 1788," 18mo, pp. 370.-.A'.. l\L
1790. CONSIDER AND JOHN STERRY.

ln searching through various works of reference I have failed to find any
account of Consider Sterry, and only a very brief sketch of John Sterry, in Allibone's Dictionary. John Sterry, a Baptist clergyman, was born in Providence, _
R.· I., in 1766, and died in 1823. He was pastor of the First Baptist Church at
Norwich, Conn., and while there devoted much of his leisure time to literary
work and to editing a newspaper.
In 1790 the brothers pub}ished "The American Youth: Being a New and Complete Course of Introductory Mathematics." (Providence, Bennett Wheeler,
1790.)
The book is a 12mo of 388 pages. The title on the back, in distinct letters, is "American
Youth." Thci work is divided into two parts. The first treats of arithmetic, in 239 pages, and
the remaindEir, consisting of 147 pages, is devoted to algebra. It was designed for the American
youth as a new and complete course of introductory mathematics, and also to assist private
learners. The preface is long and bombastic. The opening sentence, a fair specimen, begins:
"Time, ever big with wonders to be unfolded to the human mind, has ushered in, through a
series of the most important events, the rising empire o·f America."
At the end of the preface is the following: "The Authors. Preston (Connecticut), July, 17£0."
The arithmetic proper is not a production of great merit. The definitions and explanations
are plain and straightforward, yet not always correct. Few problems are given and they are
not difficult. Little is left for the learner to do except to look over the solved problems and to
read the rules and com men ts. ·
Nearly all the subjects treated in the English arithmetics of the last century are included in
this book.
In 1795 the authors published an arithmetic for the use .of schools in the United States.
Neither work had an extensive circulation.
)792. VINALL'S ARITHMETIC.

Vinall's "Prec~ptor's Assistant" was published in Boston in 1792 (12mo, pp.
288). The author, John Vinall, was a teacher of mathematics and writing in
Boston, and dedicated his arithmetic'' To His Excellency, John Hancock-, esquire,
Governor and Commander in Chief of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts."
"Arithmetic," the author says, "is fitly divided into three distinct parts, two of which are
properly called natural and the third ariijicial." Natural, which treats of whole numbers, he
calls vulgar arithmetic; and that which treats of broken or divided units is the doctrine of vulgar
fractions. Artificial arithmetic is decimal arithrnetic.
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Among his preliminary definitions, that of a plain number jg the most singular. The author's
definition is as follows: "A plain number arises out of two other numbers-thus, three times 4
is 12, a plain number." He also us s compound number as we now denote a composite number.
In 133 pages are treated the fundame::ital rnles, compound numbers, the ru1e of three, vulgar
and decimal fractions. The next 93 pll.ges are devoted to mercantile arithmetic, which includes
practice, interest and its applications, fellowship, exchange, duodecimals, etc. The remainder
of tho book treats of the extraction of roots, progressions, alligation, position, and permutation.
The definit.ions, explanations, solutions, rules, and directions are expressed usually in very
clear language. In order to give the learner as little trouble as possible, the author works out
all tho problems, and occasionally under the head of "operation at large." The arithmetic is a
good key to itself.
1793.

BENJAMIN WORKMAN.

The American Accountant; or, SchoJlmasters' New Assistant. Comprised in
Four Books. And including all the Questions in the Philadelphia Edition of
Gough, with many others. The Rules are either new, or those of that Treatise so
compendized, as to b e both brief and perfectly applicable. The whole adapted to
the Commerce of the United States; and comprehending every Thing necessary
to a complete practical Knowledge of the Science of Arithmetic. By Benjamin
\Vorkman, A. M. The Second Edition. Revised and corrected by R. Patterson,
A. M., Professor of Mathematics in the University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Printed for William Yomig, No. 52, the Corner of Chesnut and Secondstreet.-1793.
lSmo, 220 pages. -A. M.
1793.

THOMAS SARJEANT.

The Federal Arithmetician, or, the Science of Numbers, Improved. By Thomas
S:1rjeant. Philadelphia: Printed and Published by Thomas Dobson. 1793.
l Smo, pp. 2GJ.-A . .M.
179-!.

GEORGE FISHER.

The Instructor: or, American Young Man's best Companion. Containing, Spelling, Reading, Writing, and Arithmetick, in an easier way than any yet pub·
lished; and how to qualify any Person for Business, without the Help of a Master,
Etc. By George Fisher, Accomptant. Printed at ·walpo1e, Newhampsbire, by
Isaiah Thomas and David Carlisle. For said Thomas. in Worcester, Massachusetts; said Thomas, and Andrews, D. West ancl E. Larkin, jun. in Boston. 1794.
Pages 63-162 are de,oted to arithmetic.-A. M.
1,9.i .

THE TRADER' S BEST COMPANION, BY JOSEPH CHAPLIN.

A tract, printed by William Barrett at his office, Merrimack street, Newburyport, July 24, 1795, pp. 36.
This tract contains various arithmetical rules, by which simple addition, subtraction, multiplic::1.tiou, division, reduction, interest, loss and gain, bookkeeping, etc., are applied to the
Federal currency, with several useful tables.
1793. '.rHE STRANGER'S ASSISTANT AND SCHOOLBOY'S INSTRUCTOR.

This is a 12mo., containing 179 pages. It was published in New York in 1'793.
The author"s name is suppressed under the title of "A Citizen."
The four ~undamental rules are omitted, and the work begins properly with the tabies of
measure_, weight, and value. Reduction is followed by "tare and tret ,, then fractions, vulgar
nd
a
decimal, pr~p?rtion, reduction of currencies practice interest' square and cube root,
mensuration, pos1t1on, and duties.
'
'
'
The au t bor uses th e following steps in presenting a subject: (1) The rule; (2) the solution of
a lJr blem under tho rule; (3) exercises, if any are u ·ed.
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ERASTUS ROOT'S INTRODUCTION TO ARITHMETIC.

Printed and solo. by Thomas Hubbard, Norwich, 1796, pp. 105.
This contains the simple rules, rule of three, practice, interest and dis-::ount, equation of payments, double rule of three, tare and tret, alligation, followed by a chapter of useful rules, such
as "area of a circle," ' 'circumference of a wheel," "notes and orders," and a supplement of
bookkeeping.
1797. JAMES NOYES.

The Federal Arithmetic; or, a Compendium of the l\1ost Useful Rules of that
Science, adapted to the Currency of the United States. For the Use 0f Schools
and private Persons. Published agreeably to Act of Congress. By James Noyes.
Printed at Exeter , by Henry Raulet, for the Author. 1797.
18mo, pp. 128.-A. M.
1797.

THE AMERICAN ACCOMPTANT.

The Ameriean Accomptant, by Chauncey Lee, A. l'vI., was printed at Lansingburg, by William vV. ·wands, in 1797. The author resided at Burlington, Vt.
He outlines the w ork on the title page as follows: '' The American Accomptant;
being a plain, practical and systematic Compendium, of Federal Arithmetic; in
three parts: designed for the nse of schools, and especially calculated for the comme1·cial Merid-ian of the United States of America." (Pp. 308.)
On.the fly leaf, opposite the title page, are vignettes of the American eagle, Spanish pistole,
French guinea, Johannes Portugal, British guinea, half moidore of Portugal. The head and tail
of each coin are represented. Following the title page are four testimonials, and then 37 pages
of an "introduction" in which the author presents many excellent and original suggestions
connected with m ethods of teaching arithmetic and the reduction of the tables to the Federal
system. He cautions the r eader as follows: "Lest any one should entertain a mistaken idea of
the design of this compendium, and hence be led to expect many t.hings in it which he will not
find, I would here apprise him that I have attempted in it to treat of and simplify the system of
commercial arithmetic only-to render many of its rules more easy and concise and better
adapted to the instruction of young minds in the method and progress of common•school education. With this view I have omitted several rules contained in former arithmetical treatises
that are perhaps more calculated either to amm;e or puzzle than to profit the common-school
student, or at least are inapplicable or unneccessary to trade an d business and the common
affairs of human life."
Further on he speaks of this imperfection in most arith metics in which the authors bad not
made the first principles sufficiently plain for beginners:
"But taking many things for granted, as already well known and understood, though ueeding
at the same time as particular explanation as the more abstruse and complicatP-d parts, the student, as he proceeds, is subjected to the arduous task of erecting a superstructure without a
foundation.
"Here, t oo, originates a similar error-I mean a superficial mode of instruction in many of the
common 8chools. The boy, advanced perhaps some way in his teens, is sent to a winter school
for two or three months to complete his education-for he can not attend in any other season,
nor indeed then but quite unsteadily. But as he is a lmost a man, he must go to school to cipher,
and as he has but a short time for the business h e must cipher fast. He goes t o school, vulgarly
speaking, raw, perhaps scarcely able to form an arithmetical figure. His master sets him a sum
in addition and tells him h e must carry one for every ten, but why is a mystery which neither
master nor scholar gives himself any trouble about; however, with a deal of pains, he at length
gets his sum done, without ever being asked or knowing how to read the sum total or any num•
ber expressed in the statement. But it is ciphering, and that is sufficient. If he is taught to
commit any of the rules to memory he learns them like a parrot, without any knowledge of their
reasoning or application. After this manner he gropes along from rule to rule, till he ends his
blind career with the rule of three, and in the end the only and truest account he can give of
the whole is that he has been over it. But he has complete d his school education and is well
qualified to teach a sohool himself the next winter after."
Next the author proceeds to show the great importance of a thorough understanding of
notation, addition, Bubtraction, multiplication, and division, with running comments on teaching these subjects. Further on Federal Arithmetic is presented, and it is in this department
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that th most radical changes are suggested. The plan is to reduce all tables of weights and
mca ur s to a basis of 10. To illustrate with" Federal avoird-:.ipois."
10 drams
make 1 ounce.
10 ounces
1 ponnd.
100 pounds
1 hundredweight.
10 hundreds
1 thousand.
Tn,y weight is Federalized thus:
10 cents
make 1 grain.
10 grains
1 pennyweight.
10 pennyweights
1 ounce.
10 ounces
1 pound.
Federal board meastire:
10 pepper-corns mak 1 inch.
10 inches
1 foot.
10 square feet
1 pannel.
10 pannels
1 gaug.
10 gangs
1 thousand feet.
These specimens will serve to show the author's views on these varying tables. He conrends
that much time is lost by use of the tables then in vogue, and urges Congress to Americanize a
system of weights and measures that would be easily understood and simple in application to
business matters.
The arithmetic proper is divided into three parts: The first part treats of the simple rules,
Federal money, and simpler exercises in reduction. This division of the book extends to page
110, and the topics are divided into lessons. Many of the lessons consist of questions and
answers.
Part second is entitleci commutation. By commutation the author means nearly the same as
is now known as reduction. His answer to "What is commutation?" is" It is the changing of
numbers or quantities of one or more denominations into others of 'different denominations,
but of the same value."
Commutation is still further divided into reduction and consolidation, and each of these into
direct and indirect. 'rhis division is treated of iu 72 pages.
The third division includes fractions, proportion, partnership, and interest, filling 65 pages.
The remainder of the book is devoted to bookkeeping and l egal forms such as were in use in
the last century, and a 12-page list of the names of subscribers.
The entire work is written with great clearness.
The only copy I that I know of belongs to Superintendent William H. Benedict, Port Henry,
Essex County, N. Y. This book was bis grandfather's.
Chauncey L ee was born in Coventry, Conn., July 10, 1718; 2 died November 5, 1842, in Hartwick, N. Y. He was graduated at Yale in 1784. After practicing law a short time he studied
theology, and was ordained pastor o{ the Congregational Church at Sunderland, Vt., in 1790. He
was also pastor at Colebrook, N. Y., and at Marlboro, Conn. He retired froin active duty in
1835. Columbia College gave him the degree of D. D. in 1823. He was the author of several pub·
lications besides his arithmetic.
Dr. L ee's Arit!:lmetic is the earliest one in which I have found the ''dollar mark," about the
origin of which there has been so much discussion; it is but a rude representation of the character now in use. He uses it first on page 56, without any explanation.-A. M.
1797.

THE AMERICAN ACCOUNTANT.

The American Accountant, by William Milns, was printed in New York in 1797,
copyright secured. It is a volume of 320 pages, completely filled with problems
applicable to the business of that age.
li98. PETER THARP.

New and Complete System of Federal Arithmetic; in Three Parts. With an
Appendix, containing Board and Timber Measure, Designed for The Use of
Schools. By Peter Tharp, Math. Newburgh: Printed by D. Denniston for the
Autbor.-1798.
A little 2-imo of 138 pages, which probably never attained much popularity. I have seen only
one copy.-A. M.
1
Th •re is a. copy in the Libra1. O f th
and I have one.-A. M.
Y
e Bureau of Education, one in the Library of Congress,
2
Tliis dat i'i given in Applet , C
.
. .
evid •1itly wrong, as he would bon .~ ,yclop~d1a of American Biography, Vol. III, p. 661, but 1t 1s
e GO years old when he graduated and 124 at his death.
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ZACHARIAH JESS.

The American Tutor's Assistant, Improved: or, a Compendious System of Decimal, Practical Arithmetic, Comprising the Usual Methods of Calculation, with
the addition of Federal Money, and other Decimals, dispersed through the several
rules of that useful Science. Adapted for the easy and regular Instruction of
Youth in the United States. Compiled by Zachariah Jess. Fourth Edition, Corrected and Revised. Wilmington: Printed and sold by Hezekiah Niles, Bookseller, Market Street. 1805.
18mo, pp. 204.
This is the earliest edition I have seen. Seems to have been a popular work in its day. Many
editions were issued. The fifth edition'is dated 1808; the sixth, 1811; the eleventh, 1818. It was
copyrighted in 1798, which is probably the date of publication of the first edition.-A. M.
1799. LITTLE'S ARITHMETIC.

The title of Ezekiel Little's Arithmet.ic,is "-The Usher."
act of Congress in 1799, at Exeter, N. H.

It was published by

This is a 12mo of 240 pages, beginning with arithmetic and branching off into surveying.
author, as was frequently the case, put a little of almost everything into his book.

The

• 1799. DA-BOLL'S ARITHMETIC.

History tells us little of Nathan Daboll, the author of Daboll's Schoolmaster's
Assistant. He is spoken of as an educator, born about 1750, who died in Groton,
Conn., 9th of March, 1818. He was known as an excellent teacher of navigation,
having instructed 1,500 persons in that branch of mathematics alone. In the year
1799 he published at New London the Schoolmaster's Assistant, a treatise on
arithmetic.
This bo0k was regarded as a standard work and had a large circulation. It has 24-0 pages, of
which 26 are an appendix. The first 4 pages aft.er the index embrace a"il the tables, and the fifth
page the explanation of the characters used. The general plan of the work is to define a subject, if•necessary, and then to give the rule. Perhaps the most noticeable featlve of the book is
that the author uses the comma for the decimal point.
The arrangement of topics is quite different in many respects from that in use at present.
For instance, decimal fractions follow the compound numbers, with common fractions after
exchange and only a few pages before square root. Many of the miscellaneous problems are
very good, and if a learner can solve all of them he is pretty well advanced in arithmetic.
In the preface the author says: "The design of this work is to furnish the schools of the United
States with a methodical and comprehensive system of practical arithmetic, in which I have
endeavored, through the whole, to have rules as concise and familiar as the nature of the subject will permit.
'' During the long time which I have devoted to the instruction of youth in arithmetic I have
made use of various systems which have just claims to scientific merit; but the authors appear
to have been deficient in an important point-the practical teacher's experience. They have
been too sparing of examples, especially in the first rudiments; in consequence of which the
young pupil 1s hurried through the ground rules too fast for his capacity. 'rhis objection I have
endeavored to obviate in the following treatise.
"Although the Federal coin is purely decimal, it is so nearly allied to whole numbers, and so
absolutely necessary to be understood by everyone, that I have introduced it immediately after
addition of whole numbers, and also shown how to find the value of goods therein, immediately
after simple multiplication; which may be of great advantage to many, who perhaps will not
have an opportunity of learning fractions.
In the arrangement of fractions, I have taken an entire new method, the advantages and
facility of which will sufficiently apologize for its not being according to other systems. As
decimal fractions may be learned much easier than vulgar, and are more simple, useful, and
necessary, and soonest wanted in more useful branches of arithmetic, they ought to be learned
first, and vulgar fractions omitted until further progress in the science shall make them necessary. It may be well to obtain a general idea of them and to attend to two or three easy problems therein; after which the scholar may learn decimals, which will be necessary in the reduction of currencies, computing interest, and many other branches.
"ln simple interest, in Federal money, I have given several new and concise rules, some of
which are particularly designed for the use of the compting-house."
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'I'he "Recommendatior,s" quoted in the book are curious examples of criticism:
"I have read Daboll's Schoolmaster's Assistant. The arrangemen t of the different branches
of arithmetic is judicious and perspicuous. The author has well explained de0imal ?,rithmetic,
and has applied it in a plain and elegant manner in the solution of various questions, and especially to those relative to the Federal computation of money. I think it will be a very useful
book to schoolmasters and their pupils.
"JOSIAH MEIGS,
" YALE COLLEO E,

November 27 , 1799."

"Professor of Mathematics and Natura,l Philosophy.

"I have given some attention to the work above mentioned, and concur with Mr. Professor
Me igs in his opinion of its merit3.
"NOAH \V'EBSTER.
"NEW HAVEN,

December 1fJ, 1799."

"RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE, November 30, 1799.
"I have run through Mr. Daboll 's Schoolmaster's Assistant, and have formed of it a very
favorable opinion. According to its original design I think it well' calculated to furnishschoo!s
in general witli a methodical, easy, and comprehensive system of practical arithmetic.' I therefore hope it may find a generous patronage and have an extensive spread.
"ASA MESSER,

"Professor of the Learned Langiiages and Teacher of J_l;fathematics."
Daboll's Treatise on Navigation wi=i,s also extensively used in the higher institutions of learning, as well as by many private students.
1800. DAVID COOK, Jn.

Cook's AmBrican Arithmetic; being a System of Decimal Arithmetic; Comporting with the Federal Currency of the United States of An...erica. To which is
annexed, by way of Second Part, The American Surveyor. The whole on an
entire New Plan. To which is added, a Draught of Instruments, adapted to carry
the above into effect. The work is rendered easy, and may be of Great Use to the
Citizens of the United States. By David Cook, Jun.
New Haven: Printed by Thomas Green and Son. 18.00.
18 mo, 107

+ 9 pp.-A.

M.

.

1800. GEORGE FISHER .

Arithmetic, in the Plainest and most Concise Methods hitherto extant: with New
Improvements for Dispatch of Business in all the several rules. As also Fractions,
Vulgar and Decimal, wrought together after a New Method, that Renders both
easy to be understood in their Nature and Use. The whole perused and approved
of by the mof!t eminent Accomptants in the several Offices of the Revenue, viz.
Custome, Excise, &c. as the only Book of its kind for variety of Rules and brevity
of Work. By George Fisher, Accomptant. To which is added an Appendix, containing The Construction and Use of Tables. for calculating Questions in Compound InteTest, and Annuities or Leases in. Possession or Reversion. London,
Printed:- Wilmington: Re-printed and Sold by Peter Bryn berg, Market-Street.
1800.
Evidently an American reprint.

18mo, sheep, 312 pp.
1800. JOHN GOUGH.

Practical Arithmetick in Four Books. I. Whole Numbers, Weights and Measures. II. Fractions, Vulgar and Decimal. III. Mercantile Arithmetick. IV.
Extraction of Roots, Progression, &c. Extracted from the Large and Entire
Treatise, and Adapted to the Commerce of Ireland as well as that of Great-Brita~. For the use of Schoo~s. By John Gough, A~thor of the Practical English
Gra~mar. Carefully Revised by Thomas Telfair, Philomath. And nowfitted to
The Commerce of Am~rica. With an Appendix of Algebra, by the late VI. Atkinson, of Belfast. Dublm, Printed: Wilmington: Re-printed and Sold by Peter
Brynberg. 1800.
'
'
18 mo, sheep, pp. 3;j9.-A. M.
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1801. WALSH'S ARITHMETIC.

Michael Walsh was a native of Ireland. He came to America early in life and
settled in Massachusetts. For many years he was usher at Marblehead Academy,
and received an honorary degree from Harvard College in 1803. While engaged
as an instructor many young men were his pupils who afterward became eminent
citizens. Among the number was Chief Justice Story. In 1801 Professor Walsh
published the Mercantile Arithmetic, and in 1826 a New System of Bookkeeping.
He lived to the age of 77 years, and died August 20, 1840, at Amesbury, Mass.
The title of his book is: A New System of Mercantile Arithmetic; Adapted to
the Commerce of the United States, in its Domestic and Foreign Relations; with
Forms of Accounts, and Other Writings U sually Occurring in Trade. By Michael
Walsh, A. M. _____ . Iter est breve per exampla.-Seneca. First Northampton,
From Third Newburyport Edition. Northampton. Published by S. & E. Butler,
proprietors of the copyright. Sold also by Hudson & Goodwin, Oliver D. Cooke,
and Lincoln & Gleason, Hartford; Beers & Howe, and Increase Cooke & Co. , New
Haven. ______ T.:M:. Pomeroy, Printer.-1807.
This is a 12 mo, of 274 pages. It w as entered for copyright April 24, 1S00, and the printed testimonials, three in number, from Newburyport, Boston, and Salem, are signed by leading business men, and bear the date of 1800. In the preface to the third edition the author says: "'rhe
merit of W alsh 's Mercantile Arithmetic having been submitted to the public, and established
by the most liberal and unequivocal encouragement, the editor feels a confidence in offering a
third edition of 20,000 copies." "rhis edition is fuller under the general head of Exchange than
the preceding. Up to the 145th page this tJ·eatise diffel'S little from other treatises published
pri or to and after it; but on t h e 146th page exchange is introduced andcovers81 pages, including
exchange with all the countries with which we traded. Following a r e progressions, involution
and evolution, permutation, duodecimals, and mercantile transactions of various kinds. It has
few definitions, no explanations, rather obscur e rules for solving problems, and a large coHection of problems. .An edition was published in Boston in 18~6.
l Wl.

DANIEL ADAMS.

Daniel Adams was born in Townsend, Mass., September 29, 1773, and died in
Keene, N. H., June 8, 1864. In 1797hegraduated from Dartmouth College; afterwards studied medicine, and settled at Leominster to practice his profession. He
turned his attention to the preparation of schoolbooks, which include grammar,
arithmetic, and reading. He also took an active interest in public affairs. In 1806
he removed to Boston, opened a select school, and edited the Medical and Agricultural Register. Next he removed to Mount Vernon in 1813; resumed the practice
of medicine, revised his arithmetic and issued it under the title of Adams· New
Arithmetic. He moved to Keene, N. H. , in 1846, where he spent the remain<ler of
bis life. Frnm 1838 to 1840 he served as State Senator. For many years he was
president of the State Bible Society, and was for a time the president of the State
Medical Society; but he is known chiefly through his mathematical writings.
The earlies:t copy of his Scholars' Arithmetic that I have seen is the second edition, which was
printe.d in 1802. The. title page was missing, but the recommendations and the author's preface
r emain intact. The book is c1early printed and contains 216 pages. It is divided into four sections: (1) Fundamental rules; (2) rules essentially necess;1.ry for every person to fit and qualify
himself for the transactions of business; (3) 1·nles occasionally u seful to men in particular
employments of life; (4) miscellaneous questions. There are added six pages on '' Forms of
notes, deeds, bonds, and other instruments of writing."
His method of treating a subject differs from every other author tha.t I have examined. Take
m~ltiplication as an example: He defines multiplication and illustrates it by a problem ; next
is the table, followed by the rule, then examples with m ethods of proof. Some of the problems
a re printed with blank spaces between them. These blanks are left for the pupil to write the
solutions in-a custom formerly practiced in this country. This work is the foundation of the
author's later arithmetici;, which are described further on.
The only other arithmetic by this author that I have seen is the edition published at Keene,
N. H .. in 1827. The title Dage reads as follows:

Adams' New Arithmetic. Arithmetic, in which the Principles of Operating by
numbers are Analytically Explained and Synthetically applied. Thus combining
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the advantages to be derived from both the Inductive and Synthetic Mode of
instruction: the whole made familiar by a great variety of useful and interesting
examples, calculated at once to engage the pupil in the study, and to give him a
full knowledge of figures in their application to all the practical purposes of life.
Designed for the use of Schools and Academies in the United States. By Daniel
Adams, M. D. Author of the Scholar's Arithmetic, Se-hool Geography, etc.
Keene, N. H. Pubfo:hed by J. & J. W. Prentiss, and for sale by them and Booksellers generally.
In the preface the author refers to •• The Scholar's Arithmetic," which was published in 1801,
as being synthetic, and says ' · if that is a fault of the work, it is a fault of the times in which it
appeared." He also refers to the inductive method of teaching as being an improvement of
later years and ascribes delicate praise to Pestalozzi and \Varren Colburn for what they had
done in advancing the cause or education. The book is a 12mo volume of 261 pages. It is well
printed and in clear typ). The arrangement of subjects does not differ materially from that
of the present. At the beginning of a new subject the author uses simple exercises; from
these the rule is deduced, and at the close of the chapter or subject, supplementary problems
are inserted as reviews. There are 203 miscellaneous examples at the close of the arithmetic
proper. These are well selected and their solution will call into active exercise all that the
pupil had passed over. The last few pages of the book contain business forms and a few simple
explanations on bookkeeping.
1801.

SAMUEL WEBBER.

Mathematics, compiled from the best authors and intended to be The Text -Book
of the Course of Private Lectures on these sciences in the University at Cambridge. Under the direction of Samuel Webber, A . M., A. A. S., Hollis Professor
of Mathematics andNautural Philosophy. In two volumes. Boston. Printed for
the Universit.y at Cambridge, by Thomas & Andrews, 1801.
8 vo, 42-6 and 610 pages. 215 pages of the first volume are occupied with arithmetic. A second
edition was issued in 1808. In the second edition the part devoted to arithmetic is reduced to
215 pages. Vol. I of the second edition contains 464 pages and Vol. II 508 pages.
Samuel Webber was born in Byfield, Mass., in 1759; died in Cambridge, Mass., July 17, 1810.
He was graduated at Harvard in 1784, taking high rank in mathematics; enter ed the ministry,
and in 1787 was made tutor. In 1789 he was chosen professor of mathematics and natural philosophy, which position he held till he was made president of the college in 1804. Dr. Webber
was one of the commissioners that were appointed to settle the boundary line between the United
States and the British provinces. He was the author of a System of Mathematics, which was
intended for use in Harvard, and for a long time was almost the only text-book on that subject
in New England (2 vols, Boston, 1801).-A. iVI.
1802. THOM.AS DIL WOR'rH'S ARITHMETIC, BY DANIEL HAWLEY.

In 1802 Daniel Hawley published The Federal Calculator, or American SJhoolmaster's As:;istant and Young Man's Companion, which is" altered from Thomas
Dilworth's Arithmetic, and adapted to the currency of the United States." The
copy that I have examined of The Federal Calculator was i<indly lent to me by
Superintendent John H. Phillips, Birmingham, Ala. It is the fifth stereotyped
edition, revised and corrected, and improved by William Stoddard, and printed
in Troy, N. Y., 1817. The recommendations, notices of the-different editions, etc.,
indicate slight alterations from the first edition by Daniel Hawley in 1802.
I have a copy of Dilworth's 'rhe Schoolmaster's Assistant, published in London, 174-3. However, there is not much similarity between it and The Federal Calculator, as revised and edited
by Hawley. The Federal Calculator is a 12mo book of 226 pages. It is divided into five parts:
(1) Of whole numbers; (2) of vulgar fractions; (3) of decimal fractions; (4) of duodecimals; (5)
a collection of questions and exercises. The divisions are arbitrary. For instance, the third
part includes decimals, involution, evolution, interest, annuities, etc. A topic is usually pres~nted in the following order: (1) A question and its answer; (2) a note or explanation; (3) exercises. The problems are well chosen, and while none are very difficult, yet many are severe
0 1:ough to tax the learner·s powers to a considerable extent.
The book averages fairly well
with other works of this date.
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1802. ALEXANDER'S ARITHMETIC.

Ca1eb Alexander's New and Complete System of Arithmetic is a small 12mo, of
214 pages, published at Albany, N. Y., 1802. The work is divided into two parts,
180 pages of arithmetic, and the remainder con5isting of geometrical problems
and some exercises in dividing land, which the author calls surveying.
1803. FINLAY'S ARITHMETICAL MAGAZINE.

This is a business and commercial treatise on arithmetic published in New
York in 1803. It is designed to further the commercial interests of the United
States-the active supporters of trade and agriculture. This book is a large 12mo,
252 pages, containing some problems and many tables of the currencies of variou·s
nations.
1803. CHESTER WRIGHT.

The Federal Compendium: being a plain, conQise, and easy Introduction to
Arthmetic; designeC:. for the Use of Common Schools. By Chester Wright, Preceptor of an English School in Middlebury. First Edition. Middlebury, Vermont: Printed by Huntington & Fitch, for the Author. 1803.
18mo, pp. 108.-A. M.
1804. GUTHRIE'S ARITHME'.rIO.

Jesse Guthrie, of Kentucky, the author of The American Schoolmaster's Assistant, prepared his arithmetic, which was published at Lexington, Ky., 1804. pp.
231.
This work attained a good circulation in the West soon after its publication.
a good book in its day. Other editions were printed at various places.

The treatis~ was

1805. THE YOUTH'S ARITHMETICAL GUIDE.

The Youth's Arithmetical Guide being a Compendious System of Practical Questions in Arithmetic. By Thomas Watson, Daniel Jaudon, and Stephen Addington. Printed in 1805 by D. Hogan, No. 51 south Third street. pp. 200.
The first part includes the simple rules, proportion, single and double rule of three, tare and
tret, simple and compound interest, insurance, brokerage, etc. The second part includes discount, common and decimal fractions, alligation, and duodecimals.
1805. ROBERT PAT"rERSON.

The Schoolmaster's Assistant: being a complete system of Practical Arithmetic.
By Thomas Dilworth. Carefully Revis~d and Amended. To which is Added, a
Compendious System of Practical Gauging. Second Edition. By Robert Patterson: Professor of Mathematics in The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia:
Printed and sold by John Bioren, No. 88 Chesnut Street. 1805. pp. 227.
Robert Patterson was born near Hillsborough, County Down, Ireland, May 30, 1743; died in
Philadelphia, Pa., July 22, 1824. He emigrated to Pennsylvania in 1768, found employment as a
teacher, and in 1774 was chosen principal of Wilmington Academy, Delaware. He volunteered
in the patriot army when the Revolution began, and served in the various capacities of military
instructor, adjutant, assistant surgeon, and brigade-major. In 1779 he was elected professor of
mathematics in the University of Pennsylvania, which position he occupied for thirty-five years,
and was vice-provost in 1810-1813. He was ap;:ointed director of the mint in 1805 by President
Jefferson, and filled that office with great success until his last illness. Professor Patterson
published The Newtonian System (Philadelphia, 1808), and a Treatise on Prc:tctical Arithmetic
(Pittsburg, Pa., 1818), and edited Thomas Dilworth's Schoolmaster's Assistant (Philadelphia,
1805), James Ferguson's Lectures on Mechanics (2 vols, 1806), his Astronomy (1809), John
Webster's Natural Philosophy (1808), and Rev. John Ewing's Natural Philosophy, with a memoir
of the author (1809).-A. M.
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1806. KEY TO THE TUTOR 'S GUIDE.

This is a key, or the Arithmetician's Repository, containing the solutions of the
questions, etc., in the Tutor's Guide, to which are added· some useful rules, etc.,
and an appendix showing the combination of quantities, the different way.s they
may be varied with the method of filling magic squares, the whole being designed
for the ease of schoolmasters, prepared by Charles Vyse, ninth edition, carefully
r evised, corrected, and augmented, and printed by JosBph Crukshank, Philadelphia, 1806.
12m.o, pp. 368. The preface has this signature attached: "15 Walnut-tree Walk, Lambeth,
1802, Charles Vyse." Forty-eight pages are devoted to the elements of algP.bra. The only value
the Key-possesses is the methods of solution illustra ted in it. The· Guide itself, judged by the
Key, must have been a ve"I"y complete treatise.
1806. CHARLES VYSE.

The Tutor·s Guide, being a Complete System of Arithmetic; with Various
Branches in the Mathematics. In Six Parts. * * -x- To which is added, an
.Appendix Containing Different Forms of Acquittances, Bills of Exchange, &c.,
&c. ' " ·* -x- By Charles Vyse. The ThiI-teenth Edition corrected. Philadelphia: Printed by Joseph Crukshank. 1803.
12mo, pp. 320. An American reprint of an English work, the first edition of which was published in 1770 or 1771. I have a copy of "The ninth edition, corrected and improved," London,
1796, pp. 324. The preface is dated 1793.·-A. M.
1806.

ALEXANDER WATT.

A New, Plain, and Systematic Compendium of Practical Arithmetic, adapted

to the Commerce of the United States: with a Key, constructed as Telfair's Key
to Gough's Arithmetic. By Alexander Watt. The Second Edition, corrected by
the Author. Philadelphia. 1814.
12mo, pp. 155.- A. M.

1807. JOHN GOUGH.

A Sysfom of Practical Arithmetick, in Four Books, agreea'bly to Telfair's Edition

of Gough's Arithmetic: to whjch is added a great variety of Rules adapted to the
Commerce of the United StatBs with the various nations of the world, as well as
of the different individual States with each other. Copy Right Secured. Baltimore: Printed by Warner & Hanna, at the Bible and Heart Printing-Office, and
Sold at their Book-Store, Corner of south Gay and Market-Streets. 1807.
1~ mo, pp. 342.

A second edition was printed at Baltimore by William Warner in 1817. An American reprint
of a once-famous Irish arithmetic, which is said to have" had such extensive currency in Ireland
(where it was first published in 17.58) that the name of the author became almost synonymous
w1tb arithmetic; insomuch that when Professov Thomson's was first published in that country,
it went by the name of' Thomson's Gough!'" (See De Morgan's "Arithmetical Books," PP· 7980.)-A. M.
1807. TITUS BENNETT.

A New System of Practical Arithmetic, particularly calculated fo1· the Use of
Schools in the United States; containing a large proportion of Examples in Federal Money, in each Rule throughout the Work. Compiled by Titu.s Bennett.
Seventh Edition Revised and Improved. Philadelphia: Published by Bennett and
·walton, No. 37 Market Street. 1818.
18 mo, -pp. 20-3.-A. M.

1808. E.MMOR KIMBER.

Ari th metic made easy to children: being a collection of Useful and Familiar
E~mples, Methodically Arranged under their Respective Heads. By Emmor
~;~ber. ~he third edition enlarged and improved. Philadelphia: Printed and
0
by Kimber & Conrad, No. 93, Market Street and No 170 South Second'
·
street. 1808.
2-lmo, pp. 132.

Th

· th d'
e tux c ition, containing 120 pages, was published in 1816.-A. M.
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1809. KINNE'S ARITHMETIC.

A short system of arithmetic by William Kinne was published at Hallowell,
Me., 1809. Pp. 177.
1810. FENWICK'S ARITHMETIC.

George Fenwick, tmrveyor of Washington City, D. C., wrote this arithmetical
essay in 1810. It is a little 12mo. of 259 pages. The author's motto is "Utile
Dulci," and he endeavored to carry this out in his collection of problems.
1810.

CARLETON'S COMPENDIUM.

Carleton's Compendium of Practical Arithmetic, by Osgood Carleton. Applied
to the Federal and Other Currencies. Designed for the use of Schools in the
United States. Boston: Thomas Wells, 1810.
This book of about 2.'H pages was compiled at the request of the associated instructors of
youth in Iloston. It is arranged throughout very s-sstematically, beginning with the Rimple
rules, then proportion, brokel'age, the extraction of cube and square root, etc., followed by the
forms of bills, notes, and receipts. The demonstrations are omitted, because, the author says,
"They would swell the book to little advantage to young pupils." The book contains everything that is necessary to the merchant, the mechanic, the mariner, and the farmer.
The problems are all made interesting to the pupils, inasmuch as each seems to be a little
story or poem.
As an example:
"Nineteen and ten, good honest men,
With sixteen mor'3, and 40;
Spoke to a victualler to provide,
Meals for their little party;
He charged them ninety-five cents each,
Because they ate quite hearty;
Pray how much money was the bill
Paid by this little party?"
Osgood Carleton was born in 1742, and died in Litchfield, N. H., in June, 1816. He served in
the French war, and was an oflker in the Revolutionary army. Besides his arithmetic, be
published valuable maps of Massach1rnetts and the district of Maine; The American Navigator
(1810); South American Pilot (1804); and a Map of the 1/nited States (1806).-A. M.
1810.

THE AMERICAN TUTOR'S ASSISTANT.

Who the author of this volume is I do not know. 1 The title-page of the book is:
"The I American Tutor's Assistant I revised: j or, I A Compendious System of
Practical Arithmetic; I containing the several rules of that useful science to which
is I added, a course of Book-keeping by Sfogle Entry. I Philadelphia, \ Printed
and sold by Joseph Crukshank, I 1810. l
This book has 212 pages. The arithmetic proper fills 180 pages, and the bookkeeping 32 pages
of additional matter, which was not included in the first addition. Fractions, as usual in most
books of this date, are placed before involution, or near the close of the book.
ln decimals t.he (,) and the period(.) are used interchangeably to denote the decimal point.
Usage was not well established, perhaps. The rule of three has a very extensive application in
the book. In some way the rule of three and 1Josition seem to have been the keys with which
authors solved all difficult arithmetical questions.

1810. CHARLES HUTTON.

A Complete System of Practical Arithmetic; and Book-keeping, both by Single
and Double Entry adapted to the use of Schools. By Charles Hutton, LL. D. and
F. R. S. &c. First American, from the latest London Edition. New York:
Printed and sold by Smith & Forman, No. 195 and 213 Greenwich-street. 1810.
12 mo, pp. 224.-A. M.
1 "Originally compiled by Sundry Teachers in and neat· Philadelphia."
So says the title-page,
but I find on comparing the book with the arithmetic of Zachariah Jess that it is undoubtedly au
edition of Jess's work. The books are almost identical. I have a copy of the eighth edition, .
dated 1808, containing 204 pages. The -preface is signed, "by desire and ou behalf of the editors,"
by John Todd, Zachariah Jess, William Waring, and Jeremiah Paul.-A. M.
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1811. DUDLEY LEA VITT.

The ·Scholar's Review, and Teacher's Daily Assistant. Being a Compendium of
Literary and Scientific Works, Original, Improved and Selected. Designeu. as a
summary retrospect of the principal and most curious rules of Practical Knowledge; to be u sed by the Teacher in instructing and examining his scholars; to
accomplish the student in his classical studies; and to facilitate the acquisition
and practice of useful and polite learning to persons of every class. Portland:
Published and sold by A. L yman & Co. at the sign of the Bible, Insurance-buildings, Exchange-street. 1811.
18 mo, pp. 125.
The first 20 pages are devoted to "language and poetry; " pp. 21-42, to arithmetic; pp. 43--53, to
description and use of mathematical instruments; pp. 54-57, to" explanation and construction
of mathematical tables;" pp. 58-04, to m ensuration; pp. 65-71, to surveying; pp. 7?-78, to navigation ; pp. 79-85, to music; pp. 86-91, to" perpetual almanac;" pp. 92-96, to astronomy; pp. 97-110,
to" a key to mathematical authors;" pp. 111 -116, to " explanations on Gibson's surveying; " p.117,
to" explanation on Flint's surveying and a key to Bowditch's Navigator;" p. 118 to the end of
the book (p. 125 ), to "comments on Webber's mathematics." In the "key to mathematical
authors" a r e given solutions of questions in Pike's, Walsh's, Merrill's, Hilton 's, and Goodale's
arithmetics.-A. M.
·
Dudley Leavitt was born in Exeter, N. H., May 23, 1772; died in Meredith, N.. H., September 15,
1851. H e taught school in winter and worked on bis farm the rest of the year, making almanacs,
arithmetics, and grammars during the long winter evenings. He was known throughout his
native State as ·'Old Master Leavitt," and made its almanacs for over half a century.-A. M.
1811.

STEPHEN PIKE'S ARITHMETIC.

The Teacher's Assistant, by Stephen Pike , was published in 1811 by Benjamin
Warner, of Richmond, Va. The work is called a compilation, and the testimonials
are dated Philadelphia, 1811. From this I infer that the author resided in Philadelphia.
The oldest edition I have is the third , printed in Richmond in 1817, 1 pp.198. An edition marked
"revised," published by 1'homas Davidson, of Philadelphia, in 1838, is the same as the one of 1811.
and a still later editioI). in 1852 by lVI. Polock, of Philadelphia, is different only in date. 'rhe general arrar.gement of topics is interesting as a matter of history. First, the simple rules, then
the compound rules, followed by the rule of three, practice, tare and tret, interest, etc., and
fractions just before square root and cube root.
1812. WEBBER'S ARITHMETIC.

President Webber's Arithmetic," published at Cambridge, 1812, is a well-printed
volume of 248 pages. It is a scholarly treatise, somewhat on the plan of the French
arithmetics.
1812. J OHN J. WHITE.

A Collection of The Most Useful Arithmetical Tables. Among which are, Monies
of Account in most Foreign Commercial Countries-their Exchanges-value of
their Exchanges in Federal Money-Rules for reducing Federal Money to other
Monies-and Vice Versa-Superseding entirely the necessity of Pupils in Common
Schools, making use of any other Arithmetic. ·To which is added a Perpetual
Almanac. Making in the whole a useful Pocket Companion. By John J. White.
Hartford: Printed and sold by Hale and Hosmer. 1812.
Small 18 mo, pp. 72. A fourth edition was issued in 1815.-A. M.
1812. A TEACHER OF ARITHMETIC, IN NEW YORK.

A Ke}'.' to Dilworth's Arithmetic; wherein every Question is worked out at full
length , 1 ~ ~ short and comprehensive manner: containing beside, Solutions to
many On.gmal Questions introduced in the best edition of that work, adapted to
the American Mathematician. By a Teacher of Arithmetic, in New York. Smith &
1

I have a copy of the first edition, 1811., pp. 198.-A. M.
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F orman's First Edition. Printed and published by Smith & Forman, at the Franklin Juvenile Bookstores, 195 and 213, Greenwich-street. 1812.
12 mo, pp. 212.-A. M.
1813. SAMUEL TEMPLE ' S CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICAL ARITHN.:ETIC.

This book was published by Lincoln and Edmands.

1813.

It is a small book of 108 pages. In size it resembles that of the little old-fashioned primer s.
The covers are of wood, covered with paper , and have a leather back. In this arithmetic all the
rule s tha t occur in common business are applied to the federal currency. One of the examples
in c ompound multiplication: "What will 2± yards come to at Ss. and 6d. 3 farthings per yard?"
The definition given for division: "Division teacheth to find how often one number is contained
in ano ther. "
1813. LEA VITT'S ARl'rHMETIC.

Elements of Arithmetic, by Dudley Leavitt, is a diminutive .volume, published
at E xeter, N. H. 1813. Pp. 109.
1814.

WELCH'S AMERICAN ARITHMETIC.

This book is a compilation by Oliver Welch, published in Boston.

1814,

"First Lessons, " filling 22 pages, constitute the first division of the work. Then 152 pages
cover the subjects usually found in common school arithmetics of fifty y ears ago.'- Part second,
consisting of 65 pages, is an excellent arithmetical treatise on mensuration of planes and solids.
The highest problems reach e d in this division of the book is "to find the solidity of an elliptic
spindle ." Eight pages of well-chosen miscellaneous examples conclude the arithmetic proper;
but there is a practical appendix of 21 pages on currency and bookkeeping, assumed to be valuable for farmers and mechanics. Subjects are presented in the following order: (1) Definition;
(2) rule; (3) questions on the preceding; (4) examples. To render the work easy the author
works the first problem as a general thing. Taken as a whole, the author succeeded admirably.
It is a pretty strong book, and the problems are generally of a very practical character. In the
pre face to the revised edition the author st.ates that not less than 26,000 copies had been sold.
1817. SCHOLAR'S ARITHMETIC.

Jacob Willetts' Scholar's Arithmetic first appeared in 1817, and passed through
more than fifty editions in a few years. It was designed for use in the common
schools, and had an extensive sa~e at one time. It was published in Philadelphia.
Augustus R. McCord brought out a revised edition of this work in 1849-an excellent edition of 324 pages.
Jacob Willetts was born in Fishkill, N. Y., in li'85; died n ear Mechanic, Dutchess County, N. Y.,
September 12, 1860. He was educated at the Friends' Boarding School, near Mechanic, and on
his eighteenth birthday became its head teacher. About 181.3 he se ttled on the island of Nantucket, where, with his wife, he conducted a flourishing school for many years. But in 1824
they returned to Dutchess County and established a school near Mechanic, which they continued
until 1852. Mr. ·wmetts was an accomplished mathematician, and pu:..lished text-books of geography , arithmetic, and bookkeeping, which were much used throughout the country.-A. M.
1817.

WILLIAM STODDARD.

The Federal Calculator; or, American Schoolmaster's Assistant and Young
Man's Companion. Being a Compendium of Federal Arithmettc, both Practical
and Theoretical. In Five Parts. Altered from Dilworth's Arithmetic, and
adapted to the Currency of the United States, By Daniel Hawley. Stereotype
Edition. Revised, corrected, and greatly Improved. By William Stoddard,
Teacher of the Troy Grammar School. New York: Collins and Hannay, 230
Pearl-Street. W. E. Dean, Printer. 1832.
18mo, 228 pages.
A.M.

The "Adv ertisement to the stereotype edition " is da ted "October, 1817..,_
1818. BONNYCASTLE 'S ARITHMETIC.

The Scholar's Guide to Arithmetic, with notes, by John Bonnycastle, was
republished in Philadelphia by Collins and Croft in 1818. 12mo, pp. 240,
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1818.

REV. JOHN WHITE.

A Practical System of Mental Arithmetic. By Rev. Jolm White, Precep~or of
Youth in Philadelphia. Printed by D. Heartt, for the Author. 1818.
This is "A new m e thod of making calculations by the action of the mind, without pen, ink,
p encil, or paper, illustrated by numerous examples under each rule. 'ro which is subjoined as
an appendix a varie ty of contracted examples in the rules of direct and inverse proportion,
commonly called the rules of three and five, regularly arranged and fully illustrated. Also, a
precise and easy method of working the rule of three and other ordinary processes of arithme•
tic by logarithm s, and the method of finding the logarithms of any number fully exemplified.'•
There is, besid€S, a self-instructor, which enables the most illiterate to become his own teacher
on an entirely new and easy plan. Also a key to the appendix, and a chapter on the art of
m easuring. This book contains over 300 p ages.
1818.

STANIFORD'S ARITHMETIC.

Daniel Staniford, A. M., published a practical arithmetic in Boston in 1818. It
has 324 pages, 196 being devoted to arithmetic and the remainder ,to bookkeeping,
but; is not a very remarkable production in any i·espect.
1818.

ELIJAH HINSDALE BURRITT.

Logarithmic Arithmetick containing a new and correct Tab1e of Logarithms of
the Natural Numbers from 1 to 10,000, extended to sE.,ven decimal p1aces besides
the index; and so contrived, that the Logarithm may be easily found to any number between 1 and 10,000,000.
Also, an Easy Method of constructing a Table of Logarithms, together with
their numerous and important uses in the more difficult parts of Arithmetick. To
which are added a number of Astronomical Tables, by which the different Phases
of the l\foon,-the Times of her Opposition and Conjunction, may be computed
with the greatest ease and exactness; and an Easy Method of Calculating Solar
and Lunar Eclipses; illustrated with Geometrical Projections; designed for the
Instruction of Youth in the Schools and Academies of New England. By Elijah
Hinsdale Burritt.
Williamsburgh: Printed by Ephraim Whitman. 1818.
Svo, sheep, pp. 251.-A . .M.
1818.

ROBERT PATTERSON.

A Treatise of Practical Arithmetic, intended fur the Use of Schools; in Two
Parts. Part I. By Robert Patterson, late Professor of Mathematics and Natural
Philosophy, in the University of Pennsylvania. Pittsburgh: Published by B.
Patterson and Lambdin. 1818.
18mo, pp. 234.-A. M.
1818.

JOHN D. WILLIAMS.

A Key to Daboll's Arithmetic, containing Correct Solutions to all the Examples
and Questions, at full length, (wherever there is the least appearance of Difficulty
in the Operation) arranged under their proper heads, and numbere_d as in the
Arithmetic; to which is added, a new m ethod of Solving the Irreducible Case of
Cubic Equations·, and applied to the Extraction of the Cube Root; also, 250 Curious_ and A~struse, Arithmetical, Mathematical, and Philosophical Questions, with
their Solutions at full length; many of which have never before been published.
By John D. Williams, Private Teacher of Mathematic~ and Natural Philosophy,
a nd Au th0 r of a Key to Hutton's Mathematics. Key to Willetts' Arithmetic. an
Elementary Treatise
on A 11
··th me t'.c, and an Elementary
·
· on Algebra.
· ·
.
Treatise
ew-York: Published by H. &. S. Raynor, 76 Bowery. 1839.
1
· mo, sheep, 180 pages. The preface is dated 1818.

I have not seen his arithmetic.-A. M.
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1818. JOHN J. WHITE.

Arithmetic Simplified.: being a Plain, Practical System, adapted to the Capacity
of Youth, and deRigned for the Use of Schools; in the United States. In Two
Parts. By ,John J. White. Published for the Author, by Samuel G. Goodrich;
and sold at his Bookstore, Hartford. 1818.
18mo, pp. 348.-A. M.
1819.

MoCURDY'S ARITHMETIC.

The Columbian Tutor's Assistant for the several calculations of common, decimal, and duodecimal arithmetic, by D. McCurdy , was published in "\Va-shington
in 1819. Pp. 208.
1S19. REV. ,J. JOYCE.

A System of PracticalArithmetick, for the use of Schools. By the Rev. J. Joyce.
Adapted to the Commerce of the United States by J. Walker. Baltimore: Published by N. G. Maxwell, 140, Mar1rnt-Street. 1819.
18mo, pp. 287. -A. M.
1820. FIROR'S ARITHMETIC.

The Young Man s Moni.toTy , by· Jacob Firor, was -compiled and published in
Frederick-Town, Md., 1820.
1

The Arithmetic proper contains 218 pages, and an introduction to hookk-ee1)ing of 2:i additional pa_ge.s. The work is not r emarkable in :any r-espect.
1821.

MAGINNESS' ARITHMETIC.

James Maginness wrote a" New, copious, .and complete system of arithmetic,.,
which was published at Harrisburg, 1821.
1.2mo, pp. 240.
This is a mueh better book than the ordinary ones of the period.

1821. FARRAR'S ARITHMETIC.

An Elementary Treatise on Arithmet ic, taken principaJly from th,e arithmetic
of S. F. Lacroix, translated into English with such alterations and additions as
were found necessary in order to adapt it to the use of the American student, by
John Farrar, pro£essor of mathematics and natural philosophy in the University
of Cambridge. Second -edition, revised and corrected. Cambridge, New England. Printed by HilliaTd & Metcalf, atthe University Press, 1821.
This is a small manual on arithmetic, containing 128 pages. The introducJ;i,m, table of contents, and explanation of roman numerals cov·e r 12 pages; the 4 fundamental rule,s, 1E pages,
mostly discussion of principles, with very few problems; fractions, eommon and decimal,34
pages; tables of coin, weight, and measm·e, 4 pages; r eduction and compound numbers, 22 pages;
proportion, 16 pages; fellowship, alligatlon, and miscellaneous questions, 13 pages; and the
appendix., which contains various tables of weights and measures, including the new French
weights and measures, 8 pages. This book i s bound with the Elements of Algebra, 1 translated
from the same author, and the Elements of Geome try and Trigonometry, translated from the
French of A. M . Legendre by David Brewster. As will be seen by the table of contents the
arithmetic is a meager treatise, -0ompared with what is ineluded in a modern treatise. With
rare exceptions the problems are omitted, and the work is more of a thesis upon the subject
th;n a text-book of exercises in whieh th-e learner should be drill-ed. H-0wever, it marks the
transition period in American arithmetics.
John Farrar was born in Lincoln, Mass., .Tuly 1, 1779; died in Cambridge, Mass., May 8, 1853.
He Wl'\S graduated at Harvard in 1803, and was chosen Hollis profesor of mathematics and natural philosophy in the same institution in 1807 and retaine<'l. the chair till 1836, when he resigned
in consequence of a painful illness that finally caused his de::tth. H e publishe<l, besides bis translation of Lacroi.x's Arithmetic, translations of the elementary portions of Euler's and Lacroix's
Algebras (1818); of L ege!!.dre's Geometry (1830); of Lacr-0ix's 'rrigonometry (1820); of B.Szout's
Differential and Integral Calculus (1824) , and of several other works.-A. M.
1

I have a copy bound separately.-A.. M.
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1821. WARREN COLBURN.1

In 1821 Mr. Colburn published his First Lessons in Intellectual Arithmetic. In
regard to this book he is said to have remarked that the pupils who were under
his tuition made the book for him, and that he had only given attention to the
questions they had asked. His Algebra upon the Inductive Method of Instruction
appeared in 1825, and his Sequel to Intellectual Arithmetic in 1826. 2 . He regarded
the Sequel as a book of more merit and importance than the First Lessons.
The following paragraph (written in 1856) is from Barnard's Journal of
Education:
"Thus the First L essons worked its way gradually to notice and favor, a book which enjoyed
~ more enviable success than any other schoolbook ever published in this country, and the

merits of which are now universally acknowledged to be equal to its success. It has been said
to be 'the only faultless schoolbook that we have. · It has certainly wrought a great change in
the manner of teaching arithmetic.
"Su ch a man as George B. Emerson, after twelve years' constant use of it, long ago pronounced
it the most valuable schoolbook that has made its appearance in this c ountry. And Thomas
Sherwin, esq., of the Boston High School, calls it not only the best in this country; but tbe best
in the world. lts use is believed to be nearly commensurate with that of the English language,
and it has been translated into other tongues. About two millions of copies have been sold since
its first publication in this country."
,varren Colburn was born March 1, 1793, in the part·of Dedham, Mass., called Pond Plain. His
father was a farmer and the son was t aught to work on the.farm. When quite young he showed
a hste for arithmetic. From 1810 to 1818 h e worked on machinery at Pawtucket, R. I., and Ply.
mouth, Mass. What little schooling h e had thus far received had been at the district school,
principally in the winter. In the s ummer of 1815, at the age of 22½ years he began to fit hi:n;iself
for Harvard College, which he entered in 1817 and from which he graduated in 18:W. He was
considered by his classmates to be by far the b est mathematician in the cfass. While in college
h e taught school during the winter months in Boston, L eominster, and Canton. From 1820 to
1823 he successfully taught a private school in Boston. In 1823 he was appointed superintendent
of the Boston Manufacturing works at Waltha m, Mass., one of the first establishments in the
country for the manufacture of cotton goods. 'rhe mechanical genius which he here displayed
in applying power to machinery, t ogelher with his great administrative ability, led to his
appointment in 1824 as superintendent of the Lowell Merrimac Manufacturing Company at
Lowell, Mass. For several years he delivered gratuitous lectures on the natural history of ani ·
mals, light, electricity, the seasons, hydraulic's, eclipses, etc. His knowledge of machinery
enabled him admirably to illustrate these lectures by models of his own construction, and his
successful experiments and simple teaching added much to the practical knowledge of his
operatives. In l\1ay, 1827, he was elected a fellow of the American Academy of Sciences and
several years was a member of the examining committee for mathematics at Harvard Oollege.
He was a member of the superintending school committee of Lowell, and so busy were he and
his coworkers that they were repeatedly obliged to hold their meetings at 6 o'clock in the morning. Warren Colburn seems to have been ardently admired-almost revered-b~·the tea chers
who have understandingly used his First Les8ons. The following is a good description of him:
In personal appearance Mr. Colburn was decidedly pleasing. His height was 5 feet 10, and his
figure was well proportioned. His face was one not to be forgotten; it indicated sweetneElS of
disposition, b enevolence, intelligence, and refinement. His m ental operations were not rapid,
and it was only by great patience and long continued thought that he achieved his obj ects. He
was not fluent in conversation; his hesitaney of speech, however, was not so great when with
friends as with strangers. The tendency of his mind was t oward the practical in knowledge;
his study was to simplify science and to make it accessible to common minds. He died Septem ·
ber 13, 1833, at the age of 40 y ears.
The arithmetics by C(?lburn marked a great educatiunal epoch in the world's t eaching. He
seems to have grasped the logical idea in teaching more firmly than any other one of his age.
His b ook s, up to the highest demands of the age , a r e now published in a carefully r evised
and enlarged e dition by Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.
182'Z. NEWELL'S ARITHMETIC.

John Lyman Newell's New American Arithmetic printed at Hartford 1822, is
a weak volume of 202 pages.
'
'
1
I have a copy of an edition of" F' t L
~rs
essons" tra?slated into the .Hawaiian la~g~age and
publisb,.ed at Oahu in 1833
ently omparati·vel
' 16mo, pp. 64· Also one published at Boston, not dated, but 1t 1s apparY recent.-A. M.
.
,, First edition was published at Boston in 1822.-A. M.
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1822. STEVENS' ARlTHl\fETIC.

Beriah Stevens' New and Concise System of Arithmetick, Containing Vulgar,
D ecimal, and Logarithmical Arithmetick. Printed for the author bv G. M.
Davison, at Saratoga Springs, in 1822. Pp. 423.
•
This book gives.many demonstrations and examples. The title-page reads: "Measurem,mt
of artificer's work, board and timber, by calculation. The plain seale and sliding rule; measurement of inaccessible distances, heights, etc. All canceled and abridged. "\Vith other rules, too
tedious to mention, and i_mprovements on each. "
1822. WILLIAM R. WEEKS.

The Missionary Arithmetic: or Arithmetic Made Easy, in a New Method:
designed to Diminish the Labor of the Teacher, and Increase the Improvement of
the Learner. Accommodated to the Present Era of Benevolent Enterprize, and
adapted to the use of Lancasterian and other Schools. By William R. Weeks.
Utica: Published by Merrell & Hastings, No. 40 Genesee Street.
18mo, pp. 239.-A. M.
1822.

HENRY JACKSON.

The Arithmetical Catechism, Compiled from Various Authors, for the Use of
Schools. Third Edition. With The addition of Examples and Practical Questions under each 1·ule: The whole forming a Complete System of Arithmetic. By
Henry Jackson. Portsmouth: Published by T. H. Miller, and H. Gray & Co.
1824. Copyright, 1822.
18mo, pp. 165.-A. M.
18:!2. JOHN JOSSPH REEKERS.

Decimal Tables of Interest, reduced to the Denary Scale of Notation. A Method
Concise, Easy and Mathematically Accurate. By John Joseph Reekers. Sterotype Edition. Baltimore: Printed for the Author by William Wooddy, 1822.
8vo pp. 19.-A. M.
182'2.

RENE PAUL.

Elements of Arithmetic. By R. Paul.
Enquirer, by Ford & Orr. 18~3.

St. Louis: Printed at the Office of the

18mo, pp. 160.-A M.
1823. PEIRCE'S ARITHMETIC.

This book was published in Boston in 1823, by Lincoln & Edmunds for the
author, Leonard Peirce. T~e title is: "Conversations on Arithmetic, with Demonstrations to each rule, in easy and familiar language: the whole of which is
designed to render the study of Arithmetic pleasing and instructive to the pupil."
By conversations the author w eaves in each topic. He puts fractions .after the fundamental
rules, and he closes the treatise with" Forms of notes, bonds, receipts, orders, and deeds." The
work is a 12mo, of 156 pages.
·

1823.

ABEEL SMITH.

An Arithmetic for Beginners; compiled for The Use of Schools: mostly in Dollars and Cents. "Teach Youth, and teach them aright." By Abeel Smith. NewYork: Printed for, and sold by John S. Smith, No. 42 Fulton Street, first house
above Pearl-street. 1823.
Small 18mo, 108 pp.-A M.
1823. VICTOR VALUE.

Arithmetic, Theoretical and Practical; wherein the Fundamental Principles of
that Science are Explained, in a New, Perspicuous and Familiar Manner, especially Numeration, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions, the Rule. of Three both Single
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and Compound, &c. Designed to assist both Instructors and Learners fo comm uuicating and acquiring a correct knowledge of the Theory and Practice of this
Important Branch of Mathematics. Part I.
By Victor Value, Principal of Mantua Academy, n ear Philadelphia. Published
by Kimber and Sharpless, Market Street. 1823.
lGmo, pp. 168.-A. M.
182!. 1\1.. BEZOUT'S ARITHME TIC.

Th:s is another translation and adaptation from the French work, arranged and
edited by Nathaniel Haynes, of Hallowell, Me. The translator adapted the work
to American schools. Pp. 220. Copyrighted in 1824.
1824.

ENOCH LEWIS.

Enoch Lewis wrote the Arithmetical Ex1:ositor, which was published in Philadeiphia in 1824.
The work is divided into two parts. The first part is a small 12mo of 167 pages, mostly problems. Part II contains the l ess useful practical rules, "Yith their exemplifications, a general
view of the theory, and indications of the modes by which the more difficult questions in the
work are solved.
Small 12mo, pp. 80.
Enoch Lewis was born in Radnor, Dela ware County, Pa., January 29, 1776; died in Philadelphia,
Jun2 14, 1856. He belonged to the Society of Friends, and at an early age exhibited a talent for
mathematics; at the age of 14 years was usher in a county school, and at 15 became principal.
ID. 1792 he removed to Philadelphia, studied mathematics, teaching half of each day to earn his
support; in 1795 was engaged as a surveyor in laying out towns in western Pennsylvania. He
had charge of the :oathematical department in the Friends' Academy in Philadelphia, 1796--99;
was subsequently mathematical tutor at the Westtown, Pa., school, and in 1808 opened a private
school for mathematical students, which he successfully taught for several years. He edited an
American edition of Thomas Simpson's Trigonometry, to which he added an appendix on
spherical projections. He also edited several other matheinatical works with notes, and published, besides his arithmetics, works of his own on algebra and plane and spherical trigonometry.-A. M.
1S24. JOHN ARMSTRONG.

A Key to the Western Calculator, containing the Solution of all the Examples
and Questions for Exercises, with reference to the pages where they stand. To
which is added, Some Useful Rules. Designed chiefly to facilitate the labor of
Teachers, and assist such as have not the opportunity of a Tutor's aid. By John
Armstrong. Second Edition, revised and corrected. Pittsburgh: Printed and
Published by Johnston & Stockton, Market Street. 1827.
8mall 12mo, pp. 139. Copyrig'ht, 1824.-A. M.

1824.

GEORGE CURTIS.

A Treatise on Gunter's Scale, and the Sliding Rule: together with a Description
and Use, of the Sector, Protractor, Plain Scale, and Line of Chords; or an Easy
Method of finding the Solid Contents of .Bodies, especially that of Timber, by the
Sliding Rule; and also of Guaging Casks, and Round Timber. To these are added
Several Useful Logarithmick Tables, Tables of Latitude and Departure, and a
Table of Natural Radii, not known to have been heretofore published: also a
Table of Round, and Square Timber. By George Curtis, Math.
18mo, pp. 119.-A. M.
1824. LUTHER PRATT.

Pratt·s Introduction to Arithmetic. The Juvenile Assistant; or, Practical Cal?ulator_: containing Rules in Arithmetic Sufficient for all Ordinary Transactions
1
n Busmess: intended for the Use of Schools, and Young Persons in General.
B\~uth er Pratt. New-York: Published by George C. Morgan, 353 Pearl-Street,
aPrn~ tor sale by th e principal Booksellers in the United States Gray & Bunce,

m. 1 24.

8mall 1 mo, pp. 108.-A . M.

·
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1825. ROBINSON'S ARITHMETIC.

The American Arithmetic, by James Robinson, jr., is a book of 240 pages.
Although published in 1825, it is remarkable chiefly on account of its scarcity.
BEZOUT'S ARITHMETIC.

Etienne Bezout, a distinguishEd French mathematician, was born at Nemours
in 1730 and die<l. in Paris in 1783. He wrote a complete course of mathematics,
consisting of six volumes, for the use of the marine, the artillery, and the Polytechnic School. His treatise 011 '' Theoretical and practical arithmetic, in which
the principles of that science are clearly and fully explained," wa3 h-anslated from
the French, improved, and adapted to the currency of the United States by Noble
Heath. This translation was entered for copyright in 1825, and was published by
Samuel Wood & Sons, New York, and by Samuel S. ,'Vood & Co., Baltimore.
This book is a 12mo of 236 pages. It is a good specimen of French authorship on this subject.
Principles and definitions are clearly and concisely stated; the ~xplanations are !'-imple, easy,
and natural. Rules are avoided and but few problems are given. The style in which the work
is written is graceful and fl.owing. The American arithmetic that more nearly approaches this
translation in spirit is Bar.dwell's, which was published in 18i'8. The great difference between
Bezout's Arithmetic and our present works is the omission of what we call "business arithmetic." For instance, the chapters that American authors devote to percentage and its appliGations are almost unknown in foreign works, which treat interest in a few pages and then drop
the subject. In a sentence, this work discusses and explains principles. It includes all the subjects usually found in arithmetics of sixty years ago.
182b. THOMAS 'rOWN.

Russell's Companion to Every Treatise on Arithmetic, in the form of Question
and Answer. In which the science is demonstrated in a clear and familiar manner, with the view of assisting the teacher, and rapidly advancing the progress of
the pupil: to wh:ch is added an Appendix, containing useful tables and numerous
Questions.for exercise in leisure hours. First American Edition. Revised and
adapted to the American School, by a Teacher. Baltimore: Published by John H.
Naff, & Co. 1825.
Small 18mo, pp. 1'.J5. Copyrighted by Thoma3 Town, :i.s proprietor, who was probably the
reviser.-A. M.
1826. F. R. HASSLER'S ELEMENTS OF ARITHMETIC.

The first edition was published in 1826.
published in New York in 1828.

A revised and correctEd edition was

This edition is a sm.all 12mo of 216 pages, while the eighth 1 edition of 1832 has 4 additional pages.
The work is somewhat novel in the arrangement of matter, b eing'tiivided into 4 parts: (1) Firs t
elements and deductions of the four rules of arithmetic, divided into 6 chapters, which treat
of the fundamental rules and fractions, including 80 pages; (2) practical applications of the four
rules of arithmetic, 9 pages; (3) ratio and proportion, in 6 chapters of 30 pages; (4) extension
of arithmetic to higher branches, and other practical applications, 4 chapters of 6:J pages. The
higher branches as enumerated are square and cube roots, series, compound interest and annuities, alligation, and miscellaneous problems and tables. Taken as a whole, the author places
theory before practice, and illustrates with very few problems.
Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler, the celebrated surveyor, was born in Aarau, Switzerland, October
7, 1770; died in Philadelphia, Pa., November 20, 1843. He r eceived a scientificeducationin Europe,
and was for some time connected with the trigonometrical survey of Switzerland. Subsequently he emigrated to the United States, and through the influence of Albert Gallatin secured
an appointment at the United States Military Academy as acting professor of mathematics,
from 1807-1810. He was then selected to direct the United States Coast Survey, and sent on a
mission to France and England for the purpose of securing the instruments and standards of
measurement for beginning the work. He was detained in England as an alien enemy,and was
not r eleased till 18l5. On his return he wa::; formally appointed Superintendent of the Coast
Survey, but did not begin his field work until 1817, and tben the work was discontinued for fif.
teen years. He was also f0r many years chief of the bureau of weights and measures; was a

,

1

The ninth edition was published in Washington City in 1843, and has 219 pages.-A M.
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m ember of t h e A merica Philosophical S ociet y, and contributed papers to its Transactiornl
p er tain ing t o his w ork on the Coast Survey. H e publish ed a series of mathematical works.
1 Zti- 184-2, including arithme tic, a stronom y, g eom etry, logarithmic, and trigonometric tables
and a trigonometry; also n. system of the univer se. (2 v ols., New York, 1828.)
1826.

MACU R DY '3 NATIONAL ARITHMETIC .

.The Eagle, or National Arithmetic: containing an authentic, plain, and comprehensive exposition of 'the science of numbers, in Theory and Practice; with
remarks, and familiar demonstrations of the principal rules. Adapted to the
-purposes of Arts and Commerce, in the United States. By D. Macurdy, Philom ath. Baltimore: Published by Fielding Lucas, jr. Armstrong & Plaskitt,
Cushing & Jewett, E. J. Coale, Samuel Young, William & Joseph Neal; and by
P. Thompson, Washington, D. C. Wm. Woody, printe:.:. 1826. D. pp. 208.
18:~u. DUDLEY LEA VITT.

Pike's System of Arithmetick Abridged: designed to facilitate the Study of the
Science of Numbers. Comprehending the Most Perspicuous and Accurate Rules,
Illustrated by Useful Examples. To which are added Appropriate Questions, for
the Examination of Scholars; and a Short System of Book-Keeping. By Dudley
Leavitt, Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. Concord: Published
by Jacob B. Moore. 1826.
· 8vo, pp. 200.-A. M.
1823.

ZADO CK THOMPSON.

The Youth's Assistant in Theoretick and Practical Arithmetick. Designed for
the use of Schools in The United States. By Zadock Thompson, A. M., Autho1•
of the Gazeteer of the State of Vermont. Second Edition, with corrections and
Additions. Woodstock, Vt. Printed and sold by David ·watson. 1826.
8vo, pp. 164.-.A. M.
l l:26.

SETH DAVIS.

The Pupil's Arithmetic. Whereby the Practical use of Fjgures is Demonstrated
in a Series of Original Questions. Adapted to the Capacities of Youth. By Seth
Davis. Boston: Printed by Lincoln & Edmands, for the Author, No. 59 Wash·
ington Street. 1826.
Small 18mo, pp. 183.--A. M.
1826.

WILLIAM B. FOWLE.

The Child's Arithmetick, or the Elements of Calculation, in the Spirit of Pestalozzi's Method, for the Use of Children between the Ages of Three and Seven
Years. By William B. Fowle, Instructor of the Monitorial School, Boston. Boston: Published by Thomas Wells, Union Street and Hanover Street. 1826. Howe
& Norton, Printers.
36mo, pp. 104. I have a copy of an edition translated into the ·Hawaiian languagqand published
at Oahu in 1832. Small 24mo.-A. M.
1827.

RO8WELL C. SMITH'S ARlTHME'.rICS.

Smith's Practical and Mental Arithmetic, on a New Plan, was published in 1827,
Roswell C. Smith was born in 1797, in Franklin, Conn., and died in Hartford, April 20, 1875.
He was th e author of a grammar, geography arithmetics and other works. The Practical and
Menta~ Arithmeiic is a volume of 282 pag~s. 'rhe arr;ngement of subjects does not differ
materially fro~ th at in Ray and Davies, and the author claims to follow Pestalozzi in uniting
mental
and one
written
•
•
it r eminds
of 'arithmetic · Q
. uestion~
and answers characterize
the book. I n th·1s respec t
th ~ geographies of thirty y ears ago. There is a positiveness about the
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f
au or s pre ace that is refresh·
'.rhi
arithmetic.,, The "Pr
. mg. .
s ~ok was called in my country-school days "an ea~y
1 1" In tb'
.
o~uctivo Arithmetic" was " entered according to act of Congress ID
·
is series of arithmetics th
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.
a 'ffi
cul ty in und r standin hiru
e a:u, or ~rote m plain language, and pupils bad no 1 •
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The exercises, while not difficult, w er e well graded, and I suppooe
ie r asons why th e books had a large circulation.
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1827. JAMES RYAN.

· An Elementary Treatise on Arithmetic, in Theory and Practice: adapted to the
Instruction of Youth in Schools and Academie::; in the United States. By James
Ryan, author of "An Elementary Treatise on Algebra,"" The New American
Grammar of Astronomy," &c., &c. New York: Published by Collins & Hannay.
J. & J. Harper, Printers.· 1827.
12mo, pp. 272.-A. M.
1827. MARTIN RUTER.

The Juvenile Arithmetick, and Scholar's Guide; wherein Theory and Practice
are combined and adapted to the Capacities of Young Beginners; containing a
due proportion of Examples in Federal Money; and the whole being Illustrated
by Numerous Questions similar to those of Pestalozzi. By Martin Ruter, A, M.
Cincinnati: Published. and sold. by N. & G. Guilford, at their Book Store, 14,
Lower Market Street. W. M. & 0. Farnsworth, Jun., Printers. 1827.
Small 18mo, pp. 215.-A. l\f.
Mart-in Ruter was born iu Charlton, Worcester County, Mass., April 3, 1785; died in Washington,
'.rex., May 16, 1838. He received only a common-!:ichool education, but studied theology and in 1801
was admitted to the New York conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He preached
in New Hampshire and Montreal, Canada; was made an elder at the age of 20; was stationed at
Boston, Mass., Portland, Me., and other places; was principal for a time of Newmarket Academy,
and in 1820-28 conducted the Book Concern in Cincinnati, Ohio; was president of Augusta
College, Kentucky, from its establishment in 1828 till he resigned in l832to return to the ministry.
He was the first Methodist clergyman in the United States to receive the degree of D. D., which
was conferred on ~im by Transylvania University in 1820. Dr. Ruter was the author of many
religious and theological works, and also of several education~! text-books. --A. M.
1827. JOHN E. LOVELL.

Introductory Arithmetic; prepared for the Pupils of the Lancasterian School,
New-Haven. Accompanied by a Key for the use of the Monitor. Part First.
By John E. Lovell. New-Haven: Published by S. Wadsworth. 1827.
Small lSmo, pp. 228.-A. M.
1827. NATHAN GUILFORD.

The Juvenile Arithmetic, mu·strated with Familiar Questions, and containing
numerous examples in Federal Money; to which is added, a short system of Book
Keeping. Revised and ~nlarged by Nathan Guilford. Cincinnati: Corey and
Webster. 1836.
18mo, 179 pages.

Recommendations are dated 1827.-A. M.
1828. 'rHOMAS T. SMILEY.

In January, 1828, Philadelphia, Thomas T. Smiley completed The New Federal
Calculator, which, in appearance, is a twin to Daboll's Arithmetic.
It is a volume of 180 pages, and the arrangement of topics differs but little from that of Adams,
although the proble ms are more difficult. It is also an improvement upon Adams 's Arithmetic
in typographical work. He uses the decimal point in fractions, but not in writing United States
$ cts. mills.
money. He would write $23.746 tbus, $23 74 cts. 6 mills, or 2'J 74:
6. I noticed one exception
in the work, and that iu the solution of a problem. At one time this work was extensively used
in the common schools of the country, and almost exclusively in the West and South. Dr. 8miley
published also: (1) Introduction to Geography, Philadelphia, 1828, 12mo; (2) Sacred Geography;
(3) New Federal Calculator, 12mo; Key l2mo; (4) Arithmetical Rules and Tables, 18mo; Other
Works. Before The New Federal Calculator was published, the manuscript had been submitted
to quite a number of distinguished t eachers and mathematicians. Letters as early as 1825,
addressed to Mr. John Grigg, the publisher, speak of the merits of this little volume. The work
was never revised. Its chief merit consists in its brevity and simplicity. It marks the transition from pounds, shillings, and pence to dollars, dimes, and cents. The topics usually presented
in arithmetics of this date are all treated, or touched upon, in this arithmetic. It is still printed
by J.B. Lippincott & Co.
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1828.

WILLIAM SLOCOMB.

The Fed ral Calculator, or, a Concise System of Practical Arithmetick; containing all the Rules n ecessary for transacting the common Business of'life. Together
with Questions for Examination, under each of the Rules; intended for the Use
of chools, and Young Men who may be desirous of obtaining further knowledge
of this Science. To which is addecl, a Short System of Book-Keeping. By William Slocomb. Wheeling: Published by the Author. R. I. Curtis, Printer. 1828.
lSmo, pp l"i.- A . M.
l n2

DANCEL PARKER.

The Improved Arit!1metic, newly arranged and clearly illustrated, both Theoretically and Practically, to meet the exigencies of the student in the acquisition
of the Nature and Science of Numbers; and also, to aid the Accountant in all
Arithmetical Computations, relative to Business Transactions; designed for the
use of Academies, Schools, and Counting-Houses. By Daniel Parker, A. M., late
Principal of several distinguished Literary Institut.ions. New York: Printed and
sold by J. & J. Harper, No. 82 Cliff Street. 1828.
lSmo, pp. 3-!5.-A. l\:I.
1828. JOSHUA SHINN.

The New Ohio Arithmetic, or a New and Complete Calculator; adapted to the
Juvenile Understanding, in which the use of Pounds, Shillings, and Pence, (except
in t.ne Rule of Exchange,) &c. is omitted, and others inserted in the room of
them. The whole being designed to be a useful Book for Merchants, Schoolmasters, Farmers, and Mechanics of all descriptions, in The Western Country. ~y
Joshua Shinn. He that in figures would improve, Must first with figures fall m
love. New-Garden: Published by the Author. H.J. Howard, Printer, 1828.
18mo, pp. 251.-A. 1\-1.
1828. ZADOCK THOMPSON.

The Youth's Assistant in Theoretic and Practical Arithmetic: Designed for the
Use of Schools in the United States. By Zadock Thompson, Author of History
and Gazetteer of Vermont. Fourteenth Edition. Burlington: Chauncey Goodrich. 1848.
16S pa6 e.,. Copyright 1828.-A. M.
Zadock Thompson was born in Bridgewater, Vt., May 23, 1796; died in Burlington, Vt., Januai~y
19, 1856. He was g1·aduateu at the University of Vermont in 1823, and became a tutor there m
1825. He published an almanac as early as 1819, and subsequently made the astronomical _calculations for the Vermont Register, also for thirty-four years those of the Walton·s Registers.
He removed in 1833 to Hatley, Canada, and then to Sherbrooke, where he taught, and, after
studying theology, was in 1335 made a deacon in the Protestant Episcopal Church. H e returned
to Burlington, Vt., in 1837,and was given a chair in the Vermont Episcopal Seminary. In 1845-48
he was State geologist of Vermont, and in 1851 was chosen professor of chemistry and natural
history in the University of Vermont. Besides several text-books, Professor Thompson published Gazetteer of the State of Vermont (18:~), and a number of historical and other works.-A. M.
1829. WILLIAM RUGER'S ARITHMETIC.

A New System of Arithmetick; in which the Rules are familiarly Demonstrated,
and the Principles of the Science Clearly and fully explained, by showing the relation which the simple rules bear to each other, and reducing the more difficult
part back to those Rules. Pp. 253.
l8.';he ;~d:tion i'I dated at Watertown, N. Y., July 4, 1831, but the copyright is September 26,
d tc be . e general arrangement is not materially different from that of other authors of
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1829. JAMES RYAN.

The Pestalozzian System of Arithmetfo.

By James Ryan , New York, 1829.

Pp. 144.
The author included all the simpie rules and interest, commission, and brokerage, insurance,
partnership, etc. It consists chiefly of questions.
1829.

T - H. BABCOCK

Babcock's Arithmetic, New York: G. & C.. & H. Carvill, 1103 Broadway, 1829.
12mo, pp. 180.

This is one of the b est of the earlier American arithmetics. The .au tho;· had clearly defined
notions of what he wanted to say and how it ought to be said. There is a precision in the definitions, an exa.ctness in the statement of principles, and a simplicity in the rules and directions
which indicate no ordinary mind. The arrangement of subjects is that now generally adopted
in our latest works, and includes 139 page J, and in which all important topics are treated more
or l ess fully and quite satisfactorily. The remainder, 41 pages, is d evoted to miscella n eous mat. ter, including chronological problems, gravity of bodies, falling bodies, mechanical powers,
mensuration, a little algebra, trigonometry, and tables, and 8 pages of choice and quaint pi·oblems, several in rhyme. The general plan of the book was worked out in 1827.
1829.

CONNOLLY'S ARITHMETIC.

James L. Connolly put about as much matter in The Ohio Accomptant as could
be well cro·wded into 250 pages of a 12mo book. Problems, problems , characterize
the production from beginnh1g to end. The work was printed at Pittsburg in
1829.
.
1829. ROSE'S ARITHMETIC.

The United States Arithmetician, by John Rose, was published in Philadelphia
in 1829. It is not different in many respects from Smiley's Arithmetic, published
a few years previously.
1829. OSTRANDER 'S ARITHMETIC.

The Elements of Numbers, or Easy Instruction in Practica l Arithmetic, by
Tobias Ostrander, was 2,ublished at Canandaigua, N. Y., 1829.
It is divided into two parts, the fi r st 193 pa.ges, arithmetic proper, and the second, an exposition -0f mathematical principles, 168 pages. A curious compilation.
1830. FREDERICK A. P. BARNARD.

A •rreatise on .b_rithmetic, designed particularly as a Text-Book for Classes, in
which the Principles of the Science are Inductively Developf<l, and rendered simple by modes of Illustration, devised after careful observation and Actual Experiment in the School Room; combining Written Arithmetic with copious Mental
Exercises, and containing a variety of Useful Practical Abbreviations in Calculation, not founJ in any similar work: adapted to the Federal Currency, and rendered entertaining to the Pupil, by a great yariety of Amusing Problems, involving
the Principles Illustrated: the wbole constituting the most Complete System of
Practical Arithmetic, now before the Public. By Frederick A. P. Barnard, A.B.,
Mathematical Instructor in the Hartford Grammar School. Hartford: Published
by Packard & Butler. 1830..
12mo, p:p. 288.
Professor Barnard published, besides his arithmetic, "Arithmetic Divested of its Difficulties.
-For the Use of Schools and Academies. Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 1843," "r.rhe M etric System of
Weights and Measures" (second edition, New York, 1872), and edited several works, among
which is an American edition of "Bridges Conic Sections" (New Haven, 1839) . He also added
"A Concise Treatise on Logarithms" to the seventh edition of" Flint's Surveying" (Hartford,
1833).-A. M.
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1831. WILLIAM SLOCOMB.

The American Calculator; or a concise System of Practical Arithmetic; containing all the Rules necessary for transacting the common business of Life;
together with Questions for Examination, under each of the Rules, By William
Slocomb, Philadelphia; published by William Davis. 1831.
A 12mo volume of 180 pages; supplementary and G pages on bookkeeping. 'rhis is the second
edition. A good companion to Smiley's Arthmetic.
1831. HUTTON'S ARITHMETIC.

Charles Hutton's Course of Mathematics was published in two large volumes in
this country. The edition I have is" the fifth American, from the ninth London
edition, with many corrections and improvements by Olinthus Gregory, LL. D.,
edited in this country by Dr. Robert Adrain, and published in New York by W. E.
Dean, 1831.
'rhe American edition is in part a reprint of the English edition, with such modifications as
appeared calculated t o increase the usefulness of the work, and to adapt it to the students of
this country. The subj ect of arithmetic embraces 161 pages of the first volume. Each subject
is briefly treated; the definitions are ter,ely expressed; explanations are simple and direct,and
the exercises moderately copious. As was the custom, he places the" rule of _three" before
vulgar fractions. The t able of squares, cubes, and roots of all numbers from 1 to 1,000 is a valuable featur e. Progressions and single and double position are clearly presented. A good collection of miscellaneous problems closes the arithmetic, properly speaking; yet the last 16 pages
are devoted to logarithms, thefr nature, properties, and uses. At one time Hutton's Mathematics were extensively used in the higher institutes of learning in this country.
1831. 'rHOMSON RANDOLPH.

The Practical Teacher; b eing an easy and rational Introduction to Arithmetic
designed for Beginners of Every Age, adapted to Every Mode of Instruction, and
particularly the Monitorial. By Thomson Randolph. Third Edition, Carefully
Revised and Corrected. Philadelphia: Uriah Hunt & Son, No. 44 North Fourth
Street. 1845.
18mo, 192 pp.

Copyrighted 1831.-A. M.
1831.

THOMAS W. CONKLING.

The Young Arithmetician's Guide to a Knowledge of Numbers; being an Easy
Practical System of Arithmeti.c, Explained and brought down to the cap~c:ty of
the Learner; adapted to the Currency of the United States. By Thomas W.
Conkling, Teacher. New York: Published by Ketcham & Aymar, 384 Pearl
Street. T. B. Town & Co .. Printers. 1831.
12mo, pp. 288.-A. M.

.

,

1831. I. K. TORBERT.

The Farmer and Mechanic's Manual; or the Present Currency of the United
States, concisely explained, by Rules entirely original, and applied to Practical
Purposes, in a Manne1: not before published. Together with Mensuration, and an
Appendix, containing Rules that are seldom used, but sometimes necessary. By
I. K. Torbert. Harrisburg, F. Wyeth, Pr. 1831.
A small Yolume, pp. 142.- A. M.

1831. JAMES ROBINSON.

!le~entar~ L~ssons in Intellectual Arithmetic Illustrated upon Analytic and
~ uBctivde ~rmCJples. By James Robinson, InstJ.'.uctor of Writing and Arithmet ic, ow om School Bosto
. .
. .
Gray, Little and Wllkms.
•
n. B oston: H1lhard,

1

•'mall 18mo, 84 pp.-A. M.
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1831. FRANCIS J. GRUND.

A Collection of Arithmetical and Algebraic Problems and Formul::e; by Mier
Hirsch: Translated from the original German and adapted to the use of the
American Student. By Francis J, Grund, Teacher of Mathematics. Boston;
Carter, Hendee and Babcock. 1831.
12mo, pp. 340.

The first Z-2 pages are devoted to arithmetic.-A. M.
1831. W ANZER'S ARITHMETIC.

Ira Wanzer's Arithmetic is designed as an introduction to mathematics.
volume of 396 pages, published at Danbury, Conn., 1831.

It is a

1832. BEECHER'S ARITHMETIC.

This is a work prepared by Catherine E. Beecher, late principal of the Hartford
Female Seminary, and was published at Hartford in 1832.
It is intended to supply a complete course of instruction in arithmetic by dividing the work
into three parts: Part I for young children; Part II for older classes; Part III for students
entering college. The book is a bulky 12mo. of 283 pages.
Catherine Esther Beecher was born in East Hampton, Long Island, September 6, 1800, and
died in Elmira, N. Y., May 12, 1878. She was a sister of Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet
Beecher Stowe. Her education was received in the seminary at Litchfield. She was betrothed
to Professor Fisher, of Yale, who was lost with the Albion off the coast of Ireland, .while on a
voyage to Europe, and she never married. She devoted her life to the cause of the education of
women, and published a number of works on educational, religious, and domestic subjects.A. M.
1832. EMERSON'S ARITHMETICS.

The North American Arithmetic, in three parts, was publish d in· Boston.
Before me are parts second and third, in separate volumes. Part second was prepared in 1832, and is entitled '' The North Am:erican Arithmetic. Part Second,
uniting Oral and Written Exercises in Corresponding Chapters."
This book is divided into two parts, 87 pages to oral arithmetic, and 118 pages to written arithmetic. The answers are omitted. This book in 1834 displaced Colburn 's First Lessons and
Sequel in the Boston schools. Part third, for advanced scholars, followed two years later, pp.
288. The exercises are well selected, and taken as a "'ihole it would be pronounced a strong
book. Among other matters of importance is the l<.,rench system of weights and measures.
The answers are omitted, but a key for the use of teachers only is published_separately.
Benjamin Dudley and Frederick Emerson, brothers, were natives of New Hampshire. The
elder, Benjamin Dudley, was born at Hampstead, 1781, and died in Jamaica Plains, now a part of
Boston, October 2, 1872. Frederick was born at Hampstead November 28, 1788, and died in Boston in 1857. Both were well-known teachers in Boston, and were also associated in the preparation and publication of school books. Frederick was at one time superintendent of the Boston
schools.
1832. WESTERN CALCULATOR.

J. Stockton, Pittsburg, was the author of the Western Calculator, a little.book
of 203 pages, and in which the problems were well selected and grouped under
eight different heads. It was published in Pittsburg in 1832, 1 and at one time had
a somewhat extensive circulation.
1832. COBB'S ARITHMETIC.

Lyman Cobb's Arithmetic is a volume of 216 pages of rather pleasant arithmetical reading, much of which is in the form of questions and answers. As an
arithmetic it does not amount to much. It was printed in Ithaca, N. Y., 1832.
Lyman Cobb was born in Massachusetts about 1800, and died in Colesburg, Potter County,
Pa., October 2l1, 1864. He was one of the ~reatest educators of his time and was the author of
numerous text-books besides his arithmetics.-A. M.
1 There is a copy of the fourth edition in the Library of Congress which is dated 1826.
The
date of the copyright is 1819, which is probably the date of the first edition.-A. M.
ED 98--53
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1832. P. E. BATES BOTHAM.

The Common School Arithmetic: in which the Rules are Explained in the Plain•
est and most Concise Methods Extant, with many Important Improvements, containing Proofs in each Rule with Demonstrations from the most Simple and
Evident Principles; together with Reasons for every Rule, accompanied with a
Series of Questions on the Nature and Application of the Same. To which is added
a Dictionary of Arithmetical Terms not found in any other Treatise. By P. E.
Bates Botham. -x- -x- * Hartford, Conn. Published by Henry Benton. 1832.
12mo, pp. 228.-A. M.
1832. E. DA VIS,

The Franklin Intellectual Arithmetic: for The Use of Schools. By. E. Davis,
A. M., Principal of Westfield Academy. Springfield: Published by G. & C. Merriam. 1832.
24mo, pp. 108.-A. M.
1832. OLIVER A. SHAW.

A Des~ription of the Visible Numerator, with Instructions for its Use; Illustrated with Plates. Designed to impart to Learners a clear and an adequate
knowledge of the Principles of Arithmetic, and to accompany the Apparatus. By
Oliver A. Shaw. Boston: T. R. Marvin, Printer, 24, Congress Street. 1832.
Svo, pp. 03.-A. M.

1833. FRANCIS J. GRUND.

Exercises in Arithmetic.
Hendee & Co. Pp. 182.

By Francis J. Grund.

Published in 1833 by Carter,

This book was not intended as a treatise, but only as a companion to other arithmetics, to
enable pupils to practice on rules they may have learned. The lessons are divided into sections:
(I) Questions in the simple ruies; (II) weights and measures; (III) common fractions; (lV)
clecimals, and (V) exercises which would be needed fo1· business and common purposes.

1833. BENJAMIN DEARBORN.

The Pupil's Guide, being a collection of the most useful rules in arithmetic,
calculated for the benefit of schools. By Benjamin Dearborn, of Portsmouth.
Reprinted in Boston by B. Edes & Sons, 1833. 1 Pp. 32.
There are no examples, demonstrations, or questions in the book; only the simple declarations.
Space is made the most of, only a paragraph or two being given to each subject. All the simple
rules, with the addition of the rule of three, commission and brokerage, interest, insurance,
discount, equation of payments, fellowship, and barter, are treated briefly.

1833.

S . .G. GOODRICH.

Peter Parley's Method of Teaching Arithmetic to Children.
Engravings. Boston: Published by Carter and Hmdee, 1833.

With Numerous

Square 16mo, pp. 144.-A. M.

1834. FOWLERS' ARITHMETIC.

The Federal Instructor, or Youth's Assistant .
. The au th0 rs, Abijah and Josiah Fowler, were teachers of arithmetic, and the recomme nd ations bear dates from_l834 to 1830, and are from educators in Virginia and Tennessee. There is
no waS t ed space in this book of 192 pages. It contains upward of 1300 problems. The rules
are short, a nd th e explanations shorter. Smiley's Federal Calculator 'must have been the guide
the authors followed in the
·
.
·
M
.
Gibson in
preparation of this book. The copy I have was revised by r.
1868 , a nd is now published by Mr. W. J. Duffie, Columbia, S. C.
·
1
There is in the Library of C
- containing lti uart
,
. ongress a copy of the "Pupil's Guide,'' by Benjamin Dear born,
q
o pages, prmted at Portsmouth in 1782.-A. M.
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1834. JOHN PRESTON.

Every M:an his Own Teacher. Being an Introduction to Arithmetic, wl1ereby
Persons who are ignorant of that Science, may of themselves, without a Teacher ,
obtain a sufficient degree of knowledge in Figures, for Common Business, and for
operating in nearly all the Books extant on that Subject. By John Preston, Philo.
Math. Second Edition-with additions. Albany. Printed by G. J. Loomis, 9
Washington Street, 1834.
12mo, pp. 300.-A. M.
183!. JOHN ROSE.

Rose's New Arithmetic. An Explanatory and Practical Arithmetic, adapted to
the Business and Commerce of The United States; containing all the most useful
Practical Rules of the Science. By John Rose. Philadelphia: Published by
Denny & Walker , No. 28 North Third Street. 1836.
18mo, pp. 180.

Copyright, 183!.-A. M.
1834. W. B. FOWLE?.

The Child's Arithmetic in which its Most Easy and Simple Rules and. Elements,
are Brought Down to the Level of his Comprehension. Stereotype Edition.
Washington: Printed and Pt1blished by Duff Green. 1834.
18mo, pp. 62.-A. M.
1835. CHARTA NA-HOLHTINA : OR CHOCTAW ARITHMETIC.

This book , written in the Indian tongue, was printed in Boston in 1835, for the
American board of commissioners for foreign m issions, by Crocker & Brewster.
It has only 72 pages, mostly problems. The figures are, of course, intelligible, but all else is in
the Choctaw language. The numbers are written as: (1) Achefa, (2) tuklo, (3) tuchina, (4) ushta.
(5) tahlapi, (6) hanali, (J) untuklo, (8) untuchina, (9) cbakali.
1835. BENJA....1\-IIN GREENLEAF.

Mr. Greenleaf's first book, the National Arithmetic, was published by Robert S.
D avis & Co., Boston, in 1835.
It soon b ecame a favorite treatise with teachers who preferred sound attainments in this
science. The first edition was exhausted within a year, and a second revised edition was published. Increased activity in education created a demand fo1~ more advanced books, and the
author brought out an enlarged edition of 360 pages in 1847, and ten ye~rs later the author
rewrote, revised, and enlarged the National again, and in this form we still have it. It contains
84 more pages than the edition of 1817. The general plan of the work was never changed.
Tho introduction to tho National Arithmetic, or the Common School Arithmetic, was first
issued in 1842, and revised in 1818 and 1856. The edition of 1818 contains 324 pages, being nearly
150 pages larger than the first edition. It is a smaller edition of the National, and is modeled
after it closely.
Benjamin Greenleaf was born at Haverhill, Mass., September 25, li86, and died in Bradford,
Mass., October· 0, 1864. He graduated from Dartmouth College in 1813, and from 1814 to 1836 was
principal of Bradford Academy. From 1837 to 1839 he represented Bradford in the State legisla·
ture. In 1839 he took charge of the Bradford Teacher s' Seminary, which position he occupied
for 9 years.
18-35. LYCEUM ARITHMETIC.

An experience<l. teacher of Boston prepared this volume of 248 pages for common
schools, high schools, a.nd. academies. It was published in 1835.
1835.

AMERICAN ARITHMETIC.

James B_e nnett, accountant, published his American arithmetic adapted to trade
and commerce of the United States in 1835. It is an octavo of 104 pages, devoted
to commercial and business transactions.
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1836.

FRANClS W ALKINGAME'S TUTOR'S ASSISTANT. 1

Crosby's new edition was printed by and for Thomas Wilson & Sons, HighOusegate, York, 1836.
This is a book of about 200 pages. The arithmetic is divided into 6 parts, viz: (1) Arithmetic
in whole numbers; (2) vulgar fractions; (3) decimals, with the extractions of square, cube, and
biquadrate roots; (4) duodecimals, or multiplication of feet and inches; (5) the mensuration of
circles; (6) a collection of questions, set down promiscuously, for the greater trial of the foregoing rules. The whole is adapted either as a question book fo1· school use or as a remembrancer
or i?structor to such as have some knowledge therein.
1836.

MAHAN'S ARITHMETIC.

Jason M. Mahan ·s private instructor was published at Harrisburg, 1836.
Besides what the author tleemed important in arithmetic, he inserted bookkeeping,
conveyancing, mensuration, etc.
This isa book of little value , 12mo., 304 pages.
1836.

GEORGE WILLSON.

A Practical and Theoretical System of Arithmetic, containing several New
Methods of Operation, and a New System of Proportion; with Theoretical Explanations of all the Principal Rules. Also, a Treatise on Mensuration, and a Brief
Practical System of Book-Keeping. By George Willson. Canandaigua: Published and sold, wholesale and retail, by C. Morse. 1836.
18mo, pp. 192.-A. l\L
1836. B. F. ELLS.

The Dialogue Arjthmetic, or Book Instructor. Part I. By B. F. Ells, Author
of "The Dialogue Grammar,"" History of The Inqui:5ition," etc. Dayton: Published by B. F. Ells, and E. M. Strong, and sold by E. M. Strong, Dayton, 0. 1836.
Sm. 18mo. pp. 126.-A. M.
1836.

S. R. HALL.

School Arithmetic: containing The Theory of the Science; Illustrations of The
Rules, and Copious Examples for Practice. By S. R. Hall, Principal of Teachers'
Seminary. Andover: Printed and Published by Gould and Newman. Waterville,
Me.: E. Davis and Co. 1836.
18mo, pp. 312.--A. M.
1836.

NATHAN DABOLL AND DAVID A. DABOLL.

Daboll's Complete Schoolmaster's Assistant: being a Plain Comprehensive System of Practical Arithmetick, adapted to the Use of Schools in the United States:
Exemplified and Illustrated in a manner calculated to engage the Minds of Youth
in their Study, and impart to them a Thorough Knowledge of Practical Arithmetick. By Nathan Daboll, A. M., and David A. Daboll. New-London: Published
by W. & J. Bolles. New-York: Collins, Keese & Co. 1836.
lBmo, pp. 265. A different book from the original Daboll's Schoolmaster's Assistant.-A. M.
Nathan Daboll, son of the Nathan. Daboll who was author of the Schoolmaster's Assistant,
was born in Groton, Conn., 1782, apd died there in 1863. His son, David Austin Daboll, was born
in Groton, Conn., in 1813. The second Nathan compiled the New England Almanac from his
father's death, in 1818, until his own death, and it has been continued since by David Austin.-.A. M.
1836.

ROBERT RAMBLE.

(JOHN FROST.)

El~~ents of Arithmetk, for Children: on a Plan Entirely New: adapted for
FTahmihes aucl Preparatory Schools. Illustrated by cuts. Philadelphia: Desilver,
omas & Co. 1836.
Smnll l mo., pp. 108.-A. M.
1

I th ink th is is not an American publication.-A. M.
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1837. LYMAN PRESTON.

The Book-Keeper's Diploma: or, a Full and Lucid Treatise on the Equation of
Payments. By Lyman Preston, Author of "A Treatise on Book-Kee.p ing,"" Tables
of Interest and Six and Seven per cent," &c., &c. New York: Stereotyped by
Francis F. Ripley, Franklin Building. 1837.
8vo, pp. 32.-A. M.
1838. CHARLES DA VIES, LL. D.

The mathematician Charles Davies was born at Washington, Conn., January
28, 1798, and died at Fishkill Landing, on the Hudson, September 17, 1876. When
he was a boy his father moved to St. Lawrence County, N. Y., then a new and
unsettled portion of the State. Here he worked on the farm, meanwhile picking
up such an irregular education as was then available jn a new country till he
entered the Military Academy, in December, 1813, and graduated in December,
1815, and was assigned to the light artillery. After a brief service in New
England garrisons he was transferred to the Engineer Corps, in 1816, and ordered
to duty at West Point, but resigned December 1, 1816, and became the principal
assistant professor of mathematics and natural philosophy. This position he held
till May 1, 1823, when he was made full professor, and this office he held till May 31,
1837, when he resigned on account of failing health. At this time he was engaged
upon the series of text-books which soon became famous in t};liscountry. His health
was so impaired thathemadea trip to Europe,~nd upon his return accepted the chair
of mathematics in Trinity College, Hartford, which he occupied from 1839 to 1841.
His health again failing, he resigned and was appointed paymaster in the Regular
Army with the staff rank of major. He served also as treasurer of the Military
Academy at West Point from 1841 to 1846, and two years later was elected professor of mathematics and philosopy in the University of New York. The year
following he moved to Fishkill Landing, on the Hudson, to complete his series of
books. Next he taught mathematics in the Normal School, Albany, N, Y., and
in 1857 was elected professor of the higher mathematics in Columbia College, New
York. and in June, 1867, emeritus professor.
At present I am unable to determfoe the exact elate at which Davies's arithmetics ·were first issued. A. S. Barnes & Co. established their firm in New York in
1838, and it was at this date that Mr. A. S. Barnes, then only 21 years old, joined
Prof. Charles Davies for the purpose of publishing the mathematical works of the
latter.
For two years after the formation of this partnership Mr. Barnes traveled
through the country, canvassing schools and academies for the sale of these books,
which were the first the firm published.
From Alli bone the order of Davies's works is the following: (1) Primary Table
Book; (2) First Lessons in Arithmetic; (3) Intellectual Arithmetic; (4) School
Arithmetic; (5) Grammar of Arithmetic; (6) University Arithmetic, first edition, 1846; (7) Elementary Algebra, first edition, 1839; (8) Element_a ry Geometry
and Trigonometry, first edition, 1840; (9) Practical Mathematics, 1852; (10)
Bourclon's Algebra, first edition, 1834; (11) Legendre's Geometry, first edition,
1828; (12) Elements of Surveying, first edition, 18:32; (13) Analytical Geometry;
(14) Differential and Integral Calculus; (15) Descriptive Geometry, first edition,
1826; (16) Shades, Shadows, and Perspective; (17) Logic of Mathematics; Mathematical Dictionary, 1855, New York, 8vo. The dictionary was prepared by Mr.
Davies and William G. Peck.
The earliest edition of Davies's "Arithmetic designed for academies and schools"
that I have seen was copyrighted in 1838, 1 and pub~ished in Philadelphia by A. S.
Barnes & Co., 21 Minor street, in 1842. This treatise is an enlarged and improved
edition of the Common School Arithmetic published in 1833. Also a testimonial,
1

1 have a copy published by Alfred S. Barnes, Hartford, Conn., in 1838.-A. M.
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dated Baltimore; August, 1842, shows that Davies's First Lessons in Arithmetic
were adopted in the Philadelphia common schools.
The edition of 1838 is substantially the same as the edition of 1850, which is still
printed and ismarked (Davies's Old Edition). There are 20 pages more of matter
in the 1850 edition. That of 1838 contains 340 pages.
Since Davies's arithmetics in some form are so widely known in this country,
it is not wmth while to give a minute analysis of them, yeflt is proper to ascertain, if possible, what elements gave his arithmetics their great popularity among
the people.
·
In the first place, Dr. Davies possessed in eminent degree the power of analysis
and of assimilation. In translating from the French he acquired a clear, grace·
ful, and elegant style. The clearness of the French, united with the practical
character of the American, enabled him to produce better text-books than had
previously been published in this country. He always wrote to be easily understood, and his mind, being naturally logical,
he arranged his thoughts according to a fixed plan. More than any previous
writer he regarded arithmetic as a science and less as an art than had hitherto
been done. With him arithmetic was an instrument to be used, but which
depended upon ce:1..·tain definite ~onditions for its highest efficiency. On- every
page of his writings is seen the same care and precision which distinguished all
his work. It is the instructor of the average mind that he always had in view.
At no time does it appear that he wrote for geniuses, but, on the contrary, for
common minds. Truthfully can it be said that the arithmetic that he prepared
forty years ago can be used advantageously in the schools of to-day .
.FIRST LESSONS.

This is a neat little Yolume of 198 pages, combining the oral method with slate exercises, in
two parts. Part first is designed for beginners and corresponds to the simplest exercises in our
primary books. 'l'he second part, which embraces 107 pages, is properly mental work, and is
designed to perfect the pupil in rapid and accurate work.
The first edition of this book I have not examined.
INTELLECTUAL ARI'l.'HJ\IETIC.

This contains 178 pages. The scope of the book is "an analysis of the science of numbers
with special reference to mental training and development." The edition that I have before
me is copyrighted in 1854; and it is said to be essentially different from the one which preceded
it. The principle underlying it is that every operation in arithmetic has reference to the unit 1.
The problems are well graded, and are just di.fficult enough not to discourage the pupil.
THE UNIVERSITY ARITHJ\IETIO.

The finishing work of the series of arithmetics is Davies's University Arithmetic. The Pri~
mary, Intellectual, and Practical or Common School Arithmetic, were prepared for specific
purposes, each being part of a whole system. The University Arithmetic is designed to answer
to another purpose, namely, to present the subject as a science from a scientific standpoint.
The same logical connection is observed in treating the subject as a series of dependent, but
closeiy connected, propositions. From the idea of the unit the author developed the science
as a beautiful structure, symmetrical in all its parts. Owing to the simplicity of the science,
it was the most natural thing for Dr. Davies to advocate the adoption of the metric system
of weights and measures, and thus discard the varying scales which have but one merit-that
of age .
. The University Arithmetic, under its present revised form, is one of the very best text-books
m the language. For fifty years these books have been in the foremost place. Merit has kept
the~ there. Whenever the dfacovery of new methods of presentation demanded a revision, the
pubhsh:-rs and author at once complied.
The title of t~e book,_ "University Arithmetic, Embracing the Science of Numbers and General
Rules
· d.1ca t es its
• obJect.
•
. a 12mo volume of 466 pages, we1·1
. t dfor then· Application"
, m
It 1s
prm e , and substantially bou n d m
· muslm.
•
The general divisions of the subjects are: (1) F"n·s t
ti ve ru1es; (2) common fraction . ( ) d d .
.
<B) ratio and
. .
s, 3 uo ec1mals; (4) decimal fractions; (5) continued fract10ns;
ical progressi~:~~~~~on, ( 7) ~ercentage; (~) applications; (9) powers and roots; (10) arithmet-

P;;1~:_e~i:cal
progre~i~n_; (12) analysis; (13) mensuration; (14) a?pendix.
e m 1838_ the d1v1s1ons are: (1) First fivo rules; (2) denommate num-

In the arithm~tic
bers; (3) vulgar •
O

1

common fractions; (4) decimal fractions; (5) ratio and proportion; (6)
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· practice; (7) percentage; (8) applications 'to business; (9) duodecimals; (10) involution; (11)
evolution; (12) arithmetical progression; (13) geometrical progression; (14) mensuration; (15)
gauging, etc.
The influence of Dr. Davies's writings on subsequent authors in this country can hardly l.Je
overestimated. It may be ·very properly regarded as the beginning of a revolution in school
book making. Simplicity and .extreme clearness became the leading ideas in the minds of
authors, who studied how to be understood by children and young people.
1834.

JOSEPH RAY, M. D.

Joseph Ray, whose arithmetics have been more extensively used than those of
_any other American author, was born in western Virginia, in 1807, and died in Cincinnati in 1855. The following sketch of his life appeared in the Cincinnati
Gazette at the time of his death:
Dr. Ray was studious even in boyhood. At 16 years ·of age he commenced teaching to procure
the means of acquiring a better education, all the while pursuing his studies under difficulties
that would have discouraged one not so inspired with a genuine love of knowledge. He went a
long distance on foot, carrying with him his books, to enter Washington College, Pennsylvania.
Afterwards he left that institution, and again taught. Subsequently he entered college at
Athens, Ohio, and again 'took up and pursued with success the collegiate course. In 1828 he came
to Cincinnati and immediately commenced the study of medicine at the Ohio Medical College,
where he graduated as a doctor of medicines, and soon became a surgeon in the Commercial
Hospital. In October, 1831, he became a teacher of the Woodward College, in the preparatory
department. In 1834 he became the professor of mathematics in that institution, in which position he remained till the Woodward College gave place to our present Woodward High School,
over which he was elected to preside in September, 1851. This institution bears the impress of
his genius and character.
For the last five or six years of his life he was president of the board of directors of the House
of Refuge, a reformatory institution for boys and girls, to whkh, as to everything in which be
was engaged, he gave unremitting attention, and his good influence will not soon be forgotten
by the friends and managers of that institution.
As early as the year of 1834, he· commenced the preparation of his mathematical works for
publication, and from time to time wrote and published three treatises on arithmetic and two
on algebra, and at his death he had in complete preparation for publication another and higher
work on arithmetic. His published works have had a wide circulation, and their usefulness has
long been appreciated and gratefully acknowledged by teachers and pupils throughout the
country.
Professor Ray has long borne a high and useful part in the promotion of science and education
in the West. With a mind quick and of great earnestness and power and indomitable perseverance he mastered what he attempted and infused his own energy into others with whom he
was connected. · His death will awaken sorrow in the hearts of many now in high and honorable
·positions whose minds have received their tone and much of their power from him.
If it be mark of a great mind to be able to give form, direction, and force to other minds and
prepare his pupils for great actions, then was Professor Ray a great man; and if to have devoted
a lifetime of energy and incessant labor all to purposes most useful to his age and country
' denote a good man, then was Professor Ray a good man, and entitled to be remembered with
affection and re~ard by his contemporaries and by those who are to come after him.
His high intellectual worth, the urbanity of his manners, and his devotion to the cause of
education, in the promotion of which his life has been spent, are widely known; but the amiableness of his disposition, the purity of his heart, the blamelessness of his life, and the sincerity
and depth of his· piety were best known to his niost intimate associates.
A price list of Messrs. 'l'ruman & Smith, publishers of the Eclectic Series, Cincinnati, 1838, has
this announcement:
Ray's Eclectic Arithmetic, 50 cents, single.
Ray's Little Arithmetic, 19 cents, single.
Ray's Rules and Tables, 6 cents, single.
So far as is known, only one set of these books is in existence at present.

The Eclectic Arithmetic has as a title, Ray's Arithmetic: Part Third, being the
· ..Q..uthor's EclE:ctic Arithmetic on the Inductive and Analytic Methods of Instruction; designed for Common Schools and Academies. Thoroughly Revised, Enlarged, and Improved. By Joseph Ray, M. D., Professor of Mathematics in Woodward ®ollege.
The publisher was Winthrop B, Smith, Cincinnati. It is copyrighted in 1844, but the preface
bea1·s date 1837. The outside paper cover bears the title, Ray's Eclectic Arithmetic, without
alil.y reference to part third, and has the imprint, "Cincinnati, published by Truman & Smith."
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A little arithmetic, marked in ink "First edition," has for its title," Introdnc~
tion to Ray·s Eclectic Arithmetic. The Little Arithmetic. Elementary Lessons
in Intellectual Arithmetic on the Analytic anu Inductive Method of Instruction.
Being an Introduction to the Author's Eclectic Arithmetic-By Joseph Ray, M. D.
Professor in Woodward High School, Cincinnati. Cincinnati. Published by
Truman, Smith & Co. No. 150 Main Street. Stereotyped by J. A. James. 1834."
It was entered for copyright in 1834, and contains 71 printed pages, the last page being an
advertisement of the Eclectic Arithmetic. Another copy of the same date, title, etc., except that
the name of the stereotyper and the date 1834 is left off-is probably of later print; it contains only
76 pages. In 1843 the Little Arithmetic became a subordinate title, the chief title then being Ray's
Arithmetic, part second . This was published by Winthrop B. Smith, and the preface is dated
Woodward College, November, 1843. Ninety-six pages of this book treat of intellectual arithmetic; pages 97 to 144 treat of practical arithmetic. The book includes a brief treatment of
interest and is really quite a modern book. There was a revision of this book in 1849, another in
1853, in 1857, 1860, and 1877. Ther:e was no essential change from 1857 to 1877.
The Tables is a very small primer of about 48 pages. In the early history of these books revi·
sions were very frequent. The title, "part third," was first used probably in the editions of
1844.

The smaller book was issued in 1834. In 1844 it was remodeled with the others
and became Part First. It was revised in 1853, again in 1857, and in 1877.
The Part Third, as described above, was revised in.1844, 1849, and in 1853, when
the title Practical was used with Part Third. Revised again in 1857, and lastly
in 1877.
The Higher Arithmetic was first issued in 1856. The New Higher in 1880. Some
of the above copyrights have been renewed for the additional term, as the law
requires.
RAY'S HIGHER ARITHl\IETIC.

During Dr. Ray's last illness he expressed the wish that· Prof. Charles A. Matthews, A. M.,
should complete and edit the Higher Arithmetic. '£he task was ably performed. In 1880 the
publishers decided to revise the edition prepared by Professor Matthews. The writer revised
the arithmetic as it now appears, with the exception of a few of the miscellaneous problems
which were proposed by Dr. U. Jesse Knisely.
To many it has appeared strange why Ray's arithmetics have such a hold on the popular
mind. '£he reason is, I think, obvious. Dr. Ray was, in a large sense, a self-made mathematician
and a self-made teacher. He had l earned well the lesson of self-help, and in the preparation of
his books he always kept before himself all the difficulties he had experienced in masteringeach
topic. No one knew better just when and where and how to bear down on certain points. In
an eminent degree he possessed that rare combination of assimilation and clear presentation.
He knew how to make the subjects stick.
1838. WILLIAM B. WEDGWOOD.

Wedgwood's Science of Numbers. Containing Rules for the Application of
the Mind in Acquiring Knowledge. A Complete System of Arithmetic, embracing New and Important Rules and Explanations. A Complete System of BookKeeping, by Double Entry, prefaced by Questions and Answers illustrating its
Importance. Also, an Introduction to Algebra, sufficient to give the Pupil a
Knowledge of Simple Equations. Designed greatly to facilitate the acquirement
of Mathematical Knowledge. By Wm. B. Wedgwood, a Graduate of the NewYork University, New--York City. New-York: Published by the American Common School Union, 128 Fulton Street. 1838.
16mo, pp. 2l6.-A. M.
1838 . . KEITH'S ARITHMETIC.

_Keit~•s Arithmetic, Practical and Self-Explanatory, in which the Mental and
Didac~ic Plans are combined, so as to form a completely Plain System for all
Practical Purnoses
and at th e same time
·
· a Thorough Foundat10n
· f or tl1e
J:'
•
formmg
8tndY of th e more Advanced Branches of the Mathematics. The whole r econstructed on the Basis of th e o r1gmal
· · Work. Revised and adapted to American
·
C urr ncy. and se in Am ,
erican s· ch ools, by an Experienced Teacher of Mathe-
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matics. To which are added, a Comprehensive Treatise on Mensuration; and an
Origjnal and Perspicuous System of Book-Keeping. Philadelphia: Thomas,
Cowperthwait, & Co. 1839.
18mo,'uoards, 290 pages. An American edition of an English work, probably by Thomas K eith,
though the author·s first name is not mentioned.-A. l\I.
1839. URIAH PARKE'S ARI'rHMETIC.

All the reference books I have had access to are strangely silent jn regard- to the
author, Uriah Parke. The arithmetic of his in my possession is Stewart's New
Edition of Parke's Farmers', Merchants', and Mechanics' Practical Arithmetic,
twentieth edition. It was printed in 1847 by William Stewart, New York.
An extract from the preface to the third edition is dated Zane3ville, Ohio, July 1839. In this
extract the author recommends that the work be used as a reading book till the learners can
promptly read the numbers and signs; and also in some cases the learner should be required to
measure boards, scantling, etc., as well as to draw diagrams of his work. The author had a
practical, measuring, business turn of mind, and consequently the arithmetic is a departure
in m ore senses than one. It is a savage attempt in 179 pages to compress farmers', merchants',
and mechanics' arithmetical calculations into one small volume and still keep it a practical
arithmetic after the process of condensation is completed. The chapter on mensuration and
kindrep topics is particularly strong. ·

Philosophy of Arithmetic is the fourth number of his series, the first number
being a familiar introduction to mental arithmatic, while the third is a key to the
practical arithmetic. The Philosophy is designed" more especially for such as
desire to look into the philosophy, 'the why and wherefore,' of the subject."
On the title page is: "Lectures on the Philosophy of Numbers, and the adaptation of Arithmetic to the Business Purposes of Life; With numerous Problems,
curious and useful, solved by various modes; with explanations designed to make
the study and Application of Arithmetic pleasant and profitable to such as have
not the atd of a living teacher; as well as to exercise Advanced Classes in Schools."
By Urfah Parke. "What man has done, man may do." "I will try." Zanesville, Ohio: Printed and Published by U. P. Bennett. 1842. Pp. 339.
This is a volume of twenty lectures: (1) The study of arithmetic, its history, etc.; (2) comparative view of the rules of arithmetic; (3) principles of numbering; (4) on the properties of
numbers: (5) properties of numbers; (6) properties of fractional numbers; (7) proportion; (8)
involutiop., or the raising of powers; (9) properties of numbers concluded; (10) modes of solving problems; (11) interest; (12) properties among lines, surfaces, and solids; (13) proofs , contractions, and mental calculations; (14) solution of problems, resumed; (15) solution of problems, conduded; (16) theory of wheel carriages; (17) on the uses to which a knowledge of
arithmetic is applied; (18) one hundred exercise problems; (19) a collection of rules; (20) pursuit of knowledge under difficulties.
This is a scrappy book, containing much valuable heterogeneous information. The authoi·
knew a great deal, doubtless, but his mind must have been a sort of f ermenting vat. It is a
good reference book for all t eachers of arithmetic at the present time. A new edition ought t o
be printed. There is nothing like it elsewhere.
1839. OLNEY'i::l ARITHMETIC.

The author, Jesse Olney, is known chiefly by his other sedes of schoo1bcoks
rather than as a writer of arithmetic. The copy of the arithmetic that I possern
was prepared in 1839, and is a volume of 312 pages. In the arrangement of topics ,
the plan does not vary much from that now in common use. Even at this date
it is a good common-school arithmetic. It contains several neat arithmetical
problems.
Jesse Olney was born in Union, Tolland County, Conn., October 12, 1798; died in Stratford,
Conn., July 31, 1872. He was educated at Whitesboro, N. Y., became a teacher a t Whitesboro
and Binghamton, and was for twelve years principal of the Stone School, Hartford, Conn.,
resigning in 1831. In 1828, when in his thirtieth year. he publish ed A Geograpy and Atlas, which
was at once a ccepted as a standard work, and for thirty years was used in almost every public
and private school in the United States. Mr. Olney is much better known by his Geography
than by his Arithmetic, which never attained any considerable popularity.-A. M.
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1 3!l. GEORGE LEONARD, JR.

A Practical Treati eon Arithmetic, wherein every Principle Taught is Explained
in a Simple and Obvious .!\Janner; containing Numerous Questions, and combining the Useful Properties of former Works with the Modern Improvements.
Being a Complete System. To which is added, a Descripton of Book-Keeping,
with Examples for Practice. By George Leonard, Jr. Boston: George '\V. Light,
1 Cornhill. New York:-126 Fulton Street. 1839.
Himo, uoarcls, Mi p:1.ges. - A. JYI.

1 4:0. RlCHARD W. GREEN.

Green's New Arithmetic. An Arithmetical Guide; in which the Principles of
Numbers are Inductively Explained: and also Familiarly Applied to the EveryDay Business of Life. For Schools and Academies. By Richard W. Green, A. M.,
Author of" Little Reckoner," " Inductive Algebra," &c. Fourth Edition, enlarged
and improved. Philadelphia: Henry Perkins, 134 Chestnut Street. Boston: Ives
ano Dennet, 114 Wash,ington Street. 184.0.
18mo . pp. 288.-A. M.

1840. C. TRACY.

A New System of Arithmetic; in which is explained and applied to practical
purposes, in addition to the ordinary rules of operation, the Principle of Canceling, lieing an abbreviated mode of Arithmethical Solution. Designed for Schools
and Academies. By C. Tracy, A. M., Principal of Norwich Academy. Second
Edition. New Haven'. Published by Durrie and Peck. Philadelphia: Smith and
Peck. 1842.
l::!mo, pp. 288.

Copyright.

18i0.-A. M.
1840.

ELLIOT VALENTINE.

Mental Arithmetic, for Common Schools; designed to prepare the Mind for the
Use of the Slate. By Elliot Va!entine. Bangor: E. F. Duren. Portland, William
Hyde. 1840.
Small 18mo, pp. 80.-A. M.
18-11.

THE WESTERN PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC.

Accidentally I picked up a copy of this arithmetic, which was compiled by John
L. Talbott. In the preface the publishers, Messrs. F. Morgan & Co., Cincinnati,
state that this is a revised, enlarged, and improved work, and the date affixed to
this announcement is February, 1841. It is bound in boards, and is almost an
exact transcript of Smiley's Western Calculator of an earlier date, but it is somewhat larger, containing 250 pages. The arithmetic proper consists of 192 pages,
the remainder constituting an appendix, the most important section of which is
Section IV, in which the author treats "Cause and effect" in a very satisfactory
manner.
So far I have learned nothing of the author himself.
18-U. PORTER'S ARITHMETIC.

This is a new system of arithmetic, in whieh the author condenses the science

and art of n_umbers into the small space of 24.0 pages. Piercy & R~ed printed
th e volume rn New York in 1841. It is a book of problems, containing a few
general rules for their solution. The author, James H. Porter, was a teacher of
mathematics.
1841. GEORGE ROBERTS PERKINS, LL. D.

George R. Perkins was a ma th ematician
• •
· ·
·
of marked ability.
He was b orn m
Ot ego ounty
y M
.
,T
H
' · ·• ay 3, 1812, and died August 22 1876, at New Hartford,
• .1. •
e was self-ed uca t eu,
,, and at the early age of 18
' was emp1oyed
· on the
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slack-water survey of tbe Su!ilqnehanna River. From 1831 to 1838 he taught
mathematics in the Liberal Institute, Clinton, N. Y. , and then he assumed con, trol of Utica Academy. When the State Normal School was opened at Albany
under David Page in 1844:, Prpfessor Perkins was chosen teacher of mathematics,
and fonr years later, when Mr. Page died, was elected principal, which position
he resigned in 1852 to superintend the erection of the Dudley Otservatory. In
1858 he was appointed deputy engineer and surveyor of the State of New York.
Hamilton College conferred upon him i~ 1852 the degree of LL. D.
As a mathematician, few of our countrymen outrank Professor Perkins .• He
was a contributor to many math€matical and scientific journals. · He is the author
of a series of mathematics, includ:ng artllmetics, algebras, geometries, and trigonometry.
The arithmetics are: (1) Primary, 1850, 18mo; in Spanish, 1855; new edition,
1859. (2) Elementary, 1814, 12mo; revised edition, 1849; new edition, 1859. (3)
Practical, 1851, 18mo; n ew edition, 1859. . (4) Key to No. 3, 1854; new edition,
1857. (5) Higher Arithmetic, 1841, 12mo; revised editi-0n, 1848; new -e dition, 1859.
These:arithmetics w-ere published by the well-known firm of Messrs. D. Appleton & Go., New
York. The Elementary Arithmetic contains ·347 pages. The autbor in the -preface says: '' My
obj,e ct has been to be .concise, -yet lucid; to reach the radical relations of numbers; and to present fundamental principles in analyses and examples, that shall leave nothing obscure, yet
shall not embarrass by multiplied processes or enfeeble by minute d etails. I hold to the idea
that a suffidency of illustration to lay•open thoroughly the subject treated is all that is de.sired,
and whatever is redundant impairs the force of what i3 essential."
In this and subsequent volumes the author carries out the views h er e expressed. His definitions are clear, his explanations and solutions are as plain and sim•p le as possible, while the
problem.s a1·e sufficiently nume1·ous to illustrate all the principles of the science.
The Practical A1·ithmetic oovers very nearly the same g1·ound as the Elementary, difl:.iring
from it incontainingamuch greaternumberofprohlems,numbering 3,926. All theproblemsara
of a practical character. Many of tbem are made up of important statistics and valuable facts
in history and philosophy. 'rhe bookisadmirablybound,andprinbed in clear, bold type, and bas
356 pages.
Higher Arithmetic is a finishing book for those wishing a thorough course. The book is
divided into two parts, the arithmetic proper and the appendix. The first contains 282 pages
and the appendix 60 pages.
I regard this as th1:l best arithmetic that had been publ.isbed in this country at that time. The
edition I have is that of 1844. Tlie first edition I never saw. 1
1841.

W. F. WALKER.

Arithmetic; as taught in the T:i;oy Episcopal Institute; By W. F. Walker, A. M.,
Principal. Troy, N. Y.: Elias Gates, 225 River-Street. New York: Collins, Keese
and Company, .254 Pearl-Street. 1841.
8vo·, pp. 231.-A. M.

1841. REV. WILLIAM F. WALKER.

Arithmetic, on the Principle of Hassler and Lacroix. By Rev. Wiiiiam F.
Walker, A. M., late principal of the Troy Episcopal Institute. New York: Alexander V. Blake, 54 Gold Street, corner of Fulton. 1841.
8vo, pp. 231. This book is exactly the same as the above, except the title-page. It seems that
after severing his connection with the Troy Episcopal Institute the author change d the titlepage of his book.-.A. lVI.
1841. JOSIAH F. BUMSTEAD.

The Black Board in the Primary School. A Manual for 'T eachers, to illustrate
some Valuable Methods of Interesting and Instructing Young Children. By the
Author of 'My Little Primer,' 'My First School-Book,' and 'Spelling and Thinking Combined.' Boston: Perkins & Marvin. 1841.
18mo, pp. 71.-A. M.
1I

have a copy of the first edition, published by Bennett, Backus, & Hawley, Utica, N. Y., in
1841; also, a copy of the first edition of the J::>ractical Arithmetic, published by D. Appleton &
Co., New York, in 1851.-•A. 1\1.
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184J. JAMES H. AND REUBEN PORTER, JR.

Porters' New System of Mathematics: with the addition of a Complete Ready,
R eckoner. For the Use of Farmers and Mechanics. By J. H. and R. Porter,
Jun., T eachers of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. Third Edition. Hartford: Printed by John G. Wells. 1843.
12mo, pp. 72.

Copyright, 1841.-A. M.
18!1.

CHARLES G. BURNHAM.

A New System of Arithmetic, on the Cancelling Plan: Embracing the Rules of
Three, Single and Double, Direct and Inverse; Barter; Loss and Gain; Reduction;
Multiplication and Division of Fractions; Exchange of Currencies; Interest: and
all Proportional Questions in one Rule applicable to the whole. The process
greatly simplified and abridged. By Charles G. Burnham, A. M. Second Edition. Boston. Benjamin B. Mussey, 29 Cornhill, Concord. John F. Brown.
1841.
12mo, pp. 312. I have not seen the fi r st edition, which was published in 1837. I have a copy of
an edition dated 1859 and copyrighted in 1857, containing 324 pages, called" Burnham's Arithmetic, Revised," at the top of the title-page, and in the title appear tbe words" on an improved
plan, " instead of" on the cancelling plan," published at Boston by John P. Jewett & Co.--.A. M.
18H. JOHN M'NEVIN.

The United States Calculator; or, Arithmetic Simplified, in Dollars and Cents,
Adapted to the Commerce of the United States, in its Foreign and Demestic Relations, Abbreviated, Simplified, and Arranged on a New System, in a Series of
Lectures, comprising the Analytical and Synthetical Methods of Demonstration.
Designed for Schools and Academies. By John M'N evin, Teacher of English and
Mathematics. Baltimore: Published by Fielding Lucas, Jr., No. 138 Market
Street. Printed by James Young. 1848.
12mo, pp. 280.-A. M.
1841.

CHARLES WATERHOUSE.

Tyro's Spyglass , Arithmetical Lexicon , and School Teacher's Assistant, consist- .
ing of very Important Arithmetical Problems, and of the Solution of all the Most
Intricate Questions to be found in all Works on Arithmetic. By Charles Waterhouse. Durham, Me. Published by Thomas Waterhouse. 1841.
16mo, pp. 95.-A. M.
1841. ALMON TICKNOR'S ARITHMETIC.

Almon Ticknor, the author of the Columbian Calculator, was born at Salisbury,
Conn., 1796. He wrote the following works: (1) Accoantant's Assistant, &c.
(2) Mathema.tical and Logarithmetic Tables. (3) Youth's Columbian Calculator,
Phil., 12mo; Key, 12mo. (4) Columbian Calculator, 12mo; Key, 12mo. (5)
Columbian Spelling Book, 12mo. (6) Arithmetical Tables. (7) Mensuration, or
Square and Triangle, 12mo.
Ticknor 's Arithmetical Tables is a little primer of 32 pages, designed for the u se of younger
classes in the district schools of the United States. It was published in 1848 by J.B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia. The contents are the tables of the four fundamental rules, covering
20 p~ges; then follow the tables of value, weight, measure, time, miscellaneous tables, tables of
foreign gold and silver coins, the nam es of the States and Territories. time tables showing the
n_umber of _days ~i:om any one day in a month to any other day of t he year, and lastly, abbreviations used m w:ntmg and printing. There are no problems to be worked by the pupil.
Tho_ Colu~bian Calculator was entered for copyright in 1846 by the author. The copy that I
ba ve is a _revised one furnish ed by tho publishers 1 J. B. Lippincott & Co. It is called a practical
anTdb~o~cise syl st em of decimal arithmetic, adapte d to tho use of schools in the United States.
1s 1s a vo ume of 264 pages 1 . 1
.
ment of m tt . th
· , P am Y prmted, and attractive in appearance. In the arrangeO
ru10,. but: ei
au t bor places decimal fractions immediately after the four fu ndamental
in ·th' hook e ~;:erves co~mon fractions for a place after proportion. There are 2,200 problems
th0r 9 ?lan of treatment of a subject is: (1) Definition; (2) rules; (3) exerci•e:,;· ( 4 ) ci~ie--ti·oenauf
'
-~
s or review.
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POST'S ARITHMETIC.

In 1842, at Hartford, John D. Post published a theoretical and practical arith•
metic on the plan of Dr. Lardner. Within the compass of 347 pages the_author
_endeavors to encourage the pupils to ask "why" certain processes are performed.
1842. CHARLES WATERHOUSE.

Arithmetical Spyglass and Teacher's Assistant, intended as a Key and Supplement to the different works on Arithmetic. For the use of Schools and Academies. By Charles Waterhouse, Teacher of Mathematics. Second edition, revised
and enlarged. Portland. Waterhouse & Co.-Wm. Hyde.-R. H. SherburIJ.e.Day, Lyon & Co.-H. J. Little & Co.-S. H. Colesworthy. 1842.
12mo, pp. 166. Contains on pp. 14-0-41 an erroneous solution of the problem "Required, the
length of a thread, winding spirally, once round the height of every 3 feet of a cone, which is 50
feet in height and 3 feet in diameter at the base. "-A. M.
1842.

OS:\IAN CALL.

Call's Decimal Arithmetic, on a New and Improved Plan throughout, comprising several New Methods of Computing Simple Interest, Duodecimals, and a Great
Improvement in Multiplic&.tion and Division, not found in any other work extant.
By Osman Call, L.A. Fletcher, Hancock Factory, N. H. 1842.
18mo, pp.192.-A. M.

1843. ELISHA L . BAGGS.

Common School Interrogator and Expositor; or, Teachers' Ready Friend. In
which the Scholar is not only rigidly examined in Theory, but becomes able to
apply his Theory to Practice. To which is added, a New and Concise Rule for
solving the Thirteenth Question, page 147, Flint's Surveying, stereotype edition.
By Elisha L. Baggs, Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. Providence:
B. Cranston & Co., Printers.
Pp.48.-A. M.
1844.

HILL 'S ARITHMETIC.

An Elementary Treatise on Arithmetic, by Thomas Hill, is one of the most singu1ar, as well as one of the most interesting, arithme.ties ever published in the
EngliRh language. This work is designed as an introduction to Peiree's Course
of Pure Mathematics, used in the New England high schools. In the preface the
author states that" It is not the design of this treatise to make arithmetic easy,
nor to give such practical skill as .may be useful in business." But, upon the other
hand, the object of the work is to teach the learner how tu think, and how to
handle the ideas of number as in more advanced mathematics, the ideas of space,
time, and motion are considered and investigated.
·
The contents are embraced unde1· two heads: (1) Pure arithmetic, which occupies 20 pages
of the book; (2) arithmetic in its application to quantity, 58 pages.
This is not a book of problems, but it is an original and intelligent discussion of principles
underlying the theory of the science. The definitions are precise, striking, and unique.
'l'o examine this little volume, the work of a master, amply repays me for all the time I have
devoted to a comparison of American treatises.
This work, a 12mo of 85 pages, was written by Dr. Thomas Hill when he was 26 years old. It
was published by Messrs. James Munroe & Co., Boston, 1845.
Thomas Hill was born, New Brunswick, N. J., January 7, 1818; graduated at Harvard College
1843; settled in the ministry at Waltham, Mass., in 1845; succeeded Horace Mann at Antioch
College, Ohio, in September, 1859; he was elected president of Harvard College October, 1862,
resigned from ill health October, 1868; and recovering health settled in Portland, Me., l<'ebruary, 1873, where he still resides.
In 1843 Mr. Hill received the gold medal of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, for a machine
to calculate eclipses by and of the moon. In 1876 he patented the Nautrigon, a skeleton globe
for solving spherical triangles. In 1845 he published an arithmetic, which for many years was
specifically required
admi'ssion to Harvard College. In 1848 he published a set of Puzzles to
Teach Geometry. He has also published two text-books on geometry for schools, and made
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numerous communications concerning higher mathematics to scientific bodies, and to mathematical and astronomical journals. His joint labor with Prof. G. A. Wentworth on a practical
arithmetic was published in 18 ~. the preparation for it being his very earnest and successful
bbors on the school committee o.f Waltham, 1846-1859, in which he gave special attention to
arithmetic.
In addition to his mathematical publioations he has printed many sermons, addresses, poems,
and magazine articles on literary, philosophical, and religious subjects, and his Geometry and
Faith has passed through three editions with successive expansions ar.d additions.
1844. WILLIAM B. YOUNG.

An Arithmetical Dictionary , or Book of Reference: comprising a System of Practical Tables, made by a Compound of Decimal and Vulgar Fractions, or rather a
Series of. Arithmetical Progression, and so arranged as to give the cost of any
number of articles at any given price (in dollars and cents) , frome one sixteenth
of one cent to ten thousand dollars. Also, giving the Interest, Insurance, Commission, Brokerage, &c., of any Sum of Money at any per cent whatever. _Likewise embracing a System of Practical Arithmetic, containing a few of the most
important and convenient Rules for stating and working Proportion , or the Rule
of Three, Practice, &c., with numerous examples, showing the Use of the Tables
to serve as a Guide to Practical Business. Fifty-Ninth Edition. By William B.
Young. New York: Casper C. Childs, 80 Vesey Street. 1856.
8-rn, pp 220.

Copyright 18.U.-A. M.
1844. DAVID RING.

Three Thousand Exercises in Arithmetic. By David Ring, Principal of the
Fema,le Public High School, Front Street, Baltimore. New Edition-Revised and
Corrected. With an Appendix By W. J. Lewis. Philadelphia: W. S. Fortescue
& Co., Successors to E. C. & J. Biddle, 811 Arch Street. 1880.
Small 13mo, pp. 77. - A . M.

184-!. ROBERT L. McLALLEN.

A New and Interesting Arithmetic, in which is explained the Method that Zerah
Colburn must have pursued in Answering the very Difficult Questio_n s proposed
to him by a Rapid Calculation of the Head. The explanation is brought down to
the capacity of the youth of our country, and exhibits a curious method of Calculating by the head and pen never before known to the Public. This work embraces
a plain and comprehensive Arithmetic, with improvements never before published. To which is added, the Surveyor's Art--Abridged; whereby the Contents
and Mensuration of Land is made without the u se of Trigonometry. By Robert
L. McLallen. North Adams, (Mass.) John Riggs, Jr., Printer. 1844.
12mo, pp. 212.-A. M.
1844.

M. BALLARD HOBART.

-Arithmetical Calculator; containing a variety of Abridged Methods for Computing Numbers. Designed for the Use of Teachers, Merchants, Farmers, Mechanics,
etc. By M. Ballard Hobart. New York: Pub!ished by the Author. 18,H .
18mo, pp. 96.-A. M.
1844. JOHN H. WILLARD.

The Pl'i~ary ~rithmetic; commencing with the simplest combination of Numbe:s'. autl mcl~dmg all that is requisite to a thorough Business Knowledge of the
SunJect. ~amly designed, however, as Preparatory to Larger Arithmetics. By
; ohn ~- ~liar~, late Principal of the Episcopal Academy, Pawtucket, R. I., and
dormer BY ssociate Principal of Union High School, Providence, R. I. P.rovience: urnett & Blodget. 1843.
1 ·mo, pp. liG. A. M..
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VOGDES' ARITHMETICS.

The United States Arithmetic, by William Vogd-es, A. M., is a l2mo of 264
pages, and was published by E. C. & J. Biddle, Philadelphia, 1845.
The book is a litt1e :peculiar in these respects: 1. Each question is followed by its answer; ~. T.here are no answers to the problems; 3. Definitions ti.re first given, followed by the rule, proof,
demonstration, and examples. Perhaps the most noteworthy article is the one on "Aritbm~ tical symbols," pages 209-213. This is an excellent contribution, and one which if it had been
geneTally known to subsequent writers would nave saved a great -d-eal of unnecessary confusion
in the interpretation of the signs. The c-on-cludin.g chapter of 20 pages on mensuration is quite
iull.
On the cover of this hook His announced that the author had published (1) Tbe United States
Primary Arithmetic; (2) The first part of tlHi United States .Arithmetic; (3) The U;ntted States'
Arithmetic.and Key; (4) An Elementary Trea-tise on Mem,--ur.ationand Practical Geometry-,ancl
Key.
It is also a11nounced that the author is pro'fessor of mathematics in the Central High Schcol,
Philadelphia.
Vvilliam Vogdes was born in Philadelphia, Pa., December 2-9, 1802:; died there January 29, lS&l.
He be.gan life as.a teacher, but studied law in Philade1phia and was admitted t-c the bar in lb~.
In 1838 be was appointed professor of mathematics in the Ce11tral High School, Philadelphia,
which position be retained un.t il he resumed his-law practice in 1861. He published , besides his
al'ithmetics, Elementary Treatis.e cm Mensuration -and Practical Geometry.-A. l\L ·
1845.

THOMSON'S ARITHMETICS.

'l'he a-rithmeti.cs of James B.. Thomson were published in the following order:
(1) Practi.cal Arithmetic h1 1845; (2) Mental Arithmetic in 1846; (3) Higher
Arithmetic in 1847; 1 (4) 'Table Book in 1848; (5) Rudiments of Arithmetic in 1852;
(6) Arithmetical Analysis in 1854. New Bditions of these books bave appeared
fr-0m time to time, and -at present there fa a complete three-book series. -These
arithmet.ics were .first published by Messrs. Ivison, Phinney & Co., but later by
Clark & Maynard.
The Pr.a-cUcal Arithmetic is a 12-mo volume of 384 pages, and the 1-ater editions contain an
appendix of 16 pages on the metric system. This is one of the best arithmetics e;•er offered to
the public. It combines in a rare degree all the elements of strength. The author's experience·
among teachers enabled him to guard well the vulnerable points in arithmetical instruction.
The Mental Arithmetic as it .originally appeared was an easy book for little beginners. l\fore
than 150 editions of it were issued. It is a neat little volume of 120 pages, but not dlfficu1t enough
for a ment~l a:r."ithmetic proper.
On the title page of the Higher Arithmetic is this:
"Day and Thomson's Series. \ Higher Arithmetic; or the I Scien-ce and Application of Numbers; I Combining the Analytic and 3ynthet-ic Modes 0f Instruction. \ One hundred and twent.ieth edition. "
The work is complete in itself, containing 422 pages. The defi_nitions, solut.ions, n1les, and
directions to teachers are clear, concise, exact, and comprehtinsive. It is said by Allibone that
"Ivison & Phinn{ly ch·culate 100,000 copies of Thomson'sarit-hmetical works yearly, and i;:ay Mr.
Thomson thB .sum of i;l0,000 yearly." {Trii.bner's Bibliographical Guide to Amer. Literature, ed.
1859, LXXXVI, LXXXIX.)
In 1882 :Messrs. Clark and Maynard, New York, broug-ht -0ut Thomson·s Arithmetical series, in
two books, entitled, First Lessons in Arithmetic, Oral and Written, and the Complete Graded
Arithmetic, Oral and Written.
The first is divided into 6 sections, and each section into 20 lessons each. These sections cover
the arithmAtical work for pupils in the primary grades of city schools. The book is handsomely
bound, admirably printed, and beautifully illustrated. It contains 14! pages.
In the preparation of the Complete Arithmetic the author kept two objects clearly in view:
(1) To develop the intellectual faculties of the pupil; (2) to prepare him for the actual business
of life. The explanations are simple , the steps in the reasoning short and logieal, and the definitions and rules brief, clear, and comprehensive.
This is one of the best text-books ever issued on the subject. In point of workmanship it is
equal to the other volume.
Taking the two volumes as a course, there appears to be too great a gap between them.
1

Thomson's Higher Arithmetic was translated into the Hawaiian language by C. ,J. Laiana,
Svo, pp. 414+ 14 and a page of errata. I have a copy.-A. M.

and published at Honolulu in 1870.
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The Comm rcial Arithmetic wac, is ued in 1 84. It i what the title indicate!!. A large amount
of aluable businoss and commercial information is presented in a concise manner and it is
eo. ily understood. Short methods of solving problems are employed; a great variety of business forms are introduced and explained; the metric system is given greatprominence throughout the volume.
Th work is practical, direct, and comprehensive. Excellent judgment is shown in the sele::·
tion of matter as well as in the exclusion of that which is not deemed absolutelyess'3ntial. Perhaps no other arithmetic of 331 pages ever contained more useful and practical, business, everyday information.
In 1 67 Messrs. Clark & Maynard purchased from Messrs. Ivison, Phinney & Co., Thomson's
arithmetics, and in 1872 they published the "New Graded Series," and the·• Two Book Series"
in 1 82.
James Bates Thomson was born May 21, 1803, at Springfield, Vt., and died June 22, 1883, in New
York. He spent his early life at work on his fathe1·'s farm, attending the district school during
the winter months. After spending a few weeks at an academy, he began teaching a country
school the wint«w after he was 16years old. For several years he worked in the summer, taught
school during the winter, or attended an academy. Owing to a severe affection of the eyes he
gave up study for four years, buthe was able to teach some in Boston and Brighton. Attheage
of 27 he entered Yale, and graduated in 1834:. In the following autumn he took charge of an acad·
emy at Nantucket, Mass., where he remained till 1842, when he, on account of ill health, resigned,
and located in Auburn, N. Y. At the request of President Day, of Yale College, he abridged
Day's Treatise on Algebra so as to adapt it to the schools and academies of the country. He
now took an active interest in conducting teachers' institutes in the State of New York. In1M6
he removed to New York City, when he occupied his time in mathematical and scientifi.G pursuits, publishing in the meantime a series of mathematical text-books in ten volumes, including
arithmetics, algebra, and geometry.
Later he prepared a second series, a part of which were published prior to his death.
His spare time was divided between mathematics and natural history, which he pursued with
great enthusiasm. 'rhe degree of LL. D. was conferred upon him by Hamilton College, 1853.
184:5.

HENRY JACKSON.

Arithmetical Foundation: Comprising Mental and Written Exercises in the
Four Simple RuJes, prepared for the Primary Schools of Portland, at the request
of the School Committee. By Henry Jackson, Principal of the Grammar School
for Boys, No. 1. Tenth Thousand. Published by Francis Blake: Portland. 1858.
18mo, pp. 72.

Copyright, 1845.-A. M.
1845.

FRANCIS H. SMITH AND R. T. W. DUKE.

Smith and Duke's American Statistical Arithmetic; designed for Academies and
Schools. By Francis H. Smith, A. M., and R. T. W. Duke, Assistant Professor
of Mathematics in Virginia Military Institute. Third Edition. Baltimore: Kelley & Piet, 1'74 Baltimore Street. Woodhouse & Parham, Richmond, Va. Charles
Desilver, Philadelphia. 1867.
,

18mo, pp. 282. Not copyrighted. Preface dated 1845.-A. M.
Francis Henney Smith was born in Norfolk, Va., October 18, 1812. He was graduated at the
United States Military Academy in 1833, and was assistant professor there iu 1834, but resigned
in 1636; was professor of mathematics at Hampden-Sidney College in 1837-1839. On the or~anization of the Virginia Military Institute, in 1839, he was chosen its superintendent and professor
of mathematics and moral and political philosophy. William and Mary College gave him the
degree of LL. D. in 1878. Besides his arithmetics in connection with Robert l\L T. Duke, he has
published a series of algebras and translated Biot's Analytical Geometry.-A. M.
1845. ISAAC HARRINGTON.

A Key to Illustrations of Arithmetic. By Isaac Harrington, late Principal of
Newark Academy. Now-York: Published by Baker, Crane & Day, 158 & 374
Pearl Street. 1845.
Small 18mo, pp. 157.-A. M.
1846. ARITHMETICAL PRIMER.

C

~i-

C. & -;t1erhill is the author of th~ Arithmetical Primer, published in 1846 by
o ms
ro., New Yo1-k. Pp. 36.

Tho autho1· bait a turn for 1·h
.
.
th manual.
ymmg, which he employs now and theu to enliven the pages of
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1846. J. S. RUSSELL.

The Rational Arithmetic, in which the Science is fully · developed, the Art
clearly explained, and both combined in numerous illustrations; ad;:i,pted to
Learners of Every Capacity. The whole enforced by a great variety of Interesting and Practical Problems. To which is appended a Key, containing The
Answers t o the Problems. By J. S. Russell, 'I'eacher of Mathematics in the
Lowell High School. Lowell: Published by Thomas Billings. Boston: B. B.
Mussey. 1846.
12m o, pp. :JW'. -A. M.
1846.

H. A. ORAM.

Examples in Arithmetic Systematically Ari·anged, in Four Parts, for the Use of
Schools. By the Rev. H. A. Oram, B. A., St. Joli.n's College, Cambridge, England.
Adapted to the Currency of the United States, with the addition of an articie
upon Federal Money, &c. By S. Edwards, and J. Parton, Principals of an
English and Classical School, Philadelphia. Part !.--Integers. Pupil's Copy.
First American from the Third London Edition. Philadelphia: Henry Longstrefa, No. 347 Market Street. 1846. ·
lZmo, pp. 144.-A. M.
1846. ISAAC A. CLARK.

The Prussian Calculator: by which all Business Calculatiom are Performed by
One Rule. With an Appendix. By I. A. Clark, Professor and Teacher of .Mathematics, and Author of the Prussian Series of School Arithmetics, Revolving Calculator, Key, &c. Fifth Edition, enlarged and improved. Rochester, N. Y.:
Power Press of E. Shepard, 20½ State Street. 1846.
16mo, pp. 192. '' 'l'he universal rule is increase a,nd decrease." "The author has confined himself to this principle. "-A. M.
18,16. FRANCIS H. SMITH.

An Introduction to Smith and Duke's American Statistical Arithmetic. By
Francis H. Smith, A. M., Superintendent and Professor of Mathematics in the
Virginia Military Institute; Late Professor of Mathematics in Hampden-Sidney
College, and formerly Assistant Professor in the U. S. Military Academy at West
Point. Baltimore: Kelly & Piet, 174 Baltimore Street. Woodhouse & Parham,
Richmond, Va. Charles Desilver, Philadelphia. 1867.
lSmo, pp. 93.-A. l\:L
1846. M. K. HARD.

_ A New System of Practical Arithmetic: Designed for Farmers, Mechanics and
Business Men, having one General Process of Solution for All Business Sums.
By M. K. Hard. Wooster: Printed by Carney & Sheridan. 1846.
lSmo, pp. 88.-A. M.
1847. JACOB AND CHARLES E. ABBOT'l''S ARITHMETICS.

The Abbott brothers prepared the Mount Vernon Arithmetic in two parts.
Part !.-Elementary, including the fundamental rules, ,vhich are unfolded in a
very clear and gradual manner; illustrated by a large collection of examples.
Part II treats particularly of vulgar and common fractions. They were published
by Robert B. Collins, New York, 1847.
All the exercises are well adapted to the learner of average ability and require but little aid
from the teacher in the way of explanation or suggesti on. A novei feature of these books consists in a series of exercises for teaching the art of adding up a column of figures with rapidity
and correctness.
Notwithstanding the reputation of the authors, the books bad a very limited circulation.
ED 98--54
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1847. JAMES ROBINSON'S ARITHMETIC.

Robinson's American Arithmetic, in which the principles of numbers are
explained and illustrated by a great variety of practical questions. By James
Robinson, principal of the mathematical departmen t of the Bowdoin School,
Boston. Published by John P. Jewett & Co., Boston, 1847.
A medium-sized book of nearly 300 pages, containing about a ll the rules in arithmetic. It
embraices the principfos of life and health insurance; also geometrical de.finitions, illustrated by
diagrams; mensuration of surfaces and solids; strength of materials; m echanical powers; spe•
cific gravity of bodies; a table of all the gold and silver coins in circulation, showing their real
value in dollars and cents; forms of bills of exchange, drafts, promissory notes, orders, and
receipts.
·
The article on specific gravities was copied from Ingram's Mathematics and the articles on
the mechr..nical powers and strength of materials were selected partly from the Library of Use
ful Knowledge and the Mechanic's Calculator.

1847. J. COGSWELL.

Intellectual Arithmetic , in Three Parts. Being a Plain, Practical System,
adapted to the use of the Merchant, Mechanic, and Farmer, on an Improved Plan.
By J . Cogswell. Montrose, Pa. Fuller & Hempstead, Printers. 1847.
Srnall l Smo, pp. 55.-A. M.
184i.

CALISTA CU.MINGS.

Rules of Arithmetic in Vers~. D esig ned for Children in any place , but of
Special Importance in Schools, where they should be recited in concert, together
with the tables contained in this work. By Calista Cumings. Akron, 0.: Dewey
& Elkins, Printers. 1847.
Small lSmo, pp. 16.-A. M.
18-!8. THE AMERICAN EQUATER.

Rev. Conley Piotts is the author of the arithmetic bearing the above title. He
uses equations as a substitute for proportion. In this book the author simply
uses the equation as the medium through which relations must be expressed.
This is a book of analyses and no rules. It is a sort of equational gymnastics, and
is well worth the time anyone may give to it . ·wmiam Ryan, Philadelphi&,
published the work in 1848. 12mo, pp. 264.
1848.

CROZET 'S ARITHMETIC.

I succeeded in getting a second-hand copy of this book in Richmond, Va. The
title is: ' 'An Arithmetic for Colleges and Schools. Improved Edition. By Claudius
Crozet. Richmond, Va.: Published by A. Morris, Philadelphia: E . H. Butler &
Co. 1858."
On the next page is "Entered according to the act of Congress, in the year 1848, by Claudius
Crozet."
The preface contains the author's views on teaching arithmetic. He makes a cleai· d istinction
between the practical application of the rules of arithmetic and the science of reasonin g upon
which it depends. The child should not begin arithmetic-that is, the science-too early, but at
lZ or 15 he can then learn it in a few months. 'rhe unbroken thr ead of r easoning will enable
him to perform bis solutions neatly and in the easiest way. •• My object," the author says, '' has
been t o secur e the knowledge of this science in a short, and, al>ove all. in a pen11anent way, and
to m~ke the ~ransition from it to algebr a simple and natural."
. This b~ok 19 rem~rkable for its lucid statements of principles. In the arrangement of snbJects decim_a.l fra?twns follow long division. The book is a 12 mo, 314 pagt's. Reading it through
carefully, like Oliver Twist, I say," More." Crozet is the clearest writer on this sub;ect I eyer
read .
J
Claudius Crozet was a natiYe of F
· s h 1· p ·
and became an office ' .
. ranee. tle was educated at the Polytechmc, c oo m aris
t \m the a r tillery under Napoleon. In 1816 he came to the United States,
and on the t f
1
O
Point, the ;i:ted c ~a:r of ~h_at year was appointed assistant professor of engineering at West
re;iigne this l>O it·
. e~ .~ihtary Academy, and on the 6th of March, 1817, professor. He
ion Ill ..3 and devoted the remainder of his life to engineering and teaching.
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He was president of Jefferson College, Louisiana, and also State engineer for a time of Louisiana, and later of Virginia. In the construction of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad he was the
chief engineer. He was principal of the Richmond Academy, Virginia, for many years. His
death occurred in 1863.
184:8. FREDERICK A. Afo\MS'S ARITHMETIC.

This arithmetic is a common and high school arithmetic. It is a 12mo , olume
published by Thomas, Cowpt:1rthwait & Co., Philadelphia, in 1848. 1 It is a revised
a nd improved edition, divided into two parts. Part first, Advanced L essons in
Mental Arithmetic, and Part second, Rules and Examples for Practice in Written
Arithmetic.
Part I contains 14:6 pages and Part II 152 pages. It i~ a work of no great merit, but printed in
good type. The fir st edition must have been published in 1846. I have not found anything concerning the author's life.
1848. AN AMERICAN PROFESSOR.

Something New in the Science of Numbers. ContainingtheArtof Multiplying,
Dividing, and Casting Interest, with One Fourth of the Figures commonly used,
and in One Tenth of the Tjme generally occupied. By an American Professor.
New York: 1818.
18mo, pp. 24:.

Copyrighted by John Chester-pr obably the author. -A. M.
184'8. AUSTIN BALDWIN.

A Table-Book and Primary Arithmetic, compiled and arranged for the Intro•
ductory Department of the New York Grammar Schools. By Austin Bald.win.
New York: George R. Lockwood, (late Roe L ockwood & Son,) 41 1 Broadway.
Small l8mo, pp. 72. Copyright, 1848.-A. l\L
1848. DAVID PRICE.

A Compiete Table-Book and Elementary Arithmetic. In Four Parts. Prepared
by a Practical Teacher of Seventeen Years' Experience. Revised and Improved
by David Price, Author of the English Speller. Adapted to every Method of
Instruction. New York: Published by Clark, Austin & Smith, 205 Broadway.
1848.
Small l Smo, pp. 120. It appears from a recommendation on the verso of the title-page that the
work was originally composed by Richard Roe.-A. M.
18-19. DANA P. COLBURN.

Dana Pond Colburn: the first prindpal of the State Normal School of Rhode
Island, was born in West Dedham, Mass., September 29, 1823. December 15, 1859,
in Providence, R. I., he was thrown from a carriage, dragged several rods over
the froz en ground, and was disentangled frightfully mangled and lifeless.
Mr. Colburn is a member of the numerous class of mathematicians who have
been self-made men. From a toiling farmer's boy, by energy, perseverance, and
skill he rose rapidly in the profession to which he devoted his life.
Da~a P. Colburn's Arithmetics. Interest, Discoiint, Equations of Payments.-This is a 12mo of 90
pages, published in 1853, by Messrs. Benjamin B. Mussey & Co., Boston. It is a collection of
problems on percentage. Answers are not given to any of the exercises, but to the more difficult
ones suggestive hints are inserted.
Arithmetic and its Applications.-This is designed as a text-book for common and high schools
and academies. It bears strong evidence of careful and systematic pre paration in the arrangement and presentation of the subjects. It is a very suggestive book to pupil and teacher.
Answers to problems are omitted. In point of mechanical execution, it is an e xcellent specimen
of the publishe1·'s art. The volume is a 12mo of 366 pages, published in 1855 by Messr s. Cowperthwaite & Co., Philadelphia.
1 I have a copy dated 1847, containing 224 pages. Sixth thousand.
Lowell: Publish ed by Daniel Bixby.-A. M.
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Conwion School Arithmetic.-This title indicates the contents of the book. It contains the
1 ading principles of the science and illustrates their applications. The subject-matter is logi ·ally arranged, and principles are clearly illustrated, or rigidly demonstrated that the pupil
may have a firm grasp on the subject. Throughout this, as well as in the author's other volum es, h o has endeavored to elev lop logical habits of mind and correct methods of stud y.
The answ r s are not printed in this book. 12mo, 276 pages, published in 18[,8, by Messrs.
owperth waite & Co., Philadelphia.
Intellectual Arithmetic.- This was published by the rnme h0use in 1859. It is a 12mo of 14.4
pages. The same plan runs through this book that is found in the previous arithmetics. Each
n w step is an eai;y advance on a logical deduction from wllat precedes, and the connection is
never broken. Here the author seeks to cultivate the intellectual power s and to form mathe
ma.ti al habits of r easoning: The problem s are selected ancl arranged with reference t o these
two edur:ational principles.
Th e Child's Book of Arithmetic.-'.rhis little volume of 72 pages was published in 1859 to complete the erios. I t is after the plan of the" First Steps in Numbers," published by George A.
Walton and Dana P . Colburn in 18-!9. I t could be u sed by the teacher as a handbook for drilling
pupils during the first and ~econd years of their school life, if properly supplemented.
1819. JOHN F. STODDARD, A. M.

This eminent teacher , and author of a sedes of mathematical text-books, was
born in Greenfield, Ulster County, N. Y., July 20, 1825, and died at Kearney,
N. J., August 6, 1873, aged 48 years. His early life was spent on a farm with
limited opportunities for obtaining even a common-school education. The desire
to become a good scholar stimulated him to great effort, and he attended an
academy for a short time ; but his means being limited, he began teaching at the
age of 18. Later he entered the State Normal School at Albany, and graduated in
18-!7 and entered upon his life work with energy and enthusiasm. A c1ose student
of mathematics and possessing great clearness in methods of presentation, he at
once aroused the deepest interest in the minds of those who studied under him.
When lecturing before his classes he set forth with great earnestness the high and
exalted character of the teacher's work.
The popularity of his t ext-books is attested by the fact that up to 1860, 1,500,000
copies had been issued, and the annual sales exceeded 200,000.
The following is a list of the works by Professor Stoddard: (1) Juvenile Mental
Arithmetic, 1850; (2) American Intellectual Arithmetic, 1849; (3) Practical Arithmetic, 1852; (4) Keys to N0s. 2 and 3, 1856. With Prof. W. D. Henkle, of Ohio,
S. W. Normal School: (5) Elementary Algebra, 1859; (6) Key to No. 5, 1859; (7)
University Algebra, 1857; (8) Key to No. 7, 1861. Also, he published Ready
Reckoner, 1851; Philosophical Arithmetic, 1853; School Arithmetic in 1869.
These arithmetics w ere published by Messrs. Sheldon & Co., New York, by
whom they are still issued in their present revised forms, and under the following
titles: (1) Pictorial Primary Arithmetic; (2) Juvenile Mental Arithmetic; (3)
American Mental Arithmetic; (4) Methods and Key; · (5) Rudiments of Arithmetic; (6) New Practical; (7) Key; (8) Complete Arithmetic; (9) Key; (10) Old
Practical Arithmetic; (11) Key; (12) School Arithmetic.
In the Juvenile Mental Arithmetic of 1850, the author says: " Youth is certainly the time to
lay the foundation for a thorough education. The habits of reasoning then acquired will exert
their influence, either favorably or unfavorably, to the future advancement of the individual."
He also recommends that the lesson should be assigned previous to r ecitation; that the use of
the book by the pupil should be strictly prohibited; that pupil!:' should be called upon promiscuo:1~ly; that no question should be read more than once; that the pupils should take an er ect
position, ancl that their language should be accurate in con struetion and articulation.
'.rhe arith metic is a little thin volume of 71 pages and is an introduction to the American
Intellectual Arithmetic.
'
Ag~in, ~n th0 A~erican Intellectual Arithmetic, the author says: "The rule which I have
obser~ ed
m Iprepanng
this wo1·k is
. , t e 11 but one thing at a time and that in its proper place. ' ,,
~
t
The ew n e 11ectual Arithmet·
h
•
•
·
th e
first edition
Th" b
.
ic, pu 11·
JlS ed 17 years later, is not materially different from
18 00 18
ontains lGi .pag,
kth on~ ~f the very best mental arithmetics published. The first edition
1
' s, am
e ed1t1on of 18GG 176 a
.'
_P ges.
T ho ~Tew Practical Arithm t·
thi:; volume M well .. .
e ic was revis_ed m 1868. It is a book of great m erit. The author in
a., ma11 th e other!:! which he prepared, wrote to make good arithmeticians.
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His Intellectual and New Practical arithmetics constitute a choice course for common schools.
These books make independent thinkers who are sure of their positions.
Combining Rudiments with the Intellectual and New Practical, they form an exceptionally
strong course for graded schoo1s.
Analyzing the strong points in this series of arithmetics, I think it may be summed up thus:
Professor Stodclarcl hacl something to say, mid he knew how to say it.
1849. VANDERBILT'S ARITHMETIC.

Vanderbilt's Arithmetic was revised by David Price in 1849, and published by
Houghton & Savage, New York. Pp. 252.
1849.

KERNEY'S ARIT ffMETIC.

The Columbian Arithmetic, by M. J. Kerney, was published in Baltimore in
1849, and passed through several editions. The twenty-eighth revised edition is
a well-printed book of 241 pages.
Martin Joseph Kerney was born in Lewiston, Frederick County, Md., August, 1819; died in
Baltimore, Md., March 16, 1861. H e was graduated at Mount St. Mary College, Emmittsburg,
Md., in 1835. He established and conducted a successful academy in Baltimore and devoted his
spare time to the composition of text-books which came into general use in Roman Catholic
schools throughout the United States. He published numerous text-books b esides the Columbian Arithmetic.-A. M.
1849. SAFFELL'S ARITHMETIC.

W. T. R. Saffell published a sir,.a11 arithmetic at Winchester, Va., 1849. He
adapted the work to the easy comprehension of small children, forming a volu_m e
of 192 pages.
1849. GOODWIN MITCHELL.

The Teacher's Aid, containing· the Solution of a variety of the most difficult
Questions, which are inserted in a number of the va:z:ious Arithmetics now iD:
~ommon use. Also, containing a solution of all the Questions not illustrated in
the Promiscuous Examples contained in the Arithmetics of Ostrander, Parke,
Smith, Smiley, Adams, Daboll, Ray and Stockton; to which are added an Interest
Table, and a variety of useful rules, designed chiefly to aid the teacher in his
laborious vocation, and others who are not favored with the· assistance of a tutor.
By Goodwin Mitchell. Columbus, 0.: Thrall & Reed, Printers. 1849.
12mo, pp. 211.-A. M.
1849. AUGUSTUS R. M'CORD.

Willetts' Mental and Practical Arithmetic: Revised, and the Principles
Explained. By Augustus R. lVI'Cord, late County Superintendent of Schools in
Dutchess County. Fourth Edition. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.: Published by William
Wilson. New York: J. S. Redfield, Clinton Hall. 1854.
Himo, pp. 324. Copyright, 1849.-A. M.
1849. NELSON M. HOLBROOK.

The Child's First Book in Arithmetic. By Nelson M. Holbrook, a Practical
Teacher. Portland. Published by Sanborn & Carter. 1854.
lSmo, pp, 112. Copyright, 1849.-A. M.
1849. THOMAS RAINEY.

Rainey's Improved Abacus: An Explanatory Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Arithmetic and Mensuration: in which the General Principles involved in
Practical Calculations are Thoroughly Elucidated and lllustrated by Numerous
Analytic and Abbreviated Examples. By Thomas Rainey. Energy is the Price
of Success. Cincinnati: Printed by J. A. & U. P. James. 1849.
16mo, p-p. 96. Another copy, pp. 316, published Ly E. D. Truman, 111 Main street. 1849.-A. M.
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18!9. RUFUS PUTNAM.

The Amerit:an Common-School Arithmetic; in which the Principl es of the
Science are Fully Explained, and Applied to the Solution of a Great Variety of
Practical Examples. Designed for the Use of Common Schools and Academies.
By Rufns Putnam, Principal of the Bowditch (English High) School, Salem,
Mass. Boston: Tappan, Whittemore & Mason. 1849.
l~mo, pp. 26.J:. - A. :ril.
13-19.

CHARLES H. MATTOON.

Analytic Series, No. 2. Common Arithmetic, upon the Analytical Method of
Instruction. Also: the Principles of Cancelation, and other Modern Improvemen ts. Illustrated and Applied. The whole made simple ancl easy by numerous
practical examples. Designed for the Use of Schools. By Charles H. Mattoon.
"There's nothing so hard, bnt search will find it out." Steam Press of S. Medary.
1830.
12mo, py. 335.- A. :or . .
1850.

ARITH;),IETICS BY HORACE MANN AND PLINY E. CHASE.

In 1830 was issued by Messrs. E. H. Butler & Co., Philadelphia,- one of the
most singular as w ell as one of the most interesting series of text-books that ever
came from the press. Horace lVIann , whose name is a household word in the
educational world, and Pliny E. Chase , the scholar and nui.thematician, prepared
& series of arithmetics containing four books, namely, Elements of Arithmetic,
part first; Elements of Arithmetic , part sec ::m d; Common School Arithmetic
(Pliny E. Chase), and Arithmetic Practica1l y Applied.
The fourth volume is the o~e that will l>e described , because it embodies to tbe fullest extent
the ideas both authors entertained upon the subject. The book is a 12mo of 38-1 pages of excel•
lent workmanship. Contents: (1) Symbols; (2) test questions; (3) fundamental :mles; (4) measures, weights, and currencies; (5) the farm; (6) the garden; (7) the household; (8) artificers'
work; (9) strength of materials; (10) specific gravity; (11) the road; (12) the engineer; (13) the
laboratory; (14) general analysis; (15) the counting house; (16) statistics; (17) permutation
and combination; (18) invobtion and evolution; (19) progression and series; (~O) position;
(21) approximation; (22) properties of numbers; {23) miscellaneous problems.
Withou ~ explaining each division in detail, the plan of the work is well expressed by Mr. Mann
when he says: "It derives its examples from biography, geography, chronology, and history;
fr om educational, financial, commercial, and civil statistics; from the laws of light and electricity, of sound and motion, of chemistry and astronomy, and others of the exact science3.
Trades, handicrafts, and whatever pertains to the useful arts, or so far as they are the subject
of numerical statements, and their facts possess arithmetical ralatio!ls, together with all the
ascertained and determinate results of economical or political knowledge and of scientific dis•
coveries, are laid under contribution and are made to supply appropriate elements for the questions on which the youthful learner may exercise his arithmetical faculties."
The authors propo3ed to treat the science of numbers in the most rigorous method, and at the
same time the learner should be acquiring useful and valuable information.
The information composing the problems is drawn from at least a hundred sources. It i;;;
highly instructive as well as eminently practical. A good title to the book would be "Useful
and Scientific Information 'rreated Arithmetically." A r evised edition ought to be in the hands
of every teacher. It has never been properly appreciated and few copies are in existence; even
the publishers do not have a copy.
Pliny Earle Chase, LL . D., was born at Worcester, Mass. , August 18, 1820, and graduated from
Harvard University in 18'39. For many years be was a teacher in Philadelphia, and later he was
engaged in mercantile pursuits. In 1871 he was elected professor of philosophy and logic in
~av:rford College, near Philadelphia, and after, acting president of the institution. .Much of
h_18 time ~as devotf:'d to scientific investigations, and he was a member of several learned societ~es ?f this couu_try and also of Europe. His writings are mostly contributions to scientific publirc~~iotns. Il c ched at Haverford, Pa., December 17, 1886. Professor Chase published Elements
o .w.e eoro1ogy ( 1884).
l 10. LEA.CH AXD SWAN'S ARITHMETICS.

~is t:rie~ is composed of two books, published in 18i30 by Messrs. Thomas,
per waite & Co., Philadelphia.
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The first book is a primary arithmetic of 72 pages. The authors, Daniel Leach and Samuel D.
Swan, selected easy exercises for the learners, hardly difficult enough perhaps.
The Theoretical and Practical Arithmetic is a good book, and it appears strange that it never
came into more geners1 use. A volume of 275 pages, and plainly printed. Both are 12mos.
1850. DAVID PRICE'S ARITHMETIC.

The North American Practical Arithmetic, by David Price, was published in
New York in 1850. A good practical treatise of 252 pages, with copious exercises.
1850.

GEORGE WILLSON.

Practical System of Arithmetic, Enlarged and Improved; containing a New
System of Proportion, and a New Method of Solving Questions in Proportion
without Statement; together with Explanations of Theoretical Principles, and of
the Method of Cancellation. By George Willson. Fourteenth Edition. New
York: George F. Cooledge & Brother. Canandaigua: George W. Bemis. 1830.
12mo, I)p. 2e4.-A. M.
1850. JAMES L. ENOS.

The Normal Series. An Intellectual and Practical Arithmetic, or, First Lessons in Arithmetical Analysis, Intended as an Introduction to Dodd's Arithmetic.
By James L. Enos. New-York: Pratt, Woodford & Co., No. 4 Cortland Street.
1850.
Small 18mo, pp. 114.-A. M.
1850.

H. S. SCHELL.

The Young Pupil's Mental and Written Arithmetic, designed as an Introduction to the More Advanced Works in General Use. Containing an Extensive
Collection of Mental Questions, together with a Large Number of Operations to
be performed on the Slate. New York: Published by Pratt, Woodford & Co. 1850.
lSmo, pp. i2.-A. M.
1850. JOHN MARQUAR'l'.

United States Key for Mathematical Self Instruction on the Mechanical Sliding
Rule, commonly called the Carpenter's Rule. By John Marquart, of Reading,
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: C. Sherman, Printer. 1850.
66 pages. A small book in which the operations of arithmeth: are performed by means of the
"Carpenter's sliding rule ." A description of the instrument is given on pages 9 and 10. 'The
author says in his preface, "With the carpenter's sliding rule all questions may be solved that
may be wanted in the common course of business, by merchants, machinists, mechanics,
farmers, or any other tradesmen. "--A. M.

1850.

JOHN W. BEDFORD.

The American Arithmetical Investigator; in which the Rudiments of Numerical
Calculations are Clearly Exhibited, and Rules Educed: Also several Arithmetical
anu. Geometrical Demonstrations Peculiar to this Work. The whole made Familiar
by the 1\-'.Iost Practical Examples and a Critical Review of t.h e Several Principles.
Designed for the Use of Schools; and Persons wishing to become acquainted with
the Science of Arithmetic. By John W. Bedford. Syracuse: PubliRhed by Stoddard & Babcock. 1850.
lSmo, pp. 239.-A. M.
1851. TRACY'S ARITHMETICS.

Calvin Tracy, A. M., was principal of the Classical Institute, N8W York, and he
wrote the following works on arithmetic: (1) Child's Primary Arithmetic, 12mo;
(2) Elementary Arithmetic, 12mo; (3) Scientific and Practical Arithmetic, 12mo;
(4) Commercial and Mechanical Arithmetic, 12mo; (5) Key to Commercial an.d
Mechanical Arithmetic , 12mo.
I have succeeded in getting the Commercial and Mechanical Arithmetic and Key. This arithmetic is designed for high-school classes and for business men generally. It presupposes a good ,
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pra •tical and theoretical knowledge of the subject. After the necessary preliminary definitions
th author launches at once into the subject of commercial computation under the various
f rrns of p re ntage aud exchange.
ft r these follow involution and evolution, mensuration, strength of materials, gauging,
P 1fic gravity, measuring land, leveling, and miscellaneous exercises. Each subject is ably
tr at d. The book is a well-printed volume of 384 pages. It was published by Messrs. Lippincott, Grambo & Co., Philadelphia, 1851.
Th k e y contains 130 pages.
EDWIN ARNOLD.

1851.

Arithmetical Questions on a New Plan: intended to answer the double purpose
of Arithmetical Instruction and Miscellaneous Information. Designed for the
use of Pnblic and Private Schools. By Edwin Arnold, LL. D., Principal of the
Harford Co. Academy, Bel-Air, Maryland. Revised and enlarged. New York:
Pu blfohed by Diui.iel Burgess & Co., 60 John Street. 1853.
Pp. 163.-A. M .
CORNELL MOREY.

1851.

Morey 's Practical Arithmetic, in which The Explanations of the Principles are
given on a New Plan. By Cornell Morey, Teacher of Mathematics in Macedon
Academy. Stereotype Edition. Rochester: Published by Erastus Darrow &
Brother, corner of Main and St. Paul Streets. 1859.
12mo, pp. 192.-A. M.
WILLIAM WATSON.

1851.

W atson's Mental Arithmetic, u pon the Induction Plan. Designed for .Schools
and Academies. By ·William ·watson. Rochester: Wanzer, Beardsley & Co.
Auburn: Alden , Beardsley & Co.
lSmo, pp. 160.-A. M.
1851.

JAMES ROBINSON.

The American Prim ary School Arithmetic: designed for the Use of Pupils in
Primary and Intermediate Schools. By James Robinson, Author of the American
Arithmetic. Boston: Published by John P. Jewett & Co. 1851.
18mo, pp. 95.--A. M.
1851.

JOSIAH F. BUMSTEAD.

My First Arithmetic in the Primary School. "Arithmetic, when prope~·ly
t1:mght, is not the dullest of all dull things." Boston: Published by T. R. Marvm.
1851.
.
18mo, pp. 108.-A. M.
1852.

JAMES B. D ODD .

It is somewhat remarkable how many mathematicians have been self-made men.
President James B. Dodd, the author of a series of text-books, is one of that number. He was born in Virginia in 1807, and at the age of 34 was chosen, on account
of his mathematical skill, professor of mathematics , natural philosophy, and
astronomy in Centenary College, Mississippi, and five years later was elected to a
similar position in Transylvania University, Kentucky.
From 1849-1855 he was president pro tern. of that institution. It w as during
this period ~hat he publisheL1 his arithmetics, algebras, geometry, and trigonometry. Pres1dent Dodd died at Greensburg, Ky., March 27, 1872.
The Elementary and Practical Arithmetic is a work of 291 pages, and was published in 1852 by
Pratt, Oakley & Co., New York.
The au t bor attempts various improvements in arrangement and nomenclature and in the
m~ns:: ttor<_:~\aisci_pline in the principles and the application of the science.
e igf tehr Er:t metic contains the same matter as the E lementary for 261 pages. The last
30 pages o
tary
contain g eome t rica
· 1 definitions and rule::, for measuring geome t nca
· 1
figrures h 1'l eth ,emen
_
1
·, w
e
7o pages of the H' h
·
t
annuities per
uast
t·
ig er are devoted to progressions, compound mteres ,
.'
mu a ion , etc. These w&re good text-books.
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1852. A COMMO~ SCHOOL ARITHMETIC.

A committP-e of practical teachers, A. Doxsee, H. M. Jones, and I. C. Jones, and
approved by the Common School Association of the county of Suffolk, State of
New York, prepared this arithmetic for the common schools in the United States
.of America. It was published by George Savage, No. 22 John street, New York,
1852.
It challenges attention by its peculiar features, namely (1) its arrangement; (2) the brevity
of its definitions and the conciseness of its explanations; (3) the selection of its examples; (4)
the selection of its matter; (5) the_manner in which it is intended to be used, theoretically,
practically, and analytically.
These committeemen divided the book into two distinct parts. The first is theoretical arithmetic in the abstract. The opening section fairly bristles with abstract definitions and observations, and this general abstract method of presentation is extended to the one hundred and
twenty-seventh page. All definitions, principles, demonstrations, tables, etc., are contained in
the first division. The second, 154 pages, is composed of -problems, amounting to nearly 2,800,
classified under proper heads. No answers or explanations are included in this part of the
book, except au occasional reference. A glossary of mathematical terms in which their derivations from the Latin and G-reek languages are given concludes this treatise. If the committee
had mixed their ·work properly it would have been a much better book for the schoolroom.
1852.

EDWlN ARNOLD.

A. N. Girault. Elements d'Arithmetique, sur un plan nouveau: ot'i. l'on s'est
propose, non seulement d'enseigner l'arithmetique a l'eleve, mais aussi de lui
graver dans la memoire un grand nombre de faits importants.
Par E. Arnold, LL. D. Traduit de l'Anglais, a l'usage des etudiants de la
langue Fra119aise, par A. N. Girault. Professeur Fran~ais a l'Ecole Navale ~les
· Etats-Unis. New York: Published by Cady and Burgess, 60 John Street. 1852.
Pp. 171. A French translation of Arnold';, Arithmetical Questions on a New Pl::m.-A. M.
1852. M. C. TRACY AND D. H. CRUTTENDEN.

Tracy and Cruttenden's :Mathematical Series, No. II. With Answers. .A. Mental
and Practical Arithmetic; containing every combination of every Figure so
arranged as to Explain in Figures the Essential Operations, the Signs, and the
Terms, used in Arithmetic. By M. C. Tracy and D. H. Cruttenden, A. M. New
York: Tracy and Cruttenden, 415 Broadway. 1852.
18mo, pp. 128.-A. M.
1852. CLEMENT A: WILSON.

The Teacher's Assistant, or a System of Practical Arithmetic; wherein the
Several Rules of that Useful Science are illustrated by a variety of Examples.
By Stephen Pike. To which is appended a Short System of Book-keeping.
Revised, Corrected, Enlarged, and made more conformable to the Modern Usages
of the United States of America. By Clement A. Wilson. Author of" Wilson's
Book-keeping for Beginners" and Principal of the Philadelphia Mercantile Institute. Philadelphia: Published by Clark and Hesser, No. 18 South Fourth Street,
1853.
18mo, pp. 273.

Copyright 1852.-A. M.
1852. ORLANDO BLANCHARD.

Theoretical and Practical Arithmetic: in which the Principles of the Science are
Demonstrated Analytically, and _Applied to a great variety of Examples. With a
Supplement, containing Demonstrations of the Higher Principles and Properties
of Numbers; Mensuration; Philosophical and Chronological Problems. By
Orlando Blanchard, A. M., formerly Professor of Mathematics in the Oneida
Conference Seminary, and in Fairfield Academy. Second Edition. Cazenovia:
Crandall and Mosely.
12mo, pp. 3'18. Contains on pp. 239-40 a simple proof of the celebrated Pythagorean prop osition.
I have another copy, Fifteenth Thousand, 360 + pp.-A. M.
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1 53. FARRAR'S. ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS.

This is a book of problems prepared by W. H. Farrar, A. 1\1., principal of the
Woonsocket High School, Rhode Island, and published by Messrs. Brewer &
Tileston, Boston, 1833. There are 1,000 problems in the book, They were so
selected that they touch all subjects falling under ordinary arithmetical work. It
is a well-bound volume of 154 pages.
1853.

EDWARD HINKLEY.

New Methods for Multiplication and Division, with Ease, Accuracy and De-spatch,
by means of a Table of Nine Hundred and Ninety-Nine Multiples of the Nine
Digits; to which are anne:s:ed Other Useful Tables. By Edward Hinkley, A. M.
Baltimore: Printed for the Author. 1853.
Svo, pp. 70.-A. JYI.
1853. EDWARD HINKLEY.

Tables of the Prime Numbers, and Prime Factors of the Composite Nmnbers,
from 1 to 100,000; with the Methods of their Construction, and Examples of theii:
Use. By Edward Hinkley, A. M. Baltimore; Printed for the Author. 1853.
Syo, pp. ~16.-A. M.
1853.

DAN A P. COLBURN.

The Pestalozzian Series of School Arithmetics.-Part IL The Decimal System
of Numbers; Illustrated and Practically Applied in a Series of Systematic and
Progressive Exercises. By Dana P. Colburn, Principal of the Mathematical
Department of the New England Normal Inst.itute, Lancaster, Mass.; Author of
"Interest, Discount and Equation of Payments;" and Co-Author of" First Steps
in Numbers." Boston: Benjamin B. Mussey & Co., 29 Cornhill. 1853. ·
l~mo, pp. 210.-A. M.

1853. NATHANIEL DUNN.

Progressive Examples in the Simple Rules of Arithmetic. Part I.. By Nathanie
Dunn, A. M., Principal of the Irving Grammar School. New York. New York:
Clark,. Austin & Smith, 3 Park Row and 3 Ann-Street. 1853.
Small lcmo, pp. 58.-A. M.
1853.

A. P. STONE.

A Key to Chase's Common School Arithmetic, ,vith Explanations and Remarks
upon the Peculiar Features of the \York, and Operations of the More Difficult
Examples. By A. P. Stone. \Vorcester : Published by A. Hutchinson. 1853.
12mo, pp. 96.-A. M.

185!. MARVIN'S INTELLECTUAL ARITHMETIC.

James Marvin, A. B., was professo1· of mathematics in Alfred Academy when
this work was published in 1854 by Messrs. D. Appleton & Co., New York. It
was intended for American youth. The work js well arranged, somewhat aifter
the p1an of Colburn's. The author was a practical teacher and his object in preparing the work was to make rapid and accurate computers.
1854.

THOMAS H. PALMER'S ARITHMETIC.

Ari~hmet~c, Written and Oral, Practically Applied by Means of Suggestive
Questions, is the work of Thomas H. Palmer, published in 1854 by Crocker &
Brewster, pp. 348.
It. is printed in small t'"·ne
a n d a ft er a short perusal becomes intensely dazzlmg
·
· eyes.
J ,, ,
to tne
1tis _a b?o~ of ~uestions, with considerable repetition throu"'hout.
tr~tcitseddividlet~ 11:to ~wo great parts, viz: Oral and written a;itbmetic, with a supplement of conmu 1p11cat1on ancl division f d ·
lf
·
b th
the hea.ds of oral and written arith~eti~~ima ract1ons. Five chapters are mcluded under o
Palmer was author of the .·
.
.
Instructor, etc.
Pl ize er:Nl.y on education entitled The Teacher's Manual, The Moral
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1854. DOCHARTY'S ARITHMETIC.

The title of this book is: A Practical and Commercial Arithmetic: Containing
Definitions of Terms, and Rules of Operations, with numerous examples. The
whole forming a complete treatise for the use of schools and academies, by G-erardus Beekman Docharty, LL. D., professor of matb.emathics in the New York Free
Academy, and author of" The Institutes of Algebra." Harper & Brothers, 1854,
12mo, pp. 266.
In the preface the author makes these statements: "In order to make good arithmeticians, it
is necessary that the following propositions b a rigidly enforced by the instructors: (1) The
principles must be well understood. (2) 'rhe definitions must be concise and explicit, and the
rules thoroughly committed to memory. (3) Neat methods of w01·king must be adopted, and
a facility of expressing the principles, and the reasoning upon which the rules are established,
be acquired by the pupil."
At the time of its publication it was one of the best arithmetics that had appeared in this
country. Professor Docharty in his arithmetic, algebra, geometry and calculus has the happy
faculty of expressing himself clearly and concisely.
·
1854. HORATIO N. ROBINSON, LL. D.

Horatio N. Robinson died January 19, 1867, aged 61 years. Ho was born at
Elbridge, N. Y., and received during his childhood the merest rudiments of an
education. At the age of 16 he made the astronomical calculations for an almanac,
which attracted the attention of a wealthy gentleman, who sent him to Princeton
to be educated; but at the age of 19 he was elected professor of mathematics in
the Navy , which position he filled for ten years, visiting many parts of the globe,
and performing his duties very acceptably. In 1835 he took charge of the academy
at Canandaigua, N. Y. , and afterwards at Genesee. Owing to impaired health
he removed to Cincinnati in 1844, where he published his University Algebra.
This work was so favorably received that he wrote other works, which were published by Jacob Ernst, Cincinnati. Next, he left Cincinnati in 1850, and went to
Syracuse, N. Y., and in 1854 to Elbridge, where he resided till his death. The
publication of his books was changed from Cincinnati to New York in 1858, and
some of the ablest talent of the country was now eri1ployed in assisting him in
the further preparation of his works.
During the last years of Professor Robinson's life he was a constant sufferer and
confined to his room a greater portion of the time; yet he was constantly employed
in developing some new thought in his favorite science, and when unable to use
the pen he would dict ~te to another while suffering the most acute pain. He
worked thus till his death.
Allibone _gives the following works: (1) Arithmetic, Theoretical and Practical,
1864, 18mo; (2) Elementary Algebra, 1847, 12mo; (3) University Algebra, 1847,
12mo; (4) Natural Philosophy, 1848, 12mo; (5) Elementary Astronomy, 1849, 12mo;
(6) University Astronomy, 1849, 8vo; (7) Geometry Containing Trigonometry and
Conic Sections, 1850, 8vo; (8) Surveying and Navigation, 1852, 8vo; (9) Concise
Mathematica,! Operations: A Practical Sequel to Mathematics and Astronomy,
1854, 8vo.
All the above, with the exception of Nos. 5 and 9 (published by Messrs. E. H.
Pease & Co., Albany), were published by Jacob Ernst, at Cincinnati; but all the
volumes composing Robinson's Series are now issued by Messrs. Ivison, Blakeman,
Taylor & Co., New York. The complete series at this time includes 35 different
books. Herewith are given the arithmetics, with date of copyright: (1) Progressive Primary. 1858, 12mo; 1863, 16mo; edited by D. W. Fish, A. M., 1866, 12mo;
(2) Progressive Intellectual, 1858, 12mo; 1863, 16mo; (3) Progressive Practical,
1858, 12mo; 1863, 16mo; edited by D. W. Fish, 1865, 12mo; (4) Key to Progressive
Practical, 1859, 12mo; 1863, 16 mo; (5) Progressive Higher, 1860, 12mo; 1863 , 12mo;
1875 , 12mo; (6) Key to Progressive Higher, 1860, 12mo; 1863, 12mo; (7) Progressive Table Book, 1862, 16mo; 1862, 12mo; edited byD. W. Fish, A. M.; (8) Rudiments
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of Written Arithmetic, 1858, 16mo; 1863, 12mo; (9) First Lessons in Mental and
·written Arithmetic, 1870, 12mo; edited by Samuel D. Barr; (10) Junior Class
Arithmetic, 1874, 12mo; edited by D. W. Fish, A. M.; (11) Elements of Arithmetic,
Oral an l Written, 1877, 12mo; edited by D. W. Fish, A. M.; (12) New Table Book,
18t)0, 12mo; by D. W. Fish, A. M. Robinson's Sh orter Course: (13) First Book,
1874, 12mo; D. W. Fish, A. M.; (1'1) Beginner's Book, 1886, 12mo; (15) Complete
Arithmetic, 1874, 12mo; D. W. Fish, A. M. ; (Hi) First Book (special edition),
1884, 12mo.
The Primary fa a little book of 80 pages. Processes are r epr esented first pictorially that the
children may be taught t o think in numbers through the relation of things. The exercises are
simple a.nd are designed to stimulate the reasoning powers in the right line rather than in
severe efforts at g r ouping number r elations.
The Progressive T able Book is a floral tribute of 72 pages to the Primary. While the matter
is different, the p lan is the same and is not on a higher plane.
The Intellectual A rithmetic is the best l ow er grade book of the series. It is an excellent drill
hook, and pupiis w.ho master it thoroughly understand mental arithmetic. The last edition
contains 176 pages.
The Progressive Practical is an arithmetic of genuine merit. As a common school text-book,
it is thorough, complet e, and satisfact ory. Every one of the 360 pages bears the impress of a
master workman.
Progressive Higher Arithmetic deservedly takes its place with the advanced works of Brooks,
Ray, and Greenleaf. In every r espect it i8 a first-class book. It is one of the arithmetics that
every teacher o,u ght to have for constant r eference. The Intellectual, Practical, and Higher
furnish an excelle nt course for all who wish to study the subject thoroughly. The last edition
has 456 pages.
The Rudiments hardly has a place in the series. It was prepared to furnish a small and simple
book for pupils in graded schools. The last edition was entered for copyright in 1877. It is a
neat volume of 200 pages.
Supplementary volum0s: First Lessons, Junior Class Arithmetic, Elements of Arithmetic, and
New •.rable Book are supple m entary books designed to round out the series when and where the
original books are not ada11ted to special localities. First Lessons in Mental and Written Arithmetic, pp. 180. Junior Class Arithmetic is one of the best intermediate arithmetics published
for graded schc,ols, pp. 318. Elements of Arithmetic is a compilation from other books and a
few drill problems. It is a drill and review book for graded schools, pp. 208. New Table Book
was prepared to fill a supposed want in city schools. ·with other books in the series covering
the same ground it.is not very easy to see an actual place for this book. Some of it is too hard
for little children and too simple for larger ones. The tables and exercises fill 96 pages.
Shorter Course: The books in this course consist of Beginner's Book and the Complete .Arithmetic. The Complete is bound also in two parts for those who prefer it. Also an alternative
book for the Beginner's is presented in the First Book in Arithmetic. The Beginner's Book is an
excellent manual of 223 pages, while the First Lessons is better adapted to smaller children, and
the problems are more carefully graded. It contains 168 pages. The Complete is the practical
arithmetic adapted to the present needs of graded schools. In some respects it is a better classbook than the old Practical. Ro bin son's Intellectual and the Complete furnish a good course for
either graded or ungraded schools. The Practical, Intellectual, and Complete, and Higher are
the important books of the series. The books composing the shorter course are ~uperb ~pecim ens of the publisher's art. They are durable and beautiful. There are 514 pages in the Complete Arithmetic. There is a special edition of the Fil'st Book for the St. Louis public schools.
It was published in 1884, pp. 80.
1854.

DE WITT CLINTON BENJAMIN.

Theoretical and Practical Arithmetic: Being a Complete System, containing
Mental Exercises, the Canceling Principle, a Short Method of Multiplying, and
0ther !mprov~ments, adapted to interest the Pupil and render him thoroughly
acquamted with_the Science. Also, Book-keeping and Business Items. "Labor
conquers all thmgs." Designed for Public Schools, Academies, and Private
Learne~s. By Rev. D. Cli.nton Benjamin. Published by the Author. Sold by
J. C. Riker, New York. 1854.
1 mo, pp. 24-0. -A. M.

1854. W. W. NEWMAN.

ElA Primary Mental Arithmetic; or the Arabic Arithmetical Alphabet, and the
emen tary Tumerical Tables: designed to make Beginners in Arithmetic Rapid
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and Accurate Operators in the Notation, Numeration, Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and Division of Small, Simple Numbers, Compound Numbers and
Common Fractions: containing, gen·era11y, in the same Lesson, on the same page,
Concrete and Abstract Numbers, a Common Table Improved, an Outline Table, a
Test Table, Slate Exercises, &c. By \V. Vl. Newman, A. B. New York: D. Appleton and Company, 346 and 348 Broadway. 1855.
18m.o. pp. 84.-A. M.
1854.

WILLIAM H. REUCK.

Practical Examples in Arithmetic. By William H. Reuck, Principal of Ward
School No. 7, and Professor of Mathematics fo the Male Normal School of New
York. New York: Published by A. S. Barnes & Co., 51 John Street. 1854.
12m.o, pp. 276.-A. M.
1854-. JOHN J. ANDERSON.

Exercises in the Fundamental Rules of Arithmetic, for Schools and Academies.
By John J. Annerson, Principal of \Vard School No. XXXI., city of New York.
New York: Lewis H. Embree, Publisher, 134 Bowery. 1854.-A. M.
1855. HEATH'S ARITHMETIC.

A \ Treatise on Arithmetic, I through which \ the Entire Science can be More
Expeditiously and Perfectly Learned, I without the Aid of a Teacher, j designed
for the U se of Schools and Private Students. I By Noble Heath. I Phifadelphia: I
T. Ellwood Chapman, No. 1 S. Fifth St. \ 1855. I
The clai.m. is not made good throughout this volume.
1855. LAWRENCE'S ARITHMETIC.

A Practical and Theoretical Arithn:1etic by Charles D. Lawrence was published
in Auburn and Rochester by Messrs. Alden & Begrdsley, and in New York by
J. C. Derby, 119 Nassau street, in 1855. 1
This is a substa.ntial volume of 317'pages and is filled with choke matter.
1855. JOSEPH C. Kil\IBALL.

Kimball's New Method of Teaching Arithmetic. By Jos. C. Kimball, Principal
of Nashua High School. Manchester, N. H.: Printed by Abbott, Jenks & Co.
1855.
.!.8mo, pp. 71.-A. M.
1855. WILLIAM H. REUCK.

Practical Examples · in Simple and Denominate Numbers. By William H.
Reuck, Author of Practical Examples in Arithmetic. New Yoric A. S. Barnes
& Co., 51 & 55 John-Street. Cincinnati:-H. W. Derby. 1855.
12mo, pp. 74.-A. M.
1856. CHARLES STEWART'S ARITH~fETIC.

The title of this work is: An Analytical Arithmetic for .the use of Schools and
Colleges: in which the principles of the science of numbers are demonstrated by
Analysis and worked out by cancellation.
Two features are very pronounced in this trea,tise. The aim of the author is: "To present the
science in such a manner that it may b e comprehended and assimilated in a much shorter time
than is usually devoted to that study; to lead to the investigation of arithmetic by the exercise
of the power of analysis." The author dispenses with rules, and gives only a very few formal
definitions, and very properly his book falls under the title it b e.:.rs.
It is a book of classified problems, and the solutions t.hat are given indicate the" cipherer"
rather than the systematic, logical arithmetician. As a drill manual it would answer the purpose very well. Three editionf:! have been issued, 1856, 1863, 1874.
1

I have a copy published at Peoria, Ill., by S. H. & G. Burnett, in 1853.-A. M.
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Thero is a sort of independence about the work that is refreshing. For instance: "Incompetent or indolent persons who have undertaken to teach will find some other arithmetic to suit
them b tterthan this." The third edition is a 12mo, 181 pages. Southwestern Book and Pub·
li hing Company, St. Louis.
1856.

THE MARYLAND PRIMARY ARITHMETIC.

This book, b:v J. N. McJilton, A. M., was printed by James Young, Baltimore,
1836. It is a diminutive 18mo of 72 pages. Verily it is a primary arithmetic.
1856.

ELIAS LOOMIS, LL. D.

Professor Loomis is the author of a complete series of mathematical text-books,
published as follows: Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, 1t:J4S; Recent Progress
in Astronomy, 1830 and 1856; Analytical Geometry, Calculus, Elements of Algebra,
1851; Elements of Geometry and Conic Sections, 1851 and 1871; Tables of Logarithms, 1835; Treatise on Arithmetic, 1856; Natural Philosophy, 1858; Practical
Astronomy, 1855 and 1865; Elements of Arithmetic, 1863; Elements of Astronomy,
1869.
Besides the above, he is the author of a Treatise on Meteorology, puulished in
1838, and the Descendants of Joseph Loomis, which appeared in 1870.
The Treatise on Arithmetic is a 12mo of 332 pages. The object of this volume is to develop
every principle in its natural order; to demonstrate every rule briefiy and rigorously, and t_o
accustom the pupil to think clearly and to express his ideas with precision. Every principle 18
illustrated by an extensive collection of examples, designed to impress the principles permanently upon the mind and to impart facility in their applic11..tion.
The Elements of Arithmetic is for children who have had no previous knowledge of the sub·
ject. What is 'presented in this volume is intended to prepare the pupil for a more advanced
treatise. Little effort is required for children to master this book. It is a 16mo of 166 pages.
Elias Loomis, the physicist, was born in Wellington, Conn., August 7, 1811; he resides in Ne:W
Haven, Conn. He was fitted for Yale College by his father , graduated in 1830, and was tutor ~n
that institution from 1833 to 1836. During this period he commenced making observations m
astronomy,magnetism,and meteorology, which he still pursues with great diligence. In 1836-37·_
he went to France, attending there the lectures of Arago, Biot, Dulong, Poisson, Pouillet, and
others. Upon his return to this country he became professor of 'natural philosophy in the
·western Reserve College, Ohio. In 184! he was elected to the chair of natural philosophy in the
University of the City of New York, and to Yale College in 1860 as professor of natural philoso·
pby and astronomy. He has published more than one hundred papers on scientific subjects,
which have appeared both in this country and in Europe. Professor Loomis is a member of
several learned societies. At present he is revising his papers and still further verifying his
former researche8 in dynamic meteorology.
1857. ERNST'S ARITHMETIC.

Ernst's Arithmetic is :=t treatise on commercial calculations, and is one of those
singular books in which "Commercial calculations on entirely new principles,
abridged and reduced to their utmost simplicity, adapted to practical use," are set
forth in the briefest possible manner.
The author, Henry Ernst, offers to the mercantile community a collection of simple rules for
all business transactions, by which calculations will be materially shortened. He further holds
that errors in solving problems are avoided in proportion a.s the number of figures used is dimin·
ished. It is a slashing book, in which problems are fearfully cut right and left. Short methods
of multiplication, division, interest, discount, theory of accounts, exchange, the chain rule, etc.,
are presented and disposed of in bewildering rapidity. The book is an 8vo, 88 pages, published
at the Picayune office, New Orleans, 1857.
1857. E. 'I'HEOD. PLATE.

!3'irst Book i_n_Arithmetic for Elementary Schools, by the Illustrating Method
wi th an Exposition of its Principles and Manner of Illustrating. By E. Theod.
Plate. St. Louis, Mo., F. Saler, Publisher. 1857.
18mo, pp. 88.-A. M.
1 -,. D. H. CRUTTENDEN.

D. H. ~ruttenden's Mathematical Series. No. III. Theoretical and Practical
• ystematic Arithmetic·, or, A n·th metic
• arrangec1 in its Natural Order. Being
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adapted to assist the Teacher in training Pupils of all ages to habits of strict and
careful Analysis. By D. H. Cruttenden, A. M. Improved Edition. New York:
Kiggins & Kellogg. No date. Copyright 1857.
12mo, pp. 316.-A. M.
Daniel Henry Cruttenden was born in Galway, N. Y. , February 27, 1816; died in Castleton,
N. Y., June 21, 1874. He was graduated at Union in 18U, and became principal of the School of
the Mechanics' Institute in New York City. Besides his arithmetics he published The Philosophy of Language (1870), and a rhetorical grammar, the second edition of which appeared in
1861.-A. M.
1857. JOHN H. FELTON.

The Decimal System: an Argument for American Consistency in the Extension
of the Decimal Scale to Weights and Measures in harmony with the National
Currency. By John H, Felton. New York: D. Appleton and Company; 346 & 3118
Broadway. 1857.
12mo, .PP· 189. -A. M.
1858. PETER ULIC BURKE.

The American Practical Arithmetic. With New Analytical Methods for the
Solution of Arithmetidal Problems. Designed for the Pupils of the Brothers of
the Christian SchooJ.s. By Peter Ulic Burke, M. D. E. New York: D. J. Sadlier
& Co., 164 William Street. Boston:-128 :E'ederal Street. Montreal:-Cor. Notre
Dame and Francis Xavier Streets. 1858.
18mo, pp. 378.-A. M.
1858. STMON KERL.

A System of Arithmetic on an Original Plan, designed as an Improvement on
the Systems in Common Use. By Simon Kerl, A. M., Washington University,
St. Louis, Mo. Philadelphia: Charles Desilver, No. 714 Chestnut St. (opposite
Masonic Hall). Keen & Lee, 148 Lake Street, Chicago. 1858.
16mo, pp. 162.-A. M.
1858. BURNHAM'S ARITHMETICS.

Charles G. Burnham wrote two arithmetics, a Mental Arithmetic of 188 pages,
and a Written Arithmetic. He calls it a "New system" of arithmetic on an
improved plan, which professes" to commence where the child commences and
proceeds as the child proceeds."
John P. Jewett & Co., Boston, and Henry P. B. Jewett, Cleveland, published
these books in 1858.
In the Mental Arithmetic, half the book is in the form of a dialogue between the teacher and
pupil. The remainder consists of very simple exercises for which the pupil is already prepared.
The Written Arithmetic is an attempt to reduce all operations to the fewest principles.
Great stress is given to cancellation. Fractions are treated as whole numbers.
1858. NORMAL ARITHMETIC.

The Normal Arithmetic, by Silas L. Loomis, a book of 300 pages, was published
in Philadelphia, by J. B. Lippincott, in 1858; The treatise is divided into six
parts: (1) Decimal numbers; (2) denominate numbers; (3) percentage; (4) proportion; (5) powers, roots, series; (6) miscellaneous subjects. A very fair work.
1859. JILLSON'S ARITHMETIC.

This little pocket volume was published in 1859, and it is designed to facilitate
arithmetical computations by the use of the" slide rule." The book might very
properly be called instrumental or mechanical arithmetic. This handy little
manual was prepared by Arnold Jillson, Woonsocket, R. I.
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1 59.

RICHARD NELSON.

N el on's Mercantile Arithmetic, for Schools and Colleges: a Handbook for Merchants, Professional Men, Mechanics, Farm ers, and Household use. Embracing
all the more useful calculations in Banking, Commerce, Manufacturing, Building,
etc., explained on scientific principles, and performed by the simple application of
the Four Fundamental Rules. Short methods of Calculation, Business Forms,
Useful Information never before published, regarding Banking, Commerce, Brh.:klaying. Carpentry, etc., etc.; Farming, Road Making, Mensuration, etc.; it also
contains a Business Vocabulary of the most u seful terms; Contractions used in
Business, with Tables of Weights and Measures, etc., revised to suit the improvements of the day. By Richard Nelson, Principal of Western Commercial College,
Cincinnati, 0. Cincinnati: Published by Nelson, Kizer & Co., Cor. Court St. and
Western Row. 1859.
llimo, pp. 264:.

Nelson's Merchantile Arithmetic for Book-keepers, Schools & Colleges. By
Richard Nelson. Cincinnati. 1888. Copyright 1859.
16mo, pp. 300.-A. M.
1859.

SILAS L. LOOMIS.

Analytical Arithmetic: An Introduction to Nomial Arithmetic. Designed for
Beginners. By Silas L. Loomis, A.M., :M,D., Author of "Normal Arithmetic."
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1860.
18mo, pp. 200.

Copyright 1859.-A. M.

Silas LaureJ.o1ce Loomis was °Q.orn in Coventry, Conn., May 22, 1822; was graduated at Wesleyan
University in 1844, after teaching mathematics and natural sciences in Hollist_o n Academy, Mas·
sachusetts. In 1855 was principal of the Western Academy in Washington, D. C.; graduated from
the medical department of Georgetown College in 1856, and was professor of physiology i~ that
department in 1859-60. He was astronomer to the United States Coast Survey in 1857, and m l860
special instructor in mathematics to the United Statesnavalcadets wnileonacruise. Dr. Loomis
was surgeon on Gen. George B. McClellan 's staff in 1362-:-63. He has made improvements in variou.1
instruments of precision.-A. M.
1860.

JAMES s·rEWART EATON.

James Stewart Eaton was born in Fitchburg, Mass:, November 13, 1816, and died in Andover,
Mass., October 10, 1865. Although his early life was spent upon a farm, he had little taste for
farm work or even for childish sports; he found especial delight in books. Until he was 19 y~ars
old he enjoyed only the privileges of education which his native town afforded. At that time
he became a pupil in the 'l'eachers' Seminary connected with Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass.
He was graduated, as the valedictorian of his class, in 1839. He taught one year on Cape Cod
and then became principal of the English department of Bacon .Academy, Colchester, Conn.
Seven years later, in 1847, he was appointed principal of the English department in Phillips
Academy, Andover, Mass., which position he filled till his death.
He was a man capable of severe mental labor; as a child he was frail, but as a man he was
possessed of a vigorous constitution.
During twenty-five years he taught with no interruption, except the ordinary vacations, and,
in addition to the arduous labors of the schoolroom, much time was given during the last ten
years of his life to work upon his series of mathematical works.
He was modest in his tastes and scholarly and retiring in disposition and consequently he filled
hut few positions of public ret>ponsibility. At one time he was president of tha Essex County
TeacJ:-ers' Association. His mind was preeminently mathematical, and he loved a clear demonstration.
All his st atements were concise and to the point. This led him to feel that an improvement
could be made upon the existing mathematical books, and the marked success following his
efforts proved the correctness of his belief.
· t·ious and emmently
.
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Eaton's High-School A.rithrnetic.-The lligh-S0ho-0lArithmetic, pul)lishecl in 1857, is an excellent
treatise. The author in the preface ind:cates the outline as his guidin: principle: (1) To teclear; (2) to be brief; (3) to be accurate; (4) to be logical. The examination of the book shows
how duly he adhered to his plan.
In addition to the subject-matter found in all first-class treatises, the author inserted a goodchapter on permutations, arrangements, and combinations. The miscellaneous examples on.
pa,g-es ~6 to 273 are especially inter esting; also, the '' ca.lendar and chronological problems" have-a historic value of great impor_tance to the student. Application of arithmetic to geometry
forms a u seful and valuable feature, while the philosophical exercises are of great practical
utility. P erhaps no other arithmetic of 373 pages contains more necessary and entertaininginformation than this one by Professor Eaton.
Eaton's Primary Arithnietic.-This arithmetic was published by Messrs. Brown & Taggard
in 1860. It is a Himo, 101 pages, handsomely illustrated. The obj ect-lesson method in primaryinstruction is very prominent in this book. The engravings represent the objects· with which
the child i s familiar. The aim of the author is t o lead the young pupil to a knowledge of therudiments of numbers by the use of sensible objects rather by uninterrupted drill on the tables.
The book is simple in language , progressive in arrangement, and well adapted to elementaryinstruction.
Eaton's Common-School Arith-inetic.-This work was published by Messrs. Taggard & Thompson, successors to Messrs. Brown & .'l'aggard, in 1S63. It is a 12mo, 327 pages. It was designed
to meet the wants of the ordinary grades of common and grammar schools. The same plan is:
pursued in the main as in the High-School Arithmetic, but greater prominence is given to p ercentage and its application to the different phases of business life, and very great care was exercised to have ail the examples practical and business like in their character. A history .of themetric system of weights and m easures with tables, examples for practice, and illustrative figures, form 12 pages of the Appendix, prepared by Prof. H . A. N ewton, of Yale College.
Eaton's Intellectual Arithmetic.-This book was printed in 1864: by Messrs. 'J.'aggard & Thompson, B oston. It is modeled upon the inductive method. As a text-book it is simple, and not
. quite difficult enough to get first-class work out of pupils. The best chapter in the book is.
"Suggestions to tea~hers." It is quite well adapted to younger classes pursuing this subject,.
a nd doubtless it was prepared for such chiefly. It is a lt:imo, c9ntains 176 pages, the last 12 pages.
being devoted to written arithmetic.
Eaton' s Elements of Arithmetic.-This book was published in 1868 by Messrs. Taggard & ·
Thompson, 168 pages, 16mo. It was designed for those pupils who do not have time to completea larger work. The last wcrk of the author was done on this book, and it was completed by llisson, Prof. J:ames H. Eaton, assisted by Mr. J . P. Payson, master of the "\Villiams School, Chelsea,,
Mass.
In addition to the fundamental rules, it treats o:fdenominate numbers and r eduction, common.
and decimal fractions, United States money, compound numbers, percentage, interest, r.nd themetric system.
Bradbilry's Eaton's Practiccll Arithmetic.-Messrs. Thompson, Brown & Co., successors toMcssr s. Taggard & 'rhompson, published this arithmetic in 1879. It contains oral and written.
examples and is adapted to grammar-school use. Decimals, as far only as thousandths, the place.
of mills, in United States currency, are introduced with integral number s at the beginning of
the book. The decimal or metric system of weights and measures has b een treated as a part of
dedmals and independently of any other system of weights and m easures. Some of the definitions and explanations of the Eaton's Arithmetic are r etained, where from the simplicity, brev-ity, and clearness they could not be improved. Otherwise the whole treatm ent of the subject.
s new. Circulating decimals, annual inter est, for$Jign exchange, custom-house business, arithmetical and geometrical progression, alligation, and many tables, mainly useful for reference,,
are placed in an appendix.
In the processes of commission, interest, hanking, equation of payments, etc., business men
and bankers ha Ye been consulted, and those methods adopted that exper:ence has proved to be.
the simpl est and best.
All the subjects have been made as practical as possible, and obsolete and useless matter.omitted. The examples r epresent actual transact.tons fr om everyday life, and are varied and.
well graded. In addition to those in the main book there are 700 extra examples in theAppendix.
·
·
Braclbury's Eaton's Elernentary.-This book serves as r.n excellent introduction to the larger·
work. It was published by Messrs. 'Thomp son, Brown & Co. It i s a 16mo, and is in two parts~
Part I, Primary, 92 pages, beautifully illustrated, consisting largely of oral work, but with
slate exercises adapted to the young pupil. It is happily fitted t o interest the child in number&
and to t each t he first principles of the subject.
·
Part II, designed for intermediate schools or the lowest grammar grades. Like the practical
it combines mental and written work, but makes use of small numbers. Only those topics are,
ED 98- -55
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inducl cl that r.ro d mcc1 ftmdamonta.l to give the pupil the arithmetical knowledge absolutely
n <1 'll for matt r · of eYeryday life.
1 G. . WILLI.A:.v.r FROTHINGHAM BRADBURY.

Willia m Frofoingham Bradbury, A . :M:, th pr sent he:i.d master of the 0[m1lll'idge Latin
, ·llool, wa born in Westminster, :lass., iu 1 20. His early education was obtained in th8 distri t hools and academy of his native town. Ho tn.ught his first school during the winter of
1 4 0 iu Slab City, Princeton, on tho rocky side of Mount ,vachusott, at a salary of $18 per
month and board. In 1852 he entered Amhers t, and, after working his 11assag0 by bis personal
oxei·ti.011 , graduated in 1856, being the ,aledictorin.n of his class. His brother, E. E. Bradbury,
wa::; s:i.lutatorian of the same class, a remarkable instance, says the J ournalof Education, of two
brothers taking the highest honors of one college class. I~ his graduating year Mr. Bradbury
wn.s plac d in charge of the department of physics and mathcm:itics in tho high school of the
city of Cambridge, JUass., and upon the death of Head Master Osgoode Johnson, in April of the
same year, he assumed the yacant position for the remainder of the year. In 186'1 he was roada
Hopkins classical master, which position ho has held for twenty-four years. In 1368 ho w:is
chosen the head master of the high school as a direct successor of William J. Rolfe. In 1886, at
the dh-ision of the high school into the Latin School and the English High School, he was ma.de
h ead master of the Latin School.
l\fr. Bradbury is w idely known throughout the country r.s a succc•ssful and valuable iustructor,
while perhaps many are best acquainted with his nan1e as an author. His series of mathematical works, embracing arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and surveying are very
popula1·. In addition to his work as a teacher and text-hoot: writer he has also written educational papers, the chief of which ha,Ye related to the metric system ancl the spelling reform. He
i3 also the inventor of an inge::iious piece of app:-..ratus for illustmting the simplicity of th0
metric system. This appn.ratus, like his book, is extensively used in teaching the system. Mr.
Bradbury has filled many important positions in different t e!l.ehers' associations. His moS t
important work in arithmetic is the revision of the series of Eaton's Arithmetics.
1860.

AARON SCHUYLER, LL. D.

is

Dr. Schuyler the author of the following excellent text-books, which have had
a gratifying reception by the public: (1) Higher Arithmetic, 18t 0; (2) Principles
of Logic, 1869; (3) Complete Algebra, 1870; (4) Treatise on Trigonometry,_ ~urveying, and Navigation, 1872; (5) Elements of Geometry, 1875; (6) Empmcal
and Rational Psychology, 1881.
All his works except the Higher Arithmetic are pubfo:hed in Cincinnati by
Messrs. Van Anhverp, Bragg & Co.
Sclmyler's Highe1· Arithmetic.-This arithmetic wi-.s published by :Messrs. Sheldon & Co., New
York, in 18GO. His the mo3t logical, concise, clear. and accurate treatise I have ever read. The
autbm.· avoiding the dogmatic method on one sit1e and the exclusively analytic on the other,
generalize3 all essential elements, carefully distinguishing the ticcidental from the necessary
elements in each process. For those who have mastered elementary algebra the work is easily
enough understood, but otherwise it is too diffi<.mlt. The ~uthor bas t he happy faculty of logical
a1-rangement as well as that of logical analysis, hence this volume is invaluable to the student
of mathematics in showing him how to classify his knowledge for ready use. No subject is
evaded bec::iuse it presents difficulties, and everything is included that the author deemed essential to render the book complete. It i.s a 12mo of 476 pages.
A revision of this work, containing an appendix, was published in 1862.
Aaron Schuyler was born in Seneca County, N. Y., February 7, 1828. When 8 years of age
he removed with his father's family to Ohio and lived in Seneca County till he was 21. At the
Seneca Co"'..l.nty Ai::.ademy, P.e:;::mblic, Ohio, Mr. Schuyler was for several years a pupil, afterwards an assistant teacher, and succeeded Mr. Harvey as principal of that institution. This position he filled for twelve years, during which time ,the academy was in a flouI"ishing condition.
~n
he received the degree of A. M. from the Ohio We3leyan University, Delaware, Ohio, and
m 1S , 3 the dcgToe of LL. D. from Otterbein University. From 1862 to 1872 ho was professor of
1:1a t bcmatics in Baklwin University Berea Ohio 1 when he was elected president of the univerSlty, "17hich position he held ten y~ars. I~ 1886 he was elected professor of mathematics in
K:msas Wesley~n University, Salina, Kans., which positio::i he now holds.
Sc huyler 15 an untiring worker. He wrote his books while engaged in teaching from four
t
o six c·1asses a day in collego.

rn:~

D:.

lSGO. DEAN'S ARITHi\IET ICS.

Dean's arithmetic·8 .. (l)
.
Intelle ·t
:\. ·th
_aie. _ Primary Arithmetic, 12mo, 108 pages, 1860; (2)
1
( ua - ri metic, revised, 12mo, 192 pages, 1874; (3) Elementary Arith-
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metic, 12mo, 176 pages, 1868; (4) Intermediate Arithmetic, 12mo, 334 pages,
1865; (5) High School Arithmetic, 12mo, 454 pages, 1874. These books were
formerly published by Messrs. A. H. English & Co. , Pittsburg, but are now published by Messrs. Taintor Bros. & Co., New York.
Philotus Dean, A. Iv.L, was principal and professor of natuml science in the Pit tsburg Central
High School and director of the Allegheny Observatory.
This is a ve17 vigorous series of arithmetics. The author had definite inform.ati:m to convey,
and he did his part remarkably well.
Prirnary Arithmetic.-Although this ·volume was written nearly thirty years ago, it is a good
primary arithmetic at the p1·esent time. It takes the pupil through the four rules, dips into
fractions, and supplies him with the tables of money, weights, and measures.
Inte1·mediate A.rithmetic.-This book occupies an intermediate place between the primary and
higher arithmetics, and it conveys definite instruction with drill exercises in those things most
needed to make quick, accurate, thoughtful computers. It is quite a complete treatise in the
range of topics adapted to the affr.irs of practical life, and yet simple enough to discipline the
mind and to strengthen its powers. i,.11 subjects embraced in a common-school arithmetic
are f ound in this one, very fully and clearly treated. The definitions, processes , and analyses
are models which any teacher may pursue with profit. Very properly the book might have
been entitled a" Common School Arithmetic."
Elemen tary A.rithmetic.-ln presenting this book to the public the author designed it for that
large class of pupils in graded schools that have not time to take a fuller course. The pupil is
conducted througl1. all essential processes of numbers as far as the simpler appiications of p ercentage to business. In the p1·esentation of each topic the author gives one method for the
pupil to learn and to practice.
Intellectual Arithrnetic.-This is one of the best mental arithmetics over published. It stands
with Brook's Normal Mental and with Robinson's Intellectual. The pupil who thoroughly
masters i t has little need of rules for solving arithmetical problems.
High School Arithrnetic.-Mr. J.P. Cameron edited this book, the manuscript being unfinished
at the time of Professor Dean's death. Its object is to furnish to advanced pupils and p:;:·ivate
students a full and comprehensive treatise on the s ubject in all its various applications. It is a
work of genuine merit.

1860. E. E. WHITE, J.B. :M:ERRIAl'rI, H.B. BRYANT, AND H. D. STRATTON.

Bryant and Stratton's Commercial Arithmetic. In two Parts. Design ed for
the Counting Room, Commercial and Agricultural Colleges, Normal and High
Schools, Academies, and Universities. By E. E. White, A. M., Supt. Public
Schools, Portsmouth, Ohio; J. B. Merriam, A. M., Cashier City Bank, Cleveland~
Ohio; and H. B. Bryant, and H. D. Stratton, Founders and Proprietors of the
"National Chain of Mercantile Colleges," located at N ew York, Philadelphia,
Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, and St. Louis. New York: Phinney,
Blakeman and Mason, 61 Walker Street. Buffalo: Breed, Butler & Co., 188 Main
Street. 1861.
Svo, pp. 313.

School edition.-A. M .
1860.

MARTIN l\L ROHRER.

Practical Calculator: a Pocket Manual of. Plain Rules and Ualculations for
Business Operations. By Martin M. Rohrer, Surveyor and Conveyancer. Carefully Revised by Rev. Theo. A. Hopkins, A. M., Principal of the Yeates Instit~te,
Lancaster, Pa. New Edition, with Additions and I mprovements. Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1860.
18mo, pp. 204.-A . M.
1860.

THEORIES OF ARITHMETIC.

Theories of Arithmetic, collected from the works of various au thms, and arranged
for the use of the Students of Sodus Academy. Lyons, N. Y. Printed by W. T.
Tinsley, Republican Office. 1860.
Author not given. - A. l\L
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mlio de Aritmetica El mental, para la l nstruccion Primaria. Por :M. P.
ueva York: D. Appleton y Compafiia, 443 y 445 Broadway. 1860.

l:..m , 1>1>. UO. - A. M.

l llUO. ARITl\1.ETit..,A PRATICA, Ju. PARTE.

Sumar, Restar, Multiplicar i Dividir Enteros i Quebrados. Publicado por 6rden
del J efe del Departamento de Escuelas del Estado de Buenos Ayres, S. D. Domingo
F. Sarmiento. Nueva York: D. Appleton y Compan:ia, 346 y 348 Broadway. 1860,
Pp. H4. - A. M.

CHAPTER XVIII.
1-,HE TEACHING OF ASTRONOMY IN THE PlUMARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND IN THE UNIVERSITY.

BY EDWARD

S. HOLDEN, M. A., Sc. D., LL. D., Sometime Director of the Lick
Observatory.

I. THE TEACHING OF ASTRQNOM.Y IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
The earliest teaching of astronomy must be closely joined to the teaching of
geography. What is already known about the earth will serve as a stepping-stone
to a knowledge of the planets. Conversely, the little that is known of the planets
serves to throw light upon the constitution of the earth, and especially upon its past
and future history. Any child old enough to study geography is not too young to
begin to observe simple astronomical phenoinena and to grasp astronomical ideas.
Prof. Edward Gardniei· Howe, in his Manual of Systematic Science Teaching, 1 has
given a useful and intelligent scheme according to which astronomy may be taught
during the early years of a child's school life. Reference should be made to this
schenie by teachers of science in the primary schools, although it ought not by any
means to be followed slavishly.
The lessons of the first years are necessarily extremely simple. The child must
first be led to make an inventory of the visible universe-sun, moon, and stars.
Among the stars the brighter planets (Venus, Mars, ~Tupiter) may be pointed out;
and it will be easy to direct attention to the constellations-the Great Bear (the
Dipper), Orion, the Pleiades. During the whole school life of the child the naming
of the constellations may go on. It is not necessary to learn the designations of
any of the fainter stars, nor even the names of more than a dozen of the bright
or.es. But it is desirable that the names of the principal constellations should be
a ssociated with the star groups. A very little time given to this matter will do
wonders. A child's fresh memory is readily impressed. A few of the stars which
are closely double to the naked eye (Epsilon Lyne, etc.) may be pointed out, as
well as the nebula of Andromeda and the star clusters of Scorpio and the Prresepe.
The course of the Milky Way must be traced and the Zodiacal Light rediscovered.
Very many children will take a liveiy interest in the identification of stars (and
planets), and a clever teacher can inspire them to do such work on their own
account, and at home. The delight of discovery is hardly less p oignant to the
chiid who bas really observed for the first time that the stars ju their courses move
from east to west, or that the planets really move among the stars, than to an
astronomer vvho makes some real step to advance his science.
Early in the child's life the study of the moo:1.'s face and of h_e r motions should
be commenced. There is really no end to it during the whole of the pupil's school
life. After the unassisted eye has done its part the u se of a common field glass
opens a nevv· world. Galileo was not better equipped. The opera glass, a watch,
1
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a compass, a straight stick for a gnomon, or for testing the allineations of stars
(or planets); bits of colored glass for looking at the sun (care must be exercised
in this matter); a terrestial and a celestial globe-if possible a blank slate globe on
which drawings can be made with chalk; a rude sundial, which can be made by
the pupils themselves (not by theory, but by making its indications agree approximately with those of a watch); possibly a simple spyglass on a firm support, or
at least a straight pointer or stick mounted like an equatorial; these are the pieces
of apparatus which should be successively utilized by the teacher. It is very
important to introduce these aids slowly and one by one. The eye should be
faithfully employed before the opera glass is used. Thoroughness is a scientific
(and a moral) virtue which the child may begin to learn from h is earliest days;
ancl these simple beginnings of astronomical acquirement can be used to impress
the habit on the pupil.
The observation of the morning and evening stars will serve as an introduction
to the mapping of the apparent path of a planet among the stars, and the revolutions of the moon will suggest the origin of the month, and thus introduce some
consideration of the calendar-a knotty subject. The child who lives on the seacoast may already know something of the tides. The nature of solar time and
its relation to sidereal time can be introduced with the study of the sun's motions.
The apparent motions of the moon and planets lead to in;estigations of the real
motions of both pfanets and earth. Sphnical bodies are illuminated in a special
manner by the central sun, and cast shadows of a particular size and shape.
Thus eclipses may occur, and the conditions for an eclipse may be perfectly well
comprehended, even by young pupils. A school experiment on a sunny day, with
two globes and with a smoky atmosphere (artificially produced) in the room, will
exhibit the essentials of the phenomenon. Latitude, longitude, time, pendulum
clodks, telescopes, the sun's heat received by the earth, the seasons, twilight, etc.,
may be taken up in order, as occasion serves.
Everything depends on the teacher. It is essential that he should thoroughly
understand the subject if he is to present it vividly to young minds. It is important that the children should be given ample time to grasp novel doctrines and not
be hurried. At the same time it is almost equally essential that they should be led
onward and not merely revolve for days about a single topic. Nothing exhibits
the s1dll of an instructor more convincingly than his power to display a given ·
subject in many and various lights. A topic that has been thoroughly studied
in one aspect gains a new freshness and.interest by a presentation from a novel
point of view. The power of conceiving in the sky the circles of the sphere-the
meridian, the equator, the ecliptic-must be steadily cultivated. The circles exist
first of all in the heavens, and the text-book or the school globe only exists because
the circles are there. The gTOund idea of an eciipse is very simple if it is studied
out of doors by experiments with real shadows. Afterwards the drawings in the
text-books become intelligible. The power to conceive geometric relations of the
sort can be wonderfully cultivated even in young children. Just as descriptive
geometry gives the very best training to more advanced students of mathematical
form, so this habit of representing geometric relations in the mind is of prime
importance to the beginner.
No special consideration of the manner of instructinO' children of the primary
~ades in a~trnnomy need be given here. The teachi:g should, in general, be
directed chiefly to training their eyes and mind to observation of natural
phenomena rather than to instruction in the elements of the particular science of
aS t ronomy. What they learn of ast1·onomy is of comparatively little account.
T!se real m~tter is to use the solar system so as to train each small mind to
~ et·~: regi ster, and reflect. Later on, in the secondary schools, astronomy may
e 8 u lecl not only for its educative effect, but also as an information-study. In
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the general college courses its chi:ef value is to give an idea of the methods of this
particular science, and thus of a.n science.
For primary pupilS' the main :point is to open the eyes and mind, and the sun
and stars are convenient for the purpose. A detailed scheme for such instruction
during the earliest years of the school life of the child is given in the book of
Profesgor Howe , already mentioned. This programme,, modified as :necessary and
convenient, will serve as a guide to the, teacher of primary pupils in astronomy.
The manner of t eaching this science in secondary schools and in co1leges will
next be t reated with all necessary fullness.
li. TEACHING OF ASTRONOMY IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
The committee on seccmdar-y school studies, which was appointed at the m eeting
of the Nationa l Educational Association in !892, considered the whole q~estion
of high-school courses of study and made a report/ whose conclusions have
been accepted on n early all hands as satisfactory, and in the present s.tate of
ing.truction in the country as final. ,vith a better instructed force· of teachers we
may look for higher req_uirements. The committee (known as the Committee of
Ten ) y;as composed of the president of Harvard University, the United States
Commissioner of Education, the president of the University of Michigan, the
headmaster of the Giris' High School of Boston, the president of Vassar CoUeg-e,
the principal of the High School of Albany, the president of the UniYersity of
Colorado, the presid.e nt of the University of Missouri, the headmaster of the Lawrenceville School of New Jersey, a:nd a professor of Oberlin Col1ege. • It was thus
representative of the whole cou:ntry geographically, and of the best in the country
pedagogically. The Committee of' Ten was aided in its work by :tiine other committees (" conferences ''), each composed of ten experts.
The conf.e rences consiclered the following studies or groups of studies: (1)
Latin; {2) Greek; (3) English; ( t1) othe1· modern languages; (5) mathematics;
(6) physics,. astronomy, and chemistry; (7) natural history (biology, including
botany, zoology, a nd phys:ology); (8) history, civil government, and political
economy; (9) geography (physical geography, geology, a..."ld meteorology). The
ninety members of the conferences were divided as follows: Forty-seven were in
the service of colleges or universities, forty-two were in the service of schools.
Many of the men in the service of the coileges hac1 had previous sei·vice in schools.
The discussions of the sever al conferences we.r e '' frank, earnest , and thorough, "
but '' in every conference an extraordinary unity of opinion vms arrived at."
"'rhe unanimity developed is very striking and should carry great weight." The
conference reports were comprehensively discussed by the Committee of Ten and
'' a cordial agreement as to both the form and substance" of the printed r eport
just cited was arrived at. 2
These facts , which will be in the memories of most of the readers of this chapter ,
are h ere set down in order to emphasiz.e the authoritative nature of the report of
the Committee: of Te:n. Their conclusions, as hereafter quoted, must be taken as
carrying the greatest weight. A differing judgment will require to b e fully
discussed.
The following paragra:phs from the report of the Committee of Ten are quoted
here for convenience of reference:
Anyone who reads these nine reports [of the conferences] consecutively will be
struck with the fact that all these bodies of experts desiJ:e to have the elements of
their subjects taught earlier than they now are ,. and that the conferences on all
the subjects, except the languages , desire to have given in the elementary schools
Publications of the United States Bureau of Education, No. 205, 1893-.
With a very few exceptions printed in a. minority report from the preside11t of the University of Colorado.
1
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~hat m a y b~ called _perspective views or broad surveys of their respective subJe~ts. expe_ctmg that m later years of the school course parts of these same subjects
will _be ta1rnn. up with more amplitude and detail. -1, ,.,. -x- The confer~nce on
:physics, chemistry, and astronomy urge that nature studies should constitute an
1mp~n·tant p art of the elementary school course from the very beginning. .,:- ;, *
F mally, the conference on geography recommend that the earlier course treat
l>roadly ot' the earth, its environment and inhabitants, extending freely into fields
which in later years of study are recognized as belonging to separate sciences.
❖--

~f

·:+

*

*

*

*

ln thus claiming entrance for their subjects into the earlier years of school
att vndance, the conferences are only seeking an advantage which the oldest subj ects [language, arithmetic, geography J have long possessed. * * * As things
now are, the high-school teacher finds in the pupils fresh from the . grammar
schools no foundation of elementary mathematical conceptions outside of arithmetic, no acquaintance with algebraic language, and no accurate knowledge of
geometrical forms. As to [physics, astronomy, etc. J the minds of pupils entering
the high school are ordinarily a blank. When college professors endeavor to teach
[astronomy J to persons of 18 or 20 years of age they discover that in most in~tances
new ha,bits of observing, reflecting, and recording have to be painfully acquired by
the students-habits which they should have acquired in early childhood. The college teacher •x- ·), * finds that his subject has never taken any serious hold on
the minds of pupils fresh from the secondary schools. ,.,. * * It is inevita1?le,
therefore, that specialists in any one of the subjects which are pursued in _the high
schools or colleges should earnestly desire that the minds of young children be
stored with some of the elementary facts and pr:nciples of their subject, and that
all the mental habits, which the adult student will surely need, begi.n to be formed
in the child's mind before the age of 14. ,.,. ;:- ;, The changes recommended 3:re
all in the direction of increas (ng simultaneously the interest and the substantrnl
training quality of primary and grammar school studies. * · -:; - *
. .
On one very ·important question of general policy ;(- ;, ;, the comm1tte~ of
ten and all the conferences are abso:utely unanimous. * if ;, Ninety-eight
t eachers, intimately concerned either with the actual work of American secondary
schools, or with the results of that work as they appear in students who _come to
college, unanimo~1Sly declare that every subject which is taught at all ma secondary school should be taught in the same way and to the same e~ten~ to e_very
pnpil so long as he pursues it, no matter what the probable destmat10n of the
pupil may be, or at what point his education is to cease. ,.,. ;; '" Not that all
the students should pursue every subject for the same number of years; but so
long as they do pursue it, they should all be treated alike.
.
All the conferences on scientific subjects dwell on laboratory work by the pupils
as the best means of instruction ·)(- •x- ;, and they all protest that teachers of
~cie*nc~ need at least as thorough a special training as teachers of languages.
SUMMARY OF THE REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE
ASTRONOMY,

ON PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, AND

The conference was urgent that the study of simple natural phenomena be
introduced into elementary schools. .,:- * -:; Apparently the conference entertained the opinion that the present teachers in elementary schoo~s are ill-prepared
to teach childr en how to observe simple natural phenomena, for its second recomm ~mdation was that special science teachers be appointed to instruct the teachers
of elementary schools in the methods of teaching. The conference was clearly of
opinion that from the beginning this study should be pursued by the pupil chiefly,
t~ough _not exclusively, by means of experiments and by practice in the use of
s~mple mstruments for making physical measurements. ·* ➔:• * At the same
ti!ne the report points.out that iaboratory work must be conjoined with the study
of a text-book and with attendance a ~ lectures or demonstrations. * * ,;
It alre_ady appears that the nine conferences have * ,~ -x- discussed fully the
proper hm~~s or the _several subjects of instruction in secondary schools, the best
metho_ds of mstruct10u, and_ the best methods of testing pupils' attainments. The
confeienc_es w~re equally faithful in discussing -x- ,':· "· the most desirable allotment of time for each subject and the requirements for entering college.
The fo~egoing_subjects are fully examined by the committee of ten jn its report,
a:ncl befor e makmg recommendations this committee has e.·hibited the suggestions. of the conference
!
t a b u 1ar form. The suggestions of the conference on
.
s .1n
phy. 1 .. chemistry , and astronomy are as follows:
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For the elementary grades , primary and grammar schools ( covering eight school
years; pupils' age from 6 to 14 years): Study of natural phenomena five portions
( uni ts of time) a week during the first eight years, by experiments, including
physical measurements. This study is to be coordinated with work in natural
history (two portions, of not less than· thirty minutes each, per week) and with
work in geography (including -astronomy, met~orology, etc.).
For the high-school grades (four school years ; pupil's age from 14 to 18 years):
Astronomy is to be electiYe and the time allotted to it is to be five portions per
week for twelve weeks during the first two years; the third year of the highschool course is to be given to chemistry and the fourth to physics; meteorology
or physiography is to be studied during the first two years; and meteorology (elec:.
tive) during half of the third year, with geology or physiography (elective) for
ha1f of the fourth year.
The foregoing represents the suggestions of the conferences on astronomy, etc.
It is not a programme, but the material from which a programme can be made.
It has b een studied in all its bearings by the committee of ten, which has constructed from it four tent?.tive programmes, as given belo-,v .
All four programmes conform to the general recommendation of the conferences-that is, they treat each subject in the same way for all pupils, with trifling
exceptions; they give time enough to each subject to win from -it the kind of
m ental training it is fitted to supply; they put the different subjects on an approximate equality so far as time allotment is concerned; they omit all short information courses~ and they make sufficiently continuons the instructions in each of
the main lines, namely, language, science, history, and mathematics. With
slight modifications they would prepare the pupils for admission into any American
college; * ·* •x- and they would meet the new college reg_uirernents which are
suggested below.
CLASSICAL COURSE .

[Three foreign Iangi.1ages, one modeni. J

First year:
Portions.
La tin . ___ ___ . ___ . . ____ .. _____ .... __ . _____ . __ . _______________ . ______ . _. __. 5
English . _.. ____________ __ ___ __ ______ _____ __.. __________ __ . ________ . _____ 4
Alge bra __ . ___ . .. _. __. ___ __ ___·_. ·__ .. ____ . _.. . ___ . ______ .. _. __ .. ________ ___ ~ _ 4
History _____ . .. ____ __ ________ ____ ________________ .. ____ . ____ . ___ _______ . 4
Physical geography _________ ______ _____ . _____ __ __..... _. _ . __ .. __ . ___ . _____ 3

20
Second year:
La t in __ .. _.. _.. __ .. ____ . __
English .. _·_ . _. .· __ . _ .. ___ . __·___ .__. _ ____ __ . __ _.. ___ ... ·.. _. __ . ·- .. __ . __ ... ___ _
German ( or French ) begun_ . ___ .. __ ___ . _. __ _. ___ . _____ . ___ ~ ________ . ____ _
Geometry ____ - : . - - - - .. - -. - . " .. . - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Physics ___ . __ _. ___ . __ . . _: _ . ___ __ __ . _ _... - - - - . - - - - - ~ -- - - - .. - - - . - - - - - - - - History . __ . _. _____________ .. ________ . _____ ______ .. _. ________________ . __ . _

5

2

4
3
3
3

20
Third year:
L atin ______ . ______________________ __ . ___ ____ . _. ____ . _______ . _. . ___. . _. _
Greek _. . _____ _. _____________ . ______________________ . __ . ______ _ . _____ . . . .
English ______ _. _____ . __ .. _.... __ ___ ~ _____ .. ____ .. _. _. ____ _ . _______ __ _. __ . .
German ( or French) _. ______ .. __ . . _. ___ __ ___ .. . _. ___ _. ____ ___ _____ ____ .
Ma thematics (algebra 2, geometry 2) ____ . _____ ___________ . _____ . __. _____.

4

5
3
4

4

20
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F oU1:th :rea r :
L ·l tin ______ . _________ ___ . ____ _. ___ _______ ______________ _. __ _.. _________ .
Greek .. _. ___ . .. __ ___ ________ _______________ ______________________________
English _____ _____ ________ ________ .. ______________________ . . . ______ . _. _...
German ( or French) ___. _____ . _____ . _____ ______ . _. _. _.. _. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ch emistry ... __ . . __ ______ .. __ . _. __ ___ __ . _. _.. __ .... _... _. _.. _. . ...... .. . . .
'l'rigonometry and higher algebra or history. __ .. _... _._ .. . _.. .. ...... ~ -- -

4
5
2
3
3
3

20
LATTX- SOIENTIFIC C OURSE.

[Two fo!·eign h n g uages, one m od e rn.]

Fil'st year:
Latin ________ . _. ______ _... _. . _.. __ . ____ . __.. __ .... _.. __ ·__ .. ..... __ ... - --·.
English ___ ... _. __ _. . __.. _. _____ . _____ . . _. _.. . _. .. _. _. . __ . _...... _. .... -.
Alge bra ..... _ . __ . _.. . ____ _. . ____ . _. _. _.. ___ __ . _. __ _... ___ . ___.... _.... .. . History . __ . .. _... _. ... . _____ .. .. __ _. __ .. .. __ . . _. _. ___ . __ . .... .. _......... -.
Physical geography . __ . .. _. __ . ____ .. ____ . ______________ ___ . _. __. _. _

5
4
4
4
3

20
Second yea r:
Latin .. __ . ____ . ____ . _____ . _. ___ . __ . ______ . _. _. ___ . _. _.. _...... _... - .. -. .
English __ . . _. _________ . ____ .. _.. ______ . ____. __________ . __ .·__ ... __ .. - - - - . . .
German ( or French) begun_ .. ____ . _. __.. ____ . _. ___ . __ ...... _. ..... - - - . - - - - Geon1etry _.. ____ . _____ . ___ . __ ... . _. __ . ____ .. _. _. __ . ______ . _.. - - - . - - - - - - Physics __. _. __ . ______ .. ___ . ____ . __ . ____ .. . ... ___ . _... _...... __... - . - .
Botany or zoology __ . _. _.. __ .. _. _____ . ____ . _. __.. _... ___ . _.. . .
Third year:
Latin ..... ___ ........... _. _.. _. __ . __ .. _..... - - - - - ... - - - - - - ----- --······
English _.. _.. ___ . __ . _......... _. __ .... . _. - .. - . - - -.. - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - - - · - · · ·
German ( or French) .... _..... __ . . .. __ ____ . _.. . ... . . .......... - - - - - - -- - Mathematics (algebra 2, geometry 2) __ . ... ___ .. . . __. - . --- .... - · --- - -----Astronomy, one-half year; meteorology, one-half year .. .. ..... - •· - - · · · - · ·
I-1 is tory . _. . . . . ___ .... - - - ... - . - - ... - . - . - .. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · · · - - - · - · - · - · ·

5
2
4
3
3
3
20
4
3
4
4
3
2

20
Fourth year:
La tin _.. _.. ____ . __ . _______ . __ . _.... . .. ___ . _____ . _. _.. _.. ____ . _- - - - . - - - - - 4
English _________ _______ . ___ _____ ______ . _. _... ___ _____ . _. ______ . _. - . - - - - - - 4
German (or French)----·----- - - - ------- -- ---- - -- · --··· - -··------·-----Chemistry . ___ . __ . ___ .. ______ . _________ __. _. __ __. _. __ _. _. __ __ . . - .. - - - . - - Trigonometry and higher algebra or history_ . _.. _. _. _... - .... .. . - . - - - - - - ·
Geology or physiography, one-half year; anatomy, physiology, and
hygiene, one-half year . . __ . __ . __ . _.. _.... _. _..... _.. __ ___ .. . _... _.. - . . - -

3
3
3
3

20
nIODERN-LANGU.AGE COURSE.

[Two forei gn lnngnages , bot h m od ern. ]

First year:
French (or German) begun __.. .. ___ . _______ . ____ __. _______________
English __ ___ . __ _________ . ____ _ ___________________________________ .. _____
Algebra . ______ ____ _ . ___ .. _. ______ .. __ __ ______ _______ __ ______ _____. ... _ . ____
History __. _ . __ __ . . __________ . ______________ . __ . __ ______ .. _ _ . .. _____ .. . _ .
Phy ical geography ______ .. __________________ . _______ '" .. _. _. __ . __ . _

5

4
4
4
3

20
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Second year:
French ( or German) _______________________________ . __ . ___ _______________
English . ________ .. _.. _, _____ ___ ___ __________ . _____ .. _ . ___ . ___ ____________
German ( or French) begun __ _ . _______ __________ . ________________________
Geo1netry ______ ________ .. _. _______________ . _.. __ . __ . ·_ . _____ _____ ___ . __ . __
Physics . __ ___ . ________ . ________ . _____________ .. _.. ___ . ____ . _____ . ______ ... _
Botany or zoology __ _____ . ___ __ ___ ________ ______ . _ . ____ ______ ________ __ .

4
2

5
3
3
3

20
Third year:
French ( or German) __ _______ .. _. ___________ . __ ____ . ___ .. _____ . _. __________
English __________ ·. __ .. __ . _______________ . ______ . . _________ . ___ _______ . __
German (or French) _______ . _____ . _. ____ ... ___ _.. ____ _.... _________ . _. . __
Mathematics (algebra, 2; geometry, 2) . _. __ . __ . ____ .... __ __ . ___ ___ _. .. _. .
Astronomy one-half year, meteorology one-half year____ _____ __ __ __ ______
History . .. ______ . __________ . __ . _- - _. _. - - .. _. __ . ____ . - - - . _- __ - - - - ... - ..... _

4
3
4

4
3

2

20
Fourth year:
French ( or German) __ . ___ . _ . ____ - __ . ____ . ____ _. __ . ________ . __ ____ . . _. . _
English _. _. _. ______ . ________ - __ - - - - . _. _.- . ___ . _- _. ___ .. _____ . __ _. __ _.: __ . _.
German ( or French) . ___ . . _____ - - - - - - - - .. - - - - : - - . - - . - . - . - - . - - - - - -. - . _.. - _
Chemistry . __ . ________ . __ . ____ .. __. __ . ____ . - - . __________ __ .. _____ .. . ___ .
TrigonometTy and higher a] ge bra or history._ . . __ .. __ .. . ___ . ______________
Geology or physiography, one-half year; anatomy, physiology, and hygiene,
011e-half year ____ .; ______________ - - - - _____.. _. ____ _______ _______ __ . . __ .. ___

3
4

4
3

3
3

20
ENGLISH COURSE .

[One foreign language, ancient or modern. ]

First year:
Latin or German or French _________ _____ __ ____ _____ _________ _______ ____ _
English ________ _____ ________ _______ ________ ___ __ ____ _________ _______ ____
Alge bra ___ . ______ . __ .. _ . __________ - . __ _. _________ . ____ __ __ . ____ " _... ___ __ .
I-Iistory ________________ __ ______________ ____ ___ ___ __ __ __ ____ ___ _________ _
Physical geography. _____________ . ____ __ _____ ___________ . ___________ ____ _

5

4
4
4
3

20
Second year:
Latin or German or French __ . ________________ ___ __ ___ ________ . __________ 1 5
English _____ . __ . _. __. _. ___- __ - - _- - - ____ ___ ____ ______ ___ __ ___ ______ __. ____ 1 3
Geometry ___ _______ . ____ . ..... - - - . - - - - - - - . - - . ____ __ .. __ . _. __ . __.. _________ 3

~~~:; ~~~~~~~~~:~-~~~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ : ~ :~ ~::~~~~~~~~~:~-~~~ : ~ : :: : :

:

Botany or zoology __ __ __ ___ ____ ________ . __ ________ ____ ______ ____ ___ ___ __ _ 3

20
Third year:
La tin or German or French __ _. __ . _. _______ ___.. __ .. ______ _____ __ ____ . _____
English . __ .. __ . ____ .. _________________ . . _~ _____________ . _____ ________ __ .
Mathematics (algebra, 2; geometry, 2) . ___ _. _______ . _____ ____ ____ . .. . _____
Astronomy, one-half year; meteorology, one-half year__ _______ __ _______ __
History ___________ ____ ________ . _______ . ___________ ____ . ______ . _____ .. ____

4

5
4
3
4

20
1

0r-:l-.
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F our t h year:
Latin or Germ a n or French __ . __ __ . ___ . ______________________ . __________ ..
English ___ . _____ _______ . __ __. __ __ . _______ ___________ _.. ___________ ... ___
Chem is try ___ ____ __ _ . __ __. ____ ___ _. _______ ____ ___ ___________________ . __ .
Trigonometry and higher a lgebra. ______ _____________ " ________ _._._. - - - .
History._ .... __ ____ ___ ___ __ . __ ___ _ . ____ . ____ .. _ . _____ . __ . ______ ___
Geology or physiogra phy , one-half y ear; and anatomy, physiology, and
h ygiene , one-half year ____ ___ __ ____ __ ____ .. __ _____ : _ . ________ . _. _..... - -

4
4
3
3
3
3

20
These a,dmirable programmes have been reprinted in full in this chapter in order
t o exhibit in the clearest manner the nature of the choice which may be made by
the high-school student. If he is intending to continue his Greek studies in coll ege (and not o therwise ) , he should follow the classical programme. Two years
of G reek in the high school Vfill fit him for entrance to college; but if he is to go
no further in this direction, the time spent upon it can, without doubt, be better
bestowed.
The remaining three courses can be considered with reference to two classes of
pupils-(a) those whose tuition is to end with the high-school course and (b) those
who propose to follow a college curriculum.
It do~s not concern us here to discuss the pupils of the first class. The last three
courses all devote the same time to astronomy. Those students who propose to
-enter college' may know whether they do or do not intend to pursue the study of
astronomy during their college course. If they do, it is of immense importance
that they should lay the widest possible foundations for their scientific knowledge
anu. avoid too narro,v and special a view of the world. Ou every account, it is
desirable that they should follow what is here called the Latin-scientific course.
The grounds for such a choice will be more obvious later on; it is here sufficient
to say that it can be advocated for purely utilitarian reasons. Every working
astronomer should be able to read the writings of those masters of the science
who have written in Latin, and he must be familiar with both German and
Fnneh. One of these modern languages he may acquire in the high school. It
is indispen sable to devot_e the requisite time to acquiring the .other during his
college course. In the last section of this chapter treating of the training of an
a :;tronomer in the college and the university it is shown that the best disposition
of a young student's time is that which gives him the broadest possible foundat ion for his subsequent special studies. He should comprehend the methods of all
the sciences, not merely the method of his own science. The methods of the diffe r ent sciences are different though their spirit is the same. Hence if it is known
t ~1at a pupil in the high school intends to follow astronomy as a profession he
should be en·c ouraged to study the other sciences in his high-school course rathEr
than astronomy. There wm be plenty of time for that; an<l it is to h;s best interest to broaden all his sympathies and to widen his scientific interestf'!. On the
o th er ha,nd, if it is not known what his future course is to 'be ( as it generally will
not be so early in his career ) , h e should by all means choose astronomy as one of
the group of scientific studies. In the construction of these programmes the comm i.tt ee of t en has adopted as the unit of time a "period." Its length in minutes is
n')t here defined. The committee remarks that it; maximum of twenty" periods :,
p er_ w eek is subjec_t to two qualifications, namely, at least five of the twenty
peno?s sh~nld be given to unprepared work, and laboratory subjects should have
dou bJ.e per10~s whenever this prolongation is possible.
The
notes the om1ss1on
· · of· certam
· subJects
·
from these proO'rammes. comm1ttee
.
m n,:,lc, dr~wmg, elocution, etc.-ancl remarks that it is left to school ~uthorities
to Clet rrnrn e how these
b· t h
.
.
ddT
su Jee 8 s ould be rntroduced into the prooTammes
"m
0
a 1 1011 to t h e su bjects laid do,vn by the conferen ces."
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It is the fixed opinion of the writer, and it is confirmed, I think, by the experi~
ence of teachers all over the world, that a place should be made for drawing in
these programmes, even if the time for it must be subtracted from the hours
allotted to the other subjects. This judgment can be defended on many and very
various grounds. In this place it may be sufficient to point out that the power
to represent with the pencil what he sees (in the telescope, in the microscope, with
the naked eye) is absolutely indispensib:e to the man- of science. Itis not possible
to teach young persons to observe natural phenomena critically unless they are
iikewise taught to record their observations promptly and accurately. For this
reason-not to speak of other 'reasons--it appears to be essential to introduce
drawing as a fixed part of the instruction in every course which has to do with
natural phenomena. · If the exigencies of the programmes demand it the necessary
time should be taken from th~ hours allotted to science. It is exactly true that
science can not be properly taught, that observations can not be properly made,
unless the student is trained to record his work graphically at the time, in order
that he may study and compare it at leisure later on.
'fhese considerations are discussed by the various conferences and they are insisted
on by the committee of ten in what follows:
Drawing does not appear as a separ3,te subject in the specimen programmes,
but the careful reader of the conference reports wiil notice that drawing, both
mechanical and free-hand, is to be used in the study of history, botany, zoology,
astronomy, meteoro~ogy, physics, geography, and physiography, and that the
kind of drawing recommended by the conferences is of the most useful kind,
namely , that which is applied to recording, describing, and discussing observa.;
tions. · * * *
The committee of ten think much would be gained if, in addition to the usual
programme hours, a portion of Saturday morning should be regularly used for
laboratory work in the scientific subjects. ,c ' " * The committee venture to
sugge:::Jt further that, in addition to the regular school sessions in the morning,
one afternoon in every week shonld be used for out-of-door instruction·in geography, botany, zoology, and geology, _* -x- -x- [meteorology, astronomy, by day
or night, as ne_c essaryJ. At the beginning the pnpil will need a large amount of
individual instruction in the manipulation of specimens, the use of instruments,
and the prompt recording of observations.
The paragraphs of the report of the committee of ten that refer to the matter
of the requirements·for entrance to colleges relate to the topics treated in the
present chapter in a very direct manner. They need not, however, be quoted here.
It is sufficient to refer to pages 51 and 52 of their printed report. Again, every
one who has had to do with education recognizes the great need of betterJrained
teachers ( especially of science) in American secondary schools. The recommendations of the committee of ten in this regard also are most important (their report,
p. 52), and they rightly point out that an enlargement of sympathies and a broadening of interests are quite as much needed as improvements in apparatus and
appliances. These general subjects, which are treated by the committee in a broad
and genen,J m a nner, have specific relations to the special subject treated in this
chapter. vVhen once the general principles laid down by them are comprehended
and admitted it is a mere matter of detail to apply the principles to a particular
case, to the teaching of the sciences, or to the teaching of any special science, as
astronomy.
REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE ON PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, AND ASTRONOMY,

From the report of this conference a few paragraphs are selected in order to
emphasize certain conclusions of the committee of ten. A few comments are
interspersed in brackets. The conference recommended:
That the study of simple natural phenomena be introduced into the elementary
schools, and that this study, so far as practicable, be pursued by means of experi-
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ments carried on by the pupil; also that in connection therewith, in the upper
g r ades of these school s, practice be given in the use of simple instruments for
making physical measurements.
That at least two hundred hours be devoted to the study of physics in the high
school.
That at least i. wo hundred hours be devoted to the study of chemistry in the high
school. 1 ( The study of chemistry to precede that of physics.)
That both physics and chemistry be required for admission to college [of all
students?] .
That a stronomy be not so required.
Th at when the high-school course is four years, an elective in astronomy be
offered. Time: Five r ecitaticns per week during a period of twelve wet;ks.
That there should be no difference in the treatment of physics, chem1strs:, and
astronomy for those goin g to college or scientific school and those going to neither.
That the study of astronomy should be by observation as well as by class-room
instruction.
That, in the opinion of this conference, it is better to study one subject as ~ell
as possible during the whole year than to study two or more superficially durm_g
the same time. [The form of this resolution appears to be scarcely hap~y. As it
stands it expresses a judgment from which no teacher of science could differ. No
one would be content with superficial teaching. It is probable that the conference
intended to emphasize their desire for thoroughness. All teachers would agree
th?.t scientific instruction in high schools to be useful must be thoro~gh .. The
confe1·ence probably further intended to convey a warning that our received ideas
of thoroughness w ere none too high, and to insist on thoroughgoing wor~.]
That in the instruction in physics and chemistry it should n ot be the aim of the
student to make a so-called rediscovery of the laws of these sciences. [In as~r~momy there could not be better instruction than to put the student in the positwn
occupied by the great discoverers at the instant before their discovery was ma~e
and to make it inevitable that the student should himself t ake the last step. This
can occasionally be done in some topics, and with clever pupils, and yr hen it ~as
been clone a great step has been gained. As a method to be followed mall to~ics
it is rightly condemned. It has relations, h owever, with the method _of t_eacbmg
science by reviewing its history, bv connecting the successive steps m c11scoveryt
·with the lives and actions of special scientific men, and there is little doubt t~a
the historic method of expounding science bas wide applications. The resolut10n
of the conference is one that all m en of science can a gr ee t.o. On the o~her ban~,
snch an agreement must not be allowed to limit the scope of good teaclnng .. Thi£
is undoubtedly the view of the conference itself, whose words in explanatl~m 0
th_is resolution are : "The pup~ls may, to be sure, become imperfectly acquarn~ed
with the methods of work wh1ch h ave led to the discovery of laws and they wil1,
no d oubt, come to see mora and more clearly the relations b etween the facts a nd
the lawfl , but tho conference is clearly of the oninion that it is wrong to speak of
the vvork of the pupils as leading to the discovery of laws. "]
One word may be added here on the outside reading of sdentific books by highschool pupils. The student in the secondary schools who shows a taste for any
particular study, as astronomy, should b e encouraged to read books on the subject,
even if the books are somewhat above his full comprebension. The biographies
of great astronomers may be of intense interest to a clever lad. H e certainly can
not understand the details of their discoveries, nor comprehend the methods which
they invented and employed. But their persist ence, single-mindedness, anc1 devotion, their moral qua.Iities, will impress him deeply and may lead him to fe ll ) W
their path or another no less worthy. The creation of a generous enthusiasm in
the growing boy is no smu.11 matter. The t eacher himself will gain inspiration
from the reading of such books as the biographies of scientific men, written by
Ara~o for the French Academy of Sciences (an English translation exists), and
~he like , ~nd this inspiration may be transferred to th:3 pupils. A r eal enthusiasm
18 contais:ous. To gh-e a young mind a model that can be sincerely admired is
n. great gift.
1
The writer of this ·h te
.
would assign not moi·/thap r fuhlly agrees with the minority report to the conference which
two hundred.
an one undre<l and fifty h ours to chemistry, since physics has only
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APPARATUS-INSTRUMENTS. ·

It is best to have a simple set of appliances for students in the secondary schools.
A largo part of tho apparatus should be made by the pupils themselves, but their
time should not be Ymsted in' the fabrication of telescopes, either refractors or
reflectors, as is rocommendecl by some insku.ctors. An object glass or a speculum is a very delicate contr:vance, and it requires much time to construct even a
passable one. The construction of a poor one teaches no lesson, except, perhaps,
that it had better not have teen attempted. Nearly every school can afford to
own a powerf1.1l field glass, or, better, a spyglass, magnifying 8 diameters or more.
The students themselve3 can construct a simple equatorial mounting (stand) for
such a spyglass, with large wooden circles divided to 5 degrees in declination and,
say, to 20 minutes in right ascension. A simple pointer, moving with the telescope,
will enable the pupil to point the instrument with some accuracy, which will be a
great convenience. If a spyglass can not be had, a mounting o,f the sort should
be constructed, nevertheless, and a straight rod, some 2 or 3 feet long, fastened
it as a pointer (ns if the rnd were a teiescope). All kinds of problems can be
solved or illustrated by a device of this soTt.
A straightedge, some U feet long, shou!d a1so be provided. By holding it in the
hand, so that the edge passes through three stars ( or through two fixed stars
and a planet) the relative positton of the stars is fixed with considerable accuracy.
The daily motions of planets can be studied in this way. T wo cheap watches
may easily be obtained as a part of the permanent apparatus of the school. One
of them should be regulated to mean solar the other to sidereal time.
A terrestrial globe and a celestial globe can be used in very many ways. " Tbe
use or the globes" comprises most @f the problems of spherical astronomy. The
largn· they are the better, since angles can be measured on them with morn accnl'acy ,
It is a great convenience to have a globe (the larger the better) made of slate
and bJank, so that circles and points can be d'rawn on the surface with chalk. All
kinds of u ses will be found for such a globe, and whenever possible it should be
takt3n out of dool's and the lines on the globe compared with the circles in the sky.
If a celestial globe is not available a set of star maps can be had for a small sum.
(Proctor's Half-Hours with the Stars, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, is as convenient as any of the cheaper at1ases. McClure's Edition of Klein's Star Atlas,
S. D. U. K. Co,, New York, is fuller and in some respects more satisfactory.)
A small compass will be found useful in fixing the (approximate) position of
the meridian or, better, a meridian line can be e.stablished near the school building once for all. To lay out such a line will be a good exo:rcise for the students.
A sundial can be constructed empirically or by theory; and a straight i.tick for
a gnomon will serve to elucidate many problems. (Equal altitudes of the sun,
morning and afternoon ; the sun's maximum altitude; the date of the solstices,
etc. )
The school should gradually acquire a little library of astronomical books.
Besides the atlases already named, it should own ServiRs' Astronomy wi'0h an
Oper~ Glass, Vlebb's Celestial Objects, and popular elementary books, by Sir
Robert Ball, Flammarion, Proctor, and others, and the text-boo.k s of Howe, Newcomb, Holden, Young, an~ others. It is not necessary to give a list of these.
The teacher can make a selection after examination.
It would be easy to suggest more elaborate appliances and to give the titles of
books for an adequate library of reference and for reading; but it is desired to
emphasize the fact that while expensive apparatus can be very well utilized, it is
not essential.

to
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III. COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN ASTRONOMY OFFERED BY S0.'.\1E
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
From the annual catalogues of various universities I have taken the following paragraphs, which exhibit, briefly, the instruction offered to students in
astronomy. An examination of these programmes will exhibit the present state
of instruction in astronomy in American colleges in a very satisfactory manner.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY,

Unde1·gracliiate courses in astronomy.
Descriptive astro:q.omy three times a week for first half year.
Practical astronomy (use of instruments and applications to navigation and
surveying) ; lectures and laboratory work three times a week for second half year.
(This course is intended primarily for students of civil engineering. It requires a
working knowledge of trigonometry and of solid geometry.)
Practical astronomy ( determination of time, latitude, and longitude); use of
the sextant and astronomical transit; lectures, instrumental work and computations, three times per week for one year. (This course requires a working knowledge of trigonometry and of solid geometry. It may be taken as aw hole instead of
the two courses just given.)
HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY,
·if

*

*

*

*

*

*

Insti-uction in astronomy is not given at the observatory, either .by lectur~s or
recitations. Facilities are freely offered to UiStronomers for making us~ of the
library, buildings , grounds, and instruments of the obse~vatoryso far as th1sc3:n be
done without interfering with regular work. Similar opportunities are sometnnes
offered to special students in astronomy, but the constant employment of t~e
principal instruments greatly limits the use that can be made of them for this
purpose. Such students may apply for admiss:on to the director, with whom the
fees for the privileges offered may be agreed upon. In some ca~es a p::i,rt or t~e
whole of the fees may be remitted in -consideration or services rendered in
computation.
YALE UNIVERSITY.

Gracluate courses.
Geodesy and practical astronomy, one half year. (J\/Iethods of observation,
based on measurements, triangulation, field work, theory of least squares, adjustment of observations, computation of geodetic latitude, longitude, and azimuth.
The study of practical astronomy embraces the use of the sextant and engineer's
t!ansit * * ·* for determining time, latitude, azimuth, and needle variation. )
Descriptive astronomy. (Three hours per week for a half year.) This is an
undergraduate course. Text-book: Young's Elements of Astronomy.
Navigation and nautical astronomy. (Two hours per week for one year.) This
is also an undergra,duate course which treats mostly of nautical astronomy, with
practice in the use of the sextant.
.
Practical astronomy (two hours per week for one year). This also is an undergraduate course. (It consists of observatory work with astronomical transit and
chronograph for determination of sidereal and standard time and with sextant
and theodolite for determination of latitude and azi~uth n~merical computations ~o~ reduc~ion of observations, derivation of f ormulre ,' and recitations from
Loon:ns s Practical Astronomy.)
YALE UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY.

In ~he official announcements regarding the observatory of Yale University no
mention whatever is made of its relation to students. It is there described as an
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hlstitution devoted entirely to research. It is known, however, that special student s of promise have been received somewhat on the footing of assistants, and
the higher degrees may be taken by students in astronomy who may make practica l a stronomy a part of their regular work.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

G eneral a stronomy (historical and descriptive). Elective for juniors and seniors
in the college. Two hours per week for one year. Reference books: Y oung·s.
General Astronomy, Clerke's History of Astronomy and System of the Stars ~
Grant's History of Physical Astronomy.
Spherical and practical astronomy (uso of the sextant and transit). Reference
book: Campbell's Practical Astronomy. Two hours' lecture and two hours' observatory work throughout the year. Elective for seniors.
Advanced spherical and practical astronomy. Reference books: Chauvenet's
Astronomy, Doolittle's Astronomy. Two hours' lectures and four hours' observatory work for two years. This is essentially a course for graduates.
Theoretical astronomy (theory of cometic orbits). Reference books: Klinkerfues 's Theoretische Astronomie, and Oppolzer's Bahnbestimmung, one hour per
week, supplemented by computations for two years. A graduate course.
Theory and methods of r eduction of photographic star plates, one hour per·
week, supplemented by computations for two years. A graduate course. · The·
uni.versity possesses an observatory fully equipped for teaching. Instruction in
geodesy is also offered.
. UN IV ERSITY OF MICHIGAN,

Uncle1·gra d1..tate courses.

General astronomy, three hours per week for one terrh.
Sphericai astronomy, three hours per week for one term.
Practical exercises in computing, three hours per w eek for one term.
Theory and _computation of parabolic orbits, five hours per week for one term.
Elementary practical course, one hour per week for one term.
Practical astronomy (use of the. sextant and transit), three hours per week for
one term.
Extended practical course (as specially arranged).
Theory and computation of elliptic orbits, special perturbations, five hours per
weekfor one term.
Spherical astronomy continued, three hours per week for one term.
L ectures on the recent progress of astronomy, one hour per week for one term.
Mathematical theories of planetary motions, three hours per week for one term.
In the engineering department there are two other courses, viz , practical exercises in computing, three h ours a week f9r one term, and practical astronomy
( use of the portable transit), three hours a week for one term.
The university possesses two observatories, viz, the astronomical observatory
proper and a students' observatory, for instruction only. It is a noteworthy fact
that no other American university has sent forth so many working astronomers
as Ann Arbor.
PRIN CETON U NIVERSITY,

Undergr aduate co1..trses.

Elementary astronomy. Lectures, text-book. Junior elective, first t erm, two
hours per week. Text-book, Young's General Astronomy.
General astronomy, extended course. Astronomical instruments and methods,
a stronomical constants, undisturbed planetary motion, spectroscopic a~tronomy.
ED
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Lectures and r ecitations. Senior elective, first term, two hours per week. Te:xt
book, Young ·s Gen eral Astr onomy.
Practical astronomy. Determination cf time, latitude, azimuth, and the positions of planets and comets. Spectroscopic observation of the sun. Recitations
and obsm·vatory work. Senior elective, one year , two hours per week. Textboo1;:s, Campbelrs P r actical Astronomy, Chauven et·s Practical Astronomy.
Theoretical astronomy . Theory and calculation of orbits. Graduate course,
one year, one hour pm· ,veek. T ext-books, Watson·s Theoretical Astronomy .
. Oppolzer 's Bahnbestimmung, Klinke1·fues·s•Theo1·etische Astronomie.
The foregoing courses are open to ull students, and some of them are required in
the school of science. The extended courses of theoretical and practical astronomy
(with additional work) are designed for graduate students also. The school of
sci"ence offers instruction in hj gher geodesy also. The university possesses two
observatories, namely, the Halstead observatory, which is appropriated to scientific ·work, chiefly in the department of astronomical physics, and an observatory
for instruction.
0

This [latterl establishment is devoted entirely to the nse of students ,_and is fully
equipped for its purpose. It possesses an equatorial (by Clark) of 9½mches aperture, with a full complement of spectroscopic and other accessories. ItJ1a~ al!o a
9-inch reflector , a meridian circle, ➔:• +; * two transit instruments , '· r. .. a
prime-vertical transit, * ,+ * etc. There are also a number of se~tants , a~d
all the other subsidiary apparatus r equ ired for carrying out the work mvolved m
the com·ses on practical astronomy.
UNIVERSITY OF V IRGINIA.

Undergradilate course.

A course of general astronomy is given. Text-books: Howe's Elements of
Descriptive Astronomy, Barlow's and Bryan's Elementary Mathematical Astronomy, Young's General Astronomy.
Grad1.1ate coiirses.
During the year 1897-98 the follovving courses are offered: (1) The history of
astronomy; (2) motions of the solar system; (3) least squares; (4) the -lunar
theory. ·
System1:1-tic _training is also given h1 numerical computation an_d in the ~s~ of
astronomical 1:nstruments, and students are encouraged to engage rn such or1gmal
work as their time and attainments may permit.
Students have the use of certs.in instruments in the observatory also.
AMHERST COLLEGE .

Undergnlduate courses.
There are two courses, both elective, as follows:
First t erm, four hours per w eek; Yo ung's General Astronomy, with lectures on
the history of astronomy.
Second t erm, four hours a week; practical astronomy (text-books of Loomis and
Souchon); theoretical astronomy (Vvatson's Theoret1cal Astronomy); observatory
work.
BROWN UKIVERSITY.

Undergradilate cou1·ses.
Gen eral astronomy; one year, three h ours per week; elective fo1· juniors and
seniors.
Practical astronomy; two-thirds of a year . t hree hours per week. Elective.
The application of astronomy in navigation and geodesy; theory and use of instru-
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ments; astrophysics; solar ancl stellar spectroscopy; astronomical ·photography;
infra-red radiations; history of astronomy. One year, three hours per week;
elective for senior ancl graduate students. The well-equipped observatory is
:wailable to students.
vVILLL-\.1\fS COLLEGE.

U nde1·g1·ad1wte co1,lrses.

Elementary astronomy; the art of computation; descr~ptive astronomy; the h:story of astronomy; practical exercises vdth instruments. Junior elective course,
three hours p er week for one year.
Exercises in .practical astronomy. "The object of the course is to give additional practical knowledge of the subject and facility in handling instruments and
using formulre;" computation of comet orbits. Senior elective course; three hours
per week for one year.
G1·adiwte coilr·sc.
A course of instruction in practical astronomy is offered to graduates or persons
qualified to pursue it. It will include the following subjects: Theory and use of
instruments; the art of computation; the method of least squares; reduction, criticism, and discussion of observations; computation of the orbits of comets and
planets; special and general perturbations; higher geodesy. The (two) observatories of the college are fully available for the work of instruction.
UNIVERSITY 01<""' WISCO:NSIN.

Undergraduate cow·ses.
General astronomy, half a year, three hours a week. Text book: Young·s. General Astronomy, with collateral r eading.
G eneral astronomy. A continuation of the foregoing course, with special reference to modern developments in astronomical physics, together with observatory
work five times a week during the spring for two hours a day (night ) . Full study
throughout the year.
Theoretical astronomy. Integration of the equations of mo tion and the computation of ephemerides; defan·mination of the elements of an orbit; special
perturbations.
Graclilate com·ses.
Graduate students and others will b e received into the Washburn Observatory
as assistants, and y;ill take part in the regular observations of the astronomers, at
the same time continuing their theorntical stu<lies. Facilities for original work
are given, and such vrnrk from students, if worthy, is printed in the regular publications of the observatory.
Besides the vVashburn Observatory, the university possesses a special student'~
observatory des:ignec1 by Professor Watson.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.

Undergradua te courses.
A course in general astronomy is offered as an elective for third-year_students.
The course embraces an historical sketch of the development of the science and
an outline of the present state of our knowledge of the constitution and motion of
the celestial bodies. The u se of the principal instruments is explained and some
practice is had with the equatorial.
Graduate co1.trses.

For those students who wish to take astronomy as a subordinate subject, a
general outline course is given each year. This course is intended to familiarize
the student with the most important pro bl ems of spherical and practical astronomy,
with the principles and general methods of gravitational astronomy and with the
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history all<l literature of the subject. There is also given every yea.r a more
advanced course. :< -:~ -:~ Among the subjects treated of in this course are the
theories of precession and nutation, the computation and ~he correction of orbits,
an(1 the 1m.ethods of computing special perturbations. The advanced courses vary
from year to year. Such courses embrace the method of least squares, the theory
of m easuring instruments, celestial mechanics generally, -x- * ·).' and the various
methods of treating and integrating the equations of planetary motion.
The foregoing statement gives a general idea of the design of the courses given
by the university. For details reference should be made to the circulars of the
university.
U ~IVER::;ITY OF PE:NNSY-LVAXIA .

l.Jnclergraduate cow·ses.
General astronomy; text-book, Young's General Astronomy, three hours a week
for one term. Prescribed course for juniors and. seniors in certain courses.
Practical astronomy; t ext-book, Doolittle's Practical Astronomy, three hours a
week for one term. Prescribed for juniors and seniors in certain courses. This
course includes practical work with the sextant, transit, etc.
Practical a~tronomy (continued), with the theory of eclipses, precession, etc.,
least squares. Prescribed for certain seniors. Three hours per week [for one year]·
Theoretical astronomy; text-books, vVa tson and Oppolzer. Prescribed for certain
seniors. Two hours per week [for one year J. '' Graduate students are instructed
in the details of observatory practice, and participate in the regular work" of the
astronomers of the Flower Observatory.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO .

. [The e!ab<?rate programme of the University of Chicago is given nearly in full, as it is very
mstruct1ve m several respects.]

Courses of insfriiction for- -wicle1·gracliiates ancl for graduates.
[M=Minor course- a single course for six weeks. DM=Double minor course-a double colll:~
(_two hours_ daily) fer six weeks. Mj=l.Vlajor course--a, single course for twelve weeks. DMJDouble maJor course-a double course for twelve weeks.]
AT THE UNIVERSITY.

I

I. Elementary (senior college) courses (1-20).
1. Popular lectures.
2. History of astronomy: Introduction. Tha apparent motions of the
heavenly bodies as explained by the ancient astronomers. The system
of Copernic~1s. Newton's general law of gravitation, _mod~rn astronomy. M:. First term, summer quarter; 9.30 a. m. MJ. Wrnter quarter; 9.30 a. rn.
Prerequisite: Algebra and the elements of physics.
3. Gen~ra~ astronomy: An elementary course dealing with fm1damental facts,
prm01ples, and methods. Mj. Autumn quarter; 11 a. m.
Prerequisite: Algebra, trigonometry. and the elements of physics.
4. Introduction ~o physical astronomy: The action of central for?es; Laplace's
d~monstr~tion of the law of gravitation; equations of mot10~; elemen~s
of ~he orbits; plan~tary integrals; invariable plane; perturbat10;11s; a]i>pllcat1ons to the mot10n of the moon, planets. and satellites; rotat10n ot the
planet~, _prece~sion, and nutation. Mj . Winter quarter; 11 a. m.
Prere9ms1te: Differential calculus.
. .
6, 7. Spherical a.nd practical astronomy: Part I. Introduction; The prmcipal
theorem~ of spherical trigonometry. interpolation:
I. The d 1fferent systems of polar coordinates used in astronomy. The
measurement of time.
II. Change~ of the fundamental planes of reference· (1) precession; (2)
nutation.
'
III. Theofr·y 0 ! the corrections of observations due to (1) parallax; (2)
, re iact10n; (3) aberration.
IV. Star catalogues and their use.
To b~ followed by 7.
MJ. Winter quarter; 0.30 a. m.
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, 7. Part II. Wit h practical work in the students' observatory. Theory of the
--- astronomical instruments. Determination of time and latitude, of absolute right ascensions and declinations of stars. Determination of lono-itucle. To be preceded by 8. Mj. Spring quarter; 9.30 a. m.
Prerequisite: General astronomy and differential and integral calculus.
8. Determination of latitude and longitude, with practical work in the
O?servatory. Transformatio? of the different systems of coordinhtes;
sidereal and mean solar time. Theory of the universal instrument·
determination of its errors from observations. Determination of tim~
and latitude by observation; theory of the determination of longitude.
Mj.
Prerequisite: General astronomy and differential and integral calculus.
9. Observatory work. Practice with the equatorial and with the universal
P."
instrument in the students' observatory. Mj. Spring quarter.
11. Determination of the parabolic orbit of a comet. Integration of the differential equations for the problem of two bodies. Relation between several places in the orbit; determination of the position of the orbit in
space; corrections to be applied to the observed places and deduction of
the elements of the orbit. Computation of an ephemeris. The theory
will be applied to a special case to be selected from the list of comets
recently discovered. Mj. Spring quarter; 11 a. m.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus and general astronomy.
12. Determination of an elliptic orbit from three complete observations. The
general theory is very similar to that of (5) except that is the case of an
elliptic orbit, six elements are to be determined instead of the five of a
parabolic orbit. Application of the theory to the orbit of one of the
small planets. l\'Ij. Summer quarter; 8.30 a. m.
Prerequisite: Diffei,ential and integral calculus and general astronomy.
13. Determination of the orbit of a double star: Historical sketch of the different methods used. Kowalsky's method, modification proposed by
Glasenapp. Graphical method of Klinkerfues. M. Second term, summer quarter; 9.30 a. m.
Prerequisite: Analytical geometry.
14. Theory of probability and method of least squares. Mj.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus.
lI. A dvanced (graduate) courses (21-50).
21, 22. Analytical mechanics. 21. Statics (Part 1): Composition and equilibrium of forces applied at a point. The center of gravity of lines,
·surfaces, and volumes. Attraction of bodies upon a point. Kinematics: Acceleration , the rectilinear and the curvilinear motion of a
material point and the forces that produce them. To be followed
by 22. Mj. Autumn quarter; 8.30 a. m.
22. Statics (Part 2): Composition and equilibri-µ.m of forces applied to an
invariable syr-item; principle of virtual velocities. Dynamics: Principle of d'Alembert, moments of inertia; rotation of a body around an
axis; general motion of a system of bodies. Rotation of a body around
a _point. To be preceded by 21. Mj. Winter quarter; 8.30 a. m.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus and differetial equations.
23. Spherical harmonics.
I. Spherical harmonics with one variable-general theory; development
· of functions in spherical harmonics; s_;;i herical harmonics of the second kind and associated functions.
II. Spherical harmonics with several variables-general theol'y ; development and properties of the functions C and S. Mj.
24. The problem of three bodies. Introduetion: (a) The integrals of the differential equations of a system of n bodies; (b) the integrals for n=2:
I. Lagrange's investigations. {Euvres completes, VI, pp. 229-334.
II. Jacobi's investigations. Gesammelte Werke, IV, pp. 295-314.
III. The investigations of modern mathematicians and astronomers. Mj.
Prerequisite: Advanced integral calculus.
25. Dynamics of a system of bodies based upon the lectures of Jacobi. Diffei:· •
ential equations of the motion of a system of material points; dynamical principles of; co:11servatio11 of the motion of the center of gravity;
conservation of vis viva; conservation of areas; principle of least action;
Lagrange's multipliers; Hamilton's form of the differential equations;
theorems of Jacobi. Applications of the method of Hamilton and J acob1
to mechanical problems. The theory of the variation of constants;
introduction to the perturbing function. Mj.
.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus, and analytical mechamcs.
0
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31. The motion of a heavenly body in a resisting medium. Mj. Autumn
quarter; 9.30 a. m.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus.
32. Special perturbations. Numerical differentiation and integration; develop·
ment of the differential equations for perturbations in rectangular and
polar coordinates; variation of constants. M,i.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus, and elements of the theory
of orbits.
33. Theory of absolufo perturbations based on the methods of Laplace. T!ie
differential equations for undisturbed motion, elements of the or~it;
difl.erential equations for disturbed motion; integration by successive
approximation, determination of the perturbations in the radius vect<_>r,
longitude and latitude. Development of these expressions in series
adapted to the formation of planetary tables. Mj.
34. Theory of absolute perturbations: Lagrange's theo~·y of variation of .elements. Approximate integration of the differential equations of motion.
Secn1ar values of the elements; the periodical terms of the elem~~ts.
The stability of the planetary system. Long-period inequalities ar~smg
from the near approach to commeusurability in the mean motions.
Short history of the theories of perturbations. Mj. Summer quarter;
7.30 a. m.
Prerequisite : Differential and integral calculus, arnl theory of ~rbits. .
Gauss's
method of determining secular variations, with numepcal apph·
35.
cation to the action of the earth on Mercury. Derivation of the formu!re
for the variation of the elements; substitution of a certain form of elliptical ring which wi11 give the same mean action as the moving plan~t;
determination of the mutual action of two such rings by means of elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds; ~ evelopment ~f the fo~•mu}as
for the secular variations of the elements as given by Hill; apphcatlo?,
of the method of Gauss to the action of Neptune on Uranu s; comparison of results with those found by Leverrier from the series expanded
in po,vers of the eccenfricities and mutual inclination of the planes of
the orbits. Mj. Spring quarter; 9.30 a. m.
. . .
Prerequisite: Elements of the theory of perturbations and of elhptic mtegrals.
,
.
36. Selected chapters of Poincare's: Les methoa.es nouve1les de la mecamque
celeste. Mj.
Prerequisite: Course 17.
41. Theory of the attractions and figures of the h eavenly bodies.
. .
I. Determination of the attractions of homogeneous sphere, spher~cal
shell, heterogeneous sphere made up of layers of uniform den~ity,
homogenous ellipsoid, spheroid of revolution differing but htt_le
from g sphere. Deveiopment of the attraction of an oblate planet m
a seTies of spherical harmonics, following the method of Laplace.
II. Figures of equilibrium of sphere, spheroid, Jacobi's ell~pso~d of three
unequal axes, figures of Poincare and Darwin. Apphcat1011 of the
theory of the equilibrium of a fluid mass endowed with a rotary
motion to the figures of the planets. Mj. Spring quarter; 8.30 a: m.
42. Theory of a rotating body. (a) Euler's equations for unclisturbed motion;
equations of Poisson and Serret for disturbed motion, with a developm ent of the perturbing function; precession and nutation. (b) Rotatory motion of a body of variable form. Mj. Spring quarter; 8.30 a._m.
Prerequisite: Differential and integral calculus, and analytical mechamcs.
50. Astronomical seminar. -½Mj. Summer quarter; Sat., 8.30-10.30 a. m.
A 'l' THE YERKES OBSERVATORY.

~n the work at the Yerkes Observatory the advanced student is made familiar
with_ modern methods of research in various branches of astronomy and astrophysics. In general, _the work jn progress during the year 1897-98 will probably
mcl;.1de: _Researches m solar physics with the spectroscope, spectroh~iograph,
P1:_0 • 0 f1 ehograph and bolometer; micrometric observations of double stars, planets,
:~~~f;;e~tebulrn, and comets;. studies of stellar spectra; researches on the infrared
Jnfinished th e ~~e~ents; special astrophysical investigations. On account of _the
that the subr ittn otlf_ the ?bservatory and the nature of the work, it is possible
omec ou me of courses will require some mouification.
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GRADUATE COURSES.

51, 52, 53. Solar physics. Visual and photographic study of the solar photosphere, spots, and faculre. Use of the photoheliograph. DMj.
Autumn quarter.
Spectroscopic observations of sun-spots, including systematic study of
widened lines and dete.iled investigations of particular lines. DMj.
Winter quarter.
Visual and photographic observations of the chromosphere, prom-:nencRs
and faculre, with the solar spectroscope and spectroheliograph. Systematic records of areas; researches on special problems; measurements
and reductions of photographs. DMj. Spring quarter.
Prerequisite: Practical astronomy, advanced physics and laboratory practice, spectrum analysis.
54 . Bolometric investigations. Mj. Summer quarter.
G5. Stellar spectroscopy. Including measmement of motion in the line of
sight and deto,iled studies of peculiar spectra. DMj. Autumn quarter.
Prerequisite: Solar physics.
56. Radiometric vrnrk. M:j . Summer quarter.
57. Instrument design and construction. Mj. Summer quarter.
58. Researches in solar physics. Mj. Summe1· quarter.
59, 60, 61. Astrophysical r esearch. Character and prerequisites will be announced later. D:Mj. Autumn quarter. DMj. 'Winter quarter.
Divij . Spring quarter.
6'3. Special research. Mj. Summer quarter.
'\'V ESTERN UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,

Post-graduate coitrse of instru ction in astronomy and astro-physics.
Instruction is given by means of lectures, recitations , and examinations, and by
the practical use of instruments in observation and measurement. A knowledge
of mathematics equivalent to that given in the undergraduate department of this
university is requisite for admission to the course, which will extend over a term
of two years.
While instruction in astro-physics has been regarded as of chief importance in
arr~wging the course, no student will be allowed to graduate without a good
knowledge of the facts and principles of general astronomy and the methods of
practical astronomy. The student who completes the entire course and passes
successfully the prescribed examinations, and in addition presents a thesis embodying the results of his own original in vestigations, will receive the degree of Ph.D.
in course. An outline of the subjects treated, and a list of books which will be
used either as text-books or as works of reference is given below:
1. The facts and principles of general astronomy; problems, projection of
eclipses, etc. Young's General Astronomy.
.
2. The chief operations of practical astronomy, and use of instruments.
The sextant, and artificial horizon. Latitude by circum-meridian altitudes of
the sun. Latitude by Polaris. Time by single altitudes and by equal altitudes of
the sun.
The transit instrument. Adjustment and <letermination of constantes. Observation for time by eye and ear and by chronograph. Determination of right ascensions. Reduction of time observe.tions by the method of least squares. Method
of determining longitudes by the electric telegraph.
The equatorial. Adjustment. Use of filar and ring micrometers. Power of
eyepieces. Polarizing eyepiece for solar observations. Longitude by occultations.
Books of reference: Chauvenet's Spherical and Practical Astronomy, Doolittle's
Practical Astronomy, Campbeil 's Practical Astronomy.
3. The theory and use of the spectroscope. Construction and adjustment of
various forms of the instrument. Gratings, flat and concave. Measurement of
wave lengths. Construction of interpolating curves for prismatic spectroscopes.
Observation of solar prominences. Observation of the spectra of stars and
nebulre. Determination of the color curve of an objective. Study of the instruments used in the principal observatories, and of special instruments in course of
construction at Brashear's optical works.
Scheiner's Spectralanalyse der Gestirne; Von Konkoly 's Handbuch fflr 8pec- .
troscopiker; Parkinson's Geometrical Optics; Preston's Theory of Light; Lord
Eayleigh's Papers on the Spectroscope.
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4. Astro-physics and celestial spectroscopy. Lockyer's Chemistry of the Sun;
Miss Clerl e's History of Astronomy in the Nineteenth Century; Miss Clerke's
Syst m of the Stars; Schellen's Spectrum Analysis; Scheiner's Spectralanalyse der
Gestirne; Huggins's Papers on Stellar and ·Nebular Spectra; Langley's Papers on
Solar Physics and on Atmospheric Absorption.
5. Astronomical photography. (Instruction will begin with orclina,r y photographic processes, in case the student is not already acquainted with them.)
Photographic objectives. Study of methods in use at the principal observatories. Methods of the Astro-Photographic Congress. Practice with th~ telescope.
Inst1·uction in general astronomy is given to the members of the semor class by
the professor of mathematics, the class rooms being in Science Hall. Some oppor•
tunity for practical observation is given them at the observatory.
The director of the Allegheny Observatory also gives 10 to 12 lectures to undergraduates each year on elementary practical astronomy. These lectures are
addressed to juniors in college and to engineering students.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

Courses in astronomy, at Be1·keley.
1. Modern astronomy. (a) An introductorycourseduringthefirst_term. Gen·
era,l facts and principles underlying the science of astronomy in all its bran~hes.
(b) Second term. Progress in astronomy through modern methods, especially
spectroscopic and photographic. Two hours, throughout the year.
.
Open to all students. For observatory work in connection with this course,
students will ordinarily elect Course 2; but may, instead, take Course 4A, or
Course 4B, subject to the prerequisites announced.
.
2. Supplement to Course 1. Practice in observing. One or two evenmgs a week
in the observatory. Three hours, or six hours, throughout the year (as the student
may elect).
Open to students who are taking or have taken Course 1 or Course 3.
3. General astronomy. Young·s General Astronomy. Three hours, ?rst half.
Prerequisite: At least Junior standing; a knowledge of general physics .. ~r~
scribed, Junior year, in the course in astronomy and geodesy, college of civi1
engineering. For observatory work in connection with this course, students
other than those in the course in astronomy and geodesy may elect Course 2,
Course 4A, or Course 4B, subject to the prerequisites announced.
4A. Practical astronomy. Lectures and observatory work. Campbell_'sAstronomy. Clarke's Geodesy. Navigation and nautical astronomy. Practical work
in the observatory. Six hours, observatory first half. Three hours lecture and
six hours observatory, second half.
'
Prerequisite: Either Course 1 or Course 3 in astronomy. The course shoul~ also
be preceded by the course in differential and integral calculus, etc. Prescn?ed,
Junior year, in the course in astronomy and geodesy, college of civil eng~neermg.
4B. Practical astronomy. The subject-matter of Course 4A more briefly _pre·
sented, and adapted to the needs of civil engineers. Second half. UsualJy given
as one lecture and two observatory periods per week.
.
.
P~·ereq~1isite: As for 4A. Prescribed, senior year, in the course m railroad
engineenng.
5. History of Astronomy. Three hours, first half.
.
Prerequisite: Course 1 or Course 3. Prescribed, Senior year, in the course m
astronomy and geodesy, college of civil enginrnring.
6. Theoretical astronomy. Four hQurs, throughout the year.
.
Prerequisite: Courses 3 and 4, etc. Prescribed, Senior year, in the course m
astronomy and geodesy, college of civil engineering.
.
7. Method of least squares. The fundamental pri.nciples and processes ?f the
metho?, of least squares, and their application to the problems involved m the
reduction _o~ astronomical and physical observations. Two hours, first half.
· Prer~qmsite: Working knowledge of the differential and integral cal<:mlus.
Prescribed, Senio1: year, in_the course in as17ronomy and geodesy. Elective m ~h_e
coll~ge 0 ~ mechamcs, anc1 m the course in railroad engineerinocollege of 01vil
0
eng1neenng.
'
1
f· ~Mechani~al quad!atures. Development of the formulre of numerical differeT~t.atiohn and mtegrat10n, and their application in the construction of tables.
nree ours, second half
Prescribed
· . year, 1n
· t h e course in
· astronomy an d geo d esy, co1·
lege
of ciV1'l ' J nnior
.
.or Senwr
engmeering.
1

O. Interpolation and the use of tables.
1

The more useful formulre of interpola-

Courses 8 and Oare offered in alternate years.
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tion, and their appEcation in the use of astronomical and other tables . . Practice
in extensive numerical computations by means of tables , with special aim at rapidity and exactness. Three hours , second half.
·
Prescribed, Senior or Junio1· year, in the course in astronomy and geodesv, college of civil engineering.
'
·
10. Summer school. A continuation of Course 3. Four weeks during the summer vacation. In 1896, the students detern1ined the latitude of the students'
observatory, by the method of Talcott.
11. Advanced practical astronomy. Chau venet's S{)herical and Practical Astronomy . . One hour, throughout the year.
Prerequisite: Course 4. Prescribed, Senior year, in the course in astronomy and
geodesy.
12. Graduate course in theoretical astronomy. Two hours, throughout the year.
Prerequisite: Course 6.
REGULATIONS RE GARDING STUDENTS AT THE LICK OBSERVATORY.

The regular course of undergraduate work in astronomy in the university is
given at Berkeley. Students who are graduates of the University of California,
or of a university or college of like standing, are received at the Lick Observatory
to pursue a higher course of instruction in astronomy, provided that, after examination, they show themselves competent. Such students may become candidates
for the higher degrees of the university, or they may be received as special students merely. Quarters .at Mount Hamilton may be assigned to them during that
portion of the year occupied in their work with the instruments, and in return for
such quarters they will be required to execute such computations as are assigned
to them.
Application for admission to graduate courses at the Lick Observatory may be
made at any time to the recorder of the faculties, at Berkeley; and students will ·
be admitted on the recommendation of the director, approved by the graduate
council of the university.
.
Students at the Lick Observatory may either be (a) candidates for one of the
1
higher degrees of the university, or (b) special students. '1 he higher degrees
offered are Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy. All candidates for a master's degree must reside at Mount Hamilton at least four months,
and all candidates for a doctor's degree at least eight months. It is expected that
students will choose their time of residence at th.::, observatory in the period from
June to November.
Special students are received (u~:;!ally during the favorable observing weather,
June to November), and every facility, consistent with the scientific work of the
establishment, will be given to them. They will be required to follow out some
line of work to the satisfaction- of the director, and they will usually be assigned
as assistants to some one of the astronomers.
IV. PRINCIPLES WHICH SHOULD GUIDE IN FORMING COURSES OF
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE INSTRUCTION IN ASTRONOMY
IN UNIVERSITIES-RELATION OF A UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY
TO THE TEACHING OF GRADUATE STUDENTS.
,
In the year 1895 I made a report to the regents of the University of California
on the subjects named under the title given above. I venture to reprint a part of it
here , as it represents my matured · views. It is necessary to recollect that the
University of California has its seat in the town of Berkeley; that the Lick Observatory is situated on Mount Hamilton , some 90 miles distant; that this observatory,
with its staff •of astronomers, is mainly devoted to the advancement of science;
that the university at Berkeley possesses an excellently equipped students' observatory, and that the services of several professors and instructors at Berkeley are
available for teaching practical and theoretical astronomy.
UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION A'r BERKELEY.

There are four classes of undergraduates whose wants must be considered.
First. Students who wish to study elementary and descriptive astronomy as an
information study to make themselves familiar with the principal methods and
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c1iscoyeries. The preparation required is akebra., geometry, and elementary
physics. A short course of three homs per week for one term is ample for this
purpose, as I know from personal experience. For the convenience of the many
students who will wish to take this course, it should be given in the first term and,
if necessary, repeated in the second term of each year. I regard this course as
indispensably necessary. lt must be remembered that the larger part of the students at Berkeley are college, not university students. The com:se can be prescribed by those faculties which desire so to do, but it should be open by election to
students of all the colleges. It will be very largely attended and will be very
useful.
Second. Students of the scientific colleges (chiefly of the college of civil engineering) who do not intend to pursue the study beyond their senior year, but who
wish to be practically familiar with astronomical instruments (particularly the
sextant, theodolite, and transit), and their use in determining local time, azimuth,
latitude and 1ongitucl'e, a nd with the discussion of observations by the method of
least s1uares. From any suitable programme of undergraduate instruction the
faculty of the college of civil engineering will have no difficulty in selecting the
speci al courses whieh provide for these wants. 1 do not myself see that courses
in theoretical astronomy ( determination of orbits, etc.) or in the history of astronomy should be prescribed for engineering students, though such students should
be free to elect them. I would suggest that all students of this class should attend
the summer school at Berkeley and assist the director of it when necessary.
Third. Students who desire an extended undergraduate course in astronomy,
but ~vho do not propose to carry on their studies after graduation.. The cou~·ses
provided for students of classes first and second above, tpgether with theoretical
astronomy, optics, spectroscopy, ancl such higher mathematics and physics as t~ey
have time for will probably satisfy this class of students. A very large proport10n
of thej r work shou!d be elective.
Fourth. Students who wish to prepare themselves as undergraduatm for graduate work at Mount Hamilton [or elsewhere]. The work of this class of ~tudents
should be prescribed in part, wfth a large :measure of group ancl free elective~. A
part of the prescription should be English, French, and German, if for n~ h~gher
reason than a practic8J one. It is absolutely indispensable to a student of h1gher
mathematics, physics, or astl·onomy that he should have at least an accurate reading knowledge of French and German. If he ever obtains results of importa~ce
he will wish to publish them, and to this end he should ha.ve practice in Enghsh
composition under competent instructors. The main part of his professional study
will be jn the three branches of mathematics, physics, and astronomy. The very
best undergraduate preparation for graduate work in astronomy is not so mu?h
astronomy itself as a sound and sufficient training in the highe1· mathemat1~s
and thorough and lo~g-continued work in the physical laboratory. Astronomy 1s
but a branch of physics. Its observations are similar to though often less refined
than the phys~cal measurements, etc., of the laboratory. They must be discussed
by the mathematical theory of probabilities in both cases. The true training for
an a~trnnome~ i~ h~s undergraduate years fo thus a training in _the metho~s of
P~xs1cal mampu1at10n (,~hether in heat, light, electrics, magnetics rnafr~s. htt)e
difference, as the underlymg principles are the same) and a thorough trammg m
the mathematical processes by which the most probable results are obtained from
a mass of ob1:ervations. A theoretical discussion of the orbit of a molecule is an
admirable preparation for the subsequent determination of the orbit of a pfa.net.
Theo~·etical and practical optics is especially well fitted as a training for st~dents
?f th1s class. Some of the practical work in optics might weli be done with the
mstrum_ents at Mount Hami1ton, according to a plan laid down by the p~·ofessor
of phys1_cs [at Berkeley] ancl to his satisfactio11. The manipulations tnat are
lea1:n.ed. m the physical laboratory ought to be the best preparation for the observations of the practical astronomer.
'I'he a)Jove principles I believe to be true in a general sense and that they should
govern m every programme of studies.
..
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The value to '~he student of a traininO' in any science is measured not by the

~u~ber of resmts placed at his immediate disposition but bvthe deQ'I'ee in which
ir~ve~i~ast:red th e _spirit
the methods of that pa~ticular scienc~; not by the
th~ligs w~·nch_ he sees just about 1:1-im, but by the acquired power
to c1iscov~r0 0
acquired thj 0~ 0 msv. morn d~stant and less obvious ones. In so far as he h~s
• •
•
P. wer, in so far is he "educated" in the par... foular science His
v1s1on 1s more mtense thor h
•
lJ
•
mathematics physi ' , t ,g as yet only directed to one side. Each sciencemethods. F~r the scsy~ a 1t' 0 ?0 m Y, geology, biology, etc.-has its own particular
me r,ca 1 development of a man of science it is very neces-
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sary that he should be able to see on more than one side. For this reason it is
important that the comparative leisure of the undergraduate years should be
devoted to laying really broad foundations-to acquiring the spirit of the methods
of more than one science. It is a practical question how much time the student
can spare for broadening the basis on which he is to build, when we remember
how much work must be done to acquire mastery in even a single science. But I
think it will be necessary, in arranging thp details- of the longer courses in astronomy, to inquire whether it may not be well to prescribe some work in other sciences
whose methods are _different from its own-in geology, for example, or in logic,
formal and otherwise.
I, I imagine that the foregoing principles are generally accepted.
If so, the
arrangement of the particular courses designed to carry them out will take hnt
little time.
GRADUATE INSTRUCTION AT THE LICK O BSERV ATORY.

It is probably not necessary to give much space to the discussion of the details
of courses of graduate instruction at Mount Hamilton. Students who are suitably prepared should be received here(a) As special students.
(b) As candidates for the master's degree (M. A. or M. S.). (A two years'
course.)
(c) As candidates for the doctor's degree (Ph. D.). (A three years· course.)
~;~

*

·X~

*

*

7\~

➔:•

Graduate students at the Lick Observatory are received very much on the footing of assistants. Their theoretical studies are laid out for them and they are
expected to prosecute them without any great amount of assistance, but with
proper supervision. For their practical work they are assigned as aids to the
astronomers in charge of the various instruments. In carrying out their duties
as aids they actually perform the very operations which they will have to execute
independently at a later day. The 4-inch transit, the 6½-inch equatorial, the altazimuth instrument are available for their exclusive use. In order to illustrate
the advantages to the student and to the university to be derived from graduate
work at Mount Hamilton, I quote below from the annual report of the director of
the observatory to the president of the university for the year 1891. In one form
or another these paragraphs have appeared in all my annual reports, 1888-1894:
"It is very important that some steps should be taken to make it easy for
advanced students to take a special course at the Lick Observatory for the follow: ing reasons: The observatory can hardly r ender a better service to astronomy
' and to science in general than by receiving students here who have already fini shed
I1 their college courses and who are desirous of perfecting themselves in practica,1
and theoretical astronomy and in astronomical physics (as spectroscopy, pho1 tography, photometry, etc.).
No institution in the world is better fitted to give
. such instruction, and there is a special impetus to be gained in an observatory
which is regularly pursuing work of discovery and research.. The student comes
directly into the current and learns far more by observation of the methods of
others than by the study of t ext-books. He can take pa.rt in the r egular work of
the astronomers also.
' ' The department of mathematics at Berkeley stands ready (1891) to give instruction jn the hig her branches of mathematical astronomy, and the Lick Observatory
is fortunate in counting among its own astronomers several of great experience and
ability as teachers. The advantage to the student is obvious. It is a great
advantage to the university as a whole to count among its members a considerable
number of active and ambitious young men who are able to work with some independence to advance science and not merely to acquire what is already known.
They set a standard of scholarshjp to all the undergraduates. Such students can
take a useful part in the actual observations of every day as assist ants , and after
some practice they become vaiuable aids in our work of computation and observation and supplement the permanent force of the observatory in an important
degree. If a number of sucll gentlemen can be provided for here it will not be
necessary to ask the regents for an increase in the observing force."
R E LATION OF A UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY TO THE TEACHING OF STUDENTS.

*

It is clear from what has gone before that the whole time of the observers at
Mount Hamilton is needed here in order that the astronomi.cal work expected of
them shall be properly done; and that no other serious duties can be laid upon
them without materially injuring the scientific efficiency of the establishment.
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houlcl the number of astronomers here be largely increased more time could be
spar d from the strictly observational work.
At the same tima it is unquestionably desirable that the members of the astronomica l staff at the Lick Observatory should have some direct connection with
th undergraduate students of the university as I pointed out in 1887. The
importa.nt point is to bring about this direct co;nection and at the same time not
to ~n.terrupt the progres_s of work at Mount Hamilton. I understand th!3-t it is tiie
op1111on ?f [the] committee [of the regents] that this could be sat1sf!3-ctor1ly
accomplished by arranging to have the astronomers of the observatory deliver lectures Lefore the whole university at interva1s throughout the academic year. If
such lectures are given I think that attendance upon them should be optional on
the part of the students. The number and dates of such lectures could be
arranged by the president each year.
It apJ?ears t~1at it is not advisable to require more than this from the_ as!ron?m ers of the Lick Observatory, because their number is not large and thell' time 1s
fully occupied ; and because their highest u se to the university consists, and
always will consist, in their work with the instruments of the observatory. The
observatory is about to receive another great telescope, and our duties at Mount
Hamilton will be materially increased on this account. By leaving the programme of astronomical lectures under the control of the president they can be
arrangel1 so as to fulfill all wants at Berkeley and at the same time not to mterfere
with the work at Mount Hamilton.
The principles formulated in what precedes appear to be of general validity.
They are easy of application to any particular case. The section of this chapter
which gives the courses of instruction at various .American colleges will enable
any competent teache1· to select the particular courses of study to meet the special
deman<ls of his students. These cocffses are, it must be remembered, the result of
long experience, and they have been arranged by teachers of the first rank, many
of whom are investigators of distinction.
It is likely that a student intending to devote himself exclusively to astronomy will be able to spend at least three years in graduate work and to take his
doctor's degree. It is obvious from an inspection of the foregoing programmes
that such a student can find ample opportunities at any one of a number of American colleges, and that it is no longeF necessary to go abroad to obtain the highest
grade of instruction. On the other hand, each college possesses certain special
and peculiar fa,cilities, and each observatory works in a particular direction or
line. It is m;uch to the advantage of the student to become more or less familiar
with different methods of work and with various instruments. It follows, therefore, that his three years of graduate work should be spent at more than one college when such a course is practicable. If he has passed his undergraduate years
of study in one college it wiil often be desirable for him to select another for the
first two years of his graduate course, and to spend the third year at still another,
at home or abroad. The advice of his immediate instructors should, of course,
always be sought before making a choice; and it should be remembered that it is
the influence and guidance of accomplished astronomers and men that is to be
sought rather than the mere facilities afforded by great establishments.
The pupils of a Bessel or of an Argelander lived in the midst of the highest intellectual activity and breathed their methods in, as it were, insensibly. 'The largest
instrumental facilities will not make up for the lack of the spirit of research,
which is the sole important matter.

CHAPTER XIX.

DIGEsr OF LAWS RELATING TO TEXT-BOOKS, THEIR
SELECTION AND SUPPLY. 1

[The digest of the public s chool laws of the States of tbe Union, Report of the Commissioner of.
Education for 1893-94, pp.1063-1300, contained laws - upon text-l.Jooks to that time, but not separate
from other laws.]

The attention <.levoted to text-books in the laws of the various States varies
grea.t,ly. An implied control by local boards under their responsibility for the general welfare of the schools is all that appears in the la.ws of Alabama. In several
States the an thorit,y of selection and the mode of supply occupy pages of law, and
heavy penalties are pronounced for those who use books or methods of supply not
duly appointed.
California publishes a series of text-books whose use is obligatory in primary and
grammar schools.
The law in Indiana contemplated an optional course-to contract with publishers
of existing books; to purchase and publish prepared ma~rnscripts; to employ authors
to prepare manuscripts and publish them. The first plan was followed.
A clause iu the law of South Da.kota,, requiring a. limiting statement in every contract, anticipates a time ·when the State will publish books and the contract for any
book corresponding to a State publica,tiou is to become void.
The twenty-fifth legislature of Texas (1897) provided for a report to the twenty~
sixth legislature upon the feasibility of State publication of common-school-textbooks.
A careful distinction is to be made in the m,es of the word contract in the various
laws. It is used in certain cases to mean an agreement to sell the books to individuals
at specified rates when public authorities do not buy for general use. In certain other
cases it is used for the mutnal obligation assumed where public authorities purchase
th-e books, of which purchase there are two groups of conditions: In one, public
authorities buy to make sure of the supply to the patrons to whom the books are
ultimately sold; in the other, the books remain public property and go into the
hands of pupils for their free use.
Tlle official title of the chief officers of the public schools .in particular States
varies in form, and for brevity the name State superintendent is sometimes used
without regard to the variations in official words.
Many States require guaranties from publishers to furnish books of stated character
at stipulated wholesale, retail, introduction, exchange prices-part or all-which
may be indicated in a general \vay as publishers' guaranties.
The term temperance lessons, when herein used, is an abbreviation for II instruction
in physiology and hygiene with special reference to the nature of alcoholic drinks
and narcotics and their effect upon the human system," or a kindred expression.
'By James R. Blodgett.
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Th e mode of choice of tho principal school officers is here indicated in parenthesis
when it is plajnly sfatet1 in the puulishecl school law.
In certain States the use of books is regularly furn ished free to pn1)ils. These,
wi Lb the units bearing the expense, are : Delaware (district); District of Columbia
(below high schools); Idaho (district); Maine (town); Maryland (county); Massachusetts (town); Nebraska (district); New Hampshire (town) ; New Jersey (scho ol
corporation); Pennsylvanil'L (school corporation); Rhode Island (town ).
In New York (rural) clistrict ·boarc1s furnish in<ljgent pupils; (Union school district) l>oards of e,1ucat ion are authorizecl to furnish books "to pupils out of any
money provit1ctl for the purpose," but no mode of providing money is irnlicated.
In tho following States, where books are usually individual property, localauthoritics hitYe legal sanction for supplying tho use of books free to indigeut pupils,
obEgn.tory in nll except Illinois and 1':fissonri, whern it is permissive : California
(district); Illinois (district); Indiana (township); Kentncky (count y); Missouri (district); Montana (district); Ncv::u.b (district); New Mexico (district) ; Virginia (district) ; Washington ( J.istrict).
In certain States free text-uooks are furnished irregnlarl y on local popular votelocal option, as it might be called. These are: Col orado (district); Connecticut
(town ); Iowa (district); Kansas (district); Michigan (distrtct); Minnesota (district ) ; North Dn.kota (d istr ict); Son th Dakot~1 (district); Vermont (town); "\Visconsin
(district).
111 the following, contracts bind publishers to furn ish pooks to patrons at sctip-ulated prices: Arizona, lnd.iana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississipp i, Missonri, Oregon,
'fexn-s, Ut ah, Virginia, ..Washington, ·wyoming.
Bo::m.ls of education are authorized to purchase the books and sell to individuals
in tho following: New Mexico, Ohio, South Carolina, West Virgi nia.
The student of lall"s needs contimrn.11y to bear in mind that in many Stat es special
charters have confene<.l l ocal authority not shown in the general laws.
Particulars for the States individually are more ful}y stated below.
Th ose States are first presented in which the books become private property .
The number against the name of cac11 State shows the year of the l atest available
edition of its school bws.
STATES I~ Vi'IIICII SCHOOL IlOOKS BEC0:\1E PRIVATE PJWPERTY .

.Alabama, 1895.-The general Iaw does not specifically :fix anthorHy for selection. of
text-books. In special charters the authority is given to the boards of education.
In one case (Decatur) the law r equires the board to "provide tho text-books."
A1·izona, 1897.-It is the duty of the Territori:::.l board of education uto prescribe
and enforce the use of n, uniform series of text-books in the public schools," sueh
series not to be changed during four years following adoption . The publishers'
guarnnty is required . Trustees r efusing or neglecting to enforce the use of prescribed books or using other books in the prescribed stndies are subject to a fine not
exceeding $100, or by imprisonment not to e:s:cc-ed three months and removal from
office .
.Arkansas, 1.897. -The ( elected) State superintendent of pn bli~ instruction is required
to "prepare, for the \)Cnefit of the common schools of t,he State, a list of sne-h textbooks on orthography, rea<l.ing in English, mental and written arithmetic, pcnma,nsbip, English grammar, modern geography, and history of the U nited States as are
best adap t ec.l to the wants of the learner and as haYe been prepared with reference
to th0 _most philosophical methods of teaching those branches, and shall recommend
th e satCl text-lJooks to teachers and to directors throuo-hout the St:1te." (Sec. 6975.)
"The dirnctors of each school district * * * sh~ll a<lopt and cause to he used
* , * " one ~eries of text-books in each branch or science taught in the public
scuoo_ls of th c1r r 3 pecti \·e districts, and no cha111.rn
in these books shall be mu.de for
a.
, . 0 of n, majorit, Clf t he v 0ters o f th e
a·:peno<l
t . l ,,of three year
,, ·' unl css 1·t b e b y a pct1t,1on
IS ll(; ,
(, C. 70J6.)
'
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Directors are limited to the list recommended by the State superintendent.
(Opinion of attorney-general). Penalty: Any per son failing in his duty undcT Sec.
7046 shall be fined not l ess than $10 nor more than $50, payablo into the county
treasury. (Sec. 7070.)
California, 1895 .- By bw of 1885 aml authorization of btcr laws) the State board
of education, consisting of the governor, State superintendent 1 and principals of
State normal schools, has comp iled or cause<l. ,to be compiled for tho common schools
these tex t-books: Readers, spellers, arithmetics, grammars, United. States histories,
geographies, physiology and hygiene, inclucling a system of gymnastic exercises,
and special instructions as to tho nature of alcoholic drinks and narcotics and their
effect upon the human system.
"\Vhcnever n.ny one or more of th e State series of school text-books shall havo
been compiled a.ml a<l.opted, the State board of education shall issue m1 order requiring the uniform u se of sa.i<l. book or books in the common schools of the State,
* * * :1nd no school board. or other school authority in this State shall have the
p o wer to authorize tbe use of any *
* books n,s t ext-books other than those
directed to be used by the order aforesaid of such State boan1, except books on such
subjects as are not provided for by text-books published by tbe State. The superintendent of public instru ction must withhold fr om any city, city a,nd county, 1 county,
or from any school district in this State using schoolbooks in violation of the provisions of this act a,nd section all school money to which it may be entitled until it
comply with the requirements of this section; an<l. any moneys so withheld must be
a1>portioned by the superintendent at the next annual apportionment in the same
manner as other school moneys in the treasury.' 1 (Law of 1891.)
The printing of these text -books is done under the supervision of th e superintend' ent of State printing at the State printing office.
All orders for text -books are to be made on the superintendent of public instruction, accompanied by cash in payment at the price fixed by the State board of education as the cost price at Sacramento, and the cost of postage if to be shipped by
mail.
The following persons are entitled to onler books:
(1) County superintendents of s chools, for the use of teachers, parents, and pupils
in their counties only.
(2) Principals of State normai schools, for their own [use] and for the use of the
pupils in their i·espectiYc schools only.
(3) The secretary or clerk of any school district in the State, for the use of tho
pupils in such district only; but no books ordered b y the county superintendents, or
clerks of district boarc1s of trustees) or principals of normal schools shall be sold at
a price exceeding the cost price at Sacramento, with the actual cost of freight and
cartage added.
(4) Any r etail dealer who first transmits to the State superintendent of public
instruction an affidavit pledging himself not to sell th e books to b e sold again, or
to any person b eyond the limits of the State, or at n, price exceed ing the price to the
pupil fixed by the State board of education.
The boards of supervisors of the counties are r equired to provi<le a revolving fund
to •enable the county superintendent to purchase th e State text-books; all moneys
taken therefrom to be replaced by the moneys r eceived from th e sale of Looks by
himself, teachers, or clerks of boards.
All schoolbooks compile<l. by tho State must be furnished to the public-school
cbil<lren of the State at the cost of printing, publishing, and distributing tlie same,
the cost of distribution taken to be the cost of posfage required for mailing each
book. (Act of 1887.)
1 City and county governments may be merged &nd consolidated into one municipal government with
one set of officers . (Const., Art. XI, sec. 7, amencl. of 1894.) The city of San Francisco and the county
of San Francisco arc rnel·ged and consolidate<l, and are known in the law as a city and county.
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School boar,1s must furnish l>ooks for children nnn,ble to pnrchase them, the books
remaining di strict property, and kept in the district library when not in use.
Th ' high s chools of California, are maintained at the expense of the connty, city,
incorporated town, or school distri ct in which they aro respectively situated, receiving no a id from Sta.te funds, which a r e exclusively applied to the payment of
teachers of primary aucl grammar schools. The courses of study and the text-books
for high schools are prescribed by their r espective boards, and, except in cities. and
in corporated towns, snbJect to approYal b y the county boards. The use of the State
series of text-books is required in grades and cla ses for which they may be adapted,
but the p enalty of loss of State moneys, laid upon the common schools for use of
other books, can not affect the high schools.
Floricla, 189'7 .-Text-books are not specifically mentioned. Each co~nty board, in
consultation with prominent teachers, prescribes a course of study. (Sec. 40.)
Georgia, 1897.-" The county board of education shall prescribe, from time to time,
what text-books and books of reference shall be used in the common schools of the
county: Pro·viclecl, That the Bible shall not be excluded from the common or public ·
schools of the State. * * * When such books are prescribed they shall not be
changed for five years thereafter, except by a three-fourths vote of all the board.
" * * County boards shall not be permitted to introduce into the schools any
text or miscellaneous book of a sectarian or sectional character . No teacher shall
r e ceive pay for any pupil who is allowed to use any other than the prescribed textbooks/'
In Georgia public schools are partially snpported by tuition, which gives force to
the penalty for use of uuauthorizell books.
Illinois, 1897.-The district directors determine what branches of study shall be
taught and what text-books shall be used and they are required to enforce uniformity,
and permit no change oftener than once in four years. They have power to purchase,
at the expense of the district, text-books to supply indigent children by loan.
Incliana, 1897.-The State board of education, consisting of the governor, State
superintendent, presidents of the State university, Purdue University, the State normal school, and superintendents of schools of the three largest cities, was authorized
in 1889 to invite proposals: (1) From publishers for furnishing books to the school
trustees of the State for a term of :five years; (2) from auth~rs who have unpublished
manuscripts; (3) from parties ready to undertake the compilation of the required
books.
The subjects prescribed were: Spelling, realling, arithmet.ic, geography, English
grammar, physiology, history of the United State::i, and a, graded series of writing
books.
Books are supplied under contracts with publishers. The State is expressly protected from any liability to the contractors, who receive their pay solely from. the proceeds of sales upon a plan as follows: Every school corporation certifies to the county
superintellllent (appointed by township trustees of the severa_l townships) the number
of the respective books required in its schools. The county superintendent makes
requisition upon the (elected) State superintenc!ent, who makes requisition upon the
contractor, who within ninety days ships the books to the county superintendent. The
latter notifies the local trustees, who take the books certified by them as needed and
furnish them to the school patrons or school children of the corporation at the contract price for cash only, except that the corporation furnishes necessary books to
iudigent children, who would otherwise be unable to attend school. Any child 6 to
21 years_ of age, and any parent, guardian, or teacher of such child, may buy at contract prrne from th e county superintendent who makes separate requisition on the
contractor for these books.
'
Every three .months e ac h sc h ool trustee recei Yin er books makes a report an d pays
O
over
cash brece1 v d from sa1es t o the county superintendent.
'
If after ten days t h is
d
1
u Y iaa een n glected, the county superintendent is required to enter suit within
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:fifteen days. Ten days after the quarterly report of the trustees the county superintendent makes a detailed report, accompanied by cash from sales, to the contractor, to
be enfo!'ced in case of failure by suit against the_superintendent ancl his sureties. In
tli is and the preceding case judgment is to in"clude a fee for the attorney prosecuting.
Books may be sold by the trustees to dealers, who are prohibited from selling above
the price fixed in the contract between the State and the contractor. To compensate
dealers for th e ir trouble, the books are furnished to them at 10 per cent deduction
from contract price, one-half the t1eduction being borne by the school corpomtion,
one-half by the contractor.
The penalties for embezzlement and failnre of duty in regard to the money
involYed are heavy fines and imprisonment.
Kentuckz,, 1896.-The county board of examiners, consisting of the county superintendent and two persons of high specified qualifications, appointed by the county
superintendent in each county, fixes a list, with publishers' guaranty, not to be
changed for five years. Penalty for accepting anything of value for in,t luendng
choice, fine of $500 and removal from office; for offering it, fine of $500.
'fhe ( electccl) county superintendent ascertains from trustees and teachers and
otherwise the number and cost of text- books in each branch needed by indigent
children in the county, and on his report to the county judge the latte1; is required
to pnrch~se them from an allowance, not to exceed $100 per a-nnum in any county, and
turn them over to the county superintendent for distribution.
Louisiana, 189j.-" The State board of education shall strictly enforce a uniformity
of text-books in all the public schools, and shall adopt a list ~hereof, w~ich shall
remain unchanged for four years after such adoption. F01; satisfactory reasons
shown to sa,id board it may change said list or adopt a list generally preferred by
teachers or parents in certain localities, ma.intaining, as far as possible, a uniformity
of text-books, and without phLcing parents and guardians ·to further expense. The
adoption of such a list and apparatus shall be by contract to the lowest bidder?
subject to the change aforesaid, and to the best advantage as to cost to pupils."
Miss-issippi, 1896.-The county school board adopts a series of books for five years
on publishers' guaranty. Penalty: Pupils without the prescribed books in any
branch are not to receive instruction in that branch.
Missou1·i, 189'l .-The Stat_e , auditor, att?rney-generaI, (elected) superintendent of
public instruction, president of the· State normal school at Kirksville, antl one practical public-school teacher, appointed by the' governor, constitute a schoolbook commission. This commission, upon bids submitted, made contracts for books to be
supplied for five years, from September 1, 1897, to be used exclusively after September 1, 1898. The books are furnishe'tl through dealers or by mail at guaranteed
prices: (1) contract_; (2) re~ail; (3) mailing:
Any director.- or board of_directors permitting any other text-book to be used in
the same branches and the same grades as the contract list is deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and is subject to a floe of $5 to $25 for each offense; but supplementary
reading may be used when furnished without expense to pupils and without displacing any contract book. Districts furnish indigent children from the contingent
fund. The act does not apply to cities having a population of 50,000 or over.
Montana, 1895.-Tb.e State bo.a rd of education, consisting of the governor, (elected)
State superintendent of public instruction, attorney-general, ex officio members, and
eight appointed by the governor, recommends to the legislature a uniform series of
text-books to he used in the public schools below the high schools.
The State superintendent prepares lists of publications suitable for school libraries,
with prices. He prescr ibes a course of study for all public schools.
Local school boards provide books for indigent children; require all pupils to be
furnished with suitable books as a condition of rnembersbip in school; determine
what branches shall be taught additional to those reqnired by law, subject to
approval by the ( elected) county superintendent.
ED
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Novada, 1897.-The State bo.aru of.educatio~, cousistin,g·of the ,go;v;ernor, .(.ele.ct.ed)
SllJPerinte]ldent of pub1ic instruction, and presiden.t -of the U.nive:r.si~y., _pr.esocibes a.
uniform :series -of ·text-books in the ,p rincipal studies pu,rsued in the _;pub1ic .sc.hool~,
includi,11.g tem.peran.ce le son!:\, not to be changed of.ten er than once in .four .rears.
Text-books in .algebra, g eometry, drawing, natural history and philtl.s-o.p.b,y., .astronomy, .and olements of bookkcepin.g a.re _p .rescribe<l, as wol1 as .those for .c01n.m.o.n
English brllillc-hes.
Penalty for tfa.ilu.r.e .to use the b:ooks of the list, forfeit1ue of the .dis.tric.t'·s .sh.ar:e .of
pnlllic-school moneys.
The -boa.Tels.of sciliool tr.us tees ifn'l'nish indigmit coodr.en,, holc1ing stl.t-e b.ooks.ais dis.trict
property.
New Mea.,ico, 18.95.-T.be 'l'euitorial .boa1:d of educatio11:, .eonsistiing iof d'ihe :gov-er1wr
and the J>Tesi<l.ents ,of the Univ:.e rsi.ty at Albuguer.qu.e •amfl theA.gricultru::aJ -Colltlge ,a.t
Las Cruces, js OJllJHnver.ed ·-to ado.pt a -sy&t.e m of .sohool,b.ooks for £xclusive :use in the
public scboo1s of the ':r:erritory. It li.3!8 _power to conti:ac:.t with ,p.u bliahers, thro.u;gh
the ~nperintenden:t of _pn-b lic iuS:ti'uctfon ( 3ipp.oin.tetl -~'Y ,the _g,over.no1:, :~y and with the
a.dv-ioe a.nd cous.e nt of tbe co.uncil}, for 1nu·chas.e .and .£leli~r.er.v @f ,b.ooks.
The .bookB purcbasecl iu ub.e :name of the T.e.rri-tory shall .b.e sold .t o the collll·ties for
cash o.nly,.at cos-t antl frei-ght, wi.th.5 J_)e.r .cen.t added for .necessary e~penses. Ac.coun.t s
are .settled by the :snperinl;enc1'01J:t o'f' _pt1h1ic i11s.truction on the tenth of each mouth,
an<l a full settlement is made betiWeen. trhe Te:uito1;y .and the.con.tr..act.ors .s.emiann:o~lly,
Marc.h 1 and S.ep.t.embe-r 1. No cha,nge .is .to he .made for foiu yeu.r-s -f rom aclo·;p t 1@n.
Penalt-y: Any .teacher, s.ch.001 officer, o.r .c ounty su'l)erintendent violating ·t he rules of
the boa.rd -is ,deemed gu.ilty of ·a misdemcano:c, ·and is subjec:t to ,a £.ne of .fr.om -$10 .to
$,100. IndigentcS aJ.:e iumished with ,b ooks ,h_y district bo.aa:ds.
- ~No,'.f-h ·Carolin~, .1S95..~Couu.ty .boards adop.t s.eries of .te:X.t-,b.ooks for .their .r.es:pe.ctive counties :for -three years, excluding s.ec.ta:dan and :p.oliticnJ. 1>0oks, .an.d .fixJn,g
pli.ces for tt he !term of.ado;p.tion.
Ohio, rl.897.-.A commission, ac.onsistin_g .of the ,g o,~er.r.H>-r, secre,tar-y .of Stat~, ,a;nd
(.ele.cted) Staie ,c~nnmissioner o.f ,c.o mmon schools, iixe-s maximum. ;prices on ,books
~ffe.red through _puo,pos.aJ.s file.El .in the .offic.e ;of tb.e ,commissione.r .of common schools
l:!,lld confirmed. by agreement for •fiv.t:1 years. It is unlawful for .any .b oar.d of efluca>tion ,io .acl0pt -0r cause to .b.e .used any b.o.ok not filed .as a.bove.
P,n.blish.e:i:s faiJ.:i:Q_g .f o rnain.tain the su.pply .as •p.i:ovided .a1•e to have ,the .b ook ,in
quea.tion:p.e·r.m:in.ently .r,~jec.tecl, .:1nd to pa,y ,$500 for .each :failure, to go to the -oommons.c:hool .fund 1of the ,State.
T.he Sta.te ,commissioner of -c0mmon ·sdhools :i.n :the fi,r st ,half of JJ une, ·ann:mill-;V,
noW1es _boa1:d-s of ,education r.~garding the pnblislHiT.s :whose ,g.uarnnties ·ane lfi.led.
On the third Monday of August, or at an adjourned meeting w.itbin .tw.o weeks, .each
11oa:rcl eleots the s.tuclies .to he pursued, and the boolrn t.o be used .in the .schools 11,uder
its coutI:ol. No tex.t-book EO adopt.efl i s to ,be cllangec~, n.or any ,pa.rt altene.d or
re-vi-sed, nor .any -other text-book substitu.tecl £or .five years :from .aclopti.on wit1!0:ut
consent of three-fourths of the .members elected, given at .a regnla.r meeting .
.Each lwar.c;l .at re.gubr meetings in A,pTil and August is .to d:e.termine ,t he k.i.nd arnd
number .o.f Looks required jnits schools for the next six moi1cths, .and cause au o:.rJ.er
to -b e drawn for t.l:e amou-rat in favor of the ,cler'lr of the boa.rd; the c-lerk then -onlers
the books from :the pubilisher, the board pa.ying tmnspoTta.tion charges from the
contingent fund .
The bo::.rcl has a ui.hority to arrnnge for the c:1,re ;and Bale of the books ;to _pn_pils of
school ~ge at not exocoiling 10 per cen.t ad van co on the cost. The board may ccmtruct wi th lo~al clealeTs to -furnish books a.t•.rates above .in ldca.ted, the bQru.·d 1ciug
1 • •h
res·,ou
·ible to the pul>...is
1
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Oklahoma, 1897.-By law of March 12, 1897; the Territorial superintendent of public instruction (appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent of
the council) was reqnirecl to ascertain within sixty days what text-books were in
most general use, and later enter into contracts for five years with the publishers
of said books for supplying the public. schools, securing a gu:1ranty in a bon<l. of
$20,000 that the books shall be supplied at the lowest prices accepted anywhere in
the United States; that the prices shall not be advanced, ancl that purchasers in
Ok1ahoma shall have the benefit of any reduction made n.nywhere in the Uuitecl
States.
On the completion of the above transactions with puulishers the Territorial supcrinternlent was required to notify all county superintendents and local boards of
education and school districts regarding the same in full detail. Existing contracts
in any town or city were to be unaffected by this la,w. Any school officer or employed
teacher receiving any gift or reward for his influence in behalf of any publisher or
d ealer is deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, liable to a fine of from $50 to $500, with
or ,vithout imprisonment in the county jail not less than six months.
Oregon, 1893.-The (elected) St~Lte superintenclcnt, by la.w of 1893, under direction
of the board of education, consisting of the governor, secretary of State, ancl State
snperintenclent, issued a circular to each (elected) county superintendent and each
member of the State board of examiners, containing a list of the studies r equired to
be taught in the public schools, with the wholes:1lc, retail, exchange, n,nr1 introductory prices of all books in the list. On return by the perso ns addressed as above of
the circulars fully answered by indication of their preferences, the circulars were
laitl before the State board of education, and the book or series in any branch
receiving the majority of circular votes became the anthorize<l. book or series iu its
branch for six years, from October 1, 1895. The publishers fnrnishetl prescribed
bonds before ado.pt.ion, nnd those whose uooks were adopt('cl placed price-list cards
in ever) schoolhouse.
In school districts, with 1,000 or more, between the :1ges of 4 a,nd 20 years, the district board :is authorized to select text-books for th e high schools only, but must
make no changes oftener than once in six years.
The Sfate board of education may order the State superintendent to issue special
circulars for selection of books on account of exorbitant prices1 the better character
of more recent publications, or any gQOd and sufficient cn,use. The a,ction on th ese
circula.rs is the same as on the regular circulars, ancl the book or books selected
must be introduced within ;ix months under the standarcl penalty.
Penalty: Any district neglecting to provide for the introduction of the anthorizecl
books forfeits its share of the school fund for the succeelliug year and until all the
authorized uooks are introduced.
Sou.th Carolina, 1897.-The (elected) State superintendent of edncation is required,
in connection with the State board of education, consisting of· th e governor, State
superintendent, and not exceeding seven others appointecl by the governor, to secure
uniformity in the use of text-b ooks throughout the State, as far as practicable, and
to forbid the use of sectarian or partisan books and instruction.
The State board of education is requirecl to rn:1ke agreements with publishers ns
to supply and pric es, arnl may re q uire them to establish a d epository in each county
under bonds for fulfillment of agreement of not over $5,G00, with a penalty of $25
for each violat ion, the books not to ue changed for five years. It is unl::twful for
any teacher to use a ny book not prescribed without written consent of the board.
A law of 1897 authorizes a county board to use a su m, not exceeding $500, as a
fund for providing pupils of t h e county with schoolbooks at cost or exchange prices.
Tennessee, 1895.-The county superintendent ( chosen by the county court) is require(l
"to keep himself informed as to the merits of t.e:s:t-books and to suggest to t h o district directors such changes as may from time to time be advisable, with n, vie,v to
securing uniformity h1 the conrse of stncly thronghout th e county, when it can be
done with out increased ex1iense to the pareut.' 1
7
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A text-book on "The elementary principles of sdentific .agriculture" was prepared for the public schools by Prof. N. T. Lupton under a com~ission to secure
such a book without cost to the State or to the school fund.
Texas, 1897.-The State board of education, consisting of the governor, secretary
of State, and comptroller, together with the (elected) State superintendent of public
instruction, the president of the Sam Houston Normal Institute, and the attorneygeueral, constitute a State text-book boarcl to select and adopt a uniform system of
text-books for the use of the public free schools. This board was required to appoint
a commission of rive teachers or superintendents, not more than one from any Congressional district, to examine in executive session all books submitted as samples,
and r eport upon their merits irrespective of price. The board, in adopting books, is
required to regartl the report iu connection with the bids, none of which are to be
for a longer term than five years. With bids, invited by advertisement, are to be
deposited $500 to $2,500, according to unmber of books the bidder proposes to supply,
as a forfeit for failure to file bond and contract, deposits being returned to those
whose bius are not accepted. All books in use are to be exchanged and a contract
is to be executed nuder a good and sufficient bond of not less than $10,000.
The board, meeting as designated in advertising for bids, decides the acceptance of
propoS[Lls ancl the necessary bonds. Tho contract price is to be plainly printed on
the back of each book by the contractor, not above the lowest price at which it is
furnished elsewhere in the United States.
·
·
The State is not to be liable to the contractor for any sum whatever, but tho contractor must depend solely upon proceeds of sales, and the State reserves the right
to terminate the contract on any change in the law making it desirable.
The contractor must maintain a depository designated by the board, and one or
more agencies in every county of 500 pupils or more.
Authority is giYen to secure pnblication of text-books for branches not adequately
represented in proposals. The law took effect ninety days after the adjournment of
the legislature on May 21, 1897. The books adopted are to be exclusively used, except
that supplement::ixy books, not at the cost of patrons, are permitted.
Every teacher or trustee who violates the act is guilty of a misdemeanor and
finable $10 to $50. Any county, city, or town may fulfill existing contracts, and
cities of 10,000 population come under provisions of the act only by their voluntary
choice.
The board is required to submit t~ the governor, before the twenty-sixth legislature, a report discussing the feasibility and the cost of State publication.
Vfrginia, 1892.-" Uniformity of text-books and the furnishing of schoolhouses
with such apparatus and library as may be necel:lflary shall be provided for on some
gradual system by the [State] board of education. The two works of John Esten
Cooke, entitled, respectively, Virginia; A History of her People, and Stories of the
01<.l Dominion, shall be included in the list of text-books."
The State board of education, consisting of the governor, superintendent of public
instruction (elected by the general assembly), and attorney-general, made contracts
with publishers by which a series of books became established for four years from
August 1, 1894. The .board prescribed that counties and cities could change during
the f.)Ur years from other books in use, but must keep the newly-adopted books four
years from adoption, if continued so long on the list of the board. Every pupil is
re_quired to be supplied with prnper books b efore admission to any public school.
City and county superiuteDLlents (appointed by the State board of education and
co~fi.nned by the sena.te) are charged with securing arrangements for having· supplies of th~ ad.opted books within aasy reach at stipulated prices .
cho~1 du;tncts provitlo books for indigent pupils.
Washingto 7~, 1893.-Tbe State boar<l of education consistino·
of four suitable per0
sous
· th e common schools appointed
'
'th' two
h b mg
. teach rs iu
by the governor, by an d
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fostruction-is authorized to adopt a uniform series of books for the common
schools, not to be changed for :fiye ;)7 ears, except on failure of publishers to comply
with their c011kact.
During June, 1895, the State board of education made cont.r::wts and pi:._epared a
list of books to stancl for :five years, with publishers' guaranty.
City boards of education may adopt books additional to those prescrib ed by the
State board, but make no changes w1thin five years of adoption, a.ml they provide
books for indigent children.
All children are required to be supplied with the prescribed books as a condition
of membershi p in the schools.
Any district using text-books other than those prescribed or failing to comply
with the course of study prescribed by the board of education forfeits 2·5 per cent of
its school fund for that year.
West Virg-inia, 1897.-A list of t ext-books, with prices, obligatory for five years
:from July 1, 1896, is part of the law, no Tevision to be allowed during the contract,
except that geographies may be modifiecl to conform to the changes occurring in
political divisions and through new knowledge. The State superintendent was
charged with the duty of making contracts wfth publishers, and a State schoolbook
board of three persons, not more than two of the same political party, to be appointed
by the governor, was provided to fill out any needed selections. Contracts were
not made for certain text- books named in the law, and the governor appointed a
boarc.l as above September 9, 1895.
The ·board of education of every district is required to appoint a depositary under
approved bond of double the value of books likely to be on hand at any time. The
depositaries from time to time make lists of books deemed necessary to keep a sufficient supply on hand, which, on appTOval of the board, are signed by the president
and secretary and forwarded to the publishers, who forward the books to the depositary with cl uplicate bills:-one for the depositary and one for the secretary of the hoard
of education. Each sixty days, or oftener ifrequired, the depositary pays to the sheriff
of the county cash received from sales since pr~vio,ns payment, l ess his com~ission.
The sheriff gives duplicate receipts, one going to t,he secretary of the board, that
he may duly keep the account. The sheriff accounts for his receipts in his annual
settlement with the board, whose orders he also pays when he has funds, with interest from presentation, if not then in funds. The accounts of moneys paid for books
and amounts received from sales of books are kept with the 1milcling fond of the
district. The deposita,ry is allowed 12 per cent on sales, out of which he is to pay
all charges of transportation.
Penalty on teacher who disregards directions to use acloptecl books-,--forfeitnre of
$10 of his salary. Any publisher, school officer, teacher, or other person violating
any provision of the act is deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, finable $10 to $50. By
the succeeding law the fine is $3 to $10.
By law of Fe1Jruary 19, 1897, a county schoolbook board, composed of the county
superintendent, the secretary of the boar<l, and eight other citizens and taxpayers,
not more than five of one political party, at least four fre eholders and not teachers,
at l east three teachers, appointed by the county co~rt, was establisheu. in each
county.
'l'he details of the law are generally similar to those of the law for a State school
board, except in transferring the power of selection to county authority. All contracts existing are to stand till their due expiration.
The boards allow-depositaries not exceeding 15 per cent on sales ·and pay the cost
of books and the charges for transportation. The permanent retail price established
by the local board is not to exceed 25 per cent advance on contract price.
Boards are authorized to buy, at a fair valuation, books of scholars about to
remove into a county where different books are adopted, and throngh the depositary
superseded books are taken up.
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Wyoming, 1895.-Tho constitution provides that (( neither the legislature nor the
sup riutoudent of public instruction I shall have power to prescribe text-books to be
n din the public schools."
By n. ln.w of 1888, at the expiration of the period of :fhe ye.ars 1 for which the books
now in use are adopted, the county superintendents2 and city superintendents of
schools in the Territory shall meet at a call of the Territorial s upe-rintendent of public instruction to adopt a, series of text-books 1 and the books thus adopted shall be
the only legal t ext-books to be used in the public schools of the Territory for the
ensuing five years. In the change to a State the law continued in force.
STATES IN WHICH S CHOOLBOOKS ARE, OR MAY BE 1 PUBLIC PROPERTY.

In the following States provision is made, obligatory or permissive, for furnishing
the u se of t e:s:t-books free to pupils, for sake of 1.irevity called free text-books.
Colorado, 1893.~" Each school board * * * shall h:we power, and it shall be
their duty, " " * to fix the course of study, the exercises, and the kind of textbooks to be used: Provided, That but one kind of text-book of the same grade or
branch of study shall be used in the same department of a school, and that a-fter the
adoption of any book it shall not be changed in less than four years, unless the
price thereof shall be unwarrantably advanced or the mech::m ical quality lowered or
the supply stopped. * * *
(( To provide books for indigent children 011 the written statement of the teachers
that the parents of snch children are not able to purchase them, and to furnish free
text-books for the use of all pnpils when authorized to do so by a majority vote of
tbe district as expressed at any regular or special meeting.
"To roquirn all pupils to be furnished with the proper and suitable books as a
condition of member~hip in school.' 1
Connecticu,t, 1895.-The State boar<l. of education, consisting of the governor,
lieutenant-governor, an<l. four persons appointed by the general assembly) "may
direct what books shall be used in all its [State] schools, but shall not direct any
book to be changed oftener than once in five years." (Sec. 10.)
"Any town, nt its annual meeting, may direct its school visitors or board of education, or town committee, to purchase, at the expense of said town, the text-books
and other school supplies used in the public schools of said town, and said textbooks and supplies shall be loaned to the pupils of said public schools free of
charge." ( Sec. 53.)
"Each board .of school visitors * "· * shall prescribe, * * * subject to the·
control of the State board of education, the text-books to be usecl." (Sec. 71. )
"The board of edu.cation of any district or the board of school visitors or town
school committee of any town may, in addition to the provisions of section 71, prescribe the uso of other series of books to be used as text- books in reading: Provided,
Such additional series are purchased by the district or town and the use thereof furnished free to the scholars." (Sec. 74..)
Delaware, 1898.-By the law of 1885 the State board of education, now composed of
the governor, secretary of state, and the three superintendents of the counties,
appointed by the governor, meets every five years "to determine what changes shall
be made in the text-books to be u sed in tho said free schools, * * * and * * *
no change shaU b e made in anv text-books to be used in tho s:1i<l. free schools, e:s:cept
at tho meetings to be held eY;ry five years as directed by this act."
By ~ct_ of 1891,_ "on ancl after the first Saturday in April, A. D. 1891, the school
commissioners or trustees of each school district or districts in the State shall furn i h th e n~ccssary text-books free to al] the pupils e:irolled in the free scl10ols of
the • tate m the manner h eroinaft .
.d d
" S
er prov1 e .
2 "'h
_E e . • 1 e school commissioners or trustees shall order from the puulislier or
publishers tho book s w h'IC h h ave been adoptc<l. by the State board of educu. t·ion
1

1:locte<l man or woman.

2

Electecl men or women .
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-i.* * at·the net contract prices at which the publishers have agreed to supply
the same, as follows: There shall be a blank order book prepared by the State
treasnrer for the use of the commissioners, . which shall contain duplicate order
blanks with a printed list of the books * * * adopted * * * and the net
contract prices. * '" *
"Duplicate orders shall be filled out and signed; '" * * · one * * * shall be
forwarded to the State treasurer to be forwarded to the publisher or publishers, and
the other shall be kept as a stub in the or<ler book as a voucher. ·
"The State treasurer, on receipt of an onler, *
* shall make entry of the
amount of the order ~, * * against the clistrict
* in a book kept for that
purpose, and shall forward the order at once to the publisher or publishers, requesting them * *
to ship the books as directed * * * and send duplicate
invoices, * * '' one to the State trettsurer, the other to the district clerk of the
school district. * * *
"The State treasurer shall pay " * * out of the school funcl of the State for
books thus supplied * * * and deduct the same from the a,mount to which such
district * * ~· may be entitled under the school laws * * * : Provided,
* * * the State treasurer sllall pay no bill for at least thirty days from the time
it is r endered, in order that h e may be notified by the school commissioners of any
error or f:=d lure on the part of the puulisher. * * *
" SEC. 3. It sha,ll be the duty of the clerk of each school district * *· " to
distribute the books received " * * to the scholars * * * or their parents,
guarc1ians, or other person, as they desire, upon receipt for the same. The clerk
* * * shall be responsiblo for the safe-keeping of the books furnish ed him,
'" * * and also for prices of books sold. * x. *
"SEC. 4. It shall be the duty of the school commissioners to provide for the safekeeping ancl care of the books "
·.¥
returned by the pupils at the close of the
annual term to the clerk. " * * The school commissioners may furnish books at
cost to pupils who wish to replace books Jost or willfully destroyed, or who may
wish to own their books; an<l shall turn the proceeds * * * into the school fund
of the district. " * *
"SEC. 5. It shall be the duty of every t eacher ¥ * * to hand to the commissioners of the district1 at the end of each quarter, * * " an inventory of the
books in the school belonging to th e district, stating by whom such books are held,
their condition, and the number of and by whom books have been destroyed.
Until such report shall have been made it shall not be lawful * * * to pay such
teacher his or her sal ary. ~ * *
"SEC. 7. The text-books for the colored schools of the State shall be ordered by the
county superintendents of the respective counties through the county treasurer
of each county."
The duties of the county superintendent and the teacllers of the colored schools
relating to books correspond to the duties of clerks of boards and teachers of white ·
schools regarding books.
District of Columbia, 1898.-ln recent years books have been supplied by loan,
free, to pupils below the high schools, through specific appropriations made l>y
Congress, upon which th e District depends fo:r its l egislation.
Idaho, 1897.-A State board of text-book commissioners, consisting of the president
of the university, the State superiutendent of public instruction, and three oth ers
engaged in ed ucation al work, appointed by the governor, after proposals for
furnishing books free on board cars were recei verl for a t erm of six years from
September 1, 1893, sel ected a series of books for exclusive use in the State.
The chairman of each board of trust.ees in a county forwards to the (elected)
cou nty superintendent a list of the books needed. The county superintendent makes
the n ecessar y orders to the State superintendent, who orders from the contracting
pulilishers, :::.ncl on receipt distr ibutes to the county superintenclents. All payments
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to county, uperintendents are forwarded to the State treasurer, who is charged with
settlement of bills of contractors.
·
By amendatory act of 1897, the trustees purchase at the expense of the district all
text-books usod in the public schools to be either loaned to the pupils free of charge,
or sol<.l at cost to any pupils of the district for cash only. The clerk is custodian
and must monthly deposit a detailed statement of accounts and of conditions of
books.
Iowa, 1897.-" The board of directors of each * " " school corporation * * *
is * * * empowered to adopt text-books for the teaching ofall brancbes * " *
taught * * * and to contract for and buy said books * * * and to sell
the same to the pupils of their respective districts at cost. * * * The board
* " * may select one or more persons within the county to keep said books
" * * for sale" under bond. "All the books *
* purchased under the provisions_of this chapter shall be paid for out of the contingent fund.I'
The books are selected after advertisement for proposals. Contracts are made for
five years; the publishing contractors crive bonds.
The (elected) county superintendent~ the county auditor, and the members of the
board of supervisors constitute a county board of e(lucation. On petition of onehalf the school directors of a county, outside the cities and towns, asking for a uni- ·
form series of text-books in the county, the board provides for submitting the question of county uniformity of text-books to the electors at the next annual meeting.
If a majority of the ele(:tors voting vote affirmatively the county board selects the
text-books for the entire county and contracts for the same. The list adopted is
obliga,tory upon all public schools of the county except in the cities and towns,
which rna.y adopt the same books if they so choose. The board of education may
arrange fo.r depositories and pay for the books out of county funds; to which proceeds of sales are returned. On petition of one-third or more of tho legal voters in
any school corporation the question of providing free text-books is submitted to tlle
voters a.t the annual meeting, notice thereof being in the call for the meeting .
If a majority of the legal voters present and voting favor it, the board procures
the books, by selection and contract as above, and loans them to pupils, who are held
responsible for damage or loss, but are peLwitted to buy any text-books used in the
school at cost. The electors, b.y like steps, can secure the discontinuance of loaning
text-books to pupils.
District boards may furnish sehool books to indigent children when they are likely
to be <lepri ved of the proper benefits of school unless so aided.
Kansas, 1897.-A school text-book commission of eight members, appointed by the
governor, by and with the consent of the senate, not more than three from any
political party, with the State superintendent ex officio chairman, for four years
from the first Monday in April, 1897, was authorized to select and adopt a unifo1m
se;ries of school text-books for use in the public schools in the following-named
branches : Spelling, reading, arithmetic, geography, English grammar, physiology
and hygiene, History of the United States, civil government, element:; of algebra,
aml physical geography, e.lements of natural philosophy, bookkeeping, and a graded
series of writing books.
Bids were invited from publishers for furnislling books for five years from September 1, 1897; also from authors of unpublished manuscript; also from persons
willing to <lOmpile books. The law defines the maximum prices and provides for
exchanges to secure uniformity.
The Sta~e is i~ 11 0 case to be liable for any sum of money, but the contractors
mnst obtam their r ecompense wholly from the sales as provided for. Any contractor muRt arrange with at least one dealer or ao-ent at each county seat to handle,
sel1, an_d exchange the books, such acrent beino:uowed to charo-e an advance not
xceedrng
10 Jler c•e11 t
~
. · 0also furmsh
•
b . .
•
•
on th c contract
pnce
to any
c1t1zen or schoo1
d1str1ct at th e same pnce
· , am1 on the same 'terms as to dealer or agents ID
.
cash
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orders of not less than $10, deliverecl at any railroad st-atiou in Kansas named in the
order.
After the annual school meeting each clerk is required to transmit an estimate of
books required to the county superintendent, who sends ii requisition on the publishers for books needed for the county. By a two-thirds majority of the legal
electors any board may buy the necessary books from the incidental funds, retain
the ownership, ancl furnish the use free to pupils.
The contracts stand :five years, excluding all other text-books on their subjects,
except that other text-books may be used as reference books, and allowing previous
contracts to expire before the present law takes effect in localities under such
contracts.
Any person who receives more than the legally authorized value, any member of a
school board, or any teacher permitting the use of any text-book other than those
provided for in the act is deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, finable $25 to $100, with
or without imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed 90 days.
If the Sta.te superintendent or any county superintendent accepts anything as an
inducement to recommend or introduce any book, he shall be found guilty of a misdemeanor, :finable $1,000 to $5,000, with or without imprisonment in the penitentiary
for one to five years.
Maine, 1895.-"Towns shall provide schoolbooks for the use of the pupils in the
public schools at the expense of said town. .,. * * Provided, however, that any
parent or guardian of any 1rnpil in the public schools may, at his own expense, procure for the separate and exclusive use of such pupil the text-books required to be
nsecl in such schools."
In every town a superintending school committee is required to "direct the general course of instruction and select a uniform system of text- books. * " * Any
text-book thus introduced shall not l>e changed for five years, unless by a vote of
the town."
Penalty upon any person violating the provision, a forfeit not exceeding $500,. to
be recovered in an action of·debt by any scliool officer or person aggrieved.
Maryland, 1896.-" Schoolbooks shall contain nothing of a sectarian or partisan
character.
"The board of public school commissioners of Ba.ltimore city and each board of
county school commissioners shall adopt aucl purchase text-books for use in the public schools of said city ancl of the several counties in the State, as such new textbooks are required, fLnd when so procured, the necessary text-books shall be fnTnished free of cost for use in the public schools of the ·State, subject to the order of
said boa.nls, * ;, * but said boards shall have the right at any time to change
any !."eries of text-books already in use or herea,f ter adopted; provided, that textbooks shall be fornished under the provisions of this act to the several grades in the
public schools successively, beginning with the first grade; and provided, that said
boards shall not be required. to expend during any school year for said t ext-books
more than the several amounts of money received by said boards, respectively, under
the provisions of this act; and provided, that indigent pupils ·of all grades shall
receive text-books free of cost, as provided under the provisions of existing laws;
and provided, the said respective boards shall adopt such meaus for the purchase of
text-books by competitive bidding, as far as is practicable, and at the lowest possible price; and provided, that parents or pupils may purchase their own text-books
when th ey think proper." The details of titles, publishers, aml prices are reported
to the State board of education and set forth. in full in its annual report.
" The sa.id several boards * * " shall proYide for the issuing, safekeeping,
care, and return of the same. * · * *
11
The said several boards shall keep an account of an moneys expended nnder the
provisions of this act * * * and no money so received by th em shall ever be
used for any other purpose than for the purchase of schoolboo_ks.
* *"
In 1896 the sum of $150,000 was made an annual appropriation to b e expended, or
•)f
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so much thereof as -necessary, for the purchase of text-1.wuks, tlie whole to be a,riportion ecl in each July to the counties a.nd the city of Baltimore.
Massachusetts, 1895.-Chapter 103 of the acts of 1884 provides that the school committee of every cHy and town shall purch ase, at the expense of such city or town,
text-books and supplies u sed in the public schools; and said text-books and supplies
shall be loaned to the pupils of said public schools free of charge, subject to rules of
the committee.
The school committ ee directs what books shall be used, and prescribes, as far as
practicable, a course of studies and exercises.
The committee must require the daily reading of some portion of the Bible, without written note or oral comment, It is recognized as fulfilling the requiremeut of
law that the teacher shall read the Bible as part of the morning devotional service
without requiring every pupil to do so. (Pub. stat. rel. to pub.inst. 1 1892, witb :mnot.
and expl., p. 4G.) .
Micldgan, 1893.-The district board specifies the studies to be pursued in its schools
aml selects the text-books 1 including those with the temperance lessons, approved
l>y the Sb.to board of education. T ext-books adopted are not to be changed for five
years except by consent of a m ajority of the qualified voters present at an annual
m eeting or a special meeting called for the purpose.
The district board is authorized to purchase, at district expense, books necessary
to supply indigent pupils.
On a majority vote, at an annual meeting with specified previous notice of tlJ.e
vote, the district board shall purchase the necessary books1 to be the property of the
district and loaned to pupils, providing that individuals may buy their books from
the board and that the question of free tex t-books may be revived at later annual
meetings. The books are bought after proposals through contracts.
Officers neglecting to proceed after vote of the district for free text-books are
deemed guilty of misdemeanor and liable to a fine not more tha~ $50, with or without imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding thirty days.
Districts in cities under special charters a.re exempt from the provisions of the act,
but may proceed under it if authorized by a majority vote of their district boar<l.s.
Minnesota, 1897.-" The board of trustees or board of educ:1tion of en,ch and every
school district * * " is e~powerecl to select, adopt, or contract for the textbooks needful for the u se of the school or schools under its charge; and the said
board * " * shall have power i.o purchase the text-books selected or contracted
for, and provide for the loan, free of <:harge, or sale at cost of such tex t-books to the
pu pils/ 1
* *
_
No adoption or contract must be for less than three nor more than five years,
within w1.Jich the text-books shall not be changed.
Publishers, prior to any contract, are to file lists of their books with prices and
samples with i.he State superintendent of public instruction, who furnishes certified
copies of the lists and prices to the clerk of each school district.
Whenever five or more legal Yoters of :my district petition the l;oard of s_chool
trustees to submit to vote the question of free text-books, it is the duty of the
trustees to can a meeting with t en days' notice. The question may come up at an
annual meeting with like notice. If favored by a majority Yote, the trustees shall
provide free text-books ont of the school funds .
. The temperance lessons are obligatory, and th e superintendent of public instructwn aml i.he presiu cnts of the normal schools are directed to recommend a suitable
tc:s:t-book and furnish it at cost to the several school districts.
Nebraska, l8.'.J7.-It is made the duty of school boards to purchase all t(\xt-books
0
cessary for th e schools, and they are authorizeu to make contracts with publishers
for terms n~t c~ceeding frrn years at prices not exceedin 0o- those for any individual
or corporation
m
. guaranty of any r educt1011
•
.
. the u ni·t c d St ates, ancl with
ma d e anyw 1ier dunner life of the contract
Publishers are to fil 0 ,• 1. ·
pnce 1sts and bonds of $2,000 to $20,000 wit h the State super·)f
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inte:ndent of p,nblic instruction, who prepares copies, of the lists, :rnd sends them~
as well as forms of contracts: through the (elected) county superintendents to all
dis.tricts.
All text-books purchased by dist11iet boards. are held as the property of the district and loaned to pupils free of charge, the pupils being held responsible for any
damage, loss, or failure to return the books in due time, an.d to. the person desigrrnted
by the boa,Td.
Any parent or pupil may purchase from the board necessary books at cost price .
The board may designate a local dealer to handle the books for the district, with
such increase above contract price to pay cost of transportation and handling as
may be agreed upon.
New Hampshire, 1898.-Each town eornititutes a single district for school purposes.
The school l,o::trd prescribes the studies. The board is required to pur_c hase textbooks at the expense of the city or town, ancl loan them to the pupils free of charge,
under such rules as it prescribes, making l)rovision for sale at cost to such pupils as
wish to purchase them for their own use.
New Jersey, 1895.-Each township constitutes a school district; each city, borough,
ancl iucor:porated town constitutes a school district separate and distinct from the
towns,h ip school district.
It is the duty of the local board of education to provhle text- books antl loan the
same free to all the pupils, subject to orders and regulations of the board. The
purchase is made from a free text-book fund raised by' special school tax.
Any school officer accepting any consideration fo.r promoting the sa,le of any books,
or violating the provisions of the· act, is deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by removal from office.
New Ym·lc, 1898.-In common school districts the inhabitants at au annual or
special sehool district meeting may aippropriate money for t'Jie purchase of free textbooks for indigent pupils. This is the extent of their power, and even this is rarely
exercised. There are about 12,000 common-school. districts.
The inhabitants of union free-school districts are authorized by statute to appropriate money for the purchase of free text-books for all the pupils resi<ling in their
districts. The proposition to be submittecl to the meeting must be given and
served upon every inhabitant prior to the meeting. This po wer is rarely exercised. There am about 700 union free-school districts and probably scarce 100 of
them provide free text-hooks for all pupils.
The cities of the State by their charters are authorized to provide free text-books
for n,11 resident pupils. The books are loaned to be returned at the end of the term.
No reports on the subject are made to the State department by districts or cities,
but the belief is that about one-half the cities avail themselves of the provisions of
their charters for free text- books. 1
North Dakota, 1896.-'I'he school board of any city, town, or district is empowered
to select, adopt or con tract for text-books, also to purchase them and provide for the
loan, :free of charge, or sale at cost to the pupils.
On petition of a majority of the qualified electors the board must submit the question of providing free text-books to the next annual meeting, and on a majority vote
it is the duty of the board so to provide.
Pennsylvania, 1897.-Irnmetliate]y after the annual election of teachers in each
school d,istrict and before the op ening ~f the next term there must be a meeting of
the directors and teachers of each district, at which the directors decide upon a
series of schoolbooks for exclusive use for the year. The school directors or controJlers purchase text-books as req uirecl out of the school fond and furnish them free
of cost for use iu the schools, subject to the orders and provisions of the directors ol'
controilers. No change in text-books must be made more than once in three years.
1 The statement regarding New York is partly of items not in the law, but it rests upon a letter of
the State superintendent., .June 13, 1808.
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"The Scriptures come under the head of text -books ancl they should not be omitted
from the list." (Page 1<16.)
It is unlawful for anyone officially connected with the school system to promote
th e sale of any book or have an interest in such sale, under penalty of fine or
imprisonment.
Rhode Island, 1896.-Tbe school committee of each town prescribes the studies and
purchases the text-books to be loaned to the pupils free of charge, subject to rules
of the committee. A change may be made in the schoolbooks in any town by a twothirds vote of the whc,le committee, and, in the city of Providence, by a majority
vote, provided that no change shall be m~de oftener thaironce in three years, unless
b~r consent of the State board c,f education.
Sou.th Dalcotci, 1897.-Tbe county board of education-consisting of the ( elected)
county si1perintendent, the superintendents of cities or towns, the county state's
attorney, the board of county commissioners, and one person from each commissioner's district, selected by the school board of such district-selects and adopts all
text-books for a term of five years, after receiving proposals and guaranties from
publishers. The board of county commissioners contracts with publishers, designating a depository in the county where books shall be sold at not more than 10 per
cent advance on cost. A provision is inserted in the contract that it becomes void
as to any book when tho State has published a corresponding book. Each depositary is put nuder bond and. must make returns to the county auditor monthly. ·
On a written peti.tion of the electors of any school corporation the board shall
arrange to furnish fi·ee use of books. A safe bookcase is required. The books are
to be tho property of the school corporation, used only on order of the board.
No school officer must have any interest in supplies.
Utah, 1896.-The State superintendent of schools, county superintendents, and
the principal of t,he State normal school, or a majority of them in convention, decide
what text-books shall be used, except in cities of the first or second class, not to be
changed for :the ~·ears, except for sufficient cause, to be decided at a special convention called for that purpose.
Proposals are invited and contracts for furnishing books are made with bonds.
In cities of the first or second class the board of education decides upon text-books.
The mode of procedure is essentially the same in cities and in the State at large.
In cit.ies of the first and the second class the l,oarcls of education have power to
furnish and loan to pupils all text-books used bv them.
The ref1~sal or neglect of the trustees of any district, or the board of education of
any city to enforce the use of the books adopted is deemed a misdemeanor on ~he
part of any trustee so refusing or neglect~ng, punishable by_a fine not exceedrng
$100, and removal from office.
Vermont, 1893.-The text-books are selected by county authority, publishers contracting to furnish them for sale in the towns. The chairman of the board is req ui~ed
to arrange with one or more persons in each town to keep tho books for sale, to receive
not more than freight aud express charges and 10 per cent advance on contract prices.
The use of other books, if furnisbecl without expense to pupils, i s tolerated.
Any town or district may purchase and hold text-books for use in its schools, if it
so votes in a meeting named for that purpose.
Any school official receiving anything for promoting use or sale of any book is
finable $20 to $100.
Wi.sconsin, 1897.-At the annual meeting of every school district the question of
providing free text-books must be submitted to popular vote.
Tho boards are required to determine what hooks shall be used in their respective
districts.
No change in text-books shall be made for three years, and then only by majority
vote at an annual meeting duly notified of the vote on ~L change.
Every member of a board, where a list has been lawfully adopted, who shall order
a cllange within three :irears shall forfeit the sum of $50.
Th districts and cities furnishing free text-books are not subject to the time limit
auu tbc law as to changes.

CHAprrER XX.
EDUCATION IN CUBA, PORTO RICO, AND THE
PHILIPPINES.

By R. L.

I.

PACKARD.

CUBA .AND POR'l'O

Hrco.

The statistics of the institutions of public instruction, and those of
private elementary schools, in Cubn,, taken from official and other
authentic sources, are placed at the beginning of the following compilation for the convenience of those who already know the history
and understand the general social condition of affairs in the island.
To others they can have, however, little significance without knowledge
of tlie colonial history and of the kind of instruction which is given in
the institutions represented. To supply this information the statistical
review is followed by a historical sketch of the relations between the
colonies and Spain-the origin and growth of the separatist tendencywhich is taken from a German authority, and this is followed by a history of the educational, literary, and scientific movement in Cuba, from
a Cuban source, together with plans of studies in the university and
other institutions; then' the testimony of competent judges as to the
condition of education in the island at different periods from Humboldt's
time down to 1890 is given, and a summary of the whole evidence concludes the paper.
The educational system of the Spanish colonies has always been a
subordinate part of _that of the Peninsula, the same law·s governing
both, and the royal orders and decrees have so coordinated the two that
the professorate in both bas come to form essentially oue body. The
universities of the colonies were modeled upon tbe famous ones of Spain,
and, until recently, education reta-i-necl its aristocratie or university
character, no attention being paid to the general and public education
of the masses.
The educational system of Cuba consisted of the University of
Havana and institutes of secondary instruction (colleges and semina,ries) in the capitals of the provinces and in Porto Rico. The rector of
the uuiversity was the immediate head of this system under the CaptainGeneral of the island, as representative of the King. Royal orders and
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decrees regnlated the conduct of education , appointed teachers, created
or changed the plan of studies, and managed all the otber details of the
institutions of public instruction, which alone could grant degrees. The
degrees of tlle private institutions (colleges of the religious orders)
required veri.fication before they could be accepted as valid and identified with those of the public institutions. Degrees of the University
of Havana were valid in Spaiu, and tlle degrees of bachelor of the secom1ary institutions in Cuba and Porto R ico were sanctioned l>y the
university.
S'l'ATIS'l'ICS OF SUPERIOR AND SECONDAH,Y INSTRUCTION.

'l1h e itni versity. - According to the annual report for 1888-89 tlie
Royal University liad 1,04:6 students for that year, of whom 1G7 were
inscribed in the faculty of philosophy and letters; 187 in that of the
natural sciences; 240 each iu the la w and medical faculties, and 214 in
pharmacy. In the three following years there were 1,009, 1,059, and
1,0S3, respectively, showing little change. The expenditures for the
first-named year were 126,859 pesos,1 of which 121,209 pesos were for
salaries and 5,G50 pesos were for material. The income, largely from
fees, was 77,638 pesos, leaving a deficit of 49,221 pesos. A full account
of the university will be given below.
By the law of 1880 au institute of secondary instruction was
establiRhed in the capital of each province, each of which compI'ises a
munlJer of colleges and seminaries in the vicinity. Thus the Institute
of Ilava ua has 28 colleges incorporated under it; that of Matanzas, 8;
~hat of Puerto Principe, 1; that of Santa Clara, 18; that of Pin·ar <lel
Rio, 3, aucl that of Santiago de Cuba, 12.
The following tables will show the details of attendance a t tllese
institutes by provinces. 2 The plan of studies will be given later on.
lnst-itut!J of .Hava11a.

Year.
1863 ·-----. --·-·---- ·- · · ·---- 186465 ·--·
-··--·
1865-66
.. . _.· ----_. __ ..· _· .--___- -___
. _..
18€6- 67 . . . _... ____ _. _________ .
1886-87 ______ . ______ . __ .. ____ _

Students . Bachelor
degrees .
663
764
541
683
] , 804

Y ear.
1887-88 . - - . __- - - - . - . - - .. - - - - 1880-90 - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - ·
1890-91 . - - ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - .
1891-92 ___ _. - . ____ - . - - . . - - - - -

Bachelor
Students. degrees.
1,752
1,774
l, 956
1,853

204.
209
243
253

186

The superior normal school for male teacllers, created in 1890, had 40
stnueuts the first year and 42 iu 1891-92; that for females had 85 students
the fir t year ancl 173 in 1891-92. The ''professional" school of tbe
i ·land of Cuba (fonnded iu 1855) had 43 students in 1890-91 aud 51
11

~ .,~cc;~~~;: to Departm nt Circu lar
2

f o. 54, i ssuerl by t h

U . S . Treasury .Apr il 1, JSGS, t he Cub ~n

From Ln. nri ml'ra en ,,
.
·
Prodncinl 11 ,~ lllstr:t .'. n;u~z .. _en la i,;la cle Uul>a. P or J ose E ;itel Hin L ira s , Secr eta rio de la J un t~
•
·
cion Pt bl ica do la liabana. Ilaban a, 1803.
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the next year. It _g ives busines:s d.eg·r-e-es to se.perintendents -or overseers and surveyors. The professional school of painting and sculpture
of Havana lrnd an attend.ance as ronows;
1867 ···•·•• ............ ·-····· ·, ·- ··· .............. -- ---· ........... ··· · -· ··· - .. .. . 7.5
1887-88 ··• • · ........ . ....... ······ ···- ··-·-··• • .... •· -· · · · ···- .... ········· .... .. 502
18-90-91 .... .. ..........· -- ......... .. ................... . ........................ 4.31
1891-92 ................................................. . . ,. .. ................. 400

Tlrn pla_n of studies of this well-known school will be found in another
place. The 11rovincial s-cb.·ool for adbs-a11S bad 115 students in the day
s·c hool and 316 in th-e night school in 189'0_:91.
A large number of '' colleges of primary inst-ruction" for ·boys and
gids fa g'lven for the provinc'e of Havana, b y Seu.or Liras, hut without
statistics, and severnl charity schools are also mentioned.
Nine Sunday schools for poor girls and servant girls, conducted by
women , ·w ere established in 1'882-1884, and have been attended by over
5_,000 _young women since they wer.e stmted, .and h ave .a,~ ,attendance
of from 30 to .100.
Pro·virnce -0j ]foi£1,nzas.-Tbe colle_g.es in this J)r.ovince have been
established for the most part since 1850, but the st.atisti.cs for some of
them cea,secl with 1868, the yea·r of the insurrection.
The institute of Matanzas was created in 186~1. The attend.ance and
de,gTees .have heen .as follows:
Year.

~
I.::;tudents .

l:S.65-=66 . .•••••..••........•.••• ·
186.6-li7 ..... ----·---· ... . ....... ·-·- -· -

lilb"'l ...:68 . ..................... .
18B7-fi;_s . .••........•... • .•. •..

B-achelor
fle,grees.

Year .

"257 . • • . . . . . . .

1890- 91 .......••••• . ... •. •••.
1'89.1-92 .. . .. ·---··- . . .. -- . --- .•
1-892-!H •..••••.••..••• •..• • ..
:226 -- • • .• .,•. · . ,189.3..;94 •• .,....... •·•·• • ·-·· •.•.•• ·,
238 - ·· --·.. . ••
308 ·

Stuclents 'Bachelor
·
· degrees.
367

51

'396

43
40
47

'371
422

1:'he -ex.p enditur:e s w:e:r:e 13;650 pesns fo:r B:alarles a,n.d 1.,Q0D for matel'i.al
in the latter :rear; total, 14,,650 pesos.. 'T here wer;e~ 16 periodicals an:d
nre-wspapers iu the p1'-0wince in 1894..
.Pro,vince of Bcvata C.Z,ci1~a~-Tlrn .institute was froumlecl in 18.82. Its
aeNv:ity is .shown a:S follows:
Ye.ar.

.B.acbeltlr ,
Students. ·(tegrees. ,'

1'887-88 ....... .. . ............ .

33.1,
:590

1R89--90 ...... ..... . ........... ... .
1-£90-91 . ... • .... .... . •........

.329
326

1886- 87 . . ... ....... . .... ...... .

Year.

56 1891-92 . . . .. .. .. ... .. . -- ... .•
·34 ; f892-93 .... ................ . .
29 . 16!l3-94 ... .... . ........... ...... .
26

-Stude11ts B-a,chelor
· degrees.
331
33
331
36
.339 ......... .

The exr)enditures were 15,D00 pesos, 14,900 for Balaries and 1,000 for
materiat There were 30 J)eriop.icals, ranging from a medical and scientific journrtl clown to newspapers, in the province.
Province of P1:wrto Principe. -Besi.des several _))rivate colleges of
secondary instruction, the institute proper w·a s founded in 1863, and was
supported by the State unti1 recently, but is now maintained by tlie
provi11ci-a1 autborities.
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Its r eceat history is shown by the followi11g table:
Bachelor
IStmlen t s. Bachelor
Y ear.
Year.
Students. degrees.
d egrees.
- - - - - - - ~ - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1- - - 1886- 87 . ..................... .
1887- 88 . ............ . ........ .
188!l-!J0 ...... . ............... .

113
121
143

l 7 1890-91 . ....•.................
U 1891- !l2 .......... ... ...... .. ..

144
169

19

18

27

The institutes of Pinar del Rio and Santiago de Cuba had 145 aud
255 students, respectively 1 in 1889-90-the last date of which we have
official reports. · The bachelor degrees were 12 and 11 for that year.
The iustitute of Porto Rico the same year had 6 bachelor degrees confirmed by the university.
PRIMA.RY EDUCATION.

The following statistics are taken from the pamphlets upon primary
education iu Cuba by Jose Esteb{m Liras, secretary· of the provincial
junta of public instruction of Havana. Each pamphlet is devoted to a
separate province, and gives the history of each school in the province,
with statistics down to 1894, thus showing the developmeut of elementary education.
The public schools have, for the most part, been established since
the middle of this century, after the law of 1842 came iuto effect, wllich
provided for inspection, and created provincial committees. In 1833_
the schools which had been establisllecl in the whole island, mainly
through the efforts ~f the Sociedad Econ6mica, were 210 for whites
and 12 for colored, with au attendance of 8,460 whites and 486 colored,
8,946 in all. Of the white schools, 129 were for boys and 81 for girls,
while the schools for the colored were equally divided. The total
amount allotted for public instruction was 40,499 pesos. Normal
schools were established after 1850, and by 1858 the appropriation from
municipal funds for primary instruction was 156,910 pesos. In 18G7
there were 752 public and 532 private schools, with an attendance of
27,780. '.rhe public schools cost then 596,922 pesos. The insurrection
of 1868 interfered seriously with education, and a great number of
schools were closea.
It will be seen from the preceding tables relating to secondary education, and also from those that follow relating to elementary schools,
that there is a hiatus from 1867 to 188 7, ilie former date just preceding
the ten-year insurrection.
The totals showing the population, the number of primary schools,
and ~he attendance, together with an analysis of tLe census :figures
showrng. tlie percentage of whites and t.lte illiteracy, are here gi ven.
For d etail s of ·tati ·tics by provinces the r ead er is r eferred to the t ables
below. 1n l804 the population, total number of public and private
cuool. , aucl their att endance, in the four provinces of Havau a, Matan-
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zas, Puerto Principe, and Santa Clara were as follows (the figures for·
Havana were those of 1803):
Populati on .................................... .,. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 175, 00~
Public a.nd private schools. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 255~
Attendance.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47,752:

There was an increase from 1887 to 1894, as the following will show :J
1894.

1887.

Population ................. ... ............ : .................................. .
Nun1ber of schools . ......... ........... . ... .......... . ... ..... ... . ........... .
Atteudance .................................................................. .

1,100,222
963
36,467

1,175, 000·
1,255"
47,752:

In the province of Havana in 1893 74.55 per cent of the populationwere white and 5.-83 per cent of the entire population were receivingelementary instruction.
In the province of Matanzas in 1887, the latest date for which thereare available figures, the whites were 55 ]Jer cent of the population,,.
and GO per cent of the white and 93 per cent of the colored popnlatioTu
could neither read nor write.
In the province of Puerto Principe the whites formed 80 per cent or
the population in 1887. Over 50 per cent of the white and 70 per cent,
of the colored population could not read nQr write in 1894.
In the proYince of Sant·a Clara 69 per cent of the population was
white in 1887, and about 72 per cent of the whites and 90 per cent ot::
the blacks could neither read nor write.
The following statistical tables of primary instruction in the different provinces;
are taken from the authority referred to aboYe (Liras):

Proi:ince of Havana, population in 1893.
Male.
Female.
- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - 149, 094
White (native) ......................................... : .............. . 191,758
55, 6!)3
50, !)60
Colored ............................................................... .
Chinese ............................................................... .
5,543
41
2,448 _
l, 587
Foreign ors ......................................•••.....•..............
Total.............................................................

250, 709

206, 415

Total.
--340, 85~
106,653.
5,584
4, 035457, 124\

It resnlts from this that 74.55 p er cent of the popnlation in 1893 were white, 23.36=
p er cent colored, 1.23 per cent Chinese, and 0.86 per cent foreigners. Also 54 percent were males, but a larger proportion of the native whites were males (56 percent) than the blacks (47 p er cent), while 99 per cent of tho Chinese and 61 per cent,
of the fornigners were of that sex, they l,ei ng away from their natural habitats.
The statistics of primary sc:hools show as reganls number:
Public schools.
18u7.

1887.

- - - - - - - - -[- - - - - -

For boys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For girls. . .... .. ...... ....
For both sexes ........... .
Total. .............. · I

ED

98--58

74
66

140

107
82
189

Public and private.

Private schools.

1893.

1807.

1887.

1893.

1867.

1887.

1893.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 107
11

50
78
2

209

130

91

125
83
21

I

229

I·

140
190
16

124
144
2

232
165
21

340

270

418

24T
281
2T
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There was, therefore, one school to every 1,455 inhabitants in 1867, one to 1,080 in.
1887, and one to 824 in 1893 .
Thero w·ere 214 teachers in tlle public schools, 113 being males and 101 females.
Seven were urn1er 20 ;yen.rs of age; 97 were between 20 arnl 40; 88 between 10 and 60,
all(l 22 were over 65, and they received salaries varying from 1,500 to 300 pesos, only
2 receiving the former autl 42 the latter.
The at.tenclnnce was- as follows:
1

Private schoo)s.

Pnblic schools.
1807.

1887.

1803.

1867.

1SG3.
___________________ ,___ - - - - - - - - -1887.
-- ---

White:
no,rn ...... . ....................... .. ............
Girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colored:
.

5,083
2,945

3,995
2, 891

4,336
3, 036

2,497
1, 291

Total ......... ·,- ... . . - .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 028

9, 455

4,614
5,790

rn~ m tm

!rJi:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 1·i~~ u~~

I 8, 719

2,987
2, 628

4, 094

a,

mf12,

957

These tables show that the total number of pupils in 1893 h1 the public and private
schools of the province was 22,412. · It also appears that tbere was 1 pupil to every
32 inhabitants in 1867; 1 to every 28 in 1887, and 1 to every 20 in 1893. But in the
public schools alone there was 1 pupil to 48 inhabitants in 1867; 1 to 51 in.1887, and
1 to 48 in 1893. The tables show also that 2.07 per cent of the population of the
province attended the primary public schools and 2.83 per cent the pri vnte, and
that 4.90 per cent of the population received primary instruction. A school census
of cliildren up to 10 years for 1893 shows that the white boys were more numerous
than the girls, being 2.3,326 to 21,844, while the colored we-re 8,121 boys to 8,266 girls.
Tho total expense for public primary education in 1893 was 207,666 pes:0s, wh~ch
was at the rate of about 22 pesos per pupil.
A general summary of primary instruction for the province of Ha,ana is sbo~n
in tliis table:
1867.

- ~- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

18-87.

---- ----

Population . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 392, 975
Numl>er of scii.ools... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
270
Pupils...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 122
E'iqrenses (pesos) . .......... ...... . . .... -~ ...,........... . ........• . .. ........... • •

4-51, 528
418
15,716
179, 097

-

1893.

457,124
555
a..26, 732
207,666

a Includes 4,320 domestic pupils.

Prot"ince of Matanzas-Population.
1867 .. ............. _..... __ ... . _.. ... . ........... .. .. _..... _...... . ...... . 194,595
1887 .. .... ·····- .................................. · · ·· · · ................. . 259,508
1894 .... < • • · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 265,025
In 1877 the whites were 49 per cent and in 1887 55 per cent of the population, and
t~e males were 57 per cent. In 1887 5 per cent of the whites could r eau. only, and
30 per cent could both read ancl write. Of the colored population 1 per cent could
rea'.l only, and 6 per cent could both read and write 1· so that 60 per cent of the
white and 93 per cent of the colored could neither r ead nor write.
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The following table gh·es the numbeT of sehools i11 1887 ancl 1894.

Both public
and private ..

Public s.chools. Pri-vate schools.
1887.

1894.

1887.

1894.

1887.

1894.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

!?Ii::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Both sexes.......................................... .
Total . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

49
19

75
53
2'1

44
71
1

25
34
58

137 1

152

116

117

()9

123
129
1

112

253 1

269

!)9

58

There w'e re 156 teachers for the 152 public scboo1s, with salaries ranging from
1,200 pesos to 150 pesos. There were 5,652 pupi1s in the public schools-3,442 boys
and 2,210 girls-and 4,416 pupils in the 117 private schools-2,236 boys nnc1 2,180
girls- ma.king 10,068 in both. This makes 1 public school to 1,743 people, and 1
private school to 2,265 people. There was 1 pupil in the public schools to 47
iuhabit:mts.
SU:llM.A.RY.
1887.

1~;{~~~r-~~it~~i;::::
:::::: :::::::::::: ::::::: ::: :::::: :: :::::: ::: ::: ::::: ::::: ::
Pupils ....................................... . ........ ... .................. .. .... .
Expenses (pesos) ......................... .. ............... .. .................... .

1E94.
2o5, 025
269
10,068
133,514

259,508
253
9,075
110,262

Province of Puerto Principe-Popnlation.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1867.

~~I ~

Whites .. .................................... . ............... .-. . . . . . . 38, 556
Colored . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 871

56, 781
12, 464

54, 231 .....••.
13, 558 ......•.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 62, 427

G9, 245

67, 789

69, 061

Tho whites were 61 per cent of the population in 1867, 82 per cent in 1877, and
80 per cent in 1887. The males predominated, being 55 per cent in 1867, 63 p er cent
in,_ 1877, and 53 per cent in 1887.
The public elementary schools were as follows:
1867.

1887.

189!.

- --------------------------- ------ --20
Boys . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
17
17
Girls. ..... .. ............... . ..... . .... . ............ . .........................
8
15
4
Both sexes ...... ·- ............................... . ..... . . ..... ............. ... .. . ........... .
Total. ..................................................................

-251_32_41

Or 1 public school to 2,501 people in 1867; 1 to 2,118 in 1887; 1 to 1,684 in 1894.
The private schools at the same periods were:
1867.

:Boys ... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .... . . .. .... .. . ... . .. . . . . ...... ...... ...... .. . . .. .... ..
12
Girls. .............. ............. . ................. . ............... .. .........
9
Both sexes .................... .. ......................... .. ..................... .... .
Total ...... . ................ . .............. . ..................... ··· · ···

21

1887.

1894.
2
7

6
1
27

26

34

35
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Or 1 private school to 1,359 people in 1867; 1 to 1,027 in 1887; 1 to 908 in 1894.
There were 42 teachers for the 41 public schools in 1894, with salaries from 1,500
pesos (1 teacher) down to 300 pesos (with 16 teachers).
The attendance was:
1867.

1887.

1894.

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - ' - - -!- -- - - - - -

Or 1 pupil to 45 inhabitants in 1867; 1 to 56 in 1887; 1 to 37 in 1894.
The private s chools were as follows:
1867.

1887.

1894.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ~- - - - -- - - - - - - 1- - - - - - -

Total ...........................................•...................•... - ~

281
507

277
820

897
]48

Boys .................................•...............•..........••...........
Girls ............................................................·............ .

-597 -788

Or 1 private school pnpil to 114 people in 1867; 1 to 113 in 1887; 1 to 86 in 1894.
In 1894 the attendance was:
In the public schools ........................................................ 1, 787
In tho private schools.......................................................
788
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 575
Therefore 2.58 per cent of the population were educated in the public and 1.14 per
cent in the private schools-3. 72 per cent in all. Over fO per cent of the white and
70 per cent of the colored population can neither reacl nor write. The expenses of
the public schools in 1894 were 33,548 pesos, so that each pupil cost 18 pesos, and each
school 818 pesos.
The summary shows as follows:
1867.

- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1887.

1894.

---------

1::

Population . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 62, 527 67,
Number of schools...........................................................
46
Pupils........................................................................ 1,917
1,787
Expenses (pesos) ..................•.•....•........................................... 27,829

69,061
76
2,575
88,548

Province of Santa Clara.
The history of primary education in this province may b e said to have begun as
soon as Velasquez founded the cities of Sancti Spiritus and Trinidad, because Bartolome de las Casas took part in the founding of Trinidad, and he was among the first
to instruct the young Indians. But the church instru ction was a different thing
from secn1ar education, the b eginning of which may be put at 1712 in this province,
as will be related in its place.
Populcition.
1867.
186, 297
102,830

Tota l ·· ················ - • - - -.. . ........................

~.127

18S7.

1877.

- - - - - - -- - - -- - - 1 - - - - -

1894.

- -- - - - -

205, 694
115, 703

244,344 .........•
109, 7.78 ..... - .. · -

321, 897 354, 122 388, 790
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In 1867 64 per cent of the population were white; in 1877, 64 per cent, ancl in 1887,
69 per cent. The males were 56, 57, and 53 per cent for the same years. In 1887 2 per
cent of the whites and 1.65 per cent of the blacks coultl read only, au<l. 27.75 per cent
of tne whites .and 10.52 pe! cent of the blackR could both read aucl write.
Public schools.
1867.

1887.

1894.

- -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - 11- - - - - - - --

Boys ............ ..................................... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50
123
Girls.........................................................................
23
54
Both sexes .....................•.......................•..•....•...•.................... .....
Total ...................................................................

121
72
21

-73-177\-214

There was, therefore, 1 public school to 3,960 inhabitants iu 1867, l to 3,026 in
1887, 1 to 1, 793 in 1894.
P1"irate schools.

1867.

1887.

1804.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -1 - -- -- - - --

!~li:
:::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~
Both sexes ......................••••.................................................
T otal .................................................................. .

37
52

28

3

53
68
20

92

141

There was 1 private school to 10,290 p ersons in 1867, 1 to 3,824 in 1887, 1 to 2,721
in 1894.
Public a1ul p1·irnte schools.

1867 .

1887.

1894.

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -Boys.........................................................................

66

158
108
3

~~\~ ;~;.~;: ::: ::: ::::::::: ::::: :: ::::::: :: ::: :::::: ::::: ::::::: :::: :: :::::::: ... :-~~.
Total ............................... . .................................. .

101

I

174
140
41

2ti9

There were 215 teachers for the 214 public schools, 132 m::ile and 83 female, and
their salaries ranged from 1,200 to 300 pesos. The pu.blic schools were attended l,y
4,694 boys and 3,395 girls, 8,089 in all, and the private by 2,279 boys and 2,329 girls,
4,608 in all, making a total atten<lance of 12,697 pupils. This makes 1 pupil in
the public schools to ,17 persons, an<l. in the private 1 to 83 persons. The total
expenses for the public schools were 150,644 pesos, ijO that eaeh pupil cost 19 pesos,
and each inhabitant was jndebted 2.50 pesos for the public school s.
SUMM.A.H.£'-PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
1887.

i/~~t!~~1~·;t~~i~::::::
:: :::::: ::.· :: ::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::
.A.ttendance ................................................................. ; .... .
Expenditures (pesos) ......•.......................................•........•.....

354, 122
226
9,889
127, 431

1894.
ll83, 790
355
12, 607
150,644
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The only statistics avn,ilable for the two remaining provinces, Piuar del Rio and
Santiago do Cuba, aro from the Anun,rio of the Heal Universiclad, and are for the year
1888-89. They are ns follows:

.

Attendance.
\ Total
Scl.1001 s.
Totnl
expendpopnlation.
Public. PriYate. Total. Public. Private. Total. I itures.
---- ----

i!~!~.ag;l dRi~~-~~:: ~ ~::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ·.

271,010
229,701

]10
13,l

76
26

186
160

6,031
3,565

1,837
732

- I-;::
7, 808
4, 297

82, 596
77, 636

PORTO RICO.

Education of all kinds was greatly neglected in Porto Rico until
1837, many of the towns being without even a primary school, but

since the institution of the provincial committees on primary instTUction in that year (incorporated in the Royal Academy of Belles Lettres
in 1851) much progress has been made. In 1861 there was a public
school in every town, besides private ones in those of the first and
second class. The city of San ,Juan had in 1861 six public and four
private schools, four of the first for girls and two for boys, and of the
last, two for each sex, besides a, seminary, founderl. in 1831, with tbree
professorships proper to tlle institution, and those of the French and
English languages, mathematics, and design, which are supported by the
Sociedad Econ6mica de Amigos de Pais. A. ccording to a statement of
the academy in 1852, the schools of the island were attended by 2,981
scholars. A large number of the boys were (1861) sent to Europe and
the United States for education. The young creoles are exceedingly
apt scholars, and very few attain manhood without a knowledge of reading, writing, and arithmetic, as, unfortunately, despising mechanical
pursuits, their great aim is to qualify themselves for clerkships. The
education of the females was, until 18G1, much Jess attended to, and
many could not write. 1 But in 1878-79 only 5;200 pesos were in the
estimates. for public instruction in the island, and in 1887 only about 14
per cent of the population could read and write. In 1890 the population was 810,394, with 350,000 whites.
vVe are fortunate in being able to secure the fo1lowing more recent
information from Mr. F. A. Ober, a gentleman who bas made a study of
the West Indies, an<l whose writings, giving the results of his ethnological and Listorical studies, are w~ll known.
From a text-book upon the geography of the island, by Don Manuel
Qniniana y Corton, 18.79, lie quotes that there were in that year 363
primary schools in the island, attended by 12,144 pupils of both sexes,
25G of which were for boys and 107 for girls. (The population was then
about 700,000, more than half of whom were white.) Education was
compulsory and. gratuitous for poor children, who were supplied with
1
The,
p:mi-,h,
est Indi s , c u b a. an(l Porto Rico,
.
.
'f
p
from the Spanish
of Don J.M.
c1e ] n. orr ( orto Rico by J T O'N ·n
N
York, 1861.]
'
· ·
ei ), by Riel.lard , wa.ynson Fisher. [ ew
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books, etc. From a work by ·a Spanish officer, Don .:.\fanuel Ubeda y
Delgado, upon the history, geography, and statistics of the islai1d,
published in 1878 in Porto Rico, he takes the estimate for that year,
which was 5,200 pesos out of 287,522 pesos for public works (fomento),
and then quotes as follows:
The advantages of Porto Rico (as to education) are not eq_nal to those offered
e1sewhere in countries more civilized, because we lack colleges and institutions of
instruction of higher grade. The total lack of universities, institutes, and academies
obliges fathers who desire to give their sons an education ( daughters not considered)
to send them to the Peninsula (Spain) and foreign countries, not that there are not
good professors here of mathematics, languages, music, etc., but they are not numerous; still, by means of periodicals, stanuard works, etc., one may acquire a great
deal tbat is attainable in more popular centers.
·
There is at present in construction a building in which will be installed the college
of secondary instruction) directed by the Jesuit professors. This establishment is
the only one of its class in the island, but fortunately it has given excellent results
since (according to one of the professors) those who obtain its degree of bachelor of
arts may rank with the best of those who enter the universities. The studies are
distril.mted in five courses, OJ,' years, us follows:
Fil'st course.- Latin and Spanish grammar; Christian doctrine and sacred history;
principles of and exercises in arithmetic.
Second course. - Latin aml Spanish grammar; notions of descriptive geography;
principles of and exercises in geometry.
Third course.-Ex.ercises in analyzing and Latin translation; rudiments of Greek;
notions of general history; arithmetic and algebra.
Fo1.1rth course.~Elements of rh0toric and poetry) with exercises in comparison of
select pieces) Latin and Spanish, and in Latin and Spanish composition; exercises in
Greek translation; history of Spain; elements of geometry and plane trigonometry.
Fifth course.-Psychology, logic) moral philosophy: elements of physics and chemistry; outlines of natural history.
Having completed these prescribed studies, including a course in French) in whatever year desired, students obtain the degree of bachelor of arts.
There :is also a preparatory course for students of tho first J' ear. The average
number of pupils examined for entrane.e is 173, of which number about 123 are
approved and 50 rejected. The average number of graduates with the degree of
bachelor is 15. About one-third the stucleuts, more or less) are residents and twothirds from the outside. The Jesuits also conduct a seminary, with an average
attendance of 8 scholars.
'l'bere is also an athenaeum, which occasionally hoh1s public debates, scientific and
iiterary, with gratuitous classes for its members.
There arc also in tho capital (San Juan) 23 schools, with an average attendance of
1,107 pnpils) diviu.eJ. as follows: One superior for boys and 1 for girls; 4 elementary
for boys and 4 for girls; 3 private for boys and 3 for girls, and 1 for adults; 2 primary SC'hools [besides 6 in the suburbs. The estimates were 18,244 pesos in 1878].
In tho capital also we find several charitable institutions where gratuitous instruction is given, notably (1) the Casa de Beneficenci:i, constructed in 1841-1847 with
donations from the people of the provirtce, and which giveE> asylum to an average
number of 140 boys and 120 girls, who are· given primary instruction as well as taught
music) and for whom them are workshops in which they are taught shoemaking,
carpenter work, tailoring, and cigar making for boys, and needle work, washing, etc.,
for the girls, under the direction of eighteen Sisters of Charity.
(2) The College of San Ildefonso, erected by the charit:1blo efforts of benevolent
bodies, occupies a, vast edifice, in which poor girL, to tho number of 36 are educated
up to the age of 20 years) ancl there is room for 2,1 boarders besides outside schobrs,
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all. under the direction of tb.e Sisters of Charity. Under their guitlance also is
tho s ·h ool for infants, in which an average numl>er of 150 children of both sexes are
instru cted, the age limit l>eing from three to se-.;-eu years.
There is also a military school with the Captain-Genera l as director, and the chiet
of battalion occupying the barracks as subdirector.

In 1879 eleven papers were published in the island. The island is
divided into seven departments besides the capital, aud the total nnmber of schoo1s for these in 1878 was 274 for boys and 103 for girls-the
attendance is not given-with au allowauce iu the estimates of 30,882
pesos.
There is a scieutific and literary society in Ponce and ar10tlier in_
1\fayagiiez, where there is a public library of 756 volumes. · lVIr: Ober
gives estimates for education for 1SD4-95 and 18U6-97, which included
the institute, normal school, the athenenm of Porto Rico and lyceum of
lVfayagilez, amounting to 6:3,9Go pesos in the former year and G9, 776
in the latter, but primary edu cation does not appear in the list.
Elementary instruction ·in Porto Rico.-'fhe latest statistics of the,
elementary schools of Porto Rico are those for 1898, prepared lJy Dr.
Carbonell, secretary of" Fomeuto," of the island, and obtained through
the kindness of Prof. Mark W. Harrington.I
These statistics are as follows:
. Number of sch(i)ols.

Northern district :
Public schoo 1s ......•..............................•.........• - . - - - - • •
Private schools...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Sout}lern district:
Public schools ..............·.............. __ ..........................
Private schools ........ " ••............. _. _______ ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ................... __ ... __ .. __ ... _______ ._.....................

258
28
252
16

554

1 The same gentleman has furnished the Burean of Education with a proposed plan
of studies which was submitted to the "representative of public instruction of the
United States in Porto Rico" by Senor Miguel Rodrig Sierra, the argument for which
sets forth the previous deplorable condition of the schools and teachers in that island.
'fho latter had no due respect or social position and were not free agents to develop
their schools. The government was tyrannical and the administration torpid. The
teachers were without protection, the schoo1s without supervision, without books
and scientific material snited to their needs. The preamble contains this curious
appeal: '' And we, the teachers of all periods; we who have consecrated our youth
to the seHice of the great cause of t eaching; we who have lost our time in dedicating it to great things under a corrupt system; we, in short, who, for love of our
neigbbor and solely for the country which gave us birth, have succeeded in supple- _
~enting by our earnestness the deficiencies of the system, are worthy and deserve,
if t?e new Government wishes to do justly, to be conceded liberty in the teachers'
chair a nd to be permitted to teach from texts selected by us freely. The American
Gover~ment sho~lu concede to us all that is necessary, as directors of childhootl and
yon th 1n Porto Rico , to "'or
·
i,
m c1·t·1zeus worthy of the respect
of the sons· of Wash 1· ng t on,
among whom we now number ourselves."
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Attenclance.

Northern district:
Boys ..............................................................•..
Girls ......................................................... ~ ...... .

9,942
6,457

Southern district:
Boys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 132
Girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 207
Total attendance ....................................................

27,936

Cost.
Pesos.

Northern district .......................................................... 167,347
Southern district ........................................ ____ .............. 164,020
Total, in Porto Rican money .................................. ; ..... 1 331, 367
Children of school a~e.
Northern district:
Boys ................•..•...........•......................... ---- .... 31,141
Girls .................. ________ ....................................... 29,649
Southern district:
Boys .............................................. __ ................. 34,224
Girls ................................... ·. -.- ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 681

Total of school age .......... _- ........................ _.............. 125, 695
Total attendance ................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 938
Children without schools .................. ____ ...... ______________ .

93,757

The following interesting table shows the growth of elementary
instruction in Porto Rico from 1864 to 1881, and is taken from the
report of the secretary of the governor-general to the minister, made in
the latter year, which is published in the Compilaci6n Legislativa de
Primera Ensenanza de la Isla de Puerto Rico, by D. Juan Macho Moreno
(Madrid, 1895), a work which contains everything relating to the laws,
regulations, programmes, forms, etc., of elementary education in the
island.
It will appear from these statistics that the increase in the number
of schools was insignificant from 1867 to 1878, but from that date to
1881 it was rapid.
Public schools.
Date.
Boys'. / Girls'.

1864 ............
1867 .....•.•....
1869 .••.........
1878 .....•......
1880 .........•..
.June, 1881. ..••.
July, 1881 ....••

74
240
246
238
328
372
384

48
56
67
91
104
112
117

Attendance.

Total.

122
296
313
329
432
484
501

Boys.

Girls.

Expenditures.
Total.

- - - - - - - -2,396
7,543
6,192
7,523
10,736
18,025
18,025

1,092
1,929
1,937
3,474
4,482
6,095
6,095

3,488
9,472
8,129
11,097
15,218
24, 120
24, 12_0

Personal. Material.

-

Total.

- - - - - - -Pesos.
Pesos.
Pesos.

35,542
1,535
90,834 . .. ........
88, 133 . -. - . --·- - 26,378
103,078
142,454
48, 704
181,334
79,621
71,245
191,424

36,857
90,834
88,133
129,456
191,158
256,955
262,669

From the same work we take a few specimens of subjects of examination programmes for teachers of elementary schools, to show the quality
1

The Porto Rican peso is equal to 65 cents in United States money.
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and scope of tlie preparation required. Passing over the programme
on Christian doctrine and sacred history, those upon pedagogics,
grammar, geogra.plly, arithmetic, llistory and physics, agriculture,
iudustry and commerce, calligraphy, and orthology are all very foll.
For example, in morals instruction is to be given in the following
subjects. Only a very few exam1)les are taken out of many:
20. Obligations of man to liis body and person; self-defense; immorality of suicide.
21. Obligations of mau to work; evils of idleness. What are temperance, sobriety,
chastity, and the opposite vicesY
22. Du ties of men to each other; o hedience; benevolence.
23. Obligations to one't; equals : urbanity, gratitude, fulfillment of promises.
25. Obligations to aid our fellow-creatures.
27. The duty of pardoning injuries; immorality of hate and vengeance.

In pedagogics the teacher is exam:i.ned, among other things, as torn. Importance of attention; methods of awaken ing and maintaining it. ~he
will, freedom, moral sentiments, moral science.
pernicious effects of scandal upon the pupils.

Instincts, passions, good habits i

There are several sections upon methods.
In algebra the subjects em brace equations of second degree, proportiou, roots, logarithms, etc.
In the applications of geometry are surveying and surveying instru,
ments.
In drawing there is the use of the scale, and many examples in the
different ordBrs of architecture, and in physics such subjects as11. Gases; atmospheric air: its. physical properties; how it is shown to have
weight; the barometer; Magdeburg hemispheres.
.
.
14-. Molecular adhesion of solids and liquids; capillarity; the more common
phenomena due to capillarity; endosmosis and o:x:osmosis.
20. Light: hypotheses for explaining its nature; propagation, velocity, and iuteusity of light; photometers.
21. Refraction of light; its laws; phenomena dependent upon it; prisms aud
lenses; division of lenses by their curvature, and effects they produce with the
luminous body in different positions.
29. Object of chemistry; chemical classification of bodies; analysis and synthesis; reagents; combinations and mixtures; affinity; composition of the air;
Lavoisier's experiments on air.
30. Extraction of gold an<l silver.

.

These examples are sufficient to show the grade of questions asked.
The programmes were published as ]ate as 1893.
HISTORICAL SKETCH.

The preceding figures, as remarked at the outset, are unintelligible
unless we know the social and political condition of the country as an
outgrowth of its liistory, and we proceecl to give the latter.
'Ilic same men who conquered Mexico and Peru settled Cuba and
Porto Rico. Indeed, Cortes engaged his men in Cuba and took ship
th >r for the main.land, and that island "lJas," as Humboldt says, "a.
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charm that is wanting to the greater part of the New World. It presents remembrances linked with the greatest names of the Spa,nish
monarchy, those of Christopher Columbus and Hernando Cortes.'' It
is curious to inquire what manner of men they were who, although a
mere handful, ventured almost without hesitation to explore and conquer vast unknown countries. We observe the contrast between the
Spanish conquistadores, the utterly bold, determined, large-min<.led
adventurers, and the Euglish aucl Dutch colonists of the next century
on the northern seaboard. These latter had little of the conquering
spirit about them. They left their native country to better themselves
in a quiet way and to trade, and their ideas were prh1eipally limited to
the unambitious parts they bad to play. Their natural leaders stayed
at home to attend to tbe promoting and financiering of the colonial
interests instead of leading exploring parties in the wilderness. This con trastcrops out in many ways. Go-vernor Winthrop wanders three or four
miles away from llis companions and passes an anxious night alone in
the hut of a friendly Indian. A hundred years before, a Spanish monk
thought nothing of undertaking an expedition of a thousaud miles in a
wild country abounding in savages, and the English irnver undertook
any such expedition as Coronado's march. They were not explorers
bnt settlers, and only moved inland, as time went on, by a process of
extrusion-by th'? same vis a tergo wllich drove them from Europes-0 it. came about that all the southwestern part of the United States
received Spanish names as the Northwest was named by the other
exploring nation, the French. .After three centuries the requirements
of a political situation stirred up the descendants of the British colonists to conquest, and they promptly dispossessed the Mexicans of their
broad territories,.and then the discovery of gold in California awakened
tbe auri sacra fanies which led them in hordes to the Pacific coast ju
the congenial search for sudden wealth. There was, however, one point
of resemblance between the Spaniards of the sixteenth century, and the
English of the seventeenth. Both felt a responsibility for the lost souls
they fancied they had found, and were zealous for the conversion and,
incidentally, the education of the Indians. Wherever the Spaniards
went they carried the uui-1ersity with them. No matte_r how narrow
and perverted the education of the monks may have been, there was
still iu it a reminiscence of the humanities, if in nothing else than the
monkish Latin they used, and some of _the conquistadores themselves
were imbued with letters. Even the private soldier Bernal Diaz was
able to write his recollections of the mighty deeds be had witnessed,
and he left au account which historians have used as an authoritative
document. Like superiority of birth, superior education gave (as it
still gives) an intellectual superiority of view, which was due to the
European university, whose root fibers, when traced, will be found to
penetrate that l>mied civilization from which all mo<.lern civilization
has sprung, which once dominated. the world with grandeur and
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magnificence, and yet filled it with beauty and taste. The humanities give a culture for which no modern innovation, such as exclusively
scientific studies, which are purely objective aud mechanical in their
essence, and therefore not tending to culture, can ever be a substitute;
and it is perversion to regard snch an ·abstraction a,s "science" as a
new Muse, instead of the laborious handmaid of civilization, whicll
she really is. So wherever the Spaniards came they brought culture;
and it is interesting to note tllat to them this continent owes its first
universities and first printing presses. Printing was done in Mexico
a century before it was introduced into New England, and even in
far-off Manila a history of the martyrdom of certain missionaries was
printed at the College of San Tomas in 1634, six years before the
printing press was set up at Ha,:,vard The university at Lima is
eighty years older than Harvard. This culture, corrupted as it was
by monkish narrowness, resulted in time, after the institutions had
become multiplied, in turning out scholars, historians, poets, statesmen,
generals, and presidents of republics, of the native races, besides
scientific writers who have made original investigatious of the geol~
ogy, botany, and mineralogy of their countries. The English, too,
in the next century, brought the university ·with them, and English
Cambridge supplied. a hierarchy of culture which kept the colony out
of barbarism. The university redeemetl the English colonies, and the
democratizing and equalizing public-school systems came later . . The
most original work of tlrn seventeenth century in New England, Eliot's
Indian Bible, was a child of Cambridge, and, its existence was due to
the same missionary spirit that actuated the Spanish monks and the
Spanish kings, whose peremptory orders to the settlers to care tenderly
for the Indians, treat them kindly, educate them, and convert them to
the Catholic faith reappear in royal letter after letter. The English, like
the Spaniards, showed a solicitude for the welfare of the souls of the
natives, but it was manifested on a smaller sca1e, corresponding with
the difference in magnitude between the Spauish conquest and the
early English emigration.
As was remarked at the outset, it is important to know the antecedents of a population in which an educational system is established, and
it is therefore worth while to give a summary of the political history
of the Spanish colonies, and so obtain an idea of the character of the
colonists, iu order to undel'stand the material upon whieh education
has had to work. A summary of the kind desired is given by Ferd.
Blumentritt, the German ethnologist, in an article upon the history
of the separatist tendency (Separatismus) in tlrn Spauish colonies, in
the_De~t ·che Rt~nd. cbau for July, 1898, whi~h is of especial interest,
as it give particulars of the character and motives of the earliest
min-rant to the Spauh,h colonies which are not brought out in the
commoulr known hi:-;tories of the conque ·t. The article was written
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before the events of 1898 deprived Spain of the last of her colonies;
and the author says:
The names of Columbus, Balboa, Cortez, Pizarro, and Magellan are well known to
all. Who of us when a boy did not read of the adventures and heroic deeds of the
conquistadores and also of the cruelties they inflicte<l upon the natives of the New
Worl<l f From these youthful recollections, and from the influence of the newspapers-often partisan and often misinformed-comes the judgment of the educated
portion of onr people upon the Spanish colonial relations, a judgment that amounts
more or less to this: That the Spaniards, by their ''devilish cruelty," have -brougl1t
the inhabitants of their colonies to despair and revolt. Otliers see in the :financial
exploiting of the colonies by the mother country, or in the rapacity and dishonesty
of the Spanish officials, the ground and inclncement for a war of separation. Much
in these views is erroneons, but one f.eature of them, even if not directly expressed,
is true, namely, tha,t only the Spaniards themselves are to blaine for the efforts of
the colonists to become independent of the mother kingdom. If one is· inclined to
regard this severe charge against Spain as unjust, let him answer the question: ·
Why is it that it, is only in Spanish colonies that separation finds so many supporters, And this further question: How is it that the desire for independence is found
in such widely separated countries with such different organizations and populations ·as New Spain, South America, the .Ant_illes, and the Philippines, manifesting
itself in the suicidal fanaticism of white, ye1low, brown, and black insurgents all
over the S:pahish colonial empire from the · earliest times until nowf The ,,arious ,
colonies never had the same social organization, nor were they in the same economi- ,
cal or pol1tical conditions. In Mexico, Peru, and New Granada there were Indian
farmers in the highlands and negroes on the coast. In Venezuela there were the
region of plantations, where negroes pre<1ominated, and the llanos where the mixed
race of the Lianeros ruled·the steppes. - The La Plata country had its Ganchos; the
Antilles were the best representatives of the plantation system; while -the Philippines had their Malay and Chinese mixed bloods, governed by Spanish religious
orders-a variegated picture of different races and social organizations-and yet
from all has come the same cry: "Out with the Spaniards! Freedom from Spain!"
It is therefore clear that the seed of separation was carried from Spain to her colonies, and that not recently either, but more than three hundred years ago. -For it
was not the example of the Declaration of Independence of the United States of
America that startecl the idea of separation among the Spanish colonies, although
this example of the Anglo-Americans was a, powerful aid, but the idea was already
present. Spanish separation is not the result of tho wicked example of the Yankees,
but is the consequence of_a process c;ontinuing through several hundred years, which
we will trace from its beginning in the following sketch:
·
When the Spaniards settled the Greater Antilles and also established colonies on
the mainland, in 1493-1520, the Government had only drawn the outlines of the relations between the new settlements and the mother country, allowing the settlers
themselves the greatest liberty. Spanish cities were founded on American soil by
Spanish citizens, who tr-a nsplanted to the New World the free municipal constitutions
of their native land. 'fhe citizens elected their representative city governments
and officers (alcaldes, rnayores), jnst as they had done in Spain, and their privileges
as independent cities were confirmed by the King. A feudal nobility arose in the
midst of the plains, where the Indian villa.ges were divided among the conquerors
as fiefs (encomiendas), and a title of nobility often went with these fiefs like, e.g.,
that of Marques del Valle, which was given to Cortez, the conqueror of Mexico. By
the great emigration to the New World the population of Spain was notably decreased,
although not to so great an extent as is stated in some works, and yet the Government of Castile made no objection to the principle of emigration. I speak of the
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Gov rnment of Castile because the crowns of the two Spanish empires, Castile and
Aragon, were not united upon one head (that of the Emperor Charles V) until 1516.
The Castilian Govern.mcnt took the position that only subjects of Castile should be
a11owed to settle in tho New ,vorltl, and even this permission had exceptions, for
emigration was strictly forbiuuen to com·erts from Judaism and Mohammedanism
and to ail persons who had been punishe<l by the Inquisition aud their descendants.
All these restrictions, however, were more or l ess evaded, for we find foreigners in
the lists of the conqu.erors, who must, therefore, either Jrn,e been natura.lized as Castilian citizens (as was tho case with Magellan, for example) or they were permitted
to go by tho Governmcnt1 wliich, indeed, sometimes t.ook them into its own service, of
which there arc numerous instances. Neither could the emigration of baptized
Jews and Moors and their chil<lren-tlie so-called '' new Christians "-or of those
under tlic displeasure of the Inquisition be prevented. On the contrary, these two
classes formed the main contingent of the emigrants 1 a.t least in the first half century of Spanish colonization, in spite of the combined vigilance of the church and
the Inquisition. It is difficult for us now to imagine how those unfortunates1 who
wei-e seeking an asylum in tlie New "\Yorh1, could have succeeded in e:,;caping the
sharp wat ch of the Holy Office and have reachetl the shores of America unmolested, for
thero were spies of the Inquisition on every ship . Yet not hundreds, but thousands,
of those poor people ma.de their escape, and we will cite two facts in proof of the
statement, although many more could be given. "\Vhen Hernando Cortez was summoned from New Spain the Government wished to enforce the prohibition of the
emigration of new Christians. Accordingly an enumeration of them was taken
throughout the whole viceroyalt.r as a preliminary to returning them to Spain, but
the matter went no further, because the number of new Christians and of tliose
under the ban of the Inquisition was found to be so astonishingly large that the
uecrce of removal to Spain was not carried out through fear of a revolt. Th~re
-were still more of these suspected subjects in Peru, a fact -which should not ex:?ite
our wonder, because Peru was the most remote of all the Spanish colonies in Amenca,
anl1 it was natural for these marked men to endeavor to get as far as possible from
the mother country, although even in that Ultirna Thule of Spanish America freedom of opinion was not _tolerated, and the Holy Office was represented in Lima by a
tribunal of the Inquisition as early as 1570. So to Peru fl.ockecl crowds of Portu,
gueso New Christians, either directly from Portno-al or from Brazil, where converted
Je,,s and Moors :mu their children were held i; slavery. These Portuguese ,:New
Clnistians" were especially the objects of the zealous care of the Holy Inquisition,
becnuse, on account of their business talents and their enterprise in mining, they
soon acq uirecl more wealth than the Spanish u Old Christians."
e meet i-1.iese
Portuguese Jews (or "Judaizing Portuguese") in all the auto dafes of Lima, au d ,
n otably, on the occasion of tho great ceremony of January 23, 1639, which was conducte(l with the customary pomp. Seven of the accused appeared upon white
horses ancl with palm branches in their hands. They were the fortunate ones who
had succeeded in proving their innocence. Fifty were condemned to wear the garmcn t of disgrace, the symbol of heresy, the "San benito." Among those condemueJ.
to l1cath was Don Manuel Bautista Perez. who was noted for his wealth. He owneJ.
the houso sti11 known 1n Lima as "Pilat~'s house." The silver mines of Huaroch ir6,
celelirnteu for their productiveness, belongecl to him 1 besides two large plantations.
He ''"as found guilty of Jndaism, and was condemned on that account and as a
leru1cr of the Judaizing Christians. "\VHh him were lmrnecl'eight wealthy merchants
:m·l one of the best physicians of his time anll country, Don Francisco Maldonado;
a na I ive of Tucuman (now Argeutine) all ueino· condemned for heresy aud Judaizing.
At th0 ai_Lt? ~fo fe of ovember 17, 1641, fourte:n Juuaizing Portuguese :figured, and
the Inqms1t1on appliecl to th e an d'10ncrn,
• of Lima
•
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out of the colony. Six thousand of these people rnporte{l in. accordance with this
order, but, by .a large b:rihe they obtained a repeal of the decree .and remaiBed thenceforwanl in the eou..ntry . The complaints of Jndaizing dee-reased every year; yet
il:l 1745 a wealthy landowner named· Don Juan de Loyola <lied in. the prison of the
Inquisition, bis servant having <::barged him with the offense of Ju<lafaimg.
There was, therefore, a class of men among tke first emigrants who had no feeling of
attachment 01· of grateful remembrance for the S;panish home they had left; but on the
contrary felt on~y fear for every thlng that ca.n~e from Spain-her officials, her heresy
judges, and heir laws. These New Christians transmitted their :1Ve.rsion to Spain. to
thei.r children , and as the latter became incorporated with the -Old Christian emigrants and the Indians a caste was formed which, p:rominent l>y its numbers, intellectual activity, and wealth, would have bee<;>me a dangerous ferment even ifleft to
itself, but which was reenforced by a second emigration of clissatisfi.ed masses.
This second wave of Sp-anish emigration was a consequoooo of the fall of Spanish
libert_yA Beforn the pe,riocl under considernti0B. the Spanish Stat-es possessed extrao·r clinarily liberal constitutionfl (the F1;1,-eros), which f.ar surpassed the Engli&h system
of tlrn time rn .respect of popular rights. \Ve, in middle Europe, have given the
niekna,me of '" Spahl.ish" to the stiff Burgundian etiquette introd1'lce-d by Philip the
Fair and Charles V into Spain, a.nc;l by this r-ehaptism have got the false idea that
this court-etiquette was a nationa;l :peculiarity of the S'}_i)anish people. As a matter
of fact, however, before the eNt:ran.ce of the HaJIBburgers into the Government, a ton-e
of familiarity prevaiiled in the intercoarse between the King and. his subjects in
Spain. In th-e sessions of the Cortes the deputies of the "third estate" criticised
the King :iuil.d his court with a freedom that would make the hair of a president of the
Rekhsr.ath of th-e present day stan<l Olil end wit,4 fright; yet neither th.e pres.iclents
no.r the speakers of thoso days who -expressed the.ir opinions of ,t he_ir princes so openly
were in daTug;er Qf being aocu,1,ecl of treason, and even Is.abelL.'t th·e Catholic and lier
crafty husband never made any attempts ;to ,curtail the popul"3.r Tights or even to
trench upon them. This was reserved for the following emperpr, Charles V.
Char1es h.ad inherited the crown of Castile in 1506, when he wills 6 years old,
and in 1516, after the death -o f his maternal gra.ntlfa,ther, Arago-lil also became his.
Born and brought up in Flanders, he first visited &pain in 1518, where at every step
he and his Burgundian followers su.cceedeG in. wounding the national pride of the
Spanin,rds at the same time that they broke the customs of the two realms. Then
followed. oppressive taxes, which were eallecl for by Charles's contest for the RomanGerm an illlperial th.rcme. 'The discontent became general and broke out in a revolt
which is generally -called the r-ev,o,lt of the com1meros, a n.a.rne taken from the great
confederation of the cities known as the Junta S,anta, or Comuniclad, which was
fonued on July 29, 1520, at Avila. This confederation was the work of the "third
estate," but at its heatl was a nobleman, Don Pedro Lase de la Vega, and the army
of the federation was commanded by anotller nQule, Don Pedro de Giron, .and a high
church dignitary, the bishop of Zamora, played a conspicuous and unexpected rtile
in a military capacity. Tllere is no doubt that the whole nobility aml clergy would
hu.,e ra.nged themselves ,on the sid.e of the comunero& of the junta had it not, in its
petition of right of October 20, 15201 presented to the Emperor an. amendment to
the coustitution, together with othe!r petitions and complaints, which propose<l to
remoYe the nobility from th.a whole machinery of the Government and hand over
all Government affairs to the "third estate." The author of this radical-democratic
constitution was, it should be sai€1 in passing, the aristocratic president of the junta
hiruself. In answer to this attack upon their privileges the high nobility and
clergy placed their property and power at the disposal of the Emperor, and the.
comuneros we!re defeated in the b.attle of Villalar on April 2.3, 1521. From this
time on Charles began to rule despotically in Castile, whic.h, with Aragon, had
possessed the freest constitution in Europe np to that time. The Cortes were,
indeed, summoned as before, but they played aiearly the same part as the Senate in
the time of the Roman emperors.
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Tho first consequence of the fall of Spanish liberty upon trans-Atlantic possessions
was an emigration in great numbers of malcontents ancl wmpromised persons to the
n e w golcl fields. Thus another element hostil e to the mother country was added to
the New Chrh;tians, which brought to tb.e New ·world only bitter recollections of the
home l eft behind, recollections that were banded down to the latest descendants, so
that, for example, wben a reyolt against new monopolies occurred in Socorro, New
Grauada, in 1781, tho insnrgents took the name of comnneros. Therefore, in the first
three or four d ecades of Spanish colonization, streams of emigrants reachetl America
who bad no special attachment to -tb.e old country, and who cherished only the animosity of malcontents towar<l. the act ual Government antl the form of government
itself. Besides these reYolutionary constituents, the Spanish population of the New
World was composed also of a ireat number of adventurers who had left Spain only
out of ambition and avarice.
Long before Castilian liberty was bnriecl on the battlefield of Villala.r, Ferdinand,
King of Aragon, who was carrying on the government in Castile for his uncle Charles;
bµ,d taken care that the conquerors of the New w·orld should _not use the prestige
of their achievements for establishing their own sway. Isabella the Catholic never
had the remotest idea, that it was possible for Columbus to create a kingdom for
himself across the ocean by breaking away from Spain. The suspicious Ferdinand,
who respected nothing except his religion, scented treason and defection everywhere,
and he directed bis efforts to removing the conquistadores from the possessions
which they had conquered with their owu strength ancl at their own expense and
danger, and replacing them by mere officials who would be subservient servants of
the Crown. The King was displeased when the conquerors of a district ruled it as
governors, and every pretext was seized upon to withdraw the patents that had
been granted, or, if that was impossible, by the subdivision of the whole districts, to
restrict the governorship of the conquistadores at least in area. These latter tactics
were followed in the case of the family of Columbus, whose inherited domain was
much diminished by dividing Cuba. In the case of Vasco Nunez de Balboa, the
famous discoverer of the Pacific, the Crown listened to the complaints of dissatisfied
colonists and used them to displace Balboa. But this was uot enough. Balboa was
still too dangerous as a private man, and so he had to die by the hand of the executioner. Everyone remembers what kind of thanks Cortez received for the conqueS t
of Mexico.
Nor did the storm of royal displeasure smite only the lofty trees to the ground.
The removal of the conquistad.ores from the offices which they had acquired on the
strength of their pa;tents as conquerors became reduced to a system that reached
high and low indifferently. So that there was not only no sentiment of attachment
to the old country among the conquistadores, but they cherished feelings of resentment which reminds one decidedly of the modern separatist sentiments of the Cubans,
so strong were the feelings of the conquerorn against their thankless fatherland.
Thus all three of the elements which constituted the white population of the Spanish
colonies were not well disposed toward Spain. The conquistadores, the new Christians, and the comnneros were all alike disposed, in the first •decadei:; of Spanish colonial rule, to sever from her the lands they had conqnereL1 for Spaiu.
The first undoubted illustration of this condition of affairs is afforded by the
hii:;tory of New Spain iu the yea1· 1526. Cortez had been summoned to Spain after
experiencing a series of petty annoyances from the officials who had been sent over
by Charles V. He obeyed the snmmons and journeyed from the city of Mexico to
the _coa t to ta~e ship at Vera Cruz for Enrope. Before his departure from the
capltal, deputations from the cities he bad founded in New Spaiu bad come to him
an_d nrged him to resume the government of the colony. He refused to accede to
18
requ est, aocl on his journey from Mexico to Vera Cruz h e had to receive deputation at every st0 PPing place, from the feudal lords and citizens who reiterated the
rec1n
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These same jdeas of independence are met again twenty years later in the cffilllp
of Gonzalo Pizarro in Peru. When that l.m1Ve brother of the conqueror of the
Incas waa urged by the colonists to make armed resistance against the officials whom
Charles V had serit to Peru, he had no idea of renouncing his King . He wanted to
draw his sword against the government and its representatives because, in his own
view and that of his companions, the home Government had acted illegally and
arbitrarily against t.he colony. But at the outset one of his best officers, Francisco
de Carvajal, advised him to llirect the revolt not simply against the viceroy lrntthe
King of Spain himself, "for" said he, "if you once take arms against either king,
you can neYer lay them clown again." Carvajal was no common adventurer, but had
been a major in the royal army and ball taken a conspicuous part in the battle of
Pavia. How bitter must have been tlte feeling among the Spaniards in the colony
when the resentment at oppression could drive a royal officer to high treason of the
worst kind! In the course of the civil war that ensued the separatist tendency
~ecame more firmly established, and at the same time Ca,r vajal found an ally in the
Councilor Cepeda, a man who could say," The power of all kings comes from tyranny
and usurpation," a very striking remark for those times. Carvajal added, ''I would
like to see Adam's wil1, so as to know if Charles V ancl the Queen of Castile are set
down in it as rulers of Peru." Pizarro decided at the last moment to separate
entirely from the King, but it was too late; he fell in battle, and his head was struck
off as that of a rebel.
So, too, in La Plata a revolt of the conquistadores against the royal officers broke out, which was subdued with difficulty. More noteworthy was tne rising of Lope
de Aguirre (1559-1562), whose letter of ren.uncfation to Philip II was published by
Humboldt in his Travels Through the Equinoctial Regious. In it occurs the following passage, which is often quoted by modern separatists: '' Christian King, you
have been ungrateful to me and my comrades. I believe that ·everything that is
reported to you from here deceives you, becam~e the distance is so great; but I
counsel you to be more just to the faithful vassals whom you have here, because I
and my comrades are weary of seeing the injustice and violence which your governors
and officers commit in your name. We have decided to obey you no longer and no
longer regard ourselves as Spaniards. We are fighting with all our might against
you because we will not submit to the tyranny of your officers, who dispose of ou:r
property and honor as they please in order to provide places for their sons."
The preceding examples show how little love there was for the mother country
existing in the :first Spanish colonists, and others could easily be added in su,pport
of them, and the feeling thus early engendered served as a guide for the succeeding
generations, and all the more because immigration from ·Spain fell 9ff after the end
of the sixteenth century, so that the discontent of the first emigrants became the
common property of the Spani ards who were born in the land-the creoles. It would
doubtless have disappeared in time if the Spanish Government had not, by its colonial policy, set up a dividing wall between the European and the American Spaniards, and thereby produced those unpleasant relations between creoles and Spaniards that greatly promoted the desire for independence on the part of the Spanish
Americans.
It is not necessary to say that at first there was no difference between Spaniards born
in America and those who were natives of Spain, either in social intercourse or political positions, but the way in which the home Government took to itself the conduct
of all public affairs of the colonies by sending over the higher officials to take charge
must alone have led to the feeling that European Spaniards were something more
than the American, a view that in course of time became a dogma with the European
Spaniards, in which the most intelligent of them have come to believe. Every
European Spaniard regards himself as the representative of tbe nation wh en he
visits the colonies, and looks upon the native-born Spaniards or creoles as a lower
caste which he is called u_pon to govern. This idea that the European Spaniards
ED
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wore to exert an unassailable snprcmncy o,er tlie creoles is hanlly a thing of
national origin, but .first arose through the eontinuous inilueuce of the governmental
system ::ind then uecamo an integral constituent of t.he Spanish 11ational character.
Tlrn,t this is so is shown by tho example of the Canary Islands . Theee African
isbrn1s were settled by tho Spanian1s just before tho time of Ferdinand, ::rncl wlien
tllc colonization of America began tho C:warics were already regarded as part of
European Spain, ns they n,re to-day, and so it has come that tlrn Canary Islanders have
r~l ways regarded tbemsel ms as Spaninirds, and a separatist there would be regarded
as inrnne or be a langhingstock.
There is no doubt that if America had been uiscovered and taken possession of by
the Spanfa,rds ahont 1420-1440, the impassable gulf between Spaniards aud creoles,
which sooner or later was fo lead to a bloody separation, would never ]Jave existed.
The first colonists, and eYen Isabella the C:1tholic, ne,-er expected that the transmarine kingdom would come to be a possession of the Spanish Crown and a charitaule institution for European officirbls. As has alreu,dy been remarked, the first
Spanish colonists carried to America all the liberties they had enjoyed in their Castilian fathel'land. T 'h ey bore to the new wo.l'ld not only their bnguage, their manners, and their- religion, but also all tho politi0::1l organizations of their European
home. They had no intention of becoming the livh:.g portion of a Spanish estat~,
but were engaged in founding sister provinces. Above everything else their civic
autonomy and constitutional form of government were sacred to them, and to
renounce these rights seemed to them like an insult to their Spanish name. Without
doubt they woufo have eventually created conditions, like those of the-English colonies of North America, i. e., colonies with their own constitutions. Tbat there
wel'e tendencies in this direction is shown by the fact thr.t up to 1550 we oftc-n hear
of p,roeurn€10res (deputies fro.m the cities) meetino· to discuss· affa:irs of public hnpo:rtan ce1 esp-0eia1ly petitions and comp.f aints to the l{ing, so that tho im1i vidual colonies
had their cortes like those of Castile and Aragon, with the difference that in the
colonies only the third estate was represented ( a circumstance that throws a clear
light upou the democratic tendencies of the :first emigrants) and that this assembly
clhl not take the name of cortes perhaps because the two other estates were not, as
such, represe:nted in it.
Against this spirit of independ:ence the Spanish Government,directedall its powers,
after tbe c1eath of Isali>ella the Catholic·, whose ideas were strongly c~nstitutional.
It will be, perhaps, objected that her conduct toward Columbus was no·t entirely free
from the ingrati tucle which her husband a.n{l successor showed to the great discoverers
and conquerors. It mustnot be.forgotten, however, in passing judgment 1:1p-0n these
ci.rcumstanees1 that the. privileges which had been granted to the discoverer of Ameriea not on,l y limited the,rights of the Crown very materially, but often were opposed
to the spirit of Custilia:n liberty. The encroac·h ments of Isabella upon the patented
rights of Admiral Coh1mbus were all for the benefit of the settlers and co.fonies, like,
for example, the edict of April 10, 1495, which allo,wed all Castilians to settle iu the
newly disccovered! lands. Also, the governor which she sent to Santo Domingo, Don
Nicolas de Ovando, acted in a spirit of liberty when he granted to all the cities of
th_a t island the royal privileges of the commoners of Castile, which Columbus had
withheld from them .
. l!'erdinand's regency altered fundamentally this policy of liberty. At his instigation a board called the Casa de Contraci6n was created at Seville which at first only
was to supervise the tra<le and shipping to and from the Ne; vVorld, but which
g~~clually ~ssumod control of all colonial affairs to tho exclusion of all other Castihan
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make the government of the colonies more ancl more bureaucrn.tic. This nnderta.king woild probably have been foiled by the resistanco of the colonists if the white
population h::ul been as stable at first n,s it was later. But since the seizure of those
immense territories.which constitute<l the Spn,nish colonial empire was effected. in
from sixty to one hundred years, while the <l.ircct immigration from Spain between
the years 1550 and 1860 shows a rapidly decreasing annua l list, i t came to pass thnit
upon the discovery or conquest of a new region a rapid emigration took place
from colonies already settled. Th us tho greater part of the colonists of Santo
Domingo -went to Cuba, Jamaica, and terra firrna; th ose of Cuba flocked to :Mexico,
while the Mexic:m settlers went to Peru and the Philippines, etc . In this "\:£.ay is to
be explained how it was that, in spite of the hostile feelings of the colonists toward
Spain, only isolatecl risings, but never a univ~rs::iJ, common, serious resistance to
the Spanish Crown took :place.
Mea11while, it should be said that the Crown and tho Council of the Indies showed
great wisdom h1 the · selection of the officers for America all through the sixteenth
centm·jc:, Nor were the offices then sinecures for the favorites and parasites of i.he
Madrid Government. The seYenteenth century, l.10wever, is for Spanish America
one long, starless night. The policy of Philip II now began to bear its fruit in the
mother country as well a,s in the colonies. Spanish absolutism lrnd gradually
accustomed the Spaniards to rely entirely upon the church and state for their very
existence, andno longer to yenture and a,ct by their own initiative and at their own
danger and expense. 'l'o be an officeholder or a priest was the only alternative for
these who had any aspirations; and since there were not enough official positions
and preferments in state and church in Spa.in to supply the deman~1, America was
called upon to take care of the excess. These officials kne,•,r nothing of fidelity to
their trust or zeal for duty, but regarded their positions as a means of enriching
themselves at the expense of the state, or rather, at the expense of tbe n atives, for
the colonies were not maintained by contributions from the mother country.
Even in the first half of the seventeenth c·e ntury the creoles manifested a deep
hatrecl against the Spaniards. The Irish Dominican Gn,ge, who lived i n Spanish
America a long time, wrote in 1625: "It would be very easy to arouse the creoles to
make common cause with an enemy of Spain, for they a,re harshly trea·ted ; and
whenever they have cases in court the judges are always on the side of the European
Spaniards and against them. 'rhey regard this condition as intolerable, ·and to such
an extent that I have often h earc1 them say that they woulcl rnther serve any other
prince than the King of Spain." These hostile feelings broke out in an insurrection
in Mexico in 1624; the viceroy was taken prisoner, and it was only through the
intervention of the native-born clergy that the creoles were prevented from declaring tl.leir independence. This contemptuous slight bore heaviest npon the descendants of the old conquerors, and it was moreover unlawfu l, since under the law they
were to be preferred in .filling all offices. The same Gage who was quoted above
says: "In Lima there are descendants of Pizarro, in Mexico :1nd Oajaca is the family
of the Marquis del Valle (Cortez) , and there are besides families belonging to the
noble houses of the Girons, the Alvarados, and Guzmans, or collateral lines of the
highest nobility of Spain, but no member of any of th ese families holds any office of
honor or any high position . They are rather treated with contempt by the European
Spaniards, as if they were not ca,pable of self-government; aml are looked down upon
as iuferiors, barbarians, or Indians." This langua,ge is heard to-clay from the
Philippine islanders . The Spaniards usually answer charges of this kind by saying
that so and so many creoles have occupied such and such civil, military, or clerical
offices. It ought to be said, however, that these creoles, although born in Aruerica,
had lived and studied a long time in Spain, and so had cen,sed to be regarded by the
Spaniards as real creoles. Snch, for ex ample, was the minister of war in the last
administration of Canova del Castillo, General Azcarraga, who was a Philippine
islander, but had been in Spain from his youth up, and so was it with other creoJes
who held high offices in Spanish America; either they were "Americans ouJy by
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accident," or they united themselves closely to the European Spaniards and sought
to hide their birthmark by unadulterated Spanish principles. The Bourbons indeed
iutrou.uccd a better government into the colonies, and endeavored to restrict the
plundering of the Indians ancl creoles; but the increasing nnmber of official positions
brought over an always increasing number of Spanish office seekers just at the time
the creoles were awakening from the long spiritual torpo_r in which they had lain
from 1570 to 1720.
The earliest Spanish emigrants must have been an intellectually active set of
people. This is an inference from the fact that, as above mentioned, it was for the
most part political refugees or malcontents who founded the cities with Spanish
names in the countries they conquered and plundered. Bnt we have another proof
of the fact in the rich literature of the Conquest. We read with astonishment the
reports of plain, common soldiers and merchants, and .find in their presentations
clearness of expression and a sharp lookout for everything worth noting. Later
there was a reaction, the creoles lived at ease in their city houses or on their
haciendas, while ignorance and idleness were forced upon them by the Spaniards.
Tho small attendance at the colleges also speaks for their intellectual indolence at
the period mentioned, although their ignorance probably was not so great as would
be indicated by a story told by the often quoted Gage, who relates that a proroineut
creole at Chiapas once asked him if the same sun shone in England as in America.
Spanish Americans of the present day defend this mental inactivity of their ances. tors by pointing out that they were excluded from all offices, and they were wise to
lead an indifferent and idle life rather than pursue studies which would only subject them to the .s uspicion of the governing caste, as is to-day the case in the Philippines, where the educated natives are regarded as suspicious characters.
The revival in culture and knowledo·e which the creoles underwent in the
eighteenth century is not to be credited. t~ the mother country, but is a consequence
of foreign influence. The Spanish Government had taken every precaution to guard
its colonies against foreigU:~rs, but the force of circumsta,nces proved too strong.
The numerous wars which Spain was always carrying on frequently interrupted the
relations between the mother country and the colonies; and since the latter, thanks
to Spanish colonial policy, had no domestic industries of their own, but were
obliged to depend on Spain for many things that might easily have been prod~ce~
at home, the home government found itself compelled in war times to grant mdividual colonies permission to relieve their most pressing needs by trading abroad.
.Although this permission was only granted as cases arose, yet it was sufficient to
establish friendly relations between the colonies and other countries, according as
Spain was iu alliance with England, Holland, or France, and these relations w~re
continued, after normal conditions were resumed, under the form of an extensive
smugglihg. This smuggling is of importance not only in the history of the trade of
Spanish .America, but because the creoles, by the intercourse thus established with
other countries, came to learn foreign languages ( especially English and French),
and their intellectual horizon was widened by contact with foreign literatures, aud
all this happened just at the time when the quality of the officials who were sent
to the colonies from Spain was deteriorating. Zabala says of them: "Most of
them came from the provinces of Spain with no other property than n, coat, a pair
of breeches, and three shirts. Many of them could hardly read, and had no other
knowledge of the world and affairs than what they ha,d picked up on the voy age.
... * * Many of them believed that there was no other kincr but the King of
Spain, and no other language than Spanish." This description
evidently colored
by th e hatred of a Mexican for Spaniards, but Spaniards themselves like the Duke
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oppressors, but also looked down upon them from a consciousness of their own
intellectual superiority. Their fate seemed to them all the more pitiful and their
lot the more unworthy when they heard the Spaniards boasting of their own superiority and the inferiority of the Americans. The administration of the King's favorite, Godoy, contributed esp ecially to bring the Spanish rule in America into equal
h atred and contempt, for this upstart sent to the colonies the worst of all officeholders-men who openly declared with utter cynfoism that their own enriching was
the only obj ect they had in view in taking office. * * *
I have hitherto spoken only of creoles, and that because the war of independence
in all the Spanish colonies was only carried on by white natives, the insurrection of
Father Hidalgo oxcepted. This latter insurrection, of colored men alone, was, howev er, not successful, nor did the separatist movement meet with a successful issue
until the creoleb d eclared their independence of Spain. The Indian farmers of
Central America and the region of the Andes were so indolent that they could hardly
be induced to t ak e part in the war of independence. They"had not, it is true, been
too w ell treated by th e creoles., but for the most part they stood to them in much
the same relation as the peasants of La Vendee sustained to their seigneurs, and
were, therefore, inclined to take the part of their lords, even if they bad no very
clear idea of the cause of their quarrel. The Spaniards had prepared, it is true, a
most admhable code of laws for the protection of the Indians, but the officials
paid no attention to legal requirements and simply regarded the Indians as objects of
plunder, like that corregidor who compelled the In<lfans under his authority
to buy from him thousands of pairs of spectacles. No reasonable Spaniard could
expect love and gratitude from people who bad first been robbed of their liberty by
his people an d then condemned to everlasting servitude. Also, Spanish_absolutism
caused the Indians to lay all the blame for their sufferings upon the Government,
although the creoles were occasionally the immediate cause. In vain had Spain
founded her sway upon caste, envy, and the ancient principle c7ivide et irnpera.
· At the very moment when this system ought to have withstoocl the supreme trial
it failed completely. The common oppression which was shared by the white, the
yellow, the brown, and the black man alike produced a reaction to which the Spanish
dominion succumbed.
The negroes (speaking now of the eighteenth century) played only an insignificant
par t in the war of independence; they only appear in any force in Venezuela. '.rhe
Spaniards armed them against the rebels, but they finally joinetl the latter. As they
were mostly slaves and freedmen, without education or knowledge, they simply furnished food for powder for both parties. It is different nowadays in Cuba, when a
small fraction of the negroes have rai.sed themselves from the condition of laborers
b y virtue of a certain degree of education, mostly of a political character, which
gives them a great influence over their fellows, an influence which is devoted to the
dissemination of an unyielding and uncon1promising separatist sentiment. These
educated negroes, especially the mulattoes and all mixed bloods, said to themselves,
as soon as they had eaten of the tree of political knowledge, that they could only
attain to influence and position in the land of their birth when the colonies had
1>ecome independent. In fact, it is hardly conceivable that the European Spaniards,
who regard even the creoles as inferiors, would ever have intrustecl either high or
medium offices to n egroes and other people of color, for that would infringe the
unwritten law of the Spanish national pride. The Spaniards even regarded it as
impossible that the creoles should ever subordinate-themselves to colored men, and yet
during the war of independence of their colonies on the mainland they lived to see
creole nobles under the command of colored generals and chieftains, so powerfully
had the hatred of the Spanish oligarchy foster ed a spirit of comradeship among the
Spanish Americans; and as soon as these colonies became inclependent States the
spectacle was seen of an Indian, Don Benito Juarez, becoming President of the Republic of Mexico. If Mexico had remained·a Spanish colony, Juarez could never have
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l'iscn above tlle position of some subordinate office, even if he could h:ive obtained
that. I!'rom tho nature of the Sp:111ish colonial system, a,nd the na-rrow-mirnlc<lness
of the Spn,nish national character, it was the demand of self-respect for intelligent
and cducate(l colored men to strive with all their ruio-ht for the severance of their
native land from Spain. Tile Spaniarus can not understand this· attitncle of the
colored races. They complain of their ingratitude, showing how they hacl bronght
Christianity and. European civilirntion to the Indians and negroes and always treated
them kindly, far di.fferent1yfrom the English, who orectan impassable barrier between
themselves and the natives and do not concern themselves about either their salvatirnu or education. Foreign writers, too, even those who have lived a long time iu
Spanish colonies, speak in the same way, :1nd point out that in Cuba, Porto Rico, aud
the Philippines the colored races live in an idyllic condition compared with tlle
natives of English or Dutch colonies. But all these encomia,s ts forget that the whole
Spanish colonial system slgnifies a policy which makes grea,t promises and awakens
n.muiiion, but doe8 not keep its promises and disappoints the aroused ambition.
The man of color in the Antilles who is satisfied with the condition of a peasant and
laborer can al ways enjoy an idy !lie existence, but if he betakes himself to study
and is ambitious to play a political part in his home, or aspires to a, higher office
than that of a clerk, he will find his career completely closed. Why do the Spaniards take so much trouble to raise the colored people to the level of their civilization, only to ex.elude them from office and honors, anu even r epresent them in the
press as intellectually deficient f People who are so thrust aside an<l. subjected to
such contemptuous treatment can not be expected to exhibit much regarcl for the
Spaniards, for the rule of the latter means for them only humiliation and slayery, a
perpetual lielotism, which at most is ameliorated by kindly pernonal relations between
the two races.
* * * In the clays of her sovereignty upon the Continent Spain <lid everything
to hinder any merc::m tile or industrial advance of the colonies by a shortsighted
guardianship. The number of ships for the carrying trade between the mother
country and the colonies was strictly fixed. So, too, strict rules were established
which restrictecl the free cultivation of all plants which could :flourish in the co1onies, so that in many regions only certain products could be exported. This was
still more true of industries, although it must be said that certain :flourishing industries in Spain itself (such as the silk culture of Valencia) were ruined by foolish legislation . The Americans endeaY01:ed to recoup themselves for the damages inflicted
upon them by the mother country by an extensive system of smuggling with foreign
countries. In this way they became accustomed to procure all the products of
industry from abroad, and busied themselves only with agriculture ancl cattle raising. The first Spanish immigrants had brought with them their home industries, but
these as well as those of the natives, became disused, not from tlie indolence of the
Americans, but from the force of circnmstances, which, in this case, was the colonial
system of the Spanish Government.
The smuggling system was fateful for the Sp3.nish rule, for it brought not ouly
wares, but new iueas, into the land, particularly the reflection that the foreigners were
wiser and better people than the Spaniards, who had, up to that time, been considered the first nation of the worlcl. The great profits tllat the plantation owners
made by smuggling created the desire to have their external tracle regulated by law,
anu. this wish was fulfille«. by the really glorious Government of Chnirles III. Unfortunately, the relief of trau.e was combined with the introduction of monopolies, the
most oppressive of which was that of tobacco and Humboldt has shown in several
places how the tobacco monopoly was ono of tlrn measures that extended the cliscontent wi th th e Spanish rule into circles which would otherwise not have ca.red
wh~ th er th cy were subjects of Spain or citizens of a freo state. The restriction of
t11Yncnlt11re and. free trade 1,
.
.
.
1
Y monopolies not 0111y produced discontent m the coo.
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the smuggling trade with them, the policy of fomenting this discontent, with a view
either to acquire the colonies herself or conyert them into free states, The younger
Pitt followed this plan, which his successors di<l. not allow to fall into neglect.
The Spanish colonies, therefore, even by the middle of the eighteenth century
hacl become revolutionary in sentiment, but many of the discontented still adhered
to the dynasty and were reluctant to sever all the bonds that united them with the
mother country, while the radicals were in doubt what should be done with the
colonies in case of separation; they thought of creating empires and kingdoms, but
could not decide whence to derive the emperors and kings. The revolt of the present United States finally pointed out the way they ought to follow. The treaty
between Spain and the Yankees, too, taught them that it could not be an unpardonable sin-a criinen nefandmn-for a colony to rebel against the oppressions of the
mother country . The e:s:ample of the English colonies also showed them-and this
was the most important lesson of a.11-the form of government which is best suited
for independent colonies. In this way all anxiety as to who should rule in the free
states was removed. Spain couhl still have retained her hold upon her colonies if
tho constitution of 1812 ha<l. remained, but tlie reaction which Ferdinand VII introduced iuto Spain npon his_restoration in 1814 took away from the Spanish-Americans
all confidence in the permanence of the liberties that bad been granted them, and
they preferred independence to an uncertain future. The Spaniards, however,
learned nothing from the r ebellion of their contfoental colonjes. The refusal of
political rights in Cuba remained, as before, the rnle of their colonial policy; political reforms were granted only when they were forcibly extorted by insurrectionsthat is to say, when they were too late-and proc1ucocl in the minds of tho natives
tbe ineradicable conviction of the ill will and envy of the rnothe1· country. Among
fornigners the separatist sentiment of tho Spanish Americans is explained as being
dne to the plundering of the colonies by Spain, a statement which is only true ju a
slight degree. In the first p]ace only a few of the colonies have had an excess of
income over expenditures, and in the second place eYen this did not all go to Spain,
but was applied to making good the deficit of less fortunate colonies, just as to-day
the expenses of the Spanish Guinea islands are defrayed out of' the budget for the
Philippines. For many decades Spain has had no income from either Cuba or Porto
Rico. In the nineteenth century the Sp:mish colonies lrnve been plnnderecl in the
fullest sense of the word, not by Spain, bnt by Spanish officials. These officials in
the two centuries preceding the present were more or less permanent, a condition
that has changed since the introduction of the constitutional system h1 Spain.
Every new minist.ry now dismisses the higher and most of the lower officers of the
former ·regime and r eplaces them with its own partisans. As ministries change
freCJ.Uent,ly in Spain there is a constant going and coming of officials in the colonies,
whereby the interests of the mother country are seriously affected. The officials are
consequently induced more than ever to lny up something for a rainy day, and they
never have tiDJ o enough to acquire a thorough knowledge of either the colonial lauds
or peopl es . As the Roman provinces were mad~ to pay the debts of the aristocratic
proconsuls and propraetors, so have the Spanish colonies served to provide places for
the faithful adherents of the changing parties in Maclrid and their parasites. It is
this peculiarity of Spanish political ]ife that makes useful reforms so difficult, if not
impossible. The noble and conscientious colonial minister, Don Segismundo Moret,
was compelled to yield to the storm of o<lium which he aroused because the reforms
which heinaugnrated in Cuba were real reforms. The Span ish offi cials in the colonies
are the most extreme reactionaries even when they are the wjJdest radicals at home,
because they know that every reform must check their almses; so that the maintenance of the old colonial system is for them a question of existence,
Every effort at reform was represented by them as a separatist movement iu <Jisguise, so that a,u unfavorable prejudice against reforms and reformers was created in
Spain, and the latter were as muoh harrassed in their native country as the "dema-
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gogues" and liberals once were in Germany. It seems never to have occurred to
the Spani ards that such proceedings would only intensify anti-Spanish and separatist
feelings, else they woulcl never have forced such a loyal people as the natives of the
I'hilippines have al ways been to an insurrection.

All that is said in the preceding article might be repeated, word for
word, in describing the history of Cuba alone in the present century,
. . . after enlightenment had become diffused. The intolerable nature of the
oppression and contemptuous treatment of the Cubans by the Government officials led to insurrection after insurrection. _ In 1860 Anthony
T~ollope remarked that the Cubans bad lost all their rights save that of
being taxed. Before this century began, or rather before the English
occupation of Havana in 1762, there is little of event in the history of
Cuba for the present purpose. The population was small, not exceeding 170,000 even as late as the middle of the last century. The attacks
of French, Dutch, and English pirates, buccaneers, and naval expeditions against Cuba and Porto Rico continued at 1ntervals from Drake's
time down to the end of the last century. ~rhe industry and commerce of .the islands were of little importance until after the English
· occupation, after which date the cultivation of sugar, tobacco, and,
later, coffee, became sources of wealth, and ,vith free trade there was a
general awakening.
In the aristocratic slave-holding community arose a growing interest
in the intellectual movement in Europe, which was prompted everywhere by the French revolution and its consequences. Cuban literature and culture took a patriotic form, and the leading men in the intellectual movement of the island took a practical part in endeavoring to
. regenerate a community which bad no education for the common people, and where, consequently, a most undesirable and dangerous condition of life and morals prevailed. 1
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF EDUCA1'ION IN CUBA,

We are able to giye an outline of the history of Cuban edncation
from the work of Aurelio Mitjanes 2 upon the development of literature
. and science in Cuba down to 1868. The work is mainly devoted to the
literature and particularly the poetry of the island; but, as the author
justly remarks, some account of the state of education of the country is
essential to understand the beginnings of its intellectual activity. He
divides the history of the intellectual movement in Cuba into two
epochs, separated by the me1r.orable government of Gen. Luis de las
Casas, which began in 1790. Before that period tllere was no constant
1

Before the strict rule of -Governor General Tacon the streets of Havana were very
unsafe from highwaymen, who were assassins as well as in the way of business.
"\Vh~n one of th e preceding governors was appealed to for police protection, he
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and regular development of culture, but tlrn investigator only finds
isolated instances of edu9ational efforts scattered through three · centuries, during which time neither .t he Government nor the municipalities
fonnde~l a single free school for the common people. After the administration of Las Casas, however, to which, as in this work of Mi~janes,
· a11 Cuban writers refer as an epoch-making one, and especially after tbe
foundation of the Sociedad Econ6mica, the conditions changed and real
development began, always, however, by private initia.tive.
That there were no elementary public schools in Cuba up to the end
of the last century is not surprising, however, when we compare the
condition of other countries in this respect with that of Cuba. Thus
President Ezra Stiles, or Yale, records in his diary under date of July
17,1794:
This day I was visited b y M. 'l'alleyra.ncl Peiigord, bishop of Autun, etc., and. M.
Beaumez, member for th e district of Arras. The bishop has written a piece on education, and originated the bill or act in the National Assembly for setting up schools·
all over France for diffusing education and letters among the plebeians. I desired
them to estimate the proportion of those ·w ho could not read in France. M. Beaumez
said of 25,000,000 he judged 20,000,000 could not read. The bishop corrected it and
said 18,000,000. _

At that same time, it should be remembered, intellectual activity,
literary, philosophical, and scientific, the outgrowth of superior education, was at one of the high culminating points of its history in France.
Even in Havana, up to the beginning of the last century, there were
no public elementary schools, and the need of them became so evident
that by the munificence of a citizen (Caraballo) the Bethlehemite fathers
opened a school where reading, writing, and arithmetic were taught,
which was attended by 200 pupils. In Villa Clara a school was in existence since the foundation of the towu in 1689. In 1712 the philanthropic
Don Juan Conyedo, of Remedios, opened a free school there, and another
in 1757 at Carmen. Another was opened at Arriaga in 1759; but on the
death of Oonyedo these schools were closed. Don Juan Felix de Moya
reopened that at Carmen, and the municipality in 1775 voted twenty-five
dollars a year for the support of the other; but both ceased to operate
definitely in 1787. In 1771 Matanzas, seventy-eight years after its
foundation, authorized its governor to engage a school-teacher in
Havana.
Nor were secondary studies of a high character in the last century.
Tllen, and subsequently, too, as the historian Bachiller, quoted by
Mitjanes, remarks, more attention was paid to the pretentious form
than the substance, and the title of academy or institute was given to
institutions which were hardly more than primary schools, which held
out inducements of a speedy preparation for the university. At that
time, it should be remembered, the natural sciences had not reached
the importance they subsequently attained, and the study of philosophy
required the royal permission, so that secondary instruction was reduced
to a superficial study of the humanities, especially Latin, which occu-
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pied the leading place on account of its use in fitting for the university,
and because teachers of Latiu were easily found among the clergy, who
"'IYel'e tbe principal factors of education at that period. All this may
be said without detracting from the praiseworthy efforts and antiquity
of some institutions like the Chapter of Havana, which, in 1603, convin ced of the need of a teacher of grammar, voted a hundred ducats for
the support of one who should teach Latin, but as the plan did not meet
with the royal approbation they were obliged to drop the project, only
to revive it afterwards with a larger salary. In the same year the
municipality provided for continuing classes in grammar by a monk of
the convent, which had been suspended. In 1G07 Bishop Juan de las
Ca,beza.s Altamirano founded the Tridentine Seminary, the citizens
offering to pay part of the expenses annually: The secular clergy also
gave lessons in Latin and morals, as Conyedo did, who prepared students for the priesthood in Villa Clara, and later Fr. Antonio Perez de
Oorcho, who gave lectures on philosophy in the monastery of bis order.
By the bull of Adrian VI, of April 28, 15221 the Scholatria was esta,blished at Santiago de Ouba for giving instruction in Latin, and by his
will, dated May 15, 1571, Capt. Francisco de Paradas left a considerable sum for the foundation of a school in Bayamo, which, in 1720, wa.s
intrusted to the charge of two monks of San Domingo, in w:hose bands
the estate increased. In 1689 the College of San Ambrosio was established in Havana with twelve bursarships, for the purpose of prepadng
young· men for the church, but it did not fulfill its ptupose, and subsequently received the severe censure of Bjshop Hechavarria Yelgueza
on account of its defective education, which bad become reduced to
Latin and singing. Fr. Jose l\faria Penelvar opened a chair of eloquence and literature in the convent of La Merced in 1788, which also
was not a success.
After these attempts the foundation of a Jesuit college in Hava,na gave
a new impulse to education. From the :first, according to the historian
Arrete, quoted by Mitjanes, the priests of -t his order had observed the
inclination of the inhabitants of Havana toward education, and Pezuela
states in his History of Cuba that the municipality iu 1656 wished to
establish a college of the order, but the differences between the Jesuits
and the prelates in the other colonies had been so frequent that the
bishops and priests in Havana op11osed the plan. But as the population
increased the demands for the college multiplied, and in 1717 a citizen
of Havana,, Don Gregorio Diaz Angel, contributed $40,000 in funds for
the support of the college. The necessary license was obtained in 1721;
three more years were spent in selecting and purcha~ing the ground,
wllen the institution was opened under the uame of the College of San
Ignacio. The old college of San Ambrosio which had been under the
di~ec~ion of the Jesuits since its establisbm'ent in 1689, was then united
wi th it, alth~ugh the old college still retained its distinctive character
a a foun at10n school for the church.
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As early as 1688 the ayuntamiento (or city council) of Havana a,i)plied
to the Royal Government to establish a university in the city, in order
that young men desirous of study might not be compelled to go to the
mainland or Spain. This request was furthered by Bisbop Valdes, and
finally, by a letter of Innocent XIII of September 12, l''i:31, t1ie fathers
of the convent of S. J nan Latran were authorized to found the institution desired, aud after some years of preparation it was opened in 1728,
bnt foe chairs of morals, philosophy, and canon law were filled previously by. the Dominicans even before the funds were :wailable. 'l'he
university, by the order received, was to have been modeled upon that
of Santo Domingo, but finally the task of preparing- the regulations for
the new university was intrnsted to the fathers above meutioned by a
royal letter in. 1732, and they were approved by the university authorities, the Captaiin-General, and in Spain by the Council of the Indies,
on June 27, 1734. The rectors, vice-rectors, eouuse1ors, and. secretaries were to be Dominicans, a condition that produced innumerable
rivalries and disputes until 1842. The first professors were appointed
to their positions without limit of time. Afterwards they obtained their
p1aces by competition and for a term of six years only. The first rector,
Fr. Tomas de Linares, was appointed Ly the King in 1728, but his successors were elected by the university authorities and were renewed •
annually. Among the early rectors were Bishop Morell, of Santa 0i't1Z,
and the reno,..,.rnecl Uuban orator, Rafael del Uastillo. Unfortunately, for
a century the university was an insignificant element of culture and was
only u8eful as a subject of boasting on the part of Spain that she bad
introduced her civilization on this side of the water and on that of the
Cubans that they were advancing in sciences and arts. Several causes
tended t-0 restrict the value of the university. In the first place, it was
modeled on ~ sixteenth century pattern. rr he Aristotelian system prevailed in its entirety. The professor of mathematics was to teach,
besides practical arithmetic, which consisted of tbc first four rules with
the aureci, elementary geometry, trigonometry, and astronomy aEd its
"deductions for the use of our lord the King." There were polemic.al
and civil architecture, geography, the sphere, mechanics, optics, etc.
These subjects should have been included in the course of philosophy,
and there were few students, even of the four rules and the a-urea. The
philosophical system was the scholastic, with its eternal surwulas and
involved system of logic and its defective ideas of physics. The course
lasted three years, the :first two of which were occupied with logic and
the Aristotelian philosophy. But the university would not have benefited much more if it had been modeled upon a Spanish university of the
eighteenth century, beca,u se the mother country was on the low scientific level to ~vhich the deadly polities of the Austrians had reduced
her. When Charles III urged the redors of universities in Spain to
reform education he was told that it was impossible to depart from
the Aristotelian system or follow the innovations of Galileo and Newton,
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because they were not in accord with inviolable tradition. Furthermore, it was not always possible to find suitable teachers in Cuba.
For this reason the chair of mathematics was vacant for a long time.
Sometimes the Government refusetl to adopt yery useful ideas on
behalf of the university, either by negligence or ignorance, or for
economical reasons. Thus the rector, in 1761, petitioned for the erection
of a chair of experimental physics, whieh was refused, and two of
mathematics, only one of which was granted. A new plan of study
was drawn up, in view of the pressing need of reform, but was allowed
to lie unnoticed. In 1795 Don Jose Augustin Caballero made an
address in the section of science and arts of the Sociedad Econ6mica,
in which he deplored the backward condition of education, which, he
said, retarded -and embarrassed the progress of the arts and sciences,
without, l10wever, any fault on the part of the teachers, who could
only obey and execute their instructions. Ou motion of Senor Caballero a representation was made to the King, by a committee of the
society, of the necessity of reforming education in the islaud, beginning with the university. The committee declared, among other
tbiugs, that no mathematics was taught, nor chemistry, nor practical
_anatomy. General Las Casas supported this lllotion, but the Government took no action. The same indifference, or worse, was manifested
by the Spanish Government in other parts of America. It refused to
permit the foundation of academies, or universities, or chairs of math-ematics, law or pilot schools (the latter being pure luxuries, the decree
said). The cacique Don Juan Cirillo de Castilla endeavored during
thirty years to obtain permission to establish a college for Indians in
his 112~tive country, but died finally in Madrid without obtaining it.
The archbishop of Guatemala left money by his will for establishing a
_chair of moral philosophy, but the miuister directed the money to be sent
to Spain, it having been improperly devised, as he declared. Charles
IV proliibited the establishment of the University of Merida iu Maracaibo on the ground that he did not deem it ex1,edient that enlightenment should become general in America. There were other instances
of the same policy in Chile and Peru; and yet, notwithstanding all
these restrictions, Humboldt observed "a great intellectual movement
and a youth endowed with a rare faculty for learning the sciences-a
sure sign of the political and moral revolntion that was in preparation."
In Santiago de Cuba the seminary of San Basilio Magno was founded
by Bishop Francisco Geronimo Valdes in 1722, for ecclesiastical studies,
with an endowment of 12,000 pesos. This establishment, however, did
not come into operation until the latter part of the last century. More
important was the foundation of the college and seminary of San Carlos
a_nd San Ambrosio in Havana in 1773, which wa8 not destined exclusiv_ely for the education of ecclesiastics, but included three courses of
plulo ophy and letters preparatory to and besides the higher faculties
of theology ' law , a n d math emat1cs,
. the' last two of wlnch
' . however, were
not op ncd unt·1
· • of the present century. '
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Education being in such an unsatisfactory eondition, it 1s not to be
_e xpected that literature and science should llave received much encouragement in the three centuries preceding the present. Mitjanes, however, shows that printing was introduced in Santiago de Cuba in 1698,
hut was soon discontinued, not to reappear for a century. In Havana
practically no printing was done until 1720, and then only on an insignificant scale. Poetry appeared in the sixteenth century in the form
of a comedy with the stra11ge title" The good in heaven and the wicked
on earth," which was presented on St.. John's day and was long remembered for other reasons than the merits of the play. The names of
several versifiers, with the subjects of their poems and criticisms of
their styles, are given in I\Iitjanes's work, from which it appears that
they suffered from the pedantry, mysticism, and affectation with
which readers of some of the English poetry of the seventeenth century
are familiar, and they were imitators of Spanish writers of the period.
The attacks of the buccaneers upon Cuban towns were frequent in the
seventeenth century and the conflicts with them formed the subject of
some of these early poems, while earthquakes furnished an occasional
thenrnin the following century, which was sometimes humorously treated.
But about the middle of the last century more serious literary work
begins to appear with the account by Bishop Morell of the English
attempts in America and his history of the island and the church of
Cuba, which work is lost, and Arrate's ltistory of Cuba, which remained
in manuscript until _1 830, when it was published by the Sociedad
Econ6mica. It gives the history of the island down to 1761, but is not
now of importance . . The work of two other historians, Urratia and
Valdes, are criticised by Mitjanes, who closes his review of this period
with notices of certain preachers who were celebrated for their eloquence. In 1789 there was printed at Havana a work on nat~ral history
by Don Antonio Parra which was illustrated by drawings, there being
no good engravers in the island at that time. The work appears to have
been of no great merit, but its account of the fishes gave it value. The
author was commissioned by the Government and the botanical garden
of Madrid to make collections for the cabinet of natural history at
Madrid.
The second epoch in th.e intellectual history of Cuba began with the
administration of Don Luis de las Casas, whose name is held in grateful remembrance by Cubans, and who inaugurated a new era by his
zealous and noble enthusiasm in promoting intellectual and educational
activity. He founded the first literary periodical · and the Sociedad
Econ6mica (sometimes called Patri6tica) de Habana, which has been
the first mover in all the advances in the material interests and education in the island. With him cooperated an eminent physician, Dr.
Romay; Arango, the distinguished writer on economics; Caballero;
Penalver, archbishop of Guatemala; and many others. The Sociedad
Econ6mica was charged by a royal order with the care of education in
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Cuba. An inventory was taken of the primary schools in 1793 and a
deplorable stn,te of affairs was fonncl. In Havana there were only 39
schools, 32 of which were for girls, and the iustruction was of the
worst, nothing but reading being taught in many of them which were
in charge of colored women. The society then founded two free schools
for the poor of both sexes. The society met with much opposition, in
part from Bishop Trespa1acios, who was envious of Las Casas, but it
succeeded in founding schools with the help of the religious orders,
particularly the school of the Beueficencia in 1799 and the U rsulines
in 1803. It - endeavored to establish members of the order of San
Su1picio, which had met with such success in education in New Orleans,
but without result. Outside the capital, gratuitous instruction for the
people did not exist except in isolated cases, due to individual efforts,
principally of the clergy. In 1801 the sociedad took another school
census and found the number of schools in tb.e city to be 71, with 2,000
pupils, most of which were not under the Government and were taught
by ignorant colore<l. women who had neither method nor order. Recognizing these fatal defects, tlJ.e society endeavored to induce the Government to issue regulations reforming the schools and providing
faithful, competent, and interested teachers, but without result. In
1816 the section of education was formed and the Government granted
$32,000 for primary instruction, and at this ti111e some improvement in
the condition of this branch was made. But notwithstanding the
efforts ofindividua1s, the fonds were insufficientforthe growing needs,
and some of the new schools had only an ephemeral existence.
Secondary and superior ediwaUon.-The society also devoted its energies to opening new branches of study in higher education. In 1793 it
was proposed to found a chair of chemistry, and a subscription of
$24,615 was immediately raised, but owing to the difficulty of finding a
professor in Europe the chair was not filled until 1819. The apparatus
was brought from Europe, and after some delay quarters for a laboratory were found in the hospital of San Ambrosio. The first professor
was Don Jose Tasso.
The society in 1794 formed a plan of secondary instruction which
included mathematics, drawing, physics, chemistry, natural history,
botany, and anatomy. (The date and scope of this plan are noteworthy. Its spirit is quite modern.) The creation of a bota.nic garden
was proposed iu 1705, but the plan did not meet with such enthusiasm
as the chemical laboratory, which, it was hoped, might be of use to the
sugar industry. The course of anatomy was opened in 1797. In this
same year a real revolution took place in the instruction in philosophy
at the 0 legio Seminario de San Carlos, the old Aristotelian philosophy
becoming 1·eplaced by modern methods in the lectures on loo-ic of
Cthabal ~;ro. But; in 1811, when Felix: Varela took the chair of philo;ophy,
· cl its
· death blow the names of modern thinkers
, , e o 1u y tem
. . r eceive
ue ·ame familiar i 11 th
' .
· <t schools, and their doctrines were freely exam-
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ined. The stadents were taught to use their reason as a guide, and to
ignore all tlie useless quibbles and co11fused terminology of the S(;holastic philosophy. One of bis pupils, afterwards well known in Cuba,
Don Jose de La Luz, said of this teaicher, "He was the first who ta,ught
us to tbink." He also used Spanish instead of Latin in his lectures,
retaining the fatter only one day in the week, in order that its use
might not be forgotten. Part of his Institutions of Eclectic Philosophy
were published in Spanish. In physics Varela was also an esteemed
professor, but later on this eh air at the college was filled by Jose
Antonio Saco, who followed in brilliant lectures, day by clay, the most
recent discoveries made in Europe. The Government having onlered
in 1813 that politicoJ economy should be taught in the universities, the
Sociedad Econ6mica established a chair of this subject in San Carlos
in 1818, which was supported by voluntary subscriptions. The uew
spirit was shown further by a change in the law course from an excessive devotion to the study of the Roman digests to the fuller study of
Spanish la,v. At this period medicine, which, as we shall see, received
such preeminent attention at a later period, was far behind the age.
Until 1824 there was no chair of surgery, and chemistry and philosophy
weTe twenty years behind the times. The promoters of superior instruction in the beginning of the new epoch, which 1\ilitjanes puts between 1790
and 1820, were Las Casas, Bishop Espado, and the intendent Ramirez,
who was mainly instrumental in organizing the instruction in chemistry and other scientific branches, with the constant cooperation of the
Sociedad Ecom6mica.. The results of the education of these thirty
years could hardly be expected to show until after the close of that
period. During this time a large number of newspapers and periodicals appeared, owing to the liberty granted to the press, and in some
of these appeared. important critical and historical papers by men of
information and ability. The names of Romay, Caballero, and Arango
appear as essayists, and the historian Valdes published a part of his
history in 1813, which :Mitjanes criticises soniewl.rn,t severely. These
periodicals, and particularly the one published under the auspices of
the society, furnished a medium for the bud.ding poets of the new era
to display themselves, and the drama received new editions. Many of
the poets of tu.is period, whose gifts and utterances lVIitjarres discusses
with apparent discrimination, it can be seen are well worthy of note,
and they bring a real culture to aid their native talent. It would
hardly be worth while to give a bare list of their names and poems.
Mitjanes's criticisms, besides, are quite technical, and bear upon versification and other literary features of the poems.
In the second period of the new epoch-from 1820 to 1842-the Sociedad Econ6mica, always in the vanguard of tlle intellectual movement,
began to find the fruits of its earlier efforts in the workFJ of the younger
men who had profited by them, and in 1830 a, committee on history was
formed and another on- literature. The Government was now in far

•
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other hands than those of Las Casas and did its best in the person of
Gener::i.1 Tacon to sn1)press the new political and economical views,
mainly, it is true, on account of articles which appeared in the journals
pnblished under the auspices of the society. Still, in i833, by virtue of
n. royal order, the committee on literature constituted itself an independent academy which encouraged or founded Jiteraryperiodicals. Its
sessions were the place of meeting for all the lea.ding men in Cuba wbo
were interested in letters and new ideas, and it collected a valuable
library. In tliis period appeared the first really great Cuban poet,
Heredia, whose genius was recognized in Europe, and one of whose
poems, "Niagara," was translated into English by Bryant. His life was
a curious comment on the Spanish rule in Cuba. He was boru at Santiago de Cuba in 1803. At 8 years of age his teacher, the Dominican
Francisco Javier Caro, pronounced him to be a, good Latinist and an
excel1ent translator of Horace, and at 10 he had written poems which
attracted the attention of literary men. He went to Havana for the
first time in 1817 and to Mexico in 1819, whence he returned to Havana
upon the death of his father, in 1820. He took there the degree of
bachelor of law, and in 1823 was an advocate in Puerto Principe.
Thence he remo;ed to Matanzas where he became involved with the
revo]utiouary agents of Spanish America, and, falling under suspicion,
was obliged to Jea"'e Cuba. He passed three years in the United States
and the rest of his life in Mexico, where he was appointed assistant
secretary of state, and afterwards was a judge of the supreme court
~nd member of the Senate. His lyrical poems, published in New York
in 182,5, when he was only 2:3 years old, ·which bave been republished
in Philadelphia, New York, London, Paris, Hamburg, Madrid, and Barcelona, and admired in all the civilized countries of the world, placed
him at once among the noted poets of the century.
Passing over other lyric poets of less note-Milanes, Ramon de Palma,
and others whose works Mitjanes discusses-the next most noted name
in the Cuban poetry of this period is that of Placido, whose fame, perhaps, is partly due to the circumstances of his origin and bis tragic
death. It was the opinion, however, of some critics that Placido was
the most gifted of all the Cuban poets, but the misfortunes of his defective education, and his birth in a despised class, which condemned him
to live in a social sphere far beneath that which was the due of his
intellectual superiority, were sufficient to dull his inspiration. His
poverty, too, compelled him often to write without other incentive, and
the political oppression, whieh was a constant menace to everyone, was
a double weight upon him until he fell a martyr to it in 1844. Placido
was a_ mulatto, and no one born out of a slave-holding country, where
color 18 the badge _of slavery and marks the social pariah, can miderstand how th at circumstance placed at once an impassable barrier
between th e unhappy victim of it and all those who would otherwise
have been int llectually congenial to him. An article by Mr. W. H.
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Hurlbut, in the North American Review for January, 1849, upon the
"Poetry of Spanish-America," written when the memory of Heredia
and Placido was still fresh, and Milanes was still alive, describes contemporary Cuba as follows:
jJ
All the avenues to the public mind are gnarued with u~relaxing watchfulness, and
the patriotism of Cub.a, denied any enlarged and popular :field of action, is compelled
to p our itself iuto the heart of the p eople through strains of stirring poetry from
the lips of men prepared for the martyrdom as well as for the cha mpionship of freedom. And imprisonment, exile, and death have, indeed, been the meeds of th ese
hero bards, who speak al ways earnestly and from their hearts, in the words of bra _;.e
m en who h ave counted the cost of their devotion. It is strange, indeed, that so
little should be known a mong us of an intellectual and spiritual life so nearly allied
to the b est thought and feeling of our own country.
~

The author speaks sympathetically of the career of Heredia, who as
a m a n was held in honorable remembrance for the integrity, generosity,
and amiability of his character, and whose sufferings testified more
loudly than his words to the depth and strength of affection with which
he clung to the best hopes of his country. Thoughts of sorrow or of
hope for Cuba underlie almost all his poems, translations of passages
from which are given iu the article referred to. Placido, whose name
was Gabriel de la Concepcion Valdes, was born at Matanzas in 1809.
"His education was of the rudest kind; nearly all the learning that lrn
acquired lie owed to the impulses of his own mind, followed out with
all the energy of an indomitable will," and he had established his reputation when he was called upon to play the higher parts of a hero and
a martyr. .A.n insurrection broke out among the slaves in 1844, and
Placido was accused of being the organ of communication between the
insurgents and the .British consul, who was suspected of favoring them.
The insurrection was suppressed with a savage ferocity which was
fresh iu the minds of the readers of the article in the North American.
Placido was condemned to death, and he awaited his fate with entire
composure. "In the intervals of the duties which crowded upon his
shortening life he poure9- ont the emotions and aspirations of his soul
in poetry; and these death songs, full of uudying truth, have written
themselves deeply and forever on the hearts of his countrymen. One
of them, especially, his 'Prayer to God,' composed the day before his
execution, was eagerly learned and recited by the young men of Matanzas, and has been universally considered his finest production." A
translation of the poem is then given, of which the translator says
that "it is diffi cult to convey into English words the fire and force of
expression of this noble poem." The night before his execution Placido
addressed a farewell letter to his wife and a "farewell," in poetry, to
his mother, and the next morning passed through the streets with his
fellow -victims "with a serene face and an unwavering step and cllanting his 'Prayer' ·w ith a calm, clear voice "-a spectacle which, iu other
times and countries, would have furnished inspiration for heroic verse.
Prone as we of Eng1ish descent are to suspect the contrary, Placido's
ED 98--60
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conduct at this supreme rnomeut was undoubtedly sincere and not
theatrical. His ignoble birth, as well as the i)olitical subjection of the
island, harrowed his soul, as is evident in the extracts given in this
article we have used, e. g., in the "Sonnet to Greece/ and the" Hymn
to Liberty," written on th'3 morning of his execution, which is thus rendered in the spirited translation l>y au anonymous writer:
0 Li uerty ! I wait for thee
To break this chain and duugeon oar;
I hear thy spirit calliug me
Deep iu the frozen North, afar,
·with voice like God's, and visage like a star.
Long cradled by the mountain wind,
Thy mates the eagle and the storm,
Arise! and from thy brow un hind
The wreath that gives its starry form,
And smite the strength that would thy grace deform!
Yes, Liberty! thy dawning light,
Obscured by dungeon l>ai·s, shall cast
Its splenclor on the breaking uight,
And tyrants, fleeing pale and fast,
S11all tremble at thy gaze and stand aghast!

1

Placido's poetry is of etlmological interest, as he was partly of . African
-descent) although it is impossible to know of what tribe. Some of the
slaves who were brought to Cuba at an e.arlier period came from a
rngion wh,e:re they had become mixed with Arabs, and could read and
write.
The article continu-es:
The woriks of Placido were suppressed by a, vice-regal edict, and his name was covered
with official infamy; but by the inhabitants of Cuba the memory of this true son of
the people will al ways Le gratefully cherished. Ne,(er h ave the rightr:, of man foun~
a more h eroic martyr thun in this despised and humble laborer1 this pariah of soclety, bearing in 11is natural form and color the lmdge of disgrace and servitud:·
Surely bis death has not teen in vain. It is by the fall of such victims that men. s
thohghts are turned against tyrants and their tyranny. Hundreds and thousands
of human beings droop .and die in dumb, vulgar misery, an d the world's sl~lllh~rs
are unbroken; but let one hero be led out from among them to sacrifice, and his voice
p enetrates t o the four corners of the earth. Yet a few years and it will b e seen that
Placido, like_the g reater Toussaint, fell not obscurely or ttlone, but encompassed b~
the most faithful and nu forgetting friends, behel<l an.cl remembered by "great allies,'
- "By exultati<rns, ag-onies,
AlHl love, and man's unco11<1nerablc mind ."

We have been thus lengt!Jy iu this digression because of the date cf
the artide (1840 ), the proplletie feelings of its author ( who was -a
1
?'cnnyson's ode to liberty, beginning'; Of old sat Freedom on the h eights," was
wnttcn some dozen years before Placido's death. There is a-resemblance between
th e ideas in each poem, but one has the academic polish while the other is the natural
cry of genius. It is 1·m poes1,.,
·1 ,1e to UJ1ao-me
•
•
·
that Tennyson an Eno-l1sh
gen tl eman,
0
accustomed
to write i 11 t'·lJ.C mtust
•., of qmet
•
'
-C:
.
•
and scholarl y surroundmgs,
co uld h ave
written h1s ode if h h UCL~ k nown tllat he was to be publicly executed a few hours
a ft erwar d s.
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South Carolinian), and because the ep:i:sode· of l..,1acido's deatl1 marks
an a,ntiquatecl phase of history which has now disappeared from this
side of the At1antie.
In other chapters- of his- interesting ld.story Tufifj:;i;nes gives a discriminating account of tile dramatic writers, novelists., airnl narrative
p:o-etry from 18~0 to 1842, which must- be pas;-setll over t o Iliote activity
in other direc-tions. In histo-:ry Ham&u de 1::1 Sagras and Pezue-la's works
appeared in 1831 and. 18-42 1 respectively, the former b'eing 1:'ather of a
political-economical cM1racter, while· the fatter takes up the history of
the island from the. beginning, using- the. early autho:r.i:ties.1 and the
Sociedad E·con6miea published many memoirs upon historical as we-11
as upon philosophical, medical, ehemieal, and botanical subjects-. A
noticeable: feature of this period was the appearance of' a la,rge l'lurn b-eT of periodfcals which manifested ~1, uew politiical a,nd in.teUectuail
activity.
Tb:e political changes of 1820 in Sp-ain had their effect upon education. Upon the suppression of the convents the Government gave the
elia1)el of one- of the. Augustir¥e ordlm·s to tb:e Sociedafl E-eouomica :for
establishing a normal school, and e-sta.blished a chair of constitutional
law in the seminary of San Carlos, and in the univers-i ty, but both the
normal school and the new chairs were soon after suppressed by another
political change in 182"4, and the $3-2',0.QO-whic:b the section of education
had received from the municipality £or elementary education was- also
reduced, soon after which that seetiou received its deathblo,w by the
royal order o-f February 8, 1825, withdrawing the funds which had been
aUotted to it~ in conse·quence· of whic-11 it was no· longer possible to
maiutain the new free sehools. It is to be observed that during the
reign of FerdinaBtd VII the university, which was :more directly connected. with the Madrid Government, suffered more than San Carlos,
which was protected by the Sociedad E.co-no,mica and tb.e diocesan
bisbop, and it remained in a backward state until the Government
commissioned. li'raucisco de A:rnngo to, examine and re11ort upon the
condition. of the institution, which t ask he accomplished, with the aid
of those most interested in the needed 1·eforms. His rep01·t 1 in 1827.,
led to the reforms embodied iu the plan of 1842·. The medical facult.y
me-amwh-ile was re1:wganiz-ed and modernizm:l, and philosophy also,.iu the
hands of the new teachers, became a liv:iJug force, t he J?rench school
{Gonsin} being represented in the period from 1840 to 1856.
In p-rimary and secondary education a great advance was made in
the private colleges. From 1827 to 1830 the convenient distinction was
drawn bet-ween elementary and superior instruction and new colleges
we:rn established (five iu number), in which the instruction was- so excellent that it was said in 1830 that the:re was no longer any nec<l to send
young men abroad :for their e-dueation. The professors in these colleges
were well-known men of letters.
As to free prim~uy instruction, outside of Havana and Matanzas it
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was in an exceedingly backward state. The census of 1833 showed tllat
there were only 9,082 pupils registered in the schools of the whole
is!and, and this figure is far above the number of those actually atteucliug. There were then 190,000 or 200,000 inhabitants under 15 years of
age. The provinces of Puerto Principe and Santiago, with 250,000 or
300,000 inhabitants each, had 1,408 aud 091 pupils in school in 1840,
respectively. In Villa Clara there was 011ly 01~0 sclioo1 from 1821 to 1834.
The period from 1842 to 1868, the date of t,he beginning of the obstinate insurrection that lasted ten years, was prnlific in poets and dramatists, whose works Mitjanes criticises with discrimination, and we are
astonished at the number of names, especially when we reflect that the
entire popnlation of Cuba was only 1,400,000 in 1868, of which 800,0QO
were white. Let anyone compare the literary activity in Havana with
th:1t of any city of equal size in the United States and he can judge
of the singular intellectual activity manifested in the island. Upon
scientific education and the sciences Mitjanes says nothing, but we can
supplement this historical sketch by the official list of royal decrees
and orders reorganizing public instruction, the origin of which, we have
seen in the foregoing, was always due to the remonstrauces or memorials or suggestions of the islanders, and never proceeded from the Government itself.
Secondary and sitperior instruction. 1-The royal decrees concerning
secondary and su·perior instruction in Cuba and Porto Rico during the
first half of the century provided principally for making valid in Spain
the titles of licentiate or doctor obtained in Cuba and Porto Rico. In
1863 a general reform of public instruction was effected, by virtue of
wbfoh it was divided into primary, secondary, superior, and professional
branebes. In 1871 a decree provides that professors of the University
of Havana are eligible for professorships in Spain, which was followed
in 1878 by a decree making the professorate in the colonies and tbe
peninsula one body.
Iu 1880, at the close of the ten-year insurrection, special schools,
,, which had been called for by circumstances, such as the dental college
of Havana, were create<l, besides soeieties of agriculture, industry, and
commerce. In this ye_a r the minister for tbe colonies drew up a memorial of the unsatisfactory condition of public e<lucation in Uuba and
Porto Hico, especially in regard to the university and institute of
Havana. It recites that the first step toward secularizing education
aml assimila,ting it with that of Spain in that respect was taken in
184:2, auu that the assimilation was nearly complete by 1863 as far as
legi lation a11d form were concerned. But Uuba, he adds, was not
then prepared for so va,st and centralized au organization, and many
?b stacles_ antl delays arose that checked the proposed reform. The
mSnrr ction of 1868 interfered with education very seriously, inter1
Frorn tile Diccionar·10 d 0 L .
.
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· rnpting the studies and so making it difficult or impossible for students
to. finish their courses, which, again, unfitted them. to become teachers
in the secondary schools which were soon after established all over the
island. This state of things also interfered with the habilitation in
the Peninsula of studies followed in Cuba, and so tended to separate
the two countries in tlrnt respect. _,__i\,._l these considerations led to the
decree of June 18, 1880, regulating superior and secondary instruction,
and coordinating those branches in Cuba with the same grades in
Spain established by the decrees of 187 4 and order of 1875. One of
the principal features of this decree was the article authorizing the
- establishment of a secondary institution in the capital of each Cuban
province at the expense of the province or municipality, with a subVtntion from the Governor-General from the estimates for the island.
-In capitals where there were no public secondary institutes colleges of
the religious orders might be substituted by the -Governor-General, with
the a~1vice of the council. But the degrees granted by these private
institutions were to be verified, as only the degrees of public institutions were recognized~ In accordance with this decree an institute of
secondary education was established in Porto Rico in 1882, there
being already several in Cuba; an agricultural commission was organized in Cuba, and in 1885 a professional school was established in Porto
- Rico like those in Havana, where there were a nautical school, a professional school proper, fitting its students to practice chemistry and
the mechanic arts, and an art school. In 1886 the following plan of
· studies was drawn up for the law faculty of the University of Havana,
which we give here for the sake of showing the scope of the studies in
that department. . There are two sections, one of the candidates for
the licentiate and .t1ie other for the doctol''s degree.
Section of the licentilite.

Metaphysics.
General ancl Spanish literature.
Critical history of Spain
Elements of law.
Political economy a!ld statistics.
General history of Spanish law.
Priucipies of Roman lp,w.
Spanish law, civil, common, a,ncl statute.
Criminal l aw .
Mercantile Jaw of Spain and of the principal countries of .Europe and America.

Principals of canon law.
Political and administrative law.
Elements of finance.
Public international Jaw.
Private international faw.
Proceedings in civil, criminal, canon, and
administrative law, and theory and
practice of briefing public instruments.

Section of the doctorate.

Philosophy of law.
Higher course of Romau law.
Church history and discipline.
Public ec.clesiastical law.
History and critical examination of the
principal treatie , between Spain and
other po\veri,;.

Principles of public law of ancient and
modern peoples.
History of private law of aucient and
modern peoples.
Law literature, principally Spanish.
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A Bimilar reform was effected in the faculties of medicine and pharmacy of the University of Havana in 1887 by a royal decree whjch
brought that faculty upon the level of a Spanish university. The plan
of studies was as follows:
I'repara.tory co-urse.-Physics, advanced course; general chemistry;
mineralogy and botany; zoology.
These subjects were to be studied iu the faculty of sciences and natural
history.
Section of UoenUates.-Descriptive anatomy and embryology; normal
histology and histo-chemistry; technical anatomy, practice in dissection, in histology and histo-chemistry; Luman physiology, theoretical
and experimental; private hygiene; general patllology, with clinics and
clinical preliminaries; therapeutics, rnaterb medica 7 with writing presc-riptions, and hydrology, hydrotherapeutics, aud electrotherapeutics;
pa,thological anatomy; surgical pathology; topographic anatomy; practice of medicine, with clinics; clinical surgery, medical pathology, clinical medicine; obstetrics and gynecology, with clinics; special course
on the diseases of children, with clinics; public hygiene, with medical
statistics and sanitary legislation; legal and toxicological medicine.
Course for doctorate.-Oritical history of mediciue; public hygiene,
advanced course, including a historical and geographical course of
endemics and. epidemics; biological chemistry witll analysis; chemical
analysis, especially of poisons.
Lectures upon some of the above studies are appointed to be had every
day during the course, others daily for a certain time, and others t\Yice
a week, according to the jmportanee of the subject.
The plan of studies for pharmacy included the preparatory course
above given. Then follows:
Course for licentiates.-Stucly of physical instruments allCl apparatus
as applied to pharmacy, with exercises for practice; descriptive botlwy,
with determination of medical plants; mineralogy and zoology applied
to vharmacy, with the corresponding pbarmaceuticaJ material; inorganic
chemistry applied to pllarmacy, with exercises; vegetable materia
pharmaceutica; exercises in animal, vegeta,b1e, and mineral materia
pharmaceutica; organfo chemistry applied to pharmacy, with exercises; chemical analysis, particularly of foods, medicines, and poisons,
with exercises; practical pharmacy and sanitary legislation.
Course for doators' degree.-Biological chemistry-, with analysis; critical history of pharmacy and pharmaceutical bibliography.
The decree specifies in what way the prorrranuue is to be carried out.
r.riiis programme is essentially the sam°e as that of a European
uni Yersity.
As ·howiug a <lisposition to adopt new features, it is important to note
th : t th e sa~e d~crce that contains the above programme also directs
th at a ·~air of mdu.~trial mechanics and applied chemistry shall be
er at d m the Ilavaua I ns t·t
. mst1tute
. .
1 u t e. This
alread y possesse d a
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,;mair of experimental physics, while practical chemistry and mechanics
were taught in the professional school.
We give also the plan of studies of the faculties of philosophy and
letters and of sciences of the university as prescribed by royal order of
1887, together with tlte attendance in 1888-89. As tpese studies are of
a general nature they are not designed to fit students for professions like
the special subjects iu the law and medical faculties. The list shows
the iuterest shown in such subjects.
I'rogramme of the RoyaZ Dnfrersity -o f Havana, 1888-89.
FACULTY OF PRILOSOPHY .A.ND LETTERS.

Number
of students.

General and Spanish literature ................................................ 119
General literature ........ --- --· ....-.. . ·- ...._...... ·- .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . .. .
7
Spn.nish literature..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Greek, first course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Greek, second course ......... ... .............. ... ... .... ..... ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Greek and Latin literaturn.... .... ... . .... .... ....... .. . ..... ... .... ...... .... 12
General history, first course..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
General history, second course ....................... ,........... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Metaphysics, £rst course ...................................................... 132
Metaphysics, second course...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Critical history of Spain .. ................. ... .... ... ......................... 124
Hebrew......................................................................
1
Arabic ........................................................................
'8
JEsthetics .................................................................. _.
4
History of philoso:p1Jy ..... · - ....................... . .. . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Critical history of Spanish liternture ...... ··-··· .... ...... .... .... ..... . ......
5
Sanscrit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
NoTI~.-At the same time 24 students were classified jn this faculty from private
instruction, having passed their examinations, i. e., their degrees having been verified, as explained in the decrnes. Of t1rnse 2-1, 5 vrnue examined in Porto Rico.
F .A.CUL TY OF SCIENCES.

Gener.al studies:
1\fathomatical analysis, first course ...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mathematical analysis, second course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geornetry ........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Analytical geometry ................................................... ·-.
Cosmography and physics of the globe....................................
Advanced physics .......................... _............. _............... _
a ·cueral chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General zoology ...........................................................
l\1incra,logy a.nd botany ............. _ ... ............................... • ...
Lineal drawing ........... _........... ~ ... ·- ........................... -.....
Physico-mathematical sciences:
Differential and integral calculus ................. ....... . _.... .. ...........
Theoretical mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Descriptive geometry .............. . ......... ..... _...... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advanced experimental physics __ .........................................
Higher physics, first course ....................................... _ . . . . . . . .
Higher _physics, second course ................. .... ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Higher physics, experimental, first eonrse.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Higher physics, experimental, second course ............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geodesy . _....... ~ ..... _ ... .. ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mathematical physiG&. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theoretical and practical astronom,v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19
7
19
6
8
137
141
138
138
9
2
1
1
6
1
2
1
2

1
3

3
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Number .

Physics :md chemistry:
of students.
Inorganic chemii,try . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Experimental chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 4
Organic chemistry, and e~perimoutal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Drawing applied to physico-chemical science .. ........................... --- -- 3
Natural sciences., including anatomy and animal a nd vegetable physiology, mineralogy, zoography of verteurates, articulates, mollusks, and zoophytes, phytography
and botanical geography, drawing a,pplied to na,tural history, comparative anatomy,
and stratigraphic paleontology, 27 students in all.

We give the programme of the Institute of Havana to illustrate the
grade or scope of this class of instruction in Cuba. The programmes
of the other provincial institutes are essentially similar to it, some of
the commercial subjects being dropped or changed.
Latin and Spanish (two courses).
Rhetoric a,nd poetry.
Geography.
Spanish hi.story.
General llistory.
Psycllology, logic, and ethics.
Arithmetic and algebra.
Geometry an(l trigonometry.
Physics.
Chemistry.
Natural history.

Physiology and hygiene.
Agriculture.
Mermtntile arithmetic and boo~keeping.
Geography and commercial statistics.
Political economy.
Practical commercial exercises.
Chemistry applied to the arts.
Industrial mechanics.
French, English, and German (two
courses each).

This, it will be seen, is a very "practical'' course.
The preparatory cour~e of the professional school of the island of
Cuba· comprised arithmetic, algebra, linear drawing, geometry, trigonometry, and ornamental drawing, while the professional course proper
embraced topography, theoretical and practica] surveying, topographical
drawing, descriptive geometry, the mechanics of construction, strength
of materials, construction of all kinds, building and architectural
_drawing, international mercantifo law, history of commerce, the mate•
rials of commerce, cosmography, pilotage, and band work.
The school of painting and sculpture of Havana had 454 students.
The programme included. elementarydrawing, drawing from the antique,
sculpture, landscapes in lead pencil, carbon, arid oil, both cqpies and
from nature; color drawing, claro-obscuro, copies of pictures; drawing
from nature, from the living model, and original compositions.
The programmes given above are too general to enable one to judge of
the quality of tbe instruction. For instance, Greek might cover Xenophon, or lectures on the tragic J)oets, or Homer, and geometry might
include anytbing from elementary geometry up to that of three dimensions. Tlle inaugural addresses 1888-89 however before the university,
' the inaugural
'
'address in 1890 of Dr.
allow us to form an opinion. Thus
Do~ Juan _Vilaro Y Diaz is a very able paper upon some points in evol~tion, wlnch are supported by a large number of references to observati
. n' by the a u th or h'unself and other persons. They range as usual,
m the full expo •it"10n o f t1.ue argument, from pitleontolog1cal
·
'
d own
data
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to variations in Jiviug species, and the essay is in support of natural
selection. Tlle programmes at hand, while containing a plentiful amount
of theoretical, mathematical, and physical subjects, have less applied "
science, such,as electrical and mechanical engineering, than is found in
the technological schools elsewhere, where manufactures and various
industries make a demand for them.
To complete this part of the subject we give the plan of studies of
elementary schools taken from the Resumen de la, legislaci6n de primera
enseiianza virgente eu la isla de Cuba. Habana, 1895. Por J"ose
E s teban Liras.
This plan is as follows for the lower grade: (1) Christia.n doctrine and
s a·c red history adapted for children; (2) readiug; (3) writing; (4) elementary Spanish grammar and orthography; (5) elementary arithmetic,
including weights and measures; (6) elements of agriculture, industry,
and commerce, to be varied according to locality.
Primary superior instruction embraces, besidP-s an amplification of
·the foregoing: (1) Elements of geometry, linear drawing aud surveying; (2) rudiments of history and geography, especially Spanish; (3)
elements of physics and natural history at1apted to the more common
necessities oi life. In schools for girls of corresponding grades, articles
G of the elementary, and 1 and 3 of the primary superior, are replaced
by (1) women's work; (2) elements of drawing applicable to the same,
and (3) elements of domestic hygiene.
The same authority gives tlle following brief sketch of the history of
public elementary education iu Spain and the colonies:
Primary instruction.-The laws and royal orders and decrees in accordance therewith affecting elementary education in the colonies are substantially those regulating education in Spain. Up to 1821 public
. primary education was not a function of the State and was not regulated by any general law in Spain.
On June 20 of that year the Cortes decreed that public primary
instruction should be free aud that a school of that character should be
established in every town of 100 inhabitants, and that there should be
oue school for every 500 inhabitants in cities [thus antedating the passage of the similar law in France by twelve years]. Following this was
the plan of February 16, 1825, the provisional plan of July 21, 1838, and
the royal decree of September 23, 1847. On September 9, 1857, was
promulgated the law which stm prevails. Besides the foregoing, the
royal decree of February 23, 1883, made primary educa,tion obligatory.
Primary education is obligatory for all Spaniards. The fathers and
guardians, or others having charge of children, shall send them to the
public schools from their sixth to their ninth year of age unless they
furnish the. same grade of instruction at home or in some private school.
(Plan of studies of December 7, 1880.) The Spanish Cortes in 1813 proposed to make reading and writing a condition of citizenship, a measure
· which excit(3d Jefferson's admiration.
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In Cuba four general dispositions affecting public instructi011 have
been promulgrtted, fo1lowhlg the law of the Penjnsnla. These are the
general plan of i842, the plan of studies of 1863, the organic regulation of primary instruction of 1871, and the plan of 1P80, ,Yhich now
prevails. The plan of 1843, for Cuba and Porto Rico, was based on
tho peninsula law of 1838, and the later ones on that of 185'7. The
plan of studies of December 7, 18SO, is that which prevails now on generaJ points. In 1890 normal schools were created, in 1801 the secretaryships of the provincial committees for education ,Yere provided, and in
1803 special school deposits for primary instruction were established.
As everyone knows, it is impossible to form a correct idea of the real
condition of education from royal orders and decrees, and plans of
studies which make 7 or may make, a deceptive appearance, and we therefore present the testimony of competent witnesses who have had opportunities of observing the condition of education in Onba from about
1800 down to tlle most recent years.
Humboldt, in his personal narrative, says of the Cubans of his time
that intellectual cultivation was almost entirely restricted to the class
of tlic ·whites and was as unequally distributed as the population.
The first society of the I--Iav~mah resembles, in ease and pol iteness of manners, the
society of Cadiz and of tbe richest commercial towns of Europe; but quitting the
ca,pitaJ, or the neigh boring plantations inhabited by rich proprietors, a strikin g contrast to this state of partial and local civilization presents itself in the simplicity
of manners that prevails in tlie insulated farms and small towns. The Hayau eros
were the first among the rich inhabitants of the Spanish colonies who visited Spain,
France,. aml Italy, and at the Havanah the peopl~ ·were the best informed of the
politics of' Europe aml the springs put in movement in courts to sustain or overthrow a ministry. 1

And. of the educational institutions lie says :
At the I-favanah th e university, with its chairs of theology, jurisprndence, mediciue, and mathematics, estaulished since 1728; the chair of political economy,
fonndcll in 18 [8; tli.at of agriculture and botany; the museum and the school of
descriptive anatomy, due to the enlightened zeal of Don .Alexander Ramirez; the
puplic 1ibrnry; the free school of drawing and painting; the nntional school; the
Lancasteriau schools, a nd the botanic gardens are institntions partly new and partly
old.

The Countess Merlin, ·who wa,s a native of Hava.na, but had been
abseut in Paris many yea,rs, returned there and published three volumes of letters, with tlle title '' La Ra vane," in 1844. Slie mys of
education in Havana at that period that it produced two contradictory
impressions-a consciousness of undeniable progress, which was
increasing, ancl a. lively sen se of relative inferiority. There were
extreme eagerness for knowledge, quick intelligence, minds well prep~rccl to re?ciYe it, and every ray of light from Europe was greeted
~ 1th en t busi~srn. With all tbis there were greatimperfections, lacunm,
m th e orgamzation of public instruction and in the tendencies of pri1

'ol. XU, }).1:-7, of Miss \ViJlinms's translation, 1829.
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vate education, and t.110 neglect and indifference of the Governmen.t
wa.s a,n obstacle to progress. rrhe Cubans kept themselves informed of
everything educational and f;Cientific that was going on in Europe, and on
the death of Ferdinand VII, when aristocratic Spain endeavored to imitate tho culture and civilization of France and England, some Havanese,
profiting by the movement in the mother country, obtained permission
to form a literary ".Academie," a name which, perhaps, was not tho
best title that couhl be found, but which promised a better intellectual
future. But the Captain-General saw in this institution a germ of political l'eform and danger, and it was dissolved. l\fore than once educated
young men have asked permission to found and maintain chairs of literature and science, but in -vain; tl10 same fear prompted the Government to withhold its consent. In the absence of satisfactory means of
education at home many fatber-s of families sent tlleir sons abroad for
their education. As soon as this was known at l\Iadrid a, royal order
came directing the parents to recall their sons and forbicltling them to
send them abroad in the future. This order eventually fell into desuetude. Enterprising men then obtained permissjon to found colleges
and maintain them at their own expense. 'flrn lower classes, however,
were entirely witl10nt elementary instruction, antl t1e Government
refused to establish n, single scl10ol at its own expe1rne. vVhen the sons
of wealthy fa,milies conld only obtain an education with difficulty, and
at great expense, how could the children of the poor obtain any education whatever without public schools and teachers maintained by the
Government f
This situation, which was better suited to produce assassins and bandits
,t han citizens, aroused the interest of some of the Cuban patriots, who
formed a society called the Society of the Friends of the Country, which,
having no fonds but the iudivi(lual subscriptions of the members, could
accomplish little. Primary schools, therefore, were still few in 1814. In
183G, with a population of 417,545 free (colored and white) persons in
the Province of Havana, only 9,082 attended school. Of that population tllere were 99,5D9 children from 5 to 15 years of age. In a previous period there was even less instmction, and in 1836 there were
90,517 children absolutely without education. In 184:4 there were still
more, because the population had increased and the primary schools,
being always without resources, coultl not keep up with it. As nothing
could be obtained from the Government., the Cubans resorted to theaters
and masked balls to raise money for founding schools. The Sociedau
Patri6tica, or Econ6miea, which was founded iu 1793 by Governor Las
Cas.-1,s, who gavo libera11y of his own fortune for founding scl10ols, began
now to bear fruit alH.l the situation was improving. The countess mentions a museum of natural history as existing in 1844, and the school
of design, which wa,s established in 1815 by Ramirez, ancl adds tlla.t
there were no attempts at intellectual development which did not meet
an active aud <lisiuterested sympathy amoug the creoles. Every one
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of their sons brought b ack from his foreign travels something to advance
civilization in tlle islan d. The number of able aud disti11gnished men
was then larger tban cou1cl have been expected, and included savants
arnl writers on political economy who kept abreast of all European
progress. Besides literary mell, including poets, she gives the names of
Saco, Jose de la Luz, and Del Mante, and concludes by saying that one
curious consequence of the absence· of primary instruction simultaneously with t he ad vauced condition of higller education was to be seen
in the juxtaposition, in strange contrast, of the oldest trnditions aud a
modern college, and journals written in elegant style, published in a
city where the old Oastiliau language of Cervantes and Lope de Vega
was still spoken.
In 1855 J. J. Ampere (son of the Freneh physicist whose name is given
to a "law" in electro-magnetism) published an account of his travels in
America, in the course of which he visited Havana and says of the library
of the university tha,t it contained the recent French scientific treatises,
the works of Cousin, etc. There was at that time no great literary and
scientific movement at Havana,; nevertheless, there was a marked progress in the number of students in the schools. He speaks of a school
of mechanic arts with 24:0 students, and 15 foundations for the orphans
of officers and families who had emigrated from the mainland. The
gov.ernor, General Concha, did much for this school.
In 1859 Mr. Richard H. Dana visited Havana and wrote as follows
about education as he saw it. His opinion is the more valuable, as his
observations were made during a vacation trip, and he must have had
H;1rvard in mind while making comparisons:
As to e clucation, I have 110 doubt that a good education in medicine aucl a respectable course of instru_c tiou in Roman and Spanish law and iu the natural sciences can
be obtained at the University of Havana, and that a fair collegiate education, after
the manrn~r of th e Latin races, can be obtained at the Jesuit College, the Seminario,
arnl other institutions in Havana and in the other large cities; and the Sisters of the
Sacred Heart have a :flourishing school for girls at Havana, out the general eleruenfary
education of the p eople is in a v ery low state. The scattered life of planters js unfavorable to public day schools, nay, almost inconsisten t with their existence. The
richer inhabitants sen cl their children abroad or to Havana, l>ut the middle antl lower
classes of whites can not d o this. The tables show that of the free white children
not more than 1 in 63 attend any school, while in the British West India islands the
prop_ortion is 1 in the 10 or 20.

The life in the country, the free, careless monteros or guijaros who
hardly need to work, whose principal occupation is cock-fighting an<l
who can see no need of sel.J.oo1s doubtless had much to do, as Mr. Dana
.
' elementary schools.
noticed,
with the low number of
B~t Havan~, which at that time had a population of 150,000, was
~drnirably _eqmpped for secondary and university studies, and a writer
m tlle .i:: at1011al Quarterly Review for 18G6 (vol. 14) said of it:
. Far from l>eing l>ehintl the age in the provision which it made for etl.ucation, there
· 1n
· that respec t .
B not; ouc of o nr cities, no t even t i·ue modern Athens which excels 1t
oslou, Philadelphia, cw York, au<.l one or tw~ other American cities h ave,
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indeed, better public schools than H:wana. They afford better facilities for the
education of the poor. But the higher educational institutions of Havana are on un
extensive aml liberal scale. vVe must admit, on due. examination, that we have no
institutions that are equal to their free school of design and painting, or their free
school of mathematics. The professors in each o:( these schools have been selected
for their superior qualifications in tlifferent countries of Europe, a large proportion
of them b e ing Germans, French, and Italians. If it still seems incredible that
Havana has son;ie educational institutions which are superior to those of Boston or
New York, we ask is the fact more incredible that the same city has a fine botanical
garden in which botany is taught in all its branches by .professor,, \vho have graduated at the fan1ous Jardin des Plantes, in Paris, and other similar schools, while we
have no botanical garden worthy of the namef The capital of Cuba has also a firstclass university, ond which may be compared to that of the city of New York, and
which has separate chairs for jurisprudence, medicine, ch~mistry, theology, comparative anatomy, and agricultural botany.

In 1887 Professor Froude, the historian, visited Cuba, and gives the
following interesting and appreciative account of the well-known Jesuit
College at Havana, which has been especially famous as the seat where
tbe celebr~ted meteorological observations of Father Vinez were made.
He says of the Jesuits:
They alone among the Catholic clergy, though they live poorly and have no
endowment, exert themselves to provide a tolerable education for the middle and
upper classes. * * * Their college had been an enormous monastery. * * ~
The Jesuits lrnYe taken possession of the largest convents much as a soldier crab
becomes the vigorous tenant of the shell of some lazy sea snail. They have a college there where there are ,100 lads and young men who pay for their education;
some hundreds more are taken out of charity. The Jesuits conduct the whole, and
do it all unaided,ou their own resources. Audthisisfarfromallthattheydo. They
keep on a level with the age; they are ruen of learning; they aro men of science;
they are the royal society of Cuba. They have an observatory in the college, and
the Father Yinez, of whom I have spoken, jg in charge of it. His name is fami1iar to
students of meteorological science, and he has supplemented aud corrected the
acceptecl law of storms by careful obsenation of '\Vest India hurricanes. The libraries were well furnished, but the books were chiefly secular and scientific. The
sleeping gallery wa.~ divided into cells, open at the top for ventilation, with bed,
taule, chest of drawers, and washing apparatus, all scrupulously clean. Everything
was good of its kind down to the gymnastic courts and swimming bath. The cost
of the whole establishment was defrayed out of the payments of the ri.cher students
managed economically for the benefit of the rest. From the courtyard we turned
into a narrow staircase, up which we climbed until we reached the roof on and under
whfoh the father had his lodgings and his observing machinery. Cases stood around
the wall containing self-registering instruments of the most advanced modern type,
each with its paper band unrolling slowly under clockwork, while a p encil
noted upon it the t emperature, the ozone, the electricity. He took us out to a shed
amoug the roof tiles, where he kept his large t elescope, his equatorial and his transit
instruments, not on the great scale of State-supported observatories, but with everything which was really essential. He had a laboratory, too, and workshop, with all
the recent appliances. He was a practical optician and mechanic. He managed and
repaired his own machinery, observed, macle his notes, and made his reports to the
societies with which be was in correspondence, all by himself.
At my companion's suggestion he gave me a copy of his book on hurricanes. It
contains a record of laborious journeys which he made to the scene of the devastations of the last t en years. The scientific value of the father's work is recognizecl
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by tho hi 0 he t authoritiei;;., though I can uot vcntnre even to aitempt to explain
"\Yhat ho has done. * * * As
took leavo the marquis kissed bis oltl mas.ter's
brown lian<'l. I rather envied him the privilege.

,,Te

Mr. R. H. Dana's visit to the Beleu (Betlilellem) was in 1859. He
described it as a group of buildings of the usual yellow or tawny
color, covering a good deal of ground, and of a thoron.gbly monastic
character.
It was first a J?ranciscau monastery, then a barrack, an<l now (1859) ha.s lieen
given by the GoYeruruent to tlrn Jesuits. * * * These perform every office from
tho highest scientific in vestigr1tions and instruction down to the lowest menial
office in the caro of the children. It is only three years since they established
themselves in H::wana, but in that time they have formed :1 sclwol of 200 hoarders
and 100 day scholars, buiit 'dormitories ::m<l a commons lmlJ, restored the church and
rua<le it tho most folly attended in tho city. Father Antonio Cabre, a, very young
man of a spare frame and intellectual countenance,. with llanclH so~-vhite a,n<l so lliin
::mcl eyes :w brig.ht and cheeks so p:1le, is at the head of the depa.rtment of mu.themrvt.ics and astronomy. He. to0k us to his laJJorato-ry, his observatory, aml h1s
apparatus of philosophical instruments. These,. I am to]d, n,re according to the
latest inventions and in the best style of French and German workmanship . There
was a, cabinet of sllells, the beo-innino·
of a, museum of nu-tural history, a1ready
0
enriched with most of the birds of Cuba, and a cabinet of the woods of the isla.nd
in small blocks., each piece being 110Hshed on one sid.e am1 rough 011 the other.

The recent cornlition of elementary education in Cuba is ahly discussed by Seuor Manuel Valdes Rodi;iguez in a pamphlet with the
title La Educad6n Popular en Cuba, which is n, lecture of the course
given by the Real So:ciedad Economica, in 1801, a society which has
such an honored 1laiffie- in the intellectmtl history of the· island~ This
work: is published togethel' with another by the same author- on The
P'rob1em of Education, which consists mai'n1y of articles contributed to
El Pa.is and the Revist-a Oubana, reviewing tlle work of the fntern~tional congress of educatio·n and the educational exhibition at Paris
in 1S89.
· Iu this review the author presents to his fellow-countrymen the
results brought out by the discussions and exliibfts at Paris and indicates how the Cuban elementary school syst.em could be made to profit
by them. He points out certain essential differences between the
Cuban social life and that of other countries and that such differences
should be taken iuto account in reorganizing the Cuban schools. He
takes up different countries-Germany, France, the United States, etc. and gives a summary of their elementary instruction,. tlle materia,l of
instruction, anc.l statistics. He is particularly impressed with the uni.on
between the common schools and the domestic and political 1ife: of the
United States, wheTeby the school is not an interruption of, but a
factor in, both, and he pointed out tbe antagonism that often exist._· in
Cuba between the elementary school aud the home, and between the
uufol'tunate school teachers a11cl the alcalde.
Iu th e
ontl pap r S iior Rodriguez, who is a teacher by profession,
n t i · al · ·1
' 11t an° f reading and wdl informed in mouern philosopliical
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an(l pedagogical ideas, proceeds to discuss the actual condition of elemelJ.ltary instruction in Cuba. He fir~t calls pa.rti-cular attention to the
precocity of Cuban chil<lren, whose faculties ripen early but soon lose
their freshness, a11d then gives a p:edagogical and psychological {liscussion of tntenectual, moral, .and social education, in which he notices
the views of various writeTs-Ilerb.ert Spencer, Herbart, Pestalozzi,
the criticisms of Tolstoi--and in the section upon social education he
takes occasion again to call attention to the close union between the
elementary school and private and public life in the United :States, but
at the same time he refers to the crying evil of bad literature which
tb-e public sebool children of the United States are led to read. He
quotes from the report of the association of teachers in New York in
1889 in which is a quotation from one of the most distinguished pedagogues of AmeTica, to the effect that many American boys would be
better off morally and physically if they never had learned to read, and
he comments upon certain similar evils in Cuba.. He then spBaks of
the ~wtnal -c ondition of primary schools in Cuba, .a nd says tliat there
are practically none. The number of them has increased, he says, lmt
the principal fact in connection with them is their creation and insertion in the budget. They -a re neglected by tlte Government, which
provides no inspectors; by the Jocal juntas, whose members often do
not know where they are; by the fathers of families, who do not believe
in the gratuitous service, and by the teachers themselves, who bave
often to go unpaid.
In 1869 the Gov.ernment closed 64 schools in Havana, and only in
1872 did it reopeu 32 of them. Four more wer,e afterwards establish·e d,
besides 8 for colored people.
But the conditions of these schools were deplorable. The building's
could not accommodate the pupils allotted to them; some had no class
rooms, so that the attendance in some cases was not over 20. The
civil governor, Seu.or Rodriguez Batista, did his best to increase the
attendance, but, as many teachers remarked, neither the limited aocommodations of the buildings, nor the a,bsolute want of teaching material,
nor the general conditions of elementary instruction, warranted tlie
attendance of the required number of pupils. It would be a great
injustice to impute such a lamentable state of things to the conduct of
the teachers. On the contTary, they manifest an exceptional and sincere disposition correspondiug· to the lofty ends •o f their missiou, but
th1jy are extremely poor, and -s ome are in ·danger of starving. In this
.same year, 1891, Seiior Dionisio Vega, by authority of the teacl!ers of
the capital, appealed to the press 011 behalf of the teachers iu the
rural districts, to whom arrears amounting to $117,957.50 in gold were
owing, a deficit which had. been accumulating· since 1887. It would b-e
unjust not to speak of the generous efforts of the present 'Civil governor
to ameliorate the situation, but it still remains an auomaly, and the
larger part of the teachers lrnve been obliged to s-ell thefr vouchers at
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an enormous <l.iscount in order to live. "To my mind, however," continues Soilor Rodriguez," the sacl<l.est and most dangerous feature of this
s~ate of things consists in the strange apathy of our public and their
ignorance of the real state of things, which I can only explain by the
profound intellectual lethargy and prostration of the lower classes,
who are plunged in the heavy sleep of ignorance, while we take no
heed of their dangerous situation. This indifference is unjustifiable,
for, better ·or worse, we shall have to form our people out of this conti11gent, and unless we can raise them from the slavery of ignorance,
now that they have been freed from bodily servitude, our country will
soon resemble a nation of some primitive people. An odious distinction
has come to exist in our system of education between the rich or powerful and those who have been disinherited by fortune. For the first
class there are the university and the institutes in the various provincial capitals; for the second, a situation has grown up which renders
education nearly impossible. The son of the rich or well-to do family
has the incentive of a fnture to spur him on to acquire an education,
while the child of poor parents has neither this incentive nor any means
of attaining an education. It is true that the education of the better
classes is profoundly utilitarian and egotistic, frankly calculated to further personal interests, the door to higher aims, which should anirna~e
our country, being closed; but the situation of the plebeian classes 1s
lamentable, as every notion of school, teacher, pupil, moral influence,
and instruction is gradually becoming extinct. It may be said that
within a short .time our entire elementary education will consist of the
most rudimentary ideas of mechanical reading and writing. Reading
and writing imply a deep signification when they are combined with the
development of the mind and conscience; otherwise, they are dead
·t hings. Formerly the rich and poor child went to school together for
a certain period, a circumstance which had inestimable advantages
both for the general social conditions of the country and because it
opened the way for talent. Many of our men of letters came from the
lower classes."
·
The present law provides that the government shall have the direction of the schools, including their morals, hygiene, and instruction,
text-books, and everything affecting them, whHe the city authorities
are to pay for their support without any participation in the management. Such a system is likely to produce real antagonism between
the municipal corporation and the government, because the former are
not eager to pay for services which they can not control. This explains
the constant struggle with the town authorities to pay the teachers'
salarie~.. But in order to manage the schools properly, which the local
autbonti have to support, the governmen·t needs skilled persons who
uutler st an<1. the problems and necessities of education in its technical
a P c who are called inspector·, and whoform an intermediary between
h govern 111 eut aud. the chool
But iu point of fact, so profound is
0.
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the neglect of the elementary schools, there have been no inspectors,
either provincial or general, for many years; so that the government is
· absolutely ignorant of the inner life of the schools, their needs, their·
-1·egular operation, and the more insignificant matters that affect their
life.
The only activity in promoting the welfare of the schools is rnani- feste<l by the dilige11ce of the teachers. The slight influence wLich
tile provindal deputies can exert is sliown by the failure to create
recently a normal school at Havana, notwithstanding the efforts of
Don Jose Marfa Carbonell, senator from the university. To make some
amends for such deficiencies, the law has created local and provincial
juntas, the former of which exercise the right of visiting the schools,
fixing the examination days, and seeing that the schools are in operation regularly, ancl in short, are a kind of intermediary between the
teachers and the heads of families. But as the government appoints
the persons who, in the minds of the heads of families, are an integral
part of this machinery, it results that such appointments, in th.e midst
of the prevalent profound indifference and atony in educational affairs,
are without iufluence upon the real and effective life of the schools.
The darkness of the situation becomes intense when we re.fleet that
elementary education has had no regulation for years which should
direct and arouse to practical life the force naturally iuherent in the
institutions. Organization, system, method, all are absolutely neglected
or ignored.
Senor Rodriguez asks what remedy can be found for this condition
of things, and finds it in an increased political activity and the press.
By political life he means particularly a greater initiative on the part
or the municipalities, and an amplification of their functions, or
greater decentra.1iza.tion.
As the municipalities are poor, an<l. irregular in their payment of
teachers' salaries, he thinks that both tliis misfortune and the want of
aetivity and interest can be cured by the action of political parties in
the better sense of the word; and this political activity, he says, has
had a great influence upon the elementary schools in France, iu Spain,
and in.Ita1yparticularly, where tl1c principles of the French revolution
have penetrated. The school, he continues, when well organized acts
spontaneously in forming upright minds, guiding the conscience, preparing men for the work of' life, nourishing tlle meutal faculties, au<l.
assisting the iudividual development, cu1tivati11g, iu short, these three
aspects of the iudividualJ viz, the man, tlle citizen, and the productive agent. There is, he concludes, no other alternative; but either
the care of producing these results must be left entirely to the government or the people must take the iuitiative aud assume the
charge of such importance tbemselyes. Every civilized country must
necessarily choose the la,tter course. In that case, with the desire or
aml>ition to accomplish this purpose, the political party to effect it will
ED 98--Gl
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rise, wuose activity is inseparably connected with eyerytbing affecting
the g 1-'neral interest of the people. A political party, once formed, the
promotion of the elementary schools shou1d be included in its programme, and the whole ayunta.miento, or council, with its alcalde, and
the corporations connected with it, should be asked for their profrssion
of faith. And an enlightened press should advance these interests and
bo their safegnard. The paper closes with a reference to the publicspirited men and women in Cuba who have llevoted themselves to
establishing schools or improving education, as has already been noticed.
In an appendix Seilor Rodriguez gives the law regulating primary
instruction, with bis own observations, showing deficiencies in the various articles. The date of the faw is not given. The articles are as
follows:
ART. 2. Elementary instruct ion shall comprise Christian doctrine and sacred
history, reading, writing, principles of grammar with exercises in orthography.
Elementary arithmetic, including coins, weights, ancl measures. Elementary lessons in agriculture, industry, and commerce suited to the locality.
ART. 3. Instrnction which does not iuclude all these subjects shall be regard ed as
incomplete for the purposes of this plan of stUllics.
ART. 125. In every town of 500 souls tliere shall be a pnblic elementary school for
boys aud another for girls, even if incomplete. Incomplete schools for uoys shall
be allowed only in smaller to,vns.
ART. 126. In towns of 2,000 souls there sliall lJe two complete schools for toys and
two for girls; in towns of 4,000 there shall lJe three, and so on, increasing the
schools by one for each sex for every 2,000 inhabitants, iucluding private schools;
but one-third of the whole shall always be public schools.
ART. 127. In the provincial capitals and towns of a :population of 10,000 one of
the public schools shall be a high school.
AnT. 131. The governor-general shall proy:idc infant schools in the de11artruent
capitals anu towns of 10,000 inhabitants.
A11T. 133. In towns of 10,000 inhabitants th ere shall be anight school or a Sunday
school for adults, and besides, a class in linear drawing and ornamental drawing,
with application to the mechanic arts.
A RT. 134-. The supreme government will promote the eclucntion of the d~a.f, dumb,
and. lJJind by providing at least one school for them in Havana.
ART. 137. In order that those who intend to devote themselves to primary education way obtain the necessary instruction, there shall be one normal school in the
capital of each province.
ART. 141. The general government ~ill promote the establishment of normal
schools for female teachers for improving the instruction of girls, and will establish
n1odol schools where it is convenient, urnler eertain requirements which the regulations will determine.

U11on the foregoing Sei1.or Rodriguez remarks that no provision is
made iu the appropriations for carrying out the requirements of the
la,w. There was in 1890 only one high school for boys and another
for girls in Havana, one for boys iu Guanabacoa. one in Matanzas, 011e
in 1):i~rto rrincipe, and one in Santiago de Cuba, six in all, tbe law
rec1~mng t 1~t there should be one for every 10,000 inhabitants. There
wn. not ?110 rnfant school in the island, under the law, but one under
th an pit:es of the Real Casa de Beneficencia v Maternidad de Habana
h ad been ucce •fully
coucl uc t e d for several ;rears. Neither was t h ere
V

•
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a night school nor a drawing school founded by the municipalities, but
the Real Sociedad Econ6mica established that kind of instruction in
1878 for adult whites and blacks. There is also a school of mechanical
arts in Havana. As to normal schools, there is also 110 provision for them
in the appropriations, yet since the twenty-two years during which the
normal school of the 1Escufapian fathers has been closed, which turned
out accomplished teachers, the State has established two such schools
in Havana, one for male and the other for female teachers, but none of
the provinces have one. It is the glory of the Socieda<l. Econ6rnica to
have installed a preparatory night school for male and female teachers
which is free, a.ncl is supported by diffe1·cnt members of the Society of
Friends of the country. V\Te give the summary of Senor Rodriguez:
I

N mber \
Elemen- Elem enf uh '16 Number Elementary
tary
i~~o: of private
tary
schools schools ta
plete · schools. schools. required be estab.
by law.
lish ed.
- - - - - -- - - - - -1 - - - - - 1 -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - 80
HaYana ...•••••.•....•••.•..•.........
452,028
354
112
524
412
Pinar clel Rio ........•.... . ...........
229,761
99
26
35
274
239
Matan zas ............................ .
~59, 754
74
112
69
300
231
95
03
351,265
Santa Ulara .......................... .
40-1
325
79
68, 881
Puerto Principe ..................... .
11
22
35
74
52
271,010
72
76
38
294
250
Santia go de Cuba ............ : ..•.....
ProYince.

Total . • . • • . . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . .

P ormlation,

1, 632, C:J9

0

431

006

355 1

1,870

1,515

This table shows that in a population of 1,432,199 1 there were 355
elementary ·schools in 1891, and that 1,515 were still to be established
to conform with the requirements of the law, which calls for 1,870.
These figures show also that there was one elementary school to 4,036
inhabitants.
vVe take., at the risk of some repetition, the following additional notes
on public elementary education in Cuba from the translation of a book
by Raimond Cabrera, with the title, Cuba and the Cubans. The author
says, '' Until the last century was far advanced the Cubans had not a
siugle public institution where they could have their children taught to
read and write. The first school was that of the Bethlehemite Fathers,
in Havana, and was established through the generosity of Don Juan
F. Carballo. He was, according to some authorities, a native of Seville,
and according to others, of the Canary Islands. He repaid thus g:.enerously the debt of gratitude he owed the country where be had
acquired his weaJth. Already, in the sixteenth centmy, a philanthropist of Santiago de Cuba, Francisco Paradas, had afforded a like good
example by bequeathing a large estate for the purpose of teaclling
Latin linguistics and Christian morals. The legacy was eventually
made of avail by the Dominican Friars, who administered it, but when
the convents were abolished it was swallowed by the royal treasury,
and thus the beneficent intentions of the founders were frustrated, to
1
The figures in the column II Population" add up to 1,632,699, uut as Sefior
Rodriguez uses 1,432,699 in his discussion, the error can not be determined.
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the permanent danger of the unfortunate country. Only these two
institutions, due entirely to individual initiative, are recorded in our
scholastic annals during the three first centuries of the colony. The
thirst and scent for gold reigned supreme. The sons of wealthy families, in the absence of learning at home, sought schools and colleges in
foreign parts (in this century). On their return, with the patriotic zeal
natural to cultured men, they endeavored to better the intellectual condition of their compatriots. This enforced emigration of Cubans in
quest of learning was fought again Rt by our government. The children
of Cuban families were forbidden to be educated in foreign countries.
This despotic measure was adopted without any honest effort being
made to establish schools for instructing the children of ~ population
already numbering nearly 500,000 souls.
·
"The Sociedad Econ6mica was founded in 1793, during the time of Las
Uasas, whose name has always been venerated among Cubans. Then,
as now, the members of this association were the most talented men of
the country, and their best efforts were directed toward promoting
public instruction. It gave impulse and organization to the school system in Cuba; it established inspections, collected statistics, and founded
a newspaper to promote instruction and devoted its profits to this
cause; it raised funds and labored with such zeal and enthusiasm that
it :finally secured the assistance of the colonial government and
obtained an appropriation, though but of small amount, for the benefit
of popular instruction.
"In 1793 there were only 7 schools for boyR in the capital of Cuba, in
which 408 white and 144 free colored children could be educated.
From this privilege the slaves were debarred. The seven schools
referred to, besides a number of seminaries for girls, afforded a means
of livelihood for a number of free mulattoes and some whites. The
schools were private undertakings paid for by the parents. OnlY one,
that of the reverend Father Senor, of Havana, was a free school. Reading, writing, and arithmetic were taught in these schools. Lorrenzo
Lendez, a mulatto of Havana, was the only one who taught Spanish
grammar; The poor of the free colored classes were on a par with the
slaves. The Sociedad Econ6mica founded two free schools, one for
each sex. The bishop, Felix .Jose de Tres Palacios, nullified the laudable efforts of the country's wellwisllers by rnaintaiuing that it was
unnecessary to establish more schools. From 1703 to 1893 the society
was unable to accomphish even a part of its noble purpose-it was
found impossible to obtain an official sanction of popular education. In 1817 there were 90 schools in the rest of the island-19 distric~s-al~, or nearly all, founded by private individuals. In 1816 the
section of education of tl1e Sociedad Econ6mica was establishe<l. It
~ffo r <led_ a powerful impul:e to tli.e cause of education, thanks to the
11
11
11 · upport of the governor, Don Aliquando Ramirez. Tue
~ ~ne b~
001 1m1 r ved, the boy· aud girJ.s, both white alld black, were
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taught separately, literary contests were opened, annual exannnations
were made obligatory, prizes were distributed, and a powerful incentiYe
was created among all classes for the cause of education. But the concessions attained for the society by the influence of Ramirez were
revoked by royal order of February, 1824. In this year the municipality of Havana loaned the Sociedad Patri6tica $100 for schools.
"In 1826 there were only 140 schools in the island, of which 16 were
free, and in 1827 the society obtained $8,000 per annum for the establishment and maintenance of new schools. In 1836 there were only
9,082 children receiving elementary instruction in the whole island. In
1860 the number of schools had increased to 283 for whites and 2 for
colored, yet the attendance was proportionately less than in 1836, owing
to the increase in population. Poim1ar instruction was neglected or
despised by deputy governors (military).
·
"The reformed course of studies of 1863 did not improve the condition
of the schools, and the secretary of the governor made recommendations that virtually tende"d to keep the population in ignorance in
order to keep it Spa,n ish. In 18'83 the schools numbered as follows:
Province.

Public.

Private. Vacan-t.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --,- - - - - - - -Havana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
1',1atanzas ................................................... , . . . . . . . . . .
Pinar del Rio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Santa Clara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• . • ... . . • ... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
Puerto Principe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Santiago de Cuba . . . . . . . . • . •.. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total. ....••.•• •..•..•• ..•••• •.••••• . •• •••••••••. ......• . •••...... ,-

173
ll5
82
103

101
22
18
18

8
13
25
3

24

4

3

58

21

15

535 1- · - 1 8-4- 1---6-7

'' But the teachers were not paid and public instruQtion was neglected."
This work gives a li~t of names of wealthy Cubans, both men and
women, who have founded colleges ancl schools, and_ of societies which
have the promotion of education for their object. The author adds
that the clergy are indifferent in this matter. There is not one parish
which supports a free or endowed school.
The preamble of a decree reforming education in Cuba was published
in the Official Gazette of Havana November 17, 1871, and a translation
of it is given in an appendix in the work just quoted. On account of
its historical interest we give a summary of a portion of the preamble.
It states that the iusurrection of 1868 was due to the bad system of
,e ducation; that while the old methods were slow the new are prompted
by eagerness for hurry, a '.1d the child is taught a number of things,
whereas its mind is uuable to comprehend many things at a time. A
number of subjects should therefore be suppressed. Balmes is quoted
as the authority for the p sychology and .pedagogy of tlie preamble.
The latter goes on to say that this haste to teach many things has made
·religious instruction secondary to tbat of the arts and sciences, a fatal
error wllich has produced fatal consequences. It refers t o statistics to
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show that crime has increased with education, and states that Aime
Martin found the remedy for this evil in educating instead of merely
instructing. But as there were many religious sects, Martin unfortunately selected an irreligious religion as the means of educating, and
consequently there was no decrease in crime. Sefi.or Lasagra is
quoted to prove that suicides are more numerous in Protesbrnt than
in Catholic countries, and more so in the capitals than elsewhere. This
is <lue to too great individual freedom of thought arnl consequent
changes in social and economic conditions, which have.produced dissatisfaction, despair, and suicide. Philosophical and religious sects have
multiplied, and the multiplicity of these has always and everywhere
produced doubt and skepticism, which in their turn have engendered a
materialism whose only offspring is disbelief in virtue and mora.lity.
Under its influence some are tortured with unhappiness, without hope
of the future, while others are filled with envy. Religious instruction
had been too much neglected or too carelessly performed, and the real
remelly would consist in Christianizing or Catholicizing education, by
putting the government and municipal machinery of education in the
hands of the religious tea.ching orders, when the evil would disappear.
It goes on to say, witll severe condemnation of the schools where they
had taughtJ that many of the insurgents had been teachers, and mentions particularly the school formerly conducted by .Jose de 1a Luz.
Instruction must be snpplemente<l. by moral and religions education,
and great care should be taken to prevent access to (politically) evil
literature. Even in text-books of elementary geography, it declares,
have wicked doctrines been inserted. In one of them we read tha.t the
greatest event of the present century in America was the revolt of
Bolivar. "See under what seductive forms the minds of children are
preuisposed to treason." The preamble concludes by recommending
a greater scope to religions instruction, the suppression of private
teaehing, and placing the plans of stLulies under the Catholic clergy.
There is a number of· learned societies in Havana, and l\Ir. A. P. C.
Griffin, of the Library of Congress, has published a list of 33 whose
publications are received in ·washington. By means of these publications and separate works, like the History of Pezuela and the Natural
History of Sagra, the history of Cuba, its natural history (land and
marine fauna, mineralogy, and botany), ethnology, and geology have
been made known, while the meteorology of the region has been investigated by the observ:>vtory, whose work is known all over the scientific
wOl'ld. The number of medical journals is noticeable, and Vol. XXXIV
(August and September, 1897) of the Anales de la Real Sociedad de
Ci~ucias l\iedi~as, Fisicas y Naturales (the only specimen at hand), contarns four articles on medical subjects, viz, a criticism by Dr. Santos
Fernandez upon certain experiments with the X-rays upon a blind per8011, nno t ber upon tbe bacillus of the tuberculosis of Koch and the two
otliers are exr erimental studies connected with typhoid, fever. The
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remammg article of tlrn number is a long and masterly account of the
discovery of argon and prediction of helium, by Dr. Gaston Alen.so
Cuadrado. The Revista Cubana contains able arti-cles upon general
philosophical, historical, and other subjects, besides those of especial
interest on Cuba. The paper upon elementary education by Senor
Rodriguez, which we have used, was published in that review. J ndging from the titles of the periodicals we should say that there is little
of mechanical or electrical engineer'ing or "applied science" in them,
for which there is probably no demand in Cuba, while the exhaustive
mathematical treatment of such subjects (especially that which was
"made in Germany," like much recent "American science") has
been imported into the United States in the last twenty-five or thirty
years, where there is a field and demand for it. But for a population
of 200,000 souls, including many blacks, the number of scientific, educational, and literary periodicals in Havana is remarkable, and they
contain valmtble original articles.
To sum up, therefore, the educational condition in Cuba, the evidence shows that tbe higher education is of a superior character; the
study of the humanities has borne its usual fruit in literary taste
and culture, and Cuba has given birth to poets who ha·rn attracted
attention and won t1rn praise of European critics. In recent years the
sciences, with such teclmical applications as are aclapted to the needs
of a community whicll is not a manufacturing one, have been cultivated, a.nd the enlightened part of the public has been· kept informed
of European philosophy and progress-all this witb scant aid from, ·
and son;ietirnes despite tbe opposition of, the government. Elementary
public instruction, on the other hand, has been and is in a -very backward state, l)artly on account of the social condition of the island, but
principally on account of the apathy and often the actual hostility of
the government toward any serious attempts at improvement.
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II.-THE PHILIPPINES . .
The character of the population of tLe Philippine archipelago is
vastly different from that of Cuba and Porto Rico. In the latter col•
onies the aboriginal inhabitants had become extinct by the end of the
:first century of Spanish occupancy, and their place as laborers was
taken by negro slaves, whose supply was replenished from time to time,
but particularly between 1762, the period of the English occupation of
Havana, and the middle of this century. The whites, however, form
the majority of the l)Opulation in Cuba, while in the Philippines the ·
vast majority of the population is composed of the native races, the
Spaniards and other wLites forming only an insignificant proportion of
the whole. The population of the group is given at a little over 7,000,000, while the total civilian Spanish population, including creoles,
amounts to less than 10,000. The native population is composed of
two grand divisions, the Tagales and the Visayas, who are of Malay
stock, and a small number of N egritos who, it is agreed upon all hands,
were the original inhabitants of the islands.
But the mingling of the
different Malay tribes with the Negritos and with each other, in the
long course of centuries, has produced innumerable varieties of dia·
lects and customs, character and form. to which the Chinese, who,
aside from their mestizos, now number 100,000 souls, have contributed·
their share, until a large number of tribes is now recognized with dis·
tinct languages, which run into dialects so subdivided that among the
wi1d tribes of the Negritos and other mountain men, isolated family
. groups have been found with a dialect of their own. Jagor (Reisen
in den Phi1ippinen), following a Spanish authority, gives a fo,t of over
thirty languages and dialects spoken in the different islands. 1 The
Tagales and Visayas, who are Christianized, are all called Indians by
1 In tlie Historia General de Filipinas, Tome III, p . 535, Seflor Montero y Vidal
gives the following interesting table of the Philippine dialects and th e number of
natiYes nsing them, publi8hetl in 1869. But there is necessarily rnnch difficulty in
oLtaining such statistics, and different authors give different figures :

Dialects.

Nun,ller of
natives.

Visa~a ............•.•..... c,., , ••. ....

2,024. 409
1, 216, 508
385, SG6
354-, 378
312,554
263,000
193,424
68,936
67,092
57,500
22,961
13,272
12,099
10. 325
9, 6 6
9,337
8, :io:1

Dialects.

Number of
natives.

Igorroto dola Grau Cordillera ...... .
Carolino ................ . ........... .

7,059
5,928
5,360
4,104
3,932
3,845
3,103
2,893
2,744
1, 961
1, 8.!6
1,071
644
58:l

Total ...... ............. - • • • • - ·

5,075,680

lChamorro
':1rU::~~~ :.....
:::::......................
:::::::::::::::::::::.:
Mandaya .. . .. ! ................ . .... .
nongote ······· .... . . .... .. .... .. ... .
Ibilao ............................... .
Manobo ............................. .

~ai~1:fh~
tif
a!;~n-~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Igonoto del AlJra ...... ...... ..... .. .
0

:::::: :::::: :::: : : : : : : : : : : : :
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the Spaniards. There are, besides, Mohammedans in the Snlu archipelago and in .Minda,nao, who Lave been the inveterate enemies of both
Spanairds and "Indians" ever since the discovery of the islands. They
are called'' Moros" by the Spaniards, a name given them when the
memory of the wars with the Moors in Spain was still fresh .
.A writer in the Catholic "'\Vorld for .August, 1898, divides the popu1ation
as follows, as regards their religion:. Nominally under the order of the
Augustines, 2,08~,131; _of the Recollects, 1,175,156; of the Franciscans,
1,010,753; of the Dominicans, 699,851; of the Jesuits, 213,065; and
those under the secular clergy, 967,294, a total of G,158,250 Christianized Indians, leaYing a million or more for the wild tribes and the few
Negritos.
.
The conquest of this population by a few hundred Spaniards in the
sixteenth century was remarkable for the ease with which it was
accomplished and the means which real1y effected it, for it was the
monks rather than the soldiers who won the islands for Spain, and
they have retained the spiritual and intellectual control of them ever
since. Long before .the Spaniards discovered the group the ·natives
had acquired the social constitution which they still retain in a measure a·n d which is thus described by Mallat (Les Philippines, Paris,
1846): The Philippine islanders, says that author, had no kings, properly
speaking, but in each ' village there were certain individuals more
powerful and iufiuential than the others, who were distiuguished either
by birth or by personal qualities. They could make war and had the
title of rajah, which was hereditary. They were a kind of petty feudal
chiefs who looked out for the interests of their subordinates a11d the
latter, in their turn, followed the rajah to war or to sea, or w01:ked for
him in the field, in fishing, etc. There were also chiefs, or governors, of
larger territories. Slavery existed at the time of the conquest, a,11 captives being reduced to that condition, and the Spaniards endeavored to
abolish it. rr.here were, therefore, three classes among the nativesnobles, plebs, and slaves. The natives were deeply superstitiou s, but
without any formulated religious beliefs; they feared and worshiped
any objects in nature which they imagined could injure them-the sun
and moon, lightning and thunder, rocks on which they might be
wrecked, certain birds, ete.-in short, their religion was a feticbism,
b~t they had no priesthood, like the Buddhists, for example. They
lived as they do now, on fish and fruit, both of which are in profusion,
cultivated rice, and had trade with China and Japan. The military
conquest was easy because there was no national life, no conscious
unity of race or government. .As Semper (Die Philippin en und ilire
Bewolmer) explains, as soon the Spaniards had achieved a few victories
over the village chiefs the followers of the latter yielded their homage
to foe conquerors as they had been accustomed to do to the native
victors, the Spanish officer merely taking the place of the conquering
petty chief, and tbey ca.me to receive Jjis commands. On the other
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llarn1, the ceremonial of the mouks appealed for several reasons to the
irnagiuation of the natives and they were eager to adopt or assimilate .
the religion which it represented. With comparatively few exceptions
they have never understood the symbolism but have remained half
Christian and half pagan to this day. They merely regard the Christian 11rayers ancl texts us superior "medicine" (as an American Indian
would say), to their own, and Semper states that the priests complained
to him that the same men would be devout Christians one day and the
next would pray t.o tlleir ''Anitos" for a good harvest. Ancestor "rorsllip was and still is pra·c ticed among the wild tribes, and as to education the "Indians" of the different islands had alphabets of their own
when the Spaniards arrived and could read and write, as they ca,n and
do to this day. Semper reinarks that up to the beginning of this century
the Spanish priests in Mindanao made use of the native alphabet even
in their official business. The natives had no literature, however, and
therefore no history, and no tradition as to their origin, which has been
worked out by ethnologists by tlte natural-history method. They were
not in the "stone agei' like the .America11 Indians, but had iron-pointed
spears and arrows aud smelted copper, an art whicll is still practiced,
not by the more civilized agricultural Tagales and Visayas, but by the
mountain tribes in Luzon. The tobacco and coffee culture ·was introduced by the monks, and the former now forms a, great source of wealth
to the religious houses. The Negritos and the wild tribes, who are
described as remontados, i. e. 1 peoples who refosed to stay in the plaius,
cultivate the soil, and pay tribute to the Spaniards, but took to tlie
mountains, still use the poisoned arrows of their ancestors. They are
intractable, make raids upon the settled "Indians," and are perpetually
atwar with each other. They are miners in a primitive way, and bring
in the gold which eventually finds its wa,y to the Chinese merchants in~
lVIauila and on the other islands. After the partial military subjugation of the country there was a, second and more complete conquest
of the tractable imitative "lndia,ns" by the monks, whose intellectual
or spiritual superiority tue natives speedily recognized and acknowledged, and they soon came to take the place of the original "dattos"
or petty chiefs, a position they retaiu to this day, the hereditary possessors of that authority still appearing in the political capacity of
"gobernadorcillos," or petty governors, while the padre is the ren.l
center of the village community, its spiritual llead, counselor, and
adviseT, as well us the collector of spiritual fees of all kinds.
The history of the Philippines from the time of the first conquest is
not remarkable for its political interest. It consists of contests with
~he l)i.rati~al "li,..1~ros," the snccessful repulse of the great Chinese pirate
mva 101; m l5 rn, atta~ks by the Dutch, who were carrying the revolt
0 ~ th e .J.: e t liel'~aud. agamst I>hilip II wlierever there were Spanish colo8 11 011
1~1
! wli~ch to wreak revenge ; an occasional capture by the Engh l.t f th e .·hip: tliat made annual tri1)s to Acapulco from lVIanila (one
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English ship sailed up the Thames with sails of damask, and her cargo
brought several hundred thousand dollars, all from the plunder of this
Manila fleet); earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, and insurrections
among the natives, which make up the story until 1762. In that year
Manila, like Havana, was taken by the English and held for a year,
until the declaration of peace restored the city to the Spaniards. The
significant events were the insurrections. The Spanish colonial policy
began its work early. In 1581 the "encomienda" system was practiced
in the islands as it had been in America, but the natives refused to be
enslaved wholesale, or to submit to practices which were a1ien to their
ancient village or clan system, and revolted. The opposition of the
clergy, too, was so active that news of the contention reached the ears
of the King, who issued orders abating the "encomienda" system and
strongly favoring the natives. The protest of the religious orders was
so earnest that they petitioned to be allowed to return to new Spain
rather than witness the extortion of the officials. The King, with the
knowledge of what had happened in America and the old protests of
Las Casas iu mind, and with the general outcry of Europe against the ·
enormity of the Spanish practice ringing in his ears, was prompt to
suppress the repetition of an outrage that had brought the Spanish
name into disgrace. The later insurrections were not serious until
we come to the present century, when the causes which hnive been
pointed out in the article by Blumentritt given above had come into fnll
operation. It is very not.eworthy, however, that a widespread insurrection took :place when the English captured Manila, both among tlie
"Indians" and the Chinese. In the early part of this century serious
insurrections broke out from time to time, and in 1872 the revolt of
the native troops at Uavite was the most dangeroL1s of all uniil the
:final outbreak of 1896.
Of the intellectuail capabilities of the Indians of the Philippines (i.e.,
the Christianized natives), Blnmentritt, the German ethnologist,, who
has studied them, has a high opinion. He says, iu the article before
quoted, that they are distinguished by a higher capacity for education
than the so-called civilized Indians of Central America and the Andes
region. The number of Philippine Indians wlJo attend tlie secondary
schools and the university is relatively very large and from them have
come politicians (lie gives the names of Dr. Rizal, Marcelo H. Del Pilar,
and Mariano Ponce); artists like the painter lmrn Luna y Novicio,
wbose picture '' Spoliarimn" was brought out in the Leipzig Illustrirte
Zeitung; ethnographers like Isabelo de 1os Reyos y .Floreutino; and
linguists like Pedro Serrano Lakiar, who are all known outside of their
own conntry.1
1
Among the suspected persons in the insurrection of 1896 was the artist Luna (a
mestizo), whose large historical paintings (snch as that which shows the drnggiug
out of the bodies of dead gladiators from the arena of the Colosseum, and l,loody
scenes from Spanish history) were much admired. at Madrid. Tho Dr. Rizal men-
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The Chinese mestizos have played a conspicuous part in the colonies
on account of their wealth and inherited business enterprise and talent,
which make them ooe of the most progressive elements of the population. There are 110 red-skins in the islands, l>ut pure-blooded Malay's
and their mestizos, who resemble the Japanese, with whom tbey are
allied by race, not only in their physical appearance, but in their
mental characteristics. .A. Tagale said, "We are Japanese with a
dash of Spanish blood and of the Catholic faith; we represent progress; the Spaniards are only laiida,tores tempor-is act.i-tbe backward
element."
Another competent observer of the Tagal character was Jacobo
Zobel de Zangroniz, a biographical notice of whom appeared in the ·
Deutsche Rnndschau in 1897. He was born in Manila, of a wealthy
German father and Spanish mother, received his education in Germany
aud Spain, where be took his university degree, and became interested
in archeological pursuits. He spent several years in Europe, following
his favorite studies and attracting favorable notice by his publications,
before returning to Manila. He was aetive there in promoting the
literary and scientific as well as commercial movements after 1870,
· which brought him into conflict with the monks, and he was imprisoned.
He owed bis release to the personal intervention of _the German minister
for foreign affairs. He remarks that the numerous other Malay tribes
of the archipelago are inferior to the Taga1es both physically and mentally. Two-thirds of the Tagales can read and about half of them can
wrjte. They are a cheerful, peaceable people, are disposed to enjoy•
ment, and have an eye rather to pleasures and things that are beautiful and attractive than to the useful and profitable, in which they
are totally unlike their Chinese neighbors. 'l,hey work enough to supJ)ly their needs-an easy task, because of the superabundance of rice
and fish-and are willing to work just a little more, to provide brilliantcolored clothes, festivities, etc. .Art, especially music, is their passion.
The village vagabond will sit all day over his violin or flute, and even
the meanest village has one or more bands of 20 or 30 pieces, n,nd
th ey will play much better than the regimental ba1ids of the ~urrounding English colonies. They like the dolce far niente, revery, melancholy, but are also eager to hear stirring ta1es of adventure, new
discoveries and inventions, mythological and ghost stories. Their
tioned in the text, who was a sava11t and known both for his scientific and literary
attainments, also lielonged to the insurrectionary party. His novel Noli me Tangere,
NoYe1a, Tagala, (with a motto from Schiller) was printed at Berlin i11 1886. It is
descri1Je<1 as presenting, althouo·h in an ex:aaO'eratecl
way the misery of the natives
0
~n th e islanus, _their harsh trc;tment in tl~e s;anish prisons, and· the pernicious
1 1;1fluen<'e of :hC' ririesthood upon them, especially the women .
There was for a long
tun_«' uncel'taiuty as to Rizal's fate. One rumor was that he had died on shipboa rd ,
wbilo anothC'r
had it th a t h e h ad been appoint d surgeon to the , pamsh
.
·
troops in
,,
.nhal.. lhc• trufli h, howev r, that he was shot in Manila b,· the military authorit 1", 1 1. f· t thus recall·
.
'
1Ug th at oi• Placido,
in ' uba, fifty yearn
before.
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superstition is rather practical than religious, by which is meant tl.iat
they believe less in spirits than in the magical action of healing herbs,
in the laying on of bands in disease, etc., and therefore they were early
attracteil by the Catholic Church. Unfortunately they know very little
of Spanish, so that they have no means of improving themselves by
reading, their material in this respect being almost exclusively pra,yer
books, a few stories about the saints, etc. ,vhenever any other kind of
reading in their language comes in their way, such as tales of chivalry
and enchantment-even quack adv..ertisements and the like-they devour them greedily. In another passage in his letters, Zobel, speaking of the relation of the natives to the monks _and the tobacco
monopoly, says that the latter were attempting to represent both to the
colonial a11d the home governments that they alone can offer a sure
support to the Government, since they can keep the mas·s of the nativ~s
in check by their moral influence without other aid. This claim, he
continues, wat:i only true to the extent tbat the natives, timid, indifferent, and lazy as they are, fear the white monks and pay them a superstitious obedience, but do ·not love them.· In the provinces where
tobacco is grown the natives are not allowed to cultivate anything else·.
The State sells it for cash, but pays the farmers in paper which is not
redeemable for two, three, or even four years, so that they are compelled to sell their certificates to the Chinese or Spanish usurers at a
great discount. Even this is borne patiently by the easy-going people.
But religious fanaticism, which is not rare among the lower native
priests (who are excluded from all higher spiritual dignities), sometimes
leads to dangerous revolts of the natives (as in 1842), whose customary
mildness and indolence are liable occasionally to change into Llind
fury .
.A.s has been said, the monks played a conspicuous part iu the acquisition of the islands for Spain. They came as missionaries with the
conquistadores and soon became the leadel's of the natives, and have
remained ever since in possession of nearly all the parishes. As in the
other colonies, so in the Philippines, they brought with them the educational system with which they had been familiar, aud very soon after
the settlement of Manila they founded colleges and otller educational
aud charitable institutions, which have survived un,til now and to
which is dne the literary and seieutific _activity, which, beginning with
a history of the islands, accounts of the "martyrdoms" of missionaries, etc., bas produced works on the natural history of the islands,
their ethnology and history, including dictionaries and grammars of
the native languages. The latest fruit of the scientific activity of the
Jesuit fathers and the most important and best-known scientific institution in the Philippines, and perhaps iu the whole East, is the
famous meteorological observatory of Manila, which was founded. in
1865, and now has one of the most complete equipments for meteorological observations in the world. An important practical service which
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tbe observatory renders shipping is the warning of approaching hurricanes, which it is enabled to give by means of its branch stations at
different points in several of the islands. The Jesuit Father Fa_ura,
who is so well known for his meteorological work and bas been for a
long time in charge of the observatory, began forecasting the weather
as early as 1879. Expeditions have been made under his direction all
over the archipelago, with a view to making magnetic and other observations. A report upon tlie terrestrial magnetism in the Philippines
was prepared by P. Ricardo Oirera., S. J., the director of the magnetic
section of tlte observatory, to be presented to the meteorological congress at Chicago. It contains, besides, some bistorical matter and a
mathematical discussion of methods, ti.tblcs and charts showing tlrn
isogonal and isoclinal lines, magnetic meridians, isodynamic·Jines, and
diagrams showing the magnetic variation at Manila, and the perturbations. The college of Santo Tomas was founded by the Dominicans
in 1611 and was formally opened in 1619. Pope Inuocent X conferred
the t,itle of university upon it in 1645 with the two faculties of theology
and arts, which were subsequently enlarged hy Clement XII by the
addition of the faculty of law in 1734. The King became the protector
of the university in 1680, and it received the additional title of'' royal"
in 1785. Its courses and faculties were reorganized in 1870 witll tlle
title of University of the Philippines. 1 It had 581 students in 1845 and
nearly 1,000 in 1858, at the time of Sir John Bowring's visit. Since the
reorganization in 1870 and the separation of secondary instruction from
the university the attendance has become subdivided, but no statistics
are available to show th.e attendance in the last few years. The representative in ·washiugton of Aguinaldo, the insurgent leader in the
Philippines, who is himself a grnduatc of the university, says that foe
total number of graduates is 11,000. Although the university is the
most important institution, it is not the oldest in l'.fanila. In 1585 tl.ie
King ordered that a college should be established in which the sons of
the Spaniards of the archipelago could be educated under the direction
of the Jesuits, but the institution-the college of San Jose-was not
opened until 1601. Its first students were sons or relations of the early
authorities of the country. In 1030 the college of San Juan Latran
was founded by a charitable individual for the orphans of Spaniards.
The founder became a Dominican and the institution remaine<l in charge
of that oruer. Besides the inmates, a large number of boarders, both
"Indians" and mestizos, received instruction there until both it and
the college of San Jose were includell in the institute in 1870. In
1
These hi_stor~cal notes on the educational institutions in the Philippines are taken
from th e 1st ona General de Pilipinas desd0 el descubrimiento de dichas islas llasta
uue~tros dia, , por D. Jose Montero y Vidal Madrid 1887 · Mallat Les Philippines,
Pa.ns
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·
'
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1632 the college of San Isabel, for Spanish orphan girls, was founded,
and is now in charge of the sisters of charity. Not only were colleges
and schools established in Manila, but in other islands. Thus the J esuit
Sanvitores established schools in the Laclrone Islands, aud a semin ary
for the education of the sons of the natives in 1669, in support of
which the Queen, Marianna of Austria, contributed 3,000 pesos annually, for wllich act of charity the name of the islands was clianged from
the Ladrones to the Mariannes, which they bear now.
It was not only the Government and thP, Spaniards who founded
educational institutions, however, for in 1694, as Montero's chronicle
sta tes, a mestiza named Ignacia del Espiritu Santo founded the beaterio
de la compaiifa, which still exists, and which was soon attended by
many Indian girls and mestizas; other beaterios were in existence
later·, and the oldest convent school, that of Santa Potenciana, was
founded in 1589.
In 1767, when the ,Jesuits were expelled from the Philippines, they
had 4 colleges in Manila and in Oavite, 1 in the island of Cebu, 1 in
IloiJo, 1 iu tbe island of Mindanao, and 2 in the l\farianne Islands, 10
in all. .(Montero, II, 183.)
In 1770 a royal decree began the effort, which has been repeated ever
since without effect, to make Spanish the common official speech of the
if~lanus, and in 1781 tile Socieda<.1 Econ6mica was established, having
for its object improvements in tile industry and commerce of the country
and incidentally of the schools. The first paper or periodical appeared
in 1811, which contained principally translations of articles in E nglish
papers concerning the war in Spain against the French, the courage of
the Spaniards, etc. The next periodical appeared in 1821, which had
only a short life, while the Sociedad Econ6mica founded a mercantile
paper in 1824 that lived for ten years. In 1837 the Flora de Filipinas
segnn el sistema sexual de Linneo, by Fr.1\fanucl Blanco, was published
in Manila, which is described as an important contribution to tlle
natural history of the islands. In 184:2 the periodical Seminario Filipino
begm1 1ts existence, and contained European and Asiatic news, besides
local and mercantile notes, and a daily paper was started in 1846, which
lived four years. In 1852 the Jesuits were reinstated, and sisters of
charit.y were directed by royal order to go to the Philippines and take
charge of the beaterios there. They arrived in 1862, and have charge
of a dozen "colleges" and charitable schools for girls in Manila with
(in 1885) 1,030 pupils. At the same time the fathers of St. Vincent de
.P aul came to the islands, and now have 4 colleges and seminaries in
Luzon, Cebu, and Iloilo, with a total attendance (in 1885) of 1,580 male
and 40 female pupils.
In 1855 a commission was appointed by royal order to draw up regulations for primary education, in accord, as far as possible, with the
Spa11ish law of 1838, and to report upon the expediency of establishing
a normal school at Manila. In 1861 a school of botany and agriculture
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wa c tabli hed at J\fanila, under the inspection of the Soeiedad Ecou6mi ·a. In .1863 plan of primary in truction which bad been approved
for ,uba, were sent to the governor of the Philippines for his examination. The plans proposed by the miuister for the colonies for secular- .
izing the University of Manila met with the most violent opposition from
the religions order which had had charge of it, and its opposition was
seconded by other persons, so that tbe plans as contemplated could
not be carried out. It is important, however, to show what changes
were intended, and a summary is here given of the preamble and plans
of study proposed, which are taken from the Diccionario de legislaci6n
de instrucci6n p1iblica, por Eduardo Orbaneja.
The minister for the colonies, under date of October 2, 1870, proposed
that instruction should be given at the University of Madrid in Tagalog
and other studies wbich would give information about the Philippines
aJJ(_
l the English and Dutch East India possessions and their methods
of government, especially for the benefit of those who intended to enter
the colonial service. A decree of the same da,te established .the plan
proposed. On N oyember G a royal decree established an institute of
public secondary instruction in Manila, with the title of Philippine
Institute. The plan of studies wasSpanish ancl Latin grammar.
Elements of rhetoric and poetry.
Elements of physical gcogra.phy.
Elements of descriptive geography in
general and of Spain and the Philippines in particular.
Universal history-History of Spain and
the Philippine Islands.

Arithmetic and algebra.
Geometry and plane trigonometry,
Elements of phyi,ics and chemistry and
of natural history.
Psychology, logic, and moral pbilosopliy.
General outline of anatomy, physiology,
and by giene,

The same provision was made here as in Cuba for the verification of
degrees from private institutions.
The studies which fit for the industrial professions in the same institution includedMercantile arithmetic.
Bookkeeping and accounts.
Political economy antl mercantile and
industrial legislation.
Geography and commercial statistics.
French, English, Tagalog, and Visayog.
Surveying.

Spherical trigonometry .
Cosmography, pilotage, and maneuvers.
Theoretical and applied mechanics.
Physics and cliemistry applied to tbe arts.
Topograpbical drawing and byc1rog-rapby.
Lineal ::mcl ornameut.al drawing-landsc:1pe, -figures 1 and painting .

Thi institute absorbed tlle college of San Jose ancl rnuuicipal atbeneum_, colle~e ~f San Juan Latran, nautical academy, aud academy of
drawrng, parntmg, bookkeeping, and languap;es. Ou the same <late
tlie ~ecree changed the title of the old University of Sa11to T mas at
Mauila to that of he University of the Pltilippii!es. The faculties of
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law and medicine were reorganized, the latter containing the fo]]owing
studies:
DescriptiYe ancl genEral anatomy, two
courses.
Exercises in osteology aud dissection,
two courses.
Physiology, one course.
Public and private hygiene, one course.
General pathology, with clinics and
pa,thological anatomy, one course.
Therapeutics, materia medica, and writing recipes, one course.

Surgical pathology, with operations,
bandaging, etc., one course.
Medical pathology, one course.
Obstetrics and special pathology of
women ancl children, with clinics, one
course.
Medical and surgical clinics, two courses.
Legal and toxicological medicine, one
course.

The pharmaceutical course was also reorganized.
On December 5, 1870, the minister for the colonies drew up a long
exposition of the history, condition, and needs of public instruction in
the Philippines, which recites the early activity of the Augnstiues,
Dominicans, and J~suits in education, especially in founding the college
of Santo Tomas iu 1611 ancl of San Jose in 1601, but points out that
by the process of absorption by the religious orders education became
concentrated in their hands. That while every acknowledgment should
be made of their services in earlier times, their narrow, exchisively
religious system of education, and their imperviousness to modern or
external ideas and influences, which every day became more and more
evident, rendered secularization of instruction necessary. He cites the
attempts in this direction made since 1835, which had been only partly
successful, on account mainly of want of persistence in fo1lowing them
up and the political changes of the times in Spain. He goes back to
1785, when the first classification of studies was made in the archipelago,
and when secondary instruction included a very modest amount of the
humanities, consisting for the most part of tedious Latin taught with
great prolixity, .some scholastic philosophy, mostly intended to prepare
for the study of casuistic theology, and some extremely rudimentary
mathematics.
While this part of education remained in the hands of the clerical
element, the laity, especially the association called the Sociedad Econ6mica, established the nautical and accountaut schools, the school of
drawing and painting, and other no less valuable institutions, which
were at first maintained by private funds, although subsequently by
the State. (These were all united in the institute.) The university
instruction was entirely insufficient. There was no faculty of medicine •
or pharmacy, very little natural science, and less of history, philology,
and linguistics. This is now corrected. The minister remarks that it
would be entirely Utopian to attempt to give the Government charge
of all the education, because of the social condition iri the Philippines
and the supremacy and power of the monks.
On October 29, 1875, a royal order was issued regulating the courses
in the university and prescribing plans of study.
ED 98--62
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TlJc faculty of law was much enlarged to cover, besides the Roman
a1Hl c::mon, civil, mercantile, and criminal law, political economy, statistics, and general and Spanish literature.
How many of these reforms were carried out eventually can not be
decided from any evidence uow available. The minister who succeeded
tbe author of the above sensible proposition bad the order revoked as
far as secularizing was concerned.
As to primary instruction, it has been shown that the Philippine
islarnlers could read and write their own languages when the Spaniards
arrived. According to a table in the book of M. Alfred l\farclle (Lngon
et Palaouan. Six annees de voyages aux PhHippines. Paris, 1887),
there are five alphabets in use in the archipelago. All travelers state
that there are schools in every village, which are under the control of
the priests. Good observers have noticecl the aptitude of the natives
for instruction. Thus, Mallat states that the children begin very early
to make their letters in the sand or on leaves. Soine of them, he goes on
to say (he was writing in 184~), become distinguished calligraphers,
and can imitate all kinds of writing, drawing, and printed characters.
He relates a story of a missal which was copied by au "Indian" and
sent to the King of Spain. It was so well done that it was impossible
to distinguish it from the original. They copy maps, also, with great
exactness. It follows that instruction among the In<lians was far from
being backward when compared with that of the lower classes in
Europe. Nearly all the Taga1es can read and write. However, the
sciences, properly so called, have made little progress among the
Philippine islanders. A few of the mestizos have a slight tincture of
them, and those of the Indians who have taken orders know Latin. Tlle
best educated are without doubt those who, having studied at the university of Santo Tomas, have become lawyers. Among them can be
found advocates worthy to be compared with the most celebrated in
Spain. As to literature, there is a Tagale grammar and a dictionary
and a combined grammar of the Tagale, Bicol, Visaya, and Isinay Ian~
guages. These are aU published by the monks at the Santo Tomas
press. There are several public printing offices in Manila. The literary
works proper consist mostly of poems and trag(>.dies in Tagale. The
former are sometimes on very grave subjects, such as the Passion, and
the tragedies are very long. 1 There are also short poems and songs,
of which both words and music are national, aud tbe Indians can write
the music with wonderful ability. They are all musicians, and some
of them can play five or six instruments. There is uot a village, however_ sm~ll, where the mass is not accompanied by music. The choice
of airs is not. always the most edifying, and one sometimes llears
wultze' ~i~d nus from the Freuch opera bou:ffe in the churches. 2
The unhtary music of the garrison at Manila and the large towns
1
l ·
:\f. Iarchc forty yc·:ws ft
, . .. '
· . n. er, re1ates tha,t a tra.gcdy whi ch was p c rforme( 1n n.
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of the provinces is can'ietl to an astonishing degTee of perfection, so
that there is nothing better of the kind in l\Iadrid. The Indians play
from memory the overtures of Rossini and MeyerbeeT. Semper, writing in 186D, says of education among the natives: •· The Christian Spaniard has not been able to exert much more influence of a spiritual
than of a political nature upon the character of the natives. Popular
instruction was formerly and is now entirely in the hands of the priests.
Excepting the professoTs of common and Roman law, all the chairs of
the university of Santo Tomas in Manila are in the hands of tbe priests,
who uaturn1ly arrange not only the theological lectures, but those upon
metaphysics, physics, and logic as well, according to the principles of
the Catholic Church. In the provinces e,ery village bas its public
school, in which instruction is obligatory; but, besides reading and.
writing, ouly Christian doctrine and church music are taught. This
instruction, moreover, is by no means generally given in Spanish; at
least, the general introduction of Spanish as a school language is still
so recent that it will be- long before the Spanish officials will 9e ablB to
conversB even with their subordinates in Spanish. On. the east coast
of Miildanao, one of the oldest and most settled prnvinces, the native
dialect was exclusively used until forty or fifty years ago, and the
priests used the old Malay alphabet until the beginuing of the centnry
even in their official bus iness. The number of natives-the SpaniaTds
call them 'lndians'-who can read and write is tolerably large; but
owing to the total unreliability of all statistics on the subject nothing
accurate ca.n be said. In 1863 the Government attempted to make an
enumeration of the population and, incidentally, to note the number
of those who could read aml write. The fact that the result was never
published seems to confirm the 011inion that an unsatisfactory condition
of things was found .
"The surprising facility with which Christianity spread over the
islands, even in the beginning of the conquest, leads one to suspect that
it only served as a, doa,k for the ancient religious customs, aud, indeed,
partly amalgamated with them. Trustworthy monks still oomplain that
the same men go to church one day to pray to their Christian God and
the next offer sacrifices to their heathen idols or '.Anitos' for a good
harvest. In some places there has even been a backsliding into the old
heathen times."
Jagor, another competent observer, says of the natives in the Camarines, a province of Luzon, that they have schools in every village.
The teacher is paid hy the Government and mmally reeeives $2 a month
without board or lodging. In large towns the salary rises to $3.50 a
month, but then an assistant must be J_)aid. The schools are under the
supervision of the local priests. Reading and writing am taught, the
copies being set in Spanisb . The teacher is required, it is true, to teach
his pupils Spanish, but he does not understand it hims€lf, while th e
oflieials do not know tli.e nat ive language, a condition of things which
the priests li.ave no power or inclination to change, because it increases
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their power. Only those Indians know Spanish who have been in the
service of Europeans. At first n, kind of religious primer is read in the
native language, and later Christian doctrine is taught. On the average, about half of all the children go to school, ordinarily from their
seventh to their tenth year. They learn to read and some learn to write
a little, but soon forget it . . Only those who become clerks can write a
running hand, but they usually have a very good hand. Some priests
do not allow boys and girls to attend the same school, and they pay a
special female teacher $1 a month. The natives learn counting with
difficulty and use shells or stones as a help, piling them in little heaps,
and then counting them out.
In 1890, according to the Gran diccionario geograflco, estadistico, e
hist6rico de Espana y sus provincias de Cuba, Puerto Rico, Filipinas,
etc., edited by Rafael del Castillo, there were 1,016 schools for boys
and 592 for girls in the archipelago, with an attendance of 98,761 boys
and 78,352 girls.
For the following additional information we are indebted to a brief
account of the educational facilities of the Philippine Islands by Mr.
Alex. A. Webb, United States consul at Manila, which was written in
1801: Mr. Webb states that the general government appropriated
$404,731.50 for schools in 1890, of which sum the normal schools received
$10,520. The salaries of the teachers were, $800 for the director; professors, $800; reachers of drawing, $600; teachers of ordinary branches,
$400, and assistants, $120. The two directors of the school of drawing
and painting, which was established in 1875, were paid $1,200 each by
the government. By royal decree of October 1, lSDO, the School of Arts
and Sciences was established at Manila. Here are taught languages,
bookkeeping, higher mathematics, chemistry, natural history, mechanics, political economy, mercantile and industrial legislation, drawing·,
modeling, engraving, wood carving and a11 the trades.
A school of agriculture was established at Manila July 2, 1889, for
the purpose of giving those natives who had acquired a common school
education a theoretical and practical education iu agriculture and horticulture. It opened with 82 students and last year (1890) had 50, but
it is hoped and expected that there will be an increase in interest
among the natives as soon as the work of the school can be extended.
Similar schools have been established in the provinces of Isabela de
Luzon, Ilocos, Albay, Cebu, Iloilo, Mindanao, Leyte, and Jalo. They
are supported entirely by the government and managed by the priests.
·Mr. Webb mentions the Royal Society of Friends of the country,
~hich was founded in 1813 for the purpose of encouraging the interest
m t~e arts, s~iences, commerce, a~d industries, and says: "It is claimed
?11 its bellalt that it has accomplished. a vast amount of good, but there
1 11
~ th ~t ~l gree of energy and al~tivity manifested in its work to be
r.n m s.umlar organizations in some other countries." It bas accumulat
.
h. t 1 a hhrary of ab ou t 2 ,00 0 volume· ou the arts and sciences,
natural
1• ory, aucl agriculture.
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On the lJth of August, 1887, a Royal decree was issued establishing
a public museum and library in lYianila, under the management of a
board of civil and military officers to be appointed by the governorgeneral of the islands. Work has been commenced upon the project
and it bids fair to develop into a very creditable institution in a few
years.
This review of the educational condition of the Philippines would
not be complete without some fuller account of the monks, whose power
and position in the islands is an anachronism, recalling the middle ages.
The complaintR which are now apparently with justice urged against
them should not cause us to forget their early services to the natives
and to civilization. We are accustomed to hear of travelers and scientific men venturing everywhere in furtherance of fads or impelled by
curiosity, or the vice of competition, and risking their lives from these
purely selfish motives, but the motives which urged Catholic priests in
the sixteenth century to go all over the world and encounter death
everywhere, from the woods of Canada to the remotest parts of China,
were self-sacrifice and devotion for what they believed to be the spiritual welfare of savages and heathen. In the historical paper before
cited B1urnentritt says of the monks in tbe Philippines:
They won for tliemselves, in early times, great gratitnde from the natives by prot ecting them from tlie government officials, which was increased lJy admitting them to
religions orders. But this happy condition was changed in the present century, for
when the orders were abolislied in Spain, the Philippines offered an asylum to the
cro'<Yd of European novices whose nnmbers soon closed further admission to the
natives. Since that time, the Philippine monks have been European Spaniards, who
are often the ody white men in the <lOuntry distri cts, and who; being the only representatives of the ruling race, have made use of that position, in fact if not with
right, and constituted themselves the rulers of the land. In the fear that a liberal
goyernment might deprive them of their last refuge, the Philippines, by handing
the parishes over to the (native) secular clergy, the Spanish monks began to pose as
the only reliable support of Spanish rule in the archipefago ancl to throw the suspicion
of independence upon the secular clergy. So great is the ignorance of the Spaniards
of the affa irs of the archipelago that this suggestion was easily entertained, although
all insurrections had b een suppressed, not by the monks but by the government.
Their power was further increased by the money they circula t e d in Spain and th0
fear of the Spanish Government that they might place their w ealth at the disposal
of the Cal'lists.
These monks have been the enemies of every administrativ e reform which the
colonial rninisteTS have promised or effected from 1868 until t1rn present time, and
they hav e consequently and naturally appeared as the enemies of all progress and
improvement in their country, not only to the secular clergy, but also to all the
other inhabitants of the islands. .A'.t their instigations all natives of superior intellectual attainments who would not play the hypocrite were persecuted ancl transported, so that thern was a fearful sense of insecurity all through the country.
What kind of a spirit actua ted them is b est shown by the fact that they accused
the Jesuits, who are highly esteemed, of liberalism and so brought suspicion and
distrust upon the t eachers who were educated in the Jesuit tea chers' seminary.
'l'he Filipinos started a journal in Ma drid, called La Solh1aridad, which contended
for constitutional reforms. But the undertaking was unsuccessful, because the
mass of tho Spanish nation show ed absolutely no inclination to trouble itself about
the affairs of its A.siatic colonies, and the monks were able to purchase enough
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newispupers to combat or render ridiculous the efforts of the Filipinos . Indeed,
tho latter wero torn that political rights are not obtained by begging, but by
fighting, to which their leader, Marcelo H. del Pilar, ans·wered that the day when
tho Filipinos, 110 longer trnsting the justice of Spa~n, should take up :1rms, would
be a day of sorrow for the Spanish nation, for it would no l onger be a question of
the granting of po1itica] reforms, but of breaking away entirely from the obstinate
and deaf mother country. This prophecy was soon fulfi lled . Up to the present
time only the educated and 1·i ch inhabitants of tho islands h ad ta.ken pnrt in the
efforts at reform, while tho mass of the people stood aloof. The greed of the monks,
however, who had acquired immense landed estates, induced them to raise their
re11ts nntil their tenants and the small formers, in despair, rose in the revolt of
August, 189G, wh ich was tlirected ]ess against the Spanish G0Yer t11110nt than the
monks themselves.

The conclusion, which is obvious from the observations and history
which ha,ve been presented, is that the few Spaniards in the Pllilippines, while they have not made a radical or decided clJange in the ens•
toms and habits of thought of the natives, have nevertheless imposed
their religion upon them to a considerable extent, have taxed tllem
successfully, and have them under military control. The humanities,
under the con<luct of the priests, have borne their u sual fruit in civilizin g the comparatively few natives or mestizos who have been brougllt
under their influence, until they have produced statesmen, artists, and
literary men who have become known in Europe by their merits. It is
clear, also, that while the natives of the archipelago llave a greater
power of resistance to alien influences than those of the American
continent, the greater portion of them show decided and superior intellectual capabilities.
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CHAPTER XXI.
EXP:BJRIMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN, INCLUDINGANTHROPOMETRICAL AND PSYCHO-PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS OF W .ASHINGTON SCHOOL CHILDREN.

I. INTRODUCTIO~.
Before entering upon the introduction proper, the author may be
allowed a few remarks.· The original part of this work is chiefly a study
of Washington school children; the rest is, in the main, an endeavor to
present reimlts of the principal investigations on school cli.ildren up to
the present time.
As to the original part of this study tbe reader will remember that
all such work is in its infancy and must therefore be necessarily
incomplete.
Many seemingly unimportant details are given, but-, as remarked later
on, to present too many details is less of a mistake than to present too
few.
It is hoped that this, with the work of others, may aid in a more
thorough study of children, on whom the future civilization depends.
ANTHROPOMETRY.

Anatomical measurement of children is one of the cbief branches of
anthropometry. Anthropometry is the measurement of the human
body in general. It is a branch of anthropology, but independent in
its purpose and methods .
.A.RTIS'I'S 'l'HE FIRST. .A.N'l'HlWPOME'l'RlS'.L'S.

In early times measurements of the body were made in the service
· of art. It is in comparatively recent times that anthropometry has
taken a scientific direction. The arti_s t was interested almost wholly in
tbe form and proportion of the human body, and so measured those
only who were well-formed. The empirical investigator is interested in
the measurements of all persons. The founder of this latter branch of
study is the Belgian statistician, Quetelet. His purpose was to find
what is typical in man, at the same time making note of the variations
due to sex, age, race, and social position.
989
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PRACTICAL N A'l'URE OF A.NTHlWPO:;.\,IETRY,

Oue of the prnctical aims of measurements of living meu is to identify
11ersonality. It is to give to each individual a "positive, permanent,
and invariable personality." Thus when a life-insurance policy or a
certificate of death is to be drawn up, or when it is desired to identify
some insane person or some one disfigured by sudden or violent death,
by shipwreck or combat, it would be serviceable had those persons had
their measurements recorded so that they could be identified witll certainty. Banks and associations for mutual benefit could not be so
easily swindled by the assertion of the death of a policy bolder; hnpersonation of a pensioner or of an heir would be difficult, and "those who
died iu battle would not have a nameless grave."
BERTILLON SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT. 1

This is an extension of the idea of the Bertillon system of measurements for criminals-a system which aids in lessening crime. Crime
is e11couraged from the difficulty of dis-tinguishing one person from
another, so that habitual and professional criminals escape punishment..
This system, although intended primarily for a practical end, can be
made of scientific value as far as it goes. Its measurements arc length
and width of head, distance between zygomatic arches, length of left
foot, of left middle :finger, left little :finger, left forearm, and length and
width of ear. There is a descriptive part includiug obser:vation of the
bodily shape and movements. Deformities, peculiar marks on the surface of the body resulting from disease or accident, and other signs, as
moles, war-ts, scars, tattooi~gs, etc., are noted. Experience has shown
that absolute certainty of identity is possible by the Bertillon system.
But the full benefits of a practical system of identification can not be
reached unless applied to all individuals. There might be at :first sentimental objections, as has happened in things subsequently of great
utility to society. No one who intended to be an honorable citizen
would have anything to fear; but, on the .Qontrary, it would afford protection to humanity in enabling society to find its enemies. This certainty of identifica,tion would discourage dishonest voting, assist in
recognizing deserters from the Army, in enforcing laws, and in facilitating many busines~ matters.
IMPORTANCE OF MEASUREMEN'.l'S OF CHILD.REN .

In the investigation of normal modern civilized man, the most impor~ant bra~ch is probably the study of children. The importance of
takrng pby ·ical measurements of children in school lies in the fact
that :·u ·h measurements may be considered as a test for systems of
phy ical culture. A pupils are examined periodically to test their
1
•'

·e Pa.1·t V, Instruments of P~:ecisio11, page.1141.
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mental growtll and improvement, it is just as necessary for their welfare tllat their physical condition and development be ascertained, so
that progress may be gained in body as well as in mind. But there
must be some standard by which we can measure physical development
and growth. This can only be ascertained by taking measurements of
a large number of children of all school ages. Although the physical
conditions upon which the activity of mind depends are so complex,
and so much is still unknown, yet it can be said with almost a certainty
that at those ages in which children grow rapidly there should be a
corresponding reduction in the amount of 8tndy required, and this
should be done even if the pupil is mentally capable of doing more, for
no pupil should be developed in mind to the detriment of bodily conditions. The bright scholar, whom parents are too often inclined to
push, needs it the least, especially if his physical condition is inferior
to his menta1. The saying that apples which ripen slowest last tlte
longest is as true as 1t is homely. The systematic collection, then, of
physical statistics in tlle public schools will furnish valnal>Ie facts for
tbe l1ygienist and tlie educator.
NORMAL l\fAN SHOULD BE STUDIED.

Students of anthropology have confined their attention largely to uncivilized and prehistoric man, and consequently tllere is very little
knowledge of modern civilized man, as compared with his less-vrnrtby
predecessors or contemporaries. We know more about rocks and br utes
than about modern man. We have made sciences of the two former,
but a, science of the latter hardly exists. The men who have begun
lately to study modern man Lave given the abnormal types, such as
criminals, the insa,ne, inebriates, paupers, etc., tlie advantage of tlleir
investigations. It is time that similar investigations should be made
upon average normal men, who are the foundation of every community.
Also men of talent, great talent or genius, sl.10uld be studied; for if it
is important to study the criminal in order to find the causes of crime,
and thereby prevent or lessen it, it is perhaps more needful to investigate tlle man of talent or genius, in order to learn those conditions and
characteristics that lead to success iu life.'
OBJECTIONS TO PSYCHO-PHYSICAL METHODS.

Objections are frequently made to the present psycho-physical methods
of studyiug man. It is said that too mucli importance is attached to ti..te
physical side of man, as though the soul and mind could be measured
by an instrument of precision. It is not intended here to enter upon a
special discussion of this subject, about which there may be difference
of opinion. The measurements made are measurements of the body
or of physical effects in the body arisiug from either physical or mental
causes or from both causes.
WLeu, for instance, an in strum ent to measure pain, as a temporal
1

See artide on "Emile Zola/' by author, Open Court, Aug., 1898.
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algorneter, 1 is pressed against the temple with gradually increasing
force, and the subject tells as soon as the increasing pressure becomes
in the least disagreeable-we will say that when the pressure reaches
2,000 grams it begins to feel disagreeable-the question arises as to
what does this 2,000 grams pressure measure. It is not true to say
that this is wholly a physical measurement. much less to say that it is
wholly a mental or -emotional measurement: It seems to be simply an
approximate measurement of the combination of tlrnse three elements.
In t,he present state of knowledge it would be hazardous to say which
element enters most into the measurement.
The impression is sometimes formed from reading · descriptions of
instruments and details of long series of experiments, that psychophysical study ignores introspection; but this is a misconception.
It is natural that most investigation in comparatively new lines
should take up the more elementary phenomena. Introspectional states
of consciousness are perhaps the most complex, and it would have been
premature to enter into their consideration before the simpler states
had been thoroughly studied. There should be extensive investigation
of introspection; it should be considered experimentally under definite
conditions, etc. Speaking of the common error which makes experimental psychology a mere study of seusation and reaction time, Mii.nsterberg says:
Association and attention, memory ancl judgment, space and time, feelings and
will, etc., these are the problems of study where the future of experimentalpsychology lies.
'l'RUTI-I FOR ITS OWN SA.KE.

Notwithstanding the practical utility of anthropometry, which we
have stated above,2 objection is sometimes made that it, as well as other
phases of scientific investigation, can not always be of immediate use.
The question is often asked as to tue utility of experiments of this
nature. The commercial or utilitarian spirit does not yield the best
results, though it sometimes brings quick and paying returns. But
in all experimental work much is done that subsequently is seen to
have been unnecessBxy. This is mainly because the real significance
of any initial truth can not be known until tbe discovery of other truths
has been made. The purely practical point of view sometimes assumes
that we ought to know beforehand what an experiment is going to prove,
as though tl.t.e investigation were but an interesting pastime, for, of
of course, there would then be no necessity for the experiment.
In an empirical investigation new lines of stnrl.y require much more
detail. As a rule, it is better to have too many data than too few;
for to asst~me in a preliminary inquiry what material is important and
what 110 t important i premature. To exclude material on theoretical
groun~_at tue out et is to allow presuppositions undue influence. A
i

,'ee l'art V, Iustn1meuts of Precision.
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laborator:y inquiry may be continued a year or more, and often the result
of all the labor may be stated in one page or one sentence; or there
may be only a negative conclusion, but this is no reason that an investigation should not be undertaken. Negative resufts may be useful for
future study in.indicating what methods or material to avoid.
Certain objections are sometimes made to new and necessarily incom:
plete lines of work. The type of objections referred to would hardly be
made by investigators. Thus, it is sometimes said that unrelated facts,
like a pile of bricks, do not make a house; but the answer is, you can
_not build a house or form a science without these separate facts; they
are the material itself. It may be asked what is the use of knowing, for
instance, that one group of children are more sensitive to heat than
another group. We think there is some use, but we will waive tllat.
The point of view suggested by these and similar objections overlooks
the fact that such objections would have applied to all sciences in their
early stages. If, for instance, individual facts about children, even if
their immediate use is unknown, are not important, what is important
in life1 Many such objections would involve a discussion of points of
view of life which it would be out of place to consider now. But it
may be said, in general, that the primary object of science has always
been truth for its O'W n sake, and under the inspiration of this ideal many
discoveries of the greatest utility to humanity have been made.
METHODS OF STUDY.

To establish the measure of work according to the strength of the
individual is fundamental to the economy of health. This is especially
true of children, but the difficulties here are greater than in adults,
owing to the changes caused by growth. Overtaxing of the powers
here leaves its mark generally throughout the whole future life of the
child. No question, then, can be more_ important for the school, according to Combe, than:
(a) What is the maximum work suitable to a child in the different
periods of development in its school life,
( b) Can this maximum be injurious at certain times, when all the
vital force may be required for growth,
We must first know the physiology of normal growth, whether it is
regular and when it increases or decreases in rate, and what influences
this increase and decrease. There are two methods of pursuiug such
an mvestigation-the collective method and the individual method.
The collective method consists in measuriug large numbers of children of every age, and obtaining the average or mean for each age,
the value of which is in proportion to the number measured. Quetelet,
of Brussels, was one. of the first to use this method, but he only measured ten of each sex, which is too small a number to give any certainty
to the results. Of much more importance are, for instance, Dr. Bowditch's measurements of 24,000 Boston school children. This method
ED 98--63
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was employed by Alex. Iler tel in Denmark, wLo measured 28,384 children
in the different public sellools. Axel Key in Swed.en measured 15,000,
most of whom were in the high schools; Erismunn gives results from
3,000 cllildr n in Moscow, Pa.gliani for 2,016 in Turin. Kotelmann in
Hamburg made very careful and e.x tensiye measurerµe11tsJ but on a
limited number.
The individual method was employed by Libarzik in Vienna, wl10
investigated 200 from 8 to 14 years of age, measnring them ea;ch year.
The results of both methods are not always exact. Most authors
ha,e, for example, considered children as being 9 years of age who
were anywhere between the ages of 9 and 10. Others have more cor·
rectly recorded them at their nearest age. The result is that the averages
of different authors are uot for exactly the same years of age. Louis
Roux, of Switzerland, employed a new and much more exact method,
which consisted in following the month of birth, instead of the year, so
that there were twelve groups. Thus, it was found that children born
in summer were largertlrnn those born in winter,a fact thatmayprove
to be of some significance.
WHAT IS A NORMALLY DEVELOPED CHILD 1

This question migut be answered, but only within certain limits,
owing to the variation and-eomplexity of the l:mman species. A metltod
of inqt.1iry would be to seek out tile positively abnormal children and
find what characteristics are peculiar to them. The remaining children
in a general way might he called normal.
At present the desire is to find the norm, the avernge, the ~ype or
types of the great mass of children. This can be done only by measurements -0n large numbers, these measurements to be summarized
according to the statistical method.
It is a common saying that" almost anythi11g" can be proved by statistics. This may be true with tlleir wrong interpretation. Yet without statistics there is little or no basis for opinion or conclusion. Every
additional observation through counting, measurrng, or weighing,
every repetition of an experiment, ·wben applied to large number~, lessens the amount of error, giving a closer approximation to truth,
against which preconceived ideas or theories have Httle weight.
Acconling to Hasse, one of the aims of anthropometry is to find tbe
normal relation between mental and physical development. The close
relation of anthropometrical measurements of school children to hygiene
will be evident when it is asked within wliat general limits shall growth
in 1ieight, weight, trength, etc., be considered as representing a healthy
norm~l cllild . In our present state of kuowledge it would be hazardous
to <1drne a normally developed chlld.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN .
.A.NTHROP01IE1-'RY AND ABNORMALITIES.

There is <loubtless in the early periods of life, np to adult age, a certain relation of bodily organs to one another. A want of such relation
may produce abnormalities, wbfoh in turn may give a lack of grace,
symmetry, or beauty to the human body. If such a relation is to be
g~nerally established, so that we may know within certain limits what
can be considered the proper bodily proportions, measurements of
larg-e numbers of children at different ages and stag€S of growth mnst
be made. Hence the only way to a definite knowledge as to tbe development of the human body will be through Jong and painstaking
investigations. Thus the causes ofl10me1iness, lack of beauty, deformities, and the like may be more definitely ascertained. This in tum ma,y
h.elp in their prevention. .Such afrnormalities affect not only beauty,
but, what is more i11:1portant, health. When abnormalities are discovered early in youth there is more opportunity of avoiding their evil
effects. · The relation of these body abnormalities to disease may prove
of practical importance. Thus Hildebrand, an experienced investigator,
reniarks that delicate slender people are much more subject to typhoid
fever than to consumption; another says of the same class that they are
much more inclined to nervous troubles tllau other people. Another
physician of large experience asserts that w1rnre chest and trunk remain
nnu.eveloped the head and extremiti.es are much more developed.
Beneke in lVfa,1·bnrg has shown that the relation between the size of
the heart aml the circnmferenc·e of the arteries is gradually changed
during the growth of the body, and that there is a consequent variation iu blood pressure. This is s11eci.al1y true at puberty, w h.en the
heart increases very fast in volume; for the arte1'ies increase much in
length with tbe increa.se of length of body,' but their diameter is relatively little increased, so t1rnt much more work is required of the
heart. Thu~ the growth in the length of body can be of the greatest
importance to the development of tbe beart. Should tliis growth be
irregular or abnormally f9,st, serious difficulties may arise, and Be11eke
has end.e.avored to show that herein lies the cause of the development
of consumption at puberty. The importance, therefore, of determining the normal rate of growth is evident.
We have mentioned these genera! opinions of experienced phyGicians
and specialists as an indication of the utility of the ainthropometry of
the future.
·
The following is a measurement blank being used by the author in
th.e study of children :
N'o . - - - .

Name, - - - - ; date>--; school grade, - - ; name of ol>serYer, - - ;
sex,--; date of birt h , -- ; age in years and mouths,--; color of bair,
- - ; of eyes,--; of skin,--; fin,t born,--; second born,---; later
horn,--.
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ANTIIHOPOMln'RICAL .

W ·ight, - - - ; lnng apacity, - - - ; depth of cbe8t, - - ; width of chest,
- - - ; cir umf rence of chest, - - ; height, - - - ; sitting height, - - ;
str ngth of lift,---; of arms, •---; of rigllt-haud grasp, - - ; of left-hand
gra p, - - - ; total strength,---; is the subject left-banded1 - - ; maximum
lcwrth of head, - - - ; maximum width of head, - - - ; co1)halic index, - - ;
distance between zygomatic arches, - - - ; between external edges of orbits,--;
between corners of eyes, - - - ; length of no!!e, - - - ; width of nose, - - ; height
of nose, - - - ; nasal index, - - - ; length of ears, right, - - - ; left,--;
length of hands, right, - - - ; left 1 - - - ; width of mouth, - - - ; thickness of
lips,---.
PSYCIIO-PIIYSIOLOGICAL.

Least sensibility to locality, right wrist, - - - ; left wrist, - - ; least sensibility to heat, right wrist, - - - ; left wriist, - - - ; least sensibility to contact on
the skin, - - - ; least sensibility to pai.n by pressure of two points, - - ; least
sensibility to pain by pressure, right temporal muscle, - - - ; left temporal muscle,
- - - ; least sensibility to smell, 1·igbt nostril, - - - ; left nostril, - - ; least
semil>ility of muscle sense to weight, right band, - - - ; left band, - - - ; pulse,
- - - ; respiration,---.
SOCIOLOGICAL.

Nationality of father, - - - ; nationality of mother, - - - ; nationality of grandfather, father's si<le, - - - ; mother's side, - - - ; nationality of grandmot~er,
father's side,-- - ; mother's side,---; occupation of parents,---· educatwn
of parents, - - - .
ABILITY IN STUDIES .

Bright, dull, o_r average, in general, - - - ; in arithmetic,---; a.lgehra, .- - i
grammar, - - - ; drawing, - - - ; geography, - - - ; hh1tory, - - - ; music,-;
reading, - - - ; spelling, - - - ; penmanship, - - - ; German , - - - ; F1:ench,
- - - ; Latin, - - - ; Greek, - - - ; geometry, - - - ; physics,---; science,
- - - ; mannal labor,---; etc.,---.
(Answer after each study and for other studies not mentioned. When in doubt as
to lnightness or dullness, mark person average.)
ABNORMAL OR PATIIOLOGICAL,

If abnormal or peculiar, name in what way,---; unruly,----; sickly,---;
defects in speech,---; defects in sight,---; defects in hearing,---.
Palate, - - - ; aural asymmetry, - - - ; cephalic, - - - ; palpebral :fissures,
- - - ; frontals, - - - ; expression, - - - ; hand balance, - - - ; nutrition,---. i
pigmentation, - - ; ptosis, - - - ; rachitism, ---;epilepsy,---; lor<losis,
- - - ; kyphosis, - - - ; scoliosis,---; other defects,--.
Remm·ks: - - -

II. WASHINGTON SCHOOL CHILDREN.

w·a 'h ington is a residential city with comparatively few foreigners.
The well-to do and poorer classes among the whites are more equa1ly
~ivilled tban in most cities. There is a very ge11eral representation
from all ta,tes among the residents. For these rea ons a stu<ly and
m a ur ·meut of the school chilureu of Washington may be capable of
mol'c g 11 r· 1 application to Americans as a whole.
In th· ·tu,ly of t 1ue
w a 1nngton
·
·
·
· ves•
school chlldren
everal lmes
of m
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tigation have been followed. One is a special study of 1,074 children,
which considers cephalic index and sensibility to heat and locality upon
the skin, with relation to sex, mental ability, and sociological condition. It is based upon measurements by the author.
Another is an anthropometrical and sociological study of all the
school children, based upon measurements by the teachers.
A third is a purely psychological inquiry as to comparative mental
ability iu the different school studies as reported by the teachers.
A fourth is a study of the abnormal c}lildren in the schools as reported
by the teachers.
'l'E.A.CHERS OF W .A.SHINGTON SCHOOLS.

Tb rough the kindness and interest of the Superintendent of the
schools of Washington~ and of the teachers under bis supervision, this
study of the school children was made possible.
As to the value of such work, we can do no better than give the
opinion of the celebrated anthropologist Virchow. In speaking of the
teachers of Germany, who assisted in the investigation of the school
children, Virchow says that those teachers were following out the end .
for which the schools strive-that is, self-knowledge; for such investigations aid in the question as to the origin of a people, that a nation
may know itself.
CONCLUSIONS .A.S TO W .A.SHIN GT ON SCHOOL CHILDREN.

I 'or tlle convenience of those who may not go further into this
inquiry, we give below the conclusions from our investigations of the
Washington school children:
1

CONCLUSIO~S AS TO

1,074

CHILDREN SPECIALLY STUDIED.

1. Dolichocepha1y, or long-headedness, increases in children as ability
decreases. A high percentage of dolichocepba1y seems to be a concomi-

tant of mental dullness.
2. Children are more sensitive to locality and beat on the skin before
puberty than after.
3. Boys are less sensit,ive to locality and more sensitive lo heat than
girls.
4. Chil<lren of the ·nonlaboring classes are more sensitive to locality
and heat than cliildren of the laboring classes.
5. Colored children are much more sensitive to heat than white cbildren. This probably means that their power of discrimination is much
better, and not that they suffer more from heat
CONCLUSIONS AS TO ALL THE SCHOOL CHILDREN.

6. As circumference of head increases mental ability increases. 1
7. Children of the nonlaboring classes have a larger circumference
of hea<l than children of the laboriug classes.
1

It being un<ler1:1tood that the race is the same.
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. The head circumference of boys is larger than that of girls, but.in
colored cllildren the girls s1igutly excel the boys in circumference of
heac1.
9. Colored girls have larger circumference of bead at all ages than
white girls._
10. An important fact already discovered by others is that for acertaiu period of time before and after puberty girls are taller an<l. heavier
than boys, but at no other time.
11. ..White children not only have a greater standing height than
colored children, but their sitting height is still greater; yet colored
children have a greater weigbt than wbite cllildren-that is, white children, relatively to their hejght, are longer bodied than colored children.
12. Bright boys are in general taller and heavier than dull boys.
This confirms the results of Porter.
13. While the bright colored boys excel the dull colored boys in
height, the dull excel the bright in sitting height. This seems to indicate a relation or concomitancy of dullness and longbodiedness for colore<l boys.
14. The pubertal period of superiority of girls in height, sitting height,
and weight is nearly a year longer in the laboring classes than in the
nonlaboring classes.
15. Children of the non1aboring classes have, in general, greater
height, sitting height, and weight than children of the laboring classes.
TLis confirms the results of investigations by Roberts, Baxter, aucl
Bowditclt.
16. Girls are superior to boys in their studies (bnt see conclusion 19).
17. Children of tlle nonlaboring classes show greater ability in tlleir
studies than children of the 1aboring· classes. This confirms the results
of others.
18. Mixture of nationalities seems to be unfavorable to the develop·
ment of mental ability.
.
rn. Girls show higher percentages of average ability in th-0ir studies
than boys, and therefore less variability. This is interpreted by some to
be a defect from an evolutionary point of view, but see conclusion 16.
20. As age increases brightness decreases in most studies, but dullness increases except in dra-wing, manual labor, and penmanship; that
is, in the more mechanical studies.
21. In colored children brightness i11creases with age, the reverse of
wh_a t is true in white children.
CONCLUSION,' AS '.l'O CHILDREN WI'l'H .A.IlNORirI.A.LITIES.

2 ~· B?Y· of the nonlaboring classes show a much higher percentage
of ·icklmess than boys of the laboring classes.
·
23 · 1 efect. of speech are much more frerruent in l.Joys than in girls.
.
~ 1. Dov · hr
·1
. ., • >W a much greater percentage of uuruliness and lazrness
than rirl .
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25. The dull boy.s hrwe tho l1ig11esit per cent of unruliness.
2G. Abnorm:.,,lities in chH<l.rmr ar~ most frequent at dentition and
puberty.
27~ ChHtlren with abnormalities are in fed or in height, sitting height,
\teJght~ and cfr,c umferen.ce of head to clliWr-en in general.
SECTION

A.

A SPECIAL 'STUDY OF 1,0711 'SC1IOOT~ :CHILDlitEN, CONSID -~P.ING CEPHALIC INDEX
~~ND SENSrBILI'.rY TO HEAT, AND LOCALITY ON THE SKIN, WITH RELA-TION TO
ME1'1TAL ABILITY, SOCIOLOGICAL CONDITWN, SEX, AND PUBERTY.

AU th-e measurements of this pad of the investigation were made by
the wd.t-ei·. There were in aH m-ore th:an 1,000 pnpiis -specia1ly studied,
526 boys and 548 girls.
The re1wosen ta.tive or tY1)ical $ehools were visi tell, and a mom was
.set :apart for ma,k illg the measurcmeuts. It required about twenty
minutes to measure each pupil. Them •were g.enerally four pupils in
the rnom, so that each one saw throo measuretl before his or her turn
came. The ~ndeavor was to ma.k e an the conditions, as far as possible,
simila,r for each pu11il. Experiments were made upon the right band
oi- wrist first, then upon the left hand or wrist.
The -pupils were selected a-c co.rding a.s itw.as convenient to send them
in, :so as to interfere .as little as possible with tb..eir regular school
dnties.
After the measur.em.e.uts had all b.eBn made the teachers were
,r equested to mark the pur>ils brigllt, <luH, or a'verage in general, and
als-0 to mark them iu those special studies in which they were bright,
dull, or average; and when in doubt to mark them average_, so that
th€.re might be less liability to error iu rega1·d to the bright and dull,
wl1i:eh are the two c1as.s,e.s we sp.ecia.Hy desire to coinpare in all these
i1rrcstig.ations.
It may he objected that t11e teachers would tend to select the bright
ratller thtm the dull. After careful inquiry, we do not think this was
the f.act. But aLlmitting it for the sake of a:rgument, tbe teachers then
might place more .of tlrn dull than of the bTigbt under the head of
average. But e-ven ill this .case our main 1mqmse wonkl be served,
which is to {}Omparn the bright and dull.
As an illustratio11 1 we give one of the detailed tables made by copying from the original cards or slips. Each number in column 1 of the
specimen table t1iat follows .stands for one pupil.
Complete summaries of a11 the detailed tables a.re called "tables of
anthropometricai mea.srrrements," which are given in section E, pages
1052-1004.

SPECIMEN TABLE.

)--,4

0

Bright boys, with parents of nonlabo·ring classes.

C

C

[NOTE.-The experiments in pressure (column 8) were unsatisfactory; (b) indica tes bright; (a) average; (d) dull.]
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MEASURE:\IEN'fS OF 'THE CRANIUl\I.

The measurements of tlle cranium are perhaps the most important,
a s it incases the brain. It is also probn.ble, for tlle same reason, t11at
defects of the cranium
are more si 0o-nificant than those in other portions
.
•
of the body. It is sometimes said that in general the nearer a physical
defect is to the brain, the more significant it is. In this eoun~ctiou it
may be mentioned that a high palate is a frequent accompa.nimen~ of
meu tal feebleness-a s1gn
of coIJgcuital defect.
The two mo -t common
measu1 ements of the llead
are its maxirnrrm length
and maximum width. In
order to compare the
length aud breadth conveniently the widt11 is
multiplied by 100 and
divided by the length,
giving the.cephalic index,
which is one of the most
l!'Ia. 1. Callipers (Brocal.
important measurements
in anthropology. When
this i11dex is 75 or less the person is ~onsidere<l long headed or
do1ichocepha1ic; when it is more than 75 and less than SO the head is
called medium or mesocepbalic, and wlten the index is from 80 to 85,
inclusive, the individual is said to be broad heal1ed or brachycepllalic.
The instrument used to measure the head is the callipers, represented
in fig. 1.
·
SENSIBILITY 'I'O IIE.A.T.

There have been found on the body what are called tmnperature spots
(Goldscbeider and Blix). They are arranged in lines or in chains, thus
in fig. 2 are represented the cold and warm spots of tlle upper side of
the forearm.
The temperature sense seems to have special cold. nerves an<l. warm
nerves which blend with the nerve of touch; thus specific cold aud
warm sensations are felt at points or areas on the skin which correspond to' the ends of the temperature nerves. This e.x:tend.s · the doctrine of the specific energy of the senses.
The least sensibility to heat was determined by the thnmmstllesiometer of Enlenburg (fig. 3).
Thi.' is an instrument consi ting of two thermometer fa t>netl
~oge t ber: a ,·een in the figure. Tlle electrical arrangement for changrng th e t ·mperature of the instrument was not employed. The left•aucl b rmom tcr (A) was heated until it regi tcred about 10° ltigher
t ·m1H•J"l· nr tli·t'n tl ie ng· 1it-hand tllermometer (B) · then the two tuer,.
rno111 ~ter · w 1· ' 1>hcecl
tl
l
"
f
'
·
t
·
1·
'
on 1c pa mar sur1ace o tlle wn rn a. we ,_ t
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r1gnt angles to the length of tlte wrist; the subject was asked which
was the warmer, and on replying correctly the thermometers were held.
on the skin until the subject could not
COLD.
tell which was the warmer; at this in-

:~:n:1~:: n~!:~:;:~: •sd:cg::s :~tt:~~ .:·.:.: .

J.·~::;.~_:··.:~·.:·.·:.·'._:.:_.:.. :...:!·...~:::

ference must be regarded only as a, rela,.. _
t-ive indication of the least sensibility to
...
heat. Distinguishing small differences \~/: \:.: :·.•
of temperature indicates acuteness of Fm. 2. Temperature spots (Eule11burg).
sensibility to heat; or, on the other baml,
the greater the difference of temperature required to be 1,erceived by
tho subject, the greater the obtuseness to beat. Tl.ms if O c.1,u not tell
the difference between the two thermometers after
their difference is less than 3° and D after it is
less than 2°, Dis more acute to beat by 1 ° tllan 0.
STRENG'J'H OF II.A.ND GRASl">,

The strength of hand grasp .is measured. by the
dynamorneter. This instrument (:fig.4) is squeezed
in the hand while the arm is held out horizontally
from the side of the body. The strength of the
right hand was generally taken first. The dynamometer is to some extent a sociological instru. ment, in distinguishing those who do manual
labor from those wllo do not by the greater
strength of hand iu the former.

2 0

SENSIBILITY TO LOCALITY ON 'l'HE P ALM.A.R SUR-

A

B

F A.CE OF THE WRIS'l'.

The capacity of distinguishing points on the
b od y b y the sense of touch is called the sense
of locality. The palrnar surface of the wrist was tl1e part of the body
choseu, owing to its convenience for making the experiment. Tl.le
sense of locality on tlle skin
-varies in acuteness according to the mobility of t1rn
part, increasing in the extremities toward tlle fingers
and toes.
The instrument used in
determinillg the least sensibility to loeality is the
FIG. 4. Dynarnorncter.
re. thesiometer ( fig. 5).
Tl.le two points, as seen iu tho figure, were drawn V, millimeters
apart. The pupil cloee<l his eyes, antl the two points were made to

F!G. 3. Thermrostbesiometer.
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touch simultaneously the skin on the palmar surface of the wristi
He was asked if he felt one or two points. In case he felt only one
point, the instrument was raised and the points were moved farther
apart. If he felt the two points, they were moved closer together. Just
as soon as he became uncertain in either case, as to whether there were
one or two points touching the skin, the distance between the points

Fm. 5.--lEsthesiometer.

was read in millimeters as recorded by the scale on the rod. It takes
more acuteness to distinguish two points on the skin the closer the
points are together. The distance of the two points from each other,
when the pupil is in doubt, is taken as a measure of his sense of locality. The less the distance the more acute is his sense, and the greater
the distance the 1nore obtuse his sense of locality.
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION.

It is a general principle in new lines of inquiry to regard the results as more or
less tentative acconling to the number of experiments made. In this work the
results depend upon averages, which are valuable according to the whole numbers
from which th e averages are m ade. The conclusions, therefore, will be more trustworthy the larger the nnmbert; measured. In many instances those numbers are
not as large a s we would desire; but we hope this will induce some investigator to
make experiments upon larger numbers.
A.--Boys.

TABLE

["Boys" means white bo,rs.

....0

...
<1)00

..=, ~

Class.

~~

~

-

a5

Least
sensibility to
locality. b

bD

co

<1)

Cephalic
index.

~D<:3

~

Least
sensibility to
heat. b

Strength of
grasp. b

Right Left
wrist. wrist.

I,,,

-<ii

---

,Vhen colored children are meant, it is so stated.]

Left
hand .

Right
hand.

--- --.ll{m,. Kilos. Kil_os.

Y .M.
Mm .
{Dolicbo. 20}
4,331
4,087
Bright ... 237 12 4 Meso . . . 121 8 791 3,550
18. 3
16· 1
15
19. 9
Brachy. 96
1{ Dolicho. 21} 2 222
2, 133
3, 369. 5 3,161
Dull .. ... 137 13 11
Meso ... 56 ' 16 2
23.1
24. 6
15. 61
Bracby. 59
·
Dolicho. 17
.
2,501.5
2,315
2,644
.A.Ye rage. H2
1{~-t eao ___ 58} 2, 426
17. 7
10. , ,
18. 6
Bra~hy. 67
17.1
Dohcbo. 4
145
291
277
Unru1yc.
5{:~1eso ... 3} 150
14.5
29.l
27.7
\_ _ Br.why _ 3
15

I'

I 10114\12 I
~

Toi al ··

-

~~~ --

" 26 ··· - -- '{ Ce!!o ..

_Avcraw+- · - 12

:2:t}s, 589

o/r-~<:~~-.:~~~-1

a.\ 1·rn::;1 n"P 1,ni\· i

J,; t1
..

I"·

,. 152
10 _4
15. 5

1

-~~§' a'JEi
15;.::1

j'§:§'
b.C~~

Left §'.Si
wrist. ~

..... Q

"O

0

~a,

Q

~~~

ee"&

;q

OR.

P. ct. P.ct. P.ct.

OR.
900. 49
3. 80

828. 09}
3. 51

8

51

41

597. 50
4. 36

551. 25}
4.05

15

41

44

646. 25
4. 62

603. 75}
4. 34

11

40

49

42. 50
4.25

!14.00
4. 40 }

40

so

30

11

45

44

186.,. 2,027.09
3. 89
4.17

/, In 1·11l111nn for 1,H'.afif!'
ns the nmnuer is too small for divisions accorcliug to age.
IUboy~, r•ru
ngth, a111lhea.tbothtotnlRall([ av ra,gcsaregi,·en.
1>Or ·< unruly; 110 girls of the 548 (table 13) were reported u11ruly.

c()nJ
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- -- - - - - - - - - -

r

~1. , 10. "'·
20.
10. 6
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Right
wrist.

'
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cbQ "O
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~g
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Sliape of head.-It will be seen from Table A that a large proportion of the boys are
broacl-heaclecl rather than long-headed. Long-headedness, or doli-chocepbaly, seems
to be an unfav ornble sign, for the bright show the smallest percentage, the average
next, and the dull the largest percentage; the unruly boys have a large percentage
of long heads.
Sensibil-ity to hcat.-Tbe bright boys are the most sensitive to heat; but there is
no further parallelism between sensitiveness to heat and mental ability, for the
average boys are less sensitive than the dull boys.
Strength of hand grasp. 1--There seems to be no relation between strength of band
and mental ability. Strength of hand depends more upon sociological conditions;
that is, those children who through forcu of circumstances are compelled to work
outside of school hours and are sometimes kept out of school for this pm·pose,
naturally develop their strength. The percentage of dullness among imch chil<l.ren
is liable to be large, and this may account for bhe dull boys having comparatively
greater strength of han<l. grasp.
Sensibility to locality.-Comparing girls with boys, the girls are more sensitive than
the boys. In g eneral, both boys and girls are more sensitive to locality anu. h eat in
the left hand than in the right.
TABLE
4-;

0

i.,,,;

Class.

Q)Q)

.Du:,

s~
;:l

z

- - -- -

~

bl:
ol
Q)

b.O
al
;..

Cephalic
index.

L east
sensibility to
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Right L eft
wrist. wrist.

Q)

I>

<q

B.-Girls.
Strength of'
grasp.
Right
hand.

Left
hand .

Least
sensibility to
heat.
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wrist.

- ---- ------
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~o
'"A~

~~~
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4. 71
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- -- -

L eft
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OR .
.Mm. Mm . Kilos. Kilos.
Y.M.
{Dolicho. 33}
9.
5 4,529. 2 4,204 1,122. ll 1,023.731}
Bright ... 269 12 10 Meso ... 137 j3' 8914 5 3,667
4.19
16. 9
13 7
15. 7
3. 821
j Bracby . 98
·
{Dolicbo. 11} 2 252 2,068
684.
00
2,517
2,419.2
631.
251}
Dull ..... 149 13 8 Meso ... 70
4. 62
4. 27
15 · 4
14. 2
17.1
16. 5
Bracby. 67
1{Dolicho.

~<D
tl>O 'O
CJ
-oi

561. !)9
4. 32 }

12

51

3

8

47

4

13

44

43

12

48

40

- -- - - - - - - -

{Dolicho. 59}
Total ... 548 . ..... Meso . .. 265 8,112 7,573. 5 9,142.7 8,597.7 2,418.36 2,216. 97
Br achy . '.l21
Average . . . . 13 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
14. 9
13. 9
16. 8
15. 8
4.43
4. 06
1

I

In making conclusions from Table B we will compare the results with those of
Table A..
Shape of head.-Bright girls have a larger percentage of long-headedness th an dull
girls. The reverse is the case with boys.
Sensibility to heat.-Tbe bright girls are most sensitive to heat. Compared wit.h
the boy s, the girls are less sensitive to heat.
1 There is obj ection to comparing strength of hand grasp according to average
age; but as remarked before, the numbers are too small for division according to
ages. Yet we have thought best to give these comparisons of hand grasp.
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TABLlt

C.-.Relation of sensibility to ability in di.Derent studies.

[Pnpils reported l>y tho tc:-1.chers as bri ght, a,erage, or dull in arithmetic, I:mguage, ao1l urawing.]
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Average in arithmetic.
Bri~hi; in language ....
Dull in laugnaie ......
A ,erage in language ..
Bright in drawing .....
Dull in drawing ...•...
Average in drawing ...
Girls:

~CJ

;:J

]

13

10
12
0
10
8
10 11
1.3 3
6
11
10
7
11
9
10 10

10 10
12
6
10
4
13 11:
8
15
14
4
12
7
12 ·9
12
0

23
14
4
6
10

49
45
37
50
40
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45

44
38
50
46
37
56
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40
45

20
9
7
9
10
8
8
17
9

51
47
50
.61
59
52
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22
30

29
44
43
30
31
40
37

7

17
13

4

6t
61

15. 5
15 . 0
16 3
l{i.5
15. 9
16. 6

]6 4
15. 5
15. il
14. 5
17.1
13. 2
14.4

14. 6
14. 2
13. 7
17. 4
13.1

13c·2
15. 9
13. 9

14. 6
15. 4
15 6
15. 2
Ul. 2
15 8
14. {i
15. ti
15. 3

13. 8
16. 3
14. 5

15.5
219
16. 8
14. 2
15. 6
14. 6

21 . 3
16. 8
1-3.4
15. 5
13. 8

13. 4
14. 8
12. 9
H5
13 9
13. 0
12. 7
14. 6
12. 8

12. 7
13. 9
U.5
20. 0
20. 2
10. 7
16. 3
15. l
13. 8

il. 8
13. 7
11. 0
18. 3
19. 2
18. 3
14. 9
14:7
12. 7

14. 7

JR.

3. 00
3. 35
3. 56 . 3. 27
4. 03
4. 22
3 70
3 54
3. 99
4.40
4 17
4. 25
-3 25
3.13
3 32
3. 92
3. 75
3. 59
3. 97
4.15
4. 20
3. 88
4. 44

,l.48
3. 77
3. 96
3. 96

3 39

4. oa
3. 78
3. 86

3. 99
3. 32
3.15
3. 85
3. 87

In Table C w~ d esire to find what relation, if a11y, ma_v exist between the sensibilities, ceph:11ic index, a.,l(l degrees of ability in different lines of stn<ly.
Tllo arithmetical faculty is most strikingly developed, if we consider as nn indicll.·
tion the compara.tively large number of bright pupils. This number is more than
donblo in many instances the number of bright in other studies. The exception is
with the girls, where tho same numuer are bright in both language and arithmetic.
It is striking to notice that, in general, the per cent of dolicuocephaly or longheadedness increases as ability decreases. This applies to the differe □:t studies. The
striking e.:s:ception is with the girls lJTight in arithmetic. This is the more <lifilcnlt
to explain, because the girls, as .::i, whole, have al.lout. the same percentage of dollchocepbaly as the boys (Tables A and B). Comparing this table with the others a
relati ye}y high 11er cen t of dolichocephaly is found to be to a certain extent a. characteristic of dn1lness.
Tho av<'rago ag.e of boys increases as we approach the dull boys. This is true of
tho girls, if wo compare only the bright and the dull, the arnrage age of the latter
l>cing higher than that of the former. This may be due in the main to the fact that
the dull bave not been promoted in due course, and hen ce are found associate-cl in
the different grades with pupils younger than themseh·es, who haYe aclvanced by
regular stages. They stay out or are kept out of school very often on account of
the <l.ifficulties they meet in their stm1ies. Many dull children become discouraged
anLl embrace every opportunity to remain away from school.
It "ill be seen from the table that, with few exceptions, tuo brigllt have the lea t
strength of han<l grasp, which increases in the a,erage and reaches its maximnm in
tho dull. One reason for this may b e of a sociological nature. For, as just ruentione<l., tho dnll may lJe u.bs<'nt from school more and work ruore with their ban11s .
. In cxamiu!ng Table D it becomes cYident tlJat both boys and girls are ruore sensitiYe to lo~a~ity and heat before puberty than after. But the boys, however, sllow J.
?r ~t ·r <lifl ·renco between tliese periods of life than the girls. It may be noted
rn
· ·
· 1s sti·11 mamta1n
·
· t h e1r
· supenon
· ·t Y
. •1(1 11tall
. . · tliat, in th pu,.uer t a l d.1v1s10n,
tbe gir
m • <· 11 : 1tn·cne ··s to local 1t Y· Tl11s
· superiority
· · 1s
· greater after puberty. After puuer
,_ t y
tl
1
ic I Y grow 1 ·latiY I~ strong ·r in band grasp as cornpare<l. with the girls.
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Among the boys the percentage of long :t:eads is much greater after puberty than
before, excep t in the case of the average bOJS, A.s the pupiJs were all originally
selected simply from the point of view of bright, dull, or average in mental abillty,
tlle rclati ,·ely high percentage of long heads coul<l h.a,rdly be accidental. In the
case of th-0 girls, on the other hand, the percentage of.long heads is the same uefore
aliltl after puberty. But if we look at .the :Subclasses, the aYerage girls seem to be
an exccptio11~ just as the average boys were above.
If we look under the columns for clofrehocephaly aucl bTa.chycephaly, we find in the
case of all the boys that as the percentage of long heads increases after puberty the
percentage of bToad heads decre,ases. This last part is common to both girls and
boys; tllat i.s, tlwre is about 10 per cent leos of broad beaus after pubei·ty among the
1,074 ch1l<lren measnrecl.
TABLE

D -Puberty in relation to ceplrnlic inde.r, strength, and sensibility.
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SOCIOLOGICAL CONDITION IN RELATION TO ;\JE::-;'TAL ABILITY AND SENSIBILITY.

It is desirable to know whether occupation of parents or sociological conditions
have any effect upon the mental and sensitive condition of cLi1dren.
Any classification of parents as to occupation must be more or less open to criticism; but the schedules of Drs. Baxter and Bowditeb, given below, will perhaps
serrn as ·well a.s any. We have followed Dr. Bowditch in making only two divisions:
Nonlaboring classes, including the professional and mercantile classes; and laboring
classes, embr.acing all others, to wit, skilled lab-oren; and unskilled laborers.
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Classification of occiipations by Baxter an<l Bowclitch. 1
Non laboring classes.

Professional.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
1.
2.

3.
4.

.Architects.
Clerg,ymen.
Dentists.
Druggists.
Editors.
Lawyers.
Musicians.
Phvsicians.
Publicofficers
Students.
Teachers.

Laboring classes.

Mercantile.

Unskillecl labor.

Skilled labor.

1. .Agents.

1. Bakers.
2. Barbers.

2. Brokers.
3. Clerks.
4. Grocers.

20. Papermakers

3. Blacksmiths.
4. Bookbinders.

arnl hangers.

27. Photogra-

phers.
5. Brickmakers. 28. Plasterers.
29. Plumbers.
6. Butchers.
7. Cabinetmak - 30. Printers.
31. Sail makers.
ers.
8. Carpenters.
32. Shoemakers.
9. Carriage mak- 33. Stonecutters.
ers.
34. Tailors.
(2)
10. Cooks.
35. Tanners and
(2)
1. Bookkeepers. 11. Coppersmiths.
curriers.
2 . Catfirers.
12. Distillers.
36. Telegraph
.Actors.
opel'ators.
13. Engineers.
.Army or navy 3. Collectors .
37. Tinsmiths.
4. Contractors.
14. Engravers.
officers.
Ci vi 1 engi- 5. Cotton sam- 15. Gun and lock 88. Upholeterers.
plers.
smiths.
neers.
(2)
6. Detectives.
16. Harness makSurveyors.
1. Bri<lgesnpcr7. Railroad SU·
ers.
intendcuts.
perintend- 17. Hatters.
ents.
18. Iron workers. 2. Concluctors.
3. Foremen.
8. Salesmen.
19. J ewcllers.
4. Inspectors.
9. Sea captains. 20. Machinists.
5. Letter car10. Undertakers. 21. Mannfacturriers.
IL W eighers.
ers .
22. Masons.
6. Molders.
23. Mechnnics.
7. Packers.
24. Millers.
8. Policemen.
25. Painters.
!J. Stable super
intendents.
5. Innkeepers.
6. Liquor dealers.
7. Merchants.
8. Peddlers.
9. Tobacconists.

1. Barkeepers.

2. Boatmen.
3. Carters and

drivers.

4. F actor y

5.
6.
7-.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

hands.
Farmers.
Firemen.
Fishermen.
Hostlers.
Laborers.
Lumbermen.
Miners,
Porters.
R a i 1 r o a cl
men. 2
Sailors.
Soldiers.
Servants.
Watchmen.
(2)

Ex-pressmen.
Jol.Jbers.
Pavers.
Pu<lulers.
5. Whitewash ~ ers.

. 1.
2.
3.
4.

I
1 Statistics, Medical anrl .Anthropological, of the Provost-Marshal-Gener::tl's Bm:eau, by J. H.
Baxter, .A. M., M. D., Washington, 1875. The second division in each colurun consists of occupatio11R aclded I.Jy Dr. Bowditch.
.
2 We have not followed this table strictly; for instance, many railroad men performed skilled labor.

Comparing the children whose parents belong to the laboring class ancl nonlaboring
class, respectively, it will be seen from Table E that in the case of hoth boys and
girls the children of the non] a boring classes are more sensitive to locality and beat,
but this difference is not great.
If ;the classification according to ability be]ow line 6 is examined, the nonlaboring
classes are found to be more acute in sensitiveness to locality and heat than the
laborjng classes, except in the case of dull boys of the nonlaboring classes (line 9),
who are much less sensitive than the dull boys of the laboring classes (line 15). TL.is
striking exception may be taken in connection with the exceptionally large proportion of long heaus in the dull boys of the nonlaboring classes,·which is 28 per cent,
while with the dull boys of the laboring classes it is 6 per cent.
TABLE

E.-Sociological condition in relat-ion to mental ability, sensibility, etc.
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socinl classes and
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36
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16.1
14.4

Mm. Kilos. Kilos.
18. 3
19.4
15. 2
17. 5
13. 6
18. 8

OR.
4. 03
3_ 92

OR.
3.85
3. 52

8
13

40
51

52
36

16. 7
14. 9

15 9
13. 7

17.?.
17. 0

16. 2
15. 9

4. 07
4. ]9

3. 74
3. 93

11

47
45

42

16. 8
15. 3

15. 9
14. 2

28. A
14.7

25. 8
14. l

4. 40
5. 06

3. 98
4. 60

13

11 11
13 5
11

2
2

Least
sensibility to
h eat.

51
51

12 6
13 10

12

Strength of
grasp .

0

..:,,<:I
,... 0
0 al

Yrs.Mo Pr.ct. Pr.ct. Pr.ct. Mm.
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TABLE

E.-Sociological co11dit-ion in relatfon to rnental abiWy, se·n sibilUy, etc. - Cont'd.

.s~ .
Divisions according to
socinl classed and
ability.

;:'-:I

'Cl--:-

~0\1

'0~

-~;:

ct--1~

0

0\1

co

i..

d

Q;>
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(!).~

Q;)

co~

g<

s ;> ~~~
~
.:-~
~

<ll'O

~-~

d

~

,<:I 0

-'?

p.

sd g
Q;)

:,s

-~

rt)

a

~t
~~

"'""

p.

<l)
,<l)

Least
sensilJihty to
locality.

Strength of
grasp.

L east
Sensibility to
heat.

.cio

,;,,.

;;,,<:I
i..o
0
,<:I I,.

co Right Left
O".o
me, wrist. wrist.
'2. - - --- -Yrs.Mo Pr.ct. Pr. ct. Pr.ct. Mm. Mm.

Right
baud.
--Kilos

45
42

15.4
14.1
17. 6
15. ,2
16. 9
14. 3

14. 3
13. 3
17. 2
14. 3
16. 0
13. 6

17. 9
17. 7
24. 9
20. 3
18. 9
20. 8

16. 6
16. 2
23. 0
19. 5
18. 7
19. 7

OR,
3. 66
3. 87
4. 72
4. 27
4. 44
3. 68

OR ,
3. 63
3.46
4. 61
3. 68
4. 09
3. 56

32
60
38
44
53
43

60
26
56
44
34
46

16. 7
14. 8
15. 9
15. 3
17.1
15. 3

15. 5
13. 8
15. 8
13. 6
16. 3
14. 6

17. 9
17. 6
18. 2
16. 9
14. 6
16.4

16. 9
16. 2
17. 5
16. 2
13.4
15. 5

3. 86
3. 93
3. 48
4. 49
4. 90
4. 36

3. 46
3. 62
3. 09
4. 32
4. 91
4.10

58
44

33
48

16. 8
14. 7

16. 1
13. 9

27. 2
15. 2

24. 4
14. 6

4.04

3. 54
4. 33

<j

117
114
39
39
49
30

Q;).ci

"O <ll

~Q;)

---

N onlabo:ring classes:
Bright boys ........
Briffht girls ........
Dul boys .... .•••..
Dull girls ..........
Average boys ......
A vera.ffe girls ......
Laboring c asses:
Bright boys ........
Briff ht girls ........
Dul boys ..........
Dull girls ... .. .....
A -verage boys ......
Average girls ......
Not socially divided:
Bright boys ........
Bright girls . .... ...

•

Q;)"

0\1,<:I

ii

'O

'O•~

12

9
13
28

14
15
12

1
1
4
6

14

10

12
10

2

8
14

7

6

13

8

53
62
34
34
32
37

12
13
12
13
11
13

9
1
7

12
13
11

55
83

13 10
12
2

9

8

57
53
44
46
43
48

34
34
28
46

Left Right Left
hand: wrist. wrist.
- - --- - -

Kilos.

4. 73

.As compared with bright girls, the average girls of the same social classes are less
sensitive ancl not so strong. .As compared with dnll girls of the same social classes,
the average girls show less difference of sensibility. Sometimes they are more sen~
sitive than the dull gir1s.
COMPARISON OF BOYS AND GIRLS OF THE SAME SOCIAL CLASSES.

Bright boys and girls (Table E).-Boys of noulaboring classes are less sensitive to
locality; boys of laboring classes are less sensitive both to locality and heat; boys
not socially divided are less sensitive to locality, uut more sensitive to heat. This
last fact is what might be expected where there jg no social division, for boys in
general are more sensitive to heat than girls, but less sensitive to locality. (See
Tables A and B.)
Dull boys and girls (Table E).-Boys of nonlaboring classes are much less sensitive
to locality and slightly less sensitive to beat; boys of laboring classes ancl classes
not socially divide<.l are less sensitive to locality, but more sensitive to beat; hoys
unrnly are much less sensitive to locality and slightly less sensitive to heat.
Average boys and girls (Table E).-Boys of both classes a:re less sensitive l>oth to
locality and heat.
These more detailed results from the special snbdivisions of the tables confirm the
more general conclusions from Taules .A and B.
White boys; colored boys.-The percentage of long-headedness among the colored
boys js more than double that of the white boys (Table E'). This js doubtless due to
racial influence.
The bright colored boys are more sensitive to heat than the d111l coloretl l,oys
(Taule G).
In order to compare the white boys and colored boys further we give TaL1e F,
showing averages for all the white boys t aken from Tables .A, B, G, and H.

The colored boys are more sensitive to locality and much more sensitive to heat than the white boys. This is probably due to racial iufluence. It does not mean necessarily that colored children feel the heat
more in the sense of disagreeableness, but that their power of discrimination of different degrees of heat is grrater. Tl.ms we have
ED

98--64
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found that women are more sensitive to pnin by pressme on t1rn temporal muse.Jes than men, 1 but this does not necessarily mean tllat they
suffer more from pa.in, or can not endure as much pain . Tboy probably
can endure more thain men, owing to their great.er idealizing p0we-r.
TABLE

F.
L east
sensibilitv to
locality.

Rac o in :r:ofation
t-o cephalic iadBx, sensibi1ity, etc.

Right
w rist.

Least
sensibility to

Strengtu of
grasp.

neat.

L eft
wrist.

RigM
band.

Loft
hand.

Right
wrist.

Left
wrist.

Mrn.

OR,

OR.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - All boys:
White ........
Colored ......
AH o-irls ·
~\TL.ite .. . .....
Colored ......

Kilos .

Kilos.

526
33

12
13

9
3

11
32

45
53

44
15

16. 4
14,.3

15. 5
13. 9

20. 9
1'9: 7

Hl.6
18. 4

4.17
2. 07

3. 89
1. 77

5-!8
58

13
13

1
1

12
27

4.8
52

40
21

14. 9
15. 3

13. 9
14. 2

16. 8
17. 3

15. 8
16. 3

4·. 43'
2. 64

4. 06
2. 47

Yr.Mo. Pr.ct. Pr.ct. P1·. ct. Mm .

'\Ve regret that the number of colored childre11 measuretl is so smal1.
c0rnpa.risons, therefore, d,ne acc0umt m.ust be t:1kerr of this fact.
TABLE

......

<D

0

«I
a:,
bO

~w
ao
p

a>""

Class.

.o~

z

- -- - --

d

,.

i..

Ceph alic
index.

4.}
9

Cl)

n:::l.
Q)Q)
'O t)

Ed

..o o ·~

--

-

•

s:i~
.!:,~

4'

4}5
1
2},
3
O1

10}

o~P<
1-<

~

Mm.

Mm.

K'ilos. KU01.

on.

OR ,

229
13, 5

325
351
19. 5 · 18, l

35. 25
1. 96

32. 00
1. 78

}

23

!i2.

2'

141
14.1

140

178
17-. 8

165
16 5

23. 00
2. 30

18. 25
1. 83'

}

40

50

1

H.O
77
15. 4

122
24. 4

117
23. 4

10. 00
2. 00

8. 25
1. 65

}

40

60 ..........

78
15. 6

Pr.ct. Pr.ct. Pr. ct.

446
13. 9

5 14

a 'Ihe unruly are included among the bright, uull, or aYerage; so they are placeu afone.
1 Psychological

a1ti

H]

240
14.1

Dolicho ..
Total... 33 ...••.. {Meso .... 1.7 459
Brachy .. 5
AYerago for all . . . . . 13 3 .....•.• _..... 14. 3
Umulya,

g.
!]¼.
b.o"3"' -~,g.

n:::l
Least
sensibility to ~
heat.

~~
i:;,:;,,;;
L eft Right Left Right Left o~>-<
Q) 0
wrist. wrist. hand. hand. · wrist. wrist. H
-~"'
---- --- --- --- ---

<tj

{Dolicho ..
Bright ... 18 12 11 Meso ....
Brachy ..
{Dolicho . .
Dull---·· 10 13 2 Meso ....
· Bracliy ..
{Dolioho ..
.A.,erago. 5 14 5 'Meso .•..
Bl!achy ..

Strength of
grasp .

Right

Q)

Yr,jJio

G.-Colm·ecl boys.

Lea.st
. se11sibility to
locality.

bJ)

In making

Review, March, 1895; March, 1896, and March, 1898.
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TABLE

.....0

Least
I sensibiiity
to

a5

ol

Class.

IJ;)

o;S

s:::l

locality.

Cephalic
index.

bl)

I'-<

C!JO,.q
p..

Q)

t;-

z

<j

Y,r.Mo.

Dull ..... 18

Average.
Unruly ..

3
4

ci:,,...:_

'C

a;,ci:,

"'O

Q

~o~

'C

IJ;)

p:i

- - - - -- - - Bright ... 33

,:; ci:,
Least
Strength of" sensibi
lity to
grasp.
o;i.r:tc:3'
heat.

s.~
1~5. see
a14i
~;2~ .;:;'&
;J
e~
Right Left Right Left Right Left §2
8e~
wrist. wrist. hand. hand. wrist. wrist. H
i~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- · ----

b.O

~
,a

IL-Colored g'irls.

1lfm.

(Dolicho .. 5} 499
6 lMeso .... 20
15.1
Brachy .. 8
{Dolicho .. 8} 289
13 8 Meso .... 7
16.1
Brachy .. 3
eolicbo.. O} 36
15 6 Meso .... 2
12. 0
,Brn.chy .. 1

12

o}

{Dolicho ..
13 8 Meso .... 4
Brachy .. 0

62
15. 5

}I

Dolicho .. 13
Total... 58 . . . . . . . { Meso .... Bil • 886
Brachv .. 12 I
A ,erage
13 1 ....... : ...... ! 15. 3

Mm,. Kilos. Kiios.
471
547
519
16. 6
14. 3
15. 7

o R.

OR.

94. 75
2. 87

78. 62
2. 38

}

261
14.5

321
17. 8

302
16. 8

46. 00
2.56

51. 00
2. 83

30
10. 0

63
21. 0

57
19. 0

4. 62
1. 54

5. 62
1. 87

} 46 38
}- ..... - - -- --..

60
15. 0

72
18. 0

68
17. 0

7. 75
1. 94

8. 25
2. 06

}······ ------- ....... ....

822

1. 003

H.2

11

153. 12 143. 49

94,6

17.3

Pr.ct. I'r. ct. Pr.ct.

16.3

2.6J

66

__ ..

2.47

27

23
16

---··--

_.· I· _.. _. _
52

21

The bright colored girls are more sensitive to locn,lity than the dull. The dull
colore<l girls have a stronger hand grasp than the bright. Comparing the colorecl
girls w ith the white giTls, they are less sensiti ve to locality than the white girls,
but mnch more sensitive to ·h eat. Comparing the colorell 1Joys an(l girls, the boys
are more semdtive both to loca1ity an<l heat. Colored boys al'e remarkably sensitive
to heat on the left wrist.
COLORED CHILDREN BEFORE AND AFTER PUBERTY,

"\Vhile the nnmber of colored chihlren measuretl is comparati vel.r small, yet it may
be interesting to note some tlifferences indicated in Table I:
Among the boys and girls the per cent of long he::uls is much greater after pu herty
than before. This is also true of the white boys, but not of the white girl8. The
coloretl boys are more sensitive to heat aml locaiity after puberty than b efore. The
reyerse is true with the white boys, bnt the colore.cl girls, like the white girls, are
less sensitive after pnllerty.
TABLE

I.-Colorecl chi lc7ren before and ajtei· vul>erty.
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~
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CIIILDRRN IN" THE NORTH CAROLINA MOUNTAINS.

v\Te give, for sake of comparison, measurements of some 150 children in the North
Carolina mountains. These people are princi1)ally of English and Scotch-Irish
clescent. They have li vecl somewhat in isolation, and for tliis reason, perhaps more
than any other1 are backward in civilization.
The measurements of these children were made under the direction of the author
by Miss S. G. Chester, who was engaged in settlement work in t he mountain district
of North Carolina.
After summarizing these measurements and. comparing them with those of the boys
in the Washington schools_. we find the schoolboys in the North Carolina mount ains
show a much larger ( doub 1e) per cent of dolichocepbaly and a much smaller per cent
of brachycophaly. They are less acute to the sense of l ocality and stronger in their
band grasp than the ·w ashington schoolboys.
Compared with the girls in the Washington schools, the girls in the North Carolina mountilins show also a gre~ter per cent of dolichocephaly and less acuteness to
the sense of locality, 1.mt a greater strength in the himd grasp. The lal"t may be
acconnted for uy their doing more work that reqnires the use of arms aud h ands.
The relations of right wrist and left wrist as to sense of locality seem to be a li ttle
more variable than in vVashington school children. The r eason why there were so
ma,ny more girls measured than boys is that many more of the latter were t 11ken out
of school to work.
'rhe g ir ls show an average smaller head, but are taller, heavier, and h::i,ve a l ar ger
arm reach than the boys. If this should be true with larger nnmber-s, it is somewhat
striking.
TABLE
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J.-Chilcfre.n in the North Carolina rnountains .
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3
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2
7
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1
2
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0
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1
2
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1
0
0
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1
1
6
1
0
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"· 'I'" I '''-'

73. 5 Jl8. 5 67
74. 5 142. 2 107. 7
74. 4 138. 8 101. 8
96. (i
74.11 139
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B.

ANTHROPOMETRIC.AL MEASUREMENTS IN RELATION TO SEX, SOCIOLOGICAL
CONDITIO~, RACE, .A.ND MENTAL ABILITY (16,473 WHITE CHILDREN .A.ND 5,457
COLORED CHILDREN).

The measurements of which the results are given in this section (B)
were made l>y the teachers in the different schools, under the direction
of the author.
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION.

The data were obtained by having the teachers fill out cards or sets
of observation, each ca.rel representing one pupil. Below is given as a
specimen card, one actually filled out by a teacher.
[Specimen card.]
SINGLE SE1' OF OBSERVATIONS.

1. Name, L. R. C.

2. School, Gales.
3. Grade, second. 4. Sex, male. 5. Age, 7 yrs. 9 mos.
6. Height (without shoes), 4 ft.½ in. 7. Sitting height, 2 ft. 2½ in.
8 . .Arm reach, 4 ft. 9. Weight (in ordinary indoor clothes), 55½ lbs .
10. Horizontal circumference of head, 20¼ in. 11. Bright, dull, or average (in general), bright.
12. Bright in (name studies), reading, numbers, spelling, composition.
13. Dull in (name studies).
14. Average in (name studies), ('!rawing.
15. If abnormal or peculiar, name in what way.
16. Is pupil unruly1 No.17. Is pupil sickly? No. 13·_ Nationality of fathel', American; of mother,
American. 19. Occupation of father, floor walker.
20. Remarks, - - .
21. Name of obsener, M . K .
[Re,erse Side of Card.]
The height is to be taken in an upright position without shoes, the feet being close to tho measuring rod.
'Ihe sitting height is the vertical distance between the top of the head and the 1,urfacc upon \vl.Jich
the individual is seated ; this should be a level inflexible surface.
The arm reach is the distance between tho tips of the middle fingers, when the arms are extended
horizontally, the breast ancl arms being in contact with a wall.
Horizontal circumferellce of h eac1 is to be measured with tape line in the plane of th e eyebrows .
If not convenient to remoYo shoes, the height of heel can be measnr.e<l, aud snbtracted from total
height.

After all the carus were filled out, they were arranged in whatever
order was desired, aud then the .figures were copied on sheets (see
example below), added, and averages made, summaries of which constitute the tables gi\Ten further on.
We give an example of a table made by copying the measnremcuts
and reports of the teachers from the original cards. .As in the previous
section (.A) so here, it would require altogetller too much space to give
these tables in detail. Tlle tables given in section E are simply summaries of these tables.
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b1 repo:rrtimg' the pupils, as b:nig.h t, dull, or ayerage, the teaehers were
told to mark them average whenever in doubt.. In this way there was
less liability to; er.ror in r~•g:ar<ili to, tbe bright mrrd duM, whicJ.lt mm the
clas.s.e.s we: d:e~:ired most. to compare. Th.e teaelrnm, rep@rt~d 11poi1 those
pupils whom they knew b.est. The pupils wer€} mark.eel afte1· the measurements were made.
We do not agree with those who may think that teachers arc not
capable of judging of their pupils. While some may make mistakes, it
is wholly improbable that those wno do will aHmake mfstakes the same
way. Some may estimate ability too high and some too low, so that
most of such errors will bala11,ce each otheT. It is very improbable that
100· tea;chers in judging of a tiiousancl pupils (say one teacher judges as
to ten p.upirrs) will all estimate them too high or too low. When the
nITmb~1'S aire farger, as in this sectio·n , the improbability of errors sufficient t@ be of consequence is-very great.
It may se:cm to s0me mmecess-ary to mention the;following objections,
brut as they might be made, the author bias enderuvored to anticipate
them. It may be objected that there is no standard of mental ability.
This is a fact,,_, but the objection is: weak, for a l:uge number 0£ investiga.tions wouhl be nee.es-sary to make a stallldard, and of course some of
these lllleast11rem.ents must be made before there could. be any standMd.
B111t the objector may mean that there are no accurate; measurements
or exa,et divisions of chilclFelll h1to bright, dull, and average,1 and that
such. terms are. too ind.e finite for statistical purposes. It might be said
that many valuable statisti'es are only approximate1y true. But admitting the objections for the sake of argument, and say.ing that judgments
as to brightness, dullness, etc., are mere matters of opinion, it may be
said that the results are statistics of opinions of teachers. Then the
real question is, What is the Jl>robable truth of the opinions of the teachers, The opinions of 100 teachers on 1,000 pu:pils-, as before mentioned,
anid of 500 teachers on 20,000 pupils must be held as approximat:ely
tnrn when there is any general ag-rnement as to any division of the
pupils, for so many different teachers could not make errors a,11 the saime
way.
The tliagFams wlJich follow are based upon the tables in section E,
pages 1052-1094. In these diagrams the age is given in years, and for
convenience the months are omitted;· but by r-eferring to the tables the
reader will see that age 8, for instance, means from 7 yettrs 7 months
to 8 years G, months; that is, the neare&t age.
In the pre.vious se.ction ( A) the number- measured was not large
enough for division according to age,. so the average age was given.
But in this sectton (B), the numbers bei.l'.lg Iarg_e enough to make a n
average of value, the nearest age is given.
It is certafn that anatomical measurements, such as height, sittingheight, circumference of head, etc., are inituenced much by age, m;pecially from birth till aclult. life. But p11ysiological measurements, such
1

1
We mention "average" last, as it is the. bright ancl clull we wish especiaUy to
compare.
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as tests of the senses (as in section A), do not seem to be influenced by
age to any such degree as the anatomical.
VVe will now consider in detail the relations of the anthropometrical
measurements to sex, sociological condition, race, and mental ability.
Circurnference of head.-Circumference of head may be considered in relation to
sex, sodological conditions, nativity, race, and mental ability.
Diagram I.

Diagram I of curves below :is based upon the averages in Tables VIII, IX, XXXV,
and XXXVI, section E.

.Circomfennce of /fead
Inches. B =All Beys of America·n _farentage~
"¼-

B'= Boys, Amer. Parents, Non-labor(ng Class.es.
G==AI/ Girls of American Parentage.
G'= Girls, Amer. Parents, !Von-laborlng Classes.
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14 JS 76 17 18
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3SB 2S9 169 43
627 490 32S 2S8 728
304

zs4

!!JS. 728 63

Sex.-All the boys of American parentage have a larger average circumference of
beau than the girld of America,n parentage of the same age. The difference is
greatest at the early ages, but the girls who gradually ap:proach the boys, from 6 till
l3, are n arest to them from 13 to 14, but at no age do they all equal the boys in circum~ renc<' of h ad. This n arest ap:proach of the gi.rl s in head circumference occurs
a_ t _bout t~e time when tb girl1:1 alway e.· <'el the boys mo t i.n h eight, weight, aud
It Ill r.h tght (Dia<•ram VIII.)
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If boys of the noniaboring class (Table IX) are compared with girls of tlie nonlaboring class (Table XXXVI), eliminating sociological conditions, the boys still
excel the girls, except at the age of 13 (Diagram I), when the girls have a little
larger circumference of head. A somewhat similar relation exists when girls and
boys of the laboring class (Tables X and XXXVII) are compared, except that the
gi-rls do not excel the boys at any age, but equal them at the age of 14.
DIAGRAM

II (TABLES VIII AND LXI).

Circumference of Head.

Inches. W = ltr?11'te Boys.
C = Colored Boys.
"#
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9
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13

11/o.ofW /03 404 607 647 703 670 756 687
No.ofC. 73 246 288 303 335 271 286 321

74 75 76 17
589 405 267 720
282 EZO 724 737

18
38

From Tables XII and XXXIX it will be seen that boys of foreign parents have
larger circumference of head at all ages than the girls of liko parnntage., except at
14, when the girls excel the boys. When the boys are of mixed nationality 1 (Table
XIII) they excel the girls (Table XL) of mixed nationalipy at all ages except at 6. 2
Thus, whatever divisions are made, the boys are found to have larger circumference
of head than the girls.
1

Mixed nationality is synonymous with American and foreign parentage.
In most of the tables tlie extreme early or late ages are averages based upon comparatively small numbers.
2
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Sociological conditions.-If we compare all the boys of American parentage wit,h
those among them who belong to the nonlaboring class, this fatter class have larger
circumferen.ce of heacl at all ages except at 16, wben they are e"):ual (Diagram I ). The
boys of the laboring class have smaller circumference of bead than a,11 the boys in
general and the nonl aboring class in particular. This is ahown. by examining
Tables VII, IX, and X.
The same general statements are true in the case of the girls of the laboring and
nonlaboring classes (Tables XXXIV, XXXVI, and XXXVII) , but tho difference is
l ess variable tban with the boys and is greater at the age of puberty.
DIAGRAM

Ill

XX.XV

(TABLES

L XV ).

AND

Circumference of Heacl.
Inches. W=Whife Girls.
C = Colored Birls.
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. T~~ti~nality.-In general, botb boys and girls of foreign parentage (Tables XII and
XXX~~) .":hen compa:ctl with boys ancI girls of American parentage (Tables

'?II

nn<l , • \ ) show n, .-lightly l~rger circumference of hcatl; bnt a mixture of nat10nn:itic 8 c~is unf, vorable to g1·owth in circumfcreuco of heads, for both boys and
girl. of 1~ 1xeil nationalities (Tables XIII and XL pp . 1056 lOTI) baye at most ages,
. '
'
'
smaller ·n·cmuforei 1c f 1 1
.
o 1eac tbau boys and g1r1!:! of American parentage.
ol or d .ch lclrcn ·-In c: 0 I ore,l <·u1
1. 'I
.
·
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tl I
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.
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g nor, 1 th girl excel the boys in head circumference.
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Wllite boys and colored boys.-Comparing the cnr-ves in Diagram II it will b0 seen
that tho white boys of .American parentage have a larger head circumference than
the colored boys from ages 6 to 8; again a:t about 12, and from 15 to 17; at other
ages tbo colored boys excel. As the numbers compared are forge this can hardly
bo accidental, yet we know of no :::eason for this alternate increase and decrease
D.IAGRAM

IV (TABLES XIV, XV,

AND

XVI).

Circumference of Ifead.
Inches. B=AI/ Bri'g'ht Boys.
D= '' Dull "
A= " Average"
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El

between tbe boys of two races, for in t,he cafie of the girls (Diagram Ill) there is no
such alternation.
White girls ancl colorecl gfrls.-Comparing white girls of American l)arentage and
colored girls as to circumference of head, tho colored girls show quite a marketl
in crease from about 6 to 10 and from H to 15. It may l>e noted here that these
periot1s of marked increase correspond to the periods of increase of colored boys over
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white boys in Diagram II; thn.t is, from about 7 to 11 an d 13 to 15. The colored girls
excel the white girls in circumference of head at all ages . Comparing colored girls
with all white girls ('rables XXXIV and LXV, Section E), the colored girls have a
larger circumference of head at all ages except at 6.
DLA.GRAM

V

(TABLES

XVII, XVIII,

AND

XIX).

Circumference of Head. -Inches. B =Bright Boys, American Parentage.
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M ntal ability.-~iarrram IV, below, gives the curve of head circumference in relato mental a~J11ity . There is almo ta complete correspondence; that is, as :.tbility
th o circurnfcrence of h ad increases. Thus the brio-ht boys have the
rncrca
larg st ·ircnmf<•rnn of hc•a.d at all ag s except at 11. The ave;age boys are next,
\"h r th Y •.·c<:l th· bright boys at 11 and fall b elow the dull boys a.t 13.
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The c1ull boys have the smallest circumference of head at all ages except 6, 13,
anc115. It will be noted that the average boys are much nearer to th e bright than
to the dull in circumference of h ead.
If now we eliminate whatever influence nationality may have, and compare in
Dia.gram V the boys of American parentage only, it still bolds true in genernl that
circnmference of head increases with abilit y .
The relation of the curves is changed very little.
DI.A.GRAM

VI

(TABLES

XX.III, XXIV,

.A.ND

XXV) .
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If we pro ceed still fnrther nnd eliminate as far as possib1e sociological condition
1.,y dividing the boys of American parentage into laboring and nonlaboring classes

(Diagram VI), the general principlo still bolds, except there is more variation in tlie
curves, <l.uc proba.bly to a lessening of the numbers by subdivision.
Girls.-From Tal>les XLI, XLII, an d XLIIIJ Diagram VII (below) is made, show ing the correspondence between all bright, clull, an<l average girl:; iu head-circumference to be even more complete than in the case of the l>oy s.
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If, for instance, we eliminate nationality and sociological condition, comparing
b rio-lit and dull g irls of American parentn,ge and laboring classes (Tables XLIX ancl
L), tho bright excel at all ages in hea<l.-circumference.
Colo1·ed cltildrcn .-From Tables LXII and LXIII tho bright colorecl boys show a
l arger circumferen ce of h ead than tho dull colored b oys at all ages except 12 alltl
from 16 on . T ho br igh t color ed girls have larger circumference of head than tho <lull
colore<l girls up to age of 12, after which it is variable (Tal>les LXVI n.nd LXVII).
DIAGRAi'lf
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• J_Iei:~1ll, SJiltinp ltei9ht, ancl weir1l1t .- \ Ve give below Diagram VIII (Table VIII and
.., • · ~ ) , shor m g curv es of h igbt, sitting beig11t, nin tl w c ig]it of boys a,ml g irl of
1 mon t' an -pan·nts.
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For \\"'elght the periocl begins about eight months later than the height pBriod,
increasing gradually, then decrease& gradually, emling about the same time as the
height period (age, 15).
DIAGRAM

Inches.

VIII

(TABLES

VIII

AND·

XXXV),

Cf11?dre11 of Amer/cao Parents.

Lbs.
. /33
/31

. 24

//

57

/

56

/Z3
721

. 179
117

ll5

.5$

ll3
111

/09
107
105

.54

103
. 101

S3

99
97
. 95
93

52

91

Sl

89
87

i'/

,

50

85
83

'

' Bl

79
77
75
73

49

77

48

69

67
.6 S

47

63

67
59
57

46

ss

4S

Aee

6

!lo.ofB. 163
No.of G. ·. 64

i
404
375

8
~
S07• 647
S87 66.9

JO
703
737

JI
670
7?1

12
756
673

13

74

687

589
627

706

IS
405
490

76
267
325

17
120

.5'3
51
49
47
45

ZSB

NoTE.-The first column of .figures (24, 25, etc.) is for sittiug height.

For sitting height the pubertal period begins about eight months later than in
the height period (age 11), and en<ls about eight months later; that is, girls continue growing in sitting height, or length of trunk, longer than in ~ength of limbs
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Sociological condition.-Comparing gir1s of the nonla,bor ing dasses, American
])areuts (Table XXXVI), with those of the laboring classes (Table XXXVII ), the
pubertal period of superiority of girls in h eight begins about three months later and
ends about a year sooner than in the laboring classes. Iu sitti n-g height t his period
begins at about 11 in both social classes, but ends about a year l ater ~n girls of the
laboring classes. In weight the p eriod begins about six monthslater a,nd ends about
a year later in the faboring classes than in tho nonlaboriug classes. That is, the
1rnriod of superiority of girls in height, sitting height, and weight is about a year
longer in the faboring c1::tsses than in tlle non1aboring classes .
The effect of s9ciological condition upon height and sitting height is easi! y seen
fro ~n Tables IX and X, Section E.
In all boys of American parents, those belonging to the nonlaboring cl asses have
at all ages a greater height and sitting height than those of the laboring classes.
The girls of tLe nonlaboriug class (Table XXXVI) have greater height and sitting
height than those of the laboring class (Table XXXVII) at all agesexceptat18; but
the number measured at this age is comparatively small.
In weight the boys of the nonlaboring cl:tss (Table IX) are h eavier at all ages
except 7 than boys of tlle laLoring class (TaLle X). This difference increases after
the age of 13.
Girls of the nonlaboring cl ass, American parents, are Leavier than girls of the
laboring class, American parents, from about the age of 8 t ill the age of 15, after
which tbe girls of the laboring class are the heavier, but boys of t he lab oring class
have less weight after 15 than boys of the nonlaboring class.
Nativ'ity.-Boys of American parents (TaLle VIII) excel boys of fo reign parentage
(Table XII) in height except at ages 81 10, and 13, and in sitting height ex cept at ages
7 and 9, but are inferior to them in weight except at ages 6, 14, 15, and 16.
Boys of American parents (Table VIII) are inferior to boys of mixed nationalities
(Table XIII) i n height except n.t ages 9 and 14, and in sitting height except at ages
6, 9, 12, 13, and 15, but arc superior in weight except from ages 6 to 9 ancl 15 to 17.
Girls of American parentage (Table XXXV) are superior to g irls of foreign parents
(Table XXXIX) in height except at ages 7, 14,, 15, 16, and 17, but are inferior in sitting
height except at ages 6, 8, 10, 13, and 16, and also in weight except at ages 6, 8, 10, 13,
and 16.
Girls of American parents are inferior to girls of mixed nationalities (Table XL)
in height except at age 6 and from ages 12 to 17, and in sitting lieigl1t except at ages
6 and. 8 ancl from ages 12 to 15, and. ·at 16; but in ·weight they are superior except at
ages 8 to 13 and at 17.
·
In general, the influence of nativity is not very marked, but only in certain particulars, as noted above. Thus, American boys excel foreign boys in height consid.erab:y,
in sitting height less, but are inferior in weight. Americau girls, when compared with
foreign-born girls, are superior in height, but, inferior in sitting height ancl w:'ig~t.
Boys of mixed. nationalities excel American boys considerably in height, less rn sttting height, but are inferior in weight-just the reverse of boys of foreign parents
when compareJ. with American boys.
Girls of mixec1 nationalities aro slightly superior to American girls in height and
sitting height, but slightly inferior in weight.
Colorecl children.-The colored boys are taller than the colored girls (Tables LXI
au<.l LXV) at ages 6, 9, 10, 15 and on. At other nges the girls are taller. In sitting
height the boys are taller until 10 and at 12. In weight colored boys are he~Lvier,
except from 11 to 16, when the difference between boys an d girls is somewha~ similar
to th, tin white children, e.·c pt that thi puberta,l p eriod beg ins a,bout a year later
aucl cmd. a year lat r than in wl1ite children.
Trhite_boy~ ~wl colore<l bO!J8 comparcd.-Fi'Om Tables VIII and LXI is drnwn Diagra.m L , ginng h eight, sitting height, and. weight of white and color d boys.
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The white boys are taller than the colored. boys. In sitting height the difference
is very str ikiug, and it would seern to indicate that white boys have comparatively
a greater length of trunk than length of legs as compared with co'lored boys.
DIAGRAM

IX

(TABLES

VITI

AND

LXI).

Inches W--,,11,,e
uiL ~ B
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1---.---

C==Co/ored Boys.

Lbs.
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Age.
6
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267
124

38
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405
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120

335

The colored boys are heavier from age 6 to 15.
heavier.
ED

98--65

From 15 to 16 tho white l>oys are
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TVl1ite girls and colored girls.-Comparing Diagram X below with Diagram IX,
giving the curves of white and colored boys, there is a general correi:;pondencc to
thoRe for white and colored girls.
X

DIAGRAM

--

There is the same strikin g difference between
XXXV
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LXV).
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MENTAL ABILITY.

We have seen that mental ability as reported by tho teachers increases as the circumference of the head increai:;es. But the relation of ment,al ability to height, sitting
hejght, and weight is not so definite or so marked, yet in general the bright boys
DIAGRAM
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excel the dull boys in these dimensions. Thus, if we compare in Diagram XI the
curves for the urigbt boys of Americau parentage with those for dull boys of like
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parentage wo fi1Hl tho bright boys excel in height at ages 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17!
in sitting height at a,ll ages except 9, 11, and H; in weight at all ages except 8, 9,
and 14.
SCHEDDLE

Ages.

6

7

1.-All bright a11d dull American boys cornpared.
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

15

17

Bal-

ance.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - + 4t
+
+
+ + -+ -+ + 6+
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ + + 4t
+
+
+ + + + +
+
+
+ + + + + + + + 10+

Height .. ... .. .....
Sitting height .. ·...
Weight ...........
Circumference of
head ...... ... ...

-

The above schedule (1) illustrates this comparison, the plus sign meaning that
the bright boys excel, the minus sign that the dull boys excel. In tlie last or balance
line the bright boys have 4 points in their favor in height, 6 in i,;itting height, 4 in
weight, aml 10 in circumference of head ; but this does not fake into account
the amount of excess of one over the other. It might therefore happen that
although the bright bo;ys ex:celled in points they would not if the amounts of exce~s
were added and balanced. But an inspection of Diagram XI will show that this
is not the case, for where the dull boys excel the distance between the curvei,; is not
so great as where the bright boys excel.
If we compare all bright boy8 with all dull bo;rs, disregarding whatever influence
sociological condition or foreign blood may have, we find from schedule 2, which is
lJasecl upon Tables XIV and XV, that the bright boys excel in height at all ages
except 13; in sitting height at all ages except 9, 11, 13, and 14, and in weight at all
ages except 8, 12, 13, and 14; that is, in general the bright boys excel the dull boys
in height, sitting height, weight, a~d circumference of head.
SCHEDULE

.A.gf\S.

2.-.All bright boys comparecl w'ith all clull boys.

7

8

9

10

11

1_2

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+

13

14

15

+

+

I 16

17

_______ __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --- ---

Balance.

,

Height ..... ...... .
Sitting height ... .
Weight .......... .
Circumference of
head ........... .

+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

There is an exception to the general conclusion that increase in mental ability is
accompanied with increase in height, sitting height, and weight. It is in the case
of the bright and dull boys of the nonlaboring classes of American parentage.
Here, as will be seen from Tables XX and XXI, the brigbt boys are in general inferior to the dull boys in height, sitting height, and weight. This may be due to
special sociological conditions.
Col01·ed children . -A comparison in diagram XII between bright and dull colored
boys shows that in general the bright slightly excel in height, but wbn.t is most
striking are inferior in sitting height at all ages except 16, and since the height
includes the sitting height, and differences in sitting height between the divisions of
pnpils ar generally smaller than in hei<rht1 the inference in case of colored children
(f~r the bright girls aro inferior in sitti~g height) is th a t dullness and large sitting
height are conconii tan ts, if not closer related.
be dull colored ho!s ah,o excel the bright in weigbt at 6, 7, 10, 13, anti 15 on, anu
th refor xc ·l them in general in weight.
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The bright coloreu girls are superior to the dull colored girls in height, weight,
and head circumference, but inferior in sitting height.
DIAGRAM
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C.

CHILDREN WITH .A.B NORM.A.LI TIES.

The word abnormality is not used in any rigid sense, and refers h ere to children
reporteu by the teachers as peculiar or d efective. It is evident tb.at had specialists
examined the children for defects, th~ p er centages would have been higher, but our
purpose is to give only those defects or peculiarities observed by the teachers.
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Tau lo LXIX, sectiou E, 11eeds no extended ox.plun11tion; it gives in general abnormalities or dcferts in refation to sex, mental ability, nationality, sodologic condition, and race.
SICKU:XESS.

Ruuuiug down tho column for the sickly, we uote that dull colored g irls show the
highest per cent (12.78) of sickliness.
AYerage boys of Ame:l 'ioan an<l. foreign parents, and boys of nonlaboring c:l::sse",
show more than 7 per cent of sickliness.
The two lowest per cents of sickliness nro with tho boys and. girls of foreign
parentage (2.13 0.ll(l 2.60.) Low per cents-that is, lower than 4 per cent-are shown
in tho case of bright boys, girls of American and foreign pa.rents, and boys of laboring cfasses. The boys of :nonlaboring classes almost double (7.37) in pel' cent of
sickliness (3.72) the boys of tho la.boring classes.
NERYOUS:XESS.

Taking the column of figures under "nervous," '!'able LXIX, the high per centsi or
those above one and twenty-hundredths per cent, sa.y, are.. shown by the dull boys
(1.2,1), twerage boys (1.42), boys of American p:u:ents (1.28), boys of American and
foreign parents (1.79), and boys of nonlaboring classes (2.03). The lo west p er cents,
say fifty -hundredths or less: are shown by the <lull girls (0.33), girls anu boys of
foreign parents (0.19, 0.19), girls of American and foreign parents (0.29), bright aDu
dull colored girls (0.23, 0.45), and average colored boys (0.26). The data are meager
as to abnormalities in colored children, but their low .per cent of nervousness is
noticeable.
DEFECTS IN EYESIGlIT1 HEARI~G., AND SPEECH,

Eyesight.-The highest per cents of eye defects, say above 1.50 ('fal,le LXIX), ocour
in rwernge boys (1.63), girls of American parents (1.52), boys of American and foreign parents (1.57), g~rls of no11laboring classes (1.73), and boys of nonlaboring
classes (1.97) .
Some of the lowest per cents, say 0.70 aucl less, are shown by girls a,n<l boys of foreign parents (0.38, 0.58), girls of American and foreign parents (0.59), aud by all
col oretl children reported.
Hearing.-High per cents of defective hearing, say 3,bove 1 per cent, occur in dull
·boys and boys of American and foreign parents. It may be that the apparent dullness of some children is due to defective h earing ra,ther than mental defect.
The lowest per cents occur in bright girls (0.15), bright boys (0.45) , girls and boys
of foreign parents, girls of non]aboring classes, ~nd bright colored girls.
Spoech .-A low per cent of defective speech occurs in a.11 girls (0.28), while in all
boys it is 1.11.
COX \ 'ULSIOXS .

Convulsions are comparatively frequent in dull uoys (0.16) an<l boys of non]ahoring cbsses (0.13), a.ntl very rare in girls (0.01).
LAZIXES~.

Wl1il c most all cliilurcn, boys especially, are fazy at times, tlierc are nevertheless
Tho highest per etint of laz1J1e&s 1 ~ shown by th<' dull boys (2.97). Comparing all boys and girls (0.22), the b oys
ar rnnc ·h mon• 1:izy (1.33).
\ "hilo of c~nr c thtr id 110 st:mdarcl for ]azine , yet there are certain c111l<lren
who
x<· _ive lazin .·s i apparent to every teacher. The s roe 1 true 1n n•g:inl
to 1111r11l.- 111Idr 11.

a 11111~11wr of ·hilur n who seem to be chronically lazy.
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T:'NRULY CHILDREN,

As we might expect, the boys (5.47) are very much more unruly than the girl~
(0.25). The highest per cent of unruliness is shown by the dull boys (9.80); that is,
almost 10 per cent of the dull boys are unruly. The dull colored girls show the
highest per cent of unrulineRs in colored children (4.75).
Comparing the laboring an<l nonlaboring classes, the girls of the nonlaboring
chlss are less unruly, while the reverse is true in the case of the bo_vs.
Compariug children of American and foreign parentage, the girls of American parentage are l ess unruly than those of foreign parentage. The difference in the case of
the boys is sma]l.
ABNORMALITIES IN RELATION TO AG:E..

In Tables LXXI and LXXII are given the per ~ents of different abnormalities
according to the nearest age.
Ta.king the time of second dentition or shedding of the teeth, which begins about
the age of 6 or 7, and also the time of puberty, which occurs at about 12 years in
giTls and 14 years in boys, it will be interesting to see what relation these critical
times in child development bear to the abnormalities as reported by the teachers.
In Taules LXXI and LXXII, which give percentages for age of boys and girls, it
will be seen that t here is, in general, an increase of abnormalities at dentition time
and at the age of puberty.
If we examine Table LXXI for boys, we see that sickliness increases as we approach
puberty; nervousness is high at dentition time and Just beforn and at puberty;
laziness is forge at puberty (2.17), as is unruliness (8.16). Table LXXII, which
gives the percentages for girls, shovl'S a somewhat similar condition.
·
Table LXX gives a general survey of mental ability for both cllildren in goueral
and abnormal children in relation to sex, nationality, sociological position, etc.
The first p art of the table deals whoH.y with normal children or children in general.
This touches upon some points already treated as to mental ability, but in an independent way.
1\illNT AL A13ILITY AND SEX.

Beginning at th{l top of the table (LXX) and following downward, we note a few
points. All boys and girls show about the same percentage of brightness, but in
dullness tlie boys have a much higher percentage.
Abnormal boys show 10 per cent less brightness than abnormal girls, but they
gain, as they show 1 per cent less of dullness, But if we take the percentages on
the whole number of boys and gh-ls the ab!lormal boys excel by about 4 per cent in
brightness but by 13 per cent in dullness, so that the girls are some 9 per cent or
points ahead .
Taking the percentages on the whole number, unruly children show a much higher
per cent of dullness. Sickly boys and girls do not differ materially in mental ability,
but in children otherwise defective than sickly and unruly, as nervous, lazy, etc .,
the boys are much behind the girls in mental ability.
Boys of American pareutage a1e 6 per cent brighter than boys of foreign 1)arentage ancl 1 per oont less dull. The girls of American parentage arc still more superior
to the girl~ of foreign parent:1ge. Boys of laborrng classes show about 10 per cent
l ess brightness ancl 4 per cent more dullness than boys of nonlaboriog classes; the
girls of the laboring classes a,re still farther behmd the girls of nonlaboriog classes.
Iu short, advantageous sociological conditions seem closely connected with me11tal
brightuess.
The colorecl boys show 25 per cent less brightness and 10 per cent less dullness
than colored girls. They are therefore only 15 per cent behind, comparatively.
Abnormal colored girls show more dullness (15 per cent) than abnormal colored
boys.
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Dia.gram XIII, based upon Table~ VII and LXXIII, indicates that boys in general
have a larger head circumference than boys with abnormalities or defects. The
same truth applies to the girls, as shown in Diagram XIV, taken from Tables XXXIV
DIAGRAM
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~
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I

18 \

:111(1 L XXIV. Although the number of boys with abnormalities is over twice as large
af¼ tbn.t of girls with a1mormalities, yet the curve for the boys is more variable. \Ve

have already seen tbat the boys also vary more in mental ability.
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DIAGRAU

xv (TABLES VII AKD LXXIII) .
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Diagram XV, bas •d upon T:iules VII and LXXIII, shows the boys with abnormaliti,, · to lJ in£ rior to normal boys, or boys in genernl, in height, sitting height,
an!l ,night. The inferiority is more con, taut in weight.
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D-iagrMlil ./'V1, hased npott T~uMes XXXIV ru.tcl LXXIV, sh-ows the girls with
abnormalities to 1:rn,vo lcs-s height~ sitting height, and v,1~ight thao.1 girls in gener::tl,
as is true in the· eas~ 0-if boys, only the di.tfor~uces a.lle morn maik:ed in the cu.se of
the girls .
UNRULY CHILDREN.

Comparing the unrnly boys, Tables VII a11d LXXV, with b oys iu geucral, the
unruly boys a.re inferior in head circumfereu ce.

1
,J
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If we compare unruly boys '!ith all boys, Diagram XVII, Tables VII and LXXV,
we find the unruly boys to have less height, sitting height, an<l weight. There is
considerable variation in the curves until age 11 in the height, and ago 13 in tho
weight. 1:Tormal boys ex~cl u.t l:tter ages.
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The sickly girls, Diagram XVIII (Tables XXXIV ~nd LXXVI), have a smaller head
circumference than girls in general, except from ages 7 to 9. The sickly boys being
inferior in head circumference to the unruly boys (Diagram XXI), have still less
circumference of head than boys ju general.
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From Diagram XIX (Tables XXXIV and LXXVI), sickly girls aro seen to be still
more inferior to normal gir1 in height, sitting height, and weight than are all
abnormal girls. The difference iu weight is the most marked.
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Diagram XX (Table LXXV) shows that th e unruly boys h ave in genern.1 a larger
head circumference thnn tho sickly boys. The unruly g irls are so few in number (23)
that their 1ueasurements could not he utilized.
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Comparing unruly aucl sickly lJoys in Diagra.m XXI (Table LXXV), we fiml the
unrnly 1,oys to excel in hei•Tht, Hitting height, and weight. The increase in weight
is tho mo,;t ·onstant.
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ABNOR~:l:AL COLORlW CHILDREN,

BoyB.-Comparing abnormal colored boys (Table LXXVII) with colored boys in
general (Table LXI), we find the abnormal boys excel in circumference of head and'.
sitting height, while the normal boys excel in height and weight.
Girls.-'l'he abnormal colored girls (Table LXXVIII) are about equal in height tothe normal, but are inferior to them in circumference of head, sitting height, ancl
weight.
SECT10N

D.

COMPARATIVE ABILITY IN DIFFERENT STUDIES, IN CONNECTION WITH SEX,
NATIONALITY, SOCIOLOGICA..L CONDITION, A.ND RA.CE.

It is often said that school tests of ability are little guar.antee of the
superiority of a pupil ju subsequent life. One reason for this belief is
that too much is expected of school tests. A particularly bright pupil
who does not succeed in after lifo is, by force of contrast, remembered
longer than those bright ones who are expected to succeed and do.
SCHOOL CRI'.J.'ERION OF ABILI'.l'Y.

We think it will be found that the majority of tl10se who do well in
school do well in after life; for quickness of insight combined with
faithfulness and regularity in work are the main characteristics which
contribute to success in school. These are ah;o the characteristics
which make life a success. It must be remembered that now and then
there is a brilliant pupil who is only prematurely so; such brightness
may have a pathological cause, and is not a favorable sign. Such
pupils, who mature early, may ~fter a certain age be no more than
average or even below average. Then there are certain original or
peculiar characters with great talents in one direction who will surely
succeed in life, but who can not adapt themselves very well to the
conditions of school, and hence have a poor school standing. But the
success of exceptional personalities is usually in spite of early disad vantages. Early success unfortunately often causes one to feel less
the need of educational advantages. The schools are not intended
for the genius, but are planned for the great majority, who are the
foundation of society.
METHOD OF INQUIRY.

The teachers were asked not only to mark each pupil bright, dull, oraverage, in general, but to specify tbe studies in which such pupil was
bright, dull, or average. In this way a more complete judgment of the
pupil's ability was obtained. Thus, some children generally bright are
nevertheless dull or average in certain studies.
The difficulties of estimating intellectual ability in a quantitative
way are well known, yet when there is an agreement in the reports of~
say, more than ten teachers as to twenty or more pupils, there is a.
strong probability as to the general truth of the teachers' judgment. In
questions wh~re there is difference of' opinion, the agreement of ten or
ED 98-66
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more teachers is more trnstwortlly than the opinion of any single individual wbo is liable to lrnve some d1orished theory. For it must be
noted that 1mpils in the same category in tbe tables may come from
any one of four different high schools, or from all; or from any oue
of fifty different grammar schools, or from all; that a large number of
differellt teachers were engaged in marking the pup:ils, so that any
agreemeut as to any category in the tables (say girls of the laboring
cla.sses, bright in lanp-uage) would be wholly unknown in advance.
It may be oujected, again, that there is no standard of ability in
studies. There is not, nor is it probable that there ever will ue, any
absolute standard of ability. But this does not iu the least binder us
from saying, for instance, and saying truthfully, that one pupil is bright
and another dull in arithmetic.
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Under colnmn {), Table I, we llave put all pnpils reported bright, dull,
or average iu all studies; that is 1 those who are exceedingly bright or
exceedingly dull, etc. Comparing boys and girls of American parentage, we :find, from column o, 51 per cent of the boys and 45 per ·cent of
the girls bright in all studies, but only{) per cent of the girls dull in all
studies against 14 per cent of the boys; tllat is, there are 6 per cent
more of the boys l)right and 5 per cent more dnll than in the case of the
girls. Since an approximate valuation of ability is all that could be
expected, the difference of 1 per cent iu favor of the boys is too small
to be considered. Where the difference is not more than 5 per ce11t in
comparing dullness an<l brightness iu eacll study, we have disregarded
it, calling the classes compared approximately equal. In this way we
have worked out Table II, which is based upou the percentages in
Table I. Thus the minus sign in column 10, line 1, means that in algebra the boys of American parenta.ge are more than 5 per cent inferior
to the girls of American parentage. So the plus sign in column 11,
line 1, Table II, signifies that the boys of American parentage are more
than 5 per cent superior in arithmetic to the girls of American parentage. Reading line 1 in full, we find that boys of American parents are
of about equal ability in "all studies," geography, history, and science,
to girls of American parents, inferior to them in algebra, drawing,
language, manual labor, music, penmanship, J~eading, and spelling, and
superior to them in arithmetic and matllematics.
TABLE
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TABLE

II.-Cornparatit·eabilil!J in different branches of stucl!J, accorcli?ig to sex, etc.-Cont'cl.
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INI<'LGENCE OF SEX ON ABILITY.

Comparing in ge11eral the boys and girls of American parentage, as sammec. np
nuder "totals" in colnmu 37, the boys are inferior to the girls in eight :;tnclies,
superior in i wo, and equa,l in four.
If, now, we compare the boys "Of American parentage, nonlaboring class, with
the girls of American parentage, nonlaboring class (line 2), eliminating as far as
possible the influence of sociological conditions, we fin cl ( compare lines 2 and 1)
that the girls excel t he boys still more, being equal to them in arithmetic, wbero
they (line 1) were inferior, ancl superior to the boys in geography, where they wero
formerly eqnal to them.
Comparing boys and girls of the la uorin g classes, American parentage (line 3),
the boys gain some; they are superior in" all studies" and history, whore iu line 1
they were equal to the girls ; they are equal in drawing, where in line 1 they are
inferior to the girls.
Compnring boys aud girls of mixed nationalities (line 4), the boys become superior
in algebra, where they in line 1 are inferior. Thus whatever sociological or rachtl
division is made the girls always excel in most of the branches of study.
INI?LUENCE OF SOCIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS ON ABILITY.

If we comp1re boys of American parents, nonlaboring class, with boys of American
parents, laboring class (line 5), the influence of sociological conditions will be found
to be quite marked; thus the boys of American parentage, nonlaboring class, are
equal to the boys of American parentage, laboring class, in five studies, superior in
nine, and inferior in none. Sociological conditions affect the girls still more, as indicated in line 7, where the girls of American parentage, nonlaboring class, excel the
girls of American parentage, laboring class, in all branches.
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l'ROEA13LE IXFLUEKCI~ OF FOREIGN AXD l\IIXED XATIOXALITIES ON ABILITY.

Tho probable infiuence of foreign and mixc(l nationalities on ability is seen by
comparing boys n.nd girls of foreign and mixecl nationalities (lines G and 8) with
bo~·s and girls of American parentage. The boys of foreign and mixed nationalities
are snperior to the boys of American parentage in one study, equal in eight, and
inferior in fiye ( colnmn 37, line G); the girls of for eign mi:xecl nationalities are inferior
to the girls of American parentage in nine stndies (column 37, line 8), superior in
none, and equal iu :fise. Tho influence of foreign and mixed nationa1 ities seems
uufarnrable to tho development of ability.
PUPILS OF AVERAGE ABILITY CONSIDERED AS TO

srnx,

S OClOLOGICAL COXDITION, AND

NATIVITY.

,Yhil e the girls excel the boys in ability in most branches, they at the same time
show higher percentages of aY erage ability, and therefore less variability. Thus iu
line 10 nuder "totals" ( column 37, Ta,ble II), we find th e boys to be inferior in average aliility to the girls in nine studies, superior iu four studies, and ecprnl in one
study.
From this special point of vie,;y, boys might be considerecl superior to tbe girls,
for, from an evolutionary point of view, the superior species varies the most, and
therefore may adapt itself better to circumstances.
Comparing boys of the nonlaboring class with boys of the laboring cla:;s (line 11),
the former are inferior to the latter in aver:1ge ability in eleven studies, superior in
one, aml equal h1 two. Tho girls of the nonlaborin.g class (line 12) are inferior in
average ability to the girls of the laboring class in ten studies, superior in two, ancl
equal in one study.
Girls of the nonlaboring class compared with girls of the laboring class (line 12)
are inferior in average ability in ten branches, superior in two, and equ:11 in one.
From line 13, w e find boys of foreign ancl mixed nationalities to bo inferior in average ability in one study, superior in eleven studies, ancl equal in two to boys of
American parentage. ·
•
From line 14, it will ue seen that girls of foreign and mixed nationalities are inferior in average ability in fonr studies, s uperior in e ight, and eqnal in two to girls of
Amer ican parentage.
In general, therefore, un favor able sociological couditions and foreign a 11<.l mixed
nationality seem to produce Lm increase of, or are concomitants of, average ability.
ABILITY I N RELATIOX T O AGE.

From Tables III au cl I V, it will be seen that in uoth boys and g irls, as age increases,
the percentage of brightness decreases in all the studies, except drawing, manual
labor, and penmanship; that is, in th e more mechanical stndies. This would suggest
that ability in mechanical studies depends more upon the practice and time gi ,-en to
them than is true of less mechanical branches.
As age increases the p er centage of dullness increases in all the studies e1cept in
thawin g, manna] labor, penmanship, music, and science.
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TABLE

III.-P ercentage nf ability in different studies comp11tecl on 1111mbt'rreportecl.
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51
37

11

-

~

50
41
8
51
42
43
44
9
10
48
46
41
37
!)
9
54
50
38
38
JO
5
52
57
35
39
)2
7
54
53
24
43
8
7
49
69
36
35
10
16
48
55
35
43
10
9
56
47
31 --·-8 . ....
61 ----40 ......
20
40

A

;a

p,

~

(I)

54
16
30
40
13
41
50
8

0

..0

ci:i

sA

- --

...

CS$
(I)

I .· eo
~2
A c-l

~A

(I)

'8

UJ

UJ

-:-1~-~

38
)7
9
45
33
43
59
10
15
42
31
45
58
11
8
44
34
38
56
11
12
50
33
41
58
9
10
49
33
35
53
12
13
53
34
,17
45
14
18
45
41
46
44
13
14
41
42
33
27
21
20
47
52
42
4:J
19
8
50
38
10 ....... .
20 ----'iO . ....

::::r
:::
.••.. I.....

!J
50
65
6
29
03
6
31
37
37
26
42
10
48
29
14
57
2L
16
63
33
7
60
22
33
45
43
14
43
50
()

I•

9
41
51
15
34
GO
10
30
51
11
38
55
14
31
45
8
47
40
12
42
41
18
41
29
3{
37
39
22
30

. ..

1::::

44
42 ...•
5
53 , ....

~
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DIAGR.Al\I

I

( T ABL E

lil ).

EJ=Curve of Brlghmess in Ari/lJmetic, Boys of Amer.fare11tage.
LJ= ",,
" Oull11e:Ss "
"
" '' "
"
,,
Cent A=
" Av. Ability' "
"
"
"
"
Per

.f2

48

B

,/

.........,

~

44
40
,.36

A./ ~

Aj'

I"-_
-

r-..--

I

--.

,,,.D I
I\!

_..._, ....~
A. ............. 8
- "
\/

I \o
'
I ~.,
~
ol

32

28
c4
_/

20

76

_/"

·O

--....

12

V

V

.r

r----- ~~

......

/

V

8
4
1

. Age.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

✓4

15

76

Dia.gram I illustrates how in arithmetic, for example, brightness decreases with
age, while dullness increases.
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TABLE

IV.-Percentage of ability in d-i_fferent studies cornp11,ted on number 1·pportecl.
BOYS- AMERICAN P .A.RENT.A.GE.

Limit of age.

Mental

From-

divisions.

To-

-~
~

j

;::l

- - - - - 1 - - - - -:-- - - Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Jlfos.
6
7

8
0

10
11
12
13

7
7

7
7

7
7
7
7

7

8
9
10

11
12
13

14

6

6
6
6

6
6
6

6

-"1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- -

Bright..

43

Dull....
Average

50

i~fih_t_ ::

56

48
10
36
47
14
39
48

9

15

.Average

35

Bright ..

Dull ....
.A.verage

7
6J
8
28

jf~tt_t_:: 1565
Average 20
~:fflh_t_ :: i~
Average 39
~~;fi~t-::
t:
.Average 31
Bright..
Dull . . . .
Average
.Average

37

14

7

15

6

i~flh_t_:: ~!

7

Aver age

41

15

16

6

Bright..

52

Dull . . . .
Average

24
24

16

7

17

6

~:fflh_t_::
Average .....

37

~~ ----- 1·--··

51
11

54. '::: ::

48

28

5 .... .

15

47
31
19
50
35
24
41
37
16

41 . ... .
48
56
10
11
42
33
U6
54
11
11
5:3
35
29
45
12
8

37
41

47
35
26
39
51

59
27

38
45

17
38
44

17
39
42

51
10
39

t~rr~t_:: n

27 ......... .
35
38 .... ·1... . .
31
69 1· ·· '"

20
42
11
47
43

18
39

35
24
41

11

22
67

38
88
24
38
29
42
29
24
32
44
24

14
62

8 .... .
23 1-.. ..
33 ..... I... ..

15
54

25 ..

23
26
52
25

17
56
1D
24
57
19

47
41
18
41
42

17
41

28

26
55

28
30
42

43
14
43

14
14
72

26
18
56

45
18
37

30
15
46

48
14
38

16
43
37

17
46
32
25
43
29

24
47
29
29
42
27

28
45
12

30
26
44

31

w

46
28
20
52
29

19
52
27
26
47
~8
20

52
22
23
55
27
2L
52

- -- 25
26
49
35

17
48
37

18
45
26"
23

51
23

22
55

20
3a
47
21
33
46

33
25
42
34
20
46
27
27
46
29

23
48

2a
w

48
29
27

H

7

22

44

31
47

49

40
15

20
42

45

38
11
47

41
17

22
38
40

27
27
46
27

22

- --

-

48

56

25
27
50

38

6

49

51
15
34
53

13

9

17
,{3

46
12
42
37
2(!

43
45

12
43

38

38

51

37

37

21
28
46
20

24
R9
32
21

34

12
51
35
13
52

39
22

47

11

30
25
45
2G
24
GO
26

39
29
21
50

22
22
56
23

42
35

42
44

17
30

25
12
63
30
10
60

10 .••..

48

2-1,

42
42
42
51
43 ................... .
14

64

43

47

33

41
19

48
33
29
33
88

liO
20
20

As age increases, the percenta,ge of avera,ge ability increases hi differeut studies in
general, except in spelling.
The boys differ from the girls mainly in the relation of average ability to age.
As-age increases in the boys, average ability increases in all studies except in arithmetic, algebra, manual labor, and penmanship, while in girls average ability
increases in all studies except in t1rawing, geography, history, penmanship, science,
and spelling. Thus average ability in girls increases with age in more studies than
in the case of boys.
COLORED CHILDREN .

Colorecl girls are sup~rior to colored boys (line 9, Tabl e II) in six branches, inferior in two, and equal in three.
In average ability the boys show a higher per cent in all stuclies except science,
indicating l ess variauility than tho girls, which is the reverse of the case in white
children.
ABILITY AND AGE IN COLORED CHILDREN.

The relation of age to ability in colored children is quite variable, but from a general survey of Tables V and VI it may be said that the colored children generally
increase in brightness as age increases, whereas the white children decrease in
brightness as age increases. It would seem that the cause of this difference in the
colored children is racial.
As age increases in girls, the percentage of average ability increases, except in
drawing, geography, history, science, and spelling.
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As ao· increases in boys, the 1rnrcenfoge of twerage ability increases, C'xoopt in
nri lluuetic, algebr a, mamrn,l l n,bor, mnsic, and p enmanship .
There is a sudden incrc>ase and high percentage of brightness in all studies in
colored girls at the a,ge f 8, with a corr spomling deC'rease in dullness an-cl average
al>ility, l>nt innch more marked in avera,ge ability. At this . age. the colored boys
DrAORA:\[

Ia

(TABLES \

AC'D

YI).

'iPerCent.
n

68

0
....,_

I
I
I

60

56

48

44

24

V

_/

/

B'~ I\._

-. /

/

~

V\

\

-- I\

\

\

\

\'

I\

I

g.

aJ~

A'

~

A'--1 k\

"

1,\~- .....

20

"'

"'-

\ O'

/6 '

D

---..._

V'
A'

'~

I"--./V

\

A'..-- ~

8

4

"/ LD,-

'\

jv

r--..

;o

J

1/2·~A'
I'\

i...--:=v

~

'\.

.

12

v--

.

'\· ~

~

I'-....

n'

'-A'

"'-/
"...- ~ ~ ~

I\
\s

B,//

.36 A~

28

" r--....
~

r)v

52

32

/

I

64

40

✓

V

__, ~ r--__A
..

7

Age.

7

8

8

JO

11

12

13

14

15

16

B= Curve of Brightness ((I Arifhl(lefic, Colored Girls.
,,
D=
"
" Dullness .ll
,,"
,,"
A=
"
" Average A6i/dy"
"
B'=
Boys.
"
" Brightness "
"
"
,,
0'=
"
" Dult'ness "
"
"
A'=
"
" AverageA6il/ty ''
"
"
"

nl O show• 11 rncrea.·e in hri,rht ess, bnt it i. not o marked as in the caRe of the
girl · :rho boys differ from the girls also at this age and afterwards in 11aving a
mi~ ·h hw~ r P rcenta«o in. vomg,, bility iu most branch<'s of stndy. To illustrate
ti~,. wn ,g,n the followinrr diao-ram of ·un· s for ability in arithmetic for boy and
,nJ · flt<' r port on arithm1•tir• i: tho most complete.
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TABLF

V.-Percentage of ability in d(ffe1·ent stndies, compnted on nurnber reported.
COLORED GIRLS .

- - ~I~ - - - - - - - -

Limit of age.

21

11
C)

:;::

Mental didsions.

From-

CD

s

To-

~
~
Y.rs . .Jlos. rrs. Mos.
5

0

6

Bright .. ....•..•....
Dull. ................

G

A

""'

~

bJ)
""'
0
CD

~
A

s

C)

-i--

to-~
;bl)

~~~
oil

4.3
33
~-l.
23
3G

,

6

7

7

6

7

7

8

0

12i!t~~: ::::::: :: : : :
Average ............

8

7

9

6

9

7

10

6

Bright ..............

Dull. ... . ............

t~:hr. :: :: :: :: ::::
Dull . ............... .
Average ............

10

7

11

6

11

7

12

G

t~:l~-::::: ~::::::::
tJ:1iar_::::::::::::
Dull. ................

i~H~~~~:: : : ::::::
Average ............

12

7

13

6

t~ffl~_t_ :: :::::: :::: ::
Average ..... .......

13

7

14

6

14

7

15

6

15

7

.16

6

10

7

17

()

TABLE

Bright ..............

Dull ...... .. . ..... . ..
Average ............

~~ft~.::::::::::::::
Average ............
t~ff~_t_ :: ::: ::: ::::::

t~i~~t~~:
~ ~:::: : : : : : :
AYerage ..............

;

s

-~

A

:::l

CD

p.,

- - -~--- - -

27 ......... ......... .... ...
54 ....... ------ -----19 -----· ... .... -----30 --- .. -- ......... .......
33 ......... .......... -----37 -- ---- .......
07
00 ------ ........
23
10 ......... ..........
10
30 ······1······
07
40
22
20
40
11
3::;
72
78 I····· ·
22
27
15
G
40
7
72
30
70
]7
21
32
7
32
4
68
37
57
27
34
37
5
2G
9
71)
7l
4l
04
23
17
18
2-1
6
4l
4 I 12
G-l.
53
70
50
32
31
31
24
16
0
4
19
02
40
fiO
03
7
2G
29
32
6
14
53
8
27
60
49
53
18
30
22
47
2!)
4
8.1
18
4.6
22
42
G2
])
)9
50
32
26
67
10
4

------

3(i

70
]8
12
70
14
16
77
13
10

:::::{::::
1::::::
1::::::

31
15
5-l.
27
18
5.5
83
9
8

45
20
35
50
12
38
47
)6
37
70
12
18

27
40
33
34
33
33
65
19
16
0.2
15
23
65
1-1

21
G3
13
21
2!
8
04
H
1G
16
20
10
G5
70 ·----·
3
21 ·-·--32
9 . .... ..
42
50
53
16
15
41
0
42
32
]3
60
48
50
13
20
37
20
30
38
74 ·-····
6
16 -----[i6
10 . .....
ti! ------ .......
18 . ...... . .........
18 ------ .........
71

I

34

I- 3G

,Cl

~

H

28

-~

c:~

i-:,

Cl

-~

26

Cl.

i;..
,Cl
P;

~ii

22

'd
A

~

;a
co
<l)

~

-41
4.l
18
M
20

42
87
21
35
24
41
77

17

80
17
3
84
10
6
7-!
16
10
76
16
8
06
23

l!
9
07

17
16

02
16
22
G4
25
11

[i(i
30
1.1
00
21
JO

]l

67
25
8
05
21
14
53
25
22
41
18
41
45

2'.l
33

5;i

23
22
51
2B

21
38
2-!
38
50
20
30

I
I

VI.-Pel'centage of abi~ity in ll(O'cl'en l stiiclies, conipnte<l on 11nmbe1· 1·epo,.ted.
(COLORED BOYS.)

I

From-

I 9 I 11

I

Li mit of age .

---

----

Meutal clivi-

sions.

To-

:3

en

CD

;a

a:>

I~
I :;;J

s

~

..-<

---rrs.Mos. ! J'l'S. lJfos.
5
6

0

7

G

7

0

6

7

7

8

6

8

7

9

6

9

7

10

6

Brig ht ........
Dull ..........
Average ..... .

~~~lt~:: :: ::::

Average ......
Bright ........
Dull ......... .
Average ......

~~t'.~::::::::
Average ......
~~i'
f~~: :::::::
Average ......

37
42
21
28
48'
24
46
20
34
52
20
28
46
21
33

""'
~

I

41

30
23
42
32
26
51
20
20
52
21
27
58
1tl
26

Hi

lG

21

22

26

"O

cAo

-~
oil
k

~

""'
bO

<l),g

0

a:>

g');g,

I>,
""'

bJ)A

s

~ril
H

~

C!)
A
-- ----

------ ....... -----·- ---- ------ ..... ...
...... . .. ------ ..... .. ..

13 ........ -----37 ....... .........
50 ...... .
25
34
17
33 ..........
58
33 ......
35
50 ......
26
6 ... ... .
39
35 .......
]4
32
53
24
29
11
44
30
57

----··
------

-30
2'5
30
33
33
34
50
10
40
43
17
40
48
9

43

30

i:i.

§

,;,

,Cl

~,~

-~
D

~

- 64
9
27
29
18
53
35
26
39
36
32
32
40
20
40

;.a
f:l
as

co

.s

8

"O

a:>

a:>
~

A

p.,

~

---- 22
31
47
40
29
31
53
17
30
42
16

42
44
9
47

50
26
24
51
25
24
57
17
26
51
22
27
iil
18

31

bil

§

a3
,:..

rn

3
2·
3
4
17
43
54
17
29
48
31
21
48
20
32
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TABLE

YI.-Percentage of ability in different studfos, etc.-Continucd.
(COLORED BOYS)-Continued.

Limit of age.

11
9
--- ·-Mental tliYision.

To-

From-

i,
<l)

;;;;

j

lo

16

21

- - --· - -

s

~

';3

:;)

-,:j

-~

i:,.

.al,::

co
....

b.O

co
....

0

<l)

26 _

p.:,)

....

~

~

CJ.:.~
a,.-<
p ::o

b£ A
A~

Yrs.Mos.
10

11

7
7

Yrs. Mos.
11

12

6
6

I

12

7

13

6

13

7

14

6

H

7

15

6

15

7

16

6

Hi

7

18

6

Bright. ........
Dull-·-·-····A"\'"erage --·. __

i~t~
~: :::::::
Average ..... _

Bright ..... __ .
Dull----·----·
Aver11ge .....•
Bright ........
Dull · --·-----·
A verag& .... _.
Bright_._ .....
Dull·--··· ....
Average. __ ...
Bright ___ . __ ..
Dull-···-·---·
Average·----Bright __ ._ ..•.
Dull. __ __ ___ ..
.A.verage--·· · ·

47
22
31
5l
25
24
53
18
29
51
19
30
43
16
41
40
15
45
39
22
39

61
19
20
59
19
22
65
12
23
51
19
30
58
20
22
48
16
36
37
27
36

SECTION

Cl

ell

43
25
32
41
15
44
G4
12
2-!
5!
12
34
54
12
3-!
5-t
14
32
58
6
36 '

61
16
23
37
19
44
47
11
42
42
9
49
46
14

40
26
12
62
48
16
36

·-·-··

·- --- -----·---------·

-----59
13
28
43

1443
61
11
28
45
7
48
51
9
40

44

28

~
-~
p

~
H
---- -- -- -- -- --

A

- - _3_:__I~
i:i.

Cl)
•
<l),-Cl

,-Cl

1::£

j

'"O

A

p'.,

<l)

~

26

11
18
63
38
29
41
12
21
59
38
27
46
18
12
55
42
26
45
16
14
58
41
50
43
30
16
20
41
50
28
12
18
38
54
38 ·----19 .. .........
43 ......

A
o:s

s

A

(!)

P-1

ci:i

.a'"C

tii

o:s

J

p:;

rn

(!)

<l)

P<

-- ---52
15
33
44
10

46
50
7
43
36

14
50
57
24
19
47
40
13
35
20
45

53 1
24 1
23
46 1
27
27
45
24
31
39
20
41
34
28
38
41
16
43
29
12

59

42
24
34
38
29
33
39
16
45
39
19
42
3-1
28
38
24
27

49
31
23

46

E.

TABLES OF ANTHROPOMETRIC.A.L MEASUREMENTS.

In regard to the tables of anthropometrical measurements which follow, we desire to offer a few remarks, many of which are made as footnotes to the tal>les.
The tables are summaries from much larger tables which would have
required too much space for insertion. A specimen of such a table is
given in section B.
We have not compared or combined these tables as much as might
be done. The totals and numbers omitted have been given, so that anyone desiring could make new comparisons and combinations betwe~n
the tables.
The height, sitting height, and circnmfer.ence of head are always
given in inches. The arm reach, when given, is also in inches. The
weight is always given in pounds. Arm reach is given in a number of
tables, but the measurement is practically so difficult to get exact that
we have not utilized it. The distance a person can stretch his arms
is too much dependent upon his feeling and will power at the moment.
The heading ''American parentage" or ".American parents" refers
to children whose parents were born in this country. The te;m '' fore~gn parentage,' or "foreign parents," refers to parents born in a foreign c~untry. . ".American mixed nationality" refers to parents one of.
horn 1. American born and the other foreign born.
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Children of foreign parentage, or of A111erican mixed nationality,
were not sociologically divided into laboring and nonlaboring classes,
because the numbers were not large enough. The divisions also would
have been too unequal in number for comparison.
The term·" nonlaboring classes" refers to those children whose parents are engaged in mercantile and professional occupations, as distinguished from "the laboring classes," whose occupations come under
the heads of skilled or unskilled labor. These divisions are of course
only approximate.
A few odd and incomplete tables have been giveu, as it was deemed
desirable to give all the results of the investigation.
''Average age" was worked out in a number of tables, but it was not
continued, as the nearest age was considered sufficiently accurate.
The nearest age-10, for instance-is considered to be from 9 years 7
months to 10 years 6 months, inclusive. Fractions of months were not
asked for in inquiry as to the age of the children. The practical difficulties are obvious. Tile nearest age, however, will be seen to be quite
near, and sometimes exactly equal to the average age, as in tables
XX and XXI.
TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

,;,
P<
0

From-

Yrs. Mos.
5
6
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
16
17
18
18

3
0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

...
cl:)

To-

.0

6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
18
10

21

6
6
ti

6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
10
6

6
7

,,:j

,,:j
a;

:::;

·s

sp 0
z z- -

YrB. Mos.

Sitting height.

Height.

=ap
<+-<

VII.- .A.ZZ boys. (a)

Q)

Tofal.

0

- Inches.

'§ Total.

p..

0

<1

--In.

0

z

- -

Q)
bfj
~

~
p..

<1

7,953

~,==,~-~

·s~
0

0

z

Q)

Total.

bl)

...
ct>
~

1--

<1

u

Q)

'§ Total.

1:,1)

...

~

0

cl:)

0

..,,,1--

z

- - - - - - -- - Inches . .ln.
Pounds. Lbs. -

103 1 4,557.99 b44. 69 2 2,506.71 b24. 82
44 1 1,924.22 44. 75 .. 1,.068. 36 24. 28
533 13 23, 904. 47 45. 07 13 13, 053. 92 25.10
787 6137, 357. 35 47. 83 620,243.53 25. 89
878 9143, 222. 10 49. 74 1123, 061. 99 26. 60
930 6147, 775.15 51. 70 11 25, 037. 25 27. 24
862 11145, 367. 48 53.19 10 23,810.77 27. 95
986 10,53, 816. 63 55. 14116 27,898. 35 28. 76
926 14151, 761. 94 56. 76 24 26, 556. 26 29. 44
784 7,45, 953. 11 59. 14 27 23, 128. 02 30. 55
528 4 32, 379. 07 61. 79 15 16, 277. 61 31.7:l
345 421,934.63 64. 321111, 042. 51 33. 06
120 1 7, 850. 061 (i5, 97 5 3, 920. 30 34. 09
32 1 2, 059. 86 66. 45 0 1, 096. 61 34. 27
22 0 1,474. 74 67. 03 0
763
34. 68
38 0 2, 548. 101 67. 06 2 1, 257. 27 34. 92
7 0
481. 12 68. 73 0
244. 50 34. 93
28 0 1, 894. 351 67. 66 0
975. 86 34. 85

---

~
a;

,,:j

~

~
...
cl:)

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

Inches .

I-~

3 4, 523. 75 b45. 24 1 2, 062. 70 b20. 22
892.10 20. 28
1 1,948.25 45. 31 0
924,993.24 47. 70 810,710.06 20.45
6 40, 201. 32 51. 47 516,039.09 20. 51
648,975.24 56. 16 10 17,893.58 20. 61
556,926.14 61. 54 10 19, 070. 43 20. 73
656,717.49 66. 26 517,842.41 20. 82
4 71, 419. 22 72. 73 620,517.84 20. 94
9 72, 791. 57 79. 38 719,309. 62 21.01
6 68, 672. 06 88. 27 13 16, 356. 53 21. 21
4 52, 897. l2JOO. 95 811, 155.10 21. 45
5 38, 662. 23 113. 71 4 7,388.43 21.67
114, 420. 55 121. 18 1 2,602.38 21. 87
1 3, 850. 50 124. 21 1
685. 99 22.13
0 2, 708. 30 123. 10 1
464. 61 22.12
0 5, 015. 50 131. 99 0
832. 72 21. 91
0
925. 75 132. 25 0
157. 37 22.48
1 3, 660
135. 56 0
625. 49 22. 34

---- ------ ------ -.. ......... .
-- ..........
-- ............

a Tables I to VI are in the previous section D.

b Used in diagrams for age 6.
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TABLE

Limit» of different
ages.

VIII.-..dll boys of ..d.1ne1·ica11 parentage. (a)
H eight.

....

I Sitting h eig h t .

I

Weight.

~
To-

From --

rrs. 1lfo11.
5
0
7
8
fl

JO
11

12
13
14
]5
16
]7

]8

3

I

7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7

1'.!

1
'§

!'-i zd

1

Totnl.

-

r:

7
7

bl)

Totnl.

il!os.
6
6
7
6
6
8
9
6
]O
6
6
11
6
12
13
6
14
6
6
15
6
16
17
6
6
18
21
7

Inches.

In.

103 1 4,557. 9!l
404 718, 232. 54
607 428,831.82
647 1131, 844. 05
703 5 36, 058. 60
670 10;35, 102. 26
756 10 41, 141. 91
687 10 38, 372. 77
589 3 34, 758. 09
405 2 24, 925. 78
~67 4 16, !)12. 46
120 1 7,850. 06
38 0 2, 548. 10
28 0 1, 894. 35
6, 024; . -:- ... - . - ·

~ d
1 z

Circumference of
head .

I] [

T otal.

~J) I~>< I

Total.

~ ~1
<tjz

- _I _ _ __

Inches. -;:_ ,-,-;oun cls. Lbs.

44. 69 2 2,506.71
45. 93 8 9, 936.09
47.81 3]5,609.27
49. 16 411,101.62
51. 66 9 18, 911. 26
53. 191 7 18,532.97
55. 15 0 21,510. 88
56. 68 120 19, 645. 50
59. 32 118 17, 493. 95
61. 85 0 12, 579. 64
6-1-. 3110 8, 507. 92
65. 971 5 3, 920. 30
67. 061 2 1, 257. 27
67. 66 0
975. 86

1

gJ) '8'"

,,i

lj

- - - --

Q.)

I

j Inches.

24. 82 3 4, 523. 75 45. 24 , 11 2, Ot:i2. iO
25. 09 7 18, 919.87 47. 66 5 8,143. 28
25. 84: 2 31,107.87 51.42 212,411.12
26. 61 436, 123.87 56.18 9.rn, 157. 73
27. 25 1 2 43, 157. 27 61. 57 7 14, 433. 02
27. 95 5 43,982.87 66. 14 213,901.94
28. 80 454,668.85 72. 70 5 Hi, 716. 64
29. 45 8 53 , 870. 70 79. 34 414,346.49
30. 64 -0 51,741. 191 88. 75 7 12, 365. 71
3]. 77 4 40, 464. 37 100. 91 7 fi, 532. 97
33. 10 3 30,051.87 113. 83 4 5,698.80
34. 09 1 14,420.55 121. 18 1 2,602. 33
34. !l2 0 5, 015. 501131. 991 0
832. 72
34. 85 1 3, 660. 00 135. 56 0
625. 49

-i-- --.-1-- ...... - •.. - - - •. , ..

==1~:-~-: ~r~,=~=

~...,

i
1
In.
20. 22
20. 41
20.51
20. 62
20. 74
20. 81
20. 93
21. 01
21. 25
21. 44
21. 67
21. 87
21. 91
22. 34

a By "American parentage" is meant c hildren of parents born in this country.
b The nnmbers omitted are given in case anyone should d esire to make other com l>inations in the
ta.oles, and thus make other averaoses.
TA.B LE

IX. - Boys belonging to non laboring classes of Amei·iean pa1·entage. (a)

Limits of different
nges.
-----

~

Height.

~9.S
a;,

.:s .A

From-

.; p

To-

P<

~
0

~

·s

Yrs.Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

6
6
6
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
6

14

8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

15

'j

15
16

1()

7

]7

!)

10
11
12
13

I

]4

6

27
205
278
313
353
348
394
346
358
259
169
43

a5

Total.

0

p.

Q.)

-

Inches.

0 l, 215. 36
1 9,386.38
213,234.36
215,538.5]
118,317.30
1 18,585.40
5121, 545. 31
6 19, 354. 16
2 21, 258. 69
2 16, 053. 27
110, !)]4. 12
0 2, 890. 22

----1---

I

bO
~

H

3,093 ....... ....

------

<tj

~

·s

a5

Total.

0

0
-2i

- - - - -In.

Inches.

45. 01 0
676. 25
46. 01 8 4,955.77
47. 95 0 •7 , 200. 86
49. 06 2 8,310.43
52. 04 5 o, 536. 94
53. 56 5 9, 645. 39
55. 39 6,11, 238. 36
56. 92 13: 9, 820. 91
59. 721 9 10, 762. 69
02. 46 61 8, 112. 81
64. 9713 5, 543. 92
67. 21
1,493. 84

bD
~

~

-

~

~
s

.-:;;

a5

Total.

0

0

z

I•i.

bl)

ce
....
a;,

;..-

-~ Total.
s
0

cli

co
d

....
Q)

<tj►
-4
- -- ---- - Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.

-- --

0

z

25. 00 0 1,255. 50 46. 50 0
25.16 4 9,577.50 47. 65 3
25. 90 114,202.00 51. 27 0
26. 72 117,683.00 56. 68 5
27. 41 121,820.75 61. 99 2
28. 12 522,907.01 66. 78 ]
28. 96
' " · , ... 50
37 ,,_
79. 78 2
29. 49 427,283.
30. 84 431 , 780.57 89.78 5
32. 07 4 26, 450. 62 103. 73 5
33. 40 219, 288. 75115. 50 1
0_
5, 520.
25 I128.
38_0
34. 74 _
__
__

~1~1==,~
o,

Circnmference of
Weight.
heacl.
-- - -

,d

Q.)

0

-

5
6
7
8

._;

"O

z

E-,

Tr-s-.11,Jos.

Sitting height.
-

H

"I'

.F .. --· --1-·····I--

540. 09
4,133.83
5,707. 05
6,368. 25
7,300.27
7, 243.73
&, ?,40. 48
7,243.16
7,528.42
5,470.38
3, 6.rn. 83
945. 91

20. 23
20. 46
20. 53
20. 68
20. 80
20. 88
21. 02
21. 05
21. 33
21.54
21. 67
22. 00

... , ....

a ":l\o_nlaboring_ cl:isse~" refer to children whose parents are e11gaged in mercantile and professional
occnpat10ns, as <! 1st.mgms1lel1 from those occnpations nmler the l1t•acl of skilled lal>or and unskilled
labor. (See section .A..)
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TABLE

X.-Boys belonging to laboring classes of Ame1·ican parentage. (ci)

Limits of differcn t
nges.

Height.

Sitting heigl1t.

j

I

,d
<I)

:::;

Fmm- 1

-+"

·a

Total.

To-

Total. .

-~

0

7

7

7

8

7

9

7

10
11
12
13

7
7
7
7

14

7

15
16

7
7

7

6

8
9

6
6

10
11
12
13
H
15
16
17

6

I nches.

In.

11 0
485. 37
199 6 8, 846. 16
329 2115, 59?. 46
~~4 5i1G, 30J. 54
<->v 0 4;17, 741. 30
322 9116, 516, 86
362 519,596.60
341 4119, 018. 61
231 113,500.00
140 0 8,872. li>l
08 3i 5, 9~8. 34
16 j~~3. 99

Ci
(i

6

6
Ci
6

6

2 789
'

Jnchcs.

44. 12
45. 84
47. 70
49. 56
51. 28
52. 77
51. 89
56. 44
58.70
GO. 77
63. 14
65. 87

Total.

z

z
6

Total.

c

c

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. ~fos.
6
6
5
8

CircnmferenC'e 0
heacl.

11eight.

0
268. 37
0 4, 980. 32
~ 8,408.41
8,797.10
4 9,374.32
2 8,887.58
3 10, 272. 52
7 9,824.59
9 6,731.2(i
3 4,406. 83
7 2, 964. 00
1
507. •.l9

In.
24. 40
25. 03
25. 79
26. 50
27 . 09
27. 77
28. 01
29. 4l
30.32
31. 24
57
ll3. 83

?2.

Pounds. Lbs.

Inches.

In.

0
220. 4.9 20. 04
2 4, 000. 45 20. 35
2 6,704.07 20. 50
4 6,780.48 20. 57
5 7,132.75 20. 07
1 6,658. 21 20. 74
3 7,476.16 20. 82
2 7 , 104_. 33 20. 96
2 4 8 37 291 21.12
2 3,062.59 21. 27
3 2, 057. 97 ~l. 66
0 ~=8. 75 :n. 80
1

0
487. 25 44. 30
3 9, 342. 37 47. 67
116,905.87 51. 54
318,440.87 55. 71
121,330.52 61. 14
0 21,075.86 65. 15
3 ~5, 977. 35 72. 36
426,587.33 78. 89
219, 960.62 87.10
0 14, 013. 75 95. 98
110, 763. 12 110. 96
0 1,909.30 119. 33

I

··i········· ······I·····= ······I·················I·· ... ..1. .....

a The term "laLorin,g cl:tt;ses" refers to ihose chiluren wl1ose pareuts are engaged in occn11ation s
under the h ead gf skilled and unskilled labor, ns distinguished from cccupatious callccl mercantile
and profossionnl. (Sec sec tion A.)
TATILE

LimiLs of di fferent
ngcs.

Fr,.1111-

I

l

XI.-Boy.s of Llmel"'ican J)(l.1"ents not socially cUvicled. (ci)

'o

Height-.

;..
<ll

·-

iis

~~
., "p.
A :=i

To-

.....
E0

p.

-1-----1

rrs. Af.os.
5
3
5
7
16
17

7
7

18

7

Yrs. ~Ios.
5
6
17
18
2l

Total.

c:s
;..

c;,

I

~

-§

"§
0

<Ii

Totnl.

0

bO
<sl
;..
(!)

~

~

·s
0

I

CircumferClJC(' of
hea<l.

- i -.- , -

"§
..... 1

- - --

<Ii

bO

Total.

<I)

0

~

0

<Ii

Total.

0

<j
-"'1 ~
-"'1 ~
~
- ------ - - - - - - - - -·
Inches. In.
Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.
Inches.

~

8

---

<l)
b.O

C

0

Weight.
Sitting height.
--- -----'d
(!)

--'d

-

6
6
6

5 0
216. 25 43. 25
60 1 2,641.01 44. 76
61 l 3,905. 85 65. 10
o
:is o 2,548.10 67. 06
7 1--2~~ 1,894.35 67.66

0
123. 00
2 1,439.09
4 1,918.97
2 1,257 .27
0 ~~5.80

24. 60 0
216. 75 43. 35 0
98. 00
24. 81 3 2,564.25 44. 99 1 1, 198. ]2
33. 07 I 6,991. 00 116. 52 1 1,307. 72
34. 92 o 5,015. 50 1131. 00 o 832. 72
1
34.85 _!:..:._'.'.~0.00 J135.561~
625.49
1

ci
C:

1-o

Cl,

~

-1l
In,
19. GO
20. 31
21. 80
21. 91
22.34

21-· ·········l······I·· ········· ··········· .. ····I······:·· ......... ······

10

aln a nmnber of instances tho occupation of the American parents was not given, so that no socio•
logica l division could be made.
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TABUc

XII.-Boys of foreign parents ·not socially clirfrlecl. (£i)

- - - - - - - ---,---~--------;------------,------------ - - - - -Circumference
Limits of difforent
'o
W eight.
ages.
t
1t_,._ _, Sitting height.
_ _ _ H_e_ig_1_
of Lead.

s~
;:l

From-

To-

·s.

.::i [
]

~

·a

6

7

7

7

8

7

9

7

10

7

11
12

7
7

13

7

14.
15
16
18

7
7
7
7

7

6

8
9
10
11
12
13

6
6
6
6

14
15
1G
18
19

Total.

~ I:§

:§

·s

~o

fi;

z

~

- -- --1 - - - - - 1-- - -

~--- - - - - - -1~---- - - -i ~

~

~

-§
0

Yrs. ~Uos. Yrs.Jios.
6
0
6
6

I

I

1

Total.

(j

6
6
6
6
ti

6

O 1,104.36
4 2, 88S. 46
2 4,688.05
1 5,728.83
0 5,413.68
1 5,355. 77
0 6,987. 27
2 6,867.11
36,516.66
0 4,471.82
0 2, 886. 20
1 2, 059. 86
0
48L 12

1,036 -- ····•····

Inches.

44. 17
45. 85
47. 84
49. 82
52. 05
53. 03
55. 02
56. 75
58.18
61. 26
64. 14
66. 45
68. 73

~c

0
599. 49
3 1,606.32
2 2, 5:19. 92
4 2,990.19
1 2, 790. Oti
2 2,784.811
1 3, 604. 39
3 3,526.33
73,241.81
5 2, 143. 98
0 1, 472. 60
0 1, 096. 61
0
244. 50

~~
--- -

In.

-

-

-

Pounds. Lbs.

23. 98
25. 10
25. 92
26. 70
27. 09
21. 85
28. 61
29. 39
30.02
31. 53
32. 72
34. 27
34. !l3

0
1
2
1
2

o
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

····••·I··

Total.

::i

c30

~~
--- -- -

Inches. Inches.
21
G7
100
-116
104
10 ~
12 1
123
115
73
45
32
7

Total.

~O

~~

- - - --- -

·s

~IJ

C

---·-

Inches.

1, 124. 2b 44. 97
3,164.25 47. 94
5,060. 37 51. 64
6,537.00 56. 84
6,357.87 62. 33
6, 856. 87 67. 22
9, 283.50 73. 10
9, 817.25 79. 82
9,959. 12 86.60
7, 309. 25 100. 13
4, 894. 49 111. 24
3, 850. 50 124. 21
925. 75182. 25

In.

0 507. 24
11,341.94
3 1,988.25
12,368.46
2 2, lll. 42
112, 105. 74
0 2,669.18
32,531.67
22,378.28
11,548.25
0 979. 22
1 685. 99
0 157. 37

20. 29
20. 3:J
20. 50
20. 60
20. 70
20. ~~
21.
21.10
21.05
21. 50
21. 76
22. 13
22. 48

.. ········· ······I·- - -

;:r~

a By "foreign parents" is meant parents born in a foreign co•1ntry. The foreign parents wer~ not
t~~~!lbe~~~~ie~ttf:
~ivisious woul<l have been so unequal in number that compansons

~:it11~1

10

T AilLl ~

XIII.-Boys of .American and foreign parentage 11ot socially di'Vide<l. (a)

Limits of different
ages.

:...
0

I .Sitting Leight.

Height.

~

I Circumference
of
head.

Weight.

(D

p,

s~

,d

From-

To-

1
0

H

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
18

6
(j

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10

?

0

<l)

1,z!

Ill

Inches.
19
62
80
115
123
90
103
116
80
50
3~
22

1
2
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
2
0
0

bl)

Total.

----

Yrs. Mo.E. Yr.~. .Mos.
6
6

~

1·s

(D

~ -~

A~ I~
P,

819.86
2, 783. 47
3,837.48
5,649.22
6, .302. 87
4,809.45
5,687.45
6,522.06
4,677.76
2,981. 4.7
2,135.97
1,474.74

_,

(D

Total.

0

cIJ

co
,...

Ill

-<lj
z
___
-

?

-<lj

~

·a
0

0

z

<ti

Total.

,...~
(D

?

-<lj

~

·g
0

~

Total.

0

z

b~
el

t
~

--

- - - - - - -- - - - -- Inches. In.
Pound,s. Lbs .
Inches. In.

In.
45. 55
46. 1!9
47. 97
49. 55
51. 66
53. 44
55. 22
57. 21
59. 21
62.11
04. 73
67. 03

"O
Ill

,d
<I)

0
2
0
3
1
1
6
1
2
1
1
0

468. 87
1, 511. 51
2,094.34
2,964.18
3,335.93
2,492.96
2,783. OR
3,384. 41!
2,392.26
1,553.99
1,061.99
763. 00

24. 68
25. 19
26.18
26. 47
27 34
28. OJ
28. 69
29.43
30. 67
31. 71
33.19
3i. 68

1
]

2
1
1
l

0
1

0
0
1
0

824 . 00 45. 78
2,909.12 47. 69
4,033.08 51. 71
6,314.37 55. 39
7,Hl.00 60. 75
5,877.75 66. 04
7, 46tl. 87 72. 49
9,103.62 79.16
6, 971. 75 87.15
5,123.50 102. 47
3,715.87 116. 12
2,708.30 123.10

0
2
0
0
1
2
1
0
4
0
0
1

384. SU
1,224. 8-1
1,689.72
2,376.39
2,525.99
1,834.73
2,132.02
2,431.46
1,612.54
1,073.88
710. 41
464. 61

20. 26
20.-41
20. 50
20. 59
20. 70
20.85
20. 90
20. 96
2t. 22
21. 48
21. 53
22.12

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 893 -- ......... ......
-- ········· ······ . . ········· . ....... -- .... . ..... ....... .

a'.' American and f~reigJ?, parE?n~a:ge ". referfl to parents, one of whom is American born, the o~~er
f~r~1ipi born. No soc10log1cal d1v1s!on 1s made here, as the numbers were comparati vely small. Ihe
<11v1s10ns, also, would have been quite unequal in numbers.
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XIV.-.All b1·ight boys.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

"-,

0

Height.

.0,,.;

,d

PA
A.;
p.

$

s~

From-

To-

:§

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
l!J
18
20

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0

b.O
ol
H

Total.

Ill

s
0

.-d
Ill

.-d

Ill

~

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

,.;

Total.

c
~ z

bl)
ol

tI>

~

~
0

~

,.;

Total.

0

·a

b.O

ol

t

0

,.;

Total.

0

I>

b.O
ol

H

Q)

I>

-"1 z
<t1 z
z
-"1
---- -- ---- -- ------ ---- --

Yrs. Mos.

8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
11
11

l,c;
,.;

0

8

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
16
19

~
0

0

Yrs. Mos.

Sitting h eight.

H
Ill

Inches.

In.

Inches.

In.

Pounds. Lbs.

Inches.

In.

0 2,382. 85 44. 96 0 1,316.24 24. 83 1 2,378.50 45. 74 0 1,072.32 20. 23

53
205
320
384
392
322
349
305
'27
167
104
35
14
16
4
2

2 9,312.00 45. 87 4 5,036.40 25. 06 6 9,500.62 47. 74 3 4,141.89 20. 50

47. 74 3 8,200.68
49. 61 510,070.02
51. 71 710,514.75
53.18 5 8,846.28
55. 2210 9, 777. 78
56. 63 9 8,722.69
59. 35 6 6,767.65
62. 22 3 5,252.94
64. 90 3 3,365.69
65. 62 2 1,114.86
67. 67 0
493.12
67. 80 0
553. 62
65. 81 0
136. 75
68. 81 0
71. 50

115,228.50
318,899. 77
120,218.58
3 16, 963. 09
219,160.94
616, 9:n. 22
213. 354. 33
t 10; 329. 03
0 6,749.42
2 2,165.62
0
947. 37
0 1,084.86
0
263. 25
0
137. 62

25. 87
26. 57
27. 31
27. 91
28. 84
29. 47
30. 62
32. 03
33. 32
33 . 78
35. 22
34. 60
3-!.19
35. 75

2116, 225. 62 51. 02
3121, 255. 24 55. 79
323,950.87 01. 57
3 121, 147. G2 66. 29
2125, 098. 50 72. 33
5123, 514. 12 78. 38
5,19, 543. 41 88. 03
216,955.00 102. 76
1 111, 943. 87 115. 96
1 4,048. 00 119. 06
1 1,759.50 135. 35
1 1,942.75 129. 52
0
472. 25 118.06
0
296. 50 148. 25

3
6
2
0
5
3
4
5
1
1
0
0
0
0

6,519.89
7,805.83
8,104.22
6,708.75
7, 216. 07
6,360.60
4,740.51
3,500.43
2,243.77
750. 86
309. 74
357. 74
87. 37
43. 25

20. 57
20. 6f>
20. 78
20. 83
20. 98
21. 06
21. 26
21. 61
21. 78
22. 08
22.12
22. 36
21. 84
21. 63

--·- ------- - - - - - - --· - - - - - -- ----- - 2,899 .. . .... ..... . ...... .. ......... ...... .. ·······-· ......... .. .......... .......

-

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

XV.-.All cl11ll boys.

"-,

0

Sitting height.

Height.

Circumference of
bead.

Weight.

F,-,

Q)

.0 .
Arn

From-

To-

Si
Ap
p.
1
0

H

Yrs. Mos.
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
16
17

18

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
18
20

ED

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
1
2
9

'§ Total.
0

ai

b.O

ol

H

Q)

0

I>

z

-"1

"dQ)
"!3

·s

ai

Total.

0

b.O

ol
H

Q)

0

I>

z

-"1

"dQ)
:l3

·s
0

z0

ai

Total.

b/J
ol
H
Ill

I>

-"1

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Inches. In.
Inches. In .
Pounds. Lbs.

Yrs. Mos.

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
)0
7
11

"dQ)
:l3

5
39
99
101
10'.!
118
97
128
131
143
116
80
32
4
7
8
4

0
1
4
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
0
0
0
0
0

216. 25
1, 69-!. 65
4,327.56
4,708.94
4,959.08
5,961.45
4,978.15
6,980.22
7,332.00
8,339.17
6,987.18
4,923.84
2,061.23
264. 62
462. 37
520. 37
267. 25

48. 25
44. 60
45. 55
47. 57
50. 09
51. 39
52. 96
54. 96
56. 84
59. 57
6l. 29
63. 95
64. 41
66.16
66. 05
65. 05
66. 81

- -- - - - - - 1,214 -- ---------

08--67

0
1
3
0
2
2
2
4

l
8
5
5
2
0
0
1
0

123. 00
928. 9(.1
2,402.29
2,603. 02
2, 701. 59
3,153.06
2,651. 08
3,564.58
3,831.57
4,136.52
3,510.22
2,456.00
1, 002. 36
142. 25
239. 74
237. 99
138. 62

24. 60
24.45
25. 02
25. 77
27. 02
27.18
27. 91
28. 75
29. 47
30. 64
31. 62
32. 75
33. 41
35. 56
34. 25
34. 00
34. 66

~==1~

!I~,
'al I

ai

Total.

b.O
ol

H
Ill

I>

-"1

--

I Inches.
~I
~i

0
216. 75 43. 35
2 1,656.50 44. 77
7~~:
2 4, 56-t.. 50 47. 06 11 l, 988. 01
2 5,076.08 51. 27 21 2, 008. 96
2 5,696.75 56. 97 1 2, 068. 13
0 7, 214. 50 61. 14 5 2, 310. 83
1 6,224.75 " · . . , ,. 1!77.
2 9,222.72 73. 20 1 2, 648. 58
0 10,426.83 79. 59 2 2, 710. 07
112,673.87 89. 25 1 3 2, 950. 10
111,506.25 100. 051 1 2, 451. 64
1 8, 783.87 111. 19 2 1,680.55
68!), 98
0 3,630.00 113. 44 0
0
521. 50 130. 38 0
88.12
121.18
152.
37
0
848. 25
0
173. 62
0
967. 50 120. 94 0
136.
50
89.
00
0
546. 00
0

°'

In.
19. 60
20. 29
20. 29
20. 29
20.48
20. 53
20. 50
20. 85
21. 01
21. 07
21. 32
21. 5f>
21. 56
22. 03
21. 77
21. 70
22. 25

---- ------ -.. -------- .. -------··
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TABLE

Limits of d.iff-evcnt
ages .

""'
"" ·
P
0

XVJ.-.All arerage boy.s.

Height.

"O
Q)

H

'§

]

0

z

H

5
6

7
8
9
J.0
11
12
13
J.4
15
J6

17
18
20

JJ'[os.

7
7
7
7
·7
7
7
:i
7

rrs. 11Los.
1
6
6
·7
,6

8

9
10
11
J2
13
1..,1,

'7

15

7
7
7
7
1

1'7
18
19
21

Hi

4·5
il:99
326
'340
355
38li
459
421
:371
·220
144

,fl
6
:6
16

6
6
6
6
ti
6
6
6
'J

bO

I~

e 1·~
0

T,otnl.

-<t1

,z

-1-

--Inches. In..

1~9 g0 Nf~: ~ iUI l

3,3,3 ....... . ...... .. .

'l'ADL1~

Limits oi' clif'fermrt
ages .

Q)

~m

g}

F,rom-

:fg A

To-

'

9

7

10
Ul
;i2
13
14
15
16
17
18

7
7
7
7
7
'7
7
7
7

11)

11

8

7
7

i6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

6
-6

6

·6
6
6
6
6
6
-0
16
'6

6
6
0

~
~

·a
-0

Total.

e

Tom l.

0

Q)

0

0)

-~s:::

?,I)

Q)

:;,

0

~

24. 62 1 1, .972. 75 44. 84
25.. 16 0 '!J, 536. fi2 47. 92
25. 95 1 116, 871. 62 51. 91
26. '571 119, ~6~. 25 ~6. 5~
27.18 1'?.1,:0,.27 (il.5.,
27. 981 1 25, '656. 62 66. 6.t
28. 71 1 0 33, 499 . .00 72. 9E
29. 39 333,423.37 7!!. 9I.i
3{). 46 .032,G93.53 88.12
31.59 121, -899.1210@.0:0
33. 02 .2 16, 122.12 113. 54

0

9 1'1.. 77 20. 20

2 4, 008. 55 20. 3

0

a, 692. 9'1 20. 53

~ 6, 954. 68
"7.,30!1.. 40
2 s, 006. 48
O .9, 60B. 20
2 8,791.50
3 7,8l:7.41
2 4,668.1.3
1 3, 099. 19

:in~ ~- ~~ g i: m: i~/}~!: ~! ~

~~t

:r~U~

·········I······/.. ·········I···· ..
Circumference o
head.

Weight.

Sitting height .

I

~

T .o taL

~JJ

-~

'I'-otaL

P-z

Inclies.
0 1, 'iGO. 1io3
1 7, :284.•02
0 ll,:S95. Hi
213,850.39
i f6, 135':r. 91
314, 29:7. 62
-2 15, 022. 34
412, ·800. 88
·2 l0;U0.5. 4J:J
1 8, 130. 31
0 :5, 312. 43
1 1, -8-14. 62
0
·679. 62
0
742. 36
_1~7. 6~

e--:~

20. 64
20.74
20. 85
20. 93
20. 98
21.2
21.41
21. 67

l,
34. 5Q O 1, ~28. 2~1136. 47 0
202. ti2J 22, 5~
36. 41 .0
.:,7.2. 20 143. 06 0 _ 90. 25I 22.. 56
1
1

;n -~

io

!z - -- ~ -- - - - _ <lj_

g3
il.60
249
281:
317
272
274
230
180
132
82
29
10
11

bO

e

<1
-"'1 z
1 z
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Inches. In.
Rounds. Lbs.
Inches. In.

~

·g

rrs. j]flos . rrs. Mos.
8

~

a.i

XVII. - Bright bo!JB, American parents.

CO

5

~

§

1-------1-------1------~
~
~
~
c.i
:§
a.i
oi
:j

- - - - ·1 - - - - - 1 · -H
___

6
7

bO

·-i-·· .. ····

Height.

...

T(,Jtal.

44. 80 J 1, 083. 34
46. 15 5 4, -SSL 74
47 . .98 2 8, 409 .. 23
49. 85 4 :s, .926. 54
51.811. 9,620.04
53. 24 310,716. 56
51i. 12 1 J.'..3, 150 ..51
5fi. 7414 11, 963,'30
58.821110,9u4.18
61.76 .6 6,159.46
6J.. 11 :3 4, ,657 ..24
2
•
607.:24 67. 47 _D
,311. 00
:2718. 50 69. G3 .0
145. 62

0 .2, 002. :31
-6 8, :!)07. 04
315, 498. 04
3 1-6., '800. '51
218, .289 ..50
5 r2CJ, 286 ..26
7 f24, ~15. 61
6 2.3,M7.. Hl
221,70'.l..96
013,:586.50
.1 9, 168 ..39

_ _ _4 ,0

a.i

Q)

~

Girolil.mferen.ee o f
head .

Weight.

-d

'O

0)

0

0

rrs.

I ,

j

::1 ::1

1·0-

Fr-orn-

s::1P.
~~

Sjtting height.

I

· Q)

In.
44. :16
45.8'1
47. 77
49. 64
51. 77
'5 3.15
55. 23
56. (i'!
59. 58
62. (,)6
64. 7'9
65. 88
67. 96
67. 4'.9
68. 81

Inc'//ies.
·O
2
!I.
2
'7
.3
,o
7
5
:2
·2
·2
-0

944. 6.2
3,9511.94
6,::39:!. 96
7, 4.2{). 96
8, 4Tct. 04
7, 509. 44·7, !74<6. 81
6, !i86. 72
5,,35.9. J 9
4. 158. 94
2 6€3 70
'nrn: -6a
353. 62
.0
-380. 12
,o _71. 50

2,257 .. ··- · -···· ...... ·- ... . .....

iln.
24. ,86
25 . 03
25. 79
26. 63
27. 34
27. 92
28. 91
29. 54
30. 62
31. 09
33. 30
ss.95
35. 36
3-l. 56
3.5. 75

:_

To.! nL

~o

-

~

"i

Total.

~O

- - - ~ lz I _ _ _ '
Pounds. Lbs .

0 1, 74'.,J. 75 45. 80
5 7,358.50 47.47
012, 7Hl. 37 51. 07
215, 651.62 5G. J:©
219,444. 75 61. 73
3 17,796.37 66. 16
2 J 9, 6-!9. 25 72. 24
:S 17,696.50 78. 65
5115, 482. 91 88. 47
2 13, 303. 00 102. 33
1 9, 267. 87114. 42
1 3,361.00120.04
0 1, 359. 00 135. 90
1 1, 283. 25 128. 33
0
296.50148. 25

Inches .
0
(,66.-58
3 1l,2HUi7
1 5,099. 4(1
5 5, 702. 66
2 iG, 543. 90
0 5,662. 37
4 5, 671. 00
2 4,779.87
4 3,751.41
4 2, 762. 31
1 1,766. 03
1
617.74
0
220. OD
o, 214. 62
o1
4:3 . 2'5

. ......... . j ........

.... . ..
1

fJ
~
-,:j

In.
20.1
20.5 1
2U. 5G
20. 66
20. 77
20. 82
21. 00
21. 00
21. '31
21. 58
21. 80
22.06
22.10
22. 24
21. G3

--J·-·-··
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TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

....0

XVIII.-Dull boys, Amc1·ican pa1·e11ts.
Circumference o
bead.

Weiglit.

Sitting height.

Height.

k

<I)

.o,,;

S:;::

:::!~

From-

A::l
Pi

To-

......

_g

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

15

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

17
18
20

6
2
9

10

11
12
13
14

rn

5

u

69
73
80
81
78
93
97
98
87
66
32
8
4

(i

0
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
l
0
1
3
0
0
0

TABLE

....0
§o
..,A
A:::,

p..

To-

]
0

~

Yrs. ]Ios.
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20

7
7
7
7
'l
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
l

rrs. ]fos.
(i

(j

7
8
9

6
6

JO

6
6
6

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21

6

6

6
6
6
6
5
4
7

a5

<I)

en

i

~

k

<I)

I>

Total.

~

~

:!3
~§

I>

0

<I)

0

I

._; I
Total.

a5t;{)
C'J

k

<I)

-cq 0
I>
<1 0
<1
z
z
------ ------ -Pounds. Lbs.
Inches.
In.
Inches. In.

0

Inches.

In.

2l6. 25
1,034.04
3,060. 33
3,365.47
3,902.59
4,057.22
3,981.79
5,045.12
5,438.30
6,866.19
5,297.69
4,035.48
2,061. 23
520. 37
267. 25

43. 25
44. 96
45. 68
47.40
50. 03
51. 36
53. 09
54. 84
56. 65
59. 86
61. 60
64. 06
64. 41
65. 05
66. 81

0
1
2
0
1
2
2
3
1

1~3. 00
569. 49
1,674. 3il
1,873.05
2,111.85
2,145.40
2,126.59
2,583.22
2,830.08
4 2,894.29
3 2,663.22
512, 002. 84
2 l, 002. 36
1
237. 99
01 138. 62

I

"O
<I)
t;

Total.

~1=~=

........ ·-·I······

I

I

~

k

I>

<1

- -Inches. Inch.

36'~ l, 606. 97
17514 7,888.19
285 2 13,571.19
286 3 14,091.07
305 1 2 15,643.47
320\ 4 16, 822.85
389, 7 21,074.45
360 520,133.62
3ll 118,287.01
186 0 11,407. 78
110 1 7,564.55
5\l 0 3,944.21
20 0 l I 348, 11
468. 62
7 0
278. 50
4 0

- -- - ····-···-

Weight.

~

·s

Total.

0

·a

I>

~

1-o

ls

<I)

0

-cq

ci
f'<

a5

Total.

0

<I)

0

A

~

.5

b{)
di
k

0

z

Circnmference
of bead.

I

"O

-c
bl)
<I)

0

2,862 --

0

1
1
1
0
0
0

Sitting height.

a5

0

z

216. 75 43. 35 0
98. 00 19. 60
988. 75 44.94 1
470. 72 20. 47
3,149.75 47. 01 1 1,381.91 20. 32
3,640.00 51. 27 l 1, 4.59. 61 20. 27
4,465.00 56. 52 1 1,618.10 20. ,8
4,976.75 Gl.44 3 1,603.18 20. 55
5,005.75 65. 01 1 1,588.68 20. 63
6,550.35 71. 98 1 l, 914. 66 20. 81
7,636. 33 78. 73 0 2,020.72 20. 83
8,740.62 90.11 ] 2,042.07 21. 06
8,692.75 101. 08 1 1,833.43 21. 32
7,298.75 112. 29 2 1, 370. 051 21. 55
689. 08 21. 56
3, li30. 00 113. 44 0
173. 62 2 1. 70
967. 50 120. 94 0
546. 00 136. 50 ~ -~9. 00,__22. ~5

0
2
2
2
1
0
1
2

XIX.-Average boys, American pa.rents.

---

-g

24. 60
24. 76
24. 99
25. 66
26. 73
27.16
27. 98
28. 70
29. 48
30. 79
31. 71
32. 83
33. 41
34. 00
34. 66

·······-· ~c=~~~

Iloight.

~

,0 ri:,

From-

Total.

0

I>

.,d

CJ)

]

k

<I)

-cq

----

895 --

Limits of different
ages.

Total.

a5

3

~

z - - - - - z- - ---

Yrs. Mos . Yrs. Mos.
5
6
7
8
9

'§

,ci

a5

b{)

0

0

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
11

~
0

E--1

5
5
6
7
8
9

,d

to
~

,..

ai

Total.

bO
di

t,..

<1

--- ------ -- ---- -Inc;ies. Inch.
Poimds. Lbs.
Inches. Inch.

869. 60
44. 64 l
46. rn 4 4,306.77
47. 95 2 7, 341. 26
49. 79 ] 7,565.81
51. 63 0 8,290.82
53. 24 2 8,896.94
55.17 011, 180. 85
56. 71 12 10, 228. 70
58. 99 9 9,240.47
61. 82 4 5,757.48
64. 11 3 3,841.38
66. 85 1 2,001.33
665. 66
67. 41 1
240
66. 95 0
145. 62
60. 63 0

---.. . . ..........

1 1,575.50 45. 01
0 8,411.62 48. 07
51. 76
116,007.25
751.50 56.17
0 18,735.77 61. 43
121,180.75 66.40
0 28,469.25 73.19
28,537.87 70. 94
27,517.66 88. 48
31. 63 l 18,468.62 99. 83
33.12 1 13,485.25 114. 28
34. 51 0 7, 42!). 55 125. 92
134. 45
35. 03 0 2,689
137. 43
34. 2!) 0
962
572. 25
36. 411 0
24. 85
25. 19
25. 9-l
26. 55
27.18
'27. 98
28. 74

T'·

~i: ~~' ~
1

~1~

..
l
0
3
2
1
0
0
2
2
1
0
0
0

727. 40
3, 541. 70
5,852.05
5,836.97
6,285.94
6,650.89
8,130.98
7,545.90
6,571.33
3,937. 23
2,553.72
1, 29J. 66
438.11
158. 37

20. 21
20. 35
20. 53
20. 63
2J. 75
20. 85
20. 90
20. 06
21. 27
21. 40
21. 64
21. 94
21. 01
22. H2

14' 06:~I~:'~ 251;': 56
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TABLE

XX.-Bright boys belonging to nonlabo1·ing classes, of .American lJarentage.

Limits of different
ages.
From-

~

<D

.0

Age.

rD

S:-.::
~ §'

~

Q)
be

(l)'d

.,...P.

To-

's~
PS

t,J..._

~o

11

12
13
14
15

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

27
102
137
162
176
172
162
142
123
93
61

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,357

----

Limits of different
ages.

<tj

170
718
1,096
1,463
1,768
1,894
1,947
1,848
1,721
1,396
977

Yrs. Mos.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

10

11
12
13
14

15
16

6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

10

11
12
13

1
10
1

14

10

16

15

Zo

~

Inches.

1,215.36
4, 6!1. 31
6,583.68
8. 021. 19
9, 155. 1
9,184.4
8,923.5
7,830.9
7,286.51
5, 746. 71
3,994.45

l
0
1
0
0
1
4
1
·1
0

Total.

bO
<'1
~

<D

I>

clj

---- - -Inches. Inches.

0
2
0
0
3
3·
5
7
2
1
1

45. 01
45. 95
48. 06
49. 82
52. 02
53. 40
55. 43
56, 75
59. 73
62.46
65.48

676. 25
2,508.46
3, 552.04
4. 326. 88
4,746.1
4,728.5
4,558.6
3,972.0
3,723. 09
2,960.57
2,015.21

25. 06
25. 08
25. 93
26. 71
27. 43
27.98
29. 04
29. 42
30. 77
32.18
33. 85

/iJ,d

~

<D

~
Inches.

Cl)

0
3
0
1
1
3
1
4
4
2
1

bO

.0 $

s~
PS
Zo

fo

I>

<tj

Pounds.

44. 37
45. 53
47. 61
49. 69
51. 88
53. 47
55. 38
57. 28
60. 62
63. 28
66. 82

c5

1i5,d

bO

rn

Total.

Zo

Inches.

1,197.98
4,552.60
6,379.73
8,049.42
8,975.9
9,089.6
8, 971.3
8, 133.5
7,153.48
5,822.11
4, 075.87

Circumference of head.

Weight.

s~
PS

bO

<'1

Total.

0
2
3
0
3
2
0
0
5
l
0

s~
PS

~

<D

0

I

cii

2
s~
p s
Zo

Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9

9

7
8
9

,o<D

be

Inches.

4
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

Arm reach.b
.0

To-

11
10
4
4
7
1

Cl)

rn

Tot.al.

cii

~

------- - --- -----···· ···· ........ .... ··········· ········ .... ........... O•R·····

~,d

From-

s~
p s
Zo

.
<D'O

1:3

<D 'O

Yrs. Mos. Y. M.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Sitting height.

.

.o~

~

<D

I>

Y1·s. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

~

Ci!

Total.

Zo

E-l

5
6
7
8
9
10

Height.

.

Total.

46.50
47. (i6
51. 29
56. 71
61. 63
66. 37
71. 07
78. 06
89. 36
103. 651
116.59

~

I>

<11

Inches.

Pounds.

1, 255.50
4,718.25
7,026.75
9,130.00
10,785.00
11,217.00
11,587.00
10,772.00
10,633.41
9, 4:!2. 25
6,995.25

<'1

<D

546. 09
2,055. 70
2,824.19
3,287.16
3,644.00
3,500.2
3,369.2
2,950.2
2,567.20
1,945.33
1,305.42

0
2
0
3
1
0
2
2
3
3
1

Inches.
20. 23
20. 56
20.Gl
20. 67
20.82
20. 87
21.06
21.07
21. 39
21.61
21. 76

a The average age is given in a number of tables.
b Arm reach is here given and in a number of tables; but the difficulty of getting tllia measurement
exact is practically yery great. We have given these measurements, 'although we have not utilized
them.
TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

XXI.-Dull boys, .Arnetican parents, rionlaboring classes.
I-+

s~

pA

AP

From-

.,... A

To-

c3.._,

~o
E-i

PS
Zo

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
6
7

8

9
10
11
12

13
14

15

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8

5

9

6
6

10
ll

12
13
14
15
16

6
6

6
6
6
6
6

24 .. •.

23\....

26,..•.
33 ,....
34 ..•.
44 ..•.

39 ....
54 ....
47. _..
34 •••.

---'

~

4)

~~

s~

0)

.

PS

I>

<tj

Yrs. Mos. Y . M.
8
3
7
7
4

0

7
8
9
10
11
12

!)

13

3
2

14
15
16

2

35\··· ·········-·

1
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
1
1

Cl)

·,:$

s~
Zo

bO

c3
~
<D

Total.

169
188
238
335
376
535
515
766
710
548

Sitting height.

Height.

Age.

<D
.o;,

bO

Total.

... ...... ....

I-+

<D

I>

<tj

Inches.
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

<'1

1,090. 3(1
1,034.74
1,320.11
1,713.12
1,774.80
2,440.44
2,231. 55
3,259.47
2,880.47
2, 219.62,

'"'.

s~
p 8

Zo

-

·-- .. ·-····i········

Total.

2
0
1
2
1
1
1
3
2
2

--

t:.O
<'1

fo
I>

- - - - _<tj_
Inches.

Inchea.
45. 43
47. 03
50. 77
51. !)]
53. 78
55. 46
57. 22
60. 36
62. 62
65. 28

4)

(l)"C

.0 <D

544. 47
588. 86
671. 49
8!H. 62
935. 50
1,250.85
1,128.48
1,580.57
1,456.86
1, 07G. 74

Inches.
2-1. 75
25. 6
26. 86
27.47
28. 35
29.09
29. 7
30. 99
32. 37
33. 65

=~1==
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XXL-Dull boys, Atner·ican pal'ents, nonlaboring classes-Continued.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

.A.rm reach.

Weight.

.

;.,
a:,s:;:

Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

s~
p"'"'
Z§

To-

Total.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

14

15
16

a:,,::!

..0$

~~

"'I>a:,

Inches.
0
1

Inches.

0
1
0
2
0
2
0

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

46. 70
51.16
52. 04
53. 76
56.19
57. 60
60. 85
63. 4d
66. 53

bJl

~

..0$

a:,

I>

~:;;

z§

<tj

Pounds.

44. 42

1,065.98
1,027.36
1,279.12
1,717.36
1,774.12
2,472.30
2,131.31
3,286.12
2,855.74
2,262.12

l

~-e

~

Total.

Z§

<tj

Yrs. Mos.

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

"'.

~

«l

bO

,.Qa:>

From-

Circumference of head .
~

bl)

Total.

~

Pounds.

1, 06<1. 00
1, 10,1. 00
1,507.25
2, 067. 25
2,198.25
3,243.50
3,188.00
4,992. 00
4,861.25
3,926.00

46. 26
50. 05
5i. 97
(12. 64
e6. 61
73. 72
81. 74
92. 44
105. 68
115. 47

<\l

"'I>a:,

Inches.

Inches.
469. 52
20.41
465. 60
20. 24
514. 98
20. 60
657. 10
20. 53
680. 60
20. 62
918. 59
20.88
829. 10
21.26
21.14
l,
21. 41
21. 56
732. 901

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

ii!: ~11

TAnLE XXII.-Average (in general) boys, nonlaboring classes, Amel'ican parentage.

I

Limits of ~
Circumference
different :..:
Height.
Sitting height.
.A.rm reach.
Weight.
of head.
ages.
:
- - ~ -~ ..0• 1- - - - - - h ~ - - - -~ ~- - ~ - -1-~- - ~ - - - 1- ~ - - ~ -

~i ,g

,d

F=ig_,~

...

~

I
0

E-;

E-;

§

7 6

7

7

8

6

z

8
0
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Inches.
?.l98
l
125
144
142
188
165
181
119
74
43

:§

·g

<tj

z

~ c

o

Y.M. Y.J;I.
6 7

Total.

i
~

In.

0 3, 654. 71 46. 26
1 5,615.9448. 00
1 6,197.2149. 98
1 7,449, 08 52. 09
0 7,626.2053. 71
4 10, 181. 37 55. 35
2 9,291.7157. 00
110, 712. 71 59. 52
0 7,426.0962. 40
1 4,700.0564. 38
0 2,800.2267. 21

Total.

Total.

Inches. In.

Inches.

Total.

In.

41, 902. 84?5, 37 4 3, 419. 83145. 60
0 3,059. 96,25. 93 2 5,505. 71147. 46
13,312. 06126. 71 2 6, ]24-. 57 49. 79
0 3,939. 22121. 36 1 7, 40?. 63,51. 81
13,981. 39128. 24 2 7,517.2353. 69
0 5, 428. 91 28. 88 5 10, 272. 59 55. 53
5 4,720.43 129. 50 3 9, 292. 63 57. 36
4 5, 45B. 03 30. 84 110, 788. 45 59. 94
33,695.3831. 86 2 7,373.8463. 02
0 2,451.97 33. 131 0 4,800.1266. 08
0 1,403.8434. 741 1 2,001. 61169. 09

1,378 _. __ ... _. . .

____

Pounds. Lbs.

inches. In.

0 3, 795. 25 48. 04
0 6,074.25 51. 48
0 7,045.75 56. 37
0 8,968.50 62. 28
1 9,491.76 67. 32
0 13, 86l. 00 73. 73
0 13,323. 37 80. 75
0 16, 155. 16 89. 26
112, 157.12103. 03
1 8,367. 501114. 62
0 5,520.25 128. 38

0 1, 608. 61 20. 36
0 2,417.2620. 40
12,566.1120. 69
0 2,999.1720. 83
0 2,972.0320. 94
0 3, 952. 69 21. 02
0 :i, 462. 86 20. 99
2 3, 819. 66 21. 34
12,540.2121. 53
0 1,602.51 21. 66
0 945. 91 22. 00

-I-_.. _.. _. -+-_
.___

.. _._.... __ ._. _

TABLE XXIII.-Br-ight boys, A.rne1"ican parents, labo1·ing classes.
Limits of different
agos.
From-

;.,
Cl)

.0

To-

~~

I

~

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

16

8

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

Age.

•

s~

PA
F:I p
,...A

.s

s~

z@

----

11
58 ---·
112 ......
119 ·--141 ---100 ---112
88 ---·
57 ....
39 \· ...
21 ....

----

858

i

t-d

..0

1~
zg

~

~

Yrs. Mos. Y. M.
3
6
9
1
5
10
0
3
7
9

2

6
7
8
9
10
J1
12
13
14
15
16

i

a-d

bO

c\l

Total.

68
409
900
1,071
1,414
1,104
1,355
1, 141
79:)
587
336

Sitting height.

Height.

2
6
3
1
5
4
0

0
2
0
0

I·... ········· ·· 1········

0
0
0
1
1
3
1
0
1
0
0

bO

Total.

.o,S

£§

"'
~

<tj

Inches.

Inche.Y.

485. 37
2,642.71
5,311 .48
5,829. 20
7,202. 81
5,113.22
6,098.84
4,969.98
3,318.98
2,383.60
1,317.98

44.12
45. 56
47. 42
49. 40
51. 45
52. 71
54. 94
56. 48
59. 27
61.12
02. 76

=1= ~1==

GS
bO

~,d

<\l

a:,

S.t::

-

Total.

c6
a:,

"'
~

- -- - --Inches .

Inches.

268. 37
24. 40
1,446.48
24. 94
2,842.92
25. 61
3,103.08
26. 52
3,728.04
27. 22
2,780.94
27. 81
3,188.21
28. 72
29. 71
2, 614. 72
1,636.10
30. 30
1,198.37
31. 54
648. 49
32. 42
·- · - - -1- 0
0
1
2
4
0
1
0
3
1
1

.......... ,........
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XXIII.-Bright boys, Ame1·ican parents, labol'ing classes-Continued.

TABLE

-

Limits of different
ages.

.A.rm reach.
cii

~,d

.s
i:l s
Zo

.0

s~

To-

From-

9

JO
]1

12
13
14
15

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

i

6
6
6

6
6
6

6
6
6
6
5

Inches.

z§

<!j

.0

:)

Pounds.

42. 56
44. 94
46. 95
48. 9!)
51. 46
52. 65
54. 80
56. 30
60.13
62. 25
63. 61

s~.s

,..oil

Total.

l>
<11

Inches.

468.12
2, 60n. 24
5,163.95
5,780.58
7, ~55. 81
5,212.23
6,187.45
4,897.97
3, 367. 23
2,427.87
1,335.87

0
0
2
1
0
1
0
1
l
0
0

s.~

l>

I

z~·~1

bO

.0

;..

Qi

Circumfere11ce of head.
cii

~~
;.a

bJJ
oil

Total.

rrs . .Jios. Yrs ..JJios.
5
6
7
8

W eight.

0
2
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

Pounds.

487. 25
2, 640. 25
5,689.62
6,521.62
8,659. 75
G, 579. 37
8,062.25
6,924.50
4, 849.50
3,870.75
2,272.62

~

co

oil
....

Total.

Qi

l>

·-t1

Inches.

44. 30
47. 15
50. 80
55. 27
61. 86
65. 79
72. 63
79. 59
86. 60
99. 25
108. 22

Inches.
20. 04
20. 42
20. 50
20. (if,
20. 71
20. 72
20. 93
21. 03
21.15
21. 50
21. 93

220. 49
1,163.97
2,275.27
2,415. 50
2,899.90
2,072.17
2,301.80
1,829.67
1,184.21
816. 98
460. 6~

0
1
1
2
1
0
2

1
1
1
0

- - -TABLE

XXIV.-Dull boys, Amer-ican parents, labor-ing classes.

Limits of different
ages.

.A.ge.

Sitting h eight.

Height .

Total.

cii
!;J)
t!

Inches.

Inches.

1,969.97
2,330.73
2,582.48
2,344.10
2,206.99
2,604.68
3,206.72
2,606.72
2,417.22
1,815.86

45. 81
47. 57
49. 66
50. 96
52. 55
54. 26
56. 26
59. 24
60. 43
62. 62

fii,d

From--

'a~

To-

z~

- - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - -- Trs. ]{os. Yrs. Mos.
6
7
7
6

7

7

8

6

8

7

9

6

10
11
12
13
14
15

6
6

1(j

6

9

7

10
11
12
13

7

14

15

7
7
7
8
7

__ ,_____

455054 1.••.
--··
-·- ..
48
44
49
58
44
40
32

6

6
6
6

Tota.l.

.. ..
... .
... .
... .
... .
... .
.. ..

rrs. .Mos. Y. M.
319
9
7 1
402
488
482
490
595
769
G25
605
512

Total.

, _ _ _ - - , - - - - - , -~- - -

5
5
11
6

3
2
0
3
7

8

0

!)

10

0
4

11
12

1
1

UI

2

14
15
16

2

1
0

2

1
2
2
2

1

!I

Inches.
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
3

1,129.91
1, 284.19
1,440.36
1,293.78
1,191.09
1,332.37
1,701.60
l. 313. 72
1,206.36
926. 10

Inches.
25.11
25 . 68
26. 67
26. 95
27. 70
28. 35
29. 34
30. 55
30. 9:l
31. 93

-ru .... I··········· ........ ···-1-········--l········-----Limits of different
ages.

.A.rm r each.

To-

Yrs. JJios . . T1·s . .Mos.
G

7

7

6

7

7

8

6

8

7

9

6

9
10

7
7
7
7

10
11
12
lJ

6
6
6
6

7
8
7

14
15
16

6
G
6

l l

12
J3
14
]5

I

0
1
1·
2

1

1
1
0
2

3

Weight .

Total.

Total.

Inches.

Pounds.

2,042.12
2,320.74
2,605.09
2,412.23
2,238.16 1
2,606.24
3,207.70
2,592.11
2,343.37 1
1,851.99

Inches.
45. 38
47. 36
49. ]5
52.44
52. 05
54. 30
56. 28
58. 91
61. 67
63. 116

1
1
1
0
0
2

0
1
0

1

2. 085. 75
2, 5~9. 00
2,957.75
2,009.50
2,807.50
3,306.85
4, 44.8. 33
3, 748. 62
3,831.50
3,372.75

]]I

.- - l~ rcumfercHce of b~acl.

tin

~

S:<;::

~

g

Pounds. 47. 40
51. 82
55. 81
GO. 61
63. 81
70. 36
76. 70
87. 18
9j. 79
108. 80

To tal.

, Inches.
0
1
0
2
0
1
l
1
0
2

912. 39
994. 01
1, ]03.12
9'16. 08
908. 08
996. 07
1, 191. 62
901. 41
8-18. 59
646. 15

I

[J)
f;:;

~

Inches.
20. 28
20. 29
20. 43
20. 57
20. 64
20. 75
20. 91
20. !Jti
2L 21
21. 54
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XXV .-A1:erage boys (white) belonging to the laborin[/ c1as8cs, .dmcrican parentage.

TABLE

r...

Limits of dHfere:nt
ages.

Q;)

E.$.
:::s·'"'
~ §'

I
From-

'".
Q;>
s::l

'd:

To-

/

.Age.

p., .

,0

.3

8~
Zo

Total.

:::ls

~o

Height.
1

/1i,

~c

6
7
8
!)

10
11
12
13

14
15
16

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8

6
6

9

6

10
11
12

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

13

14
15
16
17

I

7
7

---

... -. - - . - ... - .

Limits of different
ages.

~

:::is

Zo
Yrs. J1Ios. I Yrs. J1.fos.

11

12
13

14
15
16

7
89

6

3

6
6

2
4
1

(j

10
11

(j

6
6
6

12
13

H

3
5
6

6

15

(j-

2

1(j

6

17

(j-

0
0

"'r...

0
2
0
0
1
0
7
51

2, 403. 93
4, 281. 30
4, 253. 75
4, 351. 60
4,915.55
5, 751. 94
I 5,508.27
I 32', 70~~·. 4140
v.:

3 1, 38!l. 41
1 [ 507. 49

f z~l
~

I

Total.

Q;)

p-

45.90
47. 3(i
49. 4.9
50. 59
52. 52
55. 05
5ti. <i8
51!. 75
61.53
64. 58
67. 02

Pounds. j Poonds. /
0
0

11 616. 37
8, 6.77. 25
8, 961. 50
9, 767.21

1
0
0
0
3

11 , <i88. !J9
14-, GOS. 25
15, 214. 50
11, 362. 50
6,311.50
5, 117. 75
1, 90<.). so

0
0

0
0

I

Total.

1,¾

-<Ii

- - - -- - - - Inches.
Inches..
4, 268.62
7,814. 4S
7,769.76
8,094. !)6
9,033.35
10,900.03
10,760.67
7,2il4. ~8
3,999. 2'.}
2,906. 12
1, 07::!. 25

1-1-;:-ch:-

p-

<Ii

-Inches.
25. 04
25. 95
26. 42
27. 03
27. 77
28. 62
29, 30
30. 25
31. 21
113. 08
33. 8:l

Weight.
l:JJ

Total.

t

Tot,L

1

·-······J····l···········l·······l ···:··········

<ti

~,ci

s:E

To-

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

zs0 1

46. 02
47. 9'2
49. 65
51. 21
52. 85
55. 02
56. 47
58. 26
60. 77
63. 66
65. 87

I

..Arm re:1ch.
,.oQ;>

6
7
8
9
10

4
4,. ~3 . 48
1 1 7,955. 25
2 1 7, 89:J. 86
l
8,194. 39
4
9,100.65
3 10, 893. 08
3 . 10,841.91
0
7,574. 30
0
4, OTJi. 69
0
2, 864. 50
0
1,053.99

Sitting lteigltt.

r 1'u 1

--1

!-1-;:,::::-J Inches.

96
0
686 0
7 0 .
0
1367 4
167
8 1
161
1,473 2
0
9 1
1,626 0 10
161
0
0
178
0
1,983 2 11 1
201
0
2,444 0 .12 1
0
195
2,555 6 ]3" 1
130
0
1,837 8 H
1
0
1,001 2 115 0
67
45
0
721 4 ]6 0
l, --1_1___
272- -1
16 - 0-1-- 0 ,

1, 4!17

From-

I

Total.

~
zs0
- - - --1-----1--- ~ i
Yrs. Mos. Yrs . .ilfos.
Yrs . Mos. Y. M.
~

I

:

48. 00
51. !"16
56. 01
ao. 67
65. 67
72. 68
79. 2-!
87. 40
9:-J. 20
113. 73
119. 33

1
0

<.i

bt

e
Q;)

;.,

---

-

!

I

Incites.
1, 93:J. 09
3,4.34. 79
3,270.86
3. 286. 77
3,671.96
4, 17R. 29
4,083.04
2, 751. 67
1,397.02
951. 21
348. 75

I

2 1
2 I
J I
0 I
oI
0
1 I
1

uI

<!j

20. 35
::o. 57
20. 57
20. 67
20. 78
20. 79
20. 94
21. ]7
21. ]7
21. (i2
21. 80

-

-TABLE

XXVI. - Bright boys, nol socially rlivi1lcd.

Limits of <1iifferent

..Age.

ages.

From-

I

6
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

,ri
I::

Total.

T~-

13
14
15
16
17
18

]J[os . 1 rrs.

6

6

7
8

6
6

7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7

I

9
10
]1

12
13
1-1
15
]6
17
18
19

(i

6
6
6
tl

6
6
5
5
6
5

~

'.l'otul.

~

<q

,

Mos.

0
R
8

7
7

Sittiu~ lteig--i1t.

Height.

_ _ I_ _ ,
Yrs.

-

Inches.

Yrs. Mos.

6 ....

~~

53
89
26
37

:::: moog~

....
....
....
....

tg ::::

23 . . . .
1L . • . .

~

37 05

::::

400
392 00
2!ll 05
445 07

Y. ]J[.
6 02

Inches.

~ gf

9
10
11
12

mg~ dr

271. 25

0
0
0

O

~

03
00
02'
04

Inches.

es.
I Inch
H7. 50
:~:g~ ; { i.~~~Jt
49. 4,6 I o 1, 304. 84
45. 02

0

1, 1185. 53
1,366. 74
2, 0~5. 12

50. 91
52. 56
55. 27

0
0
0

715. 12

G.5. 01

L~~n~
o z, 622. 65

1,050. 85
721. 35
1, OG2. 24
1
•
0 1 773. 23
0
3fl9. 49

g~ g
r:l, 4l1.
g~t i~3G it
g~ g :~i: ~
0
63. 18

3-17 02 / 15 00
176 09 16 00
102 03 , 17

0

gg go

j

m:~~

~~:;!1

g }~~:~g

Inche s.
24. 58

~~·~~

20 31
2'j. 94
27. H
28. 07

~~: ii

31. 61
33. 59

~;:~~

~ ~ I i~ o:> __ ·----··--r;o
cs. o.:; o , m. s0 3J..
__ ,_________
- - - -- - -

s ....

3J2.

u0

,,

- ~ · · ·· · ··· ·· · · · · ·,· ··· · · ··:· · · ·1··· · ·· · · · · {· ··· · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · ····" · ·
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XXVI.-Bright boys, not socially d'ivided-Coutinuecl.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

Arm reach.
<I)

-0

s;
.
sI
:z;

To-

Total.

Yr11. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
6
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Inches.

6
6

0

6

1
0
0

6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I-<

<I)

,.Q

~i

~=

To-

I-<

'$

.

11

<l

---Inches.

45. 41
49. 97
50. 51
55 23
60. 63
66. 37 .
74. 12
78. 79
. 87. 6!
105. 39
121.13
114. 05
133. 50
131. 09

0
0

Inches.

123. 12
451. 36
842. 84
1. 067. 33
806. 97
544. 78
773. 72
950. 96
608. 49
477. 50
240. 65
133. )2
88. 75
113.12

2

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

20. 52
20. 51
20. 55
20. 52
20. 69
20. 95
20. 91
21. ]3
20. 98
21. 07
21.87
22.18
22.19
22. 62

~]

0

:z;

Total.

6
6
5
5
0

495
180
113
95

4
1
2
0

(I)
I-<

<I)

I>

Jj

Zo

<l

:i. M.
17
18
19
19

2

........ ··•-· .........

s~
~g

(,!

Total.

1
0
0
0
0

(I)

fi,,d

bl)

s~s

<l

0

0
0
0
0
0

1il ,d

,.Q~

"'I>

Yrs. Mos.
29
10
6
5
2

bl)
(,!
<I)

Sitting height.

Height.

I

(I)

.s

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
17
18
19
19
20

I

<!)"C

,.Q

E-1

7
7
7
7

I-<

<I)

I>

Po1mds.

272. 50
1,049. 50
2, 121. 75
2,927.50
2,364.87
1,725. 75
2,742. 75
3,545.90
2,541.75
2,424.00
1,332. 50
687. 00
400. 50
659. 50

cil

Total.

Jj

~

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Age.

•

i:l :::l

16
17
18
18
19

44.83
45. 52
47. 41
49. 24
51. 36
53. 03
55. 71
56. 05
59. 51
64. 26
65. 78
63. 58
69. 18
72.15

b.O

s~s
Zo

I>

Poimds.

,;i

,.Q<D

I-<

<I)

XXVI A.-Bright boys, American parents, not socially divided.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.
From-

bl)
(,!

Total.

Inches.

269. 00
956. 00
1,991. 37
2,610.23
2,002.98
1,378. 98
2,061.62
2,542.74
1,725.87
1,478.12
723. 62
381. 50
276. 75
360. 75

J

6
6
6
6
6
5
5
6
5

~]
Zo

<l

0

"'.
<!)"Ci

(I)

,.Q~

"'I>

<I)

Jj

Circumference of head.

!il ed

bl)
<IS

,.Q <I)

From-

W eight.
(I)

bl)
(,!

Total.

Inches.

Inches.
65. 88
67. 96
66. 64
68. 50
68. 81

<I)

I>

-

1,844.62
679. 62
3~9. 86
342. 50
137. 62

I-<

- - -Inches.
916. 61
353. 62
206. 62
173. 50
71. 50

2
0
0
0
0

<l
-Inches.
33. 95
35. 36
34. 44
34. 70
35. 75

-- ----- ·- - - - ---52 ..... ............. .......... ....... ............. - ......... .... ...........

········

Limits of different
ages.

(I)
b.O

~,d

From-

's~
PS

To-

Total.

16
17
18
18
19

7
7
7
7

17
18
19
19
20

11

6
6
5
5
0

s~

z~

CD

<l

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

Inches.
1
0
1
1
0

l, 885. 49

694. 62
348. 50
282. 'i5
144. 50

(I)

~,d
p~

~

I>

Zo

Circumference of head.

Weight.

Arm reach.

~

Total.

I>

<l

-

Pounds.

Inches.
67. 34
69. 46
69. 70
70. 69
72. 25

1
0
1
0
0

~
<I)

3, 361.00
1,359.00
623. 76
659. 50
296. 50

9,:::;;

~@

Total.

<IS

I-<

<I)

I>

<l
Inches.

Pounds.
120. 04
135. 90
124. 75
131. 90
148. 25

(I)
b.O

fi,,d

p<D

617. 74
220. 99
131. 50
113. 12
43. 25

1
0
0
0
0

Inches .
22. 06
22.10
21. 92
22. 62
21.63

XX VII.-Dnll boys, A,ne1·ican pa1·ents, not socially-divided.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

H

s~
<I)

Height.

pp.

,8~

Ag,

I

Sitting height.

~

t-d

_ _ ,_=
_
~_
~__z~
s_P_;::;_ t___
T_o-ta_l_.- - l - - - ~
__T_o_
f-l
~ --I S
~~~
---,-------,----1
M os. Yrs . .Mos.
Total.

From-

Y rs.
6
5
16
17
18

3
7
7
7
11

5
6
17
18
20

6
6
5
2
9

5

24
32
8
4

--7-3 - ····· ..

Inches.

216. 25
I , 034. 04
2, 061.23
520. 37
267. 25

Inches.

43. 25
44. 96
64.41
65. 05
66. 81

0
I
2

1
0

Inches.

123. 00
569. 49
1,002.36
237. 99
138. 62

Inches.

24. 60
24. 76
33.41
34. 00
34. 66

-------1-----1---,- - - - - - -1-----······· ......................................... ········--···---· ·········-··
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TABLF.

XXVII.-Bright boys, Arnerican parents, not socially divided-Continued.

Limits of different
ages.

From-

.Arm reach.

]j
5"§
Zo

To-

3
7
7
7

I>

<11

11

2
2
0
0
0

.,
a~
PA

Limits of different
ages.

C1>

.0

19

21

s~
;:, s

.....

~

00

6
5
4
7

36
20
7

4

---

Weight.

1

TABLE

.....
0

I

8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

---1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0
0
0

I>

Zo

;:,s~s

45. 01
134. 45
137. 43
143. 06

1. 575. 50
2,689.00
962. 00
572. 25

Sitting height.

Total.

.,

Inches.

Inches.

~

(l)

...

-<1j

727. 40
4313.11
158. 37
00. 25

0
0
0
0

20. 21
21. 91
22. 62
22. 56

Circumforence of
head.

Weight.

a5

0

(l)

'§ Total.

A

j

0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4 0
5 0

.,

I>

z

---6
22
43
53
39
26
37
45
29
23
11
6

bl)
c:ss

<11
--

Inches.

In.

271. 25
1. 013. 50
1, 099.35
2,622.65
1,985. 53
l, 366. 74
2. 045.12
2,536.48
1. 694. 85
1, 444.36
715. 12
321. 00
267. 75
342. 50

45. 21
46. 07
47. 60
49. 48
50. 91
52.57
55. 27
56. 37
58.44
62.80
65. 01
64 20
66. 94
68. 50

~

'§

.,:;

-d

re:::

~

Yrs. Mns.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
10

1

91
84
08
00

._;

A;:,

0

0
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

43.
68.
68.
71.

.2i!

.0

---Pounds.

a5bl)

fi:;-d

.,cil

(l)

<11

Pounds.

Height.

8

6
6
7

Inches.

bJJ

Total.

;..
a:,

:SA

Yrs. Mos.

z~

~

s~
To-

i

s~

XXIX.-B1'ight boys, foreign parents, not socially divided .

Limits of different
ages.

From-

.0

(l)

1, 536. 86
1,307.99
408. 50
284. 00

a5

(l)'O

.,cil
I>

1
1
1
0

24. 85
35. 03
34. 20
36. 41

Circumference of head.

., .

bJJ

Inches.

6
5
4
7

86G.60
665. 66
240. 00
115. 62

1
1
0
0

,

Zo
6
18
19
21

44. 64
67. 41
66. 95
69. 63

Inches.

- -·

Total.

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

~

Inches.

········----···-· .............. ....... -----············ .............

a5

::s

bJJ

<D

I>

Inches.

1,606. 97
1,348.11
468. 62
278. 50

0
0
0
0

a5

.,cil

Total.

~a

<11

fi5 ,d

7
7
9

19. 60
20. 47
21. 56
21. 70
22. 25

<D

s;

I>

Arm reach.

s~s

To-

.0

(l)

Inches.

Limits of different
ages.

5
17
18
20

Jnche&.

98. 00
470. 72
689. 98
173. 62
89. 00

~,d

f

Total.

Zo

67 .......

From-

0
1
0
0
0

Sitting h eight .

t-d

A ::S
,....A

To-

6
18

Inches.

43. 35
44. 94
113. 44
120. 94
136. 50

a5bl)

Yrs. Moll. Yr,. Mos.
7
7
9
1

I>

- -<11 --

Pounds.

216. 75
988. 75
3,630.00
967. 50
546. 00

Height.

•

H

5
17
18
20

0
2
0
0
0

.,

(l)

Zo

~

Pounds.

45. 67
44. 57
65. 66
65. 58
68. 88

8

I>

blJ
cil

Total.

XXVIII.-Arerage boys, .Arnerican parents, not socially dit"ided.

TABLE

From-

(l)

--

Inches.

137. 00
980, 48
2,101.00
524. 62
275. 50

f

Total.

a5

fi:;-d

s~
::s

bJJ

<D

;:,s~s
Zo

(l)

Inches.

'6
6
5
2
9

5
6
]7
18
20

Circumference of head .

a5

~rd

.0

~

Total.

Yrs . Mos. Yrs. Mos.
5
5
)6
17
18

Weight.

a5
b.fj

Total.

0

a5
bl)
c:ss

fi5

d

I>

z

<11

~

'§

a5

Total.

0

Inches.

In.
24. 58
25.13
25. 76
26. 32
26. 94
27. 53
28. 71
29. 27
30. 50
32. 26
33 . 59
33. 04
34. 88
34. 70

~

I>

- - -- - - - - - 147. 50
0
527. 74
1
2 1,056. 35
0 1,394. Bi
0 1,050.85
688. 35
1
0 1, 062.24
1 1,287.86
854.10
1
709. 75
1
369. 49
0
0
198. 25
1'19. 50
0
173. 50
0

.,
(l)

d

z

b£

<j

~

'§
0

d

z

Total.

a5
to

f

(l)

I>

<j

-- ---- -Inches. In.
Poimds. Lbs.

272. 50 45. 42
0
1 1,049.50 49. 98
1 2, 121. 75 50. 52
0 2. 907. 50 54. 86
0 2,364.87 60. 64
0 1, 725. 75 66. 38
0 2, 742. 75 74.13
0 3,546. 00 78. 80
0 2,541.75 87. 65
0 2,424. 00105. 39
0 1
1
0
400. 50 133. 50
l
o
659. 5oi131. 90

·m:g~ m:M

0
124. 12 20. 69
0
451. 36 20. 52
842. 84 20. 56
2
1 1,067. 33 20. 53
806. 97 20. 69
0
0
544. 78 20. 95
0
773. 72 20. 91
950. 96 21.13
0
0
608. 49 20. 08
477. 50 21. 70
1
0
240. 75 21. 89
0
133. 12 22.19
0
88. 75 22.19
0
113.12 22. 62

- - - - - ·------ - ~~~~1~ ~ ~~~~, ~ ...............
-- ······· ··
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XXX.-Dull boys,Jor(iign paro11ts, 11ot socially divided.

TABLE

--

...

Limit;i of diffe r nt
nges.

I

Q,)

..0.
0

From-

To-

p

Z

10

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

7
8
7
7
8
10

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
11l
]4
15
16
18

bl)

"'...

Total.

8

Q,)

>

Yrs. Mos. Y. M .

I

~1 i::::

63
]50
13 1
82
152
ll2
243
224
366
239
145
122

16
9 1.•..

----

ti

]5

6
6
6
5
4
6
1

10 ---20 ··-·
17

ig '::::
9 1· ...
7 ....

0
6
3
9
0
4
6
4
4
6
3
4

Sitting height.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14
16
17

0
2
0
1
0
0
0

2
2
1
2
1
2
0
9

1
2
0
0
0

1
4

s.~

Total.

I_

----

...

Q,)

co

~~

>

<j

Inches.

3
1

i

"'...

.o_s

bl)

Total.

Inches.

Inches .

437. 74
856.11
761. 85
396. 74
782. 12
525. 62
1,100.99
917. 12
1,405. 86
938. 74
567. 24
462. 37

238. 25
503. 61
415. 00
234. 62
409. 99
276. 87
572. 49
503. 87
664. 00
432. 25
287. 25
239. 74

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
2
0
0

43. 77
44.11
47. 62
49. 59
52.14
52. 56
55. 05
57. 32
58. 58
58. 67
63. 03
66. 05

-176l- ·· -- -- ... .. ... ········1 -··· ............... •••••••. I1 ~~~
I
L imit!" of different
ages .

I

From-

115]
1s-~
p 8

To-

Total.

Yrs. Mos . Yrs. J11:os.
6

0
7
7
7
7
10
7
8
7
7
8
10

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
lS

16

6
7
8
9
10

6
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
5
4
6
1

]l

12
13
14

15
16
18

TABLl<~

Limits of t1if-!"-'0
ferent ages.
1

I

z _

's ~ l,,g
A ~I]

I

"1

Io

g

O

10

R

f:--l

\"o
i:-,

6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

398. 62
903. 74
757. 12
399. 75
720. :;3
527. 87
1, 099.86
970. 25
1,482.36
964.12
577. 25
456 37

1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
il3
U
15

6
6
6

9 0
24\ 2
41 1
ti
5.J. 0
6
501 0
6 1 66 1 1
6
701 0
G I 61 1
6
60 1
(i
:14: 0

~in i7 i~n ~

!l

18 7 19 3

os

1--

Pounds.
45. 45
47.13
51.16
58. 94
62.10
65. 53
75. 55
81. 51
86. 21
\/0. 92
102. 79
12~.18

45!. 50
989. 75
818. 50
471. 50
931. 50
655. 25
1, 5]1. 00
1,385.75
2, 241.50
1, 451.75
925. 12
848. 25

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Q,)

Zo

<j

0
0
0
1
0

bl)

"';;-...

Total .

8~

Q,)

Pounds.

44. 29
45.19
47. 32
49. 97
51. 50
52. 79
54. 99
57. 07
59. 2D
60. 26
64. 14
65. 20

<D

..oS

...<ll

~§

I Sitt.in g h eigl1t.

Height.

_

.

Total.

I~
~

f.o ,~
; §
;-

-"1

Inches.

Arm r each.

'--.------i--c:-----;---

~

.

Total.

z
0

~

-'1
Inches.

~~

o.5

~.o -~
;.-

1

395. 37 43. 93
], 018. 85 46. 31
],926.8548.17
2,709.4450. 17
2, 646.0352. 92
a, 463. 41 \5:i. 28
3,841.1654. 87
3,413. 51 :56. 89
3,415.9557. 90
2,088. 7261. 43
1
•
4 o 265. oo 66. 25
2 0
138. 62 6(). 31

ng

bl)

Inches.

--

trd

<D

Total.

8~

23. 83
25. 18
25. 98
29. 33
27. 33
27. 69
28. 62
29. 64
30. 18
30. 88
31. 92
34. 25

-'1
I nches.

Inches.

19. 88
20.18
20. 30
20. 38
20. 04
20. 54
20. 91
20. 94
2ll. 95
21. 24
21. 44
21. 77

198. 75
423. 73
304. 49
183. 42
288. l:l9
205. 37
418. 24
335: 11
523. 71
339. 85
193. 00
152. 37

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

XXXI.-.Average boys, fo reign pm·ents, not socially divided.

\z

Y. M ~ r 11£. - - -

..o~

Q,)

I nches.
1
1
0

~ A~

!
S

~,d

"'...
~

bl)

Zo

6

<D

!
Inches.

I Circumference of head ..
I

Weight.

Arm r rach .

1 ....

--

/i,ed

<D

<ll

Zo

<j

0

I

6
6
6
4

....
Q;"'
.o_s
~-'§

<D

1s~

~~

Yrs . .illos. Yrs . Mos.
0
7
7
7
7

Height.

1$ ]

,...P..

8

6
0
7
8
9

Age.

s~
pp.. I....
i::

In.

§
0

Total.

z

t:/J

~

m: ~1 ~~: ~i g

=

·1, ~--

o

<i1 , ,

I Inches. I I,:.

Circumference
of head.

Weight.

-----,---i---,,--- - - ; --

~ i,·

0
2l3. 74 23. 75 O 389. 00 43. 22
1
574. 97125. 00 1 1,058. 87146. 04
0 1, 067.9726.05 1 1,909.73 147.74
31 1, 360. 73,26. 68 0 2, i05. 24150. 10
1 1,329.22 27.13 2 2,501.2952. 11
1 1. 819. 62,21. 99 2 3, R77. 60 52, 78
11 1,969.6628. 55 1 3,813. 80 155. 27
2 l , 734. 60,29. 40 2 3,378.87 57. 27
2 1, 723.7129.72' 0 3 536.4958.94.
2: ] '001. 98 31. 311 21 1: 983. 90 62. 00
1
•
0 1 139. 75 34. 94 o' 200. 82 66. 11
0
71. 00 35. 50 0
141. 75 70. 88

~~t ~!~ti~ g.

I

"" 1
._
·a
~ oo·
,;

Total.

!:;I)

~ ~

I

- ;oun;;;. Lbs.

c5
Total.

~
~

~

__
-Inches . In.

O 397. 25 44. 141 0 181. 37 20. 49
O 1, ]~5. 00 46. 88 1 466. 85 20. 30
12,120. 12 53.00 0 1 840.9220. 51
0 3, 158. 00 58. 481 0 1, 117.71 1 20. 70
1 3,001.50 62. 48 11,015.4620. 72
o 4, 475_ 87 67. 82 11,355, 59 20. 86
0 5,029.75 71. 85 1 01, 477. 22 21.10
0 4,885. 50 80. 091 21, 245. 00,21.11
05 li5 87 86 26 11 246 082112
013: 430: 50 100: 90 ! 0 '730: 90:21: 50

;~t gg ~~: g~ i1
i: ~it ~~mJ~:g ~t~: irn:~~
o 52 . oo 132_ oo 1' 66. 75 22. 25
O

206. 25 133. 13 O

44. 25 22. 13

511 ~1
1
= ~r~-:-l~i~-:-~·:--:-l ·----------.. -------.-,·1 -.----.,......;--:--... ---i-.. --
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TABLE

XXXII.-Bright boys, American and foreign parentage, not socially clfrided.
r-..

Limits of different
ages.

si

~o

I
Yrs. Mos.
6
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

0
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
11

Q).s

S-~
PS

-cilc,..,
P<

To-

6
6
6

9

{j

10

6
6
6
6
6
5
5
4

6

11
12

13
14
15
16
18

Y rs.Mos. Y.
9
23
28
50
36
24
38
30
18
12
11
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

283 /- .. _

Limits of different
ages.

Fron:t-

---Yrs. 1lios.
6
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

H
15
16

0

a

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
11

~~
§~

11
12
13
14
15
16
18

6
G
6
6
6
6
G
6
6
5
5
4

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

I

oI

I

I."',

p

l.o

J4

15
](l

S-~

PS
zo

0

45. 69
45. 55
47. 87
49.10
51. 84
54. 08
55. 27
56. 87
59. 58
63. 50
67. 23
68. 75

b.O

0
1
0
3
0
1
4
1
0
0
1
0

;;.

<q
- -- Inches. I-nches.
224.12
55:3. 72
7!9. ;;7
1,245.22
988. 86
648. 49
968. 73
848.11
554. 36
384. 25
332. 50
13G. 75

24. 00
25.1 7
26. 7 6
2G. 49
27. 47
28. 20
28. 49
29. 25
30. 80
32. 02
33. 25
34.1 9

Circumference of
h ead.

t,g I

o5

s..,

.0;.>

Q)

p

I,,

?-i

--:1

Total.

'§

45. 41
47. 51
51. 39
[i5, 02
61. 18
67. 73
71. 22
75. 72
84. 38
102. 33
122.H
118. 06

~

r-..

Q)

~

<l1
- - -I- - Inches.
Inches.

0

-

r ounds.

363. 25
1,092.62
l, 387. 50
2,696.12
2, 14). 25
1, 625.50
2,706.50
2,271.62
1,518.75
l, 228. 00
1,313.50
472. 25

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

--

...c'l

Total.

Potmds.

)81. 62
470. 86
577. 59
1, 035. 84
753. 35
501. 60
771. 85
629. 77
380. 61
260. 62
236. 99
87. 37

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

20.1 8
20. 47
20. 63
20. 7·2
20. 9'8
20. 90
20. 8·5
20. 99
21. l ,5
21. 72
21. 54
21. 8 cl,

"o

0

Zj

0

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
)5
16
17

6
6
5
6
6
6
5
5
5
6
5
0

5
9
12
)3
22
9
15

I · - ..

il13 i:....
::
5 ....
4 ....

143

sg

Q)

~g

~

- -- Yrs. Mos. Y. M.
09
03
01
08
08

04
00
09
04
04
07
02

(j

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

<ti

t.,;

~
...

Total.

31
01
98
)19
222
JOO
183
223
26G
198
80
69

Sitting l1eigh t.

Height.
Q.)

Q)

1§~1

~!+--1

Yrs. llfos. rrs. lllos.

7'
8
7
7
8
9

45. 65
46.11
47. {j4,
49. 53
52. 09
5-l. ll
55. 09
56. 92
58. 56
62. 86
65.62
65. 81

W eight.

A.ge.

...... P<

'l'o -

1
8
7
9
7

.
<t1

~

H

6

410. 87
1,014.48
1,333.99
2, 426.73
1,875.14
1,298. 73
2,093.48
1, 503.86
J, 053. 99
754. 36
721. 87
263. 25

r-..

Q)

----

Ptti
E,:;:::
A

6

Inches.

<ll Q)

..0+>

~

365. 50
1, OJ7. 02
1,292.50
2, 406.1 0
1,814. 2!
l, 297. 98
2, 100. 36
1,705.99
1,012.86
762. 00
739.50
275. 00

"~,

0

Q)

-- --Inches.
I nches.

p P<

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

ON•O•••·

-

Inches.

c'l

Total.

XXXIII.-Dull boys, American and foreign parentage, not socially clil'ided.

Limits of cUfferen t
ages.

From-

9

1

bJJ

I

TABLg

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

2
3
6

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

s~
PS
zo

-···-······-······-l··-·l-·-···-····l-···-·--1~~----··-·· ~---··_
-

Total.

,., s
zo

2
2
2
1
l
1
1
1
0
0
0

7
8
9

2

...... .........

---

rrs. JJ[os.
6
7
8
9
10

6

0
6
7
3
6

Arm reach.
.0...,

To-

56
165
229
456
366
268
462
39!
253
) 80
176

bO

.,Q;.>

Q)

-

M.

Q.)

<llQ)

...
~
cil

Total.

zo

<l1

Yrs. Mos.
7
8

S-~
PS

~

zo

~

<llQ)

Q)

.... .,;

Q.)
bJJ

.0 _.,

...cil

Total.

Sitting l1eight.

.... ..;

Q.)
bJJ

r-...,;

p

~

From-

Height.

Age .

Q)

.0.

3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
0
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

bl)

Total.

a:
...

Q)

~

r-...

d)

(l)'O
.,Q<ll

§-~

Total.

to
r-..

d

Q)

:,

z§
<lj
"1
---- ----- --- I nches. Inches.
Inches. I nches.
222. 87
411.12
581. Cl2
659. 75
1,122.11
470. 74
834.11
976. 61
], 067.12
750. 75
321. 12
264. 62

44. 57
45. 68
48. 47
50. 75
51. 01
52. 30
55. 01
57. 45
59. 28
62. 56
64. 22
66.16

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

121. 25
224. 30
314. R7
355.12
597. 67
247. 62
408. 87
497. 62
578. 23
414. 75
166. 00
142. 25

24. 25
24. 92
26. 20
27. 32
27.17
27. 51
29. 21
29. 27
30. 43
31. 90
33. 20
35. 56

i···· ········~~-1~--i-·-·l-··--······i······~-i_:~---~;-~---~
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XXXIII.-Dn ll boys, .Arnerican mixed nationalities, not socially clivicled-Cont'd.

T AilLE

Limits of different
ages.

From-

To-

.Arm reach.

~'d
.c 2

s

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

1
8
7
9
7
7
7
8
7
7
8
9

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

6
6
5
6
6
6
5
5
5
6
5
9

<D

Inches.

0

0
0

""'0

To-

l

0

E-,

Yrs. Mos. Yrs.Mo,.
5
5
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
18
18

4
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6

6
7
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
23
19
20

T0t1l.

-d<D
!5

·s
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sitting height.

- --Inches.

~

~ s0
<D
p,

0

(l)
bO

s

::J

f
<D

Total.

p,

Zo

Pounds.

213. 25
425. 00
617. 58
760. 25
1, 306.25
563. 75
1,161.37
1,404. 75
1,691.75
1,358.75
560. 00
5'.!1. 50

eel

z

'"' .
s:E
<D"t:i
<D

.c

42. 65
47. 22
51. 47
58. 48
59. 38
62. 64,
77. 42
82. 63
89. 04
104. 52
112. 00
130. 38

<1
Inches.

Inches.

101. 49
182. 37
244. 86
266. 61
427. G6
182. 99
315. 68
354.24
383. 42
278. 36
108. 50
88. 12

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

20. 29
20. 26
2(!. 41
20. 51
20. 36
20.33
21. 05
20.84
21. 30
21.41
21. 70
22. 03

XXXIV.-.A.Zl girls.

<1)

Total.

<D

~
Pounds.

44.15
46.19
47. 70
50. 20
51.19
51. 62
55. 97
57. 87
59. 84
63. 72
65.15
68.13

Height.

A ::J
P<

~

;:j

~

8~
::J P<
From-

Cl)
bO

Zo

Inches.

220. 75
415. 75
572. 37
602. 37
1,126.12
464. 62
839. 49
983. 75
1,136.99
828. 37
325. 75
272. 50

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

8~s

IC<

~

Yrs. JJ,fos. Yrs. Mos.

Circumference of head.

•

<D'O

ell

Zo
6
6
7
8
9

IC<

"'

Total.

8.~
::J

Weight.
<1)

0

z
-- <1

In.

Total.

(i
bJJ
c(:

IC<

<D

p,

<1

--- -Inches. In.

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

I

..,:;

'd
<D
~

·s

<1)
bl)

Total.

c<l
IC<

0

<l)

p,

0

z
- - - --

<1

.s
]

.ti

Total.

0

ell

"'
IC<
<D

~

0

z

------ --

Pounds. Lbs.

Inches.

In.

94 5 3, 93ti. 59 a44.23 1 2,254.90 a2 !.25 2 3, 986. oo a43 .33 2 1,833.17 a19.03
747. 27 20. 20
83:i. 621 23. 87 1 1, 544. 25j 42. 90 0
375 3 16,774.08 a45.09 8 9, 060. 09 a24.69 o 17,151.50 a45.74 3 7,417.21 a19.94
133 11 5,992.81 45. 40 1 3,269.78 24. 77 1 5,935.75 44. 97 0 2,650.02 19. 92
754 935,339.85 47.44 10 18, 943. 92 25.46 836,884.67 49. 44 815,022.17 20.14
883 443,187.44 49.13 11 22, 871. 80 26. 23 946,906.12 5H. 67 917, 7'52. 73 20. 29
939 647,766; 27 51. 20 10 25, 060. 86 26. 98 454,744.69 58. 55 919,004.26 20. 43
931 12 48, 832. 69 53.14 11 25, 598. 61 27. 82 259,631.24 64.19 12 18, 877. 92 20. 54
876 10 48, 301. 87 55. 78 21 24, 839. 42 29. 05 10 63, 31!0. 00 73. 20 7 18, 054. 7'.!, 20. 78
966 14 55,133.34 57. 91 24 28,379.47 30.13 878,407.67 81. 85 11 20, 004. 75 20. 95
833 12 49, 456. 03 60. 24 32 25,181.28 31. 44 1 77, 388. 86 93. 02 14 17, 3'!9. 14 21.18
655 240,257.25 61. 65 19 20,515.611 32. 26 165,651.27 lllO. 38 8 13, 770. 70 21. 28
450 427,828.56 62.40 1714, 208. 34 32. 81 6 46, 702. 77:105. 19 8 9, 448. 03, 21. 38
323 2 20, 221. 38 62. 99 910,373.61 33.04 2 31), 313. 62i110. 01 5 6, 853. 701 21. 55
3 3, 196. 70, 21. 60
151 11 9,473.19 63.15 1 4,975.80 33. ]7 1
0
885. 781 21. 60
41 01 2, 579. 36 62.91 1 1, 314. 28 32. 86
263. 75, 21. 98
438. 11 33. 70 l 1,355. 50 112. 96 1
13 0
836. 25 64. 33 0
1
0 1, 430. 601 21. 68
66 0 4, 158. 87 63. 01 0 2, 193. 84 33. 24

6
It
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1

37 3 1,495.12 43. 97 2

t l~t ~~1m: ~~
- - - - - ·- - ;1
.................. _,._ ,~, T':'.' ~~1~
~

9
8

8,

5201~1=~=

a Averages chosen for use in discussion and in diagrams.
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XXXV.-All girls of ..d.merican pa1·entage.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

'H

0

's~
PA
From-

To-

,d

]

A

l

ci

z

Yrs.Mos. Yrs.Mos.
4

6

5

6

6

5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

l5

16
17
18

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20

6

'H

0

To-

l

A

15
16
17

~

<1l

ci

I>

---,- - - - - .. ·········1······ ... -········

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

~

]
0

Total.

ci

E-4

13
14

~

0

,d
(I)

Total.

ci

Q.()

"'

i-<
<1l

·s~
0

ti,
l>O

Total.

di

i-<
<1l

ci

<q z
<q z
<q
~ z
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Pounds. Lbs.
Inches. In.
Inches. In.
Inches. In.
I>

I~

AP

Yra. Mos. Y rs. Mos.
5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Total.

0

23. 87
24..69
25. 49
26.19
27. 00
27. 81
29. 06
30. 21
31. 43
32. 23
32. 87
33. 01
33. 16
33. 24

I>

747. 27
1 1, 544. 251 42. 90 0
017, 151. 50 45. 74 3 7,417.21
7 ~8, 613. 371 49. 33 711,676.27
8 35, 3•13. 12 53. 47 713,434.06
4 42, 904. 24' 58. 53 614, !)50. 99
1 4fl, 067. 74 63. 98 10 14, 611. 10
848,432.00 72. 83 613. 857.12
5 57, 774.72, 82. 42 614,680.03
0 58,284.36 92. 96 913,091.34
0 49, 339. 00 100. 69 610, 305.52
3 34, 055. 27 105. 76 7 6,799.46
128,230.37 109. 85 4 5,474.84
114,087. 00 110. 92 1 2,744.34
0 7, 307. 74,110.72 0 1,430.60

20. 20
19. 94
20.13
20. 29
20. 45
20. 55
20. 78
20. 97
21.18
21. 29
21. 38
21. 55
21. til
21. 68

------

~~~-~1~ -- ... ........

11\2
259
300
351
310
335
34.2
304
~51

195
128
63

<1l

Q.()

"'I>

i-<
<1l

~

·s
0

,d

,d

,d
(I)

Circumference of
h ead.

Weight.

Sitting height.

Height.

i-<
<1l

0

6

·s

.s
]

XXXVI.-Girls belonging to nonlaboring classes, of Ar,u,1•ican parentage.

::lA

8
0
10
11
12

i-<
<1l

(I)

3 1,495.12 43. 97 2
835. 62
316,774.081 45. 09 8 9,060.09
727,506. 581 47. 43 814,758.37
2 32, 819. 90 49. 21 7 17, 338. 82
737 5 37, 494. 71151. 22 10 19, 629. 07
721 937,843.14 53. 15 8'1!?, 828. 93
673 7 37, ]68. 961 55. 8114119, 152. 36
706 940,457.98: 58. 05 ,17120, 814. 66
627 11 37,116.881 60. 25 2818, 824. 07
490 1 30, 143. 751 61. 64 17 15, 245. 94
325 4 20, 069. 50. 62. 52 13 10, 254. 88
258 2 16, 119. 03: 62. 96 8 8, 252. 25
128 1 8, 004. 32 63. 03 1 4,211.43
66 0 4, 151:l. 871 63. 01 0 2, 1~3. 84

's~

7

"'

...,~

37
375
587
669

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8

Limits of different
ages.

From-

Total.

Q.()

64 2 2,756.86 44. 47 . . l, 558. 78 24. 36 1 2,741.501 43. 52 1 1,252. 63 19. 88

6
11
6
6
6
6

6,463

TABLE

·q5

0

E-4

5

Circumference of
head.

Weight.
,d

,d

-25

AP

0

5

Sitting height.

Height.

i-<
<1l

Qi

Total.

ci

co

"';.,.

i-<
<1l

-25

]

C

0

di

·s~

I>

0

<l)

Total.

Q.()

Is
<1l

0

(I)

Total.

Q.()

di

~
I>

<q z
<q
<q z
z
z
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Inches. In.
Pounds. Lb8.
Inches. In.
Inches. In.
<q

1 7,323.68
312,231.40
114,750.12
317,937.35
316,441.69
218,670.89
3 l!l, 813. 35
318,279.80
015, 669. 12
212,105.74
0 8,086.45
0 3,974.73

45. 49
47. 78
49. 36
51. 54
53. 56
56. 07
58.45
60. 73
61. 69
62. 72
63.18
63. 09

--

5
2
2
4

3,881.32
6,573.53
7,843.26
9,380.27
4 8,525.65
2 9, ti99. 97
710,173.47
9 9,318.74
7 7,966.20
8 6,161.56
4 4,107. 10
1 2,053.31

24. 72
25. 58
26. 32
27. 03
27. 86
29.13
30. 37
31. 59
82. 25
32. 95
33.12
33. 12

0 7, 378. 00 45.54
412,659.75 49. 65
116,120.62 53. 02
120,606.37 5.8. 88
120,072.25 64. 96
3 24. 240. 25 73. 04
2 28, 635. 09 84. 22
0 28, 989. 111 U5. 36
0 25, 535. 00 100. 53
220,357. 65105. 48
0 13, 913. 37 108. 70
0 7,009. 501111. 26

----- - - ----- ---

3,003 . -

..........

.... .... ....

=~1~

1
4
4
2
4
1
3
4
5
3
2
1

3,221.44
5, 156. 11
6,029.42
7,163.85
6,310.56
6,977.90
7,137.89
6,381. 72
5,307.85
4,111.99
2, 726.46
1, 3:JO. 31

20. 01
20. 27
20.33
20. 52
20. 62
20. 89
21.06
21. 27
21. 32
21.42
21. 64
21. 60

- - - - -. ..........
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TABLE .•(XXVII .-Gi?'ls

....0

Limits of difl'orent
ages.

belonging to laboring classes, of .Amel'ica.n parentage.
H eight.

Sitting height.

Circumference of
head .

,,eight.

I-<
Cl)

.O•

~i
;::l :::l

'l'o-

From-

~

3

H
15
16
17

213
328
369
386
411
338
36:.t
323
236
130
36
17

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1(3

17
18

I

Total.

C<l
I-<

Cl)

0

~

z

p-

z

rrs. Mos. rrs. Mo s.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

]

Limits of different
ages.

2 9,450.40
415,275.18
118,060.78
219,557.36
6121, 401. 45
5118, 498. 07
6120, 644. 63
818,837.08
11'1, 474. 63
2 7, 963. 76
0 2, 271. 49
1 1,012.74

....0
Cl)

•

f!
;::l :::l

To-

~

18

6
6

8

Limits of different
ages.

-

'§

Total.

8

7
7

7
11

""'

10
11
)2
)3
14
15
)6
17

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8

6

9

G
6

10
H
12
)3
1-l
1.3
l6
17
2:1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

.,.

Cl)

p-

0

z

p-

0

z

<tj

bl)

...ol

Cl)

-tl

--- - Inches.
4,195.77
6,520. 16
7,404.64
7,787. 14
8,300.54
6,879.22
7,542.14
6,709.62
4,997.67
2,687. 47

0 9,773.50 45. 88 2
315,953.62 49.09 3
719,222.50 53.10 3
322,297.87 58. 21 4
0 2-5, 995. 49 63. 25 6
524,182.75 72. 62 5
3129, 139. 63 80. 72 3
0 29,295.25 90. 70 5
0 23,804.00 100. 861 1
113,697.62 106.18, 4
0 4, 125. 50
0 1,909.00 112.
rn. 29 0

"°I

In.
19. 89
20. 06
20. 23
20. 39
20. 50
20. 66
20. 8
2Ll
21. 2
21. S3
21. 5,
21.4

'I '"· "
364.

jQ

Circumference of
]wad.

Weight..

,.;;

Cl)

0

~
'§ Total.
0

Cl)

CD

bO
Ol

~
p-

0

z

~

a5

0

Cl)

'§ Total.

bO

ce....
p-

0

2 2,394.40 24.19 2 4,285.75 43. 29 1 1, 9\J9. 90 20. 00

3 2,987.66 32. 83 1 10,191.50 109. 59 ] 1,994.01 21. 44
0 1,594.22 33. 21 1 5,168.50 109. 97 0 1,040.53 21. 68
0 2,193.84 33. 24i__~ 7,307.74 110.72 0 1,430.60 21. 68

·-----

······I·· . ........

_;

- - - - ...... .
..

·····•···

!::.O

~

....

s
0

p-

ci

CD

Total.

]

~

0

Cl)

z

~

0

Inches. \~

Circumference of
bead.

"d

Q;)

~

We iglit.

Sitting height.

"O

0

6
6

Ol
I-<

0

Height.

A [

.s.

6
7

CD
bO

Total.

... . ....... ...... . .. ..........

.il[os. \ Yrs. Jfo~.
8
7

Cl)

Q)

<!
<tj
z
<11
~
z
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.
Inches. In.
Inches. In.

....
Cl)

:::l ~

I

5
6

0

XXXIX. - Girls of foreignpm·ents, not socially dividell .

s~
To-

'§

i':!
.

-~~I~

- - - - - - - · l -·)'r11 .

~

,,;:l

~

CD
bO

101 5 4,251.98 44. 29
94 2 5,761.09 62. 62
48 0 3,016.85 62. 85
4, ]58. 87 63. 01

11

TARLE

From-

I-<

Sitting height.
Cl)

309;--

I

0

'§ Total.

24. 66
25. 42
26. 09
26. 97
27. 77
29. 00
30. 06
31. 27
32. 21
32. 75
33. 07
33.17

,,;:l

~

Yrs. ]Jos. I rrs. Mos .
17

p-

<j

Cl)
bO

~--r~~= ~,~=~= ~,~=~=

~
0

0

""'
6
17
18
20

Cl)

44. 79 3 5,178. 77
47.15 6 8,184.84
49. 08 5 9,495.56
50. 93 610,248. so
52. 84 411,303.28
55. 5512 9,452.39
57. 67 10 10, 641. 19
59. 80 19 9,505.33
61. 59 10 7,279.74
62. 22 5 4,093.32
63.10 1 1,157.49
63. 30 0
563. 87

._;
0

.;3

4
7
7
7

I-<

0

Height.

...

.0

I

5

~

~

XXXVIII.-Gil'Zs of American parents, not socially divillctl.

TABLE

16

~
'§ Total.

Cl)

CD
bO

---- -- ---- ------ -- Inches. In.
Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.

-3,1511~ = =

I<'rom-

_;

,,;:l

E
""' Total.
'§

CD
bO

0

0

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

_;

E
0

E-1

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

_;

Total.

;,;

- - Inches.

~
a
--rj
"' zci
<1i
t,o
c;;

I-<
Cl)

I~

Tot al.

0

-

Poun ds. Lbs.

I nches.

In.

2
0
1
1,
2
3
112 l
110 1
73 0
71 0
31 0
41_ _0
__

331. 50 23. 68 1
60 2. 00 43. 001 1
274. 80 19. 63
564. 12 43. 391 1
2, 908. 34 45. 44 0 1, 58-!. 22 2i. 75 0 2, 88-! . 75 45. 07 0 ] , 277. 47 19. !)6
4,161.ol 47.29 1 2, 241. 571 25. 47 0 4,425 . 75 49. 73 0 J, 788. 42 20. 09
2, 911. 26 26. 23 1 6,054. 00 53 . 58 2 2, 268. 79 20. 26
,.
5, 448.
300. ,2
71 "·
50. 97 0 2, 81.1. 20 26. 77 0 6, 14-4 . 95 58. 52 3 2,074.92 20. 34
5, 246. 34 52. 99 3 2,735.47 27. 91 l 6, 48~ 25 64. 82 0 2, 065. 93 20. 45
ti, 060. 341 55. GO 5 3,112.85, 29. 09 1 8,371 50 75. 42 l 2, 308. 59 20. so
6, 358.70 ~7. 20 4 3, ~22. 35 29. 84 2 8,767 . 20 10. 70 3 2, 269. 39I 20. s2
6, 574. 32 60. 311 3 3,381.71 31. GO 110, 19 . 75 03. 57 4 2, 245.26 21. 18
4, 522. 56 61. 95 1 2, 331. 34 32. 38, 01 7 374 02 l 01 01 0 1 553 50 21. 28
4, 3~ .11 GJ. 95 J 2, 2!\0. 10 32. 72 1 7: 2-t2: 25103: 46 1 1: 494: 64 21. 35
1, 9::i8. 73 63. 18 0 1,029.24 :J3. 20 l 3,360. 25 l 12. 01 O
67:l. 57 21. 73
2, 570.
62.
0t _ 1 _ l , 314.
28 _
32._6 _ 0 _ 4, 55t.75111.
14 _ 0I_ 8 5.
78_
21._60
_
_36
_
_
__
__
J_ _
_

1, oaR, ..

······ ···1 ······ ··1• -· .. ···· ...... ·T ·· ·..... ,........ 1·· ··· •.. l ··· ..

151
6-i
80
114
1051

i~i,

"I,

..

I
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TABLE

XL.-Girls of American and foreign parentage, not socially clirided.
'+-<

Limits of different
ages.

0

Height.

'"'

a;,
,.0.

~~

p P<

~p

From-

p.

To-

30

10

11
12
13
1(
]5
16
17
18

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

'j

H

7
7
7
7
7
7

15
10

17
18
19

6
6
6
G
6
. 6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9

"§

<l)

z
-

15
6!:J
78
100
97

1
1
l
1
0

10!) ]

91
148
9G
92
54
34
23
13

Total.

0
4
0
1
0
0
0
0

>'

""1

"§ Total.

Cl!

"§

0

a;,

I-<

0

I>

0

0

z

,;;

~

<l)
b.O

0

bD
cl
I-<
a;,

'.rotal.

I>

z

<1

""1

~

"§

i
TotMl.

0

on
Cl!

I-<

a;,

0
;;t.. 1

<l
--

"· "I'1

615. 61
3, 03!. 47
3, 67L 46
4,918.92
4,070.85
5,743.21
5,072.57
8,316.66
5, 76-t. 83
5,590.94
3,360.95
2,143.62
1,463. 87
836. 25

364. 62 2-t. 31 0
6i2. 50 42. 83 0
43. fl7 0
45. 36 1 1,685.56 24. 79 1 3,051.00

305. 74 20. 38
19. 80

1,557.48
47. 08 1 ], 943. 98 25. 25 1 3,845. 5.5 49. 94 1 1.
372." 20. 23
49. 69 1 2,621.72 26. 48 0 5, 5og_ oo 55. 09 0, 2, O~fl. 8~ 20. 30
51. 251 0 2,620.59 27. 02 0 5,605.50 58. 72 0 1,918. 3;:i 20. 40

~t *!1g

57. 751 3
60. 05 1
01.441 1
62.2-! 3
63. 05 1
63. 861 0
G-1. 33I 0

3,031.21
2,574.21
4,342. 4-0
2,975.50
2,938.33
1, 6t'i3. 36
1,092.12
76J. 37
438.11

27. 84 0 7,081.25 64. 97 i 2,
28. 921 1 6,580.50 73. 181 0
29. 95 111, 865. 75 80. 721 2
31. 32 o[ 8,005.75 02. 77 1'
32. 20 1 8,938.25 98. 22 2
32. 61 2 5,405. 25 103. 951 0
33. 09 01 3, 723. 00 109. 501 1
38. 23 o' 2,638. oo 114. 10 2
83. 10 1j 1,855. 5oi112.
1

oo;

1

~1~
TABLE

'+-<
0

~

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - · - Inches. In.
Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.
I Inches. In.

1,0l[r~

Limits of different
ages.

bO
cl
I-<
. a;,

0

Yrs. JJios. Yrs. Mos.
9
7
7
7
7
7
7

,ti

~
0

8

5
G
7
8
9

...;;

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

Sitting h~ight.

2, 200. 80
l , 88i). 01
3, 055. 33
2,012. 54
], &11. 68
1, 153. 9:-l
705. 29
452. 36
263. 75 ,

20. 57
20. 76
20. 93
21. ]8
21.24,
21. 37
21. 87
21. 54
21. 98

---- --l--/- ········l--···· l-- :---------1··----

XLI.-All bright [Jirls.
Sitting J1eight. II

Height.

I Circumfcrcnee
of
head.

Weight.

---,----,--,----:---,-- - - - ~

To-

:From-

Total.

Yrs. Mos. rrs. Mos.
5
6
6

5
0
7

7
8

7
7

9

7

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

16

7

17
17
18

0
7
7

11
6
6

10
11
12
13
14
15

6

16

6 ·

17
16
17
18
23

I

Inches.

6
6
7
8
9

6
6
6
6
G
6
6

6
11
6

6
6

37 3 1,405.12
5 1
174. 37
230 310,605.02
364 5 17, 060. 23
403 · 4119, 627. 74
404 3120, 5i2. 31
388 2 20, 505. 64
328 218, 206.10
338 419,335.72
285 3,17, 050. 45
204 01)2, 549. 98
142 2 8, 76-t. rn
45 0 2,848.36
2J O 1,490.65
20 0 1,851. 23
45 01 2,859. 9~

I ,,,::

r."':

]

i !
~

~

~

z

In.

~
~

i
Total.

lnches.

43. 97 2
835. 62
43. 59 O 124. 00
45. 52 6 5,699.88
47. 52 5 9,112.99
49. 19 710,353. 36
51. 23 5 10, 748. 78
53.12 410,677.53
55. 85 5 0, 384. 74
57. 89 8 9,940.79
60. 4613 8,561.54
61. 52 6, 6,354.98
62. 60 7 4,436.47
63. 30 3 1,380. 99
62.11 01 779. 02
03. 81 2
901. 86
63. 56 111,475.48

!

u

-

""1

~

In.

I

~ /

Total.

JO

z

Pounds. Lbs.

1 ], 544. 25 42. 90
0
209. 00 41. 80
0 10,848.50 1!5. 97
5 l7. 695. Oll 49. 29
2 2], 308. 25 53.14
2 28,582.32 58. 66
0 24, 904.12 64. 19
123,882.50 73. 04
327,288.95 81. 46
0 26,488.61 1 !J2. 94
0 20,295.02 99. 49
o15, 129. 75106. 55
0 4, 931.501109. 50
~2. 46 1 z, 425. 0~1105. 43
:n. 401 0 3, 242. 2n 111. 80
33.
0 5,019. 501111. 54

33

!

""1

23. 87
24. 80
24. 78
25. 38
26. 14
26. 94
27. 81
29. 05
30.15
31. 48
32. 10
32. 86/
32. 88

?3

~

f

-

l -"'. T· .101.'.°f"O:

lr. '.'.1

~

~

~

Total.

Inches. / In.
0
747. 27 20. 20
0
106. 37 21. 27
2 4,085. 20 20. 02
3 7,292. 77 20. 20
4 8, 110. 10 20. 33
5 8, 178. 57 20. 50
4 7,907. 98 20. 59
1 6,836.14 20. 91
3 7,044.93 2l. 03
7 5, 9]';'. 50 21. 29
31 4,288.63 21. 34
1, 3, o:n. 26 21. 50
11.
957. 481 21. 70
1
493. 42121. 45
o, 624. 24 21. 53
01 976. 47 21. 2,0

58 ': ..412 49/1: ,1
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XLII.-.All dull g-irls .

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

.....0

Height.

..O,ii

"O
<!)

S:;::

From-

::lP<
A ::l

To-

t3

<l)

·s

P,

~

Total.

8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
7

H
<D

0

,d
<!)
:;3

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

3
1
1
0
2
2
1
2
1
2
0
2
0
8 0
2 0

Total.

0

bJJ

<ll
H
<D

p,
-<11

ci

z
--

<!)

<D

~

<ll

·st3

p,

ci

<l)

'§ Total.

bJ)

H
<D

0

0
i?i

0

<I)

Total.

bl)

...cD

ci!

p,

Inches.

-<lj
<q z
---------- -- - ----Inches. In.
In.
Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.

1,618.87
1,779.85
3,178.32
3,045. 9~
3, 093. 98
4,450.75
4,519.95
6,389.82
5,950.58
6,803.06
3,391.00
3,614.46
1,567.24
509. 75
128. 00

43. 75
44. 50
47. 44
49.13
51. 57
52. 99
55. 80
57. 57
59. 51
61. 85
61. 65
62. 32
62. 69
63. 72
64. 00

- ---

40
41
68
62
62
86
82
113
101
112
55
60
25

.,:;

,d
<l)

·s

p,

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

<ll

z

8

4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
4

b.C

0

-+=>
0

5
6
7

Sitting height.

H
<D

<q

1
0
2
1
0
2
2
5
1
3
1
1
0
0
0

937. GO
996. 49
1,698.21
], 605. 33
1,690.49
2,360.35
2,335.59
3,233. 43
3,128.05
3,542.94
1,749.48
1,940. '27
827. 98
268. 75
61.25

24. 04
24. 30
25. 73
26. 32
27. 27
28. 10
29. 19
29. 94
31. 28
32. 50
32.40
32. 89
33.12
33. 59
30. 63

1 1,645.00 42.18
1 1,783.75 44. 59
1 3,381. 80 50. 47
] 3,328.50 54. 57
0 3,712.50 59. 88
0 5,525. 25 64. 25
] 5,992.25 73. 98
1 8,996.12 80.32
1 8,960.75 89. 61
0 11,431.00 102. 06
1 5,516.37 102. ]6
0 6,576.00 109. 60
1 2,608.75 108. 70
855. 49 106. 94
0
230. 00 115. 00
0

2
0
l
0
1
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

745. 22
808. 47
], 334. 35
1,258.68
1,234.25
1, 6R9. 86
], 658. 48
2,325.71
2,093.29
2,361. 6il
1,168.02
1,283.72
538. 42
171. 87
43. 25

19. 61
]9. 72
19. 02
20. 30
20. 23
20. 36
20.48
20. 77
20. 93
21. 28
21. 24
21. 40
21. 54
21. 48
21. 63

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --. ........ ....... . . . --.... - . ------ -- ........... .......
917 -- ...........
...... 1 ..

I

TABLI~

Limits of different
ages.

.....

XLIII.-.d.ll ai:erage girls.
Circumference of
head.

Weight.

Sitting height.

Height.

0

H

<l)

.0 o5

From-

A[ ]
3 0
z
8

To-

0

<I)

Total.

5
6

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7

7

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
·13
14
16

7

16

7
7
7
7

17
18
19
20

6
6
6
6

6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
10
8

<q

---

Inches.
49 1 2, H3. 35
231 0 10, 382. 02
322 315,101.30
418 2 20. 513. 76
473 1 24; 129. 98
457 823,876.30
465 725,514. 32
515' 829, 407. 80
447 826,455.00
O 20,904.21

~~ii

ct!
H
<D

p,

0

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

bl)

~

'§

<I)

Total.

·O

ci

z

- - - -- In.

Inches.

44. 65 0 1, 193. 40
44. 94 3 5, 633. 50
47. 34 3 8,132.72
49. 31 310,913.11
51.12 512,621. 59
53.18 512,560.73
55. 7114 13,087.59
58. 00 1115, 196. 25
60. 26 18 13,491.69
61. 6610 10,617.69

~ ½~: ~ri:i~ ~~: t~

"O
<D

"O

,d

,,:,
s,;::
p P, 2

: ~: i~t :~

bJ)

~

<I)

0

H

s Total.
p,
ci
<q z
- - - - -ci!

H
<D

~~: ~~

ci!
Q.)

1
0

Total.

<I)
b.O
ci!

~

> ci
<q
~
-- - --- -Pounds. Lbs.
Inches. In.

In.
24. 36
24. 71
25. 49
26. 80
26. 97
27. 79
29. 03
30. 15
31. 45
32. 27

bJ)

z

1 2', 132. 00 44. 42
O 10, 455. 00 45. 26
2'15, 8,07. 87 49. 40
622,269.37 54. 05
227,449. 87 58. 28
229,201. 87 64. 18
833,419. 75 73.13
4 42, 122. 60 82. 43
0 41, 939. 50 93. 82
1133, 925. 251(10. 37
1
1

0
981. 58. 20. 03
1 4, 578. 56i 19. 89
4 6,395. 05 i 20.11
5 8,363.95 20. 25
3 9,591.441 20. 41
5 9,280.08 20. 53
5 9,539. 10·1 20. 74
7 10, 634. 11 20. 93
6 9,338.351 21. 18
4 7,120.44, 21. 2:

M~· ~~t ~~ i~~: ~h ~ ~: :tt ~~I ~t

165
~7
1
109 1 6,821.46 63. 16 1 3,567. 70 33. 03 0 12: 263. 00 112. 50 3 2,287.56; 21. 58
52 0 3,287.50 63. 22 0 1,730.65 33. 28 1 5,698. 751111. 74 1 1,107 78, 21. 72
0 0
555. 62 61. 74 O 295. 62 32. 85 O 970.00107. 78 0
195. 991 21. 78
4, 304 . .

.. . • • . . . • • . .. • . . . . . . .....••.

I...... .. ......... I·.... .
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TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

XLIV.-Bright gfrls, Arnerican parents.

c..,

0

Sitting height.

Height.

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

I..

CD

'a::s~~

1
·s

P,

From-

A

To-

::s

P,

i

0

0
1Z

0

H

Yrs. Mos.
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

)~

Yrs. Mo11.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

.....

s::::P,

::s
A

«!
0
H

1z

14

15
16
17
18

1fi

17
18
19

z

29
28
40
38
45
61
57
72
64
72
30
41
18
6

1
0
0
0
l
1
l
0
1
1
0
2
0
0

98--68

'§

tI>

<Ii

Total.

..... . ......

-----

b.O

ct!

0

I..

0

I>

CD

z

-"1

23. 87 1 1, 544. 251 42. !)0
24. 79 0 7,899. 25, 46. 19
25. 44 414,124.50 49. 21
26. 12 116,262. 75 53. 15
26. 96 2 18, 624. 62 58. 57
27. 79 0 19, 770. 12· 64. 19
29. 04 1 18, 299. 25 72. 62
30. 22 0 21,431. oo: 81. 80
31. 45 0 21,216.86 92. 25
32.14 . 0 15,716.50 100.11
32. 92 0 11, 689. 75 107. 25
32. 96 1 9,637.00 109. 51
33. 40 0 3,347.25 111. 58
33. 29 0 1,559.00 111. 36

~k ~~I ~

0
2
3
4
3
3
1
2
5
2
1
2
0
0

747. 27
3,380.27
5,816. 70
6,167.70
6,499. 63
6,285.04
5,266.27
5,474.42
4,789.12
3,307.03
2, 319. 31
1,881.40
652. 85
302. 74

-"1

-In.
20. 20
20. 00
20. 20
20. 36
20. 50
20. 61
20. 90
21. 06
21. 28
21. 34
21. 48
21. 63
21. 76
21. 62

---- -~ ~~~1~ ............

XLV.- DuZZ girls, American parents.
Sitting height.

Total.

,d
~
b.O
ct!
I..
<I)

I>

-o:1

I.

ICircumference
of
head.

Weight.

<D ,

I C!)

~

'§ Tot-al.

ai

l::.O

~

0

11z

C!)

0

;.-

z

-"1

1, 234. 62: 44. 0~ 0
1, 248. 98 44. 61 0
2,179. !!71 47.39 1
1,857.11 48. 87 1
2, 274. 98 51. 70 0
3,175.14 1 52 . 92 2
3, 148. 09; 56. 221 0
4, 146. 10 57 . 58 3
3, 744. 22 1 59. 431 0
4, 382. 20 61. 72 3
1, 856. 50 6 I. 88 0
2, 419. 21 62. 03, l
L, 119. 871 62. 22 0
381. oo , 03. 501 0

· Inches .

In.

700. 50 24. 16 0
681. 871 24. 35 0
1, 159.85 25.77 1
967. 97 26. Hi 1
1, 228.12 27 . 29 0
1,654. 12 28. 04 0
l , 669.11 29. 28 0
2, 075. 69 30. 08 l
2, 001.07 31. '2.7 0
2,227.71 32. 29 i 0
975. 62 32. 52 0
1, 306. 78 32. 671 0
592. 11 32. 90 1

00
1-

33:

~,
,d

"d

~

-607 ~ ~~~:~ 1~ ~ · ED

z

-"1

885. 62
4,115.44
7,275.52
7,887.89
8, 491. 75
8, 504. 05
7,260. 26
7, 797. 14
6,824.06
4, 852.51
3,390.85
63. 28 5 2,768.62
63. 23: 0 1,002.11
466. 11
62. 68 1 0

Inches. / In.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
9

c

~

b.O

c;j

Total.

b.O

c;j

I..
CD

,..

<rj

- - - - i - - - - - - - - -- -

Yrs. Mos. Trs . Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0

I>

CD

<Ii

Total.

------ -- ---- -Inches. In .
Inches. In . - Pounds. I Lbs.
Inches.

I~

::s
P,

'§

~

0

H eight.

0

I..

.om

4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9

-"1

bJ)

CD

~1~

CD

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

I>

~

<Ii

Total.

0

---- - - - -

TABLE

Tc-

CD

43. 97 2
45. 53 5
47. 53 5
49. 19 5
51. 27 5
53. 16 2
55. 8!l 3
58. 03 1 4
60.3613

171
2!ll
307
320
308
253
262
230
157
109
89
30
14

2,578 --

From--

I..

~

'§

1,495.12
3 7,648.80
413,641.12
215,003. 76
316,252.96
116, 318. 79
114. 084. 52
215,087. 01
3 13, 701. 47
0 9,669.29
2 6,708.95
0 5,632.25
0 1,896.98
0
877. 50

11
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10

Limits of different
ages.

l::.O

c;j

,d

't:

,d

d

Total.

Pour1ds.

Lbs.

~I
S'.

Total.

- I Inches.

ai

l::.O

c;j

I..

<I)

I>

-"1
-;:

1, 225. 75 42. 27 1
549. 10, 19. 61
551 80 1 HJ. 7f>
1, 273. 75 45. 49 0
2, 265. 25 50. 34
913. 89' 19. 87
1, 980. 00 53. 51 01 769. 141 20. 24
2, 7'27. 25 60. 61 1, 892. 77 20. 29'
3, Sul. 75 63. 14 2 1,202.34 20. 3S
4,271. 00 74. 931 1 1, 147. 761 20. 50
5,745.37 80. 92 1 l, 478. 85120. 8~
5,687.50 88.87 1 1,'.315.44 20.SS
7, 34'.!. 50 101. 98 0 1, 532. 6~1 21.
3,105.87 103. 53 0
640. 73 , 21. 3&
4, 524. 25 110. 35 0
876. 35, 21. 37
1,821.:.!5]07. 13 0
387.68 21.54
639. if! 106. 58 0
128. 871 21. 43

o:

?!)

''I; ............... --;•-·· .. ···I- ·-·-·
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XLVI.-A l'erage girls, American parents.

TABLE
'H
0

Lim it s of different
ages.

I ,_.

Height.

s~

Sitting height.

Circumference of
head.

Weight.

<I)

From-

PA
AP
...,.A

To-

j

19

r,.s,
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

6

16

17
18
19
20

I

~i

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

~o

s

86
153
164
189
163
170
168
131
107
79
26

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7

15

7

l'"

7

-

,_.

0

b£
cl
,_.
Cl

0

p-

z

ci

'§ Total.
Q

~

<I)

z

-<t1

Pounds. Lbs.
1 1,515.75 44. 58
0 7,978.50 45. 33
212,223.62 49. 29
617,100.37 53. 77
221,552.37 58. 25
122,445. 87 63. 95
725,861.75 72. 65
430,598.35 83.15
0 31,380.00 94. 23
0 26,280.00 100. 69
319,259.65 105. 24
0 14,069.12 109. 92
0 8,918.50 Jll. 48
0 3,940.75 112. 59
970. 00 107. 78
0

?

<lj

0
1
4
3
2
5

4
3
3
4
6
2
1
0
0

- -Inches. In.

703. 53
3,484.08
4,945.68
6,497.22
7,558.59
7, 123.72
7,443.09
7,726.76
6,986.78
5,465.89
3,839.42
2,717.09
1,703.81
760. 00
195. 99

- - - - - - - - ---- ······ ···
.. --····-- ·

20. 10
10. 91
20.10
20. 24
20. 43
20. !i3
20. 73
20. 94
21.17
21. 27
21. 33
21.56
21. 57
21. 71
21. 78

--

p

<I)

~

Zo

----

------·
.......

---------·
------ -------

;::,~

To-

Y rs .Mos.

Y. M.

622
1,233
1,506
1, 91.3
1, 790
2,055
2,209
l, 843
1,609
1,262
445

7
8
9
10
10
12
13
14
15
15
17

1
9
5
6
2
4
0
5
5
8
3

s·e

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17

6
6
6
G

6
6
6
6
6
6

6

2
0
1
0
9
0
0
0
0
9
1

--------

1
6
4
2
3

3
3
2

3
1
0

bO
cl

:i>

~

3,820.73
6,929.66
7,768.56
9,538.02
8,510.72
9,277.59
9,595.58
7, 796. 22
6,368.47
4,880.24
1,634.50

<I)

p

~

-

Inches.
45. 59
48. 02
49. 31
51. 59
53. 65
55. 91
58. 40
60. 44
61. 57
62. 91
63. 60

3,875.58
7,250. 67
8,039.06
9,594.99
8,744.20
9,448.30
9,752.55
7,917-81
6,587.81
4,906.96
1,653.62

-- ---- - - ................

Inches.
44. 95
47.14
48. 55
51. 01
53.19
55. 55
58.16
60. 44
61. 24
02. 57
62. 87

~rd l

..o.8
S;t;::

s
Zo
::s

0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

t~

on

s
<I)

...

-<t1

Pounds.
3,947.00
7, 535.00
8,749.50
11,003.62
10,642.25
12, 155.25
13, 9i0. 75
12,159.11
10,657.25
8,419.00
2,840.50

<I)

I>

---Inches.

3
1
2
1
l
1
l
4
4
3
3

ai
,_.c;j

bD

Total.

2,051.60
3,897.08
4,251.19
5,070.31
4,522.45
4,900.30
5,068.93
3, 997. 71
3,309.31
2,506.98
761. 62

<lj

Inches.
24. 72
25.64
26. 24
26. 97
27. 92
29. 00
30. 35
31. 48
32. 13
32. 99
33.11

==1==

Circumference of head.
ai

Total.

s

Zo

<ii

Inches.
1
2
1
3
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

~"d
..o~
S:::::

,_.

!

Weight.
ai

Inches.

Q)
b.(
c;j

Total.

Zo

-<t1

Total.

Sitting height.

~rd

8~
o a

,_.c;j

Arm reach .

Yrs. JJios. Yrs. Mos.

12
1:3
11

Total.

0

Height.
Q)

Zo

7

24. 52
24. 64
25. 50
26. 26
27. 00
27. 79
29. 04
30. 23
31.44
32. 28
32. 9U
33.15
33.13
33. 45
32. 85

~~~r-=

cJ)

~rd

7

~

Total.

S:;::

,.o<I)

11

·s

In .

Inches.

<I)"O

,.Q_;s

c,! 'H

Limits of different
ages.

9
10

~

ai

bl)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

44. 77 0
858. 28
44. 75 3 4,262.78
47. 30 2 6,323.00
49. 26 1 8,482.96
51. 12 5 9,909.20
53. 19 4 9,670.76
55. 69 1110, 222. 99
58. 1510 10,941. 83
60. 3415 9, 998.94
Gl. 66 8 8,165.72
62. 52 7 5,888.41
63. 03 2 4,176.85
63.13 1 2,617.21
63. 62 0 1, 170. 61
61. 74 0
295. 62

1,436 1-:-:~1-------·-·-

7
7
7
7

~

-<t1

' .

...... A

rrs. Mos. rrs. Mos.

7

0

z

Age.

<I)

E--l

G

~

~

<I)

,_.

AP

.Frorn-

bl)

0

--

.O·

To-

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

p-

-<t1

ai

'§ Total.

<I)

~ir~

Limits of differ ent
ages.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

,_.

~

~

+"

XLVII. - Bright girls of the nonlaboriug cla8ses, American parents.

TABLE

From--

Total.

0

35 1 1,522.24
176 0 7,876. 30
250 3111, 685. 49
324 0115, 959. 03
372 1, 18, 966. 77
352 7118, 349_ 21
363 5 119, 936. 35
372 7121, 224. 87
333 719, 671.19
261 0116, 092. 26
186 211,504.05
128 0 8,067.57
80 1 4,987.47
35 0 2,226.75
91 O
555. 62

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8

bO

---- Inchcs_ In.

Mos .
6

6

6
5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

ai

.,:;

~

-,::

~
'§
0
?-'i

0

E:-1

rrs_ .ilfos-

,,:;i

;~~
., s
Zo

ai

....

bD

Total.

ell
(I)

-11

- - - - - - - - -Inches.

Poiinda.
45. 90
49. 90
53. 35
58. 53
65. 29
71.92
83. 16
92. 82
99. 60
106. 57
109. 25 I

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
0
0

1, 703. 68
3,081.95
3,303.92
3,868.34
8,354.74
3,541.44
3,522.15
2,723.18
2,237.18
1,605.04
566. 99

Inches.
20. 04
20. 28
20. 39
2). 58
2,). 71
20. 96
21. 09
21. 27
21. 31
21. 46
21. 81
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TABLE

XLVIII.-A verage girls of the nonlaboring clas ses, American parentage.

Limits of different
ages.

~
,.Q

Age.

a:i

From-

AP

~~
<l)Q)
.,;:,-,.,

'o"'""'0

s:t::

.-< P<

To-

E-!

Yrs. JJ![os . Yrs. Mos .
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

7

5
7
7
7
7
7
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

7

7
7
7
7

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

76
106
136
162
147
165
174
1'73
147
ll6
102
63

Limits of different
ages.

Yrs .JJfos . Y.

542
859
..... 1,241
--- - 1,640
..... 1,629
---· 2,006
...... 2,285
.... 2,444

17

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0

7

7
7
7

6

6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

Inches.

j

E-!

7

6

7
8

7
7

8
9

6
6

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

7
7
7

10
11
12
13
14
15

6

7

16

6

8

17

6

7
7

7

6
6
6

6
6

24. 73
25. 49
26.41
27.11
27. 80
29. 27
30. 38
31. 67
32. 34
32. 92
33.12
33.12

Q)

Total.

<l)

Q)

"'"'

,.o ....

-<tj

zo

cl)

s~
p s

<l)

I>

45. 14
49. 28
54. 60
59. 28
64. 59
74. 20
85. 26
97. 28
101. 21
104. 73
108. 56
111.26

~
I>

-"1

Pounds.

3,431.00
5,124.75
7, 371. 12
9,602.75
9,430.00
12,094.00
14,664.84
16,830.00
14,877.75
11, 938. 65
11,072.87
7, 009. 50

"'

Total.

Inches.

Inches.

1,517.76 ,
2,074.16
2,725.50
3,295.51
2,955.82
3,436.46
3,615.74
3,658. 54
3,070.67
2,416.95
2,159.47
1, 33!), 31

0
3
2
1
3
0
2
1
3
3
2
l

I
~D

~D

~

Total.

~o

rrs. JJfos.
85
138
143
131
145
83
94
9!)
50
30
10

....
....
. • ..
•• ••
....
....
....
. . ..
. .. .
....
.. . .

607
1, 125
1, 307
] I 326
1, 579
1, 009
1, 231
1,398
759
482
171

S
_-i:i ,- Total.

3
5
5
1
4
8
9
5
1
5
5

~

~o

19. 97
20.14
20. 34
20. 47
20. 53
20. 83
21. 02
21. 27
21. 32
21. 39
21.59
21. 60

Sitting h ei ght.

Y. M.
7

8

9
10
10
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
0
1

Inches.
2
2
1
0
l
0
1
3
0
1
0

)525
S:t::

-

3, 773. 72

6,390. 45
61 9G6. 70
6, 657. 97
7, 574. 59
4, 636. 22
5, 334. 46
5,783.66
3, 081. 48
1,601. 99
636. 75

··I···_ ... ___ . __ .... _·I·.. ___ ..___ ...

1,008 __

I

Height.

1\$
I_Q)_,_
. . •'§ --1-Q)
l"'"C
~
~ ~g

1\.2s

Yrs. JJ[os. Yrs. Mos.
7

1,829.72
2,676.45
3,592. 07
4,309. 96
4,003. 20
4,709.67
5,104.54
5,321. 03
4,656.89
3,654. 58
3,345.48
2, 0~3. 34

2
1
0
3
3
1
6
5
3
5
l
1

Circumference of head.
bl)

Pounde.
0
2
1
0
1
2
2
0
0
2
0
0

-<tj

---- --Inches. Inches.

... ,i;;

Q)

S:t::

- - - - -:-----1----,---,----6

45. 38
47. 44
49. 4H
51. 50
53. 45
56. 24
58. 49
60, 95
61. 78
62. 60
63. 07
63. 09

<l)

... ·I·..... .....I.. ......... ·I·........ ·I·.......

~~

Age.

ai

S]
g§< .,,_;

I

Inches .

.,:i...,

S:;:::

~~

To-

Inches .
3,448.60
4,980 .73
6,722.06
8,342. 36
7,697.49
9,222.59
10,060.80
10,361. 9!)
9,081.31
7,198.78
6,432.83
3, 974. 73

<l)<l)

44. 64
4.6. 74
48. 64
51. 07
52. 60
55. 70
58. 39
60. 76
61. 60
62.14
62. 43
62. 82

-

bl)

"'"'I>

Total.

XLIX . -Bright girls, labol'ing classes, Amer ican parents.

.-<P<

From-

"1

Weight .

Inches.

3,348.22
4,811.47
6,518.00
8, 273. 33
7,627.46
9,038.63
9,984.70
10, 389.96
8,870.04
7, 021.84
6, 367. 45
3,894.62

1
3
!:!
0
2
3
3
2
3
3
0
1

~.2s

"'"'
I>
<l)

"'"C

cs:
~
I>
<j

Total.

S-~
I=

6

0
1
0
0
3
1
2
3
0
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

. .. .........

1···········

bC

p

6

9
5

a5

rrs. ]Jfos. Yrs. Mos.
5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
8
1

.. ··1

jj,[.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Cl)

Q)

bl)

Total.

~o

.A.rm reach.

?-i
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1
3
6

2,224
.••. 1,864
... . 1,741
.... 1, 143

,.Q +'

To-

s~
p s

"'.'O
s~
p s
~o

Cl)

.,;:,.,.

"'
I>

.... ...

"''d
<ll<l)

From-

~

<l)

-<tj

.....

1 ,567 1=

~,-g

Cl)

Total.

os
~o

Sittin g height.

Height.

S:;:::

p P<

1

I

---- --I

Inches.
45. 47
46. 99
49. 06
50. 82
52. 60
55. f.16
57. 36
60. 25
61. 63
02. 14
63. 68

I

Total.

Inches. · Inches.

2
4
3
4
1
2
3
9
2
3
0

2,063. 84 I
3,378.441
3, 636. 70
3,421.44
3, 981. 60
2, 359. 96 .
2, 728. 21
2,826. 85
1, 5!3 . 20
883. 87
326. 12

24. 87

25. 21
25. 98
26, 94
27. 65
29. 14
29. 98
31. 40
32. 15
32. 74
32. 61

_..._.... ·:· ... _...
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LlX.-Bl'ight girls, labori11g classes, American parents-Continued.

TABLE •

Limits of cliIB rm1t
ag s.

.Arm reach.

I
1s~s
..Q..,a

To-

Total.

lz o

11

12
13

H
15
16

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

3,767.62
6,090. 8-1
6, 9:.!7. 22
6,416.72
7, 398. 12
4,546.85
5,200.26
5,778.20
3,081. 25
1,798.00
633. 75

1
6
0

3
3
1
3
3
0
1
0

'l'ABLJJ:

Limits of different I
ages.

!

I-<

~i

1-.,d
<l) <l)
..o...,

s~

0: 'H

~o

H

Yrs. Mos. ~Yrs.Mos.

11

12
13
H
15

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15,
10

6

~-§

z~

11

12
13
H
15

7

7

7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14

)5
16

5
6
ti

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1,676. 59
2,734. 75
2. 863 . 78
2,631. 29
2,930. 30
1,724.83
1,952. 27
2,065.94
1,069.85
624. 27
196. 75

8
3
7
2
2
1
6
9
5

--- -1- --- -- -----

21. 8

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
1

]

1
0
1
1
0

1
1
1

zo

I

Inches.

Inches.

1,248.98
2,179.97
1,857.11
2,274.98
3,175.14
3,148.09
4,146.10
3,744.22
4,382. 20
1,856.50

44. 61
47. 39
48. 87
51. 70
52. 92
56. 22
57. 58
59. 43
61. 72
61. 86

0
1
1
0
2
0
3
0
3
0

681. 87
1,159. 85
967. 97
1,228.12
1, 654. 12
1,669.11
2,075.69
2,001.07
2,227.71
975. 62

Inches.
24. 35
25. 77
26. 16
27. 29
·2s.04
29. 28
30.08
31. 27
32. 29
32. 52

- - - - - --

. ......... ..... . . ....... . ...... .......... .... ... ....... ... ···· ····
-

-

I C'.'cumf&enoo of head.

Weight .

~rd

1,197.62
1,984.32
1,836.40
2,263.80
3,139.97
3, 17a. 60
4,069.10
3,713.22
4-, 292.11
1,708.09

Average.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - -Inches.

Y. M.

Sitting height.
,d

OlQ)

I-, "O
tl>Q)

QlQ)

Total.

Inches.
1
3
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
2

I

....
Aver- ..Q
E~
age. ::ls

Total.

zo

.Average.

zo

Mos.\ Yrs. Mos.
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Inches.
19.96
20.11
20.31
20.40
20. 49
20. 78
20. 99
21. 30
.21.40
21. 53

Inches.

11-<

'-"d

;. ,d

6
7
8
9
10

QI

.q

1
2
2
2
2
0
1
2
0
1
1

46. 50
48. 45
52. 91
58. 62
62. 95
74. 02
79. 36
91. 49
101. 19
109.,03
112. 93

<!) <l)

.Arm reach.

.0""

I

"'""p

Total.

zo

Height .

<D<l)

Yrll'.

till

s..
::ls

Pounds.

3,952.25
6,589.50
7,513. 25
7,621. 00
9,127.87
6, 14!. 00
7,460.25
9, 057. 75
5,059.25
3,270 75
1,129.25

Aver- ,.0...,
El..,
age. i:i"§

----

Limits of different
ages.

To-

<D<l)

..Qt:

1-,
<l)

Pounds.
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Yrs. Mos.

513

From-

bl)

"'p
<lj

0

Total.

198
28 . ....
46 --··
375
344
38 ... .
457
45 .......
61 · -··
680
694
57 ---·
940
72 ......
904
64 . . ...
72 --- - 1, 08r.
485
30 ----

5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

zos

.Age.

Q)

--6
7
8
9
10

Total.

i:,

44. 85
46.14
48. 44
50.13
52. 10
55. 45
57.15
60. 19
61. 63
62. 00
63. 38

..Q,

,.... P..

To-

8~

~

;. ,d

<l)

L.--Dnll girls, laboring classes, American parents.

::=I ;:l

From-

..C-+"

---Inches.

Inches.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

"'p

~

Yrs. Mos . Yrs. Mos.
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

1-,
<D<l)

1-,
<l)

i:,

6
7
8
9
10

,d

cD

bO

l <D<D

l!'rom-

Circumference of head.

Weight.

, 1-.,d '

..Q+a>

s~
i:is
zo

lnches.
44. 36

4(l.15
48. 33
51. 45
52. 33
55. 68
57, 31
58. 94
61. 32
61. 04

Total.

Pounds.
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

1,273.75
2,265. 25
1,980.00
2,727.25
3,851.75
4,271.00
5,745.37
5,687.50
7,342.50
3,105.87

Average.

I~~
8·s

,z

Pounds.
45. 4-9
50. 34
53. 51
60. 61
63.H
74. 93
80. 92
88. 87
101. 98
103. 53

Total.

.Average.

Inches.

Inches.

0

0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
0
0

552. 86
913. 89
769.14
892. 77
1,202.34
1,147. 76
1,478.85
1, :J15. 44
1, 532.60
64.0. 73

19. 75
19. 87
20. 24
20. 29
20. 38
20. 50
20. 83
20.88
21. 29
21. 36

----
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TABLE

'o

Limits of
different
ages.

LI.-Ave1·age girls, Arner'ican parentage, laboring classes.
Height.

Sitting height.

Arm reaeh.

Circumference
ot head.

Weight.

'O

ti

Total.

From To-

'§ Total.

Total.

0

ci

:z;
Y.M . Y.
6 7 7
7 7 8
8 7 9
9 7 10
10 7 11
11 7 12
12 7 13
13 7 14
14 7 15
15 7 16
16 7 17
17 7 18

M.
6
6
6
6
6
6

Inches . In.
100
l 44
l 88
210
205
198
198
160
114
70
26

6

6
6
6
6
6

1, ~: 1.'.'."'..'."' 30
T A BLE
1

Limitsofdif-

I

'o

ferent a,ge s. ..

-

Inches. In.

----1

Inches. In.

0 4,427. 70 -!4. 28 1 2, 4:33, 06 24. 58
2 6, 704. 76 47. 22 1 3, 6-l6. r,5 25. 50
0 9, 236. 97 49. 13 14,890. 89 26. 15
1 10,624.4150. 83 2 ii, 599. 24 26. 92
4 10. 65]. 72 53. 26 15,667.5627. 713
4 10. 713. 76 55. 23 10 5, 423. 32 28. 85
511,164.07 57. ~4 45,837.29 ?O. 09
4 9, 309. 20 59. 6710 4,677.9131. 19
0 7. 010. 95 61. 50 5 3, 508. 83 ?2. 19
1 4,305. 27 62. 40 2 2,233 . 83 32. 85
01 ], 634. 74 62. 87 1 831. 37 33. 25

<l)

' •• '.'.'.~ '.'

Ponnds. Lbs.

3 4, 292. 21 44. 25
0 6,707.7246. 58
2 9 O~l. 19 48. 50
110,514.1950. 31
8 10, 305. 35 52. 31
6 10, 521. 08 54. 80
411,187.0657. 67
5 0, 103. 85 59. 32
1 6, ~18. 61 6~. 23
0 4, ,!46. 11 62. 09
0 1, li2!l. 37 62. 67

33~ 17 .1.1,_~'. 25 62~ '.'

11,966.3219. 86
12,871.5220. 08
13,771. 72;20.17
14,263 08 20 40
24,167: 90'120: 53
4 4, 006. 63 20. 65
14,111. 02 /20. 87
2 3, 328. 24 21. 06
~ 2, 395. 22 j21. 20
31,422.4721. 23
0 557. 62 21. 45

'. •1,_909~

0 •• "'~

'.T'~29

Height.

Sitting height.

-------

1-- , - -------,---

Arm reach.

Circnrnference
of head.

Weight_.

1 -- - - - - - 1 --,--

- - - , - - -- 1-----,--

.,:;

:,:j

0

TABLE

'o I

Limitsuf<lif-

ferent ages.

- - - -- , ]

In .

•381:

"cd

8

P<

Inches.

jj(,

1

10

37 1 a
24 : 0
291 0
30 0
1

1

201. 0033. 50

0

." ' .

Pounds. Lbs.

"1'':17

0

o,·~ 491106: 58

Inches. Ln.
549. 10 19. 61
876. 35 21. 37
387. 68 21. 54
1

871''.:''.

0 •12,_

Circumference
of head.

Arm reach.

1: ,

0

(1)

r1

~J

8 Total.

;... o
~ci

~

"C

"O

Total.

1

5 6 11
7 16 ll
0 17
61
7 18 6

O

Sitting hE>igbt.

Height.

----~1~--1"

In.

. - . - - - - - - 1 - ~ - - - - - 1- - - -- - - 1

lo
t;ci

,

Inches.

LIII.-Br-ight girls, American parents, not socially divided.

~ ·~ I~

18

Inches. In .

or '°i

~~"C

From To-

5
16
17
17

Total.

29 1 1, 234. 62 44. 00 0 700. 50 24. 16 3 1, 118. 87143. 03 0 1, 225 75 42. 27 1
41 2 2,419. 21 G2. 03 1 1, 306. 78 :J2. 67 l '.!, 466. 75 61. 67 0 4, 524. 25 llO. 35 0
18 0 1, 119.87 62. 22 0 592. 11 32. 90 1 1, 051. 00 61. 82 1 1, 821. 251]07. 13 0
,: 0

-----,---

:z;

:z;
Inches.

M.Y.M.
4 6 6
7 17 6
7 18 6
9 19 9

-

ci

0

O

Y. M. Y.

-~S

Total.

0

E-1

Y.
5
16
17
18

Total.

A [ ']
]

~ 21~ ..

LII.-Dull girls, American parentagf, not socially dirided.

'a ~P<...,
1~

From To-

Inches. In.

0 4,547.50 45. 48
0 7,098.87 49. 30
5 9, 729. 25 53. 17
2 11, 949. fi2 57. 45
0 13,015. 87 63. 49
5 13, 767. 75 71. 34
215,934.01 SL 30
0 14, 550. 00 90. 94
0 11, 402. 251100. 02
1 7,321. OOJ06. 10
0 2, 996. 25 i115. 24

C)

~

a5

-~

8

Total.

"' o
~ci

2 835. 62 2s. 87 , o
0 779. 02132. 46 0
2 901. 86 33. 40, 1
0 1,002. ll 33. 40J 1

-~'-T~1° ."·~11''..T

"C

.~

8

(D

Total.

"' o
~ci

<q ~ - - <q ~ - -In.
Inches. In.
Inches.

1. 495. 12,43. 01
1. 490. 65 62. 11
], 851. 23 63. 84
1,896.9863. 23

~

<q

In.
1,581.87 42. 75
1,477.7461. 57
1,771.7563. 28
1,813.0062. 52
17

"

~

~o

~

·so

"'
~ci

(D

Total.
.

~

"'

~

<q :z;
<q
Pounds. Lbs.
1nches. In.

~--1
1,
0
0

1, 544. 25 42. 90
2,425. 00 1105. 43
3,242.25,111. 80
3,347. 25 ,111. 58

o
1
0
0

747. 27 20. 20
493. 42 21. 45
624. 24 21. 53
652. fl5 21. 76

r" r~·-Tl:" ·_,.,_T.,
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LIV.-Acemge gii'ls, Amei·ican parentage, not socially diricled.

TABLE

......

Limits of different
ages.

From-

0

,d

0

0

E:-1

5
18
19
20

6
7
7
8

Cl)

,d

,d
<D

-~

Cl)

cJJ

bl)

:13

Total.

...o:!
<D

Cll

0

0

From-

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
]3
14
15
16
17
]8
18

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
1
9

I-<

<D

14

15
16
16
17
18
23

bO

co
~

I>

z

~

---- -Inches.
703. 53
760. 00

In.
20. JO
21. 71

1: lijL j\ :: 'llll

······ --1·········i······

~rd

A ::S
,-,P.

(j)<D

"'o

6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6

s""'

::s'§
zo

0

29
35
43
41
40
42
. 20
25
22
16
3
6
2
2

5

9
11
5
6

'

.0...,

Cll'H

335

------·
---·
-- ----·

·-··

....

---.....

.....

. .....

. ....

t~

co

bl)

~l

"

8:';:;

I-<
<D

Total.

::s s
zo

I>

<i
Yrs.Mos.
208
285
302
418
444
-512
379
354
336
256
50
107

8
7
6
1
4
7
5
9
7
9
4
2

Sitting height.

Height.

Age.

.

s~
::SA

rrs. JJios.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

<ii

Total.

LV.-Bright girls, for eign parentage, not socially divided.

~

Yrs. Mos.

I>

0

0

<j

r~ ~=1=:- .. ·········1······i· ·

.0

To-

·s!t

~

(I)

,---79

Limits of different
ages.

o:!

Cl)
cJ)

Inches. In.
I nches. ln.
Pounds. Lbs.
858. 28 24. 52 1 1, 515. 75 44. 58 0
35 1 1,522. 24 44. 77 0
35 0 2,226.75 63. 62 0 1,170.61 33. 45 0 3,940. 75 112. 59 0
7 0
436. 00 62. 29 0
231. 62 33. 09 0
772. 25 1
197. 75
2 o 110. 62 59. 81 ~ ~ ~ ~,32. oo I~
1

6
4
20
0
.•.... ...•. ,
(i
l!)

TABLE

Circumference of
bead.

Weight.

·a Total. ... ·s Total.
c
0
0
I>
I>
z
<i z
<i z
---- ------ -- - --'§

]

l'rs. ])Jos. Yrs. Mos .

Sitting height.

,d

~

A ::S
A

To-

I

Height.

...<D
.ori:,
s:;:::
::s p.

cJ)

0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

.O;.,

"I>

Total.

ei.-::.

I-<

<D

::ss
zo

<i

-

Y. M.
7
2
8
1
0
1
10 1
11
1
12 2
13 0
14 1
15
3
16
0
16 8
17
8

~rg

Cl)

-

I nches.

Inches.

1,318. 24
1,604.99
2,041.00
2,089.11
2,053. 98
2,268.73
1,662.48
1,543.24
1,361.46
998. 75
187. 12
379. 75
125. 50

45. 46
47. 21
48. 60
50. 95
52. 67
55. 33
57. 33
61. 73
61. 88
62.42
62. 37
63. 29
62. 75

Cl)
bO

e

Total.

<I)

I>

~

---- --Inches.

Inches.
0
0
1
0
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

: : ::ii.::\::::\-l-'23l2 "1:~.

716.23
891. 23
1,089.49
1, 096. 29
1,058. 74
1, 184. 99
805. 90
801. 11
710. 24
530. 50
96. 75
166. 25
67. (i2
65.12

24. 70
25. 46
25. 94
26. 74
27. 86
28. 90
29. 85
32. 04
32. 28
33.16
32. 25
33. 25
33. 81
32. 56

1

Limits of different
ages .

... ._;

From-

Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9

7
7
6

10

7
7

11

7

12
13

18

7
7
7
7
7
7
1

18

!)

11

15
16
17

2~
8:';:;

To-

., s
z:;

rrs. Mos.
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
15
JG

17
18
2:1

6

2

6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
5
9

\)

11

5
6

0
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
0

Cl)

Total.

Inches.
l, 199. 61
1,631.62
2,070.86
2,071.67
2,087.36
2,272.99
1,508. 94
l, 468. 22
1,230.62
996. 49
18!). 00
377. 75
60. 00
123. 50

Circnmferenco of head.

Wci gl:t.

Arm reach.
co
~

... .-0

cJJ

'l:>(D

.0...,

8,';:

<D
., 13
I>
-1
---- Inches.

zo

4.-1. 43
46. 62
48.16
50. 53
52.18
55.44
57.11
61.18
61. 53
62. 28
63. 00
62. 96
60. 00
61. 75

Cl)

0
0

1
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total.

I
I'oimds.
1,318.50
1,723.25
2,153.00
2,406.95
2,520.75
3,110.00
2,110.20
2,371.75
2,233.52
1,668.75
318. 25
627. 50
2l2. 75
212. 50

.0

<D

::s s
zo

I>

<i

I Pounds.

45.47
49. 2!
51. 26
58. 71
6:l, 02
74. 26
78.16
94. 87
101. 52
104. 30
106. 08
104. 58
121. 38
106. 25

cO

<l><D

co

SC..

Cl)

:-,rd
+-'

9:::;

Total.

SC..
<I)

>'

-1
--Inch es.

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

~

582. 85
705.10
865. 73
797. 55
819. 60
878. 61
605. 78
511.15
47J. 09
345, 37
65. 49
127. 50
43. 25
42. 50

Inches.
20.10
20. ]5
20.13
20. 45
20. 49
20. 92
20. 89
21. 30
21.45
21. 59
2J. 83
21. 25
21. 63
21. 25
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TABLE

LVI.-Dull girls, foreign parentage, not socially di1:ided.

L imits of different
ages.

!-<
'l)
,Q.

.Age.

s~
:::Jp.,

.:l ::l

From-

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. 1Jfos.

11
12
· 13
14
15
16
18

8
8
10
9
7
7
7
7
7
8
7

11
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
20

6
5
5
6
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
7

8
5
15
16
10
16
12
22
16
19
15
8
2

<lj

Yrs. Mos.
50
35
122
147
101
177
145
286
225
287
242
137
39

----

......
---......

....

--· -

.....

.... .
......
.....

-··-

•

,Q

.8

10

11
12
13

14
15
16
18

9
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
11
4

12
13
]4
15
16
17
20

TABLE

H

a)

To-

!)

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14.
15
16
17
18
19

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
10

41. 20
43.10
47. 48
4-8. 65
51.18
53. 30
54. 91
57.18
60. 06
62. 20
60. 82
62. 88
62. 2f;

206. 00
215. 50
712. 24
729. 75
511. 75
852. 75
658. 87
1,258.00
061. 00
1,181.87
912. 25
503. 00
124. 50

1-<

<lj

-

---- --Inches. Inches.

789. 25
464. 50
798. 74
665. 00
1, 210.62
961. 12
1,185.24
914. 75
508. 50
128. 00

164. 00
120. 62
383. 61
425. 99
274. 37
455. 24
325.12
631. 37
505. 74
621. 11
484. 74
271. 37
61. 25

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

42. 29
43. 97
47. 54
49. 33
51. 61
53. 25
55. 42
57. 65
00. 07
62. 38
60. 98
63. 56
64. 00

a)"O

8~
PS

I

.0

<P

bJ)

.8

Total.

g~
Zo

'l)

I>

<lj

Pounds.

---- -

~~

bO
cl
H

Total.

Zo
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

23. 43
24.12
25. 57
26. 62
27. 44
28. 45
20. 56
30. 07
31. 6l
32. 69
32. 32
83. 02
30. 63

Circumference of bead .
<P

40. 57
41. 80
51. 08
54.19
59. 78
08. 20
75. 65
81. 47
92. 90
]01.53
100. 65
108. 60
115. 00

f:

'l)

I>

~

Pounds.

284. 00
209. 00
766. 25
867. 00
507. 75
1,091.25
907. 75
1,792. 25
1,393.50
1,929.00
1,509.75
860. 25
230. 00

Inches.
J
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

136. 62
·99, 00
299. 34
324. 92
201. 36
324. 22
24-6. 24
454. 86
335. 74
403. 23
316. 80
174. 25
43. 25 [

Height.

.Age.

'l)

P·

g~
.:l :::l
~,g

,-<P..

s~
~~ '""""
:::ls

Q)
bO

Inches.
19. 52
19. 80
19. 96
20. 31
20.H
20. 26
20. 52
20. 68
20. 98
21. 22
21.12
21. 78
21. 03

~~

s~

H

<1>

~~

p.

<tj

rrs. Mos. Y. M.
7
30
39
55
5<!
45
57
61
69
32
40
20
20
9

----

44
180
269
358
476
66.7
540
1,075
636
700
435
291
163
125

3
4
9
1
7
1
3
6
0
3
1
1
8
8

6
7
8
9

3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Total.

bO
cl

H
<1>

I>

~

Inches.
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Sitting height .

i

.0 <1>

a!

Total.

Zo

rrs . .JJfos. Yrs . Mos.
0
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

253. 75
219. 87

H,

Inches.

Inches.

E-!

6
6
7
8

I>

Inches.

713.11

'-<

<l)

LVII.-Average gfrls, foreign pa,·entage, not socially divided.

Limits of different
ages.

From-

1

2
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

bO
ol

Total.

Zo

<lj

Weight.

~

3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
5
5
6
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
7

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

..... . ....

cl

Total.

Yrs. Mos. rrs. Mos.
10

11

Q)
bJJ

S.-;::

To-

6
7
8
9
10

2
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

.Arm reach.
H

~@
8
8

6
7
8
9
10

c5

<l)"O

8~
:::lf::

I>

Inches.

Y. M.

•

----······· ........ :---· ............ . .......... ... .

a;,"O

5
6
7
8
9

0
3
9
0
5
7
4
6
1
8
4
3
0

Total.

:::ls

I>

......

- 164
- .·--.....-

Limits of different
ages.

From-

<l)

!-<

Q)
b.O
d!
'-<
'l)

~,d

s~·
Zo

b.O

cl
'-<

Total.

Zo

E-!

5
6
7
8
9
10

a5

'l)"O

~o ~~
:::ls

,-<p.,
olc+-,

To-

Sitting height .

Height.

!-<.

310. 37
1,370.23
1,843.71
2,618. 37
2,747. 10
2,393. 62
3,005.11
3,485.60
4,069.96
1,975.80
2,484.61
1, 263. 11
1,270.24
552. 75

s:E
:::l >'I

l"'i 0

-

Inches.
44. 34

<I)

@rd

b.O

pa>

Total.

H

I>

<tj

---- --Inches.

0

a!
'l)

167. 50

Inches.
23. 93

45. 67
0
747. 37
24. 91
---47. 27
1
966. 73
25. 44
·-49.
40
2
1,395.78
26. 34
......
10
50. 87
0 1,440. 54
26.68
---53. 19
27. 76
11
1 1,221.49
--- 29.10
55. 73
12
3 1,571.24
---29. 75
57.14
1 1,785.08
13
---31. 44
14
59. 85
3 2,074.86
---32. 26
999. 99
15
01. 75
1
-- -a2. 69
16
62.12
1 1,274.86
---33. 06
17
6~. 16
061.12
0
---.... .
(;61. 49
:l
33. 07
03. 51
0
18
292. 55
32. 51
19 1
01. 42
0
- - - - - -- - - - - - 538
- -...----. . - - - - - -··········· -------· . .... ..... . ....... ......... .... ............ ......... .
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TABLE

LVII.-Avera ge girls, foreign pa1·entage, not socia lly diviclerl-Continued.

Limit of different
ages.

.A.rm reach.

Weight.

.

....

bJ)

~~
PS

To-

....
<D

I>

<q

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

14

15
16
17
18
19

TABLE

Inches.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
10

0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

k
<D

s:;j
p P,

From-

Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18

............... .

--

Limits of different
ages.

Total.

PS

5 .... ..
36 --··
fl8 ......
53 ·--·
43 ·--40 .... .
33 .....
47 ....
30 ---·
25 .....
17 ---·
6 .....
7 ....
2 .....
1

6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
1
5
9

bJ)

Yrs. Mos.
32
257
309
480
435
444
399
617
423
375
274
101
126

@1

9

14

15
16
17
1
10

7

Yr.~ . Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

II

6
6
6

6
6
5
6

14

6
6

15

/j

10

6

17

1
5
9

J

18

A~

<q

Zo

19. 74
19. 85
20.10
20. 34
20. 30
20. 49
20. 76
20. 84

21.19
21. 20
21. 35
21. 69
:.ll. 75
21.59

1
9
4
8
3
1
2
9
6
9
0
6
0

r········ ··1

0
0
0
1
l
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
9
0

13

14
15
16
16
18

I>

bJ)

Total.

~

<D

p

<11

Inches.
212. 87
1,613.87
1,714. 37
2,529.35
2, 150.14
2,113. 23
1, 8:n. 62
2,621.99
1,747.50
1,520.48
1,065.00
365. 75
452. 00
i:J4.50
65. 00

43. 59
45. 50
47. 74
49. 67
51. 17
53. 32
56.15
57. 47
60.19
60. 77
62. 15
61. 81
65. 39
67 . 25

8

42. 57
44-. 83
46. 33
48. 64
51.19
52. 83
55. 50
57. 00
60. 26
60. 82
62. 65
60. 06
64. :,7
67. 25

----------

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

-

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Total.

Q)

I>

<q
---Inches. Inches.

---

124. 00
868. 21
946. 24
1,375.98
1,160. 74
1,114. 74
939. 49
1,346. 75
936. 37
792. 23
515.12
196. 50
239. 50
69. 37
33. 50

---

24. 80
24.81
25. 57
26. 46
26. 99
27. 87
29.36
29.93
3[.21
3l. 69
32. 20
32. 75
34. 21
34. 69

-------·
-

Circumference of bead.
bJ)

Total.

Zo

Inches.

2

-------·

a:i

<D "O

::I

0
1
0
1
0
0
1

bl)

<ii
k

--- -------- ------- - -··· ---······· ------··

.... .

s~

-

Inches.

Inches.
174. 37
1, 637.98
1,814.12
2,582.98
2,200.24
2, 132. 87
1,852.85
2,686. 23
1,805.74
1,519.23
1, 056.49
870. 87
457. 75
134. 50
65. 00

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Weight.
a:i

s~
z§

<D

<11

Y. M.

qi

t!.,;i

~
..,

::Is

Arm reach.

Zo

10
11
12
13

]

0
1
3
3
0
1
0
0
0

qi

............. .......... . ....

"''O

To-

<D

-- ---·-·-·· -------·
-----·-··· · --------

p<D

6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

· Inches.

138. 18
595. 02
783. 98
1,078.14
1,076. 01
922.11
1, 162. 74
1,208. 75
1,398.37
678. 28
832. 47
433. 83
435. 00
194. 28

0
0
0
2

Sitting height.

p<D

p

.....

From-

..,<ii

Zo

383 ....

6
7
8

Inches .

45. 43
45. 24
49. 65
55. lti
58.15
65. 23
75. 88
79. 75
93. 24
100. 36
104. 20
114. 36
114. 80
105. 33

..,<D -0.

qi

s:E

-

6

Q)

I>

..q

Pounds.

I

"'

k

Zo

Height.

<D"O

E-,

Yrs. Mos.

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

p<D

h

'l'o-

1!)

u

.....

i=I ::I

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

318. 00
1, 357. 25
1, 936.25
3,034. 00
3, 140. 25
2,870. 25
4, 2-t9. 25
4, 864.75
6,433.50
3,211. 50 ·
4,063. 75
2,172.75
2,296. oo
948. 00

Age.

Pi,

..... P,

6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
14
]5
10
17
18

I>

0
0
0

bl)

Total.

LVIII.-Bright girls , American and foreign parentage, not soc-ially divided.

Limits of flifferent
ages.

Yrs. Mos.

<D

Poiinds.

42. 91
44. 86
46. 73
49. 25
50. 32
52. 62
55. 61
57. 37
59. 48
62. 26
62. 09
62. 40
62. 79
60. 87

.s
~-§

p

<q

Inches.

300. 37
1,345.87
1,822.62
2,610.10
2,717.35
2,367. 86
3,058. 80
3,499.85
4, 104. 12
1,992. 25
2,421.62
1,248. 00
1,255.87
547. 87

qi

Q)"O

<ii
;..

Total.

.

....

qi
bJ)

p

<ii

Total.

Zo
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

.....
<D"O
<D
s~
p·~
Z§

qi

Q)'O

From-

Circumference of head.

Pounds.
209. 00
1,630.75
1,847.25
2,892.50
2,550.75
2,613. 25
2,464.25
3,747.75
2,900.00
2,345. 00
1,771.25
643. 50
802. 00
222. 50
107. 00

~

.

....

9:;;

. {~
<q
<D

Pounds.
41. 80
45. 30
49. 93
54. 58
59. 32
65. 33
74. 67
81. 47
96. 67
93. 80
104.19
107. 25
114. 57
111.25

------- ---

ai

<D'O

,:::,<D

~J)

Total.

I>

Inches.
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

....

<D

~

106. 37
722. 08
770.97
1,076.67
881. 39
803. 34
691. 26
964. 73
617. 23
509. 61
;J66. 58
123. 25
152. 87
45. 25
22. 00

Inches.
21. 27
20.06
20. 29
20. 31
20.50
20. 60
20. 95
20. 97
21. 28
21. 23
21.56
21. 38
21. 84
22. 63

--- ---····
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TABLE

LIX.-Dull girls, .A:mel'ican and foreign parentage, not socially divided.

..,

Limits of different
ages .

Q)

Age.

Pen

s~-

;:: A

.., .

,....., A

P3

i:l ::i

From-

::is

Z

H

11
7
8
8

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
10
11

Yrs.Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

5
2
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
9

3
8
7
8
7
9
13
19
21
21
10
11
7
2

11
7
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
10
11

Yrs. Mos. Y. M .

------·
---·
·--..... .
---·
.....

......

----

---....
....
.....

as 'd

TABLE

10

b.O

..,c,;

<,

Total.

Q)

I-

0

-

Inches.
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

di

Q)"O

p

<P

I-

<(j

- ---- - - In ches.

Inches.

130. 50
311. 00
285. 24
399. 58
354. 50
476. 87
706. 86
1. o:rn. 1o
1,245.24
1,235.62
619. 75
686. 75
447. 37
128. 75

43. 50
0
44. 43
0
47. 54
1
40. 9fi
0
50. 6!
0
52. 99
0
54. 37 , 1
57 . 39
1
59. 30
1
61. 78
0
61. 98
1
62. 43
0
6:3. 01
0
6:!. 38
0

5
2
6
6
5
6

6
6
6

6
5
5
5
9

s~

.

Inches.

7:3. 00
l!J4. 00
154. 75
211. 37
188. 00
250. 99
341. 36
526. 37
621. 24
694.12
289. 12
362. 12
235. 87
67. 75

2-L 33
24. 25
25. 79
26. 42
26. 86
27. 89
28. 45
29. 24
31. 06
33. 05
32.1 2
32 ..92
33. 70
33. 88

::i·~

p,

Inches.

bf.

.$

Total.

@·]

p,

Q)

-..-:1

Pounds.
45. 08
43. 00
50. 04
60.19
55. 36
64. 69
67. 79
76. 76
89. 51
102. 83
100. 08
107. 50
11 2. 50
108. 00

..,

c,;
p,

Zo

-..-:1

135. 25
301. 00
350. 30
481. 50
387. 50
582. 25
813. 50
1,458.50
1. 879. 75
2; 159. 50
900. 75
1, 182. 50
787. 50
210. 00

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

p

Q)

Pounds.

45. 46
44. 57
47.10
49. 39
49, 59
52. 81
53. 24
57. 35
59. 26
61.11
61. 49
62. 34
63. 39
64. 00

di

;;3-d

~

..,c,;

Total.

z~
-

<(j

136. 37
312. 00
235, 50
3!5. 75
347. 12
422. 50
638. 87
1,089.74
l , 244. 37
1, 283. 25
614. 87
685. 75
443. 75
128. 00

Circumference of bead.
~

Q)'C

Q)

Inches.
0
l
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Weight.

.., .

~

Total.

s·§

Yrs.Mos.

11
)2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1 . .. ......
4
6
9
0
0
8
4
9 1
3 10 0
2 11
1
1 12
1
1
8 13
1 14 1
5 15 1
2 15 9
7 17
0
3 18 1
0

19
55
56
73
70
100
158
249
297
318
159
187
127
38

oi

& §j
;z;
<(j

T o tal.

Z o

<!j

di

P"3

To-

6 '
7
8
9

p,

0

Zo
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

s~
::is

Arm reach.

-

Yrs.Mos.

p<l)

~

.., .

---·
---- ---- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - ·- ·- - - - 146 .... ------ ............
····1··········· . ......... .... .............. ·-··-···

- Limits of different
ages.

From-

-

Sitting h eight .

Q) 'C

b.O

c,;

Total.

S;!:;

- -Yrs. Jlfos.

di

Q) --0

'" "-'
~o

To-

Height.

.., .

Inches.
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

59. 50
156. 61
121. 12
164. 62
140. 12
163. 30
26!. 48
392. 00
442.11
425. 80
210. 49
2n. 12
150. 74
43. 00

Inches.
19. 83
19. 58
20. 19
20. 58
20. 02
20. 41
20. 34
20. 63
21. 05
21. 29
21. 05
21. 19
21. 53
21. 50

LX.-.Avel'age gfrl s, American and foreign parentage, not socially clivided.

Limits of diffe r ent
ages.

Height.

Age.

Sittillg height.
di

From-

To-

Total.

Total.

Total.

oJJ
c,;

asp.rj

-

- - - 1 - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1- - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - -

Yrs.Mo s.

Yt·$.Mos.

5
6

9
10

6
7

6
6

7

8

8
9

6
6

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

6
6
6
6
6
6

8

7

9

7

J.0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

7
7
7
7

7
7
7
9
6

6

6
6
5

7

25
33
39
47
60
45
82
45
46
27
17
9

8

490

. ...

Yrs. Mos. Y. M.
44 7 ' 0 3
227
320
502
548
499
693

0
9
2
3
0
0

800

7

975
485
6!2
341
862
171

0
3
4
5
0
7

.... . . .. . ..

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

5
2

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Inches.

Inches.

310. 74.
1,1 35 . 49
1,572.10
1,930. 36
2,416.11
3, 133. 47
2,5 12. 86
4,697.33
2,713.85
2,836 . 09
1,684. 7l
1,085. 00
563. 75
508. 00

44. <!9
4!J. 42
47. 6!
49. 65
51. 41
53. 11
55. 84
57. !19
60. 31
61. 65
62. 40
63. 88
62. 64
63. 50

. .. . . . . . . . .

- - - - - --

Inches.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

Inches.

167. 62
623. 35
842. 99
l, 034. 37
1, 271. 85
], 668. 48
1,293.36
2, 469.34
1,41 7. 89
1,451. 08
859. 12
53:3. 50
289. 00
267. 49

23. 95
24 . 93
2i:i. 55
26. 52
27.06
27. 81
28. 74
30.11
31. 51
32. 27
33. 04
33. 34
32. 11
33. 44

. ........

-I·-.. -.. .
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LX.-.Average girls, Arnerican and foreign parentage, not socially divided-Cont'd.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

Arm reach.

Weight.

~,d

From-

..0

r...

>

9
10
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
6

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

Inches.
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

Inches.

303. 37
1,075.61
1,533.87
1,921.37
2,378.04
3,112.81
2,463.66
4,679.74 ·
2,684.46
2,755.74
1,609.50
1,081. 75
564. 00
504. 00

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

~~

<l

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

""
0

b.O

From-

'O
(I)

A

"§

pp..
i::: p

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

To-

3

0

0

0

z

8

rrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

0
7
7

7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
22

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
11

73
246
288
303
335
271
286
321
282
220
124
131
19

(l)"<:i

s~s

42. 61
44. 77
49. 94
54. 74
58. 66
64. 76
73. 53
81. 21
91. 69
98. 53
]05. 13
111. 59
116. 50
115. 71

Total.

Average.

Inches.

Inches.

p

Zo

139. 87
493. 86
665. 39
788. 59
956. 84
1,234.25
933. 27
1,698. 60
953. 20
976. 27
576. 86
343. 92
148. 75
153. 50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
1

19. 98
19. 75
20. 16
20. 22
20. 36
20. 57
20. 74
20. 71
21.18
21. 22
21. 37
21. 50
21. 25
21. 93

L:X I.-All colored boys.
Sitting height.

a.i

Total.

r....

Pounds.

298. 25
1,119.25
1,648.00
2,135.00
2, 757. 25
3,885.75
3, 308. 75
6,659.50
4,126.00
4,433.75
2,733.25
1,807.00
1,048.50
810. 00

,-:;;

:!;

r...

(I)

>
<l

(I)

S:;::

c3

Total.

Pounds.

43. 34
44. 82
46. 48
49. 27
50. 60
52. 76
55. 99
57. 77
59. n5
61. 24
61. 90
63. 63
62. 67
63. 00

Height.

r...
..o.,;

il

S.<;:::

(I)

Zo
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
I7
18

..0

al

Total.

a.i

(l)'C

b.O

il

s~
p s

To-

Circumference of head.

r... •

a.i

bJJ

c3

r...

(I)

I

Circumference
of head.

Weight.
,d

'O
(I)

~

"§ Total.
0

a.i

bl)

c,:

/p

~
0

a.i

Total.

b.O

~

(I)

·s~

a.i

Total.

0

bO

~

e
I>

0

>
-<!j
<lj
<lj
z
~
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Inches. Ina.
Inches. Ins.
Inches. Ins.
Pounds. Lbs.

0 3,224.50
0 11,335.66
813,367.37
914,483.66
217,028.12
313,962.25
315,265. 75
317,834.75
216,233.25
213,098.62
0 7,828.53
3 8,367.73
0 1,257.12

p-

0

z

44.17 1
46. 08 6
47. 7411
49. 2615
51.14 7
52.10 4
53. 94 6
56. 08 2
57. 98 5
60. 09 9
63.13 4
65. 3711
66.16 7

1,731.00
5,934.25
7, 018. 12
7,528.26
8,695.63
7, ]82.12
7,838.12
9,078.61
8,133.70
6,408.75
3,750.12
3,938.87
353. 00

0

z

I>

24.04 4 2,997. 50 4ll. 44 2
24. 73 20 11, 321. 75 50.10 6
25. 34 12 14, 902. 00 53. 99 9
26.14 16 16, 943. 25 59. 04 23
26.51 721,375.36 65.1710
26. 90 118,748.50 69. 44 4
27. 99 821,218.75 75. 97 8
28.46 4 26. 470. 00 83. 50 8
29. 36 724,996.50 90. 90 2
30. 37 5 21,374.75 99. 42 3
31. 25 313,728.00 113. 45 0
32.82 216,179.75 125. 42 0
29. 42 1 2,371.50 131. 75 0

--

1,436.99
4,867. 23
5,722.36
5,787. 73
6,764.60
5,592.62
5,803.23
6,595.11
5,967.42
4,645.84
2,659.69
2,875. 71
421.00

20. 24
20. 28
20. 51
20. 67
20. 81
20. 95
20. 87
21. 07
21. 31
21. 41
21. 45
21. 95
22.16

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,899 - · .......... ...... .. ········ · ....... .. ········· ......... -- ........... ........
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LXII.-Colored boys, bright.

TABLE
r..,
CD

Limits of different
ages.

.A.ge.

..a,,;
::IP.
Cl ::I

Yrs. Mos.
5
6
7
8
9
10
l]

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

1
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

r.., .
CD"O
pCD

...... p.

From-

16

17
18
19
19

27 ---92 ---·
127 .....
128 .,. ..
159
136 -·-·
144 ---145 --- 116 ---90 ....
42 ---26 ---18
4
3 .. . .

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
4

---·

11

1,257

Limits of different
ages.

~
168
663
1,036
1,171
1,618
1,513
1,744
1,913
1,638
1,364
674
442
326

7
0
6
8
3
4
8
6
5
1
2
9
2

59

9

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

19

6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
4
11

Q)

2

9

7

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

7
9
7
7
7
7
7
11

8

7

I

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
]4
15
16
]8
22

6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6

6
6
6
1
11

44. 47
47.07
48. 64
50. 37
52. 02
53. 32
55. 02
57. 84
, 59. 62
62. 72
65. 55
65. 88
69. 67
67. 81
65.17

2

486

Inches.

Inches.

1,190.25
4,276.50
5,866.75
6,197.66
8,082.00
6,976.25
7,692.50
8,115.00
6,649.75
5,390.00
2,642.50
1, 588. 74
1, 214. 25

44. 08
46. 48
48. 09
49. 58
50. 83
52. 06
53. 79
56. 35
57. 82
60. 56
62. 92
63. 55
67. 46

0
1
3
4
1
3
3
0
1
5
1
1
2
1
0

ai

bl)

o:s
r..,

Total.

C!)

I>

----

..tj

Inches.

Inches.

645. 00
2,247.75
3,135.50
3,231.01
i, 148. 39
3,565.12
3,912. 62
4,115.62
3,370.08
2,567.25
1,282.50
797. 87
532. 50
105. 50
98. 75

23. 80
24. 70
25. 29
26. 06
26. 26
26. 81
27. 75
28. 38
29. 31
30. 20
31. 28
31. 01
33. 28
35. 17
32. 92

Circumference of head.
Q)

Q)

fvr-d

bJ)
C\l
r..,

Total.

CD

I>

..tj

Pounds.

3
11
8
5
4
0
5
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
0

I

s~
~@

Total.

1
5
6
10
4
3
4
5
1
3
0
0
0
0
0

528. 99
1,769.37
2,500.62
2,452.25
3,236.11
2,779.75
2, 917. 74
2,958.37
2,453.57
1,850.61
902.12
573. 24
400. 99
89. 00
64. 50

I>

..tj

Pounds.

1,022.00
4,044.00
6,584.50
7,397.75
10,124.62
9,432 00
10,586.75
12,168.50
10,507.00
8,846.00
4,599.50
2,996, 25
2,423. 00
409. 59
374. 00

42. 58
49. 93
55. 33
60.14
65. 32
70. 30
76.16
83. 92
91. 37
100. 52
112.18
119. 85
134. 61
136. 50
124. 67

bO
r..,

o:s
CD

Inches.

Inches.
20. 35
20. 34
20. 67
20. 78
20. 88
20.90
20.84
21. 13
21. 34
21. 37
21. 48
22. 05
22. 28
22. 25
21. f,O

LXIII.-Colo1·ed boys, dull.

rrs.Mos.
22 ....
72
40
51
46
51
52
4-4
41
28
21

-

.g

Ileight.

.Age.

16

I>

<G

Zo

Inches.

], 156. 25
4,329.99
5,982.48
6, 2~6. 08
8,218.43
7,092.12
7, 757. 62
8,386.50
6, 677.00
5,331.25
2,687 . 75
1,581.00
1, 2~4. 00
271. 25
195. 50

Yrs. jjfos. rrs. Mos.
7
7

~~

..tj

Inches.
1
0
4
4
1
3
3
0
4
5
1
2
0
0
0

s;J
::Is
Zo

C!)

~'d

I>

Limits of different
ages .

6
7

9

..025

CD

TABLE

5

0
0
5
3
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

bl)

Weight .
bO
C\l
r..,

-

1
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

10

---- ----·· ..... ··· :····

Zo
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Y. 11!.
6 2
7 2
8 1
9 1
10 1
1t 1
12 0
13 1
14 1
15 1
16 0
17 0
18 1

r..,.
CD 'O
.::,CD

<D
C\l
r..,

Total.

-1~190 1-.;;: 11 !.~:\l ----1I~~~~r~~

Total.

~-§

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

25

s~
::Is
Zo

.A.rm reach.

.:~rd
:, .s

To-

From-

,.Q

~

Yrs.Mos.

Sitting height .

~~

bl)

o:s

Total.

C\l.,_.

Yrs.Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

<D

s;J
bo ::Is
~
Zo
-

To-

Height.

I

S:;::

134
514
326
463
467
569
657
580
581
424
257
362

0
1
7
5
3
3
9
3
2
0
7
1

Y. M.
0

0

7 1
8 1

0
0
1
1

6

9 0
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
1
6
1
1
l
1
2

0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0

Sitting height.

Inches.

Inches.

954. 50
3,294.50
l, 907. 25
2,415.75
2,342.62
2,634.50
2,820.00
2,451.25
2, 302.75
1,683.25
1,028.50
1,371.75
134. 75

43. 39
45. 76
47. 68
48. 32
52. 06
51. 66
54. 23
55. 71
57. 57
60.12
64. 28
65. 32
67. 38

Inches.
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2

525. 75
1,783. 50
1,028.87
1,278.25
1,184.37
1,373. 75
1,452.00
1,269.50
1,143.50
858. 00
500. 75
672. 75

Inches.
23. 90
24. 77
25. 72
26. 09
26. 92
26. 94
27. 92
28. 85
29. 32
30. 64
31. 30
32.04
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TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

LXIII.-Colored boys, dull-Continued.

A.rm reach.

... 'O.
s:;;
::;· ....

Weight.
(I)

<1,
.J::JQ)

.From-

To-

zS
Yrs. JJfos. Yrs. JJ,Ios.
2
7
7
7
7
7
9
7
7
7
7
7
11

6
7
8

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1

9

10
11
12
13
]4
15
16
18
22

986. 12
3,322. 50
1,953. 00
2,509.50
2,383.12
2,702.62
2,894.00
2. 457. 50
2,4 05.12
1, 76L 50
966. 25
1, 38/l. 73
.i38. 5()

11

TABLE

44. 82
46. 80
48. 83
49. 21
52. 96
52. 99
55. 65
fi7.15
60. 13
62. 91
64. 42
6/i. 13
69. 25

To-

Pounds.

P ounds.

909. Ou
3, 3!Jl. 50
1, 983. 00
2,719.00
2, 954.50
3,465.00
3,941.00
3,616.50
3,387. 00
2,717.00
1,707.50
2, 649. OU
302. 00

43. 2!)
51. 39
52. 18
56. 65
67. 15
67. 94
75. 79
84.10
86. !l5
100. 61
113. s:J
126.14
151. 00

~~
'" ~

~$

~o

~§

::; :<;::

p.

~

Inches.

Inches.
0
0

0
4

II
1

0

o·
0
0
0

19. 91
20. 19
20. 51
20. 22
20. 61
20. 85
21. 06
20. 90
21. 25
21. 30
21. 79
21. 89
22. 25

438. 00
1, 453. 36
820. 50
950. 11
906. 62
1, 04 2.37
1, 095.00
898. 62
871. 37
596. 37
34&. 58
459. 75
44. 50

Sitting h eight.

Height.

Age.

<I)

's:~

g ~ teci l

From-

::;·=

Q)

LXIV.- Colored boys, arcrage.

...

Limits of different
ages .

1
6
2
3
2
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0

...cil

Total.

zz
----

p.

<11

Inches.

Inches.
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

b1)

o.>

s=

<I)

-

(I)

Q)""

p

...ct

Total.

,zg

p.

~

0

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

st:

Q)

....

(I)
f:C

Q)'"C
,t:, Q)

b1)

...cil

Total.

Circumference of head.

....

~

g1

t.-d
~.s
§:~

ce
$

Total.

~

Total.

t-ci

~

~ _:;. .,Q)

~

~g

OJ

z§

,.

~
~

Total.

<P

-~

1

~ ~ , - r_r_
~_M_o_s~
. - - - - 1 ~ ~ ~ K - - ~-I-n_c_h_~---,-l_n_~-e~- - / -1_n_c_h_e_~--h-w_h_N_.
5
6
7
s

0
7
7
1

6
7
8
9

~

6
6
6
6

24 . • . .
148
82 . . . .
587
121
124
1
1
1 •
90 . . . . 1, 092
132 . . . . 1, 738
125 . . . . 1, 766
102 . . . . 1, 5H
66 . . . . 1, 063
4L ....
702
25 . . . .
451
5 . . •.
95
5 ....
.LOO

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

6 2
7 l

::::1\·isi ...,i.

9 1

~~!

tf ::::

if 6i
12

1i ,
11
7
12
7
13
7
14
7
15
7
1G
7
17
7
18
7
19
7

9
5

6
6
6
6
6
5
5
6

g ff

4
6
8
7
7
8
2
0
3

1,156 ···- .•.........

I

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0
O
3
5

f 2f

1
1
1
1
1
l
0
0
0

2
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

1,079. 75
3, 764. 66
5, 59.3. 37
5,s10.25

44. 99
45. 91
47. 40
49.33

4,753.25
7, 268. 50
7, 280. 75
6, 025. 37
4,157.53
2,59L.74
1, 601. 25
332. 00
329. 50

54. 01
55. 91
58. 25
59. 66
62. 99
64.79
66. 72
66 40
65. 90

t)~ug ~u:

-

1.1I

To-

Total.

-----,~
- -gl-----

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Jllol!. /
5

0

; +I

s

7
1

11
12
13
1~
J;,
J~.

1
J

J

1

o
10

7
7
7
7
7
7
i
7
7

6

:

-

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
6

1

6
s
1
4

4

7
7
8
l
•>

l
0

1, 048. 00

5 975 62
6,377.74

4, 452. 25

4,831.25
7,366. 75
7. 138. oo
5,918.00
3, 831. 45
2,685.00
1,587.37

----

2,5. 00
330. 25

/¾II

T otal.

~ ~g

I nches.

3 i ::, ~:::. gf I !t_:t

6

9
rn
11
12
13
14
]:;
10
17
1
19

I ncites.

f

45. 57

I

Pounds
0

1, 066.50
3, 886. 25
6, 334. 50

~

50 64
8
52.28
1
sa. 6-1
1
56. 25
a
57. 55
3
60. 49
4
62.29
3
66. 06 1 1
67.13
0
69.02
l

. 75
67. !!5

560. 25
1, 903. 00
2, 853. 75
s ,019.oo

24. 36
24. 71
25. 25
26.25

t ~: m: gi

~u:

3 2,473.50
2 3, 69:J. 49
2 3, 620. 12
4 2, 983. 50
3 1,966.87
3 1,253.50
5
682. 25
3
68. 00
3
80. 75

28. 43
28. 41
29. 43
30. 44
31. 22
32.99
3!. 11
3i. 00
40. 38

·····'··I··· l···········l········I···· ··········,~~

Limits of differeut
/
_ ___a_g.,.e_s_. - - - 1 - - - , - -.A._ri_n_r_e_a_c_h_.---J·---,---w-e_ig_b_t,...- - c - ._

From- /

1
5
8
9

~:~:t:

5,851. 50
a. 691. oo
10,685. 00
1], 102. 50
9,811.75
7 421 00
4,96.00
_ 3,]25.50 1
0
615. 00
0
OH. 00

I

1

I

•

/

r 1
~ Ii

Pounds.
I

Circumference o

1¾
g
-j

44. 4411
49. 19
1
53. 23
a

I

I

114.171
121.61
1:10_.23
120. Otl
1:: . ::o

d
,~a .

i
~
0

I

Total.

I Inchu.

Jnchcs

470. 00
1, 644. 50 I
2, 401. 24 /

~:Nr !o 1.~. ,7o.
~~t:~
50 /

10. 50
76. 91
82. Sa
91. 76
99.JJ

f l

4
1,190.49
2
2, 738.12
1
2. 642. 48
0 1 2,1 9. 6
0
1,408. 99
0
9.24 ,
0
543.49
O
111. 00
O
112. 00

I

20. 43
20. 30
20. 35

:&it

21. os
20. 82
21. 06
21. 31
21.47
21.35
21.91
21.74
22. 20
'.!::!. 40
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TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

......
0

LXV.-.All colored girls .

Height.

Sitting height.

Circumference of
bead.

Weight.

H

<I)

8~A

,d

From-

A

To-

A

1

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
2!)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
]l

z

6

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
9

~i
c,l.,_.

~o
H

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

H

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

6
6
6
6
6

16

6

17
18
19
20
21

6
6
4
4
0

ti

6

6
ll
6

I>

'§ Total.

H

z

<!j

43. 81 4
46. 61 9
47. 91 2
49. 02 7
50. 85 7
52. 94 7
54. 4614
57. 42 9
59. 56 14
60. 06 9
61. 47 8
62. 25 5
62. 27 2
62. 78 3
60. 44 0

H

----- . . -...... -..

<I)

~

'§ Total.
0

~

oi
H

·s

I>

0

bJJ

cli

<I)

0

z

oi

~
H

Total.

0

<I)

I>

z

<!j

<tj

--

~~

----

1,751

"110

2,211.12
4,900.04
4, 471. 99
4,206.98
5,001.62
5,260.36
5,678.10
5,517.11
5,068.61
3,570.84
2,730.99
1,760.87
1, 158 .. 49
435. 62
199. 25

1_~-l~:'.liJBi: ll - - - -

19. 92
20. 50
20. 51
20. 72
20. 84
20. 87
20. 95
21.14
21. 48
21. 51
21. 50
21. 74
21. 86
21. 78
22.14

. ...........

Height.
oi

<l)'"C

's~

23. 72 8 4,473.75 42. 61 2
24. 70 14 11, 380. 25 48. 63 9
25. 21 711, 188. 25 53. 02 0
25. 74 811,434.50 56. 89 6
26. 55[1214, 967. 50
27. 35 8 17, 773. 00 62.
68. 8914
27. 92 1120, 784. 25 77. 55 8
29. 09,12,22, 806. 50 88.40 "9
30. 24 5·23, 446. 75 98. 52 7
30. 74 7 ]6, 495. 25 103.10 1
31. 57 013, 798. 50 106. 97 2
31. 9] 3 9,036.50 112. 96 2
32. 27 0 6,216.25 115.12 1
0
33. 21
31. 47
0

LXVI.-Bright g'irls-colorecl.

•

30 .....
94 ......
166 ....
172 .....
106 ......
206
210 . - ..
216 ---·
164 ....
110 ....
81 ---51 .....
37 ....
12 ....
3 . ... .
3 ---·

---

2,585.50
5,903.20
5,446.25
5,199.75
6,451.25
7,084.86
7,397.86
7, 591. 24
6,923.87
4,856.99
3,819. 61
2,488.87
1, 677. 99
564. 6]
283. 25

.Age.

<I)

_=,.

A ;:l
_,=..

To-

0

·- - - - -

TABLE

From-

<I)

I>

<tj

113 5 4,732.00
248 811,187. 25
218 210,340. 25
209 310,098.02
250 112,661.25
2ti6 8!13, 658. 62
27!:l 12' 14, 542. 00
270 914,986.35
2-13 13 13, 699. 87
167 8 9,550.12
129 3 7,745.49
83 0 5, 166. 74
5-! 1 3,300.49
20 l 1, 191. 87
!-) 0
544. 00
2,558

Limits of tliffer£;nt
ages.

"'

H

bl;

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Inches. In.
Inches. In.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Inches. In.

Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

<I)

0

cli

0

H

Yrs. Mos.

Total.

0

0

<l)

b.O

._;

<I)

<I)

~

oi

]

;:l

._;

,d

-25

;:l

bl
ell

Total.

H

<I)

I>

<rj

H

•

<!)"<:I

2
2
3
0
4
5
3
5
8
1
5
4
5
0
1
9

2
6
0
7
0
8
2
9
10 1
5
11
12 1
13
0
0
14
15 0
16 4
17 4
18 1
0
19
0
20
20 11

.
<ll'"<:I
;...

s~
Zo
~a
- ---- --b.O

s

's~
., s

Total.

Inches.

Inches.

1
2
2
3
0
6
8
5
8

1,281.75
4,325.00
7, 86G. 25
8,294.12
9, \372. 75
10,596.12
11,007. 00
12,108.12
9,305.12
6,403.12
4,907. 25
3, 184.12
2,241.49
764. 87
186. 25
188. 75

44. 20
47. 01
47. 96
49. 08
50. 88
fi2 . 98
54. 49
57. 38
59. 65
60. 41
61. a4
62. 43
62. 26
63. 74
62. 08
62. 92

Yrs.Mos. Y. M.
185
662
1,339
1,556
1,974
2,379
2,522
2,819
2,300
1,654
1,323
885
664
227
60
62

Sit.ting height .
oi

4

1
0
l
0
0
0

<I)

oi

b.O

Total.

Inches

4

1
2
0
0

<I)

I>
~

I>

~

3
2
2
6
7
6
9
5
8
4
5

"'H

637. 00
2,263. 00
4,134.25
4,276.00
5,011.75
5,469. 50
5,588. 36
6,119.74
4, 6.83. 62
3,242.74
2,396.74
1,512.00
1, 172. 62
332. 62
07. 00
100. 25

Inches.
23. 59
24. 60
25. 21
25. 76
26. 52
27. 35
27. 80
29. 00
30. 02
30. 59
31. 54
32.17
32. 57
33. 26
32. 33
33. 42

.... ............ .......... ..... .......... .. . ......... ---- ~~1~~
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LXVI.-Bright girls-colored-Continued.

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

Arm reach.
(l)"O

~ll

..025

To-

From-

C(I

Total.

~~

1-<

(I)

p-

Zo
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

7
7
7
7
7

19

JO

20

9

<lj

Yrs. ][os.

Yrs. JJ[os.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
0

Weight.
ai

l'<.

44. 20
47. 22
48. 62
49. 85
51. 34
53. 97
55. 79
58. 77
61. 06
62. 20
62. 85
63. 34
63.17
64. 66
61. 50
63. 83

1,193.50
4,297.00
7,634.12
8, 225.14
9,649.25
10,578.62
11, 214. 12
12,048.50
9, 280.99
6,530.49
4,964.86
3,166.75
2,274.24
775. 87
129. 00
191. 50

3

3
9
7
10
10
9
11
12
5
2

1
1
0
1
0

.ai

s~

os

1-<

,.Q

~

Zo
4

7
5
6
5
4
7
7
2
3
0
1
0
0
0
0

Total.

z§

<lj

-

Pounds.

Pounds.

1,123.00
4, 269.00
8,638.25
9,519.50
12,171.00
13,881.00
15,674.00
18,476.50
15,948.50
11, 0,16. 25
8,598.50
5, 715.50
4,314.25
1,452.50
336. 00
332. 00

43.19
49. 07
53. 65
57. 35
63. 72
68. 72
77. 21
88.40
98. 45
103. 24
106.15
114. 31
116. 60
121. 04
112. 00
110. 67

~Q)
J;,

b1:1es.

Inches.
1
1
0
4
8
7
6
6
5
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

M

I
I

(I)

s-~

1-<

(I)

~

· '

o:>'O

b{J
C(I

Total.

I,iches.

Inches.

Circumference of head.
ai

1-< •
(l)"O

20.10
2J. 57
20.57
20. 75
20. 90
20. PO
20.89
2L 19
21.48
21.48
21.46
21. 85
21. 87
21. 78
22. 67

582. Si /
1,912.93
3,413.99
3,485.49
3,928. 75
4,158.90 I
4,262.35
4,449.11
3,414.74
2, 341.73
1, 717.12
1,092.25
809. 37
261. 37
68. 00
64. 25

I

21.42

I

LXVII.-Dnll gi1·ls-colored.

TABLE

Limit., of different
ages.

1-<

si I

.:l 0
,..... P<

From-

To-

h

E-l

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

10
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

ti
6
6
6
6
6

57
52
37
54
60
69
54
79
57
48
32
17
8
3

6

6
6
6
6
6
5
6
11

16

17
18
19
29

673

Limit of different
ages.

~,d

s~
::is
0

1
2
4
4
5
4
2
0
0
1
0

5

6
7
8

6
6

6
6

-

Sitting height.

-1-<.
--

Qi

(l)"O

!,JJ

..o-2:l
~~

(I)

Total.

zg

J;,

<lj

~

"

QI

I

J;,

<l
Inches.

Inches.

43. 60
45. 52
47. 75
48. 77
50. 73
52. 80
54. 38
57. 56
59. 39
59.38
61. 70
6]. 96
62. 29
61. ()0
56. 1!3

23. 80
24. 48
25. 21
25. 66
26. 66
27.38
28. 27
29. 43
30. 69
31. 0t
31. 62
31. 51
3l. fi!)

1,095.00
1,321.95
1,312. 00
923. 75
1, 439.50
1,615.36
1,809.50
1, 47J. 50
2,240.25
1,614.25
1,422.87
976. 87
505. 37 1
23]. 99
86. 00

0
3
0
1
0
1
5
4
6
5
3
1
1
1
0

33.14
2 . 67

I·..... -···-······---··- ............,...... ·········-···-···I··· ········ ·
I

!~ l~
fa /

1, 992. 25
2, 46 . 75

2, 523. 50
1, 776. 75
2, 6l1. 02
2, !193. 12
3, 675. 00
3, 19i. 49
4,559.25
3 :?41. 50
2, 736. 00
1. 971. 99
1,010. 49
Hn. 75
J:!O. 00

/ Circmnf,:rence of head.

Weight.

A.rm r each.

1
3
0
1

ai
0()
ce
1-<

Inches.

1,874.75
2,503.50
2,483.00
1,804.50
2,688.50
3,062. 50
3,535.00
2,878.23
4,394.75
3, 147. 00
2,838.24
1, 982.62
1,059. co
427. 00
169. 00

FromTo§
Total.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,/~o 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _~_,_z
1
rrs.
·rs. ;J[os.
Incites.
Inches.
6

I

Inches.
3
2
0

l111,
~

I

Total.

Zo

)

Yrs . .Mos. Yrs. jJ[os.

I

Height.

(I)

,.Q.

44. 27
45. 72
48. 53
49. 35
51. 20
54. 42
55.
59.
61.
61.
63.

63.
63.
61.

I

Total.

ai
£.o

I1~

1-<-c;

s 1____,_L ~§ /
1 , 872.00
2,535.50
2,550.00
I , 915. 00
2,796.50
3,892.00
5,110.25
4,330.00
7, 49 . 25
5,449.00
5,200.00
3,321.00
1. 902. 00
902. ;;o

I

316. 00

Incite

Po unda.

Pounds.

42. 55
46. 95
51. 00
54. il
59. 50
69. 50
'i. 62
88. Bi
98. 66

102. 81
10 . 33
11 0. 70
111.
l 12. ' l
105. 33

Total.

0
5
0

914.
1. 043.
1,058.

2

721.

2

1,072.
1,101.
1,415.
1,068.

7
2
3

1, 65:J.

] , 229.
1,013.
66 . 62
349. 12
174. 25
67. 00

I
Jncltta.

]!!. i
2().06
20.3;,
2U. 61
l!).63
2 .j
21. 13
2 .!I!
21.-'6
2l. -

21.57

2~.15
21. :!I. i8
'.!'.?.33
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LXVJII.-.Avernge gid s, co lored.

T ABLE
'-'
Q)

Limits of different
ages.

From-

.A.ge.

P·

~i

AP
,....A

To-

.c

,l)

00

Total.

Zo

Yrs.Mos.

Yrs . Mos . Y rs. Mos.
0
7

6
7

6
6

227
705

37 - --·
97 ----

--- -134

Limits of dii'ferent
ages.

5~

Yrs. Mos. Yrs.Mos .

TABL}ij

0
7

6
7

Zo

::l

2
7 2

6

1
4

6
6

c:l

p-

<1
1,542.00
4,352. 12

Inches.

Inches.

1,575.50
4,358.75

43 . 76
46. 87

44. 06
J7. :n

..
Q)

<1
Poimds.

Inches.
23. 71
24. !)3

=~1==

'-'.

i>

Q)

p

42. 25
49. 20

C)

'd
<l

A~

~-g

Pounds.

1,478.75
4,575 .75

2
4

Inches.
35:3. 50
2,318.25

1
4

--- --

bJJ
ol

Total.

Inches.

i>

<1

Circumferen ce of h eatl .

~.._;

p~

Total.

AO

~

ai

~]
Zo

'-'
Q)

Inches .
2
5

p-

~o
~

Q)

s:E
p 8

Weight.
bO

Total.

.c

'-'
Q)

·=1~~~.-

ai

~.._;

bO

ol

Total.

i3

Y. M.

2
9

ai

;z;~
6
6

<1

Sitting height.
ai

Q)

.A.rm r ea ch.

ii,,ci

To-

p-

t--o
s~

p

................ ---·--- -

,CQ)

From-

'-'
Q)

bO
ol

Q)

s~
p 8

~!.;-(

H

6
6

Height .

'-'.
Q)'";l

b J)

o!

Total.

'-'
<l)
p-

<1
Inches.

1
3

I nches.

714. 25
1, 943. 74

19. 84
20. 68

LXIX.-Abnol'1nalit'ies or clejcct8 in 1·elation to sex, 11wntal ability, natiri ty,
sociologic condition, and race, as reportecl by the teach ers.

Defective in~~
Nerv• - - - - - - - - - -1Convul
Divisions according to op
~
§
,Sickly.
ous.
Eye•
Hear•
sions. · Lazy. Unru ly .
sex, mental ability,
i::;
sight.
iog.
pcech.
nationality, socio•
l ogic condition, and
1
race.
T 0 t 1 To. Per To- Per To• rer To. P er / To•1Per To• P er To•1P er To-1P e r
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ a · t al. ct. t al. ct. tal. ct. t al. __.:.::_ tal.
t a!. ct . tal. __.:.::_ t al. ~
1

\s

_=

Bright girls . . • • • • . . . . . .
Bright boys ..• • •.......
Dull girls . . . • • • . . • . . . . .
Dull ooys . . • • • • . . . . . . . .
Average girls .•.•.... • .
Average boys . • . • . . . . . .
G irls, American par•
ents ...•............ ..
Boys, American par•
ents. .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
Girls, foreign parents ..
Boys, foreign parents . .
Girls, American an d
foreignparent s ... ....
Boys, American an d
foreign parents . . . . . .
Girls, laboring classes ..
Boys, la.boring classes ..
Girls, n'onlaboring
classes . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Boys, nonlaboring
classes. ......... .. . . .
.A.11 girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.All boys ............ . ..
Bright boys, colored....

3, 206
2, 89!l
917
1, 214
4,304
3,373

4. 04
3. 83
G. 22
5. 27
5. 04
7. 15

19 0. 58
32 1.10
3 . 33
15 1. 24
35 . 81
48 1. 42

44 1. 33
31 1. 07
7 . 76
16 1. 32
571. 32
55 1. 63

5 . 15
13 . 45
6 . 65
13 1. 07
20 . H
27 . 80

5 0. 15
16 . 55
2 . 22
14 l.J 5
17 . 40
58 1. 72

1 0. 03
1 . 04

2 . 06

7 0. 2.1
1 0. 03
9 . 31 43 1. 48
11. 53
:l 1 . 33 141
36 2. 97 119 9. 80
9 . 21
61 .14
Gll. 81 273 8. 09

6,463 344 5.32

52 .80

981.52

26 .40

22 .34

J . 02

15 . 23 I

6, 024 330 G. 48
1,038
2._60
1, 036 __ 2 13

77 1. 28
2 . 19
2 . 19

89_ 1._e6
4 ., 8
6 • 58

41 . 68 67 1.11
5 . 08
3 . 29.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . 19
9 . 87 . . . . . . . .

3 .29

G . 59

2 .20

2 .20 ........

893 64 7 171 16 1. 79 1 14 1. 67
3, 151 204 6: 47 271 . 861 46 '1. 46
2, 739 102 3. 72 14 . 51 21 . 77

10 1. 12
18 . 57
12 . 44

12 1. 34 . . . . . . . .
18, . 57
21 . 77
1 . OJ

1,019

133
111
57
64
217
241

~;I
I
36 3.53

3, 003 140 4. 66

25 . 83

1

2 . 16

I

7 . 11

1 63
89 1. 48 1 339,5.
1 ·. ~o 1 0, ._96
81
6 v
46 4 44
3 . 29

I

4 . 39
1

1

O . 291

I
I

52 1. 73

8 . 27

4I . 14

3, 003 228 1 7. 37 63 2. 03 611. 97
8, 520 407 4. 78 57 . 67 108 1. 27
7,953 416 5. 23 951. 20 102 l. 28
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .

29 . 94
31 . 36
53 . 67

46 1. 49
24 . 28
1
881.11

4 . 13 69 1. 91 218 7. 05
1 . 01 19 . 22 21 1 . 25
5 . 06 106 1. 33 435 5. 47
•••• •••• -•· - •· · -

2 .11
6 . 89
4 .25

3 .17
5 . 74
8 .69

:::: :::: .. ~'.~-.~~
. . . . . . . . 32 4. 75
1 .09 . . ..... . 282.42

j

~~tbtoii:,l~,ori;~de~:::: 1,751.~~~ -~-. ~~ ·--~ .:~~ ... ~ .-. ~~
Dull g irls, colored.. ....
673 8612. 78
3 . 45
4 . 59
.A.veragcboys,colored .. 1,156 76 6.5'(
3 .26
5 .43

l . 04

1. 23 50 5. 60
6 . 19
G/ . 19
30 1. 09 121'4. 42

1J

1 . O;J
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LXX.-Mental abi_U ty in 1·elation to sex, nationality, sociological condition, abnorrnali_ty, and race, as reported by the teachers.

Bright.
Dull.
Average.
Per cent of all.
Divisions according to sex, nationality, sociolo!ic condition, abPer T t l
Per T
1 1 Per B . I / D
Avernormality, a~ race.
Total. · cent.
o a . cent.
ota . cent.
ng it.I ull. age.

I

All boys ...........................
All girls ......................•.....
Boys, American parentage .........
Girls, American parentage . . . . . . . . .
Boys, foreign parentage.. ........ ..

i;l;;~~~~~!n~;;~\~~~i:~~~~~~~~:t~:
Girls, American and foreign parent-

2,899
3,296
2, 267
2, 578
349

38. 72
38. 70
37. 63
39. 90
33. 69

:;:

:;:::

m~I:~~

B:;:,i;b·o·r~g"c·1~~~;e"s·::::::::::::::
Girls, laboring classes .•..• , ... ..... 1,008
Boys, nonlaboringclasses .. .. ·.. .. . . . 1,357
Girls, nonlaboringclasses. . . ........ I, 43v
Abnormal1>0_,s .. ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
304 I

TABLE

21. 88
29. 52
43. 36
68. 45

. .. . . . .
51. 20

16. 22
10. 77
14. 86
9. 40
16. 99

917
895
607
176

;::::

54. 79
40. 32

;;;

16. 28 1, 6,JO
11. 58 1,378
.. . . • . . 1, 567
2.3. 83
853

45. 06
50. 53
47. 51
50. 70
49. 32

=1·=-·1·······
=

............ .
............. ....... .
.. .. ................ .
.. . ................. .

1 ;;::: : ::::: :

51. 73 .................... .
44. 55 ..... . .............. .
52. 18 .............. ...... .
5ti. 16 10. 49 29. 82
25. 29

'll trn ~, irn

215
80
486
673
3
110

29. 78

24.10

16. 76
26. 31
2. 70
44. 00

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .....
. .... ..

3,373
4,304
2,862
3, 276
511

::::J:::::::
I
I I
mftJ! 1,!~~ ~n~ ::::::: ::::::r:::::
:::

31. 99
51:J
43. Si
358
47. 82 . . . . . . .
20. 01
362

iiHK/ft:EHT\E :~1:rn

Boys otherwise defective.. .... . . .. .
158
Girls otherwise defecthe.. .. . . . . . . .
98
All colored boys. .................. . 1, 257
All colored girls... . . ... ...... .... . . 1,751
Colored boys, abnormal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colored girls, abnormal . . . . . . . . . . . .
128
Colored boys, sickly... ...... .... ... .. . . . . .
Colored girls, sickly .... .. .... . . . . . . . 103
Colored boys otherwise <lefective... . . . . . . .
Colored girls otherwise defective...
25

~

75
3
35

39. 89
7. 69
56. 45

;;, Ifi

;i

349 48. 34
5. 45 17. 71
10. 35
154 46. 38
2. 97
8. 73
3. 58
1,156 39. 88 . ......... .......... .
13s!
5. 24
108 97. 30
7. 31 16. 34
8. 96
12
4. 80
2. 48
72 100. 00
7. 47
10
5. 3:3
5. 88 l 14
3. ll
36 92. 31
. 62
l. 49
2
3. 23
1. 43
5. 20

....... ·•·.-62· ""9."34

l.

LXXI. - Pei· cc-nt of different abnorrnalitics acc01·di11g to age, cornputed on the total
number of boys for each age.

Sickly. Nervous.

Total
Nearest age.

DUJU·

Defective in- - - - - - - - - - - , Convul.
SiOllS ,
Eye• Hearing. Speech.
sigb.t.

Lazy.

Unruly.

ber.
To- Per To- J Per To- Per To- Per To- / Per To- Per To- Per To- P er
tal. cent. tal. cent. tal. cent. tal. cent. tal. cent. tal. cent. ta!. cent. tal. cent.

Years .
6 .....•........
7. ..... . . . . . . . .
8. . . . . • . . . . . • • .
9. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 . ......•... •..
11..... .... .....
12 .. ............
13..............
14 ........... · :;
15 .... .. ........
16 and over....

147
533
787
873
930
862
986
026
784
528
5!!2

7 4.76
28 5. 25
28 3. 56
4.1 4. 67
44 4. 73
57 6.61
61 6.19
54 5.83
48 ,6. 12~/
31 /5.87
17 2. 87

All ages . . . . . 7, 05:l /416

/5' 23

3 2.04
3 . 56
11 l. 40
9 1. 03
14 1.51
12 !l.89
16 11.62
10
9 1. ]5
5 .95
3 . 51

l.OSj

...... . .... . ......
5 0. 94
2 0. 38
4 . 51
5 . 64
13 1. 48
5 . 57
15 1.61
3 .32
10 1.16
3 .35
17 1.72
8 . 81
13 140 11 1.19
7 . 89 10 1. 28
7 1.3'1
3 .57
11 l. 86
3 . 51

05 /1.19 J02

/1" 28

53 / . 67
1

4 2.72
10 1. 88
12 1. 52
8 . 91
13 1.40
9 1.04
9 .91
10 11.08
6 . 77
2 .38
5 . 84
88

1

J1.11

.........
. . . . .. . . .
1 0. 13
.... .....
.. .......
.........
2 .20
1 .11
.........
.........
1 _· 17

1 0.68
1 . 19
2 . 26
6 . 68
13 1.40
13 1.51
15 1.52
16 l.73
17 2.17
0 1.70
13 i2, 20

5 / . 06 /106

jl. 33

4
18
30
40
45
59
71
62
64
31
11
435

2.72
3. 38
3. 81
4. 56
4.84
6.84
7.20
6.70
8.16
5.87
l. 86
5. 47
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TABLE

LXXII.-Per cent of different abnormalities accorcling to age, cornputecl on the totar.
number of girls fol' each age.
·
·
Defecti,e inSickly. Ner,ous.,--E-y-c--~ - - - - - - - , Csi~~~-lsight. Rearing. Speech.

Total
number.

Nearest age.

Lazy.

Unruly ..

To- Per To- Per To- Per To- Per To- I Per To- Per To- Per To- j Pe; ·
tal.
cent.
tal._
cent.
tal. cent.
tal._
cent.
tal. __
cent. tal.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _
_cent.
_ _ta!.
__
__
_ __
_ _tal.
_ cent.
.
_
_, _
_ !cent
_ _..

Yea1's.
6 . . . . . • . . •••• •.

131
7 .. . .. . .. .. . • . .
508
754
8 .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
9 .. .. .. . . .... ..
88:J
10 .. .. .. • .. . . . ..
939
11 • • • • . .. . .. .. ..
931
12....... .... • • .
876
966
13 . . . .. . . .. .. . ..
14..............
833
15 ........ : . . . ..
655
16ando,·er .... . 1,044

14
27
33
51
49
59
67
35
33
39

2. 76
3. 58
3. 74
5. 43
5. 26
6. U
6.1!4
4. 20
5. 04
13.74

All ages...... 8, 520 407 4. 78

TABLE

Limits of different
ages.

.....0

1 0. 76 ..................................................... •·
7 1. 38
3 0. 59
2 0. 39
5 0. 98 .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . 2 0. 39>
10 1. 33
6 . 80
1 . 13
2 . 26
3 o. 30
1
. 13,
2 . 23 15 1. 70
2 . 23
2 . 23
1 . 11
1
. ll
5 • 53 16 1. 70
. 75
3 . 32 .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. 2
. 2t
6 . 64 15 1. 61
2 . 21
5 . 54
1 0.11
2 . 21
4
. 43 ,
6 . 68 16 1. 83
8 . 91
1 .11
3 . 34
2
. 237 . 72 18 l. 86
4 . 41
4 · . 41
1 . 10
3
. 31
4 . 48 11 1. 32
1 . 12
5 . 60
1
.12.:
4 . 61
3 . 46 .. . . .. .. . 1 . 15 .. . . .. . .. 4 . 61
4
. 61
5 .48
5 .48
5 .48 ........................... 1
.10.,
57

. 67 1108 1. 27 \ 31 \ . 36 1 24

. 28

1

. 01 119

. 22 , 21 / . 25-

LXXIII.-.AZZ boys wWi abnorrnal'ities .
Sitting height.

Height.

Ci rcumferencc
of head.

Weight.

;..,
<!)

,0

•

gi

,,:J

p.,

'§

~::,

From-

To-

]

0

0

0

z

H

Yrs. JJfos. Yrs. Mos.
5
-6
7

0
7
7

6
7
8

6
6

8

7

9

6

9

7
7

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
20

6
6

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

(j

6

6
6
6

6
Ci

9

2.J.
88
126
141
150
191
215
205
192
106
88
43
13

1,582

ED

98-69

,,:J

<!)

~

<i5

Total.

b.()

""

;..,

'§
0

<!)

I>

~

- -- - Inches. In.

0
1,074 44. 75
5
3, 790 45. 6!1
2
5,895 47.54
1
6, 906 49. 33
l
7,586 50. 91
0 10, 220 53. 51
2 11, 652 54. 70
5 11,395 56. 98
l 11, 253 58. 92
0
6,498 61. 30
0
5, 644 64. 14
0
2,810 65. 35
0
857 65. 92

<O.

Total.

b.O

~

~

·s
0

<!)

0

I>

z

<j

-

4

3
3
0

594
2, ]40
3,205
3, 627
3, 966
5, 325
6, 090
5,865
5, 460
3, ~33
2, ·,99
1, 347444

2'. 75
25. 18
25.64
26. 28
26. 98
28. 03
28. 59
29. 62
29. 84
31. 70
32. 93
33. 67
34. 15

<i5

Total.

bO
ol

;..,
<!)

0

z

- -- - - Inches. In.

0
3
1
3
3
1
2
7
9

,d

'd

~

1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
0
2
1
0
0

I>

~

.2l
T9tal.

0

b.O..

"';..,
<!)

0

;z;

--- -- Pounds. Lbs.
1, 032 44. 87
4, 116 47. 86
6,305 50.44
7, 703 55. 42
9, 033 60. 62
12,401 65, 27
15, 351 71. 73
16,088 79. 25
16,613 86. 53
10,430 100. 29
9, 687 111. 34
5, 1151118. 95
1, 582 121. 69

4i

]

I>

<j

- -- - Inches.

0 489. 09
21,755.54
12,558.25
1 2, 856. 89
3 3,048.25
0 3,917.26
14, 468. 94
24,291. 21
018. 05
012, 266. !)7
0 1, 894 . 14
0 936. 73
0 283. 36

114,

~1 ~ ........ ------ I-- -J- -------\......... 1...... ..
1

In .
20. 3S:
20. 4t
20.41
20. 4t
20. 7420. 51
20. 8~
21.14.
21. 04
21. 3!)•
21. 52:
21. 78,
21. 80,
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1897-98.
LXXIV.-.AlZ girls irith abnormalities.

TABLE
"--

Limits of different
ages.

0

Ileight.

'"'
,D

Circumference of
hea<l.

Weight.

Sitting beight.

<l)

•

-::i

E:~

-1 ::i

From-

'§

p.

To-

,d

§

::,p.

]

Total.

z

8

-- ---T1·s. Mos. Yrs . .11-fos.
5
6
7

6
7
8
!)
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1!.i

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8

!)
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

17

<lj
--

Total.

0

p-

ci

0

a5

'§

~
<l)

0

4
34
59
50
79
75
83
101
53
48
40
21
15

G
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
!)

-

178
1,500
2,856
2,839
4,049
3,927
4,520
5,553
3,092
2,955
2, 42fi
1,304
943

1[

i1
01

11
11

ii
~I
ii
I

z

<tj

-

<l)

~

a5

'§

Total.

0
1
1

100
814
], 506
I, 255
2,111
2,080
2,270
2,867
], 584
] , 491
1,234
682
497

<l)

p-

ci

z

<tj

--- -Lbs.
Lbs.

1
1
0
3
4
2
2
1
~I

I

In.
25. 00
24'. 67
25. 97
25. 61
27. 06
27. 73
28. 38
29. 56
31. 06
32. 41
31. 64
32. 48
33.13

"''"'

0

--- -- Inches.

bl)

0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

185 46. 2:5
1,545 45. 44
2,922 49. 53
2,598 51. 96
4, 528 58. 05
4,745 63,, 27
5,682 70.15
7,855 77.77
4,701 88. 70
4, 868 101. 42
3. 97~101. 97
2, 31 110. 19
1, 612 107. 47

::;

'§ Total.

<Ii

co
cil

'"'

0

<l)

p,

ci

z

-<1

-I

-Inches.

1
58
0 078. 20
11, 188.18
0 1,017.31
21,562.01
11,515.03
21,675.88
12,080.12
11,097.69
0 1, 016. 87
1 822. !)7
0 445. 46
0 323. 9!)

In.
19. 33.
19. 95
20. 49
20. 35
20. 29
20. 47
20. 69
20. 80
21.11
21.18
21.10
21. 21
21. 60

~~1= = ...... ·--1- ·--··:·1······ .. -,--------1~

6621~~:= =1~

TABU,

"''"'

p,

ci

44. 50
45. 45
48. 41
48. 73
51. 25
53. 07
55.12
56. 66
59. 46
61. 56
62. 21
62.10
62. 87

bJJ

<l)

Ir:whes . . In.
0

,d

,d

§

a5bl)

LXXV.- Unr uly, sick ly ,· and otherwise rlefectii:e boys.
UNRULY DOYS.

Limits of different
ages.

Heig!Jt.

Inches.

Fn . .llios. Trs. Mos.
5
6
7
8

D
10
11
12
13
14
15
1G
17

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

14
15
16
17
20

3
20
33
38
44
58
63
61
62
34
15
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

01

iio,
01
~I

o'
0
0
0
0

In.

134 44. 67
8341 46. 33
.1,5331 47. 91
1, 831 48.18
2, 253 51. 20
2, 99::i l 53. 45
3, 4~1 54. 46
3, 5121 57. 57
3,651 58. 89
2,079 61. 15
959 G3. 93
3831 G3. 83

o -------· ,-----·

9

435

Weight.

Sitting l1eigltt.

Inche s.
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
1
2
1
l

0

76
505
850
984
1,132
1,550
!, 758
1, 71!1
1,797
1,034
465
202

In.
25. 33
25. 25
25. 76
25. 89
26. 05
28.18
28. 35
2.9. 85
29. 95
31. 33
33. 21
33. 67

oi-·------ ----- -

Lbs.

Lbs.

139 46. 33
938 49. 37
1,714 51. 94
2,103 55. 34
2. 677 60. 84
0
3,759 67. l!'l
01 4,543 72.11
4, 8141 78. 92
~I 5,413 87. 31
3,411,100.32
0
1, 70.5 113. 67
0
0
698 116. :13
o,-------- 1------

i1
i1

Circumference
of head.

Inches.
62. 2.5
0
0 407. 60
0 674. 48
0 761. 97
1 886. 06
0 1, 1G6. 31
0 1,315. 65

T"'·"

11,258.69
0 725. Hi
0 322. 98
o 1:io. 49
0 ·----·--

In.
20. 75
20. 38
20. 44
20. 05
20. 61
20. 83
20. 88
21. 37
20. 63
21. 33
21. 53
21. 75

·- ·1----·-·-:------ -· -1------ -+-·--·!·-·:·--· ·- ·+---·-!- ·-1--·-· -··
8ICKL Y BOYS.

5

0

G
7
8

7

6
7
8
9
10

6

15

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

16

(j

Ii

0

'i
7

!)

7

10

I

11

7

12
13

7

]l

7
-;

\

11
12
13
14
1'

'

I
I

j

o\
0

til
~!I
42 1
49

55
41
47
2
11"
1~,

0
1
2
0
1
G
0
0

311
1, 424
1,209
l,G73
2,114
2, 50!)
2,046
2, 202
2, ,6:;

44. 431
45. 94
46. 50
4!l. 21
51. 56
53. 0-l
51. 56
56. 46
5 . 83
l, 5151 GO. 60
7~2 6~. 2
-~l ~~- 46
4UO G..>. 71

38
_ _ _ _.,___•_ -'
; ~-:--:-1 .. ... --

ol
1
1
0
11
01

~
I
3
21

0
2
0

170124. 29
75 1 25. 03
656 25. 23
882 25. 94
], 111 27.10
l, 351 27. 57
] , 568: 2 . 51

11
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
714 31. 04, 1
:J54 32. 18 1
371 33. 73 0
237 33. 86 0

i:m ~t:~1

251 41. 83
1,448 46. 71
], 293 47. 89
1,785 52. 50
2,532 60. 2!)
3,095 63.16
3,772 68. !'\8
3,042 76. 05
3,943 83. 89
2, 2521 93. 83
1, 091 109. 10
1,505 115. 77
845120. 71

0

0
1
0
0
0
0 ].
0
0
0
O
0
0

142. 99J 20 43
629. 731 20. 31
582. 21 20. 47
6!)5, 45 20. 45
875. 05 20. 86
993. 81 1 20. 28
142 63 20. 78
858. !ll 2C !l5
996. 50 2: 20
530. 231 21 21
231. 87 21 • v8
282. 50 21. 73
151. OG 2l. 57

-1~,~:,==:~ i~~,=~:~
~ ~~==I~---~
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EXI'ERIMENTAL STUDY OF. CHILDREN.
TABLE

LXXV.- U11ru ly, sickly, ancl otherwise clef~ctii:e boys-Cont.inned.

BOYS OTHERWISE DEFECTIVE, MENTALLY OR PHYSICALLY.
Limits of different
ages .

'-<
0

Sitting height.

Height.

Circnmfercnce
of head .

Weight.

i...
<l)

,.Q.

,d

8~

Fron\-

To-

,d

:§

p p,
AP
p,

·a

3

Total.

0

0

z

6
7
8
!)
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

JO

~~I
64
86
97
103
83
47
G2
2J
6

(j

13

G
6

H

6

15
16
17
20

6
6
6
9

0
3
0
1
0
0
1

14
37

G
6
6
6

11
12

1

Inches.

6

6
7
8
0

0

p,

0

z

In.

029
1,532
3, 153
3. 402
3,219
4,628
5,275
5,081
4,837
2,904
3, 983
l, 576

~

1
0
0
0
0

44. 93
45. 06
47. 77
50. 03
50. 30
53. 81
54. !)5
56. 81
58. 99
Gl. 79
64. 24
l.i5. 67

0
2
0
3
0
0
1
5
4
1
2
l

Q)

Total.

~

to
c,ij

'§

i...

0

p,

0

Q)

-1

- - - ---Inches. In.

d

Total.

bO

'§

i...

0

"'
~

z

<1

Q)

Total.

0

:z;

--- -- Founds. Lbs.

-

24. 86
25. 2ti
25. 74
26. 68
26. 92
28. 19
28. 79
20. 61
20. 99
32. 28
33. 00
33. G5
34. 50

348
884
1,699
1,761
1,723
2,424
2, 7G4
2,902
2,369
1,485
1, 980
774

_"'~:l:1 -_"'

758

TABLE

i...

- ----- -

Yrs. 1lfos. Yrs. Mos.

;J

<1)

oj

,<:j

r::l

,,:;i

;

'§

Q)

0

E-1

5

Q)
t:.o

0
1

642 45. 86
1,730 48. 06
3,298 50. 74
3,815 50. 94
3,324 GO. 70
5, 5J7 65. 26
7,036
29
8,232 80. 71
7,257 87. 43
4,767 103. 63
6,89 1 111.15
2,912 121.33
737 122. 83

]

2
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

~
t-,<:j

--- -Inches. In.

0 283. 85 i 20. 28
2 718. 21 2J. 52
0 l, 351. 56, :10. 48
u, 399. 47 20. i,8
21,286. 2-t 20. 75
0 ], 757. 14 20. 43
1 2, 010. (j(j 20. 94
2;2, 12il. 74 21. 08
0 1, 7G2. 86 21. 24
0 I, 011. 58 21. 52
0 1,839. 29 21. 60
01 523. 74 21. 82
0 132. :16 22 . CG

n.

0

tc

oj

1

1

~~1~~~--~T=

LXXVI.- Unru.ly, sickly, and otherwise defectirc girls .
UNRULY GIRLS.

Limits of differ ent
nges.

""'0

Ileigbt.

Sitting beigl1t.

Circumference
of head.

Weight.

i...

--

<1)

Pm

s:-:::
pp,

Fron1-

To--

,-d

,,:;

~

:§

Q)

AP
...... p,

'§ Total.

j

0

0

z

,<:j

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

G
7
8
9
10

6
6
6
6
6

ll

6

12
13
14
]5
lo
17
19

6
6
6
6
6
G
9

------ 21
1
1
4
2
5

---- ---

3
1
1
2

'§

Total.

0

0

0 - .... - ..
0
00
48
0
0
47
0
50
214.
0
112
0
221
1
0. - - .. - . 188
0
61
0
62
0
12±
0

- -- -

23. _.

-----45. 00

48. 00
47. 00
50. 00
53. 50
56. 00
56. 00

------

62. 67
00
62. 00
62. OU

(j[.

,t:3

:§

:§

Q)

bO
c:,s

'§
0

'§ Total.

~o

~

I->

z

,<:j

--- --

--- -- Inches. In.

Y rs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

bl)

p,

0

H

d

·t~

._;
Q)

Inches.
0 - ..... - 0
40
0
25
0
26
0
27
0
114
0
60
115
1
0. - - ... - 100
0
0 ..•. - ...
3~
0
0
66

In.

-----24. 50
25. 00
26. 00
27. 00
28. 50
30. 00
28. 75

d

Total.

-

i...

'°

0

z

f;IJ

cl
~

<!j

-.

00
0

z

------ -

~ ~~~-J ~~~~
0
0

0

0

52, f>2. 00
so, 50. 00

50150. 00

285 71. 25
134 67. 00

~ .. - ..~~~ -'.~~ ~~
-----33. 33 0
337 112. 33
0
97 97. 00
----32. 00
33. 00

0
0

100 100. 00
24-l 122. 00

25. 00
24. 45
26. 27
26. 25
26. 75
27. 61
27. 98
29. 62
30. 68
32. 75
32. 24
32. 40
33. 00

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

88 44. 00
521 43. 42
1, 332 5l. 28
1,490 51. 38
2,096 56. 65
2,356 62. 00
3,032 68. 91
3,714 79. 02
1,811 86. 24
1,414 101. 00
2,028 101. 40
1,049 104. 90
407 101. 75

~
t--

<1

--- -Inches. In.

0 .... - - - .
0
39. 2-l
20.12
0
0
20. 12
0
19. 75
84. 49
0
0
39. 37
0 102. 75
0 _.......
63. '67
0
0
20. 25
0
19. 62
0
41. 75

------

19. 62
20. ]2
20.1

10.r
21. ] ·
19. 6
20. 55

......

21. 29
20. 25
19. 62
20. 88

- - ·- - -- - - - - ----- - - · - - -- - - - ... ...... . ------ ... ------- - ------ ··- .... ..... ----- - · -· -------SICKLY GIRLS.

5
6
7
8
0
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
1-l
15
16
17
19

I

6
6
6
6
6
G
6
G
6
6
G
(l

9

2
12
26
20
37
38

0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

47
21
14
21
10,
41 01

"I

o,

90 45. 00
535 44. 58
1, 286 49. 46
l, 366 48. 79
1. 889 51. 05
2,013 ;;2. 97
2,478 55. 07
2,650 5G. 38
1, 18-1 50. 20
8571 Gl. 21
1, 241 62. 05
617 61. 70
2561 64. 00

:mr~~1~=1~

0
1
0
1

2
2

50
2ii0
083
735
903
1,049
1,203
1,333
583

2
0
0
0

677
324
132

]

0
3

39:l

1
0
]

0
]

1
2
0
]

0
1

18. 75
235. 86
523. 97
586. 08
730. 14
753. 58
!JO!J. 53
97!'i. O(i
420. 23
295. 24
423. 11

18. 75
19. 66
20. 96
20. 2l
20. 28
20. 37
20. 67
20. 77
21.0 l
21. 09
21. 16
21. 04
88. 36
00 22. 00

01 210.

0

------- .. . ... . .
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LXXVI.-Unrulv, sickly, ancl otherwise defective girls-Continued.

TABLE

GIRLS OTHERWISE DEFECTIVE, MENTALLY OR PHYSIC.ALLY .

i

.....0

Limits of different
ages.

Height.

_..

Circumference
of head.

Weight.

Sitting height.

<ll

s~

,d

From-

ai

·s

AP
P<

To-

,d

~

p P<

3

Total.

<q

13

14
15
16
17

2
20
32
20
41
33
35
49
32
31
18
10
9

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9

88
875
1,522
926
2,llO
1,700
1,930
2,679
1,908
1,910
1,124
625
503

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

ai
c.O
cil
_..

Total.

0

"§ T otal.

Q)

0

ai

·s

c.O

cil
_..

ai
bl)
cil
_..

Total.

0

<ll

4)

--

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

44. 00
46. 05
47. 56
48. 74
51. 46
53.13
55. 14
57. 00
59. 63
61. 61
62. 44
62. 50
G::\. 56

:l3

pI>
p0
0
<q . ~
<ij
<q
~
--- -In,:hes. In.
Pounds. Lbs.
Inches. In.

0

~

--- -- Inches. In.

Y rs ..itlos. Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19

<ll

]

p-

z
-

-ci<ll
:l3

,d

.2s

<ll

0

0

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

cil
_..

0

H
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

c.O

50 25. 00
496 24. 80
798 25. 74
494 24. 70
1,121 27. 34
917 27. 79
1,007 28. 77
1. 419 29. 56
1; 001 31. 28
9981 32. 20
557 32. 76
326 32. 60
2991 33. 22

ig i~: ~i

0
1
0 4~t 1
0 644. 09 20. 13
0 411. 11120. 56
1 812. 12'1 20. 30
0 ·676. 96 20. 51
0 726. 98 ; 20. 77
1 1, 001.41 1 20. 86
0 677.46 1 21.17
0 657. 76 21. 22
0 379. 61 1 21. 09
0 215. 48 21. 55
0 194. 241 21. 58

97 48. 50
940 47. 00
1,538 48. 06
1,058 52. 90
2,382 59. 55
2,104 63. 76
2,516 71. 89
3,776 77. 06
2,890 90. 31
3,117 100. 55
1,852 102. 89
1, 165 116. 50
961 106. 78

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

==1=

==1-:=

332

LXXVII.-Colorecl boys with abnormalities.

TABLE

SICKLY BOYS.

.....

Limits of different
ages.

.

0

.0

•

s~
p P<

s:i

From-

To-

P<

]

3·
0

H

Yrs. Mos, Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8
9

6
6

10

6
6
6
6
6
6

11
12
13
14
15
18

6

6

al

Total.

0

cil
_..

~
"§ Total.
0

Q)

;;.

0
--z
11
14
11
4
7
7
4
7
3
4

c.O

<q

497
606
471
205
366
380
228
406
178
244

]

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

- -- - - 72

45. 18
46. 62
47.10
51. 25
52. 29
54. 29
57. 00
58. 00
59. 33
61. 00

<ll

ai

:l3

cil
_..
<ll

0

clJ

'§

Total.

·s~

ai
cl)
cil
_..

ai

bl,
cil
_..

Total.

0

<ll

Q)

pp0
0
<ij
<ij
<q
;z;
z
--- -- -Inches. In.
Pounds. Lbs.
Inche,~. In.

0

~

p-

- -

- - - -· - - Inches. In.
0

,d

,d

-ci

j

A::l

Circumference
of bead.

Weight.

Sitting height.

Height.

_..
<ll

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

~1~~

272
335
256
111
168
196
116
205
88
86

24. 73
25. 77
25. 60
27. 75
28. 00
28. 00
29. 00
29. 29
29. 33
28. 67

506
762
600
254
454
528
324
601
269
399

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

46. 00
54. 43
54. 55
63. 50
64. 86
75. 43
81. 00
%.86
89. 67
99. 75

- - -:=1
~~- - -- - -

225. 00
245. 75
209. 50
84. 50
147. 50
142.12
86. 00
148. 25
63. 00
86. 50

20. 45
20. 48
20. 95
21. 13
21. 07
20. 30
21. 50
21. 18
21. 00
21. 63

Inches.

I 20.In.08

0
2

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

- - --

BOYS OTHERWISE DBFECTIVE, MENTALLY OR PIIYSIC.A.LLY.

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
8
9
10

6
6
6
6

11
12

6

13

6

14.

6

15
18

6
6

6

3
3
3
6
4
4
61
4
4

Inches. \ In.
0

g
1
0
o
l
0
o,

1391 46. 33

0
0
0
250 50. 00 1
208 52. 00 0
21,9 a2. 25\ o
282 56. 40 1
2:27 56. 75 0
238 50. 50 0

m,!::ii

Inches. \ In.

73 2-L 33
791 26. 33
77 25. 67
129 25. 80
1141 28. 50
114 28 .50
140 28. 00
118 29. 50
125 31. 25

Pounda. Lbs.
1
0
0
0
0
o
O
1
O

105 52. 50
178 5!l. 3;!
156 52. 00
394 65. 67
254 63. 50
2!!2 73. oo
470 78. 33
2711 90. 33
368 92. 00

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

50

o

---t~~····1·····1···1·-·--········-l--·1·
,.ij__
"T"·
-······ ·····+65

JO .••• ••

3_4 34. 00

~I_

60. 25
62. !l5
65. ()0
103. 50
85. 75
82. 50
127. 00
85. 37
85. 00
'4. 25

20. 98
21. 6'i
20. 70
21.44
20. 63
21.17
21. 34
21. 25
22.13
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN.
TABLE

LXXVII.-Colorecl boys with abno1·malities-Continued .
.A.LL COLORED BOYS WITH .A.BNORM.A.UTIES.

....0

Limits of different
ages.

From-

He.igbt.

2~
s·,... ,d
::s P, -25
Ag.
:go.... ~0

To-

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

rn

14
15

Mos. Yrs.
4
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

z
-

Mos.

7
8
0
10
11
12
13
14
15
18

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

14
17
14
10
11
11
10
11
'7
6

ti

6

. ,d

a5

b.O

Total.

ol
I-<

Circumference
of head.

Weight.

p,

0
1
l
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

<tj

TABLE

b.O

ol

l's

0

<I)

p,

0

z

636 45. 43
752 47. 00
6151 47. 31

0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

:~~I~~: ~~

589' 53. 55
510: 56. 67
633 57. 55

m·~t~~

2

- -- -- - -'- - -

········i······

111

a5

'§ Total.

----- Inches. In.

,d

,d

~

<I)

0

0

H

Yrs.

Sitting height.

I-<

<tj

s

~
0
z

--

Total.

24. 64
25. 87
25. 61
26. 67
28. 20
28.18
28. 44
29. 36
30. 43
30. 00

1
0
0
0
0
(I

0
1
0
0

]

<I)

0

~

----Pounds. Lbs.
611
940
756
648
708

.s

bO
ol
l's

0

-----Inchts. In.
345
414
333
240
282
310
256
323
213
120

a5

Totai.

0

z

-

47. 00
5!5.29
54. 00
64. 80
04. 36

0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

"'1"·

79-l 79. 40
872 87. 55
20
637 91. 00
6!6 107. 67

~,~,~~1=r~

(I)
b.O

ol

!a

~

--- -Inches. In.
285. 25
308. 70
274. 50
188. 00
233. 25
224. 62
213. ()0
233. 62
148. 00
130. 75

--

20. 38
20. 58
21.12
20. 89
21. 20
20. 42
21. 30
21. 24
21.14
21. 79

LXXVIII.-Colored girls with abnormalities.
SICKLY GIRL8.

Limits of different
ages.

:.-.
0

Height.

$..'!l

,d

A Pt

t3

l:l'p.
::s ::s

From-

'§ Total.

30

0

6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
21

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

cl

~
'§

<I)

l's

0

p,

0

0

<tj

~

H

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

,d
(I)
b.O

<I)

....

To-

Sitting height.

Inches.
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
1

In.

718
886
1,392
972
549
1,295
935
799
424
532
568
30i
115

44. 88
46. 63
48. 00
4ti. 29
49. 91
53. 96
55. 00
57. 07
60. 57
59.11
62. 56
61. 40
57. 50

Tot!tl.

0
1
0
0
0
0
l
0
0
0
2
0
0

7

7
7
7
7
7
7

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
· 15
16
17
21

l's

<tj

370
412
718
510
290
668
511
408
275
276
222
161
05

,d

a5

0

'§

l's

0

<tj

067 44. 47
793 44. 06
1,443 49. 76
1,104 52. 57
507 56. 33
1,543 64. 29
1,387 77. 06
1,183 84. 50
88! 98. 22
907 100. 78
949 105. 44
547 100. 40
310 103. 33

.......... . .. ..........

a5
Total.

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0

······I~~

b.O

<IS
l's

<I)

p,

ci

z

--- -- Pounds. Lbs.

23. 69 , 1
22. 891 1
0
0
26. 30 2
27. 83 0
28. 38 1
29.14 0
30. 56 0
30. 67 0
31. 71 0
32. 20 0
31. 67 0

~!: i;I

el
<I)

p,

0

z

~

b.O

<tj

----Inches. In.
321. 75
383. 50
591. 25
389. 50
207. 50
486. 50
396. 25
232. 75
197. 50
171. 50
190. 50
109. 75
66. 00

20.11
20.18
20. 39
19. 48
20.'75
20. 27
20. 86
21. 16
21. 94
21. 44
21.)7
21. 95
22. 00

- ---

OTHERWISE DEFECTIVE, MENTALLY OR 1:'HYSICALI,Y.

Yrs .Mo · . Yrs. Mos.
0
7
7
7
7
7

"'p,

Js
'§ Total.
+>

--- -- Inches. In.

- - - -- - - - - -- - - -

- - -6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

(I)
b.O
<I)

0

z

- --- -- 16
19
29
21
11
24
19
14
9
0
0
5
3

,d

188

GIRL

Circumference
of h ead.

Weight.

l's

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6'
6
6
6

4
10
3
.........
10
5
9

6
3
8
.........
4

-------

02

In,hM

I In.

0
104 48. 50
1
393 43. 67
0
150 50. 00
0 ........ -----1
460 51. l 1
0
265 53. 00
0
500 55. 511
0
286 47. 67
. 182 60. 67
0
1
419 59. 86
0 ......•. . ......
0
246 61. 50
(l ···· ···· ......

Inches .

In.

95 23. 75
0
215 23. 80
1
79 26. 33
0
0 .•...... -----265 26. 50
0
138 27. 60
0
260 28. 89
0
170 28. 33
0
60 30. 00
1
215 30. 71
1
0 ..••.... ...........
l
03 31. 00
0 ........ ........

==1~,~~1==

Pounds. Lbs.
142 47. 33
1
2
361 45. 13
0
157 52. 33
0 ........ -----640 64. 00
0
0
355 71. 00
1
610 76. 25
460 76. 67
0
277 92. 33
0
763 95. 38
0
0 ..•..•.. . ..........
0
442 110.50
.•..•.

Inches.

In.

0
81. 50 20. 38
4 119. 25 10.88
63. 25 2\. 08
0
0 .•...... .......
1 190. 50 21. 17
0 107. 50 21. 50
0 193. 25 21. 47
0 125. 00 20. 83
6!. 50 21. 50
0
(l
169. 62 21. 20
0 .....•.. ........
85. 25 21. 31
0
0 ········ ---···

.r::: ·:····I··· --~=,~
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TAilLE

LXXVIII.-Colored girls with abnonnalities-Continued.
ALL GIRLS WITH ABNORMALITIES.

Limits of different
ages.

c,..,

Height.

0

Sitting h eight.

Weight.

Ci re urn ference
of h ead.

I

Is

<I)

.o·
.... ~

i:: .....
::I A

From-

.:: ::I
A

To-

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
•7
7
7

7

6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
21

6
6
6
6
6
1
6
6
6
6
6

"§

'£otal.

-ti

z

--- -- Inches. In.
0
1
0
0
0

912 45. 60
1, 279 45. 68
1,542 48.19
972 46. 2H
1,009 48. 05
29 o
1, 560 53. 79
28 2
1, 435 55. HJ
20 0
1, 085 54. 25
606 60. 60
12 2
17 1
951 59. 44
9 0
563 62 56
9 0
553 61. 44
---~---=--~
- 57.50

Total.

·s

bO

co

...
...

~

--- -- Inches. In.
O
2
0

Total.

...
...

co

Total.

0

<I)

-ti

i

·s

cl

0

<!j

t;

Q)
bO

0

<I)

0

<I)

:§

o5

0

<I)

~

20
29
32
211
21

...
Cll

,-d

'"O

~

·s

co

...

0

0

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

co

-1:5
0

H

Yrs. lrfos. Yrs. Mos.
6
0
6
6

,-d

'd
<I)

"'-<
<I)

...

0

---- - Pounds. Lb:..

z

<lj

- --

-

- -

Inchc8.

474
627
797
510
555
806

In.

23. 70 2
809 44. 94 0 403. 25 20.16
23. 22 il
1, 154 44. 38 4 502. 75 20.11
24. 91 O
1,600 50. 00 0 65t 50 20. 45
O
24. 29 0
1, 104 52. 57 1 380. 50 19. 48
0
26. 43 2
1, U7 60. 37 2 fl98 . 00 20. 95
o
21. 79 o
1, 898 ! 6:i. 45 oi 594. oo 20. 48
1
771 28. 56 2
1, 997 76. 81 031 58!! . 50 21. 05
o
578 1 2s. 90 o
1, 6431 82. 15
1
335 ao. 45 o
1, rn1 1 96. 75
I
1
491 30. 69 O 1 670 98 24 101 341.12 21. 3"
2
222 31. 71 0
'949 105: 44 o, 190. 501 21. 17
1
254 31. 75 O
989 109. 89 01 1!)5. 00 21. 67
o_~ __3l.67 - ~ - 310i103.33 _ _'.: ~0.001 22.00

m: lgi~ti~

1

1

........ . - -- - -1--- --------1--·- -- ---I· -------1------
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IIL-NIEASUREME~TS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN IN THE UNITED STATES.
The object of this section is to give brief summaries of anthropometrical and
psycho-physical measurements made by different investigators in this country . For
a more extended study of the m easurements, the reader is referred to the original
articles noted in the bibliography.
BOSTO:N SCHOOL CHILDREN.

The results of Dr. Bowditch's measurements of Boston school children are given
below.
Dr. Bowditch finds in general the children of the nonfaboring classes to be larger
than. the children of the laboring classes (see Tables A and B). This is not only
true of children of American parents but also of children of Irish nationality. This
is mainly, although not wholly, due to conditions of greater comfort and ease in
life.
TABLE

A.-Slwivfrlg average heights and weights of Bo8ton school boys) irrcspectire of
nationality .

Occupation of parents.

Konlaboring ........................

.A.ge at Number
last
obseruirth- of
,ations.
day.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

Lahorin,,.

········· ·······-··----··--

16
17 1
18
5

Inches.

135
243
294
295
272
262
284
277
2i7
265
231

]69
1
07
46
OOl

·weight.

H eight.

1

41. 6i
44.11
46. 23
48. 08
50 03
52.12
53. 84
55. 92
58.13
60. 52
62. 68
6.j_ 23
66.17
66. GO
41. 57

Oen ti meters.
105. 8
112.1
117. 5
122. 2
127. l
132. 5
136. 8
142.1
147. 7
153. 8
15!). 3
165. 8
168. l
]69. 4
]05. 6

Pounds.

Kilograms

41. 21

45. 50
49. 77
54. 64
59. 89
66. 31
7]. 81
80. 38
88. 59
96. 54
108. 81
122. 48
128. 23
132. 00
41. 00

-

18. 7
20. 6
22. 5,
2-!. 78
27.1 6
30. 08
32. 57
36. 46
40.1 8
43. 79
40. 36
55. 66
58. I 6
59 . 87
18. G0
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TABLE

A.-Showin[J ave1·age heights

Occupation of parents.

a11·d

weights of Boston school boys, etc.-Continued.

Age at Number
last
ollserbirth- of
vations.
day.

Hoight.

Weight.

- - --

Laboring_ ...... . ............. __ ....

Inches. Centimeters.
6
7
8
9
l:O

1,007
1, 133
1,161.
1,097
1,023
956
899
800
582
365
162
77
28

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

TABLE

43. 74
45. 61
47. 67
49. 73
51. 5,5
53. 17
M.84
56. 89
59. 31
61. 00
64. 65
65. 75
66. 35

lll.2
116.0
121. 2
126. 4
131. 0
135.1
139. 4
144. 5
150. 7
157. 3
164. 3
:!.67.1
168. 6

Poimds.

Kilograms.

45. 06,
48. 93
53. 67
59. 22
64. 89
69. 67
75. 88
83.40
93. 67
104. 88
H0.03
125. 28
131. GO

20. 44
22. 19
24. 34
26. 86
29. 58
3,1. 60
34. 42
37.83
42. 49
47. 57
53. 99
56. 83
59. 69'

B. - S hoil'ing average 1,eiglits ancl weights of Boston schoo l girls, frrespect'ii:e oj
nationality.

Occnpation of parents.

I

Age at Numb«
of o!>serday.
vat10ns.

l,~~~t-

Ileight.

Inclae.,.
N onlalloring . .. ... . .. . . . .... .. . .....

5
6
7
8
9
10
)1

12
13
14

15
16

Laboring ..................••.•.....

17
18
5
6
7

8
0
10

1l
12
13
14
15
I(i

17
18

120
172
2-!7
297
224

2.32
210
237

Hll
~2(i
168
147
9R
77
491
f 09
921
082
013
834
710
671
593
419
25R
169
89
46

41. 66
44.12
45.'ia
47. 92
50. Hi
51. 66
53. 66
56.16
58. 67
611. 28
61. 19
61. 46
(i], 88
62. 26
41. 2(i
43. 24
45. 41
47. 47
49. 27
51. 25
53. 41
55. 70
58. 01
50. 84
61. 00
61. 55
61. 02
(il, 70

WcigT1t.

Centimeter ff.
105. 9
112.1
110. 3
121. 8
127. 5
131. 3
13G. 4
142. 7
140.1
153. 2
155. 5
156. 2
lfi7. 3
158.2
104. 8
109.9
115. 4
120. G,
125. 2
130. 3
135. 7
141. 5
147. 4
]52. 1
155. 0
156. 3
157. 4
15fl. 8

Po1md11.
40. 55
44.14
4.8, 02'
52. 79
58. 78
63. 76
70. 49
80.18'
90. 68
99, 40
107. 70
111.22
115.15
115. 83
39. 48
43. 13
47. 16
51. 81
5ti. 74
61. 913
68. 01
77. 52
87. 88
97. 02
105. 11
112. 59
115. 72
112. 94

KiZog.rama.
18. 39
20. 02
21. 73
23. 94
26, 66
28. 92
31. 97
36. 37'
41.13
45. 09
48. 85
50. 44
52. 23
52. 54
17. 91
19, 5G
21. 39

23:. 50
25. 74
28. 1:1
30. 85,
3,j, 16
31. (i6

44-.42
47. (i8
51. 07
52. 49
51. 23

The nnmber of chil<lren measnre(l was 24,626, of which 13,722 were boys arnl 10,90-.1.
girls. The fo llowi ng are somo of the conclusions of Dr. Bowditch:
1. Max imum yearly growth in height and weight occurs in boys two or three years
later than in girls.
2. Large children make their most rapid growth ~t an earlier age tban small ones.
3. In boys at 11 years of ago there is remarkably slow growth in height and weight;
a similar period but less marked in retarded grow th is found in girls at 9 years of
age.
4. At a.bout 13 or 1,1 years, girls are <l1;1ring two years both taller and heavier than
boys :1t the same age; though before ancl a.fter that period tho roYense ifl t)rn c:1se.
The prcpnuertal period of accelernted growth occnrs earlier in girls than uoys. This
fact may account fo r tho temporar,y superiority of the girls.
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5. Children of American-born parents are taller ancl heavier than those of other
nationalities. The reh1tion of weight to height is.., as follows: Below 58 inches boys
are heavier; above 58 inches girls are heavier. Dr. Bowditch illustrates how healthy
growing children, during adolescence, may vary within a range of 4 or 5 per cent
on either side of an average. To determine ho"D7" much wider the variation may be
without passing the limits of health would necessitate a very large number of
observations.
MILWAU KEE SCHOOL CHILDREN.

These results w ere obtained by George vV. Peckham. The concJnsions from his
study are:
I. Rate of growth is such that the boys are taller until the twelfth year and
heavier until the thirteenth; between 13 anu 15 the girls are both taller ancl
heavier; after 15 the boys excel the girls; girls nearly cease to grow when about 17
years of age.
II. Children of purely American descent are taller than children of foreign- born
parents; but children of German parents are hea,vier; Irish children are taller than
the German; greater height is due to stock or race.
III. School children in Milwaukee are taller than those in Boston; boys are
heavier also, but girls are slightly lighter; superiority of height may be due to less
density of population; the struggle for existence is not so severe; urban disadvantages are fewer in Milwaukee.
.
IV. The height of American-born men is modified by density of population.
Urban life decreases stature from five years of age on.
V. Growth of Germans is much modified by residence in this country through
one generation. In intermarriage with Americans, the offspring seem to tak_e the
height of taller parent. .
VI. The sitting height in girls is less than in boys until the tenth year and ·then
greater till the sixteenth year. From 15 to 18, sit,tiog height in girls increases only
2 inches, but over 4 inches in boys. At 14 the lower extremities of girls almost cease
growing, while those of boys increase 4 inches between 14 and 19.
SCHOOL CHILDREN OF ST.

Lo01s, Mo.

In 1892 Dr. Porter stmlied the school children of St. Louis, securing results from
33,500 boys and girls, as to weig.ht, height, length and breadth of h ead, vital
capacity of chest, acnteness of viRion, and nationality of parents. The larger part
of the measurements wern made by the teachers. The classification of pupils is
irrespective of nationality; the children were weighed in indoor winter clothing;
the shoes were taken off when the standing height was measureu.
It is the opinion of Dr. Porter that weight may lie looked upon as an index to
physical clevelopmen t; and that weight also has a very close relation to strength.
The general conclusions from the following table ( o. 1) are that there is a pllysical basis for precocity (brightness) and dullness. Dull children are lighter and precocious children heav ier than the average child. Mediocrity of mind is associated
with mediocrity of physique.
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TABLE

No. 1.-Ai•erage 1ceight.s of St. Louis schoolboys.
Average weights distributed by g rades .

A ge at near• Av:erage
est birthday. weights .

Kin•
der•
garten.

I:

II.

III.

43.49 43.27 44.99

7 ...• . •.•••. {

47.73 45.26 48.49 52.75

8 ... •....... {

52.39 48.21 51.58 54.32 67.33

9 .. . ........ {

57.41

10 ...... . • • •. {

62.38

11 . . ... . ..... {

68.30

12 ..• • ....•.. {

73.82

19. 75

23. 78
26. 06
28. 32
31
33. 51

13 ..•. .. •.• • . {

80.65

14 .•• . ..•.... {

89 . 09

15. ·· ···· .••.

36. 61

10. 64

20. 42

20. 79

22. 01

21. 89

V.

- - - - - - - - - --

6 ..•••.•.... {

21. 67

IV.

23. 42

VI.

VII.

VIII.

High
school.

- - -- -

--- --- -

23. 95
24. 66

26. 02

55.62 57.66 69.26 61.91
25. 22

26.13

26. 90

28.11

60.36 61.10 63.67 64.33
27. 41

27. 74

28.86

29. 20

64-.22 65.55 67.77 71.39
29. 16

U.12

32. 85

33. 65

76.26

77.83

34.17

35. 33

29. 76
32. 06

74
33. 60

30. 77

72.37

32. 41

70.63 71.86 '4.31
32. 63

77

{ 101.80

78.83

83.69

86.83

38

82.26

37. 20

39. 42

37. 33

90.68

87.76

93.28

98.22

38. 86

41.17

39. 87

42. 35

44. 50

92 . .52

98.71

34. 96

42

46. 22
16 .. • .. ... ... { 113.65
51. 60

81.94

35. 79

84.63 86.59
38. 42

40. 44

33. 73

99.38 l0H.16 104.72

44. 81

45. 12

48. 20

116.H0 102
52. 93

46. 31

91.88
'1.72
103.27

47. 54

46. 88

114.57

123.77

52. 01

56.19

..
In table No. 1, is found the average w eights of boys distrilmte<l by sch ool grades
and the average weights hrespecti'rn of grade. P ounds are iu heavy-faced type and
kilograms in light-faced type. In other t ables Dr . Porter shows that his r esults are
supported by means 1 as ·w ell as averages.
If weight is to be regarded as a good index of ph ysical development then, a priori,
height, chest girth, and other dim ensions follow the same l a w, as Dr. Porter shows
in table No. 2, which follows:
TABLE

No. 2.-The rnean and the a rel' age height, etan cl-ing, of boys, aged 10.

Number
Average. of obser•
vations.
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --:- - - - - -- - - - -School grade.

I ............ . ...... . ................................................ .

Ir .... . .... . ............................... . ........... . . . .. . ......... .
III .................. .. ..... .. ..................... . .......... .. ...... .
IV . .. .. . . ... . ......... . ... . ........................ .. ................. .
TABLE

Mean.
Om.

Om.

126. 5'0
129. 3!)
130. 29
131. 22

126. 13
128. 78
129. 9ti
131. 99

109
440
436
185

:No. 3.-The rnea,n crncl the a,i-erag e height, standing, of gil'l8, aged 12 .

' ch ool grade.

Mean.

Number
A verag-e. of obser-

Yations.
_
I_____
,

II .. . .... . .. . ........ . . . ................................... . .......... .

III ................... . .......................................... . ..... .
IV . .............................. : ......... . ............... . .. . .... . .. .

v .......... .................................................. .... .... .

VI ........................................... . ........................ .

Om.
06
04
08
96
90

136.
139.
140.
141.
111.

Cm.
135. 93
138. 97
139. 77
140. 57
141. 80

73
217
395
227
110

Boys at age 10, au<l girls at age 12, may be selccte<l: as at these ages tho nnmber of
observ:ations is large and the pupils are fountl in se veral grades. From the table
1 Porter found the mean weight, for instance, by adding the figures in the colnmn,
beginning at th e bottom, until the sum could not be increased by the n ext numb er
without exceeding 50 per cent of the total numuer in the column.
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above it appears tlrn.t precocio,ns cli.ildren, arc taller ns well us heavier than dnll
children.
From the following tables, Nos. 4, 5) ancl 6, it will be seen that precocious children
hnrve- brgel' ehests thnn dull ehihlren:
TABLE

No. 4.-D•istribntron of gi1•ls, age.cl 12.
Ji.·umber

of obser•
vations.

Scho~l grade.

T

Ii::::·
::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::
III
....................
... ................................................................. .
IV ......................... . .......................•..................... .. .... .. .. ... .....
V ..........................................................•...........••........ . ..•.....
VI .....................................•............................. . ....................
VII
.............................
............................... ... ........................
VIII
......................................................................
··················.

13,
68
304
381
210
111
13
3

The girth of' chest ·was taken over· the shirt in ·bo,y s, and over the dress in girls,
iu each case Olll a 1evel with the nipples.
Gr::utle. IV,. containing the greatest number of girls, is the mean g11asde DJt this. age.
With it may, be cou1,pared the mean chest girth of the 285 girls in grades I, II, aml III,.
au<l tho 337 gir1's in the higher grades V,. VI, VII, and VIII. The following results
appear:
TABLE

No. 5. -Gfrth of cl,est at forced expiration in clul'l, mediocre, and precocious girls,
a;g,ea 12.
Meain.

School gracl:e.

. Numl.Je:u
o,f olJ!lel'•

vatiuns.

Gin.

fl~:.~~~:::~::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::
V, VI, VTJ, VII] .................................... . ....... . ................. ... .
TABLE

66. 21
06. 78
67. 89

285
381
337

No. 6. -Girth of chest at forced expil'atio1n in boys I aged 10.
Numl>er

School grade.

I .. . ................................................................. .
11 .................................................................... .

III ......... ... .. . ............... ....... . ··························· · ···
IV . ................•.....................•..........•......•...........

Mean.

Om.
62. 96
63. 27
63. 94
64. 24

Average. of obser·
vations .
Cm ..
62. 62
63.11
63. 81
64. 32

115
45-!462
189

The wiuth of the heatl or distance from one parietal em inence to the other is also
greater iu more advanced pupils than in the less advanced:
TABLE

rTo . 7.-Width of heacl of girls 1 agecl 12.

• c·llool gra<le.

IT ................. ....... .. ..................•.... ....••.......•.. .• . .

:~

I l l .................... . ....... ... ...... ..... ... .......... ........ . .. .. .

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

·----···-·-·-· ······· ·······-·-·-·········- ·· ·-· -----··-··--·-······ ·

Number

Mean.

Average. of obser•
vations.

Mm.

Mm.

14-!. 25
14!>. 52
145. 75
146. 24
148. 08

143. 68
144. 77
144. 94
145. 50
147. 64

08
193
84;)
217
89
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TABLE

No. 8.-Width of ltead of boys, aged 10.

School grade.

Mean.

__________________.,___________ - - - I . . . .. . ... .. .. ... . . ······ · ················· .......................... .

I I .. . . . . . . . ... .. ... . . . . . ..... . .. . ..................................... .

III . . .. . .. .. . . ............................. . .......................... .
IV ... . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . ................................................. .

.ilim.
14ll.OG
14.6. 38
146. 71
147. 45

Number
Average. of obser•
vations.
---- ----

Mm.
145. 86
146. '.'3
146. 48
147. 21

92
408
397
170

The head mcasnrements were made by the undergraduates of the St. Louis Medical College.
Gratsianoff, of Russia, measured a number of children, showing that the bright
pupils were larger than the <lull, but the number was too limited. Sack studied
some 4,2--15 boys,. measuring 2,600 twice. He confirms the results of Gratsianoff, i.bat
the brighter children have a larger chest girth and are taller than the dull. Sack
found the rate of growth regular. Dr. Porter arrived at his conclusions indepellllentl y, without any knowledge of the results of the Russian scientist.
TABLE

No. 9.-Mean of the weights of boys of mean precocity and dullness cornpa1·ecl
·with the mean weight irrespectii;e of school grade.
pre• Mean dullAge. Mean
ness.
cocity .

Pounds.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

TABLE

4.8. 64
5:3. 50
58. 64
64. 05
69. 57
75. 24
81. 00
90. 57
105. 27
]20. 96

Pounds.
46. GO
51. 59
56. 12
60. 05
66. 96
72. 26
77. 36
85. 60
04. 78
105. 00

Mean.

Mean ir•
respective
of scliool
grades.

Pounds.

Poimds.

47. 60
52. 54
57. 38
02 . 50
GR. 26
73. 75
79.18
88.13
100. 02
112. 98

47. 73
52. 58
67. ~5
62. 48
68. 47
73 . 01
79. 85
88. 08
100. 20
114.17

No. 10.-Mcan of the weights of girls of m,ean precocity and dullness compared
with the mean weight irrespective of school grade.

.A.ge.

Mean pre• Mean dulln es!3.
cocity.

Pounds.
7
8

\:I
10

11
12
13
14

15
16

46. 96
51. 20
56. 25
61. 34
66. 73
74. 59
86. 43
96. 61
104. 54
113. 31

P oitncls.
44. 68
49. 52
54. 32
59.44
6-1. 8!
71. 72
80. 39
02. 00
100. 03
108. 39

Mean .

Mean ir•
respective
of school
grades.

Poitnds.

Pound.y.

45. 82
50. 36
55. 28
60. 39
65. 78
73.15
83. 41
04. 30
102. 28
110.85

45.84
50. 35
55.17
60. 46
65. 64
73. 23
83. 73
93. 9!
103. 20
110.06

From the two preceding tables Dr. Porter concludes:
1. Tl.iat the comparative rate of growth of dull, mediocre, and precocious children
of the same sex is the same at all ages from 7 to 16, inclusive.
2. That th<-i acceleration in weight preceding puberty takes place at the same age
in dull, mediocre 1 and precocious children._
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• 3. The point in the period of accelerated development at which girls become heavier
than boys is the same in the dull, the mediocre, and the precocious.
These conclusions of Dr. Porter are based upon both means and averages, but how
far they are applicable to individuals h e does not think can be determined from the
per cent d ata ; but notwithstanding this he"thinks the results of his research warrant the following practical deduction:
4. No child whose weight is below the average for its age should be permittecl to enter a
school grade beyoncl th e average of its age, except after such ci phpsical examination as
shall make it probable that the child's strength be equal to the strain.
THE GROWTH OF l?IRSTBOR N CHILDREN.

Measurements of children in Toronto were made by Dr. A. F. Chamberlain and in
Oakland, Cal., by P:rnf. Earl Barnes, under the general supervision of Dr. Boas, who
finds that :firstborn children excel later-born children in stature as well as weight, and
that this difference prevails from the sixth ye ar to the fifteenth in boys. The material
is not sufficient to show whether the same is tru e of adult males. The <lifference is not
large, but it occurs with such regularity that there can be no doubt as to its reality.
It wouhl seem that the greater vigor of the mother at the time of birth of first child
and the more care she can give them than to later-born children is the cause that
gives the :firstborn the advantage; but it is interesting to know that the. relations
of size existing at the time of birth are revers ed in l ater life, for the weight and
length of new-born infants in creases from the firstborn to the later-born children.'
WORCESTER (M A SS . ) SCHOOL CHILDRE~.
GROWTH IN BODY, HEAD, AND FACE.

In 1891 an investigation of growth of the Worcester school children was made by
Drs. Boas, vVest, and Chamberlain, assisted by Drs. Bolton, Reiga1·t, an d Professors
Lee, Russell, and others.
TABLl~

Age.

Average
stature.

A,erage sitting height.

No. 11.

Average
length of
head.

Average
brendth of
head.

Average
brend th of
face.

Cephalic index.

Boys.

Girls .

Boys.

Girls.

Boys. Gfrls. Boys.

Girls.

Boys.

Girls.

Boys.

Mm-.

]fm.
1,07'1
1, 113
1, 175
1, 216
1,266
1,328
1, 3i0
1, 447
1,479
1,537
1,570
1. 584
1,594
1,501
1,593
1,590
1, 1)92

Min.
603
614
642
666
689
708
722
747
766
709
845
862

Mm.
58G
615
639
656
678
698
726
757
783
806
832
8~7
852
851
8- l
853
833

Mm.
176
177
179
180
181
182
183
183
184
187
188
191
189
192
192
195
192

Mm.

Mm .
138
139

.iJlm .
114
114
117
116
120
120
121
122
124
126
129
130
131
134
133
136
138

Mm .
112
114
114
115
117
118
120
122
123
125
126
126
127
129
129
129
129

Mm .
79. 56
78. 94
79. 42
78. 71
79. 63
80. 30
78. PO
79: 40
79. 50
78. 60
78. 59
77. 81
78. 34
78. 88
78. 33
77. 88
79. 29

I Girls.

-- --- --- --- --- - - - - - - - - --- --- -----i

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
l3

u

15
16
17
l
l!)

20
21

1,097
1, 127
1,170
1,223
1,270
1,340
1,388
1,429
1,476
1,543
1,622
1,658
1,685
1, 'iOO
1, 7l3
1,739
1,705

885

880

8!)6
'98

8 7

Mm.
174
172
175
174
176
177
180
180
181
183
18'1
184
185
186
183
182
186

140
142
142
143
144
145
144
145
147
147
148
140
150
151
150
152
153

140

141
140
14~
142
143
145
144
146
-144
146
147
145
147
145

Mm .
79. 40
79. 60
80. 02
80. 41
79. 71
79. 46
78. 90
79. 40
79. 60
79. 00
78. 99
78. 48
78. 50
79. 36
79. 68
79. 41
78. 36

1
II. as b n,1er in Z ·it cbrift fiir 'ebnrt,;hiilfe uud 'yniikologie; Vol. III, p. 2 6.
'tuttg rt, 1 7 .
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TABLE No. 11-Continned.

Age.

Relative breadth
of face to len gth
of head.
Boys.

Girls.

Re lative breadth
of face to breadth
of head.

Relative sitting
height to
stature.

Relative length
of head to
stature.

Average weight
(pounds
avoirdupois) .

Boys.

Boys.

Boys.

Boys . .

Girls.

Girls.

Hirls.

Girls.

-- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

64. 51
63. 90
64. 08
64. 44
65. 34
65. 87
66. 08
66.14
66. 88
67. 21
68. 15
68. 37
68. 83
69. 30
68. 95
69. 82
71. 96

64. 27
64. 98
65. 60
65. 95
66. 61
66. 65
67.1 7
68. 12
67. 77
68. 40
68. 65
68. 76
68. 59
69. 38
70. 34
6!), 58
69. 28

80. 95
80. 97
80. 82
80. 91
82.10
82. 71
83. 67
83. 60
84. 30
85. 56
87. 21
87. 29
87. 94
88. 38
88. as
89. 61
90. 77

80. 92
81. 86
82. 03
82. 44
83. 58
83. 35
83. 73
85. 67
85. 35
86. 56
86. 80
87. 63
87. 32
87. 75
88. 37
87. 71
88. 64

55. 24
55. 20
54. 68
54. 05
53. 60
53. 52
52. 42
52. 26
51. 87
51. 83
51. 77
51. 99
52. 52
52. 23
52. 36
51. 90
52. 99

5&. 27
55. 66
54. 63
53. 94
53. 50
5a. 37
52. 93
52. 42
52. 5:1
52. 70
52. 98
53. 30
53. 52
53. 60
53. 71
53. 73
53. 75

16. 0
15. 9
15. 3
14. 6
14. 2
13. 7
13. 3
12. 8
12. 6
12. 3
11. 6
11. 5
11. 4
11. 3
11. 2
11. 3
11. 3

16. 2
15. 6
14. 9
14. 5
13. 9
13.4
13. 0
12. 4
12. 2
11. 9
11. 8
11.7
11. 6
11. 7
11. 6
11. 7
11. 6

42. 63
46. 04
49. 37
53. 64
59. 81
66. 51
71. 00
78. 75
86. 13
98.18
112. 21
123. 56
132. 91
133. 17
142. 62

·····-·· ·

·· ······ ·

39. 36
43. 70
47. 96
51. 50
57. 37
63. 52
6!), 94
79. 74
87. 66
99.10
105. 00
109. 00
115. 00
120. 00
118. 25
119. 75
118.12

Table No. 11 gives the observations made in the Worcester primary, high, normal,
and two private schools. The number of individuals measured was 3,250, the ages
ranging from 5 to 21 years. There were different nationalities; about 66 per cent
were native American, 20 per cent Irish, 7 per cent English and Scotch, and 6 per
cent of various nationalities.
We present in substance the results as given by Dr. West.
LENGTH OF HEAD,

In the measurements of the head the girls were less than the boys in length of
head throu ghout the whole period of growth, and. consequently throughout life.
The difference in ler..gth, however, varies considerably from year to year, being, for
example, 3 millimeters at the ages of 11, 12, and 13, and rising as high as 6 millimeters before and 7 millimeters after that age. The annual increase is very irregular,
periods of growth sometimes alternating with a cessation of growth .
In girls th e grea~est length of h ead is reached at about the beginning of the
eighteenth year; in boys the head continues to grow until at l east tho age of 21. The
period of greatest anunal variation in increase seems to he before the eleventh or
twelfth year in girls, and after this age in boys.
BREADTH OF HEAD.

The breadth of hea(l presents, like the length, periods of alternate growth and
cessation of growth. The girl8' width of head is l ess than that of the 1.Joys', but tho
difference is less ab out the eleventh year; from this ag6 until the fourteenth year
the development is parallel; then the difference increases. The ago of maximum
width in girls is about 17, in boys not until 21.
GROWTH OF FACE OF GIRLS .

There seem to be three distinct periods in the growth of the female face, tho first
ending about the seventh year and the third beginning about the fifteenth year.
There is an abrupt transition from the ~ypes of one period to those of the succeeding.
There is a sudden shooting up of tho widths to almost adult dimensions at about the
age of 8 or 9, offset by the equally suddeu disappearance of the distinctively childish characteristics at the age of 11. These peculiarities appear also at the ages of
12 and 1-1, suggesting the very slow growth of some eh il<lren until the ages of 8 and
14 resp ectively are re:icho<l , and then a very rap id development of each individual
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to her prop er position in the series. Axel Key found the same to be true as to .the·
total height of Swedish children.
In the second period very many of the forms are already adult. From the fifth to
the tenth year, inclusive, the growth is somewhat slow, about 6.5 millimeters in all,
but for the next four years, the period of adolescence, the growth is 6.2 millimeters. From the fourteenth year on there is very little a(hance; ·the maximum
seeming to be reached at about 128 millimeters in the twentieth year. Comparing
this growth with that of the male face, it is found that the male face, with perhaps
a single exception, is larger for the same period of life and for the same years, growing more rapidly and growing later in life. Taking all the cases after 20, the advance
is far beyond the breadth attained at 19, rising to about 138 millimeters. At about
9 years the two types approach very near, and as found in the case of height by
Bowditch in Boston and Peckham in Milwaukee, the female face may for a short
period become the broader; but, according to Dr. West, further investigation is
necessary to determine this point. The present investigation by him was made on
2,500 persons of both sexes .
There are four points to be noted. First, the time of growth in the diameters of
the heads and faces of girls is shorter than in the case of boys. Second, up to about
the twelfth year these diameters grow more rapidly in girls than boys, while after
this ago the opposite is the case. · Third, by an apparently sudden rise in the annual
rate of growth in the girls, their diameters approach much more nearly those of the
boys during the eleventh, twelfth, · and thirteenth years. Finally, the average
annual rate of growth in the diameters of the girls' heads and faces is nearly uniform during the two periods before and after the eleventh to the thirteenth years.
In the case of boys it is considerably greater, actually aud relatively, after than
before. Between the fifth and eighteenth years the length of head of boys increases
16 millimeters; in the same period the breadth of head increases 11 millimeters and
the width of face 18.5 millimeters. · The corresponding measurements in the case of
girls increase 12, 8, and 17 millimeters, respectively, for the same period of time. A comparison of the annual increments of the length of head and of the breadth of
head seem almost to suggest an alternation in growth between the two diameters.
This is further suggested by the aHernate rif.,ing and falling of the cephalic index.
THE CEPHALIC INDEX,

Although the cephalic index is quite irregular in its annual stages, yet there is a
certain general regularity, showing three periods, to wit, from the fifth to the
eleventh, the eleventh to the s ixteenth, and the sixteenth year on, in girls; from the
fifth to the tenth, the tenth to the thirteenth, and from the thirteenth to the eighteenth in boys. The cephalic index for girls is for the period of growth higher than
that of boys, except at about the ages of 9 and 10.
UELATIO~ OF BREAD'l:II OF FACE TO BREADTH AND LENGTH OF HEAD.

The bread.th of face grows much more rapidly in proportion to the growth of the
heall in breadth ancl length .. In proportion to the length of bead the width of head
and face of girls jg genemlly greater than that of boys .
STATGRE .

At 5 y ars of age th hoys are tall r than the girls; but the girls appear to equal
the~ n.tthe • ev n_ h · a~, and continue thus np to and including the ninth year, after
which the boys rise a<ram n.bove tho girls for two years . At about 12 years the girls
c1den1y l>ecomc_taller_ than the oys, continuing until th fifteenth year, wben the
boy. finall - r am th 1r up riority in tature. Aft r the ::lll'<' of 17 tbero seems to
b~ Y ry 1i l , if any, iu ·r a in the statur of girl , whil the boy are still growing
Y1gorou I · at 1 .
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WEIGHT.

·weight, stature, ancl sitting height are somewhat parallel, but with minor differences. In weight, tlie girls E'eem to reach their ma.ximum average at 17, the boys
continuing to increase in average weight until a much later period in life.
SITTING · HEIGHT.

Sitting height is in general parallel to stature in rate of growth. In the eleventh
year, nearly n. year earlier than in the case of stature, the girls exceed the boys, ,-vho
do not regain th eir superiority until the fifteenth year, about half a year later t,ban
in the case of stature.
The greater part of the growth in stature, up to the twelfth year in the case of
girls and until th e :fifteenth year in boys, is made in the lower limbs, while after
these ages it is made in the trunk. Except for about two years throughout the
period from 5 to 18 the limbs grow more rapidly than the trunk in boys, while in the
case of girls the period of great comparative growth is divided nearly equally
between the extremities and the trunk. Except from about th e seventh to the tenth
yea1· the trunk is proportionally longer in girls than in boys; after the thirteenth
year the difference is much more marked.
As before shown, the diameters of heatl and face in girls grow more rapidly than
in boys up to 12 years; less rapidly after that age.
By comparison it will be seen that iu stature au<l. sitting height the annual rate
of increase fol' girls is considerably less after 12 years t.han before. The boysmniintain
the same rate throughout. The results sbowthat women reach maturity before men,
except as to weight; girls complete their growth by the eighteenth year.
COM:PARIS0X OF LEXGTII OF IIEAD TO STATURE .

Until the fifteenth year the length of head of girls is less in proportion to th eir
stature than is that of boys to their stature. At 15 the ratio of the boys' length of
beau to their stature suddenly drops, while that of the girls gradually rises, indicating that in the adult the heads of women are proportionately longer thnin those
of men. This is also true of the width of hea<l. and the width of face.
MEASUREMENTS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF IOWA CITY AND OTHER PLACES.

Dr . .J. Allen Gilbert, of the University of Iowa, in liis researches on school children in Iowa City and other places finds the following results (about 100 of each age
were tested):
PAIN TIIUESII0LD.

1

The re.sults show a gradual decrease of sensibility to pressure as a rule from 6 to
19, boys being less seusi ti ve tlian girls throughout. Girls ren,ch nearly the minimum
of sensibility at 13. At this age the hoyi; begin to show the most rapid falling off of
sensitiYeness to pressure, so that up to the age of 14 the difference is nearly the same
for Loth sexes, the average difference being about 4 kilograms, but sub.sequent to
this time the difference increases until 19, when there is a difference of more than a
kilogram between the sexes.
Pain tests for boys at 15 reach 820 grams pressure, tho lowest mean variation
being 330 grams at the age of 16 for girls. Age produces a g ra<lnal ancl for tl..te mo ·t
part regular decrease in the sensibility, hut the mean variations are not so regular,
but Yary from age to age, there being appa.rently no law, except that tho mean
vnriation is Jess for girls than for boys, which is to be expected, ns the threshold for
pain is lower for girls t han for boys.
1

Pain tbrcsbold may be defined

M tho

point where pain begins to be felt.
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WRIST LIFT.

increase in strength is very regnla.r and marked throughout the development of
the child, but having the same marked <l.ividing point in the rapidity of development at the age uf 14 for both sexes, boys beginning their most rapid increase at
that point, while girls begin slightly to retard their rate of development. Boys
have a greater str en gth at all ages, but the difference is not so marked till 14, and
at age 19 a boy lifts about twice what a girl does. At 6 the difference is only 0.5
kilogram, at 14-, 3.5, and at 19, 13 kilograms. The mean variation begins to increase
at the same 11ge at which there is a change ju rapidity of growth for both sexes.
The mean variation is less for girls than for boys, largely because the girls have
less strength.
LIFT WITH ARMS.

The results of this test follow about the same law as in the wrist lift.
ESTIMATION OF LENGTH BY AHM MOVEMENT.

Accuracy in judging space hy movements of the nrm increases with age .. There is
an underestimation of distance translatetl from the sense of sight to the muscle
sense. Boys are less accurate than girls from age 6 to 10; then the reverse is the
case till age 19, boys becoming more accurate than girls. The time element is
probably the cause of underestimating distance. The eye makes a rapid sweep in
judging of distance, while the arm is gradual in its change of position. The mean
variation decreases with age, with no indication of difference between sexes.
ESTIMATION OF LENGTH BY SIGHT.

To find at what ag.e children begin to make accurate estimates of special dimensions was one· of the main aims of this test. This ability increa,ses very rapidly
from 6 to 11, and more rapidly with boys than with girls. Boys are more accurate
than girls, with the exception of the ages 6 and 14. At age 6 the child estimates the
line at about one-fifth its real length, making it 10.7 centimeters when it is 50.8 centimeters long. The chilu cloes not seem to have :,, proper conception of the matter
until 9 or 10 years of age, girls having a ccurate j ndgment about two years later
than boys. Up to the age of 15 distance is always judged shorter than it really is;
after this age it is estimated longer tha n it really is, the most accurate age being
between 15 and 16. However, the line is juclge(l larger a,nd longer as age advances.
The 1·eason for thisJ p erhaps, is that the older t h e person the more careful he is to
divide the space in equal p arts with the eye rather than l ooking at it as a whole ;
:filled space is over estimated . The me.an variation decreases for both boys and girls,
that of the boys b eing greater than that of the girls previous to age 9 and less
subsequent to that age.
LUNG CAPACITY.

Boys h ave a larger lung capacity than girls at all ages . The difference js not so
large from 6 to 13, but subsequently the differen ce between the sexes increases very
rapidly . .A.t 6 t he boys have an advantage of 65.7 cubic centimeters; at 13,283.6
centimete1·s, while at 19 the boys exceed the girls by 1,610.5 cubic centimeters.
Here, as in the lifting tests, the girls reach their maximum at about 13, while at this
age the most r apid growth for boys begins.
WEIGHT •

. The wei~hts were taken to an accuracy of two ounces. The general l aw is sho wn
ID all ~rev1ous measurements of children, viz : Before the age of 11 boys are heavier
than rrirl ; from between 11 all(l 12 to between 13 and 14 the order is rever ed and
girl .ar h e;. vier than boys; after this time th order jg a<rain r eversed and boys are
h av1 r.
1rl grow most r, pidly from 10 to 1-, boys from 12 to 17.
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The mean variations are largest in the period of fastest growth, increasing up to
vuberty and decreasiug after that. Previous to age 11 the mean variation is a,bout
the same for both sex.es. During the period in which girls are heavier than boys
the mean variation is larger for the girls, the reverse being the case when the boys
become heavier.
IllUGHT.

The sa.me general rule applies to the growth of both sexes as in weight. Boys are
taller than girls till between 10 and 11 years; the girls then become taller till about
H, when the boys again lead. Girls advance more slowly after 15 than before that
age. The mean variations, in a general way, follow the same la,w as in weight,
increasing till after the period of most rapid growth and then decreasing as r apidly
as they increased.
VOLUNTARY MOTOR ABILITY.

The nu_mber of taps made in five seconds is given. For the first three years the
girls tap faster than the boys, but from then till 19 the boys excel the girls. There
is a gm.dual increase in rapidity of tapping for both sexes from age 6 to 19, showing
an increase of about 15 taps in five seconds, the boys of 6 years tapping 22 times,
while the boys of 19 tap 36. 7 times in five seconds. Mean variations for voluntary
motor ability increase greatly just preYious to the change of growth for both sexes,
reaching the maximum at age 10 for girls aud at 13 for boys. Mean variations for
fat igue also point to irregularity at this period.
FATIGUR .

•

Fatigue was expressed in per cent of loss in rapidity of tapping. This was calc?-late<l. after tapping for forty-fl. ve seconds. The per cent of loss in rate of tapping
decrea8es with age, girls not losing as much as boys.
PULSK

With exception of age 6, the boys' pulse is slower than the girls' until between 10
and 11; faster from then till between 13 and 14, and then slower again from 14 on.
There is an increase of pulse during the age of puberty iu both sexes, being more
marked in boys than girls.
TESTS AS RELATED TO MENT.AL ABILITY.

There is in most of the tests very little evi<l.ence of any direct relation between
mental ability and acuteness in the tests, yet in some there is sufficient relation·
for special mention. In estimation of length by sfght, except at ages 9 and 13, the
bright subjects make a more accurate estimate than the dull ones. Between 15 and
16 the dnll suddenly cbango from an nnderestimation to ::in overestimation of true
length. After age 14 the .bright 1:,how nearly absolute accnracy, the average and
dull ones being most accurate at about 15 years of age.
In graded weight there seems to be no constant relation l.Jetween physical development and mental ability. From 10 to 14 there is a marked difference, the dnll
children being much heavier, while at other ages there is no definite indication. In
respect to height there is no constant relation with mental auility. The same is
true of lung capacity until age 10 to 15, when the duller children have the largest
capacity, but after 15 tho dis'tinction disappears.
In voluntary motor ability, with the exceptions of ages 10 aud 17, the bright children tap faster than the ·dull ones, the difference being very rnarked. The l.Jright
lose more in their rate of tapping by the fatigue induced.
ED
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SENSITIYE TO COLOR DIFFERENCES.

Ability to disti11guish different shades of the same color increases with age . As a
rule at 7 marked irregularities occur in all the curves which require mental act.ion
or discrimination. The average is slightly in favor of the girls. The boys excel the
girls at 6, but at 17 the girls take the lead. With the boys 22.3 per cent failed to
discriminate at all; in the case of the girls only 18.7 per cent failed, so the final
balance is in favor of the girls.
FORCE Ol!' SUGGESTION.

In this experiment large and small blocks were compared, being exactly alike in
weight. Owing to this difference in size the child's judgment as to what tho blocks
would weigh by muscle sense was so influenced by suggestion from the eye as to
what their relative weight shoukl be jf judged from sight that at 6, for example,
they thought there was a difference of 42 grams between them. At 7 they were
influenced more by the suggestion of sight th an at 6, making a difference of 45 grams
between the blocks. The influence of suggestion gradually jn creased 1 reaching its
maximum at 9, where the average child thought there was a difference of 50 grams,
which is almost as much as the weight of the blocks themselves; that is, 55 grams.
From 9 to 17 the influence of suggestion ~radually decreaRed, the muscle .se~se
becoming more corrective of the suggestion given by sight. On the whole, variation
decreases with advance in n,ge.
REACTIO:N" TIME. 1

The time of simple reaction decreases with age. Boys and girls at 6 when averaged together react in ·29.5'hundredths of a second. This decreases to age 12, when
tli.e time is 18. 7 h undreclths of a second. From 12 to 13 no increase is made; from 13
there. is a gradual increase until 16, when the reaction time is 15.5 hundredths of a.
second, Boys are quicker than girls throughont.
As to mental ability, bright children react much more quickly than dull. The
average reaction time of all ages for bright children was 20.7 hundredths of a second; for average children 21.03 hundredths, ancl for dull children 22.4 hundredths
of a second.
REA CTIO:N TIME WITH DISCRDIINATION AND CHOICE.

The length of time required dec:i;-eased with advance in age, while ability increased.
This is the case with other ment.al tests.
In girls development between 6 and 7 is for some reason arre ted, but boys suffer
no retar<l.ation. Starting at 53.5 hundredths of a second, they continually increase
from G till 13. From 13 to 14 they suffer slight loss, after which they gain till 17,
losing a little from 15 to 16. At 17 the time required for boys is 30.5 hnndredths of
seconll.
From 6 to 7 girls increase the time from 51 to 52.8 hundredths of a second. After
7 they increase in ability very rapidly till 12, where the length of time is 37 hundr"dths of a seconc1. From. 12 to 13 th<'y lose much, reC]_uiring at 13 41.5 hundredths
of a second, which is no better than they required at 10. After 13 they increase
ra.piuly, with a small lo s from 15 to 16, similar to the loss of the boys at that age.
Bo~ ar superi or to th girls in tbi test. The average for all the boys of all
ages 1s 3,. lrnntlr dth'i of a second, and that of the girls i 4. 1 hundredths of a
seconcl.
tho boys to 1., snpcrior.
ren ·tion.

resultant
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GENERAL IlELATIOXS AND COMPARISONS.

Marked changes in the development of the child are found about the age at which
the change of growth occurs; that is, from 12 to 16, the most striking results ueing
at about 14. Many variations are comparatively regular for the two sexes until
about the age of 14. The change in variation is largely due to change of gro,vth
at this age. Girls complete to a great extent their development a year or two before
the time tho boys have just begun their most rapid period of growth.
In pain threshold, arm lift, wrist lift} and lung capacity the girls rev,ch their
maximum at 14. Comparing these tests with those taken at New Haven, it seems
p.rohaule that a girl has largely completecl her physical <l.evclopment before the :-ige
of 14 or 15. Comparing New Haven school children with those in Iowa City, in
lung capacity, the Iowa children excel at all ages. In height they are about tho
same at the age of 6, but at 17 the boys of Iowa are 2.6 centimeters and the girls
2.2 centimeters taller than those of New Haven. In weight, at age 6 New Haven
boys and girls are, respectively, 2 and 4.2 pounds heavier than the Iowa children, lmt at age 17 the Iowa boys and girls are 12.3 and 2.6 pounds heavier. 'rltis
is probably due to tlle difference in environment. Boston and Milwaukee school
children are sti11 lighter and shorter than either New Haven or Iowa school children.
Comparing weight and height with mental ability the results are negative.
Grallecl weight, lung capacity, au<l wrist lift follow approximately the same law.
RESEARCHES ox NEW HAVEX

Scnoor,

CmLDREX.

Dr. J. A. Gilbert, iu Lis researclies on New Haven school chil<lren, gives the following resnlts:
MUSCLE SENSE.

By muscle sense is men.nt sensitiveness to weight. There is a graclual increase in
ability to discriminate between weights from the ages G to 13. At 6, the worst year
for <liscrimination, tho least perceptible difference ,,-as H.8 grams, with 38 per cent
of nondiscrimination ; at 13 years} only 5.4 grams, with 2 per cent of nondiscrimination. At 6 there is a large difference of 3.8 grams in di~criminative ahility in fayor
of 1.Joys. At 7 tLey have the same ability with tllo giTls. From 13 to 17 the lioys
excel again, In general the superiority of boys increas~s with age.
The cnrves for discrimination and mean variation agree in general; thns, when
power of discrimination decreases, variation decreases for the corresponding period.
Marked changes in the curve for variation represent changes in growth.
UELATION" OF 'l'IIE DIFFERENT TESTS.

Weight and height conform almost exactly to the samo rnle5. In Loth Yery slight
differences exist between boys and girls until puberty.
After 12 girls gain very little in lung capacity) while the boys do not begin their
real growth till 14. Not only the physical curves, but those representing the mental
aspects show that the turning point in life comes later for boys than for girls. The
three physical cnrves correspond generally; Yariation increases with advance in
years; mean variations change with the change of rate in growth. The mean
variations in the physical curves for boys and girls are largest during the ;years
from 12 to 15.
The mental curves show an increase in ability with advance in ;years, with the
exception of the test on the force of snggestion.
Tbe curves in Yolnntary motor ability anc1 fatigue are closely related to those for
weight aml heiglit.
The effect of puberty is very marked in the mnsc1c sense, lmt affects least of all
the discrimination of color differences.
Tests, where quickness and accuracy of action are involved, are affectecl inn, most
ma,rke<l way by puberty, making it probable that puberty has a greater effect on the
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mental than even on the physical nature of man. This effect is much greater on
girls than on Loys.
In comparing graded reaction with discrimination and choice, it is found that the
bright and tlull act with the same rapidity between 11 ancl 12, just before puberty,
but after that age the dull are much slower than the bright. By a general comparison it seems that all children are of about equal ability at age 11.
In general, the brighter the child the more accurate his sense of time .
In comparing results with Bowditch, of Boston, and Peckham, of Milwaukee, New
Haven children are shown to be the heaviest and the tallest. This may be due to
the small proportion of foreigners included in the results, for Bowditch has shown
that American- born children are taller and heavier than foreign-born children.
There is agreement as to the relation of growth of different ages.
KANSAS CITY,

Mo.,

SCHOOL CHILDREN.

Snperintendent J.M. Greenwood, of the Kansas City schools, finds that girl1:1, especially those in the high school, learn more rapidly than !Joys; they stand usually
much higher in their classes. He thinks this is due to the fact that girls cease to
grow more rapidly at an earlier age than boys, and their systems bave attained, as it
were, a higher degree of solidity than the boys of corresponding age.
TABLE

No. 12.

WHITE CHILDREN (1890).
Girls.

Boys.
Number.

Age.

Averag e Average Number.
height.
weight.

--- --- ·--- --349
395
408
W3
347
133

l2
'

4

II

~

9
5

Years.

Inches.

Pounds.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

52
5:J
56
56. 6
58. 6
62. 4
63. 93
'64. 8
66. 66

67. 5
70. 96
'/8. 28
87. 45
93. 45
111. 27
1-19
126. 6
136. 83

Age.

Average ' A v~r'.1'ge
height.
we1gnt.

--- --- --- --Year s.
400
4ll
469
311
366
313
186
87
52
24

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

Inches.

Poun ds.

51. 68
52. 7
54. 015
57. 43
60. 31
62. 04
62. 52
62. 9
63. 29
64. 2

65. 92
60. 2
80. 64
91. 72
100. l
109. 36
111. 16
117. 11
118. 92
120. 25

49. 8
52. 8
54
56. 85
58. 75
61. 54
62. 8
66

74. 56
79. 85
82. 83
97. 145
103. 83

COLORED CHILD REN (1890).
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

51
5:J. 36
53. 73
56
58. 88
61
6-l.44
65

72. 7
78. 25
83
89
93. 55
112. 3
121.1
130

llO
52
61
62
44
46
32
12

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

no. rn

117
128

fo the tables above the pupils were measured with shoes off and weigued ,Yithout
th·ir w r ap .
Tl.te rt>sults in Gre n wood' ta1.,1e show that at 10 there i~ a little differ ence lrntween
th height anu weight of bo s, but b etween 11 and 12 the girls grow more mpiclly
th a.n boy , usually t ill 14 or 15, a nd then the boy go ahead again.
'r nwood ays that from an educational point of view th ere a.re periods in a
child Jif wh n growth i gr at<' t. At the e times the vital functions are the most
a tl e in making a cumulation. for the futur wa.nts of the body• at this time the
1lucc ti nal str
upon the y tern should he the lea t po sible .' Here, owing to
lrnn<lauc·e of inertia, both t ach r and parent ar most li kely to find faul t.
nd · ov ·r rain, lat hours, los of sl ·ep, may d est ro y the most igorous
ow the eeds of w aku · s throughout life.
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GROWTH OF UNITED STATES NAVAL CADETS.

Dr. Beyer, in his study of the growth of United States 1rnval cadets 1 makes the
following observations (see table below):
From the great preponderance of blue eyes and lig11t Lrowu hair in the naval
cadets it is safe to consider the great majority of them as belonging to the Teutonic
races.
The fact that cade:ts come from all parts of the United States gives to the measurements a more national character. A l arge percentage of the measurements were
continued from year to year.
An examination of the tables shows:
Weight.-There is an almost steady increase from the fifteenth to the twenty-third
year, amounting in all to 37 pounds, the annual increase declining as age advances.
Height.-The greatest increase in height is between 15 and 16 years of age, after
which the annual increaso rapidly declines, growth- being dist,inctly retarded at
about 18; tllcn another marked increase occurs, which closes at 21; a third increase
l eads to final growth.
Sitting height. - Increase in sitting height comes to a close at 19 years of age.
Ci1·cumference of chest.-This becomes highest at 17, which it attains at rapidly
advancing rates; after 19 it is steadily aclYancing, but only by small fractions of an
inch.
Lung capacity.-lt reaches its maximum at 19 and continues steady or varies only
slightly.
H'aist .-Here there is a continued increase up to 23, remaining, however, stationary from HJ to 21, and after this it increases most rapidly.
Span of arrns.-Its greatest increase is between 15 anu 16, then it increases slo·wly
but steadily until the twenty-tlrinl year.
Vision .-lt is significant that both right and left vision show a positive increase
up to the nineteenth and twentieth years. This fact seems important, in apparently
demonstrating that the course of study at the Naval School and the strain upon the
eyes does not in itself dimi11ish the degree of distance Yision in an otherwise normal eye, but that on the contrary it is advantageous in slightly increasing the visual
range. Beyer thinks that the slight decrease in distance vision at 23 would indicate
that the requirements of thoso at sea result in undue strain.
Heari11g .-This is affected quite perceptibly, but in a contrary dfrection from
s igh t . There is a gradual but steady decrease for both ears, which the occupation
of naval cadets would l ead one to expect.
Beyor agrees with Bowditch that the period of accelerated• growth is prepubertal
in time. Beyer thinks it natural that the fullest maturity should be followeu by a
periou of retarded growth, v,·hich is shown in his fignros for annual growth.
Ta,11 boys are much more likely to have completed their growth at an earlier age
than slJOrt boys. Also short boys not only grow more rapidly and more extensively
than tali boys, but also continue to grow up to a later age than tall boys, who complete their development in h eight first.
Height once attained is not so easily lost, but weight and strength are easily lost
as well as quickly reg~ined. It wonld seem also that the mtio between growth in
lieigl1t and chest girth is different for short boys from that fo1· tall boys.
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No. 13.-.l1Ieas11ren1e11lt1 of U11ifccl States naral cadets (Beyer), giring at'erage8.

'l'A11LE

i:. .

~ii

<l)"
i::ico

.......
~~

"" I>,

,.q

~~
<l),.Q

bL~

<1

<!)

- -

-Height.

OA
0

Stnm1ing.

r/J

...
...
...
.. .
:. .
...
. ..
...

132
395
722
8!1
750
645
403
328
232

2:l •..

~~
'O

<l)

,::,.q

_.,..,

Clj.~

a:,,.Q

bO"'

""1~

--

'+-<

48. 53
53. 01
56. 70
00. 55
63. 36
64. 05
63. 40
64. 09
65. 31

. ..
...
...
...
...
...
. .'.
. ..
...

In.

Cm.

107
118
125
133. 4
139. 7
141. 2
140
141. 3
144

162. 05
157. 45
170. 30
170. 71
172. 46
174.11
174. 22
173. 86
174. 29

l'erincal.

Lung
capacity.

Gin.

63.8 84. 58
65. 93 86. 48
67. 05 88. 90
67. 29 90. 79
67. 90 91. 56
68. 55 89.10
68. 6 91.44
68. 45 91. 44
68. 621 91. 44

In.
3:1.
84.
35
35.
36.
35.
36
36
36

Cm..

3
5

81.28
83. 82
86. 36
75 87 . 36
50 91. 80
77 88. 90
86.. 36
88. 90
88. 90

In.

Waist.

In. Liters Cu.in. Cm.

Cm.

32
77. 47 30. 5
33. 2 80. 51 31. 67
82.55 32. 5
34
34. 6 85. 09 3:l. 4H
35. 9 88. 90 35
35
87.12 34. 3
34
87.12 34. 3
35
87. 20 34. 35
88. 39 34. 8
35

183
201
217
226
240
239
241
246
242

2. 998
3. 293
3. 555
3. 702
3. 932
3. 915
3. 948
4. 030
8. 964

.

Vision .

0~

.., ....0

<l)~

,.Q~

s~
p

63. 75
66. 04
69. 59
70. 80
72. 61
72. 64
72. 89
73.15
74.16

In.
25. 09
26
27. 36
27. 9
28. 6
28. 62
28. 68
28. 8
29. 2

Squeeze.

Hearing.

Span of
arms.
Right eye .

r/J

Left e ye.

z-g

Cm.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Sitting.

?;~
Kilos. Lbs.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
2'.l

Circumference of
chest.

Weight.

s~
p

132 162. 30
395 170. 94
722 172. 72
841 175. 84
750 178. 05
645 178. 05
493 179. 83
328 178. 30
232 180. 34

In.
63. 9
67. 33
68
69. 25
70.12
70.1
70. 67
70. 2

71

JJ,[et.

Feet. JJ{et. Feet. Met.

7. 314
7. 332
7. 742
7. 711
7. 711
7. 345
7. 437
7. 4!l8
6. 888

24
24. 6
25 . 4
25. 3
25. 3
24. 1
24. 38
24. 6
22 . 6

7. 314
7. 559
7. 620
7. 528
7. 681
7. 925
7. 620
7. 406
7. 010

Left ear.

Right ear.

12.192
24
2-!. 8 11. 978
25
11. 887
2-!, 7 11. 826
25. 24 11. 887
26
111. 643
25
11. 887
24. 3411. 217
23
111 ,427

Right hand. Left liaml.

Feet. Jvlet. Feet. Kilos. I Lbs. Kilos. Lbs.
40

12. 192

ii· lg: i~~
3

38. 8111. 978
39 12. 039
2

ii· iii: ~~~

36. 811. 338
37. 5!11. 368

40 27 . 60 1 61
40 32. 43 71. 5
39. 4 35. 127 77.47
39. 3 36. 74 81
39. 5 38.55 85
88. 8 39. 46 87
38 39. 91 88
37. 2 39. 23 86. 5
:'l7. 3 30. 28 86. 6

27. 21
31. 75
34. 74
36. 28
37. 64
38. 55
39. 6i
38. 911
38. 42

60
70
76. 6
80
83
85
87.4
85. 8
84. 7

MEAS UREJVIENTS OF TRUANTS.

Table No.14 give8 data collectecl by Kline to ascertain whether the physical condit ion of truants will account for their truancy. The results from this and other tables
show that the mean heights, weights, and girths of chest of the truants are less
than those of the public-school boys in every instance except at age 10, when they are
e(]_ual in weight and height. The public-school boys gained more in height and less
in weight than the truants.
'fAnLE

No. 14.-Growth of chest and ratio of weight to chest of Wo1·ceste1· public-Bchool
boys ancl fruant schoolboys.
[By L. W. Kline, of Magsaehusetts.]

Boys in public schools.

Boys in truant schools.

Number \
Ratio of
Age. \ of obser- ,M:ean girth. weigl1t to
vations.
girth.

I

68
82
100
119
111
81

36

I

Inches.
23. 48
24. 30
25. 34
26. 28
27. 28
2 . 55
29. 00

1

I -I ofNu111ber
obser- Mean rrirth.
vations.

6., I
2. 83
63 1
2.
2.

2. 36
3.04
3. 26
3. 51

Ratio of
weight to
girth.

Inche,.
18
23
31
46
49
25
10

1l'ed, gog ical, · 1c,inary, .Tanuary , 1898.

23. 28
24. 27
24. 92
25. 80
26. 72
27. 80
28. 81

2. 43
2. 61

2.n
2 80
3. 04
3. 21
3. 29
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No. 15 .-Average mean 1ceight8 and height8 (in BlipperB), rate of-increase, etc.,
of pi1bUc-scJ1ool boys of 1Vorceste1·, Mass., ancl tntant schoolboys of Massachusetts.

TABLE

[By L. W. Kline.] 1
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PAIN ON CIIII,DREN IN PUBLI<.: AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS, ETC. 1

T h e following tables (I-VIII) give in grams the average least scusibility to pain
(by pressure) on the temples. The measurements were made under the direction of
t h e ::mthor. 2
T ABLE

I.-Measurements of all persons (girls ancl women) of every dil'isiou, arranged
according to ageB. Whole number, 899.
Nearest
ages in
years.

Number
of
persons.

Right
temple.

Le f~
tem ple.

---- --- ---10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20-80
30-40
40-50
50 OD

91
111
131
123
92
80
75
6!
34
31.
30
18
13
6

·- -

1,026
2,129
1,854
], 877
1,878
1,926
2,102
2,119
2,154
2,610
1, 912
2,035
2,179
2,225

1, 750
1, 969
1, 705
l, 881
1, 858
1, 837
1, 661
2, 1 30
2, 072
2, 458
1, 748
2, 097
2, 088
2, 141

---

1 A paper read by the author before the American Psychological Associntioo, December 30, 1898. See Psych . Rev ., March, 1899.
2 The algomet er used is described on page 1155.
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TADLB

II.-Girls in pl'ivctte schools.

[1'Jeasured by .A.. B. Jones and .A.. E . Palmer.]
Near st
ages iu
years.

Number
of
persons.

Right
temple.

Left
temp:i.e.

---- ---- ---10
ll

5
4
3
13
7
20
18
14
9
3

]:)

13

u
14

15

64S
725
460

G04
580
433

729
801
842
955
1,318
1,250
900

828
793
1,008
. 1,353
1,238
000

713

I

III.-Girls in public schools of Sayinaw, Mich.

TABLE

[~e:isnred by A . Carman.]
Nearest
ages in
years.

Number
Right .
L flft
of
p ersons. temple. temple.
---- ---- ----

- - -10

86
107
128
110
85
60
f>7
48

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
]8

25

10

TABLE

2;001
2,182
], 887
2,013
1,990
2,288
2, 463
2,373
2, ~80
2,885

20

1,817
2,021
1,807
2,019
1,944
2.185
2,394
2,382
2,374
2, 63;!

IV.- Boys in public schools of Saginaw, Mich.
[Measured by A . Carman.]

-

Number I Right
Left
of
I
persons. , temple. templo.
- - -- - - - - - - --

Nearest
ages in
years.

- - -10

08
105
120
150
98
83
54
3-!
15

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

TAnLE

!

2,233
2, 241
2,393
2,507
2, (i38
2,780
2,782
2,090
3,000

I

2,102
2,314
2,363
2, 44.4
2, 52!)
2, (i21
2, li82
2,059
2,807

V.- u11il'er8ity women .

[Measured hy F. A. Kellor :wtl Emily Duirning.J
nrcst
a_:res in
y1•aro:1.

~·um her

~

Right

of

persons .

1

~
.

)9

H
33

I

tcmplu.

Left
temple.

2,306
2,103
2,220

2, 20[
1, ()35
2, 0 8
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TABLE
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VI.- 7Vasherwomen.

[Measured by .A.. 0. Moore.]
~ar~st
ages m
y~ars.

Number
of
persons.

Right
temple.

L eft
tem]Jle.

- -

- --

3,129
3,000
3, 073

3,200
2,950
3,092

------ 25-39
40-55

.................

TABLE

8
6
14

VIL-Business women.

[Measured by A.
Nearest
ages in
years.

Number
of
persons.

5

30-40
45-60

4

9

TABLE

9. Moore.]

Lefi:l
Right
temple. _ temple.
1,260
1,587
1,405

1,271
1,450
1,350

VIII.-Self-eclucatecl 1romen.

[Measured by .A.. MacDonald.]

I

N,a,~t
ages m
years.
21-36
41-53

.................

Number
of
persons.
13
11
24

Right
temple.

Lef~
temple.

1, 150
1,475
1,299

1,119
1,365
1,233

I

CONCLUSIONS.

1. In general (Table I), the sensibility to pain decreases as age increases. The
left temple is more sensitive than the right. This accords with former experiments
(see below), that the left hand is more sensitive to pain than the right hand. There
is an increase of obtuseness to pain from a,ges 10 to 11; then a decrease .from 11 to
12; then an increase from 12 to 13. From 13 to 17, while the right temple increases
in obtuseness, the left temple increases in acuteness. This is in the post-pubertal
period. There is a general variation, which experiments on larger numbers might
modify (Table I).
2. Girls in pri vato schools (Table II), who are generally of wealthy 1,arents, are
much more sensitive to pain than girls in the public schoolR (Table III). It would
appear that refinements and luxuries tend to increase sensitiveness to pain. The
hardihood which the great majority must experience seems advantageous. This
also accords with our previous measurements (see below), that the non.laboring
classes are more sensitive to pain than the laboring classes. 1
3. University women (Table V) aro more sensitive than washerwomen (Table VI),
but less sensitive than business women (Table VII). 'fhere seems to be no necessary
relation between intellectual development and pain sensitiveness. Obtuseness to
pain seems to be due more to hardihood in early life.
4. Self-educated women (Table VIII), who are not trained in universities, are moro
sensitive than business women. Giving, then, the divisions in the order of their
acuteness to the sense of pai_n, they would stand as follows: (1) Girls of the wealthy
1 By "laboring classes" are meant artisans and unskilled laborers.
"N onlaboriug
classes" refer to professional and mercantile men.
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classes; (2) self-eclucated women; (3) business women; ( J) university -women; (5)
washerwomen. The greater senHitiveness of self-eclncatecl women as compared with
university women may be clue to t,he overtaxing of the nervous system of the former
in their unequal struggle after knowledge.
5. The girls in the public schools (Table III) are more sensitiYe at all ages than
the boys (Table IV). This agrees with the results of our previous measnrements,
that women are more sensitive to pain than men.
These measurements of least disagreeableness 1 or of threshold of pain1 are approximate measurements of the combination of nerve, feeling, ancl idea.
RESULTS OF PREVIOUS EXPERHIENTS

1

(1,H2

P1mso~ s) .

-women are more sensitive to p:1in than men.
American professional men are more sensitive to pain than American business men,
and also more sensitive than both English and German professional men. The laboring classes are much less sensitive to pain than the nonlaboring classes.
The women of the poorer classes are much less sensitive to pain than those in more_
comfortable conditions.
Young men of the wealthy classes are much more sensitive to pain than men of the
working classes.
Young women of the wealthy classes are much more sensitive to pain than young
men of the wealthy classes. As to pain, it is true in general that women are more
sensitive than men, but it does not necessarily follow that women can not endure
more pain than men.
The left hand is more sensitive to pain than the righ~ hand.
CHILDREN IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF SA.GIN.AW, MICH.
ME.A.SUREi\'I:ENTS OF P .A.IN IN RELATION 1'0 A.GE, SEX, ORDER OF
BIRTH, .AND MEN'l'A.L ABILITY.

These measurements of least sensibility to pain were made on 1,507
public-school children in Saginaw, Mich., by 1\1iss Ada Carman.
The instruments used were the author's temple algometer and Collin's
hand dynamometer, described in the section on instruments.
Before the experiments were made the pupils answered the following
questions in writing:
Name, age, sex, order of birth; first, second, or later born; color of
hair, color of eyes, left-handed, near or far sighted, nationa~ity of
father, nationality of mother, occupation of father, occupation of
mother, education of father, education of mother.
·when a pupil could not answer any question he was helped by his
teacher or by the experimenter. At least 25 per cent did not know
the ·olor of their hair, and at least 50 per cent did not know the color
of their eyes.
fo t of-the children were of foreign parentage and of the laboring
clas e , by which is meant arti ·ans and unskilled laborers.
The tabl
giY in gr, ms the aYerage lea t sensibility to pain by
pr ure n th t mple., nd in kilogram the average greate t
. tr ngth b gra:p f hand .
- peritn ·ut tho author omploy ·d Catt ll'r1 hand alrrometer.
0
w : far b, 1
nu <1 1 .

r

PE"ycho
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I.-Eoys.

TABLE

- - - - - - - - - ---'---

-

-

-

- -- - - - -

-- - -- -- - - - , - -- -- - - ~
A-verage least sell• 1 A,·cragc strf'ngtlt
I
sil.Jility to pain
of grn,;p (in kiloNn111bc1·
('
)
)
of perlll grams ·
grams · __

Neartst a.~<', iu years.

I

sons.

Rigl1t
temple.

Left
temple.

I

Right
band.

Left
lwud.

I

il HI~:m! HIUg~! !l I!

ii•••••••••:••::••••••••• :••••••••••••••••••••••••-~L:::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::
l~ I·
33

17 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 ...... ... .. . ..... .... .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15

3, 036
a, 267
2,493

Total. . .. ......................... - .. • • • • • • • •

I

2,4"6 i

I

I

TABLE

I

sons

......... . .••...... . .. ........ ... ................
. ...... ..... .. ................................. .
. .... . . ... .... ............... .... : .......... .... .
. ........ ······ ...... .... . . ..... ... ............. .
....... . . ... .. ... ... .. ......... . ....... ······· .. .
.. . .. ....... ............. .. ..................... .
.. .. . .... ..... .... .............. . ............... .
..... . .. ... . . .. ··· •· ··· .... .. ................... .
. · · ··· · ................ ····· · ................... .

·=. J__..

1!) ••••..••..•. .•••• ..•..•• ' .••••••.•••..•••..• •.••.

TADLE

35
38

2-! I

2l

A Yci·a,!:<i str •1 11!tl1
of grasp (ill kilv·
grams).

SPll-

sil.Jility to pai11
(i11 grarns).

Number
of ))er•

Nearest ago, iu years.

Total.. ....... ,· ......•...............

i~

40
42

II.-Girls.
Averngc l<'ast

10
11
12
18
14
15
16
17
18

~~

3, 023
3, 077

night
lrnud.

Jti"ht
Left
tcn{'p_l.:_ temple.
1,874
2, 107
1,873
2,017
], 955
2,218
2,433
2,360
2,478
2, 9:!7

86
102
132
107
84
82
66
48
25
ID

751

i

1,827
1, !J83
1,788
1,997
1,961
2, ]65

Lcl't
hand.

11
1:l
]5
]8

10
12
14
)6
17
]8
18
22

20
21
21

2,283
2, 3;10

2:l

2,374.
2,705

2-l
23

2, 00_1_1__ 2, 030

17

22

20

I

JG

IlI.-EoyB ./il'sl born.

I

•

N1_1m ber
ot per•

Nearest ag-o, iu years.

II

A verngc least se>n•
sil.Jility to ))aiu

_ _ _ Total ..................... ................ .. ·

I
I

A Yerngc str<ml!t h
of grasp (i II kilograms).

I

I

23
20
8 '
4 I

2,)80
2,42v
2,421
2, 5:J7
2, 390
2, 35-!
2, 845
3, 288
3,575

226 1

2, 500

20
40
:n
55

2J

I

gramlS),

I

Right
Left I Right
teni.pl:_ , te>mple ._ li~H~ -:

sons.

10. ....... . ......... . . ........................... . .
11 ..... :. .... . . ............... . ....................
12 . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . ...... .. . . . . . ... . . .
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . .

(ill

2.178
2,aG3
2,300
2, 461
2, 208
2, 189
2, 603
3, J 63
3, 275

I

2,

1

405 1

]5
18
21
2::!
27
29
:JS
43
40

Left
haud.

]2
Hi

1s
20
23
26
33
37
:37

_2_4_1___ ~
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TABLE

lV.-Girls first born.

N eare,1t age, iu years.

10
11
12
13
14
15
Hi
17
18
19

Average least sen•
sibility to pain
(in grams).

Nmube r
of persons ..

...............•....... ... ..............•.......
......... . ...................................... .
........... . ............... ... ............. . .... .
............ . ..................................•.
................ .. ............••... ..••...... .. -·
.............•...................................
.•..•.•.......•...•... . ..........................
........ .. .. ............... .. ........ ...•.••.....
............ ..............• •.•... .•. ..... .. ...• •
. . ...................••.......................•..

Right
temple.

L eft
temple.
---

2,193
2,167
2. 133
2, 136
1,815
1,956
2, 140
2,174
1,985
1,973
1, 963
2,203
2,169
2. 369
2,386
2,344
• 2,086
2,236
3,125
2,825
- - - - - · ---.- ----Total. ......... ....... .......... ......... ... .
2,096
215
2,163 I

TABLI<~

29
21
36
29
24
23
24
18
7
4

Average stronyth
of grasp (in ki O·
grams).
Right
hanu..

11
13
15
18
20
22
20
23
20
22

10
12
14
16
lli
19
17
21
20
19

- - 17- ---16

V.-Boys seconcl born.

NLtmber
of per•
sons.

Nearest age, in yearn.

A Yerage l east sen•
sibility to pain
(in grams) .

Average stren~th
of grasp (in kilo•
grams).

Right
Left
Right
temple. temple.
hand.
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - 1- - - - - -- - - -- - - - -28
15
28
31
28
15
15
8
4

2,102
2; 520
2,218
2, 442
2,702
3,000
2,723
3,050
3,213

2. 0(9
2, 570
2,115
2,490
2,613
2,847
2,708
3,500
3,113

16
18
21
23
25
31
31
38
40

172

2,519

2,489

2-1

10 •··•············ -- ............. -----· ....•..••••.
11 ••....•••• ·--- .. --- - - ..••• - - •.••••. - ••. - ••. •• •••.

12 ..... . .. . .................. -- .. -- ..... ..• .....•..
13 .......•.•.. ··- ...................••..•••........
14 ...............................••.........•...•..
15 . • ..................... .. •...•...............••..
16 .... -- ....... -- ..•..... -· .................. -- .. -17 .............. -- .......••. --· ........... --- -· ..•.
18 ...... ·••••• .•••.•...•.-. ...........•..•.••.••.•..

Total. ...................... - ............... .

TABLE

Left
band.

---- ----

- - - - - - - - - -----

Left
band.
--14
16
19
21
23
27
28
35
33

- - -21

VI.--Gil'ls second born.
.A. verage least, sen·

Nearest age, in years.

Number
of'

sibil ity to pain
(iu grams).

persons.

Right
temple.

10 .•...• ..... ...••..•....•..•••...••.... .•• •. ···•··
11 .•....•.......•...•..............................
12 ...........•..........•.••..•..•••.....•••..•....
13. ···- .. • .•. .... .••.. ............ ....... ...•. ..• •.
14 ................. ·········· .••..•......••.......•
15 .......•..• . ...... •.. ·•···•· · ·•··· ·····•··••·••··
16 ....... . ..•............ ······•··•··· .... ······•··
17 ..•.................... ... ......... ··- .•..••...•.
18 ..•••••... --- ....•....... ·····- .••••....• ·- .•...•
10 .......... .. .. ... .............. ••••••••••••••••••

28
35
32
24
18
19
16
6

1, 746
2,120
1,652
1,948
2, 19-1
2, 258
2,572
2,183
3,225
3,100

Total. ................................... _.. .

189

2. 060

9

2

Left
temple.

I

.A. niragc strength

of gra~p (in kilograms).
Right
hand.
11
13

Left
hand.
10
11

1,714
1,020
1 633
2: 023
2, 142
2, 2!29
2. 8!17
2,211
3, 150
2, 717

15
17
20
23
20
21
28
21

13
15
17
19
19
22
- 21
21

2. 0081

17

15
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TABL E

VIL-Boys late1· born .

Nearest age, ill y ears.

Right
t emple.

Left
temple.

48
49
64
66
48
41
18
17
7

2, 3i2
2, 260
2, 374
2, c!75
2,711
2, 857
2,881
2, !H2
3, 121

2, 302
2, 245
2, 40!)
2, 381
2, 635
2,840
2,803

058 1

2, 527

10 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 ....... ............................ . ....... . .....
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 .............. . .. .............. . .......... . ...•.•
17........................ .. . .. ... ........... ......
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TAnLE

.Average l ea st sen- A. verage streng th
sibilit,y to pain
of grasp (in kilo(in grams).
grams).

::N"umber
of
persons.

Right
hand.

Left
huntl.

2, 943

16
18
20
23
26
30
33
39
45

14
15
17
20
23
25
29
35
42

2, 493

24

21

2,732

VIII.-Gfrls later bom .

Number
of
persons.

N eares t age, iu y ears .

.Average least sen•
sibility to pain
(in grams).
Riirht
t emple.

L eft
temple.

.Average strength
of grasp
(in kilograms).
Right
hand.

Left
hand.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 .•...•.......... .... .. . .. . . .... .. . ... . . . ..... . ...
11 .................. ······. .. .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
12...... •.. . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.... ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 . .. ........... ·········· . . .. .. .... .... .. . ...... ..
15 .... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .•. ......
16 ······•·········. .... .. .•........ ................
17 .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ...•.
18.................................................
19 ..•.....•....•........ : ..•...... , .....•..•....... •
Total. .......................................

29
46
64
54
42
40
26
21
l(j

9

--3471

1, 703
2,084
1,938
1,964
], 843
2,208
2,406
2, 498
2, 49l
2,878

1,534
1,957
1,843
1,908
1,860
2,221
2,317
2,333
2,403
2,511

11
13
15
18
19
20
21
24
25
24

11
12
13
16
]7
17
10
23
24
21

2,080

1,998

18

16

- - - -------'----'------------TABLE

IX.

Average least sen•
Number sibility (in grams).
of
persons.
Right
Left
t emple. temple.

.Average strength
of grasp (in kilo•
grams).
Right
hand.

Left
hancl.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------1---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- 356
400
402
340

TABLE

2,462
2,570
2, 113
2, 884

2, 408
2,518
1, 8~0
2,022

25
23
18
17

22
20
16
15

X.
.Average lea t sen .
sibility (in grams).
Right
temple.

Left
temple.

1, 737
2,004

l , 7:l6
1,868

.A v ernge strength

of grasp (in kilo•
grams).
Right
hand.

Left
hand.

- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -· - - - -- - -1·--- - - -- - - - - - - -Bri1Zht .................. . ............. . .......••........•.. ..
Dull ........................................................ .

]6

13

13
12
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Tho following is a snmmary of the foregoing tables: Wi t h both boys and girls
sensith' eness to pain decreases as ago increases, and the l eft t emple is more sensitive
than tbe right (Table.a I and II ).
Girls are more sensitive and ha,·e less strength at, all a ges than boys (Tables I
ancl II).
In boys, sensitiveness to pain tlecreases in order of birth (Tables III-V); with girls
the reverse seems to be true (Tables VI-VIII.)
Boys with light hair and eyes are less sensitive and less strong than boy.a with
dark hair and eyes. Girls with light hair and eyes are l ess sensitive to pain than
girls with dark hair and eyes; they are also less strong (Table IX ) .
Bright boys are more sensitive to pa,in than dull boys and are stronger (Ta,ble X);
the same is true as to girls.

IV.-MEASUREMENTS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN OF EUROPE .
The purpose of this part, as of part III, is to give in , brief the results of stutlies
upon children in Europe. Fo1· more tletailecl information th e r eader sbonlcl consult
the original artfoles.
HuMAX GnowT1r rx ExGLISll Tow~ s .

According to John Yeats Peckham, of England, there were very few more persons
in 1831, living in rural districts in the Unitetl Kingu.0111, than there were in 1801.
There were on an a,erage in 1851 in city districts 5.2 persons to an acre; in the rural
districts, 5.3 acres to a person; in the one, 3,337 persons to the square mile; in tho
other, 120 only. As the inhabitants of cities lJecomo more ancl more numerous and
influential, they must ultimately shape the fnture of any country. Peckham says
that infancy and age, with a,11 their ills, detract, economically speaking, from
the effectiveness of life and add to its burdens. 'l.'hus, the 11opulation was moro
youthful than it tihould be by tho natural standard. The inference is, therefore,
that the youthful element may preponderate whether .it be ·w isely progressiYe o.r
rashly precipitate. Dr. Lankaster, whei investigating in the South Kentiington
Museum, said that healthy men ought to weigh an additional 5 pounds for every
inch in height beyond 61 inches, at which height they onght to weigh 120 pounds
less one-seventeenth of that gross weight for clothing.
According to Liharzik growth is regular, and all deviation tends to prodt~ce
disease, as disease also produces deviation. A large head is frequently accompamed
with a contracteu chest; here mental action may be slow-probably from deficient
supply of pmiiied blood. Boys of small frames often have rather largo heads and
are deficient in repose of character. City-bred children a.re nsnally moro vivacious,
but have less power of endurance (Liharzik) than children reared in the country.
EXA:\HNATION 011

HE1anTs, "\VEIGJIT , ETC., 01,• llcl\IA:N" Bm ~-a s IN TllE

Bnrnsn

E:'IIPIRE.

In tho report of tho authropom<'tric committe of the British Associn,tion for the
Advancement of Science in 1 80, are giv u the results of ouscrvations in over 50,000
indivil1uul . In Table 1 b elow· is sliown how growth degenerates as we go lowc•r in
tho ocial s cale; there is a cli ffcrcnco of 5 inche: in average statures between the
b t an<l. worst nurtnr u. classes iu tho community.
Th ero is a on tant.lrnt m~r or l es" unenn growth in height, weight, cl.Jes t girth,
an<l tr nrrth of arm, m rca:ma nnnaJly up to 16 or 17, :mcl then rapidly liminisbin«.
twc n 11 ao11 1'1 th· rate of growth in h<·ight i almo t uniform. At 15 it bc <Yins
to a han ~ or r · pidly, at 1
till more, at 17 it falls off by more than on •-half,
rnl aft r tl u <1ec r :t.
ra i<lh· . Th · me i trno ill rerranl tow io·ht e -cept that
th r
l
rli r.
o
'
.

Th

irth i uniform up to 1:, when it b comes donul and then
om n tha of h ight :wcl w ight, oxcC'pt that it continues
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Th e growth of strength is not so regular. It doubles at 13, making no advance at
14, bnt making a great advance at 15, continuing longer and diminishing rnore
slowly than height and weight.
COLOR 01!' EYES AND HAIR.

Dr. Beddoe in a limited number of observations (1,027 in all) has found much
difference between women of 18 to 23 ancl women over 25 years of age. In men itho
greatest change takes place from 20 to 23, while in women it is earlier. Green eyes
do not occur with black hair, 11or do so-called black eyes with the blackest hair,
which often accompanies dark-gray eyes. Dark-blue eyes are rare with reddish hair,
but often accompany dark or even black hair. A larger number of observations
would probably enable yonng people to be distiug·uished from adults through the
color of eyes and hair.
From this table (No. 1) of Charles Roberts 1 will be seen the refative statnrcs of
boys of the age of 11 to 12 y ears under different social and physical conditious of
life. The zigzag line running through the means shows the degradation of stature
as the boys are further and further removed from tho most favornble conditious of
growth.
TABLR

1.

Mitldle•class
Elementary schools.
schools.
Total Public
Factories and Mili• Indus•
.A.gri•
nur;:l:Jer schools,
tary
trial
·workshops.
.A.rti•
obscr• coun• U pper Lower cultnr•
schools.
al la.
1
sans,
vations. try.
towns. towns. borers, towns.
Conn• Towns.
coun•
try.
try.

Height.

!~~.

- - - - - - - -1--59 inches ......... .
58inches ......... .
57 inches ......... .
56inches .••.... ...
55 inches .........•
5-!inches .....•... .
53 inches .....•....

6
16
35
66
118
230
329
361

flO inches ......... .

- -- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2
3
1 ......... -···---- .. ........ .........
2
3
5
2
2 ........ . .......
9
11
21
28

---nr15

9
17
23
35
53

8
13 '
27
57
68
58

14

32
47
47

- v, -

10

13

36
34

---mi! 36

441
370

50inches ..•..•....
49 inches ......... .
48inches ....... . . .
47inc1Jes ......... .
46inches ......... .
45 inches .•••.... ..
44 inches ......... .
43 inches ......... .
42 inches ......... .

23
27
32
17
46
61
3G7
8
20
14
12
31
40
252
3
1
7
4
11
20
132
3
4
5
7
5
13
102
22 ·········--·······"····
1
1
3
7
1
12 . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••. . •• . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . .• •. .
1 . ........ ..... .. . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . ......... .... ... ........
1
1

Total . . . . . . .

2, 862
52. 60

I 52. 5

150

61
40

294

392

36

I

301 /

54. 98

I 53. 70 j
53. 85

5:.l. 01

55. 0

5!. O

53. 0

53. 5

I

28

52

--,,g-

181

I 52. 60
I

52. 5

293

1
2
7
15
33
46
8!

5
3
17
20
38

52 inches ......... .

A,erage height,
inches . . . . . . . . . .
Mean height,
~ inches . . . . . . . . . .

37

2
5

51 inches .. : .. .... .

14

25

0
4
4.
15
24
26

5
4

2
4

59

118

6

57

123

10

i-

34-1

52. 17

51. 56

52. 0

51. 5

---n:i
114
76
59
7
10
0
1
l

-840
-

11

-ii

10
6

3
1
1

66

51. 20

50. 02

51. 0

50. 0

GP.OWTII OF THE SANE AXD IXSANE.

Dr. Robert Boyd, of England, from examinations of 2,086 persons in an infirmary
and 528 insane, gives among other results the following:
'l'he body and internal organs arrive at their full size between 20 and 30 years of
age. In children especially the body is attenuated by disease. 'fbe average weight
of males is greatest from 70 to 80 years, which may be explained from the fact that
many die at earlier periods from consumption.
1

Manual of Anthropometry, London, 1878, pago 32.
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The mean weight of the male brain was at all periods above that of the female.
Boyd thinks this is the probable cause of the large number of stillborn male infauts
as compared to females, 51 to 32. The hi g hest average weight of brain iu both sexes
is from ages 14 to 20 years. The next highest was in the males from 30 to 40, and in
the females from 20 to 30 years.
GROWTH OF BOYS IN BRESLAU.

Cal'Stiidt, of Breslau, gives the results of 4,274 measnrements in the f, llowing table:
TABLE

A.ge.

2.

Number of
measure•
ments.

Growth inAverage
height.

Centimeters.
G years ...................................... •

6½ years ..................................... .
years ........ .......................... • • • • .
7t years .... .. ............................... .
8 years ........... . .......................... .
8½ years .... .. ... ..... ......... ........ ... ... .
9 years .... . ... ...... .. ................... ... .
9½ years·. .... ..... . ..... ...... ............... •
10 years ..................................... .
10½ years . .. . . ....................... ........ .
11 years .................. . .................. .

7

~1\;:~~~:
:: :::::: :::::::::::: ·.:::::::::: :: :::
12½ years ... .... .. . .... . ........ ... .......... .
13 years . .. .... ................... .... . ...... .
13½ years ....·................................ .
14 years .... .. ........ ... . .... .. ............. .
14½ years ................................ .. ... .
15 years ........................ .............. . .
15~ years ....... ......... ...... ......... .... • •
16 years ..................................... .

l\i½years .... ...... . ........... . ..... • •·······

68
147
203
199
197
189
174
157
204
232
272
317
298
32/i
291
274
206
157
125
104
75
60

One•half
year.

One year.

Centimeters. Centimeters.

]09. 3
111.8
113. 8
116. 8
118.9
121. 6
123. 7
126. U
128. 5
130. 8
133. 3
135. 6
138.1
140.4
143. 3
145. 8
149.1
152. 3
156. 6
159. 9
162. 8
164. 5

--- ----------·
----·
2. 5 . ....... ···4.-5
2. 0
3. 0 -------------5.1
2.1
2. 7
2.1
2. 3
2. 5
2. 3
2. 5
2. 3
2. 5
2. 3
2. 9
2.5
3. 3
3. 2
4. 3
3. 3
2. 9
1. 7

---------·····
4. 8
···· ··· ·· ·4:s
···· ·· ..... 4.-8
· · ·. ·····. ·4.-8

···········s."2
···········5:s

······. ••"1:S
6. 2

------------··
-- -------·····

In the four years from 8 till 12 the growth is entirely regular, being for each year
4.8 centimeters. Tl.le greatest growth is from 14 to 15.
KOTELl\IAN.N'S INVESTIGATIONS IN HAMBURG.

In an investigation of the 515 students of the Johaunaeum, in Hamburg, published.
in 1878, Kotclmanu makes the following statements:
The students in the gymnasium exceed those in the lower schools in weight and
height, more because of unfavorable social conditions of the pupils in these schools.
The older the boys the more the muscles of the upper extremities grow as compared
with those of the low er, whieh is explained by the fact that, as they are sitting
more, the lower extremities are l ess active. Thus the muscles of the legs are less
contractile as years in crease, while tbe opposite is true with the muscles of the
arms. \Vith this is connected the further fact that the strength of tile arms increases
from year to year with the increase of their circumference, while the strength of the
leg as compared with that of the arm is less as age increases.
The development of the superficial facia, which increases with weight of body in
the older pupils, is not only greater than in the younger pupils, but increases greatl,v
with the growth of the muscles in the older scholars.
.
'rhe time of puberty i of the greatest importance for the "\lhole development of
th body, since not only the height and weight, bat also the mus cles and strength
of the upper and lower extremities, the chest girth and lung capacity, all at this
}) riocl incr ase th most. Tbe only exc ption is the increase of fat which is some
what irr gular at different ages.
'

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN.
The lung capacity increases with age faster than the length of uody.
is the table of Kotelmann :
'.l'ABLJ;, 3.
LengLh of
]Jody.

.Age, in years .

9 years .. ... ... . ...... : .................... .......... ...... .
10 years ................................................. - ..
11 years ................................................... .
12 years ................................................... .

13 years
14 years
15 years
16 years
17 yeara
18 y{'lars
19 years
20 years

................................................... .
..... ...... ........................................ .
...... ............. .... ............................ .
................................................... .
..................................... ... ........... .
............................... .. .................. .
.......... ......................................... .
................................................... .

Centimeters.
]28. 58
130. 75
135. 06
139. 91
143. 09
148.88
154.19
161. 65
1G6. 90
168. 39
166. 86
167. 19

1121
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R elation of
Lmig capac•
length of
ity.
body to lnng
capacity.

Cubic cm.

1, 77]. Hi
l, 865. 45
2,021.66
2,177.41
2,270.28
2,496.15
2,757.69
3,252.97
3,553.72
3, li86. ll
3,891.25
3. 926. 92

1: 13. 77
l:H.26
1: 14 22
1: 15. 56
1: 15. 86
1: 16. 76
1:17.88
1: 20.12
1:21. 29
1: 21. 89
l :2:3. 32
1: 23. 48

Wintrich also confirms the conclusions from the a,bove table.
But, on the other hand, the weight of body increases with n.ge faster than the lung
capacity, as shown in the table which follows:
TABLE

4.

.Age, in years.

Weight of
]Jody.

Kilograms.
9 ·············------·· ·········· ·········· ··-- .. ••·•·····••·

10 ...•.............••..............•..........•....... ··•••·
11 ......................................................... .
12 ...........•••...•..............•..................•......

13 .............. ·············· ........ ················ ..... .

14 .....•. ..............•...................• •·•··· ········· ·
]5 ......• . . . . . . "" " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

16
17
18
19
20

..•.••...•....••.......•......•............••.............
············································--·--···· ··· ··
..... .... ..........•..•••...... •············•··• .•.•......
..••........... ·····•··• ..•. ···•·•······•·· .•..••.........
......................................................... .

25. 55
26. 89
29. 22
32. 34
34. 01
38. 96
43. 65
49. 33
54. 03
57. 34
58. 76
60. 40

Relation of
Lu11i.i; capac•
weight of
ity.
body to lung
capacity.

Ci1bic cm.
1,771.15
], 865 . 45
2. 021. 66
2,177.41
2,270.28
2,496.15
2, 757. 69
3,252.97
3,553.72
3,686.11
3,891.25
3,926.92

1: 69. 32
1: 6!J. 37
1: 69. 18
1:67.51
1: 66. 75
1: 64. 07
l: 63.18
1: 65. 94
1: 65. 77
1: 64. 28
1: 66. 22
1: 65. 01

Vierordt has arrived at similar r esults uy combining the fignres of Schnepf for
lung capacity with those of Quetelet for weight of body.
CHILDRF~N OF FREIBERG IN SAXONY AND 01<' THE WHOLE KINGDO:\i OF SAXONY.

Drs. Geissler and Uhlitzsch, by comparing their measurements of the school childrnn
in Freiuerg with those of the Kingdom of Saxony, found that the children in Freiberg
are smaller. They found also that in ti.le common schools of Freiberg the children
had u, higher average height than children qf the farmers in the snrrounding towns.
Thero were in all 21,i73 children-10,343 boys and 10,830 girls-studied, from 6½ to
14½ years of age.
ED

98--71
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MEASUREiVJ'ENTS OF SCIIOO•! , CHILDREN IN GOIILIS-LE'IPZIG, SAXONY .

Dr. Paul Hasso in 1889 measured2,806 school children in Gohlis-Leipzig-1,386 boys
an<l 1,420 girls. The avorago heights and weights at different ages were as follows:
TABLE

5.
Height.

.Age.
Boys.

6--7 years .................................................... .
7-S years .. .................................................. .
S---9 years ..............................•.........••.. _. ...... .
9-10 years .................... .....• •.•••...... - ... . ......... .
10-11 years ....................................... . ............ .
11-12 years .................................................. .
12:-13'years ................... . ............. .. ............... .
13-14 y ears ...................... . ..... . .................... - .
Over 14 years ............ . ...... . ............ ....... ........ .

Om.
110.2
1]4.4
119. 4
12~. 0
120.1
132.4
13&. 2
140,. 7
146. !l

Girls .

Weight.
Boys.

Girls.

Pow11ds. Pounds.
Om.
40.942. 7
109. 3
44. 7
45. 8
113. 7
48.1
49.~
117. 7
52.4
5,3.
4
124. 0
57.057. 5
128. 6
63. 2
61.
9
1~3. 9
70.569.1
139. 5
77. 2
71. 8
145.1
86. 5
79. 8
149.1

The relation between height and weight should be noted. It is well known that
they sta.nd in a constant re1ation t o each othe:r. In comparing these with other
measurements, the boys are not so large as those measured by Kotelmanu in Hamburg or those measured by Bowditch in Boston. The girls are second only to the
Boston girls . The children of Goblis-Lei:pzig excel in weight and height those in
central Russia meas1uecl by Erismann, those in Turin measure<l by Pagliani, those
in Poland measured by Landsberger, in Breslau by Carst~idt, and in Freiberg by
Geissler and Uhlitzsch.
Comparing the poor with the well-to-do classes, the results show that for boys of
the same age th.e h eight varies from 0.7 to 4 centimeters in favor of the well-to-do
classes; for girls it varies from 1.7 to 4.1 centimeters in favor of the well-to-do. The
children of the well-to-do classes excel also in weight for the same age; for boys
the excess n.ns from 0.3 to 4.7 pounds; for girls from 1.6 to 4.6 pounds. In general
the difference between t h e classes is not so great as jn other pln.ces, as in Freiberg
aucl Tnrin, except in Boston, where the difference between the classes is less
marked .
Hasse also gives data concerning the . weak or defective children, who generally
can not attend school regularly. Such children arc usually abnormally developed
or have some chronic ailment. In the primary schools 9 per cent belonged to this
class. .A. striking fact is this, that in many cases these children in certain years
were over normal; that is, were taller and heavier than other children. This sugges ts that there is a certain normal relation between mental and physical development, the finding of which is ono of the aims of anthropometry.
1EASURE~IE~TS OF CHILDRE.- Df LAUSANXJ<:i, SWITZERLAND ,

In . . Tovember of each year Dr. 'ombc mea urcd the children in Lausanne, arranged
acc-orcling to the month in which they were born, giving averages for the month as
well as for the year . He fonnd that boy up to 14 and girls up to 11 developed
regularlr, bnt from 11 to 14 the girls grew fa ter. The length of body showed
gr at varia.tio_ns. From the single month". average Combe made the yearly average
from 8 to 1 . The height of lJoys corresponding to the years was 117.4, 122.2, 126.9,
131.3, 135.4, 139. , 1-U.4, 149, 1-6, 162, 167; of girls, 116.3, 121.2, 126.1, 131, 136.4,
lU.9, 1-17, 153, 157, 163.
'l he ~1e_igbt of girls up to 11 y ars is continually less than that of boys; then sud(lenly it 10crease ancl e~ ceecls tho lJoys iu the fourteenth year by 1-1.5 centimeters.
Then the rowth fall s ha k, and that of the boys iH greate1· aucl continnes so.
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TALLEST CIIILDREN DORN IX SG::\DIER.

According to Combe (Table No. 6), boys born in the months of September, October, November, December, January, and February a.re not so tall a.s those born iu
the other months. Those born in November are tho shortest. Those born in July
are the tallest.
TABLE G.
Average length of uody of boys born inAge.

i

Dec. Jan.
8 years ..•................
9 years .......•...........
1.0 years .......•..........
11 years ..•...............
12 years .......•..........
13 years .............. .. . .
14 years ..................

I Feu. I :Mar.

117.9! 118.31 117.6
122. 11 122. 6 122. 0
126. 3 127. 4 126. 7
131. 8 131. 4 130. 7
135. 3 1:15. 5j 135. 1
139. 51139. 61 139. 3
143. 9 144. 41 143. 9
1

1

111.8
123. 1
127. 6
131. 4
J 35. 5
141. 3
146. 2

I

Apr. May. Jn.ne. July. Aug. Sept..
116.91 117.3
122. 0 121. 8
127.8 126.8
13L9 13.1. 6
136. 4 J 35. 5
141. 0 139. 9
145. 4 144. 6

117. 0
121. 8
126. 6
130. 8
134. 7
138. 6
142. 4

118. 4
123. 6
128. 9
133.1
136. 9
14]. 3
146.4

117. 3
122. 3
126. 6
131.4
135. 6
140. 3
145. 3

117. 6
122. 5
126. 9
130. 9
135. 3
139. 4
144. 9

Oct.

Nov.

116. 8
121. 3
126. 2
130. 3
134. 9
139.1
143. 7

117. 0
121. 8
]26. 6
]30. 8
134. 1
138. 8
142. 2

If we examine the following t able (No. 7) of Cornl>o, we will find that girls born
in December, January, February, March, April, a.nd J\'1ay show a less length of body
than those born iu tho other months; those Lorn from June till November are taller.
The t:1,llest are born in Augnst.
TAl)LE

7.

Average length of uody of girls born in.A.go.

8 yeat's ...................
9 vears .. ......•......... .
10 years ..................
l1 years .......... ........
12,rearf! ..................
13 years . ........ .........
14years ...... ...... .. .. ..

Oct. Nov.
------ - - - -

Dec. Jan . . Jfoh.

Uar. .Apr. , l\fay June ,July AiLg. Sept.

Cm. Cm:. I Ont~
115. 8 116. 6 ll6. 1
120. 8 J.21. 1 120. 9
125. 3 125. 71 125. 8
130. 21 130. 41 130. 3
J.35. 3, ]34. 8, 136. 1
140. 5 140. 61 142. 1
145. 31 146. 0 147. 2

117. 7
J21. 5
126. 3 126. 0
]30. 5 131. 3
1:JU. 9 ]36. 7
142.4 141. 8
146. 8 146. 3

Cm.

Cm.

I C1,-:

m:~1m:~

Om.

ll6.6
121. 7
126.1 126. 9
]30. 8 132. 6
136. 2 137. 8
141. 31 142. 7
145. 91 1-!7. 8

Om.

Cm,.

Cm.

115.7
120. 7
125. 6
130. 5
135. 7
141. 9
147. 8

116. 5
121. 3
126. 8
132. 0
138.1
144.1
149. 5

115. 7
120. 6
12.t. 9
129. 4
134. 2
14.0.1
146. 0

Om.
115. 3
121. 5
126. 5
131. 9
137. 8
143. 6
148.1

-

Om.
116. 6
121. 2
]26. 6
131. 8
137. 0
142. 6
148. 3

-

Tho investigations of ·wahl in Denmark and \Yretlind in -Gotenburg, ancl espocia,Uy those of Malling-Hanson in Copenhagen, on tho deaf, show that the length of
body of boys from March till August increases greatly, but very little from Se1>teruber to February. ~faUing-Ifausen assnmes that tbis is tlue to the summer vacation;
but Combe thinks not, b ecause "\Yahl has observed the same thiug in chil<lren under
7 years who hacl not been at school. Combo thinks it is dno to the natnro of tho
cbil<l, a.nd is analogous to tho influence which the birth-poriocl has upon the length
of the body, for in both cases the maximum of bocly-longth is found in the sa.mo
period, that is from March till August.
Bnt it may be dne, as it seems to us, to some extent to economic conditions, for
a child born in summer gonornll:v bas better food and air. As wo know, a largo
nnm ber of parents of public-school children are poor; in winter they are forced to
economize more on account of expense of Ilea.ting. They generally liYe also in sma.11
and poorly-ventilated rooms. The influence of snch conditions ou a Ycry young
child woulJ bo mnch more cletrimenfal than when tho child is olcler aucl better able
to resist unfavorable surroundings.
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SICKNESS IN SCilOOL.

Combe fountl sickness in girls existing to some extent to the eleventh year, then it
increased faster than in boys up to 15. In the case of girls, sickness depended less
on contagious diseases; it was due rather to the want of resistance, etc.
TABLE

8.-Percentage of siclcl'iness in school children in Copenhagen and Lansanne.
Girls .

13oys .
.Age.

6-7 years ....... . .......... ..
7-8 years ......... . ... . .... ..
8 -9 years ......... .. ....... ..
9-l0years ............ . .... ..
10-11 yea.rs .............. . .. .
11-12 years ........... . ..... .

Sicldy in
Copenliagcn.

Sickly in
Lausanne.

Growth.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Orn.

48. 0
50. 0
48. 0

46. 7
42. 5
39. 6

12-13 years ........... . ..... .

39. 4

13-14 years ................. .
14-15years ........ . ... ... .. .

37. 3
42. 9

S,ickly in
Sickly in
Copenha- · Lausanne.
gen.

Pei· cent.

61

4. 8

52. 0
50. 0
52. 0

43
42

4. 7

53. 0

40
33
29
3J

4. 4

4.1
4. 4
4. 6
7. 0

57. 5
60. 4
60. 6
G2. 7
57.1

Per cent.

Growth.

Cm.

·········ss· ········4:o ·
75
60
66

4. 9
4. 9
5. 4

68

5. 5

61
39

5.1
5. 0

From the above table (No. 8) of Combe, it will be noted that the girls attend
school at the age when they are most disposed to sickliness, as amt:imia, headache,
etc.; while the boys, if they enter into this dangerous period, have left the primary
schools . Combe criticises especially any sc't10ol plan which does not consider this
differenee between the sexes as contrary to nature, for it makes at this time the
same requirements of boys aml girls. The girls demand special care during the age
of puberty; their tendency to mnemia during this period, according fo all rules of
h ygiene, should be combated every way, at home, in·regard to air, light, exercise,
and nutrition, and especi ally in school where s ufficient air-space, good ventilation,
light, and h eating are <lemanded. Girls at this period should not have much housework to do, for it robs them of necessary exercise in the open air.
SIZE 0.1!' BODY AND '\VEIGHT OF SCHOOL CHILDREN IN SAALFELD, GERMANY.

Emil Schmidt, of Leipzig, in 1892, published observations on 9,506 school children
in Sa.alfel<l, 4,699 being boys and 4,807 girls.
Comparing these measurements with those in other countries, Schmidt fim1s that
the children in Saalfeld are not so tall for their ages as Boston school children, who
from ages 7 to 10 exceeded by 1.3 to 1.9 centimeters; from ages 11 to 14, by 2.2 to 3.1
centimeters.
Compared with the children of th e English working classes, the Saalfel<l. chil<lren
excel a t age 12, by 2 centimeters; at age 13, by 3.2; at age 14, by 1 centimeter.
Danish boys at all ages are taller l>y 0.1 to 2.7 centimeters than Saalfeld boys.
Swedish chilllren are still taller by 1.8 to 6.7 centimeters.
Tho Turin lJoys of th e well-to-do classes are larger than the boys of Saalfeld, but
those of the lower classes are smaller than the boys of Baalfeld. This won] tl indicate in Turin a wider distinction between the cla ses . Tho same general comparisom; apply to the girls, with a few exceptions.
Tllo investigations of the chil<lr n of 'aalfelcl in general confirm the results of
pr vions inve tigatious. Thus it has been fountl that boy grow more regularly
than girls . In Danish and wedi h ·chools it was shown that girls react more upon
outer in flu nces than boys; a.l o that the total growth of girls during school years
i greater than that of bo:n1 .
· _-hmidt shows from th~ followi11g ta.bl s that in the city th average sizo of body
dnnng ·r.hool Y ar i. ks and th gr wtb is slow<•r tbau in tho couu try . There is
mor. ·:a ~icity in th conditions of tho <·ouutry, ~hi ·h aids the child in over oming
any tnJunou •trect of confinem •ut in i;chool.
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TABLE

City.

Leng-th of body in seventh year ......................... . .... . ....... . .. .. .. .

f:~ffk
~f. t~~f l~ t~:Jt;~J!~i-~!~~: ::: ::::: ::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::
Growth frum birth until seventh year ................................ . . . .... .
Growth from seventh till fourteenth year .............. . . . ............... . .. .

Couutry.

Om.
109. 0
140. 7
165. 3
59. 0
31 . 7

Om,.
109. 6
143.4
166. 5
59. 6
33. 8

CHILDREN Ol!' POLAND.

The first part of Table No. 10 below is that of Dr. Lauds berger, of Poland . . From
1880 to 1886 he measnred yearly in May 104 children. He Jays stress upon the fact
that jt was always the same children. Many of the children, howe-rnr, fell out from
year to year, from one cause or another. Yet Landsberger says the numbers were
l arge enough at the outset to give the averago value.
The children were separated into two classes, the poor aucl the well-to-do. He
made measnrements of the liver by percussion, and found that from 6 to 8 jn boys
the liver to be on an average 10, 10¼ to 10½ centimeters long jn the well-to•do classes;
ju the children of the poorer classes it was less. The liver is from 8.9 to 9.3 per cent
the l ength of the body. Frerichs 1 has found by measurements on the dead,· where
the length of body was from 100 to 150 centimeters, the liver was 8.3 centimeters,
and in boys from 6 to 15 years 6.7 long. Hensen 2 makes the liver of the new-born
infant weigh 4.39 per cent and that of the adult 2.77 per cent of the whole weight
of the body.
T ABLE 10.
Increase0

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Om.

Om.
112. 2
112. 5
49.4
16. 6
14. 5
20. 8
14. 7
51. 0
25. 4
55. 4

Om,.
117. 3
116. 0
50. 2
16. 7
14. 3
20. 9
lUl
51. 3
26. 0
58. 0

Om .
122. l
122. 2
53. 6
16. 5
14. 5
21. 2
15. 4
51. 7
26. 3
60. 2

Cm.
125. 4
125. 0
54. 9
17. 0
14. 5

Om.
130. 0
129. 6
57. 0
17.1
14. 6
21.4
15. 6
51. 9
27. 0
03. 7

Cm.
135. 2
135. 4
59. 7
17. 2
14. 6
21. 3
16.1
52. 3
27. 9
65. 0

Cm.
139. 2
140. 5
02. 7
17. 5
14. 5
21. 7
16. 5
5'.!. 3
29.1
09. 0

years. years. years. years. years. years. years. yearfl. From Per
6 to 13
years. year.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·

--

Length of body .•••••....... 106. 9
.A.rm reach .................. 106. 3
L ength of left arm ...•...... 47. 3
Maxromm length of bead ... 16. 5
Maximum width of head ... 13. 7
Height of head -............ 20. 7
Height of face ...... - .. -.... 14. 7
Circumference of bead ...... 50. 9
Circumference of neck- -.... 24. 9
Circumference of chest ..... 54. 8

Length of left arm:
I
Qu_e~elet-··············- 44.7
47.5
50.2
Hei;:~ 8
GO. O · ···· ·· · ···· ··
Quetelct . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 19. 5 19. 8
20. 1
Liba.rzik .. . ............. b20.4
21.0
21.0
1
Circumference of bead:
Quetelet. ... .. .....•. .. . 50. 8
51. 3 51. 9
Circumference of chest:
Quetelet.. .. ............ 54. 3
56. 4
58. 5
Kotelrnann ...•... .. .. . ........ 1

~f11~~d;:· ···· ·· ··· ·

••• -

.• . . ...••.

21. 0

15. 7
51. 8
26. 7
61. 9

1
2

Cm.
4. 6
4. 8
2.2

.........

. .......

·-----0. 2
0. 2
0. 6
2. 0

Ia15. 8 I• ····-·
60. 5
61. 7 · ····· ·(1. 7 , ...... .

53.1
60.4
20. 3
21. 4

20. 5
21. 7

20. 0
22. 2

52. 3

52. 7

53. 5

60. 6
60. 7

63. 0
62. 4

63. 8

··2io· :::::::,:::::::
.............. I...... .

67. 5
65. 8

1

a From 6 to 12 years.

Cm.
32. 3
34. 2
15. 4
1. 0
0. 8
1. 0
1.8
1. 4
4. 2
14. 2

b .A.bout.

Klinik der Leberkrankheiten, S. 40.
Hermann's Handb. d. Physiologie. Lejpzig, 1881, YI, 2.

I
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The diffcr 011c( between tbe classes i." bronght out clearly in the following t able :
TABLE

11.
A.verage
height of'
well•to•do.

Average
height of'
poor classes.

Centimeters.

Centirneters.

Yt'ar.

1880 .........................•.........•.•..................... ••••••···· .•
1881 ....... . ................. ... ... . ......•.••••• • .••....•••....... • .......
1882 ... .. ..... .. ... .. ................. . . ... .... ... ... . ...•• • .....•.........

106.1
111.4

)08. 9
114. 5
119. 6

116. 7

Cbihlren of the. well-to-do classes aro stronger and larger when beginning school
life, bnt in spite of their bet t er nourishment do not grow faster than the poorer
cbil<1ren. This is not in ac cord with the conclusion as to ·washington sch ool children, but Landsberger measured only lOG children. This points to the great importance of nourishment in the earliest chilclboo<l, before school life begins. This will
1
be clear if we examine the following painstaking measurements mad6 by Rnssow.
'fABL1~

12'.
Children artificially nourished.

Children nursed by
mothers.

Year.

Weight.

Length.

Kilograms.

Centimeters.

9. 9

73

11. l
12. 6
14. 2
15. 3
17. 0
18. 2
20. 7

83
89
93
100
106
110
116

Weight.

Length.

Kilograms.

Centimeters.

66
75
81
87
98
102
105
113

7.4
8. 6
10. 5
12. 0
13. 4
15. 7
)5. 9
18. 3

J<"rom the table below it wil.l be seen that the head in its diameters and circumference grows much more slowly than the body; al so tliat tbe head seems to be independent of the length of the body ju its growth. Thus, l et us consider the relation
of the length of the hea(l to the length of the body, giving the former in per cent
of the latte11.
TABLE

13.

Per cent
Pei: cent
Per cent
according to accordin g- to n,ccording to
Quetelet.
Liharzik.
Landsberger.
----------------------!-

I

24. 0
17. 2
13. 0
)3. 0 }
12.•s
12. 5
12. 3

· · .. -. -... i5.- s

12.1
11.9
11. 2
12. 0

14. 7
14. 2
13. 5
13. 5
13. l
12. 7
12.5

Dnriurr :chool a.ge th,: maximum whlth of head increases very little or none at all,
1rnt th l1eigbt of face incr1·a ·es fastn than all th e other h ad mea •urements.
• cha: ffh:m n in Donn h 8 ho ·11 beimpor an1·e of th r,·ln.tion b tween hein·bt of
f: l'O nni11_ ll"tb of bo'1y. Hi. tab lo( -o. H ), d1if-h follows, gin tho heights of he d
n11d 1ac1 m per c·cn of tho 1 O"tb of body.
1

.J 1111,. f. J'in,1 •rlieil ·., ·y1, 1-2.
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These figures ( Table No. 14) agree substantially with Quetelet's, showing the strong
growth of the face in school days. In conseqnencc of the great growth of the body,
the heacl iB relatively slow in its growth.
The children measured by Lamlsberger are mostly hyper-brachy-cephalic-that is,·
the width of head is comparatively very great.
The chest girth increases constantly with the length of the body, and is generally
half the length of the body.
14.

TABLE

.Age.

Height of
head.

Height of
face.

P er cent.

Pei· cent.

6 years
7 years
8 years
9 years

...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• ..•••••• •••• ••••····•·• •....... •
...................................•.................•......•......
...............•.•...•.................................•.••........
..•............. ...... ..... ........... . ..... ......•................
10 years ............................................................ . .... .
llyears ·············-········ ··· · ........... .... ..... ..................... .
12 years ·-·················· .. ··········--·································
13 years ......•..•...•....•..• •......•... .. .......... .......•.••..........

13. 7
13.1
12. 7
12. 6
12. 5
12. 0
11. 9
11. 8

10. 3

18. 5.
17. 8
17. 3
16. 7
16. 4
15. 7
15. 5

INFLUEN CE OF UNFAYORAl3LE CO~DITIONS ON TIIE GROWTH OF UIIILDREN .

!Hflnence of unfavoral>Ie condition8 on the life antl physical developmeut of youth
i s shown in the following table of Pagliaui:
TABLE

Nnmuer of persons.

.Age.

9 .••••• •• •.••••••....

rears.
10

34 ...................
45 ...................
41 ...................
28 ...................
23 ............ .......
15 ...................

]l

12
13
H
Jfi

16
17
18
19

9 .•.••...•...••••... .
6 •••••••••.••••••.••.

4 .•...........••.....

I

1:5.
A Yeragecb es t A ,erage hmg 1.A verago mus•
girth .
I capacity.
cular force.

.Average
weight.

.Average
h eight.

Kilograms.
24. 51
26. 18
28. 38
31. 75
33. 06
3!J. 36
41. 47
43. 20
44. 55
46. 65

Centimeters.
126. 3
128.1
132.1
137. 5
14C. 0
148. 6
151. 2
151. 3
154. 3
156. 0

CentimP-te1·s.
61. 0
61. 2
62. 8
65. 2
66.4
69. 5
70. 3
71. 6
72. 6
74. 2

Oiibic

c11t.

1,660
1,700
1, 860
2,045
2,100
2,445
2,485
2, 66()
3,115
3, 12[;

Kilograms.
66. 5
68. 5
79. 0
95. 0
105. 0
118.5
121. 0
]30. 0
142. 0
150. 0

These measurements were made on the inmates of an institution in Italy.
In the following tal>lo l>y '\Yeisseuberg the numl>er in some of the gronp8 is not
large, but the :fig1ues sl1ow n general rcgnla,rity.
TABLE

Len gth of l>otly.
Age.

1

Weig-ht of body.

--1-

- Poo

r.

Strength of lift.

I
I :i'lfidcllo 1,vealtl)
J: oo~-IMid cll e
classes.
·1
r
clas ses. , ~al~hy l Po~

~------,

--

I ---·

Cm.

Cm.

10
11
12
13

Ont.
124. 2
125. 9
130. 8
133. 3

12±.7
128. 0
134. 5
137. 7

125. 6
131. 5
] 37. 8
140. 4

.,cars ...... ....
years ..........
years .... ......
years ...•......

lG.

--

-

I Middle
classes. ,Wealthy
1

--------

J{ifos.
25. 95
26. 09
29. 03
32. 23

Kil OS.
25 . (i9
27 . 29
30 . 75
33 . 34

Kilos.
25. 25
27. 28
31. 97
34. 74

Kilos.
36. 2
40.1
49. 4
54. 5

Kilos.
34. 6
40. 7
54. 2
60. 8

Kilos.
32.1
40.1
53. 2
60. 5
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TAllLE

Lengrll of body.

Weight of body.

Middle
class.

Middle
class.

Smith.

Kilos.

Kilos.

.Age.

Tailor.

--13 years .•••• •.•. .
14 years . .........
15 years ..........
16 years ..........
17 years ..........
18 years ..........
19 years ..........
20 years .... ......
21-25 years .......
26-30 years ....•..
31-40 years .......
41-50 years ... .....

16-Continuecl.

Smitll .

Tailor.

Kilos.

Kilos.

Smith.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Om.
137. 7
144. 8
148. 2
155. 8
160. l
161. 1
164.1
164. 0
)64.8
165. 9
16-1. 3
164. 2

Om.
138. 4
144. 4
147. 7
152. 5
160. 0
159. 0
161. 0
164. 5
162. 5
162. 9
162. 4
164.1

Tailor.

Strength of lift .
Middle
class.

Om.
138. 4
143. 8
145. 9
149. 7
157. 4
161. 0
165. 0
163. 3
166. 5
167. 8
167. 2
164. 8

Kilos.
33. 52
37. 47
40. 07
45. 52
50.10
50. 76
54. 24
54. 67
55. 37
56. 91
58. 09
59. 53

33. 34
37. 89
40. 98
46. 34
51. 40
53. 98
50. 75
56. 00
58. 51
61. 69
60. 45
62. 92

33. 68
30. 59
40. 30
40. 87
51.40
52. 84
61. 50
57.10
61. 69
63. 86
63. 91
62. 40

65. 4
80. 3
81. 9
97.1
98. 7
120. 8
123. 0
124. 7
132. 0
126. 4
105. 0
97. 30

60. 8
80. l
90. 6
107. 2
119. 9
129. 6
143.4
149. 9
143. 7
142. 8
133. 0
124. 5

Kilos.
67. 0
80. 3
89. 7
111. 7
138. 0
136. 8
175. 0
175. 2
185. 5
170.
165.
152.

The poor are less in height and weight than the wealthy classes. There is a striking offset in the difference in trades on the strength of lift; thus the smiths are much
stronger than the tailors.
CHEST GIRTH I.N RELATION TO LENG TH OF BODY.

As th e development of the body may be expressed in its length, so chest girth can
b e considered as an expression for the width of the body.
TABLE

17.-Ches t girth in relatior~ to length of body.
Yearly increase.

Aver age circnmference of chest .
Age.

,Te_ws
Jews
(We1ssen - (Sack).
berg).

R
.
Belgians
Jews
s (Qnete- (Wcissen(u_ssi:n)
::;ac ·
let).
uerg).

- - -- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -Mm.
Mm .
Mm.
5 years •....••••.. :.
6 years ............ .
7 years ............ .
8years ............ .
9years ............ .
10 years ..... ...... .
11 years .......... ..
12 years . .... ...... .
13 years ........... .
14 years ........... .
15 years ........... .
16 years .......... ..
17years .......... ..
18 years .......... ..
19years .......... ..
20years .......... ..
21-25 years ...... . ..
26-30 years ....... ..
31-40 years ....... ..
41-50 yea.rs ....... ..
51-75 year s ....... ..

524
560
575
600
618
625
6!2

660
67\l
714
737

766
805
819

837
836
850

880
877
805
888

543
564
585
608
030
652

628
655

598
624
036
651
671

677

697

697
720

73!
757
78!
7!17
802
808

738
774
803
825

742
767
707

842

84.0

Russians Belgians
(Quete( Sack).
let). •

---- ---- ---- ---- ---11.lm.
Mm.
Mm.
Mm.
11.lm.
522

622
622

Jews
(Sack).

675

821
845
865

882
890

890

.. ..... 36° :::::::::: :::::::::: ----·--·2i
15 .......... ..........
25 . .•....... ... . .. .•..
187 .. .. .. .. .. . ...... 26 .
17
18
19
35
23
29
30
14
18
-1
14
30
- 3
18
-7

0
6
27

22
57
23
27
13

12
15
20
26
41
36
29
22

17
6
4
.......... ........ ..
.......... ..........
5

21
21
23
22
22

23
'.!2

23
22
25

30
2!
U
~

17
8

.......... ··········
0
............................. .
................... ... ...... ..

Comparing the foregoing table (No. 17) of chest girths of different nationalities with
tho~ of the h eights in Table o. 16, \Veissenberg says the growth in height does not,
go pa.ran ·l with that of tho che t. It seems that dnring puberty the body grows in
l ength at the co t of the che t <levelopruent. But this unfavorable condition is compen at cl for after pul,erty. ,.ince the chest contain· the most important organ to
life, au<l sin e thP- body durin ,,. pnherty should have the lJest of care, conditions that
aff ·t unfa:vorably the relation of l ngth of hody and chest girth must b e avoid d.
\Y ·i nberg sa · tha from fa ·t already known school life ex rcises a ha.cl influence
iu thi!i. re ·p t 11 the development of th body. Accor<li ng to ack, goo<l food and
pur '1r play th principal ri,le. Th clte t girth in ·rc•a.-e in relation to the length
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of body up to about the age of 50. The weight also reaches its maximum about this
time. It fa a general observation (Weissenberg) that very thin people can become
very fleshy in old age, and that marriage bas a good influence in this refation. 'fhe
increase in :flesh is specially in the trnnk, chest, and abdomen, and thus the chest
girth increases. There iFl also the emphysematous enlargement of the lungs, which
is almost normal in old ago. This also increases the chest girth.
INFLUE NCE OF AGE ON GROWTII OF BODY.

The position of the extremities is parallel t o the length of the body and corresponds in growth. The length of the extremities is about one-half the length of the
body. Examining the fo11o wing table (No. 18) of Weissenberg, it will be seen that,
like the whole body, the extremities grow rapidly np to the sixteenth year. Then
there is a slow growth to the thirtieth year, when the maximum is reached; then
follows a slight retrogression. The increase of the leg in length is in general up to
the tenth year less than ltalf of the increase of the length of the body; but in the
following year the leg grows faster than the half of the increase of the body in length.
This continues up to the seventeenth year. Directly before puberty leg and trunk
grow about equally. The increased growth of the whole body during puberty is clue
especially to the increase in length of leg.
In advanced nge the leg shortens somewhat in length, due tc, the flattening of the
iustep, weakness in the kneejoin ts, and s inking of the neck in the femur.
The greatest yearly increase in the l ength of the foot is in the sixth year, which is
striking-. In old age foot and band decrease. This, as in the extremities in general,
is probably (lue to arthritic changes in the joints. Thus in the goneral shrinking of
old age all members of the body take part.
TABLT<;

18.-Growth in length of the extrein'itics (Jew8 ancl Belgians together).
Ye.irly increase .
.A.ge.

5 years ....................•........
6 years .. ................ .. ........ .
7 years ............................ .
8 years ...... ·-................ . .... .
9 years ............................ .
l O years ...... . .............. .. .... .
11 years ....•...................... .
12 years ........................... .
13 years ........................... .
14 years ........................... .
15 years ................ ........... .
16 years ........................... .
17 years ........................... .
18 years ........................... .
19 years ................. . ..•.......
20 years ........................... .
21-25 ye:irs ........................ .
26-30 years ........................ .
31-40 years ........................ .
41-50 years .................. . ..... .
51-75 years ........................ .

.A.rm.

Hand.

Leg.

Foot.

11-fni.

- Min.
116
122
126
132
13G
HO
145
150
156
16:l
168
176
J81
182
186
184.
185
187
185
1813
180

Mm.
403
5:JO
552
508
601
621
659
G98
722
765
785
822
819
847
862
861
863
869
8:i6
864
830

.Mm.
.Mm.
Mm.
.Mm. j ..ilfrn,.
167 .............•............. -· ...
182
31
6
37
15
179
19
7
22
-3
189
17
5
16
10
197
27
7
33
8
202
15
5
20
5
2ll
20
6
38
9
22l
30
6
39
10
227
13
5
24
6
2:17
39
15
4:J
10
242
13
5
20
5
25:i
31
5
37
11
257
31
4
27
4
256
2
4
- 2
- 1
259
1G
3
15
3
258
- 2
1
- 1
- 1
258
4
1
4
0
2\i3
9
1
4
5
237
- 7
0
-13
- 6
257
ti . . . • . . . .
8
0
257
- 5 .... .. . .
- 4
0

435
466
485
502
52!)
54-1

565
5'.J5
608
6!7

660

il91
722

72!
710
738

1n
751
744
750
745

.Arm.

Hand.

Leg.

I

l•'oot.

PERIODS OF GROWTH.

Comparing tho results of \Veissenli~rg and others, there aro six periods of growth.
The first period extends from birth to the sixth or eighth year, and is throughout
one of very rapid growth. At the end of this period the body is more than twice as
large as it was at birth. It seems that during the fetal life the impulses received
mature a number of years after birth. These impulses are of great intensity, as
shown from tho facts that the foetus at the end of the foetal life is twenty-five hundred. times larger than the ovum on t of which it has developed.
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Tbe second period extends from 11 to 14 years of age and growth is slow.
'fho third: period is from 16 to 17, presenting a sllllden advance in growth, which
is in relation with the development of puberty.
'l'he fourth period shows a slow growth, extending up to age 30 for length of body;
up to age 50 for chest girth. Here growth in the proper sense has ceased.
The fifth period is one of rest, and in normal conditions is from 30 to 50 years of
age, and is one of full symmetrical development.
The sixth and last period is characterizecl by a decrease in all dimensions of tbe
body.
It must be remembered that these periods do not al ways fall at the same age.
TABLE

19.-Growth of women of dijfcll'ent nationalities.
Average length.

Yearly increase iu len gth.

Jew- Swedish Belgians
Jewess es Swedish Belgians
Jews
l,OWJews 303
csses
(Quetewomen
(Weis(Weis(Weis- (Weissenwomen
tQuetelet).
senlrnrg). sen berg). (Key).
senbnrg).
(Key).
let).
berg).

Age.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· -

5years .............
6years .. . . ... ......
7 years . .. .... ..... .
8years .............
9years .............
l!l years ............
11 years __ ....... ...
12years ............
13years-............
14years ... .........
15years ............
16years ............
17 years .............
18 years ............
19-20 years ..••.. _..
21-25 years .. _......
26-30 years . ........
31-40 years --- .......

Cm.
101. 6
108. 6
112.1
115. 6
120. 2
124. 7
128. 0
134. 5
137. 7
144. 8
148. 2
155. 8
160.1
161.l
164. 0
104. R
165. 9
164. 3

Cm.
Cm.
99. 7 ·--- ·-····
108. 0 ...........
113. 5
113. 0
117. 0
116.0
120. 0
123. 0
127. 0
124. 6
132. 6
132. 0
141. 2
137. 0
H2.4
143. 0
148. 0
148. 4
150. 5
153. 0
157. 0
150. 7
159. 0
15-1. 6
160. 0
. 154. 5
160. 0
154.3
154. 4 . - ... - -- .. 154. 9 ...............
153. 3 ---------~

Gm.
Orn.
9-7. 4. . - - ... -- .
7. 0
103.1
3. 5
108. 7
3. 5
114. 2
4. 6
119. 6
4. 5
124. 9
3. 3
130.1
0. 5
135. 2
3. 2
140. 0
7.1
144. 6
3. 4
148. 8
7. 6
152.1
4. 3
154. 6
1.0
150. 3
2. 9
157. 4
.8
157. 8
.11
158. 0
-.16
15.8.0

--

Cm.

s. 3

5. 5
3. 5
3. 0
4. 6
8. 0
8. 6
1. 2
6. 0
2.1
•2

.0

--- - - Cm.

-------···

----····· ·

-----·i'o·
7. 0
4. 0
5. 0
5. 0
6. 0
5. 0
5. 0
4. 0
2. 0
1.0
.0

2. 9
-.2
.1 ---------.5 .............
-.16 ..................

Cm.

5. 7
5. 6
5. 5
5. 4
5. 3
5. 2
5.1
4. 8
4. 6
4. ::l
3. 3
2. 5
1. 7
1. l
.4
.2
•0

Weissenberg measured 303 girls and women in all, of tile age from 5 to 40. 'l'he
results of these measurements are given in the Table No. 19, above. Woman grows
somewhat intensive up to 18; after this, growth is at a minimum. 'rhe p eriod of
puberty is from 9 to 14 here; the woman is larger than the man from 11 to 15; before
this she is a little smaller, but after this time she is much smaller.
Comp,u·ing women of other nati<?na.lities, the Swedish women are like t he Jewish,
except that puLerty is somewhat later. Key's r esults agree vtith those of \Veissen.berg, while Quetelet finds the women always smaller thau the men; but Quetelet
nsed small numbers.
TABLE

20.-Relalio1i of height to circumference of heacl ancl cl1esl girth.
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In th e table (No. 20) of Franz Daffner1, it will be seen that the increase of chest
girth by i nsp iration, with the exception of the thirteenth year, averages always a,
little more than 5 centimeters. The p ersons measured were 180 caclets from 13 to 20
years of age, and 520 Bavarian eolcliers.
Daffner observes that chest girth and circumference of head increase in parallel
lines; also with the smallest height falls also the smallest circumference of head,
and with the smallest weight the smallest chest girth. It is striking to see that tho
soldiers from 2l to 22 years of age show au increase over the cadets in all measurements except the head. Daffner says this anomaly is clue to the greater mental
strain which the cadets undergo 1 increasing the size of the organ of mind, the brain,
and therewith the skull.
GRO-WTII OF HEAD/ FACE/ AND NOSE.

The developmer:t of the hea<.l of children has been studietl but very little. It
will b e interesting to give some of Weissenlierg's measurements of Jewish children.
It is to be regretted that the number measured is small, espec-ially of the youngest.
The table below 1 No. 21, i<1 a comliination of selected measurements from ·wcissenberg's tables.
The circumference of head of the new-born child is over 60 per cent of its fnll
length of body when grown. At birth the circumference of head is about th reefourths of the height of the bocly; when the child is grown it has fallen to only
one-thir-d of the height of the body.
As to the shape of the h ead, it is rounder in chil<lhood, bnt gradually becomes
longer as indfoatecl by the cephalic incle:s:. As before inclicated, 2 the maxinrnm
length grows faster than the maximum widtl.J.
TABLE

21.
10 :,ears
old (25J .

Grown
children
(100).

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - ]1 m,.

Circumference of head ... •••••••,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,...........
Maximum length of l1ead.. ... . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ...
Maximum breadth of heatl . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

305
]18
102

.ilim.
50-!
170

.Um.
521

144

H7

175

~:t~:!;~ ir~~1ic~c~p-h~i.i:::::::: :: ::::: :::::::: ::: :::::::::: .... -~~>: ~ ...... ~~~: ...... ~~--~-

Per cent of mesocephaly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Per cent of bracb,vcepitaly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33
50
Per cent of hyperl.Jrachycepbaly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
07
50

iri;g~r,~7;::t't~\;;;;::;:: : : : :;:; : : ·- r

Heiuht of nose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distance hetwecn the eyes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NaNal index . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· Height of body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

r

24

40

21

27

79. 2
520

!i5. 0
l , 060

12

48
:J2

11l
47
30
63. 8
1, 272

llbn.
550
] 83
151
82. 5
1

18
62
19
]l!)

138
34
5t
3l
63. 0
1, G51

The height of face (Table 21) during the first five years iucrens<'R more than the
other parts of the head; during the seuond five years the increase is small, hut
larger afterwards. The width of face or bizygomatic diameter, though having a
smaller increase than the height of face, corresponds to it in its growth. The di:;tance between the eyes increases rarallel with the width of head.; the increase from
birth to adult age is only 10 millimeters; flt birth tbiH di8tancc is 68 per cent of its
fnll growth.
The height of nose represents the middle division of the face, which grows the
most of all, both iu wi<l th ancl height. 'l'hc 11osc grows much fai-;ter ill height than
in width; the nasal index decreaRi ng with age.

- -------------1

---- ---

Arch. f. Anthrop. Bd . .X , -, S. 121, 1883.

2

Sec page 1102.
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The face may be divhled into three parts (Weissenberg): The upper part, from the
vertex to the root of the nose; the second or miclclle part, from the root of the nose
to the base of the nose, and the lower part from the base of the nose to the end of
the chin.
In duration and quantity of growth these three divisions of the face increase from
above to below. The middle division increases the most, and it is the upper jaw
that rules the growth of the whole face.
The relatively small increase of he::i.d as compared with body may be due to the
fact that from t h e day of birth the child needs its brain and senses as much as when
it is grown.
BLOND, BRUNETTE, A ND MIXED TYPES OF CHILDREN IN GERi\1ANY.
0

Gut of 6,758,827 school children in Gerrnany 1 Virchow :finrls, as shown in Table 22,
that more than half of the chHdren belong to the mixed type, but more than twothirds of the r es t belong to the blond type.
TABLE

22.

Type.

···· ···••O••···························· ··············· ................. .

2,149,027
949,822
3,659,978

31. 80
14.05
54.15

Total .................................................................... ·

6, 758, 827

100100

Blonde ........................... . ............ , ............................••.•

Brunetto ...... . ................................. . ............................. .
Mixcu

Considering the different colors of hair, as shown iu Table 23, we see more than
two-thirds of the children h ave blond hair:
TABLE

23.

Color of hair.
TI1oncl hair .............................................................. ·...... .
Brown hnir .. .. . . . ......................................• •• .................. . .
Black hair ......... . ..... . ............................ . ...... . ................ .
Red hair .. ............. . ...................................................... .

4,617. 54.0
1,988,966
133,864
17,499

68. 02
29. 42
1. 98
. 25

COLOR 01,a EYES, HAIR, AND SKIN oF CmLmrn~ IN GER:\tAXY.

White cl;lildren-with blue eyes are the most frequent; they ar e about one-half as
frequent as children with blond hair. Brown eyes constitute the smallest nnrubernot over a fourth of the whole nnmber.
'f AilLF: 24.
of
child ren.
I Number
539
i~~~:r:;e;
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I 2,673,
1, 1:139, 214
Gray eye .......................... ........... .. ........... . ................. ..
Color of eyes.

2, 2-l2, 702

Per cent.
39. 55
27. 21
33. 18

to tho color of the bkiu we find the pcrceuta.go of wbi to and brown skiu as
giv n in Tablo 25.
1

Yirchow, Arch. f. Anthrop, Hd. XVI,.'. ~7;)--473, 18 5- 6.
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TABLE

25.

Color of skin.
White skin . ___ . _..... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Browu skin .•.... . _. . ..... . . .. .... .... _........................... _..... _..... .

6 184 406

91. 50
8. 45

' 571; 628

The majority of those with bla ck hair have a brown skin (Table !36).
As we go west an<l south in German y the number of bl ondes lessens. They are the
most frequent in the north.
If we take the officials of Germany, who be1ong to the well-to-do classes, we find
the larges t number of blondes, b eing 40 or more per cent, among their children. In
the North Friesian Islands the percentage of blomles is 52.81.
Among the children of the Government officials, or the well-to-<lo classes, l ess t h an
10 per cent are brunettes.
In general, there is a relati vely greater nnmber of blo1idos in the country than in
the city .
In the mi.x ed type blue eyes are th e most influenced.
One-third of all the German school children haYe gray eyes . Another fact is that
blond hair p revails in the mix ed combinations, reaching an average of 36.41 per cent.
Those with brown hair, who are not brunettes, arc a branch of the brunettes
rather t,han of the blondes. The hair of women seems to turn dark faster than that
of m en.
TAllLE 26.-Pcrcentages.
Gray Gray
Gray Brown
eyes,
ey es,
0
oyes,
brown brown bla
bloncl
bair,
hair,
}1air,
hair,
hair,
white
white white brown brown wh ite
skin.
skin.
skin.
skin. skin . skin .
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2
1
4
3
5
6
7
8
--- --- --- --- - -- --- --0. 20
31. 80
l. 41
23. 41
7. 05
l.!Jl
0. 66
13. 00
Blue

bf~~~l
h air,

i~i~~d~-:::::~::::::

i~~haffri~;i~~Pruss ia, 4,127,766 person s :
From 6 to 8 years of age .......
Over 8 to 10 years of age . ... .. .
Over 10 to 12 y ears of age . .....
Over 12 t o 14 yoan; of age ......
To 14 years of age . .. .. -- . .. .. Over 14 years of ago ...•.... _..

Blue
Blno
ey es,
ey es,
brown brown
hair,
hair,
white brown
skin ,
skin.

Gray

b1;~;1

i1~

52. 81

6. 50

. 89

2:J. 22

3. 33

. 50

. 13

6. 37

35. 04
38. 33
34. 39
31. 89
35. 50
26. 25

5. 38
6.13
6. 48
5. 96
6.11
6. 32

1. 00
1. 34
1. 25
1.00
1. 27
1.05

25. :12
23. 70
24.19
25. 57
24. 09
24.43

5. 47
6.13
6. 73
7. 37
6. 20
9. 03

1. 28
1. 65
l. 6l
1. 44
1. 58
1. 91

. 37
. 40
. 44
. 87
. 45
. 55

H . 56
] 2. 40
lJ . 09
11. 74
12. 65
10.19

Gray
Bro wn B rown Brown Bluo
eyes,
eyes,
eyes,
eyes,
eyes,
red
r ed
brown brown black
hair,
hair,
h air,
hair,
hair,
white brown brown white wbito
skin.
skin.
skin.
skin. sk in.
--- --- - -- --- --12
11
13
10
0
-- --- ------ --Germany-·····················---North Friesian Islands ....... .... Prussia, 4,127,766 persons:
From 6 to 8 years of age ........
Over 8 to 10 years of age .. --. -Over 10 to l 2 years of ago . . . - ..
Over 12 to 14 lears of ago ......
To 14 years o · age .. _..........
Over 14 ymtrs of age .. _........

9. 70
3. 20

3.14
. 03

1. 21
. 55

0.10
.46

0. 07
. 09

8. 32
8. 02
8: 88
10. 42
8. 34
13. 01

2.18
2. 47
2. 59
2. 69
2. 45
3. 60

. 58
. 73
. 84
. 91
. 75
1. 73

.12
. 11
.13
.13
.12
.08

.10
. 08

Brown
eyes, 0th )
r ed
Wholo
hair, l)ina- number.
wliite tions.
skin.

oom- 1

- - - - - - - -H
15
- - ---0. 00

0. 28
. 84

0, 758, 827
2,360

. 08
. 06
. 07
. 07
. 07
. 09

. 20
. 21
• 30
. 33
. 24
. 98

540,949
2,156,025
693, 839
190, 583
4,070, 923
56, 843

.......

.11
.11
• 09
. 00

-
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From an e:s:amination of Table 26 it will bo seen that the darkening of the hair is
ve-ry slight in the pure brown type, ::md in the mi:s:ecl form with gray eyes it hardly
appea.rs, at least during school days. But darkening of the hair is very frequent in
themi:s:ed forms with l>rown ey es, yet it is twice as frequent in the pure blond type,
where i t reaches the highest per cent.
HAIB OF OTHER NATIOXALITIES COMPARED , VITI-I HAIR OF GERMA::'\S.

In comparing th e results of observations of school ch ildren of other nations the
following table is made from Virchow's data. A strikiug part is the small number
of blondes in Switzerland. This m ay be due to th e fact (Virchow) that t h e country
districts were not so thoroughly studied.
TABLE

27.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
6,758, 827
608,698
405,609
2,304, 501

ToLal ... . ........... . ...... .. ....... . ...... 10,077,635
1

Lo~m

31. 80
11.10
19. 79

14. 05 ..... .............. .
27. 50 ... ... ........ .....•

~t i~ ....4i 97 -.... .54.-84

··········I ·····7~=~=

HEAD AND BROAD HEAD.

About all E u ropean p eoples show two different forms of hend, a long and small
and a shor t and- broad bead . Formerly in Germany the long h ead prevailed, being
called the German i c type, but in recent t imes short, broad heads have increased, till
now they constitute the l argest number.
RELATION 01!' COLOR OF SKIN, HAIR, A~D EYES .

The color of the skin, which stands in a certain relation with color of hair and
eyes, is an important characteristic for distinguishing races, but in Gennauy, as i.n
other European eountries, there is no uniform relation. Blornl and brown people
follow one auother in most places, arnl to-day only a few peoples are ·wholly blond.
I t seems as if brunette: were increasing daily . According to Virchow, if it could
be sl.J own that the l ong-headed people were l>lond and light colored, and tbe shortheaded brunette and dark colored, the conrso of the mixture and tho spread of
different peoples (also in prehistoric times) would present ,·aluable information.
There is in typical individuals of a race a more o;_· lcs!'I constant relation between
the colors of the- skin, hair, and eyes . Frequently all are dark, often they are all
light.
Yfrchow assumes that sin<'e there was nc,er a <lark race "·ith light hair, although
originally blond hair can be omc in adult ag,, dark, that those persons who l>etween
the ages of 6 and 14 have lJJon<l hair honld be considore<.l as belonging to a blond
race. 'n1ero iH no rnce of whic·h tlie skin, hair, or iris i:-i wholly without pigment.
Alhiui::;m is a pathological condition. To clefinitc lines can be drawn diviilino- blondes
from lJrnncttes. EYery incli\"iclnal ha. a tenclenc-y to clarker shade.
Th majority of d1ildrcn ar horn with blue yes, l>nt with very many the blue
soon "11:tu" • in o a brown. 'I hi c:hungc begins in tlle first week in life; after two
y1 r the p rmunen olol' i · in mo. t ca ·cs t1etermin<·d.
h' c-l1~nrr o: olor in th hair i. mnc·h slower. The majority of c1iilc1ron ha.ve
~lo .ul 11:n~ at lnrth. It 1, comes dark ,rr1;1-dna1Jy sometim<·'l not till after pul>erty.
~h , · • rn 1. g n rally_tm of the akin, onl~· the clarh ui11g proc<'ss extends furtb r
rnto later hC• . In white rac<: lilnly P oplo nhva: haYe n. inore colored 11ki11 than
yonn' l' oplv h dilt•t1•11c i,; 11101 of q11antit~· than cpt:tlity .
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Since there is a certain parallelism in the color of skin, hair, and eyes, persons
with blue eyes, blond hair, ancl white sk in are called "blondes," those with brown
eyes, brown hair, and brown skin "brunettes." But there is a large number of
combinations of less significance. The white races especially show great individual
variability in combinations. In mrtking these divisions individuals are generally
taken between the ages of 20 an(l 25.
The general results of the investigation in the schools of Germany are confirmed
by similar studies in Austria, Belgium, and Switzerland. The number of children
js so great ( over 10,000,000) that these results must be cornduere(l as fairly wen
established.
MEASUllE:UE~TS OF RUSSIAN CHILDREX.
TABLE

28.

[V-azlrnoff's table giviug nutr.i tion of ]_)oorer classes.]
Nutrition.

Boy s.
Age.

Poor.

_ _ _ 1_ _ _ _--,-_ _ _
G_h_1_s~
· -------,---

1\Iedium.

Good.

Poor.
Medium.
Good.
1
Total,_ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ ,__ __ _ , Total
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Imm- Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per mnnber. cent. ber. cent. bflr. cent. ber. ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. bcr.

i - - - , - - - - i - - - , - - - - i - - - - ,, - - - i

- - -- -1 - - - - - - - - - -

1 year . . . . . .
2 years . . . . .
3 years . . . . .
4 years . . . . .
5 years . . . . .

51
38
22
7

25

2

21
20
13
17

6yo•,:,;~; 1 ·;;;

;;: ;

00
68
43
25

4

;;;· 1 ~;

44
37
39
47
36
;

- - - - - - --

64
76
45

21

5

31
l2
41
40
47

205
182
110
53

20
7
2
1

25
15
10
16

11 . . . . . . . . . . . .

------- -- --

30
19
4
4

1

37
41
21.
68

21: ;~;-,-56: ·;; ;; ;; ;;·

31
20

38
41

13

00

1
2

16

81
46
19
6

;;

;~

1 · ;;

~

3

TABLE

l--"-

29.

1--"<:,.I=>

[In Centimeter s. ]

I

cr;i

Measurements by other Russians.

,azhnoff. a

Boys.

Girls.

J3oys.

Girls.

Boys .

Boys.

Boys.

Boys.

Boys.

--

Yearly Chest Y~arly Chest Yearly Chest Y ~arly Chest Yearly Chest Yearly
Chest
in Yearly Cb <1st Yearly Chest Yearly
lninin111ininChe~t
girth. crease. girth. crease. girth. crease. girth. crease. girth. crease.
ingirth.
in•
girth.
crease.
crease.
girth . crease. girth . crease.
- --- --- --- --- --- - -- - - - --- - - - --- --- ---- --- ----18
15
17
H
16
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
- - - --- --- --------- - - -

A;?e,

-- ---

--S ~-ear!! ....... .. ....... .
9 y~•nr:1 . . •• •. . . • • •. . • . • .
10 )" l'll l'll ••• • • . • •• • • • ••••
ll ye111-s .• • •• •••.•• .• •• .

l:? yon rs ................

61. 4
6~. 75
6-t. 27
65. 5
66. 62

1. 35
1. 52
1. 23
1.12

58. 34 . . - .. --1. 43
59. 77
2. 07
61. SJ
0. 08
Gl. 76

-------- ............

61. 67
62. 6
64. 39
65. 8
67. 4

---- --··
0

61
61
64
65
67

------·
o. 9
1. 79
1. 41
1. 6

3
2.
2

61.13
62. 84
64. 88
66. 69
68. 71

---1.-- 69
--·
2. 03
1. 82
2. 02

62. 7
64. 5
66. 5
66. 5
66. 75

1. 8
2. 0
0. ()
0. 25

-- -··- --

63. 52
63. 12
63. 79
64. 69

0. 6
0. 67
0. 9

58. 99
60. 36
62.16
64. 09
65. 01

1. 72
1. 37
1.80
1. 93
0. 92

57. 5
58. 5
60. 9
62. 2
63. 6

1. 5
1. 0
2.4
1. 3
1. 4

t_zj

t:1

~

Q

>

1-3
0

1-1

z

a Vestnik. obsh. big., sudeb. i prakt. med., St. Peter~b., 1897, XXXIII, N o. 2, secs. 32-44.

pj
TABLE

30.

t:tj

1-d
0

[In centimeters .]

Age.

I

.A.,er - 1Yearly l Aver- , Yearly .A.ver- 1Yearly l .A.ver• 1Yearly l :Aver- 1Yearly l .A.ver- 1Yearly l .A.ver• 1Yearly l Aver. , Y early
age
inag(l
in•
a ge
inage
in•
age
in•
age
in•
age
in•
age
in•
heig ht. crease. h eight. crease . height. crease. height. crease. height. crease. height. crease. heig ht. crease . height. crease .
2

4

3

5

6

- - --- --- ··-114. 9
120. 278
123. 44
127. 03
130. G5
12 years . ..... . .......................... Hl2. 81
2. 2 134.4
136. 54
.
..
... . . ~. 141.00

m~~\t•I••••?\•••••L•• ··mI1···::
{: ~:::;::::: ~::~::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::
~~~-. ~

T otal .

~

~~

:Measurements by other Russians.

Vazhnoff. a

~~

562. o I... .. • . . I 947.

oo

5. 3
3. 17
3. 59
3. 62
3. 8
2.H
4.46

114. 4
117. 7
122. 0
126. 7
129. 3
135. 5
136. 6

--- - - - - -

---- ----

-- --·---

3. 3
4. 3
4. 7
2. 6
4. 2
3.1

8
- - - ----

12

9
10
11
--- --- ---

112. 62 ., ------- 113. 1
117.81
5.19 116. 32
121. 28
4. 72 121. 04
126. 72
5. 47 125. 91
130. 85
4.10 129. 56
131. 71
2. 80 134. 05
136. 69
2. 98 136. 95
-------- ----- --· 14:3. 2

3. 22
4. 72
4. 87
3. 65
4. 49
2. 90
6. 25

117. 8
121. 5
124. 7
128. 4
132. 7
137. 2
137. 8
141. 7

754,0 1. ....... 1542,00 1.•. • ••.. 1630,00 1.•••.•.. 1 332,00

3. 7
il. 2
3. 7
4. 0
4. 5
0. 6
3. 9
! ••••••••

a Vestnik, obsh. big., sudeb. i prakt. med., S t. Petersb., 1897, XXXIII, No. 2, secs. 32-44.

13
116
121
124
129
133
135
138

15

H

5

16

I · · · · • •• ·t · • • . • • • •

3 124. 48
51127. 75
4 127. 95
2 130. 34
3 135. 72
137. 75

622 I•••••••. I 240. oo

3. 27
0. 25
2.42
5. 35
2. 83
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31.-Avtwage height (in incheB), in variouB citieB and countries of the world.

[Tables 31 to 34 inclusive are from Amer . .Tour. of Psychol., April, 1898.
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M . IF. M. IF. M. IF.
M.I F. M. / F . M. IF. M. IF. / M. j F. M. IF. !M . IF.
- - - - - -- - - l - - 1 - -1 -- 1 - -1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - -1- -1- -1- - 1 - - r- - r - - r - - , - - , - - , - - , - - , - - ,- - r - - r- - r - - r - - , - - , - . - , - 1

6½:vears
71, years
8½,rears
9½ years
10~ years
11½ years
12½ years
lfl½ years
14.½years
15½ years
l6½~· ears
17 ~ years
18§years
]!)~:,ears

.......... . .. 43.754~.35 42.9
. . ........... 45. 7-H5. 52 44. 9
............. 47. 7647.58 46. 9
.••.. ........ 49. 69 49. 37 49. 0
............ . 51. 68 .51. 34 50. 7
......••.... . 5H. 33 53. 42 52. 7
..... .•• •.... 55.1 55. 9 1 5-!. 4I
............. 57. 2 58. 2 56. 3
. . ... -··· ···59.9 59.9 58.3,
. . .. .. ....... 62. 3 61. 1 61. O
............. 65. 0 61.6 63.1
. ... ......... 66. 2 61. 9 65. O
....... ..... . 66.7 61.9 .....
..... . .................... ..

42.444.0843.78 44.1 44.4
44. 5 -!6. 09 45. 93 45. O 44. 9
46.6-!8.0547.59 47.6 46.8
48. 7 50. 00 49. 81 49. 3 49. 2
50. 6 51. 85 51. 89 51. 9 51. 5
52. 4 53. 76 53. 5 51!. 5 53. 9
54. 8 55. O 56. 5 55. 1 56. 6
57. 7 57. 5 58. 7 56. 8 60. O
59359. 9 60.5 59.7 61.2
61. 0 162. 3 61. 6 61. 8 61. 9
62.065.1 62.2 64.5 62.7
62. 7 166. 6 µ2. 9 67.1 62. 7
62.8 ..... 62.5 67.6 63.2
62. L ... ... .............

44.-1
46.1
48.2
50. 0
52. 8
54. 6
56. 3
58. 1
60. 7
63. 9
65.3
66. 3
66.9
67.4 1

43.8 45.0 44.9 45.0
46. 3 47.1 46. O 47. 8
47.9 48.9 48.4 49.6
49. 8 51. 2 50. 8 51. 3
52. 3 53. O 52. 8 53. 3
53. 9 55. 9 54. 6 55. 2
57. O 57. O 57. 9 57. J
58. 2 58. 8 60. 4 58. 7
60.5 59.3 61.41 61.7
61. 8 62. 8 62. 5 54. 7
62.4 65. 7 62. 5 66.7
62. 8 67. 1 63. 6 68. 2
62.6 .......... 68.6
62.7 ..... .. ... 69.0

1
: : :: : : ::: : : : : :: : : ::: ' : :·: ·
44.6 ..... ........ . ... .. . 4 .6
46. 8 . . . . . . . • . . 44.1 43. 9 t.-... 6
49.2 ...... ... . 46.4 45.8 49.6
51. 3 51. 2 ..... 48. 3 47.1 51. 6
53. O 53. 9 . . . . . 51. 5 49. 2 52. 4
54. 5 55.1... .. 53. 4 51. l 53. 5
58. O 56. 7 . . . . . 55. 2 52. 3 55. 1
59. 2 61. o . . . . . 57. 2 54. 5 56. 7
61.7 62.3 .••.. 59. 1 57. 4 58.7
63. 3 65. 3 . . . . . 61. 6 . • • . . 61. 4
63.3 66.5 .... . 63.5 . . ... 63.8
64. 5 67. l.. ... 64. 6. .... 65. 7
64.6 67.3 ............... 66.9
64.6 67.5 ..•..... . ...... 67.3

:!:::::i-4i.2:::: f::: :::: :I::::: :::::
43.2 ..... 44.5 44.2 44.2 43. 8

1
: : : : : : :: :
44.5 44.l 44.1
45. 7 45. 3 45. 31
48. 4 47.2 47.2
50. O 49. 2 49. 2
52. o 51. 2 51. 2
53. 9 53. 1 fi2. 4
56. 3, 54. 3 54. 3
58. 3 56. 3 57. 5
60.2 58.7 50.4
61. 8 61. 4 60. 6
62. 6 64.6 62.6 1
63. C' 65. 7.....
63.0 66.9 ... ~.
63.8 66.9 . . ...

45. O . . . . . 46. o 45. 1 46. 1
47.0 ..... 47.8 47.4 47.7
40. 2 ..... 49. 7 49.1 49. 3
50. 5 . . . . . 51. 7 51. 2 51. 1
51. 5 . . . . . 53. 2 53. 1 52. J
53. O..... 55. 1 55. 8 53. 9
55. 9..... 56. 8 57. 9 56.1
57.8 . .... 59.1 69.2 58. 0
60. 7 . . . . . 61. 8 61. 6 60. 1
62.9 ..•.. 64.3 62.4 63.1
64. 5 . • . . . 66. o 63. o.....
65.5 .• ... 67. 1 63.11··· · ·
66.0 ................•...

46. 6
47.9
49. O
50. 8
52. 9
54. 5
57. 4
59.6
60. 1
61.5
62. 2
62. 3
62.7

lli;:;: :: ::::: ::::::: ::::: :::: ::: :::::::!::::: :::::;::::: ::::: ltil :q::::: :::::: :: :::::: : :i:L::: ::::: :: :::.67'.',.'.'.·.• :::::::::: ."·'i :::: ::::: :::::: ::::: ::::
a See Tables VII and XXXIV, Part Ile.
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32 .-Ai:erage hei[Jht

,....

1-l

Un inches), in rario11s cities ancl countries of the u:orld.

~

00

[Amer. Jolll'. Psycltol., April, 1898.)
]3elgium.
1Quetelet.)
(.A.uthrop.
Selected
Corn.)
10 of each
I
O,er 30,000 11ge and
persons.
sex .
England.

:ii!~-

1~-

if
tit

I i!'.__
F.

Lausann e. Freiburg.
G
.
(Combe.)
(Geissler·
<?hbs.
6,662 m eas• Uhlitzsche.) (Ge1_ssler.)
urements 10 _343 boys, 1,386 b_o;ys,
o~ 2,0UO
10 -830 o-irls. 1,420 gnls.
children.
'
"

Turin.
(Paglfani.)
1,048 bo_ys,
968 girls.

F. - 1 M.

F.

'_M.

F.

M.

F.

M.

F.

Posen .
13reslau .
1 Hambu'"- 1 Radom.
(Carstadt.) (f,and,he,ger.)
(Kotelrua£. ) (Suligow·
4,274meas37 to 104
~ ~ b • ·
ski.)
Hrements boys for 7
<> 1 <> oys.
1,133 boys.
of 6UOboys.
years.
M.

F. ' M.

F.

M.

i F.

M.

I ,-.

I (Schmidt.)
Saalfeld.
4,699 boys,
4,807 girls.

M.

F.

f~~UU!!ii !\Yt:in~~IIll !ff :fr !:_N lY(I!/II/ \/(III <II /)H II UII :y

'w m ••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 44. o 42. 9
1 1. . . ...................... 4ti. O 44. 5
7 ,·ears
1
S ,•l•llril .•....•.........•...•....1 47. l 46. Ii
Ol ,·cur~......................... 49. 7 48. 7
1Qi)·e1mi ......•.................. 31.8 51.1
lliYl'l\l'i! ..•..• ........••...•..... 5S.5 53.1
l!!t yen rs....... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 . 0 56. 7
13!yenr,-.. .•.................•... , 56.9 57.8

41. 2
4:l. 5
45. 7
48. O
50.1
52.2
5-L 1
56.0

40. 6
42. 8
~5. 0
47. l
49.2
51.2
53. 2
55.1

40. 7
44. 3
46. Ii
48. 8
49.8
50.!l
52. 6
55.0

40. 2
4:3. O
45. 5
47. 6
50.1
51.7
53. 8
56.1

11~~!!:!!/!!\I\?i111i J!: l! ,.lit

~!

...... , . . . . . .
4G. 2 I 45. 8
48. 2 47. 7
50. O 49 5
51.7 51.6
fl3.3 53.7
55. 0 55. 9
56.9 57.9

42. 8
44. 3
46. 3
48. 1
49.0
Gl.4
53. ;J
55.2

42. 5
4i. 1
45. !)
47. 8
49.6
5l.6
5:l. 3
55.7

43. 4
45. O
47. 0
48. S
50.8
52.l
54. 4
55.4

43. O
44. 8
46. 3
48. 8
50.fi
52.7
54. 9
57.1

43. o
44. 8
46. 8
48. 7
50.6
52.5
54. 4
56.4
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... . . .
. . . . ••
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42. 1
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49.4
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......
......
... . . .
......
......
......
. . . ••.
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.. .. . .
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......
50. 6
51.5
53.2
55. 1
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.•....
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49. 6
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45. 0
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33.-Showing the weight ('in pounds) at s1iccessive ages in diffe1·ent cities and conntries.

~ i-I ,

[.A.mer. Jour. Psycbol., April, 1898.]
---

.Age.

\ St.Louis.
Boston.
(Porter.)
(Bowditch.) 16,295 boys,
13 691 b .,81 118 0·9
0 a·1 'ls·
,
O)
,
e- r •
10,904 girls. age nearnst
_____ j birth~~

~ ~

M'l
I
--- -- ;
, 1 ~au Ire~.
.
,vorcester. Le"'. •1 ~ en .
(l,-.1\ .Peck , TOakland.
(West.)
(G1lbe!t.)
ham) 4,773,::'.'lumber not 3 ?50 chil- About ;:iO of
boys , 4,891 I stated.
,eacl1 sex for
,· .1
dren.
t1acl! a<Te
l:,ll s.
' - - - - -i ---,---i
"' ·

S
I Denmark
• _ow,t.
Pennsylva,wee1en
CommisMoscow.
Turin.
(<:,1lbe;t. ) nia. (Hall.) . Comnns- sion. (Her- (Erismann.) (Pagliani.)
About o0 of 2 434 males SI!)ll- (Key.) 1tel.) 17 134 2 453 boys 1,048 boys,
each sex for '
1:>,000 boys, I
' - ' '.:. ·· ' 968 girls.
each ao(nude).
3 000 gi 1:1s boys, 11,200 1,490 girls.
•
.,,e.
'
girls.

I

I~:

~

~

~

~.1~.

I::,I
:.,
~t~ ~n

3!Y""···········/·· l· .!.. : .~. ~· ~·
1 ··~· .. ...~. ...
I ~·· 1 ··~··1··~·. l .. ~·..
~n::~:::::::::::::
··41:i ··si'l>,
~U
~g:L::::
::::::
·.iias
·so:so
::::::
::::::
::::::
::::::
::::::
::::::
::::::1
::::::
:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
6~ years............ 45. 2 43. 3. 43. 7 41. 7 4-1. 8 43. 11 47. G 45. 9 46. OJ 4:1. 70 46. SI 44. :{ 45. . 9 41. G . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 . 21...... 46. 3 44.1 44. 1 42. 8
II

·:

. . .~ ·. . . ~ ·.

;

~ ·.

1: : : : : : . : : : : : :

7~years ..........•.
8~ years............
91years ............
10.i years............
11~ years......... .. .
12~ years............
13~ years............
141 ~·ears............
15! years............
101\ vears...... ......
17* years............
18½ years ............

49.1
53. 9
59.2
65. 3
'i0. 2
7G. 9
81. 8
91. o
107. 1
121. 0
127. 5
1::12. 6

1
47.5 J7.8 45.9 49.1 47.0 50.2 1 48.1 49.37 J'i. 96 51.2 50.4 51.4 47.4 .............
52. 01 52. 51 50. 5 53. 81 50. 9 54. 21 52. 2 5:J. 64 51. 50 52. 51 53. o, 55. 0 51. o . . . . . . . • . • • •
57.1 [ 57 . 5 5G. 3 Otl.5 56.4 59.6 58.6 59.81 57.37 00.0 1 58.8 01.6 58.l 58.4 ....•.
62. 4 62. 4 60. 6 05. 4 62. J 6G. 7 63. 2 66. 51 63. 52 68. 4 62. 7 63. 7 62. 1 66. 1 . . . . . .
68. 8 68. 3 66. o 70 . 9 68. 8 72. o 69. 7 71. oo 69. 9JI 70. 81 70. o1 72. 4 6!). 2 71. 7 . . . . . .
78. 3 73. 9 74. 3 76.1 77. 8 77. 9 78. 9/ 'i8. 75 79. 7-! j 82. 3 84 . 5 78. 2 79. 7 80 5 . . . . . .
88. 7 80. 1 SJ.. 9 84. 9, 88. 0 89. 41 90. 7 86.13 87. 66 88. 0 92. 0 90. 0 9-!. l 89. 7 . •. • • .
98. 4 89.1 1 93. 3 95. 8 97. 6 !l7. o OS. 2 98. le 09. iO 01. 71 !JS. o 102. O 99. 9 99. 0 . . . . • .
106.1 101. 9 10::l. 01 lOtl. O 105. 9 108.1 108. 9 112. 2 105. 0 110. o 104. 0 117. o, 111. 3 108. 71......
112. o 113. 8 l 10. 9 12'.!. l j 110. 61 121. 6 109. 8 123. 6 100. 0 127. 01 113. 0 130. Oi 111. 611 1'!5. 7 . . . . . .
113. 5 122. s 116. o 130. 4 113. 3 131. 7 117. 7 132. 9 115. o 130. o 113. 7 HO. 11 121. 01 133. s'......
115. 2 ...... 115. 5 137. 8 112. 5J 137. 7 118. 3i133. 2 120. 0 ' ...... 1. .. . . . 142. 6 125 5 138. 'i' ......
1

i!Hrit::::::::::r:::: ::::: :::: :;;y.:: 2:1:::::i::::f:'.:
1

111:1.,:::::_:::::::

50.3
57. 8
64.6
66. iS
71. o
7ti. 1
82. 9
93. 3
103. 2
115. 3
127 o
l:l5. l

47.6
55. 1
59.3
64. 8
70. 3
79.1
87. 3
98. 8
107. 8
113. 8
1~0. 4
124. 1

:'.q '.'.: ;:my : : :;:.: :

49.6 47.4 48. 5 47.0
52. 9 51. 8 53. 1 48. 5
57.3 56. 2 61.l 56.4
62. 8 61. 7 67. 2 60. 4
68. 3 67. 2 73. 4 66. 8
73. 9 75. -0 82. 9 80. 5
80. 5 83. 8 91. 5 89. 3
89. a 92. 6 102. 7 91. 4
102. 6 102. 6 116. 8 99. 9
116. 8 112.4 126. 6 101. 0
126. 31. ••• . • 132. 5 . . . . . .
13J.. 51..................

36. 8 36. 2
42.8 39.C
45. 6 4.1. 9
49.4 48. 3
51. 7 54. 5
58. 6 :i9. 3
64. 6 65. 0
72. 8 76. l
80. 7 84. 9
92. 2 9(i. 6
104. 1 100. 8
116. 2 104. 7
118. 6 107.1

1::i ::::: :::: ::::: :::::: '.'.'. ; :: : :
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34.-Weight (in pounds).

~

f,j:::..

[The last four columns are added by author.]

A{!P.

England.
Belgium. I England. I (Anthrop. Denmark.
Gohlis.
(Roberts.) Com.). Over
(Geissler.) (Quetelet.)
(Yahl.)
selected 10 over 10,000 30,000 per•
J,386 boys, of
each a,ge
males.
sons.
1,420 girls.
and ~ex.
M.

F.

M.

F.

M.

F. I M.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -1- - 1 - -,--·-l-- l- -l--l - -

-

,-

F.

Washington, D. C.
Japan.
Saalfeld. Radom. {~u- (Miwa.)
White chil- Colored
(Schnndt.) ligowsk1.) 1_,250 ooys, dren· 7 953 children;
4,699 lJo ys, 1,133 boys. 2,800 g irls. boys'. s,'520 2,899 boys,
4,807 girls.
2,558 girls .
girls.

l

I

M.

F.

M.

F.

M.

F.

F.

M.

'- 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - - [ -- 1 - - 1- - 1- -1 --

1•-

-

M.

F.

I- -I- -

~lfU!()!!YF!F!\/ II z: il Hl :J} :t :;h :i!I II ir :u :y II It ii: ii II)/II II

Iff

6½,·onrs ......... ......... ...... . .... ......... 47.2

89.2
43. 4
47.6
9t ~•onrs ......•.... _.......................... 58. 9
51. 8
lOhenrs .. -·---···--······--··--·--··-··--··- - 63.5
55.6
Jl½yoars ........•... . .................. ....... 70.5
59.5
l:?t yen rs ..... _.......... ..... _..... _. . ........ 76. 3
63. 9
ia~yenrs ...................................... 79.4
73.0
ll½:,enrs .............. ......... . ---···-·····-· ..... ....... 81.8
15~ ~•oar~-_ ........ _... _........ _. __ . __ ........ _..... . . _... 90. 8
IG½Y(lnrs . .................... _............... .. ..... . .... _ 100. 1
7~

M.

F.
-

C

) ' 60T'1- •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•..

50. 5

S&yenrs . .•................................... 54.5

45.2
49. 4
54.0
57. 8
li2.8
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V .-PSYCHO-PHYSICAL AND ANTHROPOMETRICAL INSTRUMENTS OF
PRECISION IN THE LABORATORY OF THE BUREAU OJ? EDUCATION.
INTRODUC'I.'ION.

A. thorough study of any human being can not be made without
instruments of precision. Such an investigatiou of living man is one
of the most recent tendencies of science. It is paradoxical that man is
the last object to be thoroughly studied by man. Iustruments of precision have been employed. more extensively, perhaps, in the study of
the abnormal, as illustrated in criminulogy,1 but it is time they were
used in the investigatiou of normal man. 2
A.n instrumental method of inquiry is a more exact way of ascertaining the effects of mental, moral, and physical forces upon the body, of
many of which we are unconscious. The facts thus obtained bear the
closest relation to new questions in· the development and education of
man.
LIMITATION OF 'l'HE SENSES.

Science in its efforts to seek the truth has a special difficul_ty to contend against; it is the defectiveness or limitation of our senses.
Instruments of precision are for the purpose of correcting these defect~
by increasing the scope of the senses, so that, when truth may be
found, it may be described more fully and determined more definitely.
In ancient times there were instruments to measure the weight and
height, etc., or what is called the static condition. Subsequently
dynamic movements, electric currents, variations of temperature, etc.,
were studied, but our senses were too slow· and confused to determine
tbese conditions, so instruments were necessary to measure the very
small in time and in motion.
TnE GRAPHIC METnon.

The graphic method was employed to translate those cha11ges of the
activity of forces into the language of the changes themselves, which
words can not do. Writing consists in signs more or less conventional,
but the graphic method is natural; it is a universal language, as
expressed in the line or the curve.
Descartes inaugurated the graphic expression of ideas. This method
was then soon used to represent diverse variation , as the comparison
of e.conomieal and social phenomena.. Tal>les were published in England, then in Jj.,rance, showing the curves representing successive variations of population, wealth, agricultural production, etc. Since then
tbis method has been enlarged so as to apply to all sorts of things. It
gives clearness and concisene s to its representations.
Instruments of precision through the graphic method furnish a mode
of expression and a means of research. Every science accumulates
facts ~nd observations and compares them to show the relation of
1, 'ee '' Education allll Pa,thosocial Stuuies," by author1 reprint from Ro ports of
the Commissioner of Education 1 1889-90 and 1893-9-!.
2 See page 991.
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cans·e n,nd effect. Those comparison s are the more imporbrn t the Jarger
the number of data , uut this often gives rise t o extreme co111plexity.
The graphic method can r educe these data to a curve that will give
ckarn css and definit eness t o their mean ing. Nature's p rocesses are
often so compl~x that it is impossible to give attention to many associated phenomena at a time. Instru ment s of precision with their
tracings can record the different mmrement s.
The intention of this ch apter is to give a g_e neral idea of t he more
recent instruments of precision,1 especially those which apply to the
nervous syst em.
l NSTHUMENTS OF P RECIS I OX.

P erhaps ou e of t h e most u seful a nd i mport a,nt iustruments of 1irecision is the
kym ogra.phiou, whic h is a sort of t yp e writer fo r t h e laboratory .

Fie;. 1.-Ludwig's kymographion .

The kymogr aphion (fig. l) is an ia trnmeut to fnroish u n iform motion . It recor<l8
e_·per im nts liy movem nt. of a marker Ol.' i ucle.· ou smo]·ecl p aper, which has been
wrappe<l around a revolv ing cylinder . The kym og rap h ion of Ludwig f1uoishes
motioH to tb cylind r or it may be used a a moto r for other light apparatus.
Tho c·ylinder i!i
and rotate by clotkwork. A sheet of glazed paper iii
cl around
r; one eu,1 of t b p: pn is ~ummecl and is joine 1 to tho
u
"
l hy holdin"' t11 c •li rnl r over :1, paraffin lamp,
· "
r finishe l the> paper i removed from the
thin varnish, w h ich whe n clry make the
•
form of tho in trnm nt, as in tb, fign r e, tho
I,
<·al clia(Tont l or hor izonta l position. Any
of iu:itruru nt mu.kf'rli.
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spe ell between one revolution in five seconds aD(l one in about an hour can be given
to the cylinder. The cylinder can be moved along its axis to a distance equal to its
l ength with out interrupting its rotation, thus making it possible to record tracings
of great length . The adjustments arc such that many variations ran be given to
t h o speed .
In the use of the kymograpbion other apparatus is te(1uire<1, such as electrical timemarkers (figs. 10 and 11), tuning fork (fig. 6), tambours (figs. 12 and 13), etc. A
special leather case was made for the kymographion in the laboratory of the Burean,
so as to make it portable, but one must exercise much ca.re in carrying the instrument .
T he maker of the kymographion is Petzol«l, 1 of Leipzig.
THE l'OL YGR.\PI-1 . 2

·

The term p.olygraph is in general a French name for an instnunent used for a
purpose similar to that of tb.o kymographion or kymograph. The instrument hero
shown is a portable polygraph of Professor Marcy. The cylinder is 180 millimeters

Fw. 2.-Thc polygraph.

long and 70 millimeters in diameter, and rcvolYes at the rato of 1 centimeter n
~econd . Two tam!Jours, A, are fastened on two rods below, ou which they can 1.,e
lllOV d.
Two valves with rubber tubes are fastened to the tambours. :i Thero is a
place for glazed paper, Ya1·nish, etc., in the 1.,ox. The fostrument is easy to carry :m<l
convenient for experiments outside of the laboratory.
The cylinder goes by clockwo1·k, which is wound by turning the bntton at tho
end. In order to stop the cylinder, one blows into tho rubber tube marked with an
arrow . To start it again one draws the air ont of the tube. To render the cylinder
free to revolve, the button to the left is turned to the left. This is necessary to
sruoko the paper on the cylinder. To connect with the clockwork again the button
is turned to the l'ight. The maker is Verdin, of Paris .
The small polygraph (fig. 3.) is a French instrument. The cylinder can be mado
to revolve, varying at the rate of once in fivo secouds to once in thirty seconds.
Seo l ist of instrnment makers at encl of this chapter.
Marey, Circulation du sang, 2E: c<lition, page 342.
3 Seo page 114.9-1150 . .
1

2
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Different speeds can be obtained by changing the position of the wings (a) of the
regulator. The one in the laboratory of this bureall has been made portable by
having a case made for H. The maker is Verdin, of Paris.

Fm. 3.-Small polygraph.
HIPP-CHRONOSCOPE.

The standard instrument for measuring time relations is the Hipp-Chronoscope
(fig. 4). It consists of clockwork moved by a weight. There are two dials, the
h ands of which can be thrown in and out of
gear. Either a, glass or a wooden case covers
the clockwork. This instrument measures
to thousandths of a second. In using this
instrument, electric keys, commutators, batteries, testing apparatus, etc., are required.
Maker, Krille, Leipzig.
THE VER:XIER CURONOSCOPE,

1

The essential part of the instrument is the
pair of unequal pen<l.nlnms at the left. The
longer of these is of such a lengt h as to make
one complete swing (i. e., to tra,erse its arc
and retnrn to th e same point) in 0.80 secon<l.s; the shorter makes a complete swing
in 0.78 seconds, thus gaining 0.02 seconds a t
each of its swings, aml fixing the unit of
measu rement of the instrument at onefiftieth of a second. With these rates, if
both pen<l.ulurus start tog ether, tho liorter
will gain a ,...-hole swing of the longer, an<l.
they wi11 lJ,, to"ether again after forty of its
swing ; 0. '0~0.02 -40. If the shorter starts
la.ter than th" longn, it will gain, as before,
at the rate of ne-fiftieth of a sec ml per
swin" ; an<l. in or1lcr to kuow in fiftieths of
a ·e<·oncl th interval l>y which it started
wings nntil it at ·h up; and in gennly 1,e 11 ·c: sary to start the longer
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pendulum at the beginning and the shorter at the end, and to connt the swings of
the shorter up to and including a coincidence. The number counted is the interval
expressed in the units of gain-that is, in fiftieths of a secon d.
The base of the instrument is of cast iron. On one corner of it rises a columu 7-½
inches high, which, with the little platform supporting the keys, is cast in one piece
with the base. From the top of the column an arm extends forward over the
base 3¾ inches. The pendulums are released from the keys at the right in the
cut.
While the instrument is primarily intended for demonstration purposes, yet
it can be used for r esearch where a unit
of one-fiftieth of a second is sufficiently
small.
The instrument can be obtained at
Clark Un iver sity, Worcester, Mass.
TUNING-FORK STAND.

In fi g. 6 below is represented a tuningfork stand for making electrical contact
50: 100, or 200 times per second by means
of tuning forks th e vibrations of which
are electrically maintained. Any of the
tuning forks can be fixed in the slot in
the heavy cast-iron block. A platinum
wire A projects ver t ically downward
from the lower prong of th e fork, and
Fw. 5.- Vernier cllronoscopo . (Sanford.)
at each vibration clips into a cup containing mercury and completes au electrical circuit. The current thw; formed is
taken to a small alectro-magnet B placed between the prongs of the fork. The
ebonite block support ing the electro-magnet and the mercury cup can slide n.long a
rod Oto suit the l engths of the various forks . The l evel of the mercury in the cu p
can be adjusted by a screw plunger. The mercury can be kept clean by passing a
continuous stream of water over its surface . The supply of water must b e taken t o
the instrument by india.-r ubber tubing. The amplitude of the vibration of the fork
can be varied by a l atera l adj nstmen t of the electro-magnet; a vertical adjustment

FIG, 6.-Tmiing-fork stan d.

also allows the electro-magnet to be fixed at an equa,l distance from each prong of
the fork. The feet should stand upon three piece:,i of india-rubber tubing; ·when th is
is doue the vibrations transmitted to the table are lessened, and the fork vibrates more
readily. Maker: Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, Cambri<lge, England,
PENDULU:M CIIRONOSCOPE .

The pendulum chronoscope, as represented in fig. 7, was designed and constructed
b y Professor, 'cripture, 1 of the psycho-physical laboratory of Yale University.
1

Studies from the Yale psychological laboratory, Vol. III, 1895.
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This instrument is designed to meet the following requirements : (1).Accuracy to
the thousandth of a second; (2) -ease of transportation; (3) readiness of setting up;
(4) qni.ckness in reading; (5) availallility for many kinu.s of experiments on time.
Th e iustrnmeut contains a double l)ob, which is held by a catch at the right-hand
side. "\iVhen this catch is pressed the J)endulum starts its swing, soon rnaching a light
pointer held in position by a d elicate spring, which it carries along. .At the exact
moment the pendnlum takes lll) the pointer it }Jresses a catch which releases the
mechanism beneath tho base; this meclrnuism causes a shutter to drop, thus covering
an opening in a metal plate at the ba,ck of the
chronoscope. The person to be experimented
upon is seated at the back; a curtain keeps him
from seeing anything except the metal pJate with
the covered opening. He presses a rnbber button
as soon as he sees the shutter move, and a hoTizontal bar is released rnnning behind the scale.
The pointer swings between this bar and the scale,
and is conse4.n.ently stopped when the bar snaps
against the scale. The pointer starts to move as
soon as the shutter starts to fall, and consequently
any time tliat elapses thereafter will bo in<licateu.
by the <listance through which the pointer traYels
before bein_g caught. The connection of t~e
pointer with th,e pendulum is so delicate that it
continues its swing until it i s caught on the other
side.
Electrical contacts are arranged so that the
units of the scale al ways indicate the elapseu. time
l>etween the stu.rt ino- of the shutter and the pressing of the 1.mttou; that is, all lost time in the
action of the mechanism is taken up in the scale,
which is marked in hundredths and half-hundreths which by the eye can be easily divided
:into fifths, th:1s giving re~oHls in thousandths of
a seconcl.
.F1,.; . 7.-:Pendnl um clnonoscope.
For reactions to sound, the shntter is so ar(ScTipture.)
ranged ns to strike with a noise; for reactions to
light, colorecl ca,rds are ))laced in a hold.er behin<l. tho shutter, or a reflecting surface
at this point rece ives light from the side m1<1 sends it througli colored glass or gelatin.
Tho iustrument is made at the Yale laboratory, New liaven, Conn.
A LOCATIOX RRACTIO).' APl'A.RA1TS .

Professor "Fitz, of Harvar<l. UniversitJ, has designed. an instrument for tlie purpose
of testing the power of an individual to quickly and accurately touch alt object
suu<.1cnly <1isclose<.1. in an unexpected position. The apparatus is so devised as to
1·cquiro the subject to make a movement of tlie .finger from the end of the noso to
some portion of th<' arc of a circle of " 'hich he is the center and whose plane is ::it the
level of his elbow. The whole arrangement <'ousiflts of a location apparatus, error
inclox, p"ndulnm chrouoscope, pendulum and index clamp, relea e, ctc. 1
'fhrc · positious, A B, and ', fig. 8, ar selected, so as to gh·e a wide range of
1Uovcrn •n . The obj ct to l, touched is a. wliito spot half an inch in diameter
~1lac·, l nt ou~ of th 1,oi11t--. with ut the knowlc·dgc of the subject. Thero is n. screen
111 front, vbu:h an 1, a1Tange<l to fall o a. in tautly to disc-lose the spot.
Thero is
:i 1' ~Hlnlum ·hnm o cop ( fig. ) in c:011n di n with this, which measures the interval
of tun
•JI tb · falli11/.!: of th
·r llll · u<l tl1•· touching of the white spot. Tho
1

1-

,,r

·otnpldl'

111· ·

·li1,t i1111, . •·•· J> ) l'lrnlogic·al U 'Yil,w, .J anti:n·y 1893.
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error of tho movement and its direct.ion is determined Ly ihe app:u-atns for that
purpose.
The chronoscope (fig. 9) has a balanced pendnlnm, total length of which is 12
inches, and so weighted that the time of swing is abont a second and a half. The
pendulum chrries a small index that may Lo clamped instantly in any position on
the scale, which is g radu ated in hundredths of a second by a falling weight. The
pendulum is held in preparatory position by means of a hook connected with the

J.<' 1G .

8.-Locn.lion apparatus.

(!Tit.1.)

armatnre of an electromagnet. ,v1rnu the screen falls the circuit is broken null
tlio pendulum r,arrying its index is released. The remaking of tho circuit l>y the
touch of the subject's finger releases a clamp au<l catches tbe index, so that the time
may be read upon the scale. Professor Fitz measured some of the clements making
up tlie differeuc0.s which exist Letween individual,; in their powel' 1o do certain

I•'IO. 9. - Pend11lum cl.Jrouosoopc (Fitz .)

things reqmrrng quickness and accuracy. The differences we:re found to he quite
considerable, and there was an apparent lack of coorclination between time and
error. Those who were quick were not necessarily le ·s accnrate tbau those who
were slow. The tahle which folJow gives results sngge. ting the wide r:rnge of
inc1ivi<lual ability.
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TABLE

1.-DijJerences in individuals in quickness and accuracy.
Females.

Males.
Time iu ibo seconds.

Number
of individual!:l,

27- 35 ...•....•..•.•.•••........•.••....
35- 45 ............................•.....
45- 55 .................•.............••.
55- 65 ...... . .......•...................
65- 75 ................................. .
75- 85 ... . ...... .................. ······
85- 95 .•••...................•..........
95-105 ... ···· ··· ....................... .
105-115 ..•.......................•.......

11

48
54
29
18
8
4
0
1

Per cent Average Number
of indiof total.
error.
viduals.
- - - - - -- - - - 1
6. 2
11.1
12
22. 5
!O. 05
18
8. 25
31. 0
25
9. 0
17.0
11
8. 2
11.0
4
3.1
5. 0
0
4. 05
2. 0
0. 0 ................
0. 0
6. 0
7.8

Per cent Average
error.
of total.

- -1. 5

18. 0
26. 0
35. 0
16. 0
5. 0

--10. 0
9. 4
7. 8
7. 2
5. 4
4. 4

···--·
---· -----·-···
............ --------·-

--------·· .............. ·· ········

The table contains observations on 173 males and 72 females. The :first column
gives limits of quickness, the second column number of individuals, etc. Though
the time of the women is longer than that of the men, there is a compensatory
increase in accuracy. It may be that everyday activity determines for each indivil1ual his range of error, and that time is the main element of variation. (Fitz.)
TIME MARKERS.

The form of time markers (fig. 10) below can be used in connection with an electrically maintained tuning fork of slow vibration. A small electro-magnet moves
a lever carrying a writing point A, which marks on the surface of the ·paper of a
recording instrument. It may also be connected with a clock; and used to analyze

FIG. 10.-Time marker for smoked paper.

any other curve drawn at the same time 'by another instrumellt. A11otber form of
tlie time marker writes with ink on continuous paper. Maker, Cam bridge Scientific
Instruwent Company, England.
The Deprez signal or time marker, represented in fig. 11, bas Yery small electromagnets, and the p arts are very light. \Yhcn connected with a tuning fork interruptin~ the curr nt 200 or more times a second, 1t will giYe a good tracing. )faker,
'a.mbrillge, ·ientific lnstrnment 'ompany, England.
:\IAREY'

T · ·
~1
1

·

pl:

· ·

TA~rnoun.

rn oLiarny's tamhonr (fig.12). The tambour slides up and
firm irou sfaud . Au india-rnbber membrane, B,
·a
I V mal-ing an air-tight inclosure. An aluminum
n
l<' m mhran and i. · attached to the rod A whi h
d
·c,un · ·tion with the brass disk so as to a.llow
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its ruultiplication to be changed. The fulcrum of this rod or lever can be placed
horizontally. The principle of the taml>our is to record movements which are transmitted to it by means of a tube filled with air. On the iron tube D can be fastened
a rubber tube conveying the movements of the air to tho tambour. When the
pressure of the air increases, the rod or marker .A rises; when the pressure is less,
the rod falls. The increase or decrease of pressure is caused by another instrument
with which the experiment is being made. Maker, Cambridge Scientific Instrument
Company, England.

Fm. 11.-Deprez signal.

The figure below (fig. 13) represents Marey's tambour, after the Cambridge pattern. This tambour is made of a thin piece of ebonite. The in<liri-rul>l>er membrane
C is held between t,he brass plate B and the ebonite D. The membrane C can be
easily replaced by taking off the braes plate B, which is screwed on. The rod E,
which consists of a thin piece of cane, is slipped into a slit in a small block of
ebonite E', which rests directly on the membrane. A thin piece of brass II. is put

A

FIG. 12.-1faroy's tambour.

into another slit in the ebonite block E', and serves as an axis for the rod or marker
E. A ii:; the brass tube on which a rubl>er tulle is drawn conveying the waves of r.ir
to the membrane C. Maker, Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, England.
GRAPIIIC REGULATOR.

T:l.Je graphic regulator of Binet & Courtier is designed to eliminate errors fn,m
tracings by suppressing oscillations due to the inertia of the marker or pen. Iu :fig.
14 the differnnt pa.rts of the apparatus are represented in their natural size. The
maker is Otto Lund, Place de la, Sorbonne, Paris.
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THE l\IYOGIU.PH ,

The myograph is an instrument which shows the differ ences between muscles in
strength, and in the duration and phases of their m ovements . As the most of life's
fun ctions are made known through movements, ancl as the cause of each movement
is gen erally a mnscle, the importance of a knowledge of muscular fun ct ions is
evident.
The myograph of Marey, in fig. 15, consists of a sort of bracelet made of small
strips of wood fastened together by a cord which passes through holes in each end
of the strips of wood . On the under snrface of this bracelet is a r od with a pla,te on

l<'w.-13 .-J'.laeey·s tamuour, Cmuuri1lgo pattern .

tho end of it to insert against the muscle. This ro ll is comiectcd wLtll a brass vessel, A, which has a rubber membrane over it, making it air-tight-, and in this way
the movements of the muscle are transmitted through the air tnue D to a tambour,
and thus recorded on a revolvin g cylinder. 'l'he electrical excita.t.ion of the muscle
comes through the two wires, b andf. The maker is Yerc.liH, of Paris.

=

--="'
0

-~-~

I•'ig. 1-1.-Graphic rc!-(nlator.

(Binet & Courtier.)

APP.\l!ATU', .FOR .IU CULAR SE~SE.

Th ' appar, tns (Cw. lG) for mnscnlar sense is th in,·eutiou of Professor Miinsterllerg, of Uarvanl Uni\·cr ity. _\ strong iron rod,() alittlc over an inch in diameter,
is _;upportccl by_ :i h avy iron stall(l a into whic11 the rotl C moves up and down,
berng held at will hy th sc·rc,v fl. At the eu<l of tho rod C is an iron frame which
turn up~n a11 :vi • Thi: fram<: l1a. 0•1 it two small rails npou which rum; lightly a
car,_ 7'., with fo~r ·mall bra s wheel . Th· car ii:i heltl upon the track at any desired
P 1t 10 ~ hy _a piece of _m t 1. wh\cb ba upon the en,l a fitnall wheel running along
h_ 1111 r . fl _of: tlnr r:ul, midway l1c!tw · ·n aud · little above the oth r two
r~ 11. · . ".n HHli_ • _tor i,1 attad1 ·<1 to th ·ar, 6howiug its position upon the scale,
lucb 1 :· nulliruot ·r lnn r. To tho top of tbo car i!'I atta bed a short hollow
,·,·lt uclor, I, in which th end of the i111l' · finger can be rn erted ancl the car
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set in motion.

The limits to the motion of tho car cau he fixed
qJ

uy

two clfuupR, 1n .

~

l~IG. 15.-Murey's myograpli.

and m.'. There are two pulleys, n and n', one at each entl of the middle track. A
string is drawn over these two pulley wheels and is fastene<l at one cn<l to th(' 1ittlc
car and. ~t the other end to a scale pan, s, so tliat the
wejght of the car can be compensated for or the movement of the car made more difficult or eM;ier. Maker,
Elbs, of Freiburg, Germany.
In a series of experiruents with tllis instrument Professor Delabarre, of Brown University, determ ined,
among others, the following points : 1
1. Those distances arc considered eqnal, the sens ilJle
elements of which are considered equal.
2. Therefore everything which UllConsciou s1y increases the sensible elements or the strength of the
sensations, causes distances to be overestimated, so
that a short distance will be felt to be equal to n, 1011ger
distance.
3. \Vhen the person experimented upon h; conscious
of these causes, wLich mako !Jim oyerestimate distance,
he stri ,res to correct the error. This correction can
easily be too great, so that h e falls into an opposite
error of underestimating the diRtances on the rails of
the instrument.
4. These principleH hold for Rirnila r woYemeuts,
whether they occur in succession or at the sam e time.
When they occur iu successiou another factor must he
considered-that is, error in time; for a distance seems
longer iu memory than when we execute it; providing,
of course, any other disturbing factors are eliminated.
THE PLETIIY SMOGRAPH .

This instrument is nsc<l to measnro tl1e variations in
t-he volume of an organ. One principle npon which
this 1s done is to place the organ in water in an airtight cylinder and measure the amount of water dist'E
placed.. Archimedes was tho inventor of this method.
The apparatus above (fig. 17) is to measure changes i\t
the volume of the hand, a model of Fra.l1<;ois .Franck.
If to tho tube A is fastened a rubber tube, connecting
b
with a tarubour, it is evident that when the Yolumc of
the band increases, the surface of the water at B wilJ 1!'10. 16. -A ppa1•aius form n ~c- ular
sense. (Mil11ste1uorg.)
ri e and incroaso the pressure of the air ag:dnst the
1Delabarre, E. B., Ueher Bewegnngsempfinduugen, Freiburg, 1891.
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membrane of the tambonr, making its l ever rise, giving an upward curve ou a
recording instrument. Maker, Verdin, of Paris .
A drawing is given (:fig. 18) showing the newest form of Mosso's plethysmograph.
This is constructed • somewhat on the principle of the instrument (fig. 17) just
mentioned.
Mosso's plethysmograph consists of a l ong glass vessel A. The open ing through
which the arm is introduced is closed with caoutchouc, and the vessel is filled with
water. A. complete description of this apparatus would go further than is the purpose of this chapter, which i s to give the plan and general idea of the form an d application of instruments. But it may be said in regard .to the rest of the apparatus
employed to convey the results of the variations in the volume of the arm, that it
is so adjusted that any increase or decrease in the volume of the arm, and consequently in the pressure of the water, causes the weight H, on which is a marker K,
to rise or fall, giving an upward or downward curve on a revolving cylinder.
This instrument has served particularly to determine the amount of blood in the
anu. It can be applied to other res~rches in physiology. By making the glass tube
N small, one can s~e in the tracings · of the
A
marker K the pulsations of the heart, the respiratory oscillations, and the undulations of
the vessels depending on the vasomotor center.
In experiments on the action of medicaments in sleep, etc., where it is necessary to
measure greater changes of vol ume in the
a1·m, a larger tube N is used . Maker, Verdiu,
Paris.
THE PNEUM0GRAPR.

Knowledge as to the movements 'of the chest
in respiration is considered of great importance. The instrument that records these
movements is the pneumograph. The one in
fig. 19 is after Marey's model. It consists of a.
flexible brass plate A. A., on which are fastened
two levers, B and B. The plate A. A. is placed
against the walls of the chest; it is snspended
from the neck by cords fastened at D, and it
is held against the chest by a cord passing
around the body and fastened to both levers
BB. A. tambour C is so connected with the
brass plate A. A that any movement of the
FIG. 17.-Plethysmograph. (Franck.)
chest causes tho tambour to expand or the
reverse, and this movement is carried through the air tube E to a tambour recording
upon a cylinder.
Thus, fig. 20 gives a curve of normal respiration , where tho rising of the curve
traced by a tambour represents inspiration and the falling expiration. Types of
resr,il'atiou may be studied and the effects of disease on movements of the chest
shown.
In studying the influence of intellectual and emotional states upon • the re piratory movements, the writer, in a series of experimon~s, found in general that couceut~ation of thou rht, as in mathematical calculations or in reading, lessens the
re ptratory movemc,n · ·on. id ral,ly.
mo&t rec nt form of the pnenruo!!Taph is given in ficrure 21. It is constrnde<i of_ altuniomn. It i held up partly by a cord around tl~e neck. The instrum nt ·on 1 t of r plat A, with two moval,l basins B B each covered with a
ruhl> ·r mcrnl>rao.1•, ma ing the iuclo ure air-tigh . A. tonl ~:round the body is fas~ ~1 <l to ti hook 10 a ·h f th mcmbrarn· ·. Two rubber tubes from the memurane
J m a 1 , ~-li ·r hi• · can li onu · ·t <l with t tamhour, for recording the expansion
or c ntr ·tton of th ·h t. .I· k •r, 'erdin, l'a.ri .
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APPRECIATION OF WEIGHT. 1

The-instrument consists of a box containing ten trays which can be easily removed.
Each tray cont':tius three weights, identical in size and a,ppearance, but differing in

J

FIG. 18.- Plcthysmograph.

FIO. 19.-Pneumograph.

(Mosso.)

(Marcy.)

Fm.W.
1 See "On apparatus for testing the delicacy of muscular and other senses in different persons," by Francis Galton, ]?. H.. S., Journal of the Anthropological Institute,
May, 1883.
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weight from each other. The three weights in each tray form a series of gradnally
increasing weights in geometrical progression and the series in each tray differ in
va1u c.
It follows from Weber's law that if a person can just appreciate the differences
betv>"een two co nsecuti ve weights in one tray he can then also just appreciate tl.ie

Fw. 21.-Pneumograph. (Verdin.)

difference between the oth er consc cu ti ve pair in that tray. The following are the
valnes of tho weights in each tray, where W=l,000 grains and of r=l.01:
Weights contained in tray-No. 2---· .................................................... Trr 0 ,
No. 3 ........ ..... . . .. . .... . ·................................. TVr4,
No. 4 ....................•....•..•....•...•. - . - - .. - - - - ... - - - - Wr\
No. 5 .... ------ -·---· --·- ---- .. . • ·-·- --- - -- ---- ----·· ---- ---- Wr4,
No. 6 ................ ____ ............•....................... Wr 0 ,
No. 7 ....• ..... _............•......• _.... .........••• ........ Wr 0,
No. 8 ....•.............•...............•............•....••.. Wr 2 ,
No. 9 ... ..... ..................... .. ..... . ............ ......• Wr 0 ,
No. 10 ..... ____ .............................. ____ ............ Wr4,
No . 12 ........... - ----- ...... ----- - ...........••............. Wr 0 ,

Wr 2 ,
Wr 1 ,
wr10,
Wr9,
Wr 6 ,
Wr1,
Wr 10,
Wr 9,
Wr 14,
wr12,

Wr 4
JPrlO
Wr14
Wr14
Wr12
WrH
Wr1s
Wr1s
Wr24
JYrN

Each weight has engraveu in an inconspicuous manner the index of the power of
r: tbns in tray ~o. 2 tl.le weights have the numbers O, 2, 4, and in tray No. 3 th ey
have 4, 7, 10. Thus tho number of each tray is the difference of the powera of r in
twb consecutive weights in that tray. Mak er, Cambridge Scieutific Instrument
'ompu.ny, 1-:ngland.
:'lll'.A, ' ' RE:\IE."T OF PRE·,· 'ltE-BAR,E TIIE 'l0:'11ETER,

Tl.l lrnra- lh · iomc-tn (fig. 22), designed hy l'rofessor Enlenburg, of Berlin, is
·on!;trnctt-,l ~n tho principle of a piral- pring bu.lance . A small knob A jg pressed
~P 11 to hu gratluall~·ne metho,l is to pre s until the marker l3 reaches, say,
· •rruu tliPn th snhj · ·lo s hi. eyes and th exp rirncnter gradually increases
b 111 • urc. Tho uhject i t in1licato as oou u ho f ·cl the acl<l.itional press ure,
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Tlle amount 1s recorded

thus giving his least sensibility to the increase of pressure.
by the hand B. Maker, Hirschmann, Berlin.
BARO·ELECTRO-..tESTI-IESIOl\:IETER,

The baro-electro-resthesiometer, as its name indicates, measures 1 the amount of
pressure at the time electrical seusilility to tingling or pain is felt.

Fro. 22.-Barresthesiometer.

(Enlenbmg.)

Tho instrument (fig. 23) is Eulenburg's barres thesiometer, with such additions hy
the n,uthor a!'! to make it serve for an electrode. Two rouncl steel knobs can ho
screwed on to the end of rod A; one is 20 millimeters, the other 35 millimeters in
diameter. At Bis fastened a short rod1 with a hole and screw, Ly which a wire can
be heltl , w1ich connects with the battery. An in<l.ifferent electrode is fastenecl 1 say,
to the back of the head. We will suppose it is desired to fincl the strength of cur-

A/I

,.,.
I

Fm. 23.-Baro-elect ro-resthesiomet"r.

(Eulenburg and J\.f acDonald.)

rent passing through the cranium and brain. The instrument is pressed against the
forehead. The adyantage is that the amount of pressure is known aml can be kept
constant1 whereas with the orc1inary electrode lil.te amount of pressure is unknown
and is liable to vary, so that in comparing two perso_n s the difference in the strength
of the current required to make them fe el it may be influenced by the amount of
pressure, rnther than Ly tho real difference in their electrical sensibility.

f

,C

r

f

I
I

;;HHHH!Hfrf1rf!rlfrrftff:fill1!1.!.i:!. e
~;~
;;i:111:::. , i!i~
1

.' : ; ~ ~ ; : : • .: ; ; ; : ; ~ · : ; ~'

Fm. 24 .-Tcmple algomotcr.

1 1
1

1

'

(MacDouald.)

TIT8 MEASUREME~T 01" P.AIN".

Pain ii:; caused by applying to a sen,·ory nerve n, greater stimulat,ion than is normal. The stimulation may be mechanical, olectrical 1 thermal, etc. The moasuroruent of pain can only be approximated, and hero there is often difficulty.
Tho writer l1as designed a now instrument (fig. 241 ) which may be called a temporal
or temple algometer.
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It measures sensibility to painful or disagreeable impressions caused by pressure,
aml is generally applied to the temporal muscles. The instrument consists of a.
brass cylinder B F, with a steel rod C running through one of its ends ; this rod is
attached to a spring, with a marker E on the scale, measuring pressure from O~o
4,000 grams. 1 The brass di.,k D is 15 millimeters in diameter; a piece of flannel is
glued to its surface so as to exclude the feeling of the steel when pressed against the
skin, thus giving a pure-pressure sensation. The whole instrument is 30 centimeters
in length.
In using this algometer it is h eld in the right hand, as represented in fig. 25, by the
experimenter, who stands back of the subject and presses the disk D against the
right temporal muscle; then ho moves in front of the snbject, where he can
conveniently press the disk D against the left temporal muscle. As soon as the subject feels the pressure to be the least disagreeable, the amount of pressure is ~ead
from the scale A (fig. 24), as indicated by the marker E. The subject sometimes
hesitates to say just when the pressure become·s the least disagreeable, but this is
part of the experiment. The idea is to approximate as near as possible to the
threshold of pain. Maker, Verdin, Paris.
In m::.king expeTiments upo~ both sexes the ::.uthor h::.s found women to be more
acute in sensitiveness of dis::.greeableness or pain from pressure than men.

FIG. 25.

I n the three following tables (2 , 2a, 2b) are given recent measurements of pain hy
Misses F. Alice Kellor, Emily Dunning, Alice 0. Moore, and. Alice E. Palmer.
These measurements were mauc with tho author's temple algometer under his
direction. Four distinct classes are represented in tho t::.bles : University women
students, washerwomen, business women, as clerks and stenographers, and young
women of the wealthy classes.
The young women of the wealthy classes (Table 2b) ara, according to the measurements, very much more sensitive to puiu than any of the other classes. The
university women arc more sensith·e to pa.in than the washerwomen (Tables 2, 2a).
The business women are, however, more sensitive than the university women. As is
w 11 known, the majority of university stuclents, both men and women, are not
wealthy, lmt simply in mod rate circumstances. It seems that the sociological conuitiou is one of the maiu factor to affe t sensibility to pain. 2
1
In .· periment::; upon ·riminais n. pres urn f 4, 00 grams would in some ca snot
feel the lea t di. a.!!re alJl . A larger form of the in. trnment is b •iug construct d, so
a t ruca ure ,000 grams 1>re:. ur .
2 For further ·on ideration of the. e mea tu 10eut · e .e pag 1113.
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2.-Mtasurements (in _qrams) of the least sensibility to pain in 1iniversity wornen
students, with ternple algorneter.
[By F. Alice Kellor anu Emily Dunning, of Cornell University.]
Right
temple.

Age.

Left
temple.

.Age.

Right
temple.

Left
temple.

17 years ............ . ........ .
17 years ..................... .

1,725
], 550

1,925
1,150

Total ................ ..
.Average .. . .......... ..

3,275
1,637

3,075
1,537

19 years ...••....•...•........
19 years ........... . •••.......
19 years ..................... .
19 years ..................•...
19years .•.••.................
19 years .. . ......•............
19years ..................... .
19 years .......••....•.....•..

2,000
2,450
2,900
2,550
2,825
3,900
2,450
1,450

1,750
1,950
2,550
2,700
3, 000
4,000
2, 950
1,950

2,650

1,925

Total . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .
A verago . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

20, 525
2, 565

20, 850
2, 606

27 years .................... .
27 years .................... .

2,500
1,850

2,350
1,600

2, 125
2, 200
2, l 00
1,450
1, 900
1,050
2, %0
2,425
1, 750

Total ................ .
Average ............. .

4,350
2,175

3,950
1,975

28 years ..............••...•.
28 years ................... ..
29 years .................... .
32 years ...............•.....

2,150
1,550
1,700
1,650

2,625
2,100
J, IGO
2,150

Totnl ............... ..
Average ............ ..

7,050
1,762

17, 900
1,988

7,975
1, !393

Average of all ...... ..

2,220

2,088

21
21
21
21

years .................... .
years .................... .
years ................... ..
years ...................•.
Total ............ · ... .
Average ............. .

22 years . .................. ..
23 years ................... ..
23 ye:ars ............ . ....... .
Total . . . ............ .
A Yerage ............. .
25 years .................... .

20 years...... .. .. • • • • • • .. . . . .
20 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 years......................
20years..... . ................
20 years......................
20 years......................
20 years......................
20 years......................
20 years . .....................
Total ...•..............
Average .............. .

TABLE

2, 3251·
3, 400
2, 800
1,600
1, 350
2, 925
2,325
1, 750
1,550
20,025
2,225

1,550
2,450
3,225
1,650

1,350
1, 550
2,750
1,450

8,875
2,218

7, 100
1,775

- - - - ----- --

2,725
2,200
1,600

---2,400
2,400
1, 350

- - - ---6,525
2, 175

6,150
2,050

--·- --·-·

2a.- il:leasurernenls (in grarns) of the least sensibility to pa-in in washe1·wornen and
business women, with ternple algometcr.
[By Alice 0. Moore, of the Charity Organization Society, of Bnffalo, N. Y.]
Age.

WASHER WOMEN.

25
31
31
32
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
45
49
55

R1gllt
temple.

Left
temple.

2, 750
4. 500
3,500
2,150
4, 000
2,300
2,700
3, )34
3,900
2,900
3, 4.50
2, 950
2, 250
2,550

2,950
4,500
4. 000
1,900
4,000
2. 050
2,800
3. 400
3,750
3, 000
3, 250
2,600
2,850
2,250

43,034
3,073

43,300
3, O!l2

a

years ...... . .............. .
years ..................... .
yea.rs ..................... .
ytars .....•................
years ..................... .
years .................... ..
years ..................... .
years ..................... .
years ..................... .
years ..................... .
years ............... . ..... .
years ..................... .
years ..................... .
years .................... ..
Total. ................. .
Average .......... . ... .

.Age.

Right
temple.

L oft .
temple.

BUSINESS WOMEN (CLERKS,
STENOGRAPliERS, ETC.). b

------

a.Average age, 38 years.

30
31
35
38
40
45
GO
GO
60

years ................ . ... .
years .................... .
years ..........••....•....
years .................... .
years .................... .
years .................... .
years .................... .
years .................... .
years .................... .
Total. ................ .
Average ............. .
Average of all ....... .

], 500
], 400
1, ]00
1,100
1,200
1, 650
1,650
1,000
2,050

1,000
1,300
1, 150
1,450
1,450
], 350
1, GOO
850
2,000

12,650
], 405

12, 160
1,350

2,421

2,410

- - - ·- - --- ---

b Average age, 44 years.
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2b.-Mcasurements (in grams) of the least sen.sibility to pain in young women
of the well-to-do classes, with temple algometcr.
[By Alice E. Palmer, teacher of mathematics, Pittsburg, Pa.]

Age.
12.8 years .................... .
12.9 years •....................
12 .1 0 yea r s ................... .
12.11 years ................... .

Right
temple.

Left
t emple.

700
7fJ0
650
800

650
600
800
850

Total. .................. - 2 , 900-1~
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
725

9CO
725

13.2years ..................... =1, 150_!- l, 200
13 .4 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
600
13.G year s. ...... .. ...... ......
750
750

Age.
16.2 yea.rs ................... .
16.3 years ................... .
16.3 years ................... .
16.3 years ............... .... .
16.Syears ... .. ..... . .. ...... .
16.9 years .......... .. . ...... .
16.9 years ....... .. .......... .
16.9years ... ..... ......•.....

I

Tt,tal. ................ .
.Average ............. .

Right
temple.

Left
temple.

1,000
1, 000
900
()50
950
1, 100
900
], 000

], 100
1,000
1,100
700
1,100
950
950
1,050

7,500
9J7

7,950
993

----=.c=:=====

Total. ______________ ,.,. __ Average...............

--- 17.lyears ............................. - - -750
850
2,550
2,500
850 17.lyears ... ·-···············
833
1,750
1,550
700
650
14years .... :..................
J,500
2,000
1,550 17.2years ....................
1,600
95()
14.4 years .. .. ........... .... . .
1,200
1,150
950 17.4yoars.......... ..........
14.6 years. .... ..... ...... ... ..
1,300
1,350
700 17.7:years....................
'i00
l-1.7years.....................
1,700
1,600
950 17.9years ....................
1, 000
17.9years .... ....... . . . ......
1,050
1,000
GOO
650
Total...................
4, 250 I
4, 150 17 .1 0 years. ................. .
A rnrage ............... = 1, 062
1, ~2._
Total.. .. . ...... ..... . . ---i:o, 550 l-10, 800
Average . _............
1, 172
1, 200
15.1 years.....................
950
950
15.2 years.....................
600
550
950
u
15.2 years .....................
1, 700
1, 550 18 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =· 8'-0
600
600
15.3 years ......................
700
G50 18.2 years . . ....... . ..........
2, 000 ;
1, 600
15.4 years.....................
1, 450
1, 500 18.4 years ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.8years .................... _1, 050 I__ 950
15.5 years. ...... .. ............
950
J, 050
15.5years. ............ . .......
750
800
Total..................
4, 500 j
4, 100
15.6 years. ....................
850
900
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 125 1
1, 025
15.0 years.....................
600
650
15.6 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
950
950
1
800 = ' 850
15.7 years.....................
1, 350
1,400 19.1 years ...... ···· • ·· ....... =
850 I
900
15.9years........... ....... ...
750
850 19.2 years ....................
15. 9 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
800
Total.. ......... ....... - 1 , 650 1--1, 750
15.9 years.....................
1, 650 I
1, 650
A mag, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8251
875
Total . ................. . - 13, 850 ~
250
.A. verage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
()89
1, 017
l-=cc---=c==1==== 1 17.2years .. ........ ....... ...

I

=

I

1

AcSTHESIO::IIETER.

The msthesiometer measures the clegreo of auility to distingui sh points on the skin
uy the sense of touch . This is called. the sense of locality, which v-a.ries in acuteness acconling to thomol>ility of tho part.

rw. 2u.-.1~stl..e:;iomctcr.
Tho in:trnmcn t ( 11 "· ~6) ·011 i.-t~ of a. ronucl l>ras rocl ou which is a, scal e. One
poi nt
itt f:.1. teue<l on the ro<l, the oth r point slicle: 011 the rocl. The snhject, with
·y clo. <1, 18 n. kc<l wb n th two points arc ma.clo to gently touch ihe skin s imul1
11 :, 1 0 \" ma 11 y point h, f, ·l, on· or two.
'\Vh u ho i in doubt the distance
l, • v 11 tlir. ~ \"O point can lw r ':t<l on tlH' s,·al . Thi. clistanc·1, is an n.1)proximate
m .. , 11· of II
of locality on the kin. . Ial·er, Verdin, Paris.
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The following table gives the the smallest distance (in millimeters) at which two
points can still be distinguishecl as double by an adult and by a boy 12 years of age:
TABLE

3.

[Physiology, Landois and Sterling, Philadelphia, Pa.]
.Adult.

I
Tip of tongue .................... 1
Third phal:mx of finger, volar surface............................
Red part of tho lips . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second phalanx of finger, volar
surface.........................
Third phalanx of finger, d or sal
surface.........................
Tip of nose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Head of metacarpal bone, volar
surface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dorsumanclsideoftongn<', white
of the liJlS, metacarpal part of
thethumlJ ...................... ·
Third phalanx of great toe, plantar surface.....................
Second phalanx of fingerA, dor1:1al
surface.........................
Back.............................
Eyelid......................... ..

I

Boy 12

years
old.

1. 1

1.1

2-2. 3
4. 5

1.7
3. 9

4-4. 5

3. 9

6. 8
6. 8

4.5
4. 5

5-6. 8

4. 5

9. O

6. 8

ll. 3

6. 8

11.3
ll. 3
11. 3

9. 0
9. 0

9. 0

Boy 12

Adult.

Center of hard palate .. ........ .
Lower third of forearm, volar
surface . . .................... .
In front of the zygoma ......•..
Plantar surface of great toe ... .
Inner surface of the lips ...... .
Behind the zygoma ............ .
l!°''orehead ...••..................
Occiput ....................... .
Back of the hand ............. .
Under the chin ................ .
Vertex ........................ .
Knee ..................... ..... .
Sacrum, gluteal region . ...... . .
Forearm and leg .............. .
Neck .......................... .
Upper arm, thigh, ancl center of
the back .................... ,

years
old.

13. 5

11. 3

15. 0
15. 8
15. 8
20. 3
22. 6
22. 6
27.1
31. 6
33. 8
33. 8
36.1
44. 6
45.1
54.1

11. 3
9. 0
13. 5
15. 8
18. 0
22.6
22. 6
22. 6
22. 6
31. 6
33. 8
33. 8
36.1

67. 7 31. 6-40. 6

TIIERl\1SA~TIIESIO:\IETER.

The therm msthesiometer (fig. 27), designed l>y Professor Eulenburg, of Berlin,
measures the least sensibility to heat. It consists of two thermometers fastened

Fm. 27.-Thermrosthesiometer.

(Eulenllurg.)

together as seen in the fignre. There is an electrical arrangement for changing the
temperature of one of tho thermometers. Ono ihel'mometer is heated until the
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FIG. 28. - Dynamometrical resthesiometer. (Verdin .)

Yw. 29.-Al •om h:r. (Cb( ron.)
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difference from the other is easily perceived; then both are placed upon the skin.
The perso·n to be experimented upon iH asketl to say as soon as the difference between
the thermometers becomes imperceptible. The real difference between the thermometers is then read; this is called the least perceptible difference. If for one
person this difference is 2° ancl for another person 3° , then the former is sai<l. to be
more acute in sensibility to heat by 1° ; for small differences are less easily perceived
than large differences.
The maker of the form of instrument representetl in the figure (27) is Windler,
Berlin.
DYNAMOMETRI CAL .l.ESTIIESIOMETER.

In :fig. 28, below, is re1)resentecl a dynamometrical resthesiometer designed by
Charles Verdin. It measures the different degrees of the sensibility to pain by pressure of two points AA, on the skin.
It is composed of a flat steel bar R marked o:ff in centimeters, on the back of which
is fastened a handle M. The two scal es DD, which measure the amount of pressure
of the points AA, are graduated from Oto 250 grams. They are fastened to the rods
with the points at the end and slide along the bar R, so that the points may be at
different distances from each other. Maker, Verdin, Paris.
Another algometer (fig. 29) is that of Dr. Cheron. Its purpose is not only to
measure how much pressure of the point A on the skin is necessary to produce pain,
but also how much the point A p enetrates the skin. The amount of pressure is
measured on the scale D; the distance the point enters the skin is measured in tenths
of millimeters on ·the circular scale C. A brass tube, B, slides up and down the rod
R. This tube is slid down so that its edge, E, is even with the point, A, and is connected by a thin rod, R, with the scale, C1 so as to measure the amount of tho sinking of the point, A, into the skin as soon ns pain is felt. Maker, Venlin, Paris.
HAND ALGOM:ETER.

The hand algometer in fig. 30 is a design by Professor Cattel1, of Columbia University, New York. The body of tho instrumer:t is made of gutta-percha. The brass
rocl A, with a rounded gutta-percha tip at one eud, is connected with a spring within
the body of the instrument; the scale is in kilograrus. The iustrument is pressed

\

'A

FIG. 30.-.A.lgometer. (Cattell.)

against the palm or other part of the hand, and as soon as the pressure becomes the
least painful the amount the pointer indicates on the scale is recorded. Makers,
Brown & Getty, Camden, New Jersey. The author bas nsed Cattell's instrument
upon 188 persons, testing the palm of both hands for pain, with the r esults as indicated in Table 4, which follows:
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4. -Sensibility to pain by p1·essure in hands of individuals of d(fferent clq,sses, sexes,
and nationalities. 1
\

No.

Class.

1

2

n;~b~rNump1:r r eof per- m%~:[~~~s- Total.
sons.
sure in
r ight hand .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

I

American professi om1l men .. _
America.11 business men .. .. . .
American women, JJonbborinf class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Eng ish professional men . ... .

E~f~~:h -~\~~~~~ •- -~~~-l~~-~1_i_1~!.
German p r ofessiona! meu . ... .
Salvation A rm y members,
London ..... .... ..... .......
Slum men in Uhapel-Ronge,
Paris .... . ... . . . . .... ..... . .
Boston army of the uu01nploye{l .... . ... ... ...........
Women iu "Mai sons de Tolerance," Paris ...... ..... ...
Epileptic patients, laboring
people ... .. ............ .....
Odd ones, men, in Paris._ .... .
Odd ones, men, in different
conntr ies ....... .. ..........
Men in general. . . ............ .
\Vomeu in general ............

3

Left hancl.

Right hand .

4

Number requiring I
AverAver- more
P!es- Total. age.
age.
isnre 111
left haud.
1

1

5

I- - - -

Kgni .

Kgm.

6

8

7

!

- !)--

3. 72
6. 08

5
G

65. 25
87. 75

3. 26
G. 05

20
14

H
6

'/4. 50
85. 25

27

17

13
9

93. 25
88. 50

3. 45
5. 20

G
6

91. 83
87. 25

3. 38
5. 13

7
6

4
5

43. 00
31. 25

6.14
5. 20

2
1

44. 25
29. 00

6. 32
4. 83

8

6

73. 25

0.15

2

51. 00

7. 62

9

3

122. 50

13. 61

2

110.50

13. 27

34

16

332. 50

o. 77

14

333. 75

9. 81

!)

3

82. 00

9. 00

5

SJ. 25

0. 35

3
7

1
4

28. 00
28. 25

0. 33
4. 03

1
3

2i. 00
26. 25

!J. 00
3. 75

96. 25
10
76 1, 012. 75
230. 50
21

5. 34
7. 13
5. 01

5
49
15

89. 50
979. 50
283. 08

4. 97
6. 89
5. 06

18
142
46

Should these results pro,e to be generally true by experiments on larger numbers
of people, the following stat ements woulu l>e pro bal>le:
Tho majOTity of 11eople are more sensitive to pa.in in their left hand . (Only exception is No. 10, colnmns 4 anc1 7. )
\Vomen nre more sensitive to pain than men. (Nos . lJ and 15, columns 6 anu 9.)
Exceptions a,re: comp:irc Nos . 4 ant1 5, columns 6 and 9. It does not necessarily follow that women can not endure more pain than men.
American professional men a.re more sensitive to pain than American business
men (compare Nos. 1 and 2, columns 6 and 9) ; and also than English or German
professional 1Uen. (Compare Nos. 1, 4_, and 6, columns 6 and 9.)
The lal)oring classes are much l ess sensitive to pain than the non1aboring
classes. (Compare Nos. 1, 2, and 9, colnmns 6 ancl 9.)
Tho women of the lo we r classes are much l ess sensitive to pain than those of the
higher classes. (Compare Nos. 3, 5, and 10, columns 6 and 9.) In general, the more
developed the nervous system the more sensiti ve it is to pain.
Remark: ·while the thickness of tissue on the hand has some influence, it has by
no means so much as one might snppose, a priori; for many with thin l!an<l.s require
much pr<'ssure. ( ·os. 5 and 10, columns 6 and 9.)
:Mr

'C LB REAUI.'G .

,'ome <·xplanation of muscle reading an<l like phenomena may be suggested by
experim ·nts with the digitalgraph 2 (fig. 31) and tho antomatograph (fig. 32) .
Fi1rnro 31 represPnts an instrument for recordincr the unconscious movements of
the 1hJ•T r: <le irr1wd uy Dr. DelalJarre, of Brown Unin}1'. ity. The movements of the
flnrr r ar ommunicate<l by two chords, A and B, to two rods, V and II, on which
can b(J fa •1wtl rnarkE:r to make tracings upon a revolving cylinder. Tho rods Y
1

Psy<'hological hevic:w, Iarcb, 1 !J~.
Y ntnr ·tl to name this instrument.

·"'e hn.ve
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and Rare helcl in a state of tension by rubber bands, which react in such a way as
to cause e-,ery hori zontal or vertical movement of the finger to be recorded. Maker,
Verdin, Paris.
THE AUTOM:ATOGRAPH.

The automatograph (fig. 32) helow, designed by Professor Jastrow of the University of ·wisconsin, is an instrument for the study of involuntary movements. It

Fr&. 31.-Digitalgrnph.

(Delabarre.) .

consists of a wooden frame, B, rnonntec.1 on three adjusta.1.,le brass legs, raising it from
the table a little, anc.1 enabling one to make i.lie plate glass E (15 inches square)
exactly level. Three glass balls aml polishcu spheres, three-fourths of an inch in
uiametor, are placeu in triangular form upon the plate glass; a very light crystal plate
glass (14 inches sqnare) rests upon theHe bans. This crystal plate is mountetl in a
light fram e. A piece of paper is placetl npon tlie plate to bi<le tho ba.llH; tho ends
of the fingers are lightly rested apon this paper. The least moYoment of t he hand

FIG. 32.-Autornafocrrapli.

(Jastrow.)

slides tlie upper plate upon the balls. To the light frame of the upper plato A is
fastened a small rod 10 inches long, upon tho end of which is a cork, ·c, pierced by n.
small glass tnbe. In this tuue is a glass rod fitting the tube snugly. The fine point
to this rod traces every moYement of tho hand exactly. A piece of smoked paper, D,
is placed o,er a glass pfate to receive the war kings of the rod or pointer F. A large
screen is used. to prevent tho subject from seeing the record. The instrument records
all moYemeuts in the horizontal plane. Jastrow calls it au automatograpb, because
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it reconls slight inYoluntary moYements. The results of experiments by Jastrow 1
show that the meaning of the movements recorded d epends mostly upon the testimony of the subjects. In general the subject becomes aware his hand has moved,
but seluom knows the direction; the movements, though always involuntary, are
sometimes unconscious. Tho subject is often surprised at t.he result. This and the
digitalgraph of Delabarre suggest many subtle ways 2 in which by movement we
unwittingly give others an idea of "\\hat is going on in our minds. Jaskow inteution:1lly simulatetl these movements and the result was measurably different from
tho genuine involuntary moyements.
Details as to instrument may be obtained from the inventor.
Tl{El\IllLING OF THE TONGUE AND HAND.

m fig . 33 is an instrument designed to measure the trembling of the tongue. It
consists of a brass frame B, fastened to the mouth by a braid around the head. The
tongue is held against :1, little disk attached
to a tambour C with a brass tube A that can
be connected with a recording tambour.
The instrument measures rather the control of the will .over the movements of the
tongue. Maker, Verdin, Paris .
In order to measure the trembling or
movement of the hand or arm the instrument in fig. 34 has been deYised. It consists of a rubber membrane M, fastened to
FIG. 33 .-Instrum ent for measuring the trem·
bling of the tongue .
a small shallow brass basin C, making a
tambour. A brass disk D is glued to the
membrane M, and on this disk is a brass rod T. Different weights of 5, l_O, etc.,
grams can be screwed upon the rnd T. A brass tnbe passes through the handle, on
tho eml of which can be fastened a rubber tube K, connecting with a recording tambour. Any movement of the
hantl or arm up and clown causes
C'.;l ~ ~ @
the weight to press upon the
membrane M, which sends a
waYe of air to the recording
tambonr. Maker, Verdin,
Paris.
Figure 35 is a combination
of instruments to record the
movements of tongue, finger, Fm. 34.-Instrument to measure the trembling of the band
lips, etc. The apparatus comand arm.
prises a cylinder E, recording
tambour A, connected with another tambour D. A light rod T is connected with
this second tambour D. .A.t the end of this rod, at K, is tied a small cord, running
on a pulley P, which is fastened to a small brass rod F; this rod slides up and down
freely in a brass tube. The purpose of this is to obtain a state of equal tension of
the cortl for all experiment, by having the cord hold the pulley, the weight of
which is con. tant. As oon as the ten. ion is obtained a button J is pressed and
the puHey is held firm, suppressino- weight of pulley and cord. Then the trembling
of the mem her is recorded. • laker, V crdin, Pari. .
TUE P YCIIOGRAPII.

The P· ychograph i a. n w apparatus for the study of tremblinO". Tllo instrum nt
in fi .. 36 ~·as ~esigned by Profcs ·or , 'omroer, of Gie: en, Germa~1y, and is u ed for
the mve ·t1gation of the unconscious movement of the hand.
'
39 .
a.
th ·ir hancls upon a table, and
:iltlrnu•~li none are c u cious of pushin•r it.
I

~

, 11
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There arc two special difficulties in studying tlie trembling of tho hand. One is
to analyze tho IDO-vements and distinguish them-that is, each movement in three
directions, horizontal from right to left, and forward and backward, and vertical np
and clown. It is Lecessary also to lessen friction as much as possible, for recording
the slightest movement of the hand. This latter difficulty is oYercome by employing systems of levers, reducing the friction to a miuimnm. It is necessary to con-

FIG. 35.-Apparatus for measuring the movement of hand, tongue, etc. (Filliatre.)

nect the hand with the different levers corresponding to the three principal
directions, and to record separately the movements of each of these leYers. To
record these movements on the samo cylinder, angular levers must be interposed
between the rod upon which the finger rests and the marker on the cylinder. The
horizoutal mo-vement of the h:1nd is transformed into a vertical n10Ycment of tho

FIG. 36.-P8ychograph.

(Sommer.)

marker. Sommer cousiders his instrument useful in the study of nervous functional
diseases. TLe cuncs in :fig. 37, below, show tlie trembling ~f the lland of ~ person
with paralysis. Tl.le first curYe indicates horizontal movements forwanl aud backward; the second lateral horizontal movements. The thinl curYe, hancl movements
up and down. The trembling is quite different in each of the three directions.
Maker is Schmidt, of Giesseu, Germany.
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HYPNOTIC INSTRUMENTS.

Hypnotic instruments are usecl as ai<l.s to the operator in producing hypnotism or
suggestions.
The hypnotic ball (fig. 38) has been usecl at the Hospital Saltpetriere in Paris. It
consists of a curved flat piece of metal B, holding a lead wire A 1 on which is fastened

FIG. 37.-Trembling of hand in paralysis.

a nickel ball 15 millimeters in diameter, which can be changed from one position to

another by beu<l.ing the wire. The ball is so placed as to strain the attention; the
muscles of the eye arc fatigued. After com.centrating the eyes upon the ball for
awhile 1.he operator can suggest heaviness of eyelids,
sleepiness, and the like. There is an imitation of
nature here, as when we feel sleapy our eyelius are
heavy and we can hardly keep them open. Maker,
Verdin, I'aris .

.B

J\IIRROR-IIYPXOTIZER.

tizPd hy tbe opl·rator.

Fig. 39 r epresents a mirror-hypnotizer, consisting
of two revolving ebouy pieces al>0ut 8 inches long,
1 inch wide, and a quarter of an inch thick, each
piece having seven mirrors. The instrument is run
by clockwork. Some subjects are peculiarly susceptible to the dazzling of the revolving mirrors.
If several persons are in a room and mirrorliypnotizers arc placed one before each person ·who
desires to be hypnotized, some may fall in to a
liypuotic sleep without the aid of the opera.tor,
e pecially those who hayo boen hypnotized before.
thcr.· may b e so a!Icd <l as to bo quickly hypno. aker, Iatbi 11, Pari .
,· ·c;(;ESTI

·
·, '

ch
bo
11:f

.• llLO •1, •.

uuc1 hloc·ks (on• f) e ntimetc·rs in diameter hy 3 centimct 'l" in diam •tcr hy 3 centimeter thick), fig.
11
plc of wl1n.t may lJe call •d natural suggc tion. The
I)
,;ram. . If Jic,lrl, say hclwe ·n the thumb aucl , econd
ho
1 • tim . or of 011 haucl at. nc ·1•.·,·iyo time , the smaller
r . TheLlo·k attll(•irceutcrn:.n ·hclcl hctw en tho1ingers,

ct
r
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so that the special contact of each block with tbe fingers ancl thumb is the same. It
is perha,ps generally truo tba,t when objects look alike iu eYery respect, except that

FIG. 39.-Mirror-11yp1t0tizer.

one is larger than the others, we think the largest one to be th e heaviest before we
lift them. Bnt if upon lifting tbem the largest one docs not feel the heavier, au
unconscious counter suggestiou seems to make us feel th o smallest block h eavier; it

Fw. 40.-Suggestion
IJ!ocks. (Gilbert.)

Fw. 41.-Lal>iograph.

(Rousselot.)

is au illustration of the ndage that n, pound of lead is heavier than a pound of feathers. As Professor Scripture puts it, it is a "disappointed suggestion of weight." In
a series of experiments with different blocks upon ow Haven school children, Scripture ancl Gilbert have shown that suggestibility slowly increases from 6 year to 9
years of age; after O years it steadily decreases as the children grow old 'r. Tho
girls woro found more susceptiule to suggestion than tho boys, with tho exception
of age 9, where uoth were very suscer,tible. Dr. Gilbert, of the Yale laboratory, bas
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c1esigned fourteen apparently solid black rounl1 blocks, each 6 centimeters in diameter
and 3 centimeters thick, having weights of 15, 20, 25, etc., up to and including 80
grams. Maker, Willyoung & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
MECHAXICS OF SPEECH.

Speech involves specially the muscles of the tongue, lips, larynx, soft palate, etc.
The la,biograph (fig. 41) is an instrument with two brass levers A, grooved so as to
fit the lips.
These levers are connected with a tambour B, which in turn is connected with a
recording tambour by the rubber tubo C. Here is the tracing of the movemen t of
the lips while repeating the alphabet:

The writer made this experiment upon a young man who repeated the a1phabet
quite fast. It is thought by some that this instrument might ai<l. iu reading the lip
movements of the (leaf. Maker, Verdin, Paris.
The laryngograph (fig. 42) (maker, Verdin, Paris) gives the movements of the
larynx in speech. It consists of an ebony frame which fastens around the neck.
To this frnme is attached a tambour, B, connected with a brass rod, A, the end of

FIG. 42.-Laryngograiih.

which consists of a curved nickel plate covered with flannel. This plate rests against
the l:uyux so that its movement up and down is communicated to the tambonr B,
which is transmitte<l by the rubber tube C to a recording tambour. Here is a tracing
made while repeating the alphabet :
~
ALPHABET. (LARYNGOGRAPH)

-DY •• A:\10:\tETEH.

'1 h , glo
th

g
I

·
·ou ·i.

ame indi at , mea ures tbe strength of

t · of a ·mall brass disk, A, scr •w don a st el
,., fcvri ·r-rnan1 1 !)4, p. 325.
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roc1 attached to a scale, B. The tongue is stretched ont ancl the subject is asked to
resist i110 pressnre of the <lisk A as much as possil)le. Tho sca~o B jndicatea the,
limit of this resistance. Maker, Verdin., Paris.

Fm. 43.-Glosso-dynamomoter.

(F6r(~.)

PALATOGRAPIT.

This palatograph (fig. 44 ), desjgned by Dr. ·weeks, is to reconl the movements of
tho palate in speech. It is composetl of the following pieces: A band to fasten
around the bead, with a rod, H, attached to auotlier rod fixetl to the band. At the

FIG. 44.-Palatogrnph.

(Weeks.)

end of the rod II is fastened a racket shaped wire, A, with a little rouud disk, PP,.
which touches the palate aml becomes glued to the palate by-a prPpu,ration upon tbe·
disk. This racket-shaped wire can be kept free from the movements of the month
and tlie tongue.
The lever I[ of the tamliour C has near its extremity 'l' a double ring, so that

-

FIG. 45.-No. 1.

FIG. 45.-No. 2.

tho movements of the palate are transferred to the lever or rod H, which in turn
communicates th em to the tambour to be r eordecl on a cylinder. Hero are two
tracings made hy \V eeks, which read from right .to left.

ED98-7:!
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No. 1 represents t1rn movements of tho palate, when the French won1 "fonte" is
spoken; the first summit or wave represents the '' f," the second summit the "t" in
tho word'' fonte."
No. 2 represents tho French word "conti~nit6," where it appenr8 that the nasal
syllable "con" requires more movement .
Maker, Yerdin, Paris.
THE DYXAi\IOLABIOi\'IETER.

TL o instrument represented in fig. 50 was designed by Dr. Fero and Mons ienr
Boyer, professor at the Nntionnl School for tho Deaf in France. It is nsed for the

FIG. 50.-DynamolalJiorneter.

(Fere and Boyer.)

study of the deYelopment of the lips of th.e dc:1f, and based upon the same principles
us that of tho sphygmometer in fig. 55, but rn:1de somewhat stronger. Total length
of instrument is' 20 centimeters · diameter of the disk is 40 millimeters; d iame ter of
the bo<1y of instrument is 15 millimeters. The m aximum amount of pressure is 1,500
grams. The disk is slightly concave on the side that presses the lips. Maker, Verdin, Paris.
TUE SPJIYGMOGRAPII.

The spllygmograph records tlle Yariations of b1ool1-pressure in the arteries. Each
time that the h eart sends a ,rnve of blood into the arteri a l system there is prodnced
in each artery a hardening which foliow s tbe movement of the wavo of blood.

FIG. 51.- phygmograph.

(Marcy.)

Th ere arc two k inds of fiphy,~mograpbs-tho direct and tltus J hy transmission.
Fig. 51 repr scnts a c1ir •ct sphygmogrnph of Marcy, " ·bich i:· applie<l to the exterior of
an artery and records the wave moYcm nt (bun1cninrr, or "bangc of pre imrn) . The
<1h~ct ~phyg1no!!Taph 1>res es upon tho artery by means of a spriug, tho pr ssurc of
"b1ch 1 r "n1ateu. l,y , -r w •.\. As the Mootl-,YaYe om · in the artery the walls
of h art •:Y rise al)(1 fall, transmit ing tLi . moYeroont to tlio, phygmograpb, which
mo •;PnH:nt 1. rer·onl <1 hy the 1 vcr n on the mok d pnp,·r D. The arterial wall
pre· tl <lowu b · th . pri111r ri.-e., a the blootl-wav • lvnnc . , to th, normal diameter.
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Tbc r::ulial artery is the one npon which tJrn spbygmograph is nsually placed.
give tracings of Marey's sphygmograph: :Maker, Verdin, Paris.

·we

Ko. 1.-Xonnal pulse.

No. fJ.-Typlwid ferer (periocl r>f declin e).

No. 4.-Blteurnat ismal pericarclit-is n·ith Jerer.

No. G.-Pulse of an agecl man (extreme rnrity of beats) .

SPIJYG:\-IOGRATITI HY THA:XS:'.llSSIOX.

The sphygmogrnph by transmission,: or luctirect sphygmograph (fig. 52 ), 11:ui the
::uhantago of giving the tracings a very good l ength, so that certain irregul~rities
arc recorded that would escape one's notice with the ordinary sphygmograph with
its short tracings. If one desires to sec the iufl ueucc of cl ifferen t physiological con<l.i ti ons on tbo pnlsc, or to record simultan0ous]y tho pnhw of sc ,·eral 11.rteries 1 or the
,zj
I

FIG. 5:.!.- ' pl1ygmo 6 r:q,li hy trausmission.

(}Iare,r.)

arterial pulse with the pn1satiou of the hc:irt, the in<1irect sphygmograph i · ns d.
Tho ::tt1jnstab1o steel-rod A rests on the end of the spring J), which is directly oYcr
th<' p1t1sc. The pulse-beat is carried to the tambonr B, from which it is carried to
some recording t:11111,our, through the rubber tube '. l\Iak"T, Yntlin, Paris.
1

lVIarer.

Circulation 11n sang, 2e (,llitiou.
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~PHYG:\fOGRAT'll OF PHILADRLI'IIIEN,

The sphygmograph of Monsieur Philadelphien (fi.g. 53) has the advantage of mea.suring exactly 011 the scale 3 the amount of pressure upon the artery in obtaining
the tracing. It is k11ow11 that the tracings change in form ancl amplitude accordiug
to the pressure upon the artery.

FIG. 53.-Spliygmograpb.

(Pbiladelphien,)

The tracings are made with ink on n, hand of 11aper 2, which is a meter long. This
instrument permits a number of tracings of variable forms according to the pressure
of tlie ivory pl:1te 6 upon the artery, which is regulated hy the v.·eight 4. The screw
5 regulates the plate of iYory 6 in connection witll the artery on the marker 10. The
handle 11 sta,rts or stops the clockwork 7.
·
Here are some tracings :
No1·mal pulse.

Mitral insu.fficiency.

fak r of iu trum,:nt: V •r<1iu, Paris.

011 Fn·y· , phy~mogr, ph ( Ii~. 51 b:. for it purpo .. to gi\·e n trne ,t representa•
tum of th ar r:rial pul · a 1,0. ihl · awl an .·ad tirn<' 11H•a.·ur •ment. It re. ts upon
th
·1 lu tul. , .\u 1•l1 011 y o •al 1, ier·, ·, B1 at th , 1 tJll of H1P. t •cl :pring rests upon
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the artery, connecting directly with th o marker D. Another marker for the time
can be fastened to the stE>el box C, which incases the clockwork, ·which records
:fifths of a second. Make1·: Petzoltl, Leipzig.

Fig. 54.-Spbygmogrnpl1.

:nm:

(Von Fl'ey.)

SPJIYG::'110)-IJITER.

Tho sphygmometer is employed to measure the alllouut of pressure necess~1ry to
arrest the radial pulse beats.
In Verdin's instrument (fig. 55) the left thnmb, B, of the operator rests upon the
rarlial artery of the right haml of the subject. The instrument is h eld in the right
h al)(l of the operator, who presses it upon his tlmmb nail until no pulse can be felt.
Then the amount of pressure is reacl from the scale S. The instrument consists of

l!'IG. 55 .-Sphygmo:nrter.

(Ven1in.)

a small cJ liucler of brass, (', contain iug a spring acting in connection with the
rocl D. A l,ras~ circular plate throe-eighths of an inch in diameter is screwed on to
the end of this rod. The instrument is five and a half inches in length.
When the pulse is bounding , or has some intensity, its complete suppres. ion ma,y
appear difficult. There are recurrent beats tha.t can give difficulty, but a littlo
practice will overcome these causes of error. Maker and inventor: Verdin, Paris.
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F rri. 56.-Sphygmometer.

('.~ loch.)

The sphygmometer in fig. 56, d esigned by Bloch, is modified by VerJi11. Two
exterior springs are fixed behind the scale; there are two pointers, one pushing the
other. The latter remains at highest point of pressure, indicating the amount. This
instrument is used for demonstrations at a distance. Maker : Yerdin, Paris.
l\IOSSO'S SPIIYGiVIO:VIANO:\II<:TER.

Tho sphygmomauometer of Mosso (fig. 57) enables one to reconl the pulsations of
four fingers, which are pushed into rubber tubes EE. The instrument is filled with
water, and communicates with the cylinder A, the revolvin g piston of ·which regu-

lat' th c pre nr of tlt water. The hottle B rcceiYes tbc• water forced out wlien
the mg 1 aro intr, lluce<l into thP. tube E L. A manomctor, G, indicates tho
pr· m· and th mark ·r. I t ronl the pnl , wave on tl1 c c~ lin<kr.
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Ci.· a, faucet to let out the air. By means of the m:1nometer G the s1)hygmograph
will recor<l. tho periodiC':11 changes of blool1 pressure or ten. ion, :1ncl their correlation
to mental conditions. The instrument can be used instead of tho plethysmograph
(fig. 18) for research in the ci:i:cnlation of tho l,loo<l, for tho study of tho incrvations of the blood vessels, of the effects of medicaments on the circulation, :rn<l of
pathological conditions. Maker: Yen1in, Paris.

l•IG. 58.-Sphygmoroanometcr.

(Basc-]1.)

f--PUYG:'110:VrANO:\rnTEH.

Tho spli ygruomauomvter (fig. G8) me::tsttres blood pressnro in iho arteries.
·windler, Berlin.

Maker,

AC'JIHO'.\IATO'.\IETEil OV BLOCIL

Tllis instrnmont l (r1;;. C9) is designed to measure the blooLl 1nessnre in tbe capillario~ . It consists of a rod wi 1h spring; at tho encl of the rod i-, an iro~1 disk, A.

FIG. 50.-.Achromatometer . (Blocli.)

One presses wi.th thii, disk the part of the body to 1.Jo e:s:plore1l, a ·; the lobe of the
ear, tho finger 11:1.ils, or skin of tho hand, etc. The pres-;nre driYcs tho 1.Jloo<l. from
tho small Yessols, i Lio part prcssc,11.Jy tho disk becomes pale, a11<l one reads on the
scale the nmonnt n r 1iressuro in grams re<1uirecl.

Fw. 60.

Fig. GO represents an instrnment for recording 1mlsationH of the YC sel · 0.1 n drcuwscribo<l r <>·iou of tho ski 11. A di-;k, D, rests upon the index -fiug-cr; the disk is
z L'fotcrmPdiaire

des Hiologi ·tes, 5 noYembre 1 97.
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fa~~ened to a small r ocl, R, communicatin g with a l ever, by means of which t he pulsa ions of tho small vessels are recorded by the pointer M. · Maker, Verdin, Paris.
Dr. Cheron has prepared the following table, which transforms the results of the
sphygmometer into centimeters of mercury.
,.
TABLE

G

rams.

5.

ICentimeters
I
ofmenmry. : Grams.

Cent imeters
I of mercury.

I

---100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
G50

3 ,
4 1
5
6
7
8
9
iO I

12
11 \
13

u

I

700
a750
a800
a850
900
950
1,000
1,050
1, 100
1, 150
1,200
1,250

15
a16
a17
al8
19
20
21
2:.!

23
24
25
26

aNormal pressure.
THE CA RDIOGRA PH .

The heart-beat or cardiac i~puls~ is visible in the fifth left i,utercostal space,
2 inches below the nipple and 1-½ to 1 ineh .to its sternal side. The cardiograph
measures the cardiac impulse. The cardiograph stethoscope (fig. 61), below, consists of a button, B, which by turning iucr6ases or decreases the pressure of the
knob H, against the walls of tho chest. :F is a bell-shap'ed piece of wood forming
the stethoscope. D is a ferrule of brass on which is fastened a rubber tube to be
iutrodnced into the ear for mono-auri cular auscultation. An elastic chor<l, C E,
placed around the body holds the apparatus again<;t the chest. By fastening a rubber
tul,e on A, the heart-beats can be transferred to a recording tambour. Maker, Verdin, Paris.

}'w.

61.-Cardiograph ·tctho:;c·ope.

(Eclgren.)

TIIE 1'110 -EXDOSCOPE,

Th,· 1,~oncndo. cop ( Ii"'. '2) sen· s to r n1ler p rceptible all normal or abnormal
onn,1 rn h human hod·. Tl1 in trnmeut lJ •low in the fignre gi,·c more inteno the· 0 11 11 1 than ~lt ~rc1in'.ll'Y :tdho cop . It renders perceptihleo~ r •. p1r·Lt1011, 1•11·c:;11la ion a.11([ of th• dig •sti\'e organs.
11I h · mu r·l • , ar i<-nla.ti1111,, awl ho11es.
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3. The scnnds of the capillary circulation (tlcrmatophony).
4. The sounds prodnced. by morbid states arnl those determining the size, position,
or change of position of organs.
5. The sonnds of the e_yo and ear.
6. The sounds of the uterine murmur an<l fo.~tal sounds.
Tho phonenuoscope is composed of two ebony <lisks, onP, L, fastened directly to
the, body of the instrume11t, the other, G, above, by means of rings . The body of
the instrument B is made of copper (nickel-plate<l). The lower disk serves for auscultation; the upper disk G- is thicker; at its center there is an ebony pla.te C, into
which screws the ro<l A. This disk, by means of the rod A, is used for percussion.
The lower disk L of the.phonendoscope has two orifices to receive the auricular tubes,
on the ends of which are ebony oliYe-form rings for the cars.

:Fw. G'.J.-l'honcmloscop,•.

(Buzzi aud Biauchi.)

Thero is a box for thi,; apparatus; in the box is a, compartment for t"·o rotls with
knobs, one of ordinary length say 55 rnillimcter,i, the other 80 millimeters; also two
pencils, one blue, the other red. :\faker, Yerui11, Paris.
THE EHUOGHAPII.

The ergograph ( fig. 68) is an appara,tns to measnre the results of fatio·ue. Tho
record is made by the marker A, which is attache<l to a little car B, which sli<1es
forward and bac:kwartl on two parallel horizontal ,•teel rods C. A string is fa tcued
uy a leather loop to the finger pnlling tlle car l3 in one dir ction, and. a weight '\V,
which is attached to a cord fastenc(l to the car, pulls it in the opposite direction.
When the finger is heut, tl10 car Bis drawn toward thehantl; and when the mnscl s
of the finger relax, tho weight causes the finger and tho car to return to th eir
original pos ition. The marker A records the movements of tho car upon a crlintler.
The arm and hanll arc hcltl firm uy a, special rcRt, as indicated in the drawing.
Lombard, in a 1rnm1Jcr of experiments with the ergograph 11pon himseU~ foun<l that
if he volnntarily contmcted a mnscle fre<1nently and each time raise<l a w1•ight with
his utmost force, the muscle weakened :mu ~Lfter a time scare •ly stirre<l the weight.
J-3nt if now be cout.inne<l to ma,ko 1his effort, reg:trdless of tho results, with all the
pO\\·cr of his will, sooner or later the 1-;trength of tlie muscle 1,egan to return and to
rno,·o tho \\'eight almo:;t as much as before. Then the strength wonl<l gra<lua11y
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a

cease for second time; thus :m almost complete los8 of power to voluntarily contrnct the muscles, alternated with perio<ls of nearly complete recovery of the
strength. This phe11omenon, according to Lombard, was due to the results of
fatigue, caused probably by changes in the central nervous system. The writer bas
made some experiments with the ergograph, and his results are similar to those of
Lombard.

-A

w
Fm. 63.-The ergograph.

(Mosso.)

There are a number of phenomena in which fatigue causes a periodicity depending
npon the central nervous system. This is probable in th e "second wind" of the
athlete. The intensity of after-images is clue to r,eriodic variation. Maker, Verdin,
Paris.

,,,1

•o<Yr, ph in which a pring <lynamometer is
It is ·!aimed that this has many advan·cigh n ,<l hy - ro o. Qnestions of the relation of muscular
not only of th or ·tic int r s~, hnt hav-1 pra<·tical value in
.

l!<l

I
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ninet an d Vascbicle liaYe also made an crgograp !J 1 (fig. 64), which is a modificatio n of Mosso's ergograpb. It consist,s in the substitution of a spring, as ill ustrated
i.n t h e fig ure, for the weight and in using the middle finger for the experiment.
T h e l ever permits one to increase or decrease a t will the course of the fi n ger in
order to accomplish a certain work, while the force of resistance remains the snrue.
It is possible to modify one single factor in -n-ork aml the space gone oYer, nnd so
t o study points in the physiology of movement .
TIIE JONESDIETF.11.

The kinesiwetcr is an instrmncnt to measure tlie seDse of 1110\"emen t npou the skil1.
Tbe apparatns in fig. 65 was d esigned 1Jy I'rofrssors Scriptnrc (Yale Uni,.-e,·sity) nnd
T itchener (Corn eil UniYersity).~

Fw. 65.--Kinrsimekr.

(::5cripture aJHl 'l'itcltl.'11el'.)

TLe table is of brnss casting, the top of which is perfe<"tly smooth. One of tlio
legs has an adjusting screw . The car A is made of brass, ni<'kel-plnted; it nrns ou
four wheels, turned on a perfectly trno arbor. The bearings are b11shings of ban1ened
tool-steel; the holes are ground an<l bpped, so as to give trueness in running. The
wheels arc easily taken off their beariugs. The horizontal slide of th o car, wbich
hol<ls the vert ical ro<l, is easily atljuste<l. The Ycrtical rod may carry rnbber stimulus-point, tu Le, or whatever is preferred, and is held iu position by a brass nut. Tlio
rotating power compris s throe gears and three friction-rolls. The movement of the
car is regnlatcd by a lever. The pressure of tho driving-rolls again t tho principal
roll is maintained by two springs, and is adjusted by two nuts ou end of a bar connected with the lever. An euc11ess cord propels the car. The instrnment is rnade at
the Yale Laboratory, New Haveu, Conn.
i

2

L. IutermP-diaire des Biologistes, 5 May, 1898.
American Journal of Psychology, Yo]. YI, 1895, page 4.23.
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Touch-weights for tl.ntliug the '"hresho1d of contact with the skiu (fig. 66) consist
of little disks 3 millimeters in diameter snspemle<l from a fine cocoon-fiber fastened
to a wood handle. Tlle handles are stuck into holes in a ronnd block, A, fastrncd to a 11illar :rnrl frame. We take ont the lightest disk B and let it touch
the 1-,kin while the snbject's .oyes aro closed; if nothing is felt, the next heavier disk
is usecl, nrnl so on nntil tl1e least pressure of the disk is felt. The disks weigh from

A

1',o . 6G. -Toncb-weigl:ts.

(Scripture.)

1 to 20 mi1ligr:uus. Scripture finds the thresholcl of sens:Ltion for the sense of
pressure in an average persou to be 2 milligrams on the forehead, temple, and back
of forearm; 5 milligrams for no~o aml cbin, a,nd 15 milligrams on inner surface of
:fingers. 1Iaker: Willyonng, Philadelphia, Pa.
HAI R-ESTH ESIO:'.l ETER.

In onler to prodnc.e very slight pre&snre upon tho skin, Professor Von Frey, of Leipzig, has emp loyed hairs of uifferent size arnl thickness. The bair-esthesioructer ( fig.
67 } enables one to pro11uce yarions degrees of pressure with the, amo hair. Tho hair

Fw . lji.- H:iir-t•. tlH'. iom trr.

· ·

apillary tnhc, :mu a longer
· b ·
a 11
1! 1
nl
thi

n

(Yon FrC'y.)

portion of tlie hair can ho made to
th di tarn· or the length tli hair
1e hair project. the greater the presY 1ti<·ally a.~ ainst the skin until it
rum11, of Leipzig.
Frey in A hhandluugen cl. math .
. , I ,Hu.
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THE GAL V A:X0::\1ETER.

The ga.l vanometer mo:i,sures the strength of au electric current. The instrnment
(fig. 68) is used for medico-electrical purposes. It is als~ employed in scientific
inve·stigations, and is then so constructed that the strength of the most delicate
current can be measured.

:Fm . 68.-A. periodic horizontal g:1h·ano:uete:·.

(Hirsc hm:, un.)

The instrument is r epresented one-third its real size. This is a direct-reading
instrnmeut, it being possible to meas ure a current to one one-hundredth of a milliampere. In order to have a vertical reai'..ing, a mirror, B, is used. The lever S arrests
the needle, which is brought to the zero point of .the scale. The wires for conducting the current are fastened in the clamps E E. Maker : Rirschma.nn, Berlin.

FIG. 60.-"\Veston' s standard direct•rearling mil-am-m eter.

Fig. 69 represents a convenieut form of instrument for mea. uring <le]icate currents.
It has a scal e of donhlo values with ratio of 50. Each division on upper scale values
is 5 milliamp l-res ; each di vision on the lower scale values is one-tenth milliampere,
readable to one one-hundre<lth. A change from one ,·cale to the otbor is made by
changing tho connection on the left of the instrument from oue binding post to the
other. Maker: ·weston Electric Instrument Company, Newark, "X. ,T.
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TIJE J;'AR.A.Dll\ifET.EIL

Tho two ins.t rume:nts just meillti,one<l. measure the galvanic or direct current only.
The instrument below (fig. 70) is a farn,<l.imeter an<l. measures the faradic or indirect
cuirrent. This form of the in~trument is transportable. The .case which covers it is
12 centimeters wide, 20 centimeters long, and 29 centimeters high. When in use it
is laid on the tahle, as shown in tho drawing. The induction appara.tus P Sis
placet1 at such a dista,nce tb.at tlie gahan0meter G is not influenced by it. The

]'1G.10. _:__Tho :F'amdhneter.

(Edelmann.)

induction coil P S., by means of -wires a, is connected with the battery A for the primary current. The faradimeter is gauged only for a certain intensity of the primary current (0. 4 A) so that the galvanometer G is to measure the strength of this
c1.1rrent. Tho intensity desired is obtained by first placing the galvanometer at zero
the zinc rod Z into the element A until the needle of i..he galvaancl then sin'kino0
nometer reach·cs tbe desired intensity on its scale, while the interrupting spring S is
pressed tightly a gainst the contact screw p with the finger.
'The battery A is filled with a solution of crystallizetl chromic acid, which consists
of water up to about 3 centimeters from the top of A and of a half glassful (II) of

rw. 71.-TIHluction coil.

(Du 11ois-Reymoml .)

the nf'i,l. \Vh<'n th h ·ttter · i::1 uot iu w;o the zinc rod Z is taken ont, washed, and
pl.tce1l in a case at tho si,le of the battery. Tho <"hromic acic1 solution can he left in
the
ire<l strength of cnrrent. \Vh n tho interrent is at its normal str ngth (whi •h from
g again. t the contact screw p)
t i
eel, ·o that the maximum of any
tc in 1icatc<l l>y the inunction
r, Ed ·lman11, of )!uni ·h.
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INDGCTIO:'.:\ COIL.

In iig. 71 i represented Du Bois-Reymond's pattern of an im1uctiou coil. The
primary coil A is fi.·ed at the encl of a wooden lJase l,oard and consists of a coil of
thick copper wire wonncl around a lJundle of soft iron wires. The secondary coil B
is wound around a wooden reel and slides in a groove in tho lJase-boanl autl can pass
oYer tho primary coil, its position lJeing read from a scale, C, in millimeters fixe<l to
the base. The seconc1ar;y coil consists of about 7,000 convolutions of fine wire. The
base is made long with a hinge in the middle, but is represented folded back in the
engraving, which makes it more portable. The hammer for giYing a series of
induced currents is arranged so it can break the current absolutely in the primary
coil or can shorten its circuit. Maker, Camurit1ge Scientific Company, Cmnuridge,
England.

nm

UIIF.OCOIW.

The rheocord is an instrnment for mcarrnriug the resistmice or for varying the
strength of an electric curr('J~t., in proportion to the greater or less length of it

FJG. 72.-Dn Bois-Reymond 's rheocord.

inserte<l iuto the circuit. Du Bois-Reymond's pattern (fig. 72) consists of two J>fatinum ·w ires stretched by tbe side of a scale B 1 metn long attached to a board. Tho
wires arc electrically conncctetl by an ebonite trongl1, C, containing rnercnry, which
sliues nlong tbe wires; its position can be read on the scale. Tllo terminals are conncete(l to one end of each of tho platinum wires lJy means of brass plates.
Iu one of th ese plates there aro fivo pegs, which can be removed like those of a
resistance-box, ancl varions resistances thrown into the circuit; thus when the peg
opposite No. 3 is remoYed, a resistance equal to three times the resistance obtained
1.,y sliding tho trough to the far end of tl,o scale is thrown into the ci1:cuit. In this
way the resi stance of the rhcoconl can he grad nally increased from zero to a resistance
,Sur/'ace of'JJislt

•
1

Fw. 73.-Erh's electrode.

equal to ,J2 meters of tho l)latinurn wir<'.
Compnny, Cambridge, England .

nm

Maker, Camhritlg<' f-;cientif1c I11strnmc11t

ELEC1HOl>E.

Iu i1n-ostigation with the Faradic or indncetl cnrrent, 01H• of the stan<lanl elect rocks
employed is that of Professor Erb, of Heidelberg.
This electrode (fig . 73) consists of a bundle of more tlian 400 fine metallic wires, 1
wbich are incloscd in a hard rnhber tube about 2 centimeters in diamet<-r. By
means of these 400 fino wires a uniform action upon tho numerous nerve eJ11ls is
olJtainc<l, and sources of error from sweat canals and hair follicles are avoitleu.
\Vhcn the first electrical sensat ion is fclt 1 aft<•r tho electrode is placc<l on tho sk in,
the point on the scale is note<l wbcrc tlie marker of tho in<luction coil lias ren chcu;
the coil is movetl on still further until ihe fin,t feeling of pain occnrn, and tb e point
1Tlle maker of this <•Jpctro<le is Hir1:1c·hma1:;1, of Berlin.
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on the scale is noted as being the measure of pain through the :F'aradic current. In
this way Professor Erb has obfo,iued the following table giving average figures for
healthy men, and a basis for comparison in pathological conditions:
TAilLE

6.-Electr-ical sensibility.

Place of applying electrode.

First sensa- 1 Feeling of
tion with an pain with inindu ction coil duction coil
at a distance at a distance
on the scale on the scale
fromfrom-

Deflections
of the
needle with
8 cells and
150 resistance.

120
120
120
115

26°
22°
21:-180

Cheeks---···· ........•...........•.•.....••.•••••......•••• • •
Neck···---·············-················-· ··· ········-··-·--·
Upperarin · ·········---·· -- ·······:- ........... _............ .
Forearm .................................. _... __ .. . .......... .
Palm of haud ........................ _... _.. __.... __ . ___ ... _..
:Finger ends . _......... _... -- . - - --. - .......... - . -... -- .... -.. Abtlomen -······ -···-· ... _.............. ····-· ·-·· .. ---··· ... .

200- 220
180-200
200
190
175
125
190

¥tih~~iii ~!·: ~-~~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

170
175

llO

llO

90
120
110
110
80

15°
20
20°
190

10°
50

DYS A?lf0:\1ETER.

The <1yuamomcter (fig. 74) is to measure the strength of grasp. The instrument
is sqneeze<.1 in the hand ,yhile the arm is lleltl out horizontally from the side of the

Fig. 74 .....:...Dynamometer . (Collin.)

body. The an!ount of pressure is read from the scale as in<licatetl by the pointer.
Maker, Collin, Paris.
DYN A:\IOG RAP II.

The instrnment in the hand (fig. 75) is a dynamograph. It is used in the laboratory of Salpetriere, at Paris, to record the different hupressions which certain bys-

1'11,. i5. - J)ynamu~rapla.

(DnclJ(,1w.)

·xpericnc attht>vil·wofar::w oflirrbt. Itisinr alit\'atl uamomet r
\ ith: tam hour. A attach 11 t~J it so that th" r ult· ~nay ·he re ·orded
1
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on a cylindrr, as indicatecl in the cut. The dynamograph is used also to show tho
effects of sound and color upon strength of grasp. In sound the J>itch bas effect

l!'JG. 76. - Dynamometor.

(Ulmann.)

upon the greatest strength of grasp. Smell ancl taste have their effects 11po11 tho
strength. Maker, Verdin, Parjs,
In fig-. 76 is a form of dynamometer that avoi<ls the nnpleasant cutting feeling
caused by the handles of' the ordinary clynamometer. Maker, Windler, Berlin.
DY.N"A::\IO:'IIETER OF CHERON AND VERDIN.

One of the in conveniences of the ordinary dynamometers is the pain experienced
wl1en one tests hi s strength of grasp fiye or six times in succession, for the edges of

FIG. 77.-Dynaniom ter of Cherou and Verdin.

the liarn11e produce a cntting sensation, thus rendering the experiments of much less
value for comparison.
ED

98-75
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The tlynamometer of Cheron and Verdin (see fig. 77) has hecu designed to eliminate
the inconvenience above mentionec1. The fingers are placed upon a handle rounded
upon all sides; the palm of the band rests npon a round oval plate A, serving as a
hamlle, ·which is fastened to a piston anu 1spring connected by a cogwheel and bar
C, with the pointer npon the- dia1. This dynamometer can he changed to a clynamograph, as indicatet1 in the figure, by the addition of a tarnbonr D. The maker is
Verdin, of Pa,ris.
SCRIPTURE'S D YNA::\IO:\IETER.

Dr. Scripture, of Yale University, has iiwentecl a new "dynamorneter and 1.be scale
of effort." The thnmli and iuc1ex finger aro pressed on sma11 knobs borne by two

]!'IG. 78.-Back, c .1cst. nn,l l(•;! clynaruomctcr.

(Pfnrrn.)

steel rot1s; the amount of movement is smal1, wl1ile the scal e can be rua<le very accurate. To transform tlrn psychophysical measurpments into purely psychologieal
ones, , criptnre propo es to Lase the snhje ·t, giYe hi· own scales of pressnre in the
re1atiou of 1, 2 :i, 1, etc., and to rednce all reac1iugs to the scale.
·m•:,T A.-1, 1,.\ 'K l>Y.'_.\:.I

,1En~n.

'Ilic fl~u:uuon ·ter (Ii« . 78) may be u.-ecl tom a·ure tl11· str•no-th of arms auc-:.
tr ·11 ~th of 1ift. If IJ,, han,11 • i nnfa, t nc<l at H an1l th hool- at from th iosirum,·u prop r. an,l ,vith tlJ · in ·trntn nt tb11. dis ·onn •ctccl the two handles A A are
pr
·tl a"ain
hy th ha111l--, th· . trenrrth of arm and ·he t can uo rn u nr •cl.

U
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With one's elbows extended at the si<les until the forearms are on the same horizontal plane, and holding the dynamometer so that the dial will face forward and
the in<licator point npward, one takes a full breath and pushes hard against the
handles.A. A, allowing the back of the instrument to press on the chest. In measuring
the strength of lift the instrument can be attached to the floor, as represented in
fig. 78, or to a board, specially designed, on which the snbject stands when lifting,
thus making the apparatus easily portable. The strength of lift can be taken both
with atlll without bending the knees. In the former instance one stands on the foot
r est, with head an<l botly erect and chest thrown forward, b ends the knees, sinking
down nntil the handle grasped rests against the thighs, then takes a full breath,
liftH bard, principally with the legs, using the hands to hold the h andle in place.
In the second instance one does not bend the knees. The handle is grasped with
both hantls, the body being iuclinetl forward at an angle of 60 degrees , a full breath
is taken, and a hard Jift is given, mostly with the back. Makers, Tiemaun & Co.,
New York.

FIG.

79.-.Antbropomeler.

(Topinar<l.)

THE ANTllROPO:\JETER.

The nnthropometer (fig. 79) is for measuri11g the h eight and sitting height. It is
divi<lell iuto four pieces that screw one to the other, so that it can he taken npart and
mad e con vou ient]y portable. Maker, Collin, Paris.
CEPIIALO:\-fETHlG SQUAUE .

The cephalometric square (fig. 80) is used to make detailed measureL,enta of the
projections of the face. Instead of measuring from tbo ground , urface on which
the p erson stands, as in finding the height, the measurement is taken with a square
B (flg. 80), on one arm of which is a scale in millimeters. The other arm uf the
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square is heJcl over tlJe v ertex as horizontal as possible with th e left baud, while
with the right hand a t11ree-cornered piece of wood is run up and clown the scale,
measuring the dista,nce of the projections of the fac e from the horizontal plane of
the vertex. This distance might be measured from the ground, bnt there is more
liability to error, owing to the tense or loose position of the body in sta,nding.
Maker, Collin, Paris.
CALIPERS .

The calipers ill fig. 81 are used to rneasnre the h ead, espeC'ially its length aml
width. Tlie instrument representeLl consists of :1, scale A, in millimeters, fastene <l to
one arm B, and sliding tlirough the other arm. Maker, Collin, Paris.

FIG. 80.-Cephalometric squ are .

The calipers (called" glissiere authropometrique") in fi g. 82 are divided into two
p arts. There arc two steel rods, one of" which Hlitles on the scale. This instrument

FIG. 81.-Cnlip rs.

<Broca.)

is u ·e,l for ilirect mea nrernent , as ,,ell as for mensuring the projections or larger
m1>m bers of the bo<ly, .-uch as le(>', arm, shouluer, etc. :Mak r, Co Hin, Pari .
In :fi<r. 83 nr repr · ent <l small slitl in g caliper matl of steel. Thc·y measur Yl'ry
xactly <li tan<·e betw n projections of t b botly an<l h e~ul~ ~faker, Collin, Paris.
0

'l h <011 iom ·tt"·r • i. an in s rum n form a urin., angle·, a. of thP face 1•r crauinm .
Th" on ill fi~.
i. th <lP ·i 'll of' opinarcl. Hroc·a. ha also clP. jc,necl a similar
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goniometer and also a go1liometer for the e:u; also a profile-~linometer.
Collin, Paris.

FiG. 8:!. -Calipors.

1

Maker,

(TopiBard.)2

] fElUHT 01•' YAt:LT OR PALATR.

In 4,6H measun'm«.mts Talbot fin1ls the aYcrngc height of the palate to l>e 0.58 of

I

'I
ir,- -- = ~ ;,!

IF'"""'"'""'""'"'"'-'""""lf

FIG. 83.-Sliding calipers.

(Topinanl.)

an inch . Fig. 85 illustrates his instrumeut. Tho rneasmC'ment is made from the
alveolar border, between the secornl bicnspi<l and tlle first permauent molar, to the

]!'JG.

84.-Goniomrter.

(Topinard .)

height of the arch. The cut (fig. ~5) shows tho position of the instrument when
the measurement is made:
~

'chmidt, Emile. .Anthropologische }1ethoden, Leipzig, 1888.
2 R vue d'Anthrop. 1885, 3 scr. tome Yiii, page 407.
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By tnrning the steel rod at its encl, F, the scale, H (in millimeters), is moved up
until it touches the palate, when its height can be read on the scale. The high palate is often found among feeble-minded children.
This instrument is sp~cially made n m1er the directlon of the inventor, E . S. Talbot, 1\1. D., D. D. S., Chicago, 111.

FH,. .3.-1,afa.tometc·r.
'A 1•:

(11'

.\."UlROl'OJ.0 :I 'AL

L·

lRl,;\IE.·1'.

(Talhot.) ,

nm

Tlt.\.YELER~,

TOPIXAJ!I>.

'1i1lill'' callip r (fig. 3).
2. Anthr pom~tt-r (fl,. 7c ).
3. ' wo pr•cial. t •l 'ltl 1e , u ;11 with antltropom •ter.

1.

A1:1t.n.cm1>
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4. Cephalometric sfJ_nure (fig. 80) string with plumb.
5 . Small woocl square.

6. Small steel sliding callipers.
7. Callipers.
8. Tape measnre.
9. Pencil with two colors.
10. Dynamometer for strength of hands (fig. 74).
11. Box: for canying instrurucnts.
Maker of case aml instruments is Collin, of Paris.
INSTRUMENTS USED IN

nrn

BERTILLON SYSTEM 01!' IDENTIFICATIO~.

The Bertillon system of measurements is primarily for practical purposes-tl1at
is, for the identification of criminals, but i-;ome of the measurements arc also of
scientific value.
1

I•'m. 86.- l'ortaulc sqnnre.

Fig. 86 represents a portable square with donblc projection, and is used iu measuring the height an<l sitting height or trunk, afl represented in fig. 87 by B, B. A
rnle half a meter Jong 1 for measuring the sitting Leiglit is designated by A. C is a
stool used in mertsuring the trunk. D is a rule for measuring the height.

S/"ll'ING HEIGHT.

HEIGHT.

ARM-REACH.

E

Fm.87.

In taking the height, the subject shonhl have his back aga1nst the wall, his heels
together, touching the wall, the knees stiff, the body erect.
In finding the arm reach, the subject bas his back to the wall, and extends his
1 For a detailed account of this system, see The Bertillon
yst m of Identification,
pul)lisbed in Chicago, 1896; also Chapter ,·xviii in Report of Commissioner of Education for 1895-96.
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arms horizontally until th e tip of his middle fing er touches the projection. E represents graduations on paper or oilcloth.
We do not regard. this measurement as of great value, because it depends too mnch
upon the will power of the subject to stretch or not to stretch his arms , and tlrnrcfor e may be quite inaccurate. Manonvrier, of the School of Anthropology, of Paris,
considers this measurement of very little value.
These calipers are heavier and the ·e nds are more blunt th a n is the case with
calipers in general. They are used for measuring the length and width of hearl, as

FIG . 88.-Calipers.

represented in ftg. 89. The left end of the calipers (fig. 89) is held at the root of t he
nose; tho one n._ieasuring watches the scale while he brings the rig ht point of the
calipers over the back and middle of the head, thus finding the maximum len gth of
head. The operator removes the calipers from the head of the subject, and b y means
of a thumbs crew, A (fig. 88), fixes the calipers at th e l ength measured on the scal e ;
then he replaces the calipers upon the head, and tests th e accnra,cy of his measurement by lhe frictiou of the right ernl of the calipers against the back of the bead.

LENGTH Of"HEAD.

WI/JTII Of" HEAD.

FIG . 80.

Th wi,1th of the heacl is ruensnrerl and Yeritie<l in n, similar wny to that of tbe
len gth . In tb se measureru nts a mi take of a rnillimetc•r is allowed. In scicutiJic
mea ·11r •nwn ts only a half millim ·t •r i allowe I.
In measnr'.n" th cli . ta.nee hetwP n the zygolllc ic archc (bizy~omatic diameter)
th s m c hp r ar mploy d au l a. simil~ r metbotl a.· in fintli1w the leno·th
a nd
0
idthofh-al .

mnll ,·alip,•r rule form a nrin"' th 1 ngth of th enr.
,\. of th iu . trument i pla.c <l so a to just touch the
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superior border of the ear, n.nd js held st.ill by pressing the left thumb ou the encl of
tho stem, resting the other fingers upon the top of the head. The stem of the calipers
is held pn,rallel with the axis of the car 1 the moyable branch is pushed up till H jnst

Fm. 90.-Small caliper rule.

to11ches the inferior extremity of the lobe, when tho fignre indicated upon the scale
jfJ read. Care shonld be taken that the pavilion of the ear is not clepressed by either
branch of the cn,}ipers.
The large caliper rnle (fig. Dl) is nsed in measnriug the foot 1 middle and little
fin~ers and the forearm.
For measnring the foot (fig. 91) the operator, with his s:1bject in the position
represented in fig. 92a 1 presses the fixed end of the caliper against the back of the

M•'·l'l'l'l'.,..,..,..,,.,.,,.,,,.,.,.,.,......,,T'l,.,.,,.,,.m,-rr·1·~rn-r1":•T1·11·1·trr-1TM•..,.i••·ri·1"•"r'
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

FIG. Gl.-Large cali11er rule.

heel, ti.ion be pnsbes down the movable ernl of t1e taliper nntil it touches the great
toe, reading th e distance indicated on the scale.
In measuring tLe middle finger (fig. 92b) tbe operator places it on the back of the
rule, turning the finger to be measnrecl into a position at right angles to the hack of
the hand.
To measure t1e forear .,, (1i.g. 9~e) the ::;bonldBr of the sn1>ject sho111ll form an aeute
angle with it.

LENGTH OF FOOT.

LENGTH OF FINGER. LENGTH Of' FOREARM.

FIG. 92.

It is n, common

aying that two carpenters neYcr measure a, plank exactly the
sam!'. If one jrnlividnal were measured 8eYeu time , there wonlcl probahly he seven
signalmen ts, differing by very small <J uantitica. ThPse differ uc s can be ignored.
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until tbey reach a certain point, after which they destroy the value of the measurement. The following taLle gives the limits of necessary approximation according to
Bertillon·
TABLE

7. 1

[In millimeters.]
.
Mistakefl of
~pproxnna_- Discrepancy serious chartion theore~i- be,ond which acter beyond
~ally_ reqm- g'rave error
which nonSite. (m + or
begins.
identity ~an
m -).
be declared.
7
10
7
0. 5
0. 5

1
1. 5
]. 5
0. 5
0. 75
1. 5
1

15
20
15
1
1
2
3
3
1

2
3

30
40
30
~

2
4
6
6
2

3
6

The Bertillon system of identification, p. 24.

PORTABLE CASE CONTAIXING INSTRUNIENTS FOR BERTILLON'S SYSTE:\I 0~'
- IDENTIFICATION.

1. Two-meter meas11ro (in three sections).
2. One-meter rule.
3. One-lrnlf meter rule
4. Double decimeter.
5. Cnlipcrs for the head (fig. 88).
6. Sli<1in g calipers for the ear (:fig. 90).
7. Sliding ca1ipern for the elbow (fig. 92 c).
8. Directing roll for the ear.
9. Scissors to cut -finger mtils.
10. Instrument to verify calipers .
11. Roller, tablet, and ink to take finger prints.
12. Signaletic instructions b y A. Bertillon, 2 Yolumes.
13. Box to carry the ins truments.
Maker of instruments, Collin, Paris.
EQUl';\lENT 01!' A PSYClIOPHYSICAL LABORATORY.

Tho growth of psychophysical laboratories has been very great within recent
tim es, cspecia1l;r in our own country. Man> questions arise as to th e equipment of
such laboratories. It is not intended here to enter into details as to the formation
of a laboratory, but merely to give a general idea as to its sco11e. The instruments
a1reacly described will aiu some in tLis direction, although, as before mentionetl, they
-were 1:,clected with reganl to recent phases in the experimental study of human
beinc-rs. A careful consideration of laboratory equipment, d e ·criptio11, aucl nse of
instrumc11ts, etc., will be found iii anfonl's work entitled A Course in Experimental
rsychology, in an arti ·le hy E. B. Titchener in Mind, series No. 27, .July, 1898; in
S ·riptur 's book on Tliinking, Feeling, and Doing; in )farey's works, entitled as follow : La Methode C,rnp hi,1uo, La Phy. iologio Bxperimentale, La Circulation du
, 'an"' nn<l in Ph) 6iologi. chc 'raphik, Ly Lang 11<lorf.
:F or anthropological in ·trume11ts, et ., consult Anthropologische 1\Iethoden, by
'chmidt · L'Homme clan: ]a A·atnre, by 1opinarcl; Gruudziige eiuer , ystematischcn
Kr.iuiorn ·trie, hy 'l'ori;k, and the Bertillon ystem of Ickntification.
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LITERATUH~ 0~ PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATOIUES. 1

J. M . Baldwin. "The psychological laboratory ia the University of Torouto."
Science, 0. S., vol.19, 1892, p. 143.
M . Baudoain. "La phycl10logie expcrimentale on Amerique. Lo laboratoire et Jes
conrs de Clark Univeniity a, ·w orcester.7' Archives de ne nrologie, vol. 28, No. 89.
"Les lauoratoires et les cours a Yale, Ha,rvar<l, Cornell, Pennsylvania," .. . etc.
Ibid., vol. 28, No. 93.
vV. Bechterew. "Le laboratoire ps;ychophysique de l'uni versite irnperiale de Kazan."
Cong. de Zool. de 1892, vol. 3.
_
E. Berillon. "Notice snr l'institut psychophysiologiq 11e de Paris ." Paris, 1897.
M. W . Calkins. "Experimental Psychology at Wellesley College." Am. J . of
Psych ., vol. 5, p. 260.
E. Casslant. "Le laborato ire <le physiologie des sensations · de la Sorbo1me."
P::i.ris, 1897.
E . B. Delabarre. "Les laboratoires de ps,r chologie en Amcrique." .L'n nnee p sycbologique, v ol. 1, p. 209.
T. Flournoy. "Notice sur le lauoratoi re de psycbologie u.e l'nuiversite <le GeneYe."
Geneva, 1896.
V. Henri. "Les laboratoires de la psychologie ex:pcrimentale en A1lema 6 ne." . Rev.
Phil., vol. 36, Dec., 1893.
J ..Jastrow. "The section of psyclrnlogy." \Vorld's Columbian Exposition Official
Catalogue. Pt. 12, p . 50.
W. 0. Krohn. ''Facilities in experimental pyschology in the colleges of the United
States." Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1890-91, vol. 2, p. 1139.
"Experimental psychology at the various German universities ." Am . .T. of
Psycll., vol. 4, p. 585. "The laboratory of the Psychological Institute at tlJe
University of Gottingen." Ibid., vol. 5, p. 282.
.
"Psychological la11oratory of Harvard Universit,y." Cambridge, Mass., 1893.
E . U. Sanford. "Some practical suggestions on the equipment of a psychological
bborntory.l' Am. ,J. of Psych., vol. 5, p. 429.
·
G. M. Stratton. "The new psychologiMl laboratory at Leipzig." Science, N. S.,
vol. 4, 1896, p. 867.
H . <le Varigny. '' Le laboratoire do Madison, Wis.' 1 Rev. Scient., 189-J, p. 624.
For the convenience of those who may (1esire to know names of instruments for
fitting ont a psychophysical laboratory, we quoto below a cata1ogno of instruments
at the psychological laboratory at Harvard University, prepared Ly Professor Miinsterl.Jerg, director of th e laboratory.
A laboratory may be used in three genera1 ways-(a) for simple (lemonstration in
lecture courses, (b) for courses of pra<'tical work for beginners, and (c ) for extensive
reRc~rch work.
CATALOGCE

()l,'

I~ Tim P8YUII0-

TIIE INSTRvMENT:-:i ANO APP~RATCS CO.NTAIN IW
LOGICAL LABORATORY Ol!' HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

I. OBJECTS FOR .A.N.A.TO:MIU.A.L AND PHYSIOLOGIC.AL DEMO::N"STRA.TIO:KS 01!' THE
PilY" ICA.L BA.SIS OJ!' MENTiiL LIFE.
A. BHAIX.

a.

JimIAN BRAIN.

After Achy, 1.Jy
B11ochi, Bcri1.
Large elastic model, showing the course of the nerve-fibers throughout the e11cephalic mass. After Luys, by Auzoux, Paris.
Tatnral sized elastic rno<lel, showing the nerve-fibers on one hemisphere, :tll(l
the cerebral ganglion mas cs on the other. After Luys, by Auzoux, Paris.
Natural sized elastic model. By Bock-Steger, Leipzig.
Large model, sbowiug the convolnti.ons. By Talrich, Paris.
Large model, showing boriz;ontal section. By Talrich, Paris .
Larcre model, sren from below. I y Tulricb, Pari .
Large model of corpus callosum, seen from below. By Talrich, Paris.
Large model, showing median section. By TaJrich, Par is.
Large elastic model of cerebellum and spinal cord. By Anzonx, Pari:,; .

1. L::i,rge wire model, showing the fiber:, arnl the cerebral masses.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1

See article in J\iincl, July, 1808, by J>rof. E. n. Titchellor, of Cornell

ufrers ity.
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11. Verticn,l section of h ead. By Bock-Steger, Leipzig.
12. Model of the head of adnlt male, brain exposed on the s itlA. By Casciani, Dublin.
13. Mo1lel of the head of ruiddle-agecl female, bra,iu exposed on the side. By Casciani, Dublin.
·
14. Model of the head of an aged man, brain exposed on the side. By Casciani,
Dublin.
15. Model of the head of eluerly female, insane, brain exposed on the side . By
Casciani, Dn lJlin.
16. Set of fourteen wax Dl_odels, showing the development of the fetal brain . After
Ecker, by Ziegler, Freihurg.
17. Model of the head of a seven months' fetus, lJrain exposed on the side . By
Casciani, Dnblin.
18. Model of tlrn head of a child six months old, bra in es:pose1l on the side. By
Casciani, Dublin.
.
·
19. Model of the hea1l of a girl, brain exposed on th e side. By Casciani, Dubli n.
20. Collec tion of hmnan brains in alcohol.
21. Collection of char ts, showing sections o f the brain, aml forty- eight stereoscopic
views of the central ner vous system. After Debierre and Doumer, by Alcan,
Paris.
b. VERTEBRATE BRAIXS.

22. Set of eig-l1t was: motlels sho\Yiug the phylogeuic de\'elopment of the brain.
Afte1· Wiedersheim. liy Ziegler, Freibnrg. ·
23. )fodel of the h ea<l. of chimpanzee. brain expose1l on the side. By Casc iani,
Dublin.
2-!. Model of the head of orang-outang, br ..tin exposetl on the sicle. By Casciani,
Dnblim
25. Collection of sheep brains in ,1l roho1.
26. Collection of charts sho,~·iug development of bra,i n, from gymnotns to mammal.
B. SE N SE ORGAXS AXD NERVES.
Ct. ANATOMI CAL D E:IIONSTRATlON .

!:l7. Half skull wit h the seven first cerebral nerves in wax. By Tramond, Paris.
28. Large cla;tic mo1lel of eye, divided by a YeI'tica l section. By Auzoux, Paris.
29. Large elastic model of eye, ~bowing mnseles, nerves, Yessels, etc . By Anzoux,
Paris.
30 .. Clas tic model of human eye. By Bock-Steger, Leipzig .
.31. Small mollel of entire eye. I3y Browning, London.
3J. Set of 9 wax models of the eye, showing the embryological development of the
vertebrate e:ye. Aft er Manz, by Ziegler, Freibnrg.
.
33. Standard eyes for anthropological cowparison. After Galton, by Cambridge
Scientifi c Instr ument Co mpany.
34. Large elastic mo<l.el of the ear, showing the iuternrLl, mi1ldle, an(l external ear.
Anzoux, l'aris.
35. Large elasti c model of the ear, showin g es pecially the internal ear. By Brendel,
Berlin.
36. Large collection of hi stological preparations for mi crosco pical study of lmtin,
, sen se orga,n s , an<l mns cles . By Bourg,)g11e, Paris; Qneen, Philadelphia ;
Klomme & Miiller, Berlin, etc.
37. Collertion of clrnrts au1l large photographs in frame, showing anatomy of
nerYes antl sense organs.

By

u.

PllYSIOLO(aCAL DK.\JO~~TR.\TIO~.

38. Arti ticial e~·e, consi. ting of g1ass "·atcr tank, len ·es, etc. After Knchne, by
Jung, Heidelberg.
39. Thread mo,le1, reprPsenti11g n1 y s of light, and demonstrating effects of astig1t1atism. After Knapp, by 1leyrowitz, N •w York.
40. Pbakoscop1•, for demoustratiug acC'ommodation of lens. After Helmholtz, by

, it el, lleid elb rg.

4l. Opht ba.lrnotr?p<·, d Pmonstrating moYemeuts of the eye, an<l action of the different
mn cl . whwh proclu('e tbem. At'tcr Ju t<', hy Kohl, Che mn itz.
11011 l showing med1anis111 of the,lrnm and hones of theear. After Helml1oltz,
hy .Jnng, lI ill •II> f"'.
• · • B.-Compan· 'roup · IV. A. B. ~lkrosco}>e, instrurnPnts of dissection, etr:.
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II. APPARATUS .FOR STUDYING- THE SENSATIONS.
A. lrnARIXG.

43. The barmonica.l, fnrnishing 2J overtone of C (66) nnll the first 16 of C (132) .
After Erns, by .M oore, London.
44. One large tuning fork, giving from 32 to 48 vibrations. By Koen ig, Paris.
45. Set of 1~ tnning forks, with resonance l>oxes, Ut2 , Ut,i, Mi:3, Soh, La,1, Ut 1 , JHi 4,
Sol.1, seventh harmonic of Ut_-, Ut,, Re;, Mi 5 • By Koenig, Paris.
46. One extra Ut 4 tuning fork and one Ut 4
four vilm1tions, with resonance
boxes. By Koenig, Paris.
47. Five tnning forks, with resonators, tunetl to the characteristic notes of the
vowels. After Helmholt7,, by Koenig, Paris.
·
48. Bow for vibrating tuning forks. By Queen, Philadelphia.
M•. Series of 10 resonators. After Helmholtz, by Koenig, Paris.
50. Series of 22 steel cylinders, giving notes from Ut 7 to Utw !Jy stroke of steel hammer. By Koenig, Paris.
51. Apparatus for testing the appreci:.tion of difference in musical pitch. After
Galton, by Cambridge Scfr11tific Instrument Company.
52. Large bellows, with regulator and wind chest for 12 pipes. By Koenig, Paris.
53. Nine open wooden pipes, from Uti to Ut •, to be used with the organ l>ellows.
The Ut2 clnplicated. By Koenig, Paris.
5!. Eight stopped pipes, giving the scale from Ut1 to Ut 4 • By Koenig, Paris.
55. Apparatus for studying the noumusical in teffals of sou nus l>etween 128 and 256
vibrations (Tonmesser). By Appunu, Hanan.
56. Apparatus for studying the nonmnsical intervals of sounds between 2G6 arnl G12
vibrations. By Appunn, Hanau.
57. Re,·olving mirror, manornetric capsule, etc., for analyzing manometric flames.
By Koenig, Paris.
58. Whist.le for <.letermining highest limit of sound. After Galton, by Koenig, Paris.
59. Differential sonometer, with weights. After Marloye, by Koenig, Paris,
60. Toothed wheel. After Savart, l>y Queen, Pl.iiladelphia.
61. 'iren and tootherl wheels, giving the same notes, with centrifugal mac.;hiuc.
By Kohl, Chenrnitz .
·
62. Eight electric bells of various pitche., from 6 to 16 cm. in diameter. By Brock,
Cambridge.
63. Two electric l>ells, s ingle stroke. By Brock) Cambridge.
6,J. 8nappcrs for giving different qualities of short noises, three telephones, pistols,
etc.
6G. Lnrge electric phonometer, producing noises of yarious intensities. After
MLinsterberg, by Blbs, Freibnrg,
6G. Small phon omcter. Made in the laboratory.
67. Two large boxes for tuning forks iwpervious to sonll(l, with ear appJi;wces, etc.
After Gilman, made in Cambridge.

+

N. B.-Compare groupsI. B, Moclelt; or car, etc.
III. A. Regist ring tuning fork1,, etc.
III. B, Instruments for localization of sound.

Time srnse.

B. , HiHT.

6 . Large color mixer, with horizontal rotating disks, connected with foot m:u:hinc.
Six dozen colored-paper disks. After Hering, l>y Hothe, Prag.
69. Apparatns for color 1:,ense of the eccentric parts of retina, to bu [Lttach <l to liering's foot machine. After Hering-, by Rothe, Prag.
70. Color mixer, adjustahle under rotatiou. After Pi11sbury, by Bralll,·y, Springfield.
71. Large color ruixer for four disks, two npou each spindle. After '\Vnn,1t, by
Krille, Leipzig.
72. Set of color disks, 60 cm. in diameter. By Krillo, Leipzig.
73. Color mixer. Afte1· Galton, l1y Camhridge 'cieutific In. trnment Company.
74. Two color wheels, with disks. By :M ilton Bradley Compau~·, , priugfield.
75. Newton's disk, 80 cm. in 11iameter. By Qnecn, Plii1adelphia .
76. Apparatus for mixing colors by mirrors :u1tl <'Olore<l gla rs. After Hering, by
Roth e, Prag.
77. Apparatus for mixing colors by the combination of <'olorcd <Yelafoi papers.
After Miinstcrberg, by Blbs, Freibnrg.
78. Three boxes for mixing colors l>y reflection. Mado in tbe laboratory.
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79. Simultaneous contrast ar)para.tns, with two prisms for binocular or monocular
investigation. After Hering, by Rothe, Prag.
80. Simultaneous contrast apparatus, with colored glasses. After Hering, by Rothe,
Prag.
81. Instrument for the recombination of p arts of the solar spectrum. By Koh],
Chemnitz.
·
82. Instruments for successive contras t, irradiation, etc. By Kohl, CJrnnmitz .
83. Apparntns for color after-images. After Hering, by Rothe, Prag.
84. Cl1romatoskiameter. After Holmgren, by Rose, Upsala.
85. Apparatus for diagnosing- color-blindness. After Hering, uy Rothe, Prag .
86. Apparatus for appreciation of color. After Galton, by Cambritlge Scientific
Instrument Company.
87. Apparatus for testing sim nlate<l blindness. After Snellen, by Meyrow itz, Kew
York.
88. Nachet's adjustable trial frame. By Meyrowitz, New York.
89. Two perimeters. After Landholt and Priestly Smith, by Meyrowit z, New York.
90. Two lrnndred and :fifty perimeter charts . By Meyrowitz, New York.
91. Apparatus for testing keenness of eyesight. After Galton, by Cambridge Scieutific Instrument Company.
92. Spectroscope. After Vogel, by Schmidt and Haenscli, Berlin.
93. Large glass prism, 15 by 10 cm. By Queen, Philadelphia.
94c. Two smaller mounted prisms. By Du boscq, Paris.
95. Set of spectacles, with concave, convex, cylindrical, prismatic, and colored
glasses. By Miller, Boston.
96. Exce1sior lantern. By Queen, Philadelphia.
Magic
lantern. Stereopticon screens. By Elbs, Freiburg.
97.
98. Gorqams's kaleidoscope top. By Griffin, London.
99. J\1icrometric shutter for studyi11g minute :fields of color. After Miinsterberg,
by Elbs, Freilmrg.
100. Magnifying mirror. By Lloy<l, Boston.
101. Set of Geissler tu bes.
102. Thirty plates colored glass. By Re<lcling, Baird & Co., Boston.
103. Prismatic spectrum charts in frame. By Prang, Boston.
N. B.-Compare groupsI. B. Models oJ eye, etc.
III. A . Apparatus for optical reaction time.
III. B. Apparatus for study of visnal space perception, etc.
HI. C. Apparn.tus for study of optical recognition, dhicrimination, resthetics.
LV. A. Heliostat, pbotoweter, microscopes, etc., colored papers, etc .
C. DER'.\IAL AND Ml'SClJLAR SEXSATIONS.

Kinesimeter. After Hall, by Pfeifer, Baltimore.
Tu be for hot and cold spots.
Six: msthesiometric compasses.
Set of200 arrangements for studying number aml extension of skin scns:1tiu11F1.
After Niclwls; made in the laboratory.
108. Instrument fur studying the fusion of touch sensations . After I~robn; made
in Cam bridge.
109. Apparatus for testing appreciation of weight. After Galton, by Cambridge
Scientilic Instrument Company.
110. Dynamometer for showing strength of hands. By Verdin, Paris.
111. Salter's dynamometcr for showing trength of hands. By Cambridge, 'cientific
Instrument Company .
112. SnJter's dynamometer for s110wii1g strength of arms. By CamlJri<lge , 'cientific
Instrument Company .

l0J..
105.
106.
107.

. B.-Compare gro1.1psIII. A. Instrument for touch r eaction, etc.
III. ll. Apparatus for tactual space, moYement 1irPsentatiou,i etc·.
III. (' . Ergo_t,rral)b, ·tr.
'
IV. Thermometer~, atomizer, electric· a1>paratns, ,tc·.
III . AP1'A1t ..\.T1":•; FOR 'TuD¥L-<~ 'l'IIE III<;UEit P.'YCJIICA.L l'llOCESSE,".
A . TDIE )IF.A t:RE'.\JE."l" OF '.\IE •• TAL ACT, .

11:3. Kymograph. After Lnclwi~, by Can1brid"c ,'cieutific Iustrnment 'ompany.
111. R volving clrnm. By Y rlin, Pari:.
11;-. Tw c:l~c ri · si,mal ou with tuning-fork a tacliment. After J >ei1rez 1,~
Yer<lrn
ari
"
11 . ' wo ta~ onr for rridwr i~ual npo11 rev h ·iu,,. <lrnm . After 1Iare~, u,,- Ycn1in,
l'ari.
"
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Two connected. tambonrs. After Marey, by Verdin, Paris.
Large clemoustration drurns, etc. Made in Cambridge.
Elccti ical tuuiug fork of 100 vibratiom. By Koenig, Pa,ris.
l~lectrical tuning fork of 50 vibrat ions. By Verdin, Paris.
.Electrical tnning fork of 10 vibrations. By Verdin, Paris.
Registering tuning fork of 5'.) vibrations to be set in motion 'Ly a Bunsen
aspirator. After Ewalcl, by Maier, Strasbnrg.
123. Fonr simple writing tuning forks. By Kohl, Chemnitz.
124. Metronome, with electrical counection. After Kronecker, by Verdin, Paris.
125. Hipp's chronoscope, measuring one-thousandth part of a second. By Peyer,
FaYarger & Co., Neufcl1atol.
126. Control barumer for llipp's chronoscopc. After Wundt, 'Ly Krille, Leipzig.
127. Pendulum instrument for giving rhythmical electric contacts and short optical
impressions, and for controlling the chronoscope. After Miinsterberg, by
Bibs, Freilrnrg.
.
128. Cbronoscope measuring tbe hundredth part of a second, by regh,tering the
vibrations of a tnning fork. After Ewald, by Maier, Strassburg.
129. Clock measuring the hundredth part of a second, with spring and mechanical
starter. After .Mi.insterberg, by Elbs, Freiburg.
130. Stop watch giving only Jifths of a second. By Kohl, Chemnitz.
131. Reaction time pendnlnm. After Galton, by Cambridge Scientific Iustrnment
Company .
132. Machine for measuring reaction time by a falling ro<l.. After Galton, by Cambri1lge Scientific Instrnme~t Company.
133. Reaction-time im;trnmeut with vibrating arm and smoked slide. After Exner,
by Heinitz, Wien .
134. Large clemonstration-chronoscope . After Wundt, by Krille, Leipzig.
13i:>, Flash-light instrument, with electric contact. After Bowditch, 'Ly Marie_,
Boston.
136 . . Drop window, for the snduen exposure of colors, numbers, etc . By Elus,
Frei burg.
137. Touch-reaction instrument, with 20 different stimuli. By Elbs, Frciburg.
138. Two telegraph keys, with sonnder.
139. Fi Ye simple telegraph keyR.
140. Electric key. After Ewald, by Maier, Strassburg.
141. Elect1ic key. After Dnbois-Reymond, lJy Uambridge Scientific Instrument
Company.
142. Electric key, combi11ed with writing signal. Made in tho laboratory.
143-. Rea ction-key with 50 bnt tous . After Mii.nsterberg, by Elbs, Freiburg.
H.J.. Chain-reaction instrumeut for 10 persons, each instrument provided wjt}l 5
electric ke.rs aud 5 frames. After ..\Iii,m;terberg, 'Ly El'bs, Freiburg.
145. Set of 600 disks for the chain-reaction instrument. By Cooperative Association,
Uarnbridge, Mass.

117.
118.
119.
120.
· 121.
122.

N. 13.-Compare gronpsII. A, B, C. Instrumclits for optical, acoustical, tactual stimulnlion.
IV. B. Electric apparatus, especially elements, rbeocborcl, commutator, etc
B. PERCEPTIO~, SPACE, Tli\IE,

146. Instrument for im·estigating the power of the eye to compare lengths (Angen111assapparat). After )1iinsterberg, by Ell.1s, Freibnrg.
147. Instrument for tlie optical roprodnction of given lengths . After )[Uusteruerg,
by Elbs, Freiburg.
148. Instrument for estimating- the clivi1:1ions of n, line. After Galton, by Camuritlgo
Scientific Instrnment Company.
H!). Instrument for estimating angalar di\'isions. After Galton, by Callll>riclge
Scientif.ic Instrument Uompany.
150. Wheatstone's stereoscope, with slide. . By Queen, Philadelphia,.
151. Fi vo hand stereoscopes. Dy Lloyd, Boston.
152. Rtereoscopic pictures. After Kroll, by Voss, Hamburg; and other sets.
153. Twenty tin tnlJes, an<l. pasteboard tnbes for stereoscopic pnrposes.
154. P1:1eudoscope. After Ewald, by Maier, trassburg.
155. Ps ncloscopo. By Elliott, Lomlon.
156. Two human concave mask., illustratmg optical illnsions.
137. Apparatus for showing appreciation of distance by conYergeucc. Made in tho
laboratory.
1G8. Haploscope. Made in tbo laboratory.
15U. , 'et of charts, with optical illm!ious.
160. Zoiitrope.
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161. Stroboscopic rotating disk, with Geissler's tuue. After Poggendorff, by Kohl,
Chemnitz.
·
162. Artificial waterfall. After Bowditch; made in the l aboratory.
163. Two la.rge iust.rnments for studying the muscle sensations, tactual space, nnd
the presentations of movement. After Miinsterberg, by El!Js, Freibu rg.
164. Apparatus for studying foe perception of the positiim of the body . After
Aubert; made in Cambridge.
165. Apparatus for studying the localization of simultaneous equal or trneqnal
sounds. After Miinsterberg, by El!Js, Freiburg.
166. Apparatus with electric contacts for studying the time sense . After Schumann,
by Diederichs, Goettingen.
·
·
167. Sonnd hammer for experiments on time sense. By Krille, Leipzig.
168. Metronome, with bell.
169. Set of 24 instrnments for studying space sense in' coordinated moYements of
both arms. After Bo\\'ditch, by_Marie, . Boston.,
.
170. Set of balls of the same weight, but of differe4t sizes. By :Marie, Boston.
N. B.-Compare groups-

•

'
· .. ,
II. A, B , C. Instruments for optical, a coustical, tactual impressions, micrometric shntter, etc.
III. A. Kymograph.

C. ASSOCIATION, ATTENTION, DISCRIMINATION, ME:.\IORY, FEELINGS, EMOTIONl'\ 1
WILL, ETC.

171. Ma,terial for studies in association (400 photographs, picture books, large printe<l.
nmnbers, letters, words, etc.).
172. Eight sets of arrangemen ts for stndies in mc1mory. Made in the laboratory_.
173. Instrument for t1tudies in association and memory. After :Miinsterberg, by .El!Js,
Freiburg.
·
. .
174. Instrument ,for studying the complication of perceptions. After vVund't; hy
Krille, Leipzig.
.
.
.
.
175. In strument for the study of the attention, two s1mnltaneons 1mpress1ons l>erng
given to disparate senses. After A. H. Pierce; made in the la!Joratory.
176. Instantaneous shutter for associatfon experiments . By Elbs, Freil>nrg.
177. Rotary chair for tlie stndy of dizziness, etc. After Miinsterberg, by Elbs,
Frei burg.
178. Small instrument for studying the movements during the emotions. By Elbs,
Freiburg.
. .
.
179. Large instrument for tlJ.e study of res th etic forrus and proport10ns. After
Miinsterberg and Witmer, by Elbs, Freiburg.
180. Six sets of arrangements for the study of :.esthetic combinations of color. Made
in the Laboratory.
181. Cercle chromatique f1e Charles Henry.
182. Ergogrnph. After Mosso, b _y Corino, Torino.
183." Ponograph. After Mosso, by Verdin, Pari s.
18.J.. Myograph . After Marey, by Verdin, Paris.
18:'l. E,,.pbygmogrnph. After Marey , by Verdin, P aris.
186. Instrument for registering the pu lse of the two carotilh; at once. After Marey,
by Verdin, Paris.
187. Pneumograph. After Marey, by Verdin, Paris.
188. Instrument for studying the time relations of voluntary movements. .After
Loeb; made in the ]aboratory.
189. Apparatus for studying uncons cious movements.
190. H ypnoscope. Af'ter Luys.
N. B.- ~n this group sp cially, e,erytltiug depends upon unlimited combiuations ,if almost
all the instrumeu ts of tbo laboratory.

rv. TEc11.·IcAL o · TFIT.
A. OPTICAL AND :'\lEAI-WRINU I:S- . TR'C':'IIEXTS.

By Ko 111, ('homni tz.
Aftn Bnaseo and Toepl r. hv Kohl. Chenmit7,,
19'. ~i .ros~ope, with a<1.i)I tm n~ l>y gra<Luntecl micrometer sc,ew, Abbe con<leuser,
m <?-1 pbr'. g_i!~ ~-ylm<~ r i_a.phrag111 , uonbl noi:; piece, objective., 2, 4, 7, 9,
..Y~p1ec<•. 1, 111, 1v. 1,y L 1tz, \ 'eimar.
1 • .i . • I1cro 1·op<'. By Hart
Praz, Pari .
H'l:, . .'11.all 1nin opP,. By 1 ·11 , Phila<l ·lphia.

191. Two bfl1i . tat

192. l hot met r.
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196. Photographic camera. By Lerchours, Paris.
197. Lrirge aud :,;mall reading glas~es .
198. Cardboard arnl gelatin paper of various colors, 200 sh0ets of colored paper, colored crayons, etc. By Milton Bradley Co., Springfieltl; Prang, Boston, etc.
199. Large and small finely graded thermometers; six ordinary thermometers.
200. Three arirometers, measuring tubes for liquids, pipettes, etc.
201. Mathematical drawing instrnments, protractors, etc. ·
202. Apothecary scale, with weights. By Whitn,11 & Tatum , Boston.
203. Balance scale, spring l etter balance, etc. Ry Fairbanks, St. ,Johnsbnry.
20r!. Two sets of brass weights. By Kohl, Chemnitz.
205. Iustrnment for showing the variations of error from tlie average. After Bowditch, by Marie, iloston.
N. B.-Compare gronpsII. B. Spectroscope, magic lanterns, etc.
Ill. A. Chronoscopes, registering tuuing forks, etc.
B. ELECTHIC APPARATUS.

E.ighteen Leclanche cells (Gonda).
Three Grenet cells.
Sixteen Buusen cells.
Six Grove cells.
Large induction coil for prodncing sparks. By Kohl, Chenmitz.
Induction coil. After Dubois-Reymond, by Kriiger, Berlin.
Electro-magnetic machiue. By Smith, _Tew York.
Small induction coil, with handles. By Elbs, Freiburg.
Large electro-magnet. Made in the laboratory.
Rlie<H;hords. By Elbs, Freihurg; by Krille, Leipzig, etc.
Galvanometer, with mirror, etc. After Nohili, by Kolil, Chemnitz.
Compass galvanometer.
Com mu tntor for four currents. By Marie, Boston.
Two rocking mercury commutators. By Cambridge Scientific Instrument .
Company.
.
220. Large set of electro<les, electrical connections, and wires ( copper, 11latina, brass,
and iron; coarse and :flexible; insulated, etc.).
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.

N. B.-Compare groupsIII. A. Electric chronoscopes, keys, tuning forks, rea.ct.ors, etc.
IV. C. Mercury, acicl~, etc.
c . SURGICAL, :\IE CHANICAL, CIIK\IIUAL OUTrrr.

221. Surgical outfit (4 pairs scissors, 17 forceps, 17 scalpels, 15 pro Les, 6 silver pro lies,
set of saws, scissor pliers, hammers, and chisels for dissecting, set of syringes,
camel's-hair brushes, etc.).
222. Glass dissecting slabs.
223. Pigeon bolder. After Ewald, by Maier, Strassburg.
224. Arrangement for smoking kymograph papers, and tixin°· the curves in the 8liellac bath. Ma<le in th e laboratory.
225. Carpeuter's bench, with full set of carpenter's tools (vice, scroll saw, etc.).
226. Large grindstone .
.227. Collection of metal starnls and rocls, etc.
228. Holder for prisms. By Kohl, Cherrmitz.
229. l.7niversal holder. By Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company.
230. Glass apparatus (tub es, rods, ja,rs, fnnnels, etc.).
231. Rubber tubes (from 2 to 25 mm. in diameter), rubber ba,nlls, ruhber atomiz rs, etc ..
232. Porcelain jars, basins, etc.
233. Brass an<l copper sheets, nails, screws, hooks, pius, corks, straw, wautling,
boards, boxes, cloth, lin 'n, etc.
23-i. Chemical apparatns an<l reagents.
235. Jar of mercury.
23n. Blast lamp u.ud bellows for glass blowing.
237. Bnnsen bnrner.
238. SPt of solclering tools.
239. \Vater motor.
240. · E,lison mimeograph, copyinJ machine.
ED
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MAKERS OF PSYCHO-PHYSICAL A:ND AXTHROJ>OLOGICAL INSTRL\IENTS.

Anton, Appunn. Hanan, n. M., Germany, 12 Niirnbergen,trnsse. Acoustic instruments.
Auzou:s::. Paris, 2 Rue Antoine-Dubois. Anatomical lHou.els (after Luys) .
Boekelman, vV. A. Utrecht. Kymograpltiou.
Brauley, Milton, Company. Springfield, Mass. Colored paper, etc.
Brenclle, R. Berlin, vV., 56 Ansbacherstrasse. Anatomical models.
Bristol's Manufacturing Company. \Vaterbury, Conn. Recording pressure gauge.
Brown an<l Getty. Point and Eri~ streets, Camden, N. J. Psychological instruments.
Bro,Yning, John. London, 'vV. C.: G3 Strand. Optical instruments.
Brunner. Paris, 59 Rue de Vangiran1. Optical iustrurnen ts.
Buechi, F. Berne_, Switzerland, 3! Spi talgasse. Anatomical rnoi!els.
Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. Cambridge, England, St. Til>b's Row.
Optical acoustics, kymograpbs, anthropometric apparatus (after Galton).
Carliczek; Ottomar. Chicago, Ill. Electro-medical instrnments and their management.
Casciani, L., & Son. Dublin, 32 Wellington Quay. Anatomical models (after Cunningham., etc.).
Central Electric Company. Chicago, 111. Electrical supplies.
Chicago Laboratoty Supply a,11(1 Scale Co., 39 \Vest Randolph stn•et, Chic ago, Ill.
Chloride of Silver Dry Cell Batt ery Company. Balthuore, Md.
Alvan S. Clark'i::1 Sons. Cambridge, Mass ., 186 Brookline street. Lenses.
Clay & Torbensen. Camden, N. J., 117 Front street. Instruments of precision.
Collin. Paris, 6 Rue de l 'Ecole de Medecine. Surgical ontfits and anthropological
instruments.
Corino, Luigo. Torino, Italy, 18 Via Po. Instruments of precision (a,fter Mosso).
Dennison. Boston, 18 Franklin street. Letters, numbers, etc .
Deyrolle, Emile. Paris, 46 Rue clu Bae. Anatomical models.
Diederichs, C. Goettingen, Germm1y. Psychological instruments (after Schumann) .
Doerffel, P . Berlin, 46 Unter den Linden. Optical instruments.
Dubosco, Theod. et Albert. Paris, 11 Rne des Fossfes Saint Jacques. Optical aml
acoustic instruments.
Ducretet, E . & Lejeune L. Paris, Franco. Electrical instruments of measnrement.
Edelmann, M. Th. Mi_inchen . Physical an(l physiological instruments.
ElbE-, Hermainn. Freibnrg, Germany, 17 Friodrichstrasse. Psychological instruments (after )IUnsterberg).
Elliott Bros. London, 44-9 , trand. Electrical iustrnmonts .
Elmer G. Willyonng & Co. Betz Bnilding, Philadolpltia, Pa. Psychological apparatus.
Friez, J. r. Baltimore, )-1l1 . ~leteorological in. trnment:,.
Gaiffe, et Cie. Pari , } ranco. Electrical appliances.
Galvano-J<'aradic launfacturing Company. Tow York. Electrical apparatu .
Gerharclt, C. Bonn, Germany, t)O Bornlieimerstrasse. Uhcmical anrl pb~-~ical nppan1tus.
Greeley, E. , ., c Co. ...Tew York. Electrical snpplic and apparatn!--.
G1c n, 11 nry ,J. llrnoklyn, • -. Y. , frteorological aud scientific instrument',
Grov , \Y. Lon<lon, \V. C., 8!) Bolso,·er strc,:t, Portland :place. Electrical nppn.Tatu
(~nmow \Y., jr. ~·e ,. Yorl·, 201 Enst Forty-thircl street. , cientiftc in trument .
1Ian·1·:y
J> ak. Lon<lon, \\'. '., 56 'hariug Cros: roacl. Opti<·al iu. t,rnmcnts. etc.
Himmler. 0. B ·rlin ., !l Drall(l 11hnrrr tras.-P.
ptical instrument .
Hii ·lun. 1111 • \ • ,
I •rlin, .' ., :il ron:rn u1la11ten tr.
Elcctrira l a1Hl medical
in trum ·nt .
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Hugcrshoff, Franz. Leipzig, Tnrnerstrasse. Physical and chemical apparatus.
Jung, R. Heidelberg, Germany. Physiological instruments (afte~ Helmholtz,
Kuehne, Foerster, etc.).
Jung, R. Heidelberg, Germany. Scientific instruments.
Kagenaar, D. B. Utrecht, Holland. Optical aucl. physiological instruments (after
Domlers, Snellen, Engelmann).
Koenig, Rud. Paris, 27 Quai d'Anjou. Acoustic instruments (after Helmholtz, etc.).
Kohl, Max. Chemnitz i. S., Germany. Physical apparatus.
Krille, Carl. Leipzig, 8 Schnlstrasse. Psychological instruments (after Wundt).
Leiter, Josef. Vienna, Austria. Electro-therapeutical and surgical instruments.
Lindenlaub, H. R. Schmiedefehl in Thiiringen, Germany. Glass instruments, thermometers, etc.
Luhme, J. F. & Co. (Rolubeck). Berlin, N. W., 24 Karlstrasse. Glass instruments.
Luncl., Otto. 6 Place de la Sorbonne, Paris.
MacAllister, T. H. New York, 49 Nassau street. Optical instruments.
Majer, F. Strassburg, Germany, 10 Kraemergasse. Physiological instruments (after
Ewald).
Mariand, L. Paris, France. Surgical, physiological, etc., instruments.
Mathieu, L. Paris, 113 Boule,·ard St. Germain. Surgical outfit, vivisection, ph,ysiological instruments.
Mayfield, J. T . .London, E. C., 41 Queen Victoria street. Electrical npparatns.
McIntosh Battery and Optical Company. Chicago, Ill.
Metropolitan Electric Comp any . Chicago, Ill.
Meyer, J.P. Zuerich, Switzerland. Physiological instruments.
Meyrowitz Bros. New York, 295 Fourth avenue. Optical instruments.
Moore & Moore. London, E. C., 105 Bish0psgate street. Organs, etc.
Mueucke, Rob. Berlin, N. \V., 58 Luisenstra8se. Physical and chemical apparatus.
Nal<.ler Bros. & Co. London, England. Electrical testing 1 mathematical, antl optical instruments.
Narragansett Machine Company . Providence, R. I. Scientific and gymnastic
apparatus .
Patrick, Carter. Philadelphia, Pa., 125 South Seconcl street. Electrical apparatus.
Pctzolt1, Wilh. Leipzig, 13 Bayrischestrasse. Physiological instruments (after von
Kries).
Peyer, .Favargcr & Co. (onccessor to Hipp). Neufchatel, Switzerland. Chronoscopes, etc.
Pfeifer, Adam. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University. Psychological iu:-;trnments
(after G. Stanley Hall).
Prang Educational Company. Boston, 7 Park street. Colored paper.
Queen, James W., & Co . Philauelphia, Pa., 1010 Chestnut street. Optical nud
acoustic instrnments, anatomical models, etc.
Reiniger, Gerbert & Schan. Erlaugen, Bayern, Germany, 3 Schlossplat;.,;, Electrical
apparatus.
Richard Kuy & Co . New York, 17 Park Place. Anatomical mocl.els, importe(l.
Rose, J. L. Upsala. Physiological instruments (after Holmgren).
Rothe, Rud. Wenzelsbad, Austria. Kymographs and optical instruments (after
Hering).
Runne, Fr. Basel, Switzcrlall(l, 41 Steinenthorstrasse. Chronometers.
Schmidt, Franz, & Haensch. Berlin, S., 4 Stallschrciborstrasse. Optical instruments.
Schmidt. Giessen, Germany.
Siemens & Ifalske Electric Company . Chicago, Ill. Electric:.il apparatui:;,
Stohrer & Sohn . Leipzig, Germany . Electrical apparatus.
Swinburne & Co. Teddington, Englancl. Electrical npparatui:; ,
Talrich, Jules. Paris, 97 Boulevard, 't. Germain. A11ntoruica,l models.
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Tiemann & Co., George. 107 Park Row, New York. Anthropometric instruments.
Vasseur, Tramoml. Maison Paris, 9 Hne cle l 'Ecole- cle Mcdeciue. Anatomical
models.
Verdin, Charles. Paris, 7 Rue Linne. Physiological instruments (after Marcy, etc.).
Waite & Bartlett Manufacturing Company. New York:. Electro-medical instruments.
·
Warkentin, G., and Weber, R Mathematical instruments.
Weisker, Rud. Leipzig. Anatomical models (after Lenckart, His, etc.).
Weston Electrical Instrument Company. Newark, N. J.
Whitnll, Tatum & Co. Philadelphia, Pa., 410 Race street. Gl assware.
White. Gltl,sgow, 78 Union street. Electrical appar:1tus.
Windler, H. 3 Dorotheen street, Berlin. Physiological and surgical instrnmcuts.
Zeiss. Jena, Germany. Microscop es.
Zentmayer, Jos. Philadelphia, Pa., 209 South Eleventh street. Optical instruments.
Zeigler, Adolph. · Preiburg i. B., Germany, Hermannstrasse. Anatomical mo tlels
(after Ecker, Wiedersheim, Manz).
Zimmermann, L. Heidelberg, Hauptstrasse. Optical and electrical instruments
(after Helmholtz, etc.).

CHAPTER XXII.
EDUCATION IN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, URUGUAY,
AND BRAZIL.

By F . F.

HILDER.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Among the nations of ~outh America the Argentine Republic is second in size
-only to Brazil, having an area of 1,118,000 square miles~ extending from Brazil on
the north to Tierra del Fuego at the southern extremity of the continent. Excepting the northern and Andean provinces, which are mountainous, it is almost an
unbroken plain stretching from the foot of the Andes to the Atlantic coast.
It is rather sparsely populated, having only between 4,000,000 and .'5,000,000 inhabitants; but its unbounded advantages for agriculture and cattle raising and its
great variety of climate offer advantages that must result in the growth, in the
near future, of a populous and powerful nation.
It was in 1516 that Juan Diaz de Solis, the Spanish navigator, discovered the Rio
de la Plata, and in 1535 an attempt was made to found a colony where the city of
Buenos Ayres now stands, but it was soon destroyed by the warlike natives, and
it was not unhll 1580 that the colony was success!'ully established. In 1661, the
amount of territory that had been subjugated was so large that a captain-general
was appointed by the King of Spain to govern it, and in 1773 the colonies were
1·aised to the dignity of a vice-royalty.
The colonial policy of Spain, however, produced the same results as in other of
her dominions, and after the colonies had fought successfully against the English,
who were at war with Spain in 1806 to 1808, they conceived the idea of expelling
the Spaniards, as they had the English, and in 1 10 the cry of independence was
raised, inaugurating a war which terminated in the final overthrow of Spanish
rule.
From 1825 to 1828 the new Republic had to maintain itself against Brazil in a war
declared by that country for the pos·~ession of Uruguay, which ended in both the
contending countries guaranteeing its independence. From that time until 1868
the country was disturbed by _civil and fo:eign wars, although the people were
learning the art of self-government, and in 1 60 the pre ent ·onstitution, modeled
upon that of the United States. had been promulgated and the new order of affairs
definitely entered upon.
Don Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, who was elected pre ident of the Republic in
1 6~, whi!e representing b.is Government as minister at Washington, was a great
admirer of the United States, and to him the Argentine Republic is indebted for
the introduction of a system of elementary education similar to that in operation
here. Throughout his term of office he gave spechl attention to the foundation
of institutions of learning ancl tu the education of the people.
1205
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In 1884 a law was passed making education free and obligatory for all children,
both male and female, between the ages of 6 and 14 years, and creating a national
board of education. By the same law the promotion of education was provided for
by the appropriation of funds from the public revenues for its sustenance.
From year to year since the first establishment of the public-school system thew
has been constant improvement, but it can be affirmed that in the year 1895 a new
era commenced for primary education. In that year a commission was appointed
by the board of education to consider programme of studies which had been prepared by a convention of principals and teachers of the public schools. The commission commenced its work in October, 1895, and did not finish it until December,
l896. It started, as stated in the report of proceedings, by defining the position of
the school as strictly secular as established by law, avoidjng the dangerous extremes of theologic idealism and matArialistic positivism, and terminated its laborious sessions by the formulation of a plan of studies as n early perfect as has perhaps been produced in any country, or, in the words of the report, '' A plan which
recognizes no other end in instruction but the education of the human being in all
that may be necessary and indispensable for personal felicity in the three conditions, as an individual, a citizen, and a member of the great human family. "
In the year 1897 the total amount appropriated for all grades of education by the
national treasury and by the various States was as follows:

a

The n ation ____ ___ ___ ____ __ $11,553,510
Buenos Ayres ____ ________ _ 3-, 712, 329
399, 600
Cordoba ___ . ______________
Corrientes _____,, __ ___ --.· __
319,110
Catamarca . ____ . ___ __ ___ . _
176, 806
Entre Rios___ _____________
510,880
Jujuy .. ----·· ______ _--- -- -·· 79,820
Mendoza _____ __ _______ ____
491 , 598
La Rioja ___ _______ ___ __.. __
155,340

Santa Fe .. ____ __ . __ . _____ 838,000
197,580
Salta ___ __. ____ . ___ - - . - . - San Juan _____ __ __ . ___- _. 221,356
San Luis ___ ____ __ ___ ____ __
139,560
177,860
Santiago __ .. __. __ ____ _- - - __
Tucuman ______ __ ________ _
438,020
---Total_ __ _____ _______ 19,411,363

But from this total of $19,411,363 must be deducted the sum of $1,760, 000, which
is included in the $11,553,510 appropriated by the nation , as that amount constitutes a grant to the States in aid of education and forms part of the sums devoted
by them to that purpose. This leaves the actual amount devoted to the cause of
puplic instruction in the R epublic $17,551 ,363, which is equal t o 6.28 per cent of
the wh ole revenue of the country.
Of the sum appropriated by the n ation the sum of 85,519,938 was devoted to
higher , secondary , and 11ormai"edt1cation and special institutions in the following
propor tion:
University of Buenos Ayres. ______ ________ ____ . __ . __ .. _.. __ . _. __ . __ __ . $839,740
Univer sity of Cordoba . ___ . __ _ . ___. __ .___ _. _______ . __ ._._ .. _... . ___ . __ _ 329,880
Secondary and normal instruction _. _... __ ... _. ___ .. __ . __ . __ . _ . __ _. ___ _ 3,870,854
School of mine,,_ . __ . _. _.. __ . ____ ... __ . __ .. ___ . ___ _. __ . ____ __ ____ . _____ _
60,000
School of commerce __ . __ __ _______ . _. _ . ______________________ . _. __ ... __
188 832
Industrial department, school of commerce ____ . ____ .... ___ . . ________ .
25,000
School of commerce at Rosario . ______ . . _.. __ . _. _. ______ .. _ ___ . ____ . _
43,344
Institute for cleaf muti·s . _. ___ .. __ .. _. ____ .. __ . ___________________ . __ _ 114,964
School of pilots. _.. _. _. ___ . _. _____________ ______ __ ________ __ ___ _
27,324
T otaL ___ . _____ .... _
3.519,938
Ther · are thre cliffcrent grades of public ·chools: 'chools for young children,
e1em 11 ary, a nil grrvlnn c 1 . choolo. on a plan similar to that adopted in Ma..;sa-

chn ett..
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The public s~hool statistics b January, 1897, were as fo11o,rn:
Public schools, 2,833; in the capital, 211. Normal schools, 37; in the capital , 3.
Private schools, 1,111; in the capital, 249. Total, 3,98G; in the capital, 463.
Number of pupils under instruction in the public schools, 272,073; in the capital,
49,696. In norm:11 sd10ols with primary schools attached, 11,494; in the capital;
1,161. In private schools, 82,274; in the capital, 28,383. Total, 365,841; in the
capital, 79,240.
Number of teachers employed in the public schools, 7,006; in the capital, 1,447;
in the normal schools, 424; in the capital, 43; in the private schools, 2,865; in the
capital, 1,007. Total, 10,295; in the capital, 2,497.
Of the 7,006 teachers employed in the public schools 2,014 are men and 4,992
women. In the public and normal schools the scholars are represented by 152,297
boys and 131,270 girls.
In the private schools 1,206 of the teachers are male and 1,659 fema-les, and. of
scholars 44,192 are boys and 38,082 girls.
The course of stndies in the public schools includes: Reading, Spanish language,
arithmetic, history , geography, moral and civic instruction, natural sciences,
drawing, writing, geometry, music, French, manual training, and hygiene.
The kindergarten system has been introduced as an a,nnex to primary schools
for children from 3 to 6 years of age, as a three years' :introductory course to
public school education. The sessions occupy from tvvo and a half to three hours
each day, but no single exercise is permitted to last more than thirty minutes so
that the children may not be unduly fatigued. The kindergarten exercises are
continued in the junior grades in the primary schools, and are gradually merged
into the manual training work as the pupils grow older.
N.ORMAL SCHOOLS.

The normal schools for training teachers are divided into three classes: (1) those
for males only; (2) those for females only; (3) mixed schools for both sexes.
In these schools , at the elate of the latest statistics, 2,136 students were pursuing
their professional studies.
To afford the normal students the necossary opportunities for practice primary
schools are attached to each normal school, in which they are required to teach in
all the grades, commencing in the first year with the youngest children and gradually ascending to the highest grade, in order to obtain a practical knowledge of
the duties of their profession.
A normal school has also been founded for the purpose of trnining female kindergarten teachers, ju which the course of study extends over two years. An applicant for entry must be not less than 18 years of age, and possess a teacher·s
diploma from a normal school. A primary school for practice is also annexed to
this establishment.
A superior normal school has also been founded for the purpose of training
professors for teaching in the normal and. secondary schoo]s.
CmnrnRCIAL SCHOOL FOR WmIE ~'.

A commercial school for women was founded in the city of Buenos Ayres in
July, 1897. The sessions are held in the evening in one of the normal school buildings. Applicants for admission must not be less than 12 years of age, must possess general ideas of arithmetic, the national ]anguage (reading and writing), or
have progressed as far as the fourth grade in the public schools.
The term of study is for two years, anu. includes the national language, arithmetic, bookkeeping, commercial correspondence, aml typewriting. On the termination of the course a certificate of competency is given, signed by the director of
the school and inclorseu. 1Jy the minister of public instr.uction.
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There is also operated in conjunction with this school a free class in telegraphy,
to ente::.- which it is only necessary for the applicant to be able to read 1:1.nd write
correctly.
Although the school has been so recently established, in less than a year it has
received 80 pupils and has also a large number of applications for admission.
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AT ROSARIO.

Rosario, situated on the river Parana, 186 miles above Buenos Ayres, ranks in
commercial importance as the second city in the Republic, being the center of the
gre:itter part of the trade of the provinces lying between the Pararn1 and the Andes,
and also the terminus of the great railroad system which has been constructed
toward the north and west.
The rapidly increasing importance of this city induced the Government to establish there a Nation_a l School of Commerce, which has proved a great boon to the
community and is highly appreciated and successful.
An applicant for admission must present a certificate of having passed the fourth
grade in the public schools or pass an examination equivalent to the studies therein .
Originally the course of studies commenced with a preparatory class, but experience proved that the prescribed studies in that class were too difficult for the
scholars at entrance, and a lower preparatory class was added by decree in September, 1896. The commercial course, after leaving the preparatory classes, 1s
completed in two years.
The plan of studies is as follows:
Lower preparatory class: Arithmetic, Spanish, Argentine geogl.'aphy, French,
penmanship.
Preparatory class: Spanish, arithmetic, national ge0graphy, French, English,
drawing , penmanship.
COMMERCIAL COURSE.

First year.-Spanish, mental arithmetic, national history, n ational geography,
French, English, drawing, penmanship, typewriting.
Seconcl year.-Spanish , bookkeeping, general history, general geography, m:,tural
sciences, French, English, penmanship.
Students who graduate receive certificates signed by the director of the school
and indorsed by the minist8r of public instruction.
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, BUENOS AYRES.

The term of study in this institution is three years.

The course is as follo,vs:
H ours

First year:
per week.
Arithmetic ______ ____ __ _
----- - --------------- ·----- ----- · -- -- -- ----- - 5
Bookkeeping _____ __ __ . ___ . . . . _______ . ___ . ___ . __ .. __ ____ ___. ___ __ __ ____ . 3
Physical geography _ . __. ____ ___ _.. __ . ___ _. __ __ _____ ______ ____ __ . _______ . _ 3
Spanish and correspondence .. __ ___ __. __ . __ .. _________ ________ ___ _. ____ _ 4
English language._ . __ .. __ . __ . __________ . __ . _________ _____ ___ _. ___ __
4
French language __ . __ ... ____ _. ___ . __. __________________ . _____ ______ . ___ _ 4
Writing _______ . __ ______ . . _·__ ________ . _________ _________ ___ _____________ _
3
Office practice .. _. __ . _·; ___ . __ . __ .. _____ ______ . _______ ___ _. __ ________ _ 4
Total ______ . __. _______ . __ _____ ______ . _ . _____ __ . __________________ . _____ 30
c nd year:

Bookkeeping and office practice. ____ .. __ . _____ . ___ . ___ .. _. ___ . __ . _______ _ 6
Algebra . ____ _______ ___ . ______ . .
, 'pani h and commer ·ial corr spo~d~~-c~- ~ ~: ~: ~:: :::: ~ ~: ·. ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~: ·. ~: ~::

3
3
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Hours

Second year-Contmued.
per week.
French _______________________ ____ -·- _____ ____ . _.. _________ __ . __ . __ . ______ 3
English ___ ____ . _____________ ______ . _.. .. _______ _. . . ____ __________ .. __ ____ . 3
Commercial geography . _. __ . _. _.. ____ .. __ ... _. _ ____ . _. . . . __ _____ . __.. ___ :3
Ideas of industrial chemistry and study of raw materials . _. ______ .. _. . _. __ 4
Stenography __ ______________ __ . . __ ___ __ . . ______ ______ ______ ___________ ___ _ 2
Writing ______________________ . __ ... ____ ____ .... _. ___ . __ . ________ ~ ____ . _ 3
Total .... _. ___________ . _______ ____ . _____ . __ ___ . ___ ... _____ . _.. _. ________ . 30
Third yea r:
.
Book keeping and office practice ._ . ___ . __ __... __ ______ __. _____ ____ . _. _. ____
Mercantile technology ___ .. ____ . _______ ___ __ .. __. __ ______ .. . __ _________ _ .
Ideas of commercial law ____ _______ __. __ _____ __ ___ ___ __________________
Ideas of political economy and civic ins.t r uction ... __ __. ___ .. _____ .. . __ .. _
Fiscal legislation and custom-house procedure __ _. __ ~ ____ . ___ _. _·. __ . ___. .
Spanish ancl correspondence ____ ____ __ __ . ______________ .. ________ _.. __ _____
English . ___ . _________ . ___ _____ . ___ . __________ __ ___ . __ . __ . _________ . __ . _
French . __ _ . __ . . ___ ____ ... _ ____ . . ____ ___ .. __ .. _. __ _ . __ . _.. _.. ______ . _. _. _.
Stenography ____ . ______ ________ . _ .. .. _ __. ______ . _. _. ____ . _____ __. __ . _. __
Visits to industrial and commercial establishments. ____ .. ____ ___ __. _. _·__

6

3
2

2
3
3

S
3
2
3

Total ___ ____ .. ____________ ... __ . . _~ _.. __ . __ . _.. ___ _ _ _. ____ _. __. ____ . _. 30
On the conclusion of the three years' course the minister of public instruction
issues diplomas of proficiency in commercial science to those who pass a successful examination in all the studies comprised in the course prescribed.
The director of the school is authorized to admit pupils to a partial course and
to give certificates of proficiency in .such subjects as they may have followed
successfully.
In February, 1897, an industrial department was annexed to this school f Qr the
purpose of giving a technical education to youths who wished to adopt an industrial career.
The instruction in this department is both theoretical and practical. The plan
of study is as follows:
Hours

First year:
per week.
National language _________ ._. ________ . _____ . ______ .. ___ .... ___ _. .. _. __. 3
Universal geography ___ . ____ . __________________ . . __ . _________ .,. _. . _.. ___ 2
Natural history and hygiene ____ ... _. __ . ___ _______ . _ . _...... __ . _. __ . __ _. _ 2
English or Frenel1 ____ __
2
Bookkeeping . ____ . __ .. __ . _____ . _______ . __ . __ .. __ .. __. _. ____ . - _. - .. - - - . _ 2
Arithmetic and algebra .. _____ ... __ ... ___ .. __ .. __ .. ______ . __ -. _- -..... - . - - 4
Plane geometry . __ . _ ____ . __ . ... __ . _. ___ .. __ . __ .. __ .. -- - - - - - . - . . - - . - . -. - 8
Mechanical drawing . ________ . ___ .. ______ . __ . _. ___ . __ - .. - - - .. - - - - -. - - - - . - 6
Work in the shops. ___________ . __ .. _. _______ . - - _. - - - . - - - . - . - - - . - - - - - - - .. - - 12
•#

_______

___

__________

•

___

••

_____

_

___

•

_

_

_

_

____

•

_

_

_

Total __ . ___ . __ . ___ .. ____ . _____ . _. _. _. - - - . - . - - . . - - . . - ... - - - . - . - -. - .. - . 36
Second year:
National language_. ___ .. _. __ .. __ . _. _.. _. ___________ . _. _. _. ___ . __. _. ____ .
Industrial geometry __ . _. __ _____ ... ____ . _. ___ . ________ . ___ . ___ .. ____ .. _. _
Bookkeeping ___ . __ . ______________ . __ .. _______ ___________ . ___ . _. ____ . _
Algebra and ideas of tdgonomefry . ___ . _______ . ___ -. -- - - - . - - - . - - - - .. - - _
Geometry .. _. - . _____ ... __ . _. ___ ... -. - -.. _... - - . - . - .. -- - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - . .
Elements of physics and chemistry ... ______ .. ____ ... - . - - - - - - .. . - _.. - - . ___
Engli sh or French _________ . __ .. __ .. - - __ .. - - . - .. -.. - - - - .. - - . - .. - . - - . - . - .

2
2
2
•.}

•.J

3
3
3
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Hours

Second year-Continued.
per week.
Industrial drawings ___ . __ . ___ . ____ . _____________ ___ . ____ . ____________ .. _ 6
Work in the sho11s . ___ _______ _____ . ___ _____ . ____ . ________ . _______ . ___ __ . _ 12
Total . __ . ___ . ____ . _______ . ____ .. ___ . ______________________ . _____ ____ . ___ 36
Third year:
Industrial economy and civic instruction ___ . ___________ . __ . ___ . . ___ . ___ .. 2
A pp lied phys:cs ____ _ . _. ____ . ____ . ________ _. __ ... ____ . ___ . . __ . _. ___ . __. _ 4
Industrial chemistry ____ . __ ____ . __ ... ______ . _______ _.. ____________ __. _. _ . _ 3

~;;;;:i~; th~ -si;~~;: :~ ~ :~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~: ::~::: ~ ~ :~ :::~ ~ ~: :~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ::_·~

~

1
Industrial technology and manipulation of dairy products, wine making,
alimentary pastes, preserves, and starch._. ____ . ____ . ______ . ___ . __ .. _- . U

Total ... _.. __ . _____ .. ___________ ~ _____ . _______________________ ___ . ____ . . 36
Fourth year:
Industrial drawing _. __ ___ . ____ . ________ . _ . _________ . ______ . ___ . __ . _. .. . .
Applied physics. ____ . ______________ .. _____ _____ . ________ . __ .. _. ___ . ___ . - Industrial chemistry ___ . ___ . _________ . __ ____ _____________ . __ . _.. _. _. - . - . Visit::i to ind us trial establishments _______ . __ ______ .. _____ _. __ - - . .. - ... - - Work in the shops ___ __. _. _____ . _ ____ _ ______ . __ . ____ . _.. __ ... _... .. - . . .
Technology and manipulation of distilling, oil, beer, flour milling, sugar
making, tanning, weaving, tobacco manufacturing . . .. ___ ._. -.. - . - - - . - .

6
3
3
3
9
12

Total _____ __________________ _____ . ______ .. _.. ___ . ___ . _. . __ . _.. _- - - - . .. - . . 36
To be admitted to t-h\s school the applicant must be not less than 14. years of
age, must have good health and conduct, proved by satisfactory certificates, and
must pass a satisfactory examination in reading, writing, grammar, arithmetic,
history, and geogrnphy.
To those who finish the four years' course satisfactorily, the minister of education will grant diplomas of competency and qualification as managers of workshops , industrial overseers, etc., according to the merits of the students.
There are also established scholarships valued at $30 each per month, which are
distributed by the 11.1inister of education among the most distinguished pupils.
SCHOOL OF PILOTS.

The School of Pilots has for its object the training of young men for the position
of officers of the national mercantile marine.
The conditions for entry are as follows:
1. The applicant must be a citizen of the Republic, native or naturalized.
2. He must be not le::is than 18 years of age nor more than 25.
3. H e must present a medical certificate of his fitness for the service.
4. He must be able to read and write correctly.
f5 . 'Must pass a successful examination in the following branches: Fundamental
rules of arithmetic, general ideas of geography, and the national language.
He must also present to the director of the school his application for admission,
accompani.ed by (1) certificate of bapti m, (2) naturalization papers, (3) consent
of father or tutor if h e is a minor.
The term of study in the school is three years. The course commences March
1 an(l closes Tovember 15.
The plan of studies is as follows:
Pin;f yeor.-Elementary mathematic:, arithmetic:, algebra ancl geometry, riggin~. ancl th national language.
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Scconcl year.-Navigation by dead reckoning, riggi!1g, n atural geography ancl
. .
.
.
history, English, plane and spherical trigonometry.
Thfrd year.-Navigation by astronomy, meteorology, n ggrng and workmg ship,
universal geography, and English.
.
On the termination of the annual exaipinations the pupils make a practice v?yage
and, if possible, by consent of the minister of marine, make two round tnps. to
the Straits of Magel lan , or if that be not possible, the director of the ~chool obta:ns
permission from the minister for them to make a voyage on the nati?nal prach_c e
vessel. The director, subdirector, or one of the professors accompames the pupils
on the voyage and uses every opportunity of instructing the pupils. On the
termination of t he voyage the director makes a report to the minister of the
time employed in the various exercises and names pupils who are worthy of
promotion .
'
The pupils of the second year must al ways keep the dead reckoning of the ship,
and tho ,e of the third Year take astronomical observations to determine the yessel's position. Both th~ second and third year pupils must take meteorological
observations and learn while on board the principles of meteorology and the use
of the signals of the international code.
Although this school was fonnded only in 1895, it has made satisfactory progress
and has already matriculated fifty pupils, of whom the first class will graduate
before the close of the present year, 1898.
NATION AL SCHOOL OF

Mems.

The National School of Mines, which is located at San Juan, is an important
institution. It was completely reorganized and its course of studies enlarged ancl
improved in April, 1897, e~evating it to a higher standard and largely increasing
its reputation and usefulness, with the result of a considerable increase in the
number of students.
For admission as a pupil the applicant must present a certificate of having
passed a satisfactory examination in the complete course of studies in a national
college,unless he asks for admission to the course for asrnyers only, in which case
he can l:e admitted on presentation of a certificate of having passed satisfactorily the fourth-year studies of a national college, or if he can pass a matriculation examination in the elements of mathen:1atics, geography , history, ~nd the
national language.
There are three courses of study, that for the degree of mining assayer being
completed in three years, land surveyor in three years, and mining engineer four
years; but the diploma of mining engineer authorizes the holder to exercise also
the functions of surveyor and assayer.
The plan of studies is as follows:
FOR ASSA YER.

Firstyem'.-Alg~bra, geometry, physics, chemistry, linear and free-hand drawing.

Second yem'.-Mmeralogy, theoretical and practical; analytic chemistry quali-

tative and quantitative; laboratory work.
'
Third yea1·.-Geology; paleontology, theoretical and practical; assaying, laboratory work.
FOR SURVEYOR .

First year.-Algebra; geometry and trigonometrv rectilinear and spherical;
physics, chemistry, linear and free-hand drawing. ·'
~econd yecir.-Higher algebra; geometry, analytic, projective, and descriptive;
mme:·alogy, construction of roads, water-color drawing of plans.
Thi~d yem·,-;--Infinitesimal calculus, topography, land surveying, geology, topograph1c drawing, legal surveying.
•
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F OR MINING R~ GINEER.

First year.-Algebra; geollietry and trigonometry, plane and spherical; physics,
chemistry, linear and free-hand. drawing .
8econcl yem'.-Higher algebra ; analytic, projective, and descriptive geometry;
mineralogy, theoretic and practical; analytic chemistry, qualitative and quantitatiYe; water-color drawing of plans, laboratory work.
Thfrcl yew·.-Infinitesimal calculus, theoretical mechanics, topography, land
surveying; geo]ogy and paleontology, theoretical and practical ; assaying, topographical drawing, laboratory work, statics, and resistance of materials.
Fou1·th year.-Constructions relating to the development of mines, roads, and
railroads , applied mechanics and electrical appliances, metallurgy, mining development, mensuration , legislation, graphic a,nd laboratory work.
Excur.:'ions are made by the students for the purpose of giving them practical
lesson3 in geology, surveying, topography, and the mensuration of mines. Visits
are also made by t hem to mines , metallurgic works, public works, manufactories
and industrial establishments, for observation and instruction.
AGRICULTURAL S CH OOLS.

There is an important agricultural school at San Juan and several others in
various parts of the R epubiic. A school of viticulture was also established in the
Province of :Mendoza in August, 1897, with a two years' term of study. It has
ah ead.y 41 pupils, and prombes to be a permanent succeEs.
MILITARY ACADEMY.

A law passed by the national congress in October, 1869, authorized the establishment of a military school. This was carried into effect in June, 1870, by the
establishment of the school and the appointment of Col. Don Juan F. Czetz as
·
director.
A committee composed of four persons was appointed to act with the di rector
to frame the regulations for the school. They promptly completed their work,
and although some few changes have from time to time been made, the academy is
still co~1ducted substantially on the basis then established.
In the admission of pupils the preference is given to the sons of soldiers who
h ave b 2en killed in t he service of the Republic and to orphans of employees of the
Government in general.
·
Applicants for admission must be not less than 12, nor more than 14 years of age,
anJ. must be able to read and write and have a knowledge of elementary arithmetic.
The course of study is completed in five years and is as follows:
Ffrst year.-Catechism, Spanish grammar, geography, arithmetic, algebra,
French , Argentine history, penmanship, linear and. topographic drawing, infantry
drill and t actics, riding, gymnastics, swimming, and. fencing.
Second 11ear.-Catechisrn, theory of war, infantry tactics. cavalry exer cises,
fencing, and sword exercise.
Thir·ll year.-Christian doctrine, analytic geometry, trigonometry, ch emistry,
physics, t elegraphy, p3rspectivo drawing, caval ry tactics, artillery drill, rifle practi ·e, fortification. land irnrveying, general history.
Fo11rth !J<'Cll'.oralit ·, for ti fication, coast defense. science of projectiles, princip1 s of military trategy making pla.ns and m · ps, artillery target practice, military acconnt , Engli h.
1' ifl/1 ye((r.-Fortification, bridge buildin<r : co,nbined tactics of infantry, cava1r ·. and artillery; pplication of tactics to a brigade of 4,000 men; frontier
d fen , kirmi bing pyrotechnics; historical descriptio~ of modern wars.
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At the age of 17 years, or on completion of the five-year course by those who· are
more than 12 years of age on entry, the six most distinguished pupils are given
commissions as second lieutenants in the branch of the service they may have
selected, with the ob1igation of serving at least four years; the other graduates
receive commissions as ensigns, with the same obligation of se1·vice.
Gold and silver medals are presented annually to the most distinguished gra,d·uates.
·
There also exists an academy for military engineers from which are graduated
an the officers who compose the corps of rnilitary engineers. There is also a naval
academy from which all officers of the Argentine navy are graduated.
NATIONAL LIBRARY FOR TEA CHERS.

This library for the use of teachers is located in a large hall in the lower floor
of the municipal building of the city of Buenos Ayres. It contains a specially
selected collection of books on educational and sc:.entific subjects and of general
literature; it combines the features of a reading room and circulating library. In
the year 1897 814 persons availed themselves of th e privilege of taking books for
home use. Within the past two years it has been greatly improved, and many
new books have been placed on the shelves, correspondingly extending its use•
fulness.
EDUCATION AL MGSEUM.

Annexed to the teachers' library is a museum devoted to objects connected with
education. The collection is divided into the following sections: (1) School furniture; (2) typical obj ects designed for educational uses; (3) plastic models; (4)
copperplates, photographs, and woodcuts; (5) maps; (6) drawings; (7) worl.: of
teachers; (8) work of scholars of the various grades of the public schools.
EDCC.A.TIONAL REVIEW.

A review, with the title "El Monitor de la Educaci6n Con1nn ".( The Monitor of
Public Edu<.;ation), is published by the National Council of Education. It was
established in 1881, and is distributed free to teachers of all grades who meet at
the t eachers' cqnventions and other employees connected with public instruction,
to all the public offices and the educational authorities in the provinces. It
also exchanges with all simiiar publications issued in the principal States and
countries. It is a most useful medium for disseminating information on educational subjects and recording all new facts and theories relating to public instruction.
The office of the review is in the same building with the Teachers' Library and
Educational Museum, to both of which it forms a most useful adjunct.
EDU CA TION .\L MEDICAL

ORPS.

An admirable medical service is connected with the public schools and is now
very efficient, having been thoroughly reorganized in the year 1890. It is composed of competent medical men who exercise most careful supervision over the
health of the pupils in the schools and the sanitary arrangements of the school
buildings.
Every school is regularly inspected, the sewerage, closets, ventilation, and water
supply examined. The scholars are vaccinated, and if ab ent from sickne s are
visited at their homes and every precaution is exercised to prevent the introduction of contagious diseases into the schools.
NATIO.'AL COLLE ' E,.

The national colleges of the Republic fill the ame place in the plan of secondary
education as the high schools of the United tates, except that the term of study
is longer, a six-year cour e being required for graduation and qualification to
enter one of tl..ie national universities.
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The plan of studies is as follows:
First y,em·. - ]fontal arithmetic, Spanish (dicta ti.on and composition), history of
America, especially of the viceroyalty of Rio d.e la Plata, as far as 1810, Argentine
goography, French (first p.art), manual training.
Second year.-Algebra, Spanish (dictation and composition), Argentine history
from 1810 to 1870, geography of the Argentine Republic and America, French
(second part), English (first part), general history (Oriental and Greek), manual
training.
Thfrd year.-Pl.ane and solid geometry, Spanish (dictation and composition),
geography of Asia, Africa, and Oceania, French (third part), general history
(Rome and Media), English (second part), manual training.
Fow·th year.-General history (modern and contemporary, to 1870), physics,
,c.hemistry, natur.al history (zoology and botany), philosophy, English (third part),
civic instruction, geography of Europe, military instruction.
In order to .e nter on the fifth-year c-vurse the student must have obtained a
proper classification in the examinations of the first four years. Those who have
not g.ai1:ed the necessary number of marks in these examinations must pass a general examination on the studies of the whole four-y.ear.s' course.
The studies of the fifth and sixth year courses for .students in the cities of
Buenos Ayres and Cordoba are divided into three sections, according to the future
career elected to be followed.
FIRST SECTIOX.

Fifth year.-Latin, American history(especially Argentine), physics, literature,
_philosophy, military instruction.
Six th yem'.-Latin, history of civilization, literature, philosophy, military
instruction.
SECOND SECTION.

Fifth year.-Hygie.pe, inorganic chemistry, physics, natural history, philosophy,
military instruction.
Sixth yem·.-Hygiene, organic chemistry, physics, natural history, literature,
military instruction.
THIRD SECTIO:N" .

F~f'th yew·.-Complementa,ry algebra, geometry and trigonometry, chemistry,

physics, natural history, drawing, military instruction.
Sixth yea1·.-Physics, chemistry, natural history, cosmography and topography,
drawing, military instruct.ion.
In the provinces of Buenos Ayres, Entre Rios, Corrientes, and San Luis, the fifth
and sixth year courses are as follows:
·
Fifth year.-Cattle raising, agricultural education, military instruction.
Sixth yem·.-Second course in the same studies.
1n the provinces of San Juan, Mendoza, Rioja, and Catamarca:
Fifth year.-Mineral assaying, viticulture, and military instruction.
Si.cth yea1'.-A second course of the same studies.
In the provinces of Tucuman, Santiago, Salta, and Jujuy:
Fifth year.-Agricultural education, sugar industry, and military instruction.
Si. ·th year.-A second course of .the same studies.
In the province of .'anta Fe:
Pif th Jlem·.-Commercial instru tion, agricultural education, and military
instruction.
, i.l'ih y rn'.-A econ<1 conr-e of the same ~tudic . .
Dy his Y tem the ·_cond, ry eduC'ation in the provinces i. varierl during the
la
, ·o year of th t r to uit the I al requirement .
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HIGHER EDUCATION.

There are two universities in the Republic-one located in Buenos Ayres and
the other in the city of Cordoba-both with faculties of la.w, m edicine: and
engineering.
The requisite for entrance.into these institutions is the presentation of a certificate of having passed a successful examination at the termination of a six years'
course in one of the national colleges. To graduate from the universities another
course of six yei.rs is necessary.
UNIVERSITY OF BUENOS A YRES.

The Spanish conquests in America were made with the idea of establishing in
the new territory two principles-religion and absolute monarchy. These leading
ideas governed all their proceedings, not only in the viceroyalty of the Rio de la
Plata, but in all their dominions in the new world, where educational systems were
established with infinite precaution to maintain th ese ideas unalterable, and this
fact determined their character.
With the exception of such elementary education as was afforded in the convents the Jesuits furnished all the educational facilities in Buenos Ayres until
their expulsion in 1767. When that event occurred all the property of the
Jesuits which had been confiscated was devoted to the establishment of secondary
and higher education and benevolent institutions.
In 1771 a project was formed for the founcla,tion of a royal college , but i t was
not until 1778 that the plan was perfected and the royal approval obtained, and
the institution was not officially installed until 1773, under the name of the College of San Carlos, in honor of King Charles III. It was placed under the complete
control and direction of the clergy, and the instruction was confined to grammar,
rhetoric , philosophy, theology, and the doctrine3 and discipline of the church, but
the greatest prominence was given to the theological studies while the philosophical
branch received little attention.
This college reached its highest degree of prosperity in 1803, from which time it
g r adually declined and lost its prestige until 1818, when it passed out of existence.
It had sustained a precarious vitality during the years of the revolution and it
died with the extinguishment of the power which had created it.
In June, 1818, a new institution was founded with the title of" El Colegio de la
Union del Sud" ('l'he College of the Southern Union) . With the opening of this
college a new er~ in education commenced and a much more comprehensive plan
of studies was adopted. Philosophy was again given a prominent place, and the
study of living languages-English, French, and Italian-was introduced. In 1820
the theological professorships were abolished and in place of them those of international law and history were substituted.
In 1821 measures were perfected for the incorporation of a university to combine the faculties of the College of the Southern Union, the .Medical Institute, and
the Academy of Jurisprudence, to which was added a department of religious
instruction at the expense of the ecclesiastical authorities, and on the 19.th of
August in that year the University of Buenos Ayres was duly inaugurated, with
all the rights and privileges of a national in titution. The courses of study werPin six departments: (1) Primary department of letters, (2) department of p>:eparatory stu<lies, (3J exact sciences, (4) medicine, (3) law, (G) theology. The latter
department was, however, not immediately established, and it was not until 1825
that the professors were appointed for theological and allied studies .
For some years thereafter the progress of the university was very low; the
country was passing through a period of political and social disorganization consequent upon the revolution which accomplished its freedom; afterwards, during
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the unsettled condition attending the organization of the Government, with its ·
•violent. emotions and internal strife, the institution sunk lower and lower until
.it became little more than a name.
·
A reorganization was effected in 183B, but for some years afterwards the financial
condition of the Government was such that even with the best intentions it was
not ab!e to provide the necessary funds for the support of the university.
In 1836 six Jesuits arrived in Buenos Ayres and again assumed charge of the
classes, thus preventing the total extinction of higher education.
In 1852, with the fall of the dictatorship which for years had tyrannized over it,
the nation entered upon a new career of progress, and the university was one of
the first institutions to feel the influence of the reaction. The various courses of
study were reestablished under secular professors and mauy improvements gradually introduced.
The foundation of the national colleges for secondary education rendered the preparatory classes of the university in great measure unnecessary, and in 18u8 a
decree was published by which the university agreed to accept as valid in its classes
and school of medicine the diplomas issued by the colieges, and to admit the holders
without other requisites to the higher courses.
The new constitution adopted by the Republic in· 1873 contained a clause abolishing fees from students and making all education absolutely free, and in 1874
a d ecree was issued defining the application of the n ew constitutional law to the
university and arranging the faculties under five titles: (1) Humanities and philosophy, (2) medicine, (3) law and social science, (4) mathematics, (5) physical
sciences.
From that time to the present day the university has been kept constantly in
touch with the progress of the age, and it now aims to equal in every respect any
simUar institution in the Western Hemisphere, covering every branch of higher
and professional education. Its diplorna-s, issued to the students who pass successfully the examinations on the termination of the six years' course, are certificates
which its alumni may feel proud to possess.
UNIVERSITY OF CORDOBA.

With the exception of colleges in the City of Mexico and Lima, the University
of Cordoba is the most ancient establishment for hiiz-her education in Span ish
America. It was founded by the Jesuits in 1614 as th~ Colegio Maximo or chief
college of the district. In 1622 it was elevated to the rank of a university, and in
1623 it conferred the first degrees, which were those of bachelor of arts. Although
the foundation had thus been laid , the institution suffered for some years for lack
of thorough and systematic organization, and it was not until 1661 that a constitution was conferred upon it which served fo1· its government for a century and a
half, with such slight modifications only as were frorn time to time suggested by
experien~e. The institution was above all theological, but its studies were divided
into two faculties, arts and theology. The first included logic, physics, and Aristo telean metaphys~cs. T o graduate in this branch required a three years' term; in
the theological section the term was four years. '11 he deO'rees conferred were
bachelor, licentiate, and master of arts, and bachelor , lice~tiate and doctor of
theology.
In 1714 a new constitution was adopted, introducing many improvements in the
studies and regulations for the management of the institution, and reducing the
large :ahries that hacl been paid to the rector and professors.
In 1767, in consequence of the decree by which the Jesuits were expelled from
all the dominion'! of Spain, the uuiver ity had a n arrow escape from extinction, as
p o ;verful e£fort · w ere mad to transfer it to Buencs Ayres. It was ultimately
allow cl to r em· in at Cor oba, but was placed under t.:ie control of the governor of
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Buenos Ayres and afterwards of the vicer~y of the p!'ovince, while its management was confided to the order of Franciscans until the year 1800, when they were
removed by royal decree and the secular clergy placed in charge. In 1808 the
complete secularization was effeetecl under the title of the Royal University of
San Car!os and funds were appropriated for its support, a n ew constitution was
framed, and an extended and improved plan of studies w ns inaugurated.
Political disturbances and the extinction of Spanish so,rereignty, however, led
to a diminution of revenue and embarrassment to the institution, and in the early
days of the Republic it passed through many vicissitudes, but in 1854 it was created
a :c.ational university.
In 1878 a commission was appointed to reorganize the constitution and plan of
studies, which presented its report in 1870, with the result that the university was
placed thoroughly in touch with modern progress and fully equipped for teaching
law, social and physical sciences, engineering, medicine, literature, and philosophy.
rendering it equal to any similar institution in South America. It has an exce:len t
library, fully equipped for all the needs of the students, and its patio or inner
court has been converted into a Rmall botanical garden , combining ornament and
instruction.
The course required for graduation extends over six years, the same as in the
University of Buenos Ayres, and both demand, before granting degrees, that students must pass a final general examination in all subjects comprised in their
course of studies and also present essays on subjects relating to the profession
they have adopted.
There are no private institutions which confer degrees for the practice of theprofessions, and every graduate of a foreign college who is desirous of practicing in
the Argentine Repub:ic must pass a successful examination before the authorities. •
of one of the national universities in order to obtain a diploma authorizing him to
practice his p:rofession.
LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

There are many literary and scientific associations in the Republic, among the
most prominent of which is the Argentine Scientific Society. This association
was founded in 1872 and now has ti51 members. Its objects are:
First. To promote the study of the sciences in general, with their applications
to the arts, to industries, and to the necessities of social life.
Second. To studyp~blications, discoveries, and scientific inventions and improvements, especially those which mi:i,y have a practical application in t he A r gentine
Republic.
Th ird. To examine and study by all means in its power the materials of construction and projected works of public interest or which may be shortly proj ected; aiso their cost and the systems employed in their execution.
It is in a very prosperous condition and has a library of 6,000 volumes.
The most prominent literary society is the Ateneo Nacional, which includes in
its membGrship many of the most prominent authors and literary men of the1
Republic.
Another aosociation which deserves special mention is the Argentine Geograph-·
ical Institute, the aim of which is to encourage explora.tion and the diffusion of
geographical knowledge.
The Argentine Industrial Societ,y, the Argentine Rural Society, the Medicar
Society, the Lawyers' Society, the Engineers' Society, the Naval Center, and theMilitary Center are all leadi.ng associations, which are active in their re.:;pectivespheres. All of them publish monthly reviews, in which appear valuabl articl es w ritten by experts on the subjects treated.
ED
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The Museo de la Plata, the national museum at Buenos Ayres, is an admirable
institution, which, under the management of its able direct or, Senor F. P. Moreno,
is doing admirable work; it has become known to the scientific world by the review_
in which its proceedings are published, and which is a valuable addition to scien•
tifi.c literature.
Journalism, which is in these days such a prominent feature of literary activity
-and such a valuable adjunct to popular education, is in a flourishing condition in
/ the Argentina Republic, where it enjoys perfect liberty and is constantly increasing in influence and improving in quality. In 1881 only 165 newspapers and periodicals were published in the entire country, but in 1896 the number had increased
to G10, of which 279 were published in the capital city, 327 in the provinces, and 4
in the national territories. The best newspapers correspond in size to the leading
daily papers of the United States. They have a ~complete telegraphic service and
publish every day dispatches giving the important news from all parts of the
world.

URUGUAY.
The Republic of Uruguay, or to give it the official title, "La Republica Oriental
del Uruguay" (the Eastern Republic of the Uruguay), is the smallest of the independent nations of South America, its area being a little less than 73,000 square
miles, with a population, as estimated in January, 1897, of only 818,843, of which
a large proportion is concentrated in thB department in which Montevideo, the
capital, is situated, officially stateLl as 261,182, or 393.34 per square kilometer, thus
leaving a large part of the territory very sparsely inhabited, the least populous
department having only 1-.30 per square kilometer.
Although the Spaniards, under Juan Diaz de Solis, landed on its shores as early
as 1515 and formally took possession of the country in the n ame of the King of
Spain, the indomitable courage of the n atives prevented any extensive colonization, and it was not until 1624 that the first of the present centers of population
was founded. For many years the jurisdiction was disputed between Spain and
Portugal and 'was fiercely contested, but finally the Spanish power prevailed, and
Montevideo was founded in 1726 by a few families from Buenos Ayres.
In 1806 and 1807 the people successfully r epelled several combined military and
naval attacks by English forces. Emboldened by this trial of strength, they, in
1810, determined to free themselves, and commenced t h e struggle which ended in
the extinction of Spanish rule not only in their t erritory but in the whole o~ the
South American continent.
Aft e:r expelling the Spaniards the Uruguayans had again to stTuggle against the
Portuguese, and when Brazil became independent, the Emperor, Dom Pedro,
claimed Uruguay as a province of that Empire. It was also chdmed by the Argentine Government . After a long and desolating struggle a convention was concluded by the mediation of England, both Brazil and the Argentine Republic
renounced their claims, and in 1828 the Eastern Republic of the Uruguay was
created.
The truggle against foreign invad rs was followed by a period of internal turmoil and bloodshed, caused by the strife of ambitious civil and military chieftains,
and it was not until 1 15 that a permanent peace was secur ed, since which time,
with some short int rruptions, the country has enjoyed repose, political acrimony
has largely decrea · d, and the Republic has entered upon an era of progresspolitical conomic, and social.
The nergetic an in lomitable pirit of the people, which succes fully achieved
their lib rty and ri ,ht of self-governm nt now that it is directed in the paths of
11r gr . , is accomplishing marrnific nt results and in no direction is this more
#
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evident than in the advanced educational system which has been evolved, giving
promise of stability to the Republic by the increasing intelligence of° its citizens
and the rapid development of a country so favored by; nature in climate, soil, and
geographical location.
A thorough system of primary education has been established, and attendance
at the schools is made by law compulsory on all children between the ages of 6
and 14 years.
According to the latest statistics there are 533 public primary schoo1s, with an
attendance of 51,312 pupils, consisting of 27,558 boys and 23,754 girls, giving ~n
average of 96 pupils to each school. There are employed in these schools 1,041
teachers, of whom 257 are males and 784 females, an average of 1.95 teachers to
each school and 49 scholars to each telltcher. There are also 379 private schools,
with 22,689 pupils, consisting of 11,585 boys and 11,104 girls, and 949 teachers, of
whom 344 are males and 605 females, making a total in the public and private
schools of 74,001 children receiving instruction.
Including both public and private schools there is 1 school to every 897 inhabit- ants, 1 teacher to every 411 inhabitants, and about 1 scholar to every 11 of the
populat~on, and an average of 81 pupils to each school-37 pupils to each teacher,
and 2.18 teachers to each school. There are also in Montevideo 1 normal school
for males and 1 for females, and 1 kindergarten.
As the seat of government and metropolis of the Republic, Montevideo is naturally the location of the leading higher educational, scientific, and art institutions
of the country . ..,Most prominent among which is the
UNIVERSITY OF THE REPUBLIC.

~ The University of Uruguay is an excellent institution, thoroughly equipped for
high€r education in law, medicine, and physical science. It has a faculty of 87
professors, of whom 65 are natives and 22 foreigners. They are distributed as
follows: In the department of law and social science, 16; medicine and allied
branches, 25; mathematics and allied branches, 23, and for preparatory studies, 23.
The number of students matriculated in the year 1896 was 587.
The courses of study are as follows:
Preparatory studies for degree of bachelor of science and letters: Latin, two
years; French, two years; geography, cosmography, mathematics, two years;
physics, two years; chemistry, two years; natural history, two years; universal
history, two years; literature, two years; English, two years; philosophy, two
years; South American and national history, two years; Spanish grammar, gymnastic exercises.
Preparatory studies for entering the faculty of mathematics: English, two years;
French, two years; drawing, two years; mathematics, three years; revision of and
higher mathematics, one year; geography, one year; cosmography, physics, two
years; natural history, two years; chemistry, Spanish grammar, gymnastic exercises.
Preparatory studies for entering the faculty of pharmacy: French, two years;
Latin, two years; geography, cosmography, mathematics, three years; physics,
two years; . natural history, two years; chemistry, two years; Spanish grammar,
gymnastic exercises.
In the faculty of law and social science, for graduation as barrister: Roman
law, civil law, constitutional law, penal law, international law, commercial la.w,
political economy, judicial, civil, and commercial procedures, forensic practice,
administrative law, legal medicine. Term, four years.
For graduation as notary public: Civil law , commerciallaw, judicial procedure,
private and international law. Term, four year .
For graduation as bookkeeper: A two-years course in practical bookkeeping.
For graduation as doctor of medicine: Medical physics, medical chemistry,
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anatomy, dissection, medical n atural history, biological chemistry, general pathology, physio}ogy, pathologic anatomy, medical pathology, surgical pathology,
therapeutics, obstretrics, legal medicine and hygiene, oper ations, clinics in medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology and diseases of children, hygiene. Term, three
years.
For graduation as pharmacist: Medical and pharmaceutical physics, medical ,,
and pharmaceutical chemistry, medical natural history, chemical and dispensing
pharmacy, toxicology, biologic chemistry, chemical analysis, laboratory practice,
practical pharmacy. Term, four years.
For graduation as d entist: Pathology of the mouth and teeth, dental therapeutics, practice in dissection, odontological practice, dental system, and anatomy of
the mouth and pharynx. Term, two years.
For graduation as midwife: Tocologic anatomy and physiology, assistance in
parturition, clinics of parturition, practical obstretrics. Term , two years.
For graduation as engineer of bridges and roads: Study and drawing of the
orders of architecture, higher algebra and spherical trigonometry, analytic geometry, industrial physics, ornamental and watercolor dra ,ving, descriptive geometry,
topography and topographic drawing, differential and integral calculus, materials
of construction, building, architecture, architectural drawing, mechanics, strength
of materials, hydraulics, roads, railroads, bridges, plans , political economy and
legislation on public works, practice of topography, statistics. Term, two years.
For graduation as land surveyor: Descriptive geometry, analytic geometry,
spherical trigonometry and higt er algebra, topography, topographical drawing,
works on taxation of land, ideas on location of roads, land surveying, legal and
for taxation, practice of topography. Term, two years.
For graduation as superintendent of works: Descriptive geometry, building
materials, legal architecture, architectural drawing, building, building laws, plans.
'l'erm, two years.
For graduation as architect: Legal architecture, higher algebra and spherical
trigonometry, descriptive and. analytic geometry, history of architecture, hygiene
of architecture, industrial physics, ornamental and watercolor drawing, study and
drawing of the orders of architecture, architectural plans, topographical drawing,
topography, differential and integral calculus, building materials, composition of
ornament. T erm, two years.
The library of the university contains the latest publications relating to the
various courses of study, which are divided into the following sections:
Volumes.

F aculty of law and social science_ . ____ . ________ . ___ . ____ . ____________ . ___
Faculty of medicine ______ ______________________ . ______________ . ____ _____
Faculty of m athematics ______ _____ __ -----·____________________________ __
Faculty of preparatory studies------··----·- -"- --------------- ·· ----------·
Rector's library __ . _... __ __ . ___________ . ______________ . _________ _. ________

4, 560
2, 37 4
2, 108
4,203
3V0

Total ______________ _ . __ . __________ __ __ . ___ ____________________ ____ _ 13,635
MILITARY A CADEMY,

The ~iilitary Academy ,vas establisheu. on August 2,3, 1885, under the auspices
of the government of aptain-Genernl Don x a. imo 'antos; it is situated on Agrac:ada treet in th place called Arroyo · cco.in the suburbs of the city of ~~Iontevideo.
The buildin 'B occupi dare extensive, there is a parade ground 0 meters in length
by 50 meter _wi~e; al.-o n ear the academy a tract of land containing four to five
hectar . wh1ch rn u eel for ::i camp of instruction , A fine new ecJ.ifico is intended
to b er ccle for th u · of the ac demy, for which pla:as have be:m drawn.
Th ·onditi n. r q 1ired for ntry a a. pupil are a follows : He mu t be a native
of the e1,ublic, unl s. xemptiou i.- ma<1e in hi favor by the Government, and not
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less than 15 nor more than 20 years of age. He must undergo an examination by
the medical officer of the college to prove his physical fitness for a military career,
and must pass a successful examination in the studies prescribed for matriculation.
He must present a certificate of good conduct, signed by three persons of known
respectablity, which must be satisfactory to the commandant.
The applicant for entrance must address to the commandant of the academy an
application in his own handwriting, signed by himself and his parent or tutor.
The entrance examination comprises the following studies: Arithmetic, Spanish
grammar, general geography, ideas upon physical sciences, and national history.
The courses of study are as follows:
First yea1·.-Common to all pupils: Elementary algebra, geometry, universal
history and gramm::1,tical composition on historic subjects, French, statutes, linear .
drawing, fencing and gymnastics, riding and knowledge of ho1~es, theoretical and
practical military instruction, national and Ame1·ican geography.
Second year.-Common to all pupils: Geometry and plane trignornetry, physics,
chemistry, umversa1 history and composition on historic subjects, French, statutes,
o~·namental drawing, theoretical and practical military instruction, riding and
knowledge of horses, fencing and gymnastics.
Third year.-Common to all pupEs. Cosmography and physical geography, descriptive geometry, physics, chemistry, national and American history and grammatical composition on historic subjects, French, water-color drawing, ideas of
philosophy, theoretical and practical military instruction, riding and knowledge
of horses, fencing and gymnastics .
.Fourth year.-Common to all pupils: Military penal law, international law,
military transactions and constitution of the Republic, military telegraphy,
topography, small arms and course of shooting, field fortification, military art,
military hygiene, topographic drawing, theoretical and practical military instruction, riding and knowledge of horses, fencing and gymnastics.
·
Fifth year.-Infantry: Field fortification, art of war, topography, topographical drawing, theoretical and practical military instruction for infantry, fencing
and gymnastics.
·
Fifth yea1·.-Cavalry: Field fortification, art of war, topography, topographical
drawing, theoretical and practical military instructi.on for cavalry, riding and
amplification of knowledge of horses, fencing and gymnastics.
Fifth year.-Artillery and engineers; Chemistry of explosives, field fortifications, stereotomy, topography, art of war, advanced algebra and spherical trigonometry, analytic geometry, mechanical drawing, theoretical and practical
military instruction for artillery, riding, fencing and gymnastics.
Sixth year.-For arti1lery: Infinitesimal calculus, mechanics, permanent fortification, course of artillery practice, professional drawing, theoretical and practical
military instruction, riding, fencing and gymnasti s.
Seventh year.-For artillery: Mechanics, applied sciences, course of artillery
practice, theoretical and practical military instruction for artillery, drawing,
riding, fencing and gymnastics, permanent fortifications.
S'ixth year.-For engineers: Infinitesimal calculus, mechanics, permanent fortifications, astronomy, construction ancl architecture, theoretical and practical
military instruction for infantry, drawing, riding, fencing and gymastics.
Seventh yea'r .-For engineers: Special duties of corps of enginoers, mechanics,
permanent fortifications, applied sciences, land surveying, construction and architecture, drawing, theoretical and practical military instruction for infantry,
riding, fencing and gymnastics.
The graduates of infantry and cavalry are transferred to the arruy at the end of
the fifth year with the rank of ensign and sublie utonant; tho3e of the artillery and
engineers with the rank of second lieutenant at the termination of the seventh
year.
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The examinations take place in the last week of December. When these are
finished the pupils of the second and third year are sent to the different army
corps for one month to put in practice their technical knowledge. The pupils of
the other grades receive a holiday until March 3, when the studies are resumed.
The academy possesses a good library, containing about 936 distinct works for
scientific reference, many of which represent the latest perfections and progressive victories of modern industries. It has also laboratories well supplied with
modern apparatus for the study of physics, meteorology, photography, chemistry,
topography, and natural history.
·
'
In the year 1896 41 pupils were receiving instruction.
THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND TRADES.

This important e'Stablishment is under the charge of the national commission
of charity and public beneficence. It occupies an immense building, erected especially for .its use, which was opened in April, 1890. The faculty consists of 20
masters and teachers of arts and trades, 3 teachers of primary instruction, and
7 teachers for special clas::;Js. There are also 37 assistants and employees of various
grad es.
. Pupils are admitted at from 13 to 15 ye~rs of age. The method of teaching
arts and trades is theoretical, practical, and inductive, and in primary instruction
the system followed is the programme of the public schools of the second grade
from the first to the sixth class.
The following are the arts and trades taught in the institution:
Printing, lithography and phototyping, bookbinding, arithmetic, tailoring, shoemaking, carpentry, cabinetmaking, mechanics, blacksmithing, turning, hotpressing, woodcarving, modeling in plaster and clay, silversmithing, coining, musicalinstrument making, painting, and watchmaking.
There are also special classes for telegraphing, linear and architectural drawing,
also ornamental and figure drawing, instrumental music, sol-fa and theory of
music.
In the year 1890 198 pupils were receiving instruction in the various branches.
There is also in Montevideo a religious seminary with 28 teachers and 50 pupils.
PUBLIC LIBRARY •

. The public library of Montevideo contains 27,731 books and 2,782 pamphlets. It
is open to the public on every working day in the year. During the year 1896
4,358 readers availed themselves of the privilege, to whom 8,863 volumes were
issued.
NATIONAL MUSEUM,

The National Museum has sections devoted to archroology, zoology, botany,
mineralogy, paleontology, numismatics, etc., and contains an interesting collection of relics of the aboriginal races of the country. ·
Scientific, artistic, and literary societies and clubs are numerous. Among the
most prominent are tbe Uruguay Atheneum, the Catholic Atheneum, the Society
of Arts and Science , the Musical Association, and the Lycee.
Many of the larger town throughout the Republic have public libraries and
reading rooms.
One of the most useful adjuncts to the educational system of the Republic is the
P E D AG O ' ICA.L

lt;:E • • I A.'D LIBRARY OF

10N't'EVIDEO.

The Peda...,.ogical Iuseum and Library was founded in !8 9, in virtue of the
decree of Janu ry f>, 1 9 by it presPnt honorary director Don Alberto Gomez
Ruano,.an i under the direct control of the minister of fomento.1
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This most useful institution is a true pedagogical laborat ory, an d ser ves most
completely the following purposes :
. 1. To exhibit specimens of school furniture and educational material, both
native and foreign, for the benefit of the educational authorities, the professors,
and t he manufacturers of this class of objects.
2. To display educational material to every person who wishes to study it,
especially to teachers who visit the establishment accompanied by their respective
pupils; for this purpose there is provided a hall for reading and work.
3. To hold periodical conferences, essentially experiment al, for the purpose of
making known new methods of education, to popularize pedagogical theories
which may indicate a progress in school work, and to present new specimens of
educational material uniting the required didactic and hygienic conditions t o
improve on those in use. In general terms, the Pedagogical Museum and Library
of Montevideo omits no effort and loses no opportunity to contribute by all means
within its power to the improvement of the primary school.
4. To give information to all who inquire respecting the price and conditions of
sale of material displayed by manufacturers, authors, editors, and booksellers who
h ave donated their articles to the institution; for whfoh purpose the giver s
should send with the articles the neeessary particulars for the information of
those interested.
5. To hold meetings and temporary ~xpos~tions at which teachers, authors, and
editors of didactic books and methods of teaching can assemble with their works;
also physicians and hy:gienists, engineers, architects, and constructors of models
a nd plans of school edifices, and industrial inventors of apparatus, collections, and
models of furniture and movables for schools.
6. To hold meetings and temporary expositions at which the schools of the
country may assemble with their work on subjects determined beforehand by
the director of the museum; the best exhibits, according to the decision of a
jury designated for the purpose, to be...rewarded by a diploma in the name of the
respective school and preserved for exhibition in the museum.
·
7. To deliver the material of its duplicate collections to the Government of the
Republic whenever it may be invited to take part in expositions, native or forejgn,
and the minister or the director-general of public instruction may believe that
the cooperation of the museum may be opportune, and to take charge of the cataloguing and installation and to arrange the general pian of the section containing
the exhibit.
8. To place at the disposal of every person who may ask for it any book in the
library for use in the reading room of the establishment during the regular hours.
The works in the section for circulation are the only ones which the teachers and
the scholars of the normal and public schools are allowed to take to their homes,
by giving a special guaranty for the return of the books without damage other
than ordinary wear an<l for their use with the care befitting useful objects.
9. 'To publish trimonthly a review entitled Annals of the Pedagogical Museum
of Montevideo, with illustrations appropriate to the subjects of which it treats,
which shall include conferences and lectures given in the building of the institution; biographies, productions, and autographs of educationists and persons who
have contributed to the progress of education; models, plans, and views of school
edifices; monographs respecting school furniture and material; bibliographies of
pedagogical and didactic works, etc.
10. To contribute actively to the improvement of the school, from a hygienic
point of view, demonstrating by means of models constructed in the workshop of
the museum types of school seats and desks, lighting and ventilation of the class
rooms, the superficies and cubic space of the same with regard to the maximum of
scholars which they can reasonably accommodate, arrangement of the general
plan of -the school, and other t'fuestions of not less importance for the health o~
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teachers and scholars, as well as those which refer to the window shades, slates,
paper, books, ink, maps, ,vall charts, etc.
With r espect to the masses of the people who do not occupy themselves especially
with educational matters, the pedagogical museum will contribute to popularize
among all social classes the importance of popular education, demonstrating in
objective shape the extent of the studies and work carried on in Uruguay and abroad
by the scholastic authorities, guardians of instruction, specialists, and teachers.
In all .that appertains to its own progress the pedagogical museum will lose no
opportunity to enter into correspondence with institutions of similar character,
with foreign scholastic authorities, with the most renowned pedagogists, with
m anufacturing specialists of scholastic articles, and with educational periodicals,
either directly by letter or by means of its corresponding members, who in the discharge of their functions shall endeavor to inform the d irector of everything rehi.ting to primary and special education that may transpire in the country where they
reside, sending to him works relating to materials, descriptions, monographs,
reports, memorials , etc. The works remitted which contain any novelty of interest
shall be read in the public conference ha,11 and inserted in Los Anales.
For ;uthors, editors, and manufacturers of school furniture and educational
material in general the pedagogical museum is a perqianent exposition in which
is exhibited to the public gratuitously every object sent, accompanied by the corresponding catalogue label, on ~Nhich is <iisplayed the name and address of the
person or commercial firm sending it.
The edifice of the Pedagogic Museum and Library is situated in the Plaza Libertad, one of the most central sites in the city of Montevideo. It forms a part of
one of the largest public buildings and has large halls and ample galleries for
the exhibition and preservation of the various articles. In the same building have
been installed the offices of the national w eather s3rvice.
The staff of the pedagogical museum comprises the director, chief clerk, one
assistant, an official in charge of the workshops, and a porter.
It is open from 11 a. m. to 4.30 p. m. on every working day.

BRAZIL.
Brazil, officially known as "the R epublic of the United States of Brazil," is the
largest country of South America and occupies about two-fifths of the continent.
It is divided into 20 States and a federal district, which was formerly kn own as
the municipal district of Rio de Janeiro, the capital.
The boundaries of the Republic, particularly on the northwestern frontier, are
somewhat uncertain, but the area, according to the last official figures, is given as
3,209,878 square miles, or nearly as large as the United States, including Alaska.
The vast extent of its territory is well indicated by the fact that one of the States,
Amazonas, has three times the area of F rance. It is situated in both the torrid
and temperate zones, with large plateaus rising to a considerable elevation above
the sea level, extensive districts of which are covered with dense forests, some but
little explored ar1.d in the far in terior never trodden by white men. Its great system of rivers, fed by innumerable streams, its wonderful wealth and variety of
vegetab e and mineral products, and its marvelous fertility and variety of climate
indicate unmistakably the grand future which lies before this great country.
Its population is estimated at a little more than 14,000,000, of whom about onefifth are of n !,'TO blood and about 230,000 of German origin. There are also
colonies of Italian and other uropean ·, but the bulk of the population is Portug1.1e · , and their· i the language of the country.
1 raa in th Y ar 1;;00 that the fir,,t Portngu e v s el cast it anchor in Brazilian
w t r an
dro lvarez abral took pos e~ ion of the laud in the name of the
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King of Portugal, but it was not till 1531 that the first serious effort was made by
the Portuguese to colonize the country. The French, Spaniards, and Dntch made
many efforts during the following two centuries to obtain a footho~d, but were
never permanently suecessful, and it remained a dependency of the Crown of
Portugal.
In 1807 King John of Portugal fled before the advancing armies of Napoleon
and took refuge in Brazil with his family and court andremain,.ed there until 1821,
when he was recalled to Portugal, leaving behind him his eldest son, Dom Pedro,
as regent; but in 1822 the independencA of the country was proclaimed, with Dom
Pedro as constitutional emperor, who in 1831 abdicated in favor of his son,
Pedro, then in the sixth year of his age. His majoriW was declared in 1840 and he
comrnenc2d hfo reign, which continued until 1889, when he was deposed and the
present Republic established.
Brazil was the last slaveholding country in America, and it was not until 1871
that a gradual-emancipation law was passed. The final extinction of slavery was
due to an irresistible popular movement; probably 200,000 slaves were freed by
private means, and two States, then called provinces, Maranhao and Ceara, emancipated their slaves before the aboljshment of slavery was declared, on J\·f ay 13, 1888,
by an almost unanimous vote of Parlfament, and the nation made a grand forward
movement in the cause of humanity and lioerty.
Brazil has been fortunate in escaping in · great measure from the desolating
internal strife and periodical revolutions so frequent in some other South and
Central American countries during the periods intervening between their casting
off European domination and the establishment of firm independent governments.
This immunity it owes in great measure to the wise and patriotic rule of the late
Emperor, whose reigil, particularly during its later years, was one of peaceful
progress and development and growth of liberal opinions and republican ideas,
paving the way for the bloodless revolubon which effected the extinction of monarchy on the continents of America.
During the colonial period of three centuries Brazil made little progress in literature or education and had little intercourse with the outside world except
through I?ortugal. There were few schools except the Jesuit colleges and hardly
any libraries or books. Wealthy young men went to Portugal to study law, medicine, and divinity, but the masses of the people had few facilities for acquiring
knowledge.
The sojourn of the Portuguese court at Rio de Janeiro, 1807-1821, was marked
by some increase of literary activity, and when the King returned to Portugal in
the latter year he left a priceless legacy to the country-his historical library,
which became the nucleus of the great public library at Rio de Janeiro.
' The proclamation of independence in 1822 brought with itan awakening of aspirations for an enlai;ged in~ellectual life. Previous to that time elementary education had been largely controlled by the Jesuits_{tnd the clergy. By a decree issued
in October, 1823, any citizen was authorized to establish a primary school without
obtaining special license or authority, and soon after the Lancasterian system was
introduced. In 1827 a law was passed authorizing the establishment of public
primary schools in all the cities, towns, and most populous places in the country.
The conditions, however, were such that little real progress was made in educational matters until 18,54, when a thorough reorganization of the school system
was effected. From that time under the Empire good progress was made in the
promotion of education, literature, and science, and the good work bas been continued even more vigorouily by the Republic.
By the provh;ions of the constitution Congress is given authority to promote in
the country the development of literature, arts, and sciences, and the eole power
to create institutions of higher instruction and secondary or hi,rh school education
throughout the Republic and primary sehools in the federal district.
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The c,mstitution also provides that the instruction given .in public institutions
shall be secular, and that all laws not declaredly revoked shall remain in force.
Among these laws is one which provides that primary instruction shall be
gratuitous and at the charge of the_various States and municipalities.
In some of the f?tates primary education is compu1sory, and in even the most
distant from the capital and the least populous it has had a fair start, and will
advance as means of communication with older centers of civilization are increased.
It is true that Brazil possesses in her marvelous system of rivers great means of
developing her natural resources and carrying into a vast extent of territory the
civilizing influences of education and enlightenment; hut much depends also upon
the extension of railroad construction as a factor in the solution of the problem
of civilizing and educating the large numbers of barbarous and semibarbarous
people in the vast solitudes of its most distant regions.
Brazil has also to solve another problem, similar to that by which we have been
confronted in tbe United States-that of educating and preparing for intelligent
citizenship a large negro population only recently redeemed from slavery.
The educational•condition of Brazil varies between two extremes, from the
highest intellectual culture in the greaJ; cities to the lowest conditions of illiteracy
and savagery in the remote districts of the Republic. While there exists a great
mass of illiterate people, those who are educated are good exponents of its benefits.
In the higher schools and institutions much attention is given to instruction in
modern languages, and it is rare to meet with an educated Brazilian who does not
speak French and has not at least a fair knowledge of English.
Every effort is being made by the Government to encourage the education of
the masses of the people, and while many of the schools in the rural districts, far
from the larger towns, are below the standard of those in the capital and other
cities, the curriculum in use in the primary schools of the federal district presents
a fair idea of the excellent standard established.
The primary schools are divided into first and second grade schools. To the
first grade pupils are admitted from 7 to 13 years of age, and to the second grade
from 13 to 15 years of age for male children. There are also separate schools for
girls, who are admitted to the first grade at the age of 8 years.
The course of study in the first grade consists of reading, writing, Portuguese
language; counting and calculating; arithmetic as far as the rule of three; the
metric system as an introduction to the study of geometry, elements of geography
and history, especially of Brazil; introductory lessons in physical science and
natural history; moral and civic instruction; drawing; elements of music; gymnastics and military exercises; manual training for boys, and needlework for girls;
practical ideas on surveying. This plan of education is divided into three courses :
Elementary, for scholars from 7 to 9 years of age; intermediate, for those f7::om 9 to
10; and higher, for tho~e from 10 to 13.
In the second-grade schools the plan is similarly divided into three courses. It
embraces penmanship; Portuguese; elements of French; higher arithmetic; elementary algebra; geometry and trigonometry; geography and history, particularly
of Brazil; elements of physical sciences and natural history as applied to industries,
agriculture; and hygiene; ideas of national law and political economy; drawing,
ornamental, mechanical, and topographical; music; gymnastics and military exercises; manual training for boy , and needlework for girls. A diploma from the
primary schools forms a certificate for entry into the seconuary or normal schools.
The latest statistics obtainable give the number of public primary schools in the
Republi as ,017 and the number of pupils receiving instruction as about 300,000.
There are a1 o evera1 hundred private schools. These statistics are not, however,
~ rr reliable. as public education in Brazil is largely uncler the control of the
State., ana. there is no central bureau which collect· and records educational
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Statistics collected from the various States, and published in 1895, are

as follows:

Amazonas: Population, 250,000. Public schools-m~Je, 57; female, 37; mixed,
Secondary education, 1 (the Lyceo). This State has also the Institute Amazonas, an orphan asylum and school, a public library, an.d a botanical
museum.
Para: Population , 700,000. Public schools-male, 349; female, 180; mixed, 54;
total, 583; also, a normal college and a manual training school. .
'
l\fara.nhao: Population, 480,000, Public schools-.::.male, 108; fema1e, 59; total,
167. A lyceum for secondary education, a school for trades, and manual training.
Piauhy: Population, 300,000. Has 59 public schools, a normal school, and a
public library.
Ceara: -Population, 800,000. Public schoo1s-male, 130; female, 90; mixed, 46;
total, 266. A lyceum for secondary education, a normal school with a primary
school attached for practice. There are also a theological seminary and several
religious and private coUeges and schools) a military school, and a public library.
Rio Grande do Norte: Population, 300,000. Has 135 public schools, a normal
schoel, an institute for secondary education, and 14 private schools.
Parahiba: Populatio11 1 380,000. Has 83 public schools, a lyceum for secondary
education, and various educational institutions assisted by the State, and several
private schools.
Pernambuco:" Population, 1,000,000. Has 495 public schoo]s, a college of law, a
college of arts, an institute for secondary education, a normal school, also 6 primary schools in the arsenals and barracks, a public library with 19,000 volumes
and an archrelogic and geographic institute.
Alagoas: Population, 500,000. Public schools-male, 69; female, 64; mixed, 24;
total, 157. A lyceum for secondary education, with 4 professors of languages and
5 of sciences; a normal school founded in 1864, 7 private colleges, school of arts
and trades.
Sergipe: Population, :180,000. Public schools-male, 54; female, 56; mixed, 70;
total, 180. An institute for secondary education, a normal school, 7 private colleges, and 30 mixed private schools.
Bahia: Population, 1,500,000. Has 642 public schools; a lyceum for secondary
education; a college of medicine; a free law school; school of arts and trades, with
day and night schools; an academy of fine arts; 2 seminaries, 1 of sciences and 1
preparatory; several normal schools, and many private colleges; a public library
in the capital, with 20,000 volumes, and many others in the State; an institute of
history and geography, and an agricultural college.
Espirito Santo: Population, 90,000. Has 90 public schools, an institute for secondary education, and a college.
Rio de Janeiro: Population, 1,053,817. Has 6~7 public schools, a lyceum at Santos for secondary education, a normal school, and many private colleges.
Federal district: Population, 900,000. Has medical college, polytechnic school,
military and naval schools, superior college of war, 2 colleges of law for higher
education, 2 national institutions for secondary education, military preparatory
school , normal school, and many private colleges, school of arts and trades, national
institute of music, national school of fine arts, institute Benjamin Constant for
higher education, national museum, historical institute, and several libraries.
Sao Paulo: Population, 2,000,000. Has 749 public schools, faculty of la.w, medicine and polytechnic school for higher education, many colleges for secondary
education, a normal school, school of trades and mechanics, and a theological
seminary and several religious schools.
Parana: Population, 200,000. Public schools-male, 69; female 39; mixecl, 59;
total, 167. Fifty-eight ass~sted private schools, 4 municipal schools, and 20 private schools, an institution for secondary education a normal school and a school
of arts and trades.
12; total, 108.
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Santa Catharina: Population, 260,622. Has 142 public schools, atheneum for
secondary eclncation, normal school, school of arts and trades, and a public
library with 3,000 volumes.
Rio Grande do Sul: Population, 1,200,000. Has 450 public schools, a normal
school, a night s~hool under State direction, school of arts and trades, and a military school.
1\/.l;.inas Geraes: Population, 3,G00,000. Has·l,890 public schools, a superior college of law, school of pharmacy, several institutes for secondary education, school
of mines, 8 normal schools, school of arts and trades, and many private colleges
and schools; also religious schools.
Goyaz: Population, 1'70,000. Has 85 public schools, an institute for secondary
education, a normal school, and a theological seminary.
Matto Grosso: Population, 70,000. Has 42 public schools, a lyceum for secondary education, and a theological seminary.
SECONDARY EDUCATION.

Secondary education is organized on an excellent basis: the two establishments
in the capital are ev,ch called Gymnasia N acional, and are the outcome of tb'e old
Pedro II Col:ege.
The course of study extends over seven year& and is as follows:
First year.-Arithmetic, Portuguese, French, English, or German, geography,
drawing, music, and gymnastics.
Second yem'.-Arithmetic, Portuguese, French, English, or German, geography,
drawing, music, gymnastics, and Latin.
Third year.-Arithrnetic, algebra, Portuguese , French, English, or German,
geography, drawing, music, Latin, gymnastics.
Fourth year.-Arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry, Portuguese,
French, English, or German, geography, zoology anJ. botany, universal history,
drawing, music, Latin, gymnastics.
F-ifth year. -Arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry, calculus and
descriptive geometry , physics and chemistry, zoology and botany, Portuguese,
French, English, or German, geography, universal history, drawing, Latin, Greek,
music, gymnastics.
Sixth year.-Arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry, calculus and
descriptive geometry, mechanics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, mineralogy,
geology and meteorology, bio~ogy, Portuguese, French, English, or German, universal history, history of Brazil, geography, drawing, Latin, Greek, music,
gymnastics.
Seventh ycar.-Arithmetic, algebra, geometry an d trigonometry, calculus and
descriptive geometry, mechanicif, astronomy, physics, chemistry, mineralogy,
geology and meteorology, biology, French, English, or Gerwan, Latin, Greek,
geography, universal history, history of Brazil, general and nat::. onal history of
literature, history of philosophy, drawing, music, gymnastics.
A candidate for admission must not be less than 11 years of age or more than 14,
and must pre ent a certificate of age, also of Yaccination, and that he is not suffering from any infectious or contagious dise se. He must present a certificate of
good conduct from the direct or of the school in which he received his primary
eu.ucation and of ucce sful examination in the studies of the first-grade schools,
or pass an examination in the branches inclucled in that grade.
H IGHER

Em;

'.A.TIO • •

The national establishment for higher or university education are
·chool one at Sao Paulo and the uther at P ernambuco; two schools
an pharma Y one a~ Rio de Janeiro and the other at Bahia; the
· ·h ol at
d Janeiro, and th ·chool of mines at uro Prieto, in
ina 'era .

the two law
of m edicine
polytech nic
the tate of
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LAW SCHOOLS.

In tria law schools the course of study covers five years. T11ey have each 19 professors and 8 assistant professors.
The plan of studies in both schools is as follows:
First year.-Philosophy of law, Roman law, public and constitutional lav;,r.
Second year.-Civil law, criminal law, international law and diplomacy, political economy.
'l'hircl year.-Civil law, criminal aw (especially military law and penitentiary
regulations), financial science and national exchequer, commercial law.
Foitrth year.--Civil law, commercial law (especially maritimela\Y, bankruptcy,
and judich:1,l liquidation), theory of civil, commercial, and criminal procedure,
medical jurisprudence.
Fifth year.-Forensic practice, science of administration and administrative law,
history of law and especially of national lav>', legislation on private laws.
On the termination of the course students may receive the degree of bachelor of
laws, which entitles them to practice law and opens to them a career in the public
service.
MED ICA L SCHOOLS.

The two schools of medicine were established soon after the declaration of independence by Brazil. Since that time numerous reforms and improvements have
been made in them in order to keep pace with the great increase of knowledge in
medicfoe and its allied sciences, with the result that these two schools are now
institutions of which any nation might be proud . . The school at- Rio de Janeiro
has the additional advantage of connection with the magnificent hospital of the
Misericordia with its 1,200 beds, which affords to the students unsurpassed advantages for observation of every form and phase of human disease and for clinical
study and practice.
Both schools are organized on precisely the same basis. There are in each 29
chairs for the various courses, which are divided among the following branches:
Medical physics; inorganic and medical chemistry; organic, biologic, analytic, and
toxicologic chemistry; botany and medical zoology; materia medica, pharmacy and ·
therapeutics; descriptive and medico-surgical anatomy; histology; physiology;
anatomical and pathological physiology; gen er al , medical, and surgical pathology;
obstetrics; surgical operations; medical jurispruden ce; hygiene, medical and surgical clinics; clinic of obstetrics and gynecology; medical and surg ical clinics for
children; ophthalmic clinic; clinic of skin and syphilitic diseases; clinic of mental
and nervous disorders.
Sixteen laboratories and a large dissecting r oom are provided with the most complete and modern apparatus for practical experiment in the various branches of
science. At the conclusion of the different courses of study diplomas are granted
41
as doctor of medicine, pharmacist, obstetrician, or dentist.
THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL.

The Polytechnic School has a general course, whicb all students must attend,
and five special courses; students who pursue these and pass successful examinations may receive a degree of bachelor in physical or mathematical science, or
certificates as civil, mining, industrial, mechanical, or agricultural engineer.
The general course is as follows:
First year.-Analytic geometry, differential and integral calculus, experimental
physics, meteorology, geometrical drawing, water-color drawing.
Second ycm'.-Calculus, mechanics, topography, land laws and colonization
regulations, general chemi try, inorganic chemistry, chemical analysis, topographic drawir1g.
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Third year.-Spherical trigonometry, theoretical and practical astronomy,
mechanics applied to machinery, applied dynamics, mineralogy and geology,
lectures on drawing geodetic and mechanical charts.
COURSE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING.

First yea ·r .-Study of building materials, technology and resistance of materials,
stability of buildings, statics, hydraulics, water supply, fords, agricultural hydrau•
lies, applied descriptive geometry, lectures on water supply and irrigation.
Second year -Railroads and highways, bridges and viaducts, internal naviga•
tion, seaports, light-houses, political economy and finance, lectures on causeways,
bridges, and hydraulic construction.
Thfrd year.-Architecture, hygiene of buildings, sanitation of cities, machinery
(with study of motors and industrial mechanics), constitutional law, administrative law and statistics applicable to engineering, lectures on architecture.
COURSE OF MINING ENGINEERING,

First year.-Same as first-year course of civil engineering.
Second year.-Development of mines, analytic chemistry, political economy and
finance, lectures on geology and exploration of mines.
Third year.-General and special metallurgy, machinery (with study of motors
and industrial mechanics), constitutional law, administrative law and statistics
applicable to engineering, lectures on furnaces and metallurgic appliances.
COURSE Ol!., INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING.

First year.-Study of building materials, technology and resistance of materials,
stability of buildings, statics, hydraulics, water supply, fords, agricultural hydrau- ,
lies, organic chemistry, lectures on water supply and irrigation.
Second year.-Industrial physics, analytic chemistry, political economy and
finance, lectures on industrial drawing.
Third year.-Industrial chemistry, machinery (with study of motors and ind us•
trial mechanics), constitutional law, administrative_law and statistics applicable
'to engineering, lectures on plans for motors and operative machinery.
COURSE OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING,

First yea1·.-Same as first-year course of industrial engineering.
Second year.-Botany, zoology, political economy and finance, lectures on
organic drawing.
Thircl year.-Agriculture, zootechnics, veterinary surgery, chemical analysis,
constitutional law, aclministrative law and statistics applicable to engineering,
lectures on agricultural machines and Tural buildings.
SCHOOL OF MINES.

The School of Mines is located in the State of Minas Geraes and educates engineers for mining and metallurgical works and the various branches of civil engineering. The plan of education is divided into two courses, a fundamental course
and a special course. The studies are arrangea as follows:
FU •• DA IE •• TAL COuRSE.

Ffrst year. - Arithmetic, algebra, geometry, theory of derivatives; tri 6 onometry,
'?lane and spherical; phy ics, gravity, hydrostatic , heat and acoustics, chemistry,
ideas of topography, botany, general and topographic drawing.
, c n~ year.-Theory o! quation , infinitesimal analysis, analytic geometry,
mechanic· topography, physic , optic , electricity, ma•,.netism and meteorology,
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chemistry of metals, zoology, practical experiments in physics, ch0mistry, botany,
zoology, and topography.
Third year. -Mechanics, elements of astronomy and geodesy, descriptive geometry, organic chemistry, systematic zoology and botany, practical work in chemistry, astronomy, geodesy, and topography, botanical and zoological excursions.
SPECIAL COURSE.

Fi1'st year.-lVIineralogy, physics and industrial chemistry, mining engineering
and metallurgy (first part) , stereotomy and woodworking, hydraulics and thermodynamics, machinery, practical work in mineralogy, mineralogical excursions,
visits to manufactories and mines, designing and drawing machinery.
Second year.--Geology , mining engineering and metallurgy (second part),
resistance of materials and stability_of buildings, study of materials and methods
of building, construction of machinery, study of railroads and highways, subterranean topography and practical work in same, practical work in geology and
metallurgy, geological excursions, visits to mines and workshops, designing
machinery.
Third year.-Geology, bridges and viaducts, hydraulic engineering, interior
navigaiion, seaports, and agricultural hydraulics, land and mining laws, political
economy, administrative law and statistics, architecture, practical work in geology and geological excursions, architectural designing, plans for mining engineering, railroads, bridges, viaducts, and architecture, visits to mines, smelting
works, railroads, bridges and viaducts, and hydraulic works.
For admission to the fundamental course the candidate must pass an examination in -F rench, Portuguese, English or German, history, geography, cosmog•
raphy, history of Brazil, elementary mathematics, geometrical drawing, ideas of
physics, chemistry, an·d natural history.
For admission the candidate must present a certificate of efficiency in the
studies of the fundamental course of this school or of similar studies in the polytechnic, military, or naval schools, or of foreign schools whose grade is similar.
From the most distinguished graduates in the special course the Government is
empowered to send one or two, at i:he cost of the nati011, to perfect their studies
in the United States or Europe.
MILITARY AND

N .A.VAL

SCHOOLS.

Military and naval schools comprise a military preparatory school, secondary
military and naval schools, and military and naval colleges for higher education.
There are also schools for artillery arnl torpedo practice, school of marksmanship,
etc.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS.

The Academy of Fine Arts is devoted to instruction in painting, sculpture,
architecture, and engraving. The courses arc divided into a general course and
the special courses of painting, sculpture, architecture, and engraving.
The general course extends over three years, as follows:
First year.-Natural history, mythology, linear drawing, elementary studies in
figure drawing.
Second year.-Physics and chemistry applicable to the arts, descriptive geometry, archreology and ethnology, :figure drawing.
Third yem·.-History of art, perspective and shading, elements of decorative
architecture and elementary ornamental drawing, :figure drawing.
THE SPECI.AL CO'C'RSE OF PAI 'TING .

Ffrst yea1·.-Artistic anatomy and phy. iology, drawing from living model.

Second year.-Painting.
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THE SPE CIAL COURSE OF SCULPTURE.

First year.-.A.rtistic anatomy and physiology, dra,ving from the living model,
ornamental sculpture.
Second yem·.-Sculptnre of statuary.
THE COURSE OF ARCHITECTURE.

Ffrst year.-Estimates and mechanics, building materials and their strength,
fochnology, ideas of topography, topographical plans and drawing.
Second year.-Architecture, history of architecture and special legislation, theoretical and practical st ereotomy, architectural drawing, plans and designs.
THE COURSE OF ENGRAVING,

First year.-Artistic anato!..YJ.Y and physiology, drawing from the living model,
ornamental sculpture.
Second year.--Engraving meda1s and on precious stones.
It has a, gallery of sculpture and an art library containing 2,323 volumes. The
staff of the academy comprises a director, a secretary, and a librarian, 18 professors, and 8 assistants. It had, in, 1896, 98 pupils, of whom 20 were females.
NATIO NA L INSTITUTE OF M USIC.

The Brazilians a.re a music-loving people, and the national institute is a worth/
representation of their taste for the art. Its organizatio n i,:; intended to give a
sound and complete musical education in all its branches.
The courses of instruction are divided as foilows:
ELEMENTARY COURSE.

This is divided into two sections: (1) Course of elementary theory, including
rudiments of musical theory, exercises in s61-fa, writing music, and dictation of
easy rhymes; (2) course of inch vidual solfeggio.
VOCAL COURSE.

This is divided into two sections: (1) Preparatory course of choral singing,
extending over two years; (2) course of solo singing, extending over three years.
INSTRUMENT AL COURSE .

Extends over three years and is subdivided in to sections for the following
instruments: Piano, organ, harJ>, violin, violoncello, contrabass, flute, oboe,
clarinet, bassoon, horn, trumpet, and trombone .
PREPARATORY A. D COMPLE1'1ENTARY COUR 'E OF CO:\IPOSITION .

I s divided into three courseR: (1) One year-harmony and accompaniments;
(2) two years-counterpoint and fugue; (3) one~ear-composition.
LITERARY COURSE .

One year-includin,y general history of music in all places and aU ages; aco'ustics
and esthetics of mui;ic.
C tIBL "ED COliRSE.

In lucles hi,,.hei· education in choral singing an course for orchestral instrume ta.tion, our ·e of chamber music for string an wind instruments and piano,
co rse of chamber mnsic f r string in Lruments.
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Regular courses of concerts are given by the professors and pupils, to wl~ch:t
the public is admitted by payment of a small fee.
The faculty consists of a director and a staff of professors whose number ht
regulated by the number of pupils and the requirements of the classes.
· THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.

This is an excellent institution, which is divided into four sections, viz: (1'~
Zoology, comparative anatomy, and embryology; (2) botany; (3) mineralogy,.
.
geology, and paleontology; (4) anthropology, ethnology, and archreology.
It has a good library and two laboratories for experimental purposes and prep-aratjon of specimens. Students approved by the faculty are admitted to the,
laboratories, lectures, and collecting excursions. A review is published by the,
scientific staff of the museum with the title of "Archivos do Museo Nacional,''"
which contains the results of their researches and experiments, and articles oi:
great scientific value.
THE NATIONAL LIBRARY •.

The National Library is an admirably arranged institution containing ar.~
immense collection, which is divided into three sections: (1) Books and maps; (2),
manuscripts; (3) prints and coins. It is open to the public from 10 a. m. untif.
9 p. m. on every day in the year except Sundays and national holidays and the·
periods between the 1st and 15th of January and the 15th and 31st of December~
There is also in Rio de Janeiro a school for the education of the blind ancl
another for deaf-mutes.
The astronomical observatory of Rio publishes its annals in Portuguese and'.
French, giving results of its observations.
THE PEDAGOGIUM,

The pedagogiul!l is an institution which forms a central power for promoting·
public instruction. It was created primarily to carry out the r eforms in educa-tion initiated by Benjamin Constant. It publishes a magazine entitled Revista.
Pedagogica, and other works relating to educational matters. It holds evening·
sessions for disseminating information respecting agricultural sci~nce, ped_agogy ~
natural history, and moral and civic education. It holds convent10ns of hterarymen and well-known profe::isors and annual pedagogical expositions. It is located
in the building of the Academia Braziliera du L etras, recently founded for the.:
purpose of cultivating the national language and literature.
ED
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CHAPTER XXIII.
DENTAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STA'.fES.

A.-Containing a staten1;ent of the views of professional authorities in the
United States regarding the $eparation of the branch of dentistry frorn general
medicine.

EXHIBIT

It appears from the records that in the United States the branch of minor
surgery known as dentistry received great attention quite as early as in Europe,
if not earlier, and quickly became a specialty. Instruction in dentistry in Germany was given by the primitive process of apprenticeship, in a preceptor's office,
and not un ti1 1884-85 in a university, while in America as early as in 1840 a school
of dentistry was established in the city of Baltimore under the name of the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery. In 18415 another school was founded in Cincinnati under the name of the Ohio Co11ege of Dental Surgery. In 1868 still another
was established as a dental department of Harvard University, and in 1874 still
another as the dental college of the University of Michigan. By October 20, 1884,
when the study of dentistry was first introduced as a subordinate department of
medicine of the University of Berlin, there were in the United States at least
twelve reputable colleges of dentistry, having courses of two or three years, that
of Berlin University having two years.
It follows from the above statements that dentistry in the United States has
been developed and specialized until colleges of dentistry occupy a position peculiarly their own . .
It should be noted that the degree in dental science is not a commission to prnctice medicine. The course of every dental college in good standing emphasizes
anatomy, physiology, toxicology, and materia medica and therapeutics, but it is
punishable by fine or imprisonment for a dentist as such to practice the profession of a physician. In the specialization of dentistry in the United States the
practitioner is considered not as a physician or surgeon, but as a specialist in the
preservation and restoration of teeth, in which he is much more than a physician,
which he is by education only so far as to know the conditions where a physician
should be consulted. It is to be added that the laws of the several States in many
instances confine the dental operations of a physician and surgeon to pulling
teeth.
The legal direction and control given to this specialization in dentistry is
brought out by the laws of New York and Pennsylvania which follow.
In 18Uf.i the legislature of the State of New York passed a law under which the
board of dental examiners, in connection with the regents of the University of
the State of New York, shall not examine any candidate in order to ascertain his
fitness for a license ~o practice dentistry unless said candidate has graduated
with a dental degree from a registered dental school, or who, if a graduate from
a regi tered medical school with the degree of doctor of medicine, has pursued
thereafter a course of special tudy in dentistry for at least one year in a registe:red dental school or holds a diploma or license conferring full right to practice
1235
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dentistry in some foreign country, which license has been granted by some
registered authority.
It may be added that in June, 1897, the regents of the University of the State
of New York adopted the following regulations:
No degree in dantistry shall be conferred in this State until the candidate has
satisfactorily completed a course of not less than j;hree years in an institution
registered by the regents of the University as maintaining proper dental standards, nor before the candidate has filed with the institution conferring it the
certificate of the regents that three years before the date of the degree he has
either been graduated from a registered college or satisfactorily completed a fnll
course in a registered academy or high school, or has a preliminary education
considered and accepted by the regents as fully equivalent, or has passed regents'
examinations representing, for degrees conferred in 1898, one year of academic
work; for degrees conferred in 1893, two years of academic work, and for degrees
conferred in 1900 a full high-school course. 1
In Pennsylvania the law of 1876 authorized physicians and surgeons to practice
dentistry, but the law of 1893 requires every one who desires to be licensed to
practice dentistry to be a graduate of a reputable institution having a threeyears' course and recognized by the board of dental examiners. Physicians and
surgeons, however, may extract teeth without being liable under the law to fine
or imprisonment.
Two degrees are given-one, doctor of dental medicine, the other of dental
surgery. In 1840 the first college of dentistry in existence adopted for its seal a
circle bearing the inscription "Academia chirurgical den ti um" and a motto'' Artis
scientia lumen" above a lamp supported on books. The college therefore had the
name of the B:1ltimore College of Dental Surgery, and its degree was and is now
doctor of dental surgery. With two exceptions, according to the information now
before this office, this degree is given by all the dental colleges of the United States,
of which there are at least 46. The degree of doctor of dental medicine, which foreshadowed the demand that dentistry be regarded as a specialty of medicine under
the name of oral medicine or surgery, was inaugurated by Harvard University
when establishing the" Faculty of dental medicine" in 1867.
The control of the curriculum of the several colleges of dentistry is more centralized than that of any other class of schools in the United States, taking the
country as one whole. The bodies exercising this control are three: First, tho
National Association of Dental Examiners-that is, an association of the official
boards in the several States who pass upon the qualifications of applicants for
license to practice dentistry--for members of the dental fraternity will not submit to an examination by physicians who are not themselves trained specialists
in dentistry; seeond, the National Association of Dental Faculties, and, third, the
association of practitioners called the National Dental Association. If the Association of Dental Faculties have not recognized or will n ot recognize a college of
dentistry, the Association of Dental Es:aminers will not give respect to its diploma.
All these associations have the common object to perfect the cience of dentistry,
while in the case of the Association of Dental Faculties the object is specifically
to protect the value of the dental diplomas of the several schools in the Un1ted
States, and. in the case of the Association of Dental Examiners, to protect the
public. The three a socfation. are now acting in concert. They have caused
schools of dentistry having a two-years' cour e to add one ye:ar more to that
cour·e. and the propo. ition ha already been made that on and after the session
of 1 !H)-1900 the re!rular s sion of colleges belonging to th A sociation of Dental
Faculti s ·hall be e_ ten<led to four years.
choo1s that do not comply with the
ru1e formulated by the.-e association are <leclar d to be ·'not in good standing."
The at_ional so,.iation of Dental Examiner at its meeting July, 1897, passed
the foll_owmg re. olntion : 'Each dental coll ge in oru r to be placed on the list of
recogmz c 11 ge;; must have a tea hing faculty compo d of at lea t six indi0
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viduals, and said faculty must teach the following branches: Operative dentistry,
dental pathology, dental prosthetics, and oral surgery. Also the six branches:
Anatomy, physiology, general pathology (fundamentals), materia medica and
therapeutics, and general surgery. Their students must also be taught the subjects of chemistry and bacteriology in laboratories adapted to the purpose and
under suitable instructors. Each college must possess in addition suitable lecture rooms, a well-appointed dental infirmary, and a general prosthetic laboratory,
and must also furnish in this way systematic instruction to its students. It is
inadvisable for a member of an examining board to be connected with a dental
college in any capacity whatever."
The Association of Dental Faculties appointed (August, 1897) a committee to
confer with a committee of the Association of Dental Examiners, so that a new
code of rules might be prepare.d which would be advantageous to both associations
and aid their mutual desire to advance the standard of dental colleges and dental
practice. The list of colleges recognized by the Association of Dental Examiners
is given on a succeeding page.

EXHIBIT

B.-Admission 1·equirements of dental schools in the United States
demanded by the National Association of Dental .Faculties, 1899.

To get a clear idea of the admission requirements of dental schools in the United
States we should first consider the minimum standard established by the American schools practically as a whole, and secondly, we should take up the requirements of a few of the schools which have adopted the highest standards. Between
these extremes lie the intermediate standards. All of the dental schools in the
United States, except three or four, are menibers of the National Association of
Dental Faculties.
CODE OF RULES REGULATING THE ADMISSION OF STUDENTS,

[In effect for session of 1899-1900.]
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION.

1. The following preliminary examination shall be required of students seeking
admission to colleges of this association:
(a) The minimum preliminary educational requirement cf colleges of this association shall be a certificate of entrance into the second year of a high school or
its equivalent.
·
(b) Nothing in this rule shall be construed to interfere with colleges of this
association that are able to maintain a higher standard of preliminary education.
LIMITING THE TIME FOR THE RECEPTION OF STUDENTS .

2. No member of 1his association shall give credit for a full course to students
admitted later than ten days after the opening day of the session, as published in
the announcement.
3. In case one is prevented by sickness, properly certified to by a reputable
practidng physician, from complying with the foregoing rule, the time of admission shall not be later than twenty days from the opening day.
4. In cases where a regularly matriculated student, on account of illness, financial conditions, or other sufficient cause, abandons his studies for a time, he may
reenter his college at the same or a subsequent session, or where, under similar
circumstances, he may desire to enter another collego, then, with the consent of
both deans, he may be transferred; but in neither case shall he receive credit for
a full year unless he has attended not less than 75 per cent of a six-months'
course of lectures .
.ADlltISSION TO ADV A CED GRADES ON CERTIFICATES.

5. The colleges of this association may receive into the advanced grades of juniors
and seniors only such students as hold certificates of having passed examinations
in the studies of the freshman or junior grades, respectively. All students who

;;,
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have successfully passed their examinations for advanced standing shall have their
certificates given· 01· mailed to them within thirty days after such examinations
sha11 have been completed. Such certificates to ·be pledges to any college of the
association to whom the holder may apply that the requisite number of terms have
been spent in the institutions by which the certificates were issued. * * *
6. This certificate shall, by correspondence, be verified by the dean of the college
by which it was issued. Vvithout such certificate no student shall be received by
any co1lege of this association for admission to the advanced grade except on such
conditions as would have been imposed in the original school, and these to be
ascertained by conference with the school whenoe he came.
STANDING OF STUDENTS HOLDING CERTIFICATES FROl\I DENT AL COLLEGES IN
FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

7. In cases of persons holding certificates from colleges of dentistry in foreign
countries, they shall be required to furnish properly attested evidence of study,
attendance upon lectures, examination~ passed satisfactorily, etc., the same as
required of studBnts coming from our own ip.stitutions.
ADMISSION OF GRADUATES OF MEDICINE.

8. A diploma from a reputable medical college may entitle the holder to enter
the second or junior grade in colleges of this association, and he may be excused
from attendance upon the lectures and examinations upon general anatomy, chemistry, physiology, materia m€dica, and thera-peutics.
ADMISSION OF UNDERG RADUATES OF MEDICINE.

9. Undergraduates of reputable medical colleges who have regularly completed
one fu11 scholastic year, baving attended at least 75 per eent of a five-months'
term and -passed a satisfactory examination in the studies of the freshman year,
may be admitted to the junior grade in colleges of this assoeiation, subject to
other rules governing admission to that grade.
ADMISSION OF GRADUATES OF PHARMACY AND VETERINARY MEDICINE .

10. The colleges of this association may matriculate as juniorn graduates of registered schools of pharmacy and -veterinary medicine, subject to the examina'tion
requirements of each school of the association.
ATTENDAN CE, EXAMINATIONS.

11. Attendance upon three full courses of not less than seven months, or upon
four t erms of six months each, in separate academic years, shall be required before
examination for graduation. The year shall be understood to commence August 1
and end the following July 31.
12. The examinations conducted by the colleges of this association shall be in
the English language only. * i:- *
Jl!Iembe1·ship of the National Association of Dental Faculties, Jan1ia1·y, ISDD.
State.

City.

Name.

Alabama------------ Birmingham. ______ Birmingham Dental College.
California __ _____ __ -- San Francisco----- University of California, Dental Department.
Do _______ ________ _____ do-------------- Dental Department, College of Physicians anc1 SUIgeom,.
Coloraclo ________ ---- Den,cn· ----- - ------ University of Denver, Dental Department.
Do_-------- -- ---- --- . _do------- ------olorado Colle~e of Dental urg-ery.
Dis_trict of Colum- Washington _______ Columbian UmYersity, Dental D epartment.
L1a.
Do.----------·--- _____ do-------- --- --- Howard University, Dental Department.
Do.----·---------- ---·_do-------------- National Univer ity, Dental Department.
Georgia_------------ Atlanta ------------ 1Atlanta Dentnl College.
D~--------------· --;·:dO. --· ---- --·--· ~01?-tbernl'tl dical olleg ,DentalDe11artment.
Illm 1s ---- ---- ------ Chicago------ ______ 1 .' hicago College of Dental, 'urgery.
po _________ __ ____ -----~◊-------------- Northwestern Tniversity, Dental~ hool.
Indiana------------- Indianapolis _______ Indiana Dental 'ollege.
Iowa ________________ low~ ~ty _____ ___ __ ,'tate niver·ityoflowa,DentalDepnrtment.
Kentucky ___________ Lon . nlle. _________ Louisvill
oll geofD nti!>try.
Maryland ___________ Balt1more __________ Balt!more 'oll_geofD ntnl,'urg ry.
0
D ----- ·--- ------ -----do ------ -------- Ba.ltimor 1edi · 1 Colleg , D r,tal l>epartm nt.
Do _____ _______________
1 do - --- ---- ______ 1 niv rsity of .:Uaryland, Dental DCJJartm, nt.
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Membership of the National Association of Dental Faculties, etc.-Continued.
State.

Name.

City.

Massachusetts ______ Boston ____________ _
Do ____________________ do _____________ _
Michigan ____ _______ Ann Arbor _______ _
Do _______________ • Detroit ___________ _
Minnesota ______ ... __ Minneapolis ______ _
Missouri ____________ KansasCity _______ _
Do _______________ _____ do ,_________ ____ _
Do _______________ St. Louis_·--- _____ _
Do_-------·------ ____ .do·--- _________ _
Nebraska_---·-- ____ Omaha ____________ _
New York _________ _ Buffalo __ __________ _
Do _______________ NewYork _________ _
Do ____________________ do __________ ---Ohio __ ______ ______ ___ Cincinnati ________ _
Do _____ ___________ ____ do ______________ _
Do _______________ Cleveland _________ _
Do_. -.. _. _______ . Columbus. ___ .. --··
Pennsylvania_._____ Philadelphia ______ _
Do ____________________ do _____________ _
Do ________ _______ ____ .do __ _______ ____ _
Do _______________ Pittsburg ______ ___ _
Tennessee ___ _______ Knoxville _________ _
Do _______________ Nashville _________ _
Do ____________________ do _____________ _
Do __ _____________ __ __ _do __________ ___ _

;f.!bJi~li0~~:~~~=:: i;1!;J;Ie:::::::::

Canada._____________ Toronto _______ ____ _

Boston Dental College.
Harvard University, Dental Department.
University of Michigan, Dental Department.
Detroit College of Medicine, Dental Department.
University of Minnesota, College of De.ntistry.
Kansas City Dental Colleg·c.
Western Dental College.
Marion-Sims College of Medicine, Dental Dapartm:e::i..
Missouri Dental College.
University of Omaha, Dental Department.
University of Buffalo, Dental Department.
New York College of Dentistry.
New York Dental School.
Cincinnati College of Dental Surgery.
Ohio College of Dental Hurgery.
Western Reserve University, Dental Departme::t.
Ohio Medical University, Dental Department.
Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery.
Philadelphia Dental Colh;~e.
University of Pennsylvama, Dental Department
Pittsburg Dental College, Department WestE-rn University of Pennsylvania.
Tennessee Medical College, Dental Department.
Central Tennessee College, School of Dentistry.
University of Tennessee, Dental Department.
Vanderbilt University, Dental Department.
University College of Medicine, Dental Department.
'.racoma College of Dental Surgery.
Milwaukee Medical College, Dental Department.
Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario.

Total, 47. Taken from Proceedings of the National Association of Dental Faculties, 18!)8, page 4.

C.-I. The course of the dental school of Hm-varcl University, 1868;
1·equirements for admission, 189'7-D8; 1·equirernents for a degree, 1898.-Il.
, Requirements/or· admission and graduation, University of Pennsylvania, 1898.Ill. Course of dentistry in University of Michigan, 18'75-76; requirements for
adm,ission and schedule of studies, 1897-98.-IV. Requirements for admission,
schedule of studies, and 1·equire1nents for graduation, Vanderbilt University,

EXHIBIT

18D7-D8.

I.

HARV ARD UNIVERSITY.

THE COURSE OF TEIE DENTAL SCHOOL OF HARV ARD UNIVERSITY, 186'3.

Anatomy and physiology: The lectures on these branches aro largely illustrated
by the anatomical preparations and models of the Warren Museum, and by an
extensive series of colored diagrams and drawings. The anatomy and physiology
of all the organs especially involved in dentistry will be made the objects of particular attention. In addition, instruction is given upon the us0 of the microscope as applied to the branches taught. A very ample collection of microscopic
preparations is employed in illustrating this department of study.
Practical anatomy: Anatomical material is abundantly furnished at moderate
cost. The dissecting room is supplied with bri1liant gas reflectors and abundant
water fixtures, and is furnished with the anatomical plates of Bourgery, and with
excellent diagrams of the nervous system, etc. The demonstrator will be present
daily, and will superintend the dissecting.
Surgery: The surgical lectures are illustrated by colored drawings and by recent
and morbid specimens. The most recent implements are exhibited and the use
explained. Operations upon ihe dead body in the lecture room form part of the
illustrations of these lectures.
Clinical surgery is taught at the Massachusetts General Hospital and at the city
hospital. Students have ample opportunity to become familiar with fractures and
minor surgery.
Chemistry: Special attention is given to the bearings of chemi try upon physiology and pathology, and to the physical and chemical properties of the metals
and their alloys.
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Operative dentistry: Instruction is both didactic ancl practical. The development of the teeth, treatment of irregularities, origin of decay, etc., are taught
with the view of making the student practically acquainted with the modern
improvements in dental science.
Dental pathology and therapeutics: The professor will teach the application of
the general principles of medicine to the specialty of dentistry and the medicines
used in dentistry, etc.
Mechanical dentistry: The principles governing the manufacture of artificial
teeth, etc.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO HARV ARD DENTAL SCHOOL.
[From catalogue of 1897-98.J

All candidates for admission, except those who have passed an examination for
admission to Harvard College or any reputable college of letters or the Lawrence
Scientific School, must present a degree in letters, science, or medicine from a
recognized college or scientific school, or pass an examination in the following
subjects:
1. English.-Every candidate will be required to write , legibly and correctly,
an English composition of not less than 200 words, and also to write English prose
from dictation.
2. Physics.-A competent knowledge of physics, such as may be obtained from
Gage's Elements of Physics, or any other high-school physics.
3. Latin or French.-The translation at sight of simple Latin or French pr?se.
4. An elective subJect.-Each candidate for admission must also pass an exammation in one of the following subjects: German, the elements of algebra or plane
geometry, botany, or chemistry.
.
Students may be admitted to advanced standing upon passing a satisfactory
examination in a majority of the studies already pursued by the class, ~ut bef~re
taking the degree, examinations in all the studies mqst have been sat1sfactor1ly
passed.
Graduates of recognized dental schools will be admitted without examination to
the courses in operative and mechanical dentistry, but attendance on sue~ courses
does not entitle a student to examination for the degree nor to a certificate of
attendance.
The examinations for admission are conducted in writing. In judging the work
of the candidate the spelling, grammar, and construction are considered.
DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE, 1898.

The degree of doctor of dental medicine (dentariro medicinro doctor) may be
conferred upon any candidate of adult age and of good moral character who has
passed all the required examinations and convinced the professors and instructors
in operative and mechanical dentistry of his ability to meet satisfactnrily the
requirements of his art. He must also give evidence of having studied medicine
or dentistry in some recognized school three full years , the last continuous year
of which must have been spent at this school.
He must also deposit with the dean, to be placed in the museum of the school, a
specimen of mechanical dentistry, or of practical or pathological anatomy, which
he has prepared during the course under the eye of the instructor.
II.

U NIVERSITY OF P EX~SYLVANIA, Dm,TA.L DEPARTMENT .
ADi\HSSIO~ REQUIREM:E~T . •

The high standard which the University of Pennsylvania has al ways maintained
in the college and medical departments is well known. In order that the entrance
req~irem~nts shall be in b~rmony with those of the other departments, the university w11l hereafter reqmre the following preliminary education in the dental
depart~ent: For the session o~ 1 98-99, a certificate of high-school entrance; for
these ~on of 1 99-190 , a <?ert1ficate of two years of high-school attendance; for
these. s1on of 190_0-1901, a d1~loma of an approved high chool having a three years'
cour e, or ,a certificate h<:>wmg three years' attendance at a high school having a
four_ year course! or certificate from other schools showing er1uivalent education.
In h _n of such d~plo1?-as or _certificates the candidate will be required to pass a
matncu_la
xammat1on _which shall be the equivalent f that necessary to obtain
the certificate abave mentioned. It is thought that tho adopti.:m of this course will
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have a check on the large 111.unber of students now in this department. Yet the
faculty trusts that the public will appreciate the higher excellence of graduates
from this school. 1
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION.

At the close of the third year a student who has passed all examinations satisfactorily receives the degree of doctor of dental surgery (D. D.S.) on the following
conditions:
I. He must be of age (21 years) and of good moral character.
II. He must have passed a satisfactory examination in all branches of curriculum; must have studied the practical instruction in all departments; his last course
of instruction must have been at this university.
III. He must have dissected at least two parts; must have performed thoroughly
and satisfactorily all the usual dental operations; must have undertaken at least
one artificfal case and brought it completed, with the patient, to the professor of .
mechanical dentistry; must have prepared a specimen case to be deposited in the
university collectton.
The course requires attendance three years, about nine months each year.
Students of the first-year class are required to attend instruction in the following
branches and to pass examinations at close of the term: (1) Chemistry; (2) dental
materia medica; (3) elementary anatomy, including osteology and histology; (4)
physiology, excepting the muscular and nervous systems; (5) histology; (6) osteology; (7) elementary, operative, and mechanical technics; (8) attend lectures on
mechanical dentistry.
Seconcl year.-(1) Students of the second-year c1ass attend lectures on anatomy
and physiology, operative and mechanical dentistry, and add thereto dental
pathology and therapeutics, and clinical dentistry; (2) they pursue operative and
mechanical work; (3) final examinations of the second year are upon anatomy,
physiology, and progress in operative and mechanical dentistry.
Thircl year~-(1) Continue the practical work in the operative and mechanical
dentistry, and the lectures on these subjects, together with dental pathology and
therapeutfos, and clinical dentistry. (2) At the close of the term students must
pass examinations in these branches.
lII.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

COURSE IN THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY, 1870:-76.

At the session of the legislature of Michigan in 1875, in compliance with a
request from the dental association and many citizens of the State, an appropriation was made for the establishment of a dental college in connection with the
department of medicine and surgery of the University of Michigan. The course
consisted of chemistry, materia medica and therapeutics, anatomy, physiology,
and clinics. Or more particularly: First year-anatbmy with dissection, phyeiology, elementary chemistry, materia medica, and mP0hanical dentistry; second
year-pathology, therapeutics, general and special surgery, organic and analytic
chemistry, and operative dentistry. A graduate of the medical college might enter
the second-year class of the college of dentistry and if found qualified might gradu•
ate after one year had been devoted exclusively to the study of dentistry. The
requirements for the degree were the same as those of the Harvard University
Dental College.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION, 1897-98.

Candidates for admission must be at least 18 years of age and of good moral

.

~~~~

Matriculates in the other scientific departments of the university, and graduates
of recognized colleges, academies, or high school , are admitted without further
examination on pre entation of proper diploma or certificate. Commercial and
English diplomas will only be credited so far as they include the studies of the
entrance examination, viz, English, history, mathematics, physics, Latin, botany,
zooJogy, physical geography, and physiology.
The course of study covers three years, and each session extends from October 1
to June 15.
1 N ew

York Medical Journal, April 23, l 98, p. 578.
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SCHEDULE OF STUDIES.

First year. - Osteology and anatomy, chemistry, prosthetic dentisl-,ry, dental
laboratory work, histology.
Second yem·.-Anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, prosthetic dentistry, operative
principles and materials, regulating and porcelain technique, dissection, qualitative chemistry.
Third year. - Dental surgery and pathology, oral surgery, dental medic:ne,
orthodontia and oral deformities, prosthetic clinic, operative dentistry, operati-ve
clinic. Satisfactory examination must be passed in each study.
Candidates for the degree of doctor of dental surgery must be 21 years of age, of
good moral character, and must have made satisfactory attainments in all the
branches of the course of study. T hey must present for inspection practical operations performed in the college.
IV.

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY, DEPARTl\fEN'r OF D ENTISTRY.

Application for admission must conform to the regulations of the National
Association of Dental Faculties. Before admission to the junior class, students
will be examined as to their primary education. Satisfactory evidence of having
received a co11egiate degTee or of having graduated at a r ecognized college or
high school, or a teacher's certificate of proficiency, will exempt the candidate
from the preliminary examination.
The course of instruction covers three years, with attendance six months in
e~ch year.
First year. -Clinical dentistry, histology, chemistry, dental anatomy, prosthetic
dentistry, anatomy and physiology, materia medica, therapeutics and hygiene,
prosthetic and operative technics. Students are also required to attend the infirmary and laboratory clinics.
Second year.-Clinical, oper11;tive, and prosthetic dentistry, metallurgy, anatomy
and physiology, practical anatomy, materia medica, therapeutics and hygiene,
pathology and oral surgery, laboratory instruction in prosthetic dentistry, operative clinic and clinical practice, crown and bridge work. Students also attend tha
infirmary and laboratory clinics.
Thfrd yem·.-Clinical, operative, and prosthetic dentistry, dental medicine,
· pathology and oral surgery, metallurgy, dental jurisprudence, pathological and
bacteriological laboratory, operative clinic, practice in prosthetic dentistry, and
crown and bridge work.
REQUrnEMENTS FOR GRADUATION.

Twenty-one years of age; good moral character; attendance upon three courses
of lectures, laboratory and infirmary instruction; sat:sfactory examinations in each
year's co}1rse of study. Student must present to the professor of operative dentistry some patient upon whom he ha.s performed the usual dental operations. Ho
must deposit a specimen of his mechanical work and submit at_least one practical
ca, e.

EXHIBIT
SY. OPSI

D.

OF STATE LAWS GOVER.u.·G THE PRACTICE OF DE~TISTRY. 1

There is given first a statement in a. few words of what is necessary in order to
secure a license to practice dentistry in each of the several tates· that is whether
a lie n!"e is granted after examination only, or upon presentation of ; diploma
from a dental ~chool recognized by th State board of dental examiners, or upon
1
•

·pc i· 1 acknowledgment i~ mad or information r r.eiv •cl from Polk's Dental R 6 i ·tcr.

-
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presentation of a diploma from any chartered dental school. Several States
require both the presentation of a diploma from a dental school recognized as
reputable by the State board of dental examiners, and th~ passing of an examination _
before the State board. In such cases this fact is stated. Afterwards a fuller
statement of the laws of the different States is given. As changes are frequently
bejng made in the laws governing the practice of dentistry in the various States,
the tendency being to demana higher professional attainments, it would be well
for young men desiring to know the law of any particular State with a view to .
locating for the practice of dentistry to make inquiry of the board of examiners
of such State.
Alabama _________ _---· An examination before the State board of dental examiners is 1·equired.
Arizona ------ -------- A diploma of a reputable dental school or an examination after two years'
practice of dentistry.
Arkansas-- ---- ------- Diploma of a dental school. Tha State board determines as to the validity
of the diploma.
California _______ . _____ Examination or diploma of a reputable dental college.
·
Colorado ________ - ----· Examination after receiving a diploma from a reputable dental school .
Connecticut---------- Examination after receiving a diploma from a reputable dental school
or after three years' study or practice of dentistry.
Delaware _____________ Examination or diploma from an approved dental college.
District of Columbia_ Examination or diploma of a dental college requiring three years' attendance.
Florida _. ___ . _.. ____ .. (See the synopsis on another pa~e.)
Georgia ______________ Examination after receiving a diploma of a dental school recognized by
the board, or after being licensed upon examination My another State
board.
Idaho---------- ------- Dental law passed in February, 1899. No information y et as to the
requirements.
Illinois _______________ . Examination or diploma of reputable dental college.
Do.
Indiana·------ -··-----Iowa _____________ ----Do.
Kansas .. ___ . __________ _
Do.
Kentucky ____________ _ Examination or dental diploma.
Louisiana ___________ _ Examination or diploma of a recognized dental college.
Maine _______________ _ Examination.
Maryland ___________ _ Examination after graduating in dentistry, or on diploma without examination, in discretion of board.
Massachusetts _______ _ Examination.
Michigan __________ __ _ Examination or diploma of dental school under certain conditions.
Minnesota ___________ _ Examination after obtaining diploma of a recognized dental school.
Examination.
Diploma of reputable dental college, or examination after having studied
dentistry three years, or after having obtained a license from a dental
board in another State.
Montana ________ ______ Diploma of dental school recognized by the State dental board, or examination after three years' study of dentistry.
Nebraska ___ _____ _____ Examination or diploma of reputable dental college.
Nevada-----------·-·- Examination or diploma of college recognized by the board as satisfac-

iH::tt~~~~~:::: ~:::::::

New Hampshire ______ E!~~ination.
New Jersey ___________ Examination after obtaining a diploma from a dental school r ecognized
as reputable by tho board of dental examiners, etc. (see synopsis of
law on another page).
New Mexico __ ____ ----· Examination or diploma of recognized dental school.
New York ____________ Examination after obtaining a diploma from a recognized dental school,
etc. ; a certificate may also be granted without an examination, under
certain conditions, to anyone who has practiced dentistry for five years
under the laws of another State or country.
North Carolina _______ Examination.
.
North D::tkotc'1, ________ Examination or diploma of recognized dental school.
Ohio ______ ------______
Do.
Oklahoma ______ -----Do.
Oregon________________
Do.
PennsyJvania ___ ______ Examination after receiving a diploma from a dental school recogni:,;ed
by the board.
Rhode Island _____ ---- 1 Examination.
South Carolina_._____
Do.
South Dakota ________ Diploma of a recognized dental school or examination.
Tennessee------------ ,
Do.
Texas_________________
Do.
Utah__________________
Do.
Vermont ______ -------- Examination.
Virginia-------------Do.
\Vashiugton __________ Examination; but no one is admitted to examination unless a ~rauuate
of a dental college recognized by the board or having practiced dentistry ten years.
West Virginfa __ __· --- Examination.
Wisconsin------------ , Examination or diploma of reputalJle dental college.
\Vyo:mmg ____________ Diploruc. of a recognized dental school.

I
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Alabania.-There is a board of dental examiners consisting of 5 members, each
serving five years. ·
·
Licenses are granted after examination (fee $5) . Licenses to be presented for
record to the judge of the county probate court; fee $1.
Penalty for practicing without a license , a fine of $50 to $300.
Law as amended February 28, 1887.
Board of examiners: George Eubank, Birmingham; C. P. Robinson; Mobile;
J. A. Hall, T. P. Whitby, R. B. Chapman.
Alaska.-There is 110 law governing the practice of dentistry in Alaska.
Arizona.-There is a board of registration in dentistry consisting of 5 members, each to serve three years.
·
A certificate is granted to anyone holding a diploma of a reputable dental college (fee $5); also to anyone passing a successful examination (examination fee$25,
not returnable). No one is eligible for examination unless he has had two years'
actual practice or has received a diploma from some reputable dental college. The
certificate is to be regieitered with the county recorder ( fee $2) .
Penalty for violation of law, a fine of $100 to $200 or imprisonment six months,
or both: fine and imprisonment.
Act appToved April 3, 1893, and amended in 1895.
Board of examiners: R. E. Holbrook, Phoonix; William Lentz, Phoonix; L. C.
Gonzales, George Holmes.
A1·kansas.-Board of dental examiners of 5 members, each to serve four years.
The board decides upon the validity of diplomas presented and issues certificates
thereon. Fee for each certificate, $5.
Penalty for violation of law, fine of not less than $10 nor more than $100.
Act approved April 4, 1887.
Board of examiners: ·w. H. Marshall, Little Rock; W. H. Buckley, Little Rock;
H. C. Howard, L. K. Land, J. S. Stilwell.
California. -There is a board of examiners of 7 members, each of whom serves
four years.
·
Certificates are granted after examination or on diploma of a reputable dent~l
college when the board is satisfied as to the character of the institution. "The said
board of examiners shall charge each person applying to or appearing before the~
for examination for a certificate of qualification a fee of $10, which fee shall be m
no case returned." Certificates must be registered with the county clerk (fee $1),
or they will be forfeited and not regranted except on payment to the board of $25.
Penalty for violation of law, fine of $50 to $200 or imprisonment six months;
one-half of the fine to go to the common-school fund of the county, the other half
to the person whose information leads to the prosecution and conviction of the
offender.
Act approved March 12, 1885, and amended in 1893.
Officers of board of examiners: F. W. Bliss,SantaCruz , president; W. A. Moore,
Benicia, secretary.
Coloraclo.-There is a State board of dental examiners of 5 members, who serve
two yeaTS.
Licenses are granted after examination only (fee 810, not returnable in case of
failure to :pass the examination), and no one is eligible to examination unless hold·
ing "a diploma of graduation of some reputable dental college, dental school, or
university dental department duly authenticated by the lawa of this State or some
other of the United States."
P enalty for violation of any of the provisions of this act, fine of not less than $100
nor more than 8300.
Act of 1 97.
Officers of board of examiners: J. N. Chipley, Pueblo, president; F. F. Graves,
334 Cooper Building, Denver, secretary.
Connecticut.-Dental commi sioners, ,5 members, each to serve two years.
Eve1·y applicant for ~ licen e_ . hall comply with the following requirements:
(1) H e hall have rece1ved a diploma or other sufficient certificate of honorable
gradu~tion fi.:om som r putable de~tal colle,,.e or medical college having a department m dentistry, and duly recogmzed by the laws ot' the State wherein the ame
i si~uated: <?r he ball_ hav~ spent as a pupil or a i tant at lea t three yeara under
the m truct10n an d1rect1on of . ome reputable dentist· or he shall have bad at
lea t l~rE;e year ' con i_n uou pra_ctice as a dentist. ( 2) He hall be examined by the
co1;11m1 10ne~·s as to h1. prof 10nal knowledg and skill. A fee of 825 shall be
pa1 at the bme of application for a license, but if it is not granted t>O shall be
r tnrned.
P enalty for vio~ation of law, fin of , ·20 to ;·.;o.
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License may be revoked "for good and legal cause," or if holder "js unfit or
incompetent. "
Passed May 25, 1893.
Officers of dental commissioners: C. P. Graham, Middletown, president; George
L. Parnele, Hartford, recorder.
Delawa1·e.-Board of examiners, 5 members, each to serve four years.
"SEC. 1. That it shall be unlawful for any person who is not, at the time of the
passage of this act, a recognized practitioner of dentistry in this State, and so recognized by the profession, to practice dentistry, unless he or she shall have obtained
a certificate, !ls hereinafter provided, o:r"shall hold a diploma from a reputable dental
college, and so recognized by the board herein created.
"SEC. 5. Be it enacted, That any and all persons who shall desire to commence
such practice, after the passage of this act, shall appear before said board, at any
of its regular meetings, and be examined with reference to their knowledge and
skill in dental surgery, and if the examination of any such person or persons shall
prove satisfactory to said board, the board of examiners shall issue to such persons
as they shall find to possess the requisite qualifications a certificate to that effect,
in accordance with the provisions of this act, upon the payment of one dollar for such
certificate; all certificates issued by said board shall be signed by its officers, and
such certificates and diplomas, granted as aforesaid, shall be prima facie evidence
of the right of the holder to practice dentistry in the State of Delaware."
Penalty for violation of law, fine $50 to $300, or imprisonment not more than 6
months.
Passed March 31, 1885.
Thomas H. Gilpin, Middletown, secretary of board of examiners.
District of Columbia.-There is a board of dental examiners of 5 members, each
to serve five vears.
All graduates of dental colleges which require a three years' courc:;e of study
shall be entitled to certificates upon payment of the cert!ficatior fee ($1), without
examination as to their qualifications. All others must pass a satisfactory examination in theory and practice of dentistry (fee $10, and 50 cents for certificate).
Penalty, fine $50 to $200, and in default of payment of such fine imprisonment
not less than thirty nor more than ninety days. The board may charge fees not
exceeding $1 for each certificate and $10 for each examination.
Certificates shall be presented to the health officer for registration.
Acts approved June 6, 1892, and May 4, 1896.
Officers of board of examiners: Garnett L. Hills, Washington, ptesident;
Charles W. Appler, secretary.
Florida.-Board of examiners, 5 m embers, to serve two years.
The board '' grants certificates to all applicants who have obtained a diploma
from a reputable dental college and who pass a satisfactory examination." F ee $10.
Penalty for violation of law, fine of $25 to $!'500.
Acts approved June 7, 1887, and May 25, 1891.
Officers of board: J. N. Jones, Jacksonville, president; R. A. Shine, Tallahassee,
secretary. December 15, 1897.
Georgia.-Board of examiners consists of 5 member s, who serve fiv e years each.
Licenses are granted to all applicants who undergo a satisfactory examination
(fee $10, not returnable on failure to pass the examination).
No one shaJl be eligible for examination unless a gr adu ate of a dental school
w hose term and curriculum are equal t o those of a majority of schools of denti try
in the United States or unless having been licensed after examination by some
other State board.
For violation of law anyone shall be punished as prescribed in section 1039 of
volume 3 of the code of 1895.
All licensed dentists must register in the office of the clerk of the superior court
of the county ( fee 50 cents).
Act approved December 15, 1897.
For various offenses, mentioned in section 7 of the law, licenses may be revoked.
Officers of board: John H . Coyle, Thomasville, chairman; D. D. Atkinson,
Atlanta, secretary.
Idaho.-Dental law passed in February, 1899, to establish a board of examiners.
No information yet as to the other requirements.
Illinois. --Board of examiners of 5 members, each to serve :five years.
"It shall be unlawful for any person, who is not at the time of the passao-e of
this act engaged in the practice of dentistry in this State, to commence such practice unless such p ar.,on shall h ave received a diploma from the facult.y of some
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reputable dental college, duly authorized by the law of this State, or by the laws
of some foreign country, in which college or colleges there was, at the time of t110
issue of such diploma, annually delivered a full eourse of lectures and instructions
in dental surgery: P'l'ovicled, That any person removing into this State who sha11
have been, for a period of ten years prior to such removal, a practicing dentist:
And provided also, That JlTIY person holding the dip1oma of doctor of medicine
from any reputable medical collP-ge, shall be entitled to practice dentistry in this
State upon obtaining a license for that purpose as hereinaftei· provided."
Anyone passing a s atisfactory examination (fee $2) before the board of examiners shall receive a license to practice dentistry, but the board shall issue licenses
to graduat€s of reputable dental colleges without examination upon payment cf
a fee of $1.
Each license must be Tegistered with the county clerk (fee 25 cents), or it will
be forfeited and not granted again except on payment to the board of $25.
Penalty for practicing without a license, fine of from G25 to $50.
Act approved M..ay 30, 1881.
Officers of board of examiners: W. C. Jocelyn, Cairo, president; J. H. Smyer,
70 State street, Chicago, secretary.
Ind-iana .-Board of examiners of 5 .nembers, to serve two years.
Board issues certificates to graduates of reputable dental colleges on payment
of fee of $1. Also issues certificates to all who pass a satisfactory examination in
anatomy, physiology, pathology, ·therapeutics, chemistry, and the theory and
practice of surgical and mechanical dentistry (fee $5). Certificates to be recorded
in the office of the county recorder (fee 25 cents).
Penalty, fine of $20 to $100.
Sections 1163-1174, 1889.
Officers of board of examiners: R. T. Oliver, Indianapolis, president; M. A.
Mason, Fort \Vayne, secretary.
Jowa.-Board of examiners of 5 members, each to serve five years;
A license shall be granted to any regular graduate of a reputable dental college
(fee $2), or to anyone passing a successful examination (fee $10). Each practicing dentist shall annually obtain a renewal of his certificate by the board of
examiners (fee $1) on or before May 15, or be liable to a fine of $10 for each
calendar month he is delinq_uent. Licenses must be registered in the office of the
clerk of the district court of the county (fee 25 cents).
P enalty for violation of law, fine not exceeding $200, or imprisonment not more
than fortJ' days.
Act of 1897.
Board of examiners: J. T. Abbott, Manchester, president; G . W. Miller, Des
Moines; F. P. Webber, E. L. Brooks, J. S. Kulp.
Kansas.-There is a board of examiners of 4 members, each to serve four years.
It issues certificate to any person holding a diploma of a reputable dental college
"duly authorized by the laws of this State or some other of the United States, o_r
by the laws of some foreign government, and in which college, school, or umversity department there was, at the time of the issuance of such diploma, annually
delivered a full course of lectures and instruction in dentistry and dental surgAry"
(fee 810), and also to such persons as pass satisfactory examinations (fee $20).
Penalty, fine of $10 to ·100.
Acts approved February 25, 1885, and March 9, 1891.
Officers of board of examiners: T. I. Hat.field, Marysville, president; A. M.
Callaham, Topeka, secretary.
Kentncky.-The board of examiners consists of 5 members and continues in
office the length of time provided by the by-laws of the Kentucky State Dental
Association, by whom the board is elected.
The board issues certificates to such persons as hold "a diploma from the faculty
of a dental college, duly authorized by the laws of this State or some other of the
nited States, or a foreign country, or a certificate of qualification issued by the
Kent1;1ck)'.' State Dental Association;'~ also t? such persons as unde1·go a satisfactory
exammat1on. The fee for each certificate issued shall not exceed , ·5, Certificates
mu ·t be registered in the office of the county clerk (fee 50 cents).
Penalty, fine of $,30 to $20 .
Act approved ay 1, 1 93.
fficers of board: . '. Edward , Louisville, pr .-ident· J. H. Baldwin, Louisville. ectetary.
Lo11~ ·rma.-Board of examininrr denti ts 3 members t
erve two year.
· ~t. •hall be unlawful for any person t practi e dentistry in the 'tate of
Loms1ana, unl s said pE:r~on has graduated and rec ived a diploma from a recog-
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nized faculty of a dental college chartered under the authority of some one of the
United States, or sha11 have obtained a certificate from a board of examining dentists c1uly authorized by this act to issue such certificates, and all such certificates
must be registered with the board of health." The board is authorized to grant
certificates to all applicants who undergo satisfactory examinatfons. No fee to be
charged.
"All dentists practicing in the State of Louisiana shall register their names and
addresses with the State board of health from a certificate from the State b '.)ard
. of dental examiners or with the clerk of the district court for the parish in ·which
he resides." (Registration fee $1.) A list of all registered dentists is published
once each year.
Penalty, fine of $50 to $300, or impdsonment not less than thirty days nor more
than three months, or both fine and imprisonment.
Acts approved March 10, 1880, and June 26, 1894.
Officers of board of examiners: A. G. Friedrichs, president; C. V. Vignes, New
Orle.ms, secretary.

211aine.-Board of examiners of 5 members, to serve three years each.
Board issues certificates after examination in anatomy, physiology, pathology,
therapeutics, chemistry, and the theory and practice of dentistry, upon payment
of an examination fee of $20, not returnable. The secretary of the board shall
keep a register showing the name, residence, and place of business of every person authorized under this act to practice dentistry, and shall certify a copy of the
same to the secretary of state.
P enalty, fine of $25 to $100.
Act approved March 4, 1891.
Boal·d of examiners: Edward J. Roberts, Augusta, president; L. S. Chilcott,
Bangor; F. 0. Sawyer, E. C. Bryant, D. W. Fellows .
.il-Iaryland.-Board of examiners, 6 members, to serve six: years each.
Board issues certificate to anyone 21 years of age who is a graduate of a dental
school in the United States and who has passed a satisfactory examination, or a
certificate may be issued without examination, in the discretion of the board, to
anyone who holds a diploma in dental surgery. "A fee of $10 shall be paid to the
secretary of the board by any applicant for examination and registration."
Penalty, fine of $50 to $300, or imprisonment not more than six months in the
county jail. ·
Approved April 4, 1896.
Officers of board: E. P. Keech, 525 North Charles street, Baltimore. president;
J. G. Heuisler, 521 North Charles street, Baltimore, secretary.
Massachusetts.-Board of regis tration in dentistry, 5 members, each to serve
three years.
Bo~rd issues a certificate after examination. Fee for examination and license, $20.
Penalty, fine of 650 to $100, or imprisonment three months in the county jail.
Act approved April 1, 1887, and March, 1897.
Board of registration: John F. Dowsley, Boston; George E. Mitchell, Haverhill;
Thomas J. Barrett, Dwight M. Clapp, George A . .Maxfield .
.Michigan.-Board of examiners, 3 members, each to serve three years.
"lt shall hereafter be unlawful for any person to practice dentistry in this State
unless such person has r eceived a diploma from the faculty of a reputable dental
college, duly incorporated under the laws of this or some other State of the United
States, with a course of instruction and practice fully equal or equivalent to that
of the college of dental surgery of the University of Michigan, or a certificate of
q nali flea tion from the board of examiners provided. for by this act." Board
grants certificates after satisfactory examination; fee $10. Fee for registration on
diploma, °'3.
Penalty, fine $25 to $100, or imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, or both
fine and imprisonment.
Law as amended in 1801.
•
Board of examiners: H. K. Lathrop, Detroit; M. B. Dennis, Port Huron; F. 0.
Gilbert, Bay City.
111innesota.-Board of examiners, 5 members, each to serve three years.
Board grants certificates of license after satisfactory examination ( examination
fee 810), but no one is eligihle for examination unless he shall have received a
diploma from some dental college in good standing, as determined by the board.
Certificates must be recorded in the office of the clerk of the district court of tbe
county; fee for recording, JO cents. Every registerecl dentist must pay an annual
license fee of S1.
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Penalty for violation of law, fine of $20 to $100, or imprisonment not less than one
month nor more than three months in the county jail, or both fine and imprisonment.
Act approved April 24, 1889.
.
.
Officers of board of examiners: L. 0. Davenport, Moorhead, president; A. D.
Douglass, Minneapolis, secretary.
·
Mississippi. -Board of dental examiners, 5 members, whose term of office expires
with that of the governor appointing them.
1
Board grants license after satisfactory examination (examination fee $10) .
Each person receiving a license must r ecord it in the office of the clerk of the circuit court of the county.
·
Chapter 32 of the Laws of Mississippi, 1892.
Officers of board of examiners: George B. Clement, Macon, president; L. G.'
Nisbet, Aberdeen, secretary.
'"I
.Missou'r i.-State board of dental examiners, 5 members, each to serve five years.
Certificates are granted to graduates of reputable dental colleges which require
not less than three years of six months each (fee $2 ), or on examination to anyone
having studied dentistry in this State for three years or who has a license from a
dental board of another State; examination fee $10. Certificates to be recorded
in office of the county clerk (fee 50 cents), or they will be forfeited and not granted
again except on payment of $25.
i
"All licensed dentists shall, on or before the 30th day of November of each year,
forward to said board his signature and address, together with a fee of one dollar."
Penalty for practicing without a certificate, fine of $50 to $200, or imprisonment
twenty to sixty days, or both fine and imprisonment.
Law of 1897.
Officers of board of examiners: W. M. Bartlett, St. Louis, president; S. C. A.
Ru-bey, Clinton, secretary.
.11fontana.-Board of dental examiners, 5 members, each to serve five years.
Board grants certificate to anyone who has received a diploma from a reputable
dental college approved by the board (fee $10, not returnable), or to anyone passing a satisfactory examination who has practiced dentistry t~ree years
who has
been a bona fide student of dentistry for three years under a licensed dentist; examination fee $15, not returnable. Certificates must be filed with the clerk of the
county (regular fee charged). Every registered dentist shall annually (by May 1)
pay the board a fee of $1, or his certificate may be revoked.
..,i
Penalty, fine ~50 to $200, or imprisonment one to three months, or both fine and
imprisonment.
Act approved March 12, 1895.
·
Officers of board: W. H. Hall, Butte, secretary; H.J. Wirth, Helena.
Nebraska.-The State board of health appoints 3 secretaries, each to serve three
years, to assist the State board of health.
The State board of health grants certificate to anyone passing a satisfactory
examination (fee $10) before the secretaries, and also to anyone holding a diploma
from a reputable dental college (fee $2) . A reputable dental college is defined as
follows: "A dental college or university requiring a preliminary examination for
admission to its course of study and which requires as requisite for the granting of
a dental degree attendance on at least three courses of lectures of six months each,
no two of said courses to be held within one year and having a full faculty of professors in all different branches of dental education." * * -: - Certificates must
be filed with the county clerk (fee same as for recording deeds).
P enalty, fine of $23 to $'50 and costs, or be committed until the fine is paid.
Act of 1895 regulating the practice of dentistry and repta1ing the act approved
March 23, 1887.
·
Board of dental secretaries: W. C. McHenry, elson, president; 0. F. Lamberton, Lincoln, ecretary; H. C. Miller, Grand Island, treasurer.
~evada. -Board of examiners, ,3 members, serving four years each.
Certificate granted on examination ot on diploma of recognized college (fee in
either case $10, not re ·urnable). Certi:6.cates to be recorded in the office of the
county clerk, fee 2-3 cents.
Penalty, fine of ·:;o to . ·20 , or impri. onmen t si. · month . .
Law of March 16, 1 95.
fficer of board, W. H. avell 'arson 'i y, pr ident: D. W. Rulison, R no,
secretary .
.,.ew Hampshfre.-Board of regi tration in clenti try, 3 members, each to s rve
three years.
Board grants certificate after examination. Fee for certificate . •.j ,
P nulty for practicing without a certificate, fine of ·50 to ,-100.
Approved pril 7, 1 91.
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Bo2.rd of registration: E. B. Cushing, Vwonia, president; W. R. Blackstone,.
secretary; George A. Bowers, Nashua.
New Jersey.-State board of registration and examination in dentistry, consistingof 5 members, each to serve five years.
A license to practice dentistry is granted after an examination by the board, but.
'' no person shall be examined by the said board unless he be 21 years of age, or
good moral character, and have received a preliminary education equal to-that:
furnished by the common schools of this State and be graduated in course with a,
dental degree from a dental school, college, or department of a university recognized by said board, or shall present the written recommendation of at least fivelicensed dentists of this State of five years' standing, certifying that he is qualified
for such examination, or shall hold a diploma or license conferring full right to
practice dentistry in some foreign country and granted by some authority recognized by the board" (examination fe9 $25, not returnable in case of failure to pass.
the examination successfully). "The board may also, without the examination
hereinabove provided for, issue its license to any applicant therefor who shall furnish proof satisfactory to it that he has been duly licensed after examination to
practice dentistry in any State after full compliance with the requirement of its.
dental laws, and has been lawfully and reputably engaged in said practice for five
years next preceding his application: Prov'ided, however, That his professional
education shall not be less than that required in this State" (fee for such license,
$50). Licenses may be revoked upon conviction" of felony or misdemeanor."
Any •'company" or "association " engaged in the practice of den tis try "shall
cause to be displayed and kept in a conspicuous place at the entrance to its place
of business the name of each and every person employed by such- company or·
association in the practice of dentistry."
"There shall be an annual registration of every person, persons, company, or
association practicing dentistry within the State, together with an annual registration of eaeh and every assistant in the employ of every such person, persons.
company, or association," and anyone engaged in the practice of dentistry failing
to give the board the information requested as to name, residence, etc., shall be
liable to a fine of $10 and cost3, and anyone making a falsfe) statement shall be liable,
to a fine of $50 and costs.
Any person, company, or association practicing or holding himself or itself out
to the public as practicing dentistry. not be:ng legally licensed to practice, '· shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and punishable upon conviction of a first offense by a.
fine of not less than $50 , and upon conviction of a subsequent offense by a fine of.
not less than $100, or by imprisonment of not less than two months, or by both
fine and imprisonment."
"Any person, company, or association shail be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon every conviction thereof shall be punished with a fine of not less than $500,
or by imprisonment for not less than six months, or by both fine and imprisonment, who
"(1) Shall sell or barter, or offer to sell or barter, any diploma or document;
conferring or purporting to confer any dental degree, or any certificate or transcript made or purporting b be made pursuant to the laws regulating the license.
and registration of dentists; or
"(2) Shall purchase or procure by barter any such diploma, certificate, or
transcript with intent that the same shall be used as evidence of the holder·s qualification to practice dentistry, or in fraud of the laws regulating such practice; or
"(3) Shall, with fraudulent intent, alter in a material regard any such diploma,.
certificate, or transcript; 01·
" ( 4) Shall use or attempt to use any such diploma, certificate, or transcript.
which has been purchased, fraudulently issued, counterfeited, or materially
altered. either as a license or color of license to practice dentistry, or in order to.
procure registration as a dentist; or
" (5) Shall practice dentistry under a false or assumed name; or
" (6) Not being now duly licensed ancl r13gistered as a dentist, shall assume thedegree of 'doctor of dental ·surgery' or ' doctor of dental medicine,' or shall
append the letters' D. D. S. ,'or' D. M. D. ,' to his or her name, not having had.
duly conferred upon him or her by diploma from some college or school legally-empowered to confer the same the right to assume said titles, or shall assume any
title or append any letters to his or her name with the intent to represent falsely,
that he has received a dental degree or license; or
" (7) Any person who, in any affidavit or e -amination required of n,n applicant.
for examination, license, or registration under the laws regulating the practice of
dentistry, shall make willfully a false statement in a material regard, shall be
guilty of a high misdemeanor punishable upon conviction thereof by a fine not.
ED
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exceeding $500 or by imprisonment at hard labor not exceeding five years, or
both, at the discretion of the court.
"In addition to all of the fines. forfeitures, and penalties hereinabove provided
for, it shall be 1awful for the said board to institute civil proceedings in any court
of competent jurisdiction against any personr company, or association for the violation of any of the provisions of this act; such proceeding shall be brought in an
action of debt, and upon conviction thereunder the person~ company, or association so convicted shall be liable to a fine, which shall be the same amount fixed in
the section of this act for violation of which the suit ·shall have been brought."
Act approved March 17, 1898.
Officers of board of registration and examination: George E. Adams, South
Orange, president; G. Carleton Brown, Elizabeth, secretary.
New Mexico. --Board of dental examiners, 5 members, to se-rve four years.
Certificate is issued to anyone passing a satisfactory examination (fee $25) or to
anyone presenting a diploma from a college recognized as reputable by the National
Assoeiatfon of Dental Examiners and pa,iing the sum of $5. Certificate may be
revoked for immoral or unprofossional conduct.
Penalty: Fine of $20 to $100, or imprisonment not less than one nor more than
three months, or both fine and imprisonment.
Act of February 23, 1893.
Officeri;; of board of examiners: F. E. Olney, East Las Vegas, president; D. W.
Manley, Santa Fe, secretary.
N ew York. - The r~gents of the University of the State of New York grant licenses
to those who pass the examination of the State board of dental examiners. The
latter is composed of 8 members, who serve four years.
"But no person shall be examined by said board unless he be a~ least 21 years
old, of good moral character, and shall receive a certificate from said regents th~t
he has satisfied them by examination or otherwise that prior to commencing his
professional studies he had a preliminary education equivalent to that required of
students entering the dental colleges of this State, which, after January 1, 189_7,
shall not be less than a full high-school course, and either has been graduated m
course, with a dental degree from a registered dental school, or else, having been
graduated in course from a registered medical school with the degree of doctor of
medicine, has pursued thereafter a course of special study of dentistry for at least
one year in a registered dental school, or holds a diploma or license conferri!lg full
right to practice dentistry in some foreign country and granted by some reg1stered
authority." The fee for examination shall not be over e,25.
''Upon the recommendation of the board. the regents may also, with out the examination hereinbefore provided for, issue their license to any applicant therefor w_ho
shall furnish proof satisfactory to them that he has been duly licensed to p:ract1ce
dentistry in any State or country after full compliance with the requirements of
its dent.al laws, and has been thereafter la.wfully and reputably engaged in such
practice for five years next preceding his application, or who holds a license to practice dentistry in any other of the United States granted by a State board of dental
examiners indorsed by the Dental Society of the State of New York: Provided, That
in either case his preliminary and professional education shall have been not less than
that required in this State. The regents may also license any applicant on t~e
certificate of the "board that after due investigation or examination it finds his
education and professional attainments and experience of not less than five years
in actual practice to be altogether fully equal to the requirements for license in
this State.
"Every practitioner of dentistry must display, in a conspicuous place upon the
house or in the office wherein he practices, his full name. If there are more chairs,
than one in any office or dental parlor, the name of the practitioner using each
chair must be displayed on or by said chah- in plain sight of the patient. Any
person who shall practice dentistry without displaying his name as herein prescribed, and any proprietor, owner, or manager of a dental office, establishment,
or parlor who shall fail so to display or cause to be displayed the name of each
person practicing dentistry in such office shall be fined $50 for the first offense, and
for each subsequent offense not less than 100, or imprisoned not less than sixty
days, or both fined and imprisoned."
Licenses must be recorded in the office of the county clerk; fee $1. A license
may be revoked for unprofessional or immoral conduct, or for gross ignorance or
inefficiency in his profession, and a license shall be canceled if the holder i convicted of a felony.
Penalty: Fine for fir t offense not less than ·3 , and upon conviction of a subsequent offense not les than '100, or imprisonment not less than two months, or
both fine and jmprisonment.
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Act passed April 7, 1868, and amendments approved by the governor May 12,
1895, and April 20, 1898.
Board of examiners: F. French, Rochester, secretary; A . M. Wright, Troy;
William Carr, William Jarvie,
H. J. Burkhart.

vr.

H. Colgrove, S. B. Palmer, A. M. Holmes,

No1·th Carolina.-There is a board of dental exarpiners of 6 members, each to
serve three years.
Certificates are granted on examination.
Each certificate must be registered in the office of the clerk of the superior court
of the county (fee 50 cents) or certificate shall be forfeited, and shall not be,
renewed except on payment of $25 to the board of examiners. The board may
charge each person applying for a certificate $10, which shall in no case be returned.
"Any person who shall knowingly and falsely claim or pretend to have or ho!d
a certificate of proficiency granted. by said board of examiners shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not more than $50 nor less than
$25 for each offense."
Penalty for practicing without a license, fine of $25.
Laws of 187!:1, 1887, 1889, and 1891.
Board of dental examiners: V. E. Turner, Raleigh, chairman; R . H. Jones,
,vinston, secretary; J. E. Matthews, Wilmington; T. M. Hunter, Fayetteville;
C. A. Bland, Charlotte; S. P. Hilliard, Rocky Mount.
·
No1·th Dakota. -State boai·d of dental examiners, 5 members, to serve for five years.
Board issues a license upon examination (examination fee $10, not returnable,
and the further sum of $5 if a licenee is granted) or upon a diploma from a reputable dental college (fee for certificate $5).
Each person licensed by the board to practice dentistry shaJl procure from the
secre ~ary of the board, on or before July 1 annually, a certificate of regis tration,
upon payment of a fee not exceeding $2, and shall display it in bis place of business. A certificate may be revoked for violation of the dental law.
No one shall be eJigible for examination unless he has practiced den tis try for
at least three years immediately preceding such examination, or has studied
dentistry under the supervision of a regularly practicing dentist for such period.
Penalty: Fine not exceeding $300, or imprisonment not over sixty days, or both
fine and imprisonment.
Act took effect Janu;:i,ry 1, 1896.
Officers of board: R. B. Foster, Grand Forks, presid.ent; H. L. Starling, Fargo,
secretary.
Ohio.-There is a State board of dental examiners, of 5 members, who serve three
years.
Certificates are granted on diplomas of reputable dental colleges of the United
States or any foreign country (fee $2), or on examination (fee $10, not returnable
if candidate fails to pass the examination). The certificate of registration must
be displayed in a conspicuous place in the dental office.
Penalty for violation of law, tine of not less than $23 nor more than $100, or
imprisonment not less than ten days nor more than one month, or both fine and
imprisonment.
By amendment of 1894, "Colleges of dentistry shall be regarded as reputable
which are unde1· State control or are organized, controlled, and governed by a board.
of trustees as provided by law for governing college3 of medicine, which possess
buildings, by lease or otherwise, and equipments valued at not less than $5,000,
which have a graded course of not less than three years, the time of instruction
in each year being not less than six months, and which have a curriculum which
includes anatomy, physiology, histology, pathology, chemistry, microscopy, materia
meclica, metallurgy, operative, mechanical, and surgical dentistry."
Act of April 8, 1892, and amendment of May 21, 1894.
Officers of board: J. Warren Jackson, Jackson, president; F. H. Lyder, Akron,
secretary.

Oklahoma.-Board of dental examiners, 5 members (term of office not stated in
the law of 1890).
.
A ertificate is granted to anyone holding a diploma from a recognized college
of dentistry (fee $10), or to anyone passing a satisfactory examination (fee 810) .
Penalty for practicing without a license, fine of from $25 to $200, or imprisonment not more than six months, or both fine and imprisonment.
Act took effect December 25, 1890.
Officers of board: J. O. Waddell, Kingfisher, president; E. E. Kirkpatrick, Oklahoma City, secretary.
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Oregon.- Board of examiners, 4 members, each to serve four years.
Certificate granted to anyone passing a successful examination ( examination fee
$'25, and $1 for certificate), or to anyone holding a diploma from a reputable dental
college" duly authenticated by the laws of this State, or some other of the United
States, or by the laws of some foreign government," and in which college there
was, at the time of issuance of snch diploma, annually delivered a full course of
lectures and instruction in dentistry (fee $5, and $1 for certificate). Certificates
to be registered with county clerk (fee $1), or they will be held suspended and
not restored except on payment of $25.
Penalty, fine of $50 to $200, or imprisonment six months. The prosecuting
attorneys of the district shall prosecute all offenders.
Act of February 23, 1887.
Officers of board: J. R. Cardwell, Portland, president; E. G. Clark, Portlan<!,
secretary.
Pcnnsylvania. - There is a dental council consistinG; of 3 members, and a State
board of climtal examiners of 6 members who serve three years each.
A certificate is granted on examination to anyone 21 years of age, of good moral
character and competent common-school education, who has received a dental
diploma from a reputable institution recognized by the board and requiring
attendance for three years of six months each, or who has received a diploma or
license conferring full right to practice dentistry in some foreign country (examination fee $15). A certificate may also be granted without examination (fee $10)
to anyone having been examined and licensed by an examining board of another
State requiring as high a standard. Each person receiving a certificate must
register in the office- of the prothonotary (fee $1).
Penalty for practicing without a certificate, fine of $50 to $200.
Act approved July 9, 1897.
Officers of board of dental examiners: Henry Gerhart, Lewisburg, president;
J.C. Green, \tVestchester, secretary.
Rhode Island.-Boardof registration in dentistry, 5 members, each toservethree
years.
A certificate is issued to anyone passing a successful examination in denti~t.ry.
There is charged a fee of $2 for each certificate issued, and a fee of $10 in addit10n
for an examination, the exam:nation fee not being returnable. A certificate may
be revoked under certain conditions.
Pen.a liy, fine of $50 to $100.
Act passed June 1, 1888, and amended in 1897.
·
Officers of board of registration: R. L. Davis, Woonsocket, president; D. F. Keefe,
Providence, secretary.
South Oarolina.-Boarc1 of dental examiners, 5 members, each to serve five years.
License is granted to anyone undergoing a satisfactory examination (fee $15).
Penalty, fine of $50 to $300.
Act approved February 23, 1875, and amended in 1887 and in 1899.
Officers of board: G. F. S. Wright, Georgetown, president; J. R. Thompson,
New berry, secretary.
South Dakota. -Board of examiners, 5 members, each to serve five years.
A certificate is granted t '.:> anyone passing a successful examination; also to anyone holding a diploma from a reputable dental college when satisfied with the
character of such institution.
"The board of examiners may charge each person applying to 0r appearing tefore
them for examination for a certificate of qualification a fee of $10, which fee shall in
no case be returned."
Certificate to be registered with the register of deeds; fee 25 cents.
Penalty, fine of 850 to 8100, or imprisonment six months.
Act approved March 10, 1885, and reenacted by the legislature of South Dakota.
Officers of board of dental examiners: L. F. Straight, Desmet, president; G. W.
Collins, Vermilion, secretary.
Tennessee.-Board of examinors . 6 members. each to serve three years.
Ce!tificat~ issued to anyone pas~ing a sati factory examination; also to anyone
holdmg a diploma fr?m a reputable ~enta~ school duly authorized by this State or
some other of the mtecl Stat s and m which there was at the time of the issuance
of th diploma a full cour:So of lectures and instruction delivered. Fee for each
certificate i sued, . ·;;.
Penalty. fine of ·25 to . ·30 .
A t of farch 23, 1801.
fficers of board of xaminer .J. L. ).,lewhorn, ....Iempbis, president; F. A. Shotw 11, ogersville, .- cretary.
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Texas.-Board of examiners, 6 membf!rs, appointed by the governor to serve for
the term of two years each.
A certificate is granted to anyone having received a diploma from a reputable
dental college, or to anyone passing a satisfactory examination. For each certificate issued a fee of $10 shall be charged. Certificates must 1::)e recorded in the office
of the county clerk; fee 50 cents.
Penalty for practicing without a certificate, fine of $25 to $300.
Acts of March, 1889, and August, 1897.
.
Officers of board of examiners: George S. Staples, Sherman, president; C. C.
Weaver, Itaska, secretary.
Utah.-Board of examiners, 5 members, to serve four years each ,
Certificate granted to anyone passing a successful examination; :;;,lso to anyone
holding a diploma from a reputable dental college recognized by the National
Association of Dental Examiners. A fee of $5 shall be charged each applicant
for a certificate, whether on examination or on diploma, which fee shall in no
case be r6turned. Certificates to be recorded in the office of the county clerk, or
they will be forfeited and not granted again except on payment to t.he board
of $25.
"Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this act, or who shall
knowingly and falsely claim to have or hold a certificate of registration of the
board of dental exarnin.ers, or who shall falsely and with intent to deceive the
public claim and pretend to be a graduate of any incorporated, reputable dental
college, or who shall have registered under one name and practiced dentistry nuder
another name with intent to deceive the public, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.''
Acts of March 8, 1894, and 1898.
Officers of board of examiners: William H. Butcher, Salt Lake City, president;
George E. Ellerbeck, Salt Lake City, secretary.
Ve1·11iont.-Board of dental examiners, 5 members, to serve two years.
j,.. license to practice dentistry is granted on passing a satisfactorv examination (fee $10). Each license to be recorded in the office of the secretary of state
(fee 25 cents), or license shall be forfeited, and shall not be granted again except
upon payment of $10 to the board of examiners.
Penalty, fine of $25 to $100.
Acts approved November 29, 1882, November 11, 1896, and November, 1898.
Officers of board of examiners : S. D. Hodge, Burlingpon, president; George F.
Cheeney, St. Johnsbury, secretary.
Virginia.-Board of examiners, u members, each to serve three years.
Section 1767 says it shall be unlawful for anyone to practice dentistry unless he
shall have complied with the provisions of section 1769, that is, have passed an
examination before the State board of examiners (fee $10). Certificates must be
r ecorded in the office of the county clerk; fee 50 cents.
Penalty, fine of $50 to $200.
Acts of 1885-86, page 235; Code of 1867, page 459; a ~ts of 1889-90, page 24; acts
of 1893-94, page 598; act of Feb. 23, 1898.
Officers of board: J. V. Haller, Wytheville, president; H. W. Campbell, Suffolk,
secretary.
WashinJton.-Board of dental examiners, 5 members, each to serve two years.
Certificate granted on examination (examination fee $25, no t returnable), but
no one is eligible for examination unless he be of good moral character, hold a
diploma from a reputable dental college as determined by the board, or have been
engaged in the practice of dentistry for ten years. Certificates must be filed in
the office of the auditor of the county; fee $1.
Penalty, fine of $50 to 200, or imprisonment not exceeding six months.
"It shall be the duty of the pro3ecuting attorney for each county to attend to
the prosecution of all complaints under this act."
Act approved March 8, 189,.
Officers of board of examiners: C. A . Holme3, Seattle, president; W . E. Burkhart, Tacoma, secretary.
West Virginia.-There is a board of examiners of 5 memb~rs, each serving four
years.
Certificates are granted only after examination (fee $10).
Penalty: Anyone practicing dentistry without a license shall be fined not lesEI
than $50 nor more than 200, or con.fined in county jail not less than one nor more .
than three month , or both fined and imprisoned.
Act passed February 20, 1897.
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Of.ricers of board of dental examiners: Charles H. Bartlett Parkersburg, presi·
dent; J. R. Strathers, Sistersville, secretary.
Wisconsin.-Board of exami11ers, 5 members, each to serve five yeara.
Certificate granted on examination (examination fee $10) , or t o any gradu ate of
a reputable, legally incorporated dental college which requires attendance on two
full courses of five months each (fee $1). Certificates to be r egister ed annually
with the board of examiners (fee $1).
Pen~lty, fine of $10 to $100.
Act of April 5, 1887.
Officers of board of dental examiners: R . G. Richter, Milwaukee, president;
_W. H. Carson, Milvrnukee , secretary.
VVyoming. - It is unlawful for anyone to practice dentistry unless he has r eceived
a diploma from a reputable dental school, duly incorporated under the laws of
some one of the United States 9r of some foreign government and which is recognized as reputable by the National Association of Dental Examiners. A copy of
the diploma must be filed with the county clerk.
Penalt:r, fine of $50 to $200, or imprisonment sixty days, or both fine and imprisonment.
·
Act approved February 18, 1893.
Hawaii.--Board of examiners, 3 members, serving three years.
Certificate granted on examination or on approved diploma.
Act of December 19, 1892.
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CHAPTER XXIV.
EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY. 1

1.-CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Name.

Address.

J. W. Abercrombie .. _
Sheldon Jackson .... .
R.L.Long ., ......... .
J. J. Doyne .......... .
T. J. Kirk ............ .
Miss Grace E. Patton.
C. D. Hine ........... .
............ ............
W. B. Powell ........ .
W. N. Sheats . ........ .
Gustavus R, Glenn .. .
Miss Permeal French.
Alfred Bayliss ....... .
D. M. Geeting ....... .
R. C. Barrett ..... _... .
William Stryker .... .
W. J. Davidson ...... .
J. V. Calhoun ........ .
W. W. Stetson ....... .
E. B. Prettyman ..... .
Frank A. Hill.. ...... .
Jason E. Hammond ..
J. H. Lewis .......... .
Henry L. Whitfield ..
W. '].'. Carrington .... .
E. A. Carleton ....... .
W.R. Jackson ....... .

Mo,ntgomery, Ala ...... .. .
Sitka, Ala1'ka ............. .
Pho:mix, Ariz ............. .
Little Rock, Ark ......... .
Sacramento, Cal. ...•. .... .
Deuver, Colo ............. .
New Britain, Conn ....... .
Dover, Del. ...... ······ ·-- Washington, D. 0 ...... .. .
Tallahassee, Pla .......... .
Atlanta, Ga ............... .
Boise, Idaho ...... ---···--·
Springfield, Ill. ........... .
Indianapolis, Ind ......... .
Des Moines, Iowa--·- · ·-·Topeka, Kans ........... _..
Frankfort, Ky ............ .
Baton Rouge, La ......... .
Augusta, Me ... .... ······-Baltimore, Md ............ .
Boston, Mass ... ......... . . .
Lansing, Mich ...... ..... . .
St. Paul, Minn ...... ...... .
Jackson, Miss ............. .
Jefferson City, Mo ....... .
Helena, Mont ........... .. .
Lincoln, Nebr ............ .
Carson, Nev ............. . .
Concord, N. R .......•.....
Chas. J. taxter ...... . Trenton, N. J ............ .
M. C. de Baca ........ . Santa Fo, N. Mex ........ .
Charles R. Skinner .. .
C. H. Mebane ........ .
J. G. Hallancl ........ . Bismarck, N. Dak .... .. .. .
L ewisD. Bonebrake .. Columbus, Ohio ...... .... .
S. N. Hopkins ...... . Guthrie, Okla··-···-·-····
J. H. Ackerman .... _. Salem, Oreg ..... ...... ... .
Nathan 0. Schaeffer. Harrisburg, Pa ...... _.... .
Thomas B. Stockwell. Providence, R. I. ......... _
John J. McMahan ... . Columbia, S. C ........... .
E. E. Collins ......... . Pierre, 8. Dak ............ .
Price Thomas ....... . Nashvill , Tenn .......... .
.T. S. Kendall. ....... __ Austin, Tex ............... .
John R. Park ...... _.. Salt Lake City, Utah ..... .
Masons. Stone .. . ... . Montpelier, Vt. .......... .
Richmond, Va ....... _.... .
Frank J. Browne ..... Olympia, Wash ........... .
J. R. Trotter .......... Charleston. Vv. Va ....... .
L. D. Harvey . . .. . . .. . Madison, Wis ............. .
Thomas T. Tynan .... Cheyenne, Wyo .......... .

8t!~~f~n1ioisom:: =::

fii~if;.~-~c==~:=:=::::

Official designation.
State superintendent of education.
General agent of education.
Superintendent of public instruction.
State superintendent of public instruction.
Do.
Do.
Secretary of State board of educatio::i.
Do.
Superintendent of District schools.
State superintendent of public instruction.
State school commissioner.
Statfl superintendent of public instruction.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
State superintendent of education.
State superintendent of public schools.
Secretary of State board of education.
Do.
State superintendent of public instruction.
Do.
St.ate superintendei:1t of education.
State superintendent of public schools.
State superintendent of public instruction.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Superintendent of publi<.: instruction.
State superintendent of pnl>lic instruction.
Do.
Do.
State commissioner of common schools.
Superintendent of public instruction.
State superintendent of public instruction.
Do.
Commissioner of _public schools,
State superintendent of education.
State superintendent of public instruction
Do.
Do .
Do.
State superintendent of ducation.
State superintendent of public instruction.
Do.
State su11erintendent of free schools.
State superintendent of public schools.
State superintendent of public instruction.

1
1

Corrected to l!arch, 189\J, in so far as changes have been reported to the Bureau.
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IL--.:-LIST

OF CITY SUPERINTENDENTS,

ALABAMA.
Anniston, H. C. Gunnels.
Bessemer, G-. I\11. Lovejoy.
Birmingham . J. H, Phillips.
Eufaula, H. l\L W eedon.
Florence, H. C. Gilbert.
Huntsville, S. J. Mayhew.

Mobile, John D. Yerby.
:Montgomery, Charles L. Floyd.
New Decatur, .James C. Smith.
Opelika, T. C. Pinckard.
Selma, R. E. Hardaway.
Tuscaloosa, James H. Foster.

ARIZONA.
Tucson, Samuel P. McCrea.

ARKANSAS.
Fort Smith. J. L. Holloway.
Helena. W.W. Rivers.
Hot Springs, George B. Cook.

Little Rock. J. R. Rightsell.
. Pine Bluff, J. H, Hineman.

I

CALIFORNIA.
Alameda, D. J. Sullivan.
Berkeley, Franklin E. Perham.
Eureka, P. M. Condit.
Fresno, Morris Elmer Dailey.
Los An~eles, J. A. Foshay.
Napa City, J. L. Shearer. 1
Oakland, John W. McClymonds.
Pasadena, James D. Graham. 2
Pomona, Frank H. Hyatt.
Riverside, Eugenie Fuller. 8
Sacramento, 0. W. Erlewine.

San Bernardino, T. H. Kirk. 2
San Diego, l!~. P. Davidson.
San Francisco, Reginald H. "Webster.
San Jose, Frank P. Rm;sell.
Santa Ana, Lyman Gregory.
Santa Barbara, C. Y. Roop.
Santa Cruz, D. C. Clark.
Santa Rosa, Minnie Coulter.
Stockton, James A. Barr.
Vallejo, Charles A. Fulton.
COLORADO.
Denver: District No. 17 . J. H. Van Sickle.
Leadville, Edward C. Elliott.
Pueblo: District No. L James S. McCiung.
Di:ltric t No. 20, John F. Keating.
Trinidad, Eugene C. Stevens.

Aspen, F. J. Brownscombe.
Colorado Springs, John Dietrich.
Cripple Creek, Ezra W. Palmer.
Denver: District No. 1, Aaron Gove.
District No. 2, L. C. Greenlee.
Distric t No. 7, W. J. Wise.

CONNECTICUT.
-Ansonia, Wm. Alexander Smith.
Branford, Henry C. Moore. 4
Bridgeport, Charles W. Deane.
Bristol, C. L. Wooding.
Danbury, A. C. Hubbard. 5
Derby, J. W. Peck.
East Hartford, Joseph 0. Good win, 5 George A.
Bowman. 6
Enfield, Samuel A. Booth. 7
Greenwich, Newton B. Hobart . 4
Hartford, Herbert S. Bullard.
Manchester: T own schools, Herbert 0. Bowers.
Ninth district (south), F. A. Verplanck; Thomas Sims. 5
Meriden, A . B. Mather.
Middletown, Walter B. Ferguson.
Milford, H. I. l\fathewson. 2

Naugatuck, J. H. Carfrey.
New Britain, Giles A. Stuart.
New Haven, Calvin N. K endall.
New London, Charles B. J ennings.
New Milford, Charles H. Soule.
Norwalk, Charles Olmstead. 5
Norwich, Nathan L. Bishop. 8
Rockville, I. l\'1. Agard.
Stamford, Eve r ett C. Willard.
Torrington. Edwin H . Forbes.
Wallingford (Central district), Daniel
Knight.
Waterbury, B . W . Tinker.
West Haven, - - - - .
Westport, L . T . Day. 5
Willilllantic, George E. Hinman. 0
Winsted, C. A. Bristol. 5

DELAWARE.
Newcastle, George W. Andrew.

, Wilmington, David W. Harlan.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Washington William B. Powen. 10

Washington, G. It~. T. Cook. 11
l!'LORIDA.

,Jacksonville, Joel D . Mead.12
Key W est, C. F. Kemp.12
Pensacola, N. B. Cook.12
1 Prindpal grammar school.
~. 'upervis'ng principal.
3
Prmcipal of the high school.
•P-rinciJ,al.
6
• • cretary board of . cbool visitors.
e Actiug •i itor.

1

St. Augnstine, E. H. Reynolds. 12
Tampa L. W . Buchbolz.1 2
hairman school committee.
'uperintendentcentral district.
'ecretary of school committee.
10 uperinteudent of public schools.
11 . 'uperintendent of colored schools.
12 County superintendent.
7

1>

8 •
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11.-LrsT OF CITY SuPERIKTENDENTS-Continued.
GEORGIA.
Albany, L. E. Welch.I
Americus, J.E. Mathis.
Athens, G. G. Bond.
Atlanta, W. F. Slaton.
Augusta, Lawton B. Evans.
Brunswick, G. J. Orr, jr.

Columbus, Carlton B. Gibson.
Griftin, J. Henry Walker.
Macon, D. Q. Abbott.
Rome, James C. Harris.
Savannah, Otis Ashmore.
Thomasville, R. T. l\1aclean. 1
ILLINOIS.

Alton, Robert A. Haight.
Aurora: District No.5 (east side), C. M. Bardwell.
DistrictNo.4 (westside ),A. V.Greenman.
Austin, Newell D. Gilbert.
Beardstown, S. Sterrett Beggs.
Belleville, H. D. Updike.
Belvidere, Arthur J. t:;nyder.
Bloomington, Edwin M. Van Petten.
Braidwood: North side, John P. Keevers.
South side, C. H. Root.
Cairo, Taylor C. Clendenen.
Canton, Charles S. Aldrich.
Centralia, Irwin F. Mather.
Champaign, Joseph Carter.
Charleston, W. T. G ooden.
Chicago, E. Benjamin Andrews.
Danville, J.E. Bryan.
Decatur, Enoch A. Gastman.
Dixon: Charles W. Groves.
North side, H. V. Baldwin.
Duquoin, David B. Rawlins.
East St. Louis: District No. 1, ,Tohn Richeson.
District No. 2, range 10, T. J.
McDonough. 2
District No: 2, range 9, I. Harry
Todd. 2
Edwardsville, J. M. Parkinson.
Elgin, M.A. WhitnPy.
Evanston: District No. 1, Homer H. Kingsley.
District No. 3, North Evanston,-.
District No. 2, South Evanston,
Fred. W. Nichols.

Freeport, R. S. Page.
Galena, James W. Cupples.
•
Galesburg, William L. Steele.
Jacksonville, J. W. Henninger.
Joliet; Mrs. Rate A. Henderson.
Kankakee, F. N. Tracy.
Kewanee, A. C. Butler.
La Salle, L.A. Thomas.
Lincoln, - - .
Litchfield, J.E. Wooters.
Macomb, R. C. Rennick.
Mattoon, Benjamin F. Armitage.
Metropolis City, 0. J. Page.
Moline, W. J. Cox.
Monmouth, James C. Burns.
Morris, P. K. Cross.
Oak Park, William H. Hatch.
Ottawa, Samuel H . Heidler.
Pana, William Miner.
Paris, J. D. Shoop.
Pekin, ,J. A. Hornberger.
Peoria, Newton Charles Dougherty.
Peru, W. W. Wirt.
Quincy, A. A. Seehorn.
Rock Island, R. G. Young.
Rockford, P. R . Walker.
Springfield, J. H. Collins.
Spring Valley, R. V. De Graff.
Sterling: District No. 1, W. T. ·ruttle.
District No. 3, H. L. Chaplin.
District No. 8, S. B. Hursh.
Streator, W. F . Rocheleau.
Urbana, J. W. Hays.
Waukegan, F'rank H. Hall.

INDIANA.
Anderson, John W. Carr.
Aurora, J. R. Houston .
Bloomington, W. H. Fertich.
Bluffton, Ellis D. Walker.
Brazil, John C. Gregg.
Columbus, John A. Carnagey.
Connersville, W. :B'. L. Sanders.
Crawfordsville, G. F. Renaston.
Elkhart, D. W. Thomas.
Evansville, William A. Hester.
Fort Wayne, Justin N. Study.
Frankfort, Benjamin F. Moore.
Goshen, William H. Sims.
Greencastle, H. G. Woody.
Hammond, W. C. Belman.
Huntington, Robert I. Hamilton.
Indianapolis, David K. Goss.
•
Jeffersonville, Dorman S. Kelly.
Kokomo,--.
Lafayette, Edward Ayres.
Laporte, John A. Wood.

Lawrenceburg, T. H. Meek.
Lebanon, James R. Hart.
Logansport, Albert H. Douglass.
Madison, 0. M. McDaniels.
Marion, Welford D. Weaver.
Michigan City, Edward Boyle.
Mount Vernon, Edwiv S . .Monroe.
Muncie, W . R. SnydC'r.
New Albany, W. H. Hershman.
Peru, A. E. Malsbary.
Portland, Isaac E. Neff.
Richmond, 'rhoma A. Mott.
Seymour, H. C. Montgomery.
Shelbyville, James H. 'I'omlin.
South Bend, Ca-lvm Moon.
Terre Haute, Wm. H. Wiley. '
Valparaiso, Charles H enderson Wood.
Vincennes, Albert E. Humke.
Wabash, M. W. Harrison.
Warsaw, Jam e. Hamilton Henry.
Washington, Wm. F. A.· lell.
IOWA.

Atl:mtic, William Wilcox.
Boone, Geo. I. Miller.
Burlington, Chas. Eldred Shelton.
Cedar Rapids, J. T. Merrill.
Centerville, F. E. Ring.
Clinton, O. P. Bostwick.
Council Bluffs, H erbert B. Hayden.
'rt>ston, 0. E. French.
Davenport, J. B. Young.
Des Moines, East side, Amos Hiatt.
North side, F. A. La •ey.
Wost Ride, Frank B. Cooper.
Dubuqu , F. T. Oldt.
Fort Dodge, F. C. Wildes.
1 County superintendent.

Fort Madis on, . W. Cruikshank.
Iowa City,, . K. Stevenson.
Keokuk, O. W. 1.eyer.
Le Mars, E. N. Cole man.
Lyons, 0. H. Brain rd.
Marshalltown , F. E. Willard.
Mason City, A . R. , ' ale.
Mount Pl •asant, John F. Riggs.
Muscatine, F. M. Witter.
Oskaloosa, Orion C. ·cott.
Ottumwa, A. W. Stuart.
.'ioux City, H. E . Kratz.
Waterloo, East side, F. J. Sessions.
West side, S. H . Sheakley.
2 Principal.
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KANSAS.
Argentine,A. P. Warrington.
Arkansas City, \V. M. Fisher.
Atchison,J. H. Glotfelter.
Emporia, L.A. Lowther.
Fort Scott, David l\!L Bowen.
Hutchinson, George W. Winans.
Junction City, George VT. Kendrick.
Kansas City, Larkin L. L. Hanks.
Lawrence, Frank P. Smith.
L eavenworth, Miss Mamie E. Dolphin.

Newton, J. W. Cooper.
Ottawa, Walter H. Olin.
Parsons, S. D. Frazier.
Pittsburg, R. S . Russ.
Salina, A. Ludlum.
Topeka, William M. Davidson.
Wellington, H.F. lVL Bear.
Wichita, l<~rank R. Dyer.
Winfield, J, W. Spindler.
KENTUCKY.

Ashland, John G. Crabbe.
Bowling Green, Edward Taylor.
Covington, John Morris.
Dayton, I<~. S. Alley.
F..nnkfort, :McHenry Rhoads.
Henderson, Edward 8 . Clark.
Hopkinsville. Livingstone McCartney.
Lexington, William Rogers Clay.

Louisville, E. H. Mark.
Maysville,--.
Newport, John Burke.
Owensboro, James :McGinniss,
Paducah, George 0. McBroom.
Paris, E.W. Weaver.
Richmond, J. D. Clark.
Vvinchester, R. M. Shiff.
LOUISIANA.

I Shreveport, J as. A. Thigpen.

Baton Rouge, R. C. Gordon.
New Orleans, vV~rren Easton.

MAINE.
Auburn, A. P. Wagg.
Augusta, Caroline S . Fogg.
A lbion Hale Brainard.t
J. M. Wyman. 2
S . I. Graves. 3
vVeston Lewi;,. 4
Bangor, Miss Mary S. Snow.
Bath, William H. Winslow.
Belfast, Francis S . Brick.
Biddeford. Royal E. Gould.
Brewe r, Mrs. Mertie lVL Curtis.
Brunswick, Franklin C. Robinson.
Calais, Stephen E. Webber.

Eastport, T. E. St. John.
Ellsworth, Ernest L. Moore.
Fort Fairfield, C. H. Stevens.
Gardiner, Elliot B. Barber.
Houlton, Harry L. Putnam.
Lewiston, I. C. Phillips.
Old Town, Byron Porter.
Portland, Orlando M . Lord.
Rockland, Frank H. Hill.
Saco, John S. Locke.
Sanford, W. B. Shumway.
,vaterville, E . I<,. Hitchings.
MARYLAND.
Cumberland, H. G. W eimer. 5

Annapolis,John G . Bannon.~
Baltimore, Henry A. \Vise.
Cambridge, Josiah L. K err. 5

Ephraim L. Boblitz.
Hager stown, George C. P earson.
I Frederick,
5

5

MASSACHUSE T'rS.
Abingtoi.i, W. H. Sand e r son.
Adams, J.C. Gray.
Amesbury, E. 0. P erkins. 6
Amherst,--.
Andover, George Ellsworth Johnson.
Arlington, Georgiana M. Peatfield.s
Athol, W. Scott Ward.
Attleboro, J. O. Tiffany.
Barnstable , F. W. Kingman.
Belmont, George P. Armstrong.
Beverly, AdeI'oert Leon Safford.
Blacks tone, Josiah B. Davis.
Boston, Edwin P. Seaver.
Braintree, Irving W. Horne.
Brid~ewater, W. B. Sanderson.
Broc&ton, B. B. Russell.
Brookline, Samuel '.r. Dutton.
Cambridge, Francis Cogswell.
Canton, James b . Perkins.
Chelsea, Walter H. Small.
g~~icr:ec~~~Ie~r i!n~~deur.
Concord, William L. Eaton.
Danvers, A. P. Learoyd.n
Dedham, Roderick Whittlesey Bine.
Easthampton, W. D. iller.
Easton, Ed ward Bartlett Maglathlin.
Everett, Randall J. Condon .
Fall River William C. Bates.
Fitchburg, Joseph G. Edg rly.
1 Principal
ony High School.
2
·uperintendent or suburban echool . .
3
, ·uperlntendent villatte district.
4
Principal Williams dtstrict.

Framingham, Samuel F. Blodgett.
Franklin, Ernest D. Daniels.
Gardner, Louis P. Nash.
Gloucester, Freeman Putney.
Grafton, Stanley H . Holmes.
Granby, Ed ward H. McLachlin.
Greenfield, D . P. Dame.
Haverhill, Roscoe D. McKeen.
Hingham, Elmer L. Curtiss.
Holyoke, P. W. Search.
Hopkinton, Alvan R. Lewis.
Hyde Park, William G. Colesworthy. 6
Lawrence, John E. Burke.
Lowell, Arthur K. Whitcomb.
Lynn, Orsa.mus B. Bruce.
Malden, George E. Gay.
Manchester, George P. Armstrong.
.Marblehead, John B. Gifford.
farlboro, J. Asbury Pitman.
Medford, harles H. Morss.
Melrose, Fred H. Nickerson.
Merrimac, F. E. Pea!:e. 7
Methuen, A. Everett White.
!\-fiddleboro, Asher J. Jacoby.
fi1ford, Charles W. Haley.
Millbury, C. S . Lyman.
:Milton, M. W. Richardson.
,.atick, Frank Edson Parlin.
New Bedford, William E. Hatch.
Newburypm-t, William P. Lunt.
5
County school examiner.
e 'ecretary or tho school committoo.
7
Chairman school committee.
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Newton, Ueorge I. Aldrich.
North Adams, Isaac F reeman Hall
Northampton, J. H . Carfrey.
North Attleboro, James W. B1·ehant.
Northbrid~e, S. A. Melcher.
Orange, l\11ss Lizzie A. Mason.
Palmer, A. 0. Thompson.
Peabody, John B. Gifford.
Pittsfield, Eugene Bouten.
Plymouth, Francis J. Heavens.
Provincetown, Clarence W. Fearing.
Quincy, Herbe rt Warren Lull.
Reading, Charles E. Hussey.
Revere, Frank J. Peaslee.
Rockport, :Mary L. Lincoln.
Salem, John W. Perkins.
Saugus, Charles E. Stevens.
Some rville, Gordon A. Southworth.
Southbridge. John T. Clarke.
South Hadley, Edward H. McLachlin.

Spencer, Wyman C. Fickett.
Springfield, 'l'homas M . Balliet.
Stoneham, Charles E. Stevens.
Taunton, C. F. Boyden.
Upton, Stanley H. Holmes.
Wakefield, Charles E. Hussey.
Waltham, Willia m D. Parkinson.
·ware, Samuel ,v. Hallett.
·warren, A lbert Robinson.
'\Vatertown, :M. A. Stone.
Webster, A.H. Morse.
·
Wellesley, :Marshall Livingston Perrin.
Westboro, H. 0. Waldron.
Westfield, George H. Danforth.
West Springfi.elrl, Ulysses G. Wheeler.
Weymouth, I. M. Nor cross.
Winchendon, David B. Locke.
Woburn, 'fhomas Emerson.
Worcester, Clarence F . Carroll.
MICHIGAN.
Jackson: District No.LL. S. Norton.
District No. 17, Martin L. Palmer.
Kalamazoo, 0. E. Latham.
Lansing, S. B. Laird.
Ludington, H . T. Blodgett.
Manistee, F. Martin Townsend.
Marquette, Anna M. Chandler.
Menominee, 0. I. Woodley.
Monroe, J . F. Rieman.
Mount Clemens, S. C. Price.
Muskegon, David Mackenzie.
Negaunee, F. D. Davis.
Niles, J. D. Schiller.
Owosso, E. T. Austin.
Pontiac, Hugh Brown.
Port Huron, James H. Beazell.
Saginaw: East Side, A S. Whitney.
West Side, Edwin C. Thompson.
8t. Joseph, George W. Loomis.
Sault Ste. Marie, E. E. Ferguson.
Traverse City, Charles T. Grawn.
West Bay City, N. A. Richard.
Wyandotte , A. W . Dasef.
Ypsilanti, Austin George.

Adrian, A .•E. Curtis.
Albion, vV. J. lVIcKone.
Alpena, George A. Hunt.
Ann Arbor , H. M . Slauson.
Au Sable , C. M . Jansky.
Battle Creek, William G. Coburn.
Bay City, John A. Stewart.
Benton Harbor, Eugene A. 1,Vilson.
Big Rapi,ds, James R._Miiler.
Cadillac, James Hamilton Kaye.
Charlotte , M. R. Parmelee.
Cheboygan, William 0 . Thompson.
Coldwater, Egbert L . Briggs.
D etroit, Wales C. Martindale.
Escanaba, George P. Fleisher.
Flint,--.
Grand Haven, John A. Crawford.
Grand Rauids, F. R. Hathaway.
Hillsdale, W. L. Shuart.
Holland, 0. M. McLean.
Ionia, C. L. Bemis.
Iron Mountain, L. E. Amidon.
Ironwood, L. L. Wright.
Ishpeming, Richard Hardy.

MINNESOTA.
Anoka, ,J olm L. Torrens.
Austin, W. F. F. Selleck.
Brainerd, :Miles H. Carleton.
Duluth, Robert E. Denfeld.
Faribault, George A. Franklin.
F e rgus Falls, C. A. Ballard.
Mankato, George F. Kenaston.
:Minneapolis, Charles l\'.L Jordan.
N evr Ulm, E. T. Oritchett.

Owatonna, Lyman H. Ford.
Re d Wing, F. ll. Huubard.
Rochester, F. D. Budlong.
St. Cloud, S. S. Parr.
St. Paul, A. J . Smith.
St. Peter, Edgar George.
Stillwater, Frank A . Weld.
Winona, J. A. Tormey.
MISSISSIPPI.
Meridian, J. C. Fant.

Columbus, J . lVI. Barrow.
Greenville, E. E. Bass.
Jackson, J. 0. Hardy.

J. W. Henderson.
Vicksburg, Charles Pendleton Kemper.
I Natchez,
1

MISSOURI.
Bonneterre, J. H. Malugen.
Boonville, D. T. Gentry.
Brookfield, L. A. Wirick.
Cape Girardeau, E. E. McCullough. 2
Carrollton, L. W. Rader.
Carthage, W. J. Stevens,
Chillicothe, Oliver Stigall.
Clinton, Charles B. Ileynolds.
Columbia, R.H. Emberson.
D esoto, Charles M. Gill.
l?ulton, J. C. Humphreys.
Hannibal, R. B. D. Simonson.
Independence , S . M. Barrett.
Jefferson City, W.W. Walters.
Joplin, Joseph D. Elliff.
Kansas ity, James M. Greenwood.
Kirksville, C. S. Brother.
1

County superintendent.

Lexington, H. D. Demand.
Loui siana, A. W. Riggs.
Marshall, T. E. Spencer.
Maryville, Benjamin lt'. Duncan.
Mexico, D. A. McMillan.
Moberly, J. A. Whiteford.
Nevada, A. W. Duff.
Richhill, John P. Thurman.
St. Charles. George W. Jones.
St. Joseph, Edward B. Neely.
St. Louis, F. Louis Soldan.
Sedalia, George V. Buchanan.
Springfield, Jonathan Fairbanks.
Trenton, H. E. Du Bois.
Warrensburg L. W. Martin.
Webb City, A.G. Young.
~

Principal.
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MON'.rANA.

Butte. J.P. Hendricks.
Great Falls, E. <_?· Marsh.

\ Helena, James E. Klock.
NEBRASKA.

Beatrice, Ossian H. Brainerd.
Fremont, Daniel Miiler..
Grand Island, Robert ,J. Barr.
Hastings,Edwin N. Brown.
Kearney, Jesse T. Morey.

I

Lincoln , J. l!'. Saylor.
Neb1·aska City, Allen C. Fling.
Omaha, Carroll G. P ear se.
Plattsmouth, John G. McHugh.
South Omaha, A. A. Munro.

NEVADA.
Virginia City, George N. Noel.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord (Union district ), Louis J . Rundlett.
Dover, Channing Folsom.
.
Exeter, John A. 13rown. 1
Keene (Union district), Thaddeus Wm. Harris.
Laconia, J. H. Blaisdell.

I Manchester,
William E. Buck.
Nashau, James H. Fassett.
Portsmouth. James C. Simpson.
tlochester, William N. Cragi n.

NEW JERSEY.
New Brunswick, George G. Ryan.
Orange,--.
Passaic, I<'. E. Spaulding.
Paterson, Addison B. Poland.
Perth Amboy, S. E. Shull.
Phillipsbu1·g, H. Budd Howell.
Plainfield, H e nry M. Maxson.
Rahway, W. 0. Robinson.
Redbank, S. V. Arrowsmith.
Salem, Morris H. Stratton .
South Amboy, R. M. Fitch. 2
'rrenton: Leslie C. Pierson.
B. C. Gregory.~
Town of Union, 5 Otto Ortel. 2
Vineland, J. J. Unger.
Woodbury, Theodore J. Green. 2

Atlantic City, W. M. Polla1·d.
Bayonne, Charles M. Davis.
Bordentown, William Macfarland. 2
Bridgeton, John S. Turner.
Burlington. Wilbur vVatts.3
Camden, Martin V. Bergen.
Elizabeth, William J. Shearer.
Gloucester, John C. Stinson.
Hackensack, John Terhune. 4
Harrison, E. A. Murphy.
Hoboken, A. J. D e marest.
J ersey City, H enr y Snyder.
Lambertville, Lambert H. Sergeant.
Long Branch, Christopher G-regory.
Millville, A. Duncan Yocum.
Morristown, W. L. R. Haven.
Newark, Charles B. Gilbert.

NEW MEXICO.

I Santa Fe, - - .

Albuquerque; J. 'l'. P e rigo.

NEW YORK.
Albany, Charles W. Cole.
Albion, Mrs. Ida P. Greene.
Amsterdam, Charles S. Davis.
Auburn, Benjamin B. Snow.
Batavia, John Kennedy.
Bin~hamton, Rufus H. Halsey.
Buffalo, Henry P. Emerson.
Canandaigua, J. Carlton Norris.
Catskill, T. A. Caswell.
Coboes, George E. Dixon.
Corning, Leigh R. Hunt.
Cortland, Ferdinand E. Smith.
Dansville, W. G. Carmer. 3
Dunkirk, John W. Babcock.
Elmira, Elias J. Beardsley.
Fishkill on the Hudson, Lewis N. Crane.~
!~~i~~.\v11ii~~P~: Truesdale.
Glens Falls, 'herman Williams.
Gloversville, James A. Estee.
Green Island, ,James Heatly.
Haver traw, L . . Markham.
Hempstead, Ezra Fred Knapp.
Hoosic Fall.·. H. H. Sn 11.
Hornellsville. Wil1iam R. Prentice.
Hndson, F. J., 'agendorph.
Ilion, Jud. on I. Wood.
Ithaca, H. W. Fuster.
Jamestown, Rovillns R. Rogers.
,Tohn town. William .. , 'nyder.
Kingston: Di. tri t ... To. 5. '•King. ton school district,'' Charles . Ryon.
1
•1~rk school board.
~, 'uperv· ing principal.
* .Prmcipal.
◄ County superintendent.
6
Pest-office, \Ve kawken.

Kingston : Distric t No. 1, P. H. Culler.. 6
District No. 2, William E. Bunten. 6
District No. 3, Henry Powers. 8
District No. {, William A. McConnell. 6
Lans ingburg, George F. Saw yer.
Little Falls. H. E. Reed.
Lockport, Emmet Belknap.
Lyons, W. H. Kinney.
Malone, Sarah L. Perry.
Matteawan, Gurdon R. Miller. 3
Medina, T. H. Armstrong.
Middletown, James F. 'ruthill.
Mount VernO"ll, Charles E. Nichols.
Newark, U. A. Hamilton. 3
Newburgh, R. V. K. Montfort.
New Rochelle, I aac E. Young.
New York; William H. Maxwell, city superintendent.
Boroughs of Manhattan and the
Bronx,John Jasper. 7
Borough of B1·ooklyn, Edward G.
Ward. 8
Borough of Queens, Edward L.
, tevell.s. 0
Borough of Richmond, Hubbard
R. Yetman. 1 o
Niagara FalJs. Xathaniel L. Benham.
orth 'ronawanda, 'linton, ·. :Marsh.
orwich, . J. Gibson.
Nyack, Ira H. Lawton.
8 Prineipal; post-office, Rondout.
7 Post-office,
w ork City.
e Post-office, Brooklyn, . Y.
~ Post-office, Flushing, N. Y.
10 Post-office, ota.plctou, N. Y.
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Og:lensburg, Barney ·whitney.
Olean. Fox Holden.
Oneida: District No. 25, Frank W. Jennings.
District No. 26, H. H. Douglas.
Oneonta, William C. Franklin.
Oswego, George E. Bullis.
Owego. Edwin P. Recordon.
Peekskill: Drumhill district (No. 7), John
Millar. 1
Oakside district (No. 8), A. D. Dunbar.1
Penn Yau, George Howard Hoxie.
Plattsburg, James G. Riggs.
Port Chester, E.G. Lautman.
Port Jervis, ,John M. Dolph.
Poughkeepsie, Edwin S. Harris.
Rensselaer, R. W. Wickham.
Roche::;ter, Milton Noyes.

Rome, Harrison T. Morrow.
Saratoga Springs, 'rhomas R. Kneil.
Saugerties, Fred N . .Moulton.
Schenectady, Samuel B. Howe.
Seneca Falls, Charles T. Andrews.
Sing Sing., J. Irving Gorton.
Syracuse, A. B. Blodgett.
Tonawanda, F. J. Diamond.
Troy, John H. Willets.
Utica, Ueorge Griffith.
Vlaterford, Alexander Falconer.
\Vaterloo, Thomas C. Wilber .1
Watertown, William G. Williams.
Watervliet. J. Edman Massee.
Waverly, H . J. Walter.
Whitehall, Wilber W. Howe.
Whit.eplains, S. R. Shear.
Yonkers, Charles E. Gorton.

NORTH CAROLIN A.
A;;;heville, J. D. Eggleston. jr.
Charlotte, Alexander Graham.
Concord, C. S. Coler.
Durham, W. W. Flowers.
Fayetteville, B. C. Mclver.
Goldsboro, J. I. Foust.
Henderson, A. M. Matics. 2

Newbern, John S. Long.
Raleigh, Logan D. Howell.
Reidsville, Edwin S. Sheppe.
Salisbury, R. G. Kizer.
Washington, Harry Howell.
Wilmington. M . C. S. Noble.
Winston, John J. Blair.
NORTH DAKOTA.

I Grand Forks, J. Nelson Kelley.

Fargo, Darius Steward.

OHIO.

Akron, R. S. Thomas.
Alliance, John E. Morris.
Ashland, W. S. Robinson.
Ashtabula, J. 8. Lowe.
Avondale, I. R. Henderson.
Bellaire, J. R. Anderson.
Bellefontaine, Henry Whitworth. ·
Brooklyn, Charles M. Knight.
Bucyrus, J. J. Bliss.
Cambridge, C. L. Cronebaugh.
Canton, - - - .
Chillicothe, N. H. Chaney.
Cincinnati, William H. Morgan.
Circleville, M. H. Lewis.
Cleveland, Lewis H. Jo1rns.
Columbus, J. A. Shawan.
Coshocton, John F. Fenton.
Dayton, W. N. Hailmann.
Defiance, James J. Burns.
Delaware, Horace A. Stokes.
D elphos, E.W. Hastings.
East Liverpool, R. E. Rayman.
Elyria, Henry 1\1. Parker.
Findlay, J. W. Zellar. •
Fostoria, J. S. Young.
Fremont, W.W. Ross.
Galion, I. C. Guinther.
Gallipolis, R. B. Ewing.
Greenville, C. L. Brumbaugh.
Hamilton, S. L. Rose.
Hillsboro, H. C. Minnich.
Ironton, S. P. Humphrey.
Jackson, J. E. Kinnison.
Kent, A. B. Stutzman.
Kenton. E. P. Dean.
Lancaster, Elijah Burgess.
Lima, Charles C. Miller.
Lorain, F. D. Ward.

Mansfield, Edmund D. Lyon.
Marietta, W.W. Boyd.
Marion, Arthur Powell.
Martins Ferry, W. H. Stewart.
Massillon, Edmund A. Jones.
Middletown, J. W. l\facKinnon.
Mount Vernon, John K. Baxter.
Nelsonville, Fletcher S. Coultrap.
N ew Philadelphia, G. C. Maurer.
Newark, J. C. Hartzler.
Niles, Frank J. Roller.
Norwalk, A. D. Beechy.
Oberlin, George W. Waite.
Painesville, W.W. Boyd.
Piqua, C. Vv. Bennett.
Pomeroy, T. C. Flanegin.
Portsmouth, Thomas Vickers.
Salem, W. P. Burris.
Sandusky,-- .
Sidney, E. S. Cox.
Springfield, Carey Boggess.
Steubenville, Henry Ney Mertz.
Tiffin, J. H. Snyder.
Toledo W.W. Chalmers.
Troy, Charles L. Van Cl ve.
Uhrichsville, R. B. Smith.
Urbana, William McK. Vance.
Vanwert, J.P. Sharkey.
Wapakoneta. C. W. Williamson.
Warren, C. E. Carey.
Wash'ington C. H., N. H. Chaney.
Wellston, Ezekiel Wallace Patterson.
Wellsville, James L. MacDonald.
Wooster, Charles Haupert.
Xenia, Edwin B. Cox.
Youngstown. F. Treudley.
Zanesville, W. D. Lash.
OKLAHOMA.

Ol~lahoma, B. F. Nihart.
OREGON.
Astoria, R. N. Wright.
Portland, Frank Rigler.

Salem, George A. Peebles.
1

Principal.

2

Superv!.sor.
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Ailegheny, John Morrow.
Allentown, :B'r ancis D. Raub.
Altoona, D.S. Keith.
Archbald, W. A . Kelly.
Ashland, William C. Estler.
Beaverfalls, Charles J. Boak.
Bellefonte, David 0. Etters.
Bethlehem, George W. Twitmyer.
Bloomsburg, L. Parvin Sterner.t
Braddock, John S . Keefer.
Bradford, E . E. Miller.
Bristol, Louise D. Baggs.
Butler, John A. Gibson.
Carbondale, John J. Forbes.
Carlisle, Samuel B. Shearer.
Chambersburg, Samuel Gelwix.
Chester, Charles F. Foster.
Columbia, Daniel Fleisher.
Connellsville, J . P. Wiley. 2
Conshohocken, J. Horace Landis.
Corry, A . D. Colegrove.
Dan ville, .James C. Houser
Dubois, W. L. Greene.
Dunmore, E, D. Bovard.
Easton, William W. Cottingham,
South Side, A. J . La Barre.
Erie, H. C. Missimer.
Etna,'J. Q. A. Irvine .2
Franklin, N. P. Kinsley.
Greensburg, A. M. Wyant.
Greenville, T. S. Lowden.
H anover, A. J. Harbaugh.
Harl'isburg, L emuel C. Foose.
H azleton, David A. Harman.
H omestead, J ohn C. Kendall.
Huntingdon, Kimber Cleaver.
Johnstown, E. E. Bach.
L ancaster, R. IC Buehrle.
L ansford, I. K. Witmer.
L ebanon, Cyrus Boger.
Lockhaven, John A. Robb.
McKeesport, H.F. Brooks.
Mahanoy City, William N. Ehrhart.
Mauchchunk, James J . Bevan.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Meadville, Henry V. Hotchkiss.
Middletown, H . H. Weber.
Milton, Lewis A. Beardsley.
Minersville, H. H. Spayd. 2
Monongahela City, E.W. Dalbey. 2
Mount Carmel, Samuel Halsey Dean.
Nanticoke, John William GrH'fith.
New Brighton, Joseph Burdette Richey.
Newcast le, J. W. Canon.
Norris town, Joseph K. Gotwals.
Oil City, C. A . Babcock.
Olyphant, M. W. Cumming.
Philadelphia, Edward Brooks.
Phamixville, Harry F. L eister.
Pittsbur g, George J . Luckey.
Pittston, Robert Shiel. I
Plymouth, Frank E. Fickinger.
Pottstown, William W. Rupert.
Pottsville, B. F. Patterson.
Reading, E benezer Mackey.
Renovo, James W . Elliott.
St. Clair, Thomas G. Jones.
Scranton, George Howell.
Shamokin, William F. Harpel.
Sharon, ,J. A . :.\1"cLaughry.
Sharpsbur g, E. B.~McRoberts.
Shenandoah, J. W . Cooper.
South Bethlehem, Owen R. Wilt.
Steelton, L. E. McGinnis.
Sunbury, C. D. Oberdorf.
Tamaqua, Robert F . Ditch burn.
'J'arentum, S. M. Williamson.
Titusville, Henry Pease.
Towanda, F. W. Robbins.I
'.ryrone, C. E. Kauffman.
Uniontown, Lee Smith.
Warren, W. L. MacGowan.
Washington, A. A. Hays. 1
Waynesboro, R. T. Adams.I
Westchester, Addison L. Jones.
Wilkesbarre, James M. Coughlin.
Wilkinsburg, E. J. Shives.
·wmiamsport, Charles Lose.
York, Atreu s Wanner.
RHODE ISLAND.
Johnston, Miss Sarah Dye1· Barnes. 4
Newport, Benjamin Baker.
Pawtucket, Gilman C. I<'isher.
Providence, Horace S. Tarbell.
Westerly, C. H . Babcock.
Woonsocket, Frank E. McFee.

Bristol, John P. R eynolds.
Burrillville, Allen P . Keith.
Ce ntral Falls 1 Frank 0. Draper.
Cranston, Vaientine
Almy.
Cumberland, Clarence H. Dempsey.a
East Providence, Wiiliam W. Ellis.
Charleston, H enry P. Archer.
Columbia, E. S. Dreher .
Greenville, E. L. Hughes.

SOUTH CAROLIN A .
Spartanburg, Frank Evans.
Sumter, S. H . Edmunds.

Sioux Falls, Frank C . McClelland.

I

SOUTH DAKOTA.
I Yankton, Edmund J. Vert.

TENNESSEE.
Chattanooga, A. T. Barrett.
Johnson City, S. C. Brown.
Clarksville, J. W. Graham .
Knoxville, J . H. McCallie.
Columbia, W. E. Bostick 2 and J. H. Kelly. 2
MempI:iis, George W. Gordon.
Jackson, Thomas H . Paine.
Nashville, H. C. Weber.

I

TEXAS.
Austin, T. G. Harris.
Brenham, Edward W. Tarrant.
Brownsville, J . F. CummingR.
orpus Christi. Charles W. rossley.
Corsicana~ H. S. M lear.
Dallas, J. L. Long.
Denison, William 'ay.
El Paso, G. P. Putllam.
Fort Worth 1. G. Bates.
ainer1ville, 'E. F. Comegys.
Galveston, John W. Hopkins.
1 Supervhng principal.
2 Pnndpal.

Greenville, C. P. Hudson.
Houston, W. H. Kimbrough.
Laredo, C. '. Pierce.
Marshall, W. H. Attlebery.
Pal stine, P. V. Pennybacker.
Paris, J. G. Wooten.
• an Antonio, William Schoch.
• herman, P. W. Horn.
Temple, J. E. Blair.
J.'yler, W. T. Potter.
,vaco, Charles T. Alexander.
3 Po ·t-offlc , Valley Falls.
Post-ofiic , ln yville.
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UTAH.

Logan, Jennie Hubbard Loyd.
Ogden, William Allison.

William S. Rawlings.
Salt Lake City, J. F . Millspaugh.
I· Provo,
VERMONT.

Barre, 0. D. Ma'c;hew:son,
Brattleboro, M. Belle- Smith.
Burlington, Henr~ 0. Wheeler.
Montpelier, J. H. Lucia.

I

Rutland, Willard A . Frasier.
St. Albans, Francis A. Bagnall.
St. Johnsbury, Herbert J. Jones.

VIRGINIA.
Alexandria, Kosciusko Kemper.
Charlottesville, F. A. Massie.
Danville, Abner Anderson.
Fredericksburg, Benjamin P. Willis.
Lynchburg, E. C. Glass.
Manchester, A.H. Fitzgerald. 1
Newport News, Thomas Temple Powell.

Norfolk, Richard A. Dobie.
Petersburg, D . M. Brown.
Portsmouth. John C. Asl:ton.
Richmond, William F. Fox.
Roanoke, Bushrod Rust.
Staunton, John H. Bader.
Winchester, Maurice M. Lynch.

.
I

WASHINGTON.
Seattle, Frank J. BL nard.
Spokane, D. Bemiss.
Tacoma. R. S. Bingham.
Walla Walla, R C. Kerr.

Fairhaven, W. J. ilughes.
New Whatcom, E. E. White.
Olym~ia, F. B. Hawes.
Port l'cwnsend, J. 11,1. Ilitt.

WEST VIRGINIA.
Charlestown, Wright Denny and L. L. Page.
Huntington., Wellington D. Sterling-.
Martinsbm·g, C.H. Cole.

I

Pa,rkersburg_, U.S. Fleming.
Whooiing, W. IL Anderson.

WISCONSIN.
Antigo, C. 0. l'.vfarsh.
Appleton, Carrie E. Mo:rgan.
Ashland, Bennett B. Jackson.
Baraboo. J.E. N e-Collins.
Beaverdam, C. W. Voorus.
Beloit, Franklin E . Converse.
Berlin, N. M. Dodson.
Chippewa Fal:ls, Robert L. Barton.
Depere: East side, Andrew C. Mailer.
West Side, J. D. Conley.
Eau Claire, Otis C. Gross.
Fond du Lac, L.A. Williams.
Greenbay, :B'. G. Kraege.
West side, A. W. Burton.
Janesville, D. D. Mayne.
Kaukauna, E. A. Baker.
Kenosha, Gerald R. McDowell.
La Crosse, John P. Bird.
Madison, R. B. Dud"'eon.
Manitowoc, Edwin 'Ii. Smith.~

J\furinette, John T. Edwards.
Menasha, John Rosch.
Menominee, Judson E. Hoyt.
Merrill, ,v. L. Morrison.
Milwaukee, H . 0. R. Siefert.
Monroe, Alvin F. Rote.
Neenah, E. A. Williams.
Oconto, R. P. Smith.
Oshkosh, Buel T. Davis.
Portage, A. U. Kellogg.
Racine, J.B. Estabrook.
Sheboygan, George Heller.
Stevens Point. Henry A. Simond,'3.
Superior, William H. Elson.
Watertown, Charles F. Viebahn.
Waukesha, H. L. Terry. 1
Wausau, Karl Mathie.
Whitewater, A . .A. Upham.
Wonewoc, ·w. F. Freeman.
WYO:i\-IING.'

Cheyenne, James 0. Churchill.
1 Principal.

Laramie, Frank W. L ee.
2 County superintendent.
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I.-Colleges for males ancl coeducational colleges of Uberal arts.
Name of president.

University or college.

1
f~-!;?li.
~~~tA:'1M ~:::~: ::::: ii1i:~;i8~\1f:e:::::: :::::~: ::::::~::::
... . .. ..... ...... .. . . .. ___ ___ ...... Southern University ................. .

Geo. K Mc Neill, Ph.D .... ____
Henry J. Willingham, A. B ....
Benedict Menges, 0. S. B.. ....
C. S. Dinkins ....... __-____ ......
Michael Moynihan, S. J ........
James K. Powers, LL. D .. .... .
M. M. Parker, A. M ..... , ......
Cadesman Pope ....... . .... ....
,T ohn W. Conger, A . ·M.........
Eugene R. Long, Ph. D .... .. :.
James A. Laughlin ........... ..
A. C. Millar, A. M ... . ........ . .
J. L. Buchanan, LL. D .. .. .....
James M. Cox, A. lH., B. D .....
M. Shelby Kennard, A. M . ....
..................................
Franklin L. Ferguson, B. D ....
Eli McClish, D. D ....... ·........
Guy W. Wadsworth, A. B .....
J. A. Linn, C. 1\1. ...............
T. G. Brownson, B. D ..........
Brother Bettelin ....... . .......
Walter A. Edwards, A. M .. . ..
John P. Frieden, s: J ...........
Joseph Riordan, S. J. . . . . . . . . . .
J. S. Austin, A. M ..............
D.S. Jordan, Ph.D .. LL. D ....
Geo. W. White, A. M .... .......
James H. Baker, LL. D .... ...
Wm. F. Sloc um, jr., LL. D ... ,
John B. Guida, S. J ............
Wm.F. McDowell, Ph.D.,S.'r.D
Geo. W. Smith, D. D., LL. D ..
B. P. Raymond, D. D., LL. D . .
...... ...... ...... ...... ..........

iieo~1.ai1~~t!i:,
lko:~:::~::::
Th omas J. Conaty, D D . . -····

Lafayette College . .... ____________ .. . .
Lineville College ______ ________ .... ___ _
St. Bernard College ......... .. ....... .
Alabama Baptist Colored University.
Spring Hill College .... ______ .... _____ _
University of Alabama ............. ·.· ·
University of Arizona ................ .
Arkadelphia Methodist College ...... .
Ouachita Baptist College ....... ...... .
·Arkansas College . . ......... . ___ _..... .
Arkansas Cumberland College ...... .
Hendrix College ........ ~ ........ ..... .
Arkansas Industrial University ..... .
Philander Smith College ... .......... .
Mountain Home Baptist College ..... .
University of California ............. .
Pomona College ....................... .
University of the Pacific ........... .. .
Occidental Coliege ........ ....... . .... .
St. Vincent's College ........... . .. . .. .
California College ...... ....... . ...... .
St. Mary's College .................... .
'rhroop Polytechnic Institute . ....... .
St. Ignatius College .................. .
San ta Clara College ................... .
Pacific Ml'lthodist College ............ .
Leland Stanford Junior University ..
University of Southern California .. .
University of Colorado ....... . ...... .
Colorado College ..................... .
College of the SacredHeart .......... .
University of Denver ................ .
Trinity College .............. ... ...... .
Wesleyan University ................. .
Yale University ................. ..... .

t~~~~~~~~~fe :e~~~~. ~~~-~~~~~.~~~:: :

0

1

Catholic University of America ..... .
B. L. Whitman, D. D .......... Columbian University ........ ·- · ··· · ·
E. M. Gallaudet. Ph.D., LL. D. Gallaudet College ...................... .
John D . Whitney, S. J . ........ Georgetown University ... . .. ......... .

iJohn
~1½~ :~ii~:gn~b
~: iL.-D::::: ii~~a~~tJilt~~~ity:::::: ~ ~:::::: ~ ~::::
F. Forbes,Ph. D .......... John B. Stetson University .. ........ .
W. F. Yocum,D. D .............
T. G. Lan g, A . B ....... . .... . ...
Charles H. More, Ph.D ........
A. A. Murphree, A. B ··- ·-····
Geo. M . Ward, A. M., B. D .....
Wm. E. Boggs, D. D., LL. D ...
George Sale, A . M . . ............
Horace Bumstead, D . D ...... ..
James M . Henderson, A. M ....
Vachel D. Whatley, A. B ......
Joseph S. Stewart ..... ... ......
P. D. Pollock, LL. D ...... . ....
C. E. Dowman, JJ . D ...... . ....
Charles M. Melden, Ph.D .....
Thomas C . Hoy 1, A. B . .. .... ...
W. F. R obison .. . ...... . .. ......
Joseph P. Blanton ... .... .. . .. ..
J . G. Evans, D . D., LL. D . .... .
E. M. Smith, D. D ..............
M. J. Marsile, C. S. V... .. . ... .
W. H . Bradley. A. al.. chairman
J.M. Ruthrauff, D. D... . ......
Andrew S. Draper, LL D ....

l!..,loridaAgriculturalUollege ......... .
Florida Conference College .......... .
St. Leo Military College . . . ... ...... .. .
Seminary West of the Suwanee River
RollinsCullege ...... ........... ....... .
University of Georgia ............. ... .
Atlanta Baptist College ....... .. .. ... .
Atlanta University ..... . .......... . . . .
Morris Brown College .... .... ... ...... .
Bowdon College ...................... .
N orth G e orgia Agricultural College.
Mercer University . ... . .. .... ..... . .. .
Emor y College . . .... ......... .... ..... .
Clark University ........ ..... .... ... . .
Nannie Lou Warthe n College .... ... .
Young H arris College .... . ... .... .... .
University of Idaho ....... , . . . ....... .
H~dd~ng Uollege . ..........._... . .. ... .. .
Ilhnois W esleyan Umvers1ty ........ .
, t . Viateur's 'ollege ... . .. ... ...... ... .
Blackburn University ....... . ... ..... .
arthage o11ege ..................... .
-.niversity of Illinois ...... .. ..... . ... .
..... . .. .. .... ...... .. .. ..... . .... , t . lgnatius CoUege ... . ............... .
Wm. R. Har~r, Ph.D., D. D ..
uiv~rsity of Chicago .... . ........... .
\V ~. Lu~en el. .............. Au. tm .ollege ...... :···· ............. .
Daniel !non .................... Evangohcal Prosemmary ..... ....... .
J . H. Hardin, LL. D ......... ... Eur ka. College ............... ... ..... .
Henrr \V. Roger ·. LL. D ······ Torthwest rn niver.-ity ........... .
J . A . .u.eayitt, D. D . ............ Ewing ollo~e .. .................... .. .
J.E. B1_ttmg •r, A. d ... ........ ... orthern IlhuoisColloge ... . . ..... ... .
J. H . I+'ml y. Ph. D ..... . ... ... Knox 'olle e ....................... .. .
'harlel:!-t.--~h,D.D ......... 1 Lombard niver1:1ity ...... ...... . ... .

Address.
Blountsville, Ala.
East Lake, Ala .
Greensboro, Ala.
Lafayette, Ala.
Lineville, Ala.
St. Bernard, Ab.
Selma, Ala.
Spring Hill, Ala.
University, Ala.
Tucson, Ariz.
Arkade lphia, Ark.
Do.
Batesville , Ark.
Clarksville, Ark.
Conwav, Ark. ·
Fayetteville, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark.
Mountain Home, Ar:,.
Berkeley, Cal.
Claremont, Cal.
College Park, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Do.
Oakland, Cal.
Do.
Pasadena, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Santa Clara, Cal.
San ta Rosa, Cal.
StanfordUniversity, Cal.
University, Cal.
Boulder, Colo.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Denver, Colo.
University Park, Colo.
Hartford, Conn.
Middletown, Conn.
New Haven, Conn .
Dover, Del.
Newark, Del.
Washington, D. C.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
D eland, Fla.
Lake City, Fla.
Leesburg, Fla.
St. L eo, l!'la.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Athens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Do.
Do.
Bowdon, Ga.
Dahlonega, Ga.

~;f
g~/3ci~.
South Atlanta, (ia.
Wrightsv ille, Ga.
Young Harris, Ga.
Mosco w. Idaho.
Abingdon, Ill.
Bloomington, Ill.
Bourbonnais, Ill.
Carlinville, 111.
Carthage, Ill.
hampaign, Ill .
Chicago, Ill.
Do.
Effin gham, JU.
Elmhurst, lll.
Eur eka Ill.
E vanston, Ill.
Ewing, Ill.
Fulton, Ill.
Galesburg, Ill.
Do.
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Name of president.

Univer sity or college.

J.C. McClure, A. M---··· . . ... .
John E. Bradley, Ph.D._ .. ··-·
James G. K. McClure, D. D ....
M. H. Chamberlin, A.M.,LL.D.
A. E. Turner, A . M ........... .
Samuel R. Lyons, D. D · -····-·
H.J. Kiekhoefer, A. M .... ·--Louis Haas, 0. S. B -- ·-·- --·· ··
.A. M.Danely,A. M . . ___ . ___ : .. .
Nicholas L eonard, 0. S. F .. . .. ..
Olof Olsson, D. D.,Ph. D. --·-· ·
Hugoline Storfl', 0. S. F ._. _·-··
AustenK. de Blois, Ph.D . ... _.
Wm. S. Reese, Ph.M ... ----· ·-·
Chas. A. Blanchard, D. D--····
J. H . Scott . .. ·----· ··---- -·-·· ··
W. 0. Caldwell. __ ·· ------- -- ·-- ·
Joseph Swain, L L . D.·--- --··-·
Geo. S. Burroughs, Ph. D_ .....
Jos. Schmidt .... ·- ··· -·---· ····William T . Stott, D. D -···· .. ..
H . A. Gobin, D. D ·--·······-···
D. W. Fisher, D. D., LL. D .- ..
Scot Butler, A. M -· ·-·· ·---····
L. J . Aldrich, D. D ..... ·--·---C. W. L ewis, M. S .... .. ·-·-·· -·
Andrew Morrissey, C. S. C-··- ·
J o.eph J. Mills, LL. D--···· ....

Greer College ........ ·-···· · - .... _.... .
Illinois College.···- ..... ... _.......... .
L ake Fores t Univer sity .............. .
McKendree College ...... ... ......... .
Lincoln U niversity . ......... ......... .
Monmouth College ... ... ... .......... .
Northwestern College ... . . .......... •
St. Bede College ...... -·-- ·· · · ........ .
Chaddock College .... .. ... . .......... .
St. Francis Solanus College ... ...... . .
Augustana College .. . .. .. ... ... ...... .
St. Joseph's Diocesan College ... .. ... .
Shurtle ff College ........ . .. .. ... ...... .
W estfield College ... . ....... .......... .
Wheaton College ..... ...-... ... .. _· ···- ·
Indian Unh·er ;;ity · -·-· . -···- --··-- -·· ·
Henry Kendall College-····-·--·· -·· ··
Indiana University-- ·· ·----··- ··- - ... .
Wabash 9ollege. ·-· __ · · ::.e ·-. _. -·· ..... ..
Con cordia College .....•. .... -- -· .. . .. .
Franklin College .. -·······-·-·- ... . ·-··
De Pauw University--···· ·--- .... ··-·
Hanover College .·····- ...... -··· . .. .. .
But ler College . ........ _. .... -···· ····Union Christian College ... . . .... ..... .
Moores Bill College . ..... .. .. _....... . .
Univer sity of Notre Dame . ... ···-····
Earlham College .. .... . ···- ..... ... ... .
Ridgeville College .. . ... .. ..... . ...... .
St. Meinrad Uollege ...... . .. . _.... ... .
Taylor University·-······-.-· - ···- ... .
Coe College . .. . ..... .... .. . ·-·· .. .. -·· .
Charles City College.·-··.-···· ....... .
\Vartbm·g College .................... .
Amity College.·· ··- ··-··· ... ..... ... . .
Luther College .... ·-··· ....... ........ .
Des Moin es College ...... .. ·······- ... .
Drake University ........ .... .. .. ·-···Parsons College ............ --·····-····
Upper Iowa University·--···-·····-··
Iowa College_-···· .. ····-. __ _......... .
L enox: College ..... ....... ···- ...... .. . .
Simpson College···- ····· ...... . ...... .
State University of Iowa ... . . ... ..... .
German College ... _·····- ..... ···- ·--·
Iowa W e$leyan University·-···· .... . .
Cornell College ...... ........ ··-· ..... .
Penn College ... .... ..... ... ...... --····
Central University of Iowa····-······
University of the Northwes t·-··- ... .
Buena Vista College·-·····-·· ·· - ..... .

~: ~:1a~~1~,%.1:).~~=::::=::::=~

S. B. McCormick, D. D.•··-··-·
J. Frederick Hirsch, A. l\l ..... .
F . Richter .. .. -- · ······-···- ... .
J .C. Calhoun, A. M -····· ..... .
Laur. Larsen.·-···· ........... .
H. L. Stetson, D. D ......... . .. .
Wm. B. Craig, D. D ............ .
D. E. Jenkins, A. M ... ..... ... .
John W. Bissell, D. D ....... .. .
George A. Gates, D. D . ....... .
Andrew G. Wilson, A. M ..... .
Joseph B. Harris ___ ... _. _.. __ . _
E. S. Havi~horst, .A. M., S. T . B.
C. L . ::;tafforcl, D. D ........... .
Wm. F. King, LL. D .... ...... .
A. Rosenberger, A. B., LL. B ..
Arthur B. Chaffee, D. D ...... .
W. S. Lewis, D. D ......... ·.... .
Harvey Hostetler, A. B ....... .
R . C. Hughes, A.M . ..... · -·····
L. Bookwalter, D. D -· · -·······
Jacob A. Clutz, D. D ........... .
Innocent Wolf, 0. S. B., D. D ..
L . H. Murlin, A. B., S. T. B ....
E. H. Vaughan, Ph.D ... ·-···· ·
J . C. Miller, D. D .............. .
Roy V. Magers, A. M .......... .
E. N. Johnson, A. l\L, C. E .... .
D.S. Stephens, D. D ......... .
F. H. Snow, Ph.D., LL. D .... .
C. M. Brooke, A. l\L .......... . .
C. A. Swensson, A . M ......... .
,J. D.S. Riggs, Ph.D .......... .
James McUabe, S. J ........... .
George J . Jiagerty, A . .:\I ..... .
F. M. Spencer, D. D ........... .
Geo. M. Herrick. A. M .. . .. ... .
N. J. :Morrison, D. D., LL. D .. .
A. W. Meyer .......... . ....... .
Chester A. Place, A . l\L ...... .
James P. J!..,aulkner, A. M ..... .
Wm. G. Frost, Ph. D ......... . .
Wm. A. Obenchain, A. 111 ..... .
Wm. C. Roberts, D. D., LL. D.
A. C. Davidson, D. D .......... .
H.J.Greenwell,A.l\:L ....... .
S.,. Woolwine ...... _..... .... .
Reuben L. Cave, A. ~L ... -···· ·
ED 98-- 0

~~st~~og~r1:ge :~··= :::~~ ~ ~:::::::: :::=

Midland College ............. ···-·-·· · ·
St. B~medict's College.-·····-·----· ...
Baker University- -·····-·······-····-·
Soule College ..... . .................... ..
C(?llege of En:pori~t ...... ..... . .... ·-··
Highland Umvers1ty .. ·-·· ........... .
Uampbell University ................. .
Kansas City University········- ..... .
University of Kansas_ ..... ·-·······-· ·
Lane University··-···- ........ ···-···.
Bethany College .............. . ....... .
Ottawa University .. ...... ·-···-·-·· ··
St. Mary·s College···.···.·:·· ...... ·-··
Kansas Wesleyan University ........ .
Cooper ~fomorial College ............. .
Washburn Cc,Ilege ....... ·-···· ....... .
Fairmount Colle~e ........... ··-· --····
St. ,John 's Lutheran allege ......... .
Southwest Kansas College . _......... .
Union ollege·--··· ··-· .......... ·-····
Berea Col lege ......... ................ .

8!~ffe
~~ir!;e:_·::: ~~:::~ ~::::: :::::=::
Georgetown College . ................. .
Liberty College .......... ··-· .... -·····
f;outh Kentucky 'olleg .............. .
Kentucky University-··-· ........... .

Address.
Hoopeston, Ill .
Jacksonville, Ill.
Lake Forest, Ill.
Lebanon, Ill.
Lincoln, Ill.
Monm_outh, Ill.
Naperville, Ill.
Peru, Ill.
Quincy, Ill.
Do.
Rock Island, Ill.
Teutopolis, Ill.
Upper Alton, Ill.
Westfield, Ill.
Wheaton, Ill.
Bacone, Ind. T.
Musco~ee, Ind. T.
Bloomrngton, Ind .
Crawfordsville, Ind.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Franklin, IL.d.
Greenc:astle, lnd.
Hanover, Ind.
Irvington, Ind .
Merom, Ind.
Moores Hill, Ind.
Notre Dame, lnd.
R ichmond, Ind .
Ridge ville, Ind.
St . l\feinrad, Ind.
Upland , Ind.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Charles City, Iowa.
Clinton, Iowa.
College Springs, Iowa.
Decorah, Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa.
D o.
Fairfield, Iowa .
Fayette, Iowa.
Grrnnell, Iowa.
Hopkinton, Iowa.
Indianola, Iowa.
Iowa City, Iowa.
Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Do.
.
Mount Vernon, Iowa.
Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Pella, Iowa.
Sioux City, Iowa.
Stor m Lake, Iowa.
Tabor, Iowa.
Toledo, I owa.
Atchison, Kans.
Do.
Baldwin, Kans.
Dodge City, Kans.
Emporia Kans.
Highlanrj, Kans.
Holton, Kans.
Kansas Cit~.. Kans.
Lawrence, .11..an!".
Lecomptont.-~ans.
Lindsborg, Kans.
Ottawa, Kan .
St. l\Iary:, Kans.
, alina, Kan!'!.
Sterling, Kans.
'ropeka, Kans.
Wichita, Kans.
Winfield, Kans.
Do.
Barbourville, Ky.
Berea, Ky.
Bowling Green, Ky.
Danville, Ky.
Georo-etown, Ky.
Glasgow, Ky.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Lexington Ky.
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IH.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

I.-Colleges for 1.nales and coeducational colleges of liberal arfa-Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

JamesK. Patterson, Ph. D ___ __
L . H. Blanton, D. D _________ ___
,... E. S. Alderman, D . D- ----- : ---D . Fennessy _____________ ___ ____
E. H. Pearce, D. D ______________
'l'hos. D. Boyd, A. 1\-.!'. __ _________
M. Thouvenin, S. M. __ _. ___ -· __
IC. -~j_CToo9mpek~'eDs
,,
• ·_. _D__ -_-__-·-_-_-_·-_-__- -_-_· -_·_

State College of Kentucky _____ ____ ___
Centr al University ________ ____________ _
Bethel College ________ ___________ ___ __
St. Mary's College ___ ______ _______ _____
Kentucky Wesleyan College __________
L ouisiana State Univer sity ___ ___ _____
Jefferson College __________ ----- - ___ ___
Cent
en~ryCollege
College
of Louisiana
Keatchie
__________
·-- ___________
__ __ __

Address.
Lexington,Ky.
Richmm:~ll, Ky.
Russellville, Ky.
St. Mary&, Ky.
Winchester, Ky.
Baton Rouge, La.
Convent, La.
Jackson,
Keatchie,La.
La.

Henry C. Sempre, S. J _________ Collegeofthe immaculateConception
E. C. Mitchell, D. D. -----·--··-· Leland University---·-·_______________
L. G. Adkinson, D. D _____ ______ New Orleans University______________
Oscar Atwood, A. M_ ___ __ ______ Straight University___________________
Wm. P. Johnston, LL. D _____ __ Tulane University ____ __ ____ __ __ _____ __
William De Witt Hyde, D . D __ Bowdoin College _______________________
George C. Chase, D. D. ,LL. D __ Bates College ___ _____ __ _______ _______ __
A . W Harris, Ph.D., Sc. D __ __ U niversity of Maine ____________________
Nathaniel Butler, D. D _____ ---- ,_.Colby Untv,ersity __ _________ __ _________
Thomas Fell. P11-D., LL. D .. . _ St. John's College ________________ _______
D. C. Gilman, LL. D ____________ J ohns Hopkins University __ ___ __ ___ ___
John A. Morgan, S. J ___________ Loyola College--- ------- -------~ ------ Francis J. Wagner, D . D ____ ___ Morgan College____ __ _________________ _
Charles W. Reid, Ph. D ________ Washington College ___________________
R. W. Silvester. __________ __ ____ Maryland Agricultural Gollege _______
Brother Abraham. _____ ________ Rock Hill College ______________________
C. B. Schrantz, S. S· ------------ St. Charles College___ __ __ ____ _______ __
vVm.. L. O•'Hara _____ __ .. _________ Mount St. Mary's College ___ _________
William H. Pu:m-ell. LL. D _____ New Windsor Colle_&"e _______ __________
Thomas H. Lewis, D. D ________ Western Maryland uollege ______ ______
____ _____ _______________ ____ ______ Amherst College _______________ ·----- -Timothy Bros11ahan, S. J ·-··- - Boston College __________________________
WilliamF. Warre-n, LL. D _____ Boston University_____________________
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D ________ Harvard University ______ . ____________
Samuel H. Lee ___________ _______ French American College·-·-- ________
Elmer H. Capen, D . D __________ Tufts College ____________________ ----- -

New Orleans, La.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Brunswick, Me.
Lewiston, Me.
Orono, lVIe.
Waterville, Me.
Annapolis, Md.
Baltimore, Md.
Do.
Do.
Chestertown, Md.
College Park, Md.
Ellicott City, Md .
Do.
Mount St. Marys, Md.
New Windsor, Md.
vVestminster, Md.
Amber.st, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Do.
Cambridge, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Tufts College, Mass.

K.John~t!~I~y
~~ir.-P~.LD.~LL___ iS~ ~~1~:u~R,~~:K~:::======~=====~:::::: ~~;.~~~~\~nf~s~ass.
F. Leny, S . J"_________ _____ College of the Holy Cross ________ . ____ _
Do.

Denison C. '!'h am.as, Ph. D ______ Adrian College ____ ______________ _______ Adrian, :Mlch.
John P. Ashley, Ph. D __ ________ Albion College _____________ ___ _________ ' Albion, Mich.
August F. 13ruske, D . D ____ · --· Alma College __________________________ Alm.a, Mich.
JEa.mAe. sSBu.thAenrg~nlld, L__L__._D
__ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_:. University of Michigan ___ ____________ Ann Arbor, l\Iich.
-1"'
_ Battle Creek College ___________ . ______ Battlecreek, Mich.
Geo. A . Catton, acting _________ Benzonia College ______ ____ ____________ Benzonia, :Mich.
JamesD. Foley, S. J ----- - ----- Detroit College------------------------ Detroit, Mich.
Geor~e F. Mosher, LL. D ______ Hillsdale College _________ -------------- Hillsdale, Mich.
Gerr1t J. Kollen, A . M __________ Hope College ___________________________ Holland, Mich.
A.G. Slocum, LL. D -- --- ------ Kalamazoo College _______ _____________ Kalamazoo, Mich.
W. G. Sperry, D. D ___ __________ Olivet College ________ ---------·-------- Olivet, Mich.
Peter Engel, 0. S. B., Ph. D ____ St. John's University __________________ College,ille, Minn.
George H. Bridgman, D. D ____ Ham.line University------------.------- Ham.line, Minn.
Georg Sverdrup __________ ______ Augsburg Seminary ____________ ___ ____ Minneapolis, Minn.
Cyrus Northrop, LL. D ________ University of Minnesota______________
Do.
James W. Strong, D. D ________ Carleton College ___________ ____ ________ Northfield, Minn.
Thorbjorn N. Mohn ____________ St. Olaf College________________________
Do.
James Wallace, Ph. D __________ Macalester College ____________________ St. Paul, Minn.
Matthias Wahl3trom, A. M ____ Gustavus Adolphus College ___________ St. Peter, Minn.
R. M. Lawrence,A. M __________ Parker College _________________________ WinnebagoCity,~linn.
J. W. Provine, Ph. D ___________ Mississippi College ____________________ Clinton, Miss.
Wm. Vv. Foster, jr., D. D _____ _ Rust University----------------------- Holly Springs, Miss.
W. B. Murrah, D. D------ ______ Millsaps Colle~e _______________________ Jackson, Miss.
Robert B. Fulton, A. ]l,f._______
niversity of Mississippi. _______ ______ University, Miss.
Zuingliu~ Moore, A. B ____ _____ _ Central hri~~ian C_o1lege _____________ Albany, :Mo.
W. FL Pntchett A. 1.\L _________ Northwest M1ssoun College__________
Do.
JamcsRice,A. :Jl,L ______________ Southwest Baptist College ____________ Bolivar, Mo.
R. E. Downing, B. Sur _________ Pike College ______ ------ ________________ Bowling Green, Mo.
B.
W. Baker
Ph. DPh.
____ D __ _____ Mi5SOuri
Uollcge
Mo.
Clinton
Lo\!khart,
ChristianWesleyan
University
__________________ Uameron,
Canton, Mo.
E. :Jl,I. Hopkins, '. M ____________ .'t. Vincent Coll ge____________ ________ ar,e Girardeau, l\Io
Richard H. Jes e, LL. n _______ Tniversity of the, tate of Mic souri .. Co uml>ia l\Io.
Geo. W. ¥itchell. ______________ GrandRiverChristian ·nionCollege_l Edinburg: l\Io.
E. B. C'ra1ihead, A. M---:------ C ntra~ 'olleg?----------· _____________ Fayette, Ilfo.
John J. Rice, LL. D .. nctmg ___ Westnunster ollege ____ . _____________ Fulton, l\Io.
'ba ·.,,.,C. H~menway, Ph. D ____ PritchPttColl ge ------------·--------·- Glm,gow, Mo.
Jer 1.,. uu·, ,L. D ____________ La_G:ang ollege ______________________ l Lagrang<', Mo.
J.P. ,r ene, D. D., LL. D . ____ W_llham_J~well College ________________ Litiorty, Mo.
Wm. l-T. la _k. D. v_ ___________
,oun alley College _____ ,______ __ arshall. Mo.
J i,-1,!;t -T.Pr1 ·hett ------------ Iorrfavill Coll ge ____________________ )forri ·ville, Mo.
(,i. ~cl~n, A - [i __ -·------- s,-a_rritt 'ollegiate Institute ____ ------ Neosb~. :Mo.
<,·· L• o1c, ~ .·• -- ·-:··
· ------------ ~a1k oll ge
ParkY:ille, 1\fo.
: --;·------ , . (barl •.· Coll " -----·-------- ______ , 't. harles, ~fo.
BrotberPauhnn , l· . . _______
oll goof the hristianBrothel'f; _____ ,'l. Loui·, ru:o.

---------1

r ·,v

-----------1

1

---------------------------
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III.-CoLLEG E PRESIDENTS-Continued.
I

I.-Oolleges for males and coeducatfonal colleges of liberal arts- Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

James F. X. Hoeffer, S. J ·· ·-··
Winfield S. Chaplin, LL. D ....
Homer T. Fuller, Ph. D·--····J. A. Thompson, A. M--·-·· ···C. J. Kephart, D. D·---------···
Geo. B. Addicks, A. l\L ··- ·-····
A. B. Martin, A. l\'L_ ...........
J.C. '.rempleton, B. S-········· ·
Oscar J. Craig, Ph. D ·-·····--·
David R,. Kerr, Ph.D .. D. D ....
w_ p_ Aylsworth, A . 1\:1 _••• ··-·
N. W. Kauble ....... ·--··-···-··

St. Louis University·-··· ... -··· · ·-···
Washin$ton University-······-··· -- ··
Druryuolleg.e ...... ______ ---·-··- · · --··
Tarkio College .. -···············-·-· --·
Avalon College_ ..... ····-··-····-- · -···
Central Wesleyan College ..... -····-··
College of Montana ......... ·--· ·····- ~·
Montana Wesleyan University-···--University of Montana ... _-·······-···
University of Omaha ....... _.. ····-·-·
Cotner University.·-·-·-··-··········Union College ... -.. ·········-··-·······

S. G_ Pattison, A. M .... _.......
Geo. E . 1\facLean, LL. D. ··-···
Oscar F. Davis ............. ····John Pahls, S. J ..... . ·-·········
D. W. C. Huntington, D. D .. -. .
Wm. E. Schell, A_ M ...... ···-·Joseph K Stubbs, D. D ..... -···
vV. J. Tucker, D. D., LL. D-···
Florian Widman, 0. S. B .......
Geor!5e Bien, O. S. B ....... ····Austm Scott, Ph.D., LL. D ....
F. L. Patton, D. D., LL. D ......
.
B. C. Davis, A. l\L ·· ·-·· .... -···
Joseph F. Butler, 0. S. F .......
GeorgeB. Hopson, D. D.,acting
C.H. Levermore, Ph.D.-··· · ···
D. H. Cochran, Ph. D., LL. D ..
Brother Jerome, 0. S. F -··· ....
James J. Sullivan, C. l\L .......
John B. Theis, S. J .... ... .... . .
John C. Lee, Ph.D., D. D ......
M. Woolsey Stryker, D. D. -···
Robert E. Jones, A. B ..........
George E. Merrill, D. D-··· ··· J. G. Schurman, Sc. D., LL. D.
Thomas E. Murphy, S. J .......
Alexander S. Web].), LL. D .... _
Seth Low, LL. D ...............
Brother Justin, A. nL ..........
T. J. Campbell, S. J ........ ....
H. M. MacCracken,D.D.,LL. D
P. S. MacHale, C. l\L .. _........
S. A. Lattimore, Ph.D., LL. D .
A. V . V. Raymond, D. D .......
James R. Day, D. D ··-·· · ......
Leo .Haid, D. D ., 0. S. B ........
E. A. Alderman, D. C. L .......
D. J. Sanders, D . D ......... _.. _
J.B. Shearer, D. D., LL. D .....
John C. Kilgo, D. D . .......... ..
W.W. Staley, D. D .......
L. Lyndon Hobbs, A. 1\L .. .....
Robert A. Yocter, A . M. ·······M. G. G. Scherer, A. M..... . . . .
J.C. Clapp, D. D ................
Chas. F. l\leserve, A. 1\.1 ........
W. E. Abernethy ........ .... ...
William H. Goler, D. D .........
C. E. Taylor1 D. D., Litt. R ....
George F. Kirby . ...............
Henry C. Simmons. A. M •.....
W . :Merrifield, A . 1\L ...........
1\1. V. B. Knox, D. D ............
Ira A. Priest, A- M. -······· ....
Albert B. Riker-1-D· D ... . ......
Isaac Crook, D. v ......... . .....
Millard F. Warner, A. l\:L ......
C. Riemenschn ider, Ph.D ....
David McKinney, D. D _.... ....
J osephM. Scherer,('. S. ' .....
Michael J. O'Connor, 8. J ......
Edward W. Hyde, C. E., dean ..
H. J. Ruetenik, D. D .... -......
Godfrey J. Schulte\ S. J ........
Chas. F. 'l'bwing, JJ. D .........
F. ~- St llboru, D. D ... ... ....

Hastings College ........ -··· ........... .
University of Nebraska.·-··-······-·Gat~s College.··-··:··-··· ......... ··-··
Creighton Umvers1ty ·- ········-··-···
Nebraska Wesleyan University·-···York College .... _...... _......... ··--··
Stat0 University of Nevada ... ... ·--··
Dartmouth College ................... .
St. Anselm's College.-····-············
St. Benedict's College ..... ··-· .. -····Rutgers College .............. -·········
Princeton University ................. .
Seton Hall College ..... ...... . _....... .
Alfred University.······-· ........... .
St. Bonaventure's College ............ .
St. Stephen's College ............. ··-··
Adelphi College .... -· ······ .......... . .
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn._ ..
St. Francis College ............. ·····- · ·
St. John's College ...................•..
Canisius College··-··-··········· ..... .
St. Lawrence University ............. .
Hamilton College ......•... .... ······-·
Hobart College ............ .. ...... ·- .. .
Colgate University····- .............. .
Cornell University ................ ·· ··College of St. Francis Xavier . .... ··-College of the City of New York ..... .
Columbia University ................. .
Manhattan College······-··-·· .... --··
St. John's College ..................... .
New York University . .. ...... ·-···-··
Niagara University········ ········-·University of Rochester ..... ·-·- ... . . .
Union Colloge ... ....... ········-·······
Syracuse University····-·········-····
8t. l\fary's College ............... .. ... .
University of North Carolina ...... .. .
Biddle University-···········-········
Davidson College ................ ···-·'l'rinity College . .. .. ........ ... .... -···
Elon College···-·········-··-· · ·· ..... .
Guilford College ..... .... ........ ..... .
Lenoir College ............... . . ... .. .. .
North Carolina College ............. .. .
Catawba College ..... -· · ······· ········
Shaw University ........... .... ...... .
Rutherford College ....... ........... . .
Livingstone Coliege ............ . ···-··
Wake Foref\t College .. ... . ... . .... ... .
Weaverville College .................. .
Fargo <.Jollego_ ....... ..... ....... ..... .
University of North Dakota ........ .
Red River Valley University .. ...... .
Buchtel College_··············- ...•....
Mount Union College ................. .
Ohio University.··-···················
Baldwin University ............... ... .
German Wallace College ....... ...... .
Cedarville Colloge ................ ... . .
St.Joseph'sCollego ................... .
8t. Xavier College ... ............ ..... .
University of Cincinnati .. . ... .... · ·-Calvin College·· ·--· ·- .. .. . ..... ....... .
St. Ignatius College ............ ·······WesternR . rveUuivorsity .... ..... .
Capital University ... .. ........... ... .

ga~~
le!~;~t ii.~~~~~=_·~=:~ ~~~~~~og~Yl~g~:~~::::::: :~::~ ::: :::::
Geo. Sutherland, D. D ..... .... Grand Island College ............... -..

······i

Address.
St. Louis, Mo.
Do.
Springfield, Mo.
Tarkio, Mo.
Trenton, .Mo.
Warrenton, Mo.
Deerlodge, Mont.
Helena. Mont.
Missoula, Mont.
Bellevue, Nebr.
Bethany Nebr.
College View, Nebr.
Crete, Nebr.
Fairfield, Nebr.
Grand Island, Nebr.
Hastings, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Neligh, Nebr.
Omaha, Nebr. .
University Place, Nebr.
York, Nebr.
Reno, Nev.
Hanover, N. H.
Manchester, N. H.
Newark, N. J.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Princeton, N. J.
South Orange, N. J.
Alfred, N. Y.
Allegany, N. Y.
Annandale. N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Canton, N. Y.
Clinton, N. Y.
Geneva, N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.
Ithaca, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Niagara Unh-ersity,N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Belmont, N. C.
Chapel Bill, N. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Davidson, N. C.
Durham, N. C.
Elon College, N. C.
Guilford College, N. 0
Hickory, N. C.
!\fount Pleasant, N. C.
Newton, N. C.
Raleigh, N. C.
Rutherford College,N. 0.
, 'alisbu r y, N. C.
Wake For st. N. 0.
Weaven-ille, N. C.
Fargo, N. Dak.
Univer •ity , N. Dak.
Wahpeton, N. Dak.
Akron, Ohio.
AJliance, Oh10.
/I t hens, Ohio.
Berea, Ohio.
Do.
CedarvillP, Ohio.
mcinnati, Ohio.
Do.
Do.
leveland, Ohio.
Do.
Do.
Columbus, Ohio.
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!.-Colleges f o'i' males and coediwational colleges of liberal arts- Continued..
Name of president.
James H. Canfield, LL. D · - ··- ·
J ohn R.H. Latchaw, D. D---··
J ame3 W. Bashford, Ph. D ____ _
C. Manchester, A . M _ ·- --- ·---Wm. l<'. Pefrce, L. H. D _____ __ _
D. D. Purinton, LL. D---------·
Ely V . Zollars, LL. D-··--·· -·-S. P. Long, A . M_ ·--·· ···- ·--·· J. H. Chamberlin, Litt. D., dean
W. A. Williams, D. D. -··· ..... .
Jesse ,Johnson, A . M . ---·· ·- ·- ·· ·
J ohn H . Barrows, D. D . .. .. ·-··
Wm. 0. Thompson, D.D . ... .. .
Geo. W. MacMillan, Ph. D. ,
D.D.
·
John M . Davis, Ph. D .... ·-··- ·W. G. Compher, Ph.D. __ . ·-···
Samuel A . Ort, D . D __ ___ ______
John A. Peters, D. D. ···-- _--· Th0mas J, Sanders, Ph. D _____
S. •r. Mitchell, LL. D--··-··-·-James B. Unthank, :M. s __ ___ __
S. F. Scovel, D. D ---·-- -- · · ---·
Daniel A. Long, D . D., LL. D .D. R. Boyd, A. M · ---·-- ____ ---·
Chas. H. Chapman, Ph. D ______
Thomas McClelland, D . D ----·
C. C. Poling, Ph. B----···--·--H. L . Boardman, A. M . ________
Thomas Newlin, A. M ____ _____
J. M. C. Miller, M. s ___ _______ __
Willis C. Hawley, A. M ---·--·Thomas Van Scoy,D. D .. _. -·-W . J. Holland, Ph.D. , D. D- -· Theodore L. Seip, D. D - ----·- H. U. Roop, Ph. D ___________ ___
Leander Schnerr, 0. S. B ______
W.
P .Schultz,
Johnston,
__________
Aug.
D. A.
D .M
____________

University or college.

Address.

Ohio State University.··--··----·· __ __
Defiance College _______ -----·----- - ___ _
Ohio Wesleyan University ___ _·-·-··-·
Findlay College_ . ___ _-----···-----·---Kenyon College ____ _.-- --- --- ---- .. --·-Denison University ______ ____ ____ _____ _
Hiram College _-··-- ··-·---·----------Lima College.-·-------·- -- .. ---------·-Marietta College _______ -- -- ·· ----· __ --·Franklin College ____ ·-· ____ - --- --- - -·-·
Muskingum College-·-------· --·--- ---

Columbus, Ohio.
Defiance, Ohio.
Delaware, Ohio.
Findlay, Ohio.
Gambier, Ohio.
Granville, Ohio.
Hiram, Ohio.
Lima, Ohio.
Marietta, Ohio.
New Athens, Ohio.
New Concord, Ohio.
Oberlin, Ohio.
Oxford, Ohio.
Rfohmond College·----·_---· __ ____ ___ _ Richmond, Ohio.

~~!~{u~f~1er~!ty·.~-_::= ~·-·---==~·-:~:-=::::

Rio Grande College · -- · -· ··-··-····-··· Rio Grande Ohio.
Scio College ........ __ ____ ------------ -- Scio, Ohio.
Wittenberg College_- --·-· ........ ... . . Springfield, Ohio.
Heidelberg University ____ ---··-···--- Tiffin, Ohio.
Otterbein University----·-·-- -- --·--·-· Westerville, Ohio.
Wilberforce University. _____________ . Wilberforce, Ohio.
Wilmington College- -- ····--·· -· ·-·-- - Wilmington, Ohio.
University of Wooster--·-·· ______ ·--- Wooster, Ohio.
Antioch College .. --·-· - -------- -------- Yellow Springs, Ohio.
University of Oklahoma - -- · -·--·----- Norman, Okla.
University of Oregon. ___ ____ ------·--- Eugene Oreg.
Pacific University _______ ---------- -- -· Forest Grove, Oreg.
Lafayette Seminary _______ -·-- · -- -- --- Lafayette, Oreg.
McMinnville College------------------ McMinnville, Oreg.
Pacific College _____ ____ ------ -- ------- - N ewberg, Oreg.
Philomath College _____ ·-----·· ---·--·-· Philomath, Oreg.
Willamette University·---------·-·- -- Salem, Oreg.
Portland University __ -·-- ---·--·----- University Park, Oreg.
Western University of Pennsylvania _ Allegheny,Pa.
Muhlenberg College ___ __ ----------·--- Allen town, Pa.
Lebanon Valley College ______________ _ Annville, Pa.
St. V incent College ______ -------------- Beatty, Pa.
GMeonreavva_aCn'ocll e :1geei;;e--_~=- -.--~·-==:::.-==: : :::: Beaver Falls, Pa.
Bethlehem, Pa.
1
01 _
George_E. Reed,D. D., LL. D __ Dickinson College- ---- ---- -- ---------- Carlisle, Pa.
C. E. Hyatt, C. E ______ _________ P ennsylvania Military College_----·· Chester, Pa.
Pa.
Henry
•.r. Spangle
r, D
D .......
D. -··-·-~:=: ·. ~~:::::::::=:::: Collegeville,
Easton, Pa.
E . D. Warfield,
LL.
··-- ULarfsainyuesttce,.)Cll0~geeg·e··
.11
H. W. McKnight, D. D., LL. D . Pennsylvania College·--·---·· --·-··- - Gettysburg, Pa.
Theo. B. Roth, D. D------ -- -- -· Thiel College _____ , __ ___ ___ _____ ·-· --··- Greenville, Pa.
Isaac. C. Ketler, Ph.D ...... .... Grove City College---· ·-·-- ·--··------ Grove City, Pa.
Isaac Sharpless, Sc. D., LI... D. _ Haverford College __ ___ ···-·------·-- · - Haverford, Pa.
John S. Stahr 1 Ph.D., D. D --- · Franklin and Marshall College_--···· Lancaster, Pa.
John H. Harns, Ph. D ---··· ___ Bucknell University.-----·----------- · Lewisburg, Pa.
I saac N . Rendall, D. D -··-----· Lincoln University. _____ --·--· --· ----- Lincoln University, Pa..
Wm. H . Crawford, D. D - -- ·--· Allegheny College·--····--··--·- - -··-· Mead ville, Pa.
Aaron E. Gobble, A. M_. ___ --·- Central Pennsylvania College ____ ··-- New Berlin, Pa.
R. G . Ferguson, D . D - ·-------- ,vestminster College-·· --· -· ----·-·--- New Wilmington, P~..
RB1._0Et.hTerhoims1_,p0sroen,_D···-·D· ----_----·. -.-_-.-. Central High SchooL_ ..... ~- --·· --· ·-· Philadelphia, Pa.
Do.
u,
La ~alle _College ____ ---···-:---··-·-- --Do.
Charles C. Harrison, LL. D. __ _ Umvers1ty of Pennsylvama_··· · --·· ··
EdwinL. York, Ph. D --·--···- lluquesneCollege ____ ----- ·· ·-··---- ---- Pittsburg, Pa.
Do.
,Tohn T. Murphy, C. S. Sp _____ Holy Ghost College--·---···-·----- -· Thomas M. Drown, M. D · - · --- Lehigh University __ . __ .... ______ ·----- Sou th Bethlehem, Pa.
G. W . Athe rton, LL. D- -- ·- -·-- Pennsylvania State College.- ___ -----· State College, Pa.
W.W. Birdsall, B. S- _______ __ _ Swarthmore College_. __ ____ __________ _ Swarthmore, Pa.
Laurence A. Delurey, 0. S. A __ Villanova Uollege ____ ·----- ·----- _____ _ Villanova, Pa.
G. E. Brenneman,A. B -------- Volant College_. ________ _··-------- ---- Volant, Pa.
James D. Moffat, D . D -·-·-- -- - Washington and Jefferson College ... . Washington, Pa.
B. F. Clarke, 'c. D., acting ___ _ Brown Uni'\'ersity .. _______ ··---- ··---- Providence, R. I.
Harrison Randolph, A. 1\-1 ______ . ollege of harleston _________ -·------ Charleston, S. C.
A. E. 'pencer, A. 1\-1 _______ _ ---· Presbyterian College of South Caro- Clinton, S. C.
lina.
Wm. D. happelle, D. D-·-·-- - Allon UniversitY----·----------·------ Columbia, S. C.
F. C. Woodward, Litt. D . . ____ _ outh Carolina College .- -- - ---·------Do.
W. M. Grier, D. D ., LL. D. ____ Erskine 'ollege_. ____ -·----·-----·· ·- -- Dne West, S. C.
A. P . Montagu. Ph. D ---·- ·-- - Furman niversity -------·-· ·------- - Greenville, '. C.
eo. B. romer, A. I-·------ -- Newberry College----- - -------- ------ · Newberry, S . C.
L. 1. DHntoni/{· DLL--D-· ·-·-- Clallin niversity -·--·--···-·----- -·- - Orangeburg, S. C.
~~mes E. L ar
b .D -·---- Wofford_ College ···--- - -----· ---·------ Spartanburg, S. C.
' RerF • yhm r • ---·----- BlackH1lls ,ollege ____________ . _____ __ _ Hot pring , 8. Dak.
0
Huron, S. Dak.
1
1
Mitchell, S. Dak.
Redfield, S. Dak.
JamesE.Todcl.A. La tin•.
niver.ityof ,'outhDakota_ .. __ . ___ _ Vermilion, . Dak.
H .K . arr~n., . L--·---··- ·- Yankton 'oll ge·---··-····----------·· Yankton,, . Dak.
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!.-Colleges for niales ancl coeclucatfonal colleges of liberal arts-Continued.
Name of president.

· University or college.

J. Albert Wallace, D. D _______ _ King College ___ __________ --···· ... . __ ·J ohn H. Race, A. M ___________ _ U. S. Grant U11iversity ______________ _
George Summey, D. D ________ _ Southwestern Presbyterian University.
J. F. Spence, S. T. D., LL. D __ American Temperance University._.
S. G. Gilbreath·---------- _____ _ Hiwassee College ____ -------·----·-····
G. M. Savaflo-e, LL. D ----------- Southwestern Baptist University ___ _
J. S. McCu loch, D. D _________ _ Knoxville College __________ .. ____ ---···
Chas.W.Dabney,Ph. D., LL. D University of Tennessee----- -·- _____ _
N. Green, LL. D. ______________ _ Cumberland University_---·. --- -----J. L. Dickens, Ph.D., LL. D __ _ Bethel College _____________ .... __ -- ___ _
S. W. Boardman, LL. D. _____ __ Maryville College. _____________ · --- .. -Brother Maurelian_. __________ _ Christian Brothers' College __ .. _.. _---J. Hopwood, A. M _____ ________ _ Milligan College ______ --:··--·- _______ _
J. T. Henderson, A. M_ ---- ----- Carson and Newman College ______ ---J. Braden, D. D ______ _______ ___ _ Central Tennessee College ________ ---E. M. Cravath, D. D _______ ___ __ 1:<'iskUniversity ...... ______ ---- ---- ---Owen James, D. D _____________ _ Rog,,r Williams University--------· -Wm. H. Payne.LL. D-----~---- University of Nashville __ ___ --··-----James H. Kirkland, Ph. D_ ---- · Vanderbilt Universitv ______ ---- - ----B. Lawton Wiggins, A. l\f. ____ _ University of the South _____ ----···--W. N. Billingsley, A. M _______ _ Burritt Colle~e ____ --··· · ____ .. - . ---·-·
J. L. Bachman, A. i\L _________ _ Sweetwater College _________ -----·---Jere Moore, D. D ______________ _ Grfleneville and Tusculum College - -Ja::nes T. Cooter, A. l\L _______ _ Washington College _________ ---------P. P. Klein, C. S. Q ______ _______
Geo. T. Winston. LL. D ________
J. H. Grove, A. M _____________ __
T. H. Bridf$es ___________________
Oscar L. F1sher,D. D ___ ________
W. P. Lloyd _____________________
J.B. Quinlan, S. J ______________
John R. Allen, D. D ____ ________
S. J. Anderson 1 D. D- _______ ___
__ -__-_-_- -_-_·__-_- -__--_·_
M .bWn of~_a_n__, _A__• _M
,. 0 1
J0
Thornton R. Sampson _________
L.A. Johnson, Ph. D __________ _
Addison Clark, LL. D ________ __
J.C. Lattimore, M. s ___________
I. M. Burgan, D. D------------Wm. J. Kerr ________________ ____
Joseph T. Kingsbury, Ph.D . __
Matthew H. Buckham, D. D ___

,-J>

St. Edward's College ______ -----------·
University of Texas_, ___________ .----Howard Payne College __________ -----Henry College ___________________ -----Fort Worth University ___ __ __________
PolytechnicCollege __ __ __ _________ ---- -St. Mary's University ____ ___ _________ _
Southwestern University _____________
BuylesonQollef$e- ______________ ---- ---Wiley Umvers1ty .... __ . _. ___ . __ .. _.. -.
St. Louis College ___________ _____ _______
Austin College ______________ ______ _____
Trinity University ________________ ---Add-Ran c_hrist~an University ____ ---· ,
Baylor Umvers1ty____________________ _
Paul Quinn College____________________
Brigham Young College _____ __________ 1
University of Utah ______________ -----UJ?-iversity of Vermont ________________

Address.
Bristol, 'l'enn.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Harriman, Tenn.
Hiwassee College, Tenn.
Jackson, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Do.
Le ban on, Tenn.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Maryville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Milligan, Tenn.
Mossy Creek, Tenn.
Nashville. Tenn.
Do. .
Do.
'Do.
Do.
Sewanee, Tenn.
Spencer, T enn.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
•rusculum, T enn.
Washington O allege,
Tenn.
Austin, T ex.
Do.
Brownwood, Tex.
Campbell, 'rex.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Do.
Galveston, Tex.
Georgetown, 'rex.
Greenville, Tex.
Marshall, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.
Sherman, Tex.
Tehuacana, Tex.
Waco, Tex.
Do.
Do.
Logan, Utah.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Ill?-rlington, Vt.

!it~~
Bn~i1i~~;·~t: B:::: ~ ~ ==== i1~~~fc°hlfn~~f.:ft~:::::::: =: =:::: =::: ~~~iin~1?vt·
Wm. W. Smith, LL. D----- -- -- Randolph-Macon College _____ ____ _____ Ashland, Va.

W. B. Yount ___________ _________ Bridgewater College _·-· - - - ---- ·- ----- - Brid&"ewater, Va.
P. B. Barringer, M, D __________ UniversityofVirginia _________ ______ __ Char1ottesville, Va.
R. G. Waterhouse, D. D ________ Emory and Henry College ______ ------ Emory, Va.
FR.i·cPh.aRrdamMscay ,wAa_.nl\f,-D--.--D- -__· -__-_-_- Fredericksburg College ______ _________ J!'redericksburg, Va.
111 1 0
Hampden-Sidney College _____________ Hampden-, idney, Va.
William L. Wilson, LL. D ______ Washington and Lee University ______ Lexington, Va.
F. W. Boatwright, LL. D------ Richmond College _______ ________ ------ Richmond, Va.
Julius D. Dreher, Pb. D ________ Roanoke Coll_e~e _______ ---- ------ ------ Sa~e~, Va.
L. G. Tyler, LL. D - --------- - -- College of Wilham and Mary------ - -- W1l1Iamsburg, Va.
A. U. Jones ______ ____ ____________ Va hon College------·---------------- - Burton, Wash.
F. N. Englisb,A. J'tL ________ ___ _ Colfax College ________________________ _ Colfax, Wash.
E. J. Hibbard __ ___ ______________ W3:1la ~allaColleg~--------------- - -- · College Place, Wash.
Frank P. Graves, Ph. D---- __ _ Umvers1ty of Wasbmgton ______ ----·· Seattle, Wash.
James Rebmann, S. J __________ Gonzaga College _______ ------------ -- -- Spokane, Wash.
Calvin W. Stewart, D. D _______ Whitworth 'olletl'e- --.----------·-·--- - Sumner, Wash.
C.R. 'rhoburn ____ ____ ____ __ ____ Puget Sound UmverSity ______________ Tacoma, Wash.
Brother Zenonian ______________ St. James College ______ ---------· --·- -· Vancouver, Wash.
S. B. L. P enrose __ ___________ ___ Whitman Colleg -- --------·--·····-- -- Walla Walla, Wah.
Tepheniah Meek, D. D- ------- , Barbourville College _________________ Barboursville, W. Va.
C. A. Young, Pb. D - --- -- ----- -- Bethany ollege----- -- -------- --~- -- -· Bethany, W. Va.
~erome H. Raymontl,Ph. D ____ West Virginia_ Uni~ersity ____ _________ Morgantown 1 W. Va.
Samuel Plantz, Pb. D., D. D ___ Lawrence Umvers1ty __ _______________ Appleton, Wis.
E. D. Eaton~ D. D., LL. D------ ,1 Beloit College __________________________ Beloit, Wis.
H. A. l\1ueh1meier,D. D ---- --- - Mission House __ _________ ____ __________ Franklin, Wis.
George J. J ones, Pb. D., LL. D _ Gale 'olloge _____ __ ___ ___ __----- - · -- --· Galesville, Wis.
Chas. K. Adam., LL. D---- -- -- University of Wisconsin __ _________ ___ Madiaon.1.-,Wis.
Wm. . Whitford, D. D-- -- --- - Milton Coll ge _---- · - ---·-- ____ -- · _-- -· Milton, wis.
M. J- F. Albrecht __ __ _______ ---- Con ordia Coll ge __ ___------------ --· · Milwaukee, Wis.
L opokl Bushart, . J __ ----- -- farquette ollege _____________________
Do.
Rufus C. Flagg, D. D- --- ----- - Ripon on ge ____ ---------- ---- ----- --· Ripon, Wis.
A. I!'. ErnRt ____ _____________ ____ North w e tern Univer ·ity _________ ___ _ Watertown, Wis.
Elmer E. Smiley , A. B______ ____ Tniv rsity of Wyoming _____________ __ Laramie, Wyo.
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III.-CQLLEGE PRESIDFNTS-Continued.

IL-Colleges for wornen.
Name of president.

Unive r s ity or colleg e .

A ddress.

H. W. Browder, A.1\L ........ . Athens Female College.····- .... -----· Athens, Ala .
A. B. Ellis .... . ................. .
Bail ey Springs, Ala.
J.B. Cumming ................ . i!~\el~f!iXf~e~~\;;:~i::. : : ~ ·_ ~ ~:: : : : : Eas tlake , Al a .
Union Female College. - --···-·· · ---·-· Eufaula, Ala .
Robert G Patrick, D. D .... . .. . Judson F e male Institute --·······- ... . M.a rion, Ala .
Jas. D. Wade,A. M . ........... . Marion Female Seminary . _.... __ .... _
Do.
Isbell College ... ....... ...... -···-_- · --· Talladega, Ala.
E. H. Murfee ........... -...... . Central Female College·-- · ··· ....... . Tuscaloosa, A la.
Do.
W. F. Melton, Ph. D - ·· ··-····· 'ruscaloosa Female College . . ......... .
John Massey, LL.D . ....... ... . Alabama Conference Female College Tu sk egee , A la.
J. G. Lile ...... ···-······ ....... . Central Baptist College ... _. · ····-····- · Conwa y, Ark.
Mrs . C. T. Mills . . .. ........... . Mills College .. ·- · ............. - -- --·- ... . M.i.lls College, Cal.
Sister Mary Bernardine ...... . College of Not1>.e Dame-····-·-·"--·· · · San Jose. Cal.
Mrs. M. A . Lip scomb . ...... ... . Lucy Cobb Institute ___ ·--- ...... --···- Athens, G a .
Chas. C . Cox , A. M--··-········· Southern Female College_···-··-· ... . College P a r k, Ga.
Homer Bush.A. M ............. . Andrew Female College . . .. __ .. ··- _.. . Cuth b ert, Gv,.
Miss Mabel Head .............. . Dalton Female College __ ··· - ·-·. ----·- D alton , Ga.
M. H. Lane--······--···-··- · ··- Monroe F e male College._ .... _. . .. _.... Forsyth, G a.
A. W. Van Hoose .•.. . ..... - ... . Georgia Female Seminary-····--···-, Gainesville, Ga.
Rufus W. Smith, A. M ........ . Lagrange Female College . ··-- .... .. . . Lagr a n ge, Ga.
D o.
G. A. Nunnally ·· ···----··-···· · Southern Female College . _.... _. _... .
J. W . Roberts, D. D ... ... · · -··· Wesleyan Female College· ..._. . .. - _. _-. Macon, Ga.
T . .J. Simmons.- ...... .... -····· Shorter College.···•--···; ... . ........ . Rome , Ga.
John E. Baker· -···----····· •··· Young Fema le College . .... --···---·-·· 'l'homasville, Ga .
Joseph R. Harker , Ph.D ...... . Illinois Female College - -· · · ····-······ Jack son ville, Ill.
D o.
E. F. Bullard, A. M .... _-·-- ... . Jacksonville Female Acade my . ... _...
C. W. Leffingwell. D. D ....... . St. Mary's School .... -···-- . . ...... ·-·· Knoxville, _Ill.
Phebe T. Sutliff, A. M .... _._. __ Rockford College ......... . ·····---···· Rockford, Ill.
M. H . Reaser . ...... ···· ·--·-· -· College for Young Ladies _.. . .. . .. ·-·· Oswego, Kans .
F. R. Millspaugh, D. D ........ . ColJ.ege of the Sisters of Be thany···-· Topeka, Kans .
Benj . F. Cabell .... _.. _; __ ._--··- Potter College .. · -·--.-·····-···-_ ..... Bowling G1·een, Ky.
J. C. Ely, D. D--·····----··- - ·· · Caldwell College. ··· ----··---·········· D a nville, Ky.
Edmund Harrison, A. M ...... _ Bethel F emale College . . . .. ·-····--··-· Hop kinsvme, Ky.
B. C. Hagerman., A. M .... _·· -·- Hamilton F e male College .-· · · .... ---· L e xington, Ky .
Do.
H.B. McClellan, A. M .. ---- · ··· Sayre F emale Institute .·· ·- ·-···-·· · C. C. Fisher, A. M · · · ······-· · · · Millersburg Female Col1eg e ..... _..... Millersb urg, Ky.
Mrs. B. W. Vineyard .......... . Jessamine l!..,e male Institute ..... --··-· Nicholasville , Ky.
A. C. Goodwin, Ph.D ......... . Owensboro F emale College _..... . __ . _. Owensboro, Ky.
G . B. Perry, A. M .... . . . ...... . Villa Ridge College -····-··--···- - ----· P e wee Valley, Ky.
A.G. MmpheY ·-····· · --······· Logan Female College . . .. _.. __ . _...... . Russellville, Ky.
William Shelton ...... . ...... .. . Stanford F e male College .... __.... .. . . St anfm·d , Ky.
George J. Ramsey, A. :JYL ... . . . Sillima n F e male Institut e . _.......... . Clin ton , L a.
Mansfield F e m ale College _..... . .. . .. . Mansfield, L a .
~1e~·/~.~ :~~~::~~::~~~~:: Minden F emale UollE,ge ·· ·· ·· ·- · ··· · ··· Minden , La.
H. S. Whitman, A.. M---···- -·· · W estbrook Seminary _... . ..... · ·-· ·· · - D eering , Me.
A. F. Chase, Ph.D .. : .......... . Maine Wesleyan Seminary and l!..,e• K ents Hill, Me .
m ale College.
J ohn F. G oucher , D. D ........ . W oman's College of Baltimor e .. __ _... Balt imore , Md.
J. H. A p ple, A. M ....... . ... _.. .
F r ederick, Md .
C. L. K ee dy, A. M. , M. D .... . . .
Hager s t own, Md.
J. H. Turner, A . M . .... -...... . Ma ryland College for You ng L adies .. Luthervillo, :M:d.
C. C. Bragdon , A. l\L .. ... _. . .. . L asell Semina r yfor Young''vVomen .. Au burndale, Mass.
Miss Agnes Irwin , d ean .. . . . . . . R a d cliffe College. _..... ··· - _··· ---- ·· · · Cambridge, Mass.
L. Clark Seel ye, D. D ... . .... . . S mith College . .. . · ···· -· -----· . . .. . . .. . N ortham pton , Mass.
Mrs . E . S. Mead, A . M . .. ... . . . Mount H olyoke College· ·· · · ·--·- -·· ·· S outh Hadl ey, Mass.
Miss Car oline Hazard .. .. ..... . Wellesley College .. .. __.. . . . ...... . ... . W elles1ey , Mass.
Ella You ng ....... . .. .......... . Albert L ea College········--··· ·---· · · Albert L ea, Minn
B. G. Lowrey , A . M .. . .. .... . . . Blue Mountain F emale College ....... . Blue Mou ntain. Miss.
J ohn W . Chambers, A. M .... . . W hit worth Female College · ···- -· ·· ·- Brook haven, Miss.
George Wharton ... . .. ...... . . . Hillman College_ . . _._-· --···- . . . .... . . . Clinton, l\liss.
A. A. Kincannon . ...... ....... . l nd ustr ial Insti t u te and College _.. .. . Col umb us, Miss.
L. T. Fitzhugh ........ . ... . .. . .
J ackson , Miss.
C. H. Otken, L L . D ............ .
= M,.Comb, Miss.
J . W. Beeson, .A. 1\-1 .........•... East Mis i ippi Female College - ··· · - lleridian, Mi!::S.
L. M. Stone, D. D ...... . ...•.... • to_ne College for Young Ladies · · · · ·Do.
A. S. M.addox ............ . ..... .
mon Female Colle%e- ... - ··· - -·-- ···· Oxford, }fiss.
S. Decatur Lucas ..... . .... . ... . Chickasaw Female \Jollege ····· -·-···· Pontot,oc, .Mi s.
Mrs. LL H . M ~k .............. . Port Gibson Female College.·· ·-· -·· ·· P ort Gibson. Miss.
Mrs. Eva B. Wilkinson ........ . Hru1?-il~on College····--···- ______ -····· ·water Valley, Miss.
Mrs. W. T. Moore .......... ·-·· hn"ltian Female College.-·· · · · ·- · __ _ Columbia, Mo.
S. JP. Taylor, . D ............. . Steph ns Female ollege·-··· · ·--- · · ·Do.
Hiram . GroYes . ......... . ... . ~owai:cl Payne College-··-· - ------·· -· Fayette, M .
T. P. Walton ................... . , ynocl1cal Female Coll ge. --···· - · ··· · Fultou,l\Io.
George F. AyrEIB .... ·-·-········ ~tr~Lby~eri~n 9011. ge ·-·--··· -···· · ··-· Independence, :.\Io.
B. T. Blewett, LL. D. - ..... ··-.
OlU:i Semma1v ·---·-·· --· · ·- ·-··-· .Jennings. :i\1o.
J ame~ A. BPaucbanm ......... . Baptist Female Coll g ·-·---·····-·-·· L xington, Mo.
Z ... I. Willir.m . A ..• .......... .
Do .
_ntral Female olle~ ·········-·····
. i\l. Williams .... ... -····· ... . Liberty 'oll ge tor Young Ladies .... Liberty, Mo.
,J. W. ,Iillion, A. L- .... _ ..... .
10
i xico, Mo.
Ir . V. . . Stor,kar ···-··-~Tevnda, }Io.
~1. H. R •am---·----···-·---···· Lind nw00l1 Femal
olle"' ·-··-- ··-· .' . harles, fo.
J.W.Blal ell,D.D .. · ····-··· <.,rdcntown F male Collela{c --· · ·- ·-- · Bordentown, ..:. J .
0

rl

8
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11.-Coll~ges joT ivonien- Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

Address.

William E. Waters, Ph.D ·- ·--·
Truman J. Backus, LL. D ___ __ _
A. C. McKenzie, D. D __________
Eniily James Smith, dean ___ ___
James i\1. Taylor, D. D ____ . ____
Archibald A. Jones. ____ __ ______
Cs.· AB._ ,~in gff,,AA..i\ML _- ·_·_-_ -__·_--_-__-_-_·_-_--_

Wells College ___ _____ · --·-- ______ --· · -· Aurora, N. Y.
Packer Collegiate Institute· ·-- ----··· Brooklyn, N. Y.
E1mira College ______ ___ __ ___ ___ _______ _ Elmira, N . Y.
Barnard Collega _____ ___--- --·---------- New York, N. Y .
Vassar College._-···-_ .... ··---·· _____ _ Pottghkeepsie, N. Y.
Asheville Female Co!Iege _-- · ··- _____ _ Asheville, N . C.
E li zabeth College ___________ __________ _ Charlotte, N. C.
,·v 01
Gaston College __________________ --·--· Dalla,;, N. C.
Dred Peacock, A. M . . . ___ . _... _ Greensboro Fema10 Colleg.e . __ .. __ . __ _ Greensboro, N . C.
S. P. Hatton, A. M _________ ___ __ Claremont· Female College. ____ ._____ __ Hickory, N. C.
M. S. Davis, A. M. _____________ Louisburg Female. College -- -·-·---- · · Louisburg, N. C.
W O Petty
Chowan.Baptist Female Institute. __ _ Murfreesboro, N. C.
F .h·p~ ·Hi _ohCgeoj,ae-l~l~:_:_:_-_-_:_: __·:_:_:___-__· __·:_:_:_ Oxford Female Seminary._ ... · ·-- · __ _ Oxford, N. C.
11 1, .,
J0
Salem Female Academy----··-·--··- · Salem, N. C.
G. K. Ba,r tholomew, A. M., Bartholom~w English and Classical Cincimiati, Ohio.
Ph . D.
School.
L. D. Potter, D. D ______ ··-- ____ Glendale Female College ____ _____ : ___ _ Glendale, Ohio.
R. N. Rin~land ... __ _·---- -- ____ Granville Female College.-- ···-·---·· Granville, Ohio.
Faye \Val.Ker, D. D ... __ · ··- .... Oxford College - -···· ___ ___ . ___ ·-·- ... _ Oxford, Ohio.
L eila S. McKee. PhD .... ___ __ _ Western College ___ _____________ ______ _
Do.
Miss Mary Evans.· -··-· ________ .Lake Erie Seminary_-····- ___________ _ Painesville, Ohio.
J . W. Knappenberger, A . M ___ Alle ntown College for Women ____ -·-- Allen town, Pa.
J. Max Hark, D. D ·-···-. -···-· MoravianSeminaryforYoung Ladies Bethlehem, Pa.
M. Carey Thomas, Ph.D.··-··· Bryn Mawr College. ___________ ____ ---· Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Samuel A. Martin, D. D ________ Wilson Col'lege ______ ..... --· ··· __ _____ _ Chambersburg, Pa.
C. L. Moench ...... ______________ Linden Hall Seminary--··-·------ ---· Lititz, Pa.
E . E. Campbell, A. M. ____ ---·-· frying Fe:.nale College __ __ __ ·- ·------·· Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Frances E. Bennett ____________ OgontzSchool. ___________, ------ ··-- __ __ O~ontz School, Pa.
R. Jennie D e Vere···-·- ________ Pennsylvania Coilege for Women-··· Pittsburg, Pa.
J. A. Rice, D. D _____ __ __________ Columbia 1!'emale College . _______ ____ _ Columbia, S. C.
Do.
Robert P. Pell, A. B--···- ______ Presbyterian College for Women.-·-·
C. E. Todd _________________ _____ Due West Female College ____________ _ Due W est, S. C.
Jn_ oS.. f{r • wMnaecsk_, _A__._M
__ -_-_-_ -__· _· .__--_ -__· -__- Cooper-Limestone Institute. ____ __ .... Gaffney, S. C.
Greenville College for ·women .. _____ _ Greenville, S. C.
A
0
Do.
MB.· FM. -,~~lse Y- -. _-_·_·_·_· _·_-_-_·-_·__- _·-_-_-_-__-_- Greenville Female ColTege _____ __ ____ _
rv 11 0 11
Converse College ... . __ ---·----· · ------ Spartanburg, S. O.
B. G . Clifford ___________________ Clifford Seminary·-···- -- -- ------- -· - Union, S.C.
H. Lander, A. M . ... --··-· ---··· Williamston Female College---·------ Williamston, S. C.
S. N. Barker __ ··- .. _________ . ... Sullins College ___ _____ . ___ ·-· ______ __ __ Bristol, T1mn.
CT . WA._Fcorlokw,Adei~ ---_·_·_-__··_·_-_·_·_-_·_-_·_-__· Brownsville Female College--------·· Brownsville, T en n.
Wesleyan Female College ... __ . ___ .. . .
Do .
Roberr.D. Smith, A. ]f. ________ Columbia Athenreum ______ ---- -- --- ··· Columbia, Tenn.
'l'. E. Allen ___________________ ___ Tennes:-:; ee Pemale College ____ ·--·-··· Franklin, Tenn.
A. C. Bigger--·-··. ___ ___ _____ _ Howard Female College ___ ____ -----·-- Gallatin, Tenn.
A. B. Jones, D. D., LLD _______ lVIemphisConferenceFemaleinstitute Jackson, Tenn.
Miss V . 0. Wardlaw, A. 1\1 _____ Soule F'emale College .. ______ _________ _ Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Geo. W. F. Price, D. D _________ Nashville College for Young Ladies .. Nashville, T enn.
J. D. Blanton ____________________ Ward Seminary ------------ · ·-··-- ___ _
Do.
.. ______ ·------ -···. ___ ------··-· Martin Female College ... ____ ___ --·--· Pulaski, Tenn .
Wm. M. Graybill, A. M ________ Synodical Female College_·-·- · ·----·- Rogersville, Tenn.
Charl es Carlton __ . ___ _______ ___ Carlton College ____ ---· ____ --------·-·· Bonham, Tex.
W. A. Wilson, A. l\L ___ -· - --··· Baylor Female College--··--·---·- ···· Belton, Tex .
L. F. Smith ______ . ______________ Chappell Hill Female College.-------- Chappell Hill, Tex.
Abingdon, Va.
fil~~~h;a1T1~~t~~~In~~H~fg~--~~ ~~~:~:
Do.
Bristol, Va.
fi:Mi a~ H.kTta1i, A , M __ ___ ·-Charlottesville, Va.
CCh:Fas:·_JLam_
uC-~osc,'kDe·_· D
___· _:_:_:-_. -_-:_ :_ -_· :_ :__: __-_: __- Roanoke Female College __ . ___ . ____ ._. Danville, Va.
Hollins Institute·-··-- ..... _·-··- _____ _ Hollins, Va.
W.W. Smith, LL. D ____________ Randolph-Macon Woman·s College ... Lynchburg, Va.
J. J. Scherer, A. M _____ ·---···· Marion Female College ______ --- · ------ l\1arion, Va.
George F. Winston . . ... ________ Norfolk College for Young Ladies .- .. Norfolk, Va.
Arthur K. Davis, A. M .. _______ Southern Female College---···------· Petersburg. Va.
James Nelson, D. D --··-· -····· Woman ·s College---------------- ..... . Richmond. Va.
Mrs. J.E. il. Stuart_ ____ _______ Virginia Female Institute --- ·- ·-· ···- Staunton, Va.
A. M. Smith ___ ____ _________ _-·-· Episcopal Female Institute ·-·- --·--· Winchester, Va.
Do.
John P. Hyrle, D. D ., LL. D ____ Valley Pemale College------··-------·
Mrs. H. L. Field ____ ___ __ _______ ParkersburgSeminary. ______________ _ Parkersburg. W. Va.
Ellen C. :::iabin, A. iU ______ --··- -/ Milwaukee-Downer College •. _. - ----·- Milwaukee, Wis.

lat!\P.Il~nt-:::~:~::: :~:::::::

tn~!~~:r! ;~~!r~1;~tN~t:~~~:::::::

III.-8clwols of technolom;.
Wm. Lo Roy Bro:m.LL.D _____ Alabama Agricultural and l\fcchan- / Auburn, Ala.
ical College.
Alston Elli'>, LL. D _. _____ - · ···- Colorado Agricultural College ____ ·--- , Fort Collins, olo.
Regi,; Chauven t. A. ., B. ::i ___ 8tato School of Mines·-··-- ______ - ----· Golden, Colo.
George W. Flint _______________ Storr. Agricultural o1lcg-e. ---··-···· , 'torr·, onn.
Lyman Hall·-···-----··---· ____ , tato School of Technology ______ ---·-- Atlanta, Ga.
F. W. Gunsaulus, D. D---··----1Armour Institute _______ ·-·--·-·- ------ 1Chicago, Ill.
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III .-Sclwols of technology-Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

Adc1res,;.

J . H. Smart, LL. D ............ .
Car.IL. Mees, Ph.D .......... . . .
W. M. Beardshear, LL. D ..... .
Thomas E. Will, .A. M ......... .
P. V. McNair,U. S. N ......... .
H. H. Goodell, LL. D .......... .
J.M. Crafts, B. 8 .............. .
T . C. Mendenhall, LL. D _..... .
J . L. Snyder, Ph.D ............ .

Purdue University ............. _... .. .
Rose Polytechnic Institute ........... .
Iowa Agricultural College . .......... . .
Kansas Agricttltural College .. . ...... .
United States Naval Academy .. __ ... _
Massachusetts Agricultural College ..
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Worcester Polytechnic Institute ..... .
Michigan Agricultural Co liege ... _... .

Lafayette, Ind .
T e rre H a ute, Ind .
Ames, Iowa.
Manhatta n , Kans.
Annapolis, Md.
Amherst, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Worcest er, Mass.
Ainii;1_1tural Co 11 e g e ,

M . E. Wadsworth, Ph. D ...... . Michigan College of Mines ............ . Houghton, Mich.

S. D. Lee, LL. D ............... . Mississippi Agric ultural and Meehan•
ical Colle&e.
E. H. 'rripletL ................. . Alcorn Agncultural and Mechanical
College.
James Reid, A. B ... ... ........ . Montana College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.
C. S. Murkland , 1:h. D ....... . . . New Hampshire College of .Agricul·
ture and Mechanic Arts .
H enry Morton, Ph. D . ......... . Stevens Institute of Technology ..... .
C. A. Colton, E. M . ...... ...... . Newark Technical School . . ........ .. .
C. T. Jordan, A. M ............. . New Mexico College of .Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts.
Fayette A. Jones, C. E. , l\'L E . . . New Me xico School of Mines .... ..... .
Barton Cruikshank, M. E ..... . Clarkson School of T echnolog y . ...... .
John H. Peck, LL. D . . ......... . Rensseraer Poly t echnic Institute .... .
A. L . Mills, U.S. A ............ . United States Military Aca d emy ..... .
James B. Dudle y .. .. . ...... .. . . Agricultural and Mechanical College
for the Colored Race.
A. Q. Holladay ... .............. _ North Carolina College of Agricul·
tnre and Mechanic Arts.
J. H. Worst . ... . ............ .. . . North Dakoti:i, Agricultural College ...

Agricultural Co 11 e g e ,
Miss.
Westside, Miss.

Cady Staly, LL D .. .. ....... . . . . Case School of Applied Science ...... .
Geo. E. Morrow, A. M ......... . Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College.
'rb omas M. Gatch , Ph. D .. .. ... Oregon Agricultural College . .... . .. . .
John H. Washburn , Ph. D ... ... Rhode Island College of A g riculture
and Mechanic Arts.
Asbury Coward, LL . D. ... . .. . . South Carolina Military Academy ... .
Henry S. Hartzog, B. S .... ..... Clemson Agricultural College . ...... __
J oh n W. Heston , Ph. D ., LL . D . South D a k ota Agricultural College .. .
V . T. McGillycuddy ............ State School of M ines . ................ .
L . L. Foster . . ..... .. ... . . . . . ... Agricultural and Mechanical College
of T exas.
Joseph M. Tanner ... ..... ...... A gric ul tura l College of Utah ... ... ... .
J.M . McBryde, LL. D ......... . Virginia Agricultural and Meehan ·
~cat qolle~~.
Scott Shipp, LL . D ... .......... V1rgm1a M11Itary Institu te ........... .
E. A. Bryan, A. M ... ...... ..... Wti:~~y~~nS~~~~e~lturalCollege and

Cleveland, Ohio.
Stillwater, Okla.

Bozerr.an, Mont
Durham, N. H.
Hoboken, N. J.
Newark, N . J.
Mesilla Park, N. Mex.
Socorro, N . Mex.
Potsd a m, N. Y.
Troy , N. Y.
W est Point, N. Y.
Greensboro, N. C.
Raleigh, N. C.
Alf_i%1!i~ral Co 11 e i;r e,

Corvallis, Oreg.
Kingston, R . l.
Charleston, S. C.
Clems~m College, S. C.
Brookmgs, S. Dak.
Rapid City, S. Dak.
College Station, Tex.
Logan , Utah.
Blacksburg, Va.
L exington, Va.
Pullman, Wash.

IV.-PRIKCIP.ALS OF N OR11AL SCHOOLS.

Pllblic normal schools.
Location.

Name of institution .

Principal.

ALABAJIIA.

J~~k;~~;,me:~:::::~::~·-~=::
::: : .~~~.~o~ ~~.~~~ ~~:~~~~.: _-_-_-_-: ::.-.-.-::::::
Living ton ...................... AlabamaNormalColle_geforGirls ...

}{i~~t~~l~e~ilson.
MissJuliaS.'l'utwil r.
Montgomery...................
ontgomery Normal School. .. . ..... .
Normal . ... .. ....... .......... .. State ColorcdNormalandlndustria1 W. H. Councill.
chool.
Troy ............................ State ormal 'ollege -·-·-· ·····--···- Edwin R . Eldridge.
ARIZO.·A.

T mpe .......................... Territoriai .-nrmal ,'cbool of Arizona James :McNaughton.
AltKA.·. ·,\ ·.

Pans ............. --·-·.......... Paris Al'atlcm) .• ......... -............ G. S. l\Iinmior.
Pin Bluff ................... ... Br~nch .Torma.I ('oll gc ........ . ...... J.C. Corbin.
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Public nonnal schools-Continued .
Location.

Name of institution.

Principal.

CALIFORNIA .

Chico . ....... .. .......... . ..... .
Los Angeles ... ... ...... .. . .....
San Francisco........... . . . ....
San Jose .............. : .........

California State Normal School ... . ..
State Normal School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
San Francisco Normal School..... ....
l:::itate Normal School . . . .... . . .. . ......

Carlton M. Ritter.
Ed ward T. P ierce.
Laura T. Fow ler.
A. H. Randall.

COLORADO.

Greeley ......... . .... . .... . ..... Colorado State ~formal School. .... .... Z. X . Snyder .
CONNECTICUT.

Bridgeport ..................... Bridgeport '!'r!:1-ining School. . . ........
New Britain ........ ....... ..... Normal Trammg School ..............
New Haven .... .. ............... State Normal Training School. .......
Willimantic ......................... do .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .

MissEmmaG. Olmstead.
.Marcus White.
Arthur B. Morrill.
George P. Phenix.

DISTlUCT OF COLUMBIA.

Washington .... . ............... Washington Normal School. .......... Mrs. Idaliah G. Meyers.
Do .........................·. Washington Normal School, seventh Lucy E. Moten.
·
and eighth divisions.
DELAWARE.

Wilmington .................. . . Wollaston School ............ .. ...... .. Clara l\fenclenhall.
FLOR IDA.

De Funiak Springs ............. Florida State Normal School .... ... .. (;. L. Hayes.
Tallahassee.... ................. Florida State Normal and Industrial T. De S. Tu ck e r.
College.
GEORGIA.

Athens ......... .... ... ......... . State Normal School .. .......... . ... ·.. S. D . Bradwell.
Milledgeville ... ............. .. . Georgia Normal and Industrial Col· J. Harris Chappell.
lege.
IDAHO.

Albion ... . ...... ...... . ......... Albion State Normal School ...... .... J.C. Black.
Lewiston ..... .. _... . . . ... . . . ... Lewiston State Normal School . . . . ... Geo. E. Kn epper.
ILLINOIS.

Carbondale ...................... Southern Illinois State Normal Uni· D. B. Parkinson.
versity.
Chicago, Station O . .... ... ..... Chicago Normal School_ .... ···- ...... Francis W. Parker.
Normal .... ............. ........ lllinois State Normal University ..... John W. Cook .
INDIANA.

Inuianapolis ... ......... ........ Imlianapolis· Normal School . ...... ... 1\1. E. Nicholson.

¥!;;.~,l~~te: :: ::::::::::::::::: 1~~li~nlts1a~!g~o~-~~Pkcliooi:::::::::
IOWA.

Boonesboro . . ...................
Cedarfalls ............... ..... ..
Dexter . .................... ... ..
Rockwell City ...... . . ..........

~i!ITa1~~\,arsons.
I

Boone County Nm·mal Institute ...... '
Iowa State Normal School ........... .
Dexter Normal School ................
Calhoun County Normal ;' chool ......

B. P. Holst.
Homer .H. Seerley.
A.G. Smith .
P . C. Iloldoegeland G. B.
Rigg.
Woodbine . .......... ........... . Woodbine Normal School. .. ..... . .... l\f. A. Reed.

Emporia -··-··-····· · ·········-· State Normal ,'cbool .................. A. R. Taylor.
J<ENT ·cKY.

' tate ormal , 'choolfor Colore1P r· 11 John H. Jackson.
sons.
Hazard.......................... Hazard Normal School ............ _... Bailey P. Wootton.
Louisville....................... Louisville_ Normal School . ........ .. . -I W. J. McC_onathy.
Tepmtopnl.e·H··i-l·l·.········.·.·..·.·.··.·.·.·.·..··_·.·.·. Temple Hill Normal College ....... .. . .J. Vf. Davis.
Upton ville Institute ....... _. ...... . .. . J. L. Pilkenton.
U
Frankfort ......................

LO

r.·JANA.

Natchitoches ................... Louisiana, 'tate Normal Sehool. ...... B. C. Caldwell.
New Orleans ....... ...... ...... New Orleans ~ormal ,'chool ......... . Miss Marion Brown.
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Location.

Name of institution.

Principal.

MAINE.

Castine ___ _____ ____ __-· _________
Farmin gton ______ ___ ____ ___ ____
Fort Kent ____ ______ __ ______ ____
Gorham _______ _________________

Eastern State Normal SchooL _______ _ Albert F. Richardson.
Farmington State· Normal School ____ George C. Purington.
Madawaska Training School_ ___ __ ____ Mary P. Nowland.
State Normal School __________________ Vv. J. Corthell.

MARYLAKD .

Baltimore ______ __ _______ _______ Maryiand State Normal School. ___ ___ E . B. Prettyman.
Do __ __ ____ ______ __ _______ ____ Baltimore Normal School for Educa- George Harrison.
tion of Colored Teachers.
ll!ASSACilUSETTS.

Boston __ ___ ____ ______ __ __ ________
Do ___ --- -·--____ _______ _______
Bridgewater ________ -----·-----Cambridge _______ _____ ___ _______

Boston Normal SchooL __________ _____ _
Massachusetts Nonnal Art School __ _
State N ormal School _________________ _
Cambridge Training School for
'11 eachers.
Fitchburg--~- __________________ State Normal School __ ___ ___ ______ ___ _
Ti'ramingham ________ __________ ___ ___ do ____ _. ___ __ ____ __ __ _________ _______ _
· Lowell. _________________________ Training School for '.reachers. _______ _
Sale1n ___________________________ . ____ do _____ ______ _______ ___ ___ __________ _
Westfield_. _____________ ______ ___ __ __ do ___ ________ _____ __ ________ _.. -·----W or cester ------- ·· ____________ _______ do. _____________________ ______ _______ _

Larkin Dunton.
George H. Bartlett.
Albert G. Boyden.
Herbert H. Bates.
John G. Thompson.
Ellen Hyde.
Gertrude Edmund.
W. P. Beckwith.
Charles S. Chapin.
E . Harlow Russell,

MICHIGAN.

D etroit _________ ___ _____________ Detroit Nonna! Training School __- - - Harriet M. Scott.
Mount Pleasant __ ______________ Michigan Central Normal SchooL ____ Charles McKenney.
Ypsilanti. ____________ _______ ___ _ 'Michigan State Normal School _______ Richard G. Boone.
l\UNNESOTA .

Mankato ________________________ State Normal School- -- ---=----- _____ _ Edward Searing.
Mocn·head ____ ______ _____________ _____ do __________ ___________ ___ ___ ________ L. C. Lord.
St. Cloud ________ ____ . _______ _________ do __ _____________ __ ______________ ___ _1 George R. Klee berger.
St. PauL ________________________ _ T eachers' Training School ____ ________ Miss B. M. Phelan.
Winona ____ _______ ______ ____ ____ State Normal School __________ ________ Irwin Shepard.

I

MISSISSIPPI.

Abbeville. ____ ______ ___ ___ __ ____
Ackerman ________ ___ __ __ ___ __ __
Holly Springs ______ ____________
Do ___________ ___ _____ _______
Paris ____________________________
Sherman ________________________
'l'roy ___ _____________ .. ________ __

Abbeville Normal School_ - ----- ______ ,
Central l\1ississispi Normal Institute_
Holly Springs Normal Institute ______
Mississippi State Normal School . ____
Paris Normal Institute ____________ ____
:Missisf:lippi Normal Institute ______ . ___
Mississippi Norma.I High School_ _____

M. E . Avitt.
J. A. Hudson.
W. A. Anderson.
E. D. Miller.
T. M. Andel'son.
D. H. Davis.
R. L. Croswait.

~IISSOURI.

::::~--~:::~--~:::

g~ie:~rn~~~~~
i~~ee~~ii:~o~~~fkchooL~~: : ::::::
pJ~~~hoe.
Kirksville . _____ . __ __ _________ __ __ State Normal School (first district) __I W. D. Dobson.
St. Louis ____ _____ . ______________ .i:~ormal and High School_ __________ --- 1 William J . S. Bryan.
Warrcnslmrg _____ ______ ________ State)formalSchool (second district)_ G0orgo L. 0 ·borne.

~~S- 8

D illon ______ _____________________ l\Iontana Kormal School ______.________ D. E. Sander s.
rEBRASKA.

Peru ----- - - ---- - ______ _. ________ Nebraska 8 'mte rormal Training
School.

J. A. Beattie.

XEW HAMPSHIRE.

Plymouth_---- -- ----- - ------ ____ , 'tate Xormal School ______ __ __________ A.H. Campbell.
XEW JER EY.

Ne·,,ark . ---------- -------- ------ Newark .,.ormal and Training SchooL Joseph Clark.
Patcr,;on ______ ------ ------------ Paterson Normal Training,· hooL ___ Wm. J., 'lattery.
Trenton ---- --- - ------ ------ ---- New Jersey State Normal and :Model James M. Green.
,'chools.
::-;Ew

-mxrco.

'i Yer City ____________ ___ _______ ... .,.ormal School of ...-ew i\Iexico _______

I

'. 1\-1. Light.

SEW YORK.

Albany ______ -------------------- irew York State Normal 'ollege _____ \Vm. J. Milne.
Brockport--- --------------- ____ Rtate ~ormal and 'rraining SchooL __ Chas. D ..i\-IcLeau.
Brooklyn - --------- - ---- ------- - Training School for Teachers ____ ____ _ John Gallagher.
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Public normal schools-Continued.
Location.
NEW

Name of institution.

Principal.

YORK-continued.

Buffalo __________________________ Buffalo Normal School ______ ·- --- _____ _
Cortland ____________________ ·--- State Normal and Training School __ _
Fredonia ______ -- -· - ___________________ do _______________ ______ _____________ _
Geneseo - ---- - ____________ -- ---- Geneseo State Normal School _______ _
New Paltz ________________ ---··- State Normal School _______ ··- _______ _
New York ______________________ Normal College of the City of New
York.
Oneonta _______________________ _ State Normal School _________________ _
Oswego _------------------------ Oswego State Normal and •rraining
School.
Plattsburg . _____________ ·------- State Normal School _________________ _
Potsdam _______________________ _ State Normal and 'rraining SchooL. _
Syracuse ____ . ______________ . ___ _ Syracuse High School, .Xormal Department.

James M. Cassety.
Francis J. Cheney.
F. B. Palmer.
John M. Milne.
Frank S. Capen.
Thomas Hunter.
James M. Milne.
lsaac B. Poucher.
Ed ward N. Jones.
Thomas B. Stowell.
Wm. K. Wickes.

NORTH CAROLINA.

F.lizabeth City __________________ State Colored Normal School. ___ _____
Fayetteville ____________ ___________ __ do _____________________________ ·----Franklinton ____________________ Albion Academy and State Normal
School.
Goldsboro _____ . _________________ State Normal School ___________________
Greensboro_-----·· _______________ State Normal and Industrial School._
Plymouth ________________________ Plymouth State Normal School -- -- -·
Salisbury ________________________ State Normal School --- ----------··-··

P. W. Moore.
E. E. Smith.
Rev. J. A. Savage.
P. W. Russel.
Charles D. Mciver.
John W. McDonald.
J. 0. Cro~by.

NORTH DAKOTA.

OHIO.

Cincinnati ______________________ Cincinnati Normal SchooL ____ -------Cleyeland _________ ·-- ---- --- ___ _ Cleveland. Normal and Training
School.
Columbus ___ ___________ __________ Columbus Normal SchooL ________ --- ·
Dayton _________________________ Dayton Normal SchooL ____________ __ _
Geneva _____ __ _________ ___ ______ Geneva Normal SchooL __ __________ ___
Wadsworth_. ___________________ Wadsworth Normal School. __________

Mrs. Carrie N. Lathrop.
Miss L. W. Hughes.
Margaret W . Sutherland
Grace A. Gn·ene.
J.P. Treat.
Frank A. Day.

OKLAJIOYIA.

Edmond _____ ____ ____ ___ ________ Territorial Normal School of Oklahoma.

Edmund H. Murdaugh.

OREGON.

Drain---- --------------------··· Oregon State Normal School _________ Louis Barzee.
Monmouth ____ ------------ ____ .. State Normal School _______________ ____ P. L. Campbell.
Weston----------------- --- ---- ____ _do---·-------------·-----l\L G. Royal.
PENXSYLYA "IA.
Bloomsburg---------·-- _______ _ State Normal School and Literary
Institute.
California --· ___ ______ . ________ _ Southwestern State Normal School._
Clarion State Normal School . ______ ..
Clarion-----------------------East :::;trouusburg _____________ _ East 8troudsburg State Normal
School.
Edinboro __ -- ___ .. ---- _________ _ State Normal School __________ . __ ____ _
Indiana __________ ____________ __ _ Indiana Normal School of Pennsylvania.
Kutztown ______________ _____ __ _ Keystone State Normal Schoc;l _. ____ _
Lockbaven ----·-·-----·· _____ _ Central State Normal School _. ______ _
Mansfield _______ ---- --- - _____ ..,__ Mansfield State Normal ScbooL . ___ ..
Millersville_. __________________ _ First Pennsylvania State Normal
School.
Philadelphia ________ -·-- ____ .... Philadelphia Normal School for Girls.
Pittsburg ____ - ····-··· -- ·· _____ _ Pittsburg High School, Normal Dcpr.rtment.
Shippensburg ______ ------------ Cumberland Valley State Normal
School.
Slippery Rock State Normal SchooL
State Normal School _________________ _
HITODE

Judson P. Welsh.
'rh co. B. Noss .
A . J. Davis.
George P. Bible.
J. R. Flickinger.
D. J. Waller, jr.
Rev. George B. Haneher.
James Eldon.
S. H. Albro.
E. Oram Lyt
g _ep~-~!d~ard Cliff.
G. M. D. Eckels.
Albert E. Maltby.
George M. Philips.

ISLA~D.

Providence _________________ ____ Rhode Island State Normal S ·hool. __ 'iVilliam Eu. ·w nson.
f'Ol'TII

CA.HOLI~A..

Rockhill--~------------·· ______ Winthrop Normal CoEege ··-··· ···-·- D. B. Johnson.
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Public nonnal schools-Continued.
Location.

Name of institution.

Princ:ipal.

SOUTH DAROTA.

Madison ··-· · -·- ·-···----·····-· State Normal School·--·······-·.···-· W. H. H. Beadle.
Spearfish . -··- ·- ··- ·-·· ····-· ·-·- .... . do ··--. -···· ..... . ·-·· -· ···· -··- .... F. L. Cook.
TENNESSEE.

Nashville.·-· -·--·-·--·· ........ Pt body Normal College __ ..... . .. . ·-· N. H. Payne.
TEXAS.

Detroit__··-·-·-··· ...... ·-·- ... . Detroit Normal School. ...... ···-··-·· W. A. D ean.
Huntsville····-·- · ··-···-···--·· Sam Houston Normal Institute ....... H. C. Pritchett.
Timpson--········.···~····· ____ Timpson High School .•.. .. -- ·-· -·-- --- J.B. Ram sey.
UTAH.

Cedar City-- ·· ___ ... ......... ·--- Southern branch of the State Normal Milton Bennion.
School.
·
Salt LakeCitY--·- ~·- -··· · ··· · · · Utah State Normal School. ... -· ··· ·-· Wm. M. Stewart.
VERMONT.

Castleton -···-- ______ ··-···- ··-· State Normal School··-·-··--·-··--··· Abel E . L eavenworth.
Johnson---·---·---···---~······· ____ .do·---··---·--·---········· · - ·- ---· W. E. Ranger.
Randolph Center ____ .. -···.·-·- --·-·do ________ ··--·· ...... ···-·· · -·-· ·-·· Edward Conant.
VJRGINIA.

Farmville __ ····---····-···· ..... State F emale Normal School._· ····-·
Hampton ··-- .. ............ -···· Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute.
Rye Cove ..... . . ..... ......
Washington Institute .. -......... ..... .
, Petersuurg ...... .......... :::::
Normal and Collegiate In•

v~wl~t:.

Robert Frazer.
H . B. Frh,sell.
R. E. Wolfe.
J. H. Johnston.

WASHINGTON.

Cheney · ·····-··· · ····· · ···-·· ·· State Normal School .................. W. B. Turner.
Ellensbnrg . · -· ·· · · .. ................ do _----· ···--- --· · ·- -· --·-- --- -·---- P.A. G etz.
WEST VIRGINIA.

Athens __ __ _.·-··-·· · ---·· · ·-··- ·
Fairmont·--·-· - ·--·--·· ··-··-··
Farm .. ·- ·-·-············ · -······
Glen ville ..... .. .. ··-·· ·- ·· ··---·
Huntington_ . -···-·--·· · ·· ·· ... .
She-pherdstown ............... .

Concord State Normal School. . . ..... .
F airmont State Normal School ...... .
W est Virginia Colored Institute . . ... .
Glenville St.ate Normal School. ...... .

:::;~:;1Cob1;lf.!ge~ ··ffta te· · Normai·

George M. Ford.
J . Walter Barnes.
John H. Hill.
W. J. Halden.
L. J. Crosby.
A. C. Kimler.

School.
W est Liberty ..... ...... .... ... . West Liberty State Normal School· - J. N. Deahl.
WIS CONSIN.

Milwaukee ...................... State Normal School . ..... . .......... .
Oshkosh .. ... ......................... do ......... . ... ..... ...... .... ..... .
Platteville_..... .... .............. .. .. . do · ·- · . . ...... . .. ... .... ...... . .... .
River F alls .. .. ... . . ... . ........ _ River Falls State Normal School. .. .. .
Stephl:'ns Point ...... .... ... . . .. State Normal School ....... . ........ . .
W est Strperior ... ....... . . . . . .. . Superior State Normal School. ... ... .
Whitewater .... . ............... State Normal School .. , ..... .... ··-·- ·

L. D. Harve)'.
George S . Albee.

~ .i~GP;;r~~~~-

Th eron B. Pray.
J.C. McNeill.
Albert Salisbury.

P1·ivate norrnal schools.
ALABA::IIA.

Huntsville...................... Central Alabama Academy ... . ..... . .
Scottsboro ............... ....... Scottsboro College and Normal
School.
Selma ... .................. . ... . . Burrell Academy ..... ....... ......... .
Tuskegee ....... . ......... . ... .. Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute.

A. W . :;\-fcKinney.

Dr. J. W . Shoemaker.

A. T. Burnell.
B. T . Washington.

Arkadelphia.......... .... ....... horter University.... ............... . ·. H Jackson.
Belleville ....................... Belleville or mal ollege . . ........... D. F. Montgomery.
Clarksville ...................... Ar kansas umber land College ........ J . A. L aughlin.
Ltttle Roel;..................... Arkansas Baptist College............. . J. A. Booker.
P ea R1dgo. ..... . .... .... .. .. . ... Pea Ridge ormal Colleg . . . . . . . . . . . . S. U. P arish.
'outhland .................... .. on th land Colleg and ~Tornrnl In· 1 Edgar Ballard.
stitute.
, n]phur.Rock ................... Sulphur Rock olleg .. ........... - ... J. W. Decker.
'\ 1lmar .................... ... . 1 Drew Tormallnstitutc . ...... ··-······ J. L. Spence.
T
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Private normal schools-Continued.
Location.

Name of institution.

Principal.

CALIFORNIA.

Martinez _____________ --·--_-··-· Novitiate of the Brothers of the
Christian School.
Oakland _--··- .. ~ .. - ··-·-- -····- Gilson's Normal and Special Train·
ing• School.
San Francisco·-·-·-··--·····-··· California Kindergarten Training
School.

Brother Theodorus.
J .C. Gilson.
Miss Kate F . Banning.

COLORADO.

Denver ......... : ............... Denver Normal
School.

and Preparatory

Fred. Di<.:k.

DELAWARE.

N ewark ...... ····•-·•···-····-·· Academy of N ewark .................. J. D. Jaquette.
DISTRICT Oi,' COLUllfBIA.

Wai;bington ... ... .. ............ Kindergarten Normal Training Mrs. L ouise Pollock.
School.
Do ............... ..... ....... Woman's League Kindergarten Train - Mrs.Anna E. Murray.
•
ing School.
FLORIDA.

Jasper .. ......... ~ .............. Jasper Normal Institute ............ . .
Liveoak . ........................ Florida Institute-·····_ ...............
Orange Park .... -- -· ··--···- .;_. Orange Park Normal and Manual
Training School.
Whitesprings_ ·- -·-- ---··- ...... Florida Normal College.-- ···-····--- ·

Wm. A. Cate.
R ev. Geo. P . McKinney.
Ernest R. Latham.
Thomas B. Kirk.

GEORGIA.

Atlanta _--- ··---···--·-·-·--····
Demorest .. ... ---··-···-··---··Greensboro _····- ---· ·- --·- ··-·
Macon --·· ·- ...... ·--··· ........
Monroe ....... --··--·--·-- ......
Savannah .... .. --- -···- ·-···- ·--·
Thomasville --···--·· ...... -·- ··
Trenton . ···-- -- · ·-- ............

Spelman Seminary_·-·-···-- ..........
Demorest Normal School.--···- ......
Thomas Stocks Institute--···-···- .. ..
Ballard Normal School._ .... ·-·· ......
Johnston Institute ....... ···-·-·· .... ..
Beach Institute ...... ··--·-·- . . ·---····
Allen Normal and Industrial School..
Trenton Normal College .......... -·-·

Miss Harriet E. Giles.
J. S. J ennings.
N. H. Ballard.
George C. Burrage.
Jobn Gibson.
Julia B. Ford.
Amelia Merriam.
George P. Welch.

ILLINOIS.

Addison .... -···· ____ __ ......... . German Evangelical Lutheran T each· E. A. W. Krauss.
ers' Seminary.
Bushnell ...... _.. _____ .... _-·· -· Western Normal College .. ·-········-· W. M. Evans.
Northern
Illinois Normal School . . . . . J.B. Dille.
Dixon ........ ·-··-···-------··-Do .... -------·--·----···-·--· Steinmann Institute ................... Charles A. Steinmann.
Galesburg . .................... . Galesburg Kindergarten Normal M. Evelyn Strong.
School.
Macomb ....................... . Western Illinois Normal School and I. F. Meyer.
Business Institute.
Mount Morris ....... . ·········- Mount Morris College.·-· - -·-· .. .. ·--· J. G. Royer.
Grand Prairie Serninary ... _.... _... . . S. Van Pelt.
Wells School for Teachers·-·· · · ...... E.L. Wells.
Normal and Business Col· I Maxwell Kennedy.
= ~= = ~::: =: ~·= = ==: Rushville
lege.

~[ii~i11~:.~ ~ ~ ~~ ~

~

INDIANA

Ander son .................. ..... . Anderson Normal University·-·-·--· William W. Croan.
L . M. Sniff.
H.A.Bu erk.
E. S. Hallett.
Corydon .... ···-···- ···· ....... .
Covington ... ............... ... . Indiana Normal College .. .. ... --···-·- Olive E. Coffeen.
Danville .............. -·-·--··- - Cen tral Normal College and Gommer• J.A.Josepb.
cial Institute.
Fairmount.-. _........ -·-- _. __ .. Fairmount Academy and Normal Elwood 0. Ellis.
School.
Indianapolis··-···· --- -· ____ ···- Indiana Kindergarten and Primary Eliza A. Blaker.
Normal '!'raining School.
Marion ··-----·-·- ·--···-- ·-·--· Marion Normal College.·-··-· ........ . C. W. Boucher.
Mitchell __ .. -····--- ____ ---· ··-· Southern Indiana Normal College ... . D. B . Gilbert.
Portland ________ -·- ·· · .. ____ ... . Portland Normal, Music, and Law L . M. Holmes.
, chool.
Valparaiso ..... ··-· ·····- -··--· Northern Indiana N01·mal School ___ . H.B.Brown.
Tri-State Normal SchooL .. --··--· ·-··
i~!a°~~.::::::::::::::::::: :::::: Ohio
Borden Institute -···-- _···-· -- --·· ·-·Valley Normal ScbooL ... -.. ···-

IOWA.

Afton.·--··---··--·-----·---··· - Afton Normal and Business College_.
Algona ·· ·- --·-·- ·-··---- ·--· --·· Northern Iowa :N' ormal and Commercial School.
Bloomfield·····-----··-··•····· 'outhern Iowa Normal, Scientific,
and Business Institute . .
Carroll_ .. _- --···--··-- ____ ---··· Carroll Normal and Business College.

Albert G. Owen.
A. J. Lilly.
A. A. Williams.
A. E. Whitten.
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Private nonnal schools-Continued.
Location:

Name of institution.

Principal.

J0WA-continued.
Valder Normal School. .... ........... .
Denison Normal School .............. .
Highland Park Normal College . ..... .
National N orrnal School and Busi•
ness College.
Humboldt College .................... .
Kossuth Academy .................... .
Le mars Normal College. . .. _........ .
Howe's Academy and Teachers'
Training School.
Newton Normal College ....... . ..... .
Nora Springs Seminary .............. .
Ottumwa N orrnal School. ... _........ .
P erry Normal School ......... : ... . ... .
Western Normal College, Shenan•
doah Commercial Institute and
Mu sical Conservatory.
Spirit Lake Normal and Business
Institute.
Tilford Academy ................ -·····
Waukon Business College and Nor•
mal bchoo].

B
~~1~·i~. ===: ::::: ::: :::: :::: ::::
Des .Moines . _..... -··· -·-- ·-· ·· ·
Glidden ········-·····-··--······
Hum boldt······ ·· ·· ·-· ···-·-···
Kossuth ····-··············-·--·
L emar s ... .. -····· --···•· ... --··
Mount Pleasant·········-··---N ewton. _-· .. .. _... . __ .... __ ....
Nora Springs·- -·---····· · -- ··-·
Ottumw.a -· ···--·· ·· ·-···· ·-·· ·PeiTy _..... -~·· . . .............. .
Shenandoah ................... .
Spirit Lake .... ..... ·· ···-··-···
Vinton ............... ·····--· ·· ·
Waukon ........ ···········-····

C.H. Valder.
W. C. VaR Ness.
C. C. Rearick.
E. L. Essley.
J.P. P eterson.
Rev. J. McGaughey.
R. E. Hatton.
S.C.Howe.
G. W. Wormley.
H. A. Dwelle.
Martha A. Peck.
Will M. Tarr.
J. M. Hussey.
H. Welty.
T. F. Tobin.

L . Eells.

KANSAS.

Conway Springs ..... ........ ..
Fort Scott .... -···---- ··----· -··
Great Bend--·· · -·-·-------···-l\Iar ysville._ . __ ····· ...... ..... .
:McPherson ·-··· · ........ -·····.
Salina ..... . ·-······ ...... - · ····.
Winfield ....... .. . ... -····· ......

N ormal and Business College ......... S. D. Crane.
Kansas Normal College·--···-·---·-·_ D. E. Sanders.
Central Normal College·---····_ ...... E. B. Smith.
Modern Normal College .... ......... . .J. G. Ellenbecker.
McPherson College, Normal Dept .... C. E. Arnold.
Salina Normal University·······-·· .. Charles Swisher.
Soutwest Kansas College, Normal Chester A. Place.
Department.

KEI'iTUCKY.

Blaine·· ··················- · ···· Blaine Normal School. . . ......... _.... .
Bowling G1·een ................ . Bowling Green Businesa College and
Southern Normal School.
Bremen .. ......... .... ..... .... . Bre men College·· ·····-···- .......... .
Corinth ............. .. ......... . Northern Kentucky Normal School..
Fulton ................ · ·-··· ... . Fulton Normal and Business College.
Breckinridge Normal School ... _.....
f.~i~~n~~.~~~.
Irvine 'I'rainin~ School:··-············
Jackson ............... .... --···· Jackson Collegiate Institute ......... .
Chandler Normal School. ......... ·--Western Kentucky Normal School. ..
Morehead .... .. .. ··········-··· Mo;:ehead Normal School. .. ... ...... .
W addy ......... ............... . Central Normal School and Business
College.

::::::::: :::::: ::::

k18a:dfs~;~uia·:::: :::::::: :::::: :

G. Milton Elam.
H. H. and 'r. C. Cherry.

P. G. Shaver.
Marion Pfanstiel.
A. M. Kirkland.
J. H.B. Logan.
J.E. Wright.
E. P. Mickle.
Fannie J. Webster.
H. Evelyn Brooks.
W. J. Henry.
J. B. Secrest.

LOUISIA~;A.

Baldwin·· ···· --··· ·· ······· ·-·· Gilbert Academy and Industrial In·
stitute.

A. E. P. Albert.

M Ail\E.

Hampden . .. ·- ·· ················. Ham1,den Academy ... .. .............. George C. Webber.
Lee··············-·············· L ee Korrnal Academy ..... ........... .. James D. :Murphy.
Springfield .... .. .... ·-···· .. .. . Springfield Normal l::>chooL .. _........ Ernest H. Pratt.
)lARYLA:S-D.

Ammendale ........ .... ...... _. Am men dale Normal Ins ti tu te ....... . Brother Christian.
Bvckeystown ...... . ............ Bs~1~1rowi1 Torm.al 'rraining F. R. Neighbours

l

Rising Sun . . ..... . ... ..... ...... Friends' Normal Institute ...... .. ... . Thomas D. Bowers.
:,L\SSACil"GSET'IS.

Waltham····-···········-······ 1 Notre Dame Training School. ....... . Sister Georgiann.
W orc<.!ster ..... _............... · 1 Kindergarten N or:11al Class ........ . . Anna C. Rust .
..IICHIGAX.

F enton·-·· ···· ............

·-····i Fen on ~~ormal <::chool and Commer•

Owo so-- ·······-············-- ·

o~t\fi~~~t~ol .......... ·······---····

~~,:;kc:·~,~;:::~:~~A:: :::::: 1::::::~: :~b~:n::.~ : ~:~

W. A. Stevenson.
l\fr!'I. J o~ephine }I. Gould.
:IL O. Gra.,e,;.

0. Lokeus~arcl.
wccian Lutheran Clmrcb .
... ~o Y°Clto_ •................... •. Dr. ::11artin Luthoc 'ollcge ........... . J olm f:cb:..llcr.
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Private no1·1nal schools-Continued.
Name of institution.

Location.

Principal.

MISSISSI PPJ.

Buena Vista ___________________ _ Buena Vista Normal and Business
College.
Houston·· -···· ·----·-·····-····- Mississippi Normal School_ ..... _.....
Iuka ... -··-----· ········· - -··-·- Iuka Normal College······· ·-···-·· -··
Lake Como-·--···-·····-··-- -·. Lake Como Normal School. .... ---···Louisville -··· --··-· .. ·- ·-·- ·-· _ Louisville Normal School ... _. __ - ... _.
Meridian -·· - ............ __ .... . Meridian Academy··············-·····
Wins ton Normal School.. ___ ......... .
Poplar Springs Normal College _-· ..
Normal Department Tougaloo Universitv.
Tula···· ·····--· ·-··-····.·--···· Tula Normal Institute and Business
College.
Yale .. ·-·····--·-·-·--·····-··-·· Oakland Normal Institute.·-· ..... . . .
Walnutgrove ....... ~ .. ... ... - _. Mississippi Central Normal School. ..

~~ti~ri;!~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~ ~:: ~

L. L. Bowman.
H. B. Abernethy.
H. A. Dean.
Homer M. Knowles.
J . T. McIntosh.
J. L. Wilson.
J.A. Hall.
John D. Mitchell.
Frank G . Woodworth.
C. C. Hughes.

G. A. & J. T. Ho1leys.
Jno. R. Tall-;y.

MISSOURI.

Chillicothe ...... -----·-··--··-· Chillicothe Nor ma1, Business, and
Shorthand College.
Clarksburg--··---···-·.···--··· Hooper In,,titute .. _. ____ ···- -·-· ·-·-··.
McGee
College ... _....... _.-·· ·- . ... ,. College Mound-········---···-.
Eldorado Springs . _. __ . _.. _.... Eldorado Normal and Business College.
Licking College ...... ·-·-·-······---··Pleasant Hope Normal Academy._ ...
0
Stanberrv Normal Sclrnol._ .... -•- ·· -·
;;: ~); ~:: ~::) Thornfieid Normal Institute ...... ·-··
Weaubleau-···· ·-····· ·----···· Weaubleau Christian College ...... .. .

t~i~:1it":

~

Allen Moore.
W. C. Le-bring.
E. E. Taylor.
W. H. Miller.
Gilbert Lay.
J. F. Martin.
John E. Fesler.
J.E. Smith.
J. Whitaker.

NEBRASKA .

Fremont····-···-··-·····-·· --··
Normal ..... ·--···--·-··-··-···Santee Agency
SWtra~·mesb..u.1.·g_'·_·._·_·_:.:_:_:_::_:_.:.:.:_:_: ..- ..
: :.: _-_
J 11

Fremont Normal8chooL- .............
Lincoln Normal UniversitY---···· ·-··
Santee Normal Training School-·····
Bryant Normal University-········--·
Nebraska Normal College .. . ..........

W. H. Clemmons.
James E. Harris.
Alfred L. Riggs.
J. J. Bryant.
J.M. Pile.

NEW YOJ1K.

Buffalo ...... -···-·-·······-····· School of Pedagogy, University of Frank M. l\fcMurry.
Buffalo.
New York .... ···--·-···· .~-- ---· Teachers' College.- .... ·····--····--·· ·· Seth Low.
NORTH CAilOLI::'<A.

Asheville ....... ···- --···· ·-····
Beaufort ......... ... -····---··-·
Concord · ··- -··- .... ·-··· - ......
Kings Mountain·-··-··---·-·--·
Lumberton. ·- ············--····
Poes_ ...... ·· --·· --· ....... --···Raleigh.··· -· ··- ··-· ... ... -·····
Traphill ...... --···---··· · ... ...
Wilmington·············---····
Winston . ...... . ·······-· ·- -·· ··

N01·mal and Collegiate Institute.- ....
Washburn Seminary---· ...... -···--··
Scotia Seminary.····----····-··-·- ....
Lincoln Acad'3mY····--·--···-·····---·
Whitin Normal School.-·······--·····
Buies Creek Academy_--···· .... ·-····
~t .. Augus~ine 's School.. ...... -·· -· ~··
l!a1rview Colle~e··-··-··- ··-····- --····
Gregory Normal Institute·-··· ··-····
WatersNormalinstitute .... ... .. .... •

Rev. Thos. Lawrence.
F . S. Hitchcock.
D .•J. Satterfield.
Lilian S. Cathcart.
D. P. Allen.
Rev. J. A. Campbell.
Rev. A. B. Hunter.
Edwin J. Johnson.
Geo . .A. Woodard.
U.S. Brown.

NO RTH DAKOTA.

Grand Forks .. --···-·-·····-···· Korthwestern Kormal College.··-···· Arthur L e Dorsey.
OHIO.

Ada.····-·····-···-·-· .... ·····Augusta----···-·--·-·····-····Cantiel<L- ··--·····-···-··-·· ·-··
Dayton .. --·--·- ·····---··--·····
Defiance··· ···· · -··· ······-- -···
Ewington_ ... _--····-·--··--····
Fayette.--·_---· .... -···---····Fostoria· ------····-· ...... -·····
L ebanon·-- --······ -·· .... --· · ··
Middlopoint __ ·--·· ··---·-··-···
New Philadelphia .... ····-·····
Piketon-···-··---·---······--···
Port!=;mouth --···- -- ···- ··-··- ·Woodville···--·····-····-·--···

Ohio Normal University-······-··-···
Augusta Normal School._ .. _.. _. __ ····
Northeastern Ohio N0rmal College ..
St. l\fary'sAcademy.-····---···-··-···
Defiance College .... ·-····---··-·--····
EwingtonAcademy .... ·--· ··· · .... ... .
Fayette Normal University_ ...... ·· -·
l<'o ·toria Normal and .Academy .. .. ...
National Normal UniversitY ·- ···· --··
Western ObioN01·mal &:hooL .. --·-··
John P. Kuhn'sNormalBchool .--··· ·
Southern Ohio School of Pedagogy-- ·
Tho Normal niversitY·--··-·---- · -··
Teachers' Seminary·--·····-·········-

H. S. Lehr.
A. M. FiHhel.
John A. Cummins.
F. pencer.
John R.H. Latchaw.
F. F. Vale.
J. E . Dodds.
R. L. De Rau.
Alfred Holbrook.
'l'. A. Davies.
John P. Kuhn.
Levi B . .Moore.
G. W. l\Ioothart.
Theo. 1Iees.

PEXNSYLVA:S-IA.

Ebensburg.--.-·····--···---···· Ebensburg Normal Institute ...... -·- · H. T. Jones.

1.1~~~i:~~~~-::: ==~::::: =:: ==: =: =

t~~~a~n~ 8;ff~ty- Noi·mai -sciiooC = ~~IfP~1~!t~7i~gh.
0
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Private normal schools-Continued.
Location.
PENNSYLVANIA-continued.
Philadelphia ____ --- -- - ------ ---Pittsburg _______ ---------------Rimersburg ... ___ ------ ·- ----- Waynesburg ____________ ·--···-aouTH CAROLINA.
Aiken_·--·-·············-····· ···
Charleston. ____ ....... ·-·--·--··
Do----··--·········-·······-·
Chester ·________ ·_...... ····-·---·

i~.~~~~~~a.-:~~ :::::~ ::~:::~~::::

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Sioux Falls ____________ ··--·· ·-· ·
. TENNESSEE.
Anderson---···-·---····--· ..... .
Birchwood ___ . __ .. ____ .. _-··. __ _
Bloomingdale_··--··---···-· ___ _
Chattanooga ______ ··--··-"·· ___ _
Dickson···--·· ______ .... _______ _

i;tffiti:?.i~~:-:~-:~~

~~ ~ ~ :~~

===

:-~

Hornbeck_---·······-···--····--Huntingdon __ __ __ -·--·•·-···--Jonesboro _______ ··-· -· ...... ·--·
McLemoresville···-····---···-Maryville _______ -··. ··--·- ·····Memphis. _____________ ··- -···-··
Morristown_. ____._____ ---- -- ___ _
Orlinda_·---·· ____ _____________ _
Sparta ___________ _______ .. _____ _

Name of institution.

Principal.

Institute for Colored Youth_--···· ____
Curry College ______ · ---------··------··
Clarion Collegiate Institute_-----····WaynesburgCollege ____________ . ______

Mrs. Fannie J. Cop;Jill.
Z. G. Call.
W. L. Smith.
Rev. A. B. Miller.

Schofield Normal and Industrial
School.
Avery Normal Institute _____ · ···-· ____
Wallingford Academy····-····-······Brainerd Institute_ . . __________________
Penn Normal and Industrial SchooL_
Brewer Normal School. .. ______ ·······

Martha Schofield.
Morrison A. Holmes.
Rev. David Brown.
J. S. Marquis.
Miss Ellen Murray.
Rev. J.M. Robinson.

Lutheran NormalSchooL. ____________ Rev. A . Mikkelsen.
Big Valley Academy _. ___ .............. .
Rutherford Graded School. __________ _
Kingsley Seminary ____ ··---·- ·-··---·Chattanooga Normal University .... _.
Dickson Normal School ___ ...... __ .. _. _
Edgewood Normal School_ ___ __ _·····Holbrook Normal College _____ _______ _
Central Tennessee Normal and Commercial School.
West Tennessee Normal College __ ... .
Southern Normal University_ .... .::. _
Warner Institute _____ _______ ___ ·---·--McLemoresville Collegiate University.
-Freedman's Normal Ins ti tu te ____ . _...
-Le Moyne Normal Institute .. ___ ... ·-·
Morristown Normal Academy _______ .
Orlinda Normal College ______________ _
Dibrell Normal Institute_. __ ···- ·· ....

TEXAS.
Brenham _______ __ _______________
Castroville ____________ --·-··---·
Commerce ______ -·· --· ______ --··
Crockett·· ------ · · · _______ ··-·-Cumby __________________________
Hearne ...... ··--.-·····-··-· ____

Blinn Memorial College _____ --·-·· ___ _
D,ivine Providence Academy. ________ _
East Texas Normal College ___________ _
Mary Allen Seminary ________________ _
Independent Normal College, I. O.
O.F.
Hearne Academy, Normal, and Industrial School.
Summer Hill Select SchooL .. . _. -··--·
Sunset Institute. __ __ ____________ ·---·Whitesboro Normal College_·-···· ___ _

Omen - ------·--··· ...... ·-···--·
Sunset .... ...... ________ -·-··-· ·
Whitesboro. ___ __ _·-·········--UTAH.
Provo City-·------••·- __________ Brigham Young Academy _____________
Salt Lake City _____ _- ---· ---- ·-- Latter-Day Saints College_--- --- ·- ·-··

0 . H. Lipps.
R. T. Rutherford.
i{~s~\;1~~~tron.

::it t §'~r~~s.

Jas. C. Blasingame.
N. J. Pritchard.

W. L. Willingham.
J. A. Baber.
Annci, R. Miner.
Lewis S. Mitchell.
L. H. Garner.
A. J . i:iteele.
Judson S. Hill.
Wm. McNeeley.
W. 'I'. Garrett.
C. Urbantke.
Mother M. Florence.
W . L. Mayo.
Rev. John B. Smith.
R. L. Taylor.
John F. Anderson.

A. W. Orr.

Mrs. C. F'. Caylor.
C. L. & N. Adair.
Ben,i. Cluff.
Willard Done.

VIRGINIA .

Hillsville ____________________ . ___ . Fairview Normal School_ ____________ _
Lawrenceville __ __ __ ·-·-·- _____ _ St. Paul Normal and Industrial
School.
Norfolk_·----···---- ___________ _ Norfolk Mission College _______________ _
Reliance ___ ___ ______ ________ . ___
Shenandoah Normal College .. ___ , ____ _
Richmond
··---·
------·----··-·Memorial College __ __ . ___ __
Rocky Mount.
_____
______ _____ __ H_artshorn
Piedmont Normal College ___________ _
Scottsburg Normal College
·
Willis __ ____________ _____ ____ ___ _ Stuart Normal College ________ ____ _ ·
The Mountain ~formal SchooL . .... ---

~i~~;t~~·-~ :: =:~~== ~= :: ~ ~: ::: ::: :
WEST VIRGIJ'.',,TA.

J. W. Surratt..
Rev. James S. Russell.
W. M. Kiraham
J. S. Gruver.
Lyman B. Tefft.
J. P. Matthews.
S. H. Thompson.
I. A. Briggs.
J. H. Rutrough.

tayette"#le --·--------- · -·-- --- Fayetteville Academy_________
H. C. Ro,)ertson.
~torer College - ---- ---- ----- ·--- Ernest Earle Osgood.
ummersville Normal Schooi·-------- w. G. Brown.

st~~~s;JfJ :::=~--~::: :::: ::::
WI~CO. SIN.

ilwaukee. _____ -·-·--·-·--- ---- National (,¾erman-American Teachers' l::lemmary.
·t. Francis ____ ______ -· ---------- OatholJc Normal School of the Holy
Family and Pio Nono College.

Emil Dappri'ch.
Rev. M. J. Lochemes.

